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!.-GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS .

By act of Congress passed in 1846 the Smith nic u In i
the only lawful place of deposit for "all obje t f ar · 11 l
and curious research, and a11 objects of natural hi. t 1 • pl,
geological and mineralogical specimens belougino- t h
These collections have served as a nucleus for b
of the United States. For many years thi Iu um "a
entirely at the expense of tlrn Smithson fund a l a · n i
tion of the collections is the property of the In i uti
purchase.
A "mu ·earn" has been defined by Profe or
tive library of objects." Not only is the Nation
sultative library, but it is an agency for the in ru ·ti m
of the whole country. It keeps in mind the ne d
are not occupied in the study of science, a
11 a
the skilled i11vestigator. Its benefits are ext n l , i b n
re erve to hundreds of thousands of vi"itor fr m all 1 ·1
nited tate who enter its halls every year, and tbr Ul-.'h t 1
tion of the duplicate specimens in the Museum m, l u1 int
accurately named, to public institutio11s in all part f tb

11t

.-ORIGIN ..A.ND DEVELOPMENT OF TIT•

The hi t ry of the odgin and development of th
detailed in previous reports, and was made th I ial . u
paper entitled ''The Genesis of the National Mu emu. 1
1 ' ' The
enesis of the National Museum," Report of the
(U. . National Museum), 1891, pp. 273-330.

ti ·

t
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ent purpose it will suffice to repeat a few of the most essential facts as
there stated.
The formation of a national museum in the city of Washington was
first undertaken by a society organized in 1840, called "The National
Institution," and afterwards "The National Institute," which was for
four years exceedingly prosperous and active. The nucleus for a
national museum was gathered by this society in the Patent Office
building in Washington, and public opinion was educated to consider
the establishi'nent of such an institution worthy of the attention of the
Government of the Unite,1 States. In 1846, having failed in securing
the public recognition at which it aimed, the society became inactive,
and eventually, in 1861, passed out of existence. In the meantime the
Smithsonian Institution had been organized, but from 1844 until 1858,
when the so called "National Cabinet of Curiosities" passed into the
charge of the Smithsonian Institution, the term "National Museum"
was not in use. From that time onward it was used, unofficially, to
designate the collections in the Smithsonian building.
In January, 1847, the first Board of Regents of the Smithsonian
Institution, after many weeks of consultation and deliberation over the
plans for organization, unanimously voted the following resolution:
Resolved, That it is the intention of the act of Cono-ress, and in accordance with
the design of Mr. Smithson, as expressed in bis will, that one of the principal modes
of executfog the act a nd the trust is the accumulation of collections of specimen
and objects of natural history and of elegant art, and th gradual formation of a,
library of valuable works pertaining to all departments of human knowledge, to the
end that a copious storehouse of materials of science, literature, and art may be provided, which shall excite and diffuse the love of learning among men, and shall
assist the original investigations and efforts of those who may devote themselves to
the pursuit of any branch of knowledge. 1

After the "national cabinet" had been delivered to the Regent ,
annual appropriations were made by Congre s for its maintenance.
During the twenty-three years which folJowed, the collections were
greatly increased and were made the ba i of numerous important
memoir upou the natural hi ·tory and ethnology of America. Tlle
pubhc hall , with their arrangement for the xhibition of a portion of
the collection, also received a due hare of attention, antl a certain
amount of in truct10n and lea"ure was afforded to vi itor . Th ,
appropriation., however, were meager the pace limited and the tafl'
wa o inadequate that little could be done except to keep the coll cti n in good pre er ation.
The r ad lan up n which he operation of the National Mu nm
uducted wa anti ·i ated a early a 1 ~, , when Pr fe r
'!'her cau b li tle doubt that in du ime ample provi ion wm be made for a
library and ma · am at the capital of tbi
nion worthy of a 'overnment who
p rp tuit ' d 'P nd up n b virtue and intelligen of th peopl~. 2
1 Report of ommi tee on organization, p. 20.
~Report of be 'mi hsoniau In titution, 1 3, p. 24~,
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The difficulties attending the formation f
appreciated by him, and in his report for
emphasis of the difficulties attending the
um
of the care of the national collections, and in th
tion for 1870 1 he again carefully expres ed bi
proper to such a museum.
"There is [he wrotel scarcely any subject 1111
education to which more attention is given
that of collections of objects of nature an
r l· u
eral denominations of museums. This ari e r
th ir ,.,.,.,-.u,ii.. ,..,
tance as aids to scientific investigation and in trn ti n."
In the Report for 1873 2 allusion was mad t th in ·1
national collections, ev,en then very great, ' r
tions of the limited force connected with th
proper treatment."
Although the appropriations for the Museum h,
more liberal, it is certain that, on account of h
increase in the quantity·of material received, quit
ever is needed in the development of its plans for h
The Smithsonian Institution, from its foundati n
tions, and its museum was enriched by th num r u
and natural history objects brought home b th .·1 I 1
gifts were received from private sources, and valu. l
deposited in its museum for safe-keeping. Tb
n ·l n
tions was a small but valuable cabinet of min r 1 f 1 m
founder, James Smithson, who was himself a ch mi t n11 l miu 1
of high repute, and a Fellow of the Royal Society
., n 1 1 •
At the time of the establishment of the In titn i n
expeditions and surveys of the public domain w re
the Government, and during their progress lar 0 ·e
logical and natural history objects were ma
material was obtained by the Pacific Explorin
Exp dition to Japan, and other naval expedition
attached to t'he Pacific Railroad Survey, the l\f
vey, and the urveys under the Army Engineer q
great collections illustrating the natural re ourc
~ rth America.
new ource of growth, subsequent to 1871 wa
the water of North America by the United Stat . i'l1
'Ihe great collectio11s of all forms of aquatic life mad b · th
mm1
foun their way gradually into the National Mu eum, t
1 lac
the collections of other bureaus of the Governm nt n , er l iu
work.
At the clo e of the Uentennial Exhibition of 1 76 tb
nited tate Government and those of numerou ~ r i
and of private exhibitors came to the National Mu
T

1

Page 31.
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A new period now began. The storage rooms and exhibition halls of
the Smithsonian building were already overflowing with the accumulations of thirty years, and the small number of persons employed in caring
for them were overburdened and unable properly to perform the requisite work. The limits of the collections had become wider, and a new
and broader classrncation was found to be necessary. The growth of
foe country in wealth and cultur_e bad led to the establishment of many
local museums, and the educational influences flowing from these and
from the Centennial Exhibition caused a demand for more efficient
methods of museum administration. The exhibition of 1876 had been
inq.eed an event of great educational importance to the people of the
United States; and not the least of its good works was the lesson it
taught as to the possibilities for good in public museums.
The objects which at the close of the Centennial Exhibition were
given to the United States for its National Musem were of large intrinsic value, and were also very important from the fact that the necessity
of caring for them led to the erection of a large building for the expansion of the Museum itself.
In the early years Professor Baird, then assistant secretary of' the
Institution, with two or three assistants, bad been able to give all necessary attention to the care of the collections, and the Museum bad
never been formally divided into departments. When the reorganization was made in 1881, under the immediate care of the present assistant :-::ecretary, the diversity of the collections made it necessary to
establtsh a number of departments, each of which was placed in charge
of a- curator.
There are now twenty-eight organized departments and sections in
the Museum, the larger number of which are in charge of specialists
who receive no salary from the Museum. There are also seven administrative offices.
SPECIAL EPOCHS IN '.rHE HISTORY OF THE M SEUM.

The

three

gin ning iu

u

year 1 "'6), in which he
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Museum has undertaken more fully the ad<li i 11 , l :i
collect10ns and exhibiting them on ace uu
r
educational standpoint.
During the first period the main object f h
tific research; in the second, the e tal>li hm u
record as well as of research; while in th tbir l l ri
the idea of public education. The three id • - r
education-cooperative and mutually hel ful • h
to the development of every great mu eum.
endeavors to promote them all.
It is a. museum of record, in which are pr
tions of an enormous amount of scientific
numerous past investigations. This is e p i, 11 • th
materials that h~ve served as a found ation -t r
resources of the United St.a tes.
It is a museum of research, which aims tom k it · 1 n
the highest degree as a stimulus to inquiry and ~ f un la i n 1
tific investigation. Research is necessary in order t i l 11 tt f. · n l I t
the objects in the most philosophical and in trn<' i 1 h ti H
uI
officers are therefore selected for their ability a in
as for their trustworthiness as custodians.
It is an erlucational museum, through it p Ii ,
specimens every kind of natural object and
ry m. uit t
human thought and activity, of displaying d c·ri1 iY
to the popular mind, and of distributing its pnbli<·a i >U
series of duJJlicates.
In conclusion let us review what seems to hav
n
plished since the time of reorganization in 18 1.
The definite steps of progress may be summ riz
(1) An organization of the Museum staff ha
for present purposes and capable of expan ion au
t 1 i 1
sion may require, a11d many capable museum exp rt b. \'
for work in other institutions.
(2) 'Ihrough the agency of the staff the materi, 1 in
tbe accmnulationR of nearly half a century, hav
u
i 111i11
ified, and brought under control and arrang d in u •h 11: 11 1 ·r
in ·ure their efety and make them available for u ly.
(3) The collections have beeu increased eighte nfi l .
con iderable beginning has bren made tow, r l h
(4)
of a well-labeled and effectually installed exhibiti
for the in 'tructio11 of the public.
(5)
thorough study of the organization and y
tion in other mu eums throughout the world has be
f which are beginning to appear in the ':or~ of _th .
·ni_n
which will he ma,le available for other mst1tut1 11 fr m trn
through be publications of the Museum.
T
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(6) Many new methods of installation have been developed by experiment in the Museum, and the best and most available employed elsewhere have been adopted. Our new methods are being applied in
many similar establishments at home and abroad.
(7) The art of taxidermy and the making of museum models has been
advanced a~d dignified by the policy adopted in the treatment of the
experts in the employ of the Museum.
(8) Science has been forwarded by the publication of some thousands
of papers describing the materials in the Museum, while the work of
specialists in the production of these papers bas greatly enhanced the
value of the national collections.
(9) Popular educational work of unquestioned value has been accomplished by participation in the great expositions in Philadelphia, Berlin,
London, New Orleans, Cincinnati, Louisville, Madrid, and Chicago.
(10) Hundreds of thousands of named specimens have been distributed to other museums and to colleges and schools.
EXPECTATIONS OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENT.

That the United States must have a National Museum worthy of the
dignity of the nation is self-evident.
Every country has a museum or group of museums in its capital
city-centers of scientific and educational activity-the treasur~-house
of the people, filled with memorials of :national triumphs in the fields
of science, art, and industrial progress. 1
These are legitimate objects of national pride, for upon the character
of its museums and libraries, intelligent persons, visiting a country, very
properly base their judgment as to the nature and degree of the civilization of the people.
Washington may without question be made the seat of one of the
greate t museums in the world. It may perhap be neither practicable
nor de irable to ather together in this city exten ive collection of
ancient medireval art, but a representative series of uch object will
undoubtedly grow up which wil1 ten<l. to educate the public ta te,
promote the ·tudy of the ·element of art and the hi tory of civiliza.
tion, and forward the art of de ign. Thi having been accompli -bed
attention bould be directed mainly toward the exhibition of the o-eology an l natural hi tory of America and it natural re ource , to th
pre r ati n of memorial of its aboriginal inhabitant , and the encouragement f the arts and indu trie of our own people.
- It i evident that be ational Museum of the nited

1 ~fost of tlJ
older nation have mn enms devoted to th ir milit:ny acbi v m nt
and triumphs, bnt onr country baa no need or le ir to enter into this field of, ork .
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though often within the general control
France, for instance, most of the mu um
Public Instruction, and in England, to < l
ment of Science and Art.
In the great capitals of Europe the pu li · 11 , i u.
through various parts of the same city iu m 1 , 1111
names and independent in their orga niz i u .
I 1 · It
which should properly be done by . uch mu
no one of them has seen fit to undertake i ·
much labor is duplicated, which is perhap
lections of similar scope and purpose beiu ·
parts of the same city. One of the chi f obj
of effort is that much of the value of larg
11
ment is lost by failure to concentrate them h r
and compared side by side. In W ashingt n 11
are all, without exception, concentrated in n
r UJ
The Army Medical Museum now occupies a buil in l' i l . , 11
those under the control of the Smithsonian In i u i n. an l hi I
imity, in connection with the long-establish d
Ii · • lf · 1 1
between the two organizations. renders them, for all 1 rn • i ·, 1 pa
united in intere t.
Although the appropriations from the publi tr , nry f r h
tenance of the National Mm;eum are small com , r l "1th lJ
everal European countries, the value of object gfr n b., 11 h
vidual i proportionately large. The actual valu
f . u ·1 · ,nt1 il 1
tions for ten years past has not, it is estimated fc 11
a year, and iu some years it has been greater.
Among important gifts may be mentioned th
gaUery, of inestimable value to the American hi t
the collection of North American insects, given
the collection bequeathed in 1887 by the lat
delphia, containing, besides minerals and oth r
conchological specimens, and appraised by th
collections of mollusks, gems, and preciou t n
Ir
Rev. L. T. Chamberlain and Mrs. Frances Lea ham
and valuable collections of African mammal ~ ir l
t ·. m ii
pre ented by Dr. W. L. Abbott and Mr. William
t r
endire and Ralph collections of American bird
Smith ·onian Institution; the Lacoe collection f fi . il 1 l: n
th collection of the American Institute of Mioiu · 1'11 rin 1 •
transfer of which from Philadelphia to Wa hiu t n a l ·i I
priation was made by Congress.
·
Some exceedingly valuable collections in thi conu r ·: 11 l in
have beeu bequeathed to the Smithsonian In titu~i 1~, whi ·h h
yet come into its possession. It is estimated that 1th111 h · P•
.1
year individuals to tbe number of more than 2 0 b. · m· 1 !! 1
the Museum to the value of $100 each, or more.
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. The National Museum now contains more than three and a half millions of objects.
The intrinsic value of such collections as these can not well be expressed in figures. There are single specimens worth hundreds, others
worth thousands of dollars, and still others which are unique and priceless. Many series of specimens, which owe their value to their completeness and to the labor which has been expended on them, can not
be replaced at any price. The collections at a forced sale would realize
more than has been expended on them, and a fair appraisal of their
value would amount to several millions of dollars.
One of the most striking features in the affairs of the Museum is the
manner in which its collections are increasing. In 189(3 the number of
specimens is more than eighteen times as great as in 1882.
In the direct purchase of specimens but little money bas been spent,
less perhaps in :fifty years than either Frauce, England, Germany, or
Austria expends in a single year on similar objects. The entire
Museum is the outgrowth of Government expeditions and expositions,
and of gifts prompted largely by the generosity of the American people.
As might be supposed, a considerable proportion of the objects given
are duplicates of material already on band, and although these contributions can, with the utmost advantage, be used for distribution
to museums and schools, they do not materially increase the value of
the collections for study by specialists and for general educational
purpo, es.
'J'be need of a larger fund for the purchase of specimens is yearly
becoming· more manifest. Exceedingly important material is constautly
offered at prices very much below what it would cost to obtain it lJy
collecting, and in many instance , when refused, it is eagerly taken
by the museums and institutions of Europe.
The Museum in its present condition may be compared to a book
f'rom which page here and there have been omitted, so that the narrative i disjointed and incomplete.
The museums of England are ri h with the accumulations of centurie . The ational Museum of the United State i y ung, and ha
enormou deficiencie in every department. It need , more than any
mu eum in Europe, the oppor unity to increa e it resource through
I nr ha . The total amount expended for the purcha e of p cimen
f r he ational Museum inc 18 1 ha a eraged le than 7, 00 a

7,

of pecimen for the outh en ington Mu um
1,5 6 6 4 wa expend€-d, or a yearly avera ·e f
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Our Museum is the result of the activiti
ment. Through a thousand channels m t ri, l
museum come into the possession of the
rnn 11t : 11
materials our Museum has been built. A mu t m
ner, however, suffers sooner or later from it 1
objects of certain kinds and from the ab n ·
h
of the National Museum. At the out.set n , d i i u
and the expectation that aU important defici
i .
might properly be indulged in. As the year h, ,
bas become more and more apparent that m n:
can only be supplied by purchase.
More striking present results might certainly b:
limiting the developments of the Museum to
i, l
however, had in view the future as well as the r ,
,t l, )
has been refused a place in the Museum whi h i lik ly t
even in the remote future, in the development
h, t '
museum plans the nation may ultimately be willin t I 1
B.-ORGANIZA.TION AND SCOPE OF 'l'HE

[.

The National Museum is under the charge of tbe
tution, a.nu its operations are supervised by th
the Institution.
The Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution i, by 1, w
of the Smithsonian Museum," and the assistant se •r t r ·,
of nearly fifty years, its executive head.
In t,h e act of Congress passed in 1846, to establi h b
Institution, are contained the following provision
of the museum to be placed under its charge:
1. The act above referred to provides tliat '' all
of foreign and curious research, and all obje t f n,
plant , and geological and mineralogical p im n
hereafter to belong, to the United States, whi ·h m,
of Wa hington," shall be delivered to the R 0 • nt
sonian Institution, and, together with new p im 11 '
exchange., do11ation, or otherwise, shall be so arrau rr
fied a be, t, to facilitate examination and study.
i. It provides that, in proportion aH suitable arr, !1 m 11
be made for their reception, these objects shall b <l hY r 1
per on as may be authorized by the Board of
them.
~- It provides that they shall be arranged in n h r r · 11
cla ifi.e<l. a be t to facilitate their examination an ,tu l ·.
4. It provides that they slrnll thus be arranged in tb uiJ in
b erected for the Institution.
5. It authorizes the Regents to obtain new pe im n .'
of duplicate i;;pecimens and by gift, aud dire t al that tb
be appropriately classified and arranged.
The National Museum thus became tbe authorized pl. ·
for all objects of art, archreology, ethnology, natural hi t
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alogy, geology, etc., belonging to the United States or collected by any ·
agency whatsoever for the Government of the United States, when no
longer needed for investigations in progress.
The collections in the Museum are intended to exhibit the natural
and industrial resources, primarily of the United States and secondarily
of other parts of the world, for purposes of comparison.
The activities of the Museum are exerted especially in three directions:
1. The permanent preservation of the collections already in its possession, which depends chiefly upon the vigilance of the curators and the
skill of the preparators.
2. The increase of the collections, which a.re acquired(1) From the various Government surveys and expeditions, in
accordance with law;
(2) By gift from individuals, from otlier institutions, and from
foreign governments;
(3) By exchange for its duplicate specimens or for publications;
(4) By the efforts of officers of the Museum, who make collections
in connection with their regular duties, or are detailed for special
service of this nature;
(5) By purchase, when appropriations are made by Congress for
that purpose.
3. The utilization of the collections, which is effected by exhibiting
them to the public, and by encouraging investigations on the part of
the officers of the Museum and other suitable persons, and facilitating
the publication of the results; also by the distribution to other museums
and educational institutions of duplicate specimens, which have formed
the basis of scientific investigation, these being identifierl and labeled
by the be.::t authorities.
The collections of the National Museum are made uv to a very large
extent of the following materials:
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7,. The remnant of the collection o
i l
8. The collections made by the
animal and mineral resource th :fl b ri
t~e 1;1-a~i_ve races _of the country on th
· ·a ·i 11 · h
Exh1b1t10n. at Philadelphia in 1876; th 1 h r '( 11 . i, 1
by t1?-e ~mted States at the Internati n, l 1 i, h •l'i
I u
Berlm m_l880 and at London in 1
, and h · II ,·ti ,11
from various local expositions, a , :£ ·r in . au·
h
Cotton Centennial Exposition in 1 -! , 11 1
11
Exposition in 1887, and the World'
olum i. u I
. 9. The collections given by the ov mm 11
eign nations, thirty in number, which p rti ·i1 ~
at Philadelphia in 1876.
10. The in~ustrial collections given by m m r n m
and commermal houses of Europe and m ri ·a • · 1
Philadelphia Exhibition and subsequen 1 , .
. 11. The materials received from museum in hm >l
m exchange for duplicate specimens.
12. Collections received as gifts, depo i :
individuals, numbering usually from 1,00
The publications of the Museum consist of1. The Annual Report.
2. The Proceedings of the National Mu emu.
3. The Bulletin of the National Museum.
4. The series of circulars.
Papers by members of the Museum staff, based up n
have been printed in every scientific periodical iu th
and in many of tho e of Europe.
RELATIONS OF THE MUSEUM TO THE SMITII

1
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and other scient1hc and literary materials have been distributed to
every region of the earth, it has acquired a reputation at least as farreaching as that of any other institution of learning in the world.
It is therefore representative of what is deemed in other lands the
chief glory of this nation, for whatever may be thought in other countries of American art and literature, or of American institutions
generally, the science of A·m erica is everywhere accepted as sound,
vigorous, and progressive.
In the scientific journals of Great Britain and other European countries the reader finds most appreciative reviews of the scientific publications of the Smithsonian , the Museum, the Bureau of Ethnology, the
Geological Survey, the Department of Agriculture, and the Fish Commission, and they are constantly holding up the Government of the
United States as an example of what governments should do for the
support of their scientific institutions.
It is surely a legitimate source of pride to Americans that their work
in science should be so thoroughly appreciated by other nations, and it
is important that the reputation should be maiutained. Nothing can
be more in consonance with the spirit of our Governmt:>nt, or more in
accord with the injunction of Washington in bis Farewell Address,
admiringly quoted by Sir Lyon Playfair in his address as president of
the British Association for the Advancement of Science:
Promote, then, as an object of primary importance, institittions for the
general diffusion of knowledge.
In proportion as the striwture of a government gives force to public
opinion, it should be enlightened.
No one bas yet explained, except by conjecture, why James Smithson
selected the United States as the seat of his foundation. He had no
acquaintauces in Amt·rica, nor does he appear to h ave bad any books
relating to America, except two. Rhees quotes from one of the e
(''Travels through North America," by Isaac Weld, ecretary of the
Royal Society) a paragraph concerning Washington, then a small town
of 5,000 inhabitants, in which it is predicted that "the Federal city, a
soon as uavigation is perfected, will increa e most rapidly," and that,
at a future day, if the affairs of the United State ' go on as pro perously as they have done, it will become the grand emporium of the
West and rival in magnitude and plendor the itie: of the Old World.
In pired by a belief in the future greatues, of the new nation,
realizing that while the needs of England were well met by existing
rganization , su has wouJd not be likely to spring up for many years
in a new poor, and growing country, he founded in the new England
an in titution of learning, the civilizing power of which b as been of
incalculable value. Who can attempt to ay what the condition of the
nited tate. would have been to-day without thi bequest
Well did Pre ident John Quincy Adams say:
Of all the foimdaUons of establishments for pious or charitable i1,ses
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which ever signalized the spirit of the age r th
of the founder, none can be named 'more d
mankind.
The most important service by far whi
has rendered to the nation has been th
since 1846-intangible but none the le • I pr ·i~ l cooperation with the Government, public in ti uti, n
in every enterprise, scientific or educational
hi ·h
support, or aid from manifold resources.
There have been, however, material re nl
of which can not fail to impress anyone wb
most important of these are the library and
grown up under its fostering care.

. ·i

'l'HE LIBRA.RY.

The library has been accumulated without aid fr 1 tl
the United States. It has, in fact, been the r nl
f ~ 11
system of exchanges, the publications of the In tituti 11
used to obtain similar publications from institution fl
parts of the world.
The value of the books distributed since the In tituti 11
must have been nearly $1,000,000, or nearly twice tll
of Smithson. 1 Many of these publieations are now u
In return for these, and by purchase, it ha r ei
lection of books which forms its library and which i
in the world in the publications of learned societi
inestimable value, containing, as it does, the recor
in all that pertains to the mental and physical d ,. l 1 m •11
human family, and affording the means of tracino- b bi 1 •
branch of positive science since the days of the r ival f 1 tt
the present time. This library was, in 1865, depo. it l •
as a portion of the Congressional Library.
The Smithsonian Collection, which includes mor th, n
thou and volumes and parts of volumes, constitutin~
fourth of the National Library, is to be iustalled in, I
own upon the main floor of the new library buildin .
with which it i increasing is indicated by the fa ·t tht
32,000 title , were added during the past fiscal y ar. 2
The n titution has probably done more toward bui1 lin
library in Wa bington than would have been po i 1
income been devoted strictly to library work, as wa <
ou ly propo ed.
1 This stimate j based upon the prices which are charged for the h
k
hand dealers, a hown in their catalogues.
' The workin, libraries of the National Museum and the Bur < u
di.. tinct from the general Smithsonian library and are separa ly_ u~miui t
of the e are placed at the service of advanced students and spec1ali

I
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rema.in unbound but in farm r
than they wer b .for th r n f, r, a,
hoped, will oo b r m di d.
The purcha in pow r of th public ti n,
offered in excban ·e, i far gr at r th n ha
is exerted chiefly in behalf of h
a i n J
sidArable extent in b half of th
a i nal u
Tbe amount expended during tbe a t fi r
fund of the In titution, in th publi ati n of b
tribution, has been fully half a much a h riginal mith n b qu t.
The e publication · have bad their influ n fi r g d in many w .. ;
but, in add1tion to this, a library mu ·h mor than ual in v ,Ju t the
outlay ha', through their buyin p wer come into th
the nation.
In addition to all this, a large amo nt of mat rial ha b en ac uir d
for the Museum by direct expenditure fr m th private fund f the
Smithsonian Institution. The value of the colle tion thu · acq tLired i
estimated to be more 't han equal to the whole amount of the mith on
bequest.
The early history of the Museum wa mu ·h like that f th library.
It was not until 1858 that it becam the authorized depo itory of the
scientific collections of the Government, and it was not until after 1 7
that it was officially recognized a the National Museum of the nited
States.
But for the provident forethought of the Smithsonian Institution,
the United States would probably still be without a reputable nucleu
for a national mu eum.
The relation of the Museum to the system of popular lectures, for
many years establi bed in Wa hington, which replaces the old Smithonian courses, once o influential and the a sistance which it afford
each year to students of cience, are referred to el ewhere in this
report.
The Institution publi hes many circular giving information on scientiiic ubjects, which are di tributed gratuitously to tho e who write to
make inquiries, and this system is being continually extended. In addition to thi , a large correspondence is carried on with people in search of
information on scientific topics. Probably not less than 7,500 letters a
year go out to people who write seeking to know the name of some object
or other scientific fact. Inquiries of this , kind are always an wered
promptly and fully; and frequently, to intelligent inquirers, books are
sent which will enaole them to find out such names for them elve in
future. This work has not only an edncational value, but often a great
economic importance as well, as, for instance., when somt~ common min-
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eral has been mistaken for oue of value, om n
wrongly identified and supposed to be of s rvi
harmless animal feared as noxious.
The publications of the Institution and it d p
State and al1nost every county in the United }
of the subject, recently made by the pres id en t f n
societies in Washington, seems to indicate tllat h r
which are reached by no scientific publication , b.
distributed gratuitously by the Government.
Speaking of the Smithsonian Institution pr
Museum or any other trust which it admini t r it m;
stated that in the execution of the trust of Smith n
1
given to the Government than has been received.
h n a ·hi11 ·1 , . 11
Institution's action has been such that it ha in i 1 1 t. 11
·
tion with its legitimate work for the increa e all(l
edge, paid over to the Government the equival n
the whole original fund.
Can the United States fail to recognize its oblio·a i 1
liberally this private contribution for public go d
1 ·iall • i
borne in mind that, as Secretary Langley ha h
h
has left in perpetual charge of the nation, in th
el'ty acquired out of its private fund which is n
value to the whole amount of the Smithson bequ
Every museum bas its special characteristic ~ gr ,,in
of organization, its location, scope, and :financial an l h · 1
The character of the National Museum is fund am ntall ~. ff
connection with the Smithsonian Institution, it d p ll l n · 11 1
gress for appropriations annually, and the n
ity un 1 1
laws, of its caring for all collections belonging to b
Of the connection of the Museum with the mith
it should be said tllat it is in the highest d gr
• lYant. ,
should b borne in mind tllat it is essentially a mi h
since, pecially in its earlier history, the In 'tituti u
p 11 l · l
um of money in aiding explorations, with tll li ~tin ·t 1 m·1
increa ing the collections in certain direction , whil
f I: t
i ba d po ited all the valuable gifts and beqn ·t: r 1 ·in 1
b r eiv d. It has bad in addition, for nearly b, 1f , 11tm
u,· of th larger portion of the Smithsonian bnildin rr, a11 l "h 1
param unt importance, the guidance and intln n
f h
of the In titution, and the very valuable ns i t, n
corre. pon<lent .

;u

U.-THE WORK

in ituti n for cienti:fic investigation, would b
justify it, maintenance and exten~ion. The l\1u nm h w '"
N.A.T 1 Ts 06--2
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only performs these functions, but also does a very great deal to render
the resources of science available to the public at large.
The National Museum is a treasure-house .filled with materials for the
use of investigators, and it is also an agency for the instruction of the
people of the whole country.
In a recent address before the American Historical A ssociation, I
attempted to explain the idea of our work as follows:
(1) That public institutions of learning are not intended for the few,
but for the enlightenment and education of the masses.
(2) That the public bas a right to full participation in the results of
the work of the scientific establishments which they are helping to
maintain.
(3) That one of the chief duties of the officers of these institutions
is to provide means by which such results may be presented in an
attractive as well as an intelligible form.
No scientific institution is more thoroughly committed to the work of
the diffusion of knowle<lge than is the Smithsonian lnRtitution, and no
department of its activity bas greater possibilities in this respect than
the National Museum.
The benefits of the Museum are extended not only to the speciali ts
in its laboratories and to the hundreds of thousands of visitors from
all parts of the United States who pass its doors each year, but to local
institutions and their visitors throughout the country, through the di tribution of the duplicate specimens in the Museum, which are made
up into sets, accurately named, and distributed to schools and mu eum .
Every museum in the United States bas profited in this way, and by
its system of exchange the Museum bas, while enriching itself, coutributed largely to the stores of every important scientific museum in
the w_orld.
Not only are specimens thus sent out, but aid is rendered in otb r
ways. Within the last year many local museums in the Unite<l tate
were supplied with working plans of cases in u e in the Mu eum, and
similar sets of plan have been supplied within the pa t few year t
national museums in other countrie .
Not only do the people of the country at large profit by the work of
the mith onian, as made available to local in titution , but al to a
very considerable extent directly and per onally.
Tb curator of each department in the Museum i expected to be an
authority in hi own line f work, and the knowledg of the wb le
taff of expert is thu 1 laced, without co t at the ervice f every
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benefit solely of persons engaged in research.
u ·h m n " ul1
no welwme among us.
The experience of Europe, with its magnificen
the history of the several expositions in the ni
tn t
quite sufficient to satisfy anyone who has tudi d th m. · r
museum is an educational power even more infiu ntinl thnu t 1
library.
The venerable director of the South Ken ingt u
Sir Philip Cunlif:fo Owen, speaking from an e_· ri
years, not only in his own establishment, but in h
up the score of affiliated museums in the variou
Great Britain, remarked to the writer:
We educate our working people in the public schools, giv h m
and beautiful objects, and stimulate in them a desire for inf rm ti 11.
school, go into the pursuits of town life, and have no mean pr Yi l 1
cation of the tastes which they have been forced to acquir .
i.
of the Government to provide them with museums and libr, ri
education as it is to establish schools for their primary in tru ti n.

In the same conversation Sir Philip insisted v r
museum not actually engaged in educational work f
not long survive, pointing to the great system of 1 nr
inations connected with the Science and .Art Depar m n
of Education, of which the South Kensington l\lu
chief agencies. 1
1 No new general statement relating to the history, or(Taniz. ti n
lll 1
the National Museum having 1.Jeeu prepared by Dr. Goode pri rt 1 bi
foregoing paragraphs are repeated from the Report of 1 - with
changes, bringing the subject down to <late.-EDITOR.

ft
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IL-SPECIAL TOPICS OF THE YEAR.
THE MUSEUM S'l'A.FF.

There has been no change during the year in the number of scientific
departments and sections in the Museum or in the number of administrative divisions.
Prof. C. V. Riley, hon01~ary curator of the department of insects in
the National Museum, and for many years entomologi st of the Department of Agriculture, died on September 14, 1895. Mr. L. 0. Howard,
who was recently appointed entomologist of the Department of .Agriculture, has also accepted the position held by Professor Riley in the
Musemn.
Mr. D. W. Ooquillett. bas been appointed custodian of the collection
of Diptera, Mr. W. H . .Ashmead of the Hymenoptera, Mr. 0. F. Cook
of the Myriapoda, and Mr. E. A. Schwarz of tbe Ooleopterous larvre .
.All of the appointments above mentioned were made under date of
October 8, 1895.
Mr. George 0. Maynard, of this city, was appointed custodian of the
electrical collections in March, 1896, and Dr. 0. Hart Merriam, of the
Department of Agriculture, has been made an Associate in Zoology.
Mr. R.. E. Earll, e<litor of Proceedings and Bulletirn~, died on March
19, 1896. Dr. Marcus Benjamin was appointed on April 1 to fill the
vacancy thus made.
·
.A complete list of the officers of the Museum wilJ be found in
.Appendix I.
A.CCES IO.i: , TO 'l'HE COLLECTIONS.
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Number of specimens received in 1895-96.
Department.
Arts and industries:
Materia medica ................................................... ............•••.••.•
Animal products .....................•................ ........................ ..••••.
Graphic arts .. ................. _...............· ...... ...................... ...••..••
Transportation and engineering ......... . ......... -....... ... ... ...............••.••••
Naval architecture .................................. ..... .. .. ...... ..........••••••..
Historical collections ............................... .......................• •••.....
Musical instruments ...... .... .. ........................ .................... •..•••..
Modern pottery, porcelain, bronzes, etc .................... . ...... ..............•...•.
Domestic animals .......................................... .. .... ..............•••••
Ethnology ................................. : . ........... ..... .. ..................... ...••
Pueblo collection ......................................................... ................ .
Oriental antiquities and religious ceremonials ....................... .................•...
Prehistoric anthropology .................................... .. ..... ..........•.....•.•••
Mammals (skins and alcoholics) ................................... .................••••••
Birds ......................................... ················ ··········· ······ ·····• ··•·
Birds' eggs and nests .................................................. ........ -- . •• • · · ••
Reptiles and batracbians ....................................... · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · •·· ·•
Fishes ............... . .................... · -· · · · · · ···· · · · · · · · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · •·· · ·
Mollusks ............................................ · · · · · · · · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • ·
Insects ... ...................... ........... - ........ -.. · · · ... · · · · · · -· · ·· · · · ·· · · · · · · · · •·
Marine invertebrates ............... ... . ...... -.... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • •
Helminthological collection .................... · · . · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Comparative anatomy:
Mammals .............................. -····················· ··· .............. : .....

;~;~~~

~~~:~~:t:r~~~~~~~~:::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : :~:::::::::: :::: ::::: :: : : : : : : : : : ~: ::~:::.

Paleontology:
Vertebrate fossil .............. ....... - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • •
Invertebrate fossilsPaleozoic ............... . . ........ ·· · ·· ····· · · · ···· · ··· · · ·· · ·· ···· ··· · · ·· ··· ······
Mesozoic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - --- - - --- - - - ---- -- -- - · ----- - -- -- -· · -· - · - · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Cenozoic . ...... .......................................... ·· ...... ··.······ ·······
Fossil plants .............. .. ......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • •
Rec nt plants ............................ · · · · · · ·
Minerals ................................... ··················· · ········· ············•••·

Gool•:,;:;::::::: :::: ::::: :::::::-: ::::::::::::: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::••-I
1 Number

of catalogue entries during they nr.

umber of speiimens in the. depat·tments of the Mnse111n on ,T1111e :'fO,
Devartrnent.
Arts and industries:
Materia medica .............. ... · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · • ·
Foods . -... - - ---- -- -----.. --- - -· --- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · -· · · · · ·
Textil s .•••••..•....••••• ·•• •·••••• · • · ·· · ·· ·••••· · · · ··•· · ·· ·•·••· ·•••·· · ·· ·· · · ••••• ••
Fisheries .................... . · ················ · ··················· ·· · ···· · · ·· · ······
!:!;~lc1;;!~-~~ ::::::: :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :::::: :: : : : : ;::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: ::
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Numbe1' of specimens in the departments of the Museum, on June 30, 1896-Continued.
Department.

Specimens .

.A.rts and industries-Continued.
Forestry ......................................................... . .•.............. ....
Transportation and engineering ...................... __ ............................. .
Naval architecture ................... _........................... _.................. .
Historical collections ...................... _... _... _............... _......•....... _.. .
Musical instruments .................... _......................... __ ................ .
Modern pottery, porcelain, bronzes, etc .. .... ... ... .................................. .
Paints and dyes ... : ................ : ..... _........ _... __ . _. __ .. _....... .. ...... ..... .
Physical apparatus .......... ................. . ... ....... ............................ .

~~:~~!1~:::~~~;:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::}
Domestic animals ....................... .......................................... - - ..
Ethnology ...•........... : ................................•. - . - . - -.... -. -........... - -- · - .A.merican aboriginal pottery : ............................ ..... .................. ........ .
Pueblo collection ..................................................•.... . ...... . - ........ .
Oriental antiquities and religious ceremonials ............ . .................. ............ .
Prehistoric anthropology .................. . ............. -.. -..... -.... - ....... - . -. - - - .. - .
Mammals (skins and alcoholics) .................... - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - . - . - . -. - - . - - - . -.·. - -- · - ·

Birds ....... --. -- --.. -. --· · -· -· · -· · · · · · · - - · · - · · --· -· · - · -.- - ---· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .... --. -- -Birds' eggs and nests .................. . ..................... . .. -.. - . - - - . - . - - . - -. - - - -.. - - Reptiles and batracbians ...... .-....... .. ................... -.. - ... -.... - ...... -... - - - - - - - Fishes ...... .... - - -. - - - - . - - - - - -. -.. - - - -. - - -... - - -. · - -· · · - - - · · · -· - - · · - - - - · - · · - · · · · - - · - -· - · ·
Mollusks .................. - .. -... - -.... - ...•. - ...•.. - - - - - -.. - - -· - -- -· · - - -· - - · · · · · · · · · -· - Insects .................. -... - - - - . - .. - - - - ...... -...... - - - - - - -· -· · · - - · -- · · · - - -· - - - -· · -· -· · ·
Marine invertebrates ................................... -- ..... - . -- - -- -··· ... - - .. -· ---··· Helminthological collection .............................. - ........................... .
Comparative anatomy:

.

.

Total ..... . ........... __ . . __ . ___ . ___ ... ... __ . __ . ___ . __ .. ... _.. __.... _....... _... __ ..

1,112
217
428, ~70
I 33,368
2 1,553
3 3,020

209,346
15,215
100,000
61,947
3fi, 619
150,000
600,000
630,000
527,209
4 1,550

I

~:t::~::. : :::::: ::::: :: : ::~:: :::: ::: :: ::::::: : : : : : : :::::::::::::::::::}

Paleontology:
Vertebrate fossils ................................................................... .
Invertebrate fossilsPaleozoic ....... ............... _........ ... ..... __ . _____ ............ _.. _.... _____ .
Mesozoic ...................•...•................. _........ _..... _............... .
Fossil plants ..... .. .. ... .................. _......... . .. ... __ .. ________ ... _.......... .
Recent plant1:1 ............... ... .......................... _............................... .
Minerals .................................................... . .. . ..... .......... .... - - -. - Geology ..•............ ___ . _.. _______ .... _...... _. _.. ___ ... _....... __ _. ___ .. _. ___ ... ____ ..

749
1,911
1,331
31,349
1,343
3,865
197
366

15,285

316,812

286,126
27,557
72,249
3,588,886

1 The aboriginal potlerI, with the exceptiou of tho Pueblo eri R, has been transferred to th
departnwnt of pr hiRtori anthropology.
ince the figures showing the number of pecimens so transferred
hav not yet b n made up, the record for th pr vious y ar will 1, allowed to stand for the present.
2 Tb
e figm s repre. ent th aclditions to th Pu blo collection during tile year.
3 Tb
e figur• ar bas d upon an actual •ount.
4 Tumber of catalogue entries to Jun
30, 1 96.
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The following statement shows the number of
since 1881:

a1111n

II

Year.

1881 ............................ ·········· ······ ............ ·············· · .. .
1882 .. ···· ···· ............ ···················· ..................... .......... .
1883......... ....................................................... ... . ..... .
1884 .................................. ······· ········· ........ ............... .
1885 (JanuarytoJune) ...... . .................................. . ..... ....... .
1886 ............................................ ············· ······. ·· ·· ······
1887 ............................................................... ... ... .... .
1888 ....... ...................................•..... ·- ............. .. ..... ... .
1889 ........................................... ············· .......... ....... .
1890 ..... ······························ ················ · · ··········•···· ..... .
1891. .....•......•...................................................... ......
1802 ..................•. ······· .......... . ... ··········· ..................... .
18!)3 ............................ ······ ................................ . ...... .
1894 .......... ............................................. ········· ··········
1895 .............. . ......................................... ······ ........... .
1896 . ................................. ······ .............................. ... .

In Appendix II will be foun~ a detailed list of th
the year, arranged alphabetically by names of contribu

lurin

CA'.l'ALOGUE ENTRIES.

The number of catalogue entries during the y
following table:

~

r

Department.
Arte and industries:
Materia medica ...............•........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • •
Animal products .... . ............... · .. ·························· ··· ·· ············•••••·•
Musical instruments . .... .. .......... ··· - ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · •· · ·•••••
Transportation and engineering ..... · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · • · • • • •
-avalarcbitecture .. ......... .. .. ··· · · · · ··· · · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · · · · ··· · · · · · · · ··•· · · · · · · · · · ··•• •·
Modern pott.ery, porcelain, bronzes, etc ............... ·.······· ···················••••···
Graphic arts ... ..... ................ -- - · - · · · · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • • •
Domestic animals ........ ........... ··········•·························· ········•••···••
Ethnology ......... . ... .. ...................... ······················· ············ ·····••••··
Pueblo coll ction ..... ........................... ······················ · ···· ···· ·· ·· ·······:·
Oriental antiquities and religious ceremonials .... · .. · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ··•••• · ·
Prehistoric anthropology ......... , .• • :-. - · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · • •
Mammals .................................•............................ ................•..•••
Birds .. .............. .... .......... ························.····· .. ······ .... ..........•.•••
Bird 'eg<rs and nests .. . .. ......... ························ ·· ······· ············ ·········•••
R eptiles and batracbiane . .•..•...... · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ······ ·· ·· · · · ····· · · ·· · ·· · · · · · · ·· · ·•••·••
Fish a .. .••••.•..•••. • • · · · • · · • · • • · · · • • · • • • • • • • . . • . • . . . . • . . . • • • • • • . • • • . • • . . • • . . . • • . . • .•••••••
Mollusks ................... ......... ························ · ······· ················· ···••••

In ects ... .................. ·· -· ·· · · · · · · ·· ····· · · · ·· ······ · ···· ·· · · · ·· ·•· ······ ······ · ·•·••·•
Marine invertebrates ..... ....... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •
Helmintbological collection .... ························································ •·

ill
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Department.

Entries.

Comparative anatomy:

g;~~~b~;;~'.; ~;,;:;::::;•) :::::::::• :_;.:

l

!:!: :!:::::::;•::::: :::::•:•• ;::::;:

78

Paleontology:
Vertebrate fossils.................................................... . ........... .. ... . ..
Invertebrate fossilsPaleozoic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mesozoic........................................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cenozoic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fossil plants ............................... , .................... ... ...... ................
Recent plants............ ... ... . ... . ..................... .. ....... .. ........ ................ .
Minerals.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geology...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

:124
328
1, 222
1,074
236
148
688

Total .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

33, 243
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APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1896-97.

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, the amount appropriated for
the maintenance of the Museum is $207,725, an increase of $21,600
over the appropriation for the year covered by this repo-rt. The items
are given below:
Preservation of collections ......... ___ .. ____ .. ____ . . _. __ . _______ . - .. - - - . - $153,225
15,000
Furniture and fixtures.--- -· -· __________ --··-----------------------------Printing (labels, Proceedings, Bnlletins, ancl binding) .. ____ . __ ~ _........ _ 12,000
Heating aml lighting .... ···-·· ______________________________________ --··
13,000
Repair of buildings, shops, a.nd sheds __________________ ----- : __________ _
4,000
Erection of galleries ..... ____ .. _____________ . _. __ .. _. _ . _____ . ____ .. ___ ...
8,000
Rent of workshops. ____ .... __________________________ .... ____ --·· ____ --··
2,000
Postage. ____ .. ____ . . ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ___ ... ____ .. ___ ... ____ .. __ ...
500
Total .. _...... _. __ .. _. _ . _... ____ . __ .. ___ . _.... _____ . _____ ...•.. _. . .
EXCHAN GES OF
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quis Giacoma Doria, director, in return for mat ri, I alr ~ lr r
by the Museum.
From the Horniman Museum, London, Eno·land Jr. 1 i ·Lni 1
curator, have been received mammal bone , in r urn f r , .
of prehistoric implements.
Birds.-Three birds' skins have been sent to Mr. t f, 11 h t n
Chernelbaza, Koszeg, Hungary, in return for imil r mat rii 1.
Two birds' skins have been sent to Mr. Ern t
Tring, England, for which material has been r iv
A collection of ores, birds, and other natural bi,
been received from the La Plata Museum, La l
which an equivalent has been sent.
Reptiles and batrachians.-Mr. Edgar J. Bradl y,
Waterworks, South Australia, transmitted sp cim 11
which forarniniferous material has been sent in r um.
Specimens of reptiles from Argentina have b u r
La Plata Museum, for which an equivalent ha b n
.Fishes.-Collections offishes from the North Pa ifi'
Sea, and also from the Atlantic and Pacific ocean
forms, selected from the duplicate collections in th
sent to the British Museum, London, Englnnd,
director; Imperial Zoological Museum, Vienna
Steindachner, keeper; La Plata Museum, La la, a,
Francisco P. Moreno, director; Museum of Natur. l
1y P 11 i •
France, Prof. A. Milne-Edwards, director; Royal Z 1 n-i "11
Berlin, Germany, Prof. Karl Mobius, director·
:al ½
Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark, Dr. Chri, toph r ii k n
and Zoological Museum, Christiania, Norway, r f.
director.
A collection of ninety- three species of American fl
Prof. Sebastiano Ricbiardi, Ministero dell' Istruzi n
n
Italy, for which desirable ~aterial is expected in re nm.
Mollusks.-Shells have been received from Mr. hd , r ,J. I 1
Happy Valley Waterworks, South Australia, for wb1 ·h
material has been sent in return.
Specimen of Odostomia lactea, Jeff., have b
G. W. Cha ter, Southport, England, for which
dellidre have been ent in return.
A specimen of Mytilus californicus bas been "en
logical Mu eum, Florence, Italy, Prof. Henry H.
continuation of exchanges.
Dr. H. von Ihering, director of the Paulista l\ln
Brazil, ha, ent pecimens of South Americ~n and
~j an h 111. r
water, and marme shells, for which an eqmvalent m
material ha be n forwarded.
Insects.-Mr. Edgar J. Bradley, Happy Valley

!
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Australia, has transmitted a specimen of Myrmecia formic ata, Fab., for
which an equivalent in foraminiferous material has been sent.
Mr. E. Brunetti, Londou, England, has sent, through t.he Department
of Agriculture, specimens of British Diptera.
A collection of South American butterflies has been received from
Mr. J. G-. Foetterle, Petropolis, Brazil, in partial return for which publications have been sent.
Three species of termites from Borneo and Natal have been received
from Mr. G.D. Haviland, Museum of Zoology, Cambridge, England, for
which similar material has already been sent in exchange.
Material from Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, has been sent to Mr. George
E. Mason, London, England.
Marine invertebrates.-Orabs, a hermit-crab, and two crayfishes, also
eleven specimens of Ohasmagnathus haswellianus, Whitelegge, have been
received from Mr. Edgar J. Bradley, Happy Valley Waterworks, South
Australia. for which foraminiferous material bas been sent in return .
. Mr. Bradley has also forwarded other marine invertebrates, including
specimens of Branchiopus, for which specimens of Rhabdammina abyssorum have been sent in exchange.
A specimen of Typhlomolge rathbuni has been sent to the British
Museum of Natural History, Londou, England, Sir William Flower,
director, in continuation of exchanges.
Fourteen species of echinoderms, dredged by H: M. S. Pola in the
eastern Mediterranean during 1890-1894, have been received from tlie
Imperial Zoological Museum, Vienna, Austria, Dr. Franz Steindacbner,
keeper, in return for material already sent and in continuation of
exchanges.
A specimen of Uhlias limbatus, Stimpson, and other crabs have been
received from Mr. P. W. Jarvis, Kingston, Jamaica, for which similar
material has been sent in exchange.
Two specimens of Pentacrinus decorus and one specimen of Pentaorini1s miilleri, have been sent to the Univer ity of Stockholm, Stockholm,
Sweden, Dr. William Leche, in exchange for material to be received.
A box of crabs has been ent to the Rev. A. M. orman, Burnmoor
Rectory, Fence House, Durham, Englanu, in exchano-e.
pe imen of Pentacrinus dec;orus ha b n nt to J rof. eba ti n
1 ichiardi Mini-: ter d 11 I ruzion I ubli a, Rome, Italy for which
n promi ed in returu.
f amphip c1 have
n •nt to I v. T.
Tun ri
11
~ ngl nd for whi ·h
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Dr. Gustav Brandes, Zoological Institute Ilalle
warded. specimens ?f Otenotmnia leiwkaru' ( =coty1
f J>ipyl" •
leuckarti ); Otenotmnia gorzei ( =cotype of Dipylidiion lat··. i m 1111 )
Otenotmn-ia pectinata ( =Dipylidium pectinaturn, Ri bm ).
Geheimrath Rudolf Leuck art, Zoological In titn
J11 I tr•
Leipsic, Germany, has sent a specimen of Bertia mu ·r u tu, 1 1 ·imen of Tcenia rhopaliocephala, and a specimen of Trenil rlt p 1/ 1 , l l ,It.
A collection of parasites determined by Prof.
i ·h 'l tit• t
Austria, has been received from him, in continuati n
Dr. 0. von Linstow, Gottingen, Germany ha
n
Bothriocephalus quadratus, von Linstow, in continua ti u f
·h 11 ,
Comparative anatomy.-Skeletons of turtles, Ohelyd ·a · rp , ti , 1 I
Macrocelys lacertina, have been sent to the Au tr, li, 1l • {u 1111 ,
continuation of exchanges.
Birds and mammal skeletons have been received fr m th I :
Museum, La Plata, Argentina, Dr. Francisco P. Mor n
which an equivalent has been sent.
Paleontology.-Specimens of fossils, representing nin .t . h
have been sent to Mr.Walter R. Billings, Ottawa, Can d
for Trenton brachiopods.
Fourteen specimens of Branchiosaurus amblyst01nu fr
Permian of Germany have been received from Dr.
rim n
Leipsic, Germany, for which material will be sent in r turn.
Specimens of Hamilton group fossils have been r · iv
Hector Uurrie, Thedford, Ontario, Canada, and £ il r 1 ·
twelve species have been forwarded in exchange from th ..l u u 1.
A large collection of Clinton and Niagara g-rou £ il fr n
vicinity of Hamilton, Ontario, have .been received fr m
I.
Coote Grant, of Hamilton. Similar material has b n tr n
him by the Mu eum.
Two specimens of Oalymene platys and a specimen of
sp. have been received from Mr. S. W. Howard, ag r Yi1l
Canada. Specimens of fossils have been sent in r turn.
Mr. George Kernahan, Thedford, Ontario, Canad , h, ' tr, u
l
a collection f fo il , for which an equivalent has b
Mr. . J. K arney, Thedford, Ontario, Canada, ha
rial.
pecim 11 · have been sent in return.
p cimen of Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Tertiary fi
received from the La Plata Museum, La Plata, Aro- n in
1.
ci co P. foreno, director, for whJch an equivalent ha' b n, ut.
A larg coll ction of fossils has been received from
E q., Tb dford, Ontario, Canada, for which an equival n
by the Mu eum.
ne hundred and ixty-:five English graptolites, repre ntiu.,.
two genera and fifty-four species, have been receiv~ti fr m
. Alleyue ... ichol on, Aberdeen, Scotland, for wh1 h u
ha been eut.
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Prof. A. Pavlow, Moscow, Russia, has transmitted specimens of
Russian Cretaceous fossils, for which an equivalent has been forwarded
by the Museum.
A collection of graptolites has been sent to Dr. S. L. Tornquist, Lund,
Sweden, in return for material already received by the Museum.
A collection of Miocene fossils has been received from Mr. L. Vignal,
Paris, France, for which Tertiary fossils have been sent in return.
Botany.-Five hundred and eleven herbarium specimens have been
received from the Calcutta Botanical Garden, Calcutta, India, Lieut.
Col. G. King, superintendent, in continuation of exchanges.
Ten species of North American diurnals, new to the Museum collection, have been transmitted by Mr. H. J. Elwes, Colesborne, Andoversford, Gloucestershire, England, in exchange for material sent by the
Museum.
Four hundred specimens of dried plants have been sent to Dr. G. von
Beck, Imperial Royal Natural History Museum, Vienna, Austria, in
exchange for specimens of cryptogams.
Two hundred and fifty specimens of Umbelliferffi from the Royal
Botanic Garden, Kew, England, Dr. W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, director,
have been received in continuation of exchanges.
One hundred and twenty herbarium plan ts have been sent to St.
John's College, Shanghai, China, Mr. F. L. Bawks Pott, manager, for
which material has been promised in return.
Prehistoric anthropology.-A collection of archIBological object has
been received from Prof. Giuseppe Bellucci, Perugia, Italy.
ArchIBological objects from Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia have
been received from the Royal Zoological Museum, Florence, Italy, Prof.
Henry H. Giglioli, director. A specimen of Mytilu-s has been sent by
the Museum in contiuuation of exchanges.
Fragments of pottery have been received from the Horniman Museum,
London, England, Mr. Richard Quick, curator, for which an equivalent
bas been sent.
Oasts of prehistoric implements have been sent to the La Plata
Mu eum, La Plata, Argentina, Dr. Franci co P. Moreno, director, in
return for specimen already nt to the Mu eum.
A collection of inted ca t of prehistoric implement ha .. been ent
to th Mn eum of tl.i
atural Hi tory Society of New run wick,
t. John, ew Brun , i k, in exchange for arch ologi •al obje t from
harl tte and ueeu ountie ,
w Brun, wick, and Homo a a, Fla.
1
thn l gy.- p imen of ue lop ttery hav
een ent to the Can. Hutton,
t rbury fo eum, Chri tcbur ·b :rew Z aland Mr. F.
·nrator in n inna i u of x h nge .
' lm 1 ·c· 1 bj t hav be n r ceived fr m fr. Wohlgemuth 'arl,
tri for whi h an
uivalent had b n previou ly ent by
igli Ii dir ctor f th

I oyal Zo 1ogi ·al lu

um,
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Florence, Italy, has transmitted a collection of ethu 1 i • 1 l j, ·t
Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia. A specimen f Mytilu · ha
sent by the Museum.
·
A complete set of the annual reports of the I u
collection of ethnological objects have been forwar
to Dr. H. von Ihering, director, Paulista Mu , um
in continuation of exchanges.
Ethnological objects from New Guinea, hav
Dr. Alfred C. Haddon, Cambridge, E·n gland, £ r hi ·b
illustrations in the annual reports of the Bureau
been. sent in exchange.
Ethnological objects have been received from t I rnim, n M 1
London, England, Mr. Richard Quick, curator, for wlli •b a11
has been sent.
Six ethnological objects have been received from ir. J, l , .n
Croydon, England, in continuation of exchange .
Ethnological objects have been transmitted by th
Government of Poltava, Little Russia, in return £ r mat
sent by the Museum.
Geology.-Petroleum, rocks, and sands ha_v e been u t
E. Carne, Sydney, New South W3:les, in exchange for ma
l>eceived.
A specimen of peat Ii.as been receiv~d from the II rnim. 11 I l
London, England, Mr. Richard Quick, curator, for whi h au
has been sent.
Ores have been received from the La Plata Mn nm L, l 11 t .
Argentiua, Dr. Francisco P. Moreno, director, for whi ·11 an q ti,· I 11
has been sent.
COOPERATION OF 1.'HE EXECUTIVE DEPARTME T
GOVERNMENT.

The increa e in the collections during the year, re nl iu
indirectly from a istance rendered by the ExecutiY
p, rtm
Bur au of the Government, or by officials who e du i h "
them to collect for the Museum or to influence aud u
so doing ha, been very satisfactory.
Th active ·upport which the Museum bas alwa
11 y
hand of American ministers and consuls station d abr , l h:
mo t gratifying. During the year covered by tlli" r l rt ,
1i
photo -raph and etchings were transmitted by Mr. R. ::.\I. lh rtl
nited tate consul, Antigua, West Indies. Mr. 1 ' 11 I r n
nited tate. con,' ular agent, Zittau, Germany, ha
ical material.
on. W. W. Rockhill, Assistant
·retarv
whose generou gift, have been so often alluded to _10 h ~ r_ 1 rt
continued to ai the Museum. Mr. Henry C. Sm1tb, 1 1t l
a
consul, Santo , Brazil, transmitted a sloth, in behalf of Mr. u t· v ·
Beyer.
T
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The prompt compliance of the Treasury Department with request
for the free entry of material from abroad, and the continued courtesies
extended by the collector of' customs in connection with its transportation to Washington, have resulted in saving much time and money
to the Museum, and the assistance thus rendered is very highly
appreciated.
The Museum is indebted to Capt. J. H. Long, keeper of the lifesaving station at Fenwicks Island, Delaware, for the skeleton of a
Fin back Whale.
Lieut. J. H. Scott, of the United States revenue-marine cutter Forward, has transmitted a specimen of Hawk Moth, Enyo lugubris.
The War Department has continued to grant the usual facilities of
the Quartermaster's Department for the transmission of bulky material
from regions where ordinary means of transportation could not be utilized, except at great expense to the Museum.
Several officers of the United States Army have interested themselves in obtaining material for the Museum from various parts of the
United States, South America, and the West Indies. Prominell t
among them are Dr. Edgar A. Mearns, Maj. Charles Bendire, Capt.
W. C. Brown, Capt. Henry Romeyn, Lieut. Wirt Robinson, Dr. E. R.
Hodge, Dr. W. M. -Brewer, Dr. D. S. Lamb, Dr. Washington Matthews, and Dr. J. 0. Merrill. Mr. Isaac 0. Noyes,-of the Army Me<l.ica Museum, transmitted an archreological obj~et from Virginia.
The Museum is indebted to officers of the Navy for several interesting contributions to the Museum collections. Through the aid of
Lieut. Command.er S. M. Schley valuable additious to the collections
have been obtained. Dr. James M. Flint continues to act as honorary
curator of the section of materia medica in the Museum.
Under the Department of the Interior, the United States Geological
Survey has transmitted a large number of collection made by members of its staff while engaged in :field duty. Among these should b
especially mentioned Prof. F. W. Clarke, Dr. David T. Day, Dr. T. M.
Ohatard, Dr. W. H. Dall, and Mr. T. W. Stanton. Ilon. Charle
Walcott, Director of the urvey, has transmitted pecimens mu tratiu ·
the Lower ambrian formation from the White Mountain Range, In o
County, Cal. an Oarb niferou lime tone fo il from erne Albany
Count
. The collection received from the Survey are enumerat l in he Li t of A c ion (Appendix n).
r. Z. T.
ni 1, f the Indian Offi.c wh for many year ha
infi rma i n
n erning Indian ceremonie , a w 11 a
n m r u,
·imen h con ·nued t m nif ·t a i e intere t in the
i al 1 p rtm n t f th 1
b rl :
ark r,

dav
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From the Bureau of Education was received ,
r; ph I
iu
Eskimo children at Port Clarence, Alaska.
Perhaps no bureau of the Government ha b u in ·l
with the National Museum in past years than th '" nit •cl ta •. J • b
Commission. Since its organization in 1871 th Mn, nm h; . l
stantly enriched by the acquisition of large c 11 ti n: . l
d I , rtm 11
fishes and marine invertebrate objects. Th
Museum have hitherto been cared for by officer
th
i h
sion, and their honorary position as curator in th Iu
thought, has been a source of much mutual benefit to th<·
and the Museum. The collections of special inter t fr m h
sion during the present year were gathered princip 11 • •
the cooperation of, Prof. B. W. Evermann, Dr. Hu h :\I.
Mr. Charles H. Townsend.
The collections received during the year from th
of the Department of Agriculture have been larg and
botanical collections, under thP, care of Mr. F. V. C ·ill
that Department, have been greatly enricbed. Larg
interesting botanical material have been obtained fr m
11
tions of the country, through the agency of collector
m1 ·t 1
the Department of Agriculture. In the classification f 1 ], n '
well a in obtai11ing material, Prof. F. L. Lam on-S ri n r J r. l.
Rose, and Mr. J. B. Leiberg have been conspicuou in th ir r rt .
The· services of Mr. L. 0. Howard, entomologist. f th
who succeeded Prof. C. V. Riley as honorary curator
th
of insects in the National Museum, have resulted in th
li i 11
numerous specimens to the Museum collection. In h •l, . i · · ti 1
and identification of the collections of Hymenoptera
1
1 1
Diptera he ha8 been ably assisted by Messrs. A hrn
Coquillett. The Museum is also indebted to Mr. ~.
large collections of different orders of insects collect l
him.
Through Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief of the Biologi al urY ·.
and other specimens of :fishes collected by the Death all
.·1
and de cribed by Prof. C.H. Gilbert, have been tr, n f rr l
Mu eum. Fi be . crabs and shrimps, land and fre h-wat r , h 11
lected by Me r .' elson and Goldman in l\fexico and iu th ,
part of the nited States, have been received, a well ,
tities of other material obtained by collectors attach d
ment of Agri ·ulture.
The Bureau of Animal Industry, under the directi n
almon has been in trumental in adding to the l\1u
' material. Among the most valuable c II
intere ting
ite transmitted by the Bureau are those made by Dr. .
honorary cu todi~n of the helminthological collection of th
.rfu eum.
The c llection which have been received from the Bur ._ u f 11.. th y
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nology have been not only large in numbers, but of great importance.
Particular mention is here made of the material obtained by Dr. J.
Walter Fewkes in connection with his exploratious in .Arizona and
New Mexico, under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution.
EXPLORATIONS.

Dr. William L . .Abbott has continued his explorations in .Africa and
India, and the collections which he has forwarded to the Museum
during the year have been of unusual interest and importance. The
value of the ethnological objects included in bis collections has been
very greatly enhanced by the full and accurate descriptions accompanying them. .A. series of skins of lemurs and of the insectivores peculiar
to ·Madagascar is of speciai interest. The material is carefully prepared and unusually well preserved .
.An interesting collection of antiquities was obtained by Dr. J.Walter
Fewkes during the summer of 1895 from the cliff dwellings and ancient
pueblos near Tusayan, .Ariz.
.
' Durjng the travels of Lieut. Wirt Robinson, United Sfates .Army,
in the West Indies and South .America, be obtained some desirable
natural-history material for the Museum.
For several years Dr. Edgar A. Mearns, United States Army, bas
been an enthusiastic co-operator in the work of the National Museum.
In conuection with the Boundary Commission between the United State
and Mexico be made very extensive and valuab.le collections for the
Museum, and has later been instrumental in various ways in addiug
natural-history material to its collections. During 1896 he collected for
the Museum mammals, birds, and other natural-hi. tory specimen in
Virginia, Pennsylvania, and along the Gulf of California.
A large collection of human bones wa.s obtained by Gen . .A.. L. Pridemore, Jonesville, Va., while engageu. in mound explorations in Scott
County. Thi collection has been generously pre ented by l1im to the
atioual .i\Iuseum.
Dr. R. Ellsworth all, Cincinnati, Ohio, bas explored the Mammoth
Cave an<l o lier caves iu Kentucky. In the former he obtained. , ev ral
intere ting pe im n f bat , which h ha.· pre e11t d to th l\Iu: um.
OLLE 'TOR,

OUTFIT ,
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Florida; Mr. E.W. Vickers, Ellsworth, Ohio; Dr. Fr, nk , nrl 11 "'
of the steamship Galilee, Brooklyn, N. Y.; l\Ir. FranlJ
urn
11
Va.; Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, for collecting in Arizona an l 11. \.
Anthony, San Diego, Cal.
DEVELOPMENT AND ARRANGEMENT

OF

THE E . III I

In the department of mammals the exhibition
ri . i.
unchanged. A few specimens were withdrawn fi r ,
tion at Atlanta. The type of Ohanler's Reed Bu k
stand and added to the exhibition series, and a y u
tiger were also placed upon exhibition.
In tlrn department of mollusks the exhibition erie
tion, and has been beautified · by the addition of a
specimen8 illustrating the chief families of mollu }Cotton States and International Exposition at Atla
the exhibition series in the department of insect i n
li pla.
the small room adjoining the ball occupied by th d p r m n
parative anatomy. The work of renovating the mount l 11 ·ti
the department of birds, which was begun during th 1,
bas been continued. The exhibition series of bird ' o·rr an 1 n
in good condition, and it would be very desirable to in •r a
this course now practicable.
The synoptic series of invertebrates has been tran f rr
department of marine invertebrates to the departm n f ·
anatomy, and the space which it formerly occupied will b
an exhibit of deep-sea fishes. Some slight change hav
u ma t ii
the case. in the west hall of the Smithsonian buildinrr an l • unml 1
of deep- ea sponges and corals, together with som h 1 hmi'ln iu
alcohol and a few tar fishes, have been placed upon ~ bi i i n. 1 • l I
have been printed for the holothurians, and label fi r th
, rti h
are in preparation. All of the named sponges on e hibiti n h, \" l
been provided with printed label_s. The table ca e in hi 1 I , ·tm n
have been provided with casters, so that they ma b r , dily n \ 1
without danger of injuring the specimens. In the depar m
1 h
there are five ca e of plaster casts on exhibition on
tuffed fi ,·h ·, a large nuruber of casts on the tops of a
gr up f land Gobie .
.
The mounting of the exhibition series of Mesozoi
plant i now practica1ly finished. In order to te t th
mounting fo il upon tiles, the historical collection f :fi ·i] iu ll
department of g ology was mounted in this manuer. Th r • nl
r
co11. i<lered to be quite atisfactory. Although tbe tile ar 11
• 1il ~
omewl1at h avy, they are found ~o possess decided ad , n •
J)aper wood late or ground-glass tablets. The study ri
' fo , 'il ha' received attention, but much r mam.
. t
t brate
before au intellig nt election can be made for the final exhi it1 11
T

,: A.T :\Ir.' UG--3
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A considerable amount of vertebrate material is nearly ready for
installation in the exhibition series, and additional space for this purpose is much needed.
A great deal of detail work has been accomplished in connection with
the exhibition series in the department of minerals, and as a result the
appearauce of the collections is much impro ved.
In the department of geology the hi storical series, the volcanic and
elementary series, and tlle collections illustrating rock weathering aud
glaciat.ion have been entirely rc~arranged. A large amount of work has
also been done in the ha.11 devoted to the economic series. Tbat portion of the geological collections which is on exhibition is, all thing
considered, in very good condition, although, on account of the overcrowded condition of the ball and of tl.te cases themselves, the appearance of the collections is not all that could be desired.
In the west hall, which is devoted to the department of ethnology,
are exhibited the objects connected with (1) Negroid Africa, (2) the
Malayo-Polynesian or Indo-Pacific people8, and (3) various Asiatic peoples. All of the Mexican and part of the Nicaraguan and Costa Rican
collections in the department of prehistoric anthropology have been
placed upon exhibition. This work necessitated the rearrangement of
the cases already devoted to objects from these countries. As ma11y a
possible of the unbroken vessels from mounds in the United States
were 11laced upon ex.bibition.
The collection of boats b'as been overhauled, the larger ones being
suspended from the ceiling. Many mouels of boats have been repaire<l.
In the east hall two new cases have been erected for the accommodation of the electrical collections and the series illustrating method of
land trnnsportation .
'.rhe condition of the exhibition series in the section of graphic art
rema,i ns practical1y the same as at the close of the preceding fiscal year.
Although the collection is not considered complete, it probably illu ·
trate better tban any other collection of it kind, either in thi country
or abroad, the technical development of the reproductive proce se: .
The collections of oriental antiquities and religiou ceremonial object
are exhibited in the ea. t and we. t hall immediately adjoining the
rotun<l.a . In the nortlrna ' t alcove the Egyptian collection is in ,talled,
·on i ti11°· of ca t aud bu t' arrauge<l around tlrn wall , the mosaic from
'arthage, th coll ction of coin and em:, the c 11 ction of
yrian
eat·, and o b r obj ·t. in talled in ca e.-. Th, ·outbea t alcove contain th
. yr I, b ·Ionian coll tion, in ·luding the temp! tow r the
rp ut lumn f D lphi h · ll · ion f Bibl · and mu ical in, tmnt ·, ·a:t rraug up nth
tc. A ov both f the
ak v . ·a. t: of r Ii f · of th l li:k fr m Con tantinople and, eri
f Hit it a. t ar xhibit d. '1 h . ntln . t al ·ov contain ., o ~e ·t
f . r, hmaui ·m Bu lhi ·m an l 1 • hint i:m while th Ori co-I omau,
w1 h and ~1 hamme au c 11 . ·tion; nr
in tallecl in th u rtll we t
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During the year nearly 150 requisitions for priutino· la
were received from the various departments in th Iu ·
Th~re were printed on the Mnseum press 74,831 h
eigLt lmndre.d and three form~; 49,000 blank r 'lH' ,. •11 i11
two forms; 6,047 circulars, representing tweJve forru · 11<1 i • ,. Ii
representing thirty-six forms, of other matter, makiu ·at : 1 o · 1 ;
copies.
At the Government Printing Office there were print l Ill n r
sitio11 by the Museum 52,200 blanks and circular
forms, and 31,772 labels, representing one bundr
forms, making a total of 8:3,972 copies.
LITIRA.RY.

The librarian, Dr. Cyrus Adler, states that the a
past year have been as follows: Periodicals, 5,542 ·
phlets, 1 1209; total, 7,5Gl. From tlle accessions to th
Smithsonian Institution there have been retain d for
Museum 7,596 periodicals, 333 books, and 1,047 pampbl
ni: 1 i11
total of 8,97G. A 1i t of the accessions to the Mn um library h.
and excllange will be found in ~<\.ppendix III.
Tlte number of books borrowed during the year wa
5,330 were returned, about 1,800 having bee11 retain 1 in
libraries.
early 1,200 books were bound, of whi<-b h , ·
about 200 belonged to the National Muse1.1m. Owiu 0 • t
it was impossible to have any more Museum book b
a large number require binding.
The transfer of the periodical record to the standard lil rar. • r · 1 I
ha been continuetl, the new record coutaiuing at tb ·l .
f h i ·• I
year 4,300 card . There are 6,000 cards in the tandnr 1
books other than periodicals.
It i tbe de il' of the librarian to have the catalo ·u
the pre: ure of cunent work has been so great that pr
dire tion l1a ue ·e:sarily been slow.
Ther ha be n no cllange in the number of " cti 11, l li n ri
iu ·
th last report, the li t being as follows:
1.
2.
3.
,1.
5.

6.
7.

.
9.
10.
11.

Administration.
Birds.
Botnn,Y.
Comparative anatomy.
Ethnology.
Fi be . .
Geology.
II lminthology.
Hi. torica.i collections.
Insect .
'Mammals.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Marine invert brat ~.
Materia medica.
Me,-ozoi0 fo il ·.
Miueralogy.
Mollusks.
Oriental autiquiti , ancl rt•li
gious ceremonial .
Paleo botany .
Photography.
Prehistoric antbropolo!{\".
Reptiles.
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A list of the papers based upon Museum material, which have been
published during the year by officers of the :Museum and other investi.
gators, is printed in Appendix IV. Seventy-nine authors are repre.
sented. In the supplements to this bibliography will be found complete
lists of the new genera and species described in the papers referred to.
The following table shows the subjects to which these papers relate:
1

Sub,iect.

By Mu· By other
seum
investi· Total.
officers. gators .

.A.dministra tion ............................................... .. ..... ... .
Anthropology ........ . ................. ......... .............. - ......... .
.A.rch::eology ................................ : ............... . ..... . .. -... .
Biography .......... ... ·-·-·· ........................................... .
Biology . .. ...................... . ............... · · · · · · · -· · · · · · · -· · · · · -· · ·
Birds ....................... ........ .. ............... . ......... ···· ···· · ·
Botany . ........................................ .. ..... -.... - - . -- . - -. · · · - Chemistry ...... ............................................ - - - - .. .. - - . Comparative anatomy ................................... - - - - -- .. -- ...... .
Ethnology . .................................. - ... -..... -.. -- .. - - · · · · · - · · ·
Exploration. ·... ... .............................. ... .. . -....... -.. -.. - . . .
Fishes ............................................ .. ...... · - .. · · · · · · · · · · ·
Fossils . ...................... - . . .... - .. -.. ... .. - .. -........ -.... · .. · · · · · ·
Geology .............................................. . ............ .. .. .. .
Insects .................................. -. - - - -. .. ... - - ........ -· · · · · · · · -·
Man1mals ............................................................... .
Marine invertebrates ........................... ... ............... - ..... .
Mineralogy ............................................................ . .
Mollusks ........................................... . ................. . _..

1
G6

21
18

45
13

3l

2

7
19

?.2

10

L2

32
8

l~§E~~l~~~;; ~~;!ee<::~: ~: :)~~: ~ ::) :1

I

50

18

ll
6

16

17

JO

10

7
1

:~:::~::~~~:::::::::: :::: : : :: : :: : :: :: : : :: ::: ::: :: : : :::: : : :: :: :: ::: : : : ::I
1 - --

Total .... .... ............................. ~····~ ···-············ · ··· i

~ - ~

·

PUBLICATION ' .

year,
The
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been published: No. 1087, "Preliminary description f , u w ,._ 1111 .
two new species of Crustaceans from an artesian w 11 , ~ au ~I u,
Tex.," by James E. Benedict; No. 1088, "Description f , ll ,
and species of Blind Tailed Batracbian from th u t rr:m
of Texas," by Leonhard Stejneger; No. 1103, " r limin, l')
of new mammals from the Mexican border of the ni l
,t
Edgar A. Mearns. Manuscripts of fourteen additi nal lap ipublished in the Proceedings were in the band of th 1 riu
close of the :fiscal year, and nineteen more hav l>
publication.
The following additional parts of Bulletin 39 hav b
H, "Directions for collecting minerals," by Wirt Ta , in; I , rt I · I h ·
tions for collecting rocks and for the preparation of thin . ·ti ,n. "h
George P. Merrill; Part J, '' Directions for collecting :p ·im n .111 I
information illustrating the aboriginal uses of plant , y 1' r · 1 1 i ·I·
Coville; Part K, "Directions for collecting and prepc riu · f · ii , I •
Charles Schuchert . .
Circular 47, in regard to the identification of molln k b
·at i >ll
Museum, has been issued.
The titles of all the papers which have appeared in th
f
t·
rates during the year are given in Appendix v.
BulletinNo.47, ''TheFishesofNorthand.M:iddleAm ri
tive Uatalogue of the Species of Fish-like Vertebrat
nu l iu
Water of North America North of the Isthmus of Pauam "
Starr J orclan and Barton Warren Evermann, a vol um f 1 :! l p;
is en ti rely in type and will be shortly put to pres . Th Ir .
]etin constitute Part 1 of the work. A second vol nm oft ~- an l u
atlas of plates will be published later.
Bulletin No. 49, "A Bibliography of the Published Writin
Lutley Scluter, F. R. S., Secretary of the Zoological So iet
prepared. under the direction of Dr. G. Brown Goode ha
n
type. It contain 135 pages 1 with a portrait of Dr. lat r,: ~ fr nt i •
piece. Much care lta been given to the typography witb • p ·ial ·1
to ecul'in compactne s and clearness. This work i n in ·1u 1 • l in
the erie ~of Bibliographies of American Naturalist , of bi ·h th· h, \ ·
beeu publi h d (Bull tins 20, 23, 30, 40, and 41), sin e th ~ p f hi
erie i n ce arily limited to the work of naturali t liYi11cr
Unite<l tate ; but, iuasmuch as · Dr. Sclater's contribntiou.'
y tematic ormthology of the American continent haY
x·
xtent bo e of anyone living in tllis country, it wa d m l 1 l r
tba th
. . ational Museum should publish bi bibliogr, 1 by.
It was hoped that the second and third numbers of tlle p ·i. 1 1, 11letin, the :fir t of which appeared in 1892, would be ready_~ r Ii ti uti u before the end of the year, but owing to certain unav H~ I l ·h,
thi wa, impo ible. No. 2 of tbe series, entitled" Oceam . I hthy logy: A Treati eon the Deep-sea and Pelagic Fishes of the 1V rld, l,·
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cbiefly upon the collections made by the Steamers Blake, Albnt/'01111,
and Fish Hawk in the Northwestern Atlantic," by George Brown Goode
and Tarleton H.- Bean, is an elaborate work of 553 pages, in quarto
form, with an atlas of 417 figures arranged on 123 plates. The work
of composition on Special Bulletin No. 3, which was partly put in type
last year, has been nompleted, and the Bulletin is now ready for the
press. This Bulletin constitutes the second volume of "The Life Ilistories .of North American Birds," by Maj. Charles Bendire, and rehtte8
only to land birds, extending, in the classification given in the checklist of the American Ornithologists' Union, from tlrn parrots to tlle
grackles. The volume will contain 518 pages, and will be illustrated
by seven c_h romo-lithographic plates of birds' eggs.
lV[ATERI.A.L LENT FOR INVESTIGATION.

A number of specimens of the genus Vespertilio were sent to Mr.
G. S. Miller, jr., of the Department of Agriculture, for use in connection with the preparation of a monograph of that geuus. Three specimens of Ouniculus were alRo lent to Mr. Miller for illustration in a
forthcoming paper on the voles and their allies. Over two hundred
specimens of North American weasels were sent to Mr. Outram Baug ',
Boston, Mass., for use in connection with a, revision of the eastem
weasels. Ten specimens of northern hares of the genus Lepus were
transmitted to Mr. S. N. Rhoads, of the Academy of Natural Scieuces
of Phi1adelphia, for use in connection with a revision of the Arctic
hares; also a number of skins aud skulls of Old World hares, for tile
same purpose. Seven skulls of striped skunks were sent to Dr. E. A.
Mearns, U. S. A., Fort Myer, Va.; one specimen of Dendrohyrax wa
transmitted to Dr. J. L. Wortman, American. Museum of Natural Ili. ·
tory, New York City, for comparison with fossil remains, and eighteen
pecirnens of weasels were sent to Mr. V. Bailey, of the Department of
Agriculture, for use in a revision of North American weasels. A large
collection of ta.rfi ·hes from tho West Indies was sent to Prof. A. E.
Verrill, Peabody Museum, New Haveu, Conn., for study in conuection
with the preparation of a report upon the , tar:fishes of that region;
a pecim 11 of amphipod ( Grangonyx jlagellatus, Beuedict) wa tra11 ·
mitt d to b Rev. T. R. R. tebbing, Tunbridge Wells, Engla11d
,~ho <l. ir d t make a ·pecial tudy of the genus, and a mall colle ·ti n f ere yfi be wa , ent to Dr. Walter Faxon, Mu eum of Comarativ Z ol gy 'am ridg Ma ., who i , preparing a report on tho
·rayfi he. add cl t the collection in the .1.: ational Mu, eum during recent
y ar;.
epar m nt f bird· material ba.· been eat out a follow :
f P~t ,· ,.ella, iliaca rneuarhyncha to .i\Ir. F. t phen vVit ·11
1.. r u · ind t rminiug a uew .·ub pe ·ie · from that
' m"'
rn to ~Ir. Cr r, lf. Ma ·kay ~;; Cong-re.
tr t
for u ein conue ·tion with h identification of ·ome 'Ierns
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found on lVIuskeget Islanu, Massachusetts; forty-tw
Willow Warblers, from Asia, to l\Ir. William E. Brook: :ii uut I l'l i
Ontario, for determination; seven skins ofNigbt Ilawk: t ... fr.< i r, 1 •
0herrie, of the Field Columbian Museum, for use ilt d ·t rmi11i11,.: u
form from Central America; three birds' skins to 't fn11 ht 111 I , m
0hernelhaza, Koszeg, Hungary; twenty-six skiu - of \,rntlw1,!t!J°ct 1 1 l
forty-nine skins of Orioles to Mr. Witmer Stone, of h .\rn I •111
Natural Sciences of Phila<lelphia, for use in his t11di, · r th 111 h in
of birds; seven skins of Sheerwaters (Puffinits) t
California Academy of Science; seven skins of y1fal · u. ancl 111 :
two skins of Sanderlings to Mr. Frank M. Chapman, ..A.111 •ric·a11 :\I u urn
of Natural History, New York. City, the former for u ju th l t 1111 i
nation of specimens in the American Museum, and th latt rt l
I
in a study of the change of plumage of that spe i ; thr ,
Asiatic birds to Mr. W. E. Brooks, Mount Forest, Ontc ri ancl 11
of Oaprirnulgus aldabrensis to the Tring Museum, Triu 0 • h1wl:t11 1.
A specimen of Polistotrmna dornbeyi was trau mitt d t l 1.
Fiirbringer, Je a, GermaDy, and a specimen of Larimu br ·1·i • ~P
Dr. C. H. Gilbert, Lela,nd Stanford Junior Univer ·it,'·
Specimens have been sent out from the departme11
study or identification as follows: Material of th g '11 ra lfon, d tl l
and Gorytes to Mr. vVilliam J·. Fox, of the Academy of . . . atural ,j 111
of Philadelphia, for rnonographic study; the Japau
11 • • i 1
Hemiptera to Prof. P. R. Uhler, Baltimore, Md., for id ntiti ·ati 11: th
co11ection of Uran1bidre to Prof. C. H. Fernald, Amh r~t, Ma .
in monographic work; the collectio11 of Typhlocybiui t Pr r.
Gillette, Fort Collin , Uolo.; the collection of Lepid I t ra I ai n l in
Ea t Africa by tlle Clmuler-Hohnel expedition, to Dr. ,Y. ,l. n, II n I.
Allegheny, Pa., for study and .report; thirteen speci ~ f .J.\..l'ri lii 1:
Prof. J. l\Ic~eill, Fayetteville, Ark., for use in rnon rrrnphi · ;\' r · ·
fifty pecie, of uoctui<ls to Prof. J. B. Smith, Ne,Y Brun." i ·l~. . ,J ••
for tudy and identification; the ca.llection in th g nn · ~lpio11
U. H . Fall, Pomona, Cal.; certain species of Se sid,' to :;.\ r. \\ illi: m
Benteumi.iller American Museum of Natural Hi tory ... w \ c rt· it · :
a numb r of ·pecimern:; of the genus Prosopis to Prof. . 1>....\..
rell La· Urnce· N.1Iex.; a collection of Jassi<lc.• to Pr f. . I· . Hal· 1.
Fort Collin', ~lo. for special study; a few specie~ of dinrnal
t1.
B. Skinu r, Philadelphia, Pa., and a collection of Trypltoni 1w to 1 1 f:
1
AoTi •nltnral College, Mich., for special tuclr.
• C. Davi
pecimen · of Eoeene fossils of the Midway or Clayt n horiz n ' r
tnm 'mitt d to Prof. G.D. Harris, of Cornell Univer~ity.
lepartment of botauy there were sent to ~lr. M. ~- I i 11 ,
1 rom the
Rockford, Ill., ninety-one specimens of Salix; to rr f. I . II. Bail
Cornell ... niv rsity a number of specimens of tlle germ'
Idabo, for <letermi1:atiou; to Prof. B. S. Burgess, Normal '
ork 'ity, about two hundred specimens of Asters from th
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Columbia; to Prof. William R. Dudley, Leland Stanford Junior Uni
versity, a number of specimens for critical determination; to Prof. A.
Engler, Berlin, Germany, three hundred and eighteen African plant ·
for determination; to Prof. C. S. Sargent, Jamaica Plain, Mass., Conifene collected by tbe Mexican Boundary Commission, for determination; to Dr. John K. Small, Columbia University, New York City
material for use in connection with his work on the southern flora, antl
to Prof. William Trelease, Missouri Botanic Garden, St. Louis, a larg
number of specimens, including the entire collection of North American
Celastracern.
Eocene echinoderms and a specimen of Oidaris were lent to Prof.
W. B. Clark, of Johns Hopkins University, who has in preparation a
work on American post-Paleozoic Echinoids. Six specimens, representing three species, of Cretaceous Gastropods were sent to M. Co ·
mann, for use in connection with a general revision of the Gastropod ,
Prof. Alpheus Hyatt receiv""ed six species of Ammonites for examination,
and about one hundred. and fifty specimens of Blastoids were sent to
Prof. Otto Jaekel, Berlin, Germany, for mono graphic work. Other
paleontologica,l material was sent out as follows: Four specimen, of
Oonchopeltis alternata to Mr. E. 0. Ulrich, Newport, Ky., for use in a,
revision of the Lower Silurian Gastropoda; ten lots of Foraminifera to
Dr. Anthony Woodward, New York City, for determination; three
Rpecies of Paleozoic Echinoids to Dr. Robert T. Jackson; one hundred
and forty specimens of Paleozoic Cephalopods to Prof.John M. Clarke,
Albany, N. Y.; and specimens of fossil corals to Mr. H. S. Gane, Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, _Md.
Rthnological material has been lent to the llureau of American Bthnology, for the purpose of preparing illustrations. Three stone adze
were transmitted to Mr. H. R. Bishop, New York City, and twelve
specimens of aboriginal implements were sent to Miss Alice Flet ·her,
of this city, for use in illustrating a lecture before the Women' Anthropological Society .
.A.bout sixty thin sections of slates were lent to Prof. T . .r eL on
Williaru iown, Mass.; twenty-five thin section of Quincy grauit
Mr. Theodore G. White, Columbia College, N w ork ity; tw nty- ne
thin e tion and thirty-one specimens of laskan rock to Mr.
Purrington, United tates eological urvey, and :fifty-five p
fro k fr m the Bear aw Mountains to Mr.
. Weed
tat
ey.

w
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Dr. E. A. Mearns, United States Army continn d hi: tn 1 , 1
interesting and valuable collection of rn~mmal , bt, in c1 , • him ·If
~nd.Mr. F. X. Holzner on the Mexican boundar wi h • ·i ,·wt pul
hshmg an elaborate paper based upon this mat rj. l.
the valuable service which he has rendered to th
n .• rn
accorded all of the privileges enjoyed by a regular enratnr ilt h
cution of his work. .Advance editions of two pap r ·
l l' . .. 1 a111 h
been published during the year, one of which i n itl c1
diagnoses of new mammals from the Mexican b r 1 r
States," and the other'' Preliminary description of a, u
:u
six new species and subspecies of hares from the I .xi·, 1
the United States."
In the department of birds Mr. D. G. Elliot, of th
i 11
Museum, was engaged for a time in certain inve ti ·, t i 11 ; I1·. L. 1.
Loomis, of the Oalifornia Academy of Science , studi l ariou l
Coast species of Shearwaters, Gulls, and Horned wl · l r. 1
Bishop, New Haven, Conn., studied the Wes tern .L i o·b J l.rn l
terns, Horned Larks, Song Sparrows, etc., in couu ti n wi h
mens which he collected in North Dakota; Mr. G. . :Mill r jr.
hi
city, made an examination of the Mexican Jays of the O' uu , lph lo ,w , ·
Mr. Witmer Stone, of the Academy of Natural Scien
f hila 1 11 lti,l
inquired into the status of various Horned Owls; Mr. . . l rhnl ·r.
of the Department of Agriculture, made an investi 0 ·aLi n 1f li I
Woodpeckers(Dryobatespubescens and subspecies) and arrnu,..: , l
families of neotropical Passeres in the study serie · r.
son, Forest City, Iowa, spent two or three days in e ·aminiu ~1 ·i ·
North American birds, and Mr. J. H. Riley and Mr. . L P r 1
Falls Church> Va., ~\'ere occupied for several month in p rf rmin , 1 u 1teer work and in familiarizing themselves with th
ir l · f
r h
America.
lthough no one has been engaged in a regular ('
the department of mo11usks, many persons have b
examine pecimens in the study collection, and hav
information from the curator or his assistants. Dr. R. . -:rnrl Y h ·in
been reque ted by the Hon. C. D. Walcott, Dir •t r f th
J11it
tate Geological urvey, to prepare a monograph f tb ... m ·1 i ·• n
Graptolite , all the facilities which the Museum affor l iu hi ltr · ·ti 11
were placed at his disposal. Prof. Alpheus Hyatt, am ri lh . 1,
pent ome time at the Museum, in April, looking
r th
1 oz 1i •
ephalopoda, and Prof. H. F. Osborn, of the Ameri ·au . In
Natural Hi tory, studied the skulls of Titanotherium.
Mi , Etta Braly and Miss Amanda Braly were ~ngao- d fir. . u
month comparing the insects collected by them_m ~rk 11 ·n with .
cies in the Mu eum collection. The former had m view th I r 1 : 1 1 n
of a list of the oleoptera found in that State, and tlle latt r tli • p1
aration of a list of the Remiptera.
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Prof. E. L. Greene, of the Catholic University of America, made
frequent vi::-its to the herbarium for the purpose of conducting investigations iu certain orders; Prof. 0. F. Wheeler, of the Michigan Agricultural College, spent several weeks in the spring of 1896 studying tbe
genus Oarex; Dr. N. L. Britton, of Columbia College, New York City,
was engaged in the herbarium about the same time in making crit1cal
observations on certain eastern species; Mr. 0. S. Sargent, Jamaica
Plain, Mass., examined the Ooniferffi and Palmaceffi, and Mrs. E. G.
Britton, of New York City, was engaged for about two weeks in .May
in the study of mosses, especially those from Alaska.
Dr. Theodore Gill has had access to the collectfons of :fishes while
prosecuting bis work upon the families and their relationship. Prof B.
vV. Evermann, of the United States Fish Commission, has exami11e<l
the collections in the same department in connection with hia work
upon material recently collected by the Commission, and also in cou nection with the preparation of Bulletin 47 of the United State
National Museum entitled "The Fishes of North and Middle America,"
by David S. Jordan and B. W. Evermann. This work was nearly all
in type at the close of the fiscal year. Prof. A. E. Verrill, New Haven,
Conn., who is engaged in the preparation of a report on the We ·t
Indian starfishes, spent about a week iu the laboratory of the department of marine invertebrates, during which time he ide11tified a large
number of specimens, and selected others which he desired to have
sent to him for more critical examination.
Dr. W. F. Hillebran<l, of the United States Geological Survey, wa
engaged for a time iu an investigation of the flnorescell ce of wullasto11 ite, and Prof. R. L. Packard has continued to make nse of the collectiou
in the department of geology.
Dr. W. J. Hoffman of this city bas prepared for publicat1011 a pap r
on the" Graphic Art of tlle Eskimos," the work bei ng ba eel upon a
study of the collections iu the Museum. Mr. J. D. McGuire, E llicott
City, Md., who publi bed a paper in the Report for 1894, entitled
'' Primitive Method · of Drilling," ha been engaged during the pre ent
:ii cal year in the study of the pipe used by the American aborigine·,
with a view to he preparation of a paper on that ubject. Dr. J.
B ampden Porter ha in cour e of preparation a paper on the food f
primitiv p pl , and ha made u of the l\lu, enm coll ·tion m tll1
·onu ·tion. Ir.
. Haz n of thi city wa, grant <l the privil
f
.xaminiu th · lle · iou f kit .
r. J. Waltrr 11 wk
nga ,. d
lming th win r in h pr parab n f an illu. rat <'ataloo·u f th
rn t rial · lle ·Le<l. by htlll 1u rizoua luriu , th previou
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VISITORS.

The following· table shows the 11umber of vi itor. t >
and Smithsonian buildings for each month of th fi •al . · n r

30, 1896:
Year an<l month.

1805.

July ............................................................................ .
.August ......... ..... .. ................................. .... · .. ... ·.··.·········•
Sep tern ber ................................................................. ..... .
October ........................................................................ . .
November ............... . ................................................... ... .
December ....................................................................... .
1896.

Jannary ................................................................. ... ... . .
February ....... .... ... ......... ...... . ..................... . ... .................
March .................................... : ............... . . .................... .
.April .. ... . . ...... .... .......... ................................. .. .. ........... .
May ......................................................................... ... .
June ........................ ..................................... ............... .

11 1,

Total ........................ .................................. ........... .
.Approximate claily av rage 011 a basis of 313 cla3 sin the year .............. ...... .

l{urnber of visitors to the Musenm and Smithsonian buildings
former in 1881.

in

ii,

Year.

1881. ................•.. · ... · · · · · · ...... · · · · · · · ............... ... .

1885- G ................•......... ......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ,

167, 45;\
202, l
Oi. UGI
205,026
li.J, '.!'.!:,

1886-87 ......................... ........ • · • • · · · · • · · · · · · · · • · • · · · · · ·

'.ll6, 36'.l

1882 ............................ .........•.•.......... ········· · · ·
18 3 .. .... ... .......... ... ....... · · · · ... · · · .. · · · ... · · · .... · · · · ... .
1884 (half year) ... ......................... ··········· ······ ···· ·
}88.J.'..85 I ••••••••••••••••••••• •••• • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • ••••••••••••••

l 7-88. ········· .................. ...... · ...... ······ ······ ...... ,
1
9 : .............................. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · . ... .
1880-00 ..... ...••....................... ·.. · · · · · · · · · . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1 00-01 ................................ · .• · · · · ... · · · ..... · · · · .... .
1 01-02.................. .... ....... .. . .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
] 02-0:i 1 •••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••• •••••••••••••••••• • • •••••••••
l 93-9.J. .......... _. _............... . . - - - - - · · - - · - - - · - · · · - - · - · - .. · · ·
1 OJ-05 ................ .... ...... ...... ··························
1 05.96 . ..........•.• ···•·· .......... · · · .. · .. · ... · · · · ............ .

Total ........................................... .
i

Years of Presidential inauguration .

1.; .
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MA'l'ERIAL RECEIVED FOR EXAMINATION .A.ND REP ORT.

There have been 542 lots of material of various kinds received during the year for identification. These were illcluded between Nos.
3236 and 3777, and represent an increase of 75 over the receipts of
the preceding :fiscal year. A detailed list of these sendiugs, arranged
alphabetically by the names of the persons transmitting the material,
is printed in Appendix vr.
MEETINGS OF .A.SSOCI.A.'l'IONS IN W .A.SIIINGTON DURING 'l'HE YEAR ..

On September 5, · 1895, the Society of Agricultural Uhemists met in
the lecture hall of the Museum. The sessions extended over three
days.
The American Ornithologists' Union met on November 12 and held
three sessions on that day and the day following.
The eleventh annual meeting of the A rnerican Historical Association
was held in ·washington on December ~6 and 27. 1
On January 2, 1896, the second annual meeting of the National
Science Club opened. 1
A lecture was delivered in the office of t,h e A.ssistant Secretary, on
March 16, by Rear Admiral S. Makaroff, of the Russiau Navy, on'' The
specific gravity of the waters of the North Pacific Ocean."
The National Academy of Sciences has for some years held its annual
meeting in the Museum building. The sessions for the present year
lasted from April 21 to 24. The business meetings were held in one M
the offices and the lecture ball was used for the public meetings. 1
A lecture to the pupils of the High School of Washington on
'' India" was delivered in the lecture ball of the Museum on May 22
by Mr. R. N. Wilson.
The Saturday lectures were coutinued during the season of 1896
under the auspices of tbe joint commis ion of the scientific societie of
Washingto11. The subjects of the ~ lecture are given in Appendix
VIL Many of the lecture were illu trated by the stereopticon, aud
other by map diagrams, aucl pecimeu . The serie delivered during
thi year wa, arranged with a view to illu?trating the relati n of
lit to environment. '.rwo conr
w r provided the fir t pertnininohi fly to v g tal and animal Im
h
on t human lit in it relati II t l w r rgani ' ID , nd t
b
The fi e lee ur
11 titn in
tb
· nl
ix o h
1 p r f h
1

.A 1i t

r the paper . ubmi tecl i print

cl in App ucli ·

Yu.
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The following table indicates the number and dat
lectures since 1882 :
Year.

f

'

tr

Date of first and last le tur .

~:::· ................... March 11, April 29 ................... ........... _...........••••••
· · · · · · · · · - · - - - . -- . - . January 13, March 31 ........•••. ... _. _... . ... _.. __ ... _. __ ....••• .
January 5, April 26 ....... ______ ......... ____ . _____ _____ ............ .
1884 --- - - - --- - . - . - - 1885............ .... .... :February 7, May 2 ...................... _....... ...... .. ....•••••.
1886 ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 6, May 8 ............ , ... : . .. .... ...... . _............•...•• •
· 1887 .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 12, May 7 ................................ .......... •..••.••
1888 .................... February 18, May 5 ................. .... . ........... ..........•.••
1889..... . ........... . .. March 9, May 11 ............... . .... ............. ...............••

: : :: :: :: :::::::;~~~~~~ ~~~~~r~i:
1893. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1894 ................... .
1895 ... ............. . ...
1896 . ..... : ..... ... .... .

l 1.

n

:3: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::::::: ::: ::::::: :::::::::: :: :: :::: :::::: :: :::

March 25, May 13 ........... ... ... ........ . .... .. ...... ......•••••
F ebruary 17, M ay 26 ........... ...... . ..... . ....... .............••
February 23, April 27 .......... . ..••• . . ... .. .............. ....•..••
March 21, May 23 .....•. .... ... . . . . .. . ......... .. ...... .........••

Total ....................... ................... .. ... ... ....... . .. ........ ........... .

u

CIVIL SERVICE .

Under an order issued by the President on May 6 1 ,
Mu eum was ma<le subject to the law regulating a1 I
promotion ' in the civil service of the United State
NEW MUSEUM B UILDING.

On December 10, 1895, Senator Morrill intro lu
erection of an additional building for the use of tu
, ti nnl l 1
This bill was referred to the ·Committee on Publi
Grou lld , and favorably reported on Febr-uary ~7 1
n •n
ment embodying the substance of the bill was after, , r l m. l
Sundry Civil bil1, but was not retained.
COTTON ST.A.TES .A.ND IN'l'ERN.A.TION.A.L E

The otton State and International Exposi tion at
opened on eptember 18 and closed on Decemb r '1
A' i tant
cretary represented the Smithsonian In tituti u n11
h
ational Mu eum on the Government board of maua ·em nt. .. Ir. 1 . l .
EarH wa, appointed special agent in charge of thee hi it.
Th following departments aud sections in the l\1u
xbibit for this Expostion: Mammals, birds, reptile fi
tive anatomy, marine invertebrates, mollusks, insect' pa]
geology, mineral , botany, ethnology, prehistoric anthrop 1 y, nH t 1 ii
medica, teclrnology, oriental antiquities, and religion · r m tti' l
1.
ollecti n of mu ical instruments and of ceramic w re al
The official report upon the participation of the Smith
tion and the ational Museum in tb.e Exposition will b
eport of the Smithsonian Institution for 1896.
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NECROLOGY.

Prof. Charles Valentine Riley, honorary curator of the department
of insects in the United States National Museum, died September 14,
1895.
The following is an extract from a biographical sketch by the Assistant Secretary, read at the annual meeting of the Joint Commission of
the Scientific Societies of Washington, January 18, 1896, and afterward
published in Science: 1
Professor Riley was born in Clielsea, London, September 18, 1843. His schoolboy
days were passed in France and Germany, and he was but 17 when his restless spirit
led bim to America.
'
'' He went West and settled with Mr. G. H. Ed wards, w horn he had met in London
and who had made arrangements to open a stock farm in Kankakee County, Ill.
Here, during three years, b e acquired that experi~nce of Western agriculture that
can be gained only hy farm work. · Fond of all life as manifested on the farm , young
Riley devoted himself enthusiastically to the calling he h ad chosen. Of an inquiring
and experimental turn of mind, he aimed to improve on the methods in vogue, and
soon won the esteem of all who knew him; and, though so young, was sought for in
counsel and honored at public gatherings, at which he became intimate wi th Emory
Cobb and other prominent farmers of Illinois. Under these circumstauccs, and with
a deep love of nature in all her manifestations, it ;was no wonder that Professor
Riley, a8 we have heard him avow, looked back to the farming days in Illinois as the
happiest of his life.
"The ex perience gained on the farm enabled him, more than anything el. e, to
unuerstand the l)osition and needs of the farmer. In writing of Professor Riley's
farm life and the reasons why he abandoned it, a Kankakee friend who knew him
well remarks: 'Yonng Riley was simply too enthusiastic and too bent on excelling
in everything. He took no rest. Often be would b e np, actually getting breakfast
r eady, to relieve th e women folk, and milk half a dozen co ws, before the ot hers were
about. When others wer e r esting at noon in the shade, h e would be working at his
flowers under a July sun. There was not a sick animal of th e three hundred on
the place that he did not understand and help. He kept a lot of bees, got hold of
the best bred colts, ancl some of the best h eifers in the county, secur ed a good
quarter-section, and spent bis Snndays r eading, sketching, and studyin g in e t ,
Three year s of this uncea ing effor t nuder t h e trying climatic extremes of central
Illinois b rok o the young fellow's health, for it was a great contrast to his previous
life, and with every one tellin •r him that he was wasting his talents, he .finally concluded to give up the idea of fa rming . But had his health not failed him, my opinion
i that b e would he a farmer to-day, and a. succe ful one too, for h ba intense
l ove of rural life. '
"He went to _'bicago in bi twentieth year, w ith no definite trade or profe ion
and with little exp rienc f city lit .
Ioney wa carce among farm r in tho
day ·, an<l hi. little prop rty, a
o invested tha i t wa not available. The trial
of hi fil' few montb in hicago are familiar to only a few of bi intimat friend ,
hut th mannn in whidt b over ame them whil ~· tin poor Jwalth wa. cb:na t eri ic·. Pri1l1· preYent d him from a king h lp from hi. Kankakee fri nd , but clid
not J~r ,. nt hi.m froro donnin,r bln o,· rall and doing mannal labor in a porkpack111g tabli hmf'nt, or from aclcling to bi l ucln in ·om by makin r portrait of
f•·!low hoardn _or. k •tch wbi h h him -~]f '1i po d of a
,·c-ning in th al oci
nl ,. al h on :.\llcl11~an a,· nn . After a whil he• ohtai1w1l an entra"' m 11 t a a
report r on tb1· I:,• nin r .Journal bnt finally hr ranrn c·,mn f'ti·d withM th Prairie
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Farmer, then the le~uling agricultural paper of the We L H , id . a c-] 0
tio1:1 to the duties of his position as reporter, delineator, a1Hl < (litor of th,
logical department of thil:! paper, he devote<l his time ancl 111,rrri to J11 11 l
botany and entomology, His iu<lustry and versatility . oon mach· 1ti111 11 ,t
popular with his associates npon the paper, lrnt gav him a wid ·p1 ,111 11 pnt
as a writer npon natural history, especially on his specinlty of
·nomir , nt mnl ,
th e importance of which he soon made apparent. " 1
His aclveut11rons temperament l ed him to enlist as a privatl' in tl11
au<l tbir ty-fonrth Illinois Volunteers, in whicll b e snv d for
the civil war, in Kentucky and Tennessee.
Before entering the army he had made the acqnaintan c• f th
joinecl in 1868 in estahlisldng the American Entomologi, t. 'I bi fri1•11tl, ~ h
senior editor until bis death, was Dr. Benjamin D. Wal h, ~tntc• E11tumnln •i t > Ill •
nois, and it was ,valsh to whom Riley always a1ludecl a bis ma ·tc•r 1111 th
to whom be was most indebted for his early trainiug arnl in pi rat i 11.
I
was a graduate of the University of Cambridge, in the cla. with
1 "iu
weight an<l scholarly attainments ancl a most carefnl nrnl pain tnkrng ill\ 1 ti,
Dnring the few years of bis residence in Illinois h e bad clon1• mn('h n 11 , I J
interest in economic entomology, which resulted in the establi hm1•n of tl11
of State Entomologist of Missouri in 1868, which was th<' b ginni11,
pnblic labors.
An important outgrowth of Riley's personal nctivity i.u c~nn<' ti n, ·i1h hi
work was the fonuation of tlie Riley collection of insect upon wbid1 111
immediately after be left the army in 1864, and which at the nd f tw nh -fh·
included over 20,000 ape ·ies and over 115,000 mounted peciru 11:- h . id·
other material. Tlte collection is in many respects unL1ue, p inlly o I • Ill
the complete manner in which the life-history of numerou individual p
1-epresented. It is the legitimate outgrowth and complement f Ril ,,.. in\'
tions, and is a, voucher for the accuracy and fullness of hi 1wr onnl "m k in n mology. 'l'hiscollection lrngavein 1882, without condition to th(.', tion: I :\In 11111,
at that time without a collection of insects. His purpo o in <loing thi.- " 1
1•1
in the Museum a worthy nucleus, and to be instrumental in th formation n
lection wbi h would be ·worth)' of the riation. He was appoint d at on h tll
curator of th e d epartment of insects in the Musenm, and o-a,y urn b att ntinn
department, which thereafter ma<Ie rapid advan ces.
It was as an economi<' entomologist that Riley was mo t wi<l 1) fa1111• 1.
field be wa eminent in two respects-in administra,tion a w111 a in hi 11i1
contrilrntiom1 to tile science of practical entomology, ancl · to th art d1i h i i
outgrowth.
A an administrator, he was associated witll three promin u nn1l crt, kin • : l h
entomoloO'ical work of the State of Missouri, the United tat , Ento11111ln!::i · l
mrnii;sion, and th e establishment of the Division of Entomolorry of tb 1 •pnrtm n
Agriculture.
H hel<l the po ition of entomologist to the State of l\1~
11teriog upon thi1:1 work at the age of 23.
The l nitecl , tates Entomological Commission was in exi
bavioa been its chief from the beginning.
"W all remember ' ai<l the Pacific Rural Press in 18 7,
"lii ·h our " ~est rn , ·fates an d Territories passed tllrough from 1 7, t 1
]ocu -t or gra . bopper ravages, which resulted in destitution and. pr1• ·ipit.
financial cri is. The e ravages se1 iously affected the we t rn porturn of 11
, 'tatc·, and Profe or Riley took llold of the problem with that orio'inalit~
which have ·haracterizecl all of his work. His last three report t th - · t,, .
tai11 the :first po itive ancl accurate k~owledge on the subject that ha h u }'HU t
1

olman'l3 Rural ·world, St. Lonis, May 12, 1 92.
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But h e early saw that the subject was one of national importance and could not lie
fully dealt with by work in any one State. To feel a necessity was sufficient for
him to act, and consequently we find him, in public lectures, in leading article,
through resolutions offered at socieiies' meetings, memorials to Congress, and in
every other way urging the creation of a National Entomological Commission. .After
various bills bad been introduced and <liscussed, Congress finally created the Entomological Commission, with a special view to investigating the Rocky Mountain
Locust, or so-called grasshopper, and Professor Riley was tendered the position a
chief of the Commission, a distinction which bis investigations into this insect hacl
justly earned, for he bacl already not only made most important discoveries as to it
habits and the best means of sulHlning it, but had ascertained sundry laws that
govern it, so as to be able to predict the time of its coming and goi ng and the limits
of its spread. Consulted by Secretary Schurz as to the other appointments, it it1 no
wonder that the members chosen were Dr. A. S. P a ckard,jr., a naturalist of eminence,
one of the finest entomologists of the world, and a prominent author and editor, and
Prof. Cyrus Thomas, who had likewise labored for the creation of t,he Commission,
and who was the authority on the family of insects to which the locusts belonged.
Both of these gentlemen, like Professor Riley, had been chosen by their respective
States as official entomologists, and had a large personal experience in the West.
Accepting charge of the Commission thus constituted in March, 1877, we find Riley
traveling that y ear over most of the western country, from th e Gulf to the ·south
Saskatchawan, in British America, now in company with the governor of the State,
and again with other special officials, but everywhere exhorting the farmers to
action, making careful observations _anu experiments, and inspiring confidence."
He was the first to demonstrate the practicability of checking the ravages of an
important species of insect by enlisting the aid of the insect enemies which had kept
it in check in its nativ e habitat. This was effec ted by the introduction from Australia in 1888, at his instance and by two agents sent out from his office, of the
Australian Vedalia, a species of lady-bird, which is the natural enemy of the "Fluted
Scale," an insect whi ch had found its way from southern Australia to California.,
and was fast destroying the orange and lemon groves.
His studies in connection with Phylloxera, the French vine pest, alth ou gh not more
important th an many others more purely American in interest, may well be referred
to on accountof the attention which they attracted in France, and the honors conferr d
upon him as a result. To him is generally attributed the idea of reviving etiolatecl
French v ineyards b y u sing certain Ameri can Phylloxera-proof stocks to graft upon.
As long ago as 1873 the vine gro wers of France presented him with a gold medal
struck in recognition of his investigations into the history of the PhylloJ"era. In
1889, as a further proof of their appr eciation of his services, tboy presente<l to him
a beautiful statue in uronze, while the French Government conferred upon him the
cross of th Legion of Honor.
Associated prominently with his name are certain practical methods for the de trn tion of in ects: the n e of kero ene emul ion to protect plants and trees from th
attack of suc:torial in ects, and the invention and perfecti n, aided by :Ir. Y . , ' ,
Barnard, of a. v ry ingenions erie of mecl1anical device for spraying in ecticide
and fun icides in a liqnicl form-oft<·n <·alled the iley sys m.

a tam uu f w rk wui ·b
, rRil y ac ompli hedi
· t l 1, of hi p 1 Ii he pa,1 er
f, bich h r
re than
O m, ny of h m f v r
n . icl ra l xt nt and th
]ntal~
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1

Mr. R. S. Matthews, aid in the department of mannu, l
on November 13, 1895, in .Atlanta, Ga., where be had b n d tail
duty iu connection with the Cotton States and Internati nal F. l
Although Mr. Matthews bad been connected with th ?!Iu · uu
short time, he bad shown marked ability, and would hav
become a naturalist of prominence.
Mr. R. Edward Earll, editor of the Proceeding aud
on March 19, 1896. The following brief account of hi
by the .Assistant Secretary, is reprinted from Science: 1
Mr. Robert Edward Earll, who died on March 19, a t Chevy ha , n
ton, was one of the oldest and most trusted members of the staff of th
lrn;titution, with which he bad been connected in various capa iti
in <' 1 .. ~. 1
was born at Waukegan, Ill., August 24, 1853, edncated in th \Yank ~ n pul 1
schools, the University of Chicago, and at the Northwestern
r it
h r h
was graduated in 1877 with t he degree of B. S. He entered th
>f th Ii h
Commission, under Professor Baird, as a fish culturist; in 1 7 wa
I
the scientific staff, ancl from 1879 to 1882 was eugaged in the fi heri
Tenth Census.
From 1885 to 1888 he was chief of the division of statistics in the Fi h

Since 1888 b e bacl been connected with the National Museum
curator, and for three years had been editor of the Proceeding and
Museum.
H e was recognized by bis associates as a man of fine admini trntiY , ilit: , hi ·h
combined with great forc e of character, bad brought him into th po iti n f 11
the most efficient exposition experts living. His unselfish devotion t bi w 1 k
his absolute trnstwortbiness were appreciated by all who knew him, , n l h
· exceedingly popular among his associates.
Notwithstanding bis constant occupation in executive work h pr cln •cl m 1l
pnbli bed a considerable number of important papers in regard. to tll m tho l
tlle fi beri<'s and tbe habits of fishes. He was one of the best autb ri i np n 1
natural bi tory of the had. aml herring, and made exhaustive tucli
f th Ii It r ·
stati. tics of he _;\.tlantic and. Gulf coasts and of the Great Lake . "'"' r: l u
fishes wer discovered by him, one of which, an important food spe i of th
n hem oa t, obtained by him at Charleston in 1881, is caUed in his honor • rll'. la k ,
Phycis earlii. He wa al o a skillful fish culturist, and had much xp ri •n in h
early xperimeotal work in the propagation of the shad and in th e tabli hm
f
the cod hat hing station at Gloucester.
He was a man of the pure t personal character. His loss wi~l b
many in Wa hington. By reason of bis peculi_ar abi~ities a~d h1 7r at
his death -rea.tes a Yoid. which it will be practically 1mposs1ble to fill.
1y 0 1, III

'1.' MS
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(N. S.), No. 65, 1896, p.171.

III.-REVIEW

OF WORK IN THE
DEPARTMENTS.

SCIE NTIFIC

During the early part of the fiscal year the curators of many of the
departments wer~ engaged in completing the preparation of their
exhibits for the Oottou States and International Exposition at Atlanta,
Ga. This Exposition opened on September 18 a,nd continued until the
close of the year 1895. Another month or more was required for the
return of the exhibits and their installation in the Museum, so that for
at least one-half of the period covered by the present report the curators were occupied more or less with Exposition matters. This is usually
the case, however, during those years in which Expositions occur, _and
as the resulting disadvantages have been dwelt upon in previous
reports, no extended reference to them need be made at this time.
Nevertheless, it is gratifying to state that satisfactory progress l~a:
been made in all the departments, notwithstandin g the difficnltie ·
encountered. The record of the pre~ent year compares favorably with
that of other years in which similar conditions existed.
DEP .A.R'l'MENT OF MA.MM.A.LS.

REPORT

OF
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Museum. About fifty mammals, which died from th
ment in the National Zoological Park, have been r c
r n
chiefly representatives of North American speci .
Mearns, U. S. A.., were received several small mammal fr m
Tex., and Fort Myer, Va., and Prof R. E. Call douat
and four hundred bats, which he obtained from th
Kentucky.
Mr. True states that, while the accumulations of th
some very valuable specimens, so far as scientific v lu
the general _a verage is probabiy below that of th la
years. The number of specimens received is al l
fifty different contributors, four of which were Go ruin n
The total number of specimens received and entered wa
ing 365 bats of one or two species only.
Very little work was accomplished in the exhibition h, 11
the absence of the curator. A considerable number of p ·in n , •1
withdrawn for exhibition at the Cotton States and Int rn ti rn l 1 1
sition at Atlanta, but these were returned before th expirL i u f h
fiscal year.
Regarding the study collections the curator says:
The study series has not degenerated, so far as I am aware. Al . rg nnmb r
skin s have been tak en from the vats and made up dry, and man old n \'alu hi
8kins have been made over. From the want of au assistant, littl h, h •n d 111
towards classifying and putting away the larger skins.
There are still many skins of the larger species which are fo Y r y
study purposes an<l ought to be made over, so that they can be hand] <l .
they are stored in boxe .
New cases were provided in the tbird.-story laboratory, but littl h a r<·t
into them.
Some progress was made in transferring the valuable study erie f m 11 k tll
from trays to boxes, but more remains to be done.
Tbe alcoholics ha ve been looked after and roughly classified in t h 1 h 1 r > m
but the lack of an assi, t ant made it impossible to do much in that dir ti u.

A paper entitled "Revision of the American Mole , by h
wa completed and ent to press during the year. II ba
tiuued hi work on the ".Antlers of the Deer Family altb u
ba e n con tantly interrupted by special assignmen t
du tie .
The ·urator call attention in his report to several
1 1 n ti 111
which ha ve re nlte<l in the acquisition of some very de irabl ma •ii, 1.
Thu , Mr. D. W. rentiss, jr., was detailed to accompany h ·nrnt r
to tlJe I ribilof I land , Alaska, in the summer of 1 9- au l in th
three mouths pent there they collected eighty-eight mamm. l , ~ h 1 ~
number of plant. , ·ome anatomical specimens, insects, bir 1 aud h •1
natural-hi tory objects. Among the mammals are fl.ft n fnr .. , l
varying a ge inclnd111g a very fine old bull. Dr.
L. Ab? tt "ho hn
co11tinu cl bi , travel. in Kashmir, sent some very mtere trn~ mL m!11 a.l
to th Mu: eum from that country. He also made a coll tuw I'll 111
southeastern Madagascar, and as a result a splendid se:de of kin

w_.
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lemurs and of the insectivores peculiar to t.bat islan d were added to
the Museum collections. Prof. R. E. Call explored the caves of Kentucky and obtained in the Mammoth Cave a large number of bats for
the Museum. Mr. William Palmer made an expedition to the Dismal
Swamp, Virginia, and c0llected a few mammals.
It is pleasant to refer here to the enthusiastic cooperation of Dr.
E. A. Mearns, U. S. A. Both in the field and in the laboratory hi
energies and intelligent aid have been of very great value to the
Museum.
Three papers based upon collections ~ade by Dr. Mearns and Mr. F.
X. Holzner have been published by the Museum. These contain
descriptions of eighteen new species and subspeci es.
The cur·ator thus outlines the general course which it seems desirable to fqllow in the future in connection with the developmeut of thi
department:
The collections of mammals made by the Department of Agriculture in the la t
few years being cited in the publications of that Department as belonging to the
National Museum, it is taken for granted that they do now and always wil~ form ti
part of the Government collections of the Museum. Such being the case, 1 t seems
inadvisable to spend money in procuring North American mammal1:1 at this time,
except of such species ~s are not collected by the Department of Agriculture or of
which specimens are needed for exhibition purposes.
On the other hand, all kinds of foreign mammals ate greatly to be desired. The
tendency of work in America at present is to follow broader lines than hitherto, autl
the foreign species are neelled for comparison with our own.
.
vVe ought to be on the lookout, furthermore, to secure specimens of large foreign
species which are threatened with extinction. Some which were obtainable twentyfive years ago are no longer to be had.

Additions to the groups of North American mammals are in view,
but there is great discouragement in this direction, it being impos 'ible
at the present time to find exhibition space for five groups already prepared. A fur-seal group is now being provided for.
Mr. True, in addition to bis duties as curator of mammals, has erved
during the year as chairman of the Committee on Publication , an 1
frequently been called upon to act a" Executive Curator in matter
affec ing tbe general administration of the Mu eum.
The department nffered a evere lo · in the death of Mr.
Matthew wbi b occurr on November 13, 1 95.
Th app nd d t t m nt ·bow.· th number of pecimen in the coll
he n m 1· f talog
11 tri
m d during the y ar :

ha

pe ime1111.

inth

·olle tion.June:, 1 5---- -- --- - ---·----- 1,432
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Catalogiie entries.
Skins, alcoholics, and skulls:
Last en try, June 26, 1895 ................ __ . ___ ...... .
Last entry, June 17, 1896...... .......
· ······ ·· ······ ·•··
----······· ........ ·----····-· ·······
New volumeFirst entry, April 27, 1896 ............... . ........... ·----· ......... .......... .
Last entry, June 27, 1896 .......................... ................. .

2:

I

- ... ,

Department of Agriculture deposit:
Last en try, .J tm e 27, 1895 ...... ............. ......... _....... _. _........ .
Last entry, June 29, 1896 .............................. ... _... _....... ..•
DEPARTMENT OF BIRDS.

During the year just closed a large proportion f th
curator, Mr. Robert Ridgw·ay, has been devoted to th l r
bis work on the "Birds of North and Middle Ameri a.
report regarding the progress of this work he mak
statement:
Thern have been completed <luring the year the synonymy, family din"'nc
concomitaut matter pertaining to 54 families, 335 genera, arnl 1 61 p il· . Jl111 iu ,
the preceding period since the work was commenced 15 familie ', 1 - "' u •ra, nu 1 -,species were covered.
This statement does not by any means show the proportion of th w rk "hic-11 h
actually been completed, ·ince a large number of genera and individual p d •
thoroughly "worked up n in other counections, are in shape for th print 1. Ir ,
many and what proportion of the whole these would repre eut, it is h " PY 1 im1
sible to estimate.
At the present rate of progress the synonyrnatic portion of th w rl· will l
111pleted by December, 1896-possil>ly sooner. Much of tile mo t diflfrnl pnrt inn t>
the task will then be out of the way. In the meantime ad t rruin <l ll'ort will l
made to thoroughly rearrange the collection, so as to facilitat a
t th
mens, and then the finishing touches will be given the work with n
delay.

Other investigation carried on by the curator includ d
genera of the Tri11gillidm; a study of the affinitie of Pro ·nia,· •i1· ·,t;. :
a partial compilation of a list of type specimens in tb d I art111 11t
bird ; det rminations of some-Galapagos species, of a ' P "i
f /> u • •
dramu from Guatemala, and of a species of Geothlypi fr m :if i · .
e al o prepare<l. a paper on the birds collected by Dr. \\~. L . ... >1 >
in the~ eychelle and other islands near Madagascar. Th ·urntnr "n
detail d for two month in southern Florida, for the purp
f tu l
tbe bfrd lifi of that region.
The routine work bas devolved very largely ou J\Ir.
Richmond, a istant curator. The latter has determin
bird made by Dr. W. L. Abbott in Kashmir, in eastern Turk tau • 11 l
in M:adaga.:car. He bas also commenced the study of a 11
ird from Ea t Africa a collection of birds from Margarit
' Wirt Robinson, and a serie"
. fr Ill
enezuela, made by Lieut.
M xi o.
The number of specimens received during the year :wa a
1

-
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in exc ss of the r ceipts for the preceding year, the number of accession or "lots" of material having been eighty-six. The scientific
value of the accessions for the year just closed exceeded that for the
year 1894-95, including, as they did, a rare and extinct parrot (Nestor
productiis), presented by Dr. W. L. Ralph; one species doubtfully
extinct, many types of new species, and a uumber of rare specimens.
Specimens or collections of unusual importance have been received from
more than forty individuals and establishm ents during the year. The
list of important contributors for the precedin g year was headed by
Mr. A. Boucard, Isle of Wight,' England. He has been a very generous contributor, having presented durin g this year more than 2,800
specimens from various parts of the world. His liberality toward the
Museum is very highly appreciated.
Among other important accessions the following may be mentioned:
From Dr. W. L. Abbott, 217 specimens, representing 83 species, fro~
Madagascar, and 67 specimens, mainly eagles and hawks, from Kashmir
(gift); Lieut. Wirt Robinson, United States Army, 167 specimens from.
Margarita Island, Venezuela, and Bogota, Colombia, including typesof
11 species (gift); Rev. H. T. Heyde, 1404 Erato street, New Orleans,
La., 183 bird skins from Central America (purchase); H.P. Attwater,
San Antonio, Tex.,367 specimens from Texas (purchase); Dr. A. Fenye,
Helouan, Egypt, 79 specimens from Egypt (gift); 190 birds coll~cted
by Robert Ridgway, in Florida and other States, for the U.S. National
Museum; S. Dannefaerd, New Zealand, 9 specimens from Chatham
and Snares Islands (purchase); F. Stephens, Witch CrP-ek, Cal., _type
of Speotyto cunicularia obscura (gift); William Brewster, Cambridge,
Mass., 141 specimens from Mexico and Lower California (gift); Charles
E. Kern, Washington, D. C., 8.3 specimens from Costa Rica and Nicaragua (gift) ; F. W. True, U. S. National Museum, and D. W. Prentiss, jr., Washington, D. O., 142 specimens collected in Alaska; Richard
C. McGregor, Palo Alto, Cal., 119 birds from California and Colorado.
The material received during the year has been catalogued and di tributed in the various series of the collection, and a con iderable
number of unidcutifi.ed species have been determined. Mr. J. Il. Riley
of Fall
hurch, Va. gave his service gratuitou ly for about ix
month , during which time valuable assi ·tance wa rendered in th
matt r f catalogui11g. Mr. IT. 0. Oberhol er of the Departm nt of
gn. ·ul ur , ha' b n ngaged fi r a y ar or m' r in rear ran gin O' the
ropi · l ri , and v r al f milies f a::er ha rec iv d a t uti n . r bi: w rk i al.
u ~ gra uitou ly and ha·
n perform d ut·i<l f ffi · h nr ·.
Ir.
t.
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and the verification ofreferences in the Bibliogrnpb
whichwilll-,hortlybepublishedbytheMuseumas
.
ort11 I'nll tin.
A number of additional cases for the storage of 1 ·im 11.· ha,· l
provided. Several of these cases will be placed in b
and the remainder in t"h:e gallery. The extensive ad<liti 11
lections during the last two or three years bav r ud r l
rearrangement necessary. Such a readjustm nt i 11u l
urgent by the fact that the collections in the we t be
or less inaccessible, and to some extent expo d t
insects. That portion of the study series which i,
bird gallery is in good condition.
The material exhibited at the Cotton States and In rn~ i JH l t. l .
sition at Atlanta was returned and placed in posi ion duri11 · h . · 1.
Mr. Richmond made a collecting trip to Smiths I le nrl , . au l ~11.
William Palmer, chief taxidermist, collected birds in 1
h 1I .
rations resulting in additions to the collections have al
taken by twenty-four other persons, the names of som
already been mentioned in this review. The names of
be found in the acce, sion list (Appendix n).
Material for investigation has been sent to thirteen difl' r u iu lh i lnals and establishmeuts, and eight persons not conn ·t "i 1t th
MuReum have visited the building and made use of th
ll · i 11 •
Thirty- ix papers based upon material iu this departm nth. Y l 11
published during the year by the curator, assistant urc t r < 11 l th ·
collaborator . In these papers one new family, four n
an l
tuirty-four new pecie and subspecies are described.
The number of specimens received, including tho
Departmeut of Agriculture collection, was 8,488. Thi i
in which any large number of specimens from the D partm u
culture have been entered. Although the material i h pr I r . ·
the Mu eum it i a a matter of convenience, installed an
n l
' the' present. The total number of pe im n in h · 1s parately for
1 ction is now over 86,000. The addition of the duplica
w nl l
tb figure up to about 100,000.
TL1e catalogue entrie for the year were as follow

He ,ular catalogue .. _.. - - .... -.... -.... -· - -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -- -· - · -- · · .. · - ..
Department of Agriculture catalogue . .. - - - --· -· · · --· · · · · · · · · · -· - · · · · · · · --- · ·
Catalogue of the Bou card collection ........ -· · · · · · - · · · -· -· - · · -· · · · · - -· · · · · · ·

DEP .A.R'l'!,IEN'.I.' OF BIRDS' EGGS.

The honorary curator of this department, MaJ · Charle.. .
states that the number of accessions was slightly les than hu 11w th '
preceding year but that the scientific value of the materi, 1 r
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during both years was about equal. The largest accession was from
Dr. W. L. Ralph, Utica, N. Y., who has long been regarded as one of
the most valued contributors to the Museum. This collection consisted of 88 nests and 911 eggs, representing 206 specie/ii. Other
important contributions were received from the following: Dr. James
C. Merrill, United States Army, Fort Sherman, Idaho, 6 nests and 99
eggs, representing 12 species; Lieut. Wirt Robinson, United States
Army, Cambridge, Mass., 5 nests and 65 eggs, representing 14 species;
United States Fish Commission steamer Albatross, through Mr. F. W.
True and D. W. Prentiss, jr., 35 specimens, representing 10 species;
Elmer J. Judd, Cando, N. Dak., 25 eggs, representing 3 species;
United States Department of Agriculture, 32 specimens, representing
8 species. Twenty-eight eggs and 6 nests were purchased froru Mr.
II. P. Attwater, San Antonio, Tex.
All of the material received has been properly catalogued and
labeled, and the exhibition and study series are in excellent condition.
It would be very desirable to increase the former if the necessary
space were available.
The honorary curator mentions the names of thirty-five persons
whose cooperation has resulted in enriching the collections. The
Department of Agriculture and the United States Fish Commission
have also made valuable contributions to the collections of this
department.
'fhe number of eggs received duriug the year was 1,729, anu of nests
154. Tlle last catalogue entry in June, 1895, was 27655, and in June,
1896, 28138.
DEPARTMENT OF REP'l'ILES AND BATRA.CHI.A.NS.

As stated in the last annual report, the curator of thi department,
Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, was detailed in the spring of 1895 to accompany a Government expedition to Alaska and the adjacent island for
the purpose of studying the seal rookeries. Dr. Stejneger was ab ent
for a considerable portion of the fiscal year covered by the pre ent
report, and in June, 1896, he again left for the north, haviug beeu
appointed by the Pre ident a member of a special commis ion, authorized by joint resolution of Congre to inv tigate the condition of
the eal herd . For the e r asou tlle regular op ration of th
department of re1 til and batrachians h ve been on ·id rably int rfer d with.
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at San Marcos, Tex., were received from the Unit (l tnt . }ti
m1ss10n. They represent a new genus and speci, ,, d '<·rib l
Stejneger as Typhlomolge rathbuni. This is re ·ar 1 d
most remarkable herpetological discoveries of r ,n
aC('.essions by gift included one from Dr. W. L. Al>b t , 11. i i1 , f ,t
series of reptiles co1lected by him in Madagascar, an l 011 fr m Li ut
Wirt Robinson, United States Army, consisting of : ·oll l' i n
tiles and batrachians from La Guayra and Margarita ·Ian l.
of reptiles and lmtrachians from Argentina wa r
Museo de la Plata, in exchange.
The curator's visit to the islands in Bering Sea yield
the way of collections for this department, owiu~ t
batrachians and reptiles in the localities visited. A 1
rare salamander ( Salamandrella wossessenskii) was, how Y r
in Kamchatka. It is the only species occurring th r , an
been previously represented in the Museum collection.
Ir.
secured some specimens of snakes and toads on Vancouver
an interesting collection of snakes from the Dismal Swamp Yir inia.
was obtained by Mr. William Palmer of the National l\1u um.
Regarding the condition of the various series in the departm nt, li
curator says:
1

The collection was gone over systematically several time , and th akolwl
strengthene<l ancl repleui1:1he<.l as required. The exhilJition series still · n i t 11ly
of the separate casts, the yellow-boa group and the group of North American tn1 tl'
and poisonous snakes. The study series is divided iuto the North Ameri an. •ri •
toe exotic series and the duplicates. The former are all in separate jar and bot
tles; a portion of the exotic series is still in storage jars, while most of the clupli .it·
are kept in tanks.

Owing to the prolonged absence of the curator, and the fa t th.
after bis return he ha been engaged principally in bringing the r n in
work up to date, but little has been done in the way of condu tin I cial inve tigation upon the material under bis care, beyond the d ·ri1 ·
tiou of the uew gP-nu aud pecies of batrachian already referred t .
pecimeu have been ent to a number of individual for tu 1 •
a iuuicated in the bapter devoted to transactions of that hara t r
a11d pecial facilitie w re accorded to Prof. E. D. Cope for nd ·ing mat rial in the department in connection with his forthcomin
monograph.
Among those who e cooperation.has been of value to thi depar m n
mei1tion hould be made of Mr. Julius Hurter, St. Louis Mo., aml r:
W. L. herwood, ew York City.
Four paper ba ed upon Muse um material have been publi b d
the curator during the year.
.
There were 329 pecimen received and entered, the last number rn
the catalogue on June 30, 1895, being 22482, and o~ J~ue 3~, 1 9
2~ 11. The t tal number of specimens in the collection 1s estimated
at ove1· 35,000.
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DEP ARTMEN'l' OF FISHES.

The number of accessions to the department of :fishes during the
year was not so great as during the preceding year. Their scientific
value was also somewhat less. A collection of :fishes from Nebrask a~
Wyoming, and South Dakota was received from the United States
Fish Commission; also from the same source a collection of types of
· fishes from the Albatross collections in the North Pacific, as well as
some material obtained by the same vessel in that locality and in
· Bering Sea in 1890 and 1891. A collection made by Dr. Leonhard
Stejneger in Bering Sea and the vicinity of Kamchatka deserves special
notice. A few specimens obtained from the Island of Yesso by Mr.
Grebnitzki were also received.
The honorary curator of the department, Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, is
still in New York City, as superintendent of the New York Aquarium.
Mr. Barton A. Bean, the assistant curator, states that during the
year the collections have been carefully attended to, the bottled specimens having been kept covered with alcohol, and the old labels replaced
by new ones where necessary. The collections on the shelves in the
:fish ball have been condensed by placing several specimens of the
same species in one jar. Considerable additional shelf space was thus
secured. Some large and valuable collections resulting from explorations in the North Pacific by the steamer Albatross were installed
during the year. An unusually large number of specimens were distributed, including several sets of deep-sea :fishes, which were sent to
some of the principal museums in Europe.
The honorary curator aud assistant curator have prepared reports
upon the fishes collected in the vicinity of the Commander Islands by
Dr. Leonhard Stejneger and Mr. N. Grebnitzki; also upon the fishes
collected by the latter in Kamchatka and Japan. At the close of the
fiscal year Dr. Bean had in cour e of preparation a report upon the
fishes collected in 1887-8 by the Albatross, in South American water .
Mr. Barton Bean i a i ting in this work.
In January, 1896, Me rs. B. W. Ev rmann and W. . Wilcox, of
the nited tates 1 ish Com mi ·ion, and J\fr. Bart n Bean, made au
inve tigation of th fi h and fi beri
of ndian Riv r Florida.
r port up n hes in
igation wa made to th Unite l tat
Am ng the explorati n whi h haver ult d iu nri •hing th
ti n tho:e alr ady r f rr l t in ir ly wer pr
ly of h rn .
rtanc nam ly h ·
f the t am r
lbatro ,. in th :r r h
f fi 1 par i •· nt u by tb
b w
nit d 'ta : ancl th
I. mal
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Dr. '1 beodore Gill, .Associate in Zoology, has publi.'h <l ~l ni rnl
papers on fishes during the year. These are ba. I 111 11
material, some of them containing description of n
-'1 ·i
scriptive papers, based on the collections, have al o b 11 pn l li
other collaborators.
Strenuous efforts will be made to improve the condi i
tions by setting aside surplus or duplicate material. Th
of an exhibit of deep-sea :fishe8, from 1,000 feet and low r i.- · 1
plated. This exhibit, it is expected, will prove of gr at in r .- .
A.bout 3,000 specimens were received during the y ar, th •, t~ 1
entries embracing Nos. 47505 to 47687, inclusive. Th to l num
specimens in the co11ection is estimated at 150,000.

i

DEF .A.RTMENT OF MOLLUSKS.

The honorary curator, Dr. W. H. Dall, ·states that there we
Ii h
increase in the number of accessions during the year, the t t 1 havin
been 118, while the total for 1894-95 was 111. On the whol th
has not been marked by anything unusual in the growth of th
tions, although many vaiuable specimens were added. An · 11 u
local collection of shells from Texas, made by Mr. J. A. ingl r wa
purcha ed with fund supplied by Dr. L. T. Chamberlain, of ew ... rk
City. Many very valuable foreign Unios, and other spe im n 11 ,
to the collection, were derived from the same source. In additi n .
some works have been purchased for the sectional lihrary durin th
year through Dr. Chamberlain's generosity. Others who hav
, dil ·
contributed to the collections in this department, and who ar th r
entitled to be regarded as regular contributors, are Hon. J. D. it 'h 11
Victoria, Tex., who pre ented a number of species of Unio and th r
specimen from hi locamy; Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Oldroyd, Lo An · 1
Cal.; Mr. F. F. Crevecreur, Onagai Kans., who sent in a num r
species of land and. fre h-water shells; Mr. Henry Hemphill, San )i 0 •
Cal., from whom between thirty and forty species of marine mollu k
from an Di go, and other material, was received.; Mr. P. B. Rand Ii h
Seat 1 , Wash., wh sent many specimens from his locality; Dr. .
ictoria
. '., from whom marine shells were r c i ed ·
ewcom
and r. W. L. Ab ott, who ent material from eastern Madaga car.
Th addi ion of gr ate ·t importance was the Fish Commission m, t ·
rial tran ferred from the Peabody Museum, New Haveu, Conn. Tlii
material ha been in the hands of Prof. A. E. Verrill for som year
for tudy, and i · n w being gradually transmitted to the Nation l
Mu eum.
As tat d el ewher , the exhibition series is in g_ood condition and
much ha been done in connection with the study series. The ex 1lent y tern adopt din the in tallation and registration of these colle tion will be fully appreciated only when the entire work ha been
completed.
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This matter is thus referred to by Dr. Dall:

•

The entry of additions to the collection in the r egister of the department has beeD
carried on as usual. The principal item of work accomplished during the year haS
been the thorough revision of the basement storage room, in which alcoholics a,utl
duplicates are kept. All the bottles have been cleaned and filled up, when necessary.,.
with additional alcohol, the contents catalogued, and each bottle given a number
referring to the catalogue, which has been mad e on cards arranged alphabetically•
so that by reference to the cards it can at once be seen whether any particular species
is on hand in spirits. If so, the bottle can be reached in a moment, the jars being
arranged in numerical order on the shelves. In cases where there was an excessive
amount of material in alcohol, the excess has been removed, dried, and cleaned, and
pla.ced in the series of dry duplicates, of which a similar card catalogue has been
made, the specimens being placed in numbered covered boxes, so that by referenc e
to the cards any species can be reached in a few moments.
The number of jars of alcoholic specimens catalogued so far is 2,002.
The number of dry duplicates in boxes, catalogued, is 4-,174 species or lots. All
are in perfect order, and with a view to preserving the jars better from dust, which
soils them and obscures the labels, the shelves have been provided with covers of
enameled cloth.
There is also a considerable number of jars of alcoholics in the north tower, which
it is hoped · to catalogue and label. in a similar manner during the corning year.
When these are completed, the entire collection of alcoholics and duplicate recent
shells will have been put into excellent order.
Various installments of specimens have been received from Prof. A. E. Verrill during the year. These, as they were received, have been checked off on the lists, the
species segregated, and transferred to the starnlard size9 of tubes and paper trays. I
have deferred incorporating them with the reserve collection until the whole series
shall be received, so as to make one job of the transfer, which even then will
involve a great amount of work.
The series of mounted specimens, illustrating the chief families of mollusks, which
was prepared by Mr. Mars.nan and Mr. Simpson for exhibition ns part of tlrn Museum
material at the Atlanta Exposition, has b(leu placed in oge of the exhibition cases in
the main hall.
We have still a large amount of unregistered ma,t erial, especially in the Jeffreys
collection, which will 1.,e haudle<l. from tim to tiin L', as opportunity servcR, until all
arrea.rages are m::i,de up; bnt in the ::i,bsence of expert assistance the progres in this
direction wHl necessarily he slo-w.
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1

Dr. G. Baur, of the Chicago University, has been
Ih
type specimens upon which it is based are in the ation !l Iu nm.
Mr. Robert John Lechmere Guppy, Port of Spain rini li 1 , h 1
collection of Antillean fossils was purchased by the l\In um
ago, forwarded descriptions of some supposed new speci
in the Proceedings, the types being part of the National l\In ,
tion. The new forms have been figured, and a joint pap r
l r. I al l
and Mr. Guppy, on .Antillean Tertiary fossils, has been om11
is now in the hands of the printer.
Work on the Neocene fauna of Florida has been carri d n , ,
tunity serve<l, and will be continued until the study i compl
Charles T. Simpson has continued his studies on the c ic l . .
superficial anatomy of a considerable number of specie ha
ined, and notes and descriptions prepared. Much time ha
n :p n
in senrching the literature and preparing cards of synonym f, r u
in a synopsis of the N aiades.
A number of persons have been engaged in making collecti n ~ wi h
a view to working out the fam1a of their respective localitie t1bmitting all puzzling or doubtful forms to the department for exarnin ati n.
These correspondents in most cases donate types of new or inter ' tin ·
material to the national collection. Explorations carried 011 by II n.
J. D. Mitchell, Victoria, Tex.; Dr. C. F. Newcombe, Victoria ri i h
Columbia; Mr. P. B. Randolph, Seattle, Wash., and Mrs. T. S. Jdr l
11 ·Lo.' Angeles, Cal., were e pecia11y productive of good result .
tious were also made by F. F. Crevecreur, Onaga, Kans.; Dr. ,b rl .
L. Gwyn, Galveston, Tex.; J. A. Singley, Giddings, Tex., and the Y un
Naturalists' Society, Los .Angele~, Cal. Reference has already b n
made to the material obtained.
Dr. Dall states that during the year one hundred and forty appli , tions for the identification of specimens, for advice as to conchol o-i ·al
literature, etc., were received from more than one hundred differ nt
individual . Tb e furni bing of this information involved the identifi , ·
tion of over three thousand species, and the writing of over one thonsan<l page of corre ponclence by the honorary curator and Mr. Sirnp n.
It ba · always been the practice to grant requests for the identifi a ion
of material, but th number of applications in recent years has been
great that it ha become nece .: ary to formulate a set of rules 1 by wbi ·h
individual sending pecim ns for this purpo8e should be govern d.
Iu the, e regulation it i tipulated that the material .must be sent free
of expen e to the Mu um, unless otherwise agreed upon, and that the
localities from which the p cimens were obtained, must be given. Th
Mu eum re erves the riglit to retain, except und~r special arrangeme11t, pecimens n d d to complete the national collection.
o one, other than tho e connected with the staff, has been engnged
in a regular cour. e f tucly in the department. Probably as many as
T

1

'ircular 47, U.S. N. M.
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a hundred have, however, received verbal information or have been
accorded the privilege of examining specimens in the study series.
Twenty-one papers, based upon material in tbe department, have been
published by Dr. Dall, and five by Mr. Charles T. Simpson. One paper
has also been published by Mr. G. D. Harris. The titles of these
papers appear in the Bibliography (Appendii rv), and in the supplements to the latter will be found the names of a large number of species
described, as well as of one family and several new genera.
It is proposed to continue the work on the collections now in progress until the arrears have been registered and catalogued, .the Jeffreys and Verrill collections administered upon, and the duplicates
eliminated from the reserve series. This will require a considerable
amount of time, owing to the extreme pressure of current work.
The total number of specimens received during the year, exclusive
of fossils, was 3,173. The number of entries made in the regular catalogues of recent mollusks was 5,449. The following paragraphs contain
information as to the other clerical work performed, and also as to the
present extent of the collections:
Besides the entries in the register of the reserve collection there have been 175
entries in the register of drawings, 1,628 entries in the register of duplicates, and
3,630 entries on cards for card calalogues, showing a total of 12,103 entries of all
kinds during the year ending June 30, 1896.
.
The additions to the reserves sum np 20,010 specimens, making, when added to
last year's figures, a total of 544,398 specimens in the r eserve collection. A very
low estimate of the num:ber of duplicates will place them a t 12,522 specimens. The
specimens in alcohol, already catalogued, amount to 20,020, while the unregistered
material will add, when catalogued, about 28,000 specimens, making a grand total
of about 600,000 specimens in the department of mollusks, exclusive of fossils.
DEP AR'.l'MENT OF INSECTS.
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ble as those received in 1894-95.
as follows:

The most important.

Collectfon of Arachnida of Dr. George Marx, on deposit from dr . .i:linui
Collection of insects of all orders from Texas, mad e by Mes r . .
h
C. H. T. Townsend, and presented by the Department of Agricnltur .
Microhymenoptera from Grenada, West Indies (eighty-three speci indn liu
fi.,e types), presented by the British committee for zoological explora i 11 f th
Indies .
Types of thirty-eight species of North American Empidm, JH n d
Coquillett.
North American Melanopli (twenty-one species, including sevent n ~·p
Dr. S. H. Scndder, Cambridge, Mass. (Gift.)
North American octuid m (seventeen species including iifteen typ ) rr 111 l'r f.
J.B. Smith, New Brunswick, N. J. (Gift.)
Collection of parasitic Hymenoptera of Ceylon, from E. Ernest Green nudul y· .
Ceylon. (Gift.)
Collection of Coleoptera from Egypt and Europe, consi~ting of al>ont hr hundred species in three thousand examples, presented by Dr. A. F ne
II 1 n u.
Egypt.
Collection of Cynipidre from Colorado, including types, from Prof.
Fort Collins, Colo. (Exchange.)
Types of six species of Crambidre, from Prof. C. H. Fernald, Amber t 1\1: ·
(Gift.)
Seventy-four species of orth American Lepidoptera, from Dr. ·w. Barnt' , D •atur, 111. (Exchange. )
Fifty-five specie of Brazilian Lepidoptera, from the Department of Agri ul 11re,
co1lected by J. . Foetterle, Petro polis, Brazil. (Gift.)
Miscellaneous lots of insects from Madagascar and Kashmir, presented h
r.
W. L. Abbott, Bombay, India.
Forty-three species of Coleoptera and Ortboptera, mostly exoti cs, from 11 my ,.
Klages, Jeannette, a. (Exchange.)
North American Diurnals (ten species), from Maj. H. J. Elwes, 'ole born
Gloucestershire, England. (Exchange.)
North American Diurnals (eleven species), from Dr. Henry Skinner, Pbiladelphi1t
Pa. (Ex change.)
Collection of insectA from the Commander Islands 1 collected by Dr. L. tejn <Yer
United States Tational Museum.
Large series of 1 orth American insects, from the Department of Agricultur· oll ectecl by corre pondents. (Gift. )
T ypes of early stag s of Odonata, from James G. Needham, Knox College, -.ale burg, Ill. (Gift. )
Tew specie of iptera from Mammoth Cave: presented by Dr. R. Ellsworth all,
Cin ·innati, bio.
i ixty-five species of English Diptera, from E. Brunetti, London, England.
(Exch ange.)

The biological collections ju Lepidoptera have been completely rearranged in cabinet drawer , and the collection ofMelanopli, lent by Dr.
cudder, and the .African Lepidoptera, lent by Dr. Holland, were
in talled.
rearrangement of the North American Coleoptera ha
been commenced, the familie Scarab::.eid::.e and Cerambycid::.e having
already be n :finis ed. The recent accessions of Hymenoptera and
Lepidoptera have been ill orpora.ted in the collections. A portion of
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the exhibition series is displayed in the lower hallway leading to the
offices of the department. The systematic series, since its return froIDthe Cotton States and International Exposition at Atlanta, bas been..
placed upon exhibition, while the exotic showy insects prepared for
the Eiame Exposition have been distributed in the study collections.
The reserve collections for study are, generally speaking, in good condition. In order to properly classify the Lepidoptera, however, much
work must still be done. The types have not yet been catalogued
except in this order.
A large amount of scientific work bas been accomplished by the
members of the staff during the year, as will be seen from the following
extract from Mr. Howard's report:
The curator has published a revision of the Aphelininre of North America, and a
paper on the "Grass and Grain Joint-worm Flies and their Allies," in Technical
Series Nos. 1 and 2, United States Department of Agriculture. These papers are
based upon Museum material. He has also completed, but not yet published, a
r eport on the Chalcidid re of the Island of Grenada, and, conjointly with Mr. Ashmead, a brief paper on some reared parasitic Hymenoptera from Ceylon.
Mr. Asbrucad has completed and published his report on the parasitic Hymenoptera
of the Islantl of Grenada, comprising the families Cynipidre, Ichneumonidre, Braconidre aml the Proctotrypidre, submitted by Dr. David Sharp on behalf of the committee for investigating the flora and fauna of the West Indian islands. He has
also described a new genus and two new species of Proctotrypidre from Trinidad,
submitted by Mr. F. W . Urich; and in a paper published in the Transactions of
the American Entomological Society, Philadelphia, Jnue, 1896, he described a large
numl>er of new parasitic Hymenoptera. During the year, besides rearranging some
of the families of the Aculeate Hymenoptera all(l Hemiptera, he identi£ ed several
hundred species of Hemiptera and between two ancl three thousand species of
Hymenoptera for correspondents of the Department of Agriculture. Monograpbic
work is also being clone on the families Braconiclre, Cynipidre, and Chalcididre.
Mr. Coquillett has pnblishecl a revision of the North American genera and species
of Empiclre, in which four n ew genera and s ixty-six uew species are described.
Types of all of these new forms are now in the National Museum. He has al o
identifietl the Culiciclre in the National Musenm, and described thre<' new species
in tbe Canadian Entomologist for February, 1 96, and in a paper on the Diptera
of Floricla, pnl.,li heel in the Proceedings of the Academ y of Natural ciences of
Philadelphia for 1895, he described a new species of Platyura ancl one of D1'osophila
from specimens in the Tatioual Mu oum. Ile is now ellgagecl in identifyino- the
Tachinicl re in the Tational Museum collection, and bas n arly compl ted a monograph
of th same.
Mr. Linell has completecl r ports on th Japan se oleoptera (Ac . 27 51 ), on th
oleopt ·ra of th
hanl r ancl IIiihnel xp clitiou , and on th iose t olle t cl by
r. W. L. bbott on th~ Indian I land , north of i ladagasC'ar.
re tucl of th
.1.:T orth.Ameri an 'ol opt raoftb famili s caraba·i<l:Pancl erambycidwba. r nlt cl
iu two cl cripti,·e papers , now heiug publi heel in the Pro ·eeding of th
a.tional
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explorations on Grenada Island; Dr. W. L. Abbott
gascar and Turkestan; the Chanler-Ilobnel ex1 e iti n
Range, East Africa, collected insects and other mat ri, l ·
States Department of Agriculture sent Messrs. E. .
0. Il. Tyler Townsend to Brownsville, Tex., to in e ti , t
Boll-weevil; Dr. Leonhard Stejneger visited the omm u 1
and Kamchatka and inciclentallv collected a number
in
F. W. True, of the United Stat~s National Museum and
Prentiss, jr., of this city, visited the Pribilof Islands whil
in the service of the United States Fish Commission; Pr f.
and Mr. Il. G. Hubbard went to the West Indies in the prin
Mr. W J .Mc Gee collected during his trip to Tiburan I Ian
California, and Messrs. E. A. Schwarz and Il. G. Hubbard 11
the vicinity of Salt Lake, Utah.
Material has been sent from the department to fourte n indivi
including several prominent specialists in various orders. In m
the specimens were transmitted for identification, and in other in , n
they were desired for comparison. A few investigators not conn t
with the Museum have made use of the collections in the depar m
The honorary curator mentions the names of eight correspondent. w o
have made contribution· and who have received publications in ar i, l
exchange. Exchanges of specimens have been arranged wi b niu
other individuals in thi country and abroad. The correspondent h
have sent material for identification which has been retained in th
Museum number fourteen.
Thirty-three papers ba ed upon Museum material have been publi be
during the year by members of the staff, and seventeen b oth r
collaborators. The titles of these papers appear in the Bibliograph
(.Appendix IV). A very large number of new species are de crib d.
The names of these are given in the supplements to the Biblioo-rar by.
About 7,000 specimens were added during the year, exclu i e f
the Marx collection., which was received on deposit and embra
about 10,000 specimen. . The last catalogue entry on June 30, 1 95,
wa 1584, and the last on June 30, 1896, 1789, giving 205 entries for the
year.
DEPARTMENT OF MARINE INVERTEBRATES.

Thi department. remains in charge of Mr. Richard Rathbun as honorary curator, with Mr. Jame E. Benedict and Miss Mary J. Rathbun
as assi tant curators.
During the year a tudy of the Annelids of the west coast of tropical
America was commenc cl and work on a monograph of the American
Brachyura and special re' earches on the genera Pseudothelphusa and
Sesarma have been carried on. Mr. Benedict made a study of som e new
soecie of blind Cru ta ea taken from an artesian well in S:;iil! lYiarcos,
NAT MUS 96--5
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Tex., preliminary descriptions of which have already appeared in the
Proceedings. Complete descriptions will be published later. Miss
Rathbun has prepared an annotated list of the Decapod Crustacea or
Jamaica, for publication by the Institute of Jamaica. A paper containing descriptions of the new forms will be published in the Proceedings, and is now in press. Miss Rathbun spent about two weeks in.
the summer of 1895 examining literature relating to the Crustacea
in the libraries of Boston and Cam bridge.
There were sixty-nine accessions to this department during the year.
Generally speaking, the accessions for the present year were not so
large or so important as those of the preceding year, although the
material received from the United States Fish Commission exceeded
in value that of the accessions obtained from the same source during
1894-95.
The principal additions to the collections during the year are thus
described by the curator:
From t h e United States Fish Commission were received six accessions, comprising a large amount of material collected by the steamer Albatross, ch iefly in the
Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea; also the following : Crustacea collecte d during the
cruise to the Galapagos Islands in 1891, representing groups Podophthalma, Copepoda, pelagic Schizopoda, P antopocla and larvre of Stomatopoda; medusre and
hydroicls studied by Prof. J. Walter Fewkes; Crustacea from St. Paul Island, Bt1ring
Sea, collected by Messrs. F. W. True and D. W. Prentiss, jr.; invertebrates from
Kamchatka and the Commander Islands, collected by Dr. L. Stejneger, and invertebrates from J apan, collected by N. Grebnitzki. (Gift.)
From t h e Imperial Royal atural History Museum, Vienna, Austria, through Dr.
Franz Ritter von Hauer, fourteen species of echinoderms dredged by H. M. S. Pola
in the eastern Mediterranean, 1890-1894. (Exchange.)
From the Royal Biological Station, Helgoland, through Dr. Ehrenbaum, forty-six
species of Crustacea from the North Sea. (Exchange.)
From Edgar J. Bradley, Happy Valley Waterworks, South Australia, four accessions of Crustacea and other invertebrates from Australia. (Exchange.)
From Glen Island Museum, Glen Island, N . Y., through L. M. McCormick, curator,
fourteen species of invertebrates from the Gulf of Aden. (Exchange . )
From Museo Nacional, San Jose, osta Rica, through J. Fid. Tri tan, many fre bwater crabs, including several new species. (Gift.)
From H. Pittier, director, In tituto Fisico-geografico acional) an Jos , ' ta
Rica, twelve lots of 'rustacea from ' ulf of Dolce, Costa. Rica, several pecie b ing
rare. ( 'ift.)
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From P. H. Sorensen, Jakobshavn, North Greenland, miscellaue n: im· rt ht t
(Gift.)
From H. F. Hughes, Harbor, Oreg., specimens of two uud
hydroids. (Gift.)
FromH. A. Lafler, Dewitt, Nebr., three accessions offresh-wat r rn ·t
From Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass., thre p ·i
crabs ( Callinectes). (Exchange.)
·
From Samuel J. Holmes, Chicago, Ill., three anomuran crustace. u . (I~
From Prof. A. Dnges, Guanajuato, Mexico, eight specimens of rab ( P
phusajouyi, Rathbun). (Gift.)

Material resulting from explorations, as will be noted fr m h
statement, embraced that received from the United Stat
i.:l
mission; from the Imperial Royal Natural History Mu eum
from the Royal Biological Station, Helgoland, and from th
States Department of Agriculture.
A great deal of time is consumed by the scientific for•
department in the selection and preparation of collection
11
exchange or as gifts. The composition of the sets of the regular
of duplicates has been set forth in previous reports. The la t
Series IV was sent out during the year just closed, and seven
Series v were distributed. Twelve special sets were prepared, v r, 1
of which were for exchange with foreign museums or individual . u
addition, nine collections of unassorted foraminiferous materi 1 w r
distributed.
A :fine collection of miscellaneous invertebrates, including a nnm
of commercial sponges, was lent to the United States Fish Commi i
for exhibition at the Cotton States and International Expo iti
Atlanta. For the exhibit of the National Museum at the sam Exp
tion a large and howy collection of in vertebrates, consisting chi y
dried pecimens mounted on tablets, was prepared by Mr. Benedi t
who was as i ted in this work by Prof F. M. Comstock, of the ''c
School of Applied Science, Cleveland, Ohio. The work of in tallinO'
this exhibit at the Expo ition and of repacking it for shipment to Wa hington occupied Mr. enedict's time for one month.
A.bout 4,200 lot of pecimens, consisting chiefly of mollusk. , ha
been received from the eabody Museum, New Haven, where the work
of eparating and cla ifying the material collected by the Fish Commi sion in pa t year ha een continued by Professor Verrill.
The fi llowin
tatement regarding matters incident to the care of
the collection i taken from the curator's report:
The former "reptile room:' in the west basement was reassigned t~ this de~artment early in January. New and commodious shelving was erected rn the middle
of the room, and the extra accommodation afforded for alcoholics p ermitted a, mor
systematic arrangement of the collections in storage in the basement. The gro_up
are now arranged in the main a follows: The echini, starti.sbe~, and holothunan
are in th west room; the anthozoa and crinoids in the reptile room; the cruS t aceans, bryozoans, ascidia.ns, and ophiurans in the main basement room, a,nd th e
sponges a.re arranged in exhibition ca s.
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In transposing the collections the small tower room leading from the gallery was
abandoned, and also all the cases in the hall of the w est basement.
The northwest tower, openiug from the exhibition hall, was fitted with additional
shelving and certain collections of annelids and anomurans which were needed for
study, and other material, has been stored there.
During the year the alcoholic collections have been examined, alcohol added to
replace that lost by evaporation, and st~ppers and rubbers re~ewed where necessary·
A new card catalogue bas been started, with cards of the library bureau size.
Labels printed on red paper are now used for jars and bottles containing type specimens, and a white label with the word "typen printed in large red capitals is placed
inside the jar.

An exceedingly interesting addition to the exhibition series in this
department consists of a type series of Foraminifera mounted for microscopic examination in such a manner as to make it readily accessible
the public. This series was prepared by Dr. J. M. Flint, U.S. N.,
who has prepared for publication a description of the method of mounting and also of the specimens included in the series.
An article containing instructions for the preservation of specimens,
and intended especial1y for collectors on board ship, was prepared for
publication by the Fish Commission.
In addition to the paper already mentioned as having been published
by Mr. Benedict, five others, based upon Museum material, have been
published by various collaborators. Several new genera and some
thirty-five new species are described in these p apers.
The work already planned for the future includes the placing upon
exhibition of one or more specimens of each species of invertebrates in
the Museum collections whose bathymetrical range exceeds 1,000 feet;
the preparation of an educational series embracing all of the principal
groups of invertebrates, for distribution to high schools and academie ,
and the preparation of a complete card-catalogue of the types in the
department, with reference· to the original description, type locality, etc.
The number of specimens received during the year exceeded 4, 00.
The following statement show the number of catalogue entries:

to

Grou p.

.
. INamb rof
Eut~1es to
Eutri s to. ntrie dur·
I,Juno
30, 1 95. J uue 30, 1 96. ing year.

Crusta eans ..... . ............. . ........... . . . ... . .. .. .... .. . .
Worms ......... : ......................... . .................. .

1 , 811
4,971

13ryozoans and s idians ....... . ........................... .
Echinod ~nns nncl
lent rat ............................ .

2, 8
18, 14!)
7, 4R6

~

t

- ~-' 19, 475
4, 72

66-J

2,
····· · ······
18,537
7,4 9

~ =········ ·············· ···················· ·············· .............. ,

1,056
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Animal Industry of the Department of Agriculture. Th •
include some very valuable specimens.
Owing to lack of space, it has been impossible tom
ress in the work of administering upon the collection
labels are being installed throughout. An effort i no
collect types and cotypes from Europe and America.
The work of the custodian, Dr. 0. W. St.iles, has inc1ud
of the adult tapeworms of hares and rabbits.
Pending the entry and cataloguing of the specimen r
the Bureau of Animal Industry, no estimate can be giv n
ber of specimens in the collection. More than 1,400 entri h.
made in the catalogue since the last report, making a t t. l of 1 entries to June 30, 1896.
Several papers have been published by Dr. Stiles durincr th · ar
the titles of which will be found in the Bibliography (Appendix ).
DEPARTMENT OF COMP .A.RATIVE ANATOMY.

The accessions have been fewer than during the preceding y • r
although the material received is reported by the curator, Mr. F.
Lucas, to possess con iderable scientific value. A skeleton of ont .
poria blainvillei, for a long time a special desideratum, was rec iv
from the La Plata Museum in exchange.
Toward the close of the fiscal year it became necessary to r m v
all the cases from the exhibition hall, "in order to lay a new floor. Thi
effectually prevented, for the time being, any additions to or impr
ments in the exhibition series.
Regarding the actual work upon the collections, Mr. Lucas ay :
Aside from the mo ving of spe imens, necessitated by changes in the workroom,
exhibition hall, and basement of stable where alcoholics are stored, little ha
en
done, the great r part of the time of the preparator having been devoted to h
preparation of specimens for the department of mammals and the Department of
Agriculture, and work connect cl with the Atlanta Exposition. Copy ha b n
prepared for many labels, and some additions have been made to the synoptic seri
of inv rtebrat s. A number of additions have also been made to the exhibition
series in the way of skel tons and models acquired for the Atlanta Expo ition.

The study series i in goo<l condition, except that the specimen
are crowded. Thi i due in part to the fact that it has been nece a.ry
to assjgn on iderable spa e to the Department of Agriculture deposit
nece . itating the torage of ome of the Museum material, and the
transfer of nearly all of the cetaceans to the rooms occupied by the
department of mammal .
Mr. Lucas has commenced a . tudy of the changes in the skul! of
the cormorant , and ha continued his studies of the tongues of bird
and their modification and adaptation to various kinds o~ food and
the manner of obtaining it. A tudy of the skull of the extmct Pal_la
ormorant ha been compl t d. Other investigations, w~ich are bemg
conducted by Mr. Lucas in conuection with his work m vertebrate
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paleontology, are referred to -in the review of the department of paleon~~~

.

Ten papers have been published during the year by the curator. He
also completed and edited a posthumous paper of Dr. Joseph Leidy on
_" Fossil Vertebrates of the Alachua Clays of Florida."
Among those who have cooperated with the department, Lieut. Wirt
Robinson, United States Army, and Mr. A. W. Anthony, San Diego,
California, should be mentioned, the former having contributed several
species of bumming-birds in alcohol, and the latter some specimens
of petrels.
Referring to the further development of the department, Mr. Lucas
submits the following plans:
It would be very desirable to fill up the gaps in the exhibition series of birds, reptiles, and fishes, to extend the tooth series and that showin g the modifications of the
dermis and epidermis, and to add to the synoptic series of invertebrates.
A few changes of irons and pedestals are needed among the mammals, and a large
number of labels should be supplied where they are now lacking. Finally, the
exhibition series needs much rearrangement, as also does the study series.
In regard to scientific work, the curator would like to complete the study of the
development of the skull among the cormorants, and, if material can be obtained,
to finish work on the osteology of the cormorants in relation to the origin and distribution of the group. It is hoped that the paper on the fossil bisons of North
America may be completed and work begun on the Dinosaurs of the Potomac. It
is also desirable to continue the study of the swifts and of the modifications of the
tongues of birds, while the paper on the Zeuglodon1 undertaken in conjunction with
Mr. True, should be proceeded with as r ap idly as possible.

About the middle of June, 1896, Mr. Lucas started for the Pribilof
Islands as a member of a special commission appointed by the President to investigate the present condition of the fur-seal herds on the
Pribilof, Commander, and Kurile islands.
The number of specimens added during th6 year is as follow :
Fishes, 51; reptiles, 62; birds, 69; mammals, 17; model , 8; total, 207.
There are now over 15,000 specimens iu the collection . The last catalogue entries at tbe end of the year just clo ed and at the end of the
preceding year are bown in the following table:
Jun 30, 1895. Juno 30, 1 96.

Fi bes ............................. .. ............ . ............... .. ...... .
R pt1l ............•....... . .........•..... . ...•....•........... ..• ......

26,175
29, :J82

Illnll1 ..................... . ........... . ................................. .
Iod l .............. . .•......................... . ............ •...........

19,303
53, 512

26, 1 5
29, 3 5
19 -HO
53,5:?0
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than that of the accessions in the preceding year. An in r c
noted in the number of accessions. .A collection of v rt br
under the direction of Prof. 0. C. Marsh, which has b n n hibi i ll
in the Museum for several years, was formally tran fi rr l fr m 11
United States Geological Survey. There were also re eiv
u.
same source one hundred and fifteen boxes of unprepar
material from Kansas, a valuable collection of Green i
series of specimens studied by Professor Leidy and Mr.
fossil insects collected by Mr. David 'White, and an identift d
tion of Cephalopoda, studied by Prof. .Alpheus Hyatt
Mass. Mr. Charles Schuchert, the assistant curator, colle
Museum an extensive series of Devonian fossils, embracin
teen thousand specimens. These were obtained in New ork
and Michigan. Over two thousand six hundred specimeu f
Cambrian fossils from Newfoundland and from St. David ,
w r
purchased from Mr. E. E. Howell, of this city. .Another in tallm nt ·
fossil plants, together with a. series of fossil fishes, was rec i
Mr. R. D. Lacoe, of Pittston, Pa. A large and valuable colle ti
fossils from various horizons, collected by the late Dr. Daniel r
was transmitted through Prof. B. T. Janney, administrator f th
estate. This material was received in part as a gift and in part a c u
exchange. Mr. George Kernahan, Thedford, Ontario, contribut d c n
excellent collection of Middle Devonian fossils, embracing 442 p imens. A collection of teeth and bones of mammals, exhibited at b
Cotton States ~nd International Exposition at Atlanta, was gi en
the Museum by the Peace River Phosphate Company of Flori
From Princeton College there were received in exchange kull
Ischyromys typus, Leptauchenia major, and Eucrotaph'us bu-llatit . Fr
Dr.Herman Credner, Leipsic, Germany, fourteen specimens of Bran.ch· ·
saurus ambl!ystomus were btained in exchange. In the same mann r a
collection of fo, sil and casts was secured from the M useo de la Plau
La Plata, Argentina; a large collection of Clinton and Niagara fo il
including many graptolite , from Col. Charles C. Grant, Hamilt n
ntari '; thir y-six spe ies of Russian Cretaceous fossils from Prof.
Pavlow, Mo cow, Ru ia; and a collection of characteristic l\fiddl
Devonian fos il from Mr. R. Macintosh, Thedford, Ontario. Four fine
fo il medu re, from the Jura ic of Germany, were purchased from
Dr. F. Krantz, onn, and other material worthy of mention was contributed a follow : everal collections of fossils from Galveston, Tex.,
from Mr. J . A. Singley; a collection of Lower Carboniferous fossils from
Dr. J. H. Lemon, New Albany, Ind.; two collections of interesting
fo il from the hoteau formation of Missouri, from Mr. R. A. Blair;
and a eries of characteristic Middle Devonian fossils from Mr. Malcom
McKinnon, Thedford, Ontario.
The transfer of the magnificent Lacoe collection from Pittst~n, Pa.,
the residence of the donor, to Washington was completed durmg the
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present :fiscal year. The collection was formally offered to the MuseuIDin December, 1891, and its extent and extraordinary scientific value
were referred to at length in the report for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1892. A brief statement of its contents may not, however, be otiti
of place. The collection was included in three hundred and fifteen
boxes, as follows:
Two hundred and eight boxes, embracing over seventeen thousand specimens of
Paleozoic plants. These include (1) types, and (2) specimens showing variation
of species and geographic and geologic distribution. The contents of thirty-four of
these boxes have not yet been determined.
Two boxes of Paleozoic plants.
Ninety boxes of duplicate Paleozoic plants.
Two boxes of Triassic fishes.
Two boxes of Paleozoic fishes.
One box of Paleozoic Crustacea.
Three boxes ol Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary plants.
Seven boxes, including eight hundred and four specimens of plants from the
Dakota group, described in Monograph xvn, United States Geological Survey.
One hundred and twenty-five of these specimens are types, and fifty-five were
figured in the Monograph.

The motive of the donor in presenting this material, as stated by
himself, was the belief that this disposition of it would best fulfill his
purpose in the formation of the collection, which was to accumulate as
complete a series as possible of the older fossil flora for use in paleontological research. No conditions were imposed which would in any
way interfere with the proper use of the collection. It was desired,
however, by the donor that it should be known as the "Lacoe Collection," and that it should be kept entire, with such additions as might
be made to it in the future by further contributions from himself or by
the exchange of duplicates. That the material should be made accessible to students generally is in accordance with the establi hed rule
of the Museum, and that every effort should be made for the proper
preservation of so valuable a collection was a foregone conclu ion.
This collection represents the results of the cientific labor of Mr.
Lacoe for twenty years or more. Not being sati fied, however with
the time which he could devote to the work in per on, he employed collectors in variou
tate and in the Canadian Provin e , and al o
exp nded large um of m ney in the purcha e of privat colle tion ·
About ven hundr d and fifty publi hed t p . are embra d in that
ortion f the 11 ·tion which ha been d cri d. Th
ri illn ·
trating the m rpb logy of p ie, nd th ir ·e gra hi al an O'e l er
j c 1 i tri uti n in lud
r v nt n h u and p imen . "\ hil
tb
11
nt
r th r u bl tban , ny h r i exi t n
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fishes and Crustacea, and a collection of eight hundr d, n
from the Dakota group. A. portion of the latter wa
tioned, described by Professor Lesquereux, in Monogr I h
United States Geological Survey. Professor Lesqu r u.· , 1
the material from the Cretaceous and 'rertiary of Color, 1
above, and the Triassic and Paleozoic fishes and Crusta ·
studied by Cope, Hall, Whitfield, and others.
It is not too much to say that the National Museum h as n v r r ·
a gift of greater scientific value or importance than that acquir 1
the generosity of Mr. Lacoe.
Interesting data concerning the number of published typ
zoic plants in the Lacoe collection, and in the other coll ct i 11
National Museum, are presented in the following tabulated sta
I.-P ALEOZOIC P L ANT TYPES IN THE LA.COE COLLECTIO .

iA.

<1):B

S· ....

Pul>lications.

~§.
P<°'
p

Coal Flora, Second Geological , ur·
vey of Pennsylvania.
Proceedings m rican Philosophical
Society, XVII.
Proceedings Am rican Philosophical
Society, XVID.
Report Geological Sur vey of Illinois,
IV.
Report Geological Survey of Indiana,
VIII.
Proceedings
. National Museum ,
XVI.
Canaclian Record of Scienc , IV ..... .
Fossil Plants of th Erian (Devo·
nian) and Upper Silurian Formations of Canada, II.
Catalogne Pottsville cien tific .A.sso·
ciation.
Report First Geological Survey of
.Arkansas, II.
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II.-PA.LEOZOIC PLA.NT TYPES PREVIOUSLY _I N THE MUSEUM COLLECTION.
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Number of original types previously in the Mwieum collection ................................... 102
Total number of original types of Paleozoic plants . ............. . ...................... . .. . . 677
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July and August a small series illustrating some of the chara t ri ti
animals of the various geological horizons was selected, and the p i n. 111 nu
upon tiles in an attractive manner for exhibition at the Atlanta Expo iti u.
collection received honorable menti"on.
Prom October 22 to about May 15 attention was given to the _ hibi • n l tnd •
collections, but nothing could be done toward the contemplated m nn itw ,f th
exhibition series in this department, excepting the Mesozoic and T r iar · J}lnnt 1 ,1lections, which are now practically finished. The tim e from May 1 t .Jnl. · 1 , •
de,oted to m ounting the " Historical collection of fossil s" in th 1 parbu n t f
geology. It was deemed best, before attempting the mountino- on til of tll g n eral exhibition collection of fossils, to experiment upon a smaller ·oll ion. 'l h
first trial was that of the fo. sils exhibited· at Atlanta, and a second and far 1t t"' r
test was made with the "Historical collection" in the department of
l rr • . I
is now certain that the mountiug of fossils upon tiles bas decided adYan , ,,.
,. r
paper, w ood, slate, or ground-glass tablets. The only disadvantage b rY l i
that tiles, because of the somewh at greater thickness necessary for b ir t hilit:
and flatness, are heavier than the other kind of tablets. This disad antn
h wever, is not a fatal one. Considerable time during the year w as given b Ir.
, il
White, assisted by Messrs. Williard and Whipple, toward the further arr, n
of the study series of the Lacoe collection. This work is not yet compl <l , ll
will not be uniil another case is built in the east room of the south tow r. Th .. t
portion of the Lacoe collection on exhibition remains in the same conditi n a 1,
year. It is, however, hoped to complete, mount, and label this series durin th
n xt fi cal year .
Wbil con id raible time has been devoted to the invertebrate study seri
mu •b
more work will have to be done before any intelligent 'Selection can be road for
the final exhibition . eries. The exhibit collection of vertebra tes is in fair ord r
but more space i required to relieve it of its present congested condition. In
the last annual report it was suggested that permanent cases be built alonrr th
north wall of tho southeast ourt. Much vertebrate material is nearly r ndy f r
installation, and more will soon be at hand, for all of which additional pac i
necessary.
Eight hundred and eighty boxos of fossils are in storage, awaiting developm nt
and installation in the exhibition or study series.
The duplicat fossil are being removed from the study series as fast as po ibl ,
and laid aside for fntnr exchange and distribution.
The Director of the United tates Geological Survey has r ecently appointed Ir.
H . E . Dickhaut, ancl the Mn eum, Mr. T. E. Williard, as preparators und r th
direction of the as i taut curator. Work will progress hereafter far mor r:1pidly
with the material in the Iuseum building, and it is hoped th at some of the fo il
now in storage will be r ·moved <luring the year. However, the staff of this department has hacl in the past all it could do to arrange tho collections as they came in
from the field or from individual .
Each nmmer various Geologi •al Survey parties send in collections, and it i the
custom for this department to as ist in th eir preparation for study and in recording
the material upon the Mn um catalogues.
The Lacoe collection is not yet compl etely housed. This is due, in part, to the
fact that the Mu eum bas no paid offi cer dire<;tly in charge of fossil plants. ~ 0 ':ever, Mr. avid White bas rnade considerable progress in this direction , and it 1
hoped, with th assistance of Mr. Williard, to complete the installation of the collection during 1896-97.

Con idera le scientific wotk based upon material in this department, has b een accompli hed during the year. The preparation of a
monograph on merican fo il tarfishes, by the assistant curator, Mr.
Charles Schuchert, a d Mr. I. H. Harris, has been referred to. Mr.
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Schuchert has also completed a study of the American fossu. Apodid ~,
the manuscript of which has been turned over to the editor. The "Synopsis of American fossil Brachiopoda," b.y the same author, referred t;o
in the last Annual R~port, was completed during the present year.,
and is now being revised. A short summary of this work has already
appeared in Science. The titles of two or three other papers by MrSchuchert are given in the Bibliography (Appendix IV). Mr. F. A.
Lucas has begun a study of the character and affinities of the species of Zeuglodon, and a study of the species of the North American
bison, with synopses of their salient characters, is well advanced. A
posthumous paper of Dr. Joseph Leidy, edited by Mr. Lucas, bas been
published. It is entitled "Fossil Vertebrates from the Alachua Clays
of Florida." Mr. David White bas made considerable progress with
the de·scription of new species in the Lacoe collection, regarding which
Professor Lesquerenx left some manuscript. D:1', R.R. Gurley bas in
preparation a revision of American Graptolites. This work will be
published by the United States Geological Survey, but is based upon
matetial which will become the ·property of the Museum. Mr. T. W.
Stanton has published a work entitled "Contributions to the Cretaceous Paleontology of the Pacific Coast." This is an illustrated work,
and contains descriptions of about fifty new species and one new genus.
The explorations which h~ve resulted in enriching the collections
include those of Mr. Schuchert in New York, Ontario, and Michigan,
already referred to indirectly in the statement regarding important
accessions, and those made by the United States Geological Survey.
Much of the material collected by the Survey during the present year
has not yet been transferred to the Museum. It includes, however, a
fine collection of Lower Silurian fossils from Valcour Island, Lake
Champlain, and a collection of trilobites from Rome, N. Y. Although
tbe Zeuglodon material collected by the assistant curator in 1894 was of
great interest and value, no good skull and none of the bones of certain portions of the skeleton were secured. For this reason it i very
desirable to continue these explorations with a view to securing tbe
missing parts, if po ible.
Material for tudy has been sent to ten speciali -ts during they ar.
Dr. R.R. Gurley, rof. Alpheu Hyatt, ambridge Ma ., and Pr f.
H.F. Osborn, merican Mu eum of Na,tural i tory, ew Y rk i Y
conducted in estigation in tb
partm nt. The e matter ar r f rred to m r at 1 ug h in th
b t r entitl d M· t rial ;en
Inve. tjgati n and The -V ork f tu
tig tor
:lu
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condition of the collections is also pressing, and is re£ rr l
report of the department as follows:

iu h

It is urgent that cases be provided at an early date to relieve the pr 11
u
l
condition of the vertebr3,te collections and to provide space for th r :picll: 1 • ·nmnlating material. There are two hundred and twenty-five boxes of rte brat ma rinl
now in storage, awaiting a preparator. The preparation of thi material ~ r ttul
and exhibition will occupy all the time of one man no less than thr
· .r
to be hoped that means will be available during 1896-97 to secure such •

*

*

*

*

'"

All the rooms now occupied by the various sections in the denartm n
tology are crowded, and, while here and there small areas are availabl for ad ii iu
cases of st,andard drawers, more exhibition space is required. Thi i
p ·i111,
in the section of vertebrate fossils, since nearly all of the organism ar larn . ud
can best be housed in the exhibition series. Space for these colle ti n ·au 1,
secured if permanent cases are built around the walls of the southeast ·our ancl th
standard cases now occupying that space be placed upon a gallery. If uch a rrall r
is built in the southeast court, ample exhibition and storage space will b at hanu
for the natural increase of the collections during the next few years.
Further drawer space is necessary to complete the housing of the Lac B udy
collection. More than two-thirds of this collection is now stored in the two upp r
rooms of the south towers of the National Museum building. The we room i
completely occupied with cases provided with standard drawers, while the
room is but half occupied.

It is not possible to give accurate figures for the number of spe im n
received during the year in the various sections of the departm n .
The figure given -below represent the catalogue entries and the additions to the permanent collections.
~umber of
Catalogue
p cim n
entries. added t th
colle tion .
Paleozoic invertebrates ................................. ........... ···· .... ..
Mesozoic invertebrates ................ .. ..................... . ··· -· - -· · · · · · ·
Cenozoic in vertebra.tea ............................. ....... - .. - .. · -· · · · - · · · · ·
Vertebrates ......................................... -...... · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Fossil plants ............................................... · · · - ·· · · · · · · ·· · · ·

324
328
1,222
73
1,074

832
2,574
3,663
81
2,616
1 - - - -1 - -- 3, 209
9,766

DEPARTMENT OF PL.ANTS (NATIONAL HERB..A.RIUM) .

The number of acce ion for the year was two hundred and thirtyix, a again t ix hundr d and eventy for the preceding year. There
wa ', however no falling off in the number of specimens included, but,
on the other 'hand, a light increase. The question of sciei:ti:fic value
i of greatest importance, however, and when the accumulati~n~ of the
year are mea ured by thi tandard the results are very gr~tifymg.
Among the important acce ions were five lots of Mexican plants,
purcha ed from Mr. E. W. elson, and aggregating two thousand four
hundred pecimen · five hundred and eleven specimens presented by
'
· ht sp ecimens presented
the Botanical Gardens,
alcutta, India; :fifty-eig
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nd

by Baron Ferd. von Muller, Melbourne, Australia; one hundred •
thirty-five ferns presented by Hugo Fink, Cordova, Mexico; two b ndred and thirty-eight specimens from the United States Fish Com
le
sion, and thirty specimens from C. F. Sonne, Truckee, Cal. Valua
material was received in exchange from the Royal Gardens, .K~ .'
England, consisting of two hundred and fifty specimens of Urobe hl·
ferIB, and Dr. Leonhard Stejneger collected eighty specimens for t; t
Museum in the Commander Islands.
d
Many important accessions were also received through the Unite
States Department of Agriculture, including the following:
C. Copinea:u, Paris, France, 208 specimens of European and African plan ts.
(Exchange.)
Berlin Botanical Gardens, 80 specimens. (Exchange.)
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn., 36 specimens. (Exchange.)
A. C. Recksecker, Oberlin, Ohio, 161 specimens. (Exchange,)
Zu,rich Botanical Gardens, Zurich, Switzerland, 181 specimens. (Exchange.)
C. V. Piper, Seattle, Wash., 224 specimens. (Exchange.)
Baron Ferd. von Muller, Melbourne, Australia, 97 specimens. (Gift.)
B. Fink, Fayette County, Iowa, 226 specimens. (Exchange.)
C. L. Pollard, Washington, D. C., 725 specimens. (Gift.)
J.M. Macoun, Ottawa, Canada, 100 specimens. (Gift.)
C. E. Waters, Baltimore, Md., 20 specimens. (Gift.)
W. M. Canby, Wilmington, Del., 107 specimens. (Gift.)
W. J. Beal, Agricultural College, Mich., 139 specimens. (Gift.)
Thos. C. Porter, Easton, Pa., 500 specimens. (Gift.)
W. M. Pollock, Buckhannon, W. Va., 189 specimens. (Gift.)
J. Fowler, Kingston, Ontario, Canada, 660 specimens. (Gift.)
W. M. Van Sickle, West New York, N. J., 469 specimens. (Gift.)
E. E. Gayle, Portland, Me., 145 specimens. (Gift.)
Aven Nelson, Laramie, Wyo., 620 specimens. (Gift.)
D. Leroy Topping, Washington, D. C., 74 specimens. (Gift.)
Thomas Howell, Clackamas, Oreg., 43 specimens. (Gift.)
G. V. Na ·h, New York City, N. Y., 800 specimens. (Purchase.)
John Donnell Smith, Baltimore, Md., 500 specimens. (Gift. )
Geological Survey, Ottawa, Canada, 55 specimens. (Gift.)
N. L. Britton, Columbia College, New York, 23 specimens. (Gift.)
A. H. Curtiss, J acksonvillo, Fla., 211 specimens. (Purchase.)
University of Tenne see, Knoxville, Tenn., 266 specimens. (Gift.)
C. . Crandall, Fort 'ollin , Colo., 56--i specim ns. (Gift.)
D. E. Palmer, Wasltingtoo, D. C., 460 spec-imens. (Purcha e.)
W.W. Rowlee, Ithaca, ' . Y., 225 sp ciru ns. ( ift.)
C.H. Thomp on, t . Looi, fo., 7;-1 pecimens. ( ur hase.)
J. Iedl yWood, Ta.tal, Afri a, _Jl pecimens. ( ift. )
J.B. Leiberg, Hope, Idaho, 1 p ·cimeu . (Purcha. e.)

arium in the
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One tower room, 12 by 10 feet, has been :fitted up with shelv
room is for storing unmounted material. One new balcony h a
the main balcony on the south and running at right angl , o rin
fl ir l> c,
6 by 48.5 feet. This has been furnished with long shelves for th di rihuti 11
specimens; also an her barium case extending along its entire length. ' h ·
, 11 •
tains eight hundred pigeon-holes, and will hold eighty thousand p ·im u . '1 h i
h as relieved somewhat the congested condition in the main bal on , 1 hon h
shall soo.n need additional space if the present growth of the colle ·ti n utinn
Much work bas been done in readjusting, relabel~g, and shifting of tb pa ·
of plants. While much remains yet to be done, all parts of the coll
i n r
ily accessible to the assistants and to visiting botanists. It i not improp r t
here that the col_lection has never before been in such good condition.
The stamping of the herbarium, which was referred to in la t y ar r p r h 1
extended from the Malvaceoo to the Anacardiacere. The number of p C'im u tbn.
stamped is four thousand. It is very important that the whole collection
amp l
as early as possible, but with our present force we are not able to make mu •h pr "'l'
The transportation to the main her barium of the collection now tore l iu th
south balcony has been continued, although little progress bas been mad win
other duties. Six thousand specimens have been transferred. This work n"h
be completed during the coming year.
The Department of Agriculture transferred to the Museum in Mar h th coll ·ti n
of algre, lichens, hepatics, mosses, and ferns. The grasses, coniferre, and parasitfr
fungi are still in barge of the D partment of Agriculture.
The work of selecting and marking the type specimens in the her barium ha b n
continued. Thus far nine hunclr d speqies have been marked with a t pe lab I
indexed, placed in special sheets, and returned to the her barium.
During the year thirty-six thousand specimens have been stamped and add d t
the permanent collection. This includes twenty-two thousand which have
n
mounted during the year and fourteen thousand which were not quite ready for di tribution at the end of last year.

There is no exhibition series in this department. The need of ill
more space for the study eries will soon become imperative.
Mr. J. N. Rose, one of the assi tant curators, has published a report
on Mexican U mbellifer , mostly from the State of Oaxaca. Thi pa er
contains de criptions of four new genera and twenty-seven new specie .
Mr. Rose ha al o publi bed a number of shorter papers containinodescripti.ons of new or rare pecies. During the year he determined
the Polypetal of Mr. C. G. I ringle's Mexican collection, continued
work upon the collection made by Mr. E. W. Nelson and Dr. Ed ward
Palmer in the ame locality, and began a monograph on the Commelinace of the nited tate . In the latter it is intended to include
colored drawings of all the pecies.
Mr. Charl L. Pollard, a i ted by other Washington botanists, ha
continued hi r vision of rofes or Ward's "Guide to the Flora of
ashington and Vfoinity.' It is hoped that the manuscript will be
ready for the printer during the coming winter.
Mr. Coville tate that no explorations have been made directly under
the auspices of the Mu eum whi h resulted in additions to th~ collections in this department,.although important material was obtan~ed by
Mr. F. W. True and Dr. L onhard Stejneger while they were m the
ervice of tlrn nit d tate, ri h ommission. Mr. W J McGee, of
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the Bureau of American Ethnology, made a small collect.ion in wester~
Sonora, Mexico, and cons:i.derable material collected by Mr. J.B. Le.I.·
berg, a field agent of the Department of Agriculture, has been received.
Eleven persons have received material for examination or determin a,tion during the year, and six specialists, not members of the sta.ff7
have prosecuted investigations in the herbarium.
Among those who have :rendered valuable service to the departmen L7
the following are mentioned by the curator:
Mr. E.G. Baker, of the British Museum, London, England, named and compared
specimens with types in the British Museum .
Mr. W. Botting Hemsley, of the Roy al Botanic Gardens, Kew, England, critically
determined many ·umbelliferre .
Mr. George E. Davenport, of Medford, Mass. , critically determined Mexican and
Alaskan ferns.
Mr. M. L. Fernald, of Cambridge, Mass., made many critical determinations.
Mr. J. M. Greenman, of Cambridge, Mass., render ed much assistance in determining Mr. Nelson's large collection of Mexican plants.
Mr. George E. Osterhout, of New Windsor, Colo., sent some interesting plants
from his State.
Mr. C. G. Pringle, of Charlotte, Vt., furnieshed many valuable notes and. speci·mens of Mexican Umbelliferre.
Mr. P. A. Rydb erg, of Columbia College, New York City, l ent specimens and
determined critically a number of large g enera, especially Physalis and Potentilla.
Prof. J. M. Coulter, of the University of Chicago, assisted in the determination of
a number of new species of Umbelliferre.
Mr. W. N. Suksdorf, of White Salmon, Wash., sent specimens of Umbelliferre .

The material in the her barium has served as the basis of thirty-seven
papers, which have been published during the year by members of the
staff and by other collaborators. The titles of these papers appear in
the Bibliography (Appendix rv). They include descriptions of six new
genera and sixty-seven new species anu subspecies.
More than 17,000 specimens were received during the year, the catalogue entries numbering 236.
T RAN FER OF TIIE NATIONAL H E RBARI UM TO TIIE MUSE M B ILDING,
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Hon.

1

w.

B. ALLISON,
Chairman Cornrnittee on .App1·opriations, United States Senate.
DEAR SIR: In response to your desire, communicated through -Mr.
further information as to the purpose and effect of granting to tb
ati nal
an additional sum of $10,000 for the maintenance of the National H rb
to r eply as follows:
When, nearly two years ago, the Secretary of Agriculture found th
pnr 111 n
buildings entirely too small, and it was brought to his attention that a lar r
of space was occupied by a collection of plants estimated to be worth ·~:liable at any time to be destroyed by :fire, arrangements were m ade wi h b
sonian Institution to house the collection in the :fireproof building of th
~tionul
Museum. The Department agreed to retain on its rolJR, so long as th ppropriat i n
permitted it, the force of assistants necessary in caring for the colle ti n, bn th
unexpected reduction in the b otanical appropriation, recently made, ha £ r tl tb
Secretary to ask that he be relieved of this charge.
If the proposed appropriation be made, the force of assistants and mounter n w
engaged in caring for the herbarium in the National Museum building will b trno ferred. to the rolls of that institution, and the places thus made vacant upon h
statutory roll in our division of botany will be :filled by the transfer of mploy
now on the botanical lump sum. No new employees will be appointed as a r ult
the change, and the statutory position of assistant curator will be left va ut
during the coming year, either to be abolished in the next agricultural appropri tion bill or to be changed to assistant botanist.
Besides the emergency reason just cited for the transfer of the herbarium be
Department holds that the are of the collection is properly the function of the
Smithsonian Institution, but that it should always be open to the botani t f
the Department for reference and consultation in any investigation in which the
need it. The object, and the sol object, of the proposed change is to pla th
her barium in good hands and in its legitimate place, so as to enable the Departm ut
to organize all the botanical work on a directly practical basis.
Respectfully,
CHAS. W. DABNEY, Jr.,
.Assistant earetary.
c

N. B.-This letter is written in connection with that of the Acting Secretar of he
Smithsonian Institution, dated April 22, 1896, addressed to the Hon. W. B. Alli on,
Chairman Committee on Appropriations, United States Senate, which is our authority for the above statement with regard to the part to be performed by the National
Museum and mithsonian Institut ion.
APRil, 22, 1896.
B. ALLI N,
ltairnian Committee on Appropriations, United States Senate.
IR: I deem it my duty to bring to your attention the fact that unless some special
provision is made for its maint nance, the National Herbarium, recently transferred
from the care of the epartm ent of Agriculture to that of the Smithsonian In titution, will become compar atively us les .
This is one of the l argest collections of American plants in the world, and one of
the mo t important, embracing as it does the collections of all the Govern~ent surv ys from the time of Fremont and Wilkes to the present day. It contams about
two hundred and fifty thousand specim ns, mostly American, and constitu~es for
American botany a consultative library of specimens of the very greateS t importance. In it there are many types of Am ri ·an plants not to be found elsewhere,
and it is constantly con ulted, ither personally or through correspondence, by all
working botani. ts in Ameri a.
N.A.'.I.' M 8 96--6

Ilon. 1

ILLIAM
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Although the Smithsonian Institution has always been responsible for the a,dIJ'.l.
istration of this herbarium, it was for many years relieved of the care and e:x:pe
of this work by the Department of Agriculture. In the fall of 1894, however.,
present Secretary, :finding himself unable to give it proper accommodation, aDtl a.
thinking it might suffer destruction if kept longer in a building which is not fir
st0
proof, requested the Secretary of this Institution to resume its direct cu
d:
promising, however, that so long as funds should be available for the purpose :i.n
the hands of the Department of Agriculture, he would b e responsible for its Supporl
and maintenance.
The value of the collection was so great that the Secretary did not feel at liberty
to refuse to receive it, and it was at once transferred, although at a very grea-fi
inconvenience, since our Museum building is so crowded that several of its departments were seriously discommoded by the change.
.
Prom that time until now the herbarium has been maintained from the appropriation of the Department of Agriculture; but the appropriation for botanical wo~k
th18
has been so much decreased by the present Congress, that, as I am informed,
can no longer be done.
The Secretary of Agriculture has alread v addressed a letter to you, calling your
attention to this fact, and suggesting that ·the sum of $10,000, which was withdrawn
from bis ap-propriation, be added to our appropriation, "for the preservation a1:d
increase of the collections in the National Museum," in order to provide for the utilization of this great collection of plants.
I need scarcely say to you that the collection is of special importance to the Department of Agriculture, and is necessarily in constant use by many of its staff.
Should this addition to our appropriations not be made, I do not see how it is possible to do more for the herbariuni than simply to preserve it from destruction. It
can not be kept in such shape that it will be conveniently available for reference;
it can not be increased in order to keep pace with the growth of botanical kn?wledge and the necessities of American botanists and of the Department of Agriculture. Nothing can be done with the great amount of material which is already ~n
hand, which requires special treatment for its preservation and utilization. It will
also be impossible to carry on the system ~f exchange, long practiced, by which not
Qnly the National Herbarium but all the herbariums of the country are constantly
benefited.
Should the sum of $10,000 be provided, it would be utilized in the first place by
the retention of the staff of skilled assistants, clerks, and preparators already
engaged upon this work and now on the rolls of the Department of AgricultnrP.
The direct charge of the berbarium would be, as now, in the bancls of the Bot~ni t
of the Department of Agriculture, who, by permission of the ecretary of .A.gri ultur~, serves in this capacity without compensation, with the title of honorary curator 1n the ational Museum. There are also two skill d a si tant , one at 1
and one at $1,200, and it is desired to add another at $1 500 to take cbarg of the
collection of cryptogamic plant . There is also a typew;iter and lerk at· '
preparator at $720 :ind hr at $600, makin"' in all $7,920.
_'uppli s and material for preserratiou co t annually about 1,000, aboo
tb1 sum being r qnir d for tLe purcba e f paper for mounting and oY r . .
11:ain n_m i. r qnired a b year for th a qui i i 11 f n w mat rial b
of new rnv t 1 "'at1on , and th resul
f exploration f th
or thi
of .abon 7;' i ~ qnir cl. Thi. w ul<l l av •
nting
.' b nl<~ h: d 1r
1101 b' r nt d, i ·ill h , p
ihl
1 n wb1 h I f much importaoc o b t nfr 1 c1 n ·
y of th · 11, inn.
I
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DEPARTMEN'l' OF MINERALS.

Special attention has been given to the work of e uriu
illustrating the associations, occurrence, and typical d
1
minerals of specific localities. This has indirectly b en th
great inm:ease in the scientific value of the collection <lurin
The report of the honorary curator, Prof. F. W. Clarke, ta
the collecti_ons show a steady and highly gratifying grow b.
hr
f
tbe accessions comprised material deposited by t.he Smith ni, n In · itution for addition to the Lea collection. These included ,
11 ·ti 11
of gems, semi-precious stones, .and minerals from the south rn ,t , • ·
a nugget of native silver, weighing 448 ounces, from Pinal
mn ,
Ariz., and a specimen of green tourmaline-a cut stone w iO'hin · •
carats and valued at $1,500. This material was presented by r. .
Chamberlain to the Smithsonian Institution, and by t.he latter d
i
in the National Museum. It is another evidence of Dr. Chamb rlni11
unstinted generosity by which the Museum has benefited so laro- ly iu
the past.
Of the other accessions by gift the following are deemed worthy f
special mention: A collection of minerals from the Copper Queen ~Iin
Bisbee, Ariz., pre ented by the Copper Queen Consolidated Miuin
Company, New York City; specimens oflawsonite from F. L. Ran m
through H. W. Turner, United States Geological Survey; a sp iru n
of lorandite, a new species of mineral, from George L. English~~
New York City; specimens of Georgia bauxite and associated min r 1
from the Georgia Bauxite and Mining Company, Linwood,
specimen of caswellite, a new species of mineral, from Franklin
presented by Col. G. Crnsar; a collection of minerals from Marion County
Ark., exhibited at the Cotton States and International Exposition
at .Atlanta; a collection of distorted selenite crystals and other minerG1
from Rants County, Nova Scotia, presented by Dr. M. C. Smith, Lynn
Mass., and pecimen of quartz crystals, distorted and highly modifi d
from Arkan a , pre ented by Charles F. Brown, Bot Springs, Ark.
large lab of agatiz d wood from Chalcedony Park, Arizona, was d po ·
ited by the rake C mpauy, St. Paul, Minn., and a specimen of tliauma ite from a new .American locality was purchased from George L.
Engli h
o.
The time of the honorary curator is occupied to so great, an extent
in connection with bis po ition a chief chemist of the United Sta,t es
Geological urvey that the care of the collections has devolved very
largely upon the a si tant curator, Mr. Wirt 'l'assin. The many minor
details of in tallation, con isting of reblocking, mounting, developing
crystal , etc., have been carried on continuously, with the result that a
marked improvement in the appearance of the collections is noti?eable.
n investiga io of the mineral of Italian Peak, Colorado, 1s now
in progre , , while earlier in the year a large amount of time was spent
in the study ~f comparative mineral gy.
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Under the head of explorations mention is made in the curator 8
report of the material secured by the field parties of the United State
Geological Survey, and also of the collections obtained by the assistant
curator in the zinc regions of New Jersey. A nearly complete set oi
the minerals of this region was secured.
Reference to the work of Dr. W. F. Hillebrand, of the United State Geological Survey, who prosecuted certain investigations in the department during the year, will be found in another place.
·
The honorary curator bas published three papers during the period
covered by this report.
Among the plans proposed for the future, special reference is made
by the curator to the establishment of a series illustrating mineral
technology.
Nearly 1,100 specimens were added to the collection. The last catalogue entry in June, 1895, was 83613, and in June, 1896, 83761.
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY.

The number of permanent accessions during the year was eightyeight, as against seventy-nine for the preceding year. There were also
one hundred and sixty "temporary" accessions, consisting of material
received for examination and report.. This is an increase of thirty-eight
over the preceding year. The value of the material received during the
year covered by this report is considerably greater than of that received
in 1894-95, owing to the character of the specimens obtained by purchase for exhibition at the Cotton States and International Exposition
at Atlanta.
Among the important accessions, the following are mentioned by the
curator, Dr. George P. Merrill:
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the printer during the year, and that copy has been prepar d fir.
five hundred more. The card catalogue of the exhibition ri , h:
kept up to date, and a limited number of cubes of buildin t 1
been cut. A.bout two hundred thin sections were prep r d
three thousand five hundred duplicate specimens identifi d, 1.
laid aside for future u~e. It is proposed to sort out aud pr p, r
tribution all the duplicate material in the storeroom, with < •i wt
utilizing this space for the study series, the latter having outo-r , 11 i
present accommodations. A. large proportion of the exhi iti n •.
in this department are floor uprjghts, and have no space for t
A. number of t he exhibits require rearranging, but thi rn. t r "ill
be deferred until the question of erecting balconies ball be
decided. The exhibition series is fairly well labeled, although
typewritten labels are at present in use.
The investigations of the curator have consisted mainiy of u li
relating to rock weathering and to the composition, chara ·t r
origin of material belonging to the nonmetallic economic eri .
has devoted special attention to asbestus, ochres, and soap t n .
About fifty analyses have been made in connection with investig. ti n
relating to rock weathering and the formation of soils.
A. considerable number of specimens, including many thin se tion
of rocks, have been lent to various persons for study. Referenc o
these transactions will be found in another place.
Among those whose cooperation has been of value during the pr ent
year the name of l\fr. F. W. Crosby, of this city, should be menti n d.
The department is also indebted to the United States Geological
vey for a large proportion of the most valuable material acquired.
Five papers have been published by Dr. Merrill during the year,
three of which appeared in publications of the National Museum.
Regarding the future development of the department, the curator
state that the quality of the material in the collections could in many
in tances be improved by ubstituting new specimens, but that de irable specimen can, a a rule, be obtained only by purchase or by the
employment of a ai<l. collector. Occasionally, however, such specimen
are to bes cur d y exchange.
The pre n t con ition of the collections is indicated in the following
tatement:
The catalogue ntrie show that one thousand one hundred and sixty-two spe imens have been r eceived during the year. This includes both exhibition and study
material. It do snot, however, include the five hundred and odd microscopic slides,
which are never catalo!?lled.
everal of the entries are those of collections including from one to everal specimens each.
Estimated number of specimens in the collection:

~~~;i:!~::·~~~: -::::: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::_: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::t m

croscop1c slides __ ... - ___ .. - . - . - - - -.. - - - - - · - · - - - - 541
Duplicates of all kinds .... ···-·· ... --·.-----·- - -- · --- ··· ···--· ---· ·--- ---- · - ~
Total ••• - ••••••..•• - - . -...... - ... - - - .. - - - ...••.. - . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . 72, 249
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The last entry in the catalogue on June 30, 1895, was 62781, and on
Jun~ 30, 1896, 63469.
DEPARTMENT OF ETHNOLOGY.

The value of the accessions during the :fiscal year just closed is not
so great as during the previous year, owing to the fact that in 1894-95
a considerable quantity of material was obtained especially for exhibition at the Cotton States and International Exposition at A.tlan ta.
Since the return of these exhibits the .curator, Prof. Otis T. Mason,
has been occupied in installing such as could be placed upon exhibition7
the remainder haying been put in storage.
The most important accession of the year was from Dr. J. Walter
Fewkes, consisting of more than one thousand :five hundred specimens
of antiquities from the Pueblo region. This is regarded as the most
valuable material ever received by the National Museum from the
southw.est. An important collection of ethnological specimens was also
sent in by Dr. W. L. Abbott. This material was obtained in the Yale of
Kashmir. Dr. Washington Matthews, United States Army, presented
a small but valuable collection of paints and dyes used by the Navajo
Indians, and from the Royal Zoological Museum, Florence, Italy, through
Prof. H. H. Giglioli, an interesting series of specimens was received in
exchai1ge. Among other accessions the following may be noticed: A
collection from New Guinea, made by Dr. A. 0. Haddon; a colleation
of objects designed to illustrate the cannibal ceremonies of the Fort
Rupert Indians, made by Dr. Franz Boas; a series of two hundred and
six specimens from the Lubny Museum, Poltava, Little Russia; and a
sma.Il collection obtained by the United States Fish Commission in
Alaska.
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The ancient pottery, not including that from the Puebl r i n
ing been transferred to the department of prehistori
n h l 1 r.
the work of preparing, in the northwest court, an exhibit illn 1·1 i11 ,
the life of the Pueblo tribes, bas been continued. In thi b
has had the assistance of Dr. J. Walter Fewkes and
Hamilton Cushing.
A great deal of time has been spent in preparing a catal
material received by the department of ethnology during th 1.
years. The task has now been finished. Not every p im n 11:
been catalogued separately, but, in the words of the curator, •
specimen that would seem to have any value in a compr h n i
comparative study." The work of checking off on this cat I u
material sent out by the department, through exchange with b r
museums, still remains to be done. A. large number of pe im n h.
also been withdrawn from time to time for the purpose of e tabli hin
the various sections included under the department of art an in lu tries. These should be checked off in a similar manner, but in r
to perform this task, additional clerical help is needed.
',rhe preparation of a comprehensive work on the practical art
the American Indians is at present occupying the attention of
curator. He has in vie_w the work of establishing a series of t
characterizing the art practiced in various culture-regions. Iu hi
undertaking- he is making use not only of the material in the ati nal
Museum, but i al o utilizing trustworthy data obtained from th r
sources. A systematic plan has been laid out, and a large numb ·r of
illu trations have been already prepared.
Under the head of Explorations, and in addition to the valu bl
material obtained by Dr. Fewkes in Arizona, which has already b en
referred to, Teference should be made to a collection obtained by Mr.
James Mooney, illustrating the various phases of life among the Kiowa
Indian .
Only a sma11 quantity of material has been sent out for study during
the year. It i the effort of the department to induce investigator to
conduct their tudies in the building, where the student finds many
thing which would otherwise escape his observation. The curator
al o is frequently ena led by thi method to obtain information from
tho e who have pro e uted exten ive investigations along certain line .
In another chapter reference i made to the researches of some of the e
tud nt . A tudy of the E kimo lamp bas occupied the attention of
tbe a i taut curator, Dr. Walter Hough, for a considerable length
of time.
The department has profited by the generous cooperation of many
per on . Through the office of on. W.W. Rockhill, Assistant Secretary of State, a larg num er of specimens have been secured for th
Mu eum, and among thers who have rendered service in variomi way
Mr. W. S. Hill, ecretary of the Academy of Sciences, Tacoma, Wash.;
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Prof. F. W. Putnam, Cambridge, Mass.; Rev. H. C. Mabie, Bo st0
Mass., and Dr. Franz Boas, .American Museum of Natural HistorY
New York City, should be mentioned.
Four papers based upon Museum material have been published b
the curator during the year, and one by the assistant curator. T~e
titles of these are included in the Bibliography (Appendix rv). Six:
lectures were delivered by Professor Mason at Columbian University on
" Primitive arts in their relation to Sociology as illustrated by the collections in the United States National Museum."
Regarding the plans of the curator for the further development of
his department, the following paragraphs are quoted from his report:
The curator would respectfully make the following suggestions with regard to th e
development of the department of ethnology: First, that hereafter collections from
the American continent should be made with especial reference to completing, a~ far
as possible, illustrations in things of the technical life of all the principal tribes
and families of America. * * * In order to understand the true life of the aboriginal tribe.a of the Western Hemisphere, this Museum ought to contain a t!pical
specimen from each of them belonging to every one of the great domestic mdustries; for instance, there should be a model of every kind of house ever lived in by
any large number of people on this continent. There ought to be in every one of
these collections, in miniature, in picture, or in description, the prevailing and customary furniture of the kitchen, the dining room, the bed room, the living room, nu d
the social gathering room or its equivalent, indoors or out of doors. There should
be in picture, in miniature, or in actual specimens, every kind of costume worn by
a large number of individuals in every one of these tribes. Of course, it would be
impossible to represent, in such a collection, all the little eccentricities of dress
among savage people, where great varieties prevail among individuals of the same
family. After all, in every tribe 't here is a composite dress, a, dress which would
take in pretty much all the dress of the tribe, and of this typical dress there should
be in this MuReum one example from each tribe.
There should also be gathered the tools used by all those tribes for all sorts of purposes; for pounding, cutting, boring, smoothing, ancl various other purposes ofcoIIUDOil
use. The metric appliances of all the trib es should be here and in sufficient number
to set forth the characteristics of each tribe. 'fhere sh~uld be a coropreben ive
series relating to the great industries of their lives; qnarryfog, mining, fishing, hunting, planting and gleaning, the intermediary arts by which the substances ,rathe_re~
in the primary arts are transferred to the uses of life, and the final arts and act1 nties by which these products of industry are turned iuto the channels of con umptiou or enjoyment. Also the apparatus by whi h nh tauc
are mov d from
place to place upon the backs of men or b a. t , wheth r n fancl, n water or on
snow. This, of course, would make an ideal coll ction, but iu tead of gatberio!!
in a desultory way duplicates of materi 1 already in hand, the urator is n w in
po s sion of information which enabl him to ay wb ther a, peciro n wbi h
it i po ibl to a quire will fill on of the gap h r in ill(li t d r will add one
more to a collecti n already containing a up rabnnd II e f
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tne genera average of preceding years. He believes that
which takes into account only the number of specimen a nil' l
be of little value, inasmuch as during the preceding year th
collection deposited by Dr. Roland Steiner was catal ·u
several other large lots of material, which resulted alt
making the year 1894-95 one of the most notable in the hi
department.
The accessions during the year covered by this re rt
another collection of archIBological objects from Dr. R Ian 1
a number of paleolithic implements, fragments of Roman 1
and of Samian ware, fourteen specimens of animal bone an 1 :
of a victim of the plague of 1349, from the Horniman Mu urn
don (exchange); a collection of human skulls and bone fr
burial cave near Duffield, Scott County, Va., received fr m
A. L. Pridemore, Jonesville, Va.; a polished stone implem nt nu l
near Olympia, Wash., from Mr. R.H. Hannah, of that city; a eri ,
implements obtained from the gravels of the Thames and from th
chalk plateau of Kent, England (purchase); a number of
from W. P. Damon, West Auburn, Me. (exchange); implement
ments, vessels, etc., presented by Mr. Newton H. 0hittend n,
River, Berkshire County, Ma . ; pottery and vessels from mound in
Illinois, Kentucky, and Tennessee, sen t by Capt. J. R. Johnson, Pi t burg, Pa., in exchange; large chipped digging implements and oth r
specimens of :flint from Kentucky, presented by Mr. Paul "'Veir, wen. boro, Ky.; three bone whistles from an ancient grave on Sau Clem ut
Island, Cal., presented by Mr. J. Neale Plumb .
.A collection of more than eight hundred archIBological object fr m
Michigan and Alabama was Jent to the department for stud ' and
examination by Mr. Percy F. Matthews, Florence, Ala., and Mr. arren K. Moorehead, Columbu , Ohio, sent a small number of specimen
for the same purpose.
The following statement regarding the progress made in caring for
the collection i quoted from the report of the curator:
Two additional torerooms ha-ve been fitted with shelves during the past year. One,
in tbe south tower, ha been utiliz d for the reception of North American potter ,
mostly fragmentary, but still us ful for study and exchanges. The other, in th
sonthwe t tower, lias been fill<'d with pottery from Central and South America, consisting principally of entire ve. sels.
All the Mexican and part of tho Nicaraguan and Costa Rican collections were
placed on exhibition, necessitating a rearrangement of the cases already devoted to
objects from th se ·otmtries.
As many as possibl of the entire vessels from mound explorations in the "£!nited
tate were also pla ·eel on exhibition and the remainder stored on shelves m the
rnar of the long wall ast at the east ~nd of the hall. All this material was received
from the Museum building.
In addition there were pack d and sent to storage 71 boxes containing st0 ne
implements fragm nts of po t ry human bones, etc. These were part of the collecstored on the floor
.
· ' from the Bureau of' Ethnology and were t emporar'ly
1
tions
received
of the anthropological hall. 'rhe aisles and passageways are now entirely clear.
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This scheme sliould be carried out with all the implements and xi; u
localities, and they should be described correctly, fully, and in detail • h liff r J t
kind having two illustrations, one the large and the other the small iz . n l n1 r
the other of them should have an edge view as well as a side vi w. :vh n hi i
done, we shall have a fairly accurate knowledge of the number ancl kind with h
various differences of form and material, of every implement in the 1u um
every locality.
This can be done only by personal inspection of each object, wh r in th
must be opened and the objects handled and counted as they ar ecrr : 1 an 1
classified. This being accomplished, many of the specimens now en umb rin, h
cases can be retired, and only the type or representative specimen of ncb ln
f
implements be retained and displayed; the rest of them m ay be ith r 1 .• 1 :mu
stored, or may be made up.into sets for exchange. The effect of thi w nld h
reduce the number of objects on display, but, naturally, the best pecim n
oul<l h
chosen, and therefore the beauty and effectiveness of the displ ay would b in r •
The specimens should be properly figured and described, either in a gui<1 -b k r
l abel, n.nd each implement exhibited would be the representative of a rtain munber of other implements not in sight. Thus, they would stand as thou h th ntir
number were on display, and the gorging process now going on would be mat riall:
relieved.
We have, during tho existence of the Museum, been preparing for thi cla i.H ation and enumeration by the acceptance of all kinds of implements in a r at a
number as was obtainable. To fault is found, or to be found, with the polic by
which thi great aggregation of the commoner implements was made. It wa u
sary for the purpo e indicated; it is still necessary, and should be continued un il
the plan herein suggested shall have been carried out. ·

There were 51826 specimens received during the year, the total number now in the department being 209,346. The last catalogue entry in
June, 1895, was 172315, and in June, 1896, 173061.
/

DEPAR1.'MENT OF ARTS AND INDUSTRIES.

Technological collections.-Although the number of accessions wa not
large, several very intere~ting eries and single specimens were added
during the year. A collection of models illustrating the various methods of land tran portation, and incidentally the development of the
wheel, wa prepared for the Atlanta Exposition, and installed in
the Museum after it return to Washington. This series embraces
thirty-nine m del and includes also a number of litbogra,pbs and photograph of foreign and m rican vehicles. The electrical collection
wa enri ·bed ytbe We tern Union Telegraph Company, which deposited the original of the fir tin trument used to record a message tran mitted to a di tant point y mean of electricity. Models illustrating
two lectrical whe l , made by Benjamin Franklin in 17 48 and described
in hi autobiography, were con tructed. Mr. Edward L. Morse depo~ited various decoration conferred by foreign sovereigns upon his
father.
A fine specimen of bal a, used by the Seri Indi~ns, was received
from the Bureau of Ethnology, through Mr. W J McGee, who collec~ed
it in Socorro, Mexico. Thi pecimen was added to the collection
illustrative of naval architecture. Among the models of steamboats
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prepared for the Atlanta Exposition and now installed in the Museum.
halls, is a series showing early experiments in steam navigation, including models of steamboats made by Fitch, Rumsey, Fulton, Stevens, and
Ericsson. .A. complete model of the steamship Savannah was built
under the supervision of Capt. J. W. Collins. In the cases containing
these models are also exhibited important historical relics relating to
the vessels themselves .
.A. valuable series pf tanne.d skins of animals, collected in Panama by
Mr. R. T. Hill, of the United States Geological Survey, was added to
the collection of animal products.
·
Regarding the progress made in caring for the various collections, the
following is quoted from the report of the curator, Mr. J. E. Watkins:
The collection of boats has been overhauled, and a number of models repaired.
The full-sized boats-kaiaks, clug-outs, etc.-have been rearranged upon the ceiling
of the hall to a height great enough to admit an additional amount of light.
Two new cases have been erected in the east hall, and in them the collection illustrating the electrical industries and the collection illustrating met.hods of land
tra.nsportation, which was received at the close of the Atlanta Exposition, have
been installe<l..
The textile collection, which bas been scattered for a number of years, has been
brougb t together with a view to revising it and reinstalling such portions as may be
deemed advisabl e.
The collection of animal products was not put under the care of the curator until
some weeks after the death of Mr. R. Edward Earll, which occurred in March las t,
and since that time it has not been possible to give very much attention to the
collection.

The following statement shows the number of specimens received
during the year, the number of catalogue entries made during the
same period, and the total number of specimens in the collection:

ame of collectiou.

, ·
Last cataSpecimens Total nnm· loj!ue entry
received
be: of
Jnne 30,
during
~pecimens 1895, and
1895-96.
ID ~ollec·
Juno 30,
tion.
1896.
1 1250
181362

T ran portation .. ................................................ .

112

1,911

Naval arcbitectnr . ..................................•...... ... . .

12

1,331

1630!IO

3,039

16-JGre
105071
10.i 2

.Animal T1rodncts .......................... .'........ _..... : . ...•..

ll

T xtil ................................................ .. ................... .
Paint.'i and cly

........•..•.......••................................•....••..

Foo'111 ....•.....• .. ......•••..... ........ ....... .........•............. ...... .

c:: ;~!t;:1~· ·~· ~ ·.: : :::: ::::::: : : :::::: :: ::: : ::: :::: : :::}· ......... .
1

4, 9J2 ...... · ... · ·
]97 ····•· ····· ·
], 111

. ·••·•··• ·••

1,112 ...... ····· ·
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collection. The most interesting addition was a "phot
outfit, illustrating a method of printing from gelatiniz
Fifty-nine specimens were received during the year, mo
ing been obtained by the curator during his recent tri
Eighteen specimens of half-tone work in black and in c 1
· sented by Messrs. John Swain & Son, London. Mr.
f ph
who during the preceding year presented a number of •opi
graphs transmitted by means of electricity, bas offered to d n,
models of _m achinery used by himself.
Regarding the condition of the collection the curator say :
The specimens on exhibition speak for themselves. They present th h
tration of the technical development of the reproductive or multipl~·ino· art l h
found on exhibition anywhere, whether here or in Europe: It is n t int 1Hl •11
imply, however, that the collection is complete. The division illu tm in~ th
various methous of drawing and painting is still very incomplet , althmwb foll
of interest even in its present state. In the division illustrating the appli ·atiou of
printing to the industrial arts, only a beginning has been made.
A "study series" hardly exists, the specimens in the storage cases b ing m tl: lf
a kind similar to those on exhibition. The collection of patents might be m< de u ful to studeuts, or rather to seekers of information of a practical kind, but i h.
been almost abandoned, for the present at least, and under the prevailing c nditi n
of things it is inaccessible t the public.

The collection ha now reached such a stage that, accordin ·
curator, it fa impos ible to make satisfactory progress withou
expenditure of considerable money in the purchase of specimen ·
even if fund were available for this purpose, lack of room would
ou ly hamper the effort' of the curator.
Mr. Koehler refers to this matter in the following language:
The section of graphic arts has r eached a point where it must rest, unle it i
supplied more liberally with money. The grounu to be covered is as well cov r d
as the facilities so far furnished will permit. The collections need piecing out in
many places, and it i1:1 v ry de irable, also, that some of the specimens now on xhibition should be replaced by better ones. But this can be done only by the aid of
money .
The above applies more e. pecially to tho illustrations of the reproductive or multiplying arts. The development of the collection illustrating the methods of drawing and painting mu t b l eft to the future. To make it what it might be or ought
to be, would co t altorretb r too mnch money to allow it to be thought of a,t present.
Whether it is worth while to continue the effort to illustrate the applications of
painting in the industrial art may remain an open question. With a proper expenditure of time and of money, much interesting material could probably b e obtained
for this department from manufacturers. But as there is no room to exhibit the
specimen that might be thus obtained, it would be useless to make further effort
in t hi direction, even if the money needed were available, until the erection of a
new building will permit of an enlargement of the section of graphic arts.
After the r econstruction above outlined, of the division embracing the rep_ro_d~rntive or multiplying art , which is and will probably always remain the main ~1 v 1~ 1 on
of the section, th pr para.tion of a handbo k will be in order. Several begmnmgs
toward su ch a handb k have b en mail , but they had to be abandoned, as_ th~ coll ctions were too inc mple ancl th changes in them too rapid to make it likely
that a handbook fitting them would hav permanent value.
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The number of the last catalogue entry on June 30, 1895, was 5561,
and on June 30, 1896, 5620. The total number of specimens now in
the collection, not including duplicates, is 5,620 .
.The collections of orienta,l antiquities and religious ceremonial objects.The collection of oriental antiquities is under the honorary curatorship
of Dr. Paul Haupt, while Dr. Cyrus Adler occupies the position of
assistant curator and is also custodian of the collection of religious ceremonial objects. There were twenty-eight accessions during the year,
this being more than three times the number for the preceding year .
.A. collection of facsimiles of important codices of the Bible, historical
editions, and manuscripts was acquired by purchase. Twelve manuscripts and editions of the Bible were deposited by Dr. Adler and
three by Dr. Goode. A series of Hittite casts. was purchased; also a
cast of a human-headed winged bull, and one of a lion.
A collection of musical instruments, coins, and gems referred to in
the Bible bas been formed from matertal transferred from other departments in the Museum .
.A. series of carved ivory plaques was obtained, in exchange, from
Prof. H. H. Giglioli, director of the Royal Zoological Museum, Florence, Italy; and specimens of pottery from the Cotton Grotto at J erusalem were presented by Dr. Adler. The accessions also included
twenty-six photographs from Miss E. R. Scidmore, Washington, D. C.; a
Bible from Dr. S. M. Burnett; seven marble fragments of Greek mythological figures from Professor Jericb_a u, Washington, D. C.; and two
Bibles from Dr. I. M. Casanowicz; of the United States National
Museum. .A. model of a Babylonian temple tower was made in the
Museum.
An exhibit of biblical objects, comprising about two hundred and
fifty specimens, was prepared for the Cotton States and International
Exposition at Atlanta. This is described more iu detail in a paper
published in Part II of this volume, in which the results of recent
discoveries and re earches in the domain of biblical and oriental archreology are also di cu ed.
The variou objects received during tbe year have. been plac d upon
exhibition, and the pre ent arrangement of the collection i et forth
m the chapter on the ' Development and Arrangement of the Exhibition erie ."
A tu y of
yrian and abylonian seals, ba ed upon the 011 tion in th 1u eum ha
en b gun by r. dler, and two pap r
ba ed upon Mu urn material have e n u Ii bed by him durin th
year.
It i prop d t r rrang
an t r rrc ug
la ify, nd
ti n illu trating th reli
Th t tal nu b r f 1
utr
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Historical collections, coins, and medals.-Among th m
accessions the following are mentioned by Mr. A. Howard
dian: From W. DU' Val Brown, Washington, D. 0., a w r l
buckle presented to Maj. Gen. Jacob Brown by the tat f
a gold snuffbox presented by the corporation of th
York, and a gold medal presented by the Con gr s
States for valiant services at the battles of Chippew.
Erie in 1814 (deposit); from Mrs. Abner Doubleday, a: bit1 ·t
C., the garrison flag of Fort Moultrie (loan); from Li u .
Brownell, a revolver, cap ornament, and scarf pin own d
Co]. E. E. Ellsworth, a gold medal presented to Lieu eu u
by the citizens of Troy, a medal of honor presented b
n r
medal containing a piece of the Marshall House flag, a b. lgSociety of the Army of the Potomac, a dagger presented y b ·itiz H
of Boston, and a revolver presented bytheNewYorkBoard l · · 1
(deposit); from Dr. A. Fenyes, Helouan, Egypt, Grecian n
silver and copper coins; from N. L. Griswold, Peoria, 11.
States land patent sigued by President James Monroe iu
1817 (gift); from J. W. Hiatt, New Harmony, Ind., phot
Robert Owen, David Owen, William McClure, Thoma Sa
building of the W orkingmen's Institute (gift); from Geor
New York City, a bra badge of the Eighteenth Hussar (O'if ) ·
Mis . W. Turner, Washington, D. C., two ancient Greek
an icon (gift); and from the Treasury Department a c 11 i
national medals struck at the United States Mint, Philadel hi,
ing a portion of the exhibit of the Treasury Department at th
Exposition (deposit).
There were also received from the city council of Philadel hi
erty-bell medal and council badge, used on the occasion of th j
of the bell to the Atlanta Exposition (gift); from the Natural i
Society of New Brunswick, St. John, New Brunswick, photogr I h
Abraham Gesner and Moses H. Perley (gift); from John Laun,
r burg, Va., a ilver watch (gift); from Dr. Cyrus Adler, Smith uic n
Institution, a Bulgarian coin (gift); from the National Society f th
aughter of the American Revolution, a silver ink tray brou ht
America in 1676 by J. Frye and supposed to be of early Saxon n1c: k
a leather wallet used by Maj. Ebenezer Frye, a Washington bad()'
three Lafayette medals in bronze, a silver spoon made from kn
buckle worn by Bvt. Col. Ephraim Sawyer, of Lancaster, Mass., an
a badge a.nd souvenir gold spoon of the Daughters of the American
Revolution (depo it).
M ,sical in truments.-The accessions for the year include six mu ical
in trument btained in exchange from the Lubny Museum, Poltava,
u ia; in trument from Borneo and other localities, acquired
tbr ugh xchang with r . J. ro by Brown; a virginal from Ital!,
ur d by purch
· five mu i al in truments presented by Dr. Willi
bott, Bom.'bay, n ia; c ingle-headed drum from the island
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of Gilolo, and a three-jointed trombone from Sumatra, obtained in
exchange from Mr. M. F. Savage, New York City; a small bird-shaped
earthenware whistle, presented by Hon. W. W. Rockhill, Assistant
Secretary of State; and a musical instrument transmitted by Mr· E.
0. Schuyler, New York City, in exchange.
There were 43 entries made in the catalogue during the year,
embracing the same number of specimens. The entire number oi
instruments in the collection is now more than 1,300.
_
Materia medica.-Owing to the rearrangement of the collections I l l
some of the exhibition halls and the temporary removal of the cases
containing these exhibits, the materia medica collection was rendered
unavailable for exhibition purposes during the greater part of the year.
No special effort to increase the collection was made, therefore, by the
honorary curator, Dr. J.M. Flint, U.S. N., and his efforts therefore have
been largely directed to the care and preservation of the specimens
already on hand, and the routine work of the office incident thereto.
This temporary diminution of active work in this section allowed
the curator to devote some time to microscopic work, in which be has
for many years been interested, and in this connection he paid special
attention to identifying, mounting, and arranging for exhibition a
series of Foraminifera for the department of marine invertebrates. A
paper, by the curator, describing a large number of species of Foraminifera, is being prepared by Dr. Flint for publication by the Museum.
Coincident with his microscopical studies the curator bas devised a
plan for exhibiting microscopical objects not requiring the use of very
high magnifying powers. The instruments used are shown in plates
1-4, and they are best described in Dr. Flint's.own words:
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cally safe from everything but malicious mischief. Special mount
order to increase the carrying capacity of the stage, and for trnnsp r 11 1 j c·t h
stage must be perforated in order that the light may pass upward from tlt r fl ·tu
below. 'l'he instrument now in use in the Museum (Plate 2) wa mad it\ th ,',
1890, has been modified in a few details since, and has successfully ndur d manipulation by thousands of inexpert hands-of children as well as adult - ith n
injury, and this without attendant supervision of any kind.
For the purpose of exhibiting a series of preparations m<,mnted in th u n 1
upon glass slips or "slides," an entirely different form of apparatu b.
n
vised (Plates 3 and 4). A.n indefinite number of slides-from 10 to 100-ar a. t. b
to an endless band of linen by means of thiu brass holders which allow th li l
be changed when desired. This linen band passes over two rollers mount d up n
light brass frame which occupies the place of the "stage" of an ordin ry i r scope. The loops of the band hang free. One of the rollers has a proj ctinrr pi t
with a milled head by means of which it may be rotated, and the two roll r r
connected by a narrow belt at each end. As the rollers are made to revolv , h
band carrying the slides passes horizontally under the microscope, resting m • while upon the two narrow belts and being kept at a definite distance from h
objective of the microscope by two guides, which press upon the slide from ab
The brass frame rests upon a grooved bed-plate which permits a la'teral mo ement
of the frame. This lateral motion i controlled by a screw operated by mean of ,
second milled head in convenient proximity to the one giving the to-and-fro motion.
As in the other instrument, tbe pecimens and nearly all parts of the mechani mare
inclosed in a box secured by a lock, the only exposed parts being the microscope nd
the two milled hea<ls controlling tho motion of the slides.- The advantages of thi
form of appa,rat,ts are that the usual glass slide, 3 inches long by 1 inch wid ,
upon whieh micro copic objects are usually mounted, may be used, and especially
that th focal di tance is not disturb d by differences in thickness of the glass slid s.
The only disadvantage is that the mechanism is somewhat more delicate and complicated than in the other instrument and requires some little protection from the
thoughtles violence of curious children. Microscopes copied from the original here
described have been in use for several years, and no irremediable difficulties have
been found in the way of their perfectly successful operation.
It is safe to say, from present experience, that these methods of installation of
micro copic xhibits promise to open a new and interesting field of observation and
study to museum visitors.

Physical apparatus.-Mr. W. C. Winlock remains in char~e of this
section as honorary curator. During the year there were deposited in
the Mu eum by the Smithsonian Institution twelve pieces of electrical apparatus supposed to have been used. by:Profossor Henry in his
laboratory work at the In titutio ; also sixteen photographs of early
electrical apparatu ·. These photographs were ma~e under the direction of Mi. H nry and were exhibited at the Wo:dd.rs Columbian
Expo ition in 1893. A number of pieces of apparatus were purchased
by the mith onian nstitution and deposited in the Museµm, includmg a pocket dial with ompa, s, five sand-glasses, .a Japanese clock,
an iron clock dial, a hexagonal clock with three dials, .and an hourgla s.
NAT MUS 9 --7

IV.-REVIEW OF WORK IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE
DEPARTMENTS.
FIN.A.NOE, PROPERTY, SUPPLIES, .A.ND ACCOUNTS.

In Appendix VIII will be found a statement showing the amou~t of
the appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, the disbursements under said appropriations, and the disposition of the unexpended balances remaining on band from the appropriations of previous
years. These statements are taken from the report of the chief clerk,
Mr. W. V. Cox.
The routine work of the office, consisting of the preparation of :financial statements, of orders for the purchase of supplies and for the
performance of services, the approval and registration of requisitions
for supplies, the examination of vouchers, etc., has been carried on.
More than 1,500 letters were prepared.
The preparation of a suitable subject index to the letters sent from
this office since 1885 was also taken up during the year. Seventeen
thousand pages have been indexed on slips and are now being arranged
for revision, after which they will be transcribed on cards for permanent
reference. A complete record, on index cards, of all legislative matters
of interest to the Institution bas also been kept.
The building at the corner of Third and B streets, S. W., used for
workshops and storage for the Museum, did not prove satisfactory for
the purpose required, and a large warehouse on Ninth street, about
three squares south of the Museum, was lea ed in tead.
Congress having made an appropriation of $ 00 for the better protection of the Smith onian and Mu eum building from fire, four new
hydrants were placed in po ition during the y ar and a quantity of
new hose purcha ed. The hydrant were put in un er tu upervi ion
of the ngineer department of he I i. trict of Columbia.
an additional aferruard, a numb r of fire xtingui h r ha b en pr ured
and the watch fi r i drill r gularly in fir duty.
l· id jn b xhi i i n ball f h
f
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balance of $3.27 remaining from the allotment of $24,250 fi r
ration, installa,tion, maintenance, and return of thee Thibit.
Mr. Cox assumed charge of the exhibit at Atlauta fr m
9 to December 10, 1895, during the absence of Mr. R. E.

m r

CORRESPONDENCE .A.ND REPORTS.

This division remains under the charge of Mr. R. I. 0 ar .
office force includes two stenographers, one accession clerk, fonr in
and record clerks, one file clerk, one compiler and proof r a 1 r
typewriters, and one messenger. The technical corre8ponden · f th
Museum bas steadily increased each year~ and in 1895-96 mor
12,000 letters and other official papers were prepared in thi
The formal acknowledgment of, and official correspondence ·01111
with, accessions to the Museum collections forms a special fe, ur .
This division js also charged with the preparation and proof readiu · f
the administrative portion of the Annual Report of the Mu enm , n 1
the proof reading and general editorial supervision of the paper in th
Appendix. For several year also the distribution of all Mu um
publication ha· form d I art of tbe work of this office. This entail ,
large amount of r utin work, uch as the preparation of label , h
r vi ion f the mailing Ii t., etc. As a rule, about 15,000 volume au l
4 ,000 parat , re di tributed each year to libraries and individual
on th regular mailing Ji t . In addition, 3,000 to 4,000 application
for pe ial pap r and volumes are received annually.
During th year were di tributed the Report of the Museum for 1 93
Volume XVII of Proceeding of tbe National Museum, the separate
papers in Volume xvur (No. 10 3 to 1082, excepting three papers which
were d layed), and the la. t paper (No. 1032) in Volume xvn. Advance
sheet of two paper containing descriptions of remarkable new genera
and pecie of batrachian and crustaceans obtained by the United
State Fi h Commi ion from an arte ian well at San Marcos, Tex., and
a third, containing preliminary diagnoses of new mammals from the
1exican border of the United States, collected by Dr. E. A. Mearns,
nited State Army, of the International Boundary Commission, have
been printed and distributed. These papers will appear in Volume
XVIII of Proceeding .
A upplemental edition of Part "F" of Bulletin No. 39, "Directions
for Collecting and Pre erving In cts," by the late Prof. C. V. Riley,
wa r c ived from he printer in eptember, and hardly a da,y passes
in which everal r que, t for i are not received; nearly 4,000 copies
have be n already di tribute .
Circular
. 47 wa. is ued during the year. The purpose of th_is
pamphl t i to sp cify be nditions upon which the Museum will
undert ke th examination f m llu, ks sent for identification. The
ending of mat rial f tl1i. kind t the Museum has increased very
greatly during recent y ar ·, and a in almost every instance its return
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was e pected, the curator of the department of mollusks found it very
de irable to at least impose certain conditions upon persons desiring to
obtain expert determinations frolli the Museum in this direction.
· Special effort is now being directed to the work of revising the mailing lists.
The list of libraries is being carefully scrutinized with a view to utilizing the small editions to the best advantage. It is proposed to include
libraries which have attained to the number of 10,000 volumes since
tlle.list was first prepared, as well as to insure the representation on the
list of all towns which contain more than 10,000 inhabitants.
REGISTRATION A.ND DISTRIBUTION.

The registrar, Mr. S. C. Brown, states that there were received during the year 25,249 packages of all kinds, including material for addition to the collections, publications, and supplies.
.
There were 3,195 packages sent out, of which 637 contained specimens transmitted to educational institutions as gifts, or sent to
individuals or institutions in exchange or for study. A few specimens
returned to owners are also included in this number. The entries
made on the incoming transportation record numbered 2,910 and on
the outgoing transportation record I ,487, there being an increase of
about 250 entries in the case of the former record and of more than
700 in the latter.
The number of accessions or "lots" of material received was 1,299,
an increase of 76 over the record for the preceding year. There was
also an increase of ·75 in the "temporary" accessions, consisting of
material received for identification, the total for the present year having been 542. About 27,000 specimens of all kinds have been sent out
as gifts or in exchange, and about 3,000 specimens have been lent for
study.
·
Of the entire number of objects donated to educational establishments perhaps two-thirds consisted of fishes and marine invertebrates.
The remainder was composed largely of geological specimens and casts
of prehistoric implements.
Several special collections of fl hes were prepared in the fall of 1895
from material received from the United States Fish Commi ion.
These were tran mitted to the following institution : Oberlin o11ege
Oberlin, Ohio; tate Normal School, Mankato, Minn.; High chool
Duluth, Minn.; Arkansa Indu trial Univer ity, Faye teviUe Ark.·
niver ity of ebra ka, Lincoln, Nebr.; Iowa State niv r ity, Iowa
i , I wa; Indiana niver ity Bloomington, Ind.; Iu eum f omarative Z l gy, ambriclg , Ma . · Leland 'tanford Ju ior niverity tan£ rd niv r ity, 'al.
f w
nth lat r i h pe ial
c ion
pr par
y th
d ~tat•· l•i. h C mmi. ion in the
n t th follo iDg e t
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men ts: Royal Zoological Museum, Berlin, Germany; Museum of
Natural History, Paris, France; British Museum (Natural Hi tory),
London, England; Zoological Museum, Christiania, Norway; Imp ri 1
Zoological Museum, Vienna, Austria; University of Indiana, Bloomington, Ind.; Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, l\fa .;
University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.
The storage record shows that 305 packages were placed in storage,
while 143 wer:e withdrawn.
In Appendix IX will be found a statement, arranged geographically,
showing in detail to what individuals and institutions specimens ha e
been sent during the year, either in exchange, as gifts, or for study.
The number of lots of specimens sent out is here shown:
United States:
Alabama ..............••.......
Arkansas ... __ .... _........ - - _..
California .. __ ..... _... __ ...... _
Colorado . _. _..... - ..... - .. .. .. .
Connecticut ................... .
D akota .... --·····-·· ......... .
District of Columbia .......... .
Georgia ......... _.. . ....... ... .
Idaho ......................... .
Illinois ........................ _
Indiana ....................... .
Iowa .......... ······.···········
Kansas ............... __ ... .... .
Kentucky ...... .......... .. .. . .
Louisiana ..................... .
Maine .......... _.............. .
Maryland ..................... .
Massachusetts .•.... ....... _.. . .
Michigan ..................... .
Minnesota .................... .
Missouri ......... . ............ .
Montana ...................... .
Nebraska .... ···-·· ...... ··--··
New Jersey ............. _.. . . . . .
New Mexico.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York......................
Ohio ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oregon ....................... .
Pennsylvania . . . . . . . ... . . . . ....
Rhode Island.... . . . • . . . . . • • . . . .

United States-Continued.
South Carolina ............ .... . 2
Texas ........................ __
3
2
Virginia ______ ................ .
10
2
Washington ................... .
5
6
Wisconsin ....•................ . 4
1
1 Foreign countries:
12 ·
Argentina ..................... .
1
5.
Asia ................. .. ....... . 1
2
Australia ..................... .
7
Austria ................... ·.... .
3
6
Belgium ...................... .
1
4
2
Brazil ....... _................. .
9
Canada ....................... .
9
4
1
Chile ...............•..........
1
Denmark....................... 2
1
England....................... 12
4
France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
5
Germany .... ---~ .............. . 5
15
Hungary .............. ~--· .... . 1
4
6
Italy .......................... .
5
Jamaica .................... .. . 1
1
1
New Brunswick ............... .
2
2
Norway···-·· ................. .
2
1
Nova Scotia ................... .
2
1
Russia ..................... -···
1
1
Scotland ....... - ...... - ... - - - - ·
33
2
Sweden ...........••........ . ..
8
1

2

19
3

Total .... __. __ ...•.•.......... 252

1 2
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' he i llowing tabl
bows the number of specimens distributed by
th v, ri u d par m nts during· the year covered by this report, either
a gift or in rchan . :
Department.
Ilistorioal relic , oins, and medals . _____ ...... ______ . __ . _____ ___ . ___ . ___ _________ . --· --·
Musical instruments . . _... _.. _... ______ . ___ .. ___ .. _____ .... _............. .. ., _....... __ -.
Ethnology ...... . . _. _. _. _____ ..... _..... ___ . _. ________ .. .... ........ __ .. __ .......... -. . . .
Prehisto1·ic anthropology ... ___ ......... ___ .. ____ ... _...... _.. ___ .. _____ . ;· _........ --- · -Mammals . _. ..... .. _. _.. __ .. _.. _. _. __ . ___ . ____ . ______ .... _.... __. ____ ... _. _. _..... -.. --. Birds . _- - - ____ . _. _. ___________ . ___ . _. _____________ . _______________ . __ . __ .. ___ .. -. -... ----Birds' eggs ..... ···-- .. __ ... _... _________ ... __ ... ___ .. ___ . ________________ . _________ ----·Fishes. _. _.. _______ . ____________________________ . __ . ___ . ___ . ______ . __ .. __ ... _. ___ . _.. ----Mollusks ______________________ . _______ . _. _... . _____ . __ . _____________ . __ _.. __ . ____ -- -----Insects .. _. ___ . ___ . _____ . ___________ . ______________________ .. ________ . __ . _______ --. --.. -. .
Marine invertebrates- ___ ._ •• _______ . ________ ... _. _________ .... ___ .. _... _.. __ -.... -..... -. Comparative anatomy ___ . _______________________________________ __ _____ .·- __ .------ -- ---Fossils .. _... _.. __ . __ .. _•• ____ . _. _... ______ . _..••• ____ . __ ... _. ____ . ________ .. _. _---. --.. -.
Botany_. -- -. - .......... -• -..... - - .. -...... - - · · · · · · - --· · -· · · · · · · -· · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -·
Minerals ..................•.•••..... - .... -........... - - -· · · · ·· - -· · · · -· · · ··· · · ··· · ·· · ··· · ·
Geology .... , ............ - -.. -- - -.. -• -•...•.. -- -.. - -. -. -· · · · · -· --· · -· -· -· -· · ··· · · · - -· · - -·
Total. .. -- . - _... - _____ . ___ . _. _____________ .. - -...... -..... - -. - -· --·; -· · · · -· · · · -· · --·

Specimens.
17

8
176

1, 4os
264
380
21
14, 630
599
407
4, 702
3

1, 550
805
348
2,373
1 _ __

_

27,700

BUILDINGS AND LABOR.

In Appendix x a condensed statement is pre~ented, showing in a
general way the character of the work performed during the year by
the mechanics and laborers, under the supervision of Mr. Henry Horan.
The report of the latter also contains statements showing the amount
of fuel, gas, and ice consumed, the cost of supplies purchased for th e
department of buildings and labor, and the many items of work performed in addition to those mentioned in the appendix.
WORK OF THE MUSEUM PREP AR.A.TORS.
TAXIDERMISTS.

Mr. William Palmer continues to fill the position of chief tnixidermi t.
He reports that five mammals were mounted during the year, three of
them being intended for exhibition at the Cotton States and International Expo ition at Atlanta. Thirty-seven mammal were cleaned
for this exhibit, and everal were placed upon new tand . The group
of ocky Mountain heep and goats were dismounted and pack d for
bipment to Atlanta.
In additi n t th exp ition work above mentioned t ,n 1 ecimen ·
were cleaned, poi ned, and 1 laced upon new tand .
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During the year ninety mammals were received and skinned.
f
this number more than one-half came from the National Zoologic, 1
Park, as will be seen from the following table:
.Mammals received in the flesh.
From
other
sour

Primates ........................................................................ .
12
Carnivora ......................................................... ...... . ... .... .
18
Ungulata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12
Cbiroptera ........... . .................. .. ......... . ....................................... .
Rodentia...... ................................ ................................ ...
8
Insectivora .................................. , ............................................. .
Marsupialia..... .... .. ...... .... .. ....... ... . .. . ... .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . ...... ... ..
2
Total ..............-..................................... ... . ............... .

52

1
3

1
16
13
4-

38

In addition, thirty-seven specimens of mammals, birds, reptiles, etc.,
were received from the Zoological Park and transferred immediately
to other departments in the Mu eum.
Many of the bodies of the mammals skinned were turned over to the
Bureau of Animal Industry, Department of Agriculture, for examination as to the cause of death, and for the purpose of ascertaining if
they contained parasitet,. A few were sent to the Army Medical
Museum, and others were retained by the department of comparative
anatomy in the National Museum.
A. large number of skins were received to be remade, mounted, etc.
Some of these were dry, while others were fre~h or salted.
Number of skins received.
Department
Museum of .A.gricul·
collection. ture collec·
tion.
13
22
Primates .................................................................... .
29
19
Carnivora .. .. ........ .. ..... ........... ....................... . ............ · ·
24
39
Ungulata ...................... .. , .... ..... ......... .. ..... ................. .
2
7
Rodentia ................. ...... . ....... ........... . .. -................. · · · · · ·
,
..............
Insectivora ............................................................... · · ·
3
Edentata .. ..................... . ....................... -........ , .. ... · · ·····
16
Marsupialia . ................ ... .. .... ...... .... .................... - ..... · · · ,· · · · · · · · · · · · ,

____ _____

Total.·.............................. . ........................... ...... .

89

87
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Fifty-five skins were prepared for the collection of the Department
of Agriculture and 172 were prepared for the study series of the
Museum, as shown in the following table:
Skins rnade np for the study series.
Department
Museum of Agriculcollection. ture collection.
43
27
42
13
30
5

Primates . . ·..................... ·-···-··-·· ............ .. ·-· ······ ........... .
Ungulata ···································-·-········ ······ ····· ···· ·······
Carnivora ....... ··- .. ·-·- .•...... _..•. _.•..... __ .. -·· ....................... .
Chiroptera ..................... _........................ .... ......... .... . · · ·
Rodentia .••.................................•......... . ........... .. ...... · · ·
Edentata ............................•........•......... .... . ....... ... ... ....
Insectivora ..•................................. . ........... ... .... -· · · · · · · · · ·

------------5
29

------ . -·---2
3

16
- - - -5- 5

Total. ....................•.......••.... ···-·· ..... ............... ...... ~

The number of skins remaining on hand June 30, 1896, was 453, as
shown below:
Department
Museum of Agricul·
collection. ture collec·
tion.

Primates ..........•.........•.. - ••••.......... , ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Carnivora ............•...•......•...................................... ······
Ungulata .................................•................ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Rodentia ........... .. ...•.....•........................ · · ····· ······ · ···· · ····
Chiroptera ....................•... _.•.•..........•............ ............ · · ·
Sirenia....... ... ..•. •• . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .......... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .
Marsupialia ............•.......... - ...............•..•........... .. ...... : . ..
I

Total ............•........................................... ··········

21
216
_125

13

38
6

···•··· ···•• •

19

1 ···· ·· · ···· · ·
1_4_ _·_·_· ·_ · _· ·_· ·_ - _· ·

___
1

421

1

32
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decrease is readily explained by the fact that the birds now bein ·
cleaned are larger and require a greater amount of care and labor.
Four birds were mounted, and several poorly mounted specimens were
reduced to skins. Twenty-seven birds, received in the flesh, includin ·
two young 9striches, were skinned for the study series.
OSTEOLOGIST.

There were cleaned for the department of mammals during the year
607 skulls, and for the Department of Agriculture 539 skulls (many of
them being of the larger mammals), making a total of 1,146. Thirtytwo other specimens were also cleaned, 29 of them having been recei ed
in the flesh. Eighteen specimens were mounted, exclusive of the work
done for the exhibit at the Cotton States and International Exposi.
tion at Atlanta. Reference was made last year to the preparation of a
skeleton of Zeuglodon for this exhibit. This work was completed, and
several other skeletons were prepared for the same purpose.
The synoptic series of invertebrates and the series of wax models
showing the development, from the embryo, of the trout, frog, chicken,
etc., were packed up and sent to Atlanta. This work required excep·
tional care, owing to the nature of the specimens. Considerable time
was nece arily spent in repacking the material for return to Washington at the close of the Exposition, and in installing it in the Museum.
A summary of the o teological work is given in the following table:
Mammals.

Birds.

Reptiles.

Fishes.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - -1---·1- - - - -Specimens received fa tho flesh ............... .. .
Cleaned:
Skeletons . : ... : .... .............. ..... .... .. .
Bodies .................................................. .
Skulls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 146
Skeletons cleaned and disarticulateu.............
3
Bodies disarticulated ..•....•...•......•.•...•................
Mounted:
Skeletons .............••...........••....••..
4
Skulls ..........................•............

13

29

6

10
6
1,147

6 ·•• ·•••••• ••••••.••.

1 ... ........ ........ .
13 .•............... - ..

1, 166

16
1

5

11

1

1 . .. ······ · .. ········

- ---1- - - - - - - - -

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total.

--

, 46

9

1

2

-1, 222

1

The workshops of the osteologist were transferred during the year
to the new quarters on Ninth street, S.W., which have been leased by
the Museum for storage and other purposes.
PHOTOGRAPHER.

The photographer, Mr. T. W. Smillie, reports that 1,638 nega~ives
hav been made during the year. Many of these were for the depart·
ments of ethnology, mammals, geology, anthropology, oriental an~i~uities and religious ceremonials, botany, and technology. In additwn,
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1,022 platinum prints, 316 silver prints, 321 cyanotypes, and 5 lantern
lides were made. Considerable miscellaneous work was also done,
uch as numbering and filing negatives, testing inks, restoring large
picture for exhibition, and developing negatives brought in by collectors.
COLORIST.

Mr. A. Zeno Shindler has continued the work of cleaning and restoring such of the paintings in the Catlin Indian gallery as required
attention. He has a]so continued work upon the series of paintings
representing the races of men, nine pictures having now been completed. In addition, two life-size casts of Indians have been painted,
and other incidental work attended to.
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APPENDIX II.
LIST OF ACCESSIONS DURING THE FISCAL YE.A.R ENDING JUNE

30,

1896.
[All accessions which are marked

(A.)

consist of material obtained primarily for exhibition at the
Atlanta Exposition.]·

ABBOTT, Dr. WILLIAM L. (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania): Pen drawing of a
primitive still in actual use uy ·the
natives of the eastern coast of Maclagascar (28960); a large and interesting collection from Madagascar, consisting of ethnological objects, mammal
skins and skulls, birds' skms, birds'
nests, insects from Madagascar and
Kashmir, shells, alcoholic reptiles and
a snake skin, specimen of eel, 5rnusical
instruments, and a model of a dug-out
"lakana," illu tratin er pdmiti v boatbuilding in the region where it was
obtained (29967); a valuable collection
of ethnological object and natural-history specimens, comprising mammals,
shells, eagles, hawks, and other bh-ds
and a snake skin, from Kashmir (30743);
ABEL, J. C. (Lancaster, Pa.) : Arrow and
spear heads, drilled eremonial objects,
and fragments of pottery (29543); 283
stone implements, arrowheads, fragments of pottery, etc. , from Harford
County, Md. (29684); hamm r stone ,
rude chipped implements, and other
objects (29875); grooved hammerstones
and 2 groov d axes (29965); hamm r
stones, grooved axes, arrowheads, and
other objects from the banks of the
usquehanna River (30129).
ACHESON, E. G. (See under The Carborundum ompany.)
ACKLEY, . M., Lieut. Commander, U.S .
. ( avy Department): pecimens of
American ole or Hogchoker, Achirus
lineatus, and Sole or 'l'onguefish, Aphoristia plagii1sa (. ), from the Rio de la
Plata. 30634.
ADLER, Dr. CYR
(Smithsonian Institution): Facsimile of the Leicester codex
of the New Testament, the first American edition of the Hebrew Bible, and
1

ADLER, Dr. CYRUS-Continued.
two photographs of pap yrus of the
Septuagint ( deposit) (29796); plaster
model of the Temple Tower of Babylon
(gift) (29805); 2 fragments of manuscript of a Hebrew Bible, the book of
Joshua Haupt's polychrome edition,
Syriac New Testament, Sbadius Arabic
version of the Pentateuch, Syriac Old
Testament, 2 mannscriptArabicBibles,
and a manuscript Coptic Bible (29813)
(A); piece of pottery found in the year
1891 in an ancient quarry near Jerusalem (gift)(30144); Bulgarian coin (gift)
(30319); costume of a Moorish child
from Tangier (gift) (30567).
ADLER, Dr. FELIX (New York City): Ethnological objects _a nd 50 fragments of
pottery from a cave, "Dos Caminos,"
near Acapulco, Mexico. Exchange.
30206 .
.A.DAMS, H. Q. (Grahamville, S. C.),
through Miss Eva L. Kirk: Specimens
of ancient cord-marked pottery fragments, obtained from creeks. 29547.
AGASSIZ, Prof. ALEXANDER. (See under
Fish Commission, U. S., and Exploring Expedition, U.S.)
.AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF, Hon. J.
terling Morton, Secretary: Specimens
of Ctenotrenia variabilis, Stiles, 1895,
from Long Island, Virginia, and Ames,
Iowa (29663); 1 7 specimens of land and
fresh-water shells, representing 4 specie from the DismalSwamp, Virginia .
(29680); 1 type specimens of Andrya
arnericana leporis, Stiles, 1895; Davainea
retractilis, Stiles, 1895; Davain.ea salnwni, Stiles, 1895; A.ndrya americana-,
Stiles, 1895; and Moniezia oblongiceps,
S . & H., 1893 (29936); 1 type specimen
of Baryssinits legilminicola, Linell
(30047); 1 2 specimens of ZophertlS cos~a-

Deposit.
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hamp, nn<l () pe imens of
oll<•<'t d by ('iior J. Fid
:1 io1rnl
Cu emu , 'an Jose,
i a. (, 091) · 1 Tarantula, Eurypelma p., fr m an omingo, vVest
oll ct t1 b Edgar G. Gedney,
Incli
ew Y rl
ity (3019 ) ; miscellaneous
in ·t , r pr ntinO' 3 species, coll ct d in Ynnsa by F. F. Crevecoour,
nao-n, (30213); 25 speci es of Coleopt ra, collected by Rev. J. L. Zabriskie,
Brooklyn, N. Y. (30247 ) ; 30 specimens
of Diptern, r epresenting 4 sp ecies, collected by William Brodie, Toronto, Canada (30248); 56 specimens of Diptera,
representing 7 species, also colle cted by
Mr: Brodie (30274) ; land and freshwater shells from Mexico and th e western United States, obtained through
Dr. C. Hart Merriam (30310); 68 species
of Coleoptera, collected by Ra_lph Hopping, R edston e Pa,r k, Kaweah, Cal.
(30320); fresh-water crabs and shrimps
from Mexico, collected by Messrs. Nelson and Goldman (30327); types of
Ecyriis f asciatus, Amphionycha amama,
and Aporata.xia lineata, Hamilton, _collected in Texas by C.H. Tyler Townsend (30353); 20 specimens of Aphodii,
representing- 7 srecies, collected by E.
A. Sc?,warz at San Diego and Sharpsburg, Tex. (30357); 80 specimens of
Braz_ilian butterflies, comprising 55
species, collected by J. G. Foetterle,
Petropolis, Brazil (303!.17); 3 species of
shells from Acapulco, Mexico (30400) ·
100 specimens of Diptera and Hemip~
tera, representing 90 species, collected
by William Metcalfe, Port Hope, Ontario, Canada (30478); 20 specimens of
Hymeno?tera, representing 20 species;
10 specimens of Coleoptera, representing 9 species, and 8 specimens of
L epidoptern, r epresenting 7 speci s,
collected by J. G. Barlow, Cadet, Mo.
(30502); 36 species of Hymenoptera
and 30 species of Diptera, colle ted
by William Brodie, Toronto, ntario,
anada. (3056 ) ; specimen.· of wild
oat , A e11 a f atua, from 'orn walli
reg. (30:- 3) · 77 pecimen . of Uym .
nopt ra. }~nd 2 p imen · of Diptera
ntrng 8 p ci , oll ·t d h.
1

-------

'I>

OF-Cont'd.
Prof. T . D. A. Cockerell, Las Cruces,
N. Mex. (30623); insects collected at
San Diego, Tex.J by E. A. Schw arz,
consisting of .1,500 specimens of Cole-_
optera, representing about 500 species; 220 specimens of Lepidoptera,
representing 35 species; 120 specimens
of Hymenoptera, representing 35 species, and 60 specimens of miscellaneous insects, representing 25 . species
(30661) ; 100 specimens of Cerambycidro,
i·epresenting 37 species,_ collected at
Brownsville, Tex., by Prof. C. R Tyler
Townsend (30662); 5 specimens of
parasitic Hymenoptera, r epresenting 2
species, and 2 specimens of Diptera,
representing a single species, collect-ad
by Professor Lintner, New York State
College, Albany, N. 'Y. (30663); ?00
sp~cimens of· Hemiptera, r epresenting
175 species, collected by E. A. Schw~rz
at San Diego, Tex . (30693); 31 species
of misceJlaneous insects collected by
F. F. Crevecreur, Onaga, Kans. (30694);
1,000 specimens of Coleoptera, representing 357 species, collected at Browm:1ville, Tex., by Prof. C.H. Tyler Townsend (30695) ; miscellaneous insects,
collecte\i by F. F. Crevecreur, Onaga,
Kans. (30830, 30213).

AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT

D EPOS ITED IN TIIE NATIONAL HER-

Specimen of Xerophyllum
tenax, Nutt., collected by Vernon
Bailey, Summit, Mont. (29542 ); 13
specimens, collected by W. C. Blasda~e
in California (29572); her b arium speci men from Mrs. E. J. Van Hasbrouck,
F anwood, N. J. (29599); h erbarium
specimen from C. A. Black, Winona,
Kans. (29600) ; her barium specimen of
Rhododendron viscosmn from Calvin J.
Cowles, Wilkesboro, N. C. (29632) · 102
h erb arium specimens, collected by J.
Medley Wood, Natal, Africa (296!2 :
hcrbarium specimen from W . . uk·dorf, ·white Salmon, Wah . (29661) ·
b rbarium pecimens of
onirneli1 a
nudijlora from B. F. Bush, ampbell
Io. (2 71); her barium pecim n
'onimPlina 1•irgi11i ·a from B. F. Bn,.
(2 72) · p im n of .Junous from T. H
K arn y, f I•lorida (2967' ) · - berh rium p c1men of Co-mmelina hirt 11
BARIUM:

it.
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from B. F. Bush, Campbell, Mo.
Thomson, Spartanburg, S. C. (2!'-'1872);
(29687); herbarium specimen sent by
11 her barium specimens from H. \Vurz.W . L. McGee, Clemson College, S. C.
low, I;dustry, Tex., consisting of Ve1'(29695); . specimen of .Ficus elastica
nonia baldwinii : and Gaillardia lanceofrom S. J. Rhoads, Metropolis, Ill.
lata (29879); 12 herbarium sp cimens
(29703); herbarium specimen from
belonging- to the order Liliaceae, from
David Jackson, Dungannon, Ohio
Mrs. A. F. Eby, Lancaster, Pa. (29 0);
(29704); 2 herbarium specimens from
6 herbarium specimens from M. J. Elrod,
_S . S. Boyce, . Rolling Fork, Miss.
Wesleyan University, Bloomington,
(29709); herbarium specimen from
Ill. (29885); herbarium specimen of
G. K. Gilbert, Pueblo, Col. (29710); 10
Verbena venosa, sent by F. W. Mally,
herbarium specimens from E. G. W eiHulen, Tex. (29886); 2 herbarium spe ibel, Fort H.uachuca, Ariz. (29724); 50
mens from James R. Freeman, Washher b arium specimens collected by Mrs.
ington, D. C. (29902); 31 her barium
A. F. Stevens, Amherst, M~ss. (29730);
specimens from Dr. N. L. Britton,
80 herbarium specimens _from the BerColumbia College, N. Y. (29903); 30
lin Botanical Gardens (29739); 208
specimens of Pteridophytes from C. E.
Waters, Baltimore, Md. (29904); 161
herbarium specimens from C. Copiherbarium specimens from A. E. Rickneau, Paris, Fran ce (29740); specimen
secker, Oberlin, Ohio (29908); 7 her baof Calochortus, collected by A. R. Cofrium specimens from T. H. Hillman,
fern, Sheridan, Wyo. (29744); 2 her barium specjmens, collected by TT. C.
tate Agricultural College, Nevada
Oberholser, on Roan Mountain, N. C.
(29926); 3 specimens of cultivated .
(29745); specimen of Sedum from Prof.
plants from L. H. Dewey, Dept. of AgriN. L. Britton, olumbia olle()'e, . Y.
culture (29956); 181 herbarium speci(29749); specimen of Phaseolus paucimens from the Zurich Botanical Garjlorus, Benth., collected by W. E.
den, Zurich, Switz~rland (29968); herbarium specimens of Scfrpus ·marii'ima
Blackburne, Anthony, Kans. (29750);
herbarium specimen of Corallorhizci
from F. L. Scribner, Dept. of Agriculture (29969); specimen of Lespedeza
from G. H. Grinnell, Holbrook, Mass.
from Dr. D. E. Salmon, Dept. of Agri-_
(29826); herb arinm specimen of a1·culture (29977); 6 plants collected by
racenia from l!. E. Boynton, Baltimore,
J. N. Rose (29988); 224 her barium speciMd. (29827); specimen of Viola sagitmens from Washington and Idaho, coltata from C. F. ·wheeler, Agricultural
lected by C. V. Piper, Seattle, Wash.
Colleo-e, Mich. (29832); 36 h erbarium
(29989); 97 Australian plants from
specimens from the University of MinBaron Ferd. von Muller, Melbourne,
nesota (29833); her barium specimen of
Australia (29992); 9 plants collected
Cyp erus dentatus, Torr, from L. H.
by F. W. Thurow, Harveste1;, Tex.
Plumb, Spriugfield, Mass. (29834); 3
(29993); specimen of Quercus douglasii
plants from W. S. Stamper, Vernon
collected in California by W. H. Turner
Mills, Va. (29835); specimen of Rham(30026); 226 dried plants from B. Fink,
nus from John Duncan, Louisville, Ky.
Fayette, Iowa (30027); specimen of
(29836); her barium specimen of HieraEryngiumfrom Miss K. A. Taylor, Balticium canadense, Michx., from G. J.
Imore, Md. (29994) ; specimen of .A rtemisia
son, China, Me. (29837); her barium
frigida from E. D. Stover, Albuquerque,
specimen of Prunus virginiana from
N. Mex. (30032); 2 specimens of Ribes
D. J. Halsted, Wales Center, N. Y.
from Samuel Goodell, Blaine, Wash.
(29 38) ; h er barium specimen of ali.c
(30033); 725 plants collected by C. L.
nigra wardi from W. \V. Ashe, Raleigh,
Pollard in the District of Columbia and
N. C. (29839) ; specimen of Euonymus
vjcinity (30050); 100 her barium speciamerieanus collected by Mrs. J. . R.
mens from Canad.a, sent by James M.
Thomson in partanbnrg, S. C. (29845);
Macoun, Ottawa, Canada (30057); 20
10 her barium specimens sent by John
specimens of Pteridophyta from C. E.
L. Childs, Floral Park, N. Y. (29 64); 3
Waters, Baltimore, Md. (30069); 3 herherbarium specimens from Mrs. J. S. R.
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barium specimens from Miss Juliet
Ethnology (30187); 145 herbarium
Fontleroy, Va. (30077); 7 specimens
specimens from E. E. Gayle, Portcollected in Maryla,nd by F. Y. Coville
land, Me. (30196) ; specimen of Lygo(30071); 7 herbarium specimens from
diurn palmatum, Swm., from C. E.
H. Wurzlow, Industry, Tex. (30078);
Waters, Baltimore, Md. (30221); specimen of Firnbr-istylis laxa, collected by
20 plants from California, sent by
F. Lamson-Scribner in_ New Jersey
W. L. Jepson, Berkeley, Cal. (30079);
(30222); 12 herbarium specimens from
30 plants collected in Nevada aud
the western section of the United States,
California by C. F. Sonne, Truckee,
sent by C. S. Sheldon, State Normal
Cal. (30080); 139 herbarium speciSchool, Oswego, N. Y. (30227); 4 plants
mens from Michigan, sent by Prof.
from the District of Columbia, sent by
W. J. Beal, Agricultural College, Mich.
Prof. E. L. Greene, Catholic Univer(30095); 4 herbarinm specimens from
sity of America (30228); 4 her barium
Florida, sent by F. H. Farrell, Homespecimens from Colorado, sent by G. W.
land, Fla. (30096); 107 plants sent by
Osterhout, New Windsor, Colo. (30229);
W. M. Canby, Wilmington, Del. (30104);
102 Carices, sent by Prof. F. Lamsonspecimen of Erigeron leibergi, sent by
Scribner, Department of Agriculture
Thomas C. Porter, Easton, Pa. (30105);
(30267); 4 herbarium specimens of Um260 specimens collecte<l by the Hayden
bellifene from Mrs. Katharine BrandeSurvey, and 240 plants from Pennsylgee, San Diego, Cal. (30268); 6 Alaskan
vania, sentbyThomasC. Portei(30106);
plants from Thomas Howell, Clackspecimen of Tribulus rnaximus from the
amas, Oreg. (30282 ); specimen of MalDistrict of Columbia, collected by G.
vastrurn splendens from Dr. A. Davidson,
H. Hicks, Washington, D. C. (30121);
Los Angeles, Cal. (30283); 27 miscellaspecimen of A nocla pentaschista, sent
neous plants from California, sent by
by G . C. Nealley, San Diego, Tex.
Miss Alice Eastwood (30284); part of a
(30135); 660 plants, sent by Prof. .J.
type specimen of Pitheoolobimn acatlense,
Fowler, Kingston, Ontario, Canada
received through J. N. Rose (30299 );
(30141); 189 plants from Buckhannon,
specimen of Microme1'ia doiiglasii, sent
W. Va., from W. M. Pollock (30142);
by Gerhard Leff, San Luis Obispo, Cal.
2 specimens of Ficus from Mexico,
(30300); specimen of Botryohinrii boresent by Miss Alice Eastwood, Caliale from G. E . Davenport, Medford,
fornia Academy of Sciences, San FranMass. (30325); 16 specimens of mcisco, Cal. (30143); 43 plants from New
bellifene, collected by Marcus E. Jone ,
York, sent by A. K. Harrison, Lebanon
Salt Lake City, Utah (30354); 43 la Springs, N. Y. (30153); 43 Australian
kan plants from Thomas Howell
plants from Baron Ferd. von Miiller,
(30361); specimen of Eucalyptus morMelbourne (30154); 620 specimens of
toniana, sent by Abbot Kinney, Lo Anplants from Wyoming, sent by Aven
geles, Cal. (30387); 2 plant from ~nnNelson, University of Wyoming, Larasylvania, ent by C. N. Locbman
mie (30171); 469 plants from W. M. Van
Bethlehem, Pa. (303 ) ; 270 plant olSickle, West "ew York, N. J. (30172);
lectecl by Frank Tweedy, Washington:
plant from G. H. Hicks, Washino-ton
. C. (303 9); 17 Mexican plant from
D. C. (30180); 2 plants from fiss Alic'
frs. Katharine Brandegee (30390 ; 6
Eastwood, , an Francisco, Ca.1. (30181 ) ;
Nebraskan plants from . )1. Bat~~.
spe ·im n of Pedicn1aris t'erticillatci from
Theodor Holm, D pc rtment of .AgriLong Pine, ebr. (30391); 800 Florid
culture (301 2); 3sp<>cim<'nsof olorado
plants collected by G. Y. "a h, olnmplants, s n t by . E.
terhout,
w
bia College, New York (30392); 2 P iWindsor, Colo. (301 3); 7 ! plant, from
m ns of IJryopteris marginalis from . L.
. L. Topping, ·washington
Pollard (30407); 23 herbarinm p ci(. 01 ) ; fi h rharinm pe<'im ns obm n from r. . L. l ritton, olnmbi
' in d from th Kio, a Indian ' . erCollege,
w York (30U ) · 5 Can n tion kl: homa. Teni ory, hy Jam
c1ian phanero ams, sent b the
oIooney, of th Bureau of merican
logicaL urvey,Ottawa, anada (30ffi ·

I
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AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF-Cont'd. AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF-Cont'd.
500 plants from Guatemala, sent by J. D.
barium specimens ( Syndesmon thalictroiSmith, Baltimore, Md. (30444); 72plants
des (L) Hoffmg. and Allium vineale (L)
from New Mexico, collected by Dr.
(30630) ; specimen of Delphiniwni triWashingtonMatthews: U.S. A. (30451);
come from E. L. Knightly, McCullougbs, 0. (30631); 460 pla,nts from
2 specimens of Rhus michauxii, sent by
southern California collected by EdC. D. Beadle, Biltmore, N. C. (30452);
plant from Wyoming, sent by Prof. T.
ward Palmer (30669); 3 plants from
C. Porter, Easton, Pa. (30454); speciH.J. Draut, Larned, Kans. (30672); 5
m en of Cotyledon from Lo-wer CaliforCalifornian plants from Dr. N. L. Britnia · (30461); specimen of Schizcea bifida
ton, Columbia College, N. Y. (30681); 3
from E. A. Schwarz, collected in Greyplants from Tennessee sent by . 0.
Barnes, Nashville (30684); specimen of
mouth, New Zealand (30469) ; 50mosses
Callitriche austini collected by Theo.
from J. Cardot, Stenay, Meuse, ·F rance
Holm, Department of Agriculture
(30470); 211 h erbarium specimens from
(30686); 9 plants from Minnesota colA. H.Curtiss, Jacksonville, Fla.(30475);
lected by L. R. Moyer, Montevideo,
6 specimens of Naiadicece from Prof.
Minn. (30712); plant from Virginia sent
William R. Dudley, Palo Alto, Cal.
by G. S. Miller, jr., Front Royal, Va.
(30480); 266 plants from T nnessee pre(30713); plants collected in Maryland
sented to the Museum by the University
by H. W. Olds, Woodside (30734); plant
of Tennessee, Knoxville (30482) ; 36 her. ·ent by Mrs. R. Van Dien, Anandale,
barium specimens from E. Bethel, DenN. J. (30735); 222 Alaskan plants sent
ver, Colo. (30507); 564 Colorado plants
by M. W. Gorman, Portland, Oreg.
from C. S. Crandall, :Fort Collins, Colo.
(30528); 425 specimens of ,,,e1:1tern
(30747); 30 dried plants from Texas,
sent by C. L. Marlatt, Department of
plant belonging to Hayden's collecAgriculture (30748); 48 specimens of
tion, from T. C. Porter, Easton, Pa.
Florida algro sent by A. H. Curtiss,
(30530); 7 specimens of Banlcsia from
Jacksonville (30759);
lichens sent
Baron }i'erd. von Muller, Melbourne,
by Bruce Fink, Fayette, Iowa (30760);
Australia (30549); 23 specimens of
30 plants from Sonora collected by
plrnnerogams and cryptogams (30550);
W J McGee, Washington, D. C. (30761);
33 plants from C. A. Davis, Alma, Mich.
225 plants from New York sent by
(30551); specimen of Phacelia stricliW. W. Rowles, Ithaca, N. Y. (30773);
flora from T. V. Munson, Denison, T x .
751 plants from Kansas sent by C.H.
(30555); 10 plants from Lower CaliforThompson, St. Louis, Mo. (30778); 75
nia, sent by J. E. McLellan (30560); 10
plants from Massachusetts, sent by
species of plants raised from seed colWellesley College (30787); 16 specilect ed by J. . Rose from the greenmens of Jnnci from S. M. Tracy, Agrihouses of the Department of Agriculcnltural College 1 Miss. (30789); 116
ture (30562); 2 berbariam specimens
African plants sent by J. M. Wood,
(Arbutus xalapensis texana and Sophora
Durban, Natal, Africa (30794); plant
sec1mdijlora) from G. A. Schattenberg,
from New York sent by Mrs. Mary W.
Boerne, Tex. (30563); plant from FlorCoy, Mount Morris, N. Y. (30797); 9
ida from Mr. Benton, D partment of
specimens of Umbelliferrn from Idaho,
Agriculture (30593); 8 plants from Alasent by A. A. Heller Lancaster, Pa.
bama collected by Dr. Charles Mohr
(30804); specimen of Trillium cernuum
(30594); 69 species of Coleoptera and
from Amos L. Griffith, Pell City, Ala.
ants from Kansas, collected by F. l!,.
(30818); specimen of Apogon humilis
Crevecreur, Onaga, Kans. (30595); 53
from C. N. Gould, Winfield, Kans.
specimens collected by Vernon Bailey,
(30819); specimen of Jatropha berlandWashington, D. C. (30617); herbarium
ieri from R.H. Brown, Campbelltown,
specimen of Orthocarpus purpurascenB
Tex. (30820); specimen of Asclepias verfromE . G. Still, Livermore, Cal.(30621);
ticillata, L., from J. M. Brown, Eden,
specimen of Medicago minima from J.
Ala. (30821); 3 specimens of plants· beRevercbon, Dallas, Tex. (30629); 2 her-
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AGRI ULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF-Cont'd.

ARUP BROTHERS (exhibit at the Cotton
States and International Exposition,
Atlanta, Ga.): Six pieces of Royal Copenhagen porcelain, 2 pieces of Ipsen's
faience and 3 specimens of iridescent
glass. (.A.) Purchase. 30324.
ASHE, W , W. (See under Department of
Agriculture.)
ASHMEAD, W . H. (Department of Agriculture): Specimens of .Aphodii, consisting of Aphodius cegrotus, Horn., and
Atcenius lecontei, Harold, from Florida
(new to the Museum collection). 30366.
ATTWATER, H. P. (San Antonio, Tex.):
Seventeen birds' eggs, representing 4
species, also 2 nests (gift) (30090); 3
specimens of Woodpecker, Melanerp es
forniicivorus aculeatus from Texas (gift)
(30162); 300 birds' skins from Texas
(purchase) (30639) ; 2 skins of Apheloconia cyanotis, and 4 skins of Dend1·oica
chrysoparia, 20 eggs of .Aphelqcorna cyanotis, and 8 eggs of Dendroica chriJsoparia
(purchase) (30697).
AuDENREID, Mrs. M. C. (Washington, D.
C.): Japanese armor. Deposit. 30001.
AUTOCOPYIST COMPANY (London/ England): Photo-autocopyist outfit and
specimens of work. Purchase. 30638.
AVERY , W. C. (Corinth, Vt.): Insects.
29921.
AzEEZ, Miss A. A. (Brooklyn, N. Y.):
Four ancient Egyptian vessels of stalagmi te marble, 6 ancient terrn-co_tta
lamps, an oil vessel, and a P ersian
pierced l amp (30209) ; Egyptian amulets and carvings, Tyrian terra-cotta
head ancl holy oil jug, and a brass holywater v essel (the Holy Grail of tbe
Imam) (30210) . Purchase.
BABBITT, J. 0 . (Dighton, Ma s.) : Thirtyfive arrowheads. 29723.
BABBITT BROTHERS (Flagstaff, Ariz.):
Volcanic sublimation product8 from
nrar Flagstaff. 3040 .
BACIIMAN, GEORGE W. (Fr eeman bOl'"·
Pa.): Arrowhead from "\ a nington
onnty, Pa. 30110.
partBAILEY, ERN0N. ( ee under
mrnt of Agriculture.)
BAKER, J, R NK • ( ee und r bicn"
uck, 6
A ac1 my of eien es.)
uc.k, and BAKER, J r. FRA,"JL (, e nod r ru~tbu k fr 111
onian In titution ational Zoologic

longinrr to the family Juncace::e, collected by Prof. Marshall A. Howe,
University of California, Berkeley, Cal.
(30 22); sp cimen of Oymopterus corrugatms from J.B. Leiberg, Hope, Idaho
(30823 ) ; 681 plants from J.B. L eiberg
(30828).
ALDRICH, T. H ., Hon. (Washington, D.
C. ): Species of .A.mphidromus from the
Philippine Islands. 30569.
ALEXANDER, A.. B. (See under Fish Commission, U.S.)
ALLEN, FRANK (Woodside, Md.): Specimen of Scalops aquatfous. 30788.
ALLEN, Dr. H. N. (See under W. W.
Rockhill.)
ALLEN, PARDON (Auburn, Me.): Antique
candle-stick, snuffers, and lamp. Exchange. 20738.
·
ANTHONY, A. W. (San Diego, Cal.): Collection of mammals from California,
consisting of 71 skins and skulls and 20
alcoholic specimens (purchase) (29675) ;
12 birds' skins, principally from California ( deposit) ( one skin returned)
(29909) ; 4: Petrels, consisting of 2 specimens of Puffiniis tenuirostris and two of
Fulmarus columba (gift) (30256); bird
skin from Colorado (deposit) (30436) ; 3
birds' skins from California ( deposit)
(30554); skeleton of Petrel (Fulmarus
rodgeri), and 3 t ype specimens of birds
(gift) (30676); 2 dried specimens of
Oceanodrorna socor1·oensis (gift) (30805);
skeleton of Puffin us griseus (gift) (30817) .
APPLETON, J. W. M. (Salt Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.) : Specimen of impure
graphite. 3064-4.
ARKANSAS COMMISSION TO COTTON
STA.TES A.ND INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION (transmitted by L. Vincenheller, Commissioner, Little Rock, Ark .):
twenty specimens of mmerals. (.A.)
30294.
AR LD, EL0 (Pasadena, Cal.) : pecimen of cala lineala, ay, from the
outhea tern coast of t he United, 'tates.
29 07.
T

anYa lack
.

I

3 21.,.

Park ) .

LIS'l' OF . ACCESSIONS.

BALDASANO, SENOR ARTURO. (See under
Sorja y Mata, Senor Arturo. )
BALL, E . P. (Palmer, Mass. ) : Photograph
representing three views of a birdshaped object. 29983.
BANGS, OUTRAM (Boston, Mass.): Five
eggs and two nests of Olive-sided Flycatcher, Contopus borealis, from Mass.
(29942); specimen ofMenippemercenaria
from St. Marys, Ga. (30584).
BARBER, Dr . E . A.. (West Chester, Pa.):
Mouth portion of a tubular pipe from
the southwestern section of Colorado.
30240.
BARDROFF, JOSEPH & SON (Washington,
D. C.): Imported English Blue Pouter
Pigeon. 30611.
BARLOW, CHESTER (Santa Clara, Cal.) :
Two eggs of California Pigmy Owl,
Glaucidium gnomo californica. 29915.
BARLOW, J. G. (See under Department
of .Agriculture.)
BARNE , . 0 . ( ee under .Agriculture,
Department of.)
BARNE , r. WILLIAM (Decatur, 111.):
Sev nty-:fi.ve specimens of orth American Lepidoptera (new to, or poorly represented in the Museum collection)
(30004); 60 specimens, representing 35
species of North .American Lepidoptera
(30111). Exchange.
BARNUM & BAILEY (Bridgeport, Conn.):
Specjmen of Oris tragelaph1.ts . 30657.
BARTLEMAN, R. M. (United States onsul,
.Antigua, West Indies): Four photographs of caribs and rock etchings.
30729.
BART 'CH, PAUL (U. . N. M.): Nest and 2
eggs of Ruby-throated Humming bird,
Trocliilus colubris, from Four Mile Run,
Va. 30793.
BATES, G. M. ( ee under Department of
Agriculture.,
BAULCH, WILLIAM (Fort Monroe, Va. ) :
An abnormal orange. 29667.
BEADLE, C. D. (See under Department
of Agriculture.)
BEAL, Prof. W. J . (See under Department of Agriculture,)
BEALE, C. F . T. (Geor retown, D. C.): Autograph of James Rumsey, constituting
a receipt to a bill for making two bellows, £5 10s., rendered against the
"Potomack Company' 1 February 11,
1786, bill approved by George Wash-
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BEALE, C. F. 'l'.-Continued.
ington with his autograph signature.
29636.
BEAN, Dr. T. H. (New York Aquarium,
Battery Park, N. Y.): Two specimen of
Nereis limbata, Ehlers, from near Ab econ Beach, N. J., obtained by Alfred
Hand, Philadelphia . 29997.
BECK, R. H. (Berryessa, Cal. ) : Two birds'
skins, representing 5 species, from anta,
Cruz Island and Sonoma County, Cal.
29603.
BELLUCCI, Prof. GUISEPPE (Perugia,
Italy), through Thomas Wilson: A coll ection of archreological objects, consisting of cores, flakes, scrapers, and
arrowheads of fl.int, polished hatchets,
glass beads and discs, and clay spindlewhorls. Deposit. 30806.
BENDIRE, Maj. CH.\.RLES, U. S. A.: Info orial earth from ·w hite Head Lake,
Ilerkimer County, N. Y. (2!::1747); 4 eggs
of Mountain Chickadee, Pa1·-ns gambeli,
from Arizona, and 5 eggs of Pine Grosbeak, Pinicola enucleator, from Maine
(29941) . (See under D. B. Burrows,
W . B. J-udson, and Dr. W. L. Ralph.)
BENJAMIN, WILLIAM EVARTS (New York
City) : Hebrew ceremonial man uscript,
first and second edition of American.Greek Testament. (A.) Purchase.
29660.
BENTON, Mr. (See under Department of
Agriculture.)
BERGER, G. G., (Santos, Brazil, transmitted by H. C. Smith, United States
consul) : Skin of a Brazilian Sloth,
Bradypus. 29842.
BERGMANN, C. F.W. (Washington, D. C.):
Specimen of Regal Walnut-moth, Citheronia regalia. 29639.
BERLIN BOTANICAL GARDENS, (See under Department of Agriculture.)
BETilEL, E . (See under Department of
Agriculture.)
BETTES-WORTH, G. w. (Omaha, Nebr.):
, pecimens of soil, sa,nd, rock, bones,
ashes, shells, pottery, flints, etc ., from
ash layers in ancient burying grounds
at 'miths Canyon and Bellevue, Nebr.
3024.2.
BI K .i: Ir.LL, J. Y. (Buffalo, N. Y.): Pair of
Bl ack Minor ca Fowls. 30752.
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BILLINGS, W.R. (Ottawa, Canada): One
hundred and thirteen specimens of
Trenton bracbiopods from the vicinity
of Ottawa. Exchange. 30645.

BEOEPPLE, J.P. (Muscatine, Iowa): Curiously formed pearl taken from a Unio.
30714.
BOFILL, Senor ARTURO (Museo Martorell, Barcelopa, Spain): Three speciBINKLEY, S. H. (Alexandersville, Ohio):
mens of Cretaceous gastropods. 30367 Arrowhead with an accretion of limeBOND, G. J. (Washington, D. C.): Arstone. 29727.
row obtained from the Sioux Indians.
BISHOP, H. R. (New York): Specimen of
30340.
Silesian jade. 30037.
BONNET, ANDRE (Paris, France) ~ ColBLACK, C. A. (See under Department of
lection of Tertiary fossil shells from the
Agriculture.)
Paris Basin. Exchange. 29607.
BLACKBURN, Dr. J. ""'· (Washington, D . BOOTH, JOHN (Coalville, Utah): MinC.): Snake from the grounds of St·
erals. 30149.
Elizabeth's asylum. 30315.
BoucARD, A. (Oak Hill, Spring Vale,
near Ryde, Isle of Wight, England) :
BLACKBURNE, W. E.
(See under DeOno thousand three hundred and forpartment of Agriculture.)
ty-six birds from various parts of the
BLACKFORD, J. w .. (Berkeley Springs,
.world (29707); 1,580 birds' skins from
W. Va.): Bullet found in St. Johns
different regions, containing m any
Run, near Berkeley Springs, supposed
species and several genera new to the
to have been one of the bullets fired
Mnseum collection (30421).
by the British troops under General
BOWERS, M. A. (Little Rock, Ark.):
Braddock. 29781.
Galls of Pemphiuiis populicaulis. 30068.
BLACKMAR, Gen. W.W. (Boston, Mass.):
Two photographs of the" Grant chair." BOWLES, c. w. (Ponkapog, Mass.):
Nest and 4 eggs of Swamp Sparrow,
30668.
Melospiza georgiana, from York County,
BLAIR, R. A. (Sedalia, Mo.): TwentyMe. (29734); nest and 5 eggs of Swamp
seven specimens of Lower CarboniferSparrow (30720).
ous (Choteau) fossils (29697); 18 specimens of Lower Carboniferous (Choteau) BOYCE, S. S. (See under Department of
fossils ( 297 65).
Agriculture.)
BLAISDEL, Dr. F. E. (Mohel Hill, Cal.): BOYNTON, F . E. (See under Department
Type specimen of Helops stenotr-ichoof Agricuiture.)
BOYNTON, Mrs. H. v. (Washington, D.
ides1 Blaisdel. 30430.
C.): Nest of California Bushtit from
BLAKE, W. P. (director Arizona School
Pasaden:l.. 30537.
of Mines, Tucson, Ariz.): Two speciBRADLEY, EDGAR J . (Happy Valley
mens of volcanip tufa. 30382.
Waterworks, South Australia): Three
BLANCHARD, G. (.Junction, Ohio): Arcrabs, a hermit crab, and two crayrow and spearheads, grooved axes, and
fishes (29831); shells, crabs, specimen
other objects from Paulding County.
of JJlynnecia forflcata, Fab ., and two
30273.
Geckos (29895) ; 11 specimens of BLA....'WHARD, Prof. RAPHAEL, (Paris,
Chasrnagnatlms haswellianus, WhiteFrance) : Alcoholic parasitic worms.
Exchange. 29624.
l egge (30107); starfish, crab , an
specimens of Branchiopus (30575). ExBLA DALI~, W. C. ( ee under Agriculture, Department of.)
change.
BLODGETT, FREDERICK ( Tew Brnns- BRAIDA, . C. (Washington, D . C.): Pair
of iron stirrnps from an Jo , o
wi k , N. J. ) : Specimen · of lilJ{Jodimn
palmatum. 30113.
Ri a, up posed to have belong d to th
BL T K, A. E. (,John town, 1 • Y.): Prize
'ortez period. 30128.
R cl Pyle Garn fowl. 30722.
BRALEY, MiRs ETTA, (\ ashington
BOA, ,
r. 1' RA. ·z (~ ew ork): Serie of
'.) : p cimen of Lachnosterua diffini •
cedar-bark ornament ancl ma ·ks from
Blan h, from Arkansas. 30 3.
Fort Rnp rt, British 'olnmbia. Purfr . KATHARI E.
chase. 30192.
epartmen of. )

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
BRANDES, Dr. GUSTAV (Zoologisches Institut, Halle, a/s, Germany): Specimens of Ctenotamia leuckarti (=co-type
of Dipylidium leuckarti; Ctenotamia
goezei (=co-type of Dipylidiu1n lcitissimum; and Ctenotamia pectinata (=DipyUdiwrn pectinatum, Riehm. Exchange.
29946.
BRAY,P.H. (Washington, D . C.): Twelve
birds from Madagascar. Purchase.
29645 .
BREED, ESTATE of Dr. DANIEL
ashington, D. C.), transmitted by Prof. B. T.
Janney, administrator: Species of
coral, 7 species of mollusks, 100 species
of Paleozoic fossils, 36 species of Mesozoic fossils. 30076.

cw

BRETHERTON, B ..J. (Newport, Oreg.):
Two specimens of Townsend's Sparrow,
Passerella iUaca unalaschensis, from Kadiak Island, Alaska (exchange) (29641);
2 skins of Microtus montanusf (gift)
(30217); 7 species of Lepidoptera ( <Tift)
°(30468) .
BRETT, \VALTER (Lak port, Cal.): pccimen of Balbiania falcatula, Stiles, 1893.
29933.
BREWER, Dr. M. M. (See under Dr. D.
S. Lamb.)
BREWSTER, WILLIAM(Cambridge,Mass.):
One hundred and forty-one birds' skins,
representing 51 species, from various
portions of Mexico and the United
States. 30252.
BRIA , Capt. II. T. (Washington, D.
C.): Rpecimen of Atalapha noveboracensis. 29552.
BRICE, Capt. J. J., U. . N. ( ee under
Fish Commission, U.S.)
BRITISH
WE T
I DIA
COMMITTEE
(transmitted by Dr. David harp, Cambridge, England): One hundr cl and
sixty-five specimens of insects, representing 83 species of parasitic Hymenoptera, from Grenada, West Indies. I
29922.
BRITTON, Dr. N. L. (, ee under Agriculture, Department of.)
BROCKETT, PAUL, u. s. N. M.: Two skins
with skulls of Brown Rat, Adelonycterus
fuscus. 29773.
BBODIE, WILLIAM. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
BRODNAX, Dr. B. H. (Brodnax, La.):
Specimens of Bee ( Colletes thoracioa)
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BRODNAX, Dr. B. H.-Continned.
(30557); 2 eggs of Turkey Btizz::ml,
Cathartes aura (_30718).
BROKA w, L. W. (Carmel, Ind.): Tw Ive
eggs of Snowy Plover, ..!Egialites nivosa ·
11 eggs of Least Tern, Sterna anbilla1·urn, and 9 eggs of Pigmy Nuthatch,
Sitta pygmea, from California. Exchange. 29768.
BROOKS, W. E. (Mount Forest, Outario,
Canada): Three skins of Hippola-is caligata, and 3 skins of Acrocephaliis cigricola. 30458.
BROOKS, Dr. W. IL, Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, Mel.), transmitted
by Charles P. Sigerfoos: Skin of ea
Lion, Zalophus californicus, from Druid
Hill Parle 30102.
BROWN, C. F. (Hot Springs, Ark.): Five
specimens of quartz ( crystals distorted
and modified). 30296.
BROWN, EDWARD J. (Washington, D. C.):
Paroquct (Palm01·nis torqu,ata), in the
flesh (29637); egg of Audubon's Shearwater, Piiffin.us aucluboni, from Ragged
Island, Bahamas (30779).
BROW • Mrs. J. CROSBY (Orange, N. J.):
Virginal from Italy (purchase) (29593);
musical instruments from Borneo (exchange) (29793); 7 musical instruments
from France, China, New Caledonia,
England, Spain, and New Guinea (exchange) (30167); Melodeon (30431).
BROWN, JAMES M. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
BROWN, Mrs. N. M. (Ashtabula, Ohio):
Eight hundred and six plants, collected
by E. W. Nelson in New Mexico. Purchase. 30122.
BROWN, R. H. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
BROWN, Capt. W. C., U. S. A.: Apache
carrying basket, and a basket in process of construction, with tools and
materials used. 30140.
BROWN, WILLIAM Du VAL (Washington,
D. C.): Sword, belt, and buckle presented to Maj . Gen. Jacob Brown by
· the State of New York; gold snuffbox
presented by the city of New York, and
a gold medal presented by Con~ress for
services at the Battle of Chippewa,
Niagara, and Erie, in 1814. Deposit.
30-137.
BROWN WILLIAM FINDLAY. (See under
City Council of Philadelphia.)
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ELL,
E'T OF LIE T. FRANK
Tran mitt d by Wa hington Loan
aml Trust iompany, xecutor of estate :
vol r, a,p onrn,rnent, and scarf pin
owne l by the la,te ol. E. E. Ellsworth;
n-old medal pre ented to Lieutenant
Brown 11 by the itizens of Troy; medal
of honor presented by Congress; medal
containing a piece of the Marsha,11
House flag; badge of the Society of the
Army of the Potomac; dagger presented
by the citizens of Boston; rope watchchain made from a Marshall House :flaghalyard, and a revolver presented by
the New York Board of Brokers. 30411.
BRUCE, M. W. (Washin gt on, D. C. ):
Photograph of Eskimo children from
Port Clarence, Ala.ska. 30513.
BRUNETTI, E . (London, E n gland): Ninetysix specimens of British Diptera. Exchange. 29558.
BRUNNER, F. J., (Washington, D. C.):
Coleoptera from Kansas. 30308.
BRYANT, H. G. (Philadelphia,Pa. ): Model
of a Rtone lamp and cooking pot from
North Greenland. 30514.
BUERBAUM, T. (Salisbury, N. C.): Casts
of two gold nuggets. 30548.
BURDEN, C. E. (Washington, D. C.) :· Specimen of Cymindis neglecta, Hald. 29887.
BURGER, PETER (U. S. N. M.): Specimen
of Atalapha noveboracensis, in the flesh.
29748.

BURNETT, Dr. S. M. (C osmos Club, Washington, D. C.): .Miniature Bible. ,A .)
D eposit. 29798.
BURNS, FRANK (U.S. Geological Survey):
Shells from Northern Texas. 29817.
Bmrns, W. R. (Concord, Ky.): Archreological objects from Kentucky. (29649,
30671.)

BURROW ' D. B. (Lacon, Ill.), through
Major Bendire: Four specimens of Cassin's Sparrow, Peuccea cassini, from
T xa . 29743.

CMSAR, CoL. G. (Franklin Furnac r _ - ·
J.): Specimen of fowlerite in calcI_ Ji
1
and a, specimen of caswellite
willemite. (30558, 30598.)
CALCUTTA BOTANICAL GARDEN (CalcU
India): 511 her barium. specimens. E.s:change. 29883.
CALL R. ELLSWORTH (Cincinnati, Ohio ) =
Ei~hty-three bats, 250 alcoholic ba -t;s;
.
D1ptera
and l arvre f rom Mammoth
Cave, Ky. (30251, 30396! 30531, 30B-i2 - )
CALL, Dr. S. J. (Ungar Island, Alaska ):
Eggs of Golden-crowned Sparro~.,
1
Zonotrichia 1J01'onata, Dwarf Her1::° t
nd
Thrush, Turd,ns unalaschlcce, Sa -WIC:1"
Sparrow, .Ammodramus sandwichenszs
( 29762) · collections of birds' eggs from
' and Atka islands,
·
Al as ka '
Shumagin
·
and
representing one new ·species,
several species but poorly represented
in the Museum collection. (30063 ·)
CAMPBELL, J. MACNAUGHT (Kelvingro-v-e
Mueeum, Glasgow, Scotland): Forty
disks and parts of 2 rings of can~ el
coal from the old section of Portpatnck
church-yard·, Wigtonshire. Exchange.
29881.

CAMPBELL, Mrs. J. E. (_Pasadena, Cal.):
Shells from California. (3000~, 3o37o,
30495.)

CAMPBELL, W. P. (Bet h any, W. Va. ):
Maori robe made of New Zealand flax:.
(A.) Purchase. 29561.
CANBY, W. N. (See under Agriculture,
Department of. )
CARDOT, J. (See under Agriculture, Department of. )
CARL WOHLGEMUTH (Bozen, ooth Tyrol,' Austria): Beer mug, 2 copp r
wine pots quill work belt and a for ca
from. the Tyrol. Exchange. 30-!02.
CARROLL, B. F. (Blooming Grove Tes.):
Thin-Ii bone of a mammoth. 30609.

LIST OF .A.CCE,SSIONS.
CASTOR, 'r. H., & Co. (Boston, Mass. ) :
" The Process Year Book," London ,
1896. 30798.
CAWOOD, W. H. H. (Weedonsville, Va.) :
Wrought-iron frame, made t o fi t the
body of a man , in w hich was found a
h uman skull. Deposit. (Returned. )
29598.
CHAMBERLAIN, Dr. L. T. (The Chelsea,
New York City) : Thirty specimens of
fresh-water shells, Unios, an d other
mat erial from New Zealand (gift)
(29962) ; collection of southern gems,
gemmine:rnls, and other specimens (presented to the Smithsonian Institution,
and deposited in t he ational Museum
with t he I saac Lea collection) (30317);
specimen of gr een tourm aline, weighing 57¼ carat s, from Mount Mica, Me.
(presented to the Smithsonian Instit u t ion and depos ited in the Nati011 al Museum w it h the Isaac Lea ollection )
(30362); 22 species of sll Us principally
from Borneo (pr sent ed to the rnithsonian Institution and deposited in the
National Museum) (30374) ; 14 sp ecies
of nios from Arkansas and Texas (presented to the Smithsonian Institution
and deposited in the National Museum)
(30427.) ; 1,716 h ells, representing 209
species from various localities in Te_ a
(presented to the Smithsonian Institution and d eposited in the ational fuseum) (30648); nugget of native ilver,
weighing 448 ounces, from near Globe,
Pinal County, Ariz. (gift) (30664) .
CHAPMAN, N . .A.. (Twin burg, Ohio) :
Plaster cast s of stone implements and
other arch reological obj ects. Presented
to the Smithsonian Institntion and deposited in tl.Je National Mu eum . 30675.
CHAPMAN, R. H . (, ee under Interior
Depart1ment, . S. G. S.)
CHASTER, GEORGE W . ( ontbport, England) : Specimens of Odostomia lactea,
.Jeff., from the coast of Teignmou th
(exchange) (29615); 10 species of small
Mediterranean shells (gift) (30214 ) .
CHATARD, Dr. T. M. (U. . Geologi cal urvey) : Specimen of margarite on emery
from Chester, Mass. 30679.
CHICAGO ACADE:\1Y OF Scrn CES, (Chicago, Ill. ), transmitted by Frank C.
Baker: Unionid re from Illinois and
Indiana. (30132, 30433, 30829.)
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CHILDS, J. L. (See under Agriculture,
D epartment of.)
CHITTENDEN, F. H. (See u nder Agri ·ulture, Department of. )
CHITTENDEN, NEWTON H. (Mill Riv r
Mass. ) : .A.rchreological obj ects from
Massachusetts, Arizona, British Columbia, and Mexico. 30486.
CHRISTY, THOMAS & Co. (Lon don, Engl and ) : Bitter Kola nuts. 30457.
CINCINNATI SocrnTY OF NATURAL Hr TORY (Cincinnati, Ohio) : Cast s of horn
cores of a fossil bison . 30753.
CLAPP, G. H. (Pittsburg, Pa:) : Land nnd
fresh-water shells, and 4 specimen of
cret aceous oysters from Canada an d
Texas. (29652, 29843, 29851. )

I

CLARI<, Miss EDITH M. (Burlington, ~ t .) :
Salamander. 29726.
CLARKE, Lieut. F. L., U.S. A. (See under
, mith soni an Institution , Bureau of
Ethnology .)
CLARKE, Prof. F. W. (U. S. Geological
urvey) : Specimen of pectolite. 30678.
(See under Interior Department, U. S.
Geological Survey.)
CLARKE, R. L. B. (Washington, D. C.) :
Luna Moth, A ctias Z.una. 29620.
CLERET, J. ' (Philadelphia, P a. ) : ludoPacific pearl oyster. 30426.
CLEVELAND, Miss SALLIE (Clear Spring ,
Tenn.) : Fossils from .the Ordovician
rock s of eastern Tennessee. 30270.
COBLEIGH, w. S. (Los Angeles, Cal. ) :
Nest of Prothonotary Warbler , Protonotariacitrea,fromlllinois. 29822.
ConoLINI, Lours (Rockport, Tex.): T wo
specimens of Thread-fin ( Polynernus ),
from the Gulf of Mexico, 30701.
COCKERELL, Prof. T. D. A.. (Las Cruces,
N. Mex.) : Sp ecimen of Strongy l1ts contortus (29928) ; 12 specimens of Diptera (30003) ; 7 specimens of Porcellio
(30081). (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
.
'0Fli'ER , A.. H . (See under Agriculture,
Depart ment of.)
COLEl\-IAN, A.. P . · (Toronto, Canada) :
Fourteen species of recent a!1 d freshwater shells from Niagara E alls a nd
vicinity. 29947.
COLLIN E, W . E. (Mason _College? Birmingham, England): Six species of
Brit ish algre . 30506.
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COMBS., JC. B. (Washington, D. C.): Specimen of S ciurus carolinen sis. 29972.
CONANT, F. S. (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.): Throe species of
chretognaths. 30534.
Comm, Miss J. M. (San Diego, Cal.):
-Shells from San Diego and Lowel' California. 30740.
COPINEAU, C. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
COPP, JOHN BRENTON (New Haven,
Conn.) : Collection of household goods,
wearing apparel, pottery, glass, pewter, jewelry, and other objects. 1 30249.
COPPEE, H. ST. L. (See under Andrew
Tracy.)
COPPER QUEEN CONSOLIDATED MINING
COMPANY (New York City), transmitted by James Douglas: Minerals
from Copper Queen Mine, Bis bee, Ariz.
30576.
COQUILLETT, D. w. (Department of Agriculture) : T ypes of 28 new species
of Eropidc.e. 29640. (See under A.
Davidson.)
COSTA RICA, NATIONAL MUSEUM OF
(San Jose, Costa Rica), transmitted
by Senor J. Fid Tristan: Crabs.
(30099, 30777.)
COUPER, vV. P. (Department of the Interior, Washington, D. C.): Specimen
of massive pyrite from near Hot
Springs, Ark'. 30118.
COVERT, A. B. (Ann Arbor, Mich.):
Skin of Rio Grande Yellow-throat and
skin of Bronzed Grackle, Callothrus
robustits, with malformed bill. 30365.
COVILLE, F. V. (U. S. Department of
Agriculture) : Two h erbarium specimens of Peiwedanurn graveolens (L. ).
29937. ( ee under Agriculture, Department of.)
COWLES, C. J. ( ee under Agriculture,
Department of.)
Cox, EMERY (Brightwood, D. C.): Specimen of calops aq1wticus (30158) ; Indi o-o
Bunting, Passerina cyanea (307 6).
Cox, PillLIP ( t. John, New Brunswick ) :
Tbre frog . 30254.
x W. V. (chi f clerk, U., . . if.):
nake. 3 304.
I

COY, Mrs. MARY WINEGER. (See under
Agriculture, Department of.)
CRANCH, Mrs. C. D. (Urbana, Ohio) :
Collection of engravings (29855) ;
prints of antique vases and urns (30518).
CRANDALL, C. S. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
CRAWFORD, J. J. (San Francisco, Cal.) :
Limestone underlying oil strata at
Santa Paula, Cal. 29557.
CREDNER, Dr. HERMAN (Leipsic, Germany): 14 specimens of Branchiosaiirus
amblystomus from the Middle Permian
Group of Germany. 30536.
CRENSHAW, Mrs. W. H. (Sumterville,
Fla.): Pieces of punk used by the Indians for lighting fires. 30769.
CREVEC<EUR, F. F. (Onaga, Kans.): Insects; land and fresh-water shells
(30287, 30369, 30438, 30463, 30523, 30757,
30811). (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
CROCKER, Rev. HENRY (Fairfax, Vt. ):
Four plaster casts of trilobites. 29764-.
CROSBY, F. W. (Washington, D. C.):
Geological specimens (29719); green
antique porphyry from Greece (30010).
Purchase.
CROSBY, F. w. and w. o. (Boston,
Mass.) : Geological material from England, Italy, Canada, and the United
States. Exchange. 30556.
CRoss, .F. J. (Keystone, S. Dak.): Pellets
of marcasite, from Foster Gulch, S.
Dak. 30159.
CROWFOOT, JESSIE (San Miguel, Cal. ):
Worm-shells (gift), and fossil skull and
toe-bone of a . fossil horse (exchange).
29537.
CULIN, STEWART (University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.): Three
musical toys. 29698. ( e under Pennsylvania, University of.)
CURRIE, Rev. HE TOR (Thedford, Ontario, anada): Ten specimen of Hamilton group fossil . Ex bange. 30014.
C RTI , ,v. T. . (\ a hino-ton, D.
Tierbarium , pecimen of Pa:onia albiflora
Pall. 29564.
A. II.

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
DAGGETT, ALBERT (Washington, D. C.):
Maltese Angora cat, in the flesh.
30373.
DALL, W. H. (U. S. Geological Survey):
Human arm-bone from a prehistoric
Eskimo grave, and a chipped implement of slate from a prehistoric village
site on Table Island, Alaska (29964);
grip of a harpoon from the same locality (30046).
DAMON, ROBERT F. (Weymouth, Engl and) : Plaster cast of Bothriolepis canadensis and one of Cephalaspis lyelli (purchase) (30085); geological material,
2 specimens of minerals, 12 Indian implements, and 2 antique lanterns ( ex change) (30208).
DANIEL, J. H., Jr. (Lynchburg, Va.):
Eggs of Whippoorwill, .Antrostomus vocifentS j Crested Fly-catcher, Myiarchus
crinitns (29733); Prairie Wa.r bler, Dendroica discolor, ancl Yellow-breasted
Chat, Icteria -virens (30698) .
DA IEL, r. Z. T. (Pine Ridge Agency,
ak.): alaruan<ler (39544); arrowhead and a worked flake of flint (29669) ;
iron arrowhead made by the ioux
Indians (29683); fossil sh 11 of a land
snail (29731); Owl Moths, Catocala
luciana, H. Edwards (29763, 29783);
sling used by a Sioux Indian boy
(30114) .
DANNEFAEHD, s. (Auckland, New Zealand): Nine birds' skins from New
Zealand and adjacent islands. Purchase. 20830.
DANNHAU En, MAX (Brooklyn, N. Y.):
German bearded piO'eon. 30377.
DAVENPORT, G. E. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
DAVIDSON, A. (Los An"'eles, Cal.), transmitted by D. W. Coquillett: Specimen
of Xysticus limbatns, Keys. 30602. (See
under Agriculture, Department of.)
DAVI , CnARI,ES E. (Parker, Ariz.):
Model of Tule raft made by Hooker-ow, chief of the Mojave Indians.
30405.
DAVIS, C. A. (See under Agriculture, Department of. )
DAWSON, Srn WILLIAM (McGill College,
Montreal, Canada): Two gutta-percha
casts of Palceaster parviusculus and
Palaaster granti. 30450.
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DAY, CHARLES (Takoma Park, D. C.) :
Specimen of Accipiter atricapillus.
30175.
DAY, Dr. DAVID T. (U. S. Geological
Survey): Crude and refined ozoc rit
from Soldiers Summit, Utah (30~34.);
specimen of zaratite on chromite
(30234); metallic manganese (30-! 0);
specimen of wavellite from Mount
Holly Springs, Pa. (3064-0.) (See under
The Carborundum Company.)
DEANE, 'WALTER. (See- under J.
Rose.)
DEEBLE, Dr. HORACE M. (Georgetown,
D. C.) : Scalp lock and leggings of
Sitting Bull. 30802.
DENNISON, G. H. (San Juan Island
Wash.): Birds' eggs from Puget Sound,
Washington, comprising Rusty Song
Sparrow, Melospizafasciata guttata, a11d
Townsend's Sparrow, Melospiza iliaca
imalaschensis. 30065.
DE TURK, M. L. (Oley, Pa.): Arrow and
spear heads, stone pipe and fragments
of pottery. Exchange. 30264-.
DEVINS, G. W. (Seo under Jacob Sedore.)
DEWEY, L. H. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
DEXTER, NEWTON (Providence, R. I.):
Abnormal specimen of Stilt, Himentopus niexicanus. · 30665..
DIEUDONNE, JULES A. (Bladensburg,
Md.) : Cocoon of a Cecropia Silk Moth.
29736.
DIEFFENBACH, J, G. (Northumberland,
Pa.): Arrowheads and a caltrop from
the vicinity of Fort Augusta, Northum herland. Exchange. 30488.
DODG1!:, BYRON E. (Richfield, Mich.):
Ornament of banded slate, and a ringshaped natural formation. Deposit.
30169.
DOR EY, G. A. (Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass.): Three photographs of
ancient and modern Peruvian looms,
basketry, and burial deposits. 29943.
DoR 1w, Dr. H. W. (Hyattsville, Md.):
Brown Leghorn hen. 30255.
DOUBLEDAY, Mrs. ABNER (Washingto_n,
D. C.): Garrison flag of Fort Moultrie.
Lent by Mrs. Doubleday to the Smithsonian Institution, and at her death to
be presented to the Institution. Deposited in the National Muse um. 30406.
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(
opp r EARLE, J. s. & SONS (Philadelphia, pa,. ) =
Engraving entitled ''Hector and Ann oli<lat d [in inn- Company.)
dromache." Purchase. 29678.
Ir . f 1 IA (T oma,, \Va h .) :
0
h 11 fr m ug t 'o und and EAHLL, R . .EDWARD (U.S.N.M.): Tvv-_
medals
relatin()'
to
the
Atlanta
Ex:p
osialiti . 29:--4.i-;: _
o
.
tion 1 souvenir button of the Exposi t1on ,
RA T, II. J. (. . ee under Agriculture,
and also of the Baltimore Exposition
partm nt of.)
(30292); two whistles and a rattle
R ,
E, F. H. (Provitlence, R. I.): In(30293).
.
sect , rustaceans, ancl worms. 30647.
EARSEMAN, W. A. (Pittsburg, Pa.): 011R RY, Dr. G. A. (Washington, D. C.):
bearin()' sands from Pennsylvania, Wes ti
Gray Squirrel (Albino), Sciiirus ca1·oli0
Virginia, and Kentucky. 29601.
nensis. 29860.
Du Bo E, Mrs. J. W. (Hugnenot, Ga.) : EASTWOOD, Miss ALICE. (See under Ag. riculture, Department of,)
Slate dial plate. Deposit. 29643.
DUDLEY, Prof. W.R. (See under Agri- EBY, Mrs. A. F. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
culture, Department of.)
DUERDEN, J. E. (See under Jamaica, EDGEMONT STONE COMPANY (Omaha,
Nebr.): Grindstone. 30726.
Institute of.)
DuGES, Dr. A. (Guanajuato, Mexico): EDWARDS, s. M. (Argusville, N. Dak.~,
transmitted by T. S. Palmer: SpeciShells, starfish, and three Gorgonians,
men of Unio rectus, Laiparck. 29597.'
specimen of Chlorophonia occipitalis, and
a specimen of .Jferula migratoria pro- EHINGER, WILLIAM, Jr., Philadelphia,
Pa.: Two Satinette pigeons (30174);
pinqu.a (29568); miscellaneous insects
Black-laced Blondinette pigeon (30721) •
(29685); plants and bulbs (29706) ;
EHRENBAUM,
Dr. (See under Royal Bibronze medal of Charles Lucien Jules
ological Station, Helgolancl.)
; Lawrence Bonaparte, and marine and
fresh - water shells (29751); insects EI-IRENSBERGER, FRITZ, Eichstatt, Germany: Fossilmedusa. Purchase. 30812(29801); collection of insects from
Texcoco Lake and specimen of Vireo ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY
(Philadelphia, Pa), transmitted by
bellii (30501); 8 specimens of Pseudoth0
Herbert Lloyd, general manager:
pelphusajouyi (30542).
chloride plates in cells (whitish
DuMBELL, Mrs. PREKTICE (Hamlet, Ill.) :
blocks); 2 reduced chloride plates (_b~ue
Paper Nautilus containing- animal.
metallic), and 2 completed positive
Purchase. 30218.
plates (brown or peroxide). 29654.
DUNCAN, JOHN. (See under Agriculture,
ELLIOTT, R. I. (Fordham Heights, N. Y.):
Department of.)
Blue prints of "Freezing Figures."
DUNCAN, W. J. (Barnwell, S. C.): Partial
30572.
Albino Turtle Dove, Zenaidnra maELLIOTT, T. N. (Forreston, Tex.): Giant
croura, in the flesh. 30116.
Water Bug, Belosturna americanimi.
DURDEN, HENRY S. (San Francisco,
29555.
Cal.): Specimens of crude sulphur, soft
sandstone, and clay shale from the petroleum region of Ventura County
(29785); hydrocarbon on lago-iug and
diamond drill r.ore (29852) ; travertine
from Tolenas prin<T,, olano County
(29914); specimen of onyx from near
Healdsburg (30190); specimens illu ·trating tb occnrr nc of petrolenm,
from auta. Barbara. 'ounty (29 -:-).
WIGHT, r. J., jr. (~~ w York j y):
kin, n t, and wr. of Ip wfrh , wallow, mmoclramw, 11ri11 pa, from , 'al 1
I land. 2, 732.

!~

it ) . 1
noptel'a. '

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
ENNIS, Mrs. J. E. (Washington, D. C.):
Specimen of .Adelonycterus fu,scus, in
the flesh. 29696.
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FEWKES, Dr. J. WALTER-Continued.
• (See under Smithsonian Institution,
Buteau of Ethnology.)
EVANS, ALF.RED B. (Philadelphia., Pa.), FIELD, Mrs. (See under National oci ty
of the Daughters of the American R oTwo "Napoleon jugs." 30348.
lution.)
EVERETT, L. M. (Clark, Fla.): Teeth of
a shark, 1 vertebra, a crab, and speci- FIELD COLUMBIAN MUSEUM (Chicao-o,
Ill.) Transmitted by Dr. 0. C. Farringmen of Echinus. 30535.
ton: Limestone containing bitumen.
EYERMANN, B. vV., (U. S. Fish Commis29602.
sion), through L. 0. Howard: 21 butFIGGINS, J. D. (Kensington, Md.): Iamterflies from Idaho (29996); .5 birds'
ma1s and a snake. (29570, 29823, 29829,
skins from Idaho (30049) ; 2 snakes
30807.)
from Canada (30311).
FINCK, HUGO (Cordova, Mexico): CollecEXPLORING EXPETHTION, UNITED STATES,
tion of ferns from Cordov·a County.
transmitted by Prof Alexander Agassiz
Presented to the . Smithsonian Institu(Cambridge, Mass.): Drawings of radition and transferred to the National
ates collected by the U. S. Exploring
Museum. 39646.
Expedition in 1838-1842. 30176.
FINK, BRUCE. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
FARGUSSON, M. (Southport, N . C.):
FISH COMMISSION, U. S., Col. Marshall
Plaut. 30650.
FARMER, Miss SARAH ., . (Eliot, Me.) :
McDonald, Commissioner of Fish and
Models of electrical apparatus, drawFisheries: Collection of drawings of
ings, etc.
eposit. 3057,J.
sail and builders' plans for fishing
FARRELL, l!'. H. (See under Agriculture,
vessels, mounted on card board, also
epartment of.)
photographs of hooks, sinkers, and
FARRrn TO , Dr. 0. . ( e under Field
apparatus used in the cod :fishery ( deColumbia Museum.)
posit) (29551); set of fishes collected
FAXON, Dr. WALTER. (See under Muby agents of the Commission (deposit)
seum of Comparative Zoology.)
(30000); 80 birds' skins from the PribiFENYE , Dr. A. (Il6louan, Egypt) : Three
lof Islands and other points on the
botanical specimens, fossils, 36 ancient
western coast of the United States,
and modern Grecian and Roman silver
3 birds' nests from St. Paul Island and
a bird egg, 28 Spermophiles from Unaand copper coi.ns, sh lls, antiquities,
laska, 2 Spermophiles from Portage
79 birds' skins from Egypt and TransBay, Alaska, 2 squirrels from Vancouvaal, and about 3,000 specimens of
ver Island, owl pellets from Popoff
Coleoptera from Egypt. 30 00.
Island, Alaska, and a seal pup; 238
FERNALD, Prof. C. H. (Amherst, Mass.):
dried plants from the Pribilof Islands
Six species of Cram bidre. 30335.
and Unalaska, collected by Messrs.
FERNALD, M. L. (See under J. N. Ros .)
True and Prentiss (30055); 9 birds
Ji ER ANDEZ, ENRIQUE ( :1n JO e, Costa
from Alaska, collected by Mr. C.
Rica): 20 specimens of Coleopters, repR. Townsend (30123); crustaceaus
resenting 12 pecies. 30591.
FERRISS, J. H. (Joliet, 111.): Land and : belonging to the collections made by
the Steamer Albatross in the North
fre h-water shells from Lake upenor.
Pacific Ocean and Bering . Sea (30126);
30359.
I
FETCH, Rev. J. W. (Winchester, Ky.): / fossil plants and a shell from Portage
Bay, insects from Pribilof Island,
Back part of cranium of a specimen of
skeleton of a fox and the body of a porBootheriurn cavifrons. 30313.
1
poise from St. Paul Island, 56 birds'
FEWKES, Dr. J. WALTER (U .S. N. M.):
skins from St. Paul Island and other
Ancient Navaj o war bonnet from
lo ,alities crustaceans from St. Panl
Keams Canyon, Ariz. (30432) ; pair of
I sland, m~llusks from the same locality,
mocassins used in the snake dance by
5 birds' nests and birds' eggs from St.
the Moki Indians of Arizona. (30606);
Paul Island and other localities, 11
war shirt used by the Indians of the
skulls of fur seals and other mammals,
pueblo of St. Domingo or Isleta (30781).

I
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t:MI SI , U. .- ontinuecl.
kull of a walrn withoui, tusk,, frotn
t. I aul I land; shrews, mice, and
1 mminrrs and 16 skins of fur seals.
from Pribilof Island, 5 !)airs of deer
antl rs from itka, and a porcupine
from Portage Bay, parasitic worms
tak n from a fur seal at St. Paul Island
and geolo 0 ·ical material from various
localities in Alaska, collected by
Messrs. F. W. True and D. W. Prentiss
(30147); Medu ro and hydroi<1s from the
dredgings of the steamer A lbatross
(30193) ; 300 specimens of dried mosses
collected in Alaska by C. H. Townsend,
of the steamer Albatross, during the
summer of 1894-95, from the Pribilof
Islands and several other islands of the
Aleutian group and from Sitka (30224);
natural ht'stoi·y specimens and ethnologicalobjects from Kamchatka and the
Commander Islands, collected by Dr.
Leonhard Stejneger (30232); specimen
of wheat ear, plants, alcoholic specimens of birds' eggs, miscellaneous specimens from Honolulu and 30 specimens
of Dytiscus dauricus from Unalaska, reptiles, marine invertebrates, mineral
from Panama, mollusks from the North
Pacific Ocean, specimen of Thornomys
bottce, 4 species of deep-water fishes
from the Pacific Ocean (30244); skull of
U1'sits from Portage Bay, Alaskan Peninsula, collected in September, 1896,
by C. H. Townsend (30250); carcasses
of 8 unborn fur-seal pups, obtained
by Mr. A. B. Alexander, fishery expert
of the steamer Albatross, while detailed
as I.laturalist to the revenue cutter
C01·win (30388); 8 birds' skins from the
coast of Nova Scotia, collected by W.
C. Kendall (30289); 12 new species of
fishes collected by the steamer Albatross in the Pacific Ocean and forwarded hy Dr. D. . Jordan, President
of the Leland Stanforcl Junior niversity (30301); mall collection of mollusks, made principally by W. C.
Kendall (30321); colle tions of crustac an , mad by the team r .llbatross on
the west rn oa t of Amari a from
.Janu. ry to ~Iar ·b 1 l, under th
dir tion of Pr f. Al .·. Age iz (3 9-) ·
11 he· omprising part of the coll ction
m. !l
y th st am r Albatross in tb
~ orth Pacific c n and Boring
o. in

l!'ISH COMMISSION, U. S.-Continued.
1890-91 (30477); :fishes from the upper
part of the Columbia River basin~
Idaho_,1894-95 (30615). ( See uncler The
Brusstar Ship Building Company.)
FISHER, JOHN H. (Brookville, Md.):
Star-nose Mole, Oondylura cristata.
30533.
FLEMING, WILLIAM (Oil City, Pa.) :
Limestone oil-producing rock, from
Montpelier, Ind. 29633.
FLOWERS, J. J., Jr. (Bolling, Ala.): Phyllopod crustaceans. 29609.
FoETTERLE, J. G. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
FoNTLEROY, Miss JULIET. (See under
Agriculture, Department of.)
FooTE, Dr. A. E. (Philadelphia, Pa.):
Geological specimens. (A..) Purchase.
29714.
FOOTE, Mrs. (See under National Society of the Daughters ~f the American
Revolution.)
FORNEY, A. H. (See under E. L. Howard.)
FOSTER, GEORGE (Chicago, Ills.): Calcareous argillite and hones made from
the same. 30612.
FOWLER, Prof. J. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
Fox, W. J. (Academy of Natural Sc~ences, Philadelphia, Pa.): Two specimens of GoryteB t1'icolor, Cress. 29982.
FRAAS, Dr. E. (Royal Natural History
Cabinet, Stuttgart, Germany): Large
photograph of an Ichthyosaiirus, showing the flesh outline. 29629.
FRANKLIN, T. w. (Now York City): Monkey skins. Exchange. 30582.
FRAZAR, GeorgeB. (WestMeclford,Mass. ) :
Grooved axe of cliaba e from Arlington, and pieces of the same mat rial
found in sit1i, from Brighton and oroerville, Mass. 30360. ( ee under . ·
Lummins.)
FREEi\.fAN, JAME R. ( ee under Agriculture, epartment of.)
FRIER, N, L RRAINE "' . (Frier on Mill,
La.) : pocimen f Peromyscus aur 01111
(3014 ) ; fos il fruit (30201); 2 pe i
f nio (3 -s).

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
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FULLER, W. H. (Deerfield, Mass.): Real- GILLETTE, Prof. C. P. (Fort Collins,
gar and chrome iron ore (29614); realColo.); Collection of Cynipidre, includgar and as bestus from Washington
ing type specimens. 30043.
(30253). Exchange.
GLEN IsLAND MUSEUM (Glen Island, N.
FUNK & WAG.NALLS Co~PANY (New
Y.), transmitted by L. M. McCormi k:
York City): Plate illustrating gems in
Two pairs of sandals from Aden (3975.,);
a high priest's breastplate. 30708.
skin of a buffalo calf, Bison aniericanus
GARDNER, A. L. (Vermilion, N. Y.):
(30005); collection of ethnological
White, silky Japanese chicken. 29539.
objects, basketry, carving, matting,
GARNER, R. L. (New York City): Kola
etc., from New Zealand (30021); specinuts. 30455.
men of macaw, in the flesh (30334-);
GARRATT, CHARLES (Hot Springs, Ark.):
turtle, hedgehog, :fishes from the Red
Forty-one specimens of distorted and
Sea, shells and mollusks from the Red
modified quartz crystals (30075); speciSea and Gulf of Aden, marine inv rtemens of quartz and magnetite (30298).
brates from the Red Sea, specimens of
GARVIN, W. D. (Boyce Va.): Specimen
crabs and Echini (30413). Exchange.
of Mutilla occidentalis. 29688.
GLOVER, Rev. A. K. (Appleton, Wis.):
Metal coins and paper money. 295 1.
GAYLE, E. E. (See under Agriculture,
GODBEY, Rev. S. M. ( Morrisville, Mo.) :
Department of.)
Specimen of Unio spatnlatus, Lea.
GEDNEY, E.G. (See under Agriculture,
30007.
Department of.)
·
GEIGER,. W. M. (Catawissa, Pa.): Frag- GOLDMAN, Mr. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
ments of pottery from near Beaver
GOODE, Dr. G. BROWN, Assistant SecreValley. 30058.
tary U. S. National Museum: Two
GEISMAN, JACOB (Philadelphia, Pa.):
musical instruments (purchased for the
Three cast of parts of IIyra cotherinm
Museum) (29592); Testament of Bishop
venticolum; 2 ca ts of young and old
Asbury, · the New Testament by TisProtohippus brachiops, and 1 cast of
chendorf, Parallel Revised and AuthorProtohippus rnirabilis. 30028.
ized Versions of the New Testament,
GEOLOGICAL URVEY, OTTAWA, CANADA.
Ilieroglyphic Bible. (A.) Deposit.
( ee under Agriculture, Department
29795. (See under Mrs. Eva Scott
of.)
Muse and Smithsonian Institution,
GEORGE, InA R. (Ashton, Ill.) : Ear of
U .S.N.M.)
corn,showrng a curious growth . 30732.
GERMAN KY, A. L. (New York City): GOODELL, SAMUEL. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
Two Hebrew Bibles. (A.) Purchase.
GOODRICH, Rev. J.B. (Claremont, N. H.):
29658.
pecimen of Orthalfous. 30278.
GERRARD, EDWARD (Camden Town, London, England): Three specimens of GORMAN, M. W. (See under Agriculture,
Paradise Birds, Parotia lawsei and ParaDepartment of.)
GOULD, C . N. (Maple City, Kans.): Two
disea raggiana. Purchase. 29910.
species of Fermo-Carboniferous fossils
GIBBO Ts, J. R. (Linwood, Ga.): Four
(30272); specimen of Griffithides scitiila,
hundred pounds of bauxite. 30386.
au upper Carboniferous trilobite
GIGLIOLI, Prof. HENRY H. (Director,
(30504).
(See under Agriculture,
Royal Zoological Museum, F lorence,
epartment of.)
Italy): Ethnological and arch reological
objects from Europe, .Asia, Africa, and GRA T, Col. CHARLES COOTE (Hamilton,
Ontario, Canada): Large collectio~ of
Australia. Exchange. 30742.
Clinton and Niagara group fossils.
GILBERT, Mr. (See under Interior DeExchange. 30020.
partment, United States Geological
GREE , E. E . (Punduloya, Ceylon): ColSurvey.)
l ction of Hymenoptera. 30608.
GILBERT, G. K. (See under .Agriculture,
GREENE, Prof.' E. L. (Catholic UniverDepartment of.)
sity, Washington, D. C.): Five plants.
GILDER, R. W. (New York City): Poem
30035 _ (See under Agriculture, Departon the life mask of Abraham Lrncoln.
ment of.)
300'23.
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HAMMAR, J. W. (Washington, D. C. ) :
Collection of marine shells from Santa
Rosa Sound, Fla. 29844.
HAND, ALFRED. (See under Dr. T. fl.
Bean.)
HA.i.~NAH, R.H. (Olympia, Wash.): Stone
implement. 29940.
HANNIBAL \VATER COMPANY (Hannibal,
Mo.), transmitt~d by C. J. Lewis,
superintendent: Shells taken from the
city water mains. 29553.
HANSELMAN' J. J.' ( Brooklyn, N. y. ) :
Montaubon Pigeon. 30120.
HAPPER, Mrs. F. A. (Washington, D.C. ):
Skin and skull of an Armadillo ( Tat u sia 9-cincta). 29894.
HARDEMAN THOMAS (Bir ming ha, m,
Ala.) : F~ur specimens of Mela,nophila
notata . . 30702. ·
HARE, Mrs. W. B. (Tacoma, Wash.):
Shells and marine invertebrates from
Puget Sound. 30356.
HARRISON, A. K. (Lebanon Springs, N .
Y.) : Marine shells from the coast ~f
New England. 29754. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
HARRISON, B. (Ightham, Kent, Englan d):
Twenty-four rude chipped-flint implements. Purchase. 30109.
HARTLAND, O. H. (Wilkesbarre, Pa. ):
Fossil teeth of mammals. 30379. (Returned.)
HARVEY, F. L. (Orono, Me.): Skeleton
of a hooded seal. (purchase.) (30607) ;
3 specimens of Shrew (Blarina brevicauda), and2 specimens of Sorex personatus ( i) (gift). (30280.) (Tworeturned.)
HASKELL, G. W. (Washington, D. C.):
Collection of pipes, bead work, bow and
arrows, parts of costumes, etc., obtained from the Ojibwa Indians. Purchase. 29809.
HATCHER, J.B. (See under Interior Department, U. S. Geological Survey, and
Princeton College.)
HAUER , Dr. FRANZ RITTER Vo.T. ( e
unde~ Imperial Royal Tatural History

Tim, D. IC. (Fulton, l\Io.) : One hundred ancl twenty pecim<'ns oflfamilton
formation fossils, principally Brachiopo ls, representing 25 species (exchan rre) (30082) ; Devonian shale containing brachiopods (gift) (80610).

RE

GRIFFITII, A. L. (See under Agriculture,
D epartment of. )
GRIM, vV. M. (Brookfield, Wash.): Specimen of Shrew, Sorex trowb1·idgei. 30826.
GRINNELL, G. H. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
GRISWOLD, N. L. (Peoria, Ill.): United
States land patent, signed by President
James Monroe in the year 1817. 30728.
GROVER, W. E. (Galveston, Tex .): Eggs
of Black Skimmer, Rynchops nigra
(29778); eggs of Catharista atrata
(30474).
GuESDE, L. (Pointe-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe):
Drawings of stone implements. 29775.
GUILFOYLE, w. R. . (See under Melbourne Botanical Gardens.)
GUTHRIE, OSSIAN (Chicago, Ill.): Board
sawed from a log found in a glacial
drift. 30307.
GUYE, Mr. and Mrs. F. M. (Seattle,
Wash.) : Two fossil palms from the
Cascade Mountains. 30199.
GWYN, Dr. C. L. (Galveston, Tex.): Tertiary bivalve shells (~9939); 8 species
of Unionidm from Texas, and one specimen of Ampullaria from Honduras
(29976).
HAAS, B. F. (Brightwood, D. C.): Specimen of Phacops rana, Green. 30168.
HADDON, Dr. A. C. (Inisfail Hills Road
Cambridge, England): Papuan ethno~
logical objects from New Guinea. Exchange. 30002.
HAGGATT, E. A. (Fort Bayard, N. Mex.):
Specimen of Dynastes granti, Horn.
30494.
HAGUE, ARNOLD (U. S. Geological Survey) : Geological material from Arizona
and the Black Hills, . Dak. 30515.
HALL, Mrs. C.
. (Westport Point,
Mas . ) : pecimtms of Bofrycllium ter-natunt (Thunb. ) wartz, representing
a sin le polymorphous species. 29 2 .
HALL, , . . ( reston, Iowa) : Mounted
slid
howjng pecimen of Distomunt
f, line111n. 2 57.
HAL TEI
. J. ( ee und r Agricnltur ,
partm nt of.)

Mn eum.)
IlA VILAND,

1

G. D., Museum o f Zooloa~.

( ambridg , England) : Threo pecimens of termites from Borneo and ·atal. Exchanrre. 29920.
HAY W. P. (Washington, D.
.) : Amph1pods and Isopods. E xchange. 305!1.

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
HAWLEY, F. S. (Broadalbin, N. Y.):
Wheel head of a spinning wheel, in
which the spindle revolves in cornhusk bearings. 30825.
HAYDEN SURVEY. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
HEADE, M. J. (St. Augustine, Fla.): Eggmass of Mantis. 30670.
HECKMAN, J. C. (Allegheny, Pa.): Iron
ochre from England. 3044 7.
HEIGHWAY, A. E. (Murphy;N. C.): Talc
from North Carolina (29712); specimens of staurolite crystals from Georgia (30297); talc from Kinsey mine,
N. C. (30738).
HELD, C. F. (Washington, D. C.): Snake.
30725.
HELLER, A. A. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
HELTON, 0. P. (Shelbyville, Ill.): Rude
stone implements from bowlder clay.
30466.
HEMPHILL, HENRY (San Diego, Cal.) :
Fossils (30239); marine mollusks
(30241); marine hells and specimens
of Cerithium from Florida (304-18).
HERMAN, THEO. & Co. (San Francisco,
Cal.) : Two specimens of Murex nigritus,
Phil., from Lower California (30061);
marine bivalves from La Paz, Mexico,
(30145) .
HESTER, L. G. (Houston, Tex.): Rude
chipped implements and arrowheads of
fl.int. 30302.
HETHERINGTON, J.P. (Logansport, Ind.):
Minerals. (29481, 29887.)
HEYDE, Rev. H . 'I'. (New Orleans, La. ) :
One hundred and eighty-four birds'
skins from Panama, Costa Rica, and
Central America. Purchase. 29554.
HEYMANN, S. (Fayetteville, Tenn. ) :
Specimen of phosphate. 29540.
HIATT, J. W. (New Harmony, Ind.): Photographs of Robert Owen, David Owen,
William McClure, Thomas Say, and the
building of the Workingm n's Institute (30652); photograph of Dr. David
Dale Owen (30696).
HICK, , G. H. ( ee under Agriculture,
Department of.)
HIGH CIIOOL MUSEUM ( aginaw, Mich. )/
transmitted by Miss Helena E. Oake ,
curator: Moccasin obtained from the
Ojibwa Indians. 30083.
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HILL, W. W. (Jamesburg, N. J.): Rude
chipped implements, arrowheads and
scrapers, fragments of pottery, and
other objects. 30246.
HILLMAN, F. H. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
HINDSHA:W, H. H. (See under Young
Naturalists' Society, Seattle, "\Va h.)
HINE, T. W. (Phamix, Ari:G.): Lithographic stone. 29686.
HOD GE, F. W. (See under Smithsonian
Institution, Bureau of Ethnology.)
HOLM, THEODOR. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
HOLMES, I. S. (Bowmans Bluff, N. C.):
L arva of Noctuid Moth, Honwptera
calycanthata. 30776.
HOLMES, SAMUEL J. ( Chicago, Ill.) :
Three anomourans. 30072.
HOLZNER, FRANK X. (San Diego, Cal.):
Skin and skull of a Shrew (Notiosorex
crawfordi) (29674); 21 skins of small
mammals (30682). Purchase.
HOOPES, B. A. (Organ, N. Mex.): Two
specimens of Scaled Quail, Callipepla
squarnata. 30620.
HOPPING, RALPH. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
HORNIMAN MUSEUM (London, England,
transmitted by Richard Quick, curator): Ethnological objects, fragments
of pottery, 3 stone implements, human
skull, and mammal bones; also specimen of peat. Exchange. 29853.
HORNSTEIN, L. (Exhibit at the Cotton
States and International Exposition,
Atlanta, Ga.) : Five pieces of Hiawatha
ware from Bohemia., and 15 pieces of
Bohemian glassware. Purchased by
Dr. Goode for the National Museum.
30322.
HORNUNG, Dr. J. (Washington, D. C.):
Twenty-five species of birds from various localities. Exchange. 29811.
HOUGH, Miss CLARA (Morgantown, W.
Va.) : Cream pitcher and 2 d ecorated
flowerpots made of old salt-glaze stoneware from the Morgantown Pottery,
manufactured about 1873 by Greenland
Thompson. 30088.
Ho au, :E. C. (Morgantown, W. Va.):
'kull of a swan (29998); punched iron
lantern (30261).
HOUGH WALTER (U. S. National Museum): Chinese block for divining
Kau piri (29816) ; brass pulpit lamp
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HUTTON, W. McG. (Buffalo City, N. C.) :
used in 184.9, 24-tubed candle molds,
Stag Beetle, Lucanus elaphus. 29890.
coiled straw bread-raising basket, HYATT, Prof. ALPHEUS. (See under Interior Department, U. S. Geological
luminous match safe, and a "walkingstick" (toy) (30062); 2 fragments of
Survey.)
pottery from a ruined pueblo near IHERING, VON, DR. H. (Director of the
Museo Paulista, Sao Paulo, Brazil ) :
Winslow, Ariz. (Collected for the
Fresh-water, land, and marine shells,
Museum) (30813).
from Mexico and South America. 30815.
HOWARD, ERNERT L. (Herndon, Va.,
through A. H. Forney): Three Wild IMPERIAL ROYAL NATURAL HISTORY
MUSEUM (Vienna,Austria), transmitted
Turkey chickens. 30785.
by Dr. Franz Ritter von Hauer: FourHOWARD, L. 0. (See under Evermann,
teen species of echinoderms dredged
B. W.)
by H. M. S. Pola in the eastern MediterHOWARD, S. V{. (Hagersville, Ontario.
ranean Sea during 1890-1894. Exchange.
Canada): Two specimens of Galymene
platys and a specimen of Phillipsast?-ea.
30212.
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT, Hon. Hoke
30019.
Smith, Secretary.
HOWE, MARSHALL A. (See under Agriu. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Mr. Chas. D.
culture, Department of.)
Walcott, Director: A series of 22 photoHOWELL, E. E. (Washington, D. C.):
graphs illustrating the mechanics ~f
Specimens of minerals (purchase)
Appalachian structure (29559); speci(29625); 2,650 specimens of Middle
mens of goslarite from Gagnon Mine,
Cambrian fossils from Newfoundland
Butte, Mont., collected by R.H. Chapand St. David's, Wales (purchase)
man (30136); tooth of a, mastodon found
(29691); geological specimens (exin Oregon (30155); 12 specimens of carchange) (29718); geological material
boniferous insects and 5 specimens of
(A) (purchase) (29779).
carboniferous :fish scales obtained by
HOWELL, THOMAS. (See under AgriculMr. David Whit·e (30219); geological
ture, Department of.)
material obtaine.d by Prof. G. R. GilHUBBARD, H. G., (Department of Agribert (30281); 11 species, repros ented by
culture): Parasitic worms from a
77 specimens, of Calciferous and Chazy
mocassin snake and a rattlesnake
Cephalopoda studied by Prof. Alpheus
(29930) ; two ticks from an opossum
Hyatt, Boston, Mass. (30286); Pliocene
(29975); Tree Toad and Buzzards from
fossils from near Long Island, Kans. ,
the West Indies (30326); type specicollected through Prof. 0. C. Marsh
mens of Epizeuxis gopheris, Smith, from
(30316); l arge transparency-relief map
Fla. (30383.)
of the United States, showing oil fields,
HUGHES, H.F. (Harbor, Oreg.): Two
from the exhibit of the Interior Dehydroids, and a specimen of borate of
partment at the Atlauta Expo ition
lime. 30339.
(30332); collection of vertebrate fo Hu TER, TuoMAs G. (Los Angeles, Cal.):
ails collected through Prof. O. C. Mar h
Pair of sandals from San Gabriel Mis(30338); free gold in calcareous quartzsion; also archaeological objects. 30066.
ite, from Kings Mountain, N. C., transIIu TER, W. D. (University of rehraska,
mitted by Dr. David T. Day (303-!6);
Lincoln, Nebr.): Three type specimens
28 Gr n River (Eocene) fo il fi h ·
of Tropidia nigricorni-~, Hunter. 30711.
purchased by the 'urvey for th ir exH RTER, J LIUS ( t. Louis, Mo.): Four
hibit at _ tlanta (30350); specimen of
r p il
and batrachians. Exchange.
30342.
sand tone howin<Y wincl carvin 17
from Colorado (30191) · v rtebrate £ il , oll ted by J. B. Hat her neM
ayton Kans. (3 - 7) · a olle tion of
r ck from the C, tle fount in d' na, ollect d by Wal r
)·
olo · al mat rial
re k, olo., coll ct by

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.

u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY-Continued.
Whitmau Cross and R. A. F. Penrose,
jr. (30601); 76 specimens of fossils from
the Ocoee formation of 'fennessee, and
13 microscopic sections, collected by
Mr. C. D. Walcott (30706); 8 specimens
of rock from Big Belt Mountains, Montana, collected by Mr. C, D. Walcott
(30707); a series of Algonkian rocks
from the Grand Canyon of Arizona and
from New York and Texas, collected by
Mr. C. D. Walcott (30749); 85 specimens
of rock from the Cambrian system of
New York, Vermont, and Texas, collected by Mr. C. D. Walcott (30750); 11
specimens of intraformational conglomerates collected by Mr. C. D. Walcott (30751); fresh limetsone and residual clay from Virginia (30792). 1 (See
under E. J. Kennedy.)
U. S. PATENT OFFICE: Franklin Printing
Press. Deposit. 30157.
JACKSON, DAVID. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
JAMAICA, INSTITUTE 01'' (King St On,
Jamaica), transmitted by J.E. Duerden, Acting ecretary: Specimen of
Dyna tid Beetle, Megasoma elephas,
Fab., from Boca clel Toro, Colombia
(depo it) (29923); spc •imen of Atya
scabra, Leach (gift) (30276).
JAME , Dr. J.P. (Mount Pleasant, D. C.):
Specimen of Lirnax rnaxirnus, Linn.
29566.
JA rnEY, Prof. B. T. (See nnder Breed,
Estate of Dr. Daniel.)
JAPANE E FAN COMPANY ( ew York
City): Bronze and ivory :figures and
vases. Purchase. 29810.
JAkVI ' , P. W. (Kingston, Jamaica):
Specimens of crustaeeans. (29856, 29986,
30112, 30337, 30564, 30744). Exchange.
JEN EN, LAWRENCE (East Gloucester,
Mass.) : Hull of the :first screw propeller steamboat built by Col. John Stevens in 1804 (.A). Purchase. 29635.
JEPSON, W. L. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
J ERICHA u, Professor (Washington, D. C.) :
Torso of F.ro ; torso of Dionysius; head
of Poseidon; jaw of a faun; head, foot,
and torso. Deposit, 30622.
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JEWETT, Mrs. (Washington, _D. C.): fosical instrument. Deposit. 30719.
JOHNSON, J.E. (Richmoud, Va.): Arrow
reeds from Isle of Wight County, a.
30505.
JOHNSON, J. l<,. (Toledo, Oreg.): Campsonite ( f), from sec. 29, T. 9 S.,R. . , .,
Willamette meridian. 29556.
JOHNSON, w. G. (Urbana, Ill.): Parasiti
Hymenoptera, consisting of 6 specimens of H adronoti1 s carinatifrons, Ashm.,
and 4- specimens of Tetrastichiisjohnsoni,
Ashm. 30755.
JOHNSTON, Capt. J. R. (Pittsburg, Pa.):
Eight pottery vessels from Tennessee,
Kentucky, and Illinois. Exchange.
30588.
JOHNSTON, Lieut. "\V. B. (Golden Pond,
Ky.) : Specimen of Plectrodera scalator,
Fab. 29621.
JONES, John D. (Rileyville, Va.): Specimen of jasper. 30641.
JONES, MARCUS E. (Se0 under Agriculture, Department of.)
JORGENSEN, S. M. (Copenhagen, Denmark): Bronze i;:neclal struck in commemoration of M. Julius Thomson's
seventieth birthday. Presented to the
Smithsonian· Institution, and transferred to the National Museum. 30689.
,JUDD, ELMER T. (Cando, N. Dak.): Skin
and set of eggs of Baird's Sparrow,
.Arnrnodramiis bairdi, and two sets ( eight
egg ) of McCown's Longspur, Rhynchopanes mccownii (29888); eggs of Baird's
Sparrow, Chestnut-collarecl Longspur,
with 2 ~ggs of a cowbird in one of tlie
nests (30295).
JUDSON,W. B. (Los Angeles, Cal.) through
Major Ben dire: Two specimens of
Wren Tit ( Charnwa). 29971.
KAIIN, DAVID (Washington, D. C.): Ear
bone of a drum:fish, used as a charm,
from Put in Bay, Ohio. 30780.
KALDING, H. B. (Drytown, Cal.), transmitted. by Dr. R.W. Shnfeldt: Skeleton
and viscera of an abnormal chicken.
30211.
KAN Ko BA (New York City): Chinese
an<l J apa.nese pottery.
Purchase.
29610.

1 A collectwn of vertebrate fossils deposited in 1892 ( Acc. 25345 ), and referred to
under the Interior Department in the Museum Report for 1892, has now lleen formally
presented to the Museum.
NAT MUS 90--9
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KARLSIVE, Dr. w. J. (Washington,
D. C.): Specimen of Lucanus elaphus
from Hot Springs, Ark., (exchange)
(30500); male and female type specimens of Lachnosterna lcarlsivei, Linell,
from the same locality (gift) (30680).
KEARNEY, N. .J. (Th edford, Ontario,
Canada): Slab of tentaculites, specimen of pentremitidea, 2 specimens of
Arthracantha, an undetermined crinoid, and a specimen of Stropheodonta
dernissa with crania. Exchange. 30016.
KEARNEY, T. H. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
KELLY, A. E. (Port Clinton., Ohio):
Specimen of Stercorarius parasiticus, in
the :flesh. 30053.
KELSEY, F. D. (See under J. N. Rose.)
KEMEYS, EDWARD (Chicago, Hi.): Collection of sculptures. Presented to
the Smithsonian Institution and depositedin the National Museum. 29898.
KEMP, J. F. (New York City): Geological
material. Exchange. 30597.
KENDALL, W. C. (See under Fish Commission, U.S.)
KENNEDY,· CLARENCE (Rockport, Ind.):
Thirty-three flint arrowheads, ~crapers,
and fragments of pottery. 29725.
KENNEDY, E. J. (Troy, Pa.), through
U. S. Geological Survey: Fossil :fishbones, and 10 specimens of Devonian
fish plates. Exchange. (30446, 30705.)
KENT, A. J. (Bonners Ferry, Idaho):
Stone implement from
Kootenai
County. Exchange. 30108.
KERN, C. E, (Washington, D. C.): Eightyfive birds' skins from Nicaragua and
Costa Rica, and a nest of a hummingbird. 30056.
KERNAHAN, GEORGE (Thedford, Ontairo,
Canada): Large collection of invertebrate fossils . Exchange. 30015.
KING, Dr. C. (Monroe, La.): , pecimen
of Emesa longipes, ay. 29!'.'170.
KI· 'EY, Ann T. (, ee under Agricultnr , D partm nt of.)
KIRK, .111i s EY A L. (
under II.
darn .)

KNIGHT, ORA W. (Bangor, Me.): Eggs of
Cormorant. 30170.
KNIGHT, Prof. w. c. (University
~f
Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo.): Two specimens of Cmssatellafrom theCretaceou
sandstones of Oil Mountain, Natrona
County, Wyo. 30045.
KNIGHTLK;., E. L. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
KNOWLES, W. A. (U.S. N.M.): Drilled
ceremonial object from Rock Creek,
Md. 30372.
KNOX, M. V. _B. (Wahpeton, N. Dak. ) :
Fragments of pottery from North Dakota. 30565.
KNY, RICHARD & Co. (New York City):
Anatomical models (A.) (purchase)·
(29604, 29876, 29949). Purchase.
KOCHER, Dr. J. F.(South Whitehall, Pa.):
Old style apple-parer (gift) (30059); an
old-fashionecl loom ( deposit) (30060) ;
model of a tape-loom (gift) (30351).
KRANTZ, Dr. F. (Bonn-a-Rhein 1 Germany): Four fossil medusre from the
Jura formation of Solenhofen, Germany. Purchase. 30627.
KRAUSS, AurRJm, U. S. consular agent,
(Zittau, Germany): Tertiary colum~ar
sandstone and samples of the material
surrounding it (29958); Cretaceous fossils and specimens of Tertiary lignite
(36465).
KREKO, GABRIEL DE (Concord, N. H.):
Armenian purse, watch-case, necklace,
and stockings. 30519.
KREMER, Rev. E. N. (Harrisburg, Pa. ):
Fourteen stone implements. Depo it.
29984.
KULZHINSKI, S. (See under Lubny Museum.)

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
LACOE, R. D.-Continued.
and specimens from a Sigillarian stump,
constituting a portion of the "Lacoe
collection." ( 30266, 30581.)
LAFLER, H. A. (De Witt, Nebr.): Seven
specimens of A.pus liicasanus, Packard
(gift) (29608); specimens of A pus lucasani,,s (exchange) (29846); 3 species of
fresh-water crustaceans (gift) (30737).
LAGAI, Dr. G. (New York City): Young
Hawk's-bill Turtle. 29782.
LAMB, Dr. D. S., U. S. A., Army Medical
Museum: Parasitic worms, collected
by Dr. M. M. Brewer. 29929.
LAMB, T. H.P. (Saskatchewan, Canada):
Skin and set of eggs of Arctic Horned
Owl. 30730.
LAMSON-SCRIBNER, Mr. J<'. (See under
Agriculture, Department of).
LANGLEY, Mr. S. P., Secretary, Smithsonian Institution: Three specimens
of rock salt from Baden-Baden. 29995.
(See under Schweinlmrg, Fraulein
Victoria..) ·
LATCHJ.WRD, F. R., (Ottawa, Canada):
Thr o specie of land and fresh-water
shells. 30443.
L ATIIN, FRANK II. (Albion, N. Y.):
Hen's egg of abnormal shape. 30743.
LAUN, JonN (Petersburg, Va.); transmitte<l by Quartermaster-Gener al' s
Offiee: ilver watch. 30459.
LEACH, Dr. C. V. (East Joplin, Mo.):
Specimen of Diapherornera, sp. 29950.
LEE, HENRY E. (Bryant, S. Dak.):
Eggs of Prairie Hen, Tyrnpanuchus
americanus, Bartramian Sandpiper,
Ba,·tramia longicauda, and Mourning
Dove, Z enaidura macroura. 30538.
LEE, THOMAS (transmitted by C.H. Townsend): Skin of Black Skimmer, Rhynchopsnigra, from South Carolina. 30589.
LEFF, GERHARD. ( ee under Agriculture,
Department of.)
LEGGAT BROTHERS (New York City):
Facsimile copy of tho Bible used by
Cromwell's soldiers. (A .) Purchase.
29797.
LEHMAN, W. V. (Fr mont, Pa.): Five
species of Unios from Florida and
Tennessee. 30810.
LEIBERG, JOHN B. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
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LEMKE 1 Miss ELIZ.1...BETH (Berlin, Germany): Loom, shuttle and toy, 2 geological specimens, and a ' collection of
plants. 30343.
LEMON, Dr. JOHN H. (New Albany,
Ind.) : Specimens of St. Louis group
fossils from Edwardsville and Moorsville, Ind. (29574); 27 specimens of
Keokuk group of Spir-ifer (29650); 18
specimens of i{eokuk fossils from Betting's quarry, Ind. (29692); 76 specimens of Keokuk group fossils from
Bettinger's quarry, 16 specimens from
Neafus quarry, and 2 specimens of
Derbya keokulc from Spikert's roadcut, Ind. (29980.)
LEUCKART, Prof. RUDOLPH (Zoological
Institute, Leipzic, Germany): Specimen of Ber-Ha muoronata, Lk., and 2
specimens of Trnnia rhopalicephala,
Riehm. (exchange) (30024); through
Mr. C. D Walcott, 4 plaster casts of
meclnsre in the collection of the K.
Mineralogisch-geologiscben Museum,
Dresden (gift) (30633).
LEWARS, Rev. W. H. (Annville, Pa.):
Grooved ax. 30259. (See under Dr.
/ E. H. Marshall.
.
LEWIS, C. H. (Broadhead, Wis.): Human skull from a mound in Wisconsin.
Exchange. 30331.
LEWIS, UHARLES J. (See under Hannibal
Water Company.)
LEWIS, G. A. (Wickford, E. I.): . Four
specimens of Black Rudder-fish, Leims
perciformis. 29774.
LINDSAY, Mrs. (See under National Society of the Daughters of the American
Revolution.)
LINTNER, Professor. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
LLOYD, HERBERT. (See under Electric
Storage Battery Company.)
LOCHMAN, C. N. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.
LONG, Capt. J. R. (See under Treasury
Department, U.S. Life-Saving Service.)
LONG, S., & SON (Hancock, Pa.): Manufactured ochre. 29588.
LOVE, Mrs. E.G. (New York City): Specimen of Phygadeuon mucronatum, 2 specimens of Cryptus extrematus, and 3
specimens of Olibrus seniistriatus.
30375.

I
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LOVETT, EDWARD (Croydon, Engla~d):
Ethnological objects. Exchange.
30100.
LOWE, R. N. (Pasadena, Cal.): Shells
from San Pedro Bay. Exchange .
30441.
Low:ii:, Dr. J. H. (J-Iolum, La.): Geological material. 30011.
LUBNY MUSEUM (Madam N. N. Skarjinski, Poltava, Little Russia): Transmitted by S. Kulzhinski, secretary: 6
musical instruments, ethnological objects, photographs, and drawings. Exchange. 30688.
LCDEHS, Dr. C. W. (Ethnographic Museum, Hamburg, Germany): Six photographs showing stone :figures, implements, and pottery from Mexico and
Central America. 30191.
LUGENBEIL, H. G. (U.S. N. M.): Catbird,
Galeoscoptes carolinensis, in the flesh.
29694.
LuMMINS, S. C. (Buffalo Gap, S. Dak.),
through G. B. Frazar: Grooved club or
hammer. 303.99.
LUNDBOHM, H. (Stockholm, Sweden):
Gadolinite and cerite from Sweden.
Purchase. 29622.
LYCETT, EDWARD ,Atlanta, Ga.): Two
frames containing 6 specimens of "Persian luster" tiles (30323); Dresden ebina
tray or card-receiver (30422); 6 pieces
of pottery (30736). (See under William
Lycett.)
LYCET'I, WILLI.AM (Atlanta, Ga.), transmitted by Eu.ward Lycett: Two cups
and saucers of Japanese egg-shell porcelain, and 2 vases of the same material
decorated by Ed ward Lycett, and taken
from the William Lycett collection.
30423.

McGEE, W J (Bureau of EtbnologY
ViTashington, D. C.): Porcupine - fis
and two tails of Ra.ia from tlie Gulf of
Califc-,rnia (30403); specimen of Hadruru,s hirsu,tus, vVood, from Tiburon Island,
Gulf of California (30489). (See under
Agriculture, Department of, and Sroi thsonian Institution, Bureau of Ethnology.)
McGEE, W. L. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
McGREGOR, R. C. (Palo Alto, Cal.) :
Skins of A.gelaius gubernator and Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus, (albino )
(30614); 119 birds' skins from California, Colorado, and Massachusetts
(30745).
McGUIRE, J. D. (U. S. N. M.): Pipe of
chlorite from Norfolk, Va., and a pipebead of clay from the mouth of Sou-th
River, Maryland. 30220.
MCGUIRL, J. H. (Ottawa, Canada): Fossil fish. 30358.
MclLHENNY, E. A. (Avery; La.): Eighteen birds' skins (39548); 15 birds' sldn.s
(30623); 9 specimens of Red-winged
Blackbird, A.gelaius phceniceus (2974-2);
4 specimens of King Rail, Ballus elegans
(29812).
McKINLEY, C. (Charleston, S. C.): Ant,
Myrmica sp. 30559.
McKINNON, MALCOLM (Thedford, Ontario, Canada): On e hundred and eighteen specimens of fossils. 30017.
MCLELLAN, J. E. (See under ..Agriculture,
Department of.)
MCLEMORE, TIPTON ( outb Greenfield,
Mo.): Fifty-three arrowheads. Exchange. 30434.
McMILI.AN, P. A. (Banyan, Fla,.): Redheaded woodpecker, and a clay ves I
(29 24, 30130).
MCNEILL, JEROME (Fayetteville, Ark. ) :
Dermal born . 30291.
MACINTOSII, R. (Thedford, Ontario, anada): pecimen of fossil . Excban "
30013.

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
MACOUN, J. M. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
'
MAGRUDER, JULIAN (Cherrydale, Va.):
Flying Squirrel, Sciuropte1·us 1,olucella,
in the flesh. 30150.
MALLY, F . W. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
MARLATT, C. L. (See under Agdculture,
Department of.)
MARASHLIAN, s. s. (New York City):
Turkish coin ( Chairak) dated 1293 of
the Hegii:a. 30516.
MAREAN, J. B. (Washington, D. C.) :
Broad-winged Hawk, Buteo latissimus,
in the flesh, from Maryland. 29911.
MARSH, Prof. 0. C. (New Haven, Conn.):
Two charts showing restorations of
extinct auimals. 30119. (See under
Interior Department, U. S. Geological
Survey .)
MARSHALL, Dr. E. B. (.Annville, Pa.),
transmitted by Rev. W. H. Lewars:
Grooved ax. 30260.
MARSHALL, EORGE (Laurel, Md.): Herbarium p cirnens of Habenaria lacera,
Lirnodorum tuberosurn; Sarracenia pttrporea, L.; specimens of Adelonycterus
fuscus, and Atalapha no1:eboracenais
(29573, 29577, 296 9, 29770, 29850).
MAR HALL, HE RY ( mithsonia.n Institution): King Eider Duck. 30164.
MARX, Mrs. MINNIE (Washington, D. C.):
Collection of .Arachnida belonging to
the late Dr. Marx. Deposit. 30653.
MA ·oN, Prof. 0. T. (U. . National Museum): Nineteen sheets containing portraits of prominent men and women.
30683.
MATmrns, WALLA CE (Cam bria, Cal.) ;
Eggs of Turkey Buzzard, Cathartes
aura, and .American Crow, Corvus americanus. 30803.
MATTUEWS, Miss M. R. (Chatham, N. J.):
Hellgraruite-fly, Corydalus cornutus,
and Owl Moth, Catocala concumbens.
29589.
MATTHEW , P. F. (Flor nee, .A.la.): Boxtortoitie from near Florence (gift)
(29580); archteological objects from the
bottomland oftbeTennes eeRivera.nd
Cypr<' 1:1 Creek, .A.la. (deposit ), (29655);
817 arcba,ological objects from Michig:rn and Alabama (deposit) (returned)
(29907) .
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MATTHEWS, R. s. (U. s. National Museum): Specimens of Leptoglossus oppositus with eggs, and Pelidrwta punctata,
mammals, reptiles, batrachians, and
land shells (29567); small collection o'f
skins and skulls of mammals from the
District of Columbia (29766).
MATTHEWS, Dr. WASHINGTON, U. S . .A..
(Army Medical Museum, Washington,
D. C.): Collection of paints obtained
from the Moki and Navajo Indians, and
3 fragments of pottery pipes from Fort
Wingate (gift) (30086); a sock and sa,nda.l from the cave-dwellings (exchange)
(30151). (See undt'r Agriculture, Department of.)
MATTHEWS, Mrs. WASHINGTON (Washington, D. C.): Clay fetish from a
Caiion near Zuni. 30674.
MAYER, ROBERT & Co. (New York
City): Chromolithographic show-card,
"Bouquet ·of Roses," after Paul de
Longpre. 30635.
MAY ARD, GEORGE C. (See under Henry
.A.Reed, and The Telegraphic Historical
ociety of North America.)
MAZYCK, WILLIAM G. (Charleston, s.
C.) : Five specimens of Bulimus ve.ntricosus, Drap., from Sullivan's Islan<l,
Charleston Harbor (gift) (30041); 10
species of shells from the same locality
(exchange) (30553).
MEANS, THOMAS H. (Department of .A.gricultl/,re) : Limestone and residual soil
from Clarksville, Tenn. 30796.
MEARNS, Dr. EDGAR .A.., u. s. A. (Fort
Myer, Va.): Small collection of mammals from Fort Myer, Va., and Gettysburg, Pa., (29772); Box-turtles from
Virginia (30285); specimen of Scalops
aquaticus (30425); 2 specimens of Kangaroo Rat, DipodornlfS rne1Tia7!1i, and a
specimen of Perornyscus erernicus from
Tiburon Island, Gulf of California
(30445).
MEAR 'S, Master L. Z. (Fort Myer, Va.):
Set of eggs of Ovenbird, Sciuri1s au1'0capillus, from Virginia. 30659.
MEEK, Prof. S. E. (Fayetteville, .Ark.):
Crayfishes (30200); skull of Equus caballus (30243).
MELBOURNIJ: BOTANICAL GARDENS (Melbourne, .Australia), through William R.
uilfoy l e: Thirty specimens of seeds
and a pamphlet. 30009.
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MELLICHAMP, J. A. (Bluffton, s. C.):
Two specimens of androgynous clusters
of Pinus heterophylla. 29611.
~ERRIAM, Dr. C. HART (Department of
Agriculture): '' Medicine necklace"
bel onging to Bull Shield, a Blackfeet
medicine man (304 72) ; 7 specimens and
a larva of Proc·u lus goryi, Melly, from
Guatemala (30592). (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
MERRILL, GEORGE P. (U. s. National
Museum): Specimen of granite showing faulting, from Ellicott City, Md.,
(collected for the Museum) (29538);
hackl e, paring machine, and a masticat or (gift) (29737); specimens of feldspar and kaolin ( collected for the Museum) (30765) .
MERRILL, H. C. (Auburn, Me.): Frame
for weaving bel ts. 30025.
MERRILL, Dr. J. C., U. S. A. (Fort Sherman , Idah o) : Collection bf birds' eggs
and n eRts, an d skin of Hammond's F lycat ch er , Empidonax hammondi. 29746.
MERWIN, Mrs., CHARLES (Washington,
D. C.) : H er bar ium specimen of .Antirrhinum majus, L. 2956;3.
METCALFE, W ILLIAM. (See un der Agriculture, Depart ment of.)
MILLER, CHARLES, Jr. (Grand Rapids,
Mich. ) : Arrowh eads and potsherds.
30330.
MILLER, G. S., J r. (Department of Agriculture) : Four frogs from Maryland
and a salamander from Rock Creek
Park, District of Columbia. 30626.
(See under Agriculture, Dep artment
of.)
MILLS, ROBERT A. (Chul uota, Fla.):
Alcoholic specimens of miscellaneous
insects, 2 alcoholic reptiles, a mammal,
and 2 spedmens of parasitic worms
consisting of Fasciola magna, and a
tapeworm (30185); centipede and insects, newly batch d alligator, contents of an alligator's tomach 1 and a
snake (301 3) .
.MI ·~E OTA,
NIVERSITY rr. ( 'ee under Agriculture, Department of. )
irT TIELL, Hon. J. . (' ictoria, Tex.):
Thr e p ies f land ijbell (2 549);
p cim n of unios (2 5 ) ; 2 sp ci
f nni
from Texa (2 1 ) ;
peci1
m n of all'n ct s lwsfaf11 8 (2
), 3
f P11rp11r<i :m<l 1 of , 'rala
all, from. Iatagor ' I laud,

MITCHELL, Hon. J. D.-Continued.
coast of Texas (30204); land a nd marine shells (30471); 3 species of Si~ ccinea and 1 species of Cypris (30649) ; 3
. species of fresh-water shells (30809) • •
MOHR, Dr. CHARLES. (See under Agr.1.culture, Department of.)
MoNCLAR, M. le Marquis de (French
legation, Caracas, Venezuela), t hrough
Prof. 0. T. Mason: Nine photographs
illustrating stone and terra cotta antiquities from Mexico and Venezuela.
30189.
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT (Warrior, Ala.) :
Specimen of selenite in coal. 30236.
MOONEY, JAMES. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
MOORE, Miss ANNIE (Louisville, Ky.) :
Specimens of Stuartiapentagyna., L'Her ·:,
Si lene stellata, Ait, Chelone lyoni, Pursh.:,
Chelone glabra, L., Viola pedata, L ., and
Polygala fa stigiata, Nutt. 29893.
MOORE, Mrs. A. T. (National Museum):
H erbarium specimen of Zamia integrifolia from Florida. 29575.
MOORE, Miss HETTIE A. (Pasadena, Cal.) :
Specimen of Sernele rupium, Sowb.
30666.
MOORE, P.A. (New Castle, Colo. ) : Fourt een arro w-points and 6 worked flakes
of :flint and obsidian. 30166.
MOOREHEAD, WARREN K . (Col umbu 7
Ohio) : Arch::eological obj ects. Deposit. 30487.
MORENO, Dr. F . P . (See under La Plata
Museum.)
MORLOCK, HENRY (Fostoria, Ohio) : Turt le shell and 2 fo ssils from northern
O1.iio. 30347.
MORSE, Prof. A. T. (Wellesley Collerre.
Wellesley, Ma s. ) : Three pecimen of
Spharagemon saxatile, Mor e. 2979~.
MOR E, EDWARD L. (Duxbury Ma .) :
Eight decoration and a gold . un box. 30763.

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
MUNSON, T. V. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
MUSE, Mrs. EvA SCOTT (Helouan, Egypt),
through Dr. G. Brown Goode: Specimens of Heliocopris gigas, Scarabmus
sacer, Belostomaniloticum, and Deilephila
lineata. 30333.
MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY
(Cambridge, Mass.), transmitted by
Dr. ·walter Faxon: Three specimens of
Callinectes donm from Rio, 1 specimen of
Callinectes tumidus from Victoria, and 1
specimen of Callinectes sapidus acu.tidens
from Santa Cruz, Brazil. Exchange.
30723.
NASH, G. V. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF THE DAUGHTERS
OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, tranemitted by Mesdames Fiel<l., Lindsay,
and Foote, Revolutionary Relics Committee: Silver ink-tray brought to
America in lfi76 by J. Frye and supposed to be of early axon mako;
leather wa.llet of Maj. Ebenezer Frye;
Presidential campai ,rn badge of Geueral
Washington; 3 Lafayette medals in
bronze, silver spoon made from kneebuckles worn by Bvt. Col. Ephraim
Sawyer, of Lancaster, Mass.; badge of
the Daught rs of the American Revolution; souvenir gold spoon of the
Daughters of the American Revolution,
and publications of the society. 30799.
NEALLEY, G. C. (Corpus Christi, Tex.):
Herbarium specimens. 29705. (See
under Agriculture, Department of.)
NEEDHAM, JAMES G. (Galesburg, Ill.):
pecimens illustrating an article on
"Studies in Life Histories of Common
Dragon flies." 30265.
NEEFE, A. M. ( weden, Pa.): pecimen
of Magnolia aciiminata, L. 29 71.
NELSON, AVEN. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
NELSON, E.W. (Chiapas, 'fonala, Mexico):
Four hundred specimens of Mexican
plants (29670); 300 Me~ican plants
(29877) ; 600 Mexican plants (30532).
Purchase. (See under Agriculture, Department of, ancl Mrs. N. M. Brown.)
NEL ON, . J. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
NEWBERl{Y, C. E. (Puget Sound Academy, Coupeville, Wash.): Specimen of
Ohiorcea leonina, Gould. 30790.
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NEW BRUNSWICK, NATURAL HISTORY
SOCIETY OF (St. John, New Brunswick): Photographs of Abraham Gesner and Moses H. Perley (gift) (30511);
archooological objects from Charlotte
and Queen counties, New Brunswick,
and Homosassa,, Fla. (30651).
NEWCOMBE, Dr. C. F. (Provincial fuseum, Victoria, British Columbia):
Three species of marine shells from
Queen • Charlotte Islands (30440);
specimens of marine shells from British
Columbia. (30568).
NEWLON, Dr. W. S. (Oswego, Kans.):
Skull of a bear. 30156.
NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM (Albany, N.
Y.): A. A. Gould's type specimens of
Unionidoo. Loan. 29753.
NIBLACK, Lieut. A.P., U.S. N. (Navy Department): Helmet, iron sleeves, and4
halberds mounted ou a tablet. Deposit. 30685.
NrcnoLSON, Prof. H. ALLEYNE (Aberdeen,
cotland): One hundred and sixtyfive English graptolites, representing
22 genera and 54 species. Exchange.
30097.
NICKLIN, J. B. (Chattanooga, Tenn.):
Pieces ofbrass from a mound near Chattanooga. 30087.
NOAH,G. V. (SeeunderAgricnlture,Department of.)
NORTHROP, G. J. (Marquette, Mich.):
Specimen of moth, Deilephila lineata,
Fab. 29897.
NORTON, ARTHUR H. (Westbrook, Me.):
Five birds' skim1. Exchange. 29866.
NOYES, I SA.AC P. (Army Medical Museum,
Washington, D. C.): Hammer-stone
from Fairfax County, Va. 30716.
OAKES, Miss HELENA E. (See under High
School Museum, Saginaw.)
OBERHOLSER, I-I. C. (Department of Agri- ·
culture): HerbariumspecimenofLiliuni
grayi. 29780. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
OFFUTT, HENRY T. (Washington, D. C.):
Specimen of Soalops aquaticus. 29951.
OLDROYD, Mrs. T. S. (Los Angeles, Cal.):
Marine shells from San Pedro Bay.
30483.
OLDS, HENRY w. (Woodside, Md.): Herbarium specimens. (29729, 29878.) (See
under Agriculture, Department of.)
0:RC TT, CHARLES R. (Orcutt, Cal.): Reptiles; specimen of Pocket Rat, Thomo-
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ORCUTT, CHARLES R.-Continued.
PARSONS, Dr. W. B. (Missoula, Mon-t.) :
rnys bot.tae, specimens of Gelasirnus graSpecimen of Charina plumbea. 3039 4 cilis; 41 species of insects, and a speci- PASCOE, A. H. (Pass Christian, ~Iiss-_) =
men of German Carp, Cyp1·inus carpio.
Skull of Porpoise, Tursiops turs1,o.
30052.
30539.
OSTERHOUT, GEORGE E. (New Windsor, PATTON, Dr. w. (Ammie, Ky.): Coal.
Colo.) : Specimen of C.1Jpripediuni Jasc·i30152.
culatum, (29901); specim en of Ca1·exma- PAVLOW, Prof. A. (M~scow, ~ussia) :
gellanica (30791). (See under AgriculE ighty-five specimens of Russian ~reture, Department of, and J. N. Rose.)
taceons fossils, representing 36 E1pec1es.
OWEN, Mjss MARY A. (St. Joseph, Mo.):
Exchange. 29690.
Two archreological objects from a PEACE RIVER PHOSPHATE COMPANY,
moundne:n Maysville, De Kalb County,
transmitted by George W. Scott (F'lorMo. Deposit. 29899.
ida): Collection of fossil teeth and
PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND (London,
bones of m ammals exhibited at the
England): Thirty-seven photographs,
Atlanta Exposition. 30336.
illustrating biblical a ntiquities. (A.) PEARCE, RICHARD (Argo, Colo.): UraniPurch ase. 29586.
nite. Purchase. 29959.
PALMER, EDWARD (Department of Agri- PEARSE, A. s. (Dewitt, Nebr.): Arrow-culture): Two species of marine shells
head from Maryland and a stone implefrom Acapulco, Mexico. 29925.
mentfromNebraska (29802); specimens
PALMER, JOSEPH (U. S. National Muof Ostracoda (29948).
seum): Specimen of Field Mouse, A1·vi- PENNSYLVANIA SALT MANUFACTURING
cola 1·iparius. 29666.
COMPANY (Natrona, Pa.): Specimens
PALMER, Dr. T. S. (See under F. F. Creof cryolite. 29735.
vecceur and S. M. Edwards.)
PENNSYLVANIA, UNIVERSITY OF (PhilaPALMER, WILLIAM (U. S. National Mudelphia, Pa.), transmitted b~ Mr.
seum): Specimen of Vesperugo caroliStewart Culin: A large series of
nensis (29665); 13 birds' skins from
games and puzzles (29701); 6 mancala
Florida (29693); specimen of Bat ( Vesboards (29702). Deposit.
pertilio) (29861) ; 26 m amm a l skins and
2 birds' skins from Florida (29854); PENROSE, R. A. F ., jr. (See under Intecrabs, coral, shells, bird, fishes, mamrior Department, U. S. Geological Surmals, from Smiths I sland, Virginia,
vey.)
collected · for th e National Museum PETTIGREW, F. W. (Sioux Falls, S.
(29873); 2 specimens of Wood Rabbit,
Dak .): Stone knife from Rosebud ResL epus sylvaticus, and a Gray Squirrel,
ervation. 30233.
Sciu,·us carolinensis (30177); on e snake PETTIT, Dr. J. (Grimsby, Ontario, Canfrom Smiths I sl and, Virgini a (30257) ;
ada) : Specimen of Lecanocrinus rna:rospecimen of Mus muscul us (30656);
petalus. 30018.
small collection of fishes from Lake
D c)
PHELPS, GEORGE R. (Washington, . . . :
Drummond, Dismal Swamp, Virginia ;
Archreological objects from Pnuce
George County, Md. 30717.
miocene fossils from near Suffolk; 5
toads, 2 bullfrog , lizards, snakes,
terrapins and ?, salamand r, crayfish, PHILADELPIIIA, CITY 'OUN IL F, tran land and fresh--wat ,r mollusks; and
mitted by William Findlay Brown :
· 11 ane u 1n
· ec t s, mamma1 k'ms
Liberty bell medal and onncil bad"'ef
misc
usecJ. on the occasion of the jonrn Yo
and Skltll , alld 1u- 1·rd. , ·ki·ns f·o
r m
1· the bell to the Atlanta Expo ition.
mal wamp; 2 pecimens of P1·otonota299l ·
ria citrea, 1 , p ·imen of ylvania rnitrata
mbryo of Lepus palustris, 2
IIILLIP , R ,\Jti' ET (Brooklyn,
Y. ):
sp im n of wain on \Varbler, a
lka,·y l a rk-urown wool n t from
to11 ~11 of a. Turk y Huzzard, ton ru I Afghani tan . Ex ·bange. 30-H ·
f ilia Cflrol"n ns is I'roto :,otaria cit,· a, I JIILLIP B. } . ( r mont
a. ) : L oo
a111l yl ·ani<, mitrata (3 U ) .
, ilk moth.
31.
T

LIST OF .ACCESSIONS.
PHYTOLOGIC MUSEUM (Melbourne, Anstralia), transmitted by Baron Ferd.
von Miiller: Two packages containing
specimens of Eucalyptus kino. 30398.
PIPER, C. V. (See under Agriculture,
Depart~ent of.)
PITTIER, R., Director, Instituto Fisicogeogmfi.co N acional ( San ,T os6 de Costa
Rica, Central America): Crustaceans
from Golfo Dulce, Costa Rica. 30687.
PLUMB, J. NEALE (New York City) : Three
bone whistles from San Clemente
Island, Cal. 30512.
PLUMB, L. H. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
POLLARD, C. L., Department of Agriculture: Specimen of Cornmelina saliva
(L.) Crantz (29576) ; 10 herbarium
specimens (30184:); 2 specimens of
Carex from New Jersey (30355). ( e
under Agriculture, Department of.)
POLLARD, NORVAL (McKe sport, Pa.):
Ar hre logical objects from the Monongahel a River gravel (exchange) (30345);
105 stone implt1menta (gift) (30766);
125 rud hipped implements and other
archt ological objects found on the
shores of the Monongahela, River (gift)
(30827).
P LLOCK, W. N. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
PORTER, TIIOMAS c. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
PRI<~ TIS , Dr. D. W. (Washington, D.
C.) : Geological material from the Bermudas. 30782.
PRE TI s, D. W., jr. ( ee under Fish
Commission, U. S.)
PRRSTEL, F. A. C. (Frankfort-on-tbeMain, Germany): Three engravings.
Purchase. 30637.
PRIDEMORE, Gen. A. L. (Jonesville, Va.):
Collection of human bones found in a
cave near Duffielrl, Va. 29857.
PRILL, Dr. A.G. (Dosaville, Oreg.): Two
skins of Cedar Waxwing, and 23 eggs
of American Herring Gull from Isle
Royal, Lake nperior. 30364:.
PRIN ETON COLLEGE (Princeton, N. J. ),
transmitted by J. B. Hatcher: Three
fos il skulls, representing Ischy1·omys
typus, Leptauclienia major, and Euc1·0tophus buZZatull. 30-!04.
1

An extinct and very rare bird.
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PRINGLE, C. G. (Charlotte, Vt.): Four
hundred and twenty-five herbarium
plants from Mexico (purchase) (30529);
6 specimens of Umbellifer::e collected
in Mexico (gift) (30667) ; 220 Mexican
plants (purchase) (30690).
PUMPELLY, R. (Newport R. I. ), tran mitted by J. E. Wolfe, University
Museum, Cambridge, Mass.: Collection of thin se<ltions of iron ores (30051) ·
geological material collected during
investigations relating to the Tenth
Census (30329).
PURCELL, WILLIAM (Greenville, Miss.):
Specimen of Limenitis iwsula. 29776.
PURDY, JAMES B. (Plymouth, Mich.):
Specimen o{ Henslow's Bunting, Arnrnodrarnus henslowi. 304:09.
QUICK, RICHARD. (See under Horniman
Museum.)
RA Y, A. M. (See under Agriculture,
epartment of.)
RAIDER AND SHRIVER (Cumberland,
Md.): Specimen of .Nautilus rnagister
from the Hamilton formation. 30073.
RAL TON BROTHERS (Chicago, Ill.): Two
specimens of Tarantula _, Mygale hentzii.
Presented to the Na,tional Zoological
Park and transferred to the National
Museum. 29789.
RALPII, Dr. WILLIAM L. (Utica, N. Y.):
Skins of Dendroica occidentaZis and Vireo
soZitar ius cassini from California ( 30161) ;
through Major Bendire, specimen of
Philip Island Parrot, Nestor productus 1
(30381); 3 specimens of Golden-cheekerl.
Warbler from Texas (3074:1); an interesting and valuable collection of birds'
eggs and nests, consisting of 911 eggs,
representing 206 species and 222 sets,
also 88 nests (30746) ; 2 4 birds' skins
from Florida (30758). Presented to the
mi thson ian Ins ti tu tion and depoai ted
in the National Museum.
RAMRO, M. ELMER (Philadelphia, Pa.):
Specimen of Summer Warbler, Dendroica <.estiva, specimen of Lazuli Bunting, Passerina amcena, and a pair of
specimens of Bullock's Ori-0le, Icterus
bttUo~lci, from California. 29819.
.
RA HREZ, efior JOSE (Institnto Medico
acional, Mexico, Mexico) : Thirty-four
herbarium specimens. 30658.
2

A very valuable collection.
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RANDALL, F. A. (Warren, Pa.) : Chemung
and Waverly formation fossils. Exchange. 30490.

ROBERTSON, E. LORING(Fillmore, Utah) :
Horn spoon found in an ancieut cliff
dwelling in the Grand Canyon of the
Colorado River, Arizona. (Presented
RANDOLPH, P. B. (Seattle, Wash.): Shells
t o the Smithsonian Institution and
and insects (29541, 29720, 29966, 30580,
transferred to the National Museum.)
30654).
29595.
RANSOME, F. L ., transmitted by H. W.
Turnef-, United States Geological Sur- ROBINETTE, G. W. (Flag Pond, Va.):
Shells from Virginia (30715, 30772) •
vey: Two specimens of lawsonite.
30092.
ROBINSON, H. T. (See under Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of Ethnology· )
REED, HENRY A. (New York City),
through George C. Maynard: Galvano- ROBINSON, Lieut. WIRT, u. s. A. (Hubbard P ark, Cambridge, Mass.): Crusmeter used in testing telegraph lines in
t acea ns, ophiurans and echinoderms,
1855, brought from London by Prof.
insects, birds, mollusks, mammals, repS. F. B. Morse. Lent. 29700.
tiles (29679); 7 species of land shells
REMICK, A. B. (Taylorsville, Cal.): Specifrom the West Indies (29758) ; 25 birds'
men of epidote. 29594.
eggs, representing 7 species, als~ 3
REVERCHON, J . . (See under Agriculture,
nests from Venezuela, South America,
Department of.)
and a bird's nest from the West Indies
RHOADS, 8. J . (See under Agriculture,
(new to the Museum collect ion), 2
Depar tment of.)
specimens of insects from Venezuela
RICE, B. W. (Oasis, Ut ah ): Three speci(29803); collection of birds' eggs fr?m
men s of Pty chopa1·ia kingi. 30599.
Virginia (29913); 139 birds' skins, inRICHARDSON, F RED. (Jamestown, Colo.):
cluding types of 11 new species from
Sp ec imen of Silk moth, A ttM,c us co lurnMargarita Island and the adjacent
bi a, Sm. an d Ab b . 29535.
mainland of Venezuela, also 21 birds'
RICHMOND, c. w., u. s. National Muskins from Bogota (30148) ; 16 birds'
seum: Reptiles, plants, 3 skelet ons of a
sk ins, principally ducks, from vari~us
Black Skimmer, birds' eggs, specimens
localities (30194); 1 11 mammal skms
of Trachynot« s carolinus, Me-niclia, Cypri11oclon variegatus, and Fund·u lus hetero(30203).
clitus, mammals, marine invertebrates, ROCKHILL, Hon. W.W., Assistant Secret ar v of Stat e (Washington, D. C.): .A.
specimen of Rhinoceros Beetle, Dynastes
sm~ll bird-shaped earth enware whistle
tityus, a nd a small collection of bir ds'
(29808); letter written in the Tibetan
skins, from Smiths I slan d, Va . (29648);
language (29892) ; Korean tobacco25 birds' skins, repr esenting 5 species,
pouch (30022 ); letter written in the
from Nicaragua (29788) ; snake (30306);
reptiles and batracbians from Smiths
Tibetan l anguage (30613); ethnologIsland (30312) .
ical objects from Korea, collected by
. RrcKSECKER, A. E. (See under AgriculDr. H . N. Allen (30677). 2
ture, Department of.)
ROOKWOOD POTTERY COMPANY (CincinRIDGWAY, ROBERT, U. S. National Munati, Ohio), transmit ted byW. W. Tayseum: Alcoholic mammals, reptiles,
lor, pre ident : Five specimen of potmammal (30481); 148 birds' skins from
tery and 5 glass jars containing raw
1< lorida (30509); 42 birds' skin from
material used in making pottery. Devarious localities {30510); reptiles ana
posit. 305 6.
a specimen of Gar Pike, Lepidoateua R0MEYN, aptain HENRY,
. (For
osseua, from Vincenn , Ind. (30526).
IcPber on,
a.): Two specimen of
RILEY, J. H. (Fall
hurch, a.): Nei t
A llorhina nilida. 29562.
and 3 egg. f 'ra bopper parr w,
PER E. "\ . ( ublin,
. H. ) : Thr
Ammoclramua aavannaruni paaserinus.
hundr dandfifty-fiv pe im n oflan
3 731.
and fr h-wa
b lls from Jaroai
R BERT, 1r .P1rncY(.,. 'ew rl an ,La.J:
(2
)· 2
p cim n of Cyallws striulll11. 2!) _ .
b 11 (~
1

u.rcha .

!l

xcbange.

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
RosE, J. N. (Department of Agriculture):
Seven herbarium specimens from New
Windsor, Cal. (29590); fi specimens of
plants from Colorado collected by G. E.
Osterhout (29662); her barium specimen
of Acroclini'um roseum from Mr. Walter
Deane, Cambridge, Mass. (29869); herbarium specimen of Tridax dubia from
Mexico, sent by M. L. Fernald, Gray
Herbarium, Cambridge, Mass. (29870);
herbarium specimen of Mentha aquatica
from F. D. Kelsey, Oberlin, Ohio
(29895); 5 specimens of Sanicula from
the eastern section of the U.S. (30070).
(See under Agriculture, Department of.)
ROWLES, W.W. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
ROYAL BIOLOGICAL STATION (Helgoland,
Germany), transmitted by Dr. Ehrenbaum: Crustaceans representing 46
species. 29938.
ROYAL BOTANIC G~RDENS (Kew, England), transmitted by Dr. W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, Director: Two hundred
and fifty specimens of mlielliferm.
Exchange. 303 4.
ROYAL Mu EUM(Berlin, Germany), tran mitted by Dr. Schone, Director-General: Thirty-eightpla ter casts of Hittite antiquities. (A .) Purchase. 29644.
RUBIN, CIIARLE A. (Washington, D. C.):
Collection of miscellaneous insects.
29761.
SAGE, J. N. (Portland, Conn.): Nest and
4 eggs of Brewster's Warbler, Helminthophila leucobronchialis. 30064.
ALMON, Dr. D. E. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
SAM ON, A. A. (West Medford, Mass.),
transmitted by Miss Clara W. Samson:
Four old-style pit-saws. Exchange.
30393.
SAMSON, Miss CLARA w. (West Medford,
Mass.): Three photographs of a winnowing fan used during colonial times.
30625. (See under A. A. Samson.)
SAVAGE, M. F. (New York City): Roman
and Phrenician iamps, anJ. Japanese
:fire-syringe (purchase) (29821); delft
grease-lamp (exchange) (30545); tinder
pistol used during colonial time~ ( exchange) (30546); Ceylonese jingle u sed
as a ceremonial spear, single-head drum
from the Island of Gilolo; Ho-pe, a
Sumatran three-joint trombone (exchange) (30547).

I
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SAWYER, Mrs. SARAH (Wilmore, Ky.):
Stalk of black Gorgonian coral from
Palm Beach, Fla. 30429.
ScHATTF.NBERG, G. A. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
SCHAEFFLER, JOHN B. (Chicago, Ill.):
Two fossil medusre from Eichstatt, Germany. Purchase. 30117.
SCHLUTER, Dr. WILHELM (Halle, Germany): Specimen of Cynomycterus
cegyptiaca, specimen of Hyrax syriacus,
and a specimen of Capra beden sinaitica.
(A.) Purchase. 29605.
SCHMID, E. S. (Washington, D. C.): Pekin
Duck, in the flesh. 30376.
SCHNECK, Dr. J. (Mount Carmel, Ill.):
Great Horned Owl, Bubo virginianus, in
the flesh. 30349.
ScnoNE, Mr. (SeeunderRoyalMuseum,
Berlin, Germany.)
ScnOTT, Mrs. AUGUSTA (Washington, D.
C.): AutographlettersofGeorgeEngelman, John Torrey, and Herbert G.
Torrey. 30525.
CfIUCHERT, CHARLES (U. s. National
Museum): Three thousand and eightyah: specimens of Corniferous fossils
(30030); 12,084 specimens of Hamilton
fossils (30038); 469 specimens of Oriskany fossils (30039); 456 specimens of
Clinton a nd Niagara fossils (3004.0).
Collected for the Museum.
SCHUYLER, E. 0. (New York City): Three
wood carvings obtained from the Alaskan Indians (gift) (3049~); 2 baskets
from Perak ( exchange) (30624); ethnological objects, Mexican textiles, and
a musical instrument (exchange)
(30801).
SCHWARZ, E. A. (Department of Agriculture) : Turtle shell .(rom San Diego,
Tex. (30328); 10 specimens of Odonata
from Salt Lake, Utah (30527). (See
nnder Agriculture, Department of).
CHWEINB URG, J;'RA ULEIN VI C TO RI A
(Berlin, Germ any), transmitted by Mr.
S. P. Langley: Two counting-out
rhymes. 29891.
ScIDM0RE, Miss E. R. (Washington, D.
C. ) : Thirty-five photographs illustrating the manners and customs of Java,
also ethnological objects (gift) (30262);
26 photographs illustrating scenes of
Buddhism in Java (gift) (3027l); collection of pottery, lacquer, jade,· and
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SHUFELDT, Dr. R. W.-Continued.
specimens of birch,' skins from California (29867). (See under H. B. Kalding.)
SIGERFO0S, C. P. (See under Dr. W. K.
Brooks.)
SIMS, E. B. (Gainesville, Tex.): Fossil
bone and quartz crystal. 29651.
SIM¥S1 WILLIS (Buck Hill, Ga.): Spur
of a game chicken. (Presented to the
Smithsonian Institution and transferred to the National Museum.) 30573.
SIMPSON, Dr. J.C. (Washington, D. C.):
Specimen of Walking-stick, Diaphero- rnera Jeniorata, Say. 29804.
SINGLEY, Prof. J. A. (Giddings, Tex.):
Ten species of shells from Guaymas,
Mexico (29681) ; Miocene and other
fossils from the Galveston cleep well
(30165, 30202); 10 species of mollusks

S 'IDMORE, Miss E. R.-C ontinued.
other objects (deposit) (30540); pencil
outline of a foot of a Tamil (gift)
(30585).

SCOLLICK, J. W. (U.S. NationalMuseum):
Lizard. 30305.
SCOTT, G. W . (See under Peace River
Phosphate Company.)
SCOTT, Lieut. J. II., U.S. Revenue-Marine
cutter Fol'tvarcl (Mobile, Ala.): Specimen of Hawk Moth, Enyo lugitbris.
29924.

SCRIBNER, Prof. F. Lamson. (See under
Agriculture, Department of.)
SCUDDER, Dr. S. H. (Cambridge, Mass.):
Forty- fonr s pecimens of Melanopli,
r epr esenting 21 species, and including
types of 17 species. Exchange. 30303.
S1mORE, JACOB (Eldon, Iowa,) transmitted by G. W. Devins: Jaw of a
mammoth. 30604.
SEFTON, IRA H. (Gold Run, Cal.): Specimen of Cuoujus punioeus, Mannerheim.

(30484).

30401.

SHARP, Dr. DAVID. (See under British
West lllllia Committee.)
SHAW, Lieut. H. P., U. S. N. (retired)
(Alberene, Va.): Specimens o{ a plant
supposed to be an antidote for the bite
of a snake, called "The Master Poison.'1
29800.

SHELDON1 Prof. C. S. (Oswego Normal
School1 Oswego, N. Y.): Miscellaneous
insects. 30098. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
SHELLEY, D. H. (Moscow, Ohio): Archreological objects from Ohio and
Kentucky. 29682.
SHEPPARD, Lieutenant 1 U.S . N. 1 and Hon.
H. S. WISE: Star-dial compass in a gilt
case, ornamented and inscribed with
astrological characters. 29863.
SnERWO0D, w. L. ( :rew York City): Two
specimens of Proteus from Europe.
30724.

SmPLEY1 E. h. ( incinnati, Ohio): Ten
photographs. 29961.
u VE1 n. J>. (Fall River, Ia s.): Ruff
Wyandott fowl (3037 ) · IIontlan fowl

1

(30-1 -).

Dr. R. \\. (Takoma
. C.):
pecim n of pid r (Dolo111 de1J f n broBlLR , Hentz), witb
o · cm (2 :-3) · 3

II FELI>T,

1

SKINNER, Dr. HENRY (Academy of Nat. ural Sciences, Philadelphia, Pa.): Four
species of Diurnal moths (30205); transmitted by L. 0. Howard, 14 specimens
of Diurnal moths, represent.ing 11 species (30632). Exchange.
SMITH, E. (Hoboken, N. J.): Reptiles
from Europe. 30231.
Sl'lnTH, Hon. HENRY C. (See under G. G.
Berger.)
.
SMITH, Dr. HUGH M. (U.S. Fish Commission): Two toads from Lemon City,
Fla. 30521.
SMITH, Prof. J.B. (New Brunswick. N. J.:
Twenty-three specimens of Noctuidre,
representing 17 s·p ocies, including type
of 15 species (30410); specimen of
Sphrernlaria bombi, Dufour, 1836 (29932).
SMITH, J. D. ( ee under Agriculture,
Department of.)
SMITH, Dr. M. C. (Lynn, Mas. ) : J:inerals (30235); Upper Carboniferoa fo ils
from Windsor, Nova
otiai (30277) ·
mineral from \Ventworth
uarry,
R~Lnt~ onnty, Novai
otia. (303 ).
, MITll 1 TII ~lA
B. (Ro e Cr ek lion. :
Archtvological object .
po it. 3 2.
~UTII. . ·u~ I • TITUTIO. • 1 Ir.
. P.
Lanl-'l y , cr!'tnry. II xa1Y oal clo k
wi h
dial (2 16); jr n ·I k <li 1
(2, >17) · .Japan
clock (- 1 ) · h nrrJ,.

(~ 1 ) •

(~

):

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
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SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION-Continued.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION-Continued.
pocket dial with compass (29794); 2
TRANSMITTED FROl\I THE NA.TIONA.L
sand-glasses, modern three-minute eggZoOLOGICA.L PARK-Continued.
glasses in black walnut frames (29862);
ant/ms, in the flesh (29583); 2 Vir12 pieces of electrical apparatus supginia Deer, Cariacusvirginiamts,youn a
posed to have been used by Professor
Virginia Deer, Car-iaous 'l'irginianus ,·
Henry in his laboratory work at the
macrotis, Raccoon, Procyon lotol', :tnd
Smithsonian Institution, and 16 photoa Canada Porcupine, Erethizon dorsatus, in the flesh (29584); Macaw, Ara
graphs of Professor Henry's early electrical apparatus, prepared under· the
araoouya, in the flesh (29585); Woldirection of Miss Henry and exhibited
verine, Gulo luscus, and a Re<l Fox,
at the World's Columbian Exposition,
Vulpes fulvus, in the flesh (29626);
Chicago, 1893 (29868). Deposited in the
specimen of Golden Eagle, Aquila
chrysretos ancl Bald Eagle, Halireetiis
National Museum.
TRANSMITTED FROM THI!; BUREAU OF
le·ucocephalus (29627); 2 specimens of
Wart Hog, Phacochrerus rethiopfcus,
ETHNOLOGY, Major J. W. Powell,
Director:
and an Armadillo, Tatusianovemcincta,
Ethnological objects obtained from the
in thefleah (29676); Diamond-backed
Alaskan Indians, Chilkat River
Rattlesnake, Crotalus ada1nanteus
(29777); Elk, Ce1·vus canadensis
(29664); collection of antiquities ob(29874); Lion, Felis leo, in the flesh
tained from the cliff dwellings and
(29905); Fox, Vulpes fulvus, in the
from ancient pueblos, near Tusayan,
flesh (29906); Porcupine, Erethizon
Ariz., collectecl by Dr. J. Walter
J<..,ewkes (2988~); small collection of
clorsatus, in the flesh (29952); Beaver,
-potsherds, collected by J!'. W. Hodge
Castor fiber, in the flesh (29953);
from the Zuni ruins of Kechipauan,
Squirrel, Sciitrus sp., in the flesh
(29954); Kangaroo(29974); Porcupine,
Hawikuk, and K'iakima, and from
the prehistoric ruin of Katzimo, in
Erethizon dorsatus, in tbe:flesh (29978~;
Sea Lion and Elk (29991); Porcupine,
western New Mexico (29990); speciErethizon dorsatus,in the flesh (29999);
men of Scorpion, Vejovis punctipalpis,
alcoholic specimen of Armadillo, TaW oocl, from Seriland, western Sonora,
tusia nove1ncincta (30034.); Sea Lion,
collected by Mr W J McGee (30225);
Zalaphus calif01·nicus, in the flesh
arrowheads and potsherds from
(30036); Porcupine, Erethizondorsatus,
near Grand Rapids, Mich., sent by
from New Hampshire, in the flesh
Charles Miller, jr. (30330); ethno(30048); Golden Eagle, Aquilachrysrelogical objects obtained from the
tos, in the :flesh (30163); Elk, Ceri•us
Kiowa Indians (30341); Indian comcanadensis, in the flesh (30178); 3specipass constructed after the manner of
mens of Monkeys, comprising Cercothose in use among the aborigines in
pithecus diana, Macacus cynomolgus,
Florida (30497); necklace of human
and Cebus (30179); .Felis leo, Nasua
teeth, presented by KiugTimbenuku,
narica, and specimen of Gazella do1·ruler of six of the atolls of the Gilbert
cas (30223); Alligator, Rattlesnake,
Island group, to Lieut. F. L. Clarke,
and 3 Magpies (30245); Polar Bear
U. 8. A. (30498); clay pipe and a jaw
andBeaver(30314); Monkey,Macacus
bone found in a supposed Indian
rhesus, and Kangaroo, Macropus
grave, in Deerfield Township, Lena(30414); Rattlesnake ( Crotalits), King
wee County, Mich. (30517); ethnoSnake ( Ophibolus), Bull Snake (Pityological ol>jects obtained from the
phis), andaMagpie,Picapicahudsonia,
Seri Indian , onoro, Mexico (30579);
in the :flesh (30419); Macaw, ..fra
model of a ghost-shirt belonging to a
macao, Macaw, · Ara chloroptera,
Dakota In<lian, obtained by H. T.
Clarke's Crow, Nucifra,qa columbiana,
Robinson, Leslie, S. Dak. (30646).
young Ostrich, Struthio camellus
TRA TSMITTED 1rROM THE NATIONAL
(30437) ; 2 specimens of Peccary, DiZOOLOGICAL PARK, Dr. Frank Baker,
cotyles tajacu, and a Beaver, Castor
superintendent:
canaden11is, in the flesh (30439); Swan,
Golden Eagle, Aquila chrysr,etos, and
in the flesh (30442); Monkeys, McwaWestern Porcupine, Erethiz on d. epix-
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SMITHSONIAN IN TITUTION-Continued.
TRANSMITTED FROM TIIE NATIONAL
ZOOLOGICAL PARK-Continued.
cits rhesus, and Lynx, Lynx 1·ufus macu,latus, in the flesh (30448); Lion,
Felis lco, Buffalo, Bison americanus,
and still-born Buffalo (30524); Puma,
Felis concolor, and Sooty Mangabey,
Cercocebus fuligino:Jtts, in the flesh
(30543); 2 specimens of Puma, Felis
concolor, 2 specimens of Macacus
rhesiis, 2 specimens of Canis lupus
griseo-albus, and a Black Bear, Ursus
americanus (30596); 2 specim~ns of
Macacus 1·hesus in the flesh (30673);
specimen of Clark's Nutcracker, Nucifraga colurnbiana., in the flesh (30691);
specimen of Ateles ater (30768); young
Ostrich, in the flesh (30771).
SMOLINSKI, JOSEPH (Washington, D. C.):
Polish coin and a Confederate note of
the issue of 1864. 30770.
SNYDER, Dr. JOHN J. (New Oxford, Pa.):
Twelve arrowheads from Two Taverns.
30012.

STAMPER, W. S. (See under .Agriculture.,.
Department of.)
STANDINGER and BANG HAAS (Blaseurts, Dresden, Germany): Thirty-eighii
specimens of insects mentioned in the
Bible. (A..) Purchase. 29587.
STANDISH, B. H. (Minneapolis, Minn.) :
Specimens of Carnponotus pennsylvanicus and Lasius latipes. 30733.
STANTON, T. W. (U. S. Geologica,l Sur-:
vey): Specimens of Unios, land and
fresh-water shells from Texas. (29677,
29849.)
STARGARDTER, L. (Washington, D. C.):
Spider (A.rgioperiparia, Hentz.). 29722.
STEARNS, Dr. FREDERICK (Detroit,
Mich.): Thirteen Oriental seals. 30029.
STEERE, J.B. (Ann Arbor, Mich.): Two
specimens ofTrogon, Pyrotrogon ardens,
from the Philippine Islands. Purchase. 29760.
STEINER, Dr. ROLAND (Grovetown, Ga.):
Collection of archreological objects
from Georgia. (29546, 29912, 30420. )

Deposit.
STEJNEGER, Dr. LEONHARD (U.S.N.M. ):
SONNE, C. F. (See under Agriculture,
Two specimens of Crab ( Telrnessus
Department of.)
cheiragonus) from Kamchatka. 30089.
SORENSEN, Rev. P. H. (Jakobshavn, STEPHENS, F. (Witch Creek, Cal.): Type
specimen of Burrowing OwI, Speotyto
North Greenland): Collection of natu~
ral history specimens. 30044.
cunicularia obscura. 29741.
SORIA y MATA, Senor ARTURO (Madrid, STEVENS, Mrs. A. F. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
Spain.) Transmitted by Senor Arturo
_ Baldasano: Cardboard model of geo- · STEWART, Dr. T. B. (Lock Haven, Pa. ):
Rudely chipped stone implement and
metrical figure giving a practical idea
a photograph of a collection of Indian
of the shape of the polyhedrical origin,
relics. (29865, 29963.)
as represented in a work on "Poly hedrical Origin of the Species." Pre- STILES, CHARLES WARDELL (Departmen
of Agriculture): Parasitic worms fro th
sented to the Smithsonian Institution
the collection of Leidy and Stiles (deand transferred to the Nat.ional Muposit) (29934); original specimens of
eeum. 29981. (See under Smithsonian
Moniezia expansa (type of Ta'nia e:cInstitution.)
pansa, R., 1810) and Monostoma re,·_
SouuAMI, A. R. (New York City):
capite, Leidy (gift) (29935); specime~-Hanging lamp of Damascus manufacof Ctenotamia ( ) rariabilis, tile 1 9.:,;
ture. Purchase. 30084.
and Davainea salmoni, tile , 1 95 e:s:o LE, Li ut. H. B., . . N. (London,
England):
kin of , ecretary Bird,
chang ) (29 45).
Gypogeranus se11Jentarius, from the STILL, E. . (. ee under A<Tri ultur D Tran vaal, outh Africa. 30127.
partment f.)
TILLWELL, L . \ . ( Deadwood . Dak,h
\\' orkecl flint from Tenn
T RR , .J A:'\IE
(Tehama
, ki
and skull f )Iol , capanus to1c1
Pur ha.· . 2 :-71,
'r -

LIST OF. ACCESSIONS.
STOSE, G. W.-Continued.
specimens of Upper Ca,rboniferous fossilR from Wolfville, Nova Scotia. Exchange. 29979.
STOSSICH, Prof. M. (Trieste, Austria):
Parasites collected at Trieste and determined by Professor Stossich. Exchange. 29944.
STOVER, E. D. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
STRAIT, Hon. T. J. (Member House of Representatives.) Transmitted by Mr. C.
D. Walcott: Triassic sandstone from .
near Raleigh, N. C. 30710.
STURTZ, B. (Bonn-a-Rhein, Germany):
Eight fossil starfishes from Bundenbach, Germany. 30628.
SUK 'DORF, W. N. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
SULZBERGER, D. (Philadelphia, Pa.):
First J ewish prayer book published in
America. Deposit. (Return d.) 29591.
SWAIN, JonN & ON (London, Englancl):
Eighteen specimens of half-tone work,
in black and in colors. 30636.
SWEENY, TnOMAS (U. S. Nationn,l Museum): ream pitcher of wedgewood
ware. 30258.
W OHD, J. F. (Jonesville, Ya.): Fifteen
specie of Unios from Clinch Hiver, Ya.
30808.

TATE, W. B. (U. S. National Museum):
Katydid, Microcentrurn retinerve. 29 25.
TAYLOR, Mit!S K. A. (Baltimore, Md.) :
pecimen of Commelina conwiunis.
30197. ( ee under Agriculture, Department of.)

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY: Carborundum, transmitted by E. G. Acheson,
president, and Dr. David D. T. Day, of
the U.S. Geological Survey. 30290.
THE DR.A.KE COMP.A.NY (Sioux ity,
Dak.): Two slabs of agatized wood.
Deposit. 30207.
THE TELEGRAPHIC HISTORICAL So IETY
OF NORTH AMERICA: Oil portrait of .
F . B. Morse; set of photographs of . F.
B. Morse; photograph of J. H. "\"\ ade;
photo-lithographic copy of a painting
of the founders of the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, transmitted by G. C.
Maynard, secretary, Washington, D. C.
( 30578) ; framed specimen of Morse telegraph writing, recorded in the Baltimore office, of the first telegraph line
in 1884 (30784) . Deposit.
TIIISELTON-DYER, Dr. W. T. (See under
Royal Botanic Garden, Kew, England.)
TIIOMPSON, C. H. (See under Agricultur , Department of.)
THOMPSON, GREELAND. (See under Miss
Clara Hough.)
THOMPSON, Mrs. J. M. (Ocala, Fla.):
Rude plaster casts of an old Spanish
·oin. 30552.
THOMSON, Mrs. J. S. R. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
THOMSON, M. JULIUS. (See under S. M.
Jorgensen.)
TnORPE, Dr. H. H. (Liberty Hill, Tex.):
Femur of mastodon. 30764.
THURBER, E. C. (Alhambra, Cal.): Three
lizards. 3"0703.
THunow, F. W. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
·
TIFFANY, CHARLES L. (New York City),
transmitted by George F. Kunz: Forty
pieces of Tiffany favrile glass, made
under the personal supervision of Mr.
Louis C. Tiffany; also 2 m~al stands.
Deposit. 30543.
TIFFA y & Co. (New York City): Geo] ogical specimens (A.) (purchase)
(29717); cut emerald from Muso mine,
nit d States of Colombia (.A.) (purchase) (29759); 6 pieces of Japanese
cloisonn e, enameled brass vase, 2 pipestems from Tunis, 2 samples of Russian
lacquer, 37 pieces of iridescent gl~s,
25 miscellaneous specimens from Syria,
24 pieces of porcelain, faience, and
earthenware, an antique Greek earthenware dish, glass pitcher, and an an-

I
I

TAYLOR, W. W. (See under Rookwood
Pottery Company.)
TENNESSEE, u IVRRSITY OF. (See under
Agriculture, Department of.)
TENNEY, Miss HATTIE (Wa hington, D.
C.): Mexican pottery from Argentine
Republic. Deposit. 29900.
TE T, Dr. F. '. (Department of Agricul- 1
ture): Snake and frog from Dismal
wamp, Yfrginia. 29560.
TEUTE, FERD. (Rochester, N. Y.): Fifty
species of Lepidoptera. 30173.
T1IE BRUSSTAR SHIP BUILD! G COMP.A.NY
(Baltimore, Md.), transmitted from th
U.S. Fish Commission: Four models of
l..>oats. 29919.
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TIFFANY c
tiqn
nameletl
chas ) (W7fl0);
oth r thnologi
(29791).

ontiuuecl.
bronz bnckle (pur2 Tartar knives and
al objects (purchase)

TODD, BA.'T1m (Los Angeles, Cal.) t
Specimen of igneous rock, probably a
basalt. (Returned.) 30412.
TOLLIN, OSCAR (Miakka, Fla.): r.rhree
specimens of Everglade Kite and 2
Warblers (gift) (29756); 7 specimens,
representing 4 species of young birds
from Florida (purchase) (29757) .
TOMS, C. F. (Hendersonville, N. C.) :
Manganese ore from Green River
(29708); specimen of rock underlying
the Zircon mine on Green River
(29713); gold ore from Boilston gold
mines in Henderson County (29728);
Auerlite (29757); ore from Reasonover
Creek, N. C. (30125).
TOOMER, ISAAC (Westlake, La.): Specimen of Dynastes tityus. 30783.
TOPPING, D. LEROY. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
TORREY, Mrs. M. C. C. (Baird, Miss.):
Specimen of lignified banana and 4
fragments of pottery from near Lake
Dawson. 30709.
TOWNSEND, CHARLES H. (See under
Fish Commission, U. S., and Thomas
Lee.)
TOWNSEND, C. H. TYLER. (See under
Agriculture, Department of.)
TRACY, ANDREW (Greenville, Miss.),
through H. St. L. Coppee: Carved
stone pipe from Arkansas. 80643.
TRACY, S. M. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
TRELEASE, WILLIAM (Missouri Botanical
Garden, St. Louis, Mo.) : Two specimens
of Al ·yonarian from Corvo, Azores.
29 2.
TRE~IBLY, Roy CU., . National Museum):
Skin and skull of Brown at, Adelonyctenu fuscus. 29771.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT-Continuedu. s. LIFE-SAVING SERVICE, traD mitted by Capt . .r'. H. Long (Fen wick
Island, Del.) : Skeleton of Fin back
Whale (30795).
r.rmsT,(N, SENOR J. Frn. (See under Agriculture, Department of, and Costa Rica.
Natio11al Museum of.)
TRUE, F. W. (U.S. National Museum ):
Five photographs of Lap 1 an cl er s
(30115); specimen of Hickory-borer,
Chion zinctus, Drury (30561). (See under Fish Commission, U. S.)
TUBB, CHARLES L. (Amory, Mass.), transmitted by the Bureau of Ethnology :
Large skin jug. 30318.
TURNER, H. W.(U. S. Geological Survey):
Geological specimens from Mexico
(30103); native gold with secondary
al bite in veins in porphyry (30424? •
(See under F. L. Ransome.)
TURNER, Miss S. W. (Washington, D._ C.):
Two ancient Greek coins and an icon.
30380.
TURNER, W. H. (See under Agriculture,
Department of.)
TURNER, Mrs. W.W. (no address given) :
- Series of reductions of Assyrian reliefs.
30570.
TWEED, J. W. (Ripley, Ohio) : Collection
of stone implements. Exchange. 30133.
TWEEDY, FRANK. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
UDDEN, Prof. J. A. (Augustine College,
Rock Island, Ill.): Specimens of Stoneflies N"emou,raalbidipennis,Walk. 29659.
VANDENBURGH, J. (Stanford University
Cal.) : Set of eggs of Arkansas Goldfinch, Spin us psaltria. 30699.
VANDEUSEN, ROBERT T. (Stuyve ant, T.
Y.) : Stamped pitcher, and a pit ·ber
decorated with a transfer pattern. Deposit. 30309.
VAN DIEN, Mrs. R. ( ee under Agricul·
ture, Department of.)
VAN HA BRO K, Mrs. E. J. ( ee under
Agriculture,
I artment of.)
VAN MATER, J. A.. (Franklin Fnrna
. J.):
venty p cim n of pink
calcit . 2 -

LIST OF ACCESSIONS.
VON LINSTOW, Dr. 0.-Continued.
puncta, von Linstow, 1872, and Tamia
friedbergm·i, von Linstow, 1878. Exchange. 29931.
VON MULLER, Baron Ferd. (Melbourne,
Australia): Specimens of alg:n (exchange) (30006); 102 specimens of acacia (gift) (30269); specimen of Banksia
grandiflora (30456). (See under Agriculture, Department of, and Phytologic
Museum.)
VON SCHMIDT, JARO (Tustin City, Cal.):
Winter buds of Potamogeton pectinatus.
30275.
VASEY, Miss F. N. (Department of Agriculture): Two specimens of Quercus
stellata (gift) (30188); 2 specimens of
Quercus rnacrocarpa (deposit) ( 30230).
VERY, C. F. (New Albany, Ind.): Hybrid
mullein. 30739.
VICKERS, E.W. (Ellsworth, Ohio): Specmens of Moles (30160); Shrew, Bla1·ina
parva (30216).
VIG AL, L. (Paris, }'ranee): Coll ction of
Mioceu e fossilsfrom Franco. Exchange.
30101.
VINCENHELLER, L. ( c under Arkansas
'ommis ion to Atlanta Exposition.)
VOGT, Dr. P.A. (Buffalo, N. Y.): Transmit ted by John D. Mc h sn cy,
Geolo rrical Survey: Three specimens of
E urypterns. 30704.
Vomn , H. G. (Mt. Vernon, Mo.): Piece
of a petrifi d tree. 30124.
w AGNER FREE I TITUTE (Philad lpbia,
P a .) : Eight Mesozoic fishes from Europe. E xchange. 29699.
WABY, J. F. (Botanic Gardens, British
Guiana): Seventy-six plants from the
I sland of Barbados. Presentecl to the
Smithsonian Institution and deposited
in the National Museum. 30263.
w ALCOTT, Mr. CHARLES D. (Director,
U. S. Geolo o-ical Survey): Ten specimens illustrating the Low r Cambrian
formation, collected by him in tbe
White Mountain Rang , In yo County,
al. (2957 ) ; 15 specimens of orniferons limestone fossils from Berne, Albany 'ounty, N. Y. (30754). (Seo under
Interior Department, U. S. Geological
S11rvey; Prof. Rudolph L uckart ancl
H on. T. J. Strait.)
\ VALCOTT, CIIARLES D., .Jr. (\Vashington,
D. '.) : Sp dmen of Lower Cambrian
quartzite, containing Scolithus linearis,
NAT M S
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WALCOTT, CHARLES D., Jr.-Continued.
from the excavation for the Cairo building, Washington, D. C. 29579.
WALKER, B. L. (Washington, D. .) :
Skiu of a snake from Alabama. 29631.
WALKER, BRYANT (Detroit, Mich.): Six
species of Unionidae from Michigan.
30139.
WAPLE, J.E. (See under R. Pum1)elly.)
WAR DEPARTMENT, Quartermaster-General's Office. (See under John Laun.)
WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLI HMENT (Rochester, N. Y.): Skeleton of a
man, showing muscular areas (A.) (purchase)(29550); specimenofRoeDeer(A.)
(purchase) (29596); geological specimens (A.) (purchase) (29716) ; three
mounted mammals (purchase) (29784);
onyx from Pueblo, Mexico (purchase)
(30094); specimen of Nautilus 1nacro1nphalus, specimen of Nautilusumbilicatns,
and s:recimen of Turrilites (purchase)
(30131); two plaster casts of medusm
from the Solenhofen Slates, Germany
(exchange) (30605).
W ASIIINGTON LOAN AND TRUST COl\IPANY. (See under Brownell, Frank.
Bequest of.)
WATERS, C. E. (See under Agriculture,
epartment of.)
WAY, N. S. (Yorklyn, Del.): Scraper of
yellow jasper with a rounded end.
30371.
·WAYMAN, G. TURNER (Valencia, Venezuela): Collection of insects (exchange)
(30344); specimen of Lachesis niutus
(gift) (30700).
W A.YNE, • ARTHUR T. (Mount Pl<i\asant,
. C.) : Two birds. Exchange. 3083f.
WEEK , RICHARD (Washington, D. C.):
Old sty le English coffee urn made of copper; 17th century.· Purchase. 29657.
WEIR, PAUL (Owensboro, Ky.): Archmological objects. 30619.
WEI13EL, E. G. (Fort Huachuca, Ariz.):
(See under Agriculture, Department of.)
WEBB, J. G. (Osprey, Fla.): Hawk moth.
Aniphonyx antreus, Drury. 29847.
.
WEBER, G. E. (Opelika, Ala.): Specim n of Miaumena vatia, Clark. 29858.
WEED, WALTER H. (See under Interior
epartment, U. S. Geological Survey.)
\ 1nBER, E. G. (See under Agricultnre,
D partment of.)
.
WELLE LI~Y COLLEGl!:. (See under Agnulture, Department of.)
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\V1e LEY, WILLIAM, & SON (Londo11,
England): Ethiopic charm-roll, 17th
century (purchase) (29606); tho Gothic
and AnO'lo-Saxon Gospels with the versions of Wyckli:ffe and Tyndale ; Codex
Vatican us; King James Version 1613,
Genoa Bible 1547; Codex Sinciticus
(A.) (purchase) (29814-); facsimiles of
Coverdalo's Bible and Tyn<l.ale 's Bible
(purchase) (29815).

WHARTON, JOSEPH (Philadelphia, Pa.) :
Sperrylite from Vermillion Mine, near
Sudbury, Ontario. 30237.
WHEELER, C. F. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
WHEELOCK, L. P. (Pittsburg, Pa.): Cranium of a fish from the Carboniferous
limestone formation of Kelly's Island,
Ohio. 30762.

s.

'?--

WILSON, THOMAS (U.
National
seum): Archreologicalobjectsfrorn
(29612, 29630); archreological o bJ ec
from Brittany, France (30134); skeleton of a cave bear from southern France
(30618). (See underGuiseppe Bellucci. )

?h:i.~

WING E. T. (Pleasantdale, Me.) : Devonia~ slab containing mollusks. 3 o577 ·
WISE, Hon. H. S., and Lieutenant SHEPPARD (U. S. N.): Star dial with co~pass in au ornamented gilt case, J..D.scribed with astrolvgical characters.
29863.
WOLTZ, GEORGE (U. S. Nationa.I Museum): Rabbit in the flesh. 29711.
wooo, J. MEDLEY. (See under Agriculture, Department of.)
WOOLMAN, A. J. (Duluth, Minn.): Small
collection of fresh-water fishes from
Mexico. 29565.
WOOSTER, A. F. (Norfolk, Conn.): Pupa
of Hawk moth, Protopa1·ce carolina, L.

WHITE, DAVID (U. S. Geological Survey): Specimen of fungus collected on
Whitman Knob, Webster County, vV.
Va. (29840) ; ferns from Tennessee and.
29806.
West Virginia (29927); cone-in-cone WORTHEN, CHARLES K. (Warsaw, Ill.):
from near Belva, W. Va. (30226'). (See
Fifty-six skins and skulls of moles ao<l
under Interior Department, U. S. Geoshrews from British Coiumbia. Purlogical Survey.)
chase. 29628.
WHITEHORN, WORTH (Rochester, Nebr.):
WORTHINGTON,
J. (Mannington, w. Va. ):
Fossil tooth of horse. 30824.
Oil sand from Marion County. 296l3.
WIDMANN, 0. (Old Orchard, Mo.): Nests
of Short-billed Marsh Wren and Song WRIGHT, BERLIN H. (Penn Yan, N. Y.):
Three species of Unios (30279); 5 specSparrow from St. Charles County, Md.
imens of Unios from Longwood, Fla.
29769.
(30464); specimen of Stigmaria ficoi des
WILDER, Dr. HARRIS H. (Smith College,
Northampton, Mass.): Three salaman(30503).
ders from New England. 30522.
WURZLOW, H. (See under Agriculture,
WILKINSON, E. C. (Penn Yan, N. Y .): Oil
Department of.)
painting of Shah-Coo-Pee, the orator YALE, CHARLES, (Louisiana, Mo.): • tyloof the Sioux Indians. Lent. 29638.
bite from beds of Burlington limeS t 00 e·
WILLIAM,', Rev. JOHN B. (Georgetown,
Purchase. 29917.
S. C.): Cells of Leaf-cutting Bee (MeYOUNG NATURALISTS' SOCIETY ( eattle.
gachile sp. ). 30054.
Wash.) transmitted by H. H. Hi rlWILL1AMSRURG
IENTllt'IC SOCIETY
shaw: Three crabs from Puget oun
(Brooklyn, N. Y.): Ten specimens of
(29-82); 9 pecies of shells :from Pu_ mi cellaneous shells, r presenting five
, ound and an Jose de Goateroa
specie . Exchange. 304.76.
(30-!28); 6 mariu b lls and other
_
\VIL. ON, AVlES (Wahington, D. C.):
1
imen
from
Pnget
ound
(30756)
·
·
pe
orphyritic gneiss from Winchendon,
mens of Astarte froru Port Oreb
Ia . 30031.
Wash. (30767).
]
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INDEXES TO ACCESSION LIST.

INDEX A.-BY LOCALITIES.

AFRICA.
A ccession number.
.Abbott, Dr. W . L .... • . . ... ..... ... .. . 29960, 29967
Arller, Cyrus .. ... ...... .... . . .. . ........... 30567
.Agriculture, Depai;tmen t of. . ... . .... 29642, 30794
.Azeez, Miss A.. A. . . ... ...... . . .. .. .. ... ... . . 30209
Bray, P. H .. .. . .. . .......• ....... .......... 29645
B:rown, Mrs. M. E . . .. .......... . ...... , . . . . 30167
Feneys, Dr. A .... ......... . .. .... . . •. ... . .. 30800
Glen Island Museum . ... .. ..... . ...•....... 30021

Accession number.
H addon, Dr. A . (J. • • . • . • . . . • • . . • • . . • • . . . . . • • 30002
Haviland, G.D .. ...... . ................ ... . 29920
Muse, Mrs. Eva Scott . . ........... . .... .. . . 30333
Royal Zoologic:1 1 ::\! useum, F loren ce, Italy. 307*2
Smithson ian Iustitution .............. . . . . . 30800
Soule. Lieut. H . 13. , U .S. Navy .. . .......... . 30127
W ilson, J. 0 . . .............................. 30467

AMERICA.
NORTH AMERICA.
:British America.
Agriculture, De1>artment of ... . ...... ... . .• 30057
30141, 30218, :10274, 30417, 30¼78, 30566
Billings, W.R ....... . ..................... . 30645
Boas, Dr. Franz ........................... . 30192
'Brooks, W. E ..... .. . . ................. .. . .. 30458
Chittenden, N. Il . . ......................... 30486
Clapp, G. II ... .. .. .. .......... . ......... ... 29843
Coleman, .A.. P . ....... . ............. . ....... 299(1
Cox, Philip ........... , ..................... 30254
Crosby, F. W. & W. 0 ..................... . 30556
Currie, Rev. Hector ........................ 30014
Dawson, ir William ..... . ................. 30450
Dwight, Dr. J., jr ........................ . .. 29732
Evermann, Prof. B. W .................. ... . 30311
Fish Commission, U. S ..................... 30289
Grant, Col. C. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30020
Howard, S. W.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30019

Kearney, N . ,J. ..•........ . ................. 30016
ernaban, Geor ge . .. . ............... ... ... . 30015
Lamb, T. Il . .. .. ............................ 30730
Latchforc1, F . R ............................ 30443
McGuirl, J. H ... . .......................... 30358
M Kinn on, Malcolm . ...... •................ 30017
Macintosh, R . ...... . ....................... 30013
Museum of Comparative Anatomy . . ...... 30723
.i.: atural Ilistor y Society of New Bruns·
wick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30511, 30651
Newcombe, Dr. C. F .. .. . . ~ ........ . .. 30!1.40, 30658
Pettit, Dr. J . ............. .. ... . ........ . ... 30018
Smith, Dr. M. C.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 30235, 30368, 30277
tose, G. W .. .. ..... ~.... . ..... . ........... 29979
Wharton, J . . .. .. . .. .. ....... . .............. 30237
Worthen, C. K .. . ... . ........•.•............ 29628

Mexico.
.A<ller, Dr. Felix ....... .. ................ . • . 30206
.Agriculture, Department of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30143
30310, 31327, 30390, 30400

Brewster, W . ........................ . .. .. . 30252
Chittenden, F. II .................. . ........ 30486
Cooke, Miss J.M ......... ... ............... 30740
Dugas, Dr. .A. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29568, 29685
29706, 29751, 20801, :J0238, 30501, 30542

Finck, Hugo ......... . .... . .......... . . .... 29646
Hermann, T. & Co ....... . ............ 30061, 30145
lbering, Dr. H. von .. . . . ................... 30815
Ludera, Dr. C. W . . ................ . . . . . .. . 30191
McGee, W ,T . • • • . • . . . . . • • . • . • • . • . . • . • 30403, 30489
Mearns, Dr. E . .A.., U . S . Army .. . ... .••. . . 30445

Monclar, M. le Marquis de .......•.......•. 30189
Nelson , E . W. _. ... .. ................. 29670, 29877
Palmer, Ed ward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '.!9925
Pringle, C. G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30529, 30667, 30690
Ramirez, Senor Jose ... . ................. .. 30658
Rose, J". N . ..... . ... ....................... 29870
Schuyler, E . 0 ...... ..................... . . 30801
Singley, J . .A. . . . •. . .. ........•••..........• 29681
Smithsonian Institution .. ................. 29646
Smithsonian Institution (Bureau of E t l1·
nology) ..... _.. ... .. .............. . 30225, 30579
Wards Natural Scien ce Establi shment,
j
Rochester, N . Y ••..•..••.•••..••..••...•. 30094••

United St at es.
ALABAMA:

Agriculture, Department of....... . . . . 30594
30818, 30821

Flowers, J. J., j r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20609
Ilardeman, Thomas ............... .... 30702
Matth&ws, P. F ...... • . . • • . . • • • • • 29655, 291107

.ALABAMA- Continued.
.
Montgomery, R .. . . . . ..•.... . . - .• _. .. - - 30236
Scott Lieut. J H., U .S. R. M . S .... .. . 29924

::~~:~·:.-!::::::::::::: :::: :: :::: :: ::~:~:!
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Accession nnX11~
CALIFORNIA-Continued .
Hemphill, Henry .......... :J0239, 30241 , 3
Holzner, F. X • •....•..... .... . ... 29674, 3

.Accession number.
A LASKA :
.Agriculture, D epartment of .. . . . 30282, 30361
B r oth ert on , B . J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29641
.Bruce, M . W ••••••..••••• . .....•... ·.... 30513
Call, Dr. S . J ..................... 29762, 30063
D all, W. H . • • • • • . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . 29964, 30046
Fish Commission, U . S . .. ...... . 30055, 30123

·

E~;\r:: ~:: )) it;i

McGregor, R. C .. _.. .... . ....... . . 3 0614, 30745
Mathers, Wallace ... ..... . . ..... . . .. _ - - 30803
Moore,Miss He1tieA . .·.. ..... . ..... - - - 3 0666
Oldroyd, Mrs. T. S . . . ... . . .. .. . .. ... _ . - 30483
Orcutt, C.R ...... ... . ............. .. _ - - 30052
Plumb, J. N ..... . ......... _..... .... _ _ _ 30512
Ralph, Dr. W . L .... ............ ..... - - - 3 0161
Rambo, M . Elmer ..... . .. .. .. . ....... - - 29819
Remick, A. B ................ . ... .... - - 2 9594'
Van Denburg, J ..................... - - • 3 0699
SEFTON, I. H ................... .. .. . .. .. . - - . 3 0 401
Shufeldt, Dr. R. W .................... - 2 9867
Smithaonian Institution ...... ..... - .. · 30.161

30147, 302'.!4, 30250

Smithsonian Institut ion (Bureau of Eth·
nology ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 29664
ARIZONA :
.Agriculture, D epartment of. . . . . . . . . . . . 29724
Babbitt Brothers ....... . .... . .... . ..... 30408
B endire, M aj . Charles, U .S . .Army .... 29941
Blake, W. P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30382
Chamberlain, Dr. L. T .......... . .. .. .. 30664
Chittenden, N. H .............. . ... . ... 30486
Copper Queen Consolidat ed Mining Co. 30576
Davis, C. E .............. . ......... . ... 30405
English, G. L. & Co ............... . .... 30435
Fowkes, Dr. Walter .. . .. .. 30J32, 30606, 30781
Hague, A . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30515
Hine, T W . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29686
Hough, Walter ... . .... . ............... 30813
Interior Department (U. S. Geological
Survey) . . ... . .... ... ................. 30749
Matthews, P. F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29580
Robertson, E. Loring ..... . ...... . . .... 29595
Smithsonian Institution ......... 29595, 30664
Smithsonian Institution (Bureau of Ethnology) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29889
ARKANSAS:
Arkansas Commission to the Cotton
States and International Exposition. 30294
Bowers, M.A . ........ ............ ... .. 30068
Braley, Miss Etta ...................... 30603
Brown, C. F ...... ... . .. .... .. ...... .... 30296
Chamberlain, Dr. L . T .•. . ..•... . . . •• •• • 30427
Couper, W . P .......................... . 30118
Garrett, Charles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30075, 30298
Karlsive, Dr. W. J ......... .... .. 30500, 30680
McNeil, J...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30291
Meek, Prof. S. E . ... . . ...... . .... 30200, 30243
Smithsonian Institution . . . ...... . .. . .. 30427
Tracey , Andrew . .....•• . •....... ... ... 30643
CALIFORNIA :
A g riculture, Department of. ..... 29572, 30026
30079, 30080, 30181, 30268, 30263
30284, 30300, 30310, 30320, 30387
30-1.61, 30480, 30621,30069, 30822
A nthony, A . W .. .. . ...... . ...... 29687, 29909
30256, 30[ij~, 30670, 30 05, 30817
Arnold , Delos ...... .... ............ . ... 29807
Barlow, Chest er ..... .. .. .. ... . .. ....... 29074
B ck, R. Il - . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 29603
Blaisdel, Dr. F . E ...... .......... . .....• 80430
Boynton, Mrs. Il. V ... . ..... .... ....... 30537
Br tt, Walter ...... . .. ... . .. . ..... ..... 29933
Ilrokaw, L. W . . . . •... . •... . ....... .•• • • 29708
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5, 1 95. (Complete.)
Olives, pickling processes, etc. A. P.
Hayne. , acramento, 1895. 8vo,
37 pp.
Register,1895-1896. (1875,1877-1883,
1887-1895.)

Palo Alto.
LELAND STANFORD JUNIOR U IVERSITY.

San Francisco-Continued.
INDUSTRY, pts. 84-90, 1895-1896.
74,"76-83.)
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(Pts.

Colorado.

Colorado Springs,
COLORADO COLLEGE.
Studies, vr, 1896. (Complete.)
Denver.
COLORADO SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.
Determination of bismuth in refined
lead. L. G. Eakins. Denver,
1895. 8vo, 9 pp.
Dyke on the Columbia vein in Ward
district, Boulder County, Colo.
C. S. Palmer and W. B. Stoddard.
Denver, 1895. 8vo, 6 pp.
Nickel deposits near Riddles, Oregon.
W. L. Austin. [Denver, 1896.J
8vo, 27 pp.
Occurrence of Tellurium in oxidized
formassociated with gold. Richard Pearce. Denver, 1895. 8vo,
4 pp.
Proceedings, IV, 1891-1893. (II, pts.
1-2; m, pts. 1-3.)
Recent history and present status of
chemistry. Charles S. Palmer.
Denver, 1894. 8vo, 15 pp.
Some notes on the occurrence of
Uraninite in Colorado. Richard
Pearce. Denver, 1895. 8vo, 3 pp.
Vein structure in the Enterprise
mine. T. A. Richard._ Denver,
[n. d]. 8vo, 8 pp.
Volcanic rock of Alum Hill, Boulder
County, Colo. C. Irving Andrews.
Denver, 1895. 8vo, 8 pp.
MINING REvrnw, XXXIV, pts. 26-32,
1895. (XXXI, pts. 4-24, 26 j XXXII j
XXXIII, pts. 2-3, 5-11, 17-26;
XXXIV, pts. 1-25.)

Fishes of Sinaloa. David Starr Jordan.
Palo Alto, 1895. 8vo,
64 pp.
Publications (geology and pal reontology), No. 1, 1895.
San Diego.
OUT OF DOORS FOR \V OMEN, II1 pt. 21,
1895. (I, pts. 1-2,)
WEST AMERICAN CIENTIST, IX, pt. 80, F01·t Collins.
1895. (1, pts. 1, 3, 5, 10-11; II,
STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EXpts. 12-19; m, pts. 22-24, 26-31;
PERIMENT STATION.
IV, pts. 33-38 j VII-VIII; IX,
Bulletin 31, 1893. (4-6, 9-30.)
pt. 78.)
Sacramento.
Co»nectic11t.
CALIFORNIA STATE MINING BUREAU.
Bulletins, 5-8, 1895-1896. (4.)
Meriden.
rn TTIFIC AssocIA.TION.
San Francisco.
Annual address. J. T. Pettee. MeriCALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
den, 1893. 8vo, 31 PP·
Memoirs, II, t. 5, 1896. (n, pts. 1-4. )
Transactions, u, 1885-1886 ; v, 1893 ·
Proceedings, (2) v, pts. 1-2, 1896.
(III-IV.)
(r-vI; VII,pt.1; (2) I-Iv.)

]'J,, P )l 'I'

>F .. T.\'l'IO. '.A L ~IPSEU)I, 1896 .

• ·1 I(' / l (l l' {'/1 .

('o . . E< I l l'("I' . \ <'.\l> E:'>IY 01•' ...\1:·1. .\. ·p
S et t•

C l•'s; .

'l'r:1111md.io11 . • t. , p1. !!, 1 !1:i,

(Y, llt.

Tr118hi11gto11-Coutinned.
Anmcn.TURE, DEPART:\lENT oFtiuned.

11'eather Bnreau.
Monthly Weather Review, S-~II 1"pts. 6-10, 1895. (XXI, pts. 1 0- 1 3 :
c,,..~E, ·T1t t' T
S T \. TE
1_~0Ann
oF /
· XXII, XXIII, pts. 1-5.)
)IE .\l,'ill.
,veatlierreport : Nebraska wea th er
)lo11lhl,r 1,ulldin, .·, pt. 2, l~!)f>. (II,
review, 1895.
ptt-. 11 - 1:.!; III- YU i YIIJ, JlfH. 8-11 i
L\, JltS. :.!_
, !l.)
A:\IERICAN JEWISH HISTORICAL sol'orflw11l.
CIE'fY.
Publications, pts. 2-4, 1889- 1 896
Ons1mY1rn, Tm-'. Yr, pts. 9-12, 1895;
(Complete.)
, II, pts. 1-1, rnDG.
(Complete.)
PJ{ACTICAL :\lICROSCOPY, YI, pt. 8,
AMERICAN UONTI-ILY MICROSCOPICAL
18H5. ( VI, pts. 1, ·L)
JOURNAL, XVI, pts. 7-12, l8 9 .5;
XVII, pts. 1-6, 1896. (r,pt. 2 ; II,
Delaware.
pt. 4.; v,pts.1-11 ; vr, pts.1- 5, 7-~,
Wilmington.
11; VII, pts. 4, 6, 10; VIII, pts; 4 -o,
DELAWAlm UOLLE<m AGRICULTURAL
7-12; IX; xr, pts.1-11 ; XII i XIII,
EXPERDIEXT STATlO~T.
pts.2-12; xrv-xv; xvr,pts. l- 6 ->
Sixth annual report, 1893.
(ComANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF .WASHplete.)
INGTON.
Bulletins 25-26, 1895. (Complete.)
AMERICAN ANTHROPOLO_GIST, VIII, pts.
District of Columbia.
2-4, 189,Y; rx, pts. 1-6, 1896 ·
(Complete.) .
Washington.
ASSAY COl\IMISSIONERS, BOARD OF.
AGRICULTURE, DEPART:\:I:EXT OF.
Proceedings, 1896.
Bureau. of Animal Indust1·y .
BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ·wASHINGTOX.
Bulletin 10, 1896. (4, 6- 7.)
Proceedings, x, pp. 55-92, 115- 125-Circular, Nos. 4-5, 1895.
1896. (Complete.)
Dii•ision of Agricultural Soils.
CENSUS BUREAU.
Bulletin 5, 1896. (2-4.)
Abstract of the Eleventh Census,
Dil'i.sion of Arn·o.stology.
1890. Ed. 2. ·wasbington, 189n.
Bulletins 1-2, 1895-1896.
8vo, 300 pp.
Dil'ision of Entornology .
Report on crime, pauperism, a nd
Insect life, vu, pt. 5, 1895. (Combene,·olence in the United State
plete.)
Pt. 2. General tables. F. H.
Technical Reries No. 1.
"\Vines. Washington, 1895. 4to.
Dil'ision of Fo1·estr.11.
1035 pp.
Cfrcn}ar, N oH. 11 nrnl 13, 1896.
.
Rt=1port on manufacturing industm·
Dil"ision of OrnithologJ/ ancl Jlammal- 1
of the United tates at th e
Off.'f.
Eleventh C'ensus, 1890. Pt. :!.
Xorth Anwricau Fanua, Xo. 10,
Statistics of cities. Pt. 3. "'t·
1803. (l .<>S. 1-5, 7-S.)
lected industries. ·wa hin"too
Dil'ision of Statistics.
Bulletin n. 18fl;:i. .Miscellaucons
18!li5. 4to.
scrfo . .
Repo;·t on statistics of churchc in
the IJnitc,l State . \Y, hini:::too,
LibrnrJJ.
Bnlfotin.· ·, 10-11, 1 93-96. (1~1,
1 !ll. -1to, 81:? pp.
(j 7.)
J oport on t.ran. portatiou bu ·in in
Office of Erpcrim nt, tatio11.
th • nit ell ta te. ·, 1, 00. U. •
Adam . Pt. 1. Tran. portation
Hnlktin 2 29, 1 !J6. (22, !!1-:! ,.)
RC'l ort of tlu , cretary, 1 ti;;, 1 0,
1,y l:rn1l. \Ya~lihi"tou, 1 f11. t •
1 9t, 1 n::. >
7 JlJI· Pt.:?. 'I mu. portatiou by
, ·u·tio11 of For£ ·q11 • lark t .
watt r. \Va hitl'rton. 1 !JL
to,
<ircnl u· ·o. [11. ,I.,.
;;:1_ )lp.
I, ti - ~. l
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Washington-Continued.
Washington-Continued.
CEXSUS BUREAU-Continued.
FISH COMMISSION-Continued.
Report on vital and social statistics
Notes on fish culture in Germany.
in the United States, 1890. Pt. 3.
S. Jaffe. ·washington, 1895. 4to,
Statistics of deaths. J. S. Bill14 pp.
ings. Washington, 1894. 4to,
Notes on the investigation of the
1051 pp.
menhaden fishery in 1894, with
Report on wealth, debt, and taxation
special reference to the foodfishes taken. Hugh M. Smith.
of the Eleventh Census. Pt. 2.
Washington, 1895. 4to, 18 pp.
Valuation and taxation. J. K.
Preliminary report upon salmon
Upton. Washington, 1895. 4to,
investigation in Idaho in 1894.
654 pp.
B. W. Evermann. Washington,
Statistics of agriculture. Agricul1895. 4to, 32 pp.
ture by irrigation. Statistics of
Review of the history and results of
. :fisheries. Washington, 18!35. 4to.
the attempts to acclimatize :fish
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.
and other w.ater animals in the
Report XI, 1893-94.
Pacific States. Hugh M. Smith.
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
Washington, 1896. 4to, 94 pp.
Report, 1893, 1894, pts. 1-2; 1895, pts.
Report upon ichthyological investi1-2. (1851-1866, 1868-1892.)
gations in western :Minnesota and
EDUCATION, BUREAU OF.
eastern North Dakota. A. J.
Report, 1892-1893. (1884-1885 ; 1886'Woolman. Washington, 1896.
1887, 1888-1890.)
8vo, 31 pp.
Science of nutrition and art of <·ookReport on a reconnoissance of the oysing in the Aladdin oven. Edter beds of Mobile Bay and Misward Atkinson. Boston, 18!36. 1
sissippi Sound, Alabama. llomer
8vo: 246 pp.
P. mtter. Washington, 1896.
ETHNOLOGY, BUH1£AU OF.
4to, 15 pp.
Annual r eport, XIII, 1896. (ComReport of the U. S. Commissioner: of
plete.)
Fish and Fisheries. xix, 1893.
FISH COMMISSION.
(I-X, XII-XVIII.)
American lobster. F. H. Herrick.
Report on the work of the U.S. Fish
Washington, 18!35. 4to, ..:52 pp.
Commission steamer .Albatross,
Contributions toward the improve1893. Z. L. Tanner. Washingment of salmonoids and crawfish
ton, 1896. 4to, 37 pp.
in smaller water courses. Karl.
GEOGRAPHIC NAMES, BOARD OF.
\Yozelka-Igfan. \Vashington,
Bulletins 2-3, 1891.
1896. 4to, 10 pp.
Decisions, 1895-1896.
Establishment of stations for the
Report, 1890, 1891.
propagation of salmon on the
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
P a c i ft c c o as t . .J. J. Brice.
Annual reports, xiv, 1893, and xv,
Washington, 1896. 8vo, 6 pp.
1894. (Complete.)
Fishes of the Nern,e River basin.
Bnllctins, 118-122, 1894. (1-86, 90117.)
.
B. W. Evermann and U. 0. Co.-.
GeoloO'ic atlas of the United States, pts.
Washington, 1895. 4to, 8 pp.
1~6, 8-12. Washington, 1894. 4to.
Fisheries of the Pacific coast. \Vm. ,
Mouof:,rraphs 23-24, 1894. (Complete.)
A. Wilcox. Washington, 1895.
LABOR, DEPARTMENT OF.
• 8YO, 176 pp.
Bulletins, 1-4, 1895-96.
Food of the oyster, clam, and rib bed I
8th special report of the Commis-'
mussel. John Lotsy. Washingsioner of Labor, 1895. (7.)
ton, 1896. 8vo, 11 pp.
L1GIIT-1Iomm BOARD.
List of ft.·hes and mollusks collected
List of lights and fog signals on the
in Arkansas and Indian Territory
Atlautic and Gulf coast,s. Washin 1894. S. E. Meek. \Yashingington, 1896. 8vo, 147 PP·
ton, 1896. 9 pp.

I
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Washington-Con tinned. ·

Washington-Continue d.

SMITHSONIAN INS1'1TUTION-Cont/d.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

National Geographic Magazine, vn,
pts. 3-7, 1896. (I pts. 1-4; m, pp.
53-204.)
NATIONAL MUSEUM.

Bulletins, 47-48. (Compl ete.)
Chinese games with dice and dominoes. Stewart Culin. Washington, 1895. 8vo, 47 pp.
Cowbirds. Charles Bendire. Washington, 1895. 8vo, 38 pp.
If public libraries, why not public
museums. E. S. Morse. Washington, 1895. 8vo, 10 pp.
_Museum collections to illustrate religious history and ceremonials.
Cyrus Adler. Washington, 1895.
8vo, 10 pp.
Notes on the ethnology of Tibet. W.
W. Rockhill. Washington, 1895.
8vo, 83 pp.
Onyx marbles: Their origin, composition, and uses, both ancient
and modern. George P. Merrill.
Washington, 1895. 8vo, 45 pp.
Poisonous snakes of North America.
L. Stejneger. Washington, 1895.
8vo, 51 pp.
Primitive American armor. Walter
Hough. Washington, 1895. 8vo,
27pp.
Proceedings, xvn, 1894; XVIII, 1895.
(Complete.)
Two Persepolitan casts in the United
States National Museum. Cyrus
Adler. Washington, 1895. 8vo,
3 pp.
The weapons and wings of birds. F.
A.Lucas. Washington, 1895.
8vo, 11 pp.
PUBLIC

DOCUMENT ,
ENT OF.

SUPERINTE

m-

Public documents
check
list. Washington,1895. 8vo,222
pp.
~eport of the iron regions of northrn Loui ana and eastern Texas.
[Lawrence C. John on.] . Washington, 1 . 12 mo, 54 pp.
MITH

NIA,:

T

TIT TI ... T .

Ac onnt f the mith onian In tituion it origin, hi tory, bject ,
and a ·hievements.
. Br wn
1"\a hin on 1 -. 8vo
pp.

Alphabetical vocabularies of the
Challam and Lummi. George
Gibbs. New York, 1863.
fol.
36pp.
Annual report of the board of regents,
1893. (Gomp~ete.)
Cartlidge porcelain works. Ed w-in.
A. Barber. Indianapoli s, 18958vo, 59 pp.
Composition of expired air and its
effects upon animallife. J . S. Billings, S. W. Mitchell, and D. H.
Bergen. Washington, 1895.
fol,
81 pp.
Densities of oxygen and hydrogen.
Edward W. Morley. Washington,
1895. 4to, 128 pp.
Exhibit of the Smithsonian Institution at the Cotton States E xposition at Atlanta. Washingto.n , 1895.
8vo.
Index to Cerium and Lanthanum.
W. H. Magee. Washington, 1895.
8vo, 43 pp.
IndextoForaminifera. pt. 2. Charles
Davfes Sherborn. Washington,
1896. 8vo, 42 pp.
Index to the literature of Didymium.
A. C. Langmuir. Washington,
1894. 8vo, 17 pp.
Plantre Wrightianre Texano-Neo
Mexicanre. Asa Gray. III, pts.
1-2. Cambridge, 1850 and 1852.
4to.
Radices verborum iroqureorum; radical words of the Mohawk language.
Jacques Brnyas . New York, 1852.
4to, 123 pp.
Report of S. P. Langley, 1895.
SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE.

Alphabetical list of abbreviation of
titles of medical periodical
mployed in index-catalogue. I- n.
inclu ive. Wa hington, 1 5. Jto.
2 2 pp .
Ind x catalogn of the library of th
ffice. (2) l.
urgeon- en ral s
Wa bington, 1 95. 4to
·">-2 PP·
( mpl te.)
TREAS RY

EPARTMENT.

Annual r port of th

olicitor 1 -
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Washington-Continued.
Sp1'ingfield.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT-Continued.
ILLINOIS ST'\.TE MUSEUM OF NATURAL
Annual report of the supervising
HISTORY.
surgeon-general of the MarineBulletins 8-9, 1896. (3-6.)
Hospital Service of the United Urbana.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AGRICUL~,
States for 1865.
Report of the Life-Saving Service,
TURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
, Bulletjns 43-45, 1895. (Complete.)
1895. (1881-1889.)
WAR, DEPARTMENT OF.
Indiana.
Index to the report of Chief of Engi- Lafayette.
neers U.S. Army. 1888-1892.
PURDUE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL
Mexican bjbliography of general litEXPERIMENT STATION.
erature. Pt. 1, 1896.
Bulletins 52-54, 1894-1895. (5-6, 11,
Subject catalogue of the War De13-51.)
partment Library. No.1. WashIowa.
·ington, 1894, 4to, 36 pp.
Ames.
Subject catalogue No. 2. Index to
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
Bulletins 28-31, 1895. (Complete.)
periodicals, annuals, and serials.
Rev. ed. 4to, 37 pp.
Davenport.
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.
l'lorida.
Summary of the arcbreology of Iowa.
Jacksonville.
F. Starr. Davenport,1895. 8vo,
FLORIDA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT
72 pp.
STATION.
Proceedings, VI, pt. 1, 1893. (ComBulletins 31, 1895, and 35, 1896.
plete.)
(1-24.)
Des Moines.
Catalogue, 1894-1895.
IOWA HISTORICAL DEPARTMENT.
Annals (3), II, pt. 5, 1896.
Georgia.
Altanta.
Iowa City.
STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTJRE AND
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
MECHANIC ARTS-GEORGIA Ex-,
Documentary material relating to the
PERIMENT STATION.
history of Iowa. Nos. 1-2. Iowa
Bulletins 22-26, 1893-1894. (ComCity, 1895.
plete.)
Record, XI, pt. 4, 1895; XII, pt. 2,
Illinois.
1896. (x, xI, pts. 1-3.)
Abingdon.
Kansas.
NATURALIST A1"D COLLECTOR, 1, pts.
Topeka.
1-3, 1895.
STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE ..
Chicago.
Annual report, VIII, 1895. (ComACADEMY OF SCIENCE, .
plete.)
Bulletin (geological and natural hisKANSAS STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
tory series) No. l, 1896.
Biennial report, IX, 1895.
A naturalist in Mexico. Frank C.
KANSAS ACADEMY. OF SCIENCES . .
Baker. Chicago, 1895. 8vo, 145pp.
Transactions, XIV, 1893-1894; (I-III,
FIELD COLUMBIAN MUSEUM.
VIII-XIII.)
Annual report of director, 1894-1895.
Kansas University Quarterly, III,
Publications.
pts. 2-4, 1894-1895; IV, 1895Anthropological series, 1,pt. 1,1895.
1896. (Complete.)
Botanical series, 1, pts. 1-2, 1895.
Geological series, 1, pt. 1, 1895.
Ornithological series, 1, pt. 1, 1896.
Report series, 1, pt. 1, 1895.
Zoological series, 1, pts. 1-3, 1895.
E vanston.
NORTHWESTERN U IV.ERSITY.
Catalogue, 1894-1895.

Kentucky.

Lexington.
STATE COLLEGE AGRICULTURAL -EXPERIMENT STATION.
Bulletins, 1-7, 9, 11-55, 63, 1885-1896.
irculars, 1-3, 1885-1890.
Reports, 1888-1893.
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Owensboro.

I

IJO!ilOn.

\'E HTH;ATOHR '

Papers, J 95.

CL1

1

ArrALACI-IIAN MOUNTAIN CLUBcor:nAppalachia, vm, pt. 1, 1896. (
plete.)
Register, 1896.
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS.
Annual report, XIX, 1895; xx, 1896 •
SocrnTY OF NATURAL H1sroRY.
Memoirs, v, pts. 1-2, 1895.
(Complete.)
Proceedings, xxvn, pts. 1-6, 1894 ·
(Complete.)

H.

vo, 93 PJ).

Louisfau:t.

Balon Rouge.
' TA'l'lt E :.' O'ElUMI<:NT F\TATIOXS .

Biennial reports, 1890, 1892, 18?3,
1894.
Bnlletins (2), 3--1-36, 1895. (32-33.)
:11:tine,

I'o1·tlanif.

SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY.
]~roceeclings, u, pt. 3, 1895. (1881,
pts. 1, 3, 10-11; 1882, pts. 8, 1011; 1889, pt. 9.)

Ca1nbriclge.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
Botany. List of plants obtain~d- on
the Peary auxiliary exped1t1on
of 1894. H. Emerson "\Veth erill.
Boston, [n. cl. J 8vo, 10 PP·
Contributions from the Gray Herbarium (new series), No. 9, 1895 (Nos. 1, 3-18, n ew series, 1-8.)
Nomenclature question. B. L. Robinson. Boston, [n. d.J 8vo, 3 PP·

MarylmHl.

Baltimore.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY.
Annual report, xx, 1895. (1877-1879,
1885-1887, 1890-91, 1893.)
Circulars, XIY, pt. 120, 1895; xv, pts.
121-126, 1895-96. (I-II i III, pts.
27-31; IV, pts. 36-42; V-VI; VII,
pts. 60-62, 64-67; VIII-XIII; XIV,
pts. 115-118.)
Studies m th~ biological laboratory,
III, pt. 8, 1886. (I, II, pts. 2-4;
lII-V.)
Studies in historical and political
science, XIII, pts. 8-12, 1895;
XIV, pts. 1-7, 1896. (VIII-XII;
XIII, pts. 1-7.)
Register,1895-1896. (1880-1881,18841894 .)
College Pa1·lc.
MARYLAND AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT
STATION.
Annualreport, VIII, 1895. (Complete.)
Bulletins, 34-38, 1896. (Complete.)

MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY.
Annual report, 1894-1895. (I, nr-x,
xnr, xvI-XXV.)
_
Bulletins xxvrr, pts. 2-7, 1890 ;
xxvI~I, pt. 1, XXIX, pts. 1-2, 18951896. (I-v; vr, pts. 1-4, 8-12;
VII, pts.1-9, 11; VIII, pts. 5, 7,
9-10, 12-13; rx, pts. 1-8; x, pt ·
2, 4-6; xr, pts. 1-3, 5-7, 9-11; xrr,
pts . 1-6; xm, pts. 1-9; xrv-xv;
xvI, pts. 1-4, 6-15; xvn, pts.
1-6; xvIII; xrx, 1,ts. 1-4; xx,
pts. 1-8; XXI, pts.1-5; XXII,
1-<1; XIII, pts. 1-6; XXIV, pt .1-t ·
XXV; XVI, pts.1-2; xxvn, pt.1. )
),femoirs, XIX, pt. 1, 1 95. (I-Y. YI
pt.2; vu,pts.1,2,~o.l · 2,No. 3 :
YIII, pt . 1-3 i IX, pt , 1-3 j X. pt ,;.
1-4.; . ·rv, pts. 1 ~o.1, 2-3; :xT. )

pt::

lllassaclrnsetts.

Arnhei·st.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EXPERC:lfEXT
STATION.
Annual report, XXXIII, 1896.
Cram1Jidm of North America. C. II.
Fernald. Amhc•rst, 1896. 8vo.
93pp.
lIATCII ExPEin~rn. ·T , 'TATIOX.
Annual r port, -vnr, 189G.
Annual summary, 1 '!l5.
Bulletin . 30-39, 1 9:,.-1 !Ji. (( 'omp1 t .)
!J,;•1 J-:<>HOL<H:Il ',\I,

Salem.

iprin{ljielcl.

I

8 I::RV TOHY.

B11l11·tin , 2-CJ I, 1 ;;-t. ! ·. ( 1- t, 1113. 1;;, 17 ~1- ~:!, 2~- 'i.)
1

, 011tl1

..\[<

Fra111i119/l(lm.
J'JIJ.J

11 ,

11. ··.

rEOL

pt . 1- 3, I 9,>.
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Worcester.
SOCIETY OF .ANTIQUITIES.
Worcester births, marriages, ancl
deaths. F. P. Rice. _Worcester,
1894. 8vo. 54 pp.
:mchigan.

Ann Arbor.
STATE .AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE ExPERIMENT STATION.
Bulletins, 125-130, 1895. (113-124.)

Detroit.
MUSEUM .ART SCHOOL.
Circular of instrnction, 1895-1896.

Jlontana.

Bozeman.

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
Bulletin 9, 1896. (2-4.)
Nevada.

Reno.

STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL ExPEJUMENT STATION.
Bulletins 25, 27---;29, 1895-18913.
New Hampsl1ire.

Hanover.

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
Bulletins 25-33, l8!j5-96.
New Jersey.

Carnclen.

Houghton.
MICHIGAN MINING SCHOOL.
Annual report of the (.lirector, 1895.
Prospectus of electi vc studies.
Houghton, 1895. 12mo, 50 pp.
Minnesota..

. Trm FORESTER. n, pt. 2, 1896.
New Briinswiclc.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EXPERIMENT
STATION.
Bulletins 103-104, 1894. (25, 41, 98102.)

Minneapolis.

Xew ::Uexico.

GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL III TORY
f\URVEY.
Annual report, xxnI, 1894.. (I-XIII,
XV-XXII . )

Geology of Minnesota. III, pt. 1, 1895.
Report of the State geologist, 1895.

St. Paul.
MINNE OTA UNIVERSITY , TATJ~ EXPERIMENT TATION.
.Annual report of the entomologist,
1895.
Jllississi1>pi.

Agricultural College.
AGRICULTURAL A~TD MECIIAXI<.:AL COLLEGE.
Annual report, VIII, 1895. (II-VI.)
Bulletins 32-37, 1894-1896. (Complete.)
Missouri.

Jefferson City.
MISSOURI GEOLOGICAL S-CRVEY.
Reports Iv-vn, 1894. (Complete.)

St. Louis.
AGE OF STEEL, LXXVII, pt. 26, 1895;
LXXVIII, 1895; LXXIX, pts. 1-14,
16-25, 1896. (LXXV-LXXVI;
LX..,XVII, pts. 1-25.)
' T. Loms LU:\fBEJOIAN, . -v, pts. 5-6,
1895; XVI, 1895; XVII, 1896 (I,
pts. 2-6, !JI-XIV; xv, pts. 1-4.)
MIS OURI BOTANJCAL GARDEN.
Annual report, vn, 1896.
( 'omplcte.)

Las Cruces.
COLLEGE OF .AGRICULTURE AND MEIIANIC ARTS.
Bulletins 16-18, 1896. (Complete.)
New York.

Albany.
NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL EXPERIl\rnNT STATION .
Bulletin 74, 1894. (1-10, 12-73. )

Albion .
Mu lWM,

TUE. 1, pts. 3-12, 1895; n,
pts. 1-10, 1896. (Complete.)

Ithaca.
CORNELL UNIVERSITY, .AG,RICULTURAL
EXPERIMENT STATION.
Bulletins 95-113, 1895-1896. (9, 74103.)
Library bulh,tin, III, pt. 10, 1895.
(III, pts. 1-9.)
Bull~tin of the horticultural division,
No. 114, 1896.

Xew Yorlc.
A 'ADEJ\IY 01c ScmNc1<~s.
Annals, vrn, pts. 6-12, 1895. (I, II,
pts. 5-6, 9-11; III; IV, pts. 1-4,
8-12; V; VI, pts. 1-6; VII i VIII,
pts.1- 5.)
1Iemoirs, 1895. No. 1.
Transactions, XIV, 1894-1895 . (I, pts.
1-3, 5-8; III; v, pts. 1-8; VI; vn,

pts. 1-6.)
'AN AGRICULTURIST. LVI, pts.
1-3. 5-6, 8-26, 1895; LVII, 1896.
(LI~, pts. 2, 5-18 i LY.)

;\l\JERI
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New York-Continued.
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY.
Annual report, xxvn, 1895. (1, 310, 13, 15-26.)
Bulletin, vu, 1895. (Complete.)
DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR REVIEW
I, pts. 4-8, 10, 17, 19, 22, -1896. '
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF NEW
YORK.
J oumal, III, pts. 3-4, 1895; IV, pts.
1-2, 1896. (Complete.)
MAIMONIDES FREE LIBRARY.
Annual report, 1896.
NOTES ON BOOKS, VIII, pt.161-164, 1896.
(149-151, 153-160.)
MINERAL COLLECTOR, 11, pt. 12, 1896.
(1, 11, pts. 8 and 10.)
, POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY, XLVIII,
pts. 1-6, 1895-1896. (r, pts.1, 3;
III-VII j VIII, pts. 43-45, 47-48 i IX,
pts. 49-53; x, pts. 56-60; xt--xII;
XIII, pts. 73-75, 77-78; x1v-xx1;
XXIII, pts. 4-5; XXIV; xxv, pts.
1-3, 5-6 j XXVI-XXX; XXXI, pts. 1,
3, 6; xxxII, pts. 1-5; XXXIII, pts'.
1-3, 5-6 i XXXIV-XXXV; XXXVI,
pts. 1, 3-6 ; XXXVII; XXXVIII, pts.
1, 3-6; XXXIX-XLVII, pts.1-2.)
TORREY BOTANICAL CLUB.
Bulletin, xxII, pts. 7-12; xxIIi, pts.
1-5, 1896. (I-VII, XIV-XXI.)
Rochester.
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.
Proceedings, n, pt. 4, 1895. (Complete.)
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA.
Bulletin, VII, 1895-1896. (Complete.)
NortJt Carolina.

Chapel Hill.
ELISHA MITCHELL SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.
Journal, XII, pts. 1-2, 1895-1896. (nxr.)
Raleigh.
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT TATI0 ,
North Carolina agricultural experiment station during 1894.
Raleigh, 1 -. 8vo, 605 pp.
re bulletin 60, 1 95.
p cial bulletin 34-37 1 95-1 96.
(31-33.)
'

EXPERI:\IE. 'T , TA' I
Bulletins 1 -221 18 --1 9 . (15-17.)
RI

Oregon.

Corvallis.
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
Bulletins, 38- 41, 1895-1896. (2-37.)
Portland.
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
Annual report, xxx1, 1894.
OREGON NATURALIST, II,pts. 7-12, 1895;
m, pts. 1-5, 1896. (1, pts.1-2.)
Pennsylvania.

Harrisburg.
UNITED STATES ASSOCIATION OF CHARCOAL !RON WORKERS.
Journal, III-VIII, IX, pt. 1, 1882-1890.
(Complete.)
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
Final report, summary, III, pts. 1-2,
1895. (Complete. )
General index to. the final summary
report of the geology of Pennsylvania. Harrisburg, 1895. 8vo,
98pp.
Meadville.
CHAUTA UQUAN, THE, XXI- XXYI, 18951896. (x-xx.)
Philadelphia.
AMERICAN PIDL0SOPHICAL SOCIETY·
Proceedings, XXXIV, pt. 147, 1 9-.
(r-xxn, X~XII-XXXIII.)
ANALETIC MAGAZINE, THE, pt . 1-:?
1817; pts.1-2, 1 18.
ENTOMOLOGICAL NEW , VI, pt . 7-1 ,
1 95; vn, pts. 1-6, 1 96. ( omplete.)
SEAR mm, TrIE (new eriesJ I pt. 4
13; 1 95-1 96.

• orth Dakota.

Fargo.
J.

Ohio.

Cincinnati.
MUSEUM ASSOCIATION OF CINCINNATI.
Annual report, xiv, 1894.
Catalogue, 1895. (Complete.)
SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY.
Journal, XVIII, pts.1-4, 1896. (Complete.)
Wooster.
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
Bulletins, 58- 67, 1895-1896. (53-57.)

.L

.RAL

18 J. ( ompl
7, 1 91-92, 1 .-..
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Philadelphia-Continued.

Providence-Continued.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA-Con-

tinued.
Comparative study of the chemical
behavior of pyrite and marcasite.
Amos P. Brown. Philadelphia,
1894. 8vo, 9 pp.
Contributions from the botanical
laboratory. 1, pt. 2, 1893. (Complete.)
Department of Archreology and Paleontology. Addresses delivered
at the opening ceremonies of
the exhibition of objects used
in worship. Philadelphia, 1892.
12mo, 19 pp.
Catalogue of objects used in r eligious
ceremonies. Philadelphia, 1892.
12mo, 174 pp.
Somerville talismans. Philadelphia,
1889. 8vo, 41 pp.
Handbook of information concerning
the school of biology. Philadelphia, 1889. 4to, 125 pp.
Opening exercises of the Institute of
Hygiene of the University of
Pennsylvania, February 22, 1892.
Philadelphia, 1892. 8vo, 65 pp.
Publications.
Philology, literature and archreologr series, 1, pts. 1-4; II, pts. 1-2,
4,1891-92.
Philosophical series os. 1-2, 18901892.
Political economy and public law
series, 1, pts. 1-8; II, III, pts. 1-2,
1887-1892.
Report of the Provost, 1892.
Study in chemical behavior of tungsten and molybdenum and their
trioxides. Charles H. Ehrenfeld.
Philadelphia, 1894. 8vo, 24- pp.
Synthetic museum of comp:.irativc
anatomy as the basi for a comprehensive system of research,
John A. Ryder. Philadelphia,
1893. 8vo, 15 pp.
WAGNER FREE INSTITUTE 01!~ SCIENCE.

Transactions, n,
(Complete.)

1889,

1v,

1896.

Rhode I land.

Providence.
AGRICULTURAL

CH0OL AND EXPERI-

MENT STATION.

Annual report, VIII, pt. 2, 1 94.
Bulletin, 32, 1895. ( -28.)

(1-vr.)

PROVIDENCE ATHEN.lEUM.

Annual report of the board of directors, LX, 1895. (LIX.)
South Carolina.

Charleston.

CLEMSON AGRICULTU~AL COLLEGE.

Bulletins, 23-24, 1895.

(12, 14-20.)

South Dakota.

Vermilion.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EXPERIMENT
STATION.

Annual catalogue, No. 14, 1895-96.
Bulletins, 43-45, 1895. (1-4, 9-11,
14,18,20-24,~6,32-40.)
Utah.

Logan.

AGRICULTURAL COI.LEGE.

Bulletin 43, 1896.

(1-40.)

Vermont.

Rutland.
ST.A.TE DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND
GAME.

General laws of the State of Vermont relating to fish and game.
Rutland, 1895. 8vo., 13 pp.
Virginia.

Charlottesville.
AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COL~
LEGE.,

Bulletin (new series), IV, · pts. 1-2,
1895. (Nos. 2-11; new series, 1,
pts.1-10.)
Catalogue, 1895-1896. (1889-1894.)
Wisconsin.

Madison.
ACADEMY

OF

SCIENCE,

ARTS,

AND

LETTERS.

Transactions, x, 1894-1895.
plete.)

(Com-

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.

Annual report, XI, 1895. (Complete.)
W .A.SIIBUR,: OBSERVATORY.
Publications, IX, pts. 1-2, 1896.
(Complete.)
WISCO.i.:

IN UNIVE RSITY.

Bulletin, Economics, Political Scince, and History Series. 1, pt.
2, 1895. (Complete.)
Bulletin, Engineering Series, 1, pt. 5,
1894. (Complete.)
Bulletin, cience Series, 1 1 pts. 2-4,
1895. (Complete.)
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Milwau kce.

Bu,enos .Aires-Continued.

WISCONSIN

XATURAL

HISTORY

crnTY.
Occasional papers, III, 1896.
plete.)

So-

(Com-

PUBLIC MUSEUl\I.

Annual report,

1895.

XIII,

(I, III-

XII.)

Continued.
Sobre peces de aqua dnlce nnevo_s
6 poco conodidos de la Republica
Argentina. Carlos Berg. Buenos
Aires, 1895. 8vo, 45 pp.
La Plata.
FACULTAD DE AGRONOMIA Y VETERI-

Wyoming.

Lararnie.
STATE

MusEO NACIONAL DE BUENOS AIRES--

:N"ARIO.
UNIVERSITY

AGRICULTURAL

EXPERIMENT STATION.

Annual report, 1895. (1892-1893,)
Bulletins 22-25, 1895. (Complete.)
West Indies.

Havana.
REAL ACADEMIA DE

CIENCAS MEDI-

CAS, FfSCIAS Y NATURALES.

Hygiene colonial en Cuba. Habana,
1895. 8vo, 57 pp.
Kingston.
INSTITUTE OF J Ai\-IAICA.
Bulletins, new series, II, pts. 6-12,
1895; rn, pts. 1-4, 1896. (1887,
pt. 1, 1891-1893, pts. 1-50; new
series, I; II, pts. 1-5.)
Journal, n, pt. 2, 1895. (1, pts. 1-8;
II, pt. 1.)
Port of Spain.
TRINIDAD FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB.

Journal, II, pts.
(Complete.)
Trinidad.

8-12, 1895-1890.

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS.

Annual report of superintendent,
1894-1895.
Bulletins of miscellaneom, information, II, pt. 6, 1896. (r, pts. 1424; n, pt. 1.)
VICTORIAN INSTITUTE.

Proceedings, n, 1895.
CENTRAL AMERICA.

Costa Rica.

San ,Jo.~e.
:MUSEO XACIOXAL.

Informe prescntnclo n.l senor Recn~tario cle estado en el <lespacho 1lc
fom nto . .Anasta. io Alfaro. , an
.JO 6, 189:i.
YO, 21 pp.

Revista, 1, pt. 12., n, pts. 13-16,
1895-1896. (1, pts. 5-7; 9, 12.)
MUSEO DF] LA PLATA.

Anales, secci6n de arqueologfa, pts.
1-3, 1892.
Anales, secciun de historia Americana, pts. 1-2, 1890-1891.
Anales, secci6n de historia general,
pt. 1, 1892.
Anales, paleontologia Argentina,
1-rn; 1891-1894.
TheLaPlataMuseum. R. Lydekker.
London, 1894. 8vo, 21 pp.
Lettre sur les Musees Argentino.
Henry A. Ward. La Plata, 1890.
8vo, 11 pp.
Mapa-relieve de la Republi.ca Argentina. La Plata, 1894.
Memoria, 1894-1895.
Revista, n1-1v, 1892-1893. (Complete.)
Chile.

Santiago.
Socrf<;TE ScIENTIFIQUE DU CnILE.

Actes, v, pts. 1-3, 1895.

(Complete.)

IXSTITUTO DE HIJIEXE, DE

'AXTIA.GO.

Revista Chilena do Hijieoe, I. pt. 3.
II, pts. 4-5, 189,1-1895. (Complete.)
Uruguay.

Mo11tci•icleo .
DIRJJ':CCI():N" GI~NF;JtAL DE

Ix

TRGCCIO- .

Pum.IcA.

11erooria, 1893.
Musf.:E

ET BrnLIOTIIEQU}~

Pf:1>AGOG-

I<fl'ES.

l'nblication, Xo. 1-2. 1 '!1-L
)fn;E() XACIO. 'AL Im )IoXTL\' J[)HO.

Anales, 1,, 1 !l6. ((om plet1 ·.)
Heg-lamento, 1 !13 .
Venezuela.

SOUTH AMERICA.

Argentine Republic.
_lfoe,1011 ~Jirrs.
~It·-.i-:o ·A1 11>.·,u. 1,1-: Bl•g.·os um .
Aualt• , n·, (:?) 1 !l:i. (m, pp. 0.3-t,:t)

Cara1'(18.
('1.1. 'JC.A. J>J ;

r.o~ • r. o:--

Pn111:E,, YU.

pf .. 70-7!J 1 1 !l.i; YIII. ]it-.. -iI n:,; ( v, pt . .l!J-;,I, :-. ; , · 1.}

61-Ht•.)

•
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ASIA.
India.

Calcutta.
INDIA BOTANICAL SURVEY.
Records, I, pts. 5-6, 1895. (Complete.)
INDIAN MUSEUM.
The Agricultural Ledger, pt. 15, 1893;
pts. 5, 12, 18, 1894; pts. 5-7, 9-10,
12-13, 15-17, 1895.
Catalogue of coins. Pt. 2. Charles
J. Rodgers. Calcutta, 1894. 8vo,
255 pp.
Figures and descriptions of nine species of Sq uillidre. James "\VoodMason. Calcutta, 1895. 8vo, 11
pp.
Materials for a carcinological fauna,
of India. No.1. A. Alcock.. Calcutta, 1895. 8vo, 135 pp.
Japan.

Tolcio.
ANTIIROPOL0GICAL SocmTY.
Bulletins, .·, pts. 110-11<1, 1895; . r,
pts. 115-119, 1 fl3-1896. (IX, ptH.
102 i X, pts. 103-108.)
Journal, .·IJ, pt. 129, 1896.
DEPART~rnNT OF EDUCATIO.·.
Annual report of the minister of
Japan. xxu, 1893.
History of tho Empire of Japan.
'l'okyo, 1893. 8vo, 428 pp.
TOJGO LIBRARY.
Annual report, 1895.

EUROPE.
Austria-Hungary.

B1'iinn.

NATURF0RSCilENDER YEREIN.
Verbancllungen, xx.·n, xxx1u, 189394.
B1ldapest.
MAGYR

ORNITII0L0GICAI KozP0NT.
Aquila, n, pts. 3-1, 1895. ; III pts. 1-2,
1896. (Complete.)

Hallein.

OR ·rTIIOL0GISCTIE ' .J AIIRBUCII, VI, pts.
3-6, 189:'> i Vll, pts. 1-2, 1896. (1,
pts. 4, 6-12; n-IY; v, pts. 1-2,
4-6; VI, pts. 1-2.)
Linz .
Mus1w.Ms FRAX ·n,o-CAR0LINT:'II.
Bericht 3-9, 11-16, 18-31, 33-52, 18371894.
N.A.T :;nus DG--12

Prag.
KoNIGL. BOHMISCHE GESELLSCHAFT
DER vVISSENSCHAFTEN.
.Jahresbericht, 1894.
Sitzungsbericht, 1894.
VEREIN FUR GESCITICHTE DER
DEUTSCHEN IN BoH~IEN.
Mittheilungen, xxxrn, pts. 1-4, 18911895.
Trieste.
MUSEO CIVICO DI STORIA NATURALE.
Atti (now series), nr, 1893.
Belgium.

Anrers.
ACADEMIE D' ARCHI<:OLOGIE DE BELGIQUE.
Annales (4), VIII, pt. 13, 189:i.
Bulletin (4) des annales, pt. 2, no. 23,
1895.
Socnh{.: RoyALl~ DE GEOGRAPHIE.
Bulletin, xx, pts. 2-4, 1895-1896. (1x,
pts. 2, 5; xx, pt. 1.)
ll611oires, rv, 1895.
1Jr1uelfe,9.

Co:"IL\USSION8 ROYALES D'ART ET
D' \RCIIE0LOGIE.
Bulletius, xxxnr, pts. 7-12, 1894.
(. xvn-xxxr ; xxxn, pts. 1-4-,
9-12; XXXIII, pts. 1-4.)
Soc11hf; R0YALE MALACOLOGIQUE.
Proc!'s-verbanx, xxr, pts. 11-12, 1892;
"·xu-xxrv, 1893-1895.
France.
Bern111c.

Soc1J'.;TE 1,'H18TOIRE, n'ARCHE0LOGIE
ET DE LITTERATURE DE L1 ARRO. ·1>18SE?IIEXT.
1I6noires, 1878-1879, 1885-1892.
Gacn.

Roc1-.:;TJ'.; ;;l.'N½ENNE DE NORMANDIE.
)If moire;_; (2) n, pts. 2-3, 1895.
Cltfiterwrlu11.

f-oc1{:Tf: DuxornE, ARCHEOLOGIE, HisToum, SCIENCES ET ARTS.
Bulletin 104, 1895.
Glterbo11 rf/·

, 'ocI{:TE •. .ATI0XALE DES SCIENCES
1:TATGimLLES ET MATHE MATHlCEs.

11<-ruoires, xx1x, 1892-1895.

(xxv-

.·xvrn.)
Lill<'.

BIOL0GIQUE DU NORD DE LA
F11A,·G1~, v1, pt:::1. 7-12, vu, pts.
Hi, 18D1-1893.

REV!;E
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Lyon.
S0CIETE D' AGRICULTURE, SCIENCES ET
INDUSTRIES.
Annales (7), n, 1894.
Mou,lins.
REVUE SCIENTIFIQUE DU BOURBONNAIS ET DU CENTRE DE LA
FRANCE, IX, pt. 98, 1896. (VIII,
pt. 89.)
Paris.
MINISTERE DE L'lNSTRUCTION PUBLIQUE.
Mission scientifique au Mexique et
dans l' Amerique centrale. Recherches zoologiques. Pt. 3, liv.
14, 1895.
.
Rapport sur les observations faites en
1894 a la station entomologique
de Paris. Paris, 1895. 8vo, 10 pp.
Bulletin administratif au ministere
de l'instruction publique. LVII,
pts. 1144-1167, LVIII, pts. 11681184, 1895. (LIII, pts. 1041-1064;
LIV, pts. 1065-1091, LV, pts. 11041116; LVI, LVII, pt. 1143.)
MUSEUM D'HISTOIRE NA TURELLE.
Bulletins 1-3, 6-8, 1895; 1-3, 1896.
Nouvelles archives (3), vu, 1895. ( (2)
iv; (3) n,pts. 2-6; (3) v1, pts.
·
1-2.)
SOCIETE ENTOMOLOGIQUE DE FRANCE.
Annales, LXIII, pts. 1-4, 1894-1895.
(LVII-LXII.)
SOCIETE Z00LOGIQUE DE FRANCE.
Bulletin, xxn, pts. 1-10, 1895. (1-xx.)
Germany.

Berlin.
ANTHR0P0LOGISCHE
GESELLSCHAFT.
Ge:fiiss von Chama. E. P. Dieseldorff.
1896. 8vo, 7 pp.
DEUTSCHER SEEFISCHERVEREIN.
·
Mittheilungen,1-xr,xn,pts.1-5 18851
r·
1896.
'
GESELLSCIIAFT FUR ERDKUNDE.
erhandlungen, L'<II, pts. 8-10, 1895;
• XIII pt .1-3, 1896.
Zeit chrift, xxx, pt. 6, 1 9~; • XXI, pt.
1, 1 96.
KONIGL .
RTE..: '
f

Berlin-Continued.
K0NJGL. MUSEUN FUR NATURKUND: E - Continued.
Aethiopische heteroceren. No. 1-2
l?. Karsch. Berlin, 1895. 8vo.
Aethiopische rhopaloceren. No. 1F. Karsch. Berlin, 1895. 8vo.,.
8pp.
Beitrage zur fauna der siidostli cbe.n..
und ostlichenNordsee. Nos. 1-2P. Reineke. Kiel, 1894. Fol.
Beitrage zur kenntniss der Longicornier (Coleoptera). H. J. Kolbe.
Berlin, 1893. 8vo, 22 pp.
Beitrage zur kenntniss der mistkafer.,.
Lamellicornia onthophila. H. J.
Kolbe. Berlin, 1894. 8vo, 13 pp.
Uber die von Dr. Bohls fa Paraguay
gesammelten Mollusken, ins besondere einige varietaten vo:n.
Odontostmus striatus. Von Martens. Berlin, 1894. 8vo, 15 pp.
ColeopterenausAfrika. Nos.1-2. H.
J. Kolbe. Berlin, 1894. 8vo.
Coleopteren aus Togo in Ober-Guinea.
H.J. Kolbe. Berlin, 1894. 8vo.,
4 pp.
Das entstehen der gelenkformen.
Gustav Tornier. Leipzig, 18941895. 8vo, 122 pp.
DiagnosenneuerTagfalterausAfrika.
C. Aurivillius. n. p., 1895. 8 vo,
4pp.
Einige neue afrikanische Tagfalte r
aus den familien der Nymphali den, Acrae'iden, Danaididen ans
Satyriden. F. Karsche. Berlin.
1894. 8vo, 32 pp.
Eiesnester pelagischer fische au dem
mittelatlatischen ocean.
. M obius. Berlin, 1 94.
vo 9 pp.
Erworbene saiigetiere de natnrhistorischen mu eum in L iib ck.
Paul Matschi . Berlin l o 94.
8vo, 6 pp.
Fiihlerformen der Dipteren. B,ann
Wandolleck. Jena 1 9-i. 11
hirn von der ri sen ch 1 an #

(Python molur11s).

hard.
pp,

Y O,

pp.

B rlin, 1

Rabl. Ru
YO.
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'Berlin-Continued.
Berlin-Continued.
KoNIGL. MUSEUM FUR NATURKUNDEKoNIGL. MUSEUM FUR VoLKERKUNDE.
·Denkschopfung ungebender welt aus
Continued.
Uber grasgallen. E. H. Rtibsaamen.
kosmogonischen vorstellungen in
Berlin, 1895. 8vo, 17 pp.
culturund nncultur. A. Bastian.
Kenntnis der geographischen verBerlin, 1896. 8vo, 211 pp.
~
breitung der Bryozoengattung
Ethnologisches Notizblatt. Pt. 3,
Plumatella in Afrika. M. Meiss1896.
KoNIGL. PNEUSSISCHE AKADEMIE DER
ner. Berlin, 1893. 8vo, 4 pp.
Libellula lugubris Ehrenberg i litt.,
WISSENSCHAFTEN.
eine neue nubische, der Libellu.la
Sitzungsberichte, pts. 26-52 1 1895.
trinac1·ia Selys ahnliche LibelluNATURAE NOVITATES, pts. 6-21, 1895 j
lide. F. Karsch. Berlin, 1895.
pts. 1--4, 1896. (1879, pts. 1, 5-18;
8vo, 4 pp.
1881-1886; 1887, pts. 1-2, 4-17,
Morphogenie und phylogenie der
20-25; 1888, pts. 1-6, 8-lfi, 18-20,
Crinoiden. Otto Jaekel. Ber25; 1889-1894; 1895, pts; 1-6.)
Bonn.
lin, 1894-. 8vo, 21 pp.
NATURHIST0RISCHER VEREIN.
Die zoologische sammlung des Konigl.
1
V erhandlungen, LII, pt. 1, 1895 (XLvMuseum ftir Naturkunde. BerLI).
lin, 1895. 4to.
NIEDERRHEINISCHE GESELLSCHAF T
Nattirliche verwandtschaft und die
:FUR NATUR-CND HEILKUNDE.
verbreitung der Manis-arten.
Sitznngsberichte, 1895, pt. 1.
Paul Matschie. Berlin, 1894.
Bremen.
8vo, 13 pp.
NATURWI8SENSCHAFTLICHER VEREIN.
Ein ostafrikanischer vertreter der
wanzengattung Chalcoooris. F.
Abhandlungen, XIII, pt. 3, 1896; XIV,
Karsch. Berlin, 1895. 8vo, 1 p.
pt. 1, 1895.
Papilio neunianni, eine neue von Breslau.
Herrn O kar Newmann in OstMu EUMSCHLESISCHERALTERTHUMER.
Die bemalten thongefasse Schlesiens
Afrika art der Echerioidesgruppe. F. Karsch. Ber 1 in,
ausvorgeschichtlicher zeit. Bres1 95. 8vo, 3 pp.
lau, 1889. fol. unp.
Pfeilgiftkafer der kalahari-wtiste,
Fuhrer durch die Ramlungen. . . Ed.
3. Breslau, 1891. 12mo, 116 pp.
Diamphidia simplex Perin g.
(Locusfa Fairm.) H. J. Kolbe.
Martinikirche in Breslau, 1883. 4to,
Berlin, 1894. 8vo, 8pp.
35 pp.
Pompiliden-gattung Pepsis. Robt.
Schlesische furstenbilder des mittelalters. Breslau, 1872. 4-to, ':, p.
Lucas. Berlin, 1895. 8vo, 92 pp.
Schlesische glaser. Breslau, 1891.
Spongillidenstndien, III. · W. Welt8vo, 288 pp. ·
ner. Berlin, 1895. 8vo, 35 pp.
Synopsis der in Afrika gefnndenen
Schlesiens grab-denkmale und grabinscriften. Nos. 3-4. Breslau,
arten der Reteliden-Gattung
Popillia. H. J. Kolbe. Berlin,
1872. 8vo.
Schlesische mtinzen und medaillen.
1894. 8vo, 57 pp.
Pts. 1-2. Breslau, 1883. 4to.
Verzeichniss der von Herrn Dr. Paul
Preuss in kamerom gesammelten Dresclen.
NATURW,I SENSCHAFTLICHE GESELLschnabelkerfe, nebst b eschreiSCHAFT ISIS.
l>ung der neuen arten. F .
itzungsberichte, 1895. (1882-1884-,
Karsch. n. p., 1894. 8vo, 58 pp.
1886 ; 1887, Jan. to July, 1892,
Einige neue westafrikanische HeteJuly to Dec., 1893.)
ropteren ans den beiden Gruppen der pentatomideen und Core'i- Frankfurt.
ATURWI SENSCHAFTLICHER VEREIN.
deen. F. Kar ch. Berlin, 1895.
Helios, pts. 1-6, 1895.
8vo, 8 pp.
Societatnm Litterre, IX, pts. 4-9, 1895.
Zoologische sammlung. C. Mobius.
(vm, rx, pts. 1-3.)
Berlin, [n. d.J. 8vo, 15 pp.
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Fr ib1trg.
NATURFOR CIIENDE GE ELLSCHAFT.
Beri hte, 1 ·, pts. 1-3, 1894-1895.
So IETE FRIBOURGEOI EDES SCIENCES
NATURELLRS.
Bulletin, VI, 1890-1893.

Great Britain and Ireland.
Carnbridge.
MUSEUM AND LECTURE ROOM SYNDICATE.
Annual report, xxrx, 1894.

Cardiff.
Hildesheirn.
NATURALISTS' SOCIETY.
\ RCEMER MUSEUM.
Report and transactions, xxv1.I, ptHadenoid gen~ra with hairy eyes.
1, 1895. (xxiv,xxv,pt.1; xxv.r. )
A. Radcliffe Grote. n. p., 1895.
Dublin.
8vo, 8 pp.
ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY.
List of North American EupteroScientific proceedings (new seri~s ),
tidre, Ptilodontre, Thyatiridre,
VIII, pts. 3- 4, 1894. (New series,
Apatelidc:e and Agrolidre. A.
Iv- vn; VIII, pts. 1- 2.)
Radcliffe Grote. Bremen, 1895.
Scientific transactions (new series)' v'
8vo, 87 pp.
pts.5-12, 1894-1896; vr, pt. I, 1896 ·
Kiel.
(Newseries,m-rv; v,pts. l-4.)
NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VEREIN
Edinburgh.
FUR SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN.
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND ART,
.
Schriften, x, pt. 2, 1895. v, pts.
List oi additions to the art a nd ~n1-2; IX, pts. 1-2; X, pt. 1.
dustrial divisions, 1894. EdinLeipsic.
burgh, 1895. 8vo, 44 PP·
NATURFORSCHENl)E GESELLSCHAFT.
ROYAL PHYSICAL SOCIETY.
Sitzungsberichte, XIX-XXI, 1895.
Proceedings, XIII, pt. 1, 1894- 1895 ·
NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VEREIN
(IX- XII.)
FUR SACHSEN UND THURINGEN.
Zeitschrift, LXVIII, pts. 1-2, 1895.
Glasgow .
VEREIN FUR ERDKUNDE.
NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.
Proceedings and transactions, rv,
Mi ttei 1 ungen, 1894. (1881-1885,
pt. 1 (new series), 1892-1894.
1891-1893.)
Wissenschaftliche V eroffen tlichungen
(New series, III, pts. 2-3.)
des Vereins fiir Erdkunde, 1,
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY•
1891, II, 1895.
Proceedings, xxv1, 1895. (XXV,)
Lubeck.
Guernsey.
GEOGRAPHISCHE GESELLSCHAFT UND
SOCIETY OF NATURAL SCIENCE.
- (1882NATURHISTORISCHE MUSEUM.
Report and transactions, 189t>.
Mitteilungen (2), pts. 7-8, 1895.
1894.)
Luxemburg.
Liverpool.
FAUNA VEREIN LUXEMBURGER NATURBIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
FREUNDE. V, pt. 1, 1895. (I, II,
Proceedings and transaction , rx,
pts. 1-2; III-IV.)
1895. (Complete.)
Meissen.
VEREIN FUR GESCIIICHTE DER STADT.
Mitteilungen, IV, pt. 1, 1895.
Osnabriick.
NAT RWI SE~ HAFTLI 'HER VEREIN.
Jahre bericht, pts. -10.
tuttgart.
KO 'I LICIIE , TAA T 'ARCUI
\Virtemb rgis ·hes rkundenbu ·h,vr,
1 94.
TVieabaden.
EREIN
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London-Continued.
London-Continued.
BRITISH MUSEUM-Continued.
LINNEAN SOCIETY-Continued.
Fossil plants of the vVealuen. Pt. 2.
Transactions(Zoology), VI, pt. 3, 1894.
( (2) I-v; VI, pts. 1-2.)
London, 1895. 8vo, 259 pp.
Introd_u ction to the study of rocks.
MARINE BIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIO OF
L. Fletcher. London, 1896. 8vo,
THE UNITED KINGDOM.
Journal (new series), nr, specialnum·
118 pp.
Spiders of Burma. T. Thorell. Lon·
ber, 1894. (Complete.)
ROYAL GARDENS OF KEW.
don, 1895. 8vo, 406 pp.
Bulletin of miscellaneous informa.
Statement of progress and acquisi·
tions made in the department of
tion, 100-107, 1896. (1887-1891,
British and medireval antiquities
1892, pts. 61-64, 71; 1893, pts.
and ethnography in 1893. Lon·
73-84; 1884, 85-93.)
don, 1894. 8vo, 14 pp.
SCIENCE GOSSIP ( new series), n, pts. 19Guide to the British Mycetozoa ex·
24, 1895. (New series, I, pts. 2-5,
hibited in tbeclepartment of bot·
8-12 i II, pt. 16.) .
any. London, 1895. 8vo, 40 pp.
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND.
Proceedings, 1895. (1830-1887, 1892Temple of Deir el Bahari. Pt. 1. E.
1894.)
Naville. London, 1895. fo1.15pp.
Transactions, XIII, pts. 2-3, 1895.
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
(r, x, pts. 1-2, 4-t5.)
Geological literature added to the Manchester.
Geological Society's library.
FIELD NATURALISTS' AND ARCH.2E0LO·
London, 1896. 8vo, 157 pp.
ISTS' SOCIETY.
Transactions, 1v, 1896.
Report and proceedings, 1893-1894.
Quarterly journal, LI, pts. 3-4; LIT,
(1892.)
pts.1-2, 1895-1 96. (I, pt .1, 3, 4;
GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.
u,pts.6-8; III-L; LI,pts.1-2.)
Journal, x, pts. 4-6, 1894; XI, pts.
HOOKKR' ICONE PLANTARUi\I. ' XIV,
1-6, 1895-1896. (Ix, pts. 10-12.)
pts. 3-4; xxv, pts. 1-3, 1895MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.
1896. (r-u; V-IX, XI- .'III, XXIV,
Transactions and · annua,l report,
pts. 1-2.)
1893-1894-.
I NSPECTOR OF FISIIERIES.
STEAM USERS ASSOCIATION.
Annual report, XXXIV, 1895.
Memorandum of the chief engineer.
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MICRO·
Manchester, 1895. 8vo, 35 pp.
$COPY AND NATURAL Scn~XCE.
OWENS COLLEGE.
(3) v, pts. 27-28, 1895; v r, pts. 29Catalogue of Hadfield collection of
31, 1896. (Iv-v; new eries, I, pts.
shells, 1895.
1-5; III, pt.12; IV, pt. I; (3) I-IV.)
Catalorrue of the library, 1895.
JAPAN SOCIETY.
Museum guide, 1895.
Booklet, No. 2, 1895-1896.
Report of Manchester Museum, 1895.
Transactions and proceeuings. n(1890-1894.)
m, 1892-1893.
Studies in biology, nr, 1895.
LINNEAN SOCIETY.
tudies from physical and chemical
Journal. (Botan.v ) xxx, pt. 209-210,
laboratories, r, 1893.
1894. (XXVIII-XXIX i XL-X:, pts. Marlborough.
205-208.)
COLLEGE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.
Journal. (Zoology) xxv, pts. 158Report, XLIV, 1895.
160, 1895. (vrn, pts. 31-32; XI, N ewcastle·On· Tyne.
pt. 55-56; XIV, pt. 74; XV, pt. 8-i;
TYNE IDE EOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY,
XVI-XXIV.)
Journal, nr, pts. 3-4, 1895-1896.
List of members, 1894-1895.
(Complete.)
Proceedings, 1893-1894. (1875-1892.) Tring.
TRING Mt:SF:UM,
Transactions (Botany), (2) IV, pt. 2;
' ovitates Zoologicre. n, pts. 2-3,
v, pt. 1, 1894-1895. ( (2)n-rn;
1895; m, pt. 1, 1806. {Complete.)
1v, pt. 1,)
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Yorkshire.
GEOLOGICAL AND POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY.
Proceedings (new series), xu, pt. 5,
1895.
Holland.
Harlern.
,A.RCHIV NEERLANDAISES DES SCIENCES
EXACTES ET NATURELLES, XXIX,
pts. 2-5, 1895; xxx, pt. 1, 1896.
(XXVIII, pt. 5, XXIX, pt. I.)
'. AMSTERDAM KOLONIAL MUSEUM.
Bulletins, 1894-1896. (1892, pts. 1-3,
1893, pt. 3.)
Extra bulletin, 2, 1895. (Complete.)
Leyden.
ROYAL MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY.
Notes from, xvu, pt. 13, 1895. (xXVI.)
Italy.

Pavia.
UNIVERSITA DI p A VIA.
Bollettino Scientifico, xvn, pts. 1
1895 . . (xvr, pts. 1-4.)
Pisa.
SOCIETA TOSCANA DI SCIENZE NAT
RALi.
Atti, I-XIII, 1875-1894.
Rome.
REALE ACCADEMIA DEI LINCEI.
Atti, (5) rv, 2 sem.; .v, 1 sem., pts. 2 12; v, 2 sem., pt_s. 1-12, 1895-1896( (4) vn, (5) I-IV.)
SOCIETA ROMANA PER GLI STL"'I>I
ZO0LOGICA.
- Bollettino, rv, pts, 3, 5-6, 1895 .
(I7
pts. 1-2, 6; n, pts. 1-3; III, pts.
4-6; IV, pts. 1-2.)
Torino.
TORINO MusEI DI ZooLOGIA ED ANATOMIA COMPARATA.
Bollettino, x, pts. 193-220, 1895; XI7
pts. 221-226, 1896. (IX, pts. 16 ~
192.)

Bergamo.
I ATENEO DI SCIENZE, LETTERE J~D ARTI.
Atti, XII, 1894-1895.
.
Catania.
Norway.
ACADEMIA GIOENIA DI SCIENZE NATBergen.
URAL!.
BERGENS MUSEUM.
Bullettino (new series), pts. 41-43,
Aarbog, 1893.
1895-1896. (Newseries,pts.36-40.)
Development and structure of the
Florence.
·
whale. Pt. 1. Bergen , 1894 .
.. BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE Cl'jNTRALE.
4to.
Bollettino delle publicazioni I taliane,
Samlino-enofNorske Oldsager, 1. A.
pts. 227-~38, 240, 1895; pts. 241Lo~ange. Bergen, 1875. 4to,
242, 244-251, 1896. (Pts. l, 3-51,
196
pp.
.
.
53-70, 72-105, .107-169, 174, 175,
Turbellaria ad sitora Norveg1a occ1.~13, 217-218, 221-226.)
deutalia turbellarie8 ved Norge
Genoa.
Westkyct. Olaf S. Jensen.
MUSEI DI ZOOLOGIA E ANATOMIA COMBergen, 1878. 4to, 97 PP·
PAR.A.TA DELLA R. UNIVERSITA.
Bollettino, 27-33, 1894-1895. (22-26.) Christiania.
NORGES GEOLOGI KE UNDERSC>GELSE.
SOCIET.A LIGUSTICA DI SCIENZE NATURAL! E GEOGRAFICHE.
[Monographs] 10-17, 1893-1 95.
_
Atti, VI, pt. 2, 1896. (v, pts. 1-3;
NORSKE GRADMAALING~ CO;\D.U 10-.
VI, pt. 1.)
Resultate der im • ommer 1 9J in <lem
Milan.
sudlichsten theile Norwe"
\ REVISTA DI 8TUDI PsICHICI, 1, pts. 6auso-eiuhrten pend lbeob:,cb~n 11, 1895; u,pts.1-3,1896. (1,pt.
aen~ . E. "'chiotz. Chri tian
1-5.)
1 95. 4to. 16 PP·
S0CIETA !TALIA. A DI CIENZE NAT Stavang r.
RALi.
TAV
- ER ::\fUSEUM.
, l Atti, XXXV, pt . 1-4
Aar beretnin~ 1 94. [l 3.J
IV-X II i
VIII pt . 1-4; • IXn; xxx111,pt .1-2; .• ·.·rv.)
Moclena.
R. A ' DEMIA DI ' IEr'Zh, LLTTERE
ED .AHTl .

Iemorie, (2) x, 1 -!.

Opere inviate, 1 94.

(1 ·, 1

3.)

3, andi-
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Portugal.

Spain.

Lisboa.
DIRECCAO DOS TRABALHOS G E0LOGICOS DE PORTUGAL.
Communicacoes, III, pt. l. 1895-1896.
S0CIEDADE DE GE0GRAPHIA.
Actas das ressoes, xiv, 1894. (II, 1882;
pt. 142, 1894.)
Boletin, XIII, pt. 12, 1894; XIV, pts.
1-10, 1895. (1, pts. 1-4; n, pts.
7-12; III, pts. 2, 4, 10; IV; v, pts.
1-2, 4-10, 12; VI, pt. 12; VII, pt.
1; VIII-XII.)
Coimbra.
C0IMBRA UNIVERSIDADE.
Annuario, 1895-1896. (1894-1895.)

Madrid.
SOCIEDAD ESPANOLA DE HISTORIA
NATURAL.
Anales, XXIII, pts. 1-3, 1895.

Porto.
ANNAES DES SCIENCIAS NATURAES. II,
pts. 3-4, 1895; III, pts. 1-2, 1896.
(Complete.)
Russia.

Moscow .
SOCI:ETE!MPERIALEDESNATURALI TES.
Bulletins, 1-4, 1895, (1887, pt. 4,
1888-1894.)
St. Petersburg.
ACADEMIE IMPERIALE DES SCIENCES.
Bulletin, (5) II, pts. 3-4, 1895. ( (4)
XXXVI, pts. 1-2; (5) 1, II, pts.
1-2.)
Memoires, XLII, pts. 9, 11-12, 1894.
( (7) XI, pt. 4; XIX, XXXIX, pts.
1-2; XLI, pts. 5-6,9; XLII, pts.1-5.)
!MPERIALE AKADEMIJA NAUK.
Zapiski, LXXI, LXXII, pts.1-2; LXXIII,
pts. 1-2; LXXIV, 1883-1894.
S0CIET.E IMPERIALE RUSSE DE GEOGRAPHIE.

Izvjestija, xxxr, pts. 1-5, 1895.
Opisamie putesheslviya, zapadnyi
kitij, v. I.
G. E. Gunn-Grzhimajls. St. Petersburg, 1896. 4to, 547 pp.
Otcbet, 1894. (1892-1893.)
Zapiski, XXVII, 1895. (I-XI.)
Tiflis.
HORTUS BOTANICU TIFLI IENSE
Index Seminum, v, 1895.
KAUKA !CHE MUSE M.
Bericht, 1894-1895.

Sweden.

Lund.
UNIVERSITATES LUNDENSIS.
Aar-Skrift Acta, XXXI, pts. 1-2, 1895.
(XXIV-XXX.)

Stockholm.
KoNGL. SvENsKA VETENsKAP .A:K.ADEMIE.
Bihang Haudlingar, xx, pts. 1-4, 1896.
(V-XIX.)
Handlingar, XXVI, 1894. (XIX, pt. 1,
XX, pts. 1-2; XXI-XXV.
Ofversigt-Forhandiungen, Ln, 1896.
(XX.XV-LI.)

Switzerland.

Aarau.
AARGAUISCHE N ATURFORSCHENDE
GESELLSCHAFT.
Mitteilungen, pt. 7, 1896.
Basel.
BASEL UNIVERSITAT.
Mitteilungen aus der etbnographiscben sammlung, 1, pt. 2, 1895.
N ATURF0RSCHENDE GESELLSCHAFT.
Verbandlungen, XI, pt.1, 1895. (vu,
pt. 1; x, pt. 3.)
St. Gallen.
NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE G~SELLSCHAFT.
Bericbt ii. d. Tha,tigkeit der St.
Gallischen
naturwissenschaftlicbe Gesellschaft, 1893-1894.
(1890-1892.)

OCEANICA.
AUSTRALASIA.

Australia.
Brisbane.
1
AUSTRALIAN ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY. QUEENSLAND BRANCH.
Proceedings and transactions, 18941895, X. (IX.)
Sydney,
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM.
Annual report of trustees, 1894.
Record , n, pts. 6-7, 1895-1896. (Complete.)
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S,1Jdncy-Continued.
LINNJ~AN SOCIETY OF NEW Soun-r
.WALES.
Proceedings (2), x, pts. 1-2, 1895.
( Com1)lete.)
ROYAL
SOCIETY OF NEW SOUTH
.WALES.
Exchanges and presentations made
by the Ro;y al Society
New
South "\Vales, 1894.

of

Sydney-Continued.
ROYAL SOCIETY OF NEW sov-:r:e::
WALES-Continued.
Journal and proceedings, xx-VIII~
1894. (xv-xxvn.)
New Zealand .

TrelUngton.
REGISTER-GENERAL1S OFFICE.
New Zealand official yearbook, 1895.
(1894.)

II.-INDIVIDUALS .
ADLER, CYRUS.
Trial of Jorge de Almeida by the Inquisition in Mexico. Cyrus Adler.
Baltimore, 1895. 8vo, 78 pp.
ALLEN, CHARLES B.
Artificial preservation of timber.
Charles H. Allen. Lowell, Mass.,
1895. 8vo, 24 pp.
AURIVILLIUS, C. "\V. S.
Plankton des Baltischen meeres. C. W.
S. Aurivillius. Stockholm, 1896. 8vo,

BEECHER, CIIARLES E.-Continued.
Morphology of Triarthru,s. Charles EBeecher. [New Haven], 1896. 8vo?
6 pp.

Supposed discovery of the antennre
of Trilobites by Linn re us in 1759Charles E. Beecher. New Haven?
1890. 8vo, 4 pp.
Validity of the family Bohemillidre Barrande. Charles E. Beecher. [Minneapolis], 1896. 8vo, 3 pp.
82 pp.
BENJAMIN (Mrs.), MARCUS.
BALLET, JULES,
Circular and daily programme of the
La Guadeloupe, r, pt. 2. Jules Ballet.
· 44th meeting of the American .AssoBasse-Terre, 1895. 8vo, 619 pp. ( Comciation for the Adyancement of Sciplete.)
ence. Springfield, 1895. 8vo, 195 pp.
BANGS, OUTRAM.
Report on the New Red [sandston e] of
Present standing of the Florida ManaBucks and :Montgomery counties,
tee, Trichechus la.tirosfris (Harlan),
[Pa.] B. S. Lyman. Philadelphia,
in Indian River waters. Outr:1m
1895. 8vo, 30 pp.
Bangs. Washington, 1895. 8vo, 7pp. BOAS, FRANZ .
BARBOZA DU BOCAGE, J. V.
Chinook texts. Franz Boas. Wa hHerpctologie d' Angola et du Congo.
ington, 1895. 8vo, 2 pp.
J. V. Barcage duBorboza. Lisbonne, BOFILL, ARTHUR.
1895. 4to, 203 pp.
Catalogo de los moluscos testaceo terBAYE, Baron de.
restres del llano de Barcelona. ArAntiquitcs frankes trouvfos en BohC•rne.
thur Bofill. Barcelona, 1 79.
Baron de Baye. Caen, 1894. 8vo,
24 pp.
36 pp.
Catnlogo de los mqluscos f6siles pl~oBAYLEY, "\V. S.
renos de 'atalufia. Arthur Botill
Basic massive rocks of the Lako Supeand D. J. A]mera. Barcelona, L. :!.
rior region. W. S. Bayley. Chicago,
8vo, 107 pp.
1895. 8vo, 20 pp.
Contrilmtiouf! a lafaune malacolo~iqn
Sphcrulitic volcanics at North Haven,
c1 la catalogue. Arthur Bofi.11. n. P··
)Ie. W. . Hayley.
[Ro<'hester],
18 6. jfro, 1-! pp.
1 ·94. 8vo, :3 pp.
E .·cnr.-fo :t )Ioutserrat. ~\.rthnr Bofill.
, 'nmmary of progre s in petrogrnphy
Barccloua, 1 2. 8vo, 16 pp.
in 1 fl5. \V., . Bayley. \Vatf'l"ville .
Exc·11rfifo al · P,,-rinenf! Central . Arthnr
.. le.,19L
vo.
Bolill. Barcelona 1
,·_o v P ·
B1:1-:c111:n, CnAitLi-:.· h.
:.'1[0]11 , <:o'l f(,. ile ell- lo terr no t" i
LarYal ta"' · of 'I'rilobitl'
( 'hurl,•
ari
nperiores de 'a.talniia . Arlh r
1;. Jlccchor.
Tew llnvcu, 18!!:;.
·vo
Bofill :11111 J •• J. Almera. ~Ind.rid.
23 1ii,.
'
1 i.

'°·
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BOFILL, ARTHUR-Continued.
Serra de card6 (Tortosa) moluscos recullits en aquesta localitat en agost
de 1882. Arthur Bofill. Barcelona,
1890. 8vo, 19 pp.
BOLTON, H. C.
Berthelot's contributions to the history
of chemistry. (Review.) H. C. Bolton. Baltimore, 1896. 8vo, 9 pp.
BOUCARD, A.
(;atalogue des exposants. .Exposition
Universelle International. G. E. Gur,man. n. p., 1889. 8 vo, 117 pp.
Humming Bird, The. London. v, pts.
3-4, 1895.
BOWES, J. L.
Notee on Shippa. J. L. Bowes.
don, 1895. 8vo, 109 p.
BROADIIURST, H. T.

Lon-

Do the young of vipers t11k refuge
down the throat of the mother in
case of Stldden surprise or dano-er
H. T. Broadhurst. n. p. [1895].
vo,
29 pp.
BUCIIANA:-., .J. Y.
, 'ur la den it« et l'alcalinitf <l<·, caux
<l l'Atlantiqneetdela.Mediterranf.
.J. Y. Buchanan. [Pari s, .1 93.J
Yo,
4 pp.

CALL, I. ELL WORTIT.
(;ertain. recent, quaternary, and new
fresh-water mollusca. R. Ellsworth
Uall. Davenport, 18 6. 8vo,
pp.
Chemistry of soils. R. Ell worth all.
D es Moines, 1892. 8 vo, 7 pp.
Contribution to a knowledge of the
fresh-water mollusca of Kan a . No.
3. Fresh-water bivalves. R. Ellsworth all. [Madison], 18 5. 8vo,
4 pp.
Cost of a geological survey of Iowa.
R. Ellsworth Call. n. p. [n. cl.] 8vo,
4 pp.
Genns Carnpeloma, Rafinesque, with a
revi ion of the sp cie. recent and
fossil.
. Ellsworth Call. Top ka,
1 6. 8vo, 18 pp.
Geoo-raphic and h ypsometric di tribution in North American Viviparidw. I
R. Ellsworth Call. Loui,·ville, Ky .,
1894. 8vo, 10 pp.
Gross anatomy of Campeloma. R. Ellsworth Call. [Philadelphia, 1888.J

CALL, H. ELLSWORTH-Continued.
Induration of certain T~rtiary sandstones of northeast Arkansas. R.
Ellsworth Ca,11. Des Moines, 1894.
8vo, 6 pp.
Iowa Academy of Science. Proceedings, 1887-1889.
Mammoth Cave. R. Ellsworth all.
Lonisville, 1895. 16mo, unp.
Memoranda on a collection of fishes
from the Ozark regions of Missouri.
R. Ells,vorth Call. Des Moines, 1887.
8vo, 4 pp.
New serpent from Iowa. R. Ellsworth
Call. Des Moines, 1891. 8vo, 3 pp.
Papers read before the Iowa Academy
of Sciences. R. Ellsworth Call. Des
Moines, 1892. 8vo, 30 pp.
Papers published in abstract in the
Proceedings of the Iowa Acade::ny of
Sciences, 1887-1889. R. Ellsworth
Call. [Des Moines] 1890. 8vo, 82 pp.
Parvus group of Unionidro. R. Ellsworth Call. [Des Moines J 1890. 8vo,
7 pp.
Pyrg11:lopsis a new genns of Rissoiu
mollusk, with description of two
new forms. R. Ellsworth Call. [Des
Moines] 1883. 8vo, 6 pp .
ketch of the physical geography of
Iowa.
R. Ellsworth Call.
Des
Moin<'s, 1891. 8vo, 7 pp.
, tudy of the Unionidm of Arkansas,
with incidental reference to their
distribution in the Mississippi Valley. R. Ellsworth Call. St. Louis,
1895. 8vo, 64 pp.
Tertiary silicified woods of eastern
Arkansas. R. Ellsworth Call. Little
Rock, 1881. 8vo, 8 pp.
CA:.\1PBELL, W. J.
Majolica and Fayence. Ed. 2. Arthur
Beckwith. New York, 1877. 8Yo,
185 pp.
CAREY, Tno . . K., & BROS.
Illustrated catalogue of machinery and
upplie . Baltimore, 1895. 8vo,
676 pp.
1
ARPE~TER, GEORGE H.
Collertion s to illustrate the evolution
iind geographical distribution of animals. George H. Carpenter. [Dublin J 1894. 8vo, 37 PP·
CnA:\1BimLAI~, L. 'f.
Conch lorry 1-rr. George W. Knoer.
Nuremberg, 1764. 4to.

I

I

'8vo1 7 pp,
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CHAMBERLAIN, L. T-Continu ed.
Oysters and all about them. v, 1-2.
John R. Philpots. London, 1890.
8vo.
COLLINGE, wALTER E.
Skull of the dog. Walter E. Collinge.
London, 1896. 12mo, 124 pp.
COSTE, F. H. PERRY.
New method of soil analysis. F. H.
Perry Coste. London, 1896. 8vo,
6 pp.
CRAVEN, ANDREW F.
Columbian University Summer School,
session 1896. Washington, 1896.
8vo, 15 pp.
DIEFFENBACHER,J. G.
Attack and defense of fortified places.
Ed. 3. John Muller. London, (1770.J
8vo, 13 pp.
EARLE, (Mrs.) HENRY.
Martyrs of the prison ships of the
Revolution.
Alice Morse Earle.
Philadelphia, 1895. 8vo, 15 pp.
EYSTER, (Mrs.) NELLIE BLESSING.
Work of the Woman's Indian Association of northern California. San
Francisco, 1896. 16mo, 8 pp.
FEWKES, J. WALTER.
Aid to a collector of the Cmlenterata
and Ecbinodermata of New England.
J. Walter Fewkes. Salem, 1891.
8vo, 92 pp.
Catalogue of the Hemenway collection
in the Historico-American Exposition of Madrid. J. Walter l<'ewkes.
Washington, 1895. 8vo, 48 pp.
Central American ceremony which suggests the snake dance of the Tusayan
villages. J. WalterFewkes. Washington, 1893. 8vo, 22 pp.
Contributions to ethno-botany. J.
Walter Fewkes. Washington, 1896.
8vo, 21 pp.
Journal of American Ethnology and
Archreology, IV. Boston and ew
York, 1894.
Kinship of a Tanoan-sp akin.a- community in Tnsa.yan.
J. Walter
Fewkes. Washington 1 94. 8vo,
pp.
rail>i flute altar. J. ·walt r Fewke .
vo, 1 pp.
Bo ton, 1 -.
Th g d " ' in th od :x rte ianu ·.
J .\~ lt r • wk . Wa hingt n, 1 o, 18 pp.

FIGUEIRA, .JOSE H.
Los primitivos habitantes del UruguaYensayo paleoetnol6gico. Jose
EC Figueira. Montevideo, 1894.
4 to
44pp.
Reglamento del Museo Naciona,l . Montevideo, 1893.
GILL, THEODORE.
The American Field. x, pts. 5-9, 1112, 15-16, 21- 26; XI, pts. 1-5, 7-8, 1011, 13-26; xn, pts. 1- 19, 25 _
; xv, pts.
1-20; XVI, pt. 12; XIX, pts. 9-11 ;
XXVIII, pt. 27; XXIX, pts. 1-22, 24.26, xxx, pts. 2- J, 6-26; xxxI-XXXV;
XXXVI, pts, 1-21, 24-26; XXXVII-XLII;
XLIII, pts.1-14, 17-19, 21. (Xlll-XIV;
XVI, pts. 1- 11, 13-26; XVII-XVIII;
XIX, pts. 1-8, 10, 12-23, 25-26; X X XXVII i XXVIII, pts. 1-24, 26.)
Huxley and his work. Theo. Gill.
New York, 1896. 8vo, 11 pp.
GOODE, G. BROWN.
Alabama as it is. B. F. Riley. Montgomery, 1893. 8vo, 328 pp.
Astronomical observations made at the
Naval Observatory. J. M. Gillis.
Washington, 1846. 8vo, 671 PP·
Bulletin du troisieme congres international de zoologie. Leyden, 1895.
8vo.
Canadian Naturalist (new series), VI,
pts.1-4; VII, pts.1-2, 5; VIII, pts. 1-2 .
Class book of nature. J. :Frost ed.
Hartford, 1842. 8vo, 278 pp.
Compend of history from the earlie t
times. Saml. Whelpley. Bo ton,
1826. 12mo, 293 pp.
Conversations on chemistry. J. L.
Comstock.
Hartford, 182 .
• 01
348 pp.
Eclectic Repertory and Analytical Review. Philadelphia. I-II, 1 11-1 t:?.
Elements of experimental ch emis : ·
1-11.
Wm. Henry. Phila.d Iph 1 •
1819. VO.
Elements of technology. Jacob Bi~
low. Bo ton, 1831. vo, 521 PP·
Epitom ofth whole art of navi a io ·
Jam
tkin n. L ndon 17 2.
331 pp.
~tud
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GOODE, G. BROWN-Continued.
GOODE, G. BROWN-Continued.
Familiar, instructive, and entertaining
Schriften der Berlinischer Gesellschaft
stories. Selected for the use of
Naturforschender Freunde. Berlin,
schools. Herman Daggett. Poughr-v, 1780-1784, VIII, 1788.
Tennessee Exposition. [Prospectus.]
keepsie, 1818. 24mo, 288 pp.
Washington, 1896. fol., 1 p.
First lines · of physiology. Reynell
Text-book on natural philosophy. vVm.
Coates. Philadelphia, 1850. 8vo,
Draper. New York, 1849. 8vo, 381 pp.
340 pp.
Treatise on astronomy. Elias Loomis.
Fischerie Zeitung. Stettin. x, pts.
New York, 1865. 8vo, 331 pp.
1-9; xr, pts. 40, 47-52, 1887-1888.
Treatise on meteorology. Elias Loomis.
Handbook of standard or .American
New York, 1868. 8vo, 305 pp.
phonography. Andrew J. Graham.
Zoological science or nature in living
New York, 1858. 8vo, 216 pp.
forms. A. M. Redfield. New York,
Historical and de1:1criptive lessons,
1858.· 8vo, 700 pp.
embracing sketches of the history, GROTE, A. RADCLIFF.
character, and customs of all nations.
Hypenoid moths and ailied groups.
Brattleboro, 1828. 12mo, 336 pp.
A. Radcliff Grote.
Philadelphia,
.History of wonderful animals, contain1895. 8vo, 21 pp.
ing account of most remarkable
:fishes, beasts, and birds. Dublin, GUILFOYLE, w. R.
Fibers from plants. W. R. Guilfoyle.
1818. 24mo, 180 pp.
Melbourne, 1894. 8vo, 38 pp.
In memoriam. John Adam Ryder.
Philadelphia, 1895. 8vo, 28 pp.
GURLEY, R. R.
Manual of mineralogy. J. D. Dana.
Handbuch der gewachskunde entbalNew Haven, 1867. vo, 454 pp.
tend eineflora von Deutschland. J.C.
Medical Repository. New York, 1v-v,
Mossler. I-II. Ed. 3. Altona, 1833.
1807-1808.
8vo.
Memorial of Charle1:1 V. Riley . G.
Historical and descriptive account of
· Brown Goode. [New York] 1896.
Peruvian sheep called Carneros de la
8vo, 8 pp.
Tierra. Wm. Walton. London, 1818.
Mineralogy according to the natural
8vo, 183 pp.
history system. Robert Jameson.
HAMILTON, JOHN.
Edinburgh, 1837. 8vo, 283 pp.
Catalogue of the coleoptera common to
Naturalists' Own Book (The). PhilaNorth America, northern Asia, and
delphia, 1835. 8vo, 400 pp.
Europe, with distribution and bibliNew York Medical and Physical Jourography. John Hamiiton. Philanal. 1, 1822.
delphia, 1889. 8vo.
Observations sur les frelons. Charles
Duplicates of papers on coleoptera,
Janet. Paris, 1895. 4to, 4 pp.
published mostiy in Canadian EntoOutlines of physical geography.
mologist.
John Hamilton. .AlleGeorge W. Fitch. New York, 1863.
gheny, Pa., 1892-1895. 8vo, v. p.
8vo, 225 pp.
Synopsis of the Cerambycidre of North
Philadelphia Medical Museum. Phila.America. Pt. 3. C. W. Leng.
delphia, I-IV, 1805-1808.
[Philadelphia,] 1896. 8vo, 78 pp.
Philosophy of natural history. Ed. 5.
Wm. Smellie. Boston, 1834. 12mo, HAUPT, PAUL.
Dixi me Congres International des
321 pp.
Orientalistes. Geneve.
Popular natural history. n. New
Bulletin des adhesions, 1894.
Yorli, 1834. 8vo, 298 pp.
Circular No. 3, 1894.
Principles of Greek grammar. Peter
Liste des membres; liste des delegaBullions. New York, 1864. 8vo,
tions; r eglements du congres etc.
324 pp.
Geni\ve, 1894. 8vo, 61 PP·
Principles of museum administration.
Membr s n'habitant pas Geneve preG. Brown Goode. York [Pa.], 1895.
sents au 6 septembre 1894.
8vo, 73 pp.
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HORSFORD EBEN NORTON-Continued\V. 13oTTlNG.
Landfali of Leif Erikson, A. D. 100 '
Description of some n ew plants from
and the site of his home in Vinel ao<l.eastern Asia. W. Botting Hemsley.
Eben Norton Horsford. Boston, 1892 [London, ] 1895. 8vo, 18 pp.
Diagnoses plantarum novarum vel
Foi., 148 pp.
f
Sketch of the Norse discovery ~
minus cognitarum Mexicanarum et
America at the festival of the ScauaiCentrali-Arnerican:.i,. Pts. 1-2. W.
navian societies assembled May 18~
Botting Hemsley.
London, 18781891, in Boston. Eben Norton Hors1879. 8vo .
ford. Boston, 1891. 8vo_. 29 PP·
Drift 1:,eed (Ipomoea tuberosa, L.). W. ·
Botting Hemsley. [London,] 1892. HOUGH, WALTER.
8vo, 8 pp .
Washington guide.
Wm.
Elliot.
Flora of the Tonga or Friendly Islands.
Washington, 1837. 24rno, 310 PP·
W. Botting Hemsley.
[London,]
JAMES, J. F.
1893. 8vo, 59 pp.
Address: The buildings of the State·
Obscure species of Triumfetta. vV.
Joseph Cox. Columbus, 1888. 8vo,
Botting Hemsley. [London, J 1890.
24 pp.
8vo, 2 pp.
Address: Motions of the solar system·
Observations on a botanical collection
Ormond Stone. Salem, 1888. Svo,
made by A. E. Pratt in western
15 pp.
China. W. Botting Hemsley. [LonDevelopment of the oyster with redon,] 1892. 8vo, 35 pp.
marks on allied genera. Robert T ·
Synonymy of orchidaceous genus
Jackson. Salem, [n. d.] 19 PP·
Didyrnoplexis, Griffith, and the elonFirst fauna of the earth. J. F. James.
gation of the pedicles of D. pallens
Philadelphia, 1895. 8vo, 7 PP·
_
after flowering. vV. Botting HemsIndiana Academy of Sciences, const1ley. [London,] 1883. 8vo, 4 pp.
tution, by-laws, officen,, and list of Report on the botanical collections
members.
Brookville, 1888. Svo,
from Christmas Islands, Indian
12 pp.
Ocean, made by Capt. J.P. Maclear
Paul Broca and the French school of anand J. J. Lister. W. Botting Hemsthropology. Robert Fletcher. Was hley. [London,] 1889. 8vo, 12pp.
ington, 18132. 8vo, 32 pp.
Report on vegetation .of Diego Garcia.
Photography with high powe~s
W. Botting H emsley. [London,]
lamplight. Jacob D. Cox. Cmcin1886. 8vo, 9 pp.
nati, 1884. 8vo, 6 pp.
. .
Two small collections of dried plants
Remarks on Daimonelix, or "DeVJl
from Thibet. W. Botting Hemsley.
corkscrew," and allied fos il , J. F.
[London,] 1893, 8vo, 40 pp.
James. \Vashington, 1895. 8vo, 6 PP·
HILL-TOUT, C.
Sponges: recent and fos il. J. F.
Later prehistoric man. C. Hill-Tout.
James. [Philadelphia,] 1895.
Toronto, 1895. 8vo, 19 pp.
lOpp.

HE:\I LEY,

?Y

'°··

HOLM, THEO.

Studies upon the Cyperaceae. Th o.
Holm ...Washington, 1 96. 8vo, 3pp.
Hon FORD, EnEx NoRTo--.
Defense of i: orum bega. Eben Torton
ambridge, 1 91. 8vo,
.1.forsford.
T

JONES, JOSEPH.
Original investigation on the natural
history of yellow fev •r. Jo eph
Jone .
'hicago, 1 94.
vo 311 PP·
KRAE:'IIER, AUGU TI TE.

0-

Jior ford.
K

7 and th
~ · orton
1

Ho

.

Ein planktonau iloa
in die,·ulka n1~ h
0
geg nd.
Teo- e land .
ugu tin
. 4 •
raun
I raem r.
5 pp.
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KUNTZE, OTTO.

KUSCHEL, M.

Abriss einer beschreibung von vogeleiern cler athiopischen ornis. M.
Kuschel. Breslau. 1895. 8vo, 213 pp.
LE CONTE, JOSEPH.

Critical periods in the history of the
earth. Joseph Le Conte. Berkeley,
1895. 8vo, 2~ pp.
LITTLEFIELD, G. E.
Essay on the causes of the variety of
complexion_and figure in the human
species.
Samuel S. Smith. New
Brunswick, 1810. 8vo, 411 pp.
Nouvelle relation de la France eq uinoxiale.
P. Barr re. Paris, 1743.
12mo, 250 pp.
LUXMIDASS, GOVURDHANDAS .

Sanskrit ghatkharpar kavyam chandrika. Bombay, [n. d.] 8vo, 62 pp.
Sanskrit marutashkti. Bombay, [n. d.]
8vo, 626 pp.
Sanskrit vedant cb intamani. Pandit
Gattulalji. Bombay, [n. cl.] 51 l.
McG JRL,

T. H.

Proceedings of t,he Royal Geographical
ociety of London. I; n, pt . 1-7,
10-12, 1 79-1 0.
MARTIN,

F . R..

Ein beitrii, 0 • zur kenntniss der vorgeschichte und kultur , ilJiri ch r
volker. F. R. Martin.
tockholm,
1895. fol., 35 pls .•
MARTIN, R D.
Weitere bemerkungen zur Pithecanthropus-frage. Rud Martin. Ztirich,
1896. 8vo, 18 pp.
MASON, GEORGE

0. T.-Continued.
Brief history of Japanese bronze. Edward Greey_. New York, 1888. 4to,
80pp.
Bulletin de la societe d'anthropologie.
Paris. VI, (4) pts. 1, 3, 4-5, 1895-1896.
Climate and health. ·washingtou. r,
pts. 4 and 6. 1895.
Combined system of drainage and irrigation. A. P. Cole. Wellsville, 1889.
8vo, 103 pp.
Compilation of the Revised Statutes of
the United States. Washington,
1875. 192 pp.
Congres International d' Anthropologie
et d' Archeologie Prehistoriques.
Compte rendu de la dixieme session
1888. Paris, 1891. 8vo, 654 pp.
Corcoran Gallery of Art. Catalogue of
paintings, casts, bronzes, etc. Washington, [1895] 60 pp.
Coupe et mobilier funeraire de la terras, e des Horteaux. E. cl' Acy. Beaugen cy, 1895. 8vo, 388- 95 419-26 pp.
r11ombrement et types des cranes
nrolithiques de la Gaule. Philippe
, 'almon. Paris, 1896. 8vo, 76 pp.
Dictionnaire de la langue DeneDindjie. P. E. Petitot. Paris, 1876.
fol. 367 pp.
n diplomate anglais au debut du
, j1,cle. De Nadaillac. Paris, 1895.
vo, 51 pp.
Evolution of the Brachipoda. Agnes
Urane. London, 1895. 8vo, 23 pp.
Francisque et Andre d' Albaigne cosmographes lucquois au service de la
France. E. T. Hamy. Paris, 1895.
8vo, 34 pp.
]:"eather, The. Washington. I, pt. 4,
1896.
Glacier de l'Aletsch et le lac de M~iljelen. Roland Bonaparte. Paris, 1889.
.J.to, 26 pp.
Grain smnt ; their cause and prevention. Walter T. Swingle. Washington, 1 95 . 8vo, 12 pp.
Great, pyramids and Napoleon. Harry
I . Evans. Washington, 1895. 8vo,
18 pp.
Hawaiian Historical Society, annual
r port. 111, 1 95.
Imitatenr cl'Alexander Brumas, John
i rre Freret, M.-L.-A.
)lilton
Boizot. E. T. Hamy. Paris, 1895.
vo, 12 pp.

MASON,

Geonenetische beitrage. Otto Kuntze.
Leipzig, 1895. 8vo, 77 pp.

E.

Description of a new earth snake of the
genus ilybura.
'eorge E. Mason.
London, 1888. 8Yo, 3 pp.
MA SON, 0. T.
Altertiimer aus Guatemala,. E. , 'eler.
n. p., 1 96. Ho, 7 pp.
American anti(luities and disco veries of
the We t. ,Jo iah Priest. Alban y,
1834. 8vo, 400 pp.
American historical register. Philadelphia. Pt. 12, 1 95.
Americanjournal of p ychology. Baltimore. r, pts. 1-4, 1 87-1888.
Annual statement of the Comm is. ioner
of Education. W. T: Harris. Wabhington, 1894-1895.
vo.
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MASON, 0. T.-Continued.
MASON~ 0. T.-Continued.
rIowa, Historical Department of. Des
Students'practical chemistry. ff. ~
a,
Moines. 2d biennial report, 1~95.
ton and A. R. Leeds. Philadelp
Kamilaroi class system of the Austra1866. 8vo, 311 pp.
lian aborigines. R. H. Matthews.
Teachers' College Bulletin. N evv- Y or
Brisbane, 1894. 8vo, li pp.
No. 6, 1896.
Latest phase of the Southern Ute
Trudy 5 go Archeologicheskago Syez
question. Francis E. Leupp. Philav. Tiphlisye, 1881. Moscow-? 1
delphia, 1895. 8vo, 39 pp .
fol, 336 pp.
Limon des plateaux du nord de la
U. S . Board on Geographic Name
France et les Silex travailles qu, il
Decisions January, 1892, to Septe
renferme. E. d' Acy. Paris, 1878.
ber, 1895. Washington, 1895.
8~o.,
fol., 72 pp.
16pp.
Manual of elementary chemistry.
U.S. Consular reports. ·Washington.George Fownes. Philadelphia, 1864.
XLVII, pt. 174; XLIX, pt. 181-183,
8vo, 600 pp.
1895 i L, pt. 184, 1896.
Memoire de Jean- Louis- Armand de
U. S. Department of Agriculture, reQuetreloges de Breau. Lille, 1892.
port of Secretary, 1895.
4to, 109 pp.
U. S. Government publications,
DeMemoria sobre la pesca en Cadiz y su
scriptive catalogue . . . 1774-1881.
provincia. Francisco Asfs de Vera.
Washington, 1885. 4to, 1392 PP·
Madrid, 1895. 8vo, 46 pp.
U. S. Sanitary Commission. Sketch o f
Mittheilungen der Anthropologischen
its purposes and its work. Boston.,.
Gesellschaft in Wien. xxv, pts. 2-3,
1895.
1863. 16mo, 299 pp.
Yngre jernalders svaerd. A. L. LoModern scientific investigation; its
ran ge. Bergen, 1889. fol, 80 pp.
methods and tendencies. J. S. Newberry. Philadelphia, 1867. 8vo, 21 MATTHEWS, R. H.
pp.
Aboriginal rock pictures of Australia.
Mount Vernon Ladies' Association,
R. H. Matthews. Brisbane, 1894.
report of. New Haven, 1895. 8vo,
8vo,
25 pp.
44 pp.
Aboriginal ro ck paintings and carvings
Notice sur une collection de dessins
in New South Wales. R. H. Matprovenant de !'expedition de d'Entrethews. Melbourne, 1894. 8vo, 14 pp.
casteaux. E .T. Ramy. Paris, 1895.
MERRIAM, J. W.
8vo, 18pp.
Associacion Salitrera de Propaganda .
Official report of the United States
Circular trimestral, No. 2-7.
expedition to explore the Dead Sea
and river Jordan. W. F. Lynch.
Iquique, 1894. 8vo.
Bedeutung de hilisalpeters :fur den
Baltimore, 1852. 4to, 235 pp.
gertenbau. Berlin [n. d.]. 12mo .
Our neutrality laws. (Originally published in the Mexican Financier
15 pp.
ombien de nitrate de soude ( alp tre
Mexico, 1895.) J. G. Bourke. n. p'.
de hili) fait-il donner au champ e
vo, 32 pp.
Premier etablis ement des
a, quell poque c la doit-il
fair
Ma.· Weitz.
overs [n. d. ] .
16pp.
En a s de diferent
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MERRIAM, J. W.-Continued.
MERRILL, GEORGE P.-Continued.
Importancia del nitrado de soda (SalMassachusetts compendium. Ed. 2.
itre de Chile) en la jardineria y horPortland, 1816. 24mo, 99 pp.
ticulturea; Max Weitz. Iquique,
Natural philosophy.
Wm. Enfield.
Boston, 1811. 8vo, 428 pp.
1894. 8vo, 13 pp.
School compendium of natural and exKurze anleitung zur rationellen sticksto:ffdtingung landwirthschaftlicber
perimental philosophy. R. Green
kulturpflanzen unter besonderer beParker. New York, 1848. 8vo, 3 2
rtickichtigung des Chilisalpeters.
pp.
Paul Wagner. Berlin, 1894. 8vo,
Scholars' arithmetic. Dan'l Adams.
48 pp.
Ed. 8. Keene, 1813. 8vo, 216 pp.
Landwirthschaftlicbe "Raubbau" ein
Short system of practfoal arithmetic.
mahnruf ! Ed. 2. Max Weitz. BerWm. Kfone. Ed. 6. Hallowell, 1827.
lin, 1893. 8vo, 44 pp.
16mo, 240 pp.
Nitrat de Boda en agricultura. D. L.
Premieres campagnes scienti:fiques de
Grandeau. Barcelona, 1895. 16mo,
la Princesse-Alice. Albert de Monaco.
15 pp.
Paris [1895]. 4to, 5 pp.
El nitrato de soda 6 el salit re de Chile MORTON, F. S.
en la agricultura. D. L. Gr andeau.
Foraminiferous deposit from the bottom
oftheNorthAtlantic. A.H. Mackay.
Iquique, 1895. 8vo, 14 pp.
[Halifax], 1894. 8vo, 4 pp.
Propaganda salitrera. Pablo Wagner.
NASH, A DREW 0.
Berlin, 1894. 8vo, 8 pp.
Illustrated catalogue of R. Hoe and
Oue caudidad de nitrato de soda necesCompany. New York, 1871. 4to,
itan los diferentes cultivos. Max
Weitz. Iqnique [n. d.]. 8vo, 16pp.
87pp.
Salitre de Chile 6 nitrato de so_da. ORMEROD,ELEANOR A.
Nineteenth report of observations of
Rene Le Feuvre. Arturo Dagnino.
injurious insects and common farm
Santiago, 1893. 8vo, 75 pp.
pests during the year 1895. Eleanor
Vyznam chilskeho ledku v yahradA. Ormerod. London. 8vo.
nictvi. Berlin [n. d.J. 8vo, 16 pp.
PALACKY, J.
MERRILL, GEORGE P.
Verbreituug der :fische. Ed. 2. J.
American spelling book, containing
Palacky. Prag, 1895. 8vo, 239 pp.
rudiments of the English language.
Noah "Webster. Concord, 1830. 16mo, P.AREY, PAUL.
Inhaltsverzeichnis wissenschaft l i ch168 pp.
landwirtschaftlicher zeitschr i ft en.
Catechism of botany. Wm. Mavor.
Berlin. No. 213, 1896.
New York, 1820. 24mo, 70 pp.
Catechism of health. Wm. Mavor. PECKHAM, "'.! , w.
Occasional papers of the Natural HisNew York, 1821. 24mo, 63 pp.
tory ·' ociety of Wisconsin, III, 1896.
Catechism of general knowledge. Wm.
Mavor. New York, 1821. 24mo, PORTER , J. J.
Dict:_onary of chemistry and miner72pp.
alogy. Andrew Ure. London, 1831.
Female education. Joseph Emerson.
vo, 4 pp.
Boston, 1822. 8vo, 40 pp.
First l essons in geography aud astron- PYB RN, GEORGE .
Contribution to the theory of chemical
omy. J. A. Cummings. NewHaven,
affinity . George Pyburn. Sacra1813. 24mo, 82 pp.
mento, 1895. 4to, 8 pp.
Geography made easy. Jedidiah Morse.
Respon ibility devolving on men of
Boston, 1818. 16wo, 364 pp.
science in relation to social probGeographical view of Acadie and Maine.
lems. George Pyburn. Sacramento,
n. p . [n. d.] 8vo, 102 pp.
1896. 4to, 11 PP·
Greek grammar (title-page missing).
QUARITCH, BERNARD .
8vo, 194 pp.
Little catalogue of geography AmHistory of the United States of Aroerericana voyages. Bernard Quaritch.
foa. Charles A. Goodrich. Boston,
London, 1895. 8vo, 200 pp.
1836. 16mo, 352 pp.
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SRUFELDT, R. W.-Continued.
REED, E . C.
Nidiologist, The. New York. II, P Fosores o Avispas cavadoras. E. C.
Reed. Santiago, 1894. 8vo, 57 pp.
12, 1895.
.
.
86Proo-ress in American orrn thology 18
REYNOLDS, (Mrs.) SIIELDON.
1896. R.W. Shufeldt. Philadelphia,
Report of the commissioner to locate
1896. 8vo, 16 pp.
the site of frontier forts of Pennsylvania. I-II. Harrisburg, 1896. 8vo. SIMMONDS, F. w.
Floating sand: An unusual mode of
RIGGS, ELMER S.
New species of Dinictis from the White
river transportation. F. W. SimRiver Miocene of Wyoming. Elmer
monds. [Minneapolis] 1896.
8-vo,
S. Riggs. Philadel11hia, 1896. 8vo,
9pp.
5 pp.
Reply to some statements in Professor
RILEY, C. V ., estate of.
Tarr's "Lake Cayuga a rock basin. n
Manual of topographic methods.
F. W. Simmonds. Austin, 1896. Bvo.,
Henry Gannet. Washington, 1893.
5 pp.
4t o.
STEARN~F.
.
New Jersey agri cultural experiment
Catalogue of marine mollusks of J apa:1.
station bulletin 41, 1887.
Henry A. Pilsbry. Detroit, 189vOx bot in the United States. C. V.
8vo, 196pp.
Riley. Washington, 1892. 8vo, 16
STERN, (Mrs .) M.
pp.
Das National Magazine. Leipsic, 1834.
Poisonous insects. C. V. Riley. New
4to, 416 pp.
York, 1887. 8vo, 10 pp.
Remarks on the insect defoliators of our STILEs, c. vv.
Anatomy of the large American ~uke
shade trees. C. V. Riley. New York,
(li'asciola 1nagno) and a comparison
1887. 8vo, 12 pp.
with other species of the genus. C ·
Reports of the Entomologist of the Dew. Stiles. Washington, 1894. 8vo,
partment of Agriculture, 1888-1893.
22 pp.
.
C. V. Riley.
Notes on parasites, No. 4. MyzomiUnited States Geological Survey bullemns. [New York,] 1892. 8vo, 3 PP·
tins 97-100, 102-117, 1893-1894.
Notes on parasites, Nos. 27-31, 33-3-!.
RILEY, (Mrs.) C. V.
Washington, 1894. 8vo.
Memoires de l' Academie des Sciences de
l 'Institut Imperial d e Prance. xxxr, STRONG, R. M.
.
pts. 1-2, 1860.
ObioOrnithologica1 Club. wn~onOrn_1ROSE, J. N.
thological Chapter of the Agas lZ
Report of the Secretary of Agriculture,
Association.
1893.
Bulletins, 4-6, 1895-1896.
SCHALOW, HERMAN.
Journal, 1-n, 1893.
Uber eine v ogelsammlnng aus WestOrnithologist and oologist semigrouland. Herman chalow. Leipannual, n, pt. 2, 1890.
zig, 1895. 8vo, 25 pp.
Semiannual,
nr, pt. 1, 1 91.
ScnrLzE, ERw1x.
Wilson Quarterly, 1v, pt . 1-2, 1 2.
Faunre mammalinm Saxonica•. Erwin
, chulze. Leipzig, 1893. 8vo, 11 pp.
UCKLEY, G.
Report on the fish s collected on t.
Lithia hercynica. l~rwin Rchulze. Leipsic, 1 95. 12mo, 192 pp.
survey ( . . P. R. R. Ex. ancl
)er das i-;ystem des pflauzen. Erwin
veys). 11. p. [n . d .] -!to, 1 PP"
chulze. Leipsic, 1 94.
vo 4- pp.
{')ff
E, H. A.
'ETH M ..J.
D ·c·riptivc catalog-n of the ,bell 0
Hi tory of th Americans in In<lia. f.
Franklin '01111t.\', hio. Pt. 1. fl. ·
.T •• c•th.
'al<:ntta, 1 95. 12mo, pp.
. 'ui-fac . u. p. 1 .
,·o 47 PP·
. ·un ELDT, I . ·w.
I,·th cl of mo,leling · rtain inv rtehrata for nmsenrn ·hihition. R. ,,,.
'!inti l<lt. Wa hin!!ton, 1 !H.
,·o,
~pp.

I

TucntA, Fn .
• 'otiz iih r vorkomm u nn<l fan!!'
Liriomyza urnphorina mik. fr.
Thom, . Berlin, 1 n:-.
,..• :! PP·
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TRUE, F. W.
TRUE, F. W.-Continued.
Annual report of the board of direcShort review of Francolins belonging to
tors of the Zoological Society of Philgenera Francolinus and Pternistes.
adelphia, XIX-XXI, 1891-1893.
W. R. Ogilvie Grant; London, 1892.
Comparative anatomy of the pyramid
8vo, 24 pp.
tract. E. C. Spitzka. New York,
Some new Francolins and new Horn[n. d.J. 8vo, 47 pp.
bill discovered by Mr. F. J. Jackson
Corrections on notes on some birds
in eastern Africa. W. R. Ogilvie
obtained at Madeira, Deserta Grande,
Grant. [London] 1891. 8vo,4 pp.
and Porto Santo. W. R. Ogilvie
Some new and rare Francolins. W.R.
Grant. [London,] 1891. 8vo, 2 pp.
Ogilvie Grant. [London] 1890. 8vo,
Corrections to paper on genus Turnix.
6 pp.
W. R. Ogilvie Grant. [London]
Species Rallus pusillus of Pallas and
1888. 8vo, 2 pp.
its allies. W. R. Ogilvie Grant.
Description of a new species of Arbor[London] 1890. 8vo, 3 pp.
ophila.. [London] 1891. 8vo, 2 pp.
Third contribution to list of birds colFrancolinus altumi, Fiticher and Reichelected by Mr. C. M. Woodford in the
Solomon Archipelago. W.R. Ogil ,rie
now, is the male of F. hildeb1·andti,
Grant. [London] 1889. 8vo, 2 pp.
Cabanis. W.R. Ogilvie Grant. [LonProceedings of the fourth and fifth
don] 1889. 8vo, 2 pp.
annual session of the Association of
CTallinaceous genera Bambuaicola and
American Anatomists, 1892-1893.
Arboricolci. W. R. Ogilvie Grant.
Washington.
[London] 1892. 8vo, 13 pp.
alamanders found in the vicinity of
Genus Plantalea with description of a
New York City. Wm. L. Sherwood.
new species from ew Guinea. W.R.
New York, 1895. 8vo, 17 pp.
Ogilvie Grant. [London] 1889. 8vo,
Sansswasser-:fische des Indiscben Ar26 pp.
chipels, nebst bemerkungen iiber den
Genus Turnix. W. R. Ogilvie Grant.
ursprung der fauna von Celebres.
[London] 1 89. 8vo, 30 pp.
Further note on Francoliniis hildeMax Weber. Leiden, 1894. 4to, 72
brandU, Cabanis, and observations
pp.
on Pternistes humboldli, Peters. W. R. Tscrrus1, VICT. RITTER von.
.
Ogilvie Grant. [London] 1891. 8vo,
Tannenheher in Oesterreich~Ungarn.
3 pp.
Viet. Ritter von Tschusi. BraunNote on Ardeiralla woodfordi. W. R.
schweig, 1895. 8vo, 10 pp.
Ogilvie Grant. [London] 1891. 8vo,
NDERWOOD, L. C.
2 pp.
Voyages to Guinea, Brasil, and the
Notes on the changes of plumage in red
West Indies in His Majesty's ships
grouse (Lagopus scoticus). W . R.
Swallow and Weymouth. J. Atkins.
Ogilvie Grant. [London] 1893. 8vo,
London, 1735. 8vo, 265 pp.
5 pp.
Notes on the genus Coturnix. W. R. VENTRE, CAMILLE.
Ogilvie Grant. [London] 1892. 8vo,
ouvelle m6thode de stenograpie. Ca8pp.
mille Ventre. Paris, 1893. 8vo, 1 p.
Notes on some birds obtained at
VOLKOV, Trr.
Madeira, Deserta Grande, and Porto
Le traineau clans Jes rites fun eraires
Santo. W.R. Ogilvie Grant. [Londe !'Ukraine. Th. Volkov. Paris,
don] 1890. 8vo, 8 pp.
1 96. 8vo, 24 pp.
1 ote on l'm·nix beccaru,
alvadori. W.
R. Ogilvie Grant. [London] 1890. WEBBER, H. J.
Preliminary notice of a fungus para8vo, 2 pp.
site on Aleyrondes citri. R. and H.
Pigeons collected by Mr. A.H. Everett
J. Webber. Eustis, Fla., 1894. 8vo,
in ~fantanani all(l Banguey, off the
2 Pll,
northwest coast of Borneo. "\V. R.
Stndy on th plant fecundation. H . .T
Ogilvie Grant. [London] 18 . 8vo,
Webber.
ew York, 1893. 8vo, 2pp.
2pp.
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WEBBER, H. J.-Continued.
WILDER, HARRIS H.-Continued.
profundustrigemini. Ha rris ::E£Studies on the dissemination and leaf
Wilder. Jena [n. d.J. 8vo, 22 PP•
reflexion of Yucca aliofolia ancl other
species. R. J. Webber. Eustis, Fla., WILLSEY AND WOOD.
Harper's book of facts. New York 7
1895. 8vo, 22 pp.
Treatment for sooty mold of the
1895. 4to, 954 pp.
orange. H.J. ·webber. Eustis, Fla. WOODWARD, C. L.
Sylvia Americana. D. J. Browne. Bos[n. d.J 8vo, 4 pp.
ton, 1832. 8vo, 408 pp.
"White fly" and sooty mold. H. J.
Webber. Eustis, Fla., 1894. Fol. YEWDALL, JOHN.
Wool combing by hand as practiced
1 p.
before the ·introduction of machine
WESLEY, WILLIAM AND SON.
combs. John Yewdall. PhiladeINacbrichten aus den Buchhandel. Leipsic. Pts. 79-235, 237-2941 296-302
phia, 1896. Fol.
1895; pts. 1-35, 1896. (1-15, 28-43, 46~ ZEBALLOS, E. S.
Arbitration upon a part of the national
47, 50-56, 58-75, 1894; 1, 5-13, 15-78,
territory of Misiones. I. Ne w York7
1895.)
WHITE,C.A.
1893. 8vo, 771 pp.
Arguments for the Argentine Republic
Address to the anthropological section
upon the question with Brazil in
of the British association held at
regard to the territory of Mision.es,
Cardiff in August, 1891. F. W. Muletc. Washington;1894. 8vo, 334 pp.
ler. n. p., 1896. 8vo, 23 pp.
Descriptive account of the Republic
WILDER, HARRIS H.
of Guatemala, Central America.
Nasengegend von Menopoma alleghaChicago, 1893. 12mo, 39 pp.
niense und .Amphiuma tridactylitm,
La question.Misiones. Buenos Aires,
nebst bemerkungen i.iber den mor1892. 8vo, 205 pp.
pbologie des Ramus ophthalrnicus

APPENDIX IV.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE

U.S.

NA'l'IONAL MUSEUM FOR 'l'HE FISCAL

YEAR ENDING JUNE

30, 1896.

(With supplements containing lists of the new families, genera, and species
·
described.)
PUBLICATIONS OF THE MUSEUM. 1
ANNUA.L REPORT.

PROCJEEDINGS.

Annual Report I of the I Board of Regents I of the \ Smithsonian Institution, \ showing \ the Operations, Expenditures, and Condition I of the
Institution \ for the I year ending June
30, 1 93. I - I Report I of the I
S. National Museum. / - l Washington: I Government Printing Office. l
1895.

Smithsonian Institution. I United States
National Museum. I - / ProceedingE! /
of the I United States National Museum. I - I Volume XVII. j 1894. I - I
Published under the direction of the
mithsonian Institution. I - I Washington: I Government Printing Office. J 1895.

8vo, pp.

I-XXI,

8vo, pp.

I-XIII,

1-765, pls.

1-XXXII, 90

figs.

1- 794, 184 pls., 116 figs.
D1JLLE'I'IN.

Smithsonian Institution. I United States
National Museum. I - I Directions for
Collecting Minerals. l By l Wirt Tassin·, I Assistant Curator of the Depitrtmcnt of Minerals. l - I Part H of Bulletin of the nited States National
Museum, No. 39. I - I Washington: I
Government Printing Office. I 1895.
8vo, pp. [1)-[6], figs. 1-8.

Smithsonian Institution. I United 8tates
National Museum. I - I Directions for
Collecting Specimens and I Information Illustrating the I Aboriginal Uses
of Plants. I By I Frederick V. Coville, I
Honorary Curator of the Department
of Botany. I - I Part J of Bulletin of
the United States National Museum,
No. 39. 1-1 Washington: I Government Printing Office. I 1895.
8vo, pp. [1)-[8].

Smithsonian Institution. I United States
National Museum. I - l Directions for
'ollecting Rocks and for I the Prnparation of Thin Sections. I By I George
P. Menill, I Curator of the Department
of Geology . I - I Part I of Bulletin of
the United States National Mu eum,
No. 39. 1-1 Washington : I Government Printing ffice. I 1895.
8vo, pp. [1]-[15), figs. 1-17.

mithsonian Institution. I United States
National Museum. I - I Directions for
Collecting and Preparing Fossils. I
By I Charles Schuchert, I Assistant
'urator of the Department of Paleontology. I - / Part K of Bulletin of the
United tates National Museum, No.
39. I - I Washington: / Government
Printing ffice. / 1895.
8vo, pp. [1]-L31), figs. 1-13.

--------

The titles of the papers from the .R eport and Proc dings of the National Museum, which were
published in separate form durin& the year, are br:iven in Appendix V.
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PAPERS BY OFFICERS OF THE NATIONAL MUS.EUM .A.ND OTHERS, BASED
MUSEUM MATERIAL.

ADLER, CYRUS. Museum collections to
illustrate religious historv and ceremonials.
•
Rep. Sm ithBonian Inst. (U.S. Nat .'Mus.),
1893 (1895), pp. 755-768.

- - Two Persepolitan casts in the U. S.
National Museum.
R ep. Smithsonian Inat. (U.S. Nat. Mus.),
1893 (1895), pp. 749-753, pls. 1, 2.

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS'
UNION. Checklist I of North American Birds I Prepared by a Committee I
of the I American Ornithologists'
Union. I Second and revised edition.
I - I New York I American Ornithologists' Union. J 1895.
8vo, pp. I-XI, pp. 1-372.
This new and revised list of North .American
birds contains the names of one thousand and
seventy-one species and subspecies of recent
birds, with a concise statement of their
geographical distribution; of sixtv-four fossil
species, arranged under the geoloiical periods
to which they belong ; and of twenty-six hypothetical species, with a short notice regarding
their present status.

ANTHONY, A. W. New races of Golaptes
and Passerella from the Pacific Coast.
Auk, xn, No. 4, Oct., 1895, pp. 347-349.
Oolapt.Js chrysoides brunnescens, and I'asserrella iliaca stephensi are described.

- - A new species of the gen us Dryobates.
Auk, XIII, No. 1, Jan., 1896, pp. 31-34.
Dryobates villosus montanus is described.

ASHMEAD, vVILLIAM H. Description of
a new species of 1'elenomu,~ bred by Mr.
F. W. Urich from a Coccid.
Journ. Trinidad Field Nat. Olub, n, Aug.,
1895, p. 220.
Describes 'l'elenomus minutiasimus, n. sp.

- - Description of a new genu and new
species of Proctotrypid bred by Mr.
:F., . ric-h from an Embiicl.
Journ. Trinidad F ield Nat. Olub, u, 1895,
pp. 264--'.!66.
D . crib s Embidobia, n . g ., and E . urichi
n.sp.
'

- - Report o n the para iti Hym nopt ra of th I land of ;renada, ompriain~ tb
familu•.
ynipidw Ichn 1111111ni1l.1· Bra onid:r.. and Pr totrv puh ·.
·

O::!S

ASHMEAD, WILLIAM H.-Conti nuedProc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895 ( A..pr18911), pp. 742-812.
_
Reports on one hundred and eighty-s:i.::s::
species of parasitic Hymenoptera collected ~ r i
this island by Mr. Herbert H. SmithS :s:
new genera and one hundred and twenty-eig b .
species are new to science.

- - Descriptioii.s of' new parasitic H y menoptera. (Paper No. 2.)
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Phila.,

XXIII, No. 2 ,
.A.pr .-June, 1896, pp.179-23_4.
Describes five new genera and one hundred
and. twenty-seven new species, sixty-seven o f
which are in the National Museum.

BE.NDIRE, CHARLES. The Cowbirds.
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U.S. Nat. Mus-).
1893 (1895), pp. 587-624, pls. 1-3.

BENEDICT, JAMES E. Preliminary descriptions of a new genus and three
new species of Crustaceans from an
artesian well at San Marcos, Tex.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No.1087, Apr.
14, 1896, pp. [1], [2] . .Advance edition.
Describes three blind crustaceans, a shrimp ,
an isopod, and an amphipod, taken by the
U.S. ]'ish Commission from an artesian well
188 feet deep at San Marcos, Texas.

BISHOP, LOUIS B. Description ofa newHorned Lark and a new Song Sparrow,
with remarks on Senuett's Kighthawk.
Auk, xm, No. 2, Apr., 1896, pp. 129- 135.
Otocoris alpestris hoy ti and Melospiza/asciata
juddi, both from North Dakota, are descri bed
as new subspecies. Remarks are offered on
the Yalidit.y of Chordeiles virginian11s aennetti.

BREWSTER, WILLIAM. De cription of
anew,Varbleranclanew ongf:iparrow.
Auk, xm, No.1, Jau., 1896, pp. 44-47.
Compsothlypia americana uanea from Maine
and Melospiza, /asciata merrilli from :\I t. ,"herman, Idaho, are described a n w ub pe i .....

CALVERT, PHILIP P.
..ot
on t!Je
Odonata from Ea Africa coll cted by
the hanl r expedition.
pr.

r
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CALVERT, PHILIP P.--Continued.
Of the thirteen species of dragon flies collected by Dr. W. L. Abbott in t.lrn Kilimanjaro
r egion and on the Seychelles, four species are
here described as new and most of the older
species are redescribed, special attention being
given fo the sex~al characters, which are
illustrated by :fifteen woodcuts.

CASANOWICZ, I. M.
southern Russia.
Am. Anthropologiat,
143-145.

The Jews of
IX,

.A.pr., 1896, pp.

CLARKE, FRANK W.-Continued.
of their atomic weights, by Edward
w·. Morley. Smithsonian Gontrib. to
Knowl., XXIX, 1895, pp.1-128, figs, 1-40.
Journ. Am. Ohem. Soc., xvm,No. 2, F eb .,
1896, p. 192.

- - Third annual report of committee
on atomic weights. Results published
during 1895.
Journ. Am. Ohem. Soc.,
1896, p. 197.

XVIII,

No. 3, Mar.,

CHAPMAN, FRANK M. The changes of
plumage in the Dunlin and Sanderling.

COMSTOCK, F. M. The Parasitic Jaeger
near Cleveland, Ohio.

Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., VIII, .A.rt. l,
Mar., 1896, pp.1-8.
Attention is directed to Gatke's claim that
changes of color occur in these species without molt, which is denied by the author of the
present paper.

Auk, XIII, No. 2, Apr., 1896, p.171.
Two specimens of this species ( one of which
was sent to tbe Smithsonian Institution) are
recorded from the vicinity of Cleveland, Ohio.

CHERRIE, GEORGE K. An apparently
new Chordeile,q from Costa Rica.
Auk, XIII, No. 2, A pr., 1806, pp. 135, 136.
Ohordeiles virginianus aserriensis, from San
Jose, Costa Rica, is described as new.

CHITTENDEN, F. H. Tbe more important insects injurious to stored o-min .
Yearbook U.S. Dept . .Agric., 18114 (July,
1895), pp. 287- 294, 9 figs.
A popular t1cientitic acconnt of thirteen common injurions insects that aff ct stored c·er als,
with a general consideration of the subject and
the means of control.

- - Some Coleopterons enemies of the
grapevine.
Insect .uife, vrr, No. 5, July, 1895, pp.
384-387.
A list of the beetles injuring the grapevine,
supplementary to a list of thirty-six species
published by Mr. Lawrence Bruner m the Report of the Nebraska. State Horticultural 'ociety for 1895.

- - The Horse-radish Flea-beetle.
Insect liife, VII, No. 5, July, 1895, pp. 404406, 1 fig.
.A.n account of the introduction of the European Phyllotreta armoracice into this country,
and its damage to horse-radish, together with
a consideration of its habits.

- - Two new species of beetle of the
Tenebriou1d genus Echocerus.
P roc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvm, N o. 1041, Apr.
23, 1896, pp. 79. 80.

CLARKE, FRANK W.
from California.

Note on a garnet

Am. Journ. Sci. (Series 3) ,
p. 76.

L,

July, 1895,

- - [Review of] On the densities of
oxygen and hydrogen, and on the ratio

CONANT, F. S.
naths.

Notes on the Chmtog-

Johns Hopkins Univ. Oirc., xv, No. 126,
J nne, 1896, pp. 82-85.
The first chapter is upon Egg-laying, based
upon observations of Sagitta his1 1 ida, Conant;
the second, on the Dive.,.ticulata of the Intestine, and the third on Classification: This is
followed by short descriptions of nine American 11pecies ~f Chretognaths.

COOK, 0. I!'. Priodesmus, a new genus
of Diplopoda from Surinam.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1037, Apr.
23, 18116, l'P· 53-57, pl. 1, figs. 1-19.
Descrjbes a new genus of Diplopods which
has for its type a new species, Priodesmus acus,
from Surinam, in the National Museum collection. A second species of the genus is described
from Para, Brazil, which is in the Berlin Museum. The plate gives structural det'tils of
~- acus.

- - Two n ew Diplopod Myriapoda of the
genus Oxydesmus from the Congo.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No. 1036, .A.pr.
23, 1896, pp. 47-52.
Describes two interesting new species of
myriapods (Oxydei,mus campii and 0. jf.abellatua) collected in the Congo Free State by Rev .
J.H. Camp.

- - An arrangement of the Geophilidm,
a family of Chilopoda.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1039, Apr.
23, 1896, pp. 63-75.
.A.11 the known genera are here reviewed,
thirty-four bemg recognized as valid. These
are cla!!silied mto nine families. The whole
group is elevated to the rank of superfamily
under the name Geopbiloidl0 .

- - On Oeophilus attenuatus, Say, of the
class Chilopoda.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus ,
23, 1896, pp. 59-62.

XVIII,

No. 1038, A pr.
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COOK, 0. F.-Continued.
The author comes to the conclusion that the
species long known in Europe as Geophilus
j errugineus, Koch, also occurs on this continent, and is identical with Say's species. It
has the generic characters of Mecistocephalus
of Newport, and should now be called Mecistocephalus atteniiatus, Say.

- - East African Diplopoda of the suborder Polydesmoidea, collected by William Astor Chanler.

COQUILLETT, DANIEL W.-ContinuedRevision of the North American
Empidm, a family of two-winged insects.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

XVIII, No. 1073,
May 25, 1896, pp. 387-440.
_
.An analytical key is given to the tb1rt.yfour genera of this family recognized :r 8
occurring in North .America, four of which a re
described as new. Twelve genera have analytical keys to their species, and sixty-six :ne-wspecies are described.

Proc. U.S.Nat.Mus.,

XVIII, No.1042,.Apr.
23, 1896, pp. 81-111, pl. II-VI,
A complete monograph of the species of this
group known from East Africa, based partly
on the material in the Berlin Museum . .Analytical tables are given of the seven families
occurring in .Africa and of the genera of the
three families represented in East .Africa.
Three new genera and five new :;,pecies are
described. The types are: Three in the National Museum (coll. Chanler-Hohnel), one in
the British Museum, and one in Berlin. Structural details of all the known East .African
species are shown in the plates.

COQUILLETT, DANIEL W. Two Dipterous Leaf-miners on garden vegetables.
Insect Life,

VII, No. 5, .July, 1895, pp. 381384, 2 figs.
.An account of the habits of Drosophila flaveola and its injury to radishes by mining the
leaves, and of Trypetafratria, anu its damage
to parsnips by similar work.

- - Two dipterous insects injurious to
cultivated flowers.
Insect Life, vu, No. 5, .July, 1895, pp . 399402, 1 :fig.
An account of the habits and transformations
of Phytomyza chrysanthemi and of its damage
to Chrysanthemums. .Also an account of a
Cecidomyiid fly and its damage to the garden
poppy.

A new wheat pest.
Insect Life, vu, No. 5, .July, 1895, pp. 406408, 1:fig.
A consideration of Sciara tritici, n. sp., and
of its probable damage to yonng wheat plants.

Diptera of Florida.
Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Ph~la., 1895, pp. 307319.
Describ !I threen w g nera and ightti n new
species, two of the latt r b ing found d partly
on sp cimen!lin the 'atlooal Museum.

'nlicid::c from Torth America.
'anadian Ertto1n1Jlogiat,

XXVITT, No. 2,
b., 1 , i,.43.
thr · new BJ> .i , two of whi h
d on p imen11 in the -ntfonal • fu.

r

wn.

CORY, CHARLES B. Descriptions of tw-o
new species of birds from · Santo Domingo.
Auk, XII, No. 3, July, 1895, pp. 278, 279.

Hyetornis fieldi and Elainia cherriei

are

described as new.

COULTER, JOHN M. PreliIUinary revision of the North American species of
Echinocactus, Gereus, and Opuntia.
Oontrib. U.S. Nat.Herbarium, III, No. 7,
.Apr. 1, 1896, pp. 355-462.
ThiA paper is a monograph of Echinocactus,
Oereus, and Opuntia, and forms the second part
of Professor Coulter's work on North .American
Cactacere.

COULTER, JOHN M., and ROSE, JOSEP H
NELSON. Deanea, a new genus of Umbelliferro from MexicQ.
Botan. Gaz., xx, No. 8, .Aug., 1895, PP·
372, 373, pl. XXVII.
The genus Deanea is named for Mr._Walter
Deane, of Cambridge, Mass. It contarns two
species, viz: nudicaulis and tuberosa, both
natives of western Mexico.

- - Umbelliferm.
Oontrib. U.S. l(at. Herbarium,
1895, pp. 227-288.

III,

Nov.,

This article forms a portion of a report on 3
collection of plants made by .J. M. andber"
and assistants in northern Idaho in the year
1892. Twenty-three species are enumerated.
Peucedanum aalmonijlorum, Coulter and Ro~
is described as new.

- - Report on Mexi
mo tly from the tat
cently collected by
E. "\ . Tel on.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
COVILLE, FREDERICK VERNON. Jiincits
. scirpoides ~nd its immediate relatives.
Bull. Torrey Botan. Olub, xxu, July 31,
1895, pp. 302-305.
Notes upon the group, key to the species,
descriptions, and synonymy of four specie>s.

- - The botanical explorations of
Thomas Coulter in Mexico and California.
Botan. Gaz., xx, Dec.16, 1895, pp. 519-531,
lmap.
This paper embraces a biographical sketch
of Dr. Thomas Coulter, an account of his
travels in America, extracts from his writings
descriptive of his travels in'California, a bibliography of papers based on Dr. Coulter's collections, and a chronological list of most of the
species bearing his name .

- - Directions for collecting specimens
and information illustrating the aboriginal uses of .p lants.
Bull. U.S. Nat.Mus., No. 39,PartJ,1895,
pp. [l}-[8}.

- - Botany of Yakutat Bay, Alaska.
Oontrib. U. S. Nat. IIerbariwm, m, No. 6,
,Ta.n.15, 1896, pp. 325-353.
Field report b y Fr derick Funston. Catalogue of species collected in .Alaska by Frederick Funston in 1892.

- - Report of the Chief of the Division
of Botany for 1 95.
Rep. Secy . .Agric., 1895 (June 11, 1896), pp. 159164.

- - Some additions to our vegetable
dietary.
Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agric., 1895 (1896), pp.
205-214, 9 ngs.
Popular d.escriptions ancl illustrations of
native and introduced plants most commonly
used for pot herbs or greens.

COX, ULYS ES 0. A collection of birds
from Mount Orizaba, Mexico.
Auk, xu, No. 4, Oct., 1895, pp. 356-359.
A list of species, with br:ief notes, and a description of the r ecently new Pipiw orizabce,
Cox.

(See also under BARTON

w.

EYER-

MANN.)

CULIN, TEWART. Chinese games with
dice and dominoes.
Rep. Smithsonian In,t. (U. S . Nat. JJfos.),
1893 (1895), pp. 489-537, pls. 1-12, figa.
1-33.

DALL, WILLIAM HEALEY. The t. Elias
Bear.
Science (New series), u, No. 30, July 26,
1895, p. 87.
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DALL, WILLI.AM HEALEY-Continued .
A new species of bear, Vrsus emmonsi, from
the St. Elias region, is described from skins
seen at Sitka. Photographs of other skins are
in the Museum collectio'n.

·- -

Description of a new Vitrea from
Puget Sound.
Nautilus, IX, No. 3, July, 1895, pp. 27, 28.
Vitrea johnsoni, from near Seattlo, and V.
subrupicola, var . spelcea, Dall, from Cave City,
Calaveras County, Cal., are described. Both
types are in the National Museum.

- - Three new species of Macorna from
the Gulf of Mexico.
Nautilus, IX, No. 3, July, 1895, pp. 32-34.
Macoma limula, ranging from North Carolina to Barbados; M. mitchelli, from Matagorda
Bay, Texas; and M. leptonoidea, from the same
locality, are described. The types are in the
National Museum collection.

- - Synopsis of the subdivision of Holospira and some related genera.
Nautilua, IX, No. 5, Sept., 1895, pp. 50-57.
The genera Holospira, Ocelocentrum, and
Eucalodium are divided into five subgenera
and eleven sections on the internal characters
of the shell, of which nve sections and two
subgenera are described as new.

- - On the discovery of fat and muscular fiber belonging to r.emains of a
mammoth on the peninsula of Alaska.
Science (New series), n, No. 45, Nov. 8,
1895, p. 636.
.A.n account of specimens obtained by Mr.
W. J . .l!'isher. These specimens are from the
11
ground-ice" formation on the Naknek River,
Alaska, now in the National Museum.

- - Alaska as it was and is, 1865-1895.
Annual presidential address, delivered
before the Philosophical Society of
Washington, December, 1895.
Bull. Philosoph. Soc. Waah., XIII, Dec., 1895,
pp: 123-162.
This article reviews the changes of thirty
years in Alaska, as observed by the author, and
summarizes the results of explorations in the
territory growing out of the work of Robert
Kennicott and his party, with a bibliography
of scientific papers relating thereto.
The text of this paper was reprinted in
Science ( Tew series), III, No. 54, Jan. 10, 1896,
pp. 37-45, and No. 55, Jan.17, 1896, pp. 87-92.

- - [Review of] A catalogue of the
marine mollusks of Japan, with descriptions of new species and notes on
others collected by Frederick Stearns.
By Henry A. Pilsbry. Detroit, 1895.
Svo, pp. I-vnr, 1-196, pls. I-IX.
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DALL, WILLIAl\I HEALEY-Contin ued.

- - [Review of] Die Gastropoden der
Plankton-Expedition. By Dr. H. Simroth. Kiel and Leipsi c, Lipsius and
Fischer. 1895. 4to, pp .1-206, pls. 1-22.
Science (New series), III, No . 54, J an. 10,
1896, p. 69.
A review of the important work on the P lankton gastropods by Simroth, p ublish ed by
Lipsius and Fischer.

- - New data on Spfrula.

The Russo-American telegraph P
j ect of 1864-1867 .
National Geographic Magazine, vn, No-

- - Diagnoses of new tertiar y f ossi
from the southern United States.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,xvm, No. 1035, A..pr23, 1896, pp. 21-46.
Descriptions·of forty-three n ew species, t ~ o
n ew subgenera, one new section, an d :ti ve ne vvv arieties, chiefl_y of Miocene and Ol igocene fo::.sils from the southern states a nd the .A.nti1leaI1
r egion. The Opistbobranch1ata, Terebrjd.ceConidre, and Umhoniidre furnish m ost of t .he
species. The presence of the E gypt ian gen us
Oarolia is for the first time -noted in A merican.
beds.

i1lus.

- - Geographical notes on Alaska.
Bull. Am. Geographical Soc .. xxvm, No. 1,
Mar., 1896, pp. 1-20.
Summary of geographic notes mad during
the summ r of 1 95 together with cartographi
data ~n the .Al ntian r gion and some anthropolog1ral noto. on native map drawing.

- - The , o- alled J eaun tte relic .

3,

Mar., 1896, pp. 110, 111.
This is a brief account of the ubief fa.
connected with the expedition r eferred to -

Science (New series), III, No. 59, F eb. 14,
1896, pp. 243-245.
From specimens of Spirula in the National · - - Diagnoses of new mollusks fro m -the
Museum collection the aut h or is enabled to cor.
survey of the Mexican boundar y .
rect certain error s in t h e Ch allenger M onograph
Proc. U.S.Na.t.Mus. , xvm , N o. 1033, .A.pr.
of Spirula by Huxley and P elseneer, and to
23, 1896, pp. 1-6.
sh ow the probability t hat t his animal, though
Descriptions of eleven n ew sp ecies, on e ne~
able to swim, is gener ally sessile in deep water
variety and one new subgenus in the Museum
on stones or other solid objects.
collection, chiefly ofland shells collectecl l>y Dr E . .A.. M earns in the vicinity of the Mexican
- - On some n ew species of S cala.
boundary .
Nautilus, I X , N o. 10, F eb., 1896, pp. 111,
112.
- - Diagnoses of new species ofmollnsks
Descr iption of an Oligocen e, a Miocene, and
from the north west coast of America.
one recent species of Scala r epresen ted in the
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1034,, Apr.
collection of the N ational ¥useum and t h at of
23, )896, pp. 7-20.
Mr. W . G. Mazyck.
Descrip tion s of t wenty-seven n ew species
and t wo n ew genera of marine mollusks
-.- [Revie~ of] Geological biology ; an
dr~dged on the west coast of America by
mtroduct 10n to the geolog ical history
the U. S. F ish Commission steamer .Albatross.
of organisms, by Henr y S. W illiams.
Types of these species are in the National
New York, 1895, pp . I-xx, 1-395, with
Museum coll ection .
Science (New series), III, No. 64, Mar. 20,
1896, pp. 445-447.
A review of the work in question, illustrating its scope and character.

I

DALL, WILLIAM HEALEY-Con tin. ue

Science ( ew series), n, No. 57, D ec. 20,
1895, pp. 855, 856.
.A. review of a catalogue based on t he literature and on the collections made by Mr. Stearns .
.A. portion of these collections is now in the
National Museum.

- - New 1,pecies of Leela from the Paci.6 c
coast .
Nautilus, x, No.1, May, 1896, pp. l, 2.
Descriptions of three new species of Leda in
the ational Museum, from Lbe we tern coast
of the United tates.

- - [Review of] Text -book of omparative Anatomy, Part II, Molin a. Hv
Arnol d Lang. Translated by H . . L
and M. Bernard. London and -ew
York, Macmillan
Co. 1
,o.
pp. xvi+61 , with il1n .
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DEWEY, LYSTER H.-Continned.

Museum are discussed, and the animal shown
to belong to a new genus, Lepyrium, which is
here described.

- - Scientific results of explorations by
the U. S. Fish Commission Steamer
Albatross. No. xxx1v.-Report on
Mollusca and Brachiopoda, dredged in
deep water, chiefly near the Hawaiian
Islands, with illustrations of hitherto
unfignred species from northwest
America.
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Distribution of the Russian Thistlo
in North America.
Botan. Gaz., xx, Nov. 17, 1895, p. 501, 1
map.
Notes on the rapid dissemination of alsola
kali tragiis, with map showing its present
distribution.

- - Graminece.
Oontrib. Tl. S.Nat. Herbarium, m , Nov. 23,
1895, pp. 259-266.
Notes upon the grasses in a collection of
plants made by J. H. Sandberg and assistants
in northern Idaho in the year 1892.

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVII, No. 1032, July
8, 1895, pp. 675-733, pls. XXIIT-XXXII.
This paper includes the description of mol- - - The Russian Thistle.
lusks and brachiopods dredged on the .A.rchiGire. Div. Bot., U. S. Dept. Agric., o.
benthal plateau abont the Hawaiian Islands,
3 (revised edition) , Dec. 17, 1895, pp.
as well as others obtained by the Albatross on
1-8, 3 figs.
the western coast of A.merica. .A. large num- - Distribution of Prickly Lettuce in
ber of species hitherto unfigurecl are fully illusthe Unit.eel States.
trated, and twenty-nine new species, four new
Botan. Gaz., xxr, Jan. 16, 1896, pp. 34,
subgenera, two new genera, and one new family
:)5, 1 ma1).
are clescribecl. Tl1e types of all are in tbe Museum . .A.part from descriptions ofnowfonns the
otes on the rapid dissemination of Lactuca
acariola, with map showing its present distrimost important feature of tho paper is found
bution.
in the anatomical data r laLing to the genera
E uciroa and Halicardia, Oallocardia ancl Lyon- Tumbling nrnstard,Sisymb1·ium altissiella, th subgenus Spergo of tl, Pleurotosimu11i.
mid ro, Ancistrolepia of the Bu cinid::e, and the
hrachiopod genus Prieleia. It is shown that
0i1'C. Div. Bot., U. S. Dept. Agric., No. 3,
in th e genus Halicardia a perip dal septum is
June 25, 1896, pp.1-8, 3 ftgs.
form ed 1,y a thick outgrowth .from the mantl
Origin and introduction into America; names
inde pendent of the gills ancl Riphonal s ptum ;
and description; related weeds; methods of
that in E itci1-oa and Oallocarclia th gills diffor
dissemination; points of danger; warning to
ju very important characters from tho e of
South Dakota timothy-seed growers; methods
of eradication; complete era.dication possible.
their nearest relativ s, and incideutally that
the subdivision of tho pclecypods into ord rs
- Two hundred weeds, how to know
based on rlifferences of th e gills alone is unnatthem, and how to kill them.
ural and can not be maintained. .A. peculiar
Yecirbook U.S. Dept. Agric., 1895(1896), pp.
organ , the opisthopodium, discover d many
years ago in Pholadomya, by Owen, is shown
592-611.
Notes on the eradication of weeds. A table
to exist also in Halicardia, and is suitably
is presented giving the common and technical
illustrated.
nam s of two lmndred species, with notes on
DEWEY, LYSTER H. Tumble mustard.
their origin, distribution, character of flowers,
met l1ods of propagation, injurious character,
Bull. Torrey Botan. Olitb, o. 22, Aug. 31,
and methods of eradicat,iou.
1895, p. 370.
Note on the distribution of SiBymbrium altisELLIOT, DANIEL GIRAUD . Descriptions
sim um.

of an apparently new species and subspecies of Ptarmigan from the Aleutian
Islands.

- - Tablo of one hundred weedR.
Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agric. , 1894 ( ept. 13,
1895) , pp. 581-586.
.A table is given showing the common and
t echnical nam s and certain characteristics of
one hundred weedR which ar troublesom e
in the Unite cl , 'tates, with notes indicating
m thods of eradication.

- - Laphaniia ciliala, sp. nov.
Botan. Gaz. , xx, ' ept. 25, 1895, p. 425.
Description of a n w species of Laphamia
from Arizona.

Auk, XIII , No. I, Jan., 1896, pp. 24-29, pl. III •
Lagopus evermanni. from Attu Island, and
L. rupe11tris townsendi, from Kyska and Adak
Islands, are described.

E

BARTON W., and COX,
LY E O. The :fishes of the Neuse
iver Basin.
Bull. 7'. S. JJ'iah Oom., xv, 1895 (Mar. 2,
1806) , pp. 303-310.
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EYERMANN, BARTON W., and KENDALL, WILLIAM C. Description of a
new species of Pipefish (Siphostoma
scovelli) from Corpus Christi, Texas.
Proc. U.S. Nat. ]fits., XVIII, No. 1043, .A.pr.
15, 1896, pp. 113-115.
In this paper a full description of a pipefish
allied to S. affine of Gii.nther is given, with
notes on specimens obtained in Florida waters.

FOX, WILLIAM J. Synopsis of the Bembicini of Boreal America.
Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1895, pp. 3~1374.
The author recognizes five genera in this
tribe, and gives synoptical tab les for distinguishing the genera and species belonging to
each found in our fauna. Two new species,
Monedula tenuicornis and M. usitata, were discovered in the Museum material sent to him.

- - Synopsis of the North American species of Gorytes, Latr.
539,
This is a brief synopsis, in tabular form, of
our species of Gorytes, with descriptions of
some new species. Mr- Fox discovered three
new species in the Museum materfal transmitted to him.

23, 1896, pp. 191-193. .

- - Notes on the genus Cep halentherus o f
R afin esque, and other r ays with aberr ant pectoral fin s ( P1·op terygia an. c-i.
Hieroptera).
P roc. U. S.Nat. Mus. , xvm ,No . 1054, Apr23, 1896, pp . 195-198.

- - Notes on Characinoid fishes -w- i t h
ctenoid scales, with a description of a
n ew P sectrogaster .
Proc. U.S.Nat. Mw1.,xvm,No. 1055, .A.pr23, 1896, pp. 199-203.

- - The d ifferenti al characters of Characinoid and Erythrinoid fish es.
Proc. U.S. Na t. Mus., XVIII, No. 1056, A.pr.

- - The nomen clature of Bachicentron or
E lacate, a genus of Aca.n t hopterygia:n
fishes.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus ., XVIII, No. 1059, Apr.
23, 1896, pp. 217-219.

- - Note on t he nomenclature of the
Procilioid fis hes.

GILL, THEODORE. Notes on Orectolobus
or Crossorhinus, a genus of Sharks.
XVIII,

P roc. U.S. Nat. Mits., xvm , No.1O53, _A..p:r-

23, 1896, pp . 205-309.

Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1895, pp. 517-

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,

GILL, THEODORE-Continued.
Notes on the n omen clature of Soyn
nus or Scyrnnorhinus, a genus of Sharks -

Proc. U. S . Nat. Mus.,

No.1057, Apr.

15, 1896, pp. 211, 212.

XVIII,

No. 1060,

Apr. 23, 1896, p p. 221-224.

- - The nomenclature of t,he fishes of
the Characinoid genus 1'etragonopterus.

- - Notes on the fishes of the genus Characinus.

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus ..

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvrn, No.1058, A.pr.
15, 1896, pp. 213-215.

XVIII,

No.1061, .A.pr.

23, 1896, pp. 225-227.

- - On the proper name of the Gunnels
or Butter-fishes.

- - Note on Plectroplites and Hypoplectrodes, genera of Serranoid fishe .

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No.1048, Apr.

Proc. U.S. Nat. j].fus., xvru, No.1082, .Tune

23, 1896, pp. 147- 151.

24, 1896, pp. 567, 568.

GOES, AXEL. Reports on the dredgin_
operations off the woot coa t of en tral America to the Galapauo to t he
Proc. U.S. Nat ..llfua., xvm, o. 1049, .A.pr.
23, 1896, pp. 15:1-159.
west coast of Mexico, au<l in the Gn lf
- - Notes on the synonymy of the Tor- , of California, in cbar(J'e f Alexao I
Agas iz, carried on by the
f '
p cdinidm or 1. Tarcobatidro.
ommi sion steamer ..d.lbatro duri Proc. U. S.Nat.Mus., xvm.No.1050, pr.
1 91, Lieut. ornmauder Z. -L. T no r.
23, 1896. pp.161- 165.
., commanding. ~·x.-T
- - The famili ·s ofth 'ynentogna.thons
Foraminifera.
fi h' and their D0111 nclatnr :
Proc. rr., '. Xat. J/1,,., xv111 To.1 05J, Apr.
- - The differential characters of the
Syngnathicl and Hippocampid fishes.

T.

I

1 ...

23, 1 96, pp. 167-17 .

n the applic. tion f th
Te11tl1is to a g nn · of fi. be _
Proc. r

name

.·, ·at..Jfo,.. . -vm , •• . 1052, .,\pr.
23, I 96, Pl'· 179~1 9.

•
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HERRICK, FRANCIS HOBART-Cont'd.

Fish Commission steamer .Albatross in the Gulf
of Mexico and Caribbean Sea.
A list of-the species found at each station is
followed by a systematic account of the species, and a table showing their bathymetrical
distribution on both sides of the Isthmus.

GOODE, G. BROWN (Editor). Report I
of the I United States Commission I to
the I Columbian Historica,l Exposition
I at Madrid. I - I 1892-93. I - I With
special papers. I - I Washington: I
Government Printing Office. I 1895.
8vo, pp. 1-411, with plates and figures.

GOODE, G. BROWN. The reception of
foreign students into French universities and schools.
Science (New series), m, No. 65, Mar. 27,
1896, pp. 467-470.

- - The Lacoe Collection in the National
Museum.

Bull. U.S. Fish Com., 1895, pp. 1-252, pls.
A-J and 1-54.
This is an exhaustive monograph. In the
chapter on large lobeters several specimens in
the National Museum collection are described.

HOLLA.ND, W. J. List of the Lepidoptera collected in_ eastern Africa by
Dr. W. L. Abbott, with descriptions of
some apparently new species.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No.1062, May
27, 1896, pp. 229-258, pl. VII, figs. 1-14, pl.
VIII, figs. 1-4.
The species of Lepidoptera collected by Dr.
W .L.AbbottinMasaiLand an don KilimaNjaro
are enumerated, with references, synonymy,
and notes on their distribution and variations.
Of butterflies there are ninety-one species, of
which six species and one subspecies are d escribed as now. The species of moths number
forty-three, of which sixteen species and one
genus are new. Nineteen of the new species
are figured on the plates.

Science (New series), 1v, No. 79, July 3,
1896, pp. 8-10.

HA.RRIS,
Mid way

GILBERT
tage.

DENNI

o .

The

Bull . .Am. Paleontology,

I, No. 4, June 11,
1896, pp. 1- 157, pls. 1-15.
This paper, based partly 011 Museum material, is a monograph of the geology and paleontology of the so-called Mid way tage, or lower
division of the Eocoue of the southern states.
It comprises an historical and stratigraphical
account of the formation, followed by descriptions of all the known molluscan fossils belonging to the Midway Stage.

HA.RTLA.UB, C. Reports on the dredging operations off the west coast of
Central America to the Galapagos, to
the west coast of Mexico, and in the
Gulf of Ualifornia, in charge of Alexander Agassiz, carried on by the U. S.
Fish Commission steamer Albatross,
during 1891, Lieut. Commander Z. L.
·ranner, U.S. N., commanding. XVIII.Die Comatuliden.
Bull. Mits. Oorn!J). Zool., xx.vu, No. 4, Aug.,
]895, pp.127-152, pls. I-IV.
D scribes seven species of .Antedon, four of
which are new. In an appendix a new species
of Antedon from Gaspard Strait is described.
Based on material which will be deposited in
the Museum.

HA.SSA.LL, ALBERT.
( See under CIIARLES w ARDELL TILES.)
HERRICK, FRANCIS HOBART. The
American Lobster: A. study of its
habits and development.

- - List of the Lepidoptera collected in
, omali Land, East Africa, by Mr. William Astor Chanler and Lieutenant von
Hobnel.
Proc. U.S.Nat.Mus., xvm,No.1063, May
27, 1896, pp. 259-268.
The L picloptera collected by the ChanlerIlobnel expedition up Tana River, from the
coast to Ilamoye. embracing forty-three species
of butterfli s avd three speciea of moths, are
here enumerated. Two species of butterflies
are described as new.

- - List of the Lepidoptera from A.ldabra, Seychelles, and other East A.friean
jslands, collected by Dr. W. L. Abbott.
Proc. U. S. Nat.Mus., xvrn, No. 1064, May
27, 1896, pp. 265-273, pl. VIII, figs. 6-11.
Eighteen species of butterflies and sixteen
speci s of moths, collected by Dr. W.L. Abbott
on the Indian islands north of Madagascar, are
here enumerated, with references and notes on
their distribution. Of the butterflies, three
species are described as new, two from Aldabra and one from Seychelles. One species and
one subspecies of the moths are also described
for the first time. Six species are figured on
the plate.

- - List of the Lepidoptera collected in
Kashmir by Dr. W. L. A.bbott.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,

XVIII, No.1065, May
27, 1896, pp. 274-278.
An enumeration of twenty-nine species of
butterflies and five species of moths, collected
in Kashmir. The11e species were obtained at
altitudes varying from one thousancl to ten
thousand feet.
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HOLZINGER, J OilN M. Report on a
collection of plants ma de by J. H. Sandberg and assistants, in northern Idaho
in the year 1892.
Oontrib. U.S. Nat. Herbarium, III, No. 4,
Nov. 23, 1895, pp. 205-287, pls. III, IV.
This report is based upon a collection of one
thousand two hundr ed and sev enty -two plants.
Seven species are described a s new : B ryum
11andbergii, Hol zin ger; Oardamine leibergii,
Holzinger; Dicranoweisia conterm ina, R enauld
and Cardot; Orthotrichium holzingeri , Renauld
anu Cardot; Peucedanum salmonijforum, Coul·
ter and Rose; Peronospora gilice, Ellis and
Everhart.
The following species ar e :figured : Oardamine leibergii, H olzinger; Viola orbiculata,
Geyer.

H OUGH, W ALTER . Catalogue of the
ethnolog ical collection of the United
St at es National Museum of the Smithsonian Institution.
Report of the United States Commission to
the Oolum bian H istorical E xposition at
Madrid, 1892-93 (1895), pp. 143-193.

- - The ancient Central and South
American pottery in the Columbian
Historical E xposition at Madrid in
1892.
R eport of the Uni ted S tates Oommi,sion to
the Columbian Historical Exp osi tion at
Ma drid, 1892-93 (1895), p p. 339-365, :figs.
1-63.

- - Primitive American armor.
R ep . Smithsonian I n st . (U. S . N at. Mus.),
1893 (1895) , pp. 625-651, pls. 1-22, :figs .
1-5.
The obj ect of this p aper is, :first, to present the
different types of armor worn by the .American
Indians, to wit, plate armor, slat armor, stick
arm or, and skin armor; second, to show the
distr ibut ion of t hese different types, both
ethnically and geographically .

H OW ARD, LEL A o
Pegomyia.

HOWARD, LELAND 0.-Continued •
0
- - [ Special notes; general notes ; l l
from correspondents.]
Insect Life, vu, No. 5, July, 1895,
361-364, 411-4.30.
Forty-four notes, varying in len gth :frOTll
three lines to three pages, upon a variety o:f e
tomological topics, roost of them r elating
material now in the National Museum .

- - Some scale insects of the orchard.
Yearbook U. S. Dept . .Agric., 1894 (Ju.lY1895), pp. 249-276, 17 figs.
0
Introductory; life history and habits _ scale insects in general; classification ; spec:i.e.s
to b e considered; natural enemies; table ~:f
parasites; Mytilaspis pomorum; Ohionasp7..S
purpurus; .A.spidiotus camellice; A. . juglan-sregice; .A. perniciosus; Diaspis lanatus; Leca:n-ium persicce; L ecanium prunastri; remed:i.es
for orchard seal!); preventives ; inspection and
quarantine laws.

- - Revision of the Aphelininre of N orlh
America.
1'ech. Ser., Div. Ent., U. S. Dept .A.gric.,
No.1, Sept., 1895, pp.1-44, i4 figs .
_
.A. complete monograph of the N orth.A.mer1can
species of one subfamily of the Chalcid parasitic flies. Introductory chapters treat on the
economic importan ce of this group and their
host relations, and a list is also given of the
described European species . .An alytical tables
of the genera and species are presented.
gen era and t wenty-nine species are recognized
in our fauna, of which two gen era and seven
sp ecies are here described as n ew.

!en

- - A n ew genus and species in the
Aphelinin ::e.
Oanadian Entomologist, xxvu, 1895, PP·
350, 351.
.
1
D escri bes Ameriatus ct:ropla1tce, from
mens r eared from a Ceroplastes on Euphorl ·
hypericijolia in J amaica, B. "'\V'. I., by Dr.
Grabham.

- - Mosquitoes an d fl as.

13

0. The b eet-leaf

Insect Life, vu, No. 5, July, 1895, pp.
379-381, 1 fig.
An account of th habits of Peuornyiavicina,
and th damage which its larva tlo s by mining
th 1 av . of the sugar b t 1 n California.

- - An inj urious par a ite.
In,ect Lijl', vu, No. 5, July, 1 95, pp. 403,
404, 1 fig.
n, count of a 'halcidid para it , inf . ting
tbA ben fi!"ial larva of 1Jakri11na coccidivora
"hich pr ys upon tlte injurion ..cul in e '
Pull i,wria ·,11111111 rc1l,il"1.
11 •w gt·nu antl
JI 1 . nr • r t·t4·tl for th para. it
111ia, n. g ., typica, n. p.

• ,. D

t. .A

, Jlp.1-4,
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The Grass and Grain Joint-worm
Flies and their allies: a consideration
of some North .American Phytophagic
Eurytomiure.
Tech. Ser., Div. Ent., U. S. Dept . .Agric.,
No. 2, Mar., 1896, pp.1-2<1, 10 figs.
Treats of the speci1,s of Pbytopbagic Eurytomime that l1ave been reared and whose life
history is known. There are five genera and
twenty species, of which fourteen species are
described as new.

- - To prevent the growth of beard.
Science (New series), III, No. 74, May 29,
1896, p. 813.
.A.n account, on the authority of Dr. B. F.
Egeling, of Monterey, Mexico, of the native
superstition that certain cocoons bung around
the neck will 1)revent the growth of beard, and
the announcement that the cocoons are those
of .Attacusjorulla, Westw.

- - The shade-tree insect problem in the
eastern Unitecl tat .
Yearbook U. S. Dept . .Ayric., 1895 (June,
1896), pp. 361-38<1, 11 figs.
Introdu ·tory; Oalerucella luteola: Orgyia
leucostiyma; Hyphantria cunea; r lative immunity from insects of differ nt vari eties of
shade tree ; general work arrainst 11hado-tree
in ecrs in cities and towns.

- - On two int resting new gener,L of
scale-insect parasites.
Oanadian Entomologist, xxvm, 1896, pp.
165- 167.
Reviews the scale-insect parasites other than
Encyrtinre and .A.phelininre, and describes two
new pirenine genera and species from New
Zealand and Australia.

JOHNSON, CrrARLES W . .A review of the
Stratiomyia and Odontomyia of North
.America.
Trans . .Am. Ent. Soc., XXII, No. 2, July,
1895, pp. 227-277, pls. m, 1v.
A complete monograph of the North American species of the Diptera-genera Stratiamyia
and Odontomyia, partly based on the material
in the National Museum. The species are tabulated in analytical keys, all elaborately
described, and most of them figured on the
plates. Of the genus Stratiomyia twenty sp cies are recognized, one of which is described
as new, and the original descriptions of seven
unrecognized species are added. In the genus
Odontomyia there are thirty-one valicl species,
seven of which are described as new, and
original descriptions of fifteen unrecognized
species are added. The types of thr e of the
new species are in the ational Musenm.

KE ' DALL, WILLIAM '.
( ee under BARTON w. E \'ERl\IAN . )
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LEIDY, JOSEPH. Fossil vertebrates from
the .Alachua clays of Florida.
Trans. Wagner Free Inst. Sci., 1v, Jan.,
1896, pp.1-61, pls. I-XIX.
A posthumous paper of Dr. Joseph Leid y ,
completed and editell by Mr. :Frederic .A.. Lucas,
including the identification of most of the pecies with those previously clescribed. D e.finite
characters are assigned to Procamelus major
(Leidy) for tbe first time, and Rhinoceros proterus, Leidy, and R. longipes, Leidy, are shown
to be .Aphelops Jossiger (Cope) and .A. malacorhiniis (Cope).

LINELL, MARTIN L. Description of a
new species of Golden Beetle from
Costa Rica .
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No.1040, .A.pr.
23, 1896, pp. 77, 78.
.
Describes a new species of the Rutelidoo from
Costa Rica, and comments on the generic character and on the variety in collections of the
golden and silver-colored species of the group.

L C.AS, 1''REDERIC .AUGUSTUS ( editor).
(See un<ler JOSEPH LEIDY.)
LUU.A ·, ],'REDERIC .AUGUSTUS. Notes on
the osteology of Zeuglodon cetoides.
.Am. Naturalist, Aug., 1895, pp. 745, 7<16.
Describes salient skeletal characters of the
species in the light of the material obtained
by the U.S. National Museum .

ote on Pallas' Cormorant.
Science (New series), n,Nov.15,1895, p. 661.
Notes the finding of a skull of this extinct
species by Dr. Stejneger.

- - The weapons and wings of birds.
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U.S. Nat. Mus.),
1893 (1895), pp. 653-663, pl. I, figs. 1-8.
Describes the various spurs and callosities
on the wings of birds which render them effective as weapons .

- - The deltoid muscle in the Swifts.
.Auk, xm, Jan., 1896, pp. 28, 29.
Reference is made to the variability of this
muscle i::l the group, and special conditions are
shown to be characteristic of certain genera.

- - The fossil birds of Patagonia.
.Auk, xm, Jan., 1896, pp. 61-63.
A review of .A.meghino's work on the gigantic extinct birds of Patagonia, taking the
ground that, while they bacl n~ near allies
among existing birds, they certamly were not
related to the ostriches.

__ Does th private collector make the
best mu eum administratorf
cience (New series),nr,Feb. 21,1896, p. 28~.
The author takes the ground that the_p~1vate collector does not make the best admm1strative officer.
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MARLATT, CHARLES L.-Continned-

AU<:USTU -Cont'd.

Museum methods-The exhibition of
fossil vertebrate .
Science (New series), III, Apr.17, 1896. pp.
573-576.
Discusses the question as to whether vertebrate fossils should be exhibited with skeletons
of recent animals, and takes the ground that
they should be displayed apart.

- - The taxonomic value of the tongue
in birds.
Auk, Apr.,1896, pp.109-114, 13 figs.
Describes the modifications of the tongue in
various species of birds, and considers that
they are due to adaptation to food or feeding
habits, and are not of value for purposes of
classification.

- - Osteological and pterylographical
characters of the Procniatidre.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvrir, No. 1071,
June 24, 1896, pp. 505-507, figs. 1-5.
Describes the anatomical characters of this
new family of birds.

Hymenoptera of the family Ten th re
nidre.

Tech. Ser. Div. Ent., U.S. Dl!pt. Agric- • ~ - ~3, 1896, pp. 1-135.
on
This is an extended or monographic w-or k
this group (largely based upon Museum ~ _ ·
terial), and a complete revision of the N em.at;J.D- 21!
of North America north of Mexico. Synop·
tical tables of the genera and species are gi v-en
and some new genera and many new species a.re
described.

MASON, OTIS TUFTON: Footgear.
Science (New series), III, 1896, p. 598.
This communication dra~s attention to the
fact that the footgear of the .American Indians
in the areas occupied by the Latin American
race in aboriginal times, to wit, Middle and
South America bad two toe strings, or a loop
inclosing two toes, while in post-Columbian
times the type of sandal bas come into vogue
which was first introduced-from Egypt and the
Orient into Spain in the eighth century, and
from Spain and Portugal imposed upon the
American tribes.

- - The tongues of woodpeckers.
Bull. Div. Ornithology and Mammalogy,
U.S. Dept. Agric., No. 7, 1895, pp. 35-39,
pls. I-Ill.
Describes the tongues of various species of
North .American woodpeckers, and shows the
relation bet.ween the style of tongue and character of the food.

McGREGOR, R. C.

Albinos.

Nidologist, III, No. 9, May, 1896, p. 94.
· Notes are offered on seven albino birds collected by the author.

Am. Anthropologist, IX, 1896, pp.191-215.
This pap~r calls attention to the pro~o.und
impression made upon the American a~orig_me
from the very first by the importation mto
their country, in large numbers, of the Cl)ID·
mon mechanics and laborers of Europe, a ell
as of slaves from Africa. Vestiges of A.frican
arts and of the folk arts of Europe in th
:6.fte~nth and sixteenth centurie , cropp d on
in many places, and frequ ntly the e art,.
confounded with those of the aborigin ·

387-390, 2 figs.
An account of the early stages of Phyl!mcus
flaviventris.

--The principal insects of the grape.
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agric., 1895 (June.
1896), pp. 385--404, 11 :figs.
Give some statistics of the damage to the
grape from ins cts, the life histories and habits
of the. e in ect , and th m ans employed for the
xtermination of the following sp ci s: Phyllinera vaatatrix, Plan h ; Fidia viticida , Walsh;

-·- R vi ion of th
Ill, tinw of • rth
Am ·rk , • ubfawi1y t I f-£• • lrn,

Science (New series), III, 1896, PP· 868,869.
The object of this communication is to draw
attention to the work of Dr. Fred. Meyer, an<l
the existence of a long area between the
Atlantic slope of the Andes and the Brazilian
Highlands where the types of bows and arrows
are of a decidedly mixed character, as are also
the peoples.

- - Introduction of the Iron Age into
America.

MARLATT, CHARLES L. The Currant
Stem-girdler.
Insect Life, vu, No. 5, July, 1895, pp.

Amplticer111 bica11dat1,,, a.y; IIaltica chalybea,
Ill. ; :Jiacrodactyli,, a11b,pino8tls, Faln'. · D e,mia
maculalia, W tw.; Philam1wl111 achemon,
Drury; ,iyroti11 me111oria, Harri ; Agrotu
auc-ia, Ilnhn.; Typhlocyba
itijrx, I•'itrl1
I-:11,i, mi botrana, : hifl.

- - Bows and arrows of Central Brazil.

'omparison of the Zofii with th
Finni h belt-weaving appara. a ·

j

I
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MEARNS, EDGAR A. Description of a
new Heron (Ardea virescens anthonyi)
from the arid region of the interior of
North America.
.Auk, xu, No. 3, July, 1895, pp. 257-259.
.A.rdea virescens anthonyi is described.

- - Preliminary diagnoses of new mammals from the Mexican border of the
TTrlted States.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvrn, No. 1075,

MERRILL, GEORGE PERKINS-Cont'd.
An occurrence
granite.

of

free

gold in

A.1n. Journ. Sci., I, .A.pr., 1896, pp. 309-311.
Briefly describes what is apparently a normal granite · from Sonora, Mexico, contaming
particles of metallic gold embedded in both
quartz and feldspar.

- - Disintegration and decomposition
of diabase at Medford, Mass.

pp. 413-447. Advance edition Mar. 25,
1896.

Bull. Geol. Soc . .America, VII, 1896, pp. 349362, lpl.

- - Preliminary diagnoses of new mammals from the Mexican border of the
United States.

MILLER, GERRIT S., Jr. Description
of a new Jay from Mexico.

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,xrx, No. 1103, May
25, 1896, pp. [1]-[4]. Advance edition.

Auk, XIII, No.1, Jan., 1R96, pp. 34-37, lfig.
A.phelocoma gracilis, from Jahsco, Mexico, i
described, ancl illustrated with a text figure.

- - Preliminary description of a new
subgenus and six new species and subspecies of Hares, from the Mexican
border of the United States.

MORSE, EDWARD S. If public libraries, why not public museums,

Proc. U.S. Nat . .Mus., xvm, No.1081, June
24, 1896, pp. 551-665.

MULLER, G. W. Reports on the dredging operations off the west coast of
Central America to the Galapagos, to
the west coast of Mexico, and in the
Gulf of California, in charge of Alexander Agassiz, carried on by the U. S.
Fish Commission steamer Albatross
during 1891, Lieut. Commander Z. L.
Tanner, U.S. N., commanding. XIX.Die Ostracoden.

MEEK, SETII E. A list of :fishes and mollusks collected in Arkansas and Indian
Territory in 1894.
Bull. U. S. Fish Oom. xv, 1895 (.A.pr. 13,
1896), pp. 341-349.

MERCER, HENRY C. Chipped stone implements at the 'olumbian Historical
Exposition at Madrid.
Report of the United States Oorrvmi1aion to
the Oolumbian Historical Exposition at
Madrid, 1892-93 (1895), pp. 367-397, pls.
I-Ill, figs. 1-27.

MERRILL, GEORGE PERKIN . The onyx
marbles: Their origin, composition and
uses, both ancient and modern.
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U.S. Nat. Mw.),
1893 (1895), pp. 539-585, pls.1-18.

- - Directions for collecting rocks and
for the preparation of thin sections.
Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 39, Part I, 1895,
pp. [1]-[15], :figs.1-17.

- - Notes on asbestos and asbestiform
minerals.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No. 1066, .A.pr.
23, 1896. pp. 281- 292.
Shows tbat the material commercially included under the name asbestos belongs to four
independent, mineral species, viz: (1) True as bestos (Tremolite), (2) .A.nthophyllite, (3) S rpeutine, and (4) Crocidolit . It is suggested
that the :fibrous structure is du to shearing.

Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U.S. Nat. Mu,.),
1893 (1895), pp. 769-780.

Bull.Mus. Oomp.Zool., xxvn, No.5, Oct.,
1895, pp.155-169, pls. I-III.
Gives detailed descriptions of one new genus
and three new species.
·
Baaed on material which will be turned over
to the Museum.

OBERHOLSER, HARRY C. Descriptions of two new subspecies of the
Downy Woodpecker, Dryobates pubescens (Linn reus ).
Proc. U.S. Nat . .iJ[us., XVIII, No.1080, June
24, 1896, pp . 547-550.
Tbe name Dryobates pubescens meridionalis,
Swainson, is found applicable for the form of
Downy Woodpecker inhabiting the Gulf
States of the United States, while the form
occurring in Alaska is described as new
under the name Dryobates pubescens nelsoni.
Descriptiom1, comparisons, and tables of
measurements of these forms are added.

PALMER, WILLIAM. On the Florida
round wl, Speotyto floriclana.
Auk, xm, ~o. 2, .A.pr., 1896, pp. 99-108'. pl.II.
n account of the habits of this species as
observed by the writer .
·
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PERGANDE, THEODOR.
on certain Thripidro.

Observations

Insect Life, vu, No. 5, July, 1895, pp. 390395.

Descriptions of tbree new species of Thripidm, accounts of their habits, and some consideration of two previously described species.

PILSBRY, HENRY A.
A remark able
Central American Melanian.
Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1896, pp. 269,
270.

This is a description of a remarkable species
of Pachycheilus in wl1ich 1e adult bas the
outer lip sinuous, somewhat as in Melanatria.
The types from the Tehuantepec region are
in the National Museum.

POLLARD, CHARLES Louis.
some southern Cassias.
Bull. Torrey Botan. Club,

Notes on

XXII,

Dec. 30,

1895, pp. 513-516, pls. 250-252.

Describes and figures a. multipinnata and a.
depressa, new species, and gives key to the
Chama1cristoid Cassias of the South.

- - Viola sagittata hicksii, var. nov.
Botan. Gaz., xx, July 15, 1895, p. 326.
Describes a new variety of Viola sagittata
from the District of Columbia.

·- - Some new or rare plants.
Botan. Gaz., xxr, Apr. 25, 1896, pp, 232235.

Describes Phaseolus smilacijolius as n ew;
cites additional localities for Rhamnus jrangula and Cassia multipinnata nashii; notes the
further occurrence of Phacelia covillei, Perilla
frutescens, and Limnanthemum nymphreoide1
in the District flora.

- - The purple-flowered, stemless violets of the Atlantic Coast.
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., x, May 26, 1896, pp.
85-92.

A general discussion of the eastern acauloo
cent purple -flowered violets, with a key to the
species. V. ovata, Nutt., V. dentata, Pursh V.
villosa, Walt., and V. septemloba, Leconte are
here restored to specitlc rank, while V. 11auittata hickBii is made a variety of V. ovata.

RI 'HMOND, CIIARLF. W. Helrninthophila leucobronchialis iu faryland.
A11k, XII, ·o. 3, July, 1895, p. 307.
This warbl r i r corde<l from Il ltvill . Md.,
from a p cim ninth ~·ational Museum ol1 ·t d by Mr. A. II. Thay r

cription. of three new bird from
th I I nd f Iargarita, 7 nezu ] .
.A11l·, XII, ...0. 4, ct., 1895, pp. 307-371.
1 mnrilia alici<r, DolPro111ya pallitla, 111111
'urdi11ali ro/,i,i 011i ar d nb a n w.

RICHMOND, CHARLES W.-Con-tinn e
Description of a new species
Plover from the east coast of Ma.
gascar.

a-

Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. , x, Mar. 14, 1896, P::Il·
53, 54.

.lEgialitis thomcica is described as new-·

- - Catalogue of a collection of b ir~ :,-,
made by Dr. W. L. Abbott in Kashm.1.r,
Baltistan, and Latlak, with n otes on.
some of the species, and a descrip tion.
of a new species of Cyanecula.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvnr, No.1078, .Tune
24, 1896, pp. 451-503.
A catalogue of the specimens, seven hundred
and forty-six in number, referable to one· h u.n dred and eighty-eight species, obtained by Dr.Abbott in Kashmir, Baltistan, and Ladak, accompanied by the collector's notes on colors and
measurements. Cyanecula abbotti from Nu bra.
Valley Ladak is described as new, and critical
notes ~re gh--e~ on several species.

RIDGWAY, ROBERT. On the correc-t
subspecific names of the Texan and
Mexican Screech Owls.
Auk, XII, N (). 4, Oct., 1895, pp. 389, 390.
Scops mccallii of Cassin is found to be a
synonym of S. trichopsis, Wagler; the bird
usually designated as Megascops asio trichopsis
thus not being entitled to that name, is supplied
with a new one, viz: M egascops asio cineraceu1 -

- - Junco phreonotiis, ·wagler, not J. cinereus (Swainson).
Auk, XII, No. 4, Oct. , 1895, p. 391.
The Fringilla cinerea of Swain on being preoccupied, it is here found necessary to use t he
name Junco phceonotus, Wagler, in its stead, f or
the Mexican Junco and its subspecies.

- - On Fisher's Petrel (.lEstrelatafisheri
Auk, XII, No. 4, Oct., 1895, pp. 319-322,
IV.

A description and synonomy of thi pe i ~
is given, accompanied by a colored pla e.

esting of the

uck IIaw k in tr

Nidologist, m, No . 4 and 5, Dec., 1 42,43.
An account of then ting of a pair of
Hawks in tr
near Mount armel, Ill.

e rip ion of a, new p i
round Warbler from ea tern -1
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RIDGWAY, ROBERT-Continued.
Proc. U.S. Kat. Mus. , XVIII, No.1067, Apr.
23, 1896, pp. 293, 294.
Geospiza pachyrhyncha (Tower Island),
Geospiza fati gata (Indefatigable Island), Oamarhynchus bindloei (Bindloe Island), Oamarhynchus compressirostris (Jervis Island), and Gamarhynchus incertus (James Island) are described.

ROBERTS, C. H. The species of Dineutee
of America, north of Mexico.
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., · xxu, No. 3, .July,
1895, pp. 279-288, pls. V, VI.
.A. monograph of the North American species
of aquatic beetles of the genus Dineuteo.
Twelve species are recognized as valid, three
of which are described as new. The types are
in the National Museum . The male genitalia
and the secondary sexual -characters of the
anterior legs and of the apices of elytra are
figured on the plates.

- - Description of a new subspecies of
the genus Peucedramus, Coues.
Proc. U.S.Nat.Mus.,xvm, No.1074,May
21, 1896, pp. 4.41.
Pe1wedramus olivaceuB aurantiacus (Chilasco,
Vera Paz, Guatemala) is described as a n ew
subspecies.

ROCKHILL, WILLIAM WOODVILLE.
Notes on the ethnology of Tibet.
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U.S. Nat. Mus.),
1893 (1895), pp. 665-747, pls. 1-52.

- - Characters of a new American family
of Passerine birds.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No.1076, June
24, 1896, pp. 449, 450.
A new family, the Procniatidro, is created for •
the reception of Procnias viridis, heretofore
placed in the family Tanagridro.

- - On birds collected by Dr. W. L.
Abbott in the Seychelles, Amirantes,
Gloriosa, Assumption, Aldabra, an<l
adja ·ent islands, with notes on habits,
etc., by the collector.
Proc. U.S. Nat. MuB., XVIII, No. 1079, June
24. , 1896, pp. 509-546.
Lists of tho birds of the following islands are
given , accompauiecl in many cases with notes
by the collector: I, Seychelles; II, Amirante
group; III, Flat Isla~cl; IV, Coeti"\l'y; V, Providence Island; VJ, Assumption Island; VII,
Gloriosa Island; VITI, .A.ldabra Island. The
name Turtur abbotti is proposed for a Turtle
Dove inhabiting Mabe, Seychelles, thought to
be different from T. picturatus, and descriptions
of thirteen rec1mtly new species and subspecies
are added. Several other rare or interesting
species are described arid remarked upon. An
appendix: ontains a b1bliography and a. tabulated list of two hundred and twelve species
occurring in tho various 1slands near MadagaRcar. Their status, whetller native, intro
duced, or extinct, and the islands mhabited by
them, is indicated.

I Manual i of I North American
Birds I By Robert Ridgway. I - I Illustrated by 464 outlino drawings of
the generic character . I - I Second
edition. I Philadelphia: I J.B. Lippincott Company. j 1896.

-- A

Svo, pp. I-XJIJ, 1-653, pls. 1-CXXIY.
.A.UN orth American species, and many allied
ones from extrahmital regions a.re concisely
de. en bed. In the appendix over ninety species,
added to the .i: orth Am rican avifauna since
the issue of the first ed itior1 , are described.
The following species and genera are l1ere
named for the first time: Oardinalis cardinaliB
ftoridanu~·, Oreospiza, and .A rreinono]IB.

N.A.T MUS
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ROSE, JOSEPH NELSON.
ered Cosmos.

A yellow-flow-

Garden and Forest, VIII, No. 4.06, Dec. 4,
1895, p. 484, pl. 66.
A short account of the rediscovery of a very
fl.ne yellow Cosmos.

- - De1:1cription of plants, mostly new,
from Mexico and the United States.
Oontrib. U. S. Nat . Herbarium, m, No. 5,
Dec. 14, 1895, pp. 311-323, pls. XI-XVI.
This paper consists mostly of descriptions
of new species by Dr. Rose, Mr. E.G. Baker of
the British Museum, and Prof. Alfred CogniauxofVe:rviers, Belgium. 1'hefollowingspecies are figured: Mimosa spirocarpa, Rose;
Ligusticum verticillatum (Hook.) Coult. and
Rose; Ligusticum eastwoodro, Coult. and Rose;
Velrea glauca, Coult. and Rose; Thurovia triflora, Rose; Tradescantia brevifolia (Torr.)
Rose.

- - Arracacia filiforrnis, Coulter and
Rose.
Hooker's Icon. Plant., v, pt. 2, Jan., 1896,
pl. 2429.
A technical description, with note by D.
Oliver of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
England.

Notes upon Tradescantia mim·antha.
Botan. Gaz., xxr, No. 5, May, 1896, pp. 301,
302, pl. xx.
A short note regarding the rediscovery and
cultivation of a Spiderwort from Texas.

( ee also under JOHN M. COULTER.)
RYDBERG, P.A.
of Nebraska.

Flora of the sand hills

Oontrib, U. S. Nat. Herbarium, III, No. 3,
, ept. 14, 1895, pp.133-200, 2 pls. and 1 fig .
.A. catalogue is given of the species collected by Mr. Rydberg in 1893, together with a short
accountof the floral districts, topography, and
chmatic cooclit,io11s of the region.

__ Th

flora of the Black Hills of

Dakota.

•
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RYDBERG, P. A.-Continued.

SHUFELDT, ROBERT W .-Cont inued The article is illustrated by a pen dra ~ in g..,
being a reduced copy, by the author, of A u_d L I bon 's colored plate of the Black Skimmer, ..Rniger.

Oontrib. U.S. Nat. Herbarium, m, No. 8,
June 13, 1896, pp. 463-536.
Mr. Rydberg gives not only a catalogue of
the species which be collected in the Black
Hills in 1892, but also some account of t he
geography, the geology, and the floral d istr ict s.

- - [Review of] Birdcraft. A field book
of two hundred song, game, and ~at e r
SAUNDERS, HOWARD, and SAL VIN,
birds. By Mabel Osgood Wrigh t .
OsnERT. Catalogue I of the J Gavim.
With full-page plates, cont a-ining one
and Tu bin ares I in the I collection J of
hundred and twenty-eight b irds iu the
the I British Museum. I - I Gavim J
natural colors, and other illustrations .
(Terns, Gulls, and Skuas) I By J Ho wPp. 1-xv1, 1-317. Macmillan & Co. ,
ard Saunders. I Tubinares I (Petrels
New York, July, 1895.
and Albatrosses) I By I Osbert Salvin.
Nidiologist, II, No. 11 , New York, July ,
I London : I Printed by order of t he
1895, p. 159,
Trustees. I * * " I 1896.
- - [Review of] The Auk, J uly, 1895.
8vo, pp. I-XV, 1-475, pls . I-VIII.
This volume constitutes No. xxv of the
Catalogue of the Birds in the British Museum.
Descriptions of all the species, synonymy, and
lists of the specimens in the British Museum
are given. The portion devoted to t he T ubinares is based partly upon material in the U . S.
National Museum .

. Nidiologist, 11, No. 12, N ew York, Ang-,
1895, p. 172.

- - [Review of] Californi a Water Birds,.
[et c.]. ByLeverett M. L oomis. Proo.
Cal. Acad. Sci. (Series 2), v, June 1.9,.
1895, p p. 177-224.
Nidio logist, II, No. 12, New York, Ang.,
1895, p. 172.

SCHUCHERT, CHARLES. Directions for
collecting and preparing foss ils.
·

- - [Review of] Orn is. Internat. Zei ts fii r die g esarpmte Ornit h ol. , etc. Her ausgegeben von Professor Dr. R. Bla
sius, VIII Jabrgang. Heft I and rr.
Braunsch weig, 1895, pp. 1-211.

Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 39, Par t K, 1895,
pp. [1]-[31], figs. 1-13.
This paper treats of the conditions under
which fossils are found, the apparatus
required, and methods of collecting and pack·
ing fossils; also the methods employed in t he
preparation of fossilR for study. A list is
added giving some important localities for fossils in North America.

Nidiologist, 1·1, No. 12, New York, Ang.,
1895, p. 171.

- - The L ong-tailed Jaeger .

- - Museum methods. On the arrangement of great paleontological collections.

Popular Science News, XXIX, No, 8, Ne-w
York, Aug., 1895, p . 115.
This is a brief article, describing the habi
of the birds called Jaegers, of the genera Megaleatris and Stercorarius. Attention is called t:o
the fine series of these birds on xhibition in
the ornithological department of the Natio
Museum; and the arµcle is illustrated by a
good figure of the long-tailed Jaeger, drawn by
the author and reduced from Auduuon',
ored plate.

Science (New series), nr, No. 68, Apr. 17,
1896, pp . 576-579.

- - Dry dredging in the Mississippian
Sea.
Science (New series), II, 1895, pp. 679-681.
An account of a collecting tour through New
York, Ontario, and Michigan.

- - [Review ofJ Game birds at homeBy Theodore S. Van Dyke. New Yor ·:
Ford , Howard & Hulbert, 1 95. 16
pp.1-219.

- - American fossil Brachiopoda.
Science (New series), n, 1895, pp. 722-724.
This is a short summary of a work ntitled
"A 'ynopsis of .J..merican fos il Brachiopoda
incl~cling Bibliography and ynonymy," to b~
published by the . , . Geological urvey.

TI F EL T,
, kimm r.

OBERT

W.

The Black

Pop,,lnr • ·n ncr. ,Ynott, xxrx, ~ •0 . 7 .... w
York, July, 1 95, pp. !13-IOO.
'
~~ porulur l\C oun of tho 1,ircls known 11.
~1111111cr ' of whwh tbrr
pc i -~ ar,, rt·cogmz ,l, nil lH'longmg to th '·nus Ryncho,,11.

I

idiologist, m, No. 1,
1895, p. 11.
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I'o}Jular. cience Xttl'I, XXIX, .-o.
York, ept., l !15, p. 131.
'1llltain a l!ort d scription or tb life
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n flgur of th h , d of n sp •im n t Tr
'l\·rn (11nt11r I 1z ).
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Photographs of living birds: Aiken's
Owl, and Wood Pewee.
Nidiologi11t, III, No. 2, New York, Oct.,
1895, pp. 13-15.
Gives experiences in the matter of the photography of living birds, the article being
illustrated by half-t'.lne pictures of a pair of
Aiken's Screech Owls, Megascops a. aikeni,
captured by the author at Fort Wingate, N.
Mex. It is probable that this is the :first photograph of this species ever published. In the
photograph of the yoµng Wood Pewees, Oontopu11 virens, both the birds and nest are given
natural size, and this print has been very
widely copied and republished. It has likewise been adopted as the outside-cover illuruination of the Nidiologist.

SHUFELDT, ROBERT W.-Continued.
These birds had been captured by Mr. Palmer
on the sandy islands known as '' The I aacs.''
which are situated a mile or &8 to the eastward
of Cape Charles, Virginia.
The article incorporates Mr. Palmer's notes
on the habits of the Skimmers on their breeding grounds, and is illustrated by two :fine halftone :figures of the young of this species at
different ages. These latter are from photographs made by Dr. Shufeldt from the living
birds captured by :Mr. Palmer.

- - [Reviews of the following works:]
Inmates of my house and garden, by
Eliza Brightwen, New York and London, 1895, pp.1-277; Nature in Acadie,
by H. K. Swann, London, 1895, pp. 1v1n, 1-74; The skeleton of Lorius jtavopalliat·us compared with that of Psi/.tacus erithacus (part 1), by St. George
Mivart, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. , .A.pr. 2,
1895, pp. 312-337, 363-399; Furthernotes
on Trinidad birds, with a description
of a new species of Synallaxis, by F. M.
Chapman, Biill. A.mm·. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
vu, Art. 1x, New York, Oct. 7, 1895, pp.
321-326.

- - [Reviews of the following papers:]
On the hyoid bone in certain parrots,
by St. George Mivart, Proc. Zool. Soc.
Lond., Mar., 1895, pp. 162-174; Hawks
and owls from the stan(lpoint of the
farmer, by A. K. Fisher, reprinted from
the Yearbook of the U. S. Dept . .Agric.,
1894 (1895), pp. 215-232; a revision of
the genus Turdinus and genera allied
to it, by J. Buttikofer, 42 pp.; The
Nidiologist, III, No. 3, New York, Nov.,
1895, pp. 33-35.
Cowbirds, by Charles Bendire, Rep.
Srnithsonian Inst. ( U. . Nat. Mus.), 1893 - - Bluebirds Ii'ear Washington, D. C.
(1 95), pp. 587-614, pls.1-3; The tongues
Forest and Stream, Rod and Gun, XLV, No.
of Woodpeckers, by F. A. Lucas, re26, ew York, Dec. 28, 1895, p. 562.
·
printed from Bull. Div. Ot·nithol. and
Points out that Sialia sialis is more abundant about Washington than many eastern
Mamrn ., U. S. Dept. Agric., No. 7, 1895,
ornithologists, who have in their writings prepp. 25-39, pls. I-III; The weapons and
dicted the complete extinction of the species,
wings of birds, by F. A. Lucas, Rep.
would have their readers believe.
Smithsonian Inst. (U.S. Nat. Mus.), 1893
- [Reviews of the following works:]
(1895), pp. 6-3-663, pl. 1, figs. 1-8.
A naturalist in Mexico, by ·Frank ColNidiologist, nr, No. 2, New York, Oct.,
lins Baker, sm. 8vo, pp.1-145, Chicago,
1895, pp. 22, 23.
1895; Vogelschu tz in England, by Paul
- - Sea Horses.
Leverkiihn, Sonderabdruck aus der
Popular Science News (twenty-ninth
Ornithol. Monatsschrift des Deutschen
year), No . n, New York, Nov., 1895,
Vereins zum Schutzeder Vogelwelt, Jahrg.
pp. 1, 61, 3 :figs.
1 94, Nr. 1, u, Halle, 1895; Todesanzei.A. somewhat full account of various species
gen, by Paul Leverkiihn, Ibid., VIII, IX,
of Sea Horses from different parts of the world.
Illustrations are given from the works of Dr.
Jabrg. 1895; Birds from Cocos and MalG. Brown Goode, Dr. Gunther, and Mr. Lockpelo Island , with notes on Petrels ob- .
wood.
tained at ea, by C.H. To wnsen d, Bull.
Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard Coll., xxvn,
- - Photographs of young Skimmers,
o. 3, July, 1895, Art. xvvu, pp. 121with notes on the breeding habits of
these birds, by Mr. William Palmer.
126.
Nidiologi.st, III, No. 3, New York, Nov.,
1895, pp. 26- 29, 2 figs.
On tLe 18th of September, 1895, Mr . .William
Palmer, of the United tates National Museurli,
loaned the author two living specimens of the
young of the Black Skimmer, Rhynchops nigra.

idiologist, m, Nos. 4 and 5, New York,
Doc., 1895, pp. 53-55.
-

- - Fact about squirrels.
.Am. Field, XLV, No. 4, New York and

Chicago, Jan. 25, 1896, p. 80.
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There is a widespread zoological myth entertained by the hunters and sportsmen of the
United States, to the effect that male squirrels
habitually castrate each other at the season of
the rut. This myth finds its origin in the
demand of the ignorant for some explanation
to account for the disappearance of the testes
in the Sciuridre after the breeding season is
over. This brief article gives the true explanation of the physiology of these organs in the
Rodentia.

- - The mystery of eels.
Popular Science News, xxx, No. 1, New
York, Jan., 1896, pp. 2, 3.
The original title of this contribution read
"Eels a11d their Allies," but without the author's permission the editor changed it to the
one here given, and under which the article
appeared. It is needless to say there is no
"mystery" connected with eels.
The article gives a great deal of general information on the natural history of this group
of fishes, rendered fa a popular style, and
illustrated by a reduced copy of Anguilla rostrata, drawn by the author after Goode's figure
in his "Fishery Industries of the United
States; " Several references are made to the
publications of the National Museum.

- - The Moose group in the National
Museum.
Shooting and Fishing, IX, No. 19, New
York, Feb. 27, 1896, pp. 387-389.
Contains an account of the collecting and
mounting of the famous group of Moose in the
mammal hall of the U . S. National Museum.
The article is illustrated by four half-tones,
from photographs, of the various specimens
composing the group.

- - More facts about squirrels . .
Am. Field, XLV, No. _9, New York and
Chicago, Feb. 29, 1896, p. 198.
A further attempt to dispel the ignorance of
many hunters throughout the country in the
matter of the disappearance of the testes, during the rutting season, in the Sciuridro.

- - More about animal photography.
Nidologist, III, No. 6, New York, Feb.,
1896, pp. 57, 58.
Contains additional information upon the
methods of making photographs of livu1g
animals, and refers to th r markable work in
t11is line accomplislrnd by M. Bontan, the
:Europ nn naturalist. The contribution i
illustrat d by a fine half-ton from a photograph
of alfringsp cimen oftheyonn<Yof the "Ja k
Rahbit," made 1,y Mr. H. W. Nash, of Pueblo,
Colo.

-[
Bird

by ,

T.

f Tarb rtb,
E. otzell, vo,

SHUFELDT,

ROBERT
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A list of the birds of Maryland, by
F. C. Kirkwood, reprint from Trans.
Md. A.cad. Sci., 1895, pp. 241-382; Bulletin of the British Ornithologists'
Club, xxx, Nov., 1895.
Nidologist, m, No. 6, New York, Feb.,
1896, p. 67.

Some account of spiders.
Great Divide, xrv, No. 2, Chicago, Feb·~
1896, pp. 28, 29.
This paper gives considerable general information about the Arachnidre and some allies of
the family. It is illustrated by a ~alf-ton_e
from a photograph by Dr. Shufeldt of a specimen of Dolomedes tenelrosus carrying her
young in a silken ball. It is natural size, and
was taken from the living spider. Another
figure, from a drawing by the author,_ giv~s a
life-size representation of the ""\Vh1p-ta1led
Scorpion, ' Thelyphonus giganteus, from a
specimen collected in New Mexico. Both of
the specimens are now in the collections of
the U. S. National Museum.

- - The American Box-tortoise.
Forest and Stream, XLVI, No. 10, Ne"W"
York, Mar. 7, 1896, pp. 194, 195.
The natural history of Cistudo carolina is
given, and tbe article is illustrated by a halftone figure, n early natural size, fro~ a plrnt?graph of a living specimen of a tortoise ofth1s
species. Notes on the breeding hab~t_s are
added, and reference is made to the ab1hty of
this reptile·to swim when compelled to by force
of circumstances.

Shedding of antelope horns.
Shooting and Fishing, XIX, No. 21, NewYork, Mar. 12, 1896, p. 429.
Areplyto Captain Cusick, of the U.S. ai:my,
pointing out his error in entertaining the idea
that .Antilocapra does not shed its horn ·

The American Partridrres.
Shooting and .Fishing, XIX, No. 23, ~-e
York, Mar. 26, 1896, p. 466.
Running descriptions of the American ~presentatives of the subfamily P rdi in:l', wtlb
their breeding habits and geographic'.11 r~- ••
The article i ba ed upon the mat mJ JD
U.S. National Museum and the tandard P ~
lications on the subject, includin 17 th au~b .
own writin s ancl observations. Th arU
illu trat d by a half-tone fi ur , nearly I·
siz , of th Ma sena Partrid , Cyrt1J11y:r
tezum , from a p cimen iu th :lln~ um.
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or "tower" as a matter of design, or simply to
get rid of the earth pellets rolled up during the
excavation of its burrow, is discussed.
Dr. Shufeldt agre.es with Prof. Ralph S. Tarr
in the premises that no design i s implied on the
part of the crayfish in these structures, and the
only intention of the animal is to get rid of the
earth balls it brings up while engaged in forming its burrow. Dr. C. C. Abbott bolds a converse v iew . The article i s illustrated by a
drawing, by Dr. Sbufeldt, of the'' chimney" of
Barton's Crayfish, 0. bartonii robustus, made
from one of his photographs taken near Washington.

- - Saw:fish and Rays.
Great Divide, XIV, No. 3, Chicago, Mar.,
1896, pp. 48, 49.
More or less full, popular accounts of these
fishes, based upon material in the U. S. National
Museum and upon Dr. Shnfelclt's personal experiences in the southern seas Figures of
Pristis pectinatus, drawn by the autl10r from
Dr. Goocle's "Fishery Indu tries of the United
States," and others of Torpedo occidentalis,
• Raia lrevia, and T1 ygo;,, sabina, are given, all
being considerably reduced.

- - [Review. of the followino- papers:]
On the cranial o teology, classifi ·ation,
ancl phylogeny of the Dinornithidro, by
'l'.Jeff ryParker,Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
XIII, pt. XI, Oct., 1895, pls. LVI-LXII,
pp. 373-428; Rep. Com. fiir den. nten
Internat. rnitbol. Congress, 3, Sect.,
Anatomie der Vogel, by Max] iirbringer; Ueber die mit elem Visceralskelet
verbundenen spinalen Mnskeln bei
Selachien, by Max Fiirbringer, Abdruck aus der Jenaischen Zeitschrift fiir
Naturwissenschafl, xxx, N. F. xx111,
pp. 127-135; Die asthetische Betrachtung cler Thiere, by K. Miibins, itz nngsberichle de-r Koniglich Preussischen Akademie de,· Wissenschaften zu Berlin, XL v,
1895, pp. 1, 2.
Xidologist, m, No. 7, Now York, Mar.,
1896, pp. 78, 79.

- - Zoological myths.
Am. Field, XLY, No. 15, Now York and
Chicago, Apr. 11, 1896, pp. 343, 844.
Still another attempt to dispel some of tl1e
existing ignorance in reference to the physiology of tho male organs of generation /the
testes) in tho ciuridre. Examples are hero
given of a number of other zoological fabl Ii
that receive wide credence among some people.

- - Snowbirds.
Nidologist, III, No. 8, New York, Apr ..
1896, pp. 81, 82.

SHUFELDT, ROBERT W.-Continued.
On the number of species and subspecies of
the genus Junco in the United States, with
remarks upon their habits and ranges.
This
contribution is illustrated by a vignette of a.
fine mounted pair (male ancl female) of Junco
hyemalis, the work of Mr. Harry C. Den low,
formerly one of the taxidermists in the . S.
National Museum.

- - [Reviews of the following paper by
J. H. Gurney:] Ornithological note
from Norfolk, reprinted from .the Zoologist for Mar., 1895, pp. 1-8; Supposed
occurrences of the Spotted Sandpiper
in Yorkshire, reprinted from the Zoologist, Mar., 1895, pp. 311,312; On the
recent abundance of the Little Auk,
Me1·guliis alle, Linn., in Norfolk, reprinted from the Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich Nat·u mlists' Society, VI,
art. VIII, pp. 67-70; Catalogue of the
Birds of Prey (Accipitres and Striges),
with thenumberofspecimensin the Norwich Museum, London, 1894, pp. 1-56.
Nidologist, nr, No. 8, New York, Apr.,
1896, pp. 89, 90.

- - rReview of] Memoir of the late John
Henry Gurney, by Thomas Southwell,
reprinted, with some revisions, from the
Transactions of the N01folk ancl Norwich
Naturalists' Society, v, p. 156, London,
1896, pp. 1-12.
Nidologist, III, No. 8, New York, Apr.,
1896, pp. 89, 90.

- - Some memoranda concerning sharks.
Great Divide, XIV, No. 4, Chicago, Apr.,
1896, p. 69.
Based upon p ersonal observations ancl studies
by the aut.hor, as well as upon material in the
U. S. National Museum. The article is illustrated by figures of the White Shark, Oarcharias; the Hammer-head Shark, Zygrena
malleus · ancl "the oldest existing type of
vertebr~te" (Ohlamyloselachus anguineits), a
peculiar shark from the Japanese waters, and
ori~inally described by Prof. S. Garman, of
Harvard College.

- - Antelope horn shedding. Sledgehammer Science.
Shooting and Fishing, xx, No. 3, New York,
May 7, 1896, p. 50.
A further reply to Capt. Cusick, pointing out
to him that Audubon was entirely wrong when
he claimed that .Antilocapra did not, shed its
horns.

__ Notes on the Evening Grosbeaks.
Forest<11Y1,d Streann,
p. 378.

XLVI,

No.19, May 9, 1896,
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Brings up to date our knowledge of the nidification of the two American representatives of
the genus Ooccothraustes, with other interesting matter added. The article is illustrated by
a half-tone cut made from a photograph reducing a life-size colored drawing of Dr. Shufeldt's
of a pair of adult specimens of the Evening
Grosbeak. This drawing has a peculiar history, as stated in the article.

- -· A curious boat from the Spice Islands.
Am. Field,

XLY, No. 19, New York and
Chicago, May 9, 1896, p. 439.
Description of a boat constructed entirely of
cloves, and now in possession of Dr. Shufeldt.
Illustrated by a half-tone made from a photograph of the object by the author.

- - Tortoises and turtles.
Great Divide, XIV, No. 5, Chicago, :May, 1896,
pp. 89, 90.
Personal experiences in collecting and studying tortoises, also descriptions of turtles and
their habits, with references to specimens in the
U.S.NationalMuseumand theBritishMuseum.
Illustrated by copies of Giinther's figures ·s howing the arrangement of the epidermoid plates
in Testudo pardalis, a half- tone of Cistudo carolina from a photograph by Dr. Shufeldt, and
a drawing of the acutes of Oaretta imbricata.

- - Progress in American ornithology.
1886-1896.
Am. Naturalist, xxx; No. 353, Philadelphia, May, 1896, pp. 357-372.
Essentially an extended criticism of the
second edition of the A. 0. U. Check-list of
North American Birds. Gives, in tabulated
form, the additions of birds to the list since
the appearance of the first edition, as well as
those removed from it. The List of Fossil
Birds of NorthAmericais similarly dealtwith;
while finally the matter of the classification
adopted is taken in hand, and shown to be, in
many instances, antiquated and eminently unnatural.

-

Short talks about sheUs.
ObBerver, vu, No. 5 (whole number, No.
77), Portland, Conn., May, 1896, pp.179183.
Brief instructions and definitions of terms
for the use of young concbologists. The article
is illustrated bydrawingsmadebyDr. 'hut ldt,
one of tho Mitre- ~bell, ]fitre epiBcopalu, and
six others showing the various character of
11l1e1Js. In th cour11 of the article occasion is
taken to invite attention to the conchological
roll !<:tions of the . . Tational Mus um, and
sp ·cially to tlrn fine a rif's of slwlls in the ex.
l1ibition a , 11r pured to how shellstructur
ad . b ,U growth.

SHUFELDT, ROBERT w.-ContinuedandSanderling, byFrankM. Chapman ,
Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., VIII, :1.rt. r,.
pp. i-8, New York, Mai,r., 1896; On the
changes of plumage in the Snow Flake .,
Plectrophenax nivalis, by Frank M.
Chapman, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
VIII, art. II, pp. 9-12, New York, Mar.,
1896; Alleged changes of color in the
feathers of birds without molting, by
J. A. Allen, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
VIII, art. III, pp.13-44, New York, Mar.,
1896.
Nidologist, m, No. 9, New York, May,
1896, p . 107.

Progress in American ornithology,
1886-1895.
• Science, (New series) . nr, No. 75, Ne'W'
York, ,Tune 5. 1896, pp. 841,842.
A rejoinder to Dr. Allen.

- - Life habits of Phrynosoma.
Science (New . series),

III, No. 76, N e'W'
York, June 12, 1896, pp. 867,868.
A reference to an article with this title contributed to Science by Prof. CharlesL. Edward,..
(in a former i ssue) , pointing out to him that
not ail the species of Phrynosoma are oviparous ,
as he seems to believe; that P. doi,glassii, at
l east, is viviparous, as the author knew fron1
his own personal observations and from specimens he bad since placed in the U.S. Nation al
Museum, collected by himself in New Mexico.

- - Opossums.
XIV, No. 6, Chicago, June,
1896, p.109.
Brief descriptions of the Opossums and their
allies . Illustrated by a large half-tone, showing tho fine group of Virginia Opossums and
young, mounted by Mr. William Palmer, and
now exhibited in the mammal hall of the U. SNational Museum.

Great Divide,

- - Frogs and their uses.
Appieton' s Popular Science Monthly, XLIX,
No.2, ewYork,Juno,J 96,pp.179-1 •.
An article inviting attention to the_ n~e\
ous uses frogs are put to, both in the b1ologica
laboratories and elsewhere. Beme n the
lines this is an address to the anti,h-i
tioni~ts, showing how indispensable it i _to
have tlrn u e of living animal forms wherewJth
to demonstrate biologi al troth , e pecially in
medicine and phy11iology. .A fine half-tone of
Ranacateabiana, from a photograph of a lirin__
sp cimen, by the author, illustrat the rontnbution.

'HWARZ, . A. The Hippelat
in Florida.

pl !!11

lmect Life, vn, No. 5, July, 1 5, PP· 3i4-379, 2 figs.
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An account of the annoyance caused to
human beings and animals by HippelateB flavipes, H.pusio, and H.plebejuB in the southern
United States, with notes on geographical distribution, habits, and probable life history.

- - An imported library pest.
InBect Life, VII, No. 5, July, 1895, pp.
396-398, 1 fig.
A consideration of the habits of Nicobium
hirtttm, a Ptinid beetle which has been imported into the United States and has been
found to damage books in the southern states.

SIMPSON, CHARLES TORREY.
cera subulare in water mains.

Pleuro-

Nautilus, IX, No. 4, Aug., 1895, pp. 37, 38.
An account of Ple1irocera subulare, Lea, a
common mollusk of the Mississippi Basin,
which was taken by Mr. Charles T. Lewis, of
the Hannibal Water Company, Hannibal, Mo.,
from the water mains of that city, where in
many places the dead shells accumulated so as
to completely clog the pipes and faucets.
Specimens were donated to the National
Museum.

- - Description of four new species of
Unios from the taked Plains of Texas.
Proc. U. S.Nat . .lfu,.,xvm, No, 1072,May
rn, 1896, pp. 381-385, figs. 1-5.
This is a description of nios believed to be
Triassic. These four forms exhibit a remarkable diversity in form, sculpture, hinge, and
other characters, and indicate that the genus
Unio bad long been established at the time
these species wereliving. Specimens from the
type lot and casts from types are in the National
Museum collection.

- - The classification and geographical distribution of the pearly fresh
water mussels.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mui., xvm, No.1068, May
19, 1896, pp. 295-343, pl. IX.
This paper briefly reviews th e history of tho
classification of the Naiades, and proposes a
new one in part, ba1:!fld on all the characters,
but more especially on those of the hinge and
embryos. Those genera which have taxodont
teeth or vestiges of them, and pass through a
larval stage called "laaidium," are placed in
the family Mutelidre, while those having schizodont teeth or their vestiges, and which pass
through a glocbidium stage, are classified
under the Unionidre, and the families and
genera are defined.
It is held that the Naiades are distributed in
eight regions or provinces, viz: Ethiopian,
Palearctic, Oriental, and Australian in the Old
Worlcl; a part of the Palearctic r egion, th
Mississippi, Atlantic, Central America,n, and
Neotropica,l provinces in the New World.
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SIMPSON, CHARLES TORREY-Cont'd.
On the Mississippi Valley Unionidm
found _in the St. Lawr~mce and Atlantic
drainage areas.
.Am. Naturalist, xxx, No. 353, May 20,
1896, pp. 379-384.
This paper shows that t,he extralimi tal Mi11sissippi Valley Unionidre found in the St. Lawrence Basin are usually dwarfed and dull
colored, and the claim is made that many of the
so-called species of the latter region are merely
depauperate varieties of well-known Mi si sippi Va.Hey forms which have become changed
since they have occupied the.waters they now
inhabit. The theory is advanced that theso
species migrated northward at the close of the
glacial epoch, by way of old streams that flowed
from lakes in the north into the Mississippi
Valley .at that time, as the ice cap to the north
and northeast prevented drainage to the north
and east.

SPRAGUE, U. A. The Dwarf Thrush in
Colorado.
.Auk, XIII, No.1, Jan., 1896, p. 85.
The species is recorded from Colorado, based
on a specimen shot near Boulder.

S'l'ANTON, TIMOTHY WILLIAM. ContributionR to the Cretaceous Paleontology
of the Pacific Coast. The fauna of the
Knoxville beds.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., No. W3, 1895 (Feb.
3, 1896), pp.1-132, pls.1-20.
This monograph is an extended treat,ise on
the fossil animals found in the Knoxville beds,
the local development of this horizon along the
Pacific Coast, and the relationship of this
fauna ·with other faunas. It is based almost
entirely upon material gathered by the U. S.
Geological Survey, and now in the U.S. National
Museum collection.

STEJNEGER, LEONHARD.
darkas in Kamchatka.

Aleut Bai-

Science (New series), I~, July 19, 1895, pp.
02, 63.
A correction of certain statements by Dr.
Guillemard in bis " Cruise of the Marchesa,"
concerning some baidarkas alleged to be of
Kurile origin.

- - The poisonous snakes of . North
America. _
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U. S. Nat.
Mus.), 1893 (1895), pp. 337-487, pls.1-19,
flgs .1-70.
A popular scientific treatise on our poiso1:1ous snakes, 1<"ith general reference to t~eir
anatomy, physiology, morphology, and habits.

- - Description of a new genus and
species of Blind Tailed Batrachian from
the subterranean waters of Texas.
Proc. U. s. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1088, Apr.
15 , 1896, pp. (1)-(3). Advance edition.
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STEJNEGER, LEONHARD-Continued.
1.'yphlo1nolge 1·athbimi is described as a new
genus and species. It is the most remarkable
herpetological discovery for many years, as
the new genus is only the third one of the
batrachian superfamily Proteoidere.

- - Description of a new species of
snake (1.'antilla eiseni) from California.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No.1044, A.pr.
15, 1896, pp. 117, 118.

STEPHENS, F. Descriptions of two
new subspecies of California birds.
.A.uk, XII, No. 4, Oct., 1895, pp. 371,372.
Oallipepla gambeli deserticola and Speotyto
cunicularia obscura are described us new.

STILES, CHARLES w ARDELL. Bemerkungen ii ber Parasi ten-39 : Pyrosoma,
A.piosoma, und Piroplasrna Gattungsnamen des Texasfieber parasiten.
Oentralbl. f. Bak., Paras. u. Infektionskrank, xvrn, 1895, 1 abt., pp. 282, 283;
Veterinary Magazine, II, 1895, p. 346.

Spherularia bombi in America. An
animal in which P1·olapsus vaginw ii;
normal.
Entomological News, VI, 1895, pp. 248-250,
pl.XI.

- - A revision of the adult leporine
Cestodes.
0. R. des seances du Troisieme Oongres
Internat. d. Zool., Leyde, 1895, pp. 347351.
Reprint of Notes on Parasites-38: Preliminary note to "A. revision of the adult leporine
Cestodes," Veterinary Magazine, n, 1895, pp.
34.1-346.

STILES, CHARLES WARDELL, and HASSALL, ALBERT.
otes on parasites41: Cittotwnia denticulata (Rudolphi,
1804) Stiles and Hassan, 1896.
VeterinanJ Magazine, III, 1896, pp. 6- 9;
Centralbl. f. Bak., Paras. u. Infektionakrankt., XIX, 1896, pt. 1, pp. 70-72.

Tote on parasites-42: Comparisou
of the type of D. longissimurn v. istonimn,
Linstow, 1 83, with the type of D. longissirmmt corvinmn, tiles & Hassall,
1 94.
Yeterinary Maoazine, m, 1 96, pp. 151-155,
flge.1- 4.

· ot · · on para ·it e-43: Th synonymy of 11iatltorcltis conus ( r plin
1 r).
l"eteri11arv Magazine, m, l

, Pl>, 156-1'- .

STILES, CHARLES WARDELL, and n..A-'"""'·
SALL, ALBERT-Continued.
Notes on parasites-44: Dicro oceli u
lanceaturn, Stiles & Hassan, 1896.
Veterina1·y Magazine,

III,

1896, p. 158.

- - Notes on paraeites-45: Dioctoph Y
or Enstrongylus?

771

Veterinary Ma-gazine, III, 1896, pp·. 159, 1 60 -

- - Notes on parasites-46: An exa.1.Ui=nation of the type of Moniezia vog-,;z
(Moniez, 1879) Stiles & Hassan, 1896.
Veterinary Magazine, III, 1896, pp.16O, 161 .

- - Notes on parasites-47: On the priority of Cittotmnia, Riehm, 1881, over
Ctenotwnia, Railliet, 1891.
Veterinary Magazine,

III,

1896, p. 407.

STONE, WITMER. A revision of the
North American Horned Owls with description of a new subspecies.
Auk, XIII, No. 2, Apr., 1896, pp.153-156.
The horned owls of North America are
briefly treated, ~nd a key to the different forms
is given. The name Bubo l!ubarcticus of Hoy
is found to be a synonym of Bubo arcticus,
Swainson. A. new form is described. as Bubo
virginianus occidenlalis, and the name pacificus
(If Cassin is revived for a small, dark-colored
form from southern California.

- - The molting of birds, with special
reference to the plumages of the smaller
land birds of eastern North America.
·Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1896, pt.

I,

.Jan., Feb., and Mar., 1896, pp. 108--167,
pls. IV, v, 2 figs.
A.bout one hundre<l and forty species are
treated, and valuable information is given on
the subject of molting.

TASSIN, Wm;.,. Directions for collecting
minerals.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
TOWNSEND, C. H.-Continucd.
Six species are en um orated from Cocos Island,
of which Gocornis agassizi and Nesotricciis
ridgwayi, both genera and species, are rlescribed
as new. The rare gul1, Oreagru11 furcatus, was
found in numbers on Malpelo Island, and four
specimens w ere secured. The five species of
petrels obtained at sea include such rare ones
as Oceanodroma cryptoleucura, 0. melaina,
an<l Halucyptena microsoma.
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WILSON, THOMAS-Continued.

I

I

WILSON, THOMAS. Grooved ~tone axes.
Archceologist, No.10, 1895, pp.153-156, figs.
24-28; No. 11, 1895, pp. 160,170, figs. 2932; No. 12, 1895, pp. 187, 188.
Describes and figures the various styles of I
prehistoric grooved stone axes peculiar to
North America.

- - Catalogue of the display from the
department of prehistoric anthropology, U. S. National Museum: at the I
C.:olumbian Historical Exposition at
Madrid.
Report of the United. States Commission to
the Columbian Historical Exposition at
Madrid., 1892-93 (1895), 1>p. 93-142, pls.
1-VI, fi gs . 1-67.
Tb d partment, of 11rehi toric anthropology
in the ational Museum wa11 repro11ented at

the Exposicion Historieo-.Americaua by about
5,000 objects, selected from the collections,
and intended to present a synopsis of aboriginal industry. The objects were exhibited in
nineteen double slope-top cases, which were
distributed throughout the main hall assigned
to the United States. They were classifi d, o
far as possible, in such a way as to show a series
of implements and objects in each case or in
each port-ion of a case. General labels descriptive of the series we~e printed in Spanish and
distributed in their appropriate places. .A
description of the objects displayed, togetht'r
with the names assigned to them. the material
used, the mode of manufacture, and probable
purpose, are set forth in the catalogue.

- - Age of the Indian race; proofs of the
antiquity of the red man in America.
:l.'he Sun, New York, Apr.12, 1896.
The original colony must have been r estricted
in number and locality. It grew in numbers
anu spread to other localities, until the Indian
population increased to millions, and coYered
the two continents. This required a long
period of time. The original colony must have
l1acl but one language, but by extension and
Bcpamtion it acquired new ones, until the number amounted to nearly two hundred.
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ADLER, CYRUS, Librarian, Smithsonian Institution; Honorary Assistant Curator. 0 £
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Objects, U.S. National Museum.
American Ornithologists' Union, New York City.
ANTHONY, A. W ., San Diego, Cal.
ASHMEAD, WILLIAM H., U.S. Department of Agriculture; Custodian of the Collection
of Hymenoptera, U.S. National ]\1useum.
BENDIRE, CHARLES, Major U . S. Army (retired); Honorary Curator, Department of
Birds' Eggs, U. S. National Museum.
BENEDICT, JAMES E., Assistant Curator, Department of Marine Invertebrates, U. S.
National Museum.
BISHOP, Lours B., 77 Whitney avenue, New Haven, Conn.
BREWSTER, WILLIAM, Cambridge, Mass.
·
CALVERT, PHILIPP., Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Pa.
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CHAPMAN, FRANK M., American Museum of Natural History, New York City.
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COMSTOCK, F. M., School of Applied Sciences, Cleveland, Ohio.
CONANT, F. S., Johns H opkins University, Baltimore, Md.
COOK, 0. F., Custodian of the Collection of Myriapoda, U.S. National Museum.
COQUILLETT, DANIEL W., U.S. Department of Agriculture; Custodian of the Collection of Diptera, U.S. National Musuum .
CORY, CHARLES B., 100 Boylston street, Boston, Mass.
CouLTEH, JOHN M., President, University of Indiana, Bloomington, Ind.
COVILLE, FREDERICK VERN"ON, Botanist, U.S. Department of Agriculture; Honorary
Curator, Department of Botany, U. S. National Museum.
Cox, ULYSSES 0., Mankato, Minn.
CuLIN, STEWART, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
DALL, WILLIAM HEALEY, U. S. Geological Survey; Honorary Curator, Department
of Mollusks, U.S. National Museum.
DEWEY, LYSTER H ., Assistant Botanist, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
ELLIOT, DANIEL GIRAUD, Field Columbian Museum, Chicago, Ill.
EYERMANN, BARTON W., U.S. Fish Commission.
Fox, WILLIAM J., Academy of Natural ciences, Phila<lelpbia, Pa.
GILL, TrrEODORE, Associate ju Zoology, U. . National Museum.
Go~~s, Ax.EL, Linkoping, weclen.
GOODE, G. BROW"', .As istant , ecretary, Smithsonian Institution, in charge of th
U. S. ational Mu eum.
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KENDALL, WILLIAM C., U.S. Fish Commission.
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Abderospira (section of Bullina). W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
xvm, No.1035, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 32.
Auaplocamus. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Proc. u. s. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1034,
Apr. 23, 1896, p. 8.
Ancistrolepis (subgenus). W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Northwest Coast of America.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvu, No. 1032,
July 8, 1895, p. 709. ·
·
Aneristus.
L. 0. Howard.
(Hym.)
Canadian Entomologist, xxvn, 1895,
p. 351.
Anoplonyx.
C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.)
Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept.
.A.gr., 1896, p. 18.
Anysis. L. 0. Ifoward. (Hym.) Canadian Entomologist, xxvnr, 1896, p. 167.
Aphobetus. L. 0. Howard.
(Hym.)
Canadian Entomologist, xxvnr, 1896,
p. 166.
Arremonops. Robert Ridgway. (Aves.)
Manual N. A. Bfrds, ed. 2, 1896, p. 605.
Cardiniopsis. T. W. Stanton. (P el.)
Type C. unioides, Stanton. Bull. U.S.
Geol. Surv ., No. 133, 1896, p. 53.
Cirolanides. J. E. Benedict.
(Iso.)
Proc. U. S . Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1087,
Apr. 14, 1896, 1>. [1]. Ad vauce sheet.
Coaxana. J. ~I. Coultel' and J. N. Rose.
(Bot.) Oaxaca, :M exico. Contrib. U. .
at. Herbariuni, III, .i. To. 5, Dec. 14, 1 95,
1'· 297, pl. 5.
Cocorni .
'. H. Townsend. (Ave .)
Bull. Mus. 'omp. Zool., x . vn, To. 3,
July, 1 !l5, p. 123.
u•l t mrna ( ub nu. of Ifol pira) .
W. II.1> 11. ( foll. ) • ·aulilu>s, IX,
;; • ept., 1 9- p. :;o.
I taut>,. ,J. .. I. onl r and .J . • •. 1 o c.
( Bot.) .M .·i · . Bolan. <,a::.,
Au r. 1:3 I -, ]>. r_, pl. 27.
T

•

Distomospira (section of Holospira) · ~ •
II. Dall. (Moll.) Nautilus, rx, No. 5,
Sept., 1895, p. 50.
Empimorpba. D. W. Coquillett. (Dip-t.)
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073.,
May 25, 1896, p. 396.
Euciroidre. W. H . Dall. (Moll.) Near
Hawaii. Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVII,
No. 1032, July 8, 1895, p. 687.
Eudistemma (section of Holospira). W'.
H. Dall. (Moll.) Nautiltts, IX, No. 5,
Sept., 1895, p. 50.
Euhylrns. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt. )
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073,
May 25, 1896, p. 437 .
Frenulina (subgenus of Muhlfeldtia).
W. H. Dall. (Brach.) Northwest Coast
of America. Proc. U. S. Nat . .Mus.,
xvn, No. 1032, July 8, 1895, p. 724.
Frieleia. W. H. Dall. (Brach.) Northwest Coast of America. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., XX~II, No.1032, July 1 95.
p. 713.
Gigantocypris. ;,. G. W. Miiller. (0 tra . )
Bull. Mns. Comp. Zool., XXYII, ~ -o. 5.
Oct., J.895, p.164.
Gymnonychus. C. L. Marlatt. ( Hym. )
lech. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U. . D
.Agric., 1896, p.122.
Gyrodisca (subgenus of yrode ). ·w. H.
all. (Moll.) Proc. . , . Sat. Na ••
XVIII, o. lOS-1 Apr. 23, 1 9 ', p. 4-t.
Halicardia. W. II. all. ( foll. ) 1
... ~o.1032. Jul;

LIST OF NEW GENERA AND SPECIES.
Lepyrium. W. H. Dall. (Moll.) Nautilus, x, No. 2, June, 1896, p. 15.
Leucodesmia. L. 0. Howard. (Hym.)
Insect Life, VII, No. 5, Jnly, 1895, pp. 403,
404.
Neocota. D. W. Coq uillett. (D i p t . )
Proc. U. S. Nat. M ·us., XVIII, No. 1073,
May 25, 1896, p. 434.
Neonelsonia. J. M. Coulter and J. N.
Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico. Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herbarimn, III, No. 5,
Dec . 14, 1895, p. 306, pl. IX.
Neoplasta. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.)
P1·oc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073,
May 25, 1896, p. 392 . .
Nesotriccus. C. H. TownsenJ. (Aves.)
Bnll. M1is . Comp . Zool., xxvn, No. 3,
July, 1895, p. 124.
Ogovia. W. J. Holland. (Lep.) Proc.
U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1062, May 27,
1896, p. 254.
Oreospiza. Robert Ridgway . (Aves .)
Manual N. A. Bircls, (l. 2, 1896, p. 605.
Perissopterns. L. 0. Howard. (Uym.)
Tech. er. No. 1, Dir. Ent., U. S. Dept.
.Agric., ept., 1895, p. 20, fig. 5.
Pbyscus. L. 0. Howard. (Jiym.) Tech.
Ser . No. 1, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. .Agric.,
Sept., 1 95, p. 43.
Priodesmns. 0. F. ook. (Myr.) Proc.
U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1037, Apr.
23, 1896, p. 53.
Procniatidre. Robert Rido-way. (Aves.)
Proc. u. s. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1076,
June 24, 1896, p. 449.
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Pseudomethoca. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.)
New Jersey and Florida . T1·tins. Am.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 181.
Pseudorhodea (section of Bulimnlu ).
W. H. D all. (Moll.) Nau.tilus, IX, No.
5, Sept., 1895, p. 51.
Spartocentrum (subgenus of Coolocentrum). Nautilus, IX, No. 5, Sept., 1895,
' p. 51.
Spergo (subgenus . of Pleurotomella).
W. H. Dall. (Moll.) Near Hawaii.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvn, No. 1032,
July 8, 1895, p. 680.
Steiraxis (section of Pleurotoma). W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) Prue, U.S. Nat. Mus .,
XVIII, No. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 15.
Sulcosinus (subgenus).
W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Northwest Coast of America.
Proc. U. S. Na t. Mus., xvn, No. 1032,
.July 8, 1895, p. 707.
Thurovia. J. N. Rose. (Bot.) Texas.
Contrib. U.S. Nat. Herbari-um, III, No.
5, Dec. 14, 1895, p. 321, pl. 15.
Tractolira. W. H. Dall. (Moll.) Proc.
U. S. Nat. Mus ., xvm, No. 1034, Apr.
23, 1896, p. 12 .
Typhlomolge. L. Stejneger. (Batrach.)
P1·oo. u. s. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1088,
Apr. 15, 189.6, p. 620.
Verrucina. A. Goes. (Foram.) Btlll.
Mus. Comp. Zool., XXIX, No. 1, Mar.,
1896, p. 25 .
Wakullina (subgenus of Carolia). W. H.
D}tll. (Moll.) Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
xvm, No. 1035, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 21.

SUPPLEMENT

B.

LIST OF NEW SPECIE ' AND SUBSPECIE, DESCRIBED IN THI-<~ PAPERS
REPERRED TO I TEE FOREGOING BIBLIOGRAPHY.
[An asterisk indicates that the type specimen is not in the National Museum.]

Abutilon membranaceum. E . G. Baker.
(Bot.) Jalisco, Mexico. Contrib . U.S.
Nat. Herbariuni, III, No. 5, Dec. 14,
1895, p. 312.
Abutilon wissaduloides. E. G. Baker.
(Bot.) Ymala, Mexico.
ontrib. U.S.
Nat. Herbarium, III, :ro. 5, Dec. 14, 1895,
p. 312.
Acacia pringlei. J. N. Rose. (Bot.)
Oaxaca, Mexico. Conlrib.
S. Nat.
·
B er barium,
III, N o. 5, D ec. 14, 1895, p.
316.

Acanthopia crassicornus. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym .) Balthazar, Grenada.
Proc . Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, P·
804.
Ach:-.ea seycliellarum, var. irnmunda. W.
J. Holland. (Lep .) Aldabra Island.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus ., XVIII, No. 1064,
May 27, 1896, p. 272.
Acbrea seychellarnm. W. J. Holla nd ·
(L p.) Aldaura Island. Proc. U. S.
-..rat . .1.Wu~., xv1n, No. 1064, May 27, 1896,
.H,
p. 272, pl. VIII, fig. 10.
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Agrypon prediscre. W. H. AshD1ead.
(Hym.) St. Louis, Mo., and Fortre
Monroe, Va. Trans. Am. Ent. So c.,
XXIII, 1896, p. 190.
Allocota confederatre. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) St. Louis, Mo. Trans. An1,.
Ent. Soc., xxm, 189€, p. 208.
Allotria xanthopsis. W. H. Ashmead·
( Hym.) Crescent City, Fla. Trans·
Ant. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 185.
Alpenus trifasciata. W. J. Holland.
(Lep.) Kilima Njaro, Africa. Pro c .
U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1062, May
27, 1896, p. 2491 pl. VII, :fig. 10.
Amauronematus californicus. C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.) Los Angeles, Cal. Tech.
Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. A.gric.,
1896, p. 85.
Amauronematus chalceus. * C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.) Olympia, Wash. Tech.
Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. A.gric.,
1896, p. 84.
Amauronematus comstocki. * C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.) Ithaca, N. Y. Tech. Ser.
No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., 1896,
p. 77.
Amauroneroatus cooki. C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Michigan. Tech. Ser. No. 3,
Div . Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., 1896, p. 79.
Amauronematus coquilletti. C. L. Mar latt. (Hym.) Los Angeles, Cal. Tech.
Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Ag1·ic.,
1896, p. 84.
Amauronematus excavatus." C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.) Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent.,
U. S. Dept. Agric., 1896, p. 85.
Amaurvnematus gracilis."' C. L. :Marla ·
(Hym.) Ithaca, N. Y., and Nati ck.
Mass. Tech. Ser. No. S, Div. Ent., [:. ~.
Dept. Agric., 1896, p. 78.
Amauronematus orbitalis. C. L. Marlar
(Hyrn.) Oregon and Colorado. Ti
Ser. ""o. 3, Div. Ent., U. . Dept . .4gri •
1 96, p. 0.
Amauronematu oregonensi .
latt. (Ilym .) Mount Hood, re _ ·
Tech. e1·. 't\"o. 9, Div. Ent .. U. . l
Agric., 1 96, p . O.
Amauron matu rnfipe . "
. L . • I rl
(lfym.) Indiana. Tech . ..,er. 1Yo. I
Ent. '. , '. Dept . • lgric. I . c1 P·

Acnea n.bbottii. W. J. Holland. (Lep.)
Masai Land, Africa. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1062, May 27, 1896, p.
233, pl. vu, :fig. 1.
Acr::ea pharsaloides. W. J. Holland.
(Lep.) Kilimanjaro, Africa. Proc. U.
S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1062, May 27,
1896, p. 232, pl. VII, :fig. 3.
Acrolisis carolinensis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Round Knob, N. C. Trans.
Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 228.
Acrolyta aleti::e. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.)
St. Louis, Mo., and Selma,.Ala . . Trans.
Arn. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 209.
Acrolyta empretire. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) District of Columbia. Trans.
Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII_. 1896, p. 209.
Acrolyta mesochori. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) District of Columbia. Trans.
Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 208.
Actreon chipolanus. W. H. Dall. Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
xvnr, No. 1035, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 23.
Actmon (Rictaxis) fusulus. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U.
S. Nat . 11tfus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23,
1896, p. 23.
Actmon myakkanus. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Pliocene, Florida. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XVIII, No.1035, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 24.
JEgialitis thoracica. C. W . Richmond.
(Aves.) Madagascar. Proc. Biol. Soc.
Wash., x, 1896, pp. 53, 54.
JEgilips victorire. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Victoria, Vancouver Island.
Trans . Arn. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 184.
JEnoplex betnlrecola. W . H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) District of Columbia. Trans.
Ani. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 208.
lEscbina rileyi. P. P. Calvert. (Odon.)
Kilimanjaro, Africa. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1046, Apr. 23, 1896, p.
13 , fig. 13.
JEtroxys cal1idii." W. H. A hrnead.
irginia Beach, Va. 1'rans.
· (Hym. )
Am. Ent. , 'o ., ,·x1u, 1 96, p. 223.
glaotom< similis. \Y. II. Ashmead.
( H ym .) Balthazar and ' rand Etan.,
r nada. l',·oc. Zool. , oc. J,011<1. ,' LYJII
1 n:- p. 752.
'
gla to111· t ricolor. W. JI. A hm ad.
( IIym .) Baltha1. r, Or nada. !'roe.
Zool. • ·oc. Loud., , ' L u1, 1 5, p. i:3.

I

Amaziliaalicia'. '.\Y. Richmond.
Margarita I. lautl, Y o zn la.

xn,

ct., 1 95, ... ·o.1, p. 3 .

LIST OF NEW SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES.
Amberleya dilleri. T. W. Stanton.
(Gast.) Near Paskenta, Cal. Bull. U.
S. Geol. Surv., No. 133, 1896, p. 68, pl.
12, figs. 7-9.
Amblyaspis brnnneus. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 801.
Amblyaspis grenadensis. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada.
Proc . Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
800.
Amblyaspis ru:ficornis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 801.
Amblyaspis xanthochroa. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Balthazar, Chantilly,
and Mount Gay Estate, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 800.
Amesolytus ferrugineus. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Texas. TranB. Am.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 201.
Anacharis mexicana. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Sante ·F e, N. Mex. TranB . .Am.
Ent. Soc., xx1u, 1896, p. 184.
Auaplocamus borealis. vV. IL Dall.
(Moll.) Alaska. Proc. U. S. Nat. MuB.,
xvn1, No. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p . 9.
Aneril:,tus ceropla tro. L. 0 . Howard.
(Hym.) Jamaica, B. W . I. Canadian
Entomologist, xxvn, 1 95, p. 351.
Angelica nelsoui. J.M. Coulter and J.
N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico. Cont?-ib. U. S. Nat. Herbariitrn, III, No. 5,
Dec. 14, 1895, p . 294.
Angelica pringlei. J.M. Coulter and J.
N. Rose. (Bot.) Mexico, Mexico. Contrib. U. S. Nat. He1·bariurn, III, No. 5,
Dec. 14, 1895, p. 295.
.Angelica seatoni. J.M. Coulter and J. N.
Rose. (Bot.) Mount Orizaba, Mexico.
Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herba1·ium, III, No.
5, Dec. 14, 1895, p . 295.
Anomia senescens. T. W . Stanton .
(Pel.) Near Lowerys, Cal. Bull. U.
S . Geo l. Surv., No. 133, 1896, p. 35, pl. 2,
fig.2.
A uteris striatifrons. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. P1·oc.
Zool. > oc. Lo11cl., XLVIII, 1895, p. 798.
Anysis australiensis . L. 0 . Howard .
(Hym.) West Australia. Canadian
EntomologiBt, xxvm, 1 96, p.167.
Aph rer eta apicalis. W. H. Ashmead .
(Hym.) Monnt Gay Estate, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p .
787.
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Aphanogmus grenadensis. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada.
P1·oc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1 95 p.
789.
'

I

Aphanogmus insularis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc .
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 7 9.
Anted on agassizii. * C. H art 1 a u b .
(Crin.) Bay of Panama and Galapagos Islands. Bitll. Mus. Comp. Zool.,
XXVII, No. 4, Aug., 1895, p. i:n, pl. 1,
figs. 4, 7, 8; pl. n, figs. 16, 18, 19; pl. m,
fig. 23; pl. IV, fig. 26.
Antedon bigradata. * C. Hart 1 au b.
(Crin.) Bay of Panama and Galapagos Jslancls. Bull. MuB. Comp. Zo~l.,
xxvn, No. 4, Aug., 1895, p. 145, pl. 1,
fig. 5.
Antedonparvula.* C.Hartlaub. (Crin.)
Cocos Islands. Bull. MitB. Comp. Zool.,
xxvn, No. 4, Aug., 1895, p. 144, pl. 1u,
fig . 21.
Antedon tanneri. * C. Hartlaub. (Crin.)
Bay of Panama. Bull. MuB. Conip.
Zool., xxvn, No. 4, Aug., 1895, p.141,
pl. 1, fig. 9; pl. n, :fig.13; pl. m, figs.
20, 22.
Aphelinus :flaviceps. L. 0. Howard.
(IIym.) Santa Cruz Mountains, Cal.
Tech. Ser. No. 1, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept .
.Agric., Sept., 1895, p. 25.
Aphelocoma gracilis. * G. S. Miller, jr.
(Aves .) Sierra Bolanos, Jalisco, Mexico. Auk, X III, 1896, No. 1, p. 34.
Aphobetus maskelli. L. 0. Howard.
(IIym) New Zealand. Canadian EntomologiBt, XXVIII, 1896, p. 166 .
W. H. Ashmead.
Apsilops hirtifrons.
(Ilym.) District of Columbia; Columbus, Ohio; Champaign, Ill. Trans. Am.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 207.
Aptychus ( ~) knoxvillensis. T. W. Stanton . (Ceph.) Near Knoxville, Cal.
Bull. U. S. Geol.' S-urv., No. 133, 1896, p.
83, pl. 18, fl 0'8 , 1, 2.
Arcatehamrensis. T. W. Stanton. (Pel.)
ear Paskenta, 9al. Bull. U. S. Geol.
Surv ., No .133, 1896, p. 50, pl. 6, fig. 8.
Arca textrina. T. W. Stanton. (Pel.)
Near Stepbensons, Cal.
Bull. U. S.
(Jeol. Siirv., No. 133, 1896, p. 50, pl. 6, figs .
6, 7.
Ardea -virescens anthonyi. E. A. M~ar~s.
(Aves.) , 'al ton River, LowerCahforma.
Auk, XII, July, 1895, No. 3, p. 257. _
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Astrorhiza vermiform is. A. Goes(Foram.) CarilJbean Sea. Bull. MusCornp. Zool., xx1x, No, 1, Mar., 1896, P20, pl. I, fig. 9.
Atella seychellarum. W. J. Holland(Lep.) Seychelleslslands. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mns., xvm, No.1064, May 27, 1896,
p. 266, pl. vm, :G,g. 11.
Atmetus californicus.;,, W. H. Ashmead s
(Hym.) Santa Cruz Mountains, California. Tmns. Atn. Ent. Soc., XXIII ,
1896, p. 204.
Atmetus nigritus. * W. H. Ashmead (Hym.) Columbus, Ohio. Tmns. _Am,_
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 204.
Atmetus tetrazonatus. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) West Cliff, Colo. .T rans. Am.
Ent. Soc., xxm, 1896, p. 204.
Atys (Acrostemma) gracilis. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Oligocene, Fla. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., xvm, No.1035, Apr. 23,1896,
p.29.
Atys obscurata. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23, 1896,
p.30.
Atys cedemata. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Miis., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23, 1896.,
p.28.
Atys (Acrostemma) salina. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.)
Eocene, Louisiana. Proc.
U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1035, .A.pr. 23,
1896, p. :d9.
.A.vicula (Oxytoma) whiteave i. T. W.
St anton. (Pel.) Near Paskenta, Cal.
Bttll. U.S. Geol. Surv., No.133, 1896, p. 38
pl. 4, fig. 1.
Belemnites tehamrensis. T. W. tanton.
(Ceph.) Tehama County al. Bi 11.
U. . Geol. Surv., No.133, 1 96 p. , pl
19, fig . 1-3.
Belonura singularis.
_
(H m.) Fortress~Ionroe Ya.· eor:. 1
Trans. Am. Ent. oc., xx111 1 9 . P· :__,B ntho lolium pacifi am. W. H. D·_ 11.
pron.) Panama.. Proc. C ... . -'
Mu s., 'YIII,
o. 1034, pr. 23. l
p.11.

Arracacia bracteata. J. M. Coulter and
J. N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico.
Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herbm·ium, III, No. 5,
Dec.14, 1895,p.295.
Arracacia brevipes. J. M. Coulter and
J. N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico.
Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herbarium, nI, No. 5,
Dec.14,1895,p.296.
Arracacia filiformis. J. M. Coulter and
J. N. Rose. (Bot.)
Oaxaca, Mexico.
Hooker's Icones Plantarum, v, pt. 2, Jan.,
1896, pl. 2429.
Arracacia nelsoni. J. M. Coulter and J.
N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico. Cont,rib. U.S. Nat. Herba1·ium, III, No. 5, Dec.
14, 1895, p. 296.
Arracacia ovata. J.M. Coulter and J. N.
Rose. (Bot.) Guerrero, Mexico. Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herbarium, nr, No. 5,
Dec. 14, 1895, p. 296.
Arracacia pringlei. J.M. Coulter and J.
N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico.
Contrib. U.S. Nat. Herbarium, III, No. 5,
Dec. 14, 1895, p. 297.
Arracacia ( f) vagina ta. J. M. Coulter
and J. N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico.
Contrib. U.S. Nat. Herbariiim, III, No. 5,
Dec.14, 1895, p. 297.
Aspicera utahensis. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Salt Lake, Utah. Trans. Am.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 183.
Astartecalifornica. T.W. Stanton . (Pel.)
Near Stephensons, Cal. Bull. U. S .
Geol. Su1'V ., No. 133, 1896, p. 57, pl. 6,
:figs.19-21.
Astarte corrugata. T. W. Stanton. (Pel.)
Near Paskenta, Cal. Bull. U. S. Geol.
Surv., No. 133, 1896, p. 56, pl. 6, fig. 16.
Astarte trapezoidalis. T. W. Stanton.
(Pel.) Near Lowerys, Cal. Bull. U. S.
Geol. Surv. ,No. 133, 1896, p. 57, pl. 6, figs.
17, 18.
A trodesmas stellifer. 0. F. Cook. (Myr.)
Tana. River, Africa. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., xv1n, No .1042,Apr. 23, 1896, p. 6,
pl. n, fig . 1-11; pl. m, figs. 1-9.
Astrorhiza furcata. A. o·:s. (Foram.)
:ff Acapnlco, fexico. Bull. Mus. Co11ip.
Zool., .· ." L ' , ... To. I, lar., 1896, p.19, pl. I,
fi . J, 5.
A trorhiza. tenniR.
Pa<"ific
. • ·1.•

,-8.

A. Go·:s.

(Foram.)

c an. Bull. !us. Comp. Zool.,
To. 1, .. far. 1 96, p. 20, pl. 1, fig .
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Beringius frielei. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Northwest Coast of America. Proc.
u. s. Nat. Mus., XXVII, No.1032, July 8,
1895, p. 711, pl. XXVII, fig. 8.
Bracbystoma robertsonii. D.W. Coquillett. (Dipt.) Illinois. Proc. U.S. Nat.
Mus ., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p.
393.
Bracon platygaster. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Mount Gay Estate, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
7~2.
.
' .
Brephoctonus californicus. * W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Mountain View, Cal.
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 202.
Brephoctonus flavosus. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.)
Jacksonville, Fla.
Trans . .Am,. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 202.
Bryum sandbergii. John M. Holzinger.
(Bot.) Idaho. Contrib. U.S. Nat. H erbariiim, III, No. 4, Nov. 23, 1895, p. 271.
Bubo virginianus occidentali . * W.
Stone. (Aves .) Mit hellCounty,Iowa.
.Auk, XIII, 1896, No.2, p. 156.
Buccinum aleuticum. W . II. Dall. (Moll.)
Northw t Coast of Am rica. Proc.
U.S. Nat.Mus ., xvu, No.1032, July8,
1895, p. 706, pl. XXVII, fig. 7.
Buccinum ovulum. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Northwest oast of Am rica. Proc.
U.S. Nat . Mus., xvn, No. 1032, July 8,
1895, p. 707, pl. XXIX, :fig. 6.
Bulimulus cooperi. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Mexico. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII,
No. 1033, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 5.
Bulimulus levis. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Mexico. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII,
No. 1033, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 5.
Bullina (A.bderospira) chipolana. W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) Oligocene, Florida. Proc.
U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr.
23, 1896, p. 32.
Bursera jonesii. J. N. Rose. (Bot.)
Colima, Mexico. Oontrib. U. S. Nat.
Herbari1.1,m, III, No. 5, Dec. 14, 1895,
p. 314.
Bursera nelsoni. J. N. Rose. (Bot.)
Puebla, Mexico. Oon f1rib. U. S. Nat.
Herbarium, III, o. 5, Dec. 14, 1895,
p. 314.
Bursera tenuifolia. J. N. Rose. (Bot. )
Lodiego, Mexico. Cont-rib. U. S. Nat.
1Ierbariurn, III, No. 5, Dec. 14, 1 95, p.
314.
N.A.T MUS 96--15
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Calliodes pretiosissima. W. J. Holland.
(Lep.) Masai Land, Africa. Proo. U. S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1062, May 27, 1896,
p. 254, pl. vu, fig. 2.
Calliostomairidium. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Western Mexico. P1·oc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
XVIII, No. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 7.
Calliostoma turbinum. W. H. D a 11.
(Moll.) California. Proc. U. . Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1034, Apr. ~3, 1896, p. .
Callipepla gambeli deserticola. *
F.
Stephens. · (Aves.) Palm Springs, al .
.Auk, xu, Oct., 1895, No. 4, p. 371.
Callocardia gigas. W. H. Dall. (Moll. )
California.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XVIII, No. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 18.
Calloca,rdia, lepta. W. R. Dall. (Moll.)
California.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XVIII, No. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 17.
Callocardia ovalis. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Panama. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu.s., xvu1,
No. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 18.
Callocardia stearnsU.
W. H. Dall .
(Moll.) Oregon. P1·oc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., xvn, No. 1032, July 8, 1895, p.
693, figs. lA, lB; xvrn, No. 1034, Apr.
23, 1896, p. 17.
allogonia angulata. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Panama. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII,
o. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 19.
Callosuno evanthides. W. J. Holland.
(Lep.) Aldabra Island. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., xvm, No.1064, May 27, 1896,
p. 268, pl. VIII, fig. 9.
Caloteleia grenadensis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Mount Gay Estate, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895,
p. 798.
aloteleia striatifrons. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.} Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 797.
amarhynchus bindloei. Robert Ridgway. (Aves.) Bindloe Island, Galapagos. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII,
No. 1067, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 294.
amarhynchus compressirostris. Robert
Ridgway. (Aves.) Jervis Island, Galapagos. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII,
No. 1067, .A.pr. 23, 1896, p. 294.
.
amarhyn hus incertus, Robert Ridgway. (Aves.) James Island, Galapagos. PrM. u. s. Nat. Mus., XVIII,
l 96, o. 1067, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 294.
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Ceratopria grenadensis. W. H. Asbrnead(Hym.)
Balthazar and Mount Ga.Y
Estate, Grenada. · Proc. Zool. Soc.
Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 807.
Cancellaria io. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Panama. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., x vrn, Cerion (Maynardia) pineria. W. H. Dall(Moll.) Isle of Pines. Proc. U. S. Na~No. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 14.
Mus., XVIII, No.1033, Apr. 23, 1896, P· 6.
Cardamine leibergii. John M. HolCerithium paskentrensis. T. W. Stanzinger. (Bot.) Idaho. Cont?·ib. U.S.
ton. (Gast.) Near Paskenta, CaL
Nat. Herbarinm, III, No. 4, Nov. 23, 1895,
Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv., No. 133, 1896, P ·
p. 212, pl, 3.
71, pl. 13, figs. 5, 6.
.
Cardinalis cardinalis fl.oridanus . Robert Cerithium strigosum. T. W. Stanton.
Ridgway. (Aves.) Florida. Manual
(Gast.) Near Paskenta, Cal. B ull. U.
N . .A. Birds, ed. 2, 1896, p. 606.
S. Geol. Surv., No. 133, 1896, p. 71, pl. 13.,
CaTdinalis robinsoni. C. W. Richmond.
fig. 7.
,
(Aves.) Margarita Island, Venezuela. Ceroptres frondos re. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) St. Louis, Mo. Trans. Am. Ent .
.Aulc, XII, Oct., 1895, No. 4, p. 370.
Cardiniopsis unioides. T. W. Stanton.
Soc., XXIII, 1896, p.186.
W. H. Ashmead.
(Pel.) Near Paskenta, Cal. Bull. U. Ceroptres politus.
(Hym:) Virginia. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc • .,
S. Geol. Su1·v., No. 133, 1896, p. 55: pl.
7, :fig. 5; pl. 8, fig. 1; pl. 9, fig. 1; pl.
XXIII, 1896, p.187.
Ceroptres rufiventris. W. H. Ashmead.
10, fig. 1.
(Hym.) Cadet, Mo. Trans . .Am. Ent.
Carolia (Wakullina) fl.oridana. W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) Oligocene, Florida. Proc.
Soc., XXIII, 1896, p.186.
W. J. Ho 11 an d .
U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. Char axes chauleri.
(Lep.) Tana River, Afric a . Proc. U. S.
23, 1896, p. 21.
Nat. MitB., XVIII, No. 1063, May 27, 1896.,
Cassia depressa. C. L. Pollard. (Bot.)
Florida and Missouri.
Bull. Torrey
p. 263.
Botan. Club, XXII, Dec. 30, 1895, p. 515, Charops apaturre . W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Fairbury, Ill. Trans . .Am,. Ent.
pls. 251, 252, fig. 6.
Cassia multipinnata. C. L. Pollard.
Soc., XX III, 1896, p. 193.
(Bot.) Florida. Bull. T01·rey Bo tan. Charops bimacula.ta. W. H . Ashmead.
(Hym .) Mount Gay Estate, Grenada.
Club, xxII, Dec. 30, 1895, p. 515, pls. 250,
Proc. Zool. Soc. Loncl., XLVIII, 1895, p.
252, fig. 3.
Cassia multipinnata nashii. C. L. Pol778.
lard. (Bot.) Florida. Bull. Torrey Chordeiles virginianus a erriensi . * G.
K. Cherrie . (Aves.)
an Jo e, o ta
Botan. Club, XXII, Dec. 30, 1895, p. 515.
Rica. .Auk, xm, 1896, No. 2, p.136.
Catolaccus coeliodis. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Roslyn, Va. Trans . .Am. Ent. Chorinreus californicu . * W. H. A hmead. (Hym.) SantaCruzMounta· -.
Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 226.
California. Trans. Ant. Ent. oc. xxm,
Ceraphron grenadensis. '\V. H. Ashmead.
(Hym. ) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
1 96, p. 200.
Chorinreus marlatti. * , . H. Ashm
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 788.
(Hym.) Riley ounty, Kan . Tra ·
Cerapbron politifron . \V. H. Ashmead .
.Ani. Ent. Soc. xxrrr 1 96 p. 2 ,
(Hym.) Balthazar and t. Georges,
horistes carpent ri. \ . H.
11. ' fol ·
Grenada.
Proc. Zool.
oc. Lond.,
Panama. Proc. . . Sat. Jlu ·• .·nu.
' LVIII1 1 9;- p. 7 9.
erapbron rngifrons. W. H. Ashmeatl.
o.1034, Apr. 23 1 96 p.10.
(Hym.) Balthazar, 'renada. Proc.
'lire tos ma flavipe . W. H. A bm
Zool. oc. Lond. XLVIU 18 5 p . 7 .
(Hym.) M unt ay E tat
r
'eraphron uhopaf'us. \V. II A hm ad.
Proc. Zool. oc. Lond. XL' III, 1
(IIym. ) Balthazar, renada. Proc.
753.
Zool. or. Lond., . LVIII, 1 9:-, p. 7 .
'eratopria flavip . W. H. . bmead .
( II~·m.) Balthazar
'renada.
Proc.
Zool. 0 . J,on<l. , XLVIII 1 5 p.
,July
Cancellaria centrota. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Panama. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mns., XVIII,
No. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 13.

LIST OF NEW SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES.
Chrysodomus (Ancistrolepis) magnus.
W. H. Dall. (Moll.) Northwest Coast
of America. P,·oc. U. S. Nat. Mu.s.,
xvn, No. 1032, July 8, 1895, p. 709, pl.
XXIx,:fig.5.
Chrysophanus abbottii. W. J. Ho1land.
(Lep.) Masai Land, Africa. Proc. U.
S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1062, May 27,
1896, p. 240, pl. vu, fig. 4.
Cirolanides texensis.
J. E. Benedict.
(Iso.) San Marcos, Tex. P1·oc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1087, Apr. 14, 1896,
p. [2]. Advance edition.
Closterocerus niger. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Algonquin, Ill. Trans. Am.
Ent. Soc., xxm, 1896, p. 232.
Coaxana purpmea. J. M. Coulter and
J. N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico.
Contrib. U.S. Nat. Herbariuni, III, No. 5,
Dec. 14, 1895, p. 297.
Coccophagus ochraceus. L . 0. Howard.
(Hym.) Alameda, Cal. Tech. er. Xo.
1, Di1•. Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric., ept.,
1 95, p. 38.
Coe ·opha n s utatus. L. 0. Howard.
(Hym.) Los Angeles, Ca1. Tech. er.
No. 1, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., ept.,
1895, p. 38.
Cocornis agassiz i.
C. II. Townsend.
(Aves.) Cocos Island, Pa ·ific
ean .
Bull. Mus . Comp. Zool., ' ' VII, No. 3,
July, 1895, p.123.
Colapte
chrysoides brunnes cens. ~
A. W. Anthony. (Aves. ) San Bernaudo, Lower California. Auk, XII,
1895, No. 4, p. 347.
Colastes grenadensis. W. H. Ashmead .
(Hym .) Mount Gay Estat , Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XL VIII, 1895,
p. 782.
Colpotrochia (
cinctiventris." W. H.
Ashmead.
(Hym. )
Provincetown,
Ma1:1s. Trans. Am. Ent. oc., xxu1,
1896, p. 200.
Colnbrina mexicana. J. N. Rose. (Bot.)
Oaxaca, Mexico. Contrib.
. S. rat.
Herbari1mi, III, No. 5, D ec. 14, 1 95,
p. 315.
Cominella brunneocincta. W. II. Dall.
(Moll. ) Panama.. P1·oc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
xvm, o. 1034, Apr . 23, 1896, p. 11.
Compsothlypis americana usnea. " ,vm.
Brewster. (Aves.) Lake mbagog,
:Maine. Auk, XI II, 1896, No. 1, p. 44-.

n
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Conchrecia agassizii.* G. W. Miill r.
(Ostra.) Gulf of California. Bull.
Mus. Comp. Zool., xxvn, No. 5, Oct.,
1895, p.166, pl. n, figs. 1-7, 12-14, 16-1 .
Conservula minor. W. J. Hollancl.
(Lep.)
Kilimanjaro, Africa. I'ro •.
U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1062, May 27,
1896, p. 253, pl. VII, fig. 1.
Con us chipolanus. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23, 1896,
p. 42.
Conus demiurgus. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U.S. at.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23, 1896,
p. 43.
Conus il:lomitratus. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
\ Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U.S. at.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr., 23, 1896,
I P· 43.
onus isomitratus, var. sulcu1us. W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) Oligocene, F 1or id a.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1035,
pr. 23, 1896, p. 43.
'orbula (f) :filosa. T. W. Stanton. (Pel.)
ear Stephensons, Cal. Bull. U. S.
Geol. Sun,., No. 133, 1896, p. 62, pl. 11,
figs. 1, 2.
Corbula ( f) p ersulcata. T. W. Stanton.
(Pel.) Near Paskenta, Cal. Biill. U.
S. Geol. Surv., No. 133, 1896, p. 61, pl.
11, fig. 3.
Cormonema mexicana. J. N. Rose. (Bot.)
Jalisco, Mexico. Contrib. U. S. Nat.
Herbarimn, III, No. 5, Dec. 14, 1895,
p. 315.
Cormonema nelsoni. J. N. Rose. (Bot.)
Guerrero, Mexico. Contrib. U. S. Nat.
IIerbarium, In, No. 5, Dec. 14, 1895,
p. 315.
Cosmosphorus hopkinsii. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Morgantown, W. Va.
Trans. Am,. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 216.
Cosuma marginata.
W. J. Holland.
(Lep.) Ma1:1ai Land, Africa. Proc.
[J. .
at. Mus ., XVIII, No. 1062, May
27, 1 96, p. 251.
'othona pis atricornis.
W. H. Ashmead. (Hym .) Balthazar, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
745.
Crangonyx flagellatus. J. E. Benedict.
(Amph.)
an Marcos, Tex. Proc. U.
, . Nat. Mus., xvnI, No. 1087, Apr. 14,
1896, p. [2] . Advance edition.
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Cremastobreus annulipes. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
798.
Cremnodes alaskensis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Fort Wrangell, Alaska. Trans.
Am. Ent. Soc., xxnr, 1896, p. 211.
Cremnodes tuberculatus. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Santa Cruz Mounta,ins, California. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.,
XXIII, 1896, p . 211.
Crepis barbigera. J. B. Leiberg. (Bot.)
Washington. Contrib. U.S. Nat. Herbarium, III, No. 9, June 30, 1896, p. 565,
pl. XXVI.

Cryptus ( f) carpocapsre. W. H. Ashmea
Mexico. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., :x::x.Ir::r:
1896, p. 212.
Ctenopelma pulchra. * W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Brookline, Mass. Trans • .An~Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 198.
Culex tarsalis. D. W. Coquillet t(Dipt.) Argus Mountains and Folso rr:i California.
Canadian Entorno lo gi.t; r ~
XXVIII, No. 2, Feb., 1896, P· 43.
Cyanecula abbotti. C. W. Richmond(Aves.) Nubra Valley, Ladak, Northern India. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus-,
xvm, No. 1078, June 24, 1896, p. 484.

Cyrtogaster citripes. * W , H. Ashmead( Hym.) Fort George, Fla. T1·ans. A n1,.
Ent. Soc., xxrn, 1896, p. 230.
Cyrtogaster occidentalis. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Indiana, Texas, District of Columbia, Virginia1 Sou th
Dakota, and Colorado. Trans. Arn.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 230.
Deanea nudicaulis. J. M. Coulter and
J. N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico.
Botan. Gaz., xx, No. 8, Aug. 15, 1895,
p. 372, pl. 27.
Deanea tuberosa. J. M. Coulter and J.
N. Rose. (Bot.) Toluca Valley, Mexico.
Botan. Gaz., xx, No. 8, Aug. 15, 1895,
p. 373.
Decatomidea cooki. L. O. Howard.
(Hym.) Lansing, Mich. Tech. Ser. ,l,,~o.
2, Div. Ent. U. S. Dept. Agric., 1 96, p.
23, fig. 10.
Dentalium californicum. T. W. tan ton.
. (Scaph.) Near Paskenta, Cal. Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv., To. 133, 1 6 p. 62.
pl. 12, fig. 3.
Dentalium complexum. W. II. D
(Moll.) Near IIawaii. Proc. l:. . - -at.
Mus., XVII, o.1032, July , 1 5 P· . •
pl. xxvr, ficr. 3.
Dentalium phaneum. ,Y.
(Moll. ) Tear Hawaii. Proc. U. ;,·. Mus., · v11, To. 1032 July
1
6 6, pl. xxvr, fig. 1.
De mo eras c·alifornicum. T.
ton. ( ' ph.) .. ' ar Pak ut
Bull. -. , . Gtol. un.,
1 . 1
76, pl. 15, fig . > 7.
fig .. a 1.
J ial ru. ma uliY
(Hym.)
.f unt i
Cryptoprymun illin<P.D i . ·w. If.
h.. w J lamp.·hirc•. Trana .•1 • E•I111 ail. ( lfym. ) Algonqnrn, Ill. Tra1111, 1
,f,,. 1:111 • • ·oc., . n1 1 , p. '.?2
·, p. 1 7.

Crepis monticola. F. V. Coville. (Bot.)
California. Contrib . U. S. Nat. Herbariurn, III, No. 9, June 30, 1896, p. 562,
pl. XXII,
Crepis rostrata. F. V. Coville. (Bot.)
Washington. Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herbarium, III, No. 9, June 30, 1896, p. 564,
pl. XXV,
Crepis scopul,orum. F. V. Coville. (Bot.)
Wyoming. Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herba- .
rium, trr, No. 9, June 30, 1896, p. 563,
pl. XXIV .
Cristellaria aculeata, d'Orbigny, var.
marginuloides. A. Goes.
(Foram.)
Caribbean Sea. Bull. Mus . Comp.
Zool., XXIX, No. 1, Mar., 1896, p. 56, pl.
V, figs. 15, 16.
Cristellari a ensiformis. * A. Goes. (Foram.) Caribbean Sea. Bul. Mus. ComJJ .
Zool. XXIX, No. 1, Mar., 1896, p. 57, pl.
v, figs . 17, 18.
Crithionina granum, var. subsimplex.
A. Goes. (Foram. ) Caribbean Sea.
Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., xxrx, No. 1,
Mar., 1896, p. 25.
Crithionina lens. A Goes. (Fora.m.)
Pacific Ocean. Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,
xxrx, No. 1, Mar., 1896, p. 24, pl. n,
figs. 5-8.
Crithionina pisum. .A. Goes. (Foram.)
ulf of fexico . Bull. Mus. Comp.
,fool., xx1x, No. 1, far., 1 96, p. 24, pl.
II figs. 1, 2.
Grithionina rugo. a.
. foFs. (Foram.)
l'acifi
<· an. Bull . .Jfus. Comp. Zool.,
.·.· 1. · •· . 1, Mar., 1 9, p. 2J, pl. u,

T
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LIST OF NEW SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES.
Diaglypta radiata. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Caliveny Estate, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
780.
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Dryobates pubescens nelsoni. * H.
Obcrholser. (Aves.) Nuiato, Ala ka.
Proo. U.S. lfot. Mits., XVIII, No. 10 O,
June 24, 1896, p. 549.

Diapria grenaden.sis. W. H. Ashmead. Dryobates villosus montanus. " A. \ .
(Hym.) Balthazar, and Mount Gay
Anthony. (Aves.) Boulder County,
Estate, Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
Colo. Auk, XIII, 1896, No. 1, p. 32.
XLVIII, 1895, p. 805.
Duomitus kilimanjarensis. \V. J. BolDiapria melanopleura. W. H. Ashmead.
land. (Lep.) Masai Land, Afri<'a.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. P1·oc.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mits., XVIII, No . 106"',
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 806.
May 27, 1896, p. 252, pl. vu, fig. .
Dia.pria peraffinis. W. H. Ashmead. Echocerus dentiger. F. H. Chittenden.
(Hym.) Balthazar and St. Georges,
(Col.) Columbus, Tex. Proc. U.
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII,
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1041, Apr. 23, 1 96,
1895, p. 806.
p. 79.
Diapria smithi. W. H. · Ashmead. Echocerus recurvatus. F. H. Chitten(Hym.) Chantilly Estate, Grenada.
den. (Col.) Florida. Proc. U.S. Kat.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
Miis., XVIII, No. 1041, Apr. 23, 1896,
805.
p. 80.
Diapria unicolor. W. H. Ashmead. Ecpbylus hypothenemi. W. H. Ash(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
mead. Morgantown, W. Va. T1·ans.
Zool. Soc. Lond. , XLVII, 1895, p. 06.
Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 215.
Dicerataspis arenadensis. W. H. AshE pbylus nigriceps. * W. H. Ashmead.
mead. (Ilym.) Mount Gay E tate,
(Hym.) Morgantown, W. Va. Trans.
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII,
Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 216.
1895, p. 744.
Dicranoweisia conterminn. F. Renauld Ecphylus pallidus. W. H. Ashmead.
(Ilym.) District of Columbia; Morand Jules Cardot. (Bot.) Idaho.
gantown, W. Va. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.,
Contrib. U.S. Nat. lierbariitnt, III, No. 4,
xxm, 1896, p. 215.
Nov. 23, 1895, p. 270.
Dineutes hornii.
. H. Roberts. (Col.) Eiphosoma pyralidis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Kirkwood, Mo. Trans. Am.
Atlantic States. Trans. Am. Ent. oc.,
.Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 191.
XXII, No. 3, p. 284, p]s. 5, 6, figs. 5,
5a, 5b.
Elainea cherriei." C. B. Cory. (Aves.)
Dineutesnigrior. C.H. Roberts. (C ol.)
Calare, anto Domingo. Auk, XII, 1895,
Atlantic States. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.,
No. 3, p. 279.
xxn, No. 3, p. 284, pls. 5, 6, figs. 6, Elatus sisymbii. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Las Cruces, N. Mex. Trans.
6a, 6b.
Dineutes productus. C. H. Roberts.
.Ll.ni. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 218.
(Col.) Texas. Trans. Am. Ent. oo., Emarginula fl.abellum.
W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Clarion Island. Proo. U. S.
xxu, No. 3, p. 285, pls. 5, 6, :figs. 8,
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1034, Apr. 23,
8a, 8b.
Dlplosis caulicola. D. W. Coquillett.
1896, p. 10.
(Dipt.) Insect Life, v n, No. 5, July, Emarginula hawa.iiensis. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Near Hawaii. Proc. U. S.
1895, p. 401.
Nat. Mus., XVII, No. 1032, July 8, 1895,
Disparoneura abbottii. P. P. Calvert.
p. 685, pl. XXVI, fig. 7.
(Odon.) Kilimanjnro, Africa. Proo.
. S. Nat., Mus., XVIII, No. 1046, Apr. Embidobia urichi. W. H. Ashmead .
(Ilym.) Trinidad, West Indies. Jouni.
23, 1896, p. 140.
Triniclad Field Nat. Club, n, 1895, PP·
Doleromya pallida. C. W. Richmond.
264-266.
(Aves.) Margarita Island, Venezuela.
Empimorpha comantis . D. W. CoquilAuk, xn, Oct., 1895, No. 4, p. 369.
lett. ( ipt.)
San Francisco, Cal.
Drosophilamaculosa. D. W. Coquillett.
Proc. U. . Nat . Mus., XVIII, No. 1073,
(Dipt.) Archer, Fla . Proo. Acad. Nat.
May 25, 1896, p. 396.
Sci. Phila., 1895, p. 317.
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Empis avida. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.)
Illinois. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvIII,
No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p. 405 .
Empis captus.
D. W. Coqui llett.
(Dipt.) North Carolina and Georgia.
P1·oc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073,
May 25, 1896, p. 405.
Empis clausa. D. V-l. Coquillett. (Dipt.)
Illinois. Proc. U. S. Nat . Mus ., XVII I,
No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p. 401.
Empis comantis.
D. W . Coquillett.
(Dipt.) Northern California. Proc.
U. S. Nat. Miis., XVIII, No. 1073, May
25, 1896, p. 402.
Empis compta. D. W. Coquille tt.
(Dipt.) Illinois. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p. 405.
Empis gulosa. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.)
Illinois. Proc. U. S . Nat. Mus ., XVIII,
No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p. 408.
Empis humile. D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) Illinois. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p.
403.
Empis levicula. D. W. Coq uillett.
(Dipt.) Illinois. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p.
406.
Empis loripedis.
D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) Illinois and Ohio. Proo. U.
S. Nat. Mus.., XVHI, No. 1073, May 25,
1896, p. 400.
Ernpis manca. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.)
Southern California. P1·oc . U.S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p.
406.
Empis otiosa. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.)
Illinois, and Connecticut. Proc. U. s.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25,
1896, p. 407.
Empis ravida. D.W. Coquillett. (Dipt.)
New Hampshire. P1·oc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
xvrn, No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p. 403.
Empis tenebrosa.
D. vV. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) Texas. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
XVIII, No. 1073, May 2:-, 1896, p. 404.
Empi ~er a. D. W. oquillett. Torth
arolma. Proc. . . Nat. Mus., xv1n,
• To.1073, ~lay 25, 1 96, p. 404.
Empi valenti . D.W. oqnillett. ( ipt.)
.,.orthern ('alifornia. Proc. . . 1at.
Mus., , " VIII 0. 1073, fay 25, 18 6 p.
402.
Empi; vir ata. 1 .W. Co(luillett. ( ipt. )
". hington. Proc.
. , . Sat. Mus.,
·"'"Ill ·o. 1 73, :\1 J 25. 1
, p. 40 .

I

Encarsia coquilletti. L. 0. Howard.
(Hym.) Los Angeles, Cal. Tech. Ser.
No.1, Div·. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., Sept.,
1895,p.29,fig.9.
Eucarsia luteola. L. 0. Howard. ( Hym · )
District of Columbia'. Tech. iSer. No. 1 ,
Div. Ent., U.S. Dept . .Agric., Sept. , 1895,
p. 29.
Encyrtus mesograptre. W. H. Ashmead·
(Hym.) Jacksonville, Fla. Trans . .d'111. ·
Ent. Soc., xxm, 1896, p. 232.
Endomychobius flavipes." W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) District of Columbia.
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 227 ·
Eniacatexana. W.H.Ashmead. (Hym.)
Texas. Trans . .Am. Ent. Soc. , xxnr, 1896.,
p. 217.
Epiphragmophora arizonensis. W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) New Mexico. Proc. U.
S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1033, Apr. 23.,
1896,p.1.
Epiphragmophora arnheimi. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) California. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No.1033, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 6.
Epiphragmophora hachitana. W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) New Mexico. Proc. U.
S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1033, Apr. 23,
1896, p. 2.
Epyris pygmaeus. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Mount Gay Estate, Grnnada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, P·
787.
Eremotylus arctire. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) District of Columbia; Jackson, Miss.; Vineland, N. J.; Selma,
Ala.; Alameda, Cal. Trans . .Am. Ent.
Soc., xxm, 1896, p.192.
Eretmocerus californicus. L. O. Howard.
(Hym.) Los Angeles, Cal. Tech. er.
No .1, Dit'. Ent., TI. S. Dept . .Agric., ept.,
1895, p.17, fig. 3.
Ervilia maculosa. W. H. Dall. (Moll. )
Hatteras. Na1itil11s, x, No. 3, June 1
p. 26.
Eryngiuma.lternatum. J.M. Coulter an d
J. N. Rose. (Bot.) r:Jnerrero, Iexi ·
Contrib. U. S . Nat. He1·barium, m ~·o.5.
Dec. 14, 189-, p. 29 .
Eryngium involncratnm.
and J.
ose. (Bot. )
ico.
on/rib. U.S . .;. at. Herbari , W
o. 5,
c. 14, 1 9-, p. 299.
Eryngiummontanum. J. 1. oult r
.J. . Roe. (Bot. )
axa a .I xi
ontrib. r., . Nat. Herbarium, Ill : o.
J •c. 14 1 95, p. 300.

LIS1.' OF NEW SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES.
Eryngium nelsoni. J. M. Coulter ancl
J. N. Rose. (Bot) Oaxaca, Mexico.
Contrib. U. S. Nat. TI"erbariurn, III, No. 5,
Dec. 14, 1895, p. 300.
Euceroptres prim us. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Near Merrimac River, Massachusetts. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII,
1896, p. 187.
Euchrysis hyalinipennis. W . H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Argus Mountain, Death
Valley, Panamint Valley, and Los
Angeles, Cal.; Texas, ancl St. Louis,
Mo. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., xxrn, 1896,
p. 232.
Euchrysis maculipennis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Santa Cruz Mountains, California. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896,
p.232.
Euciroa paci:fica. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Near Hawaii. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XVII, No. 1032, July 8, 1895, p. 688, -pl.
22, figs . 2, 4:; pl. 24, :figs. 4, 5, 7, 8; text
fi gures 1, 2.
Eucrel a aliena. W. H . Ashmead. (Hym.)
Mount ay Estate, Grenada. Proc. Zool.
S oc. Lond. , • L vm, 1895, p. 758.
E u c l a atr i eps. W. H. A hmead.
(Hym. ) Mount ay Estate, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. oc. Lond., XLVIII, 1 95, p.
758.
Eucrela ferruginea. W. H. Ashmen.cl.
(Hym. ) Mount ay Estate, 'renacla.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
759.
Euccela inconstans. W. H . .Ashmead.
Baltha zar and Mount Gay Est ate, Gren ada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XL vur,
1895, p. 759.
Euccela nigriceps. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym. ) Mount Gay E stat , Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
759.
Eucrela obliterata. W. H . .Ashmead.
(Hym. ) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p . 757.
E u ccnla perpl xa. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym. ) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 757.
E u crela unifoveata. W. H. Ashmea<l..
(Byrn. ) B althazar, renada. Proc.
Z"ol. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, J), 757.
Em-ytoma tylodermatis .* W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Roslyn, Va. Tran s.
.Arn. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 218.
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Eurytomocharis eragrostidis. L. O.
Howard. (Hym.) Lafayette, Ind.
Tech. Ser. No. 2, D'iv. Ent., U. S. Dept.
Agric., 1896, p. 21, fig. 8.
E.u rytomocharis triodire. L. 0. Howard.
(Hym.) Virginia. Tech. Ser. Xo. -?
Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. Ag1·ic., 1896, p. 21.
Eusimus acrobasidis. W. H. Ashmead.
Paxton, Ohio. Trans. Am. Ent. oc.,
XXIII, 1896, p. 212.
Euthrips occidentalis.
T. Pergande.
(Thysanopt.) Insect Life, VII, No. 5,
July, 1895, p. 392.
Exochilum acronyctm. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Placer County, Cal., and
Washington, D. C. Trans. Ani. Ent.
Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 190.
Exochus xanthopsis. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Victoria, British Columbia.
Tl'ans. Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 201.
Exolytus ithacoo.-x· W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Ithaca, N. Y. Trans.Am. Ent.
Soo., ' XIII, 1896, p. 206.
Exyston abdominalis ..,. W. H. Ashmead.
(Ilym.) Beverly, Mass. Trans. Am.
Ertt. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 197.
/ Figitodes atricornis. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Santa Fe, N. Mex. Trans. Ani.
Ent. oc., XXIII, 1896, p. 182.
Fissurella bipunctata. T. W. Stanton.
(Ga t.) Near Stephensons, Cal. Bull.
U. . Geol. Sut·v., No. 133, 1896, p. 63,
pl. 13, fig. 8.
F1·ieleia halli. W. H. Dall. (Brach.)
orthwest Coast of America. Pl'oc.
U. . Nat. Mus., xxvn, No. 1032, July
8, 1895, p. 714, pl. XXIV, figs. 6, 9-13.
Fundulus scartes. S. E. Meek. (Pisc.)
St. Francis River, Arkansas. Bull. U.S.
Fish Com., xv, 1895, p. 347.
Fusus rufocaudatus. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Panama. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII,
No.1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p.12.
Galphimiasessilifolia. J. N. Rose. (Bot.)
Oaxaca, Mexico. Contrib. U. S. Nat.
Herbarium, III, No. 5, Dec. 14, 1895,
p. 313.
anaspis diastrophi. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) West Point, Nebr. Trans.
.Ani . Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p.184.
' eospiza fatigata.
Robert Ridgway.
(Aves.) Indefatigable Island, Galapagos. Proc. . S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.
10 7, .A.pr. 23, 1896, p. 293 .

I
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Geospiza pachyrbyncbn,. Robert Ridgway. (Aves.) Tower Island, Galapagos. Proc. U. S. Nat. M1ts., XVIII, No.
1067, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 293.
Geothlypis :flavovelatus. Robert Ridgway. (Aves.)
Alta Mira, Mexico.
Proc. U. S. Nat. · Mus., XVIII, No. 1045,
Apr. 15, 1896, p.119.
Gigantocypris agassizii. * G. W. Miiller.
(Ostra.) Pacific Coast of America.
Bull. Mits. Cornp. Zool., xxvn, No. 5,
Oct., 1895, p. 155, pl. 1, figs. 1-5, 8-10,
12-15, 17-21, 24; pl. 11, figs. 8-10, 15; pl.
III.

Gigantocypris pellucida. * G. W. Mii11er.
(Ostra.) West Coast of Central America. Bull. Mus. Comp. Zvol., xxvn, No.
5, Oct., 1895, p. 164, pl. 1, figs. 6, 7, 11,
16, 22, 23; pl. II, fig. 11.
Gonodola kilimanjaren~is. W. J. Holland. (Lep.) Masai Land, Africa.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1062,
May 27, 1896, p. 256, pl. VIII, fig. 4.
Gonodela rhabdophora. W. J. Holland.
(Lep.) Masai Land, Africa. Proc. U.
S. Nat. Mus., xv1u, No. 1062, May 27,
1896, p. 256, pl. VIII, fig. 5.
Gorgopis abbottii. W. J. Holland. (Lep.)
Masai Land, Africa. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1062, May 27, 1896, p.
253, pl. VII, fig. 9.
Gorytes coquilletti. W. J. Fox. (Hym.)
Los Angeles, Cal. Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci.
Phila., 1895, p. 531.
Gorytes diversns. W. J. Fox. (Hym.)
Los Angeles, Cal. Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci.
Phila., 1895, p. 524.
Gorytes mellimoides. W. J. Fox. ( Hym.)
Texas. Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila. ,
1895, p. 524.
Gouania roexicana. J. . Rose. (Bot. )
Culiacan, Mexico. Contrib. U. . Xat.
Herba1·ium, 1lI: No. 5, D c. 14, 1895,
p.314.

'ryon ha icinctn. . 'W, II. A hm •ad.
(Ilyru.) Baltbazar (;r nacla. Proc.
Zool., o . Lo11d., ,· LYIII 1 - p. 7 ·.
'rypo ntru bima nlatu . ,v. II. A
m arl. ( Ilym. ) Hanov r ,:. JI. T,·ans .
..Im. E11t. ·oc., XXIII 1
, p. 1 .

b- 1

Gymnonychus califoruicus. C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.) Brockport, N. Y • ., a~~
Sacramento, Cal. Teoh. Ser. No. 8, _v,,,-,; ·
_Ent., U.S. Dept. Agrio., 1896, p. 122.
Gymnonycbus resinicolor. C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.) Fort Wrangle, Alask a.
Teoh. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept;.
Ag1·ic., 1896, p.125.
Gypsina vesicularis, * Goes, var. discus ' A. Goes. (Foram.) Caribbean Sea.
Bull. Mus.Comp.Zool.,xxrx,No. l, Mar . .,
1896, p. 74, pl. vn,· figs. 4-6.
Gyrodes (Gyrodisca) duplinensis. W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) Miocene, North Carolina. P1·oc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII; No.
1035, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 45.
Habrocytus langurire. * W.R. Ashmead.
Roslyn, Va. Trans. Am. B'l}t, Soc., XXIII,
1896, p. 220.
Habrocytus rhodobreni. * W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Roslyn, Va. Trans. Am,.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 220.
Hadronotus agilis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Mount Gay Estate, Grenada.
Proo. Zool. Soc.- Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
799.
Hadronotus atrocoxalis. W. H. Ash mead. (Hym.) Mount Gay Estate,
Grenada. Proo. Zool. Soo. Lond., XLVIII,
1895, p. 799.
Hadronotus grenadensis. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Mount Gay Estate,
Grenada. Proo. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1895,
p. 800.
Hadronotus rngosithorax. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) t. Johns River, Grenada. Proo. Zooi. Soc. Lond., XLVIII.
1895, p. 799.
Halizoa rufipes. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym. )
Ovvens Valley, al. Trans. A.111. En t.
oo., xxnr, 1 96, p. 225.
Ha.min apompholyx. W. H. all. Moll.
Oligo ene, Florida, Proo.
. , . - -at.
M11s., xvnr, o. 1035, Apr. 23: 1
p. 32.
litn.oJinoideam.
ulf of )1 xic . B•llM r.

LIST OF NEW SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES.
Haplophragmium tli.rbinatum, Brady,
var. helicoideum. A. Goes. (Fora.m.)
Pacific Ocean and Caribbean Sea. Biill.
Mus. Comp. Zool., XXIX, No. 1, Mai·.,
1896, p. 30, pl. III, figs.10-13.
Helcion granulatus.
T. W. Stanton.
(Gast.) N ear Stephensons, Cal. Bull.
U. B. Geol. Surv., No.133, 1896, p. 63, pl.
XII, fig. 4.
Heliothrips cestri. T. Pergande. (Thysanopt.) Insect Life, vn, No. 5, July,
1895, p. 391.
Heliothrips fasciata. T. Pergande. (Thysanopt.) Insect Life, vn, No. 5, July,
1895, pp. 391,392.
Hemerodromia captus. D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) New York. P1·oc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p.
391.
Hemeroclromia rogatoris. D. W. Coq_uillett. (Dipt.)
orth Carolina. Proc.
U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1073, May 25,
1896, p. 392.
Hemiteles maculithorax. W.
. Ashmead. (Ilym.) Mount Gay E tate,
Grena,da. Proc. Zool. oc. Loncl., LVllI,
1 95, p. 7 0.
H emithyris
raneana. W. H. Dall.
(Brach. )
orth west Coa t of A.med a.
Proo. U. S. Tat. Mus., , vu, o. 1032,
Jnly 8, 1 95, p. 717, pl. XXXI, :figs. 5, 6.
Hemi thyris beecheri. W. H. Dall.
(Brach.) Off Hawaii. Proc. U.S. Tat.
M1is., · xxvn, No. 1032, July 8, 1895, p.
717, pl. XXXI, :figs. 1-4..
Hemitiles euryptychiro. W. H. A hmead.
(Hym. ) St. Louis, Mo. Trans. Llni.
Ent. Soc ., xxnr, 1896, p. 210.
Hemitiles laticinctns. W. H. Ashmea<l.
(Hym.) ew Haven, Conn. T1·ans . ...4.ni.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 210.
Hepialus kenh . W. J. Rolland. (Lep .)
Masai Land, Africa. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mi,s., XVIII, No. 1062, May 27, 1896,
p. 252, pl. vn, fig. 6.
Heptameris :flavipes. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 751.
Heptamerocera aliena. vV. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Mount Gay Estate and Balthazar, Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
XLVIII, 1895, p. 763.
Heptamerocera bi •olor. W. H. Ashmead.
(Rym.) Mount Gay E tate, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1 95, p.
761.
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Heptamerocera :flavicornis. w·. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 189-, p.
763.
Heptamerocera gracilicornis. "\Y. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Mount Gay Estate,
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII,
1895, p. 762.
Heptamerocer~ robusta. W. H. A bmead. (Hym.) Vendome Estate, Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII,
1895, p. 762.
Heptamerocera singularis. W. H. A 11mead. (Hym.) St. Georges, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
761.
Heptamerocera xanthognatha. W. H.
Ashmead. (Hym.) Mount Gay Estate,
Grenada. Pr_oc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII,
1895, p. 762.
Heterospilus astigma.* W. H. Ashmead.
(Ilym.) Morgantown, W. Va. Trans.
.Lhn. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 215.
IIeterospilus caryro. * W. H. Ashmead.
(IIym.) Morgantown, W. Va. Trans.
Am • .E11t. Soc., xxnr, 1896, p. 214,
Jieterospilns texanus. ,¥ W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Cypress Mills, 'I'ex. Trans.
Am. Ent. Soc., xxnr, 1896, p. 214.
IIexacola dubia. W. H. Ash m ea d .
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 750.
Hexaplasta affinis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Mount Gay Estate
and t. Johns River, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Loncl., XLVIII, 1895, p. 768.
IIexaplasta brunneiclavata. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) St. Johns, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895,
p. 772.
Hexaplasta consimilis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Grand Etang and Balthazar,
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
XL VIII, 1895, p. 768.
Hexaplasta crassinervis. W. H. Ashmead. (Hy m.) Mount Gay Estate,
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
XLVIII, 1895, p. 769.
Hexaplasta dolichomera. W. H. Ashmead. (Hy m.) Mount Gay Estate,
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
XLVIII, 1 95, p. 771..
Ilexaplasta dnbiosa . W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Mount Gay Estate, Grand
Etang,
renada. Proc. Zool. Soc.
Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 774 .
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Hexaplasta hexomera. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Chantilly and St. Johns
River, Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
XLVIII, 1895, p. 773.
Hexaplasta incongrua. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym. 1 Mount Gay Estate, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Loncl., XLVIII, 1895, p.
773.
Hexaplasta instabilis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar and St. Georges,
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
XL VIII, 1895, p. 771.
Hexaplasta longicornis. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Balthazar and Mount
Gay Estate, Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc.

Hilaraviridis. D. W. Coquillett. (Dip"t.- )
_zi,,.,-r
Kingston, Jamaica. Proc. U.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896
p. 395.
Holospira (Distomospira) bilamell~ta.W. H. Dall. (Moll.) New Mex1 c<>Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvu1, No. 10337
Apr. 23, 1896, p. 4.
Holospira (Metastomarcrossei. W. rIDall. (Moll.) New Mexico. Proo. US. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1033, Apr. 23?

s.

1896, p. 4.

..
Holospira (Haplostemma) mearnsn.
H. Dall. (Moll.) New Mexico. .Proc.
U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1033, Apr. 237
1896, P· 4 ·

~-

Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 769.
Hexaplasta melanocera. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Mount Gay Estate, Holospira (Metastoma) pilsbryi. "\V · EL
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
Dall. (Moll.) Mexico. Proc. U. S.
XLVIII, 1895, p. 767.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1033, Apr. 23, 1896?
Hexaplasta pleuralis. W, H. Ashmead.
P· 4.
(Hym.) Chantilly, Grenada, Proc. Holospira (Bostrichocentrum) veracruZool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 773.
ziana. W. H. Dall. (Moll.) Mexico.
Hexaplasta proxima. ·w. H. Ashmead.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvin, No. 1033,
(Hym.) St. Johns River, St. Georges,
Apr. 23, 1896, p. 4.
Mount Gay Estate, Balthazar, Grand Hoplites angulatus. T. W. Stanton..
Etang, and Chantilly, Grenada. P1·oc.
(Ceph.) Near Paskenta, Cal. Bull.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII. 1895, p. 772.
u. s. Geol. Surv., No.1~3, 1896, p. 80, pl.
Hexaplasta4-punctata. W. H. Ashmead.
18, figs. 3, 4.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc. Hoplites crassiplicatus. T. w. Stanton.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 769.
(Ceph.} Near Paskenta, Cal. Bull
Hexaplasta rufolateralis , W. H. AshU.S. Geol. s1trv., No.133, 1896, p. 81, pl.
mead. (Hym.) Chantilly, Balthazar,
18, fig. 8.
Moun t Gay E s t ate, and St. Georges,
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, Hoplites dilleri. T. W. Stanton. (Cepb. )
·
Near Lowerys, Cal. Bull. U. S. Geol.
1895, p. 772.
6 7
Hexaplasta striatiscutellaris. w. H.
Su1·v., No.133, 1896, P· 2, pl.18, figs. , ·
Ashmead. (Hym.) Balthazar, Gre- Hoplites hyatti. T. W. tanton. (Ceph. )
n.ada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII,
1:1ar Riddles, Oreg. Bnll. . · Geol.
Siirv., No.133, 1896, p. 79, pl.16, fig. 2.
1895, p. 770.
Hexaplasta tenuicornis. W. H. Ash- / Hoplitesstorrsi. T. W. tanton. (Ceph. )
mead. (Hym.) Mount Gay Estate,
Near Cooper's, Cal. Bull. u. · Geol.
Grenada. Proc.Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII,
Snrv., No.133, 1 96, p. 79, pl. 17, fig, 1. 2 :
1895, p. 770.
pl. 1 , fi . 5. ·
Hexapla tannifoveata. W. H. Ashmead. Hoplogryon pallipes. W. H.
(Hym.) Mount ayEstate, t. 'eorge ,
(Hym.) Mount ay Estate
and Balthazar, 'renada. Proc. Zool.
Proc. Zool. oc. Lond., XLYIII.
oc. Lond., ' LVIU, 1 95, p. 771.
797.
Ililara. ·a.na.
. W. oc1uillett. (
Hormin ragosi olli . W. H.
utbern California.. P1·oc. . . .,_ Ta t.
(H •m. )
fount ay
tate. r"D
Mu it., • Yin, To. 1073, fay 2;;, 1 6,
Proc. Zool. o,:. Lond., XLYill, 1 p.
7 3.
Hil r
j hn.· ni.
. ,v.
( I ipt. ) Alabama. Pro<·.
, fua. ."YIII
·o. 1073:
p.3 5.

LIST OF NEW SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES.
Hypoleptus columbianus. * W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) District of Columbia.
Tmns . .Am. Ent. Soc., xxu, 1896, p. 203.
HypMileura gregaria. T. W. Stanton.
(Gast.) Near Paskenta, Cal. Bull. U.
S. Geol. Surv., No. 133, 1896, p. 70, pl.
13, figs. 1, 2.
Hypsileura (,) occidentalis. T. W. Stanton. (Gast.) Near Paskenta, Cal. Bull.
U.S. Geol. Su1·v., No. 133, 1896, p. 70, pl.
13, figs. 13, 14.
Ictoplectis orgyire. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Alameda, Cal. Trans . .Am. Ent.
Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 213.
Inoceramus ovatus. T. W. Stanton.
(Pel.) Tehama County, Cal. Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv., No. 133, 1896, p. 47,
pl. 4, fig. 15.
Ischyrocnemis pacificus. " W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) SantaCruzMountains,
California. Trans, .Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII,
1896, p. 199.
Iso oma abnorme. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Manhattan, Kans., and Texas.
Trans. Am. Ent. oc. xxm, 1896, p. 219.
Isosoma agrostidis. L. 0. Howard.
(Hym.) Placer County, al. Tech.
Ser. No. 2, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept . .Agric.,
p. 12, fig. 2.
Isosoma bromi. L. . Howard. (Hym. )
Los Angeles, Cal. Tech. Ser. No. 2, Div.
Ent., U.S. Dept. .Agric., 1896, p. 11.
Isosoma bromicola.
L. 0. Howard.
(Hym.) Los Angeles, Cal. Tech. Ser.
No. 2, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept . .Agric., 1896,
p.16.
Isosoma californicum. L. 0. Howard.
(Hym .) Argus Mountains, aliforma.
Tech. Ser. No . 2, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept.,
.Agric., 1896, p. 10.
L. 0. Howard.
Isosoma, captivum.
(Hym.) lllinoisandlndiana. Tech. er.
No. 2, Di1. Ent., U.S. Dept . .Agrio., 1896,
p.13, fig. 3.
Isosoma fitchi. L. 0. Howard. (Hym.)
New York. Tech. Ser. No . 2, Div. Ent.,
U.S. Dept . .Agric., 1896, p. 20.
I osoma hageni. L. 0. Howard. (Hym.)
Boston, Mass. Tech. Ser. No. 2, Di:v.Ent. ,
U.S. Dept . .Agric., 1896, p.12.
I o oma h1rtifrons.
L. 0. Howard.
(Hym.) Mercer ounty, 'al. Tech.
Ser . No. 2, Div. Ent,, U.S. Dept . .Agric.,
1896, p.16, :fig. 6.
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Isosoma maculatum.
L. 0. Howard.
(Hym.) Indiana. Tech. Se1·. No. 2, Di1•.
Ent., U.S. Dept . .Agric., 1896, p. 15.
Isosoma websteri.
L. 0. Ho,vard.
(Hym.) Illinois. Tech. Ser. No. 2, Div.
Ent., U.S. Dept. .Agric., 1896, p. 15, fig. 5.
Isosomorpha muhlenbergire. L. 0. Howard. (Hym.) Cadet, Mo. Tech. er.
No. 2, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. .Agric., 1 96,
p.20.
Kleidotoma atrocoxalis. · W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Mount Gay Estate, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1 95
p. 746.
Kleidotoma bipunctata. W.R. Ashmead.
Balthazar, Grenada. P.roc. Zool. Soc.
Lonc1., XLVIII, 1895, p. 748.
Kleidotoma marginalis.
W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895,
p. 747.
Kleidotoma nana.
W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 748.
Kleidotoma pygidialis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 748.
Kleidotoma smithii. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar and Grand Etang,
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLvn1,
1895, p. 747.
Labena t1·ilineata. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) St. Georges, Grenada. P1·oc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 781.
La hnoptera ayresii, var. abbottii. W .
.J. Holland. (Lep.) MasaiLand, Africa.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1062,
May 27, 1896, p. 234.
.
Lagena orbignyana, Seguenza, var. elongata. A. Goes. (Foram.) PacificOcean.
Mus. Comp. Zool., xxix, No. 1,
Mar. 1896, p. 52.
Lagopus evermanni. D. G. · Elliot.
(Aves.) Attu Island, Alaska. Auk,
XIII, 1896, No. 1, p. 25.
Lagopus rupestris townsendi. D. G.
Elliot.
(Aves.)
Kyska and Adak
Islands, Alaska. Auk, XIII, 1896, No.1,
p. 26.
Laphamia ciliata. L. H. Dewey. (Bot.)
Arizona. Botan. Gaz., xx, Sept. 25,1895,
p.425.
Leda c llulita. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
uget , 'ound. Nautilus, x, No. 1, May,
1896, p.1.

Biizz:
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Leda conceptionis. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
California. Nautilits, x, No. 1, May,
1896, p. 2.

Lima multilineata. T. W. Stanton. (PeI. )
Near Stephensons, Cal. Bit ll. U.
Geol. 8itrv., No. 133, 1896, p. 36, pl. 2~
Leda glabra. T. W. Stanton. (Pel.)
figs. 4, 5.
NearStephensons, Cal. Bull. U.S. Geol. · Limneria acronyctre. W. H. Ashmead.
Surv., No. 133, 1896, p. 53, pl. 6, fig. 15.
(Hym.) London, Ontario. Trans. An'l-.
Leda leonina. W. H. Dall. (Moll.) OreEnt. Soc., XXIII, 1896; p. 194.
gon. Nautilu,s, x, No.1, May, 1896, p. 2, Limneria ephestire. W. H. Ashmead .
(Hym.) Missouri. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.,
Leibergia orogenioides. J. M. Coulter
and J. N. Rose. (Bot.) Idaho. Contrib.
XXIII, 1896, p. 195.
U.S. Nat. Hm·barium, III, No. 9, June 30, Limneria helire. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym. J
1896, p. 575, pl. XXVII.
District of Colu~bia. Trans. Am • .En,-t;.
Soc., xxm, 1896, p. 194.
Lepus arizonre major. E. A. Mearns.
(Mamm.) Calabassas, Ariz. Proc. U. Limneria nephelodis. W. H. Ashmead.
S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1081, June 24,
(Hym.) St. Louis, Mo. Trans. Am. En-t.
1896, p. 557.
Soc., xxnr, 1896, p. 194.
Lepus arizonre minor. E. A. Mearns. Limneriarnfa. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.)
(Mamm.) El Paso, Tex., Proc. U. S.
St. Louis, Mo. Trans. Am,. Ent. Soc. 7
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1081, June 24,
XXIII, 1896, p. 193,
1896, p. 557.
Limopsis compressus.
W. H. D a 11.
Lepus gaillardi. E, A. Mearns. (Mamm.)
(Moll.)
Panama.
Proc. U. S. Nat.
West 1!.,ork of the Playas Valley near
Mus., XVIII, No. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 16.
monument No. 63, Mexican boundary Liothyrina clarkeana.
W. H. Dall.
line. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mns., XVIII, No.
(Brach.) Northwest Coast of Amer1081, June 24, 1896, p. 560.
ica. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVII, No.
Lepus merriami. E. A. Mearns. (Mamm.)
1032, July 8, 1895, p. 718, pl. XXXI, figs. 9,
Fort Clark, Tex.
P1·oc. U. S. Nat.
10.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1075, May 21, 1896, p. Lophyrocera nigriceps. W. H. Ashmead.
444.
(Hym.) Key West, Fla. Trans. Am.
Lepus sylvaticus holzneri. E. A. Mearns.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 214.
(Mamm.) Near the summit of the Loptopeza compta. D. W. Coquillett.
Huachuca Mountains, Southern Ari(Dipt.) New Hampshire and Massazona. Proc. U.S. l{at. Mus., XVIII, No.
chusetts. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. , XVIII,
1081, June 24, 1896, p. 554.
No.1073, May 25, 1896, p. 4-35.
Lepus texianus deserticola. E. A. Loxotropa grenadensis. W.R. Ashmead.
Mearns. (Mamm.) Wes tern edge of the
Balthazar, Grc;.:ada. Proc. Zool. Soc.
Colorado Desert, at the base of the
Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 803.
Coast Range .Mountains, in San Diego Loxotropa pleuralis. W. H; Ashmead.
County, Cal. Proc. U. S. Nat. M11s.,
(Hym .) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
xvm, No. 1081, June 24, 1896~ p. 564.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 803.
Lepus texianus griseus. E. A. Mearns. Lucina coluscensis.
T. W. Stanton.
(Mamm.) Fort Ilancock, Tex. Proc.
(Pel.) Near Pa ken ta, Cal. Bull. r;. -.
U. S. l{at. Mus., .·v1u, No. 1081, Jnne
Geol. m·v., No. 133, 1 96, p. 60, pl. 11.
24, 1 96, p. 562.
fig . . ~, 5.
Leuc desmia typica. L. 0. Howard. Lucina ovalis. T. W. tanton. (Pel. )
(IIym.)
lorida. Insect I/4/e, vu, To.
Near Pa kenta, al. Bull. U. . Geof.
5, July, 1 95, p. 404.
W'1'., :i-o. 133, 1 96, p. 59, pl. 12 fia.1.
L u ·oma taY ten is. \V. J. Holland. Lunatia andwichen i . W. H.
(L p.) 'l'aveta, Africa. Proc. U.
( foll.)
Tear Hawaii. P1·oc. r:... · I.
Xat. JluR . • ·nu, .c"o.1 2, May 27 1
.July 1
J>. 2TO.
Li 11·u.·tic:11m
wooda•.
au<l .J. ' . . e. ( ot. ) ol
frib. ~ • . . 1Yat.
.
I.I, rbari11J11,
·. U
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LIST OF NEW SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES.
Lyonsiella alaskana.
W. H. D a 11 .
(Moll.) Alaska. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
XVII, No. 1032, Jr~ly 8, 1895, p. 703, pl.
xxv, fig. 2.
Macandrevia americana. W. H. Dall.
(Brach.) Northwest Coast of Amerfoa.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvu, No. 1032,
July 8, 1895, p. 721, pl. XXXII, figs.1, 4, 7.
Macandrevia craniella.
W. H. Dall.
(Brach.) North west Coast of America.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVII, No. 1032,
July 8, 1895, p. 722, pl. xxx, fig. 1.
Macandrevia diamantina. W. H. Dall.
(Brach.) North west Coast of America.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVII, No. 1032,
July 8, 1895, p. 723, pl. xxx, fig. 5; pl.
XXXII, :figs. 3, 6.
Maooma leptonoidea. W.R. Dall. (Moll.)
Texas. Nautilus, IX, No. 3, July, 1895,
p.33.
Macoma limula. W. R. Dall. (Moll.)
Antilles. Nautilus, IX, No. 3, July, 1 95,
p.32.
Macoma mitchelli. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Texas. Nautilus, IX, No. 3, July, 1895,
p. 33.
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Meniscus dakrumre. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Alameda, Cal. Tmns . .il.nt.
Ent. Soc.,· XXIII, 1896, p. 212.
Meraporus dubire. * W. H. Ashm , d.
(Hym.) District of Columbia . Tran .
Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 219.
Mesochorus aprilinus. W. H. Ashm ad.
(Hym.) District of Columbia. Tran .
Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 196.
Mesocrina ( f) microrhopalre. * W. U.
Ashmead. (Hym.) Roslyn, Va. Tl'an , .
Am. Ent. ~oc., XXIII, 1896, p. 217.
Mesoleius olympire. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Olympia, Wash. Tmn . ..11n.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p.199.
Metapon californicum. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Los Angeles, Cal.; Riley onnty, Kans., and Georgia. Trans. Am.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 229.
Metapon rufi.pes. W. H. Ashmea d .
(Uym.) Jacksonville, Fla. ; Georgia·
District of Columbia, and South Dakota. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896,
p. 229.
Metarctia inconspicua. W. J. Holland.
(Lep.) Kilimanjaro, Africa. Proc. U.
S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1062, May 27,
1896, p. 250, pl. VII, fig. 3.
Malva viscus palmeri. E .G. Baker. (Bot.)
Microphorus ravidus. D. W. Coquillett.
Jalisco, Mexico. Contrib. . S. Nat.
(Dipt. ) Southern California. Pro c.
Herbarium, III, No. 5, Dec.14,1895, p. 313.
U. 1 • Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25,
Mantipeza palloris. D. W. Coquillett.
1896, p. 409.
(Dipt.) New Hampshire. Proc. U. , . Miliolina procera. A. Goes. (Foram.)
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1073, May 25, 1896,
Caribbean Sea. Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,
p.392.
xxrx, No.1, Mar., 1896, p. 82, pl.VII, figs.
Marptodesmus chanleri. 0. F. Cook.
7-9.
(Myr.) Tana River, Africa. Proc. U. · Mimosa spirocarpa. J. N. Rose. (Bot.)
Nat. Mus ., XVIII, No. 1042, Apr. 23, 1896,
Oaxaca,Mexico. Contrib. U.S. Nat.Herp. 95, pl. IV, figs.1-10.
barium, III, No. 5, Dec.14, 1895, p. 316.
Megarbina rutifa. D. W. Coquillett. , Mnesidrous apicalis. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Dipt.) North Carolina and Archer,
(Hyru.) DistrictofColumbia. Trans.
Fla. Canadian Entomologist, xxv111,
.il.rn. Ent. Soc., xxrn, 1896, p. 202.
p. 44.
Monedula ten u icornis. W. J. Fox.
Megascops asio cineraceus. Robert
(Hym.) San Bernardino County, Cal. ,._
Ridgway. (Aves.) .il.uk, XII, Oct., 1895,
Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1895, p. 368.
No. 4-, p. 390.
Monedula usitata. W. J. Fo:x. (Hym.)
Meghy1>erus occidens. D. W. Coquillett.
Los Angeles County, Cal. Proc. A.cad.
(Dipt.) Southern California. P,·oo.
Nat. Sci. Phila., 1895, p. 371.
U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No, 1073, May 25, Museniopsis cordata. J. M. Coulter and
1896, p. 435.
J. . Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico.
Melospiza fascfata juddi. * L.B. Bishop.
Contrib. U.S. Nat. Herbarium, III, No. 5,
(Aves.) Rock Lake, N. Dak. Auk, XIII,
ec.14, 1895, p. 304.
1896, No. 2, p.132.
Mu <·niopsis dissecta. J.M. Coulter and
Melospizafasciatamer:r:illi ... W'm . Brew.J. .i. • ose. · (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico.
5
ster. (Aves.) Fort Sherman, Idaho.
('ontrib. U. S. Nat. Herba.riurn, III, No. ,
4
Auk, xm, 1896, No. 1, p. 46.
ec. 14, 1 95, P· 30 ,

I
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Museniopsis scabrella. J. M. Coulter
andJ. N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca,Mexico, Contrib. U. S. Nat. He1·barium III
No. 5, Dec. 14, 1895, p. 304.
'
'
Museniopsis scha:ffneri. J. M. Co u 1t er
and J. N. Rose. (Bot.) San Luis .Potosi, Mexico. Contrib. U.S. Nat. He1·barium, III, No. 5, Dec.14, 1895, p. 303.
Museniopsis serrata. J.M. Coulter and
J. N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico.
Cont1·ib. U. S. Nat. Berbarium, III, No.
5, Dec. 14, 1895, p. 304.
Museniopsis ternata filifolia.
J. M.
Coulter and J. N. Rose. (Bot.) Chihuahua, Mexico. Contrib. U. S. Nat.
Herbarium, III, No. !5, Dec. 14, 1895, p.
303.
Museniopsis tuberosa. J.M. Coulter and
J. N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mexico.
Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herbarium, III, No.
5, Dec. 14, 1895, p. 303.
Myoconcha americana. T. W. Stanton.
(Pel.) Near Stephensons, Cal. Bull.
U. S. Geol. Surv., No. 133, 1896, p. 48,
pl. 2, fig. 11.
Mythicomyia tibialis. D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) Los Angeles County, Cal.
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073,
May 25, 1896, p. 409.
Nematus perga.ndei. * C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Washington, D. C. Tech . Ser.
No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric.,
1896, p. 90,
Nematus pontanioides. * C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Mount Hood, Oregon. Tech.
Se1·. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric.,
1896, p. 89.
Nematus uuicolor. * C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Mount Hood, Oregon; Green
Valley, N. Y. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div.
Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric., 1896, p. 88.
:reocota weedii. D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) :Iississippi. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p.
434.

cean.
xvn, "o. 3
meri ·anu ."
( Hym .) rr cl ri cktow11
Tran,,, .&m. Ent. oc. . · 111, 1

Neuratelus liriodendri. * W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) District of Col um bi a.Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 203Nodosaria raphanistrum, var. obsoletaA. Goes. (Foram.) Caribbean. Sea.
Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., XXIX, No. 1,
Mar., 1896, p. 63, pl. vr, fig. 3.
Notropis buchanani. S. E. Meek. (Pisc- )
Near Poteau, Ind. T. Bull U.S. Fish
Com., xv, 1895, p. 34-2.
Nucula gabbi. T. W. Stanton. (Pel. )
Near Lowerys, Cal. Bull. U. S. Geol.
Surv., No. 133, 1896, p. 51, pl. 6, figs. 11,
12.
Nuculaiphigenia. W.H.Dall. (Moll.)
Panama. Proo: U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII,
No. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 15.
Nucula storrsi. T. W. Stanton. (PeL)
Near Paskenta, Cal. Bull. U.S. GeolSurv., No. 133, 1896, p. 52, pl. 6, figs. 1.3,
14.
Odontomyia aldrichi." C. W. Johnson.
(Dipt.) Kansas. T1·ans. Am. Ent. Soc.,
xxn, No. 3, p. 262, pl. IV, fig.17.
Odontomyia fallax. C. W. Johnson(Dipt.) Georgia. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.,
XXII, No. 3, p. 257.
Odontomyia hydrolenoides. *
C. WJohnson. (Dipt.) Canada. Trans.
Am. Ent. Soc., xxn, No. 3, p. 262, pl. I V,
fig.10.
Odontomyia mexicana. C. W. Johnson.
(Dipt.) Tehuantepec, Mexico. Tran s .
Am. Ent. Soc., xxn, No. 3, p. 271.
Odontomyia occidentalis." C. W. Johnson. (Dipt.) Pennsylvania. Trana.
A:ni. Ent. Soc., xxn, No. 3, p. 268, pl. n-,
figs. 23, 24.
Odontomyia similis. * C. W. Johnson.
(Dipt.) Colorado. Trans. Am. E t.
Soc., xxn, o. 3, p. 267, pl. IV, fig. 6.
Odontomyia texa ia.na. C. W. John on.
(Dipt.) Waco, Tex. Trans. Am. E ·
Soc., ' XII, No. 3, p. 259.
CEoanthe pringlei. J. 1\1. Coulter and J.
N. Rose.
(Bot.)
axaca )Ie::o •
Contrib. U. S. at. Herbarium m . •· ·
5, Dec.14 1 5, p. 307.
goviatavetensi . W. J. Holland. {L P·
Ma ai and, Afri a. Proc. . · - - L.
Mus ., vur, To. 10 , i y 2i 1
254 1 pl. YU fig. 13.
lco tephanu ( imbir kite ) m ot
. W
tan too. ( 'epl.l. ) • ·ear
al.
Bull. U. . ol.
, p 77 pl. 15 fi . 1-- .
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Olcostephanus (Polypthychites) tricho- Otacustes periliti.
W. H. Ashmead.
tomus. T. W. Stanton. · (Ceph.) Near
(Hym.) District of Columbia. Trans.
.Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 210.
Lowerys, Cal. Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv.,
No. 133, 1896, p. 78, pl. 16, fig. 1.
Otocoris alpestris hoyti. * L. B. Bi hop.
Onychomys torridus arenicola. E. A.
(Aves.) Cando, N. Dak. Auk, J·nr,
Mearns. (Mamm.) Rio Grande, about
No. 2, 1896, p. 130.
6 miles from El Paso, Tex. Proc. U.S. Oxydesmus campii. 0. F. Cook. (Myr.)
Nat. Mus., XIX, No. 1103, May 25, 1896,
Congo, Africa. Pi·oc. U.S. Nat. JI11 .,
p. 3. Advance edition.
xvm, No. 1036, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 49.
Onychomys torridus perpallidus. E. A.
ook.
Mearns. (Mamm.) Left bank of the Oxydesmus flabellatus. 0. F.
(Myr.) Congo, Africa. Proo.
Colorado River, at monument No. 24,
Nat. Mits., XVIII, No. 1036, Apr. 23,
Mexican boundary line. Proc. U. S.
1896, p. 51.
Nat. Miis., XIX, No. 1103, May 2\ 1896,
Pachycbeilus dalli. H. A. Pilsbr .
p. 4. Advance edition.
(Moll.) 'fehuantepec_, Mexico. Proo.
Opis californica. T. W. Stanton. (Pel.)
.Aoad. Nat . Soi. Phila., 1896, p. 269.
Near Stephensons, Cal. Bull. U. S.
Reol. 8'1m;., No. 133, 1896, p. 58, pl. 7, Pachynematus abdominalis. C. L. Marfigs. 1-4,
latt. (Hym.) Skokomish River, Wash.
Orodesmus bicolor. 0. F. Cook. (Myr.)
Teoh. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept.
Tana River, Africa. Prnc. U.S. Nat .
A.gric., 1896, p. 104.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1042, Apr. 23, 1896, Pachynematus affinis. * C. L. Marlatt.
p. 102, pl. v, figs. 8-14.
(Hym.) Montana. Teoh. Ser. No. 3,
Orodesmus forceps.*
. F. Cook. (Myr.)
Div. Ent., U.S. Dept . .Agrio., 1896, p. 97.
Ea t Africa. Proc. U. . Nat Mus.,
Pachynematus apicalis. * C. L. Marlatt.
VIII, No. 1042, A.pr. 23, 1896, p. 101,
(Byrn.) Montana. Teoh. Ser. No. 3,
pl. IV, figs. 13-16.
Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agrio., 1896, -p.107.
Orodesmus unicolor. * 0. F. ook. (Myr.)
Mombassa Africa. Proo. U. S. at Pachynematus aurantiacus. * C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.) Montana. Teoh. Set'.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1042, A.pr. 23, 1896,
No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept . .Agrio., 1896,
p. 105, pl. VI, :figs. 8-10.
p. 95.
·Oronotus albomaculatus. W. H. A ·hmead. (Hym.) Texas. Trans. .dm,. Pachynematus auratus. * C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Montana. Teoh. Ser. No. 3,
Ent. Soc., xxrn, 1896, p. 205.
Div. Ent., U. S. Dept . .Ag1·io., 1896, p. 99.
Orthetrum abbottii.
P. P. Calvert.
(Odon.) Kilimanjaro, Africa. Proc. Pachynematus carolinensis. * C. L. MarU.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1046, Apr. 1 latt. (Hym.) North Carolina. Tech.
Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept . .Ag1·ic.,
23, 1896, p. 134, fig. 11.
1896, p. 109. .
Orthetrum truncatum. P. P . Calvert.
(Odon.) Kilimanjaro, Africa
Proc. Pachynematus clypeatus. C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Montana. Teoh. Ser. No. 3,
U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 104-6, Apr.
Div. Ent., U. S ..Dept . .Agric., 1896, p.10'.3.
23, 1896, p. 128, fig. 6.
(Hym.)
Orthotrichium hol½ingeri. P. Renauld Pachynematus coloradensis.
Colorado. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent.,
and Jules Caudot. (Bot.) Idaho.
. S. Dept . .Agric., 1896, p. 101.
Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herbariurn, ur,
Pachynematus graminis. C. L. Marlatt.
No. 4, Nov. 23, 1895, p. 270.
(Hym.) Nevada. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div.
Ostrea falco. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
liEnt., . S. Dept . .Agrio., i896~ p. 100.
gocene, Florida. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
Pachynematus hoodii. * C. L. Marlatt.
xvm, No. 1035, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 22.
(Hym .) Mount Hood, Oregon. Tech.
Ostrea podagrina. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
er No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. A.gric.,
Oligocene, Florida. Proo. U. S. Nat.
1 96, p. 104.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23, 1 96,
Pachynematns infumatus. C. L. Marl~tt.
p. 22.
(Hym.) Agricultural College, Mich.
Otacustes orgyire.
W. H. Ashmead.
Teoh. er. No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept.
(Hym .) , t. Louis, Mo. Trans . .Ani.
.Agrio., 1896, p. 107.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 209.
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Pachynematus koebelei. C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym .) Oregon. · Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div.
Ent., U.S. Dept. Ag1·ic.~ 1896, p. 108.
Pachynematus minutus. C. L . Marlatt.
(Hym.) Olympia., Wash. Tech. Ser.
No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., 1896,
p. 110.

Patula strigosa, var. concentrata. W · H ·
Dall. (Moll,) New Mexico. Proo. 0 S. Nat. Mus., xvur, No. 1033, Apr . 237
1896, p. 1.
Pectunculus arcodentiens. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Near Hawaii. Proc. U.S. Nae Mus., XVII, No.1032, July 8, 1895, p. 7057

Pachynematus montivagus. " C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.) MountWash ington,New
Hampshire. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent.,
U. S. Dept. Agric., 1896, p. 110.
Pachynematus nevadensis. C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.) Nevada. Tech. Ser. No.
3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. A gric., 1896, p.
110.

pl. XXVI, fig. 6.
Pectunculus ovatus. T. W. Stanton.
(Pel.) Near Stephensons, Cal. Bull.
U.S. Geol. Surv., No, 133, 1896, p. 51, pl.
VI, figs. 9, 10.
Pentacrita coxalis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proo.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p, 749.

Pachynematus occidentalis." C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.) Washington. Tech. Ser.
No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., 1896,
p. 109.
Pachynematus pu bescens. * (Hym .)
Mount Washington, N. H. Tech. Ser.
No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric,, 1896,
p. 100.
Pachynematus punctulatus. * C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.) New Hampshire. Tech.
Sm·. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric.,
1896, p. 103.
Pachynematus robustus. * C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) . Montana. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div.
Ent., u. s. Dept. Agric., 1896, p. 102.
Pachynematu~thoracicus. * (Hym.) Montana. Teoh. Ser. No . 3, Div. Ent,, U.S.
Dept. Agric., 1896, p. 108.
Pachynematus tritici. C. L . Marlatt.
(Hym.) Indiana. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Dfo.
Ent. , U.S. Dept. Agric., 1896, p. 106.
Pachynematus wrangeli. C. L . Marlatt.
(Hym.) Fort Wrangel, Alaska. Tech.
Ser. No . 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Ag1·ic.,
1896, p. 109.
Palremonetes antrorum. J.E. Benedict.
(Dec.)
au Marcos, Tex. Proc. U.S.
Nat, Mu s., XVIII, No. 1087, Apr. 14, 1896,
p. [1]. Advance edition.
Panstenon columbian a ." W. H. Ashmead. (Hym. ) District of Columbia.
Tran_s. A1n. Ent. oc., ' XIII, l 96, p.
Paramiomo a. heptatorua. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym .) Mount
ay E tate,
renada. Proc. Zool. oc. Lond.,XLv m,
1 9-, p. 751.
Pa · er 11 a iliaca. st ephen i. · A. W.
An bon y . (.\. v . )
an .Jacmto
t :d n , 'alifornia . A ul,, . n , 1 - J • J,
p. 31 .

Pentacrita prox1ma. W. H. Ashmead.
Balthazar, Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soo.
Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 750.
Pentamerocera angularis. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, P·
775.
Pentamerocera, connectans. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
777.
Pentamerocera distinguenda. W. H. A s hmead. (Hym.) Balthazar and St.Johns
River, Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
XLVIII, ·1895, p. 776.
Pentamerocera erythropleura. W. H. ·
Ashmead. (Hym.) Balthazar, Gren ada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIlI,
1895, p. 776.
Pentamerocera lateralis. W. H. A h mead. (Hym. ) Balthazar, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1 95, P·
777.
Pentamerocera nanella.. W. H. A.shmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. oc. Lond., XLVIII, 1 95, p. 777.
Pentameroc ra 6-punctata. W. H. hmead. (Hym. ) Mount Gay E ta
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Boe. Lo11d., ·L\'lll
1895, p. 776.
Periclistu californicns. W. H. bm
(H ym. )
' olora.do and Wyomi0 T1·ans . .dni. Ent. oc. XXIII 1 ·. P· 1
Pericli tus milacis. \ . H. A m •
(Hym. )
Tran . .l • E:

231. 1
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Perilissussouthwickii. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Central Park, New York City.
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p.196.
Periploma carpenteri. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Panama. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus ., XVIII, No. 1034, A.pr. 23, 1896,
p.20.
Periploma stearnsii. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
California. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XVIII, No.1034-, A.pr. 23, 1896, p. 19.
Perissopterus mexicanus. L. 0. Howard.
(Hym .) Guadalajara, Mexico. Tech.
Ser. No. 1, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric.,
Sept., 1895, p. 22.
Peromyscus boylii penicillalus. E. A..
Mearns. (Mamm.) Foothills of the
Franklin Mountains near El Paso,
Tex. P1·oc. U. S. Nat. M1is., XIX, No.
1103, May 25, 1896, p. 2. Advance
edition .
Peromyscus canus. E. A.. Mearns.
(Mamm.) Fort Clark, Tex. Proc. U.
S. Nat. Mus., xvnr, o. 1075, May 21,
1896, p. 445.
Peromyscus eremicns arenarius. E. A.
Mearns. (Mamm.) Rio ran<le, about
6 mile from El Pa o, Tex. Proc. U. S.
Nat. JJ:fos., xrx, No. 1103, May 25, 1 96,
p. 2. Advance edition.
Peromyscu texanus clementis. E. A.
Mearns. (Mamm.)
an
1 em n to
Island, California. Proc.
. S. Nat.
Mits ., xvnr, No. 1075, May 21, 1896,
p. 446.
Peromyscus texanus medius .. E. A.
Mearns. (Mamm.) Nachoguero Valley, Lower California. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1075, May 21,
1896, p. 446.
Peromyscus tornillo. E. A.. M ams.
(Mamm.) Rio Grande, about 6 miles
above El Paso, T x. Proc. U. . Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1075, May 21, 1896,
p. 445.
Pcncedanum salmoniflorum. J.M. Coulter and J. N. Rose. (Bot.) Idaho.
Uontrib. U. S . Nat. H erbarium, III,
Jo. 4, Nov. 23, 1 95, p. 228.
i'<· ncedramus olivaceus aurantiacuM.
Rohert Ridgway. (Aves. ) Guatemala. Proc.
. Nat . .M1ts., XVIII,
No.1074, May 21, 1896, p. 441.
I'hrenopria angulifera. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Pro o.
Zool. Soc. Lond. , XLVIII, o. 2, 1 95,
p. 10.
N.A.'.I' MUS 96--lG
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Phamopria balthazari. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. P1·oc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 811.
Phamopria grenadensis.
W. H.
hmead. (Hym.) Balthazar and Mount
Gay Estate, Grenada. Proc. Zool. 800.
Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 810. (No. 3, err.
angulifem, nee No. 2.)
Phamopria magniclavata. W. H. A hmead. (Hym.) Granu Etang and fonn t
Gay Estate, Grenada. Proo. Zool. oo.
Lond., XLvnr; 1895, p. 812.
Phoonopria nigriclavata.
W. H. A hmead. (Hym.) Chantilly Estate, Grenada,. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII,
1895, p. 811.
Phamopria nigricornis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) St. Johns River, Grenada.
Proo. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
810.
Pbooogenes walshioo. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Fairbury, Ill. Trans. A.1n.
Ent. Soo., XXIII, 1896, p. 205.
Pbaseolus smilacifolius. C. L. Pollard.
(Bot.) Florida. Botan. Gaz., xxI, A.pr.
25, 1896, p. 232.
Philobrya atlantica. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Spiring Bay, Argentina. P1·oc. U. S
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1034, A.pr. 23, 1896,
p. 16.
Pho cocosensis. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Cocos Island. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
xvnr, No. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 11.
Photopsis nan us. W. H. Ashmead .
(Hym .) Tucson, Ariz.
Trans. A-rn.
Ent. 800., XXIII, 1896, p. 181.
Phygadeuon phryganidioo. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Alameda, Cal. Trans.
.Ani. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 207.
·
Phylloceras knoxvillensis. T. W. Stanton. (Ceph.) Bitll. U. S. Geol. Surv .,
o. 133, 1896, p. 72, pl. 14, :figs. 1-4.
Piezobria floridana. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Archer, Fla. Trans. Am. Ent.
Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 185.
Platypa.lpus incultus. D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) Southern California. Proc.
U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May
25; 1896, p. 439.
Platypalpus tersus. D. W. Coqnill~tt.
(Dipt.) 1 eorgia anu North Carolma.
Proo. . . Nat . Mus., xvnI, No. 1073,
fay 25, 1896, p. 439.
latyterma citripes. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym .) Westcliffe, Colo. Trans. Ani.
·Ent. oo., xxur, 1896, p. 223.
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Platyterma fuscipes. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Marquette, Mich. Trans. Am.
' E nt. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 223.
Platy ura el egans. D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt. ) Nor th Carolina. Proc. A.cad.
Nat. Sci. Philo;,., 1895, p. 307.
Pleurotoma (Steira.xis) aulaca. W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) Acapulco, Mexico. P1·oc.
U. S . Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1034, Apr.
23, 1896, p. 14.

Pontania atra. C. L. Marlatt. (HyD1· )
Michigan. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div. E n«e.,
U.S. Dept. .Agric., 1896, p. 37.
Pontania atriventris. * C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Mount Hood, Oregon. T ech.
Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. A.gric.
1896, p. 38.
Pontania bruneri. C.L.Marlatt. (Hy m . )
Robinson's Ranch, Wyo. Tech. Ser . 2v~o.
3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. .Agric., 189 6 ,
p.35.
Pontania californica. C. L. Mar 1 a -t -t.
(Hym.) Alameda, Cal. Tech. _Ser . .No.
3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. .Ag1·ic., 1896.,
p. 38.
Pontania cressoni. *
C. L. Mar 1 a t -t.
(Hym.) Washington. Tech. Ser:No. 3 ,
Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. .Agric., 1896, p. 26.
Pontania excavata.
C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) California, Colorado, and Veta.
Pass, Colorado. Tech. Ser. No. 3, D iv.
Ent., U.S. Dept . .Agric., 1896, p. 30.
Pontania gracilis. C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.)
Virginia. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Di1,. E n t. , U.
S. Dept. .Agric., 1896, p. 39.
Pontania kincaidi. C. L. M a r 1 at t.
(Hym.) Olympia, Wash. Tech. Ser. No.
3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. .Agric., 1896,
p.33.
Pontania monile. C. L. Marlatt. (H ym.)
American Fork Canyon, Utah. Tech.

Pleurotoma (Drillia) microscelida. W.
II. Dall. (Moll.) Near Hawaii. Proc.
U. S. Nat. Mus., XVII, No. 1032, July8,
1895, p. 677.
Pleurotomella, castanea. W. H. Dall.
(Moll. Y Galapagos Islands. Proc. U.
S. Nat. M us., XVIII, No. 1034, Apr.
23, 1896, p. 15.
Pleurotomella climacella. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Near Hawaii. Proc. U.S. Nat.
Mus., XVII, No. 1032, July 8, 1895, p.
679, pl. XXXI, :fig. 14.
Pleurotomella gypsina. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Near Hawaii. Proc. U.S. Rat.
Mus., XVII, No. 1032, July 8, 1895, p.
678, pl. xxx, :fig. 10.
Pleurotomella ha waiiana. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Near Hawaii. Proc. U.S. Nat.
Mus., XVII, No. 1032, July 8, 1895, p.
679.
Plusiotis keithi. M. L. Linell. (Col.)
Ser. No.3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agriv.,
Costa Rica. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
1896, p. 43.
XVIII,No.1040,Apr.23, 1896,pp.77,78. Pontania nigrita. * C. L. M a r latt.
Poa annua rigidiuscula . L. H. Dewey.
(Hym.) Michigan. Tech. Ser . .No. 3,
(Bot.) Idaho. Contrib. U.S. Nat. HerDiv. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., 1896, P· 2 ·
barium, III, Nov. 23, 1896, p. 262.
Pontania pacifica. * C. L. Marlatt.
Polycyrtus floridanus. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Southern California. Tech .
(Hym.) J acksonville, Fla. Trans.
Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric.:
Am. E nt. Soc., xxnI, 1896, p. 230.
/ 1896, p. 35.
Polygyr a chiri ahnana. W . H. Dall. Pontania pectoralis. *
. L . Marla ·
(Hym.) Algonqnin,Ill. Tech. er.-·o.
(Moll. ) New Mexico. Proc. U. S .Nat.
1lfu s., xvnI, No. 1033, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 2.
3, Div. Ent., U. . Dept . .Agric., 1 ~
Polygyra mearnsii. W. H . Dall. (Moll. ) j p. 31.
ew Me~·ico. Proc. . S . Nat. Mus. , Pontani a pyriformi .
,·v1rr, 1.To.1033, p r. 23, 1 96, p . 2.
(H ym. ) Donner, Cal. Tech.• er. So.
P olyme us grenadensis. \V. H . A hmead.
Div. E nt. , U. . Dep t. Ar1ric., 1 , P·
( H ym. ) ' r an cl Etang, r enada. Proc.
on ta11ia r ebusta. C. L.11arlatt. (H,rmZool. oc. Lond., ' L ru, 1 9- p . 02.
i t rict of olam ·
P olym cu.· macrnrn . \Y. H. A h m ad .
l. ·
(II ·m.) Bal hazar, frenada . Pro·.
Zool., 'oc. Loncl. XLYIII, 1 < :-, p . 01.
I'ontmi. a.·nminata.
'. L. M r l at .
( H ym. ) :\Iichi~an.
T. r·h. , er. J.. ..o..J
1 fr. Ent . . . Dept. Aqri<-., 1
I>·· .

LIS'r OF N.EW SPECIES AND SUBSP~CIES.
Pontania rugolosa. C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Michigan. Tech. 8e1·. No. 3,
Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., 1896, p. 41.
Pontania stigmatalis. * C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Mount Rood, Oregon. Tech.
Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric.,
1896, p. 39.
Pontania sulphurea. *
C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Montana and Nevada. Tech.
Sm·. No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric.,
1896, p. 41.
Pontania truncata.* C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Southern California. Tech.
Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. Ag1·ic.,
1896, p. 38.
Priodesmus acus. 0. l!,. Cook. (Myr.)
Surinam. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII,
No.1037, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 55, pl.1, figs.
1-17.
Priodesmus parre. * 0. F. Cook. (Myr.)
Para, Brazil. Proc. U. . Nat. Mus.,
XVIII, No.1037, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 56.
Prionopoda beginii. " "\ . R. Ashmead.
(Rym. )
herbrooke, anada.. Tmns .
.Am. Ent.
XXIII, 1 96, p.19 .
Prionopoda coloradensis. * '\V. II. Ashmead. (Rym.) Fort ollins, Colo.
Trans. Am. Ent. oc., XXIII, 1 96, p.198.
Prionopoda ruficorni . * W. II. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Ithaca, . Y. Trans. Ani. Ent.
Soc., XXIII, 1896, p.19 .
Prionosciadium megacarpum. J.M.
Coulter and J. N. Rose. (Bot. )
Oaxaca, Mexico. Contrib. U. S. Nat.
Herbarium, III, No. 5, Dec. 14, 1895, p.
308.
Pristiphora banksi. C . L. Mar 1 at t.
(Hym.) Sea Cllif, Long Island, and
Ithaca, N. Y. Tech. Se1·. No. 3, Div.
Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric., 1896, p.117.
Pristiphora carolinensis. * C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) North Carolina. Tech. Ser.
No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. .Agric., 1896,
p.120.
Pristiphora coloradensis. * C. L. Marlatt.
( Hym.) Colorado. Tech. Ser. No. 3,
])iv. Ent., U. . Dept . .Agric., 1896, p.121.
l'ristiphora dyari. * C. L. Mar 1 at t.
(Hym.) Keene Valley, N. Y. Tech.
er. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric.,
1 96, p.118.
l'ristiphora hoodi. * C . L . M a r 1 a t t .
(Hym.) Mount Rood, Oreo·on. Tech.
Sm·. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric.,
1896, p. 119.

oc.,
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Pristiphora koebelei.
C. L. Marfatt.
(Rym.) Washington. Tech. er. 'l\~o.
3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric., 1 9 ,
p.119.
Pristiphora murtfeldtire. C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.)
Kirkwood, Mo. Tech. er.
No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. .Ag1ic., 1 9
p. 117.
Pristiphora nigra. C. L. Marlatt.
(Rym.) Easton, Wash.
Tech. Ser.
No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept . .Agric.,
1896, p. 114.
Pristiphora occidentalis. C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.)
Oregon and Washington.
Tech. Ser . No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept .
.Agric., rn96, p. 121.
Pristomerus euryptychire. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) District of Columbia.
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., xxn1, 1896, p. 192.
Pteronus antennatus." C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) New Hampshire. Tech. Se1'.
No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., 1896,
p. 61.
Pteronus atriceps." C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Nevada. Tech. Sm·. No. 3, Div.
Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., 1896, p. 52.
Pteronus auratus." C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Washington. Tech. Ser. No. 3:
Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. .Agric., 1896, p. 60.
Pteronus bicolor. * C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.)
Mount Hood, Oregon, and Olympia,
Wash. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S.
Dept. .Agric., 1896, p. 56.
Pteronus californicus." C. L. Marlatt.
(IIym.) California. Tech. Ser. No. 3,
Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. .Agric., 1896, p. 60.
Pteronus coloradensis; * C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Colorado and Montana. Tech.
Ser. No . 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept . .Ag1·ic.,
1896, p. 52.
Pteronus cornelli. * C.L.Marlatt. (Rym.)
ew York. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent.,
U. S. Dept. .Agric., 1896, p. 65.
Pteronus dubius. C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.)
Wellesley, Mass. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div.
Ent., U.S. Dept . .Agric., 1896, p. 74.
Pteronus dyari. ,. C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.)
Tow York. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent.,
. s. Dept. A gric., 1896, p. 58.
Pteronus foveatus. * C. L. Marlatt.
(Uy m.) Washington. Tech. Se1·. No. 3,
Di1. Ent., . S. Dept . .Agric., 1896, p. 55.
Pteronus fylesi. C. L. Marla~t. (Hym.)
'outh Quebec, Canada. Tech. Sm·. No.
3, Di . Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric., 1896,p. 54.

I
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Pteronus harringtoni. C. L. Marlatt. Pteronus vancouverensis. C. L. Marla ·
(Hym.) Ottawa, Canada, and South
(Hym.) Vancouver Island; Ala.me a
Quebec, Canada. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div . .
and Placer counties, Cal., and Nevada..
Ent., U.S. Dept. .Agric., 1896, p. 53.
Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. De.:z.;> ·
.Agric., 1896, p. 70.
Pteronus hyalinus.* · C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Pteropurpurapostii. W. H. Dall. (Mo1L )
Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U. S. JS...-a-e.
Dept . .Agric., 1896, p. 67 ..
Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23, 1896, PPteronus kincaidi. * C. L. Mar 1 at t.
44.
(Hym .) Olympia, Wash. Tech. Se1·.
No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept . .Agric., 1896, Reophax armatus. * A. Goes. (For am - )
p.55.
Pacific Ocean and Caribbean Sea. Bull.
Mus. Cornp. Zool., XXIX, No. 1, Mar.,
Pteronus koebelei. C. L. Marlatt.
1896, p. 29, pl. I, fig. 1.
(Hym.) California and Oregon. Tech.
Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept . .Agric., Reoplrnx insectus. A. Goes. (Foram. )
1896, p. 71.

Pteronns latus. * C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.)
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. Tech.
Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. .Agric.,
1896, p. 48.
Pteronus lombardre. C. L. Mar 1 at t.
(Hym.)
Lansing, Mich., and New
York. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div. Ent., U.S .
Dept . .Agric., 1896, p. 73.
Pteronus longicornis. * C. L. Marlatt.
(Hyru.) Michigan, New York, Long
Island, Massachusetts, and Canada.
Tech. Sm·. No. 3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept.
.Agric., 1896, p. 72.
Pteronus magus.* C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Canada. Tech. Ser. No. 3, Div.
Ent., U.S. Dept . .Agric., 1896, p. 67.
Pteronus occidentalis. C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Placer County and Los .Angeles, Cal. Tech. Sm·. No. 3, Div. Ent.,
U.S. Dept. Agric., 1896, p. 48.
Pteronus pacificus.* C. L. Marlatt.
(Hym.) Olympia, Wash. Tech. Sm·. No.
3, Div. Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric., 1896,
p. 49.
Pteronus popn1i. C. L. Marlatt. (Hym.)
:Massachusetts. Tech. er. No. 3, Div.
Ent., U. . Dept. Agric., 1 96, p. 59.
Ptt-ronus ')_uercu . '. L. Marlatt. (Hym.)
Ithaca, . T. Y. Tech. er. Xo. S, Div. Ent.,
r~., ·. Dept. Agric., 1 96, p. 67.

Pacific Ocean. Bull. Mus. Cornp. Zool.,
No. 1, Mar., 1896, p. 28, pl. I I I ,
figs. 6, 7.
Reophax turbo. A. Goes. (For a m - )
Caribbean Sea. Bull. Mu-s. Comp. Zool.,
XXIX, No. 1, Mar., 1896, p. 29, pl. I ,
figs. 2, 3.
. Retusa chipolana. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23, 1896, p.
28.
Retusa (Cylichnina) decapitata. W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) Oligocene, Florid a •
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1035,
Apr. 23, 1896, p. 30.
Retusa (Cylicbnina) duplinensis. W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) Miocene-, North Carolina. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.
1035, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 31.
Retusa (Cylichnina) microtrema. "\V. H.
Dall. (Moll.) Miocene, N ortb Carolina. Proc. U. S. at. Mu6., XVIII, ~o.
1035, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 31.
Retusa (Cylicbnina) qnercinensis. W. H.
Dall. (Moll.)
Oligocene, Florida.
P1·oc. U. S. ~at. Mus., XVIII, No. 1035.
Apr. 23, 1 96, p. 31.
Rhamphomyia. abdita. D. W. Coquill t .
(Dipt.) Wa bington. Proc. r:. ·. ~ · t.
Mus ., .- III, To. 1073, fay 25 1 ... , I·
430.
XXIX,

4

Pt ronu

tricolor.
'. L. Iarlatt.
Tew Hamp hir . Tech. er.
Xo . .,, JJir. Ent., ['.
Dept . .,Jgric.,

( Hsm. )

1 !h, }), :; ·.

nnicolor. "
. .riarLtt.
( ll ym ..) • lifornia. Ti ch . e1·. No. S,
Dil'. L11t. t". • . Drpt . .Agric. 1 9 , p.
7'2.

l't .. ro1111·

2;, 1

Ii p. 1:l:2.

LIST OF NEW SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES.
Rhamphomyia arcuata. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.) Massachusetts. Proc.
U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May
25, 1896, p. 421.
Rhamphomyia avida. D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) Massachusetts. Prnc. U. S.
Nat . Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896,
p. 425.
Rhamphomyia bifilata. D. W. Coq uillett.
(Dipt.) Southern California. Proc.
U. S. Nat . Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May
25, 1896, p. 424.
Rhampbomyia californica. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt. ) California. Proc.
U. S. Nat . Mus ., XVIII, No. 1073, May
25, 1896, p. 420.
Rbamphomyia ciliata. D. W . Coquillett.
(Dipt.) Jew Hampshire. Proc. U.S .
Nat. Mus ., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896,
p. 428.
Rbamphomyia colorata. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.) Texas . Proc. U. . Nat.
Mu8., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p .
420.

Rbamphomyia compta. D. W . 'oquillett. ( ipt.) United tateH. Proc.
U.
rat. Mus., , ' VIII, o. 1073, May
25, 1896, p. 423.
Rhamphomyia duplicis. D. W. Coquillett. (Dip t.) , outhern
alifornia.
Proc. U. S. at. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073,
May 25, 1896, p. 424.
.
Rhamphomyia e:f:fera. D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) Colorado. Proc. U. S. Nat .
Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p.
427.
Rhamphomyia :fimbriata. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.)
alifornia. Proc.
Nat. Mus., xvm, No. 1073, May 25, 1896,
p. 429.
Rhamphomyia flexuosa.
. W . 'oquillett. (Dipt.) Colorado. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896,
p . 433.
Rhamphomyia gi1vipilosa. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt. ) Illinois. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896,
p. 434.
Rharuphomyia insecta. D.W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) Texas. Proc. U. . Nat. Mus.,
XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1896, p. 426 .
Rhamphomyia loripedis. D. W. Coquillett. Southern California. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., xviiI, No . 1073, May 25, 1896,
p. 419.
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Rhamphomyia manca. D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) North Carolina. Proc. D.
Nat. Mus.,XVIII,No.1073,May25 1, 6,
p. 427.
Rhamphomyia nasoni. D. W. Coquill tt.
(Dipt.) Illinois. Proc.
. Sal.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1 , l, p.
423.
Rhamphomyia otiosa. D. W . Coquillett.
(Dipt.) Colorado. Proc. U. S . .i ·at.
Miis., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1 9 , p.
425.
Rhamphomyia parva. D. W. Coquill tt.
(Dipt.) Massachusetts. Proc. T./.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May :?5
1896, p. 433.
Rhamphomyia pectoris. D. W. oqnillett. (Dipt.) St. Catherin e Island,
Georgia. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XYIII,
r o. 1073, May 25, 1896, p. 420.
Rhamphomyia piligeronis. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.) Illinois. Proc. U. .
Nat . Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25,
1 96, p. 432.
Rbamph omyia ravida. D.W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) Illinois, Texas, and New Mexico. Proc. u. s. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.
1073, May 25, 1896, p. 418.
Rharupbomyia setosa. D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) New Hampshire. P1·oc. U. .
Nat . .Mus., xv111, No. 1073, May 25,
1896, p. 426.
Rharuphomyia stylata. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.) Southern California.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIn, No. 1073,
May 25, 1896, p. 432.
Rhamphomyia sudigeronis. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.) California. P1·oc. U.
s. Na t. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25,
1896, p. 431.
Rhamphomyia tersa. D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) New Hampshire. P1·oc. U.S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25,
1896, p. 422.
Rhamphomyia valga. D. W. Coquillett.
(Dipt.) New Hampshire. P1·oc. U. S .
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25,
1896, p. 428.
.
Rbamphomyia virgata. D. W. Coqmllett. ( Di pt.) Massachusetts. Proc.
U. B. Nat. Mus ., XVIII, No. 1073, May
25, 1 96, p. 430.
Rhodosciadium dissecturn. J. M. Coulter aod J . N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca,
Iexico. Contrib. u. s. Nat. Herbariuni,
m, o. 5, Dec. 14, 1895, p. 309.
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Rhodosciadium glaucum. J.M. Coulter Scala ranellina. W. H. Dall. (Moll- )
Alabama. Nautilus, IX, No. 10, :I<.,eb-,
and J. N. Rose. (Bot.) Oaxaca, Mex1896,p. 111.
.
ico. Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herba1·iiirn, III,
Scaphander alatus. W. H. Dall. (Moll- )
No. 5, Dec. 14, 1895, p. 309.
Near Hawaiit Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus-,
Rhogas bifasciatus. W. H. Ashmead.
XVII, No. 1032, July 8, 1895, p. 676, p1( Hym.) St. Georges and Mount Gay
XXVII, fig. 2.
Estate, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc.
Scaphander langdoni. W. H. Dal.I.
Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 784.
(Moll.) Oligocene, Florida. Proo. U.
Rhoptromeris atriclavata. W. H. AshS. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23,
mead. (Hym.) Mount Gay Estate,
1896, p. 28.
Grenada.
P1·oc. Zool. Soc. Lond., Scaphella benthalis. W. H. Dall. (Moll. )
XLVIII, 1895, p. 754.
Panama. Proc. U.S. Nat. Miis., XVIII,
Rhynchonella schucherti. T. W. StanNo.1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p.13.
ton. (Brach.) Paskenta, Cal. Bull. Sciara tritici. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.)
U. S. Geol. Surv., No. toi33, 1896, p. 31,
Insect Life, vn, No. 5, July, 1895, p. 407.
pl. 1, figs. 1-4.
Secodes phlreotribi. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Roslyn, Va. Trans. Am. Ent.
Rhynchosia pringlei. J. N. Rose. (Bot.)
Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 233.
Oaxaca, Mexico. Contrib. U. S. Nat.
Herbarium, III, No. 5, Dec. 14, 1895, p. Seleucus gillettei. *. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Fort Collins, Colo. Trans. A._'111,.
316.
Ent.
Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 206.
Rimu1a expansa. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Panama. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, Seleucus ru:fiveutris. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Agricultural College, Mich.
No. 1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 10.
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 207.
Ringicula chipolana.
W. H. Dall. Sida cinerea. E. G. Baker. (Bot.) Ja(Moll.) Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U.
lisco, Mexico. Contrib. U. S. Nat.
S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23,
Herbariurn, III, No. 5, Dec. 14, 189£5,
1896, p. 25.
p. 311.
Ringicula semilimata.
W. H. Dall. Sida lodiegensis. E. G. Baker. (Bot.)
(Moll.) Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U.
Lodiego, Mexico. Contrib. U. S. Nat.
S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23,
Herbarium, III, No. 5, Dec. 14, 1895,
1896, p. 24.
p. 311.
Sabatia pustulosa. W. H. Dall. (Moll.) Siphostomascovelli. EvermannandKenNear Hawaii. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
dall. (Pisc.) Corpus Christi, Tex.
XVII, No. 1032, July 8, 1895, p. 677, pl.
Proc. u. s. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 10-!3,
XXVI, fig. 10.
Apr. 15, 1896, pp. 113-115.
Sag~tt~-~accida. F. S. Conant. (Chret.) Solariella ceratophor~. W. H. D~
B1m1m, Bahamas. Johns Hopkins Univ.
(Moll.) California. Proc. U. · ~ at.
Gire., xv, No.126, June, 1896, p. 85.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1034, .A.pr. 23, 1 96,
Sagitta tennis. F. S. Conant. (Chret.)
p. 9.
Kingston Harbor, Jamaica. Johns Hop- Solariella nuda. W. H. Dall. ()loll. )
kins Univ. Gire., xv, No.126, June, 1896,
California. Proc. U.
. Nat. J[ua ..
p. 85.
xvrrr, No . 1034, .A.pr. 23, 1 96 P· 9.
Sapyga peloprei. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) 1 olariella reticulina. W . H · D a~ 1·
Toronto, renada. Trans.A1n.Ent. oc., j (Moll.) Tearllawaii. Proc. r:. ·:' '·
~ nu, 1 96, p.179.
Mus., xvII, To. 1032, Joly
1 ~"· P·
arathrus nasoni.
\V. H. A bmead.
6 4, pl. XVI, fig . .
(Hym.) Algonquin, ID. Trans . .111n.
ol curtus ( ) dubiu . T. "\Y. h nr •
Ent. oc. ,' ·m, 1 96, p.1 2.
cP •1. ) Tear tephenson
al. B• 11•
, c la {, tb norbyti ) mazy ·kii. W. II.
eol. m·v., No, 133. 1 , P· 1=
al1. ( loll. )
outh 'aroli na.. J.. ·aupl. 10, Jig . 4, 5.
til11a x.·, ·o.1 , Feb., 18
p. 111.
'olem ·a o cidentali . T. W. t nt
·ala. mit b lli. W. B.
all. ( Moll. )
(I el·.)
ear p ken ta, 'al. B · r.
T · . • ·a utilua, 1x, ·o. 10, eb., 1 6,
ur ., o. 133, 1
p. 55 P
p.112.
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LIST OF NEW SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES.
Solenaspis singularis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Algonquin, Ill. Trans. A.m.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 183.
Sozuza stevensii. W. J. Holland. (Lep.)
Kilima Njaro, Africa. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1062, May 27, 1896, p.
248, pl. VII, fig. 14.
Spadella maxima. F. S. Conant. (Chait.)
North Atlantic Ocean. Johns Hopkins
Univ . Gire., xv, No. 126, June, 1896, p.
84.
Spanoctecnus caseyi. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Norfolk, Va. Trans. A.m.
Ent. Soo., XXIII, 1896, p. 196.
Spathius :flavotestaceus. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Mount Gay Estate,
Grenada. P1·oc. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
XLVIII, 1895, p. 783.
Speotyto cunicularia obscura. F. Stephens. (Aves.) Lake c'ounty, al.
A.uk, xn, Oct., 1895, No. 4, p. 372.
Spergo daphnelloides. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.)
ear Hawaii. Proc.
Tat . Mus., xvu, No.1032, July 8, 1 95,
p. 6 3, pl. XXJ I, :fig.11.
pergo glandiniformis. W . H.
all.
(Moll. )
ear HawaiL Proc.
. s.
Nat. Mus., vn, o.1032, July , 1 95,
p. 680, pl. XXIV, :fig .1, 2.
Spermophilu harrisi aaxicolus. E. A.
Mearns. (Mamm.) Tinajas Altas, Gila
Mountains, Yuma County, Ariz. Proc.
U. S. Nat . Mus., XVIII, No.1075, May
21, 1896, p. 444.
Spermopbilus mexicanus parviden . E.
A. Mearns. (Mamm.) Fort lark,
Tex. Proc. U. S . Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.
1075, May 21, 1896, p. 443.
Spilarctia abbottii. W. J. Holland. (Lep:)
Masai Land, .Africa. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1062, May 27 1896 p.
248.
'
'
Spondylusfragilis. T. W. Stanton. (Pel.)
Tehama County, Cal. Bull. U. S. Geol.
Su?'V., No. 133, 1896, p. 35, pl. n, fig. 3.
tibolepis atomaria. W. J. Holland.
(Lep.) Taveta, Africa. Proc.
. S.
Nat.,Mus., XVIII, No. 1062, May 27,
1896, p. 251.
tictomischus auratus. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Roslyn, Va. Trans. A11i. Ent.
Soc., xxrn, 1896, p. 221.
, tratiomyia bruneri. * C. W. Johnson.
(Dipt.)
uster, S. Dak. Trans . .Ani.
Ent. Soc., xxu, o. 3, July, 1895, p.
233, pl. In, figs. 7, 8.

2 7

Sychnoleter americana. * W. H. Ashm , d.
( Hym.) J acksom·ille, Fla. Trans. m.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p.196.
Syncrasis :flavifrons. W. H. A bm n 1.
(Hym.) Mount Gay Estat , r nacl .
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII 1 ~ p.
786.
Syneches debilis. D. ·w.
(Dipt.) Maryland. Proc. . . rat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1 9' p.
436.
Syneches hyalinus. D. W. oquill tt.
(Dipt.) MarY.land. Proc. U. . • -at.
Mw1., XVIII, No. 1073, May 25, 1 6, 1,.
437.
Synergus agrifolire. · W. H. Ashm a.cl.
(Hym.) Los Angeles, Cal. T1·ans . ..lm.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p.189.
Synergus atripennis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Crescent City, Fla. Trans. Am.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 189.
Synergus brevicornis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Eldorado County, Cal. TranB.
Ant. Ent. Soc., XXIII, is96, p. 189.
Synopias :flavipes. W . . H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar and Mount
ay
Estate, Grenada. Proa. Zool. Soc. Lond.,
J' LVIII, 1895, p. 802.
, yntomopus affinis. * W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) District of Columbia. Trans.
Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 228.
Tachydromia schwarzii. D. W. Coquillett. (Dipt.) Northern California and
Utah. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mu,B., xvrrr, o.
1073, May 25, 1896, p. 440.
'fantilla eiseni. L. Stejneger. (Rep.)
California. Proc. V. S. Nat. MuB.,
XVIII, No.1044, Apr. 15, 1896, p. 117.
Telenomus albitarsis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Mount Gay Estate and St.
Johns River, Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc.
Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 795.
Telenomus connectans. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Chantilly Estate,
Grand Etang, and Mount Gay Estate,
renada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII,
1895, p. 792.
T lenomus consimilis. W. H. A_shmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proo.
Zool. Soc. Loncl., XLVIII, 1895, p. 796.
Telenomus convergens. W. H. Ashmead.
Balthazar, Mount Gay Es_tate, and St.
foorg s, 'renada. Proc. Zool. Soc.
Lond., XLVIJI, 1895,p.795.
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Telenomu~ flaviventris. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.)
Kingston, Jamaica.
Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 795.
Telenomus fuscicornis. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.)
Balthazar, Grand Etang,
Mount Gay Estate, and St. Johns River,
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII,
1895, p. 794.
Telenomus grenadensis . W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Chantilly Estate, Balthazar,
and Mount Gay Estate, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 791.
Telenomus latifrons. W . H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Mount Gay Estate,
and St. Georges, Grenada. Proc. Zool:
Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 792.
Telenomus longiclavatus. · W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
792.
Telenoi:nus luteipes. W. H1 Ashmead.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Chantilly Ef'!tate,
and St. Johns River, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XL VIII, 1895, p. 792.
Telenomus minutissimus. w. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Trinidad, Westindies.
Journ. Trinidad Field Nat. Clitb, Aug.,
1895, n, p. 220.
T elenomus nigriclavatus. W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Ba 1 th a z a r, Grand
Etang, and Mount Gay Estate, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Boe. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p.
794-.
'l'eracolus aldabrensis. W. J. Holland.
(Lep .) Seychelles Islands. P1·oc. U.S.
Na,t. Mus ., XVIII, No. 1064, May 27, 1896,
p. 272, pl. VIII, figs. 7, 8.

Terebra (Acus) bipartita.
Sby ., var·
Spirifera. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Oligocene, Santo Domingo. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1035, Apr. 23, 1896,
p.38.
Terebra (Acus) chipolana. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U.
S. Nat. Miis., XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23,
1896: p. 39.
Terebra (Acus) curvilineata. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Miocene, New Jersey. Proc.
U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1035, Apr. 23.,.
1896, p. 36.
Terebra gab bi. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.)
Oligocene, Santo Domingo. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mits., XVIII, No.1035, Apr. 23, 1896.,.
p.34.
Terebra haitensis. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Oligocene, Santo Domingo. Proc. U.S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1035, Apr. 23, 1896,
p.35.
Terebra (Hastula) inornata. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Miocene, New Jersey. Proc.
U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1035, Apr. 23,
1896, p. 35.
Terebra (Acus) langdoni. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Oli.gocene, Florida. Proo. U. S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1035, Apr. 23, 1896,
p. 39.
Terebra (AcuH) langdoni, var. perpunctata. W. H. Dall. Oligocene, Florida .
Proc. U. S . Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1035,
Apr. 23, 1896, p. 39.
Terebra (Acus) sincera. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.) Miocene, Mary land. Proc. U. .
Nat. Mus., xvIII, No.1035, Apr. 23, 1 6,
p. 37.
Terebratella californica.· T. "\ . tanton .
(Brach.) Tehama County, al. Bull.
U. . Geol . Suri., No. 133, 1 96, p. 33, pl.
1, figs. 12, 13.
Terebratulina kiiensis. W . H. Dall and
h
H . A. Pilsbry. (Brach.) Tort wet
Coast of America. Proo. U. • · Sa t.

Teracotona clara. W. J. Holland. (Lep .)
Kilimanjaro, Africa. Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus., XVIII, No. 1062, May 27, 1896, p.
249, pl. vn, fig. 12.
Terebra (Acus) amitra. W. H. Dall.
(Moll.)
Jigocelle,
t D .
an
onnngo.
Proo. U. . rat. Mus. , ·vu1. :ro. 1035,
Apr. 23, 1 96, p. 39.
Mus., XVII, 0. 1032, July , 1 -. p .
T b
720, pl. ' XXII, figs . 1 9.
ere ra (Acu ) bipartita, by .,var.cirru . Teria mandarinulus. \\ . J. Holland.
W. H. all. ligocene , a nto Domiugo.
(Lep.) Ia iLand Africa. P roc . .
.1. at. Mus., XVIII
o. 1062, Ma. !!7 l
Proc. . . rat. Mus. , XVIII, To. 1035
Apr. 23 1 96 p. 3 .
p. 2!2, p]. II, fig. 5.
b . var. li- 'retraru ero ra variabili . W. H.
T r bra ( cu ) bi p rtit
gomitra. W. II .. all. (Moll. )
ligo- j we d. ( Hym. ) Balthazar and _foa
n • ant I omin"'o. Proc. [", , . ~at.
ay E .· tate, ' r nada. Proc. Zool.
Mus., X\'III ' o.1035 pr. 23, 1
p.
Lond., XLYin, 1 5, p. 77 .

°
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LIS'l' OF NEW SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES.
Tetrastichus chlamytis. * W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Roslyn, "va. Trans.
Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 233.
Tetrastichus johnsoni. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Urbana, 111. Trans. Am. Ent.
Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 233.
Tetrastichus microrhopalm. * W. H. Ashmead. ( Hym.) Roslyn, Va. Trans. Am.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 233.
Textularia solita., Schwag, var. in:flata.
A. Goes. (Foram .) Pacific Ocean.
Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., xxrx, No. 1,
Mar., 1896, p. 42, pl. v, figs. 1-3.
I Theroscopus americanus.
W. H. Ashmead. (Hym.) Arlington, Va. Trans.
Arn. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896 p. 211.
Thersilochus oculatus. W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Mount Gay Estate, Grenada.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIll, 1895, p.
779.
Thurammina erinacea. A. Goes. (Foram.)
Pacific Ocean. Bull. Mus. Cornp. Zool.,
xx1x, o. 1, Mar., 1 96, p. 26, pl. n, figs.
9, 10.
Thnrovia trifiora.. J.
. Ro . (Bot.)
Texa . Contrib.
at. Jierbarium,
nr, o. 5, ec. 14, 1 95, p. 321.
Torn a tin a :fischeri. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Oligocene, F lorida . Proc. U.
rat.
Mu,s ., XVIII, No.1035,Apr. 23, 1896, p. 26.
Tornatina (Cylichnella) gabbi. W. II.
Dall. (Moll.) Pliocene, Florida. Proc.
U.S. Nat. Mus .,xvrn, No. 1035, Apr. 23,
1896, p. 27.
Tornatina incisula. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Oligocene, Florida.
P1·oc. U. S. Nat.
Mus ., xvnr, No.1035,Apr. 23, 1896, p. 25.
Tornatina myrmecoon. W. H. Dail 1.
(Moll.) Miocene, North Ca rolina.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x-yru, No. 1035,
Apr. 23, 1896, p. 25.
Tornatina persimilis.
W. H. Dal 1.
(Moll.) Oligocene, Florida. Proc. U.
S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1035, .Apr. 23,
1896, p. 26.
Tractolira. sparta. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Panama. Proc. U. 8. Nat. Mus., XVIII,
No.1034, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 13.
Trichoglenes occidentalis. W. R. Ashmead. (Hym .) Banff prings,Alberta,
Canada; Easton, Wash. Trans. Am.
Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 225.
'rrichopria affinis. W. H. A shmead .
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenada. Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XLVIII, 1895, p. 808.

I,

4

Trichopria bifoveata. W. H. A ·hme 1.
(Hym.) Balthazar, Grenad. . Proc.
Zool. Soc. Lond., XL VIII 1 95 }),
Trichopria grenadensis. \ . II. Ashm al.
(Hym.) Balthazar and rand Lt:n1n,
Grenada. Proc. Zool. Soo. Lon ii., . · 1.,•111
1895, p. 808.
'l'riclistus terminalis. " Vv. I. A bm Id.
(Hym.) District of Columbia. T/'1111 •
.Ani. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. -01.
Triclist,us thoracicus. " W. H. A bm 11.
(Hym.) Dixie Lanuing, '\ a. T/'au .
Am. Ent. Soc., XXIII, 1896, p. 201.
'l'ridax tenuifolia. J. N. Ro .
Chihuahua, Mexico. Contrib. -. . ~ ul.
Herbarium., HI, No. 5, Dec. 14, 1 ,., p.
319.
Trybliographa xanthopoda. W. H. A hmead. (Hym.) Balthazar,
r na la.
Proc. Zool. Soc. Lona., XLVIII 1 9- ll,
754.
Turbo colusamsis.
T. W. tanton.
(Gast.) Near Wilbur Spring , al.
Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv., No.133, 1896 p. 6,
pl. 12, fig. 14.
Turbo f humerosus.
T. W. Stanton.
(Gast.) Near Lowerys, Cal. Bull. .
S. Geol. Surv., No.133, 1896, p. 67, pl.12,
figs .10, 11.
Turbo morganensis. T. W. Stant n.
(Gast.) Morgan Valley, Lake ount
'al. Bull. U. S. Geol. Sur1 ., No. 13 ,
1896, p. 66, pl. 12, fig. 13.
Turbo paskentamsis. T. W. Stanton.
(Gast.) Near Paskenta,, Cal. Bull.
U. 8. Geol. Surv., No. 133, 1896, p. 6!,
pl. 12, figs. 5, 6.
Turbo triUneatus. T. W. Stanton.
(Gast.) Near Lowerys, Cal. Bull.
S. Geol. Surv., No. 133, 1896, p. 65, pl.
12, fig. 12.
Turbo wilburensis. T. W. Stanton.
(Gast.) Near Wilbur Springs, Cal.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., No. 133, 1896,
p. 65, pl. 12, fig. 15.
.
Turritella alcida. W. H. Dall. Oligocene, Florida. P1·oc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
XVIII, No. 1035, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 23.
Turtor abbotti.
Robert Ridgway.
(Aves.) Mahe, Seychelles. A·oc. U.
S. Nat. Mus., xvn1, No. 1079, June 24,
1896, p. 513.
Typhlomolge rathbuni. L.Stejneger. (Batrach.) San Marcos, Tex. P1·oc. U. S.
at. Mus., xvnr, No. 1088, Apr. 15,
1896, p. 620.
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Umbonium (Solariorbis) dnplinense. W.
H. Dall. (Moll.) Miocene, Florida.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1035,
Apr. 23, 1896, p. 46.
Umbonium (Solariorbis) floridanum. W.
H. Dall. (Moll ) Pliocene, Florida.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1035,
Apr. 23, 1896, p. 45.
Umbonium (Solariorbis) undula. W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) Miocene, North Carolina. P1·oc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.
1035, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 46.
Unio docknmensis. C. T. Simpson.
(Moll.) Triassic, Texas. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1072, May 20, 1896,
p. 384, :fig. 5.
Unio dumblei. C. T. Simpson. (Moll.)
Triassic, Texas. P1·oc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
XVIII, No. 1072, May 20, 1896, p. 383,
:fig. 3.
Unio gracHiratus.
C. T. Simpson.
(Moll.) . Triassic, Texas. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1072, May 20,
1896, p. 384, :fig. 4.
Unio mitchelli. C. T. Simpson. (Moll.)
New Mexico. Proc. U. S. Nat ..Mus.,
XVIII, No. 1033, Apr. 23, 1896, p. 5.
Unio subplanatus.
C. T. Simpson.
(Moll.) Triassic, Texas. Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1072, May 20,
1896, p. 383, :figs. 1, 2.
Uriella rufipes. W. H.Ashmead. (Hym.)
Algonquin, Ill.; Columbus, Ohio.
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., xxnr, 1896, p. 222.

Ursus emmonsi. W. H. Dall. (Mamm.)
Alaska. Science (new series), u, No.
30, July 26, 1895, p. 87.
Velrea glauca. J.M. Coulter and J. N.
Rose. (Bot.) Oregon. Contrib. U. S.
Nat. Herba1·ium, III, No. 5, Dec. 14,
1895, p. 321.
Verneuilina pusilla. A. Goes. (Foram.)
Pacific Ocean. Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,
XXIX, No. 1, Mar., 1896, p. 39, pl. v,
figs. 6-8.
Verracina rudis. A. Goes.
(Foram.)
Pacific Ocean. Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,
XXIX, No. 1, Mar,, 1896, p. 25, pl. 1,
figs. 15, 16.
Viola sagittata hicksii. C. L. Pollard.
(Bot.) Washington, D. C. Botan. Gaz.,
xx, July 15, 1895, p. 326.
Vitrea johnsoni. W. H. Dall. (Moll.)
Northwest Coast of America. Nautilus,
IX, No. 3, July, 1895, p. 27.
Vitrea subrupicola, var. spelrea. W. H.
Dall. (Moll.) Cave City, Cal. Nautilus, IX, No. 3, July, 1895, p. 27.
Wissadula pringlei. J. N. Rose. (Bot.)
Oaxaca, Mexico. Contrib.. U. S. Nat.
Herbarium, n1, No. 5, Dec. 14, 1895,
p. 312.
Yphthima chanleri.
W. J. Holland.
(Lep.) Tana River, Africa. Proc. U.S.
Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1063, May 27,
1896, p. 260.
Xyalaspis flavipes.
W. H. Ashmead.
(Hym.) Great Falls, Md. , and Arlington, Va. Trans. Ani. Ent. Soc. , xxrn,
1896, p. 183.

APPENDIX V.
PAPERS PUBLISHED IN SEPARATE FORM DURING THE FISCAL YEAR
ENDING JUNE 30, 1896.

FROM THE REPORT FOR 1893.
Report upon the condition and progress of the U.S. National Museum during the
year ending June 30, 1893. By G. Brown Goode. pp. 1-334, pls. 1-59.
The poisonous snakes of North America. By Leonhard Stejneger. pp. 337-487,
pls. 1-19, figs. 1-70.
Chinese games with dice and dominoes. By Stewart Culin. pp. 489-537, pls.
1-12, figs. 1-33.
The onyx marbles. By George P. Merrill. pp. 539-585, pls. 1-18.
The Cowbirds. By Maj. Charles Bendire, U.S. Army. pp. 587-624, pls. 1-3.
Primitive american armor. By Walter Hough. pp. 625-651, pls. 1-22, figs. 1-5.
The weapons and wings of birds. By Frederic A. Lucas. pp. 653-663, pl. 1,
figs. 1-8.
Notes on the ethnology of Tibet. By William Woodville Rockhill. pp. 665-747,
pls. 1-52.
Two Persepolitan casts in the U.S. National Museum. By Cyrus Adler. pp.
749-753, pls. 1, 2.
Museum collections to illustrate religious history and ceremonials. By Cyrus
Adler. pp. 755-768.
If public libraries, why not public museums? By Edward S. Morse. pp. 769-780.
FROM BULLETIN 39.
Part H. Directions for collecting minerals. By Wirt Tassin. pp. [1]-[6],
figs. 1-8.
Part I. Directions for collecting rocks and for the preparation of thin sections.
By George P. Merrill. pp. [1] -[15], figs. 1-17.
Part J. Directions for collecting specimens and information illustrating the
aboriginal uses of plants. By Frederick V. Coville. pp. [1]-[8].
Part K. Directions for collecting and preparing fossils. By Charles Schuchert.
pp. [1]-[31], figs. 1-13.
FROM PROCEEDINGS VOLUME XVII.
No. 1032. Report on Mollusca and Brachiopoda dredged in deep water, chiefly near
the Hawaiian Islands, with illustrations of hitherto unknown species
from Northwest America. By William Healey Dall. pp. 675-733,
pls. XXlll-XXXIlI.
FROM PROCEEDINGS VOLUME XVIII.
No. 1033. Diagnoses of new mollusks from the survey of the Mexican Boundary.
By W. H. Dall. pp. 1-6.
No. 1034. Diagnoses of new species of mollusks from the West Coast of America.
By W. H. Dall. pp. 7-20.
No. 1035. Diagnoses of new Tertiary fo sils from the southern United States.
By W. H. Dall. pp. 21-46.
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No. 1036. Two new Diplopod Myriapoda of the genus Oxydesmus from the Congo.
By 0. F. Cook. pp. 47-52.
No. 1037. Priodesmus, a new genus of Diplopoda from Surinam. By O. F. Cook.
pp. 53-57, pl. 1.
No. 1038. On Geophilus attenuatus, Say, of the class Chilopoda. By 0. F. Cook.
pp. 59-62.
No. 1039. An ~rrangement of the Geophilidre, a family of Chilopoda. By 0. F.
Cook. pp. 63-75.
No. 1040. Description of a new species of Golden Beetle from Costa Rica. By
Martin L. Linell. pp. 77, 78.
No. 1041. Two new species of beetles of the Tenebrionid genus Echocerus. By
F. H. Chittenden. pp. 79, 80.
No. 1042. East African Diplopoda of the suborder Polydesmoidea, collected by
Mr. William Astor Chanler. By 0. F. Cook. pp. 81-111, pls. 2-6.
No. 1043. Description of a new species of Pipefish (Siphostoma scovelli) from
Corpus Christi, Tex. By Barton W. Evermann and William 0. Kendall. pp. 113-115.
No. 1044. Description of a new species of snake ( Tantilla eiseni) from California.
By Leonhard Stejneger. pp. 117, 118.
No. 1045. Description of a new species of Ground Warbler fr0m eastern Mexico.
By Robert Ridgway. pp. 119, 120.
No. 1046. East African Odonata, collected by Dr. W. L. Abbott. By Philip P.
Calvert. pp. 121-142.
No. 1047. Notes on the Odonata from East Africa, collected by the Chanler Expedition. By Philip P. Ca1vert. pp. 143-145.
No. 1048. On the proper name of the Gunnels or Butter-fishes. By Theodore Gill.
pp. 147-151.
No. 1049. The differential characters of the Syngnathid and Hippocampid fishes.
By Theodore Gill. pp. 153-159.
No. 1050. Notes on the synonymy of the Torpedinidre or Narcobatidre. By Theodore Gill. pp. 161-165.
No. 1051. The families of Synentognathous fishes and their nomenclature. By
Theodore Gill. pp. 167-178.
No. 1052. On the application of the name Teuthis to a genus of fishes. By Theodore Gill. pp. 179-189.
No. 1053. Notes on the nomenclature of Scymnus or Scymnorhinus, a genus of
sharks. By Theodore Gill. pp. 191-193.
No. 1054. Notes on the genus Cephaleutherus of Rafinesque, and other Rays with
aberrant pectoral fins (Propterygia and Hieroptera). By Theodore
Gill. pp. 195-198.
No. 1055. Notes on Characinoid fishes with ctenoid scales, with a description of a
new Psecfrogaster. By Theodore Gill. pp. 199-203.
No. 1056. The differential characters of Characinoid and Erythrinoid fishes. By
Theodore Gill. pp. 205-209.
No. 1057. Note8 on Orectolobus or Crosso1·hinus, a genus of sharks. By Theodore
Gill. pp. 211,212.
No. 105 . Note on the fishes of the genus Characinus. By Theodore Gill. pp.
213-215.
No. 1 39. The nomenclature of Rachicenfron or Elacate, a genus of Acanthopterygian fishe . By Theodore Gm. pp. 21 -219.
No. 1060 . .c"ote on the nomenclature of the P cilioid fishes. By Theodore Gill.
pp. 2"1-224.
No. 1061. The nomenclature of the fishes of the Characinoid genus Tetrago,wpterus. By Theodore Gill. pp. 225-227.
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No. 1062. List of the Lepidoptera collected in Eastern Africa by Dr. W. L. Abbott,
with descriptions of some apparently new species. By W. J. Holland.
pp. 229-258.
No. 1063. List of the Lepidoptera collected in Somaliland, East Africa, by Mr.
William Astor Chanler and Lieutenant von Hohnel. By W. J. Holland. pp. 259-264.
No. 1064. List of the Lepidoptera from Aldabra, Seychelles, and other East African islands, collected by Dr. W. L. Abbott. By W. J. Holland. pp.
265-273.
No. 1065. List of the Lepidoptera collected in Kashmir by Dr. W. L. Abbott. By
W. J. Holland. pp. 275-279, pls. 7, 8.
No. 1066. Notes on asbestos and asbestiform minerals. By George P. Merrill. pp.
281-292.
No. 1067. Preliminary description of some new birds from the Galapagos Archipelago. By Robert Ridgway. pp. 293,294.
No. 1068. The classification and geographical distribution of the Pearly Freshwater Mussels. By Charles T. Simpson. pp. 295-343, pl. 9.
No. 1072. Description of four new Triassic Unios from the Staked Plains of Texas.
By Charles T. Simpson. pp. 381-385.
No. 1073. Revision of the North American Empidre, a family of two-winged
insects. By D. W. Coquillett. pp. 387-440.
No. 1074. Description of a new subspecies of the genus Peucedramu8, Coues. By
Robert Ridgway. p. 441.
No. 1075. Preliminary diagnoses of new mammals from the Mexican border of
the United States. By Edgar A. Mea~·ns. pp. 443-447.
No. 1076. Characters of a new American family of Passerine birds. By Robert
Ridgway. pp. 449-450.
No. 1077. Osteological and pterylographical characters of the Procniatidre. By
F. A. Lucas. pp. 505-507.
No. 1078. Catalogue of a collection of birds made by Dr. W. L. Abbott in Kashmir, Baltistan, and Ladak, with notes on some of the species, and a
description of a new species of Cyanecula. By Charles W. Richmond.
pp. 451-503.
No. 1079. On birds collected by Dr. W. L. Abbott in the Seychelles, Amirantes,
Gloriosa, Assumption, Aldabra, and adjacent islands, with notes on
habits, etc., by the collector. By Robert Ridgway. pp. 509-546.
No. 10 0. Descriptions of two new subspecies of the Downy Woodpecker, Dryobates pubescens, Linnreu . By Harry C. Oberholser. pp. 547-550.
No. 10 1. Preliminary description of a new subgenus and six new species and
subspecies of hares, from the Mexican Border of the United States.
By Edgar A. Mearns. pp. 551-565.
No. 10 2. Note on Plectroplites and Hypoplectrodes, genera of Serranoid fishes.
By Theodore Gill. pp. 567, 568.
No. 10 7. Preliminary descriptions of a new genus and two new species of crustaceans from an artesian well at San Marcos, Tex. By James E.
Benedict. pp. [1], [2]. (Advance edition.)
No. 10 . De cription of a new genus and species of Blind Tailed Batrachian
from the ubtenanean waters of Texas. By Leonhard Stejneger.
pp. [1]-[3]. (Advance edition.)
FROM PR

EEDING

VOLUME XIX.

No. 11 3. Preliminary diagno e of new mammals from the Mexican bor der of
the United States: By Edgar A. Mearns. pp. [1]-[4]. r,Advance
edition.)

APPENDIX VI.
SPECIMENS SENT TO THE MUSEUM FOR EXAMINATION AND REPORT.

1

The following is a complete list of the specimens received for
examination and report, arranged alphabetically by names of senders,
during the year ending June 30, 1896:
ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES, Philadelphia, Pa.-Transmitted by Witmer Stone: Owl. 3479 (II).
ALBIEN, H. A., Custer, S. Dak.: Fuller's earth. (Returned.) 3434 (XIII).
ALEXANDER, Dr. C. L., Charlotte, N. C.:
Bird-shaped object. 3315 (XIV).
ALFORD, CHARLES, Kenly, N. C.: Stone.
(Returned.) 3512 (XIII).
ALLEN, J. A.; American Museum of
Natural History, New York: Three
birds' skins from South America.
(Returned.) 3359 (II).
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, New York: Fifty-one birds'
skins. (Returneel.) 3337, 3420 (II).
ANDERSON, S. M., Glendale, Utah:
Rocks. (Returned.) 3588 (XIII).
ANDREWS, Dr. E. A .' Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Md.: Crab.
(Returned.) 3455 (VIII).
ANDREWS, J.E., Gainesville, Fla.: Rock.
3634 (XIII).
ANTHONY,A. W.,SanDiego,Cal.: Three
birds' skins. 3539, 3614 (II).
APPLETON, J. W. M., Salt Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.: Ore; supposed coal.
3669 (returned). 3696 (3064-4) (XIII).
ARM TR0NG, C. J. , Wolcott, N. Y.: Supposed meteorite. (Returned.) 3334
(XII).
AR~·OLD, B. W., Palmetto, Fla.: Siliceou and. (Returned.) 3532 (XIII).
ARN LD, H. C., Kenton Okla.: Ore .
(Returned. ) 34,0 (XIII).

AsHDOWN,J. H.,Manse, Nev.: :Mineral.
(Returned.) 3743 (XII).
ATTWATER, H. P ., San Antonio, Tex.:
Three hundred birds' skins. 3693
(30609) (II).
AVERY, FRANK B., Savannah, Ga.:
Stone implement. (Returned.) 3404
(XIV).
AXE, B. E., Auburn, Wash.: Roots of
plants. 3639 (XVII).
BABBITT BROTHERS, Flagstaff, Ariz.:
Rock. 3576 (30408) (XIII).
BACON, Mrs. LYDIA, Nevada, Ohio:
Fragments of a supposed meteorite.
(Returned.) 3496 (XII).
BAKER, FRANK C., Chicago Academy of
Sciences, Chicago, Ill.: Mollusks. (Returned.) 3760 (VI). (See under Chicago Academy of Sciences.)
BAKER INSTITUTE, Baldwin, Kans.Transmitted by Prof. C. S. Parmenter:
Inseets. (Returned.) 3739 (VII).
BALSLEY, Dr. T. E., Reidsville, N. C.:
Spider. (Returned.) 3312 (VII).
BAR ES, W. A., Marshall, Va.: Insect.
(Returned.) 339 (VII) .
BATEMAN, Dr. C. H., Newport, Tenn.:
Mineral. (Returned.) 3706 (XII).
BAUMGARTEL, A. G., Holland , Mich.:
Head of a duck. (Returned. ) 3i23
(II) .
BEARD D. P., Omaha, Nebr.: Fungu:,.
37 1 (XI) .
BEATTIE Mr . B MLD', Greenville, . . :
Rock . (Returned.) 354, 35 '> (XIII ·

1
Th fir ·t number accompanying the entries in thi list i. that a igned on the Mu nm r
to . ending· '' for examination." Th number in Roman , in par nthe , indicate the d
m nt in th Mu. eum to which the material is r fcrred for xamination and report.
mat<.'rinl i p rmanently retained, a. number of another ries, i. ., the p rmanent a
record , i placed in parenthe&e betwe n the two ts of numbers r ferred to.
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BECK, ROLLO H., Berryessa, Cal.: Nine
birds' skins. (Returned.) 3265, 3613
(II) .
BEGIN, L 'ABBE P. A., Seminaire St.
Charles-Borromee, Sherbrooke, Canada: North American Coleoptera.
(Returned.) 3419 (VII).
BENNETT, MABLE, Cincinnati, Ohio:
Coin. (Returned.) 3662 (XVII).
BEYER, G., New York City: Coleoptera.
(Returned.) 3510 (VII).
BIEDERMAN, C. R., Bonito, N. Mex.:
Carbon inclosed in cleavings of sandstone of the Upper Uoal formation.
3252 (XIII).
BILLINGS, WILLIAM, Camden, S. C.:
Concretion. (Returned.) 3421 (XIII).
BINKLEY, S. H., Alexandersville, Ohio:
Bird-shaped stone; small, cup-shaped
stone; natural formation. 3282, 3329
(3382 returned) (XIV).
BINNINGS, H. R.' John Adams, Cal.:
Eyeless skull found in a gravel bed.
3554 (I).
BIRD, FRANK A.,Park City, Utah: Mineral. (Returned.) 3550 (XII).
BISHOP, ALEX., Teges, Ky.: Mineral.
(Returned.) 3249 (XII).
BLACHLY, E., Mill Grove, Mo. : Insects.
(Returned). 3461 (VII).
BLACKFORD, C. M., Lynchburg, Va.:
Minerals. (Returned.) 3620 (XII) .
BLAKE, F. A., Rociada, N. Mex.: Minerals. (Returned.) 3716 (XII).
BOND, WARREN R., Custer, S. Dak.:
Samples of earth. (Returned.) 3407
(XIII).
BONELLI, G. A., Tooele City, Utah:
Root. 3349 (XVII).
BOULDIN, P., Stuart,Va.: Larval case of
an insect. (Returned.) 3356 (VII).
BOWERS, M. A., Little Rock, Ark.:
Galls of cottonwood tree. 3468
(30068) (VII) .
BOWMAN, J. H., Holbrook, Ariz.: Clay.
(Returned.) 36 1 (XIII) .
BRAVERMAN, M., Visalia, Cal.: Ore.
(Returned.) 3493 (Xill).
BREED, estate of Dr. Daniel.-Tran mitted by Prof. B. T. Janney, Washton, D. C.: Collection of fossils and
other material. (Portion r eturned. )
3477 (balance retained, 300"'6) (X-B).
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BRENINGER, G. F., Ph<:1'nix,Ariz.: Four
birds' skins. (Returned.) 3656 (II).
BRETTEL, MAX, New York City: Caterpillar. 3295 (VII).
BROCKETT, C. A., Kansas City, Mo.:
White clay. (Returned.) 3422 (XII).
BROD, P. W., Phcenix, Ariz.: Insect.
(Returned.) 3267 (VII).
BRODNAX, Dr. B. H ., Brodnax, La.:
Insects; flowers infested with insects.
3642 (returned); 3652 (30557); 3702
(VII).
BROOM, Mrs. C. W., Salt Lake City,
Utah: Minerals; stones. (Returned.)
3528, 3515 (XII, XIII).
BROWN, HERBERT, Tucson, Ariz.: Five
reptiles. (Returned.) 3676 (IV).
BROWN, H. H., Glenelder, Kans.: Supposed graphite. (Returned.) 3412
(XII).
BROWN, M. F., Pittsburg, Tex.: Insect.
(Returned.) 3622 (VII).
BROWN, P. F., Blue Ridge Springs, Va.:
Insect. (Returned.) 3251 (VII).
BROWN, R. A., Mount Carmel, Ky.: 83
stone implements. (Returned.) 3577
(XIV).
BRYANT, EDWIN S., Devils Lake, N.
Dak.: Bird skin. (Returned.) 3766
(II).
BULL, AMOS, Page, Kans.: Mineral.
(Returned.) 3631 (XII).
BURCKHATTER, J. B., Vinita, Ind. T.:
Two fragments of stone taken from
a supposed petrified hm:D;an figure.
(Returned.) 3728 (IX).
BURKE, EDMUND, Sheridan, Wyo.:
Stones. (Returned.) ·3659 (XIII).
BRYAN, Dr. C. B., Hampton, Va.: Insect covered with egg cases; mushrooms. 3306, 3362 (VII, XI).
CAFFREY, JAMES, Springville, Utah:
Rock. (Returned.) 3505 (XIII).
CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES,
San Francisco, Cal.-Transmitted by
L. M. Loomis: Eight birds' skins.
3534 (II).
CALKINS, RAYMOND, Milford, Mich.:
Pointed implement of banded slate.
(Returned.) 3692 (XIV).
ALL, R. ELLSWORTH, Cincinnati, Ohio:
Diptera from Mammoth Cave, Ky.
3633 (30531) (VII).
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CALL, S.S., Kingston, N. Mex.: Insect. COSTA RICA, NATIONAL MUSEUM OF,
(Returned.) 3444 (VII).
San Jose, Costa Rica.-Transmitted
by Senor J. Fjd Tristan: Crabs.
CARPENTER, A. V., Ophir, Utah: Ore.
3449 (portion returned, remainde r re3597 (XIII).
tained,
30099); 3735 (portion returned,
CARTWRIGHT, 0. E., Detroit, Mich.:
remainder retained, 30777) (VIII).
Piece of bedticking. 3504 (30616)
COUGHLIN, G. E., Indianapolis, Ind.,
(XVII).
CHANDLER, E. H., Marietta, Ga.: Worm. · Bones~ (Returned.) 3610 (IX).
Cox, M. V., Silver City, N. Mex.: Ore.
(Returned.) 3406 (VII).
(Returned.) 3536 (XIII).
CHAPMAN, N. A., 1.'winsburg, Ohio:
Cox,
PHILIP, St. John, New Brunswick:
Insect-cases. (Returned.) 3688 (VII).
Three
frogs. 3327 (30354) (IV).
CHICAGO ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, Chicago, Ill.-Transwitted by Frank C. CRAWFORD, JAMES, Colville, Wash.:
Mineral. (Returned.) 3636 (XII).
Baker: Shells. 3474 (portion returned,
remainder retained, 30132); 3774 (por- CREVELING, Prof. C. C., Davenport Coltion returned, remainder retained,
lege, Lenoir, N. C.: Plant. 3379 (XI).
30829) (VI).
CROCKET, B. D., San Augustine, Tex.:
CHILDS, Dr. L.B., Detroit, Mich.: Herb.
Fossils. (Returned.). 3650 ( X-A).
3469 (XVII).
CUNDIFF, W. H., Decatur, Tex. : Ore.
(Returned.) 3250 (XIII).
CHURCHILL, C. H., Elreno, Okla.:
Supposed phosphate of lime. (Re- CUNNINGHAM, B. L., Fort Klamath,
turned,) 3537 (XIII).
Oreg.: Butterflies. (Returned.) 3416
(VII).
CLARKE, Master How ARD, Delhi, La.:
Supposed meteorite, 3311 (XII).
DANIEL, Dr. Z. T., Carlisle Barracks,
Pa.: Insects. (Returned.) 3733, 3748
CLEVELAND, CONVERSE, Englewood,
(VII).
N. J.: Insect. 3458 (VII).
COBB, LEE S., Hastings, Mich.: Two DANIELS, Miss F. 0., Athol Center,
Mass.: Insect.
(Returned. )
3243
stone objects.
(Returned.)
3548
(VII).
(XIV).
DARBY, P. D., Custer City, S. Dak.:
COLE, L. J. , Grand R apids, Mich.:
Supposed fuller's earth. (Returned.)
Bird skin. (Returned.) 3429 (II) .
3433 (XII).
COLLINS, J. Y., New Whatcom, Wash.: DAVIS , T. HALL, Hampton, Va.: SupStone. (Returned.) 3602 (XIII).
posed "madstone." (Returned.) 3,500
CoNAHAN, WILLIAM F., Salkum, Wash.:
(XIII).
Ore. 3365 (XIII) .
DAWE, JOHN, Durango, Colo.: Rock.
3516 (XIII).
CONNOR, C. W., Hope, N. Dak.: Moth.
DE ris, Dr. R. E., Bishopville, . C.:
(Returned.) 3756 (VII) .
Insect. (Returned.) 3646 (VII).
Cox TANT, E.W., Illawara, La.: Coin.
DENNI o , G. W., Friday Harbor.
(Returned .) 33 6 (XVII).
Wa h.: Rock.
(Returned.) 3.-65
Com-VAY, W. J., Milwaukee, Wis.:
(XIII).
Shell . (R eturned.) 3475 (VI ).
DILG, CARL, Chicago, Ill.: Ai·chreoloaCooK, M. P. B., Lockport, N . Y.: In ect.
ical object . (Returned.) 32 i (XIY) .
(Returned.) 3i53 (VII ).
DOLPHYN, w. L., Hill boro, Tex. : In,OOPER JA:\IE . Mount ilead, Ohio:
sect. (Returned.) 3,53.3 (\ II ).
tone with etched figures. (Re- Do. LO· Rev. A. J .. Wa hino-ton, D. .:
turned.) 32 4 (XI ).
Niagara fo. il . (Returned. ) 34 1
OR.T,.'G . D., laremont, . H.: Clay.
(X-B) .
(R turned.) 3761 (XIII ).
DOOLITTLE, WILLARD, Fullerton. bio:
CORYELL JA)IE L. , Deming N. Mex.:
Three ancient coms. (Return .}
lineral. (Returned.) 375,3 (XII).
3301
II) .

I
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DOUGLASS, A. E., American Museum of
Natural History, New York City:
Terra-cotta flageolet from Mexico and
three stone whistles from Missouri.
(Returned.)· 3502 (XIV).
DRAKE, E. F., Seattle, Wash.: Ore.
(Returned.) 3518 (XIII).
DUERDEN, J. E. (See under Jamaica,
Institute of.)
DUNCAN, Dr. W., Savannah, Ga.: Eggcaseof a fish. (Returned.) 3286 (V).
DUPREE, WILLIAM, Brooklyn, N. Y.:
Fossil from the Upper Cretaceous.
(Returned.) 3489 (X-B).
DURAND, C. F., Lockport, N. Y.: Insect. 3710 (VII).
EBERSOLD, T. F., Oceanus, Fla.: Plant.
3330 (XI).
EDWARDS, Prof. C. L., University of
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio: Crabs,
etc., from the Bahama Islands. (Returned.) 3640 (VIII).
EGBERT, FERDINAND, Barstow, Cal.:
Rock. (Returned.) 3721 (XIII).
EGERT, C. D., Price, Utah: Mineral.
(Returned.) 3605 (XII).
ELDRIDGE, H. E.' Apaiachicola, Fla.:
Mole cricket. (Returned.) 3486 (VII).
ELLS, JAMES E., Norwalk, Conn.: Infusorial earth. (Returned.) 3415 (XII).
EMERSON, HENRY,Delamar, Nev.: Ore.
(Returned.) 3377 (XIII).
EMMO s, Lieut. G. F., U.S. Navy. (See
under Rev. J. Loomis Gould.)
ENGLEHARDT, J. H., Montgomery, Ala.:
In ect. (Returned.) 3670 (VII).
ERRET, S.S., Cook City, Mont.: Rocks.
·
(Returned.) 3373 (XIII).
ERWIN, A. B., Port Kennedy, Pa.: Red
clay. 3293 (XIII ).
EMOND, DARWINW., Newburg, N. Y.:
Herbarium specimen. 3302 (XI).
EVERETT, L. M., Clark, Fla.: Fossils.
3.395 (30535) (X-B).
FA.·.·1-·, JOH.·, Provincial Muse um,
Victoria. British Columbia. Bird.
(Returned.) 3447 (II) .
FAS. ETT, C. M., Spokane, Wash.: Minerals. (Returned.) 32,-5 (XII) .
FAUL, F., Trail, hio.: Insect. (Returned.) 3697 (VII) .
FEI. E. HE••RY, pokane, Wash.: Sand;
claY.. (Returned.) 32 9, 3206 (XIII) .
... -AT MUS
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FETCH, Rev. J. W., Winchester, Ky.:
Part of a fossil skull of a mammal.
3542 (30313) (X-A).
FINKELNBURG, W. A., Winona, Minn.:
Indian pottery. · 3555 (XIV).
FisHER, H. L., Stockton, N. J.: Insect;
moth. 3424 (3709 returned) (VII).
FISHER, Mrs. M.A., National Military
Home, Ohio: Rock ancl coal. (Returned.) 3417 (XIII) .
FLOOD, OLIVER D., Clinton, Ma s. :
Twenty-eight birds' skins from the
Hawaiian Islands. (Returned.) 3345
(II).
]'LOWER, F. G., Latona, Minn.: Seeds.
(Returned.) 3691 (XI).
·
FLOYD, W. J., Eureka Springs, Ark.:
Rock. (Returned.) _ 3546 (XIII).
FOHL, G. M., Greenville, Ky.: Insect.
(Returned.) 3262 (VII).
FONT, H. C., Hartmonsville, W. Va.:
Mineral. (Returned.) 3604 (XII).
FOWLER, ROBERT, Omro, Wis.: Birdshaped stone; Indian relics. (Returned.) 3611, 3722 (XIV).
FREEMAN, D. W., Cardington, Ohio:
Insect. (Returned.) 3492 (VII).
FRENCH, J.C., Olean, N. Y.: Minerals;
ores; sand; metal. (Returned.) 3366,
3380, 3400, 3465 (XII, XIII).
FRICK, LOUIS, Wymore, Nebr.: Ore.
(Returned.) 3396 (XIII).
FRIEDRICH, ISAAC, ~oswell, N. Mex.:
Copper cup (?) from Arizona. (Returned.) 3682 (XIV).
FRIX,A.M., Calhoun, Ga.: Insect. 3765
(30990) (VII).
.
FRYE, Mrs. H. L. M., \Vashington, D. C.:
Metal mold showing the orbit of the
comet of 1682. 3673 (XVII).
FUCHS, H. T., Tjger Mill, Tex.: Two
specimens of rock; meclical preparation. 3324 (returned); 3426 (XIII,
XVII).
GALLAHER, E. D., Roslyn, Wash.:
Ores; minerals. (Returned.) 3294,
33;-o, 3389 (XIII, XII).
GAMBELL, J. C., Winchester, Kans.:
Supposed meteorite.
(Returned.)
3357 cxm.

ARNETT, A. H., Whiterock, Okla.:
Rock. (Returned.) 3752 (XIII).
EBHART, Dr. J. S., Hot Springs, Ark.:
uts. 3390 (XI).
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GEREND,J. N., Slwboygan, Wis.: Stone
from a mound. (Returned.) 3566
(XIV).

HAMBRIGHT, T. S., Easton,Wash.: Ores.
(Returned.) 3381 .(XIII).
HA.MILTON, CHARLES, Carl Junction,
GERRARD, EDw ARD, Camden Town ,
Mo.: Minerals. (Returned.)
3587
London, England: Birds' skins. 3369
(XII).
(portion returned,remainder retained , HAND, A. W., Carlisle, N. Mex.: Insect.
29910) (II)._
(Returned.) 3393 (VII).
GIBNEY, L. E., Camden, Ark.: Clay. HANNAH, R.H., Olympia, Wash.: Stone
(Returned.) 3685 (XIII).
implement. 3352 (29940) (XIV).
GIBBS, A. S., Kingston, Ill.: Stone im- HANSEN, A. J., Walnut, Iowa: Insect.
plement. 3560 (XIV).
(Returned.) 3705 (VII).
GIESLER, R. G., Vincennes, Ind.: In- HARDEMAN, THOMAS, Birmingham, Ala.:
sect. (Returned.) 3397 (VII).
Insects. 3718 (30702) (VII),
GILLILAN, Rev. J. D., Liberty Park, HARDY, A. H., Boston, Mass.: Stone
Salt Lake, Utah: Copper coin. (Repipe. (Returned.) 3625 (XIV).
turned.) 3621 (XVII).
HARDY, Hon. A. M., House of RepreGOLDSMITH, I., Duncan, Ariz.: Ro.ck.
sentatives: Rock from Indiana. (Re3773 (XII).
turned.) 3530 (XIII) .
GODBEY, Rev. S. M., Morrisville, Mo.: HARRIS, w AR REN, Glendale, u tah: Ores.
Shells. 3442 (returned with the ex(Returned.) 3575 (XIII).
ception of one specimen, 30007) (VI) . HARRISON, ARTHUR K., Lebanon
Springs, N. Y.: Shells. 3326 (29754)
GOODWIN, Mrs. S. H., Lake Placid,
(VI).
N. Y.: Plant; herbarium specimen.
HART, JOHN M., Perry, Okla.: Stone.
3309, 3372 (XI).
(Returned.) 3395 (XIII).
GOULD, C. N., Maple City, Kans.: Fossils. (Returned.) 3358, 3551, 3632 HATCH, C. W., Buchanan, Mich.: Insect. (Returned.) 3270 (VII).
(returned with one exception, 30504)
HAVEMANN, L., Rancher, Mont.: Fos3658, 3704, 3742 (X-B).
sils. 3601 (X-B).
GOULD, Rev. J. LOOMIS, Jackson, Ala.:
HAWKINS, A. R. , Gatesville, Tex.: AnTwo slate carvings. (Returned.) 3680
tique pistol. (R eturned.) 3331 (XV).
(XV). Transmitted by Lieut. G. F.
HAYSLIP, J. J., Bartlett, Tex.: Piece of
Emmons, U. S. Navy.
a silver plate with engravingEI letter ,
GREELEY, E. T., Aurora, Nev.: Ore.
etc.;stone. (Returned.) 3678 (XVII,
( Returned. ) 337 5 (XIII).
XIII).
GREENE, JOHN, Salt Lake City, Utah:
HAZEN, Gen. H. A., Washington, D. C.:
Mineral. (Returned.) 3715 (XII).
Insect. (Returned.) 334 (VII).
GRI TER, T.W. , Cincinnati, Ohio: SupHEDGE, J.C. , Sopchoppy, Fla.: Clay .
posed pebble.
(Returned. ) 3649
(Returned.) 3466 (XIII).
(XIII) .
HEDGES, H. S., Waterville, Wash.:
GROUT, H. W. , Waterloo, Iowa: Piece
Clay; minerals; ores. (Returned. )
of worked flint. (Returned.) 3552
35 9; 3635; 3719; 3763 (XIU XII· XIII) .
(XIV).
HEIGHWAY, A. E. , Murphy .J. .... C.:
GUTHRIE, L EO TM., Johnson City, Tex. :
Talc. 3427 (3073 ) (Xlli) .
Insect. (Returned.) 3301 (VII) .
HELTO , O. P. , Shelbyville, Ill.: tone
HAIL, E. Ozark Ark.: Fossils. (Reimplement . 3609 (30466) (XIT, .
turned.) 3707 (X-B).
HENDRICK Hon. J. K. Ho e of Repr HALE A. N., loversville N. Y.: and.
entative : Pebble; mineral. :ru
(Returned.) 3,103 (XII).
(returned)· 3 34 (XIII. Xll).
HALE, JAME F., Pikeville, Tenn.:
0HETHERIN"GTO ~, .J.P. , Logansport. In
logical material. 32 (XIII).
Crystal with black ub .anc adh
H LL, fr .
. W tport Point,
ing· material found in a lim
Mas . : Plant . 3361 (29 2 ) (XI).
quarry. 3310, 3321 (XII XIII).
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HILL, Mrs. ARTHUR, Corry, Pa.: Insect;
3413 (VII).
lIILL, W. W., Jamesburg,N.J.; Archreological objects. (Returned.) 3472,
3543 (XIV).
HILLMAN, F. G., New Bedford, Mass.:
Arch reological object from Tennessee. (Returned.) 3342 (XIV).
HOLDAWAY, DEAN, Price, Utah: Rock.
(Returned.).. 3726 (XIII).
HOLMES, I. S., Bowmans Bluff, N. C.:
Larva of moth. 3731 (30776) (VII).
HOLMES, S. J., Chicago, Ill.: Four specimens of Anomurans from California.
3464 (three specimens returned, and
one retained, 30072) (VIII).
HOLT, E. B. , Mesilla Park, N. Mex.:
Bird. (R eturned.) 3717 (II) .
HooD, S. B. , Sparta, Ill.: Fragment of
a supposed meteorite.
(Returned.)
3425 (XII) .
HOOPES, B. A. , Organ , N. Mex.:· Parrot. 3245. (Specimen purchased by
Dr. Ralph and presented by him,
30381.) (II) .
HOOPES, J OSIAH, w est Chest er' Pa. :
Birds'skins. (Returned.) 3248, 8437,
3533 (II ).
;HOPKINS, LEWIS s. ' Lynchburg , Ohio:
Small ston e t abl et. (R eturned.) 3283
(XIV).

HUGHES, H. F ., H arbor , Oreg . : Rock;
two specimens of supposed grasses;
rocks. 3508, 3562 (30339 ) (XIII, XI ).
HUMPHRIES, W. F. , Holum, L a .: Geological material. (R eturned .) 3435
(XIII).

HUTCHINSON, D r . W . F ., W in chester ,
Va.: Bird; l eaves. 3573, 3747 (II, XI ) .
HUTTON,A. ,Huttonsville, W. Va.: Ore;
earth. (Return ed .) 3405, 343 (XIII ) .
HUTTON, W. McG., Buffalo City, N . C.:
Insect. 32 8 (VII).
HYDE, Lo I H ., Joliet, Ill. : Fo sil
in ect. (Returned.) 3746 (X-B) .
b ' TERIOR DEPARTME- T, U . S. GEOLOGIC.ALSURVEY: Piece of andstone containing the impres ion of a fossil fish
from the andstone quarry at Pioneer,
on the west.em slope of oa t ange,
east of Yaquin.a Bay. (Returned.)
3484 (X-A) .
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JAMAICA, INSTITUTE OF, Kingston, Jamaica.-Transmitted by J.E. Duerden, acting secretary: Crust acean .
3545 (rortion returned, a.nd one specimen retained, 30276) (VIII).
J AMES, P. L., Paris, Tex.: Dagger. (R eturned.) 3260 (XV). JAMES, P. R. , Stratford, Ontario, Canada: Insects. 3314 (VII) .
JANNEY, B. T. (See under Breed, Estate of Dr. Daniel.) ·
J ARVIS, P. W., Kingston , Jamaica:
Crabs. 3418 (portion returned , and
r emainder -r etained, 29986 and 30112);
3520 (portion returned; remainder r etained, 30337); 3561 (portion returned,
and remainder retained, 30337) ; 3648
(30744) (VIII).
.
J EWETT, H. B., Wilmington, N. C.:
P ortions of a sturgeon. (Returned.)
3754 (V).
J OHNSON, E. B., Kinsley, Kans.: Bone.
(Returned. ) 3268 (IX).
J OHNSON, R. P., Chattanooga, Tenn.:
Ore. (Returned.) 3531 (XIII).
J OHNSTONE, Lieut. w. B.' Golden Pond,
Ky.: Insect. (Returned.) 3364 (VII) .
J ONES, McMILLAN, Paris, Ill.: Supposed
petrifaction. (Returned.) 3630(X-B).
J ONES, THOMAS E.' Mangum, Okla. T.:
Herb. 3672 (XI).
J ONES, T. D., Relay, Md.: Archreologicalobjects. (Returned.) 3572 (XIV).
J ONES & JONES, Orlando, Fla.: Supposed lime. 3617 (XIII).
J ORDAN, J OHN N. , Letts Corner, Ind.:
Skull of a mammal. (Returned.) 3664
(I ).

J UDD, L. N., Garnett, Kans.: Five coins.
(R eturned.) 3491 (XVII).
K ALDING , C. D., Drytown, CaL: Birds'
sk in s. (Returned.) 3467, 3519 (II).
K ELLEY, ANDREW, Kingston, N. Mex.:
In sects. (Returned.) 3454 (VII).
K EN EDY,E.J., Troy,Pa.: Metal. (Returned .) 3674 (XIII).
KE NEDY, FRANK, Laramie, Wyo.:
Sample of supposed china clay. (Retur ned.) 3677 (XIII).
KENT, A . J. , Bonners Ferry, Idaho:
Ores. 3325, 3591 (3336 returned)
(XIII) .
KIDD, E . z. , Deadwood, S. Dak.: Ore.
3298 (XVII).
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KIDDER, G. M. , Salt Lake City, Utah: LOWE, Dr. J. H., Hoium. La.: Ore; geoRock. (Returned.) 3683 (XIII).
logical material. '.3351, 3446 (30011)
(XIII).
KILPATRICK, WILLIAM, Malvern, Ark. ·
Rock ; supposed phosphate of lime. LowE, W. P., Beulah, Colo.: Tee th o f
(Returned.) 3460, 3482 (XIII).
a fossil fish and a supposed fossil shell.
(Returned. 7 3569 ( X-B).
KIMBALL, G. N., Waltham, Mass. : InLUECKE, C. A., Schulenburg. Tex.:
sects. (Returned.) 3280 (VII).
Bones. (Returned.) 3277 (IX) .
KIMBER , Rev. A. C., New York City:
A. J., Malinda, Ga.: Minerals .
LYLE,
Mineral. (Returned.) 3687 t XII) .
(Returned.) 3333 (XII).
KING, LARKIN, San Saba, Tex.: Ore.
MCCARTHER , J. T .., J~ab, Utah : Rock.
(Returned.) 3495 (XIII).
(Returned.) 3456 (XIII).
KING, Mrs. MARTHA E. , Eagle Rock, Va.:
McCLELLAND, Mrs. H. L. C., AustinMinerals. (Returned.) 3335 (XII).
burg, Ohio: Geological specimens .
KIRSCH, P. H., Columbia City, Ind. :
(Returne,l.) 3452 (XIII).
Marine invertebrates. 3751 (portion
returned; remainder retained, 30894) McCOY, Dr. C. ij., Franklin, N. C .: Ore .
(Returned.) 3269 (XIII).
(VIII).
KNOWLTON, w. J., Boston, Mass.: Em- Mc CREA, JOHN B.' Aledo, Ill.: Insects .
(Returned.) 3423 (VII).
eralds' and zircons. 3257 (XII).
Mc GREGOR, RICHARD c., Palo Alto,
KOBBE, Maj. WILLIAM A., U. S. Army:
Cal.: Forty-three birds' skins from
Larvre of insects. 3281 (VII).
Panama; fifteen birds' skins . (R e KOCH, AUG., Williamsport, Pa.: Bird
turned.) 3741, 3762 (II) .
skin. (Returned.) 3666 (II).
McILHENNY, K A. , Avery I sland , La.:
LAFLER, H. A., Dewitt, Nebr.: Marine
Six birds' skins. (3275 r eturned);
invertebrates. 3239 (29608) (VIII).
four birds' skins 3318 (29812) ( II ) .
LANGDALE, J. W., Washington, D. C.: McKINNEY, F.. Mason, Tex.: Insect s.
Minerals. (Returned. ) 3346 (XII).
(Returned.) 37 40 (VII) .
L ANKS, F. E., Chathams Run , Pa.: Five MCMASTERS. A. B .. Plymouth, N . Y.:
archreological obj ect s. 3378. (ReInsect. 3290 (VII).
turned, with the exception of on e r e- MACKAY, G . H., Boston, Mass.: F ifteen
young birds ; four birds' skins from
tained for study.) (XIV.)
Massachusetts. (Returned. ) 3320,
L AU BACH, H. G., Arapahoe, N ebr.:
34 5 (II) .
Spider. (R eturned. ) 3247 ( VII) .
L EACH, wARRE R.' Rushville, Ill.: MALIN, A. C., Mesa, Ariz.: Suppo ed
cem en t . (R eturned. ) 3259 (XIII).
Supposed duck. (R eturned. ) 3627
MANCHESTER, C. B., K insley, Kan . :
(II) .
Minerals. (R eturned .) 3322 (XII) .
L EE, HOMER, New York City: Button .
MA GER, Dr. R. , an Antonio, Te.x.:
(Returned. ) 3367 (XVII) .
Mounting of in ect on glas . (ReLEWIS, Dr. S. M., W hi tepost, Va.:
W orm. 3316 (VII) .
turned. ) 36 4 (VII) .
LIVELY, L. A., New Richmond, W . Va. : MANGOLD, F. A. , Colorado prin .
olo.: E kimo pipe. (Returned. )
r e . (Returned.) 3241 3273 (XIII ).
L BI ·, T . E., McMinnville, r eg.: Ore.
36-34 (XV) .
(R eturned.) 3499 (XIII).
MARTI ' , D DLEY A., Du istown. Pa.:
tone impl m ent . (Retorne . ) ;3644
L MI. , L. 1\1. ( e under alifornia
Academ y of Science . )
(XIV) .
L . EE RICH RD, Rader burg, Mont.: MARTIN P. R. R i hfield Nebr.: - n R ock. (Returned.) ' 1 (XIII) .
eral. (R turned.) 36 (XII).
L .c'T, W. ., Ph nix Ariz. : In t. MA· •
regon fil: F
3""';;, (VII).
(R turn d. )
744 (X-B).
L VE L & J .·K, Davis, I nd. T.: re. :\I x •", W. A ., Oneida _..,_ Y. : ·r
33 1 (34 returned) (XIII) .
skin . (Returned.) 3...63 (II).
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MAXWELL, C. W., Danville, Va.: Cocoons. (Returned.) 3549 (VII).
MEANS, H. C., Everett, Pa.: Minerals.
(Returned.) 3490 (XII).
MEENAN, W. A., Ridgway, Pa.: Insect.
(Returned.) 3776 (VII).
MELLICHAMP, J. H., Bluffton, s. C.:
Insect. (Returned.) 3258 (VII).
MERE, THOMAS DE LA, Mercur, Utah:
Rocks. (Returned.) 3523 (XIII).
MERRICK, E. T., New Orleans, La.:
Fragment of a book showing the action of bacteria. (Returned.) 3414
(VII).
MILLER, CHARLES, Jr., Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Two specimens of minerals.
3368 (XII).
MILLER, G. R. M., Chapel Hill, Miss.:
Cast of a crinoid column.
(Returned.) 3526 (X-B).
MITCHELL, Hon. J. D., Victoria, Tex.:
Bird and eggs. (Returned.) 3737
(II).
MOFFATT, E. E.,Winsted, Conn.: Chrysalis of an insect. (Returned.) 3347
(VII).
MONROE, ALONZO, Elmgrove, Ohio:
Specimen of supposed hematite. (Re- "
turned.) 3629 (XIII).
MOORE, ALEX., Addy, Wash.: Mineral.
(Returned.) 3769 (XII).
MOORE, Mrs. L. D., Huntsville, Ala.:
Photographs, and rock with supposed
inscrptions. 3265 (31846) (XIV).
MOORE, W. H., Deadwood, · S. Dak.:
Ore. (Returned,) 3540 (XIII).
MORLOCK, HENRY' Fostoria, Ohio:
Turtle-shell; fossils; geological material; beans. 3541 (portion returned,
remainder retained, 30347); 3615 (IV;
X-B; XIII; XI).
MORRISON J. L.' Greenville, Pa.: Dust
or powder resembling snow. 3570
(XIII).
Mo 'IER, C. A., Des Moines, Iowa: Suppo ed stone implement from South
Dakota. (Returned.) 3764 (XIV) .
Mo:., T. A., Watt ville, La.: Ore.
(Returned.) 33 4 (XIII).
MURCH, E. F., Ellsworth Me: Bird
skin. (Returned.) 3291 (II).
MURRAY, Michael, Anaconda, Mont.;
Ore. (Returned.) 3;- 1 (XIII).
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MYER, W. E. (See under W. C. Sutton.)
NEFF, GEORGE, Masontown, Pa.: Head
of an insect. (Returned.) 3750
(VII).
NEVILLE, RUSSELL, Kewanee, Ill.: Fossil. (Returned.) 3579 (X-B).
NEWBERRY, Rev. C. E., Puget Sound
Academy, Coupeville, Wash.: Nudibranch mollusk from Puget Sound
with a photograph of the same; photographs of marine invertebrates;
specimen of Astrophyton. 3488 (portion returned; remainder retained,
30790) 3713 (VIII, VI, VIII).
NEWLON, Dr. W. S., Oswego, Kans.:
Skull of a mammal; paleontological
objects. 3457 (30156) ; 3668 (returne_d ). (IX, X-B.)
NEWMAN, S. B., Salt Lake City, Utah:
Colonial
currency.
(Returned.)
3730 (XVII).
NEWTON, H. C., Springfield, Mo.: Ore.
(Returned.) 3563 (XIII).
NICHOLS, J.P., Salt Lake City, Utah:
Ore. (Returned.) 3651 (XIII).
NICHOLS, Dr. W. V., Oceanside, Cal.:
Fossil shell and sample of earth. (Returned.) 3431 (X-B).
NICKELL, T. J., Grand River, Ky.: Ore.
(Returned.) 3729 (XIII).
NICKLIN, J. B., Chattanooga, Tenn.:
Copper tomahawk. (Returned.) 3305
(XIV).
O'CONNOR, M., Lockport, N. Y.: Sample of charcoal containing insects.
3770 (VII).
OBERHOLZ, Mrs. F. C., Washington,
D. C.: Two insects. (Returned.) 3737
(VII).
OLMSTED, H. C., Coudersport, Pa.:
Rocks. (Returned.) 3354 (XIII).
ORAI, C. B., Pine, Oreg.: Rock. (Returned.) 3506 (XII.I).
ORCUTT, C. R., Orcutt, Cal.: Seeds.
3471 (XI).
O BOR E, Prof. H. L., Hamline University, St. Paul, Minn.: Marine shells
from the Philippine Islands. 3647
(VI).
OSGOOD, w. H., San Jose, Cal.: Two
birds. (Returned.) 3567 (II).
O MA , Mrs. L. E., Hillsboro, New
Brunswick: Plants. 3240 (XI).
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PARKER, JAMES H.,Whiteoaks, N. Mex.: PRITCHARD, J. T., White Hills, Ariz.:
Marble. (Returned.) 3408 (XIII).
Ores. (Returned.) 3745 (XIII).
PARMENTER, C. S. (See under Baker ' PROCTOR, J.M., Crossville, Tenn.: Ore.
University.)
(Returned.) 3732 (XIII).
PARSONS, Dr. w. B., Missoula, Mont.: PROVINCIAL MUSEUM, Vietoria, British
Snake. 3299 (IV).
· Columbia: Birds'skins. (Returned.)
3360 (II).
PASCOE, A. H., Pass Christian, Miss.: QUICK, J . G . , Coud erspor t , p a. : Th r ee
Skull of a mammal. 3594 (30539) ·(I).
specimens ofores. (Returned.) 3319
PATTON, Dr. W., _Ammie, Ky.: Coal.
(XIII).
3501 (30152) (XIII).
RABER,C.A.,Cherry,Ariz.: Ore. (RePEABODY, P. B., St. Vincent, Minn.:
turned.) 3596 (XIII).
Three birds' skins. ·( Returned.) 3612 RAGLAND, J. M., Osceola, Mo.: Or~.
(II).
(Returned.) 3401 (XIII).
PEARSE, A. S., Dewitt, Nebr.: Fresh- RANDOLPH, P. B., Madison, Wash.:
Shells. 3317 (portion returned, rewater crustaceans; toad and frog.
mainder retained, 29720) (VI).
3403 (29948); 3571 (returned). (VIII,
RANDOLPH, R. H. , Colleen, Va.: Ores.
IV.)
PEARSON, JAMES, Germantown, Nebr.:
(Returned.) 3409 (XIII).
Sand. (Returned.) ~661 (XIII).
RANDOLPH, T. B., Cadiz, Ky.: Mineral;
specimen resembling a pear1. ( RePERRINE, C. 0., Riverside, Cal.: Minerturned.) 3598; 3712 (XII, VI).
als. (Returned.) 3371 (XIII).
READING, D. G .• Franklin, Pa.: Insect.
PERRY, H.J., Cooperstown, N. Y.: In(Returned.) 3328 (VII).
sects. (Returned.) 3279 (VII).
REESE, C., Mannie, Tenn.: Insect. (Returned.) 3558 (VII).
PHILLEO, Miss LILLIE A., Milan, Ill.:
REID, W. J., Medora, N. Dak.: Ores.
Mollusk. 3410 (30218) (VI).
(Returned.) 3738 (XIII).
PHILLIPS, L. H., Geneva, Ohio: Stone,
supposed to be meteoric. (R~turned.) REMPUS, F. L., Sheltonville, Ga.: Crystal sand. 3261 (XIII) .
3584 (XII).
PHIPPS, R. B., Scottville, N. C.: Stone. RHODES, EMMETT, Auburn, N. Y.: Bank
(Returned.) 3564 (XIII).
·
note of Rhode Island. (Returned.)
3623 (XVII).
PoN, Dr.J. F. ,Waynesboro, Miss.: Mineral from Alabama, supposed to con- RICE, B. W., Oasis, Utah: Mineral; fossils; rock. 3657, 3665 (30599); 3698
tain medicinal properties, and a small
(returned) (XII, X-B, XIII).
vial of liquid obtained by pouring
RICKLEY_. A. M., Columbus, Ohio:
water on the mineral. 3480 (XVII).
PORTER, C. L., Mohave City, Ariz.: InDrilled ceremonial object from Illinoi .
(Returned.) 3441 (XIV).
sect. (Returned.) 3574 (VII).
PORTER, J.B. , Glendale, Ohio: Worms. R OBERT , C.H., Paris , Ontario, Canada:
3402 (VII).
Stoneimplements. (Returned.) 3 9
P OWELL, Maj. J. W. (See under Smith(XIV).
sonian Instit ution, Bureau of Ethnol- ROBINSON, Lieut. WrnT, u. . .Army:
ogy) .
One hundred and for ty-one birds'
Pm E, T. H., Hyattstown, Md.: Rock.
skin from Margarita Island and the
(R eturned.) 3,00 (XIII).
mainland of Venezuela; one hundred
PRICE, V. T. Rapid City, . Dak.:
bird skin from the same localiti .
uppo ed fuller s earth. (Returned.)
(Returned.) 3343, 33-3 (II) .
3254 (XIII).
ROGER , Mr . C. E., Grover,
tah:
PR1 E W. F.. Florene Ala.: tone
Rock. (Returned.) 39 46 (XIII).
r elic from Tenne e. (R turned.) R ER JOH.' San aba Tex.: Or.
3 5 (XIV) .
3-- (XIII).
Par • LE H.
. Anoka, '.!inn.: e
R MEY.
apt. HENRY
. .Army:
logi al material.
•> (XIII).
Two b le . 32. 7 ('>9 .62) (YI.I).
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SHUFELDT, Dr. R. W. (See underL . W .
Watkins.)
SHUTTLES, A. R., Greenville , Ga. : Insect. (Returned.) 3638 (V II) .
SIMPSON, A. W., Buxton, N. C.: Substance found on the sea coast n ear
Cape Hatteras.
(Returned. ) 3509
(XIII).
SKINNER, RosE, Lafayette, Ind. : Specimen of "Mezuzah" on par chment.
(Returned.) 3394 (XVI).
SLAUGHTER. L. T. , Roanoke, V a .: Supposed petrified hickory nut. (R eturned.) 3626 (X-B).
SMALLEY, C. W. , Forestdale, Vt.: Mineral. (Returned.) 3655 (XII).
SMIDT, H. W. , Horseshoe Bend, Idaho:
Rocks. (Returned.) 3376 (XIII) .
SMITH , A. D. , Plymouth, Ind.: Insect.
(Returned.) 3313 (VII).
SMITH , I . R., Salubria, Idaho: Minerals.
(R eturned.) 3643 (XII).
SMITH, L. F., Pearl, Idaho: Rocks. (Returned.) 3699 (XIII).
SMITH, T. B., Rose Creek, Minn.: Fossil bones. (Returned. ) 3578 ( X-B) .
SMITH, W. P., Temple, Mo. : Supposed
meteorites. 3341 , 3399 (XII).
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, Bureau of
Ethnology, Maj. J. W. Powell, Dir ector: Mammal bone, 3344(returned) ;
earthenware figurine. 3529 (specim en and one cast of figurine returned ,
on e cast retained, 30352) (IX, XV).
SMOUT, Mrs. T. J. , Wood River, Nebr.:
Phot ograph of signatures of members
of t h e '' Non Importation Aswcia(X-B) .
t ion " in the Continental Congress,
Octob er 20, 1774. 3767 (31848) (XVII).
ScHo TTE, S. H. F. , National , Iowa.
NYDER, J. S ., Two Taverns, Pa.: Ores.
Transmitted by Hon. Thomas Upde(R eturned.) 3511 (XIII).
graff, M. C .: Ore. (R eturned. ) 3600
SOR BORGER , J. D., Cambridge, Mass.:
(XIII ) .
Eig hteen birds' skins from Labrador.
SHAW, C. P. , Alberene, Va. : Head of a
1 R eturned.)
3527 (II).
snake. (R turned. ) 3714 (IV) .
SHELDON, Prof.
., swego, N. Y.: SPENCER., A. C., Baltimore, Md.: Devonian fossils. (Returned.) 3667 (X-B).
Two hundred and forty insects. 3462
{portion returned and remainder r e- SPIE , A LBERT, N ewark, N. J.: Insect.
(R eturned.) 3428 (VII).
tained, 3009 ) (VII).
SHER11A.\ C. A., Manville, Wyo.: Ores. SPRAGUE, W. A . , Boulder, Colo.: Birds'
skins. (R eturned.) 3411, 3498 (II).
33
(XIII).
QUIER, J OHN N., Spokane, Wash.:
SHERRILL, F. J .. Pomeroy, wash.: r e.
T alc. 3463 (30067) (XIII).
(Returned. ) 32 2 (XIII).
SHRIVER H w R D,
umberland , Md. : STAFFORD, Prof. G. A., Winfield, Kans.:
Min er al. (Returned.) 3274 (XII).
F oSbils. (Ret urned. ) 8443 (X- B) .
RosE, S. E., Conicville, Va.: Ore. (Returned. ) 3608 (XIII).
ROTHE, L. F., Glendive, Mont.: Minerals. (Returned.) 3619 (XII ) .
ROUTZAHN& GILKEY' Los Angeles, Cal.:
Sample of supposed clay found on the
Colorado Desert. (Returned.) 3507
(XIII) .
RowELL, GEORGE P., Percy , N. H.:
Plants. 3383, 3736 (XI) .
RUFF, J . AYLETT, · Cincinnati, Ohio:
Insect galls. 3775 (30991 ) (VII) .
RUSSELL, J. R.·, Kingman , Ariz.: Ore.
(Returned. ) 3522 (XIII).
RUTLEDGE, J. J. , Juneau , Alaska: Ore.
(R eturned.) 3772 (XII).
SAGER, A J. , Chambersville, Va.: Stone.
(R eturned. ) 3392 (XIII).
SARVER, C. A. , Sarver, Wyo. : Rock.
(R eturned. ) 3585 (XIII ) .
SAUL, CHARLES, Ellinger , Tex . : Supposed sand. (R eturned .) 3557 (XIII).
SAUNDERS, M ORRIS B. ' E ast N orwalk,
Conn.: Insect: beetle. 3242 (3278
returned) (VII) .
SAUNDERS, W. G ., New Bridge, Oreg.:
Insect. (R eturned.) 3758 (VII) .
SA.VA.GE, M. F. , N ew Y ork City : Musical instru ments and ethnological
ob ject s. 3675 (por tion r eturned , and
remainder r etained, 30545, 30546,
30,547) (XV) .
SAVA.GE, Rev. W ILLI.A.M R. , Vir ginia
Beach, Va. : Insects. (R etu rned. ) 3708
(VII) .
SCHAEFFER, JOHN B . ' Chicago, Ill. : Two
fossils from Germany. 3476 (30111 )
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STAM, C. F., Chestertown, Md.: Mineral.
(R eturned.) 3385 (XII).
STANDISH, WILLIAM S.,East Las Vegas,
N. Mex.: Ore. (Returned.) 3768
(XII).
STEPHENS, F., Witch Creek, Cal.: Eleven
birds' skins. (R eturned.) 3338 (II).
STEW ART, Dr. E. L., Starke, Fla.: Plant:
3323 (XI).
STEWART, Dr. T. B., Lock Haven, Pa.;
Indian relics; two stone pipes from
Canada and a chipped implement from
;r>ennsy1vania. (Returned.) 3271, 3592
(XIV).
STILWELL, L. W., Deadwood, S. Dak.:
Archreolog-ical objects. 3303 (portion
returned and remainder r etained:
29818) (XIV).
STITH, N. B., IVIedora, N. Dak.: Ores.
(Returned.) 3720 (XIII).
STONE, E. S., New York City: Fragment
of supposed meteorite. (Returned.)
3439 (XII).
STONE, WITMER, Academy of Natural
Sciences, Philadelphia, Pa. : Bird skin.
(Returned.) 3535 (II) . (See under
Academy of Natural Sciences.)
· STOUFFER, JEREMIAH, Freed, Pa.: Ore.
(Returned.) 3300 (XIII).
STOUT, R. C., Caddo. Tex.: Rocks.
(Returned.) 3725 (XIII).
STRATFORD, Major, Stratford, Ontario,
Canada : Insects. 3314 (VII).
STRONG, E. C., Lewiston, Idaho: Crystals of mineral found in sand. (Returned.) 3266 (XII).
ST ART, R. C. Alton, Ill.: Insect. (Returned.) 3749 (VII).
STURTZ, B., Bonn, Germany: Fourteen
lab · with starfi, he from the roofing
slatesofBundenbach, ermany. 3,56
( ix labs returned and eight retained,
3062 ) (X-B) .
.·:TI 'E D. R. Apollo Pa.: Two protn beranc found on a rock 80 fe t
low the surface. (Returned.) 3236
(XIII).
RF CE Prof. H.
. Napa, Cal.: In(R turn d.) : 59:3 ( II).
. fa ada. Tenn.-Trans(

SWORD, J. F., Jonesville, Va.: Fifteen
species of Unios. 3759 (portion returned and remainder retained, 30808)
(VI).
TAYLOR, EVELYN, Tiverton, R. I.: Jaw
ot a fish. 3304 (31847) (V).
THE JAFFA-PRAEGER COMPANY, Roswell, N. Mex.: Substance resembling
sand. (Returned.) 3660 (XIII ).
THIBADEAU . E. L., .Glenwood Springs,
Colo.: Mineral. (Returned.) 3451
(XII).
THOMPSON, H. c., Centerville, Idaho:
Ore. 3637 (XIII).
THOMPSON , Mrs. J. M., Ocala, Fla.:
Supposed casts of ancient coins. 3606
(30552) (XIV).
THOMPSON, w. F., Fresnal, N. Mex.:
Rock. (Returned.) 3690 (XIII).
THOMSON Master E. W., Delhi, La.:
Supposed meteorite.
(Returned.)
3311 (XII).
THORPE, Dr. H. H., Liberty Hill, Tex.:
Two fossil bones. 3701 (30764) (X-B).
THROP' CHARLES H.' Big Rapids , Mich.:
Archreological objects. (Returned.)
3483 (XIV).
TIFFANY & Co., New York City: Emerald and zircon. 3332 (zircon returned and emerald r etained , 29759)
(XII).
TILFORD, N. C., Caneyville, Ky.: Insect. (Returned. ) 3703 (VII).
TODD, AURELIU ' College Grove, Oreg.:
In ect. 3453 (VII).
Tow SE D, WILLIAM, Riverton, Iowa:
Liquid for assay. (Returned.) 3J 6
(XIII).

Tow_ HEND, J. L., Payson. Utah:
Rocks. (Returned. ) 36-3 (XIII).
TRI TA , effor J. Frn. ( ee under
Costa Rica, National Mu eum of. )
TwY~I , E. W., Twyman Mill. Ya.:
In ect. (Returned.) 39 64 (YII .
UPDE RAFF, Hon. THOMA . ( . under . H. F . choutte.)
VA.· EP , PER y M., Glenville ~~- Y.:
Archreological object. (Return· .)
3473 (XIV).

V

N

P

VLEET M .' FIELD DRCO
Y,
emphi.
Tenn.: Br

medal.

( eturned.) 3445 (XYII).
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VON SCHMIDT, J., Tustin City, Cal.:
Contents of the crop of a canvas back
duck. 3538 (30275) (XI).
VoN WEDELL, CURT, Dobbs Ferry,
N. Y.: Two insects. 3355 (VII).
Voss, H ENRY, Richmorid, Tex.: Four
rocks. (Returned.) 3494 (XIII).
WARD, FRANK A., Rochester, N. Y.:
Two birds' skins. (Returned.) 3459
(II) .

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT, Rochester, N. Y.: Twenty-four
humming-birds from Colombia, Ecuador, and Mexico. (Returned.) 3292
(II).
WARLICK, C. E., Giddings, Tex.: Earth.
(Returned.) 3580 (XIII).
WARREN, H. M., Luray, Va.: Larva of
an insect. (Returned.) 3363 (VII).
w ASHINGTON' LA.WREN CE, Alexandria,
Va.: Clay. (Returned.) 3442 (XII).
WATKINS, L. WHITNEY, Manchester,
Mich. -Transmitted by Dr. R. W.
Shufeldt : Bird. (Returned.) 3448
(II).

WATSON, J. D., Mayfield, Ky.: Mineral.
(Returned.) 3686 (XII).
WATTERSON, w. J. , Downington, Pa.:
Potato embedded in wood. (R eturned.) 3671 (XI ) .
WATTS, B. F., Wanamaker , Okla.:
Rock. (Returned.) 3544 (XIII) .
WAYNE, A. T. , Mount Pleasant, S. C.:
Two birds' skins. (R eturned. ) 3497,
3777 (II) .
..
WEBB, I. A., Dead wood, 8. Dak.: Supposed fuller's earth. (Returned. )
3308 (XIII).
WEBB, WALTERF . ,Albion,N.Y.: Two
birds' skin s; coral. (Returned.) 33 7,
3599 (II , VIII ) .
WEBBER, W. A ., Culp, Ark.: Plant;
siliceous substance. 3297; 3370 (r eturned) (XI, XIII) .
WEIR, JAMEs,Jr.,Dr., Owen sboro, Ky.:
Insect. (Returned. ) 3679 (VII) .
WEIR, PAUL, Owensboro, Ky.: Stone
implements; six flint implement .
(Returned.) 3590, 3694 (XIV ) .
WEY)!ER, Jo EPH, Kingston, Minn.:
• tone. (Returned.) 3695 (XII).
WHITE, w. SEYMO R, Fredericksburg,
Va. : Clay. 3276 (XIII) .
WHITEHOR.'
. W., Roche ter, ebr. :
Supposed native lime. (Returned.)
3616 (Xlll).
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WHITEHORN, WORTH, Rochester, N ebr.:
Fossil tooth and bone. 3724 (30824)
(X-B).
WHITELAW, D., Eufaula, Ind. T.: Insects. (Returned.) 3641 (VII).
WHITACRE, JACOB, Okonoko, W. Va.:
Minerals. (Returned.) 3524 (XII).
WHITAKER, E.W., Gloversville, N. Y.:
Ore. (Returned.) 3487 (XIII).
WHITNEY, A. B., North Spencer, N. Y.:
Fragment of a supposed ineteorite.
(Returned.) 3645 (XII).
WILKINS, F. L., Eugene, Oreg.: Rock.
(Returned.) 3624 (XIII).
WILKINSON, E., Mansfield, Ohio: Mine:ral. (Returned.) 3517 (XII).
WILLIAMS, D. F., Mount Vernon, Ind.:
Vegetable compound. (Returned.)
3521 (XI).
WILSON' Master ST. JORN' Delhi, La.:
Supposed meteorite.
(Returned.)
3311 (XII).
WILSON, J. M., Jr., Kissimmee, Fla.;
Roots of a plant. 3513 (XVII).
WILSON, T. C., Taylor, Tex.: Insect.
(Returned.) 3244 (VII).
WILVERT, EMILE, Sunbury, Pa. : Two
stones. (Returned.) 3436 (XII).
WING, E.T., Pleasantdale, Me.: Frag\ ment of worked bone from Maine;
chipped flint disk or scraper from Indiana, and a carved stone object from
Montana. 3663 (XIV).
WING, J. S., Sr., Springville, Utah:
Rocks. (Returned.) 3583 (XIII).
WOODRUFF, IDA, Balls Ferry, Cal.:
Metal. 3253 (XIII).
WORTHEN, C. K., Warsaw, Ill.: Five
mammal skins and skulls from Montana. (Returned.) 3339 (I).
WRAY, F. P., Whiteplains, Va:: Insect.
(Returned.) 3340 (VII).
WRIGHT, BERLIN H.: Penn Yan, N. Y.:
Fresh-water shells. 3553 (portion returned and remainder retained, 30279)
(VI ) .
YALE , CHARLES, Louisiana, Mo.: Two
specimens of stylobites. 3~74 (one
specimen returned and one retained,
29917) (XIII).

You G, L. J., Oswego, Ill.: Photographsof oldcoins. (Returned.) 3607
(XVII).
Zr 1MERMAN, P. C., Shiremanstown, Pa.:
r ; sand; twominerals. (Returned.)
3440, 3450, 3514 (XIII, XII).
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Index to list of specimens received for examination and rnport, arranged
geographically.
Source.

Record number of lots.

North America:
British America ................... 3240,3314,3327,3360,3419,3447,3527,3592,3689.
Central America.- ----- ----------- 3449,3735.
lV.foxico __________ __ __________ .. _____ 3292,3502.
United States:
Alabama _______ ___ ___ .. ____ __ ·- 3265,3480,3517,3670, 3718.
Alaska ____________________ . ____ 3680.
Arizona ________________________ 3248,3259,3267,3522, 3574, 3576, 3596, 3656, 3676, 3681, 3745, 3757,
3762,3773.
Arkansas _. _.. . _... ___ ..... __ .. 3297, 3370, 3390, 3460, 3468, 3482, 3546, 3685, 3707.
California-------------········ 3253,3265,3338, 3371, 3431, 3464, 3467, 3471, 3493, 3507, 3519, 3.534,
3538, 3539, 3554, 3567, 3593, 3613, 3614, 3721, 3762.
Colorado.·····- .. ________ ... - --- 3411, 3451, 3498, 3516, 3569, 3654.
Connecticut .......... ____ . ____ 3242,3278,3347.
District of ·Columbia . . ___ .. _.. 3344, 3346, 3348, 3481, 367c, 3727.
Florida . __ ..... _..... __ .. _. _- . . 3323, 3330, 3337, 3415, 3466, 3486, 3.513, 3532, 3595, 3606, 3617, 3634,
3666.
Georgia ... __________ ._.________ 3237, 3261, 3286, 3333, 3406,3638, 3765.
Idaho __ ..... _..... ____ ___ ... __ 3266, 3325, 3336, 3376, 3591, 3637, 3643, 3699.
Illinois __ _... ....... .. ______ . __ . 3287, 3410, 3423, 3425, 3441, 3474, 3.560, 3579, 3607, 3609, 3627, 3630,
3744, 3746, 3749, 3760.
Indiana .. _________ . ______ .. ____ 3310, 3313, 3321, 3397, 3521, 3530, 3610, 3663, 3664, 37511.
Indian Territory .... _____ ._.__ 3390, 3478, 3641, 3728.
Iowa ________________ . _____ ..... 35..'i2,3586, 3600,3705.
Kansas ____________________ . ____ 3268,3274,3322,3357, 3358, 3457, 3491, 3.551, 3631, 3632, 3658, 366S,
3704, 3739, 3742.
Kentucky. ___ _____ ________ . ____ 3249,3262,3364,3529, 3542, 3577, 3.590, 3598, 3633, 3679, 3686, 369-i,
3703, 3711, 3712, 3729, 3734.
Louisiana . .. .. _..... _. . _. _.... _ 3275, 3311, 3318, 33.51, 3384, 3386, 3414, 343.5, 3446, 364-2, 36.52, 3702.
Maine ____ . __ .... _______________ 3291,3663.
Maryland _____ .... ________ . ___ _ 3385,3443,3572,3667, 3700.
Massachusetts . ___ ... .. ..... _.. 3243, 3257, 3280, 3320, 3361, 3485, 3625.
Michigan . _. _.... ___ .... _.. ____ 3270, 3368, 3429, :3448, 3469, 3483, 350-i, 3.548, :3692, 37Zl.
Minnesota ... _..... _.. _.. __ ... __ 355.5, 3578, 3612, 3628, 3691, 3695, 3772.
Mississippi_ ___________ ____ . ____ 3526,3594.

Missouri _...... _. _........ ___ .. 3.341, 3374, 339-i, 3399, 3401, 3-!22, 3432, 3-1-61, 3:iJ2, 3.56.'l, 3!' 7.
Montana .. . _-- ___ . .. . _. ___ ... . _ 3299, 3339, 3373, 3.581, 3601, 3618, 3019.
Nebraska. _____ ... ~ .. ___ ._.... . 3239, 3247, 3396, 34m. 3.571, 360.3, 36Hi, .'3661, 3724, 3767,3771.
Nevada _______ .... _____________ 3375,3377, 3743.
N w Hamp. hire ____________ ___ 1 338:3,3736,3761.
N w Jer. ey. -- · ___ .. ____ . _____ 3424,3428, 3458,3472,3:>43,3709.
N w M xic-o ______ ___________ 3252,3393, 3408 3444, 34M, 3.5.'36, 36(;(), 3fi82, 3(i90, 3716, 371,, 3i,).>.

I

3768.
N wYork ___ ___ ___ --····. ______ 3263,3279,3200,3295, 330'J, 3309, 3326, 3!332, 3.334, 33.5.5, :w;. !n,i.
3372, 3380, 3387, 3400, 3420, 3-i3!!, 345!), 3-162, 3-IB.'i, 3-!i3. :3477. :U; :.
3489, a.;o1, 3.503, 3,510, 35."'.>3, a:;w. 3oZ3, :m;, 3075. 361 ;, :mo. :r.:..
3770.
North arolina ........ ________ a269,3288,3312,3315, 3362, S:379, 3-!27, 3.507, 3:312, 3.U5. 3."iol. :r.31,
375-i .
..c.,. orth Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ 3720, 37 , 3756, 3766.
hio __________________________ .· 3282,:~?83,3284,:1:307,3329 3382,3402.3417 3452,349'..?.34 ·,.;u.

I

3.- , 3'H5 36..."9, 3U49, 366:t,.
, 3697, 377:3.
klahoma Territory ·- ___
:J:Jl;;,3470,3S37,:J;-»-t:36~2,3i52.
r gon _____________ _______ ··-·· :llrn,:34-r,.3,;34- ,:Wf.1,3'",0(J,:J;· ,3.3-33,:3562,3o.2-l,3i" '.
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Index to list of specimens received for examinatio1i and report, etc.-Continued.
Source.

Record number of lots.

North America-Continued.
United States-Continuerl.
Pennsylvania ____ .--····-· -·-·· 3236,3271,3293, 3300, 3319, 3328, 3354, 3378, 3413, 3436, 3437, 3440,
3450, 3479, 3490, 3511, 3514, 3525, 3570, 3592, 3644, 3671, 3674, 3733,
3748, 3750, 3776.
Rhode Island.-·-··- . . _____ . .. . 3304.
South Carolina ·-·-_. -··· __ .. . . 3258, 3404, 3421, 3497, 3547, 3582,3646, 3777.
South Dakota _. . . ____ . ..... . __ . 3254, 3298, 3308, 3407, 3433,3434, 3540, 3764.
Tennessee .. ·--· _.. -·· ... __ ·--. 3238, 3303, 3305, 3342, 3430,3445, 3531, 3558, 3559, 3706, 3732.
Texas _.. __.. _. _.... _ ... _. _... _. 3244, 3250, 3260, 3277, 3301, 3324, 3331, 333.7, 3398, 3426, 3494, 3495,
3535, 3556, 3557, 3580, 3622, 3650, 3678, 3684, 3693, 3701, 3725, 3737,
3740.
Utah ...... _---·· . . ............. 3246,3348,3456,3505, 3523, 3.528, 3550, 3575, 3583, 3588, 3597, 3605,
3621, 3651, 3653, 3657, 3665, 3683, 3698, 3715, 3726, 3730.
Vermont ....... _······ --·-. -··· 3655.
Virginia ...... -·- · .... --·-- -··· ~L~~~~-L~,33~~,~.335~33~33~34~
3442, 3500, 3549, 3573, 3608, 3620, 3626, 3708, 3714, 3747, 3759.
Washington _... _. ..... _.. _. _. _ 3255, 3272, 3289, 3294, 3296, 3317, 3350, 3552, 3365, 3381, 3389, 3412,
3464, 3488, 3518, 3565, 3589, 3602, 3636, 3639, 3713, 3719, 3763, 3769.
West Virginia
3241, 3273, 3405, 3438, 3524, 3604, 3669, 3696.
Wisconsin ........... ····· - ··-· 3475, 3566, 3611, 3635, 3722.
Wyoming . _......... _... __ . _.. __ 3388, 3585, 3659, 3677.
West Indies . .... . . ··· - ............ _... . 3418, 3455, 3520, 3545, 3561, 3640, 3648.
South America···- .. . ··-··· . . .... .... . 3292, 3343, 3353, 3359, 3741.
Europe ........ . ....... . ......... ...... . 3369, 3476, 3568.
Oceanica .... -······ · ........... ... . -··· 3245, 3345,3647.

Number of lots of specimens r·ef eri-ed to the departments in the Museum for examination and report.
Department.

Mammals ............... _.. .......... -..... -... - -......... · · · ·· · · · · -· · · ·' ··· · · · ··· · · · · · · · · -· ·
Birds ................ .. ... -.............. ··-··· ...... ···-·· ...... --- -·- ······ ···-·· ·· ···· ····
Reptiles and batracbians ..... _.. ...... ...................... . -· ·-·· ...... -·- · · · ···-·· ---···
Fishes ... -.. -----··-----_··-··.·-·-·· ...... _··-······-· - · ·--- . ·-··· - ----- . ·- -· · ··---· ···· · -··Mollusks······---- ...... ··-·--·---··-·---· ............ ···-··-· ······-········ ·· ··-··········
Insects ............... ··-·· ...... -··-····---······- ............ . .... . ··-··· ................. .
Marine invertebr ates . ...... ··-··· ...... ··-··· ............ --···· ...... - ··-· · ............... .
Comparative anatomy ... _........................ ···-········ ...... ·· --·· ........ . -····· ·Paleontology ......... ............................................. ...... .. ............... .
Botany_ ........... _............................. _.... . ...... _..... _.... .... . ........ .. ..... .
Minerals ............................................................ -·· ······-·· ....... . ... .
eology ............................................................ .. . .... ... . ... ... .. .... .
Prehi'>toric anthropology ...... _..... _................. _..... . ........... ............. - . . . .
Ethnology ............................................... ····· ············- ·········· ·· · ···
Arts and industries .......................... .. ........... _......... .. .... ................. .

Number
of l ots r e·
ferred .
5
52
6
3

12
9;i

17
7
33
21
C7

mo
43
6

22

APPENDIX VII.
LECTURES AND MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.
PAPERS READ AT THE ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION, DECEMBER 26, 27, 1895.

A Defense of Representative Government. Hon. George F. Hoar.
The Critical Methods of Leopold von Ranke. Prof. E. G. Bourne.
Arent Van Curler and his Journal of 1634. General James Grant Wilson.
Ralejgh's Colony and its Present Rem ains. Talcott Williams.
How far was Primeval Man a Modern Savage? Talcott Williams.
A Classification of Colonial Government. Prof. H. L. Osgood.
The Electoral College for the 8enate of Maryland. Dr. B. C. Steiner.
The Struggle of Democracy versus Aristocracy in Virginia in 1830. Dr. J effrey
R. Brackett.
The :Political Activity of Massachusetts Towns during the Revolution. H. A.
Cushing.
The Land System of Provincial Pennsylvania. William R. Shepherd.
Colonial Structure in North Carolina . Dr. S. B. Weeks.
The Agreement of 1817 Concerning the Reduction of Naval Forces Upon the Great
Lakes. J.M. Callahan.
The Political Aspects of the Homestead Law Agitation. Prof. B. S. Terry.
Light on the Underground Railroad. Prof. W. H. Siebert.
Historical Testimony. Dr. James Schouler.
Commodore John Barry. Martin I. J. Griffin.
Part and Place of Governor Edward Winslow in Plymouth Colony . R ev. Dr.
W. C. Winslow.
Locating the Capital. Gaillard Hunt.
The Manuscript Journals of the Continental Congress. Dr. Herbert Friedenwald.
A Plea for the Study of the History of Northern Europe. Dr. A. C. Coolidge.
The German Imperial Court. Oswald G. Villard.
The French R evolution as Seen by the Americans of the Eighteenth Century.
Prof. Charles D. Hazen.
The French in Mexico and the Monroe Doctrine. Dr. Frederic Bancr oft.
0

PROGRAMME OF THE MEET! G OF THE NATIO AL

CIE CE CL B, JANUARY 3, 1

.

I. Lake Studies. Mrs. R. S. Eigenmann. (R ead by Mrs. Barton W. Evermann.)
II. ense Organs of Lumbricus ag1·icola. Mi s Fannie E. L angdon.
III. Fermentation in Bread; Growth of Plant . Mi s Katherine E. Golden.
IV. Geology of W averly, N . Y . Mis Marian B . hepard.
V. Quincy Granite of Ma achu ett . Mi s A.H. Gardn r.
VI. The Trees, ur Friends. Miss H.B. Bailey. (Read by )Ir . Harriett D.
Mitchell.)
VII. The Beau tie and Mysteries of ature a Revealed by the Mier ope.
M. . Booth.
VIII. Y 11 w-fringed rchi . Mis E . J . Ha brouck.
IX. dapta i n of e d and Fruit for i emination. Mi
L F. B ynton.
r hid f orthw
rn Ma achu. ett . )Ii D ra A. R Uo.
( ead by ~ . i\1. H. Weld n. )
2
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PAPERS ENTERED TO BE READ AT THE MEETING OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
SCIENCES IN APRIL, 1896.

I. The Geological Efficacy of Alkali Carbonate Solutions. E.W. Hilgarcl.
II. On the Color Relations of Atoms, Ions, and Molecules. M. Carey L a.
III. On the Characters of the Otocoolidre. Prof. E. D. Cope.
IV. Exhibition of a Linkage whose Motion Shows the Laws of R efraction of
Light. A. M. Mayer.
V. Location in Paris of the Dwelling of Malus, in which he made the Discovery of the Polarization of Light and Reflection. A. M. Mayer.
VI. (1) On Experiments showing that the X-Rays can not be Polarized by
passing through Herapathite.
(2) The Density of Herapathite.
(3) Formulre of Transmission of the X-Rays through Glass, Tourmaline
and Herapathite. A. M. Mayer.
VII. On the X-Rays from a Statical Current Producecl by a Rapidly Revolving Leather Belt. W. A. Rogers and Frederick Brown.
VIII. Biographical Memoir of James Edward Oliver. G. W. Hill.
IX. Biographical Memoir of Charles Henry Davis. C.H. Davis.
X. Biographical Memoir of George Engelmann. Dr. C. A. White.
XI. Legislation Relating to Standards. T. C. Mendenhall.
XII. On the Determination of the Coefficient of Expansion of Jessop's Steel,
between the limits 0° and 64° C., by the Interferential Method. E.W.
Morley and W. A. Rogers.
XIII. On ' the separate Measurement, by the Interferential Method, of the
Heating Effect of Pure Radiations and of an Envelope of Heated Air.
W. A. Rogers.
•
XIV. On the Logic of Quantity. C. S. Peirce.
XV. Judgment in Sensation and Perception. Maj. J. w·. Powell.
XVI. The Variability in Fermenting Power of the Colon Bacillus under Different Conditions. A. W. Peckham.
XVII. Experiments on the Reflection of the Rontgen Rays. 0. N. Rood.
XVIII. Notes on Rontgen Rays. Prof. H. A. Rowland.
XIX. Some Studies in Chemical Equilibrium. Ira Remsen.
XX. The Decomposition of Diazo-compounds by Alcohol. Ira Remsen.
XXI. On Double Halides containing Organic Bases. Ira Remsen.
XXII. Results of Researches of Fo~ty Binary StarR. T. J. J. See.
XXIII. On a Remarkable New Family of Deep-sea Cephalopoda and its bearing
on Molluscan Morphology. Prof. A. E. Verrill.
XXIV. The Question of the Molluscan Archetype, or Archi-mollusk. Prof.
A. E. Verrill.
XXV. On some points in tbe Morphology and Phylogeny of the Gastropoda.
Prof. A. E. Verrill.
XXVI. Source of X-Rays. A. A. Michelson and S. W. Stratton.
XXVII. TheRelativePermeabilityof Magnesium and Aluminum to theRontgen
Rays. A. W. Wright.
.
XXVIII. The State of Carbo-dioxide at the Critical Temperature. C. Barus.
XXIX. The Motion of a ubmerged Thread of Mercury. C. Barus.
XXX. On a Method of Obtaining Variable Capillary Apertures of Specified
Diameter. C. Baru .
XXXI. On a New Type of Telescope Free from Secondary Color. C. S. Hastings.
XXXII. The lindiadre and other Medusre. W. K. Brooks.
XXXIII. Budding in Perophora. W. K. Brooks and George Lefevre.
XXXIV. Anatomy of Yoldia. W. K. Brook and Gilman Drew.
XXXV. n the Pithe,-0anthropus erectus from the Tertiary of Java. Prof. 0. C.
Marsh.
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TITLES OF SATURDAY LECTURES FOR 1896.
COURSE 1.

March 21.-The Battle of the Forest. Dr. B. E. Fernow.
March 28.-The Adaptation of Plants to the Desert. F. V. Coville.
April 4.-The Spread of the Rabbit. T. S. Palmer.
Ap1·il IL-Insect Mimicry. L. O.. Howard.
April 18.-The Persistence of Functionless Structures. F. A. Lucas.
COURSE 2.

April 25.-Relation of Prjmitive Peoples to Environment, illustrated by American

examples. Maj. J. W. Powell.
May 2.-The Dependence of Industrial Arts on Environment. Prof. 0. T. Mason.
May 9.-The Japanese Nation-a Typical Product of Environment. Gardiner G.
Hubbard.
May 16.-The Tusayan Ritual: A Study of the Influence of Environment on
Aboriginal Cults. Dr. J. Walter Fewkes.
May 23.-The Relation between Institutions and Environment. W J McGee.

APPENDIX VIII.
FINANCE, PROPERTY, SUPPLIES, AND ACCOUNTS.
APPROPRIATIONS FOR 'rHE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1896.

F or continuing the preservation, exhibition, and increase of the collections from surveying and-exploring expeditions of the Government and
from other sonrces, including salaries or compensation of all employees_ $143, 225
For cases, furniture, fixtures, and appliances required for the exhibition
and safekeeping of the collections of the National Museum, including
salaries or compensation of all necessary employees ______ . ______ . _____ 12, 500
For expense of heating, lighting, electrical, telegraphic, and telephonic
service for the National Museum ____ _________ .. ___ ____________ ._. ___ .. 13, 000
For postage stamps and foreign postal cards for the National Museum __
500
F or repairs to buildings, shops, and sheds, National Museum, including
all necessary labor and material_ ___ . ___ _ . _. _________ ____ ___ - _- _- __
4,000
For r ent of workshops for the National Museum ___ . __ ____ __ ___________ :_
900
For t he Smithsonian Institution, for printing labels and blanks and for
the Bulletins and annual volumes of .the Proceedings of the National
Museum, and binding scientific books and pamphlets presented to and
acquired by the National Museum library ___ ___ _. ___ _. ___ ____ . _- ____ . 12,000
For expense of constructing four additional fire plugs in the Smithsonian
gr ounds for the better protection of the Smithsonian Institution,
National Museum, and Astro-Physical Observatory, and the purchase
. 800
of necessary fire hose _____ __ _________ . ____ ___ - _- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - FUNDS TO THE CREDIT OF THE MUSEUM JULY 1, 1895.

Appropriation for 1894 (balance), $236.12; appropriation for 1895
(balan ce), $7,159.21; appropriation for 1896, $186,925.00; making a
total of '194,320.33. This amount was divided as follows:
Preservation of collections:
1894 ______ _____ __ ____________ .. _. ___ __. ______________
$235. 27
1895 ___ _____ _______ ____ ___ _____ __________ _______ _____ 4,950.88
1896 ____ _________ ___ __ . ___ _____ . _____________ _. ___ . __ 143, 225. 00
- - - - $148,411.15
Furniture and fixtures:
.
1894 __ ___ _______ ___ . _. _____ . ___ ____ . _... _-- .. - -- -. -- - . 09
1 95 ___ ___ _. ____ __________ _______________ . . . _. . ___ ... _
697. 43

1 96 .... -- - - -- -- ---- --- . ----- ----- _. - -- --- ---- --- ---- 12,500.00
Heating and lighting:
1 94 - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - . - - - - - -- - -- .. - - . - - . - . - - - -. - -- - 76
1 95 ___ . ___ ____ . . ____ . ______ . __ . _________ . ___________ 1, 445. 07
1 96 ____ ____________________ . ______ . ___ . _. _.. _. __ __ . _ 13, 000. 00
Building r epair :
1 95 __ .. ____ - - - _- - - - - - - . - - - - -- - . - - - - - - - - . - - -- - 1 96 _____ - __ - - - - - - . - . - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Rent of workshop :
1 95 ___ - _- - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - 1 96 _________________ _____ ---------- ------- -----

14,445.83

13.29
4,000.00
4,013.29
·52.54
900.00

Fire protection 1 96 ___ . __ .. _.... _______ ... _.. - . - - - - .. -- Po.tarre, 1

13,197.52

6----- - -- . . -·-- ___ -------------'--------- -- - -- - -- -------

952.54
800.00
500.00
12,000.00

Printing and binding, 1 96 .. ___ ... _____ .... - - - . - - - - - - - - Total. ______________ . ___________ ____. ____________ .. ___________ 194,320. 33
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DISBURSEMENTS FROM UNEXPENDED BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1894
AND 1895.

Appropriation for 1894.-Preservation of collections, $227.87. No
other claim having been presented against this appropriation, the
balance remaining ($7.40), together with the balances of the appropriations for furniture and fixtures ($0.09), and _heating and lighting
($0. 76)-in all, $8.25, will revert into the Treasury, to be carried to
t,he credit of the surplus fund, under the provisions of section 3690
of the Revised Statutes.
Appropriation for 1895.-Preservation of collections, $4,908.57;
furniture and fixtures, $696. 90; heating and lighting, $1,443.92;
building repairs, $8.51; rent of workshops, $40.
DISBURSEMENTS UNDER THE APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING
JUNE 30, 1896.

Preservation of collections ____________________ . __________ ___ ____ . __ . $140, 378. 4 7
Furniture. and fixtures ______ ________ . --- - -------· ·------··------- -- 11,184.91
Heating and lighting __________ . _____________ __-·· _.·- · _. ____ ________
12,052.67
Postage __ .. _.. . ___________________ . _____ . ____ . __ .. ___ . ____ ___ . ______
500. 00
Repairs to buildings _______________ . __ . ___ . _____ . __ . ___ ______ . ______
3, 070. 49
Rent of workshops _. ____ . __ . __ . __ . ___ . _______ . ___ . ________ . ________
825. 00
Fire protection . ____ .. ______ . ____ . __ ____ __ ___ . . ____ ... _______________
798. 29
UNEXPENDED BALANCES REMAINING ON HAND JUNE 30, 1896.

The expenditures from the appropriations for the fiscal years ending ·J une 30, 1895 and 1896, respectively, leave the following unexpended balances, which will be applied to the liquidation of outstanding indebtedness created within those years: Fiscal year 1895,
$61.31; fiscal year 1896, $6, 115.17.
These balances are divided as follows:
Appropriation for 1895.-Pre ervation of coll ction , ,.,'42.31; furniture and fixtures, $0.53; heating and lighting, '1.15; building repair ,
$4. 78; rent of workshops, '12.54; total, '61.31.
Appropriation for 1896.-Pre, ervation of collection , 2, 46.53·
furniture and fix ures, l,;315.09; heatino- and lio-htino-, , 94:7.33·
repair to building , 929.51; rent of work hop , .'75· fir prot tion
1.71; total, 6,115.17.
Th di bur ment un r th apprnpria ion f r printino- and binding aggr gated 11,947.2 , 1 aving an un p nd d l alan e f -·5:!.71.

APPENDIX IX.
STATEMENT OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIMENS DURING THE YEAR
ENDING JUNE

AMERICA..
NORTH AMERICA.
Canada.

30, 1896.

ARKANSAS-Continued.
McNeill, Jerome, Fayetteville: Acridiidre (24 specimens). Lent for
study. (D. 9596.)

CALIFORNIA:
BRUNSWICK:
Crowfoot, Miss Jessie, San Miguel:
Natural History Society of New
Atlantic coast marine shells (161
Brunswick, St. Johns: Casts of
specimens). Exchange. (D. 9226.)
prehistorfo stone implements (106
specimens,set55). Gift. (D.10009.)
Falls, H. C., Pomona: Specimens of
ONTARIO:
insects. Lent for study. (D. 9711.)
Billings, Walter R., Ottawa: Fossils
Gilbert,
C. H., Stanford University:
(51 specimens). Exchange. (D.
One
specimen
of Larimus breviceps.
9937.)
Lent for study. (D. 9918.)
Brooks, W. E.,Mount Forest: WarbLeland Stanford Junior University,
lers (42 specimens); birds' skins (3
Stanford University: Collection of
specimens). Lent for study. (D.
alcoholic fishes (1,539 specimens);
9288, 9597.)
specimen of Chasmistes liorus; colCurrie, Hector, Thedford : Fossils ( 39
lection of alcoholic fishes (81 specispecimens). Exchange. (D. 9520.)
mens). Gift. (D. 9487, 9698, 9932.)
Grant, C. C., Hamilton: Fossils and
shells ( 493 specimens). Exchange.
Matthiessen, A. H., San :Diego: Fos(D. 9536.)
sils ( 67 specimens).
Exchange.
Howard, S. W., Hagersville: Fossils
(D. 9848.)
(59 specimens). Exchange. (D.
State University of California, Berke9223.)
ley: Fossils (4 specimens). Gift.
Kearney, N. J., Thedford: Fossils (31
(D. 9806.)
specimens). Exchange. (D. 9521.)
Stephens, F., Witch Creek: Bird's skin.
Kernahan, George, Thedford: Fossils
Lent for study. (D. 9215.)
(32 specimens). Exchange. (D.
Van
Denburgh, Joh_n, San Francisco:
9522.)
Specimen of reptile. Lent for
QUEBEC:
study. (D. 9684.)
Dawson, Sir William, Montreal: Fossil sponges (3 specimens). Ex- COLORADO:
change. (D. 9859.)
Baker, Carl F., Fort Collins: Jassidre
NEW

United States.
ALABAMA :

Polytechnic College and Ladies' InstL
tnte, Cullman: Rocks and ores (96
specim ens, set 91) . Gift. (D. 93 6.)
A.RKA~· A:

Arkan as Industrial University, Fayetteville: et alcoholic fishes (229
specimens ) · et alcoholicfishe (1,176
specimens) . Gift. (D. 9930, 948~. )

(1,476 specimens). Lent for study.
(D. 9831, 9881.)
Gillette, C. P., Fort Collins: Specfmens of Cynipidre. Exchange. Typhlocybini (273 specimens). Lent
for study. (D. 9539, 9584.)
University of Denver, University
Park: Marine invertebrates (464
specimens, set 42, Series V). Gift.
(D. 9781.)
273
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CONNECTICUT:

Peabody Museum, New Haven:. Starfishes ( 88 specimens) . Exchange.
Starfishes (306specimens). Lentfor
study. (D. 9941.)
DAKOTA:

North Dakota Agricultnral College,
Fargo, N. Dak.: Alcoholic fishes (81
specimens). Gift. ( D. 9713.)
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA:

Academy of the Sacred Heart of Mary,
Washington: Casts of prehistoric
implements (106 specimens, set 48):
rocks and ores (96 specimens, set
87); minerals (60 specimens). Gift.
(D. 9372, 9424, 9969.)
Central High School, Washington:
Fragments of rocks and ores. Gift.
(D. 9464.)
Columbian University, Washington:
Collection of rocks and ores. Gift.
(D. 10004.)
Hornung, J., Washington: Birds'
skins ( 68 specimens) . Exchange.
(D. 9333.)
Karlsive, W. J., Washington: Specimens of Amblychila cylindr~formis.
Exchange. (D. 9825.)
Matthews, Washington, Washington:
Skin of Kit Fox. Lent for study.
Brass plate from Morocco. Exchange. (D. 9404, 9615.)
Stevenson, Mrs. M. C., Washington:
Birds' skins (96 specimens). Exchange. (D. 10046.)
Stone, George W., Washington: Cretaceous fossils (21 specimens). Exchange. (D. 9448.)
GEORGIA:

Demorest Normal School, Demorest:
Rocks and ores (93 specimens, set
93). Gift. (D. 9368.)
Gordon Institute, Barnesville: Rocks
and ores (98 specimens, set 79).
Gift. ( D. 9732.)
Lucy Cobb Institute, Athens: Rocks
and ores ( et 1.) Gift. (D. 9714.)
Rogan, Mr . J.P. Carter ville: Specimen of Indian pottery. Exchange.
(D. 9 03.)
pellman eminary Atlanta: oral
and crabs (41 pecimens). Gift.
(D.10033. )

IDAHO:

State University of Idaho, Moscow:
Alcoholic fishes (207 specimens) ;
collection of rocks (92 specimens,
set 97); marine invertebrates (540
specimens, set 200, Series IV). Gift.
(D. 9218.)
ILLINOIS:

Barnes, W., Decatur: Lepidoptera
(121 specimens). Exchange. (D.
9591.)
Field Columoian Museum, Chicago :
Birds' skins (7 specimens). Lent
for study. Set of alcoholic fishes
(106 specimens). Exchange. (D.
9377, 9532, 9942.)
Holmes, Samuel J .. Chicago: Two
specimens of Dermaturus mandti.
Exchange. (D. 9547).
University of Chicago, Chicago:
Rocks. Exchange. (D. 9961.)
INDIANA:

City High School, Terre Haute: Set
of alcoholic fishes (153 specimens).
Gift. (D. 9933.)
High School, Washington : Rocks and
ores (93 specimens, set 94). Gift.
(D. 9:351.)
Indiana University, Bloomington:
Fishes collected by the U. S.
Fish Commission (1,270 specimens).
Fishes from the North Pacific collected by the U.S. Fish Commission
steamer Albatross (226 specimens).
Gift. (D. 9479, 9891.)
IOWA:

Amity College, College Spring :
Marine invertebrates COO specimens, set 38, Series V). Gift. (D.
9630.)
Buena Vista College, Storm Lake:
Rocks and ores (9 specimens et
75). Gift. (D. 9979.)
Calhoun County Normal chool Rockwell City: Rock and ores (9 pedmens, set 84). Gift. (D. 96,55. )
Historical Department of Iowa. D ~
Moine : Set of alcoholic fi h (100
pecimens). Gift. (D. 9239. )
Iowa Univer,ity.IowaCity: Alcoholi
fi he collected by th tI.
Fi-b
Commi sion (65'> pecimen ).
(D. 9481.)

DISTRIBUTION OF 8PECIMENS.

low A-Continued.
Public schools, Fonda: Rocks and ores
(98 specimens, set 78). Gift. (D.
9856.)
Public schools, Spencer: Minerals (57
specimens, set 187). Gift. (D.
9607.)
St, Xavier's Academy, Manchester:
Rocks and ores (96 specimens, set
86); minerals (57 specimens, set
186). Gift. (D. 9588.)
Upper Iowa University, Fayette: Set
of alcoholic fishes (111 specimens);
rocks and ores (98 specimens, set
74); casts of prehistoric implements
(106 specimens, set 56); minerals (57
specimens, set 189); marine invertebrates (436 specimens, set 53). Gift.
(D. 10042.)

KA SAS:
Crevecamr, F. F., Onaga: Shells (32
specimens). Exchange. Insects (4
specimens) . Lent for study. (D.
9757, 9646.)
Kansas State Agricultural College,
Manhattan: Rocks and ores (98
specimens, set 80). Gift. (D. 9725.)
Washburn College, Topeka: Rocks
and ores (98specimen s, set 76). Gift.
(D. 9980. )
KENTUCKY :

Ulrich, E. 0., Newport: Collection of
fossils. Lent for study. (D. 9441.)
LOUISIANA:

Frierson, Lorraine S., Frierson's Mill:
Unios (20 specimens). Exchange.
(D. 9647. )
MAINE:

Allen, Pardon, Auburn: Ethnological
material (18 specimens); stone implements (38 specimens); specimen
of wood carving, from Indians of
southeast Alaska. Exchange. (D.
9356, 9-03,)
Damon, W. P., West Auburn: Minerals and ores (16 sp cimen ) ; tone
implements and pot ry (34 specimeru ). Exchange. (D . 9670.)
We tbrook ociety f
atural History:
farine inv rt brate!'I (42
sp cimens, set 54, series V).
ift.
(D. 9681.)
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MARYLAND:

Donell-Smith, J., Baltimore: Guatemalan plants (377 specimens). Lent
for study. (D. 10043. )
Murray, N., Baltimore: Astrolabe.
Lent for study. (D. 9653.)
School for Blind Children, Baltimore:
Mounted mammals (10 specimens).
Gift. (D. 9960.)
Shriver, Howard, Cumberland: Fossils (227 specimens). Exchange.
(D. 9531.)
Woman's College, Frederick: Small
collection of Foraminifera, lobsters
and one crab. (D. 9405.)
· MASSACHUSETTS:

Bangs, Outram, Cambridge: Five
specimens of Putorius. Lent for
study. (D. 9577.)
City Library Association, Springfield:
Casts of prehistoric implements ( 106
specimens, set 54). Gift. (D.10008).
Dale, T. Nelson, Williamstown: Rock
sections from New York and Vermont (67 specimens). Lent· for
study. (D. 9412.)
Faxon, Walter, Cambridge: Weasels
(187 skins and 37 skulls); Cambarus
pellucidus testii (3 specimens). Lent
for study. (D. 9298, 9327.)
Hyatt, Alpheus, Cambridge: Fossils
(10 specimens). Lent for study.
(D . 9695.)
Jackson, Robert T., Cambridge: Fossils (3 species). Lent for study.
(D. 9524.)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston: Geologicalmaterial (91
specimens). Exchange. (D. 9694.)
Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Cambridge: Fishes collected by the
U.S. Fish Commission (1,636 specimens) . Gift. Set of fishes from the
North Pacific, collected by the U. S.
Fish Commission steamer Albatross.
Exchange. (D. 9684, 9878.)
Robinson, Wirt, Cambridge: Birds'
skins (3 specimens). Exchange.
(D. 9750.)
amson, Albert A., West Medford:
Pottery (7 specimens). Exchange.
(D. 9798.)
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MASSACHUSETTS-Continued.
Scudder, S. H., Cambridge: Orthoptera (25 specimens). Exchange.
(D. 9667.)

Sturtevant, E. Lewis, South Birmingham: Specimens of charred corn.
Lent for study. (D. 9576.)
MICHIGAN:
Arnold, Edward, Battlecreek: Birds'
eggs (21 specimens). Exchange.
(D. 9642.)

Davis, G. C., Agricultural College
Post-Office: Tryphomime (138 specimens). Lent for study. (D. 9938.)
Hope College; Holland: Casts of prehistoric implements (106 specimens,
set 52). Gift. (D. 9780.)
St. Mary's Academy, Monroe: Casts
of prehistoric_implements (106 specimens, set 51). Gift. (D. 9756.)
MINNESOTA:
Central High School, Duluth: Fishes
collected by the U. S. Fish Commission ( 616 specimens). Set of
alcoholic fishes (136 specimens).
Gift. (D. 9483, 9927.)
High School, Winona: Rocks and
ores (96 specimens, set 90). Gift.
(D. 9385.)

State Normal School, Mankato: Collection of alcoholic fishes (1,327 specimens). Set of alcoholic fishes (146
specimens). Gift. (D. 9480, 9931.)
MISSOURI:
University of Missouri, Columbia:
Collection of fishes (95 specimens,
set 101). Gift. (D. 9243.)
Mo TANA:
Montana Academy of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts, Bozeman: Fishes
(77 pecimens, set 107); minerals C-7
pecimens, set 185). Gift. (D.
9490.)

Univer ity of Montana Mi soula:
Duplicate fishes ( ,- pecimens, et
105). Gift. (D. 907 . )
NEBR .KA:
ate olleg , Neligh: Ro k. and re
(9 specimens, s t 9) .
ift. ( .

.

.)

, tat Univer ity Lincoln:
11 cti n
of al oholic fishes ( 3 specimens).
Gift.

(D. 9482.)

I

NEW JERSEY:
Smith, John B., New Brunswick:
Two specimens representing the
genus Agrotis; Noctuids (175 specimens). Lent for study. (D. 9493,
9659.)

NEW MEXICO:
Cockerell, T. D. A., Lascruces: Insects (45 specimens). Lent for
study. (D. 9805.)
NEW YORK:
Allen, J. A., New York: Birds' skins
(70 specimens). Exchange.
(D.
9526.)

Beutenmuller, William, New York
City: Insects (16 specimens). Lent
for study. (D. 9804, 9976.)
Bishop, H. R., New York: Fragment
of febrolite hatchet from Brittany.
Exchange. Stone implements (3
specimens). Lent for study. (D.
9535, 9765.)

Boas, Franz, New York: Ten human
skulls. Lent for study. (D. 9707.)
Brown, Mrs. M. E., New York: Nine
musical instruments. Exchange.
(D. 9627, 9723.)

Chapman, Frank M., New York:
Birds' skins (49 specimens) . Lent
for study. (D. 9561, 9568.)
Clarke, J. M., Albany: Cephalopods
(139 specimens). Lent for study.
(D. 9693.)

Cook, 0. F. , Huntington, L. I.: Myriapods (100 specimens). Lent for
study. (D. 9902.)
Elmira College, Elmira: Foraminifera. Gift. (D. 9440.)
Farley, Thomas J., New York: Stone
implements (17 specimens). (D.
960 . ) For study.
Franklin, T. W., New York: kin of
elephant; pair of bison horns. Exchange. (D. 99r, 9963. )
Glen Island Mu eum
len Island:
Ethnological p cimen , includin
1 blank t ann i> pair of Chin sandal . Exchange. (D. ,313. : 2.)
Harri , . D. Ithaca: ollection of
idway fo ail . L ent for tudy.
(D. 9-1-6) .

Ha her J.B.. w York: Fh"e k-ol
of mammals. Lent for study. (D.
9611.)

DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIMENS.

YORK-Continued.
Osborn, Henry F., New York: Fossils
(18 specimens). Lent for study.
(D. 9644).
Phillips, Barnett, Brooklyn: Two
pieces of pottery. Exchange. (D.
9827.)
,

NEW
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Omo-Continued.
Ohio State University, Columbus:
Rocks and ores (92 specimens, set
95). Gift. (D. 9229.)
Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware:
12 vials of Foraminifera. Lent for
study. (D. 9478.)
St. Mary's of the Springs, Shepard:
Birds' skins (93 · specimens). Gift.
(D. 9204.)
Vickers, E. W., Ellsworth: Skin of
field mouse. Exchange. (D. 9676.)
OREGON:
Oregon State University, Eugene: Alcoholic fishes (215 specimens); marine invertebrates (464 specimens,
set 41, Series V). Gift. (D. 9928,
9755.)

St. Bernard Seminary, Rochester:
Plants (104 specimens); rocks and
ores (98 specimens, set 83). Gift.
(D. 9712).
Schuyler, E. 0. , New York: Baskets
obtained from the North American
Indi~ns and the natives of Polynesia (10 specimens). Exchange.
(D. 9896, 9990, 10032.)
Teachers' College, Riverside Heights:
Piece of Samoan cloth, and an orna- PENNSYLVANIA:
mented mat from Africa. Gift.
Clapp, George H., Pittsburg: Unios
(D. 9676.)
(3 species). Exchange. (D. 9369.)
Converse, G. G., South Bethlehem:
Ward's Natural Science EstablishCollection of deep-sea soundings,
ment, RochestAr: Trilobites (366
made by the U.S. Fish Commission
specimens) . Exchange. (D. 9898.)
steamer Albatross in the North AtWhite, Theodore G., New York:
lantic., Lent for study. (D. 9793.)
Twenty-five rock sections. Lent
for study. (D. 9409.)
Eakins, Thomas, Philadelphia: Shield,
quiver, bow, and lance. Lent for
Williamsburg Scientific
Society,
study. (D. 9413.)
Brooklyn: Minerals (7 specimens).
Fox, William J., Philadelphia: ColExchange. (D. 9820).
lection of Monedula (98 specime_n s);
Woodward, A., New York: Fossil
collection of wasps. Lent for study.
Foraminifera. Lentfor study. (D.
9682.)
(D. 9234, 9396.)
Holland, W. J.: Lepidoptera (412
Workingmen's School, New York
specimens). Lentforstudy. AfriCity: Casts of prehistoric implecan Lepidoptera · (6 specimens).
ments (100 specimens, set 47); eth- _
Exchange. (D. 9599, 9818.)
nologica (90 specimens); pottery (12
Johnson, J. R., Pittsburg: Collecspecimens) . Exchange. (D. 9334,
tion of stone implements; shell
9562).
beads, and plaster casts. Exchange.
Wortman, J. L., New York: Skull of
(D. 9906.)
Dendrohyrax validus. Lent for
Klages, Henry G., Jeannette: Coleopstudy. (D. 9688.)
tera (100 specimens). Exchange.
Omo:
(D. 9762.)
Adelbert College, Cleveland: AlcoLacoe, R. D., Pittston: Unios (21 specholic fishes (94 specimens, set 94).
imens). Exchange. (D. 9702.)
Gift. (D. 9244.)
Philadelphia Norm~l School, PhilaCase School of Applied Sciences,
delphia: _Marine invertebrates (988
Cleveland: Marine invertebrates
specimens, sets 39 and 40, Series V);
(222 specimens). Gift. (D. 9754.)
minerals (57 specimens, set 188).
Case, H. B., Loudenville: Fossils (12
ift. (D. 9705.)
specimens). Exchange. (D. 9760.)
Randall, F. A., Warren: Fossils and
Oberlin College, Oberlin: Collection
shells (25 specimens). Exchange.
of alcoholic fishes ( 443 specimen ) .
(D. 9880.)
Gift. (D. 9486.)
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PENNSYLVANIA-Continued.
WISCONSIN:
Rhoads, S. N., Philadelphia: Skins
Lewis, C. H., Brodhead: Specimen
of stone ax. Exchange. (D. 9726.)
and skulls of hares. Lent for study.
(D. 9605, 9654.)
Sacred Heart Academy, . Madison:
Skinner, Henry, Philadelphia: ButterRocks and ores (94 specimens, set
flies (3specimens). Exchange. (D.
93); prehistoric implements (106
9518.)
specimens, set48). Gift. (D. 9371.)
Stone, Witmer, Philadelphia: Birds'
Sparta High Schooi, Sparta: Rocks
skins (75 specimens). Lent for
and ores (98 specimens, set 85). Gift.
study. (D. 9501, 9649.)
(D. 9715.)
The Philadelphia Museum, City Hall ,
West Side High School, Milwaukee:
Philadelphia: Fishes (86 spedmens,
Rocks and· ores (98 specimens, set
85.) Gift. (D. 9618).
set 104). Gift. (D. 9276.)
Wagner Free Institute, Philadelphia:
Fossil fishes (12 specimens). ExSOUTH AMERICA.
change. (D. 9761.)
Argentina.
RHODE ISLAND:
La
Plata
Museum,
La Plata: Alcoholic
Brown University, Providence: Model
fishes
(101
specimens,
set 103); casts
of Archreopteryx. Gift. (D. 9541.)
of prehistoric implements (106 speciCarr, Silas, Jamestown: Minerals (6
mens, set 46). Exchange. · (D.
specimens; arrowheads and spear9264.)
heads (16 specimens). Exchange.
Brazil.
(D. 9657, 9889.)
Foetterle, J. G., Petropolis: Central and
SOUTH CAROLINA:
South American butterflies (78
Mazyck, W. G., Charleston: Shells (18
specimens). Exchange. (D. 9975.)
specimens). Exchange. (D. 9851).
Wayne, Arthur T., Mount Pleasant: Museo Paulista, Sao Paulo: Nine ethnological specimens. Exchange. (D.
Birds' skins. Exchange. (D. 9609.)
9911.)
TEXAS:
Chile.
Grayson College, Whitewright: Minerals (57 specimens, set 184); rocks Reed, Edwyn C., Rancagua: Butterflies
. (50 specimens). Exchange. (D.
and · ores ( 96 specimens, set 88).
9622.)
Gift. (D. 9414.)
VIRGINIA:

Hutchinson, W. F., Winchester:
Birds' skins. Exchange. (D. 9993.)
Virginia Normal and Collegiate Institute, Petersburg: Rocks and ores
(92 specimens). Gift. (D. 9220.)

WEST INDIES.
Jamaica.

Jarvis, P. W., Kingston: Specimens of
crabs. Exchange. (D. 9709.)
EUROPE.

WASHINGTON:

Austria.
Dennison, George W., Friday Harbor,
San Juan Island: Bones of Great . Imperial Royal Natural History Museum, Vienna: Plants (400 speciAuk. Exchange. (D. 9425.)
mens) . Exchange. (D. 9463.)
Fuller, William H., Fairhaven:
Rocks (12 pecimens). Exchange. Royal Zoological Museum, Vienna: Col(D.1002 .)
lection of alcoholic fl he ( 121 specimens); collection of alcoholic fish
Ids, Fred. W., Wenatchee: Specimen
from the North Pacific (9 3-i peciof cryolite. Exchange. (D. 9312.)
Uni er ity of Wa hington, eattle:
men ). Exchang . (D. 554 53. )
Collection f alcoholic fl he from
Belgium.
the N rth Pauific (209 specimens);
rocks and or s (9 pe imen set , ) ; Botanical
t of alcoholic fish
(306 pecimens). Gift. (D.
7, 0 79 9 34.)
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Denmark.

Royal Zoological Museum, Copenhagen:
Collection of alcoholic fishes ( 111
specimens). Exchange. (D. 9555.)
Berg, R., Copenhagen: Mollusks (5
specimens). Exchange. (D. 9830.)

Museum of Natural.History, Paris: Collection of alcoholicfishes (111 specimens) ; collection of alcoholic fishes
from the North Pacific (211 specimens). Exchange. (D. 9551, 9951.)
Vignal, L., Paris: Tertiary fossils (75
specimens). Exchange. (D. 9544.)

England.

British Museum of Natural History,
London: Collection of alcoholic
fishes (115 specimens); collection of
alcoholic fishes from the North
Pacific (258 specimens); specimens
of Typhlomolze · rathbuni.
Ex change. (D. 9552, 9952, 9995.
Chaster, G. W., Southport: Pyramidellidre (39 specimens). Exchang~.
(D. 9565.)
Hewlett, S. G., Eastbourne: Arrowheads and spearheads (22 specimens) . Exchange. (D. 9190.)
Mason , George E., London: Insects from
the Mammoth Cave, Kentucky.
Exchange. (D. 10029.)
Master s, Maxwell T., London: Plants
(6 specimens).
Exchange. (D.
9940.)
Norman, A. M., Burnmoor Rectory,
Fence House, Durham: Crabs (39
specimens) . Exchange. (D. 9572.)
Salford Borough Royal Museum and
Library, near Manchester: Casts of
prehistoric implements (106 specimens) . Exchange. (D. 9958.)
Stebbing, T. R. R., Tunbridge Wells:
Amphipods (2 specimens). Exchange. Amphipods (3 specimens) .
Lent for study. (D. 10047.)
Trin., Museum, Tring: Birds' skins (2
specimen s) . E xchange. One bird
skin. Lent for study. (D. 9973.)
Univer:sity Mu seum of Zoology , 'ambridge: Collection of Termites.
Exchange. (D. 9355.)
France.

Cro sman, M. , Paris: r etaceou Gastropods (6 pecimens) . L ent for
study. (D. 0734.)
Koehler, R ., L yon : Luidia elegan
(one specimen ) . L ent for study.
(D . 922 .)

Germany.

Fiirbringer, Max, Jena: Specimen of
Polistotrema dombeyi. Lent for
study. ( D. 9556.)
Jaekel, Otto, Berlin: Fossils (142 specimens). Lentforstudy. (D.9810.)
Royal Botanic Gardens, Berlin: Dried
plants (318 specimens). Lent for
study. Dried plants (318 specimens). Exchange. (D. 9558.)
Royal Zoological Museum, Berlin: Set
of duplicate fishes, mostly deep sea
forms, from theAtlantic and Pacific
Oceans ( 109 specimens) ; set of alcoholic fishes from the North Pacific
Ocean (240 specimens) . Exchange.
(D. 9550, 9950.)
Hungary.

Chernelhaza, Stefan Chernel von, Koszeg: Three birds' skins. Exchange.
Three birds' skins. Lent for study.
(D. 94.18.)
Italy.

Bomes, 0., Fortici: Herbarium material
(134 specimens). Lent for study.
(D. 9241.)
Royal Zoological Museum, Florence:
One specimen of Mytillus californicus; alcoholic bats (250 specimens);
two skins of Neurotrichus, with
skulls. Exchange. (D. 9968.)
University of Pisa, Pisa: Collection of
American fishes (93 specimens);
specimen of Pentacrinus decorus;
alcoholic fishes (122 specimens);
specimens of crinoids. Exchange.
(D. 9321, 9769.).
Zoological Museum, Turin: Crustaceans
(25 specimens). Exchange. (D.
9736.)
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Norway.

Royal Zoological Museum, Christiania:
Collection of alcoholic fishes (107
specimens) ; collection .of alcoholic
fishes from the North Pacific. (279
specimens.) Exchange. (D. 9553,
9954:.)

China.

St. John's College, Shanghai: Casts of
prehistoric implements (106 specimens, set 50); plants (120 specimens). Exchange. (D. 9582.)
OCEANICA.

Russia.

University of Moscow, Moscow: Cretaceous fossils (29 specimens) . Exchange. (D. 9779.)
Scotland.

Nicholson, H. A., Aberdeen: Graptoli tes ( 24 specimens) . Exchange.
(D. 9557.)
Sweden.

Tornquist, S. L., Lund: Graptolites
(60 specimens). Exchange. (D.
5940.)

University of Stockholm, Stockholm:
Specimens of Pentacrinus decoriis
and P. mulleri. Exchange. (D.
9735.)

ASIA.

Australia.
NEW SOUTH WALES:

Australian Museum, Sydney: Mounted
skin and rough skeleton of opossum;
53 photographs of shells collected
by the Wilkes Exploring Expedition ;
2 skeletons of turtles. Exchange.
(D. 9606, 9716, 9800.)

Carney, Joseph J.: Petroleum, roeks,
and sands (21 specimens ).
Exchange. (D. 9564.)
SOUTH AUSTRALIA:

Bradley, Edgar J., Happy Valley
Water Works: Specimens of Rhabdammina abyssorum, and Foraminifera. Exchange. (D. 9897.)
New Zealand.

Canterbury Museum, Christchurch:
Pueblo pottery (31 specimens). Exchange. (D. 9763.) ·

APPENDIX X.
rfHE WORK OF THE MECHANICS AND LABORERS.

The following is an abstract of the report of the superintendent of
buildings, Mr. Henry Horan, so far as it relates to the work of the
mechanics and laborers.
1895.

July.-Repairs were made in the south tower and in other portions of the
Smithsonian building. Several crates of cases were brought from storage and
packed for shipment to the Cotton States and International Exposition at
Atlanta. Exhibits from the departments of minerals and paleontology were
shipped to the Exposition during the month. In the room adjoining the dynamo
room the floor was lowered and a large brick column removed.
August.-The cases containing material for the Atlanta Exposition were placed
in the storage sheds south of the Smithsonian building as soon as packed, to await
shipment, and later 117 boxes and crates were forwarded. A number of push
buttons, connected with the annunciator in the telephone room, were placed at
different points in the Museum building. The collection of the section of physical
appar atus was' removed from the cases on the first floor of the south tower of the
Smithsonian building, and a portion of the instruments placed on exhibition in
the east hall of the Museum. Workmen were engaged for several days in taking
the boats from the ceiling in the hall where they are exhibited, measuring them,
and returning them to their former positions.
September.-The work of shipping exhibits to the Atlanta Exposition was completed early in the month. The lectu~e hall was thoroughly cleaned, new matting
laid, etc. The sheds in the rear of the Smithsonian Institution were painted.
New book-cases were made and placed in the office of the Assistant Secretary.
In many places the worn-out floors of the Museum were taken up and replaced
with new material. All the large cases were moved from the rotunda, and small
ones containing models of cliff-dwellings placed therein. Several new fire-plugs
were placed in the grounds near the buildings. A chimney-flue was constructed
from the second floor to the roof of the northwest pavilion.
October.- The floors in the offices of the Assistant Secretary and chief clerk were
planed and cleaned. Wires w ere run to connect a signal bell in the department
of materia m edica with the t elephone room, and the wires running from the
Museum to t h e Depart ment of Agriculture were overhauled. The top of the old
well south of the Smithsonian Institution was arched over with brick. A new
telephone instrument w as put up in the office of the superintendent. The doorway leading from the vestibule to the stairway on the first floor of the northwest
pavilion was alter ed , the opening being enlarged to a wide archway. Steam pipes
were run from the boilers in th e mithsonian building to the east end of the shed
just outside. The telephon e wir es were disconnected from the overhead cable and
connected to the u nderground cable. The vestibule of the northwest entrance
was wainscoated.
No ·ember.-T wo r adiator s wer e placed in one of the sheds, and the pipe coils
altered and improved. Water pipes were also placed in the same shed and a sink
con.·tructed. T he l ecture hall wa put in readiness for the meeting of the American rnith ologlst s Union. A radiator was placed in one of the rooms adjoining
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the east balcony. A workroom was fitted up for the plumber and pipe fitter.
Incandescent electric lamps were put up in the coal vault and other cellars of the
Museum. The work of painting the outside of the Museum building was commenced.
D ecember.-Incandescent electric lamps were put up in the library. All the
locks on the doors in the Museum were put in order, keys refitted, new ones made
where necessary, and the records revised to correspond with the alterations and
additions. The exhibition cases in the mineral hall were rearranged and four
additional cases placed therein. The work of painting the outside of the Museum
was continued; the walls in the east hall were also painted. The exhibition cases
in the :fisheries hall were rearranged. Two iron hitching-posts were placed at
the east entrance of the Museum. A platform for the exhibition of certain large
specimens was constructed in the east hall, and a heavy base for the serpent
column of Delphi was made and set up.
1896.

January.-The lecture hall was put in order for the meeting of the National
Science Club. An excavation was made in the basement of the Smithsonian building, and the space thus obtained, after having the floor and sides bricked up,
was used for the reception of a small heating boiler. Six fire extinguishers were
placed in different parts of the Museum building. Some additional cases were set
U:p in the north hall. The :fisheries_hall was screened off for the recept ion of the
exhibits returned from the Atlanta Exposition. The erection of a small gallery, to
be u sed for storage cases for the herbarium, was commenced.
F ebruary.-Much time was spent during this month in receiving, making spac e
for, unpacking, and setting up in their proper departments the exhibits returned
from the Atlanta Exposition. The three cases containing the Copp collection of
New England historical and .d omestic obj ects were removed from the n orth hall
to the lecture hall, to be photographed . The work of putting up the gallery for
the herbarium was completed, and w ork commenced on the cases to be placed
thereon. A large group b elonging to the department of ethnology w as installed
in a case and placed in the r otunda of the Museum. The skeleton of Zeuglodon
was hung from the ceiling of the southeast court. In the departments of minerals
and comparative anatomy workmen wer e engaged in putting down concrete bases
upon which to erect wall cases.
March.-In addition to the large amount of work r equired of the laborers in conn ection with the arrangement and installation of the material r eturned from the
Atlanta Exposition , much other work was performed. The old Mexican cart was
suspended from the ceiling of the east hall, and the platform on which it formerly
rested was r emoved. All the material from the Third-street annex was transferred
to the n ew storage hou eon Ninth stre t . The model of the locomotive exhibited
on the platform over one of the windows in the ea t hall was taken down and the
platform removed. The Siame e cart wa su pended from the ceiling, oppo ·te
the Mexican art. All the material tored in the lectme h all wa removed, and
the hall clean d and put in com pl te order1'or the regular cour e of atnrday aftern on 1 cture . 'everal of the pier er en in the mineral hall wer lowered to nform with the other. . Wir · were pla ed under the floor of the le ture hall from
the de k toth tand u ed by th lantern op rator.
April.-Mat rial fr m the o teological and other work rooms wa r emo-re to
the inth. treet annex. The plaster ca t f the winged bull and lion w r pla
in po ition at th entrance to the ea t hall, and two large wooden idol w r tak
off th ir ba. · · and plac d n the balconi w ·t of the ro unda. Tb tbr
railr ad map whi h wer moun d on be ·outh wall of th
own and pla · ·don the front of ea t l al· n ·. All th ca
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the rotunda. In anticipation of the meeting of the National Academy of Sciences,
the lecture hall was cleaned. The work of taking down and remounting the cases
in the east-south range, preparatory to laying an artificial stone floor, was commenced. The exhibition cases in the boat hall were removed to the fisherie hall
to make room for the rearrangement of the boats on the walls and ceiling. The
work of constructing new mahogany wall cases in the east hall was completed
and the cases painted. The large arch screen at the east entrance to the Museum
was altered.
May.-One of the large wall screens in the east hall was strengthened, with a
view to mounting the Hittite casts thereon. A large Indian war canoe was suspendedfrom the ceiling of the boat hall. Painters commenced work on the storage
sheds at the armory. The models of the locomotives "Arabian" and "Tom
Thumb" were mounted on floor cases in the east hall.
June.-The idols from Easter Island were moved from the vestibule and placed
outside the north entrance to the Museum. The storm doors at the north entrance
were removed, certain woodwork cut away, and the top step reset. The old floor
inside the north entrance was taken up, and other preliminary matters attended to
preparatory to ~ommencing work on the proposed improvements in the vestibule.
A section of gallery was put up in the hall of geology and a case placed thereon, to
test the appearance and effect of the galleries under contemplation. The seats
along the wall of north hall were cleaned and oiled.

In addition to the work of the mechanics, already mentioned, there
were constructed in the shops of the Museum 38 moth-proof quarterunit cases, 8 pine quarter-unit cases, 2 special unit cases, 2 oak and
3 pine book-cases, 3 pine catalogue-cases, 1 pine shelf-case, 5 pine
storage-cases, 3 cases of drawers, 4 pine cases for lay figures, 1 pine
case for holding papers, 3 cupboards, 2 closets, 192 unit drawers, 2 case
drawers, 4 pier-screens, 2 floor-screens and 2 arch-screens, 4 stepladders and 2 tables, besides many other articles.
The foJlowing is a partial list of cases, furniture, fittings, etc.,
repaired and altered: Six book-cases, 1 card catalogue-case, 1 key case,
9 pine bases, 5 oak bases, 12 unit boxes, 3 exhibition cases, 2 storage
ca es, 35 chairs, 4 case door , 22 other doors, 462 unit drawers, 4 case
drawers, 1,000 label-holders, 9 window sash, 20 floor, arch, and window
screens, 60 shelves for cases, and 2 tables.
Other incidental work included the following items: Cases painted,
10; :fire buckets lett red, 29; :fire buckets lined with tin, 21; exhibition blocks made, 5,523; exhibition block, painted, 5,469; exhibition
block bonized, 74; unit box ~ painted, 14; unit boxes mounted on
screen , 69; unit boxes :fitted to ca e , 140; door-screen cases, etc.,
painted, 1 ; door painted, 9; unit drawers :fitted to cases, 462; doors
of case , etc., glaz d, 59; lock put on cases, etc., 80; case shelves
paint d., 107; st rag - helf rack put up, 15; sheds put ·u p, 1; sheds
paint , 3; tran. ar n i s 1 tt re , ~; transparencies mounted, 31;
ventilator put n , ind w, , 12.
u t f w rk ha
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condition. The height of the exhaust pipe of the gas engine in the
Museum carpenter shop was increased, in order to carry the exhaust
above the windows in the main building. A number of elec~ric lights
were installed, as indicated above, and several changes were made in
the location of st,e am radiators. The time and watch clocks received _
careful attention, and have given good results during the year. The
furnaces were repaired, and new grate bars provided. Automatic oil
feeders were placed upon the pumps. The boiler rooms and vaults
of both buildings were painted and whitewashed.
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AN ACCOUNT OF THE UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM.
By FREDERICK W.

1

TRUE.

Among the powers conferred on Congress by the Constitution is
authority" to promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors· the exclusive right to
their respective writings and discoveries." 2 A result of this provision
was the establishment of the Patent Office and the assembling in
connection therewith of numerous models of inventions.
A building for the Patent Office was erected in 1812, but it was
destroyed by fire in 1836, and with it the models and records it
contained.
"In the Patent Office building and with it destroyed," writes Dr.
Goode, 3 "there was gathered a collection of models which was sometimes by courtesy called the 'American Museum of Arts,' and which
afforded a precedent for the larger collection of models and natural
products, which remained under the custody of the Commissioner of
Patents until 1858, when it was transferred to the Smithsoni~n Institution and became a part of the present National Museum."
Though an assemblage of objects of more or less scientific interest
was thus early formed as an indirect result of the policy pursued by
the Government, the establishment of a national museum was earlier
in the mind H of many American statesmen, especially in connection
with the educational institutes which it was thought the Govern:r,nent
should foun d for the int ellectual ad vancement of the people.
In the plan for a F ederal university published in the Pennsylvania
Gazette in 1788, and commonly credited to Madison, 4 section 8 relates
to natural hist-Or y~ and in connection therewith the remark is made:
To render instruction i n these branches of science easy, it will be-necessary to
establish a museum, and also a gar den, in wh ich not only all the shrubs, etc., but
all the forest trees of the United Stat es sh oul d be cult ivat ed.
1 This article is r printed from t he recently published volume commemorating the
close of the first fifty years of the existence of t h e Smithsonian Institution, entitled
' 'The mithsonian Institution, 1846-1896 : The Histor y of its First Half Century."
Edited by eorge Brown Goode. City of W-ashington, 1897.-F. W. T.
2 Article 1, section 8.
3Goode, G. Brown. "The Origin of the National cienti.6.c and Educational Institutions of the nited tates," Annual Report of the American Historical Association for the year 1 9, page 7.
4
ee Goode, ib-id., pp. 6,126, who believed Benj amin Rush of Pennsylvania to have
been the author of the plan.
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The plan for a "National Institution" put forth by Joel Barlo
in
1806 includes mention of the natural history and art museums of Fra ce
in the preamble, and in the plan itself (though ambiguously word ed)
are provisions for collections of minerals and philosophica1 instruments.
While these and other similar plans show that the formation of
national collections of art and science was thought desirable by the
fathers, they did not result directly in the establishment of museums
m1der the Government. The first really scientific collection that came
into the possession of the Government was probably, as Dr. Goode ha·
remarked, 1 Smithson's cabinet of minerals, which was delivered, with
the remainder of the Smithson estate, into the hands of Richard Rush,
the agent of the United States, in 1838. The collection is described
by a committee of the National Institute as follows:
Among the effects of the late Mr. Smithson is a cabinet which, so far as it has been
examined, proves to consist of a choice and beautiful collection of minerals, comprising probably eight or ten thousand specimens. The specimens, though generally small, are extremely perfect, and constitute a very complete geological and
mineralogical series, embracing the finest varieties of crystallizatfon, rendered 1nore
valuable by accompanying figures and descriptions by Mr. Smithson, and in his own
writing. The cabinet also contains a valuable suite of meteoric stones, which appear
to be suites of most of the important meteorites which have fallen in Europe during
several centuries.

Three years later, in 1841, there was formed in Washington, chiefly
through the exertions of Hon. Joel R. Poinsett, of South Carolina, a
scientific organization under the name of the National Institute with
the avowed purpose of assembling scientific collections. .Article 14
of the bill of incorporation reads thus:
·
The resident an d corresponding members shall exert themselves to procure specimens of natural history, and so forth; and the said specimens shall be placed in the
cabinet, under the superintendence of a board of curators, to be appointed by
the directors. All such specimens, and so forth, unless deposited specially, shall
remain in the cabinet; and, in case of the dissolution of the institution, shall become
the property of the United States.~

The In titute was dissolved in 1861 and its collections deposited in
the Smithsonian Institution. '' By thi society," remarks Dr. Goode,
'' the nucleu for a national mu eum was gathered in the Patent Office
Building in Washington, and public opinion wa educated to consider
thee tablishment of such an institution worthy of the attention of the
overnment of the United State ." 3
The fir t collection of any magnitude which the National In titute
1
oode. "
ne. i of th
ational l\fu eum," Report United 'tate --ational. fu um, 1 91, p. 273.
2 Rbec , \ . J.
"The mithsonian Institution: ocum nt Rclath-e to it ri!!in,"
p. 240.
1 Report of tl1
Unitecl tate National 1u um, 1 93 page 3. For a full • onn
of the Tational In ti nte ancl its relation to tb 'mith oniau Jo, titnti n. by I r.
G od , the read r i dir cted to "The 'm ith onian Institution, 1846-1
of its Fir t Half 'eutur ·,' 1 97, pp. 3
=
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took under its care were those of the United States Explorin · E p dition which was sent out by the Navy Department, under Lieut naut
Wilkes, in 1838. Earlier expeditions under the auspices of the
vernment had been organized, but they either made no collection or
deposited such as they did make in private museums outside-of Wa hington.
The :first collections of the exploring expedition were received in
Philadelphia in 1840 and were temporarily stored · in a room belonging
to the Philadelphia Museum. Poinsett induced the Secretary of the
Navy, James K. Paulding, to forward t,hese collections to Washington
and interested himself to secure from Congress an appropriation of
5,000 to defray the cost of their transportation and subsequent
arrangement.
In April, 1841, the collections ~ere deposited in a portion of a room
in the new Patent Office, designated for the purpose by the Secretary
of State. Dr. Henry King, a geologist and mining expert and curator
of the National Institute, was in direct charge. The compensation of
the curator was paid from the appropriation of Congress already
referred to.
With what rapidity collections accumulated under tµe charge of the
National Institute may be learned from the report of the committee of
the Institute dated January l, 1842. This report recite~ that ''the
entire collection is deposited in the upper rooms of the Patent Office;
it consists of: 1
Donations from foreign governments.
Donations from other institutions, foreign and domestic .
Donations from ministers and consuls abroad, and fr . m officeri of our Army and
Navy.
Donations from individuals and from members of the Institution. The Iowa collection of mineralogical and geological specimens, made by R. D. Owen, esq., under
the direction of the Treasury Department.
The collection of mineralogical and geological specimens which had been on
deposit in the bureau of the Corps of Topographical Engineers.
The collection of portraits of distingui bed Indians, and the collection of Indian
curiosities which bad been on deposit in the War Department.
The minerals, books, papers, and personal ffects of the Smithsonian bequest.
The two bipments which have been received from the exploring squadron, conisting of mineral , specimens of natural history, works of art, implements of war,
and curio ities.
The books, minerals, and work of art belonging to the late Columbian !nstitute.
The books, papers, and proceeding of the late mericau Historical Society.
Cabinets and. pecimens, deposited by member in trust, for public use.

The e coll ction

a cording to th
'

1

oode.

"

en i of he

c

am report, comprised about
nd harts, 500 castings in plaster,
u ,6 birds' skius, 160 skins of
j r , 2 barrels, and 10 ~egs of
b tan· 1 specimens, 3,000 msects,
1useum," page 347.
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several hundred thousand shells, 500 corallines, more than 2,000
taceans, 300 starfishes, etc., 100 sponges, 7,000 separate specim_e
minerals, and 50 boxes of the minerals and geological specnn
Those engaged in caring for the collections at this time were the c
tor of the Institute, Dr. King, a taxidermist, a botanical assistan -t
two other assistants. a mechanic, and a laborer.
Thus was established what in · reality was a national museum, con11
taining collections belonging to the Government, sustained by
appropriation from Congress, and employing a curator and assistant;
For a time prosperity seemed assured, but complications soon aro e
which proved disastrous in the highest degree not only to the Museu.rn
but to the National Institute itself.
The room in the Patent Office set apart for the collections by direction of the Secretary of State was needed for the display of models of
inventions, and the Commissioner of Patents made strong p 'r otest;s
against its occupancy by the Institute.
In August, 1842, Congress authorized the occupancy, "until other
provisions be made by law," and also appropriated $20,000 for the care
and arrangement of the collections, but in addition ordered that the
persons having the work in charge should be appointed by the J oin-t
Committee on the Library.
Only a month earlier a charter had been granted to the Institute, in
which all trusts previously held were confirmed. "The supporters of'
the Institute," writes Dr. Goode, 1 "were disposed to urge that this was
applicable to the collections of the 'exploring squadron' at that time
in the custody of the Institute. The question did not come up in a
troublesome way at this time, for the Library Committee, at that time
rnot] unfriendly, simply confirmed the choice of eurator made by the
National Institute, and appointed Dr. Pickering to the position, Dr.
Pickering being thenceforth subject to the Congressional committee,
and only by courtesy acting for the National Institute."
A little later, in 1843, the Library Committee, having no longer any
consideration for the Institute, without consulting its officers, appointed
the Oornmi sioner of Patents to have general charge of the Government collection , and Captain Wilkes, the head of the exploring expedition, to arrange and display them. Captain Wilkes proceeded with
the work, pu hing a ide the collections of the Institute to make place
for those of the Government, yet profe sing an interest in the welfare
of the Institute and the security of it property. The drift of matt r
came to the attention of the offic r of the In titute only by rum r.
but Col. J. J. Abert inWated a c rre pondence with aptain Wilk ·
inquiring whether he or his a ~i tant would devote any tirn tO
the care of the collection of the In titute, and tating that if 11 l.i
was not the a e the attention of the In titnte would b imm liat Y
1~
called to the nece sity of otherwi e protecting it prop rty.
replies were not sati fa tory. Oa1 tain ilke held that a~ h nnd bi
1

Goode.

"Genesis of the United tate National :Mu euru, pag 311.
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assistants were paid by the Government they could not spend any
time in working upon collections belonging to a private organizati n.
Nevertheless, he expressed an intention not to disturb the collecti
of the Institute more than should be really necessary in working out
those of the Government, and to watch over them as far as pos ible.
A few months later, in a correspondenc,e relative to the '' Ontonagon" copper bowlder now in the National Museum, the Commissioner
of Patents took the same ground, and held also that he had entir
control over the room in which the property of the Institute was
deposited.
At the end of 1843, therefore, the ~ ational Institute found itself
bereft of the control of the Government collections, without funds,
except the membership dues, which were much in arrears, and without
quarters fol'. its large and rapidly accumulating collections.
"The real cause of the decline of the National Institute," writes Dr.
Goode,1 "was simple enough. Failing to secure grants of money from
Congress, the society was overwhelmed by the deluge of museum
materials, which in response to its enthusiastic and widely circulated
appeals came to it from all quarters of the world. The annual receipts
from the assessment of members were insufficient to pay for the care
of the collections, and although by virtue of the long term of its charter the collections were kept together until 1861, there was little science
and little energy manifested in this administration."
While the events we have mentioned were taking place extended discussions were going on in Congress, and in the country generally,
regarding the proper disposition to be made of the bequest of James
Smithson. It is unnecessary in the present connection to consider the
various views put forth, further than to remark that several schemes
included provisions tor museums of natural history and the arts.
The act of incorporation of the Smithsonian Institution, passed
August 10, 1846, provided that the Regents, having selected a proper
site, "shall cause to be erected a suitable building, of plain and durable
materials and structure, without unnecessary ornament, and of sufficient size, and with su~table rooms or halls for the reception and
arrangement, upon a liberal scale, of objects of natural history, including a geological and mineralogical cabiuet; also, a chemical laboratory, a library, a gallery of art, and the necessary lecture rooms."
It L further provided tbat the Regent "may so locate said building,
if they shall deem it proper, a in appearance to form a wing to the
Patent Office building and may so connect the arne with the present
hall of said Patent ffice uilding, containing th National Cabinet of
Curio ities 2 a to
titute the aid hall, in whole or in part, the
depo it for'the cabinet of th ·aid Institution, if t,hey deem it expedient
do o." Tbi pl n wa n t adopt d.
Section 6 of the ·ame ct pr vide that "in proportion as suitable
1

oode. " en is of the nited tates
oode, op. cit., page 3 1.

~ See
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arrangements can be made for their reception, all o~jects of art and of
foreign and curious research, and all objects of natural history, plants,
and geological and mineralogical specimens belonging, or hereafter to
belong, to the United States, which may be in the city of Washington,
in whosesoever custody the same may be, shall be delivered to su~h
persons as may be authorized by the Board of Regents to receive them,
and shall be arranged, in such order and so classed as best to facilitate
the examinatiori and study of them, in the building so as aforesaid to
be erected for the Institution."
Oonsidering the section relating to buildings mandatory, and under
the belief that the collections belonging to the Government must be
accepted and housed, the Board of Regents of the newly established
Institution proceeded at once with the erection of a large brown stone
structure.
For various reasons the building was many years in construction,
and during this period the first secretary, Joseph Henry, became more
and more pronouuced in ltis opinion that the Government collections
should not be cared for at tl:ie expense of the Smithsonian fund. Indeed,
he was in doubt whether the Institution ought to form extensive miscellaneous collections to be maintained permanently at the expense of its
funds, although he fully appreciated the value of collections, and, as
will presently appear, labored to carry out the programme adopted
for the Institution by acquiring and caring for such special collection '
as could be made the direct means of iucreasing and diffusing knowledge. In the report for 1850 he remarked:
It would not be in accordance with the spirit of the organization to expend the
income in the reproduction of collections of objects which are to be foun,l in every
museum of the country. Natural history can be much more effectively promoted
by special collections of new obJects, by appropriations for original exploration
and researches, and, above all, by assistance in the preparation of the nee .- ary
drawings, and by presenting to the world, in a proper form, the labors of naturali _t ·
In conformity with these views it has been resolved to confine the collection.- principally to objects of a special character, or to such as may lead to the di, covary of
new truths, or which may serve to verify or disprove existing or proposed cientific
generalizations. 1

Again, in the report for 1851, perbap thinking that hi
regarding mu eum might be mi understood, he wrote:

po iti n

I wonld distinctly di avow the intention of underrating the importance of coll tions in them elve . On th contrary, it ought to be the duty of the mith oni n
In titntion to point out th means hy which they.may b made, and to aid i11 t h
work t? the ex~ent of it ability by mbracing all opportnniti . which ma.~· off r r
pro urmg P ·miens for di. tribution and by fa ilitatiog xcban e and a i ti n~
xpl ration .2

r-
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Cougress. A general museum appear!:! to be a uecessary establishment at the seat of
Government of every civilized nation. * * * An establishment of this kind can
only be suppohed by Government; and the proposition ought never to be encouraged
of putting this duty on the limited though liberal bequest of a foreigner. The
Smithsonian Institution will readily take the supervision of an establishment of
this kind, and give plans for its organization and arrangement, provided . it be
requested to do so and th e means for effecting the object be liberally supplied. 1

In 1850 Prof. Spencer F. Baird was appointed assistant secretary of
the Institution, in charge of publications and museum. He brought
with him from Carlisle, Pa., not only a considerable zoological collection
a8sembled by his own activity, but, what was vastly more important,
a system of recording, assorting, and distributing collections which
was sufficiently comprehensive and elastic to meet the needs of a great
museum. In December, 1.850, he placed in the bands of Secretary
Henry a full outline of operations, which he afterwards carried i;nto
practice with the most signal success. He p~rceived. that the numerous
surveying parties which the Government was sending out from year to
year into the Western Territories would be powerful agencies in:
increasing t,h e knowledge of the natural history of the country if they
could be induced to make collections of natural objects along the
various routes they traversed. To this end the influence of the Institution was brought to bear on those officials of the Government who
had the several surveys in charge.
The extent and form of participation by the Institution in the explorations of the Government surveys varied in different cases. In some
instances the Secretary of War was induced to grant an officer of the
Army leave of absence for the purpm,e of making scientific explorations ·
in some little-known part of the country. .A.gain, the Institution furnished outfits and directions for collecting to such surgeons and other
officers of the surveying and exploring parties as manifested an interest
in natural-history explorations. In some cases the personnel of an
exploring party included a naturalist of known abilities and experience, and the Institution furnished every facility for collecting.
On this point Professor Baird, referring to the Mexican Boundary
and Pacific Railroad surveys, reported in 1853 as follows:
Without a single exception, all these parties have been fitted out at the Smithsonian Institution with all necessary instruments and apparatus for natural-hi tory
r esearch, much of it contrived with special reference to the exigencie of the particular service involved. Full instructions were also supplied, by which persons
without previous practice were enabled to master all the genera1 principles required
for making observations and collections of every kind. 2

The participation of the Institution al o took the form of aid in the
publication of re ult . Every year one or more publication ba ed ou
tbe collection of the Government partie were publi bed.
Fost r d by the In titution to whose intere t Profe or aird lent
enthu ia m and untiring energy, the work of collecting yielded abun1
2

Smith1:1onian Report, 1 51, page 25 (repriuted iH r port for 1 53, pag 227).
lbicl., 1 ~3, page 52.
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dant fruits. In 1853, three years after his arrival at the Institution,
Professo!' Baird, having worked along the lines laid down by Henry
in procuring such series of specimens as were calculated to open up
new fields of study and to increase knowledge, was able to report on
the wonderful development of the natural-history collections in the
following words:
·
It may be well to call attention to the fact that it has been the work of but three
years to raise this collection from nothing to the front rank among American cabinets, exceeding all, perhaps, in the number of new species first brought to light
within its limits. Nor has effort been confined merely to the acquisition of specimens, but to their concentration in mass, so as to supply all working naturalists
with the materials of research. As already stated, applications for such assistance
are constantly being received, and always met with all possible promptness; so that
scarcely any natural history monograpp. or memoir of any extent has _b een published
in this country within a year or two which has not been indebted in this way to the
Institution. From the care, too, taken to keep separate all the localities, however
near together, of any species, the collection affords information in reference to the
geographical distribution of species of the very highest value. 1

At the end of a decade, in 1860, Professor Henry was able to say:
The scientific material thus-collected is very valuable, and, in number and variety
of specimens and duplicates to illustrate the natural productions of the North
American Continent, far excels any other collection ever made. 2

While the Institution was thus exerting itself to obtain special collections to serve as the basis of research, the Commissioner of Patent
was growing each year more desirous of having the use of the space
occupied in the Patent Office by the national collections, and appealed
frequently to Congress and to the Regents of the Institution to relieve
him of their care.
·
In 1857, when Professor Henry brought the matter before them anew,
they finally agreed that the transfer of the collections to the Smithsonian building should take place, but stipulated that an appropriation should be made to cover the expense of the transfer and the construction of cases in the Smithsonian bnildin·g, and that the SP-cretary
of the Interior should undertake to obtain from Oongres , a before an
annual appropriation for the care of the collection . In hi report for
1856, Secretary Henry said:
For the present, it may be well to adopt the plan suggested in a late report of t he
Commissioner of Patents, namely, to remove the museum of t h e Exploring Exp dition, which now fills a large and valuable room in the Patent Office, wanted for t he
exhibition of models, to the spacious hall of the Institution, at pre ent unoccupi d.
and to continue, under the direction of the Regent , the appropriation now nun, 11'"
ruad for the pre rYation and di play of the collections.
Although he Regent , a few years ago, d ·lined to ac ·ep t this mu um a a ,.ifi
t, in
xp ri ne e ha · shown that the uilcling will ultimately be fill d with
bj ~t of natural hi tory balonging to th
en ral o ernment, which, for the "ood
f · _1 nc it _will be nee
ry to pr rv , it m y be a qu stion whether, in on .id~ti ~ f tb1 fa· , it would not b w 11 to ff, r the u e of the large room imlll ·
:l

Ibid., 1 O, page .U.
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ately for a national museum, of which the Smithsonian Institution would be the
mere curator, and the expense of maintaining which should be paid by the General
Goverument. 1

'' I caµ find no record in the minutes of the Regents," writes Dr.
Goode, '' but have been informed by Mr. W. J. Rhees, of the Smithsonian Institution, t:tiat an urgent request for the use of the hall was
made by the Commissioner of Patents and the Secretary of the Inte~
rior, and that the board decided to grant this request on the condition
that Congress should appropriate -money for the construction of the
cases and the transfer of the collections, and that the Secretary of the
Interior should provide for the expenses of the care of the collections
after their transfer in the same manner as before." 2
The collections were transferred to the Institution in 1858. ~rofessor Baird repor ted that year 3 that twelve separate collections were
received from the Patent Office, of which the most considerable was
the collection of the exploring expedition under Captain Wilkes. He
estimated that the Patent Office collections together constituted about
one-fifth of the objects in t he Smithsonian museum. He pointed out
also that there were t hen in the museum twenty-three other Government collections which had never been in the Patent Office. These
were chiefly assembled by the different field parties of the Pacific Railroad Survey, the Mexican Boundary Survey, and other Government
expeditions engaged in exploring the national domain.
The policy relating to the t reatment of the collections adopted by
the Institution was fully explained in the report of the Secretary for
1861, though in most of its essential features it was in operation as
early as 1857. Secretary Henry remarks : 4
The specimens may be divided into two cl asses-fir st, those which h ave been
described in the r eports of Government expeditions or the transactions of the Smithsonian and ot her institutions; and, second, those which have not been deseribed,
a nd which consequently are considered of mu ch value by t he n aturalists who are
interest ed in ext ending the several branches of natural history. Of b oth classes
the Institution possesses a large n umber of duplicates, in the disposit ion of which
some general pr inciples should be kept constantly in view. After due consultation
w it h n at uralists, the following rules, wh ich wer e p resented i n t he last r ep ort, h ave
been adopted rel ative to the described specimens:
Fir st. To advance original science, t h e duplicate typ e specimens are t o be distributed as widely as possible to scientific institutions in this co,untry an d abroad,
in or der that they may be used in identifying the species and genera which have
been described.
Second. To promote education, as full sets as p os ible of general duplicates, p roper ly l abel ed, are to be present ed to colleges and other in titutions of learning that
profess t o teach the principal branch s of natru:al history.
Thir d. It must be distinctly understood that due credit is to b given to th Institution in the l abeling of the spe ·im ns, and in all accounts whi ·h may b publi bed
mithsonian Report, 1 56, page 22.
oode. '' Genesis of the nited, tates
3 mithsonian Report, 1 58, page 52.
• Ibid., 1861, page 41.
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of them, since such credit is not only due to the name of Smithson, but also to the
directors of the establishment, as vouchers to the world that they are faithfully carrying out tht, intention of the bequest.
Fourth. It may be proper, in the distribution to institutions abroad, as a general
rule, to require, fo case type specimens to illustrate species which have been describrd
by foreign authors may be wanted for comparison or other uses in this country, that
they be furnished at any time they may be-required.
]'ifth. In return for specimens which may be presented to colleges and other educational establishments, collections from localities in their vicinity, which may be
desirable, shall be furnished when required.
In the disposition of the undescribed specimens of the collection, it is impossible
to be governed by rules quite as definite as those which relate to the previous clas ,
but the following considerations have been adopted as governing principles:
1. 'rhe original specimens ought not to be intrusted to inexperienced person , or
to those who have not given evidence of their ability properly to accomplish the
task they have undertaken.
2. Preference should be given to those who are engaged in the laborious and difficult task of preparing complete monographs.
3. As it would be illiberal to restrict the use of the specimens and confine the
study of them to persons who can visit Washington, the investigator should be
allowed to take them to his place of residence and to retain them for a reasonable time.
4. The investigator must give assurance that he will prepare a set of type specimens for the Smithsonian museum, and will return all the duplicates, if required.
5. In any publication which may be made of the results of the investigation,
full credit must be accorded to the Institution for the facilities which have been
afforded.

All these provisions on the part of the Institution were carried out
as far as the circumstances would permit. The money available wa
insufficient for employing paid assistants to ~ny considerable extent
and the Institution bad the benefit of the voluntary assistance both of
many recognized authorities in the several branches of cience and of
young students. The extent and importance of this aid can not be
overestimated. Collections which would have remained usele for
years were rapidly classified by competent naturalists and eparated
into series, some to be reserved by the Institution and other to b
distributed to kindred scientific establi hments and to college and
schools.
The list of collaborators includes almost every name prominent in
American natural history i~1 the la t half century. Nor i thi a matter for wonder11:1ent. The collection made by the exploring partie o
the overnment in the twenty-five or thirty year following th fouud ing of the In titution contained a great number of highly intere tiu (T
form of animal and plant previou ly unknown to cience and th
li t' in who band h variou
rie, wer placed c n -tantlr
th d Ii ht f
ring th
and making them kn m1 t
rld.
f m ri ·an na ural bi t ry w re wide11
rt rat
I rofe or aird rem, rk
1. .

u<lub n and Bac·bm, n
•.

wawma1 . Thi. In. titutiou po.
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species haYe already been detected, although the examination of the entire collection has not yet been completed.
Of North American birds, the Institution possesses nearly all described by Audubon
and at least 150 additional species.
Of reptiles, the North American species in the museum of the Smithsonian Institution amount to between 350 and 400. Of the 150 species described in Holbrook's ·
North American Herpetology, the la_test authority on the subject, it possesses every
genuine species, with one or two exceptions, and at least 200 additional ones. It
has about 130 species of North American serpents for the 49 described. by Holbrook.
Of the .number of species of North American fishes it is impossible to form even
an approximate estimate, the increase having been so great. It will not, however,
be too mnch to say that the Institution has between 400 and 500 species either
·
entirely new or else described first from its shelves. 1

The scientific elaboration of the collections resulted in the publication of a great number of monographs and preliminary papers in the
Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge and Miscellaneous Collections, in the reports or' the Government surveys, and in the journals
of learned societies at home and abroad. Many of tbe more comprehensive of these works remained as standards for a quarter of a century, and some have not been supplanted at the present day.
In this work no one labored with more enthusiasm or more success
than Professor Baird, who, while carrying the burden of caring for tbe
collections and planning for thP, exploration of new fields, prepared
and published a series of works on North Arnericau vertebrates which
commanded the admiration of naturalists throughout the world.
Side by side with the activities resulting in the increase of knowledge, the work of diffusing knowledge by the distribution of named
natural history specimens was carried ·forward on an extensive scale.
In the first twenty years of its history the Institution, according to
the estimate of Professor Baird,2 distributed more than one hundred
thousand specimens, of which the larger part were identified and
labeled.
In 1861 the charter of the National Institute expired and the various
objects belonging to that organization became the property of the
Government and were tran ferred to the care of the Smith onian
Institution.
At this date, therefore, all the scientific and art collection belonging to the Government and the col1ection made by the Institution
it elf were a sembled in the Smith onian building. They comprised
many thousand of objects, and were admini tered by Profes or Baird
a A si tant Secretary of the Institution.
From the time the Government came into po s ion, in 1 41, of the
collection made by the Wilke Exploring Expedition
priated each year a mall sum for the pr ervation f the obje t
accumulated in the atent Office, which money wa di bur ed
by tbe ational In titute, afterward by the ommf ioner of
or the Joint Library Committee of ongre, .
1

mithsonian Report, 1 5 ·, page 60.
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After these collections were transferred to the Smithsonian Institution, in 1858, the appropriations for maintenance continued year by
year, though small in amount. In 1858 the appropriation was $3,650;
in 1859, and for eight years following, $4,000. The Institution never
Teceived any compensation for the occupancy of its building. As early
as 1856 1 Professor Henry expressed the opinion at an early day that
the Government might with propriety and advantage purchase the
Smithsonian building from the Institution for housing the Government collections "of natural history and the fine arts," but no action
in that direction was ever taken.
When these collections were transferred from the Patent Office a
series of new eases, designed by Thomas U. Walter, were erected in
the main hall of the Smithsonian building for their display. Great
progress has been made in museum methods in the last two decades,
. but the c_a ses, arrang·ement, labeling, and taxidermy in the Smithsonian
museum thirty-five years ago were probably as good as could be found
in any scientific museum in the world at that time. The exhibition of
many examples of a single species of animal or mineral, or of a single
kind of ethnological or geological object, was not considered objectionable, and it was a common practice to mount and exhibit type specimens of animals. To such matters as the size of glass in cases, the
color of wood work and labels, the effect of different groupings of
specimens, little attention was devoted. Indeed, the amount of money
spent upon scientific museums was not sufficient for great refinement
in display. Collections were exhibit,ed for the satisfaction of the mature
man of science, rather than the youthful student and the layman.
Yet these latter classes were neither purposely neglected nor did they
complain of the methods in vogue.
It is with interest that we read the following comment by Professor
Henry on the Smithsonian museum in 1861:
During the past year Washington has been visited by a greater number of strangers
than ever before since the commencement of its history. The museum has consequently been continually thronged with visitors, and has been a never-failing source
of pleasure and instruction to the soldiers of the Army of the United States quartered
in this city or its vicmity. Encouragement has been given them to visit it as often
as their duties would permit them to devote the time for the purpose. 2

In 1865 an event of much importance occurred. A fire broke out in
the second floor of the Smithsonian building and destroyed the upper
portions of the edifice. Many collections were entirely destroyed or
injured beyond repair, among which the most important were Smith on s
personal effect and cabinet of minerals, a large series of portrait
of Indians painted and owned by J. M. Stanley, and the collection of
physical in truments, including Hare's experimental apparatu and
"the len u ed by Priestley for the evolution of oxygen from the oxide
1

Smithsonian Report, 1856, page 22.
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of mercury, and by means of which the first distinct recognition of this
elementary substance was effected." 1
This event produced results affecting the Museum in many ways. It
called attention to the fact that the library of the Institution was kept
in rooms not :fireproof, and the transfer of the books to the Library of
Congress was hastened, the space being subsequently occupied by the
less valuable portions of the natural history collections. By the des-truction of the Stanley portraits of Indians, which, though really an ethnological collection and only on deposit in the Institution, formed an
important part of what (with frequent apologies) was called "the
gallery of art," the attempts to form an art collection of merit received
discouragement. The reconstruction of the building, made necessary
by the fire, led to a new assignment of rooms for the ethnological collections. Previous to the fire the upper story had been used principally
as a lecture room, but the interest in lectures flagging for a time 1t was
determined after the reconstruction to place the ethnological collections
in that portion of the building, but the transfer was not effected until
several years later.
_
Though the formation of an art gallery was provided for in the organization of the Institution and a few art objects came into the possession
of the Government from time to time, Professor Henry took the position at an early day that with the funds available the establishment
of an art collection worthy of the name was impossible. When Mr.
W.W. Corcoran first took active steps toward the formation of the Corcoran Art Gallery, in 1869, Henry recommended that art objects
belonging to the Institution should be deposited therein. In 1873 the
Board of Regents approved the plan, and in the following year a few
paintings, sculptures, and engravings were transferred.
In the early days of the Institution the valuable collection of engravings made by Hon. George P. Marsh was purchased (the only large
purchase by the Institution in the direction of art), and soon after the
:fire in the Smithsonian building it was transferred to the Library of
Congress.
By 1874, therefore, the Institution had definitely abandoned all
efforts toward the establishment of an art gallery, and though some
few objects connected with the fine arts have come under it care in
Jater years, they have never been assembled so as to form a proper
, ' gallery."
.
. .
In 1871 Congress established the United States F1 h Comm1 ion and
]?rofes or Baird was placed at its head. The organization of the C mJJ'.l-ission on thi basis had a most important effect upon the devel pme t
f the National Museum in certain directions. The work of tbe m~i sion had to do largely with the natural hi tory of fi h · n
~h r
a,quatic animals, and in the course of a few year very 1 r
oll ti n
1 Smithsonian
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of marine life were deposited in the Museum. Later the work of the
Commission turned toward the investigation of the phenomena of the
deep sea, and in 1882 a seagoing steamer, the Albatross, was built,
and extensive sounding and dredging operations in great depths were
carried on.
The collections made during the progress of this work, and deposited
in the Museum, were of the highest scientific interest, and the results
already published by Goode, Verrill, Bean, Rathbun, Smith, and other
naturalists have attracted worldwide attention. In many other ways,
which can not be detailed in the present connection, the work of the
Commissi?n was of direct and indirect benefit to the Museum, and
the cooperation of these two governmental organizations has continued
until the present.
Not many years after the organization of the Commission the question of the desirability of holding a great world's fair to commemorate
the hundredth anniversary of the Declaration of Independence began
to be agitated in the country. The movement culminated in the organization of the Centennial Exhibition of 1876, held in Philadelphia.
This event was destined to have a more important effect upon the
National Museum than any which had occurred since the founding of
the Smithsonian Institution.
The Government determined that the various departments and
bureaus should make extensive exhibits indicating their several functions, and on January 23, 1874, the President appointed a Government
board to have general charge. The Smithsonian Institution was represented by Professor Baird. In the first plans of the board the National
Museum exhibit was included under that of the Institution, and the
Fish Commission apparently under the Interior Department. They
included also an item of $200,000 for an exhibition building which
should be "capable of removal to Washington after the close of the
Exhibition, to be used as a National Museum at the capital of the
nation." 1 Congress, however, saw fit to modify these plans and provided for the erection of a general Government building, to be paid for ·
pro rata from the appropriations of the several departments and bureaus,
and to be sold at the close of the Exhibition. An appropriation of
$67,000 was made for the Smithsonian Institution, and of $5,000 for
the Fish Commission, the provision for the National Museum being
included in the former. When the several officers of the board began
to examine the situation in detail it became apparent that different
bureaus would duplicate one an.other's exhibits unless some compromi e were made. Accordingly the exhibits of the Institution, the
ational Mu eum, and the Fish Commission were merged into one
comprehensive exhibit; while, on the other hand, the National Mu eum
cooperated with the Indian Bureau of the Interior Department in an
1
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exhibit representing North American anthropology. The combined
exhibit was divided into five sections-Smithsonian Activities, Animal
Resources, Fisheries, Mineral Resources, Anthropology.
In the preparation of the exhibits of animal resources and :fisheries,
Professor Baird, then curator of the N atioual Museum, had the assi;t.
ance of G. Brown Goode, who held the position of assistant curator
of the National Museum, Tarleton H. Bean, and H. C. Chester; in ethnology, Charles Rau, Edward Foreman, and F. H. Cushing; in mineral
resources, William P. Blake and Thomas Donaldson.
When the idea of holding a great exhibition under the Government
was first put forth, both Secretary Henry and Professor Baird foresaw
that the effect on the National Museum must be of the greatest moment.
The objects purchased and exhibited by the Government of the United
States would find their final resting place in the Museum, and many
foreign governments and private exhibitors would doubtless present
their exhibits to the United States, with the result that they also would
find their way into the Museum.
The results of the operations of the Irn,titution in connection with the Centennial
Exhibition [wrote Professor Henry in 1875] will probably have a much greater effect
on the future of the establishment than is at first sight apparent. The large number of specimens which have been collected by the several departments of Government and by the Institution itself in view of this exhibition will greatly increase
the contents of the National Museum, and if we add to these the specimens which
will be presented by foreign powers, of which we have already had intimations, the
number will be swelled to an extent far beyond the capacity of the present building
to contain them, and an additional edifice will be required for their accommodation.
In the consideration of this matter the questions will arise whether the building
required shall consist of an extension of the present Smithsonian edifice or an
entirely separate building, and these questions will involve another, viz, whether
it is advisable to continue, at least without some modification, the connection which
now exists between the Smithsonian Institution and the National Museum.
The Museum is destined to an extension far beyond its present magnitude. It is
an object of much interest to all who visit the national capital, and is of great
value as exhibiting the natural resources of the country, as well as a means of public
education.

Professor Baird, as exhibition repre entative of tbe Institution,
wrote in the report of the same year as follows:
It will, however, b e readily understood that the Smithsonian building will he
entirely inadequate to accommodate this collection on its return from hiJaclelpbia,
especially as even now it is overcrowded and packed from top to bottom with
-thousands of boxes, for the proper exhibition of the content of which th re is no
pace or opportunity a.t the present time. It i to be hoped_~hat a tio_n a.t an ear.ly
a.y will be taken by Congress looking toward a prop r prov1 10n for tb1 m rg _n Y,
especially when it is realized that the materials are thus availn.~le_ for a. nat~onal
~
enm that shall be equal in its ex t nt and completene and m it edncational
a,d \.Tantages to that of any nation in the world.
. .
.
h
The coJlections made directly through the vernm nt nppropria.t1 ~ ' _111 al .
.
c·
f ·\. m n. an ancl f r 1g11 xh1he-r--u I· rgely supplemented by the donation
seri.
·t
~., , a. very l arge proport1oll
· of which
· w1·111 >e pa
1 ·e d a the i po.·11
01 t1
or.
' ftb
tate Government.
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The anticipations of Henry and Baird were fully met. In the report
for the centennial year Professor Baird wrote:
At no period in the history of the National Museum, from the time when it was
organized to the present, has the increase been so great as during the year 1876. 1

After referring to the accessions from the Government exhibits, he
remarks:
In addition, however, to the sources of increase to the Museum during the years
1875 and 1876, mentioned above, still another presented itself of perhaps even greater
productiveness, viz, acquisitions from foreign exhibits. With scarcely an exception,
the best and most important of these were presented to the United States at the
close of the exhibition, embracing as they did many complete series of objects illustrating the geology, metallurgy, the ethnology, and the general resources of all
nations. Of a1out forty governments and colonies, the choicest of the exhibits of
thirty-four were presented to the Smithsonian Institution for the National Museum,
the remainder either having nothing to give or being restricted in the disposal of
their articles.
It was, however, not from foreign commissions alone that collections were received
by the Institution. Several entire State exhibits and many belonging to private
parties were also added to the general increase. Nevada, Montana, and Utah presented the whole of their mineral exhibits, while partial collections were received
from several other States and Territories.

The Regents of the Institution submitted a memorial to Congress the
same year (1876) asking an appropriation of $250,000 for a building for
the National Museum. A bill was introduced, but failed of passage
that year, and it was not until 1879 that the amount asked for was
provided.
As soon as the law was enacted a building commission appointed by
the Regents of the Institution was organized, consisting of the resident
members of the executive committee of the Institution (Hon. Peter
Parker and Gen. W. T. Sherman) and Secretary Baird. General Sherman was chosen as chairman and Gen. M. C. Meigs was invited to act
as consulting engineer.
The commission selected the :firm of Cluss & Schulze, whose design
for the building had been approved by Congress, as superintending
architects, and received the benefit of the advice of Mr. Edward Clarke,
Architect of the Capitol.
The erection of the building was begun April 17, 1879, and completed
in 1881. In design the structure is of the type commonly employed for
exhibition buildings, being entirely open above the ground floor. It
covers a space of 21- acres. On account of the relatively small amount
appropriated for the building and the enormous growth of the national
collections, it was necessary to use building materials of low co t and
to cover in as ·much space as possible. The building is regarded a
one of the cheapest of its size ever erected. While admirably adapted
in most respects for the purpose for which it was built, it does not of
course, present, either externally or internally, an appearance as plea ·
1

Smithsonian Report, 1876, page 38.
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ing or dignified as would have resulted from the use of a more expensive system of construction and more costly materials.
While the building was under construction, Congress decided that
, the United States Government, should be represented at the Berlin
Fisheries Exhibition of 1880 by the Fish Oommissio~. Professor Baird,
then both Secretary of the Institution and FishOommissioner,-appointed
G. Brown Goode, the curator of the National Museum, as bis deputy at
the exhibition. By this fortunate combination of circumstances, Dr.
Goode, .the working head of the National Museum, was afforded ail
opportunity to study the museums of Germany and other parts of
Europe, and brought home with him a knowledge of the most approved
methods of installation of collections, labeling, and storage, which was
invaluable. Far more fortunate was it that the Muse.u m at this critical
time in its history had as its curator a man of such surpassing merit as
the lamented editor of this volume. 1 Gifted with a philosophical mind,
a profound love of nature, a marvelously retentive memory, and untiring
energy, he acquired a range of knowledge and a grasp of affairs which
astonished bis associates, while bis modesty, gentleness, and love of
fair play attracted to him and bound to his service men of the most
diverse capacities and opinions. His genius was known fo Secretary
Baird, but hitherto he had not found a sufficiently wide field for the
exercise of his powers. The reorganization of the Museum afforded an
opportunity, and Baird gave him free scope for the development o~ his
plans, aiding him as no one else could have done, from the stores of a
lifetime of experience along the same lines.
Out of the heterogeneous materials accumulated by the Government,
especially as a result of the Centennial Exhibition, Dr. GQ6de organized, under the approving guidance of Secretary Baird, a public museum
of wide scope, attractive, instructive, orderly, and full of the elements
of life. He elaborated with the greatest pains a philosophical and
comprehensive classification for the collections of the Museum, and
planned a complete reorganization of the staff of curators and assistants. He devised an entirely new series of cases and other fixtures,
for the installation of both the collections exhibited to the public and
those reserved for the use of investigators, adopting the best features
then developed in European museums, and adding many of his own
invention.
This regeneration of the National Museum soon made itself felt in
similar organization throughout the oited State and in other part
of the world and the methods of installation and labeling mployed
in Wa bington have been widely copied.
_ The influence of the National Mu eum ha n t, however, stopped
here. .Already at the erlin i iRherie
xhi i i n of 1
, with the
e:xperien ·e gained during the Cent nnial 1 xbi ition, Dr. ood wa
, The Hi tory of the Smith onian Ins itnti n, f'rom which bi. artid if! xtra ted,
wa e ited by r. Co e .
• ~AT

r1

,'
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able to secure for the United States Fish Commission and the National
Museum the Emperor's prize for the highest excelJence of display. Not
satisfied with this recognition, and al ways aiming to advance, he
endeavored to install the exhibits of the Institution and Museum at
later foreign and domestic exhibitions, in accordance with the best
museum methods. As a result the exhibits of the Institution always
won high praise, and it is not too much to say that the work of the
National Museum in this direction has had a powerful influence in
revolutionizing exhibition methods in America.
Since the Centennial Exhibition of 1876 few years have passed in
which the Museum bas not been engaged in preparing for public exposition of greater or less magnitude. It made displays at London in
1883, at Louisville in 1884, at Minneapolis in 1887, Cincinnati and
Marietta in 1888, at Madrid in 1892, at Chicago in 1893, and at Atlanta
in 1895. As might naturally be expected, the necessity of carrying
on exhibition work outside of Washington has affected the National
Museum in many ways.
Probably no other great permanent museum in the world bas had
constantly before it the problem of guarding its treasures from deterioration and at the same time transporting 110 inconsiderable portion
of them thousands of miles and displaying them under the ordinarily
unfavorable surroundings of temporary exhibitions. The advantages
lie in the direction of making the work of the .Museum known to the
people of the Republic and the world at large and securing new objects
with which to fill out the deficiencies in its various collections. The
disadvantages are found in damage done to objects in the collections,
by breakage or otherwise, the interruption of the regular Museum
work, and the dissipation of the energies of the scientific officers; for
a museum, like any other permanent institution, requires abundant
time and uninterrupted activity for its best development, and does not
:flourish in the midst of commotion and excitement.
Thus far I have considered the National Museum in its historical
aspects. It remains to explain briefly its function and aims and to
mention the most notable objects in its collections.
It will be perceived, from the statements already made, that the
Museum is essentially a natural development springing from the activities of the Government, growing with their growth and expanding with
their expansion. It had its origin in the great naval exploring exp clition which the Government organized in the early part of the century
and found an important expansion in the long series of topographi al
surveys of the public domain and geologica,l survey of later y ar ·
The scientific investigation of the primary industries-agricultnr ,
fisheries, and mining-by the Government have al o re ulted in laru
additions to the Museum. Fiually, the de ire on the part of th
o,·ernment that the people should gain a better under tandino- of it pra ti ·al
workings, through repre ·entative di ' play· of proce e and object iu
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the great public exhibitions, have broadened the activities and increased
the wealth of the Museum, both directly and indirectly; directly,
because the Museum haE, need to bestir itself to bring together and
arrange exhibits which will be acceptable to the public; indirectly,
because the participation of the Government of the United States often
leads other governments to participate, and the exhibits of these, in
greater or less proportion, are ultimately presented to the United States
for its National Museum.
The field of activities of the Government has had a strong influence
on the character of collections of its National Museum. While Ruropean governments have been engaged in exploring new regions and
founding colonies in distant sections of the globe, that of the United
States has confined its attention almost exclusively to North America.
The collections of the National Museum, therefore, are predominantly
North American. Leaving out of consideration the important foreign
collections of a few early expeditions, and those resulting from the deepsea investigations of the United States Fish Commission, the additions
in this direction have chiefly come from the activiti~s of private explorers, by gift of foreign governments at expositions, by exchange of specimens, and only in a few instances by purchase.
In the organic law of the Smithsonian Institution it is provided
thatin proportion as suitable arrangements can be made for their reception, all objects
of art and of foreign and curious research, and all objects of natural history, plants,
and geological and mineralogical specimens belonging or hereafter to belong to ·
the United States, which may be in the city of Washington, in whosesoever custody the same may be, shall be delivered to such persons as may be authorized by
the Board of Regents to receive them, and shall be arranged.in such order and so
classed as best to facilitate the examination and study of them.

In the act of June 30, 1880, making appropriations for the sundry
civil expenses of the Government, it is enacted that "all collections of
rocks, minerals, soils, fossils, and objects of natural history, archffiology,
and ethnology, made by the Coast and Interior Survey, the Geological
Survey, or by any other parties for the Government of the United
States, when no longer needed for investigations in progress, shall be
deposited in the National Museum." 1
In the same year, as we have said, Congress appropriated money ''for
a :fireproof building for the use of the National Mu,·eum."
As may be seen from the statutes cited, the National Museum is the
recognized depository for all objects of scientific and artistic interest
and value which come into the possession of the Government. Its
function is to pre erve these treasures perpetually, and to administer
the collections in such a manner as to render them of the highe t
service to research and education. In pursuance of the e end it
exhibits a portion of the collections for public in pection and in tru ·
tion; another portion it a sembles in laboratorie for the u, e of inve ti1

tatutes United 'tates, Forty-fifth ()ongres1:1, third session, chapter 182, page' 94.
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gators. Out of the surplus accumulations it selects series of specimens
for distribution to educational institutions, and it encourages publications ·which will make its treasures known to the world. Of these
latter activities it will be necessary to speak somewhat more in detail
before closing, and I will return to them presently. It is desirable to
pomt out here the fact, which will become evident to any one upon
reflection, that an institution such as the National Museum, with its
facilities for investigation and its corps of trained specialists, soon
becomes a center of intellectual activity, attracting to itself students
and savants, and being called upon to impart technical information
and ad vice. In these lines lies no inconsiderable part of its labor and
usefulness.
It is to be said further that the Museum of to-day, owing in part to
a natural development and in part to the labors of a few advanced
leaders, among whom none have rendered more important service than .
the late Dr. Goode, is no longer content with a passive existence, but
strives by the arrangement of its collections, by its labels, its · handbooks and other pttblications, and its lectures, to impart instruction of
a defimte character and in definite lines. It assembles great collections of natural objects and treasures of art, not merely to satisfy idle
curiosity but to diffuse knowledge among men. Thus it allies itself
to the university and the library, and must be counted among the chief
agencie& for the spread of culture.
To describe in detail all the more important objects in the National
Museum would require more space t,han can be devoted. to such an
enumeration in this place, but it will be of interest to point out the
chief excellencies.,fthe collections and to mention some of the treasures.
The collections are at present divided among the following departments and sections:
~
Zoological departments: Mammals, Birds (with a section of Birds'
Eggs), Reptiles and Batrachians; Fishes, Mollusks, Insects, Marine
Invertebrates (with a section of Parasitic Worms), Comparative
Anatomy.
.A. Botanical Department.
Geological departments: Geology, Mineralogy, and Paleontology.
.Anthropological departments: Prehistoric .Anthropology, Ethnology
(with a section of American Pueblo Collections), Oriental Antiquitie ·
.A. Department of ·"Arts and Industries," with the following section
at present: Historical Relics, Transportation and Engineering, Naval
.Architecture, Physical Apparatus, Electrical Collections, Technolo ·.
ical Collections, Materia Medica Forestry and Graphic .Arts.
The Department of Mammals 'comprises' the collection of tbe Wilke
Exploring Expedition and of the numerous geographical and geological surveys of the public domain, including the type specimen of P ·
cies described by Baird in his great work on North .American l\fam mal:.
and numerous types of J. A. Allen, Elliott Ooues, Harrison Allen, anrl

.
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other American naturalists. The collections from the Mexican boundary recently made by Dr. E. A. Mearns, U.S. A., are large and of high
scientific value. 1
A series of casts of porpoises and other cetaceans, including a young
humpback whale; forms a m;iique feature of the department.
The representation of foreign mammals, though deficient in many
directions, includes a considerable number of type specimens and some
important local collections, chief among which are those from German
East Africa and from Kashmir and Eastern Turkestan, made and presented by Dr. William L. Abbott.
The collection of skulls of North American mammals is probably
unrivaled elsewhere in extent, and the department also contains a
large alcoholic series.
Of the Department of Birds the curator, Mr. Robert Ridgway,
writes:
Among the most important collections anci single objects contained in the Department of Birds are the following:
1. The collections made by the Wilkes Exploring Expedition, the various Pacific
Railroad surveys, the Mexican Boundary Survey, the Geological Exploration of the
Fortieth Parallel, the Geological Survey of the Territories, Geographical Surveys
West of the One Hundredth Meridian, the United States Astronomical Expedition
(Gilliss), and various other Government expeditions. 2
2. The collection made by Col. A. J. Grayson in Western Mexico, including the
Tres Marj as and Revilla-Gigedo islands; collections made by Prof. F. Sumichrast
on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and by Prof. C. Sartorius in the State of Vera Cruz,
Mexico; collections made by F. A. Ober in the various islands of the Lesser .Antilles.
3. The collections made by the Unit~d States Fish Commission during a cruise of
the steamer Albatross around Cape Horn and in tbe Bahamas.
4. Specimens from Audubon's collection, among them a considerable number of
types of his new species-that is, specimens from which the descriptions and colored
plates in his great work were taken. These formed part of Professor Baird's private
collection, and were given by Mr . .Audubon to Professor Baird.
5. The private collection of Professor Baird, numbering nearly four thousand
specimens, which formed the nucleus or beginning of the present national collection.
6. Other private collections donated to the National Museum.
7. The collections made by Dr. William L . .Abbott in Eastern .Africa, Madagascar, etc., generously presented to the National Museum and embracing a very large
number of species entirely new to the Museum collection, many of them being new
to science. These collections of Dr . .Abbott, moreover, represent practically all that
the Museum possesses from the countries named.
8. The collection of several thousand S]Jecimens from various parts of the world,
presented by Mr . .A. Boucard, of Spring Vale, Isle of Wight, England.
9. Extinct Birds: Great .Auk (one specimen), Labrador Duck (several), Guadelnpe Caracara (good aerie , old and young), and Philip Island_Parrot, the latter
purchased for the Museum by Dr. William L. Ralph, of Utica, N. Y.
1 The very extensive series of N
th merican mammals made by the United tat<·s
Department of Agriculture under Dr. C. Hart Merriam, the finest ever assembled, 1s
deposited in the Museum b111lding and catalogued in its registers.
.
2Thevaluable collection of birds made by the United States Department of gr1culture under dire ·tion of r. . Hart Merriam in the United tates and Mexico are
deposited in the Museum building, as in the case of the mammals.
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10. Very rare species, or those nearly extinct, as the Carolina Paroquet, Ivorybilled Woodpecker, Black-capped and Jamaican Petrels, Hawaiian Coot, Cuban
Macaw, Peale's Sandpiper (several specimens, the only ones known to exist in collections), and nuruerous other species.
11. Unique types, such as Fisher's Petrel, Townsend's Bunting, Cooper's Sandpiper, Cooper's Hen-Hawk_, Riker's Woodhewer.
The National Museum collection of North American birds is by far the most complete in existence, and is the basis of every important work on North American birds
since Audubon's time. That of the birds of the West Indies is also the most important, although exceeded greatly in number by that of Mr. C. B. Cory, now the
property of the Field Columbian Museum in Chicago, Ill. That of Central American and South American birds is exceeded in extent and value only by the British
Museum's series of birds from the same region, and has been freely used by Messrs.
Sclater, Salvin, Godman, Count von Berlepsch, and others in their various publica~
tions on neotropical birds, and is also largely the basis of Professor Baird's "Review
of American Birds."
Museums throughout the world have been supplied witli American birds by the
United States National Museum, and the existing specimens of several species, such
as the Roseate Gull, Greenland Red poll, and several Alaskan species, have mainly-in
some cases exclusively-been distributed by the National Museum.
It can safely be said that no collection of birds in the world compares with that
of the United States National Museum in value or importance as a basis for scientific
investigation already accomplished or yet to be done, since as many species as
possible, with the facilities at command, are represented by large series of specimen&
from all parts of their geographical range and of all known variations dependent
on climate, sex, age, or other circumstances.
The unparalleled collection of North American birds' eggs in the United States
National Museum is the result of many years' growth. In the early years of the
Institution Professor Bird interested the naturalists of the various Government surveys and members of the Hudson Bay Ji.,ur Company in the subject, and from them
(and especially the latter) thousands of eggs were received. Mr. R. McFarlane 1
was particularly active, and with him were associated B. R. Ross, James Lockhart,
John Reid, M. McLeod, A. McKenzie, and others, who sent not only eggs, but large
collections of other kinds. The Institution sent Robert Kenni.cott to Arctic America
in 1859, where he remained three years, coilecting the natural productions of the
region, and with them many eggs of Arctic birds.
Naturalists visiting Alaska and Labrador also made large contributions to the
oological collections. The eggs of the rare northern water birds and waders so
difficult to obtain for private collections were thus sent (often in large series) to the
Institution.
In 1884 Major Bendire added to the already large collection his unrivaled series of
eggs of western birds, obt.ained during twenty-five years of duty in the Territories.
This collection numbered eight thousand or more beautifully prepared specimens.
From that time till his death Major Bendire was untiring in his efforts to obtain the
desiderata of the collection. More recently.Dr. William L. Ralph, of Utica, N. Y.,
has presented his magnificent collection of eggs to the Institution, and is now
actively engaged in filling gaps in the series.
To mention specifically all the rarities in the North American series of the oological
department would be an almost endless task. A few of the more important ones ar
the following: Great Auk, one egg; Heermann's Gull, two eggs; Craveri's Mnrre!et
two eggs; Jabiru, one egg; Purple, Aleutian., Coues's, Baird's, Pectoral, Whit~
rumped, and Curlew Sandpipers; Sanderling, two specimens (McFarlane); Heat
Hen, one specimen; Passeng~r Pigeon, about thirty eggs; California. Vulture, one
1
See his report in Proceedings of the United States National Museum, Vol.
pages 413-446.
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egg; Harlan's, Krider's, and Short-tailed Hawks; Peale's, Richardson's, and Aplomado; Elf, Flammulated, and Californian Pigmy Owls; Carolina Paroquet; Ivorybilled Woodpecker; White-throated and Vaux's Swifts; Clarke's Nut-cracker, several
eggs; Western Evening Gros beak; American and Mexican Cross bills; Pribilof Snowflake, several. Among the rare warblers may be mentioned: Brewsfor's, Virginia's,
Lucy's, Cape May, Olive, Sennett's, Grace's, Townsend's, Hermit, Golden-checked,
Gray, and Connecticut Warblers; Rio Grande and Belding's Yellow-throats; Redfaced Warblers.
·
Of foreign eggs may be mentioned Kamtschatkan Sea Eagle, Quesal, etc. Also
various series of eggs, like those collected by Dr. Jerome H. Kidder on Kerguelen
Island, Dr. William L. Abbott in Africa, Seychelles Islands, Asia, etc. On some of
·these reports have been made. 1

Of the Department of Reptiles and Batra~hians, the curator, Dr.
Leonhard Stejneger, remarks:
The distinctive characteristic of the reptile collection in the Museum is in the
completeness with which it illustrates the geographical distribution and morphology
of the species inhabiting North America. In this respect it stands unrivaled. As
the depository of the types of the species described by Baird, Girard, Kennicott,
·Cope, and other distinguished American herpetologists it also takes first rank.
The importance of the individual collections must therefore be judged with reference to their richness in such types and the advance in our knowledge of the reptiles
and batrachians of this continent that has ensued. The collect.ions which have
undoubtedly contributed most in these respects are those of the Pacific Railroad surveys, the first Mexican-United States Boundary Survey,· and the Wilkes Exploring
Expedition.

The collection of fishes are almost exclusively North American, with
one notable exception in the case of the deep-sea fishes dredged by
the United States Fish Commission steamer Albatross in the North
Atlantic and North Pacific. The latter collection is of equal importance
with that of the Challenger expedition, if it does not surpass the same,
and formed the basis of the recent work of Dr. Goode and Dr. Bean on.
"Oceanic Ichthyology."
The department contains t,he most extensive collections of freshwater and littoral fishes of the United States anywhere assembled, consisting chiefly of the great series formed by the Uuited States Fish
Commission, supplemented by th_e collections of many American naturali t . 'l'he collection of Alaskan fishes i very large and is not
exten ively duplicated elsewhere.
The ·eries of fishes collected in connection with the Pacific Railroad
surveys and the fir t Mexican Boundary Survey are of pecial importance a containing the types of a large proportion of the . p ci · of
the middle and western United States. They have been upplem nt cl
in recent years by important eries collected under th
of tlle
Fi h Commi sion and by private collector .
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The department contains also many single specimens of great value,
which have been made the basis of new families and genera.
Regarding the Department of Mollusks, Mr. William H. Dall, the
honorary curator, writes as follows:
The collection of mollusks was founded primarily upon the specimens gathered by
the United States Exploring Expedition under Wilkes during 1838-1842, which
formed the types of the folio volume on the mollusks 'and shells by Dr. A. A. Gould,
included in the series of United States Exploring Expedition reports published by
Congress. To these were added the types of the mollusks of the North Pacific Exploring Expedition under Ringgold and Rodgers, collected by Dr. William Stimpson,
and described by Gould. The collections were very rich and valuable, for the time,
but underwent serious Yicissitudes before and after being received by the Smithsonian Institution previous t~ the organization of the Museum, so that the series as
it now exists is by no means complete. Nevertheless these shells form an interesting and important portion of the collection.
Next in point of number and value comes the collection, especially of Unionidre,
given by Dr. Isaac Lea, and subsequently enriched by bis son-in-law and daughter,
the Rev. and Mrs. L. T. Chamberlain. This collection is, in its specialties, the freshwater mussels of the world, unrivaled for extent and value, comprising an enormous
number of types and having full data in relation to the habitat, etc., in nearly every
case.
Almost as important for the mollusks of Great Britain, Northern Europe, the Mediterranean, and especially for the various deep-sea dredging expeditions sent ont
under British auspices before the Challenger expedition, is the Jeffreys collection,
purchased from Dr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys, and comprising the results of nearly half a
century of active collecting, exchanging, and purchase-in all some 25,000 lots of
specimens, by far the most important and complete series of British shells in existence, and forming the basis of some hundred publications.
The fauna of West America, both littoral and deep-sea mollusks, is represented by
the combined collections of Robert E. C. Stearns, William H. Dall, the United States
steamer Albatross of the Fish Commission, the Arctic cruisers of the United Stat es
revenue marine, and man y private donations, in all comprisrng the most complete
existing representation of the fauna, with full data in nearly every case.
The fauna of the east coast of North America is represented by the unrivaled collections of the United States Fish Commissioi1, augumented by a series of those of
the Blake and many private collectors in the West Indies and on our Southern coast.
The land and fresh-water shells of North America, apart from the fresh-w ater
mussels, are represented b y the best existing collection derived from many sources,
including types of Binney and Bland, Lea, Lewis, Dall, Stimpson, and many others.
'l'o sum up, the collection of mollusks bas the best series in the world, supplied
with the fullest data, in the modern sense, of the land, fresh-water, shore, and deepsea mollusks of North .America, the Arctic regions, the North .Atlantic and Pacific,
and the British Islands. In the total number of specim ens, the collection is the
largest in the world, including over six hundred thousand specim ens of dry shell
and :five thousand jars af alcoholic molluscan material. The collection of Cenozoic
fo sil shells comprises the largest existing series of the Tertiary fauna of the nited
States, and probably the largest serie of .Antillean Tertiary shells in any mu eum
though much remains to be done in naming and classifying the fossil material.
It may be said without fear of contradiction that for the regions mentioned the
Departm nt of Mollusks i unrivaled, not only in the amount and variety of maforial
it contains, but especially in the full and correct data recorded in respect to the
specimen , and which give to tliem a really scientific value, which is wauting in
most of the great collections of the world, which were most,ly made at a period~ ~en
the importance of such data was not fully recognized. No other collection ~ontains
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nearly as many American and British type specimens; and only the British Museum
rivals ours in the number of species represented from the whole world. No other
collection has so large a representation of deep-sea mollusks and brachiopods, for
the study of which the national collecti?n is indispensable_.

Of the Department of Insects, Dr. L. 0. Howard, the honorary
curator, writes:
Taking the collection as a whole, and aside from the consideration of the individual
collections of which it is composed, I should say that its most important features
are, first, the rapidly accumulating number of types in all orders, amounting already
to more than 3,500 species; and, second, the biologic features of the collection, due
largely to the fact that the original deposit by Dr. Riley was mainly biologic in its
character, and to the further fact that the biologic accumulations of the United
States Department of Agriculture for seventeen years, which have been very great,
are now in the possession of the Museum.
The subjoined statement refers to the source of the different collections now
brought together. Looking at the collection as a whole, however, the departments
which stand out com01picuously are (a) the collection of North American Noctuidoo
(probably the most complete in existence), (b) the collection of parasitic Hymenoptera (undoubtedly the largest collection of bred specimens in the world), (c) the
orthopterous family, Acridiidoo, ( d) the homopterous families Coccidoo, Aphidiidoo, and
Psyllidre (without doubt the largest accumulation of North American species), (e)
the dipterous families Syrphidoo and Empidoo, (f) the collection of Myriopoda.
The department is at present iu excellent working condition. It contains a very
great amount of material in all orders, and in many unusual directions surpasses
any collection in the country. Among others the following are of special interest:
1. The large collection, in all orders, of Dr. C. V. Riley.
2. All of the material gathered during the past eighteen years by correspondents,
field agents, .and the office staff of t~e Division of Entomology, United States Department of Agriculture.
3. The greater part of the collection of Asa Fitch.
4. The large collection, in all orders, of G. W. Belfrage.
5. The collections in Lepidoptera and Coleoptera made by Dr. John B. Smith down
to 1889, together with the types of the Noctnidre since described by Dr. Smith.
6. The collection of Lepidoptera of 0. Meske.
7. The collection of Lepidoptera of G. Beyer.
8. The collection of Coleoptera of M. L. Linell.
9. The bulk of the collection, in all orders, of H. K. Morrison.
10. The collection of Diptera of Edward Burgess.
11. The type collection of Syrphidre made by Dr. S. W.'Williston.
12. The collection of Ixodidoo of Dr. George Marx.
13. The collection of Myriopoda of C. H. Bollman. ·
14. Sects of the ne·o -tropical collections of Herbert H. Smitb.
15. The collection of Hymenoptera of William J. Fox.
16. The collection O\ Tineina of William Beutenmiiller.
17. The large Japanese collectibn, in all orders, of Dr. K. Mitsukuri.
18. The African collections, in all orders, of Dr. W. L. Abbott, William Astor
Chanler, J. F. Brady, the Eclipse expedition of 1 9-90 to West Africa, and of
several missionaries.
19. The large collection from south California of D. \V. Coq_uillett, in 'oleoptara,
llymenoptera, Lepidoptera, and Ortboptera.
20. The Townend Glover manuscripts and plates.
In 11ddition to this material, there are min r oll ctions whi h h
onresult of the work of Government expeditions, or are gifts fr m
suls and many private individuals.
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The most beautiful, and in many respects · the most important, of
the numerous series in the Department of Marine Invertebrates is the
collection of corals made by the United States Exploring Expedition,
and described by Dana. It includes many types of new forms. The
great deep-sea collections from the North Atlantic and North Pacific,
made by the United States Fish Commission, deserve notice; as do
also the exhaustive collections from the New England Coast and the
Fishing Banks, and from the west coast of Alaska, received from the
same source. All the collections are very rich in the types of new
species and higher groups.·
Among the notable specimens in the Department of Comparative
Anatomy should be mentioned the skulls and partial skeletons of the
great extinct Arctic Seacow (Rytina); several Rkeletons of huge Galapagos Tortoises; and an unrivaled series of bones of the Great Auk.
The collection is rich in skulls arid skeletons of the various species of
porpoises.
In the Department of Geology the following series and separate
objects are pointed out by Dr. George P. Merrill as deserving special
mention:
1. The Leadville, Colo., collections of rocks and ores, comprising some 380 specimens, illustrating the work of S. F. Emmons and Whitman Cross.i
2. The Washoe collections, comprising 198 specimens, as selected and studied by
·
George F. Becker. 2
3. The collections of the Fortieth Parallel Survey. These comprise some 3,000
specimens of eruptive and sedimentary rocks collected by members of the Fortieth
Parallel Survey, under the direction of Clarence King, in 1867-1873. The eruptive
rocks of the series were described by Prof. Ferdinand Zirkel. 3
4. The Hawes collections. These comprise some 350 specimens of eruptive
altered rocks, representing in part the work done by Dr. Hawes in connection
with the New Hampshire surveys. 4 It also includes the small fragments described
in his paper 5 on the Albany granites and their contact phenomena.
5. The Pacific Slope quicksilver collections. These comprise se~eral hundred
small specimens (mostly 4 by 6 cm.) of rocks and ores from the quicksilver regions
of the locality above noted, as collected and described by G. F. Becker 6 and colleagues in "Geology of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope."
6. Pigeon Point collections. These comprise 400 specimens illustrating various
contact phenomena, as occurring at Pigeon Point, on the north shore of Lake Superior,
and as described by Prof. W. S. Bailey in a bulletin 1 of the United States Geological
Survey.
·
t Emmons, Samuel Franklin. "Geology and Mining Industry of Leadville, Colo.,
with atlas." Monograph XII of the United States Geological Survey, 1886.
2
"Geology of the Comstock Lode and the Washoe District, with atlas." Monograph III of the United States Geological Survey, 1882.
.
3
•
"Microscopic Petrography," United States Geological Explorations of the Fortieth Parallel, Vol. VI, 1876.
4
"The Geology of New Hampshire," Concord, 1878, Vol. III, part IV.
6
American Journal of Science, 1881, Vol. XXI, pages 21-32.
6
Monograph XIII of the United States Geological Survey, 1886.
:
7
"The Empire and Sedimentary Rocks on Pigeon Point, Minnesota, and then· Contact Phenomena," 1893. Bulletin No. 109.
·
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7. Menominee Valley and Marquette River collections. These comprise 254 specimens Ulustrative of the dynamic metamorphism of eruptive rocks as described by
Prof. George H. ·w miams. 1
8. The Eureka (Nevada) collection, comprising some 506 specimens, rocks and ores,
as studied and described by Arnold Hague, 2 Whitman Cross, and J. S. Curtis. 3
9. The Cripple Creek (Colorado) collections. These comprise some 800 specimens
of rocks and ores. The material studied by Whitman Cross and R. A. F. Penrose
and described in their report on the "Geology and Mining Industry of the Cripple
Creek District."'
10. The Silver Cliff collections, comprising 300 specimens of rocks and ores. The
collection upon which is based the report by Whitman Cross and R. A. F. Penrose.
11. The Tenth Census collection of building and ornamental stone comprises some
3_,000 specimens, mainly in the form of 4-inch cubes, and 2,000 thin sections. 5 These
formed the basis of the results given in "The Collection of Building and Ornamental Stones; a Handbook and Catalogue.""
12. The Tenth Census collection of iron ores, comprising some 2,200 hand specimens and 506 thin sections. This formed the basis of Prof. Raphael Pumpelley's
report. 7
13. The collection illustrating Kirkaldy's experimental inquiry into the mechanical
properties of Fagersta steel.
14. •Collections from the Archre3!n division of the United States Geological Survey
made in _v ermont and Massachusetts, and forming the basis of the petrographic "'."ork
to he published in a forthcoming monograph. 8
Among the materials of greatest historical importance may be mentioned:
(a) A mass of iron smelted by members of the Frobisher expedition during their
stay at Frobisher Bay in 1578.
(b) A piece of metallic tin smelted by Dr. 'f. C. Jackson in 1840 from ore found at
Jackson, Carroll County, N. H., and believed to have been the first tin smelted in
America.
(c) The first steel car axle made in America and bent cold
(d) Copper medal. Struck from the first copper produced in Colorado in 1866.
( e) Placer gold . First gold discovered in California, from tail race 200 yards below
the mill, panned by J. W. Marshall on the evenings of the 19th and 20th of January,
1848. Marshall's Claim, Sutter's Mill, Coloma, El Dorado County, Cal.
(f) Sample of petroleum from the first fl.owing well in the United States. Drilled
in 1829 near Burkesville, Ky.
Among the more striking collections of the exhibition series may be mentioned the
one illustrating limestone caverns and associated phenomena. This includes not
only a large and variegated series of stalagmitic and stalactitic minerals, but also
representative forms of animal life such as inhabit caverns. The collection as a
1 "The Greenstone cbist Areas of the Menominee and Marquette Regions of Michigan/' 1890. Bulletin No. 62 of the United States Geological Survey.
2 Hague, Arnold.
"Geology of the Eureka District, Neva<la, with Atlas," 1892.
Monograph xx of the l nited States Geological urvey.
3Curtis, Jo eph tory. " ilver-lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada, 1884/' Monograph VII of the nited tates Geological 'urvey.
4Sixteenth Annual Report of the United tates Geological Survey, partn, 1 94-95.
:; 1Ierrill, George P. " pecial reports on Petroleum, Coke, ancl uilcling , 'tone ,
Tenth Census of the nited tates," 1 80, ol. X.
6 Report United
tates ational Mu eum, 1 86, page 277.
. .
.
.
1 Report on the Iinmg Industries of the Uni Led tates, with specrn.l 1D":est1gat1ons
into the iron resour ·es of the Republi ·, and into the Cretaceous coals of the orth-west. Vol. X .
", 'ee a.lso Thirte nth ancl Fon rt nth nnnal Heport of the nit l , tat Geological Sarvey.
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whole is doubtless the most complete and systematic of its kind in any museum in
the world.
In the economic section are very full and systematic collections illustrating the
mineral resources of the United States, arranged geographically, and also a systematic series in which minerals of the same nature and from world-wide sources
are arranged by kinds. 'l'his collection comprises probably not fewer than 10,000
specimens.

Mr. F. V. Coville, honorary curator of the Department of Botany,
furnishes the following brief account of the collection of plants:
With reference to the collections.in the Department of Botany, it may be said that
they constitute what is commonly known as t:'.:e National Herbarium. The nucleus
of the herbarium consisted of the plants collected by the Wilkes exploring expedition during the years 1838 to 1842. To these were added later the material from the
North Pacific exploring expedition of Ringgold and Rodgers, followed by those of
Fremont, the Mexican Boundary Commission, the Pacific Railroad surveys, and all
the later explorations and expeditions of the Government.
In recent years the largest amount of material received has come from the Division of Botany in the Department of Agriculture, material brought together in
the pursuit of the investigations of that establishment. Especially noteworthy
among these is the collection of grasses which Dr. George Vasey gathered during
his studies of the forage plants of the United States during a period of about twenty
years.
To the collections of the exploring expeditions and those of the Department of
Agriculture has been added a large amount of material donated by American botanists or purchased from collectors, besides large consignments of plants received from
varions foreign institutions or individuals principally as gifts or in exchange.
The collections of the exploring expeditions and tbe collection of grasses are especially rich in type specimens.
Mention should be made-of the collections of George Joad, comprising about 10,000
species of representative plants of the globe, more especially those of Europe; and
the collection of Prof. Lester F. Ward, comprising the specimens on which bis" Flora
of Washington and vicinity" is based, in addition to important collections made by
Professor Ward and his correspondents in other parts of the United States. Both
the Ward and the-Joad collections were acquired by the Museum in 1885.

The important collections of the Department of Minerals are summarized by Mr. Wirt Tassin, assistant curator, as follows:
At the request or' Prof. F. W . Clarke, the honor;ary curator, I have prepared, and
transmit herewith, a list of some of the most important collections and single objects
in the Mineral Department. They are:
The Isaac Lea collections, including a collection of minerals, a collection of micas
and quartzes, and a collection of gems and ornamental stones, among which may be
noted as of especial interest a fine green tourmaline of 57 carats, a red specimen of 18
carats, and a hair-brown one of 16 carats, from Mount Mica, Paris, Me; a doubly
terminated emerald crystal from Stony Point, Alexander County, N. C., one of the
largest ever found, measuring 3.1 by 2 inches and weighing 8 ounces and 3 penuyweilTht ; a crystal ball cut from North Carolina quartz; a silver nugget weighing
448 ounces, from near Globe, Ariz; one of the largest known cut Ceylon essonite ;
four large Ceylon asteria; a fine suite of opals in argillaceous limonite, Baracoo
River, Queensland.
The L~idy collection of minerals, received from the United States Geological
Survey.
A series illustrating the occurrence and associations of the zinc and lead minerals
of southwest Missouri, collected by W. P. Jenney.
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A series illustrating the mineralogy of the Pikes Peak region, collected by Whitman Cross, of the United States Geological Survey.
A series of original and type zeolites from Table Mountain, Gunnison County,
Colo., collected by Whitman Cross, of the United States Geological Survey.
A series of uranium minerals used in the work leading to the discovery of nitrogen in uraninite and later of argon, given by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand.
A series of copper carbonates from Copper Queen mine, Arizona, a gift of the
Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Company, through James Douglas, president.
A series of azurite crystals and associated minerals from the copper regions of
Arizona, together with a series of vanadium minerals from New Mexico, collected
by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand.
'
A series illustrating the occurrence and association of the zinc minerals of New
Jersey, collected by Wirt Tassin.
The type specimens of warrenite.
A slab of soda.lite, size 2 by 2 inches; a polished slab of labradorite, 2 by 2 inches;
a slab of calcite crystals, 4 by 4 inches; two large sections of agatized wood from
Arizona, deposited by the Drake Company; the Ontonagon copper bowlder; a series
of Sicilian sulphur crystals; the Shepard collections of meteorites; the Ring or
Irwin meteorite; a suite of meteoric irons from Canyon Diablo, Arizona, varying in
weight from 964 pounds to a few ounces.
To the list may be added the Stroud collection, the Hawes collection, tbe Abert
collection, the various accessions received at different times from the United States
Geological Survey, a~d other smaller collections containing valuable material of
scientific and other importance.

Of the Department of Paleontology, Mr. Charles Schuchert, assistant
curator, writes:
The feature of greatest importance is that much of our material has served in Government reports and is the basis for the geological and paleontological work treating
of the western part of our country. This fact is well exemplified in the great number
of species which have served in description and illustration, many of which are the
original type specimens. There are of such species 5,741. These are distributed in
the sections of this department as follows:
Paleozoic invertebrate species .......................... . 1,155
Mesozoic invertebrate species .......................... . 1,024
Cenozoic invertebrate species .................... ....... . 1, 304
161
Vertebrate species . ; ............................ ....... .
504
Paleozoic plant species (Lacoe collection) ............... .
Mesozoic and Cenozoic plant species ............... . .... . 1,531
62
Insect species .......................................... .
The most complete series is the Lacoe collection of American Paleozoic plants, the
labeled specimens of which alone number upward of 18,000, and of these more than
500 species have been descri be<l or illustrated by Lesquereux and White. This magnificent collection is the result of many years' accumulation, and cost upward of
$50,000. It was donated to thi1:1 Museum in 1891 by Mr. R. D. Lacoe, of Pittston, Pa.
The collection of Cambrian fossils is very large, and when Mr. Walcott shall have
completed his studies upon this material it will be the most complete and valuable
s eries of fos ils of this system extant.
The Cretaceous collection is also quite extensive and represents much work by
F. B. Meek, C. A. White, and T. W. Stanton.
The Tertiary collection of Mollusca is one of the conspicuous features. of this
department. This collection was accumulated chiefly by William H. Dall.
Among single objects the following deserve m ntion:
A composite slab of Lower arboniferoas fos il measuring 4 by 6 feet, and showing in high relief 106 crinoida (16 species) a.nd other fossils.
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A Lepinodendron trunk 3 feet wide and 30 feet long (Lacoe collection).
A series of 6 cycad trunks fro'm the Lower Cretaceous of South Dakota.
Bones representing a nearly complete Zeuglodon cetoides from the Eocene of Alabama, and of which a life-sized restoration is exhibited.
Skulls and limb bones of the huge Cretaceous dinosaur, Triceratops, from Wyoming.
An excellent skeleton of the Irish elk, Megaceros_ hibernicus Owen.

-The collections of the Department of Prehistoric ..Anthropology are
thus described by the curator, Dr. Thomas Wilson:
There are three great stages of culture, or civilization, represented in this department, which are separated and installed according to locality.
The first, and probably the earliest, is that of western Europe, of which the
Museum possesses an extensive collection, the largest in the United States, showing
the culture of prehistoric man, from the earliest times down to the Bronze Age and
the Etruscans, where it joins history.
The second great division represents the territory of the United States and British
Columbia. This constitutes the bulk of the collection, and comprises the hatchets,
axes, implements, and other objects of stone. The mounds of the Ohio and Mississippi valleys have yielded large representations of pottery.
The third stage of culture is that belonging to Mexico and Central America,
variously called Aztec and similar local names. While it comprises many stone
implements, it extends further and wider than either of the foregoing, having jade,
obsidian, and gold objects and ornaments. Its pottery is fine and beautifully made
and decorated, while some of the ruder pieces, representing gods, especially from
Mexico, are made with a wealth of detail that has increased the difficulty of manu.
facture almost beyond the belief of possibility in savage life.
'fhe display from South America is important, resembling the culture of Central
America more than that of North America.
The department has one of the richest displays of prehistoric objects in the United
States. It contains more than 250,000 objects, which it is impossible to name. They,
however, are divided both technologically and geographically, and by comparison
in these two regards the endeavor is made to determine the stage of culture and
obtain some insight into the history of prehistoric man.

Regarding the Department of Ethnology, the curator, Prof. Otjs T.
·
Mason, writes:
'l'he ethnological collection of the Museum relates chiefly to the North American
Indians, but it includes also valuable series of objects from Polynesia, obtained by
the United States Exploring Expedition, such as the old Tapa cloths and weapons,
which are no longer obtainable.
The Eskimo collection is unrivaled. The collections of the Bureau of Ethnology
and other Government surveys on the west coast of the Pacific Ocean in North
America and in the Pueblo region of the southwestern United States are the most
extensive and valuable ever assembled. Among single objects of high value and
rarity may be mentioned a large jade knife from Alaska, obtained by E. W. Nelson;
a fine series of boats and totem posts from the west Pacific Coast of America, by J.
G. Swan. In the Powell collection there are rare old pieces of pottery from the
ruined pueblos. A Hawaiian feather cloak, of large size and well preserved, also
deserves mention.
I present the following list of the most conspicuous and useful collection in
alphabetical order, by collectors:
A collection of great value from eastern Africa, Kashmir, and southeastern A ia,
by Dr. William L. Abbott, of Philadelphia; a collection illustrative of the etbno 17•
raphy of Korea, by Lieut. J.B. Bernadon, U.S. N.; a collection from the departmen t
of education in Japan to illustrate the practical industries of this country, in com·
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parison with the tools and appliances brought home hy Coll!lmodore Perry; the
collection of Dr. Franz Boas, illustrative of the ceremonial usages of British Columbia and the Northwest Coast; of Capt. John G. Bourke, U.S. A., gathered from
Indian tribes in the United States during his long engagements on the frontier; of
Dr. J. F. Bransford, U. S. N., pottery. and other materials from the graves of Nicaragua; enormous collections from the great Interior Basin and Pueblo region to
illustrate the costume and arts of the Shoshonean and Pueblo tribes, also materials
gathered by James Mooney and others of the Bureau of Ethnology from the tribes
iu the Indian Territory; collection of Heli Chatelain, from Angola; large collection
from the Chinese Imperial Commission in the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia;
a rare old collection from Liberia and vicinity, made by t he Colonization Society of
Washington; collection illustrative of the games of the world, by Stewart Culin, of
Philadelphia; collections especially from South America made by the Government
agents for the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago; collections of William H.
Dall, associated with Dr. Tarleton H. Bean and Marcus Baker, in various parts of
Alaska; collections, well labeled, from the Tlingit Indians, by Lieut. George T.
Emmons, U. S. N.; a small but extremely valuable collection from west Greenland,
by Governor Fenckner; a precious collection of pottery and other objects from old
ruined pueblos in New Mexico and Arizona, by Dr. J. Walter Fewkes; collection of
William J. Fisher from the Eskimo and Aleuts on the Alaskan Peninsula, the Island
of Kadiak and vicinity; collection of William M. Gabb from Central America; old
and precious collections from Oregon and British Columbia, by George Gibbs; a
small and rare collection from the west coast of South America, by Lieut. J.M. Gilliss, U. S. N.; a small and extremely rare collection from Fury and Hecla Straits, by
Capt. Charles F. Hall; collections of the Geographical and Geological Survey of the
Territories, by Dr. F. V. Hayden; small collection from north Greenland and Grinnell Land, by Dr. I. I. Hayes; collection from the .Amazon River, by Lieutenant
Herndon, U. S. N.; collection from the .Ainos and northern Japanese, by Romyn
Hitchcock; collections from the Indians of the western Great Lakes, by Dr. W. J.
Hoffman; collections from the Swiss lake dwellings, by Prof. Joseph Jillson; collections from southeastern Japan, by P. L . .;r ouy; collections from the Mackenzie
River district, by Mr. Robert Kennicott; royal gift from the King of Siam, through
Gen. J. A. Halderman ; collection from Cumberland Gulf, by Ludwig Kuml ien; a
priceless collection of antiquities from Puerto Rico, by George Latimer; collection
from Bristol Bay, by Charles L. McKay; extremely valuable collection from Mackenzie River district, by Robert MacFarlane, of the Hudson Bay Company; collection from the Kongo region, by Dorsey Mohun; collection from the Sioux tribes of
Dakota, by Dr. Washington Matthews, U.S. A.; an immense collection, covering
many thousand numbers, from Alaska, by E.W. Nelson; collections from the Southwest and Mexico, by Dr. Edward Palmer; collections from Japan, by Commodore
Perry, . S. N.; collections from the tribes of Utah, by Maj. J. W. Powell, of the
t;nited States Geological Survey; collections from northern and central California,
by Stephen Powers; collections from Kotzebue onnd and of the Ilupa Indians from
northern 'alifornia, by Capt. P. H. Ray, U. . .A.; collection from Tibet, by W.W.
Rockhill; collection from the 'hukche country and Alaska, by ommodore ,John
Rodgers, . , . N.; collection from the Mackenzie River distric-t, by B. R. Ro , of
the :Hnd on Bay 'ompany; collection from outh merica, especially Peru, by Lieut.
"\ ~. E. 'afford, U. . :r.; oil ction hy Rev. George W. am n, from the Holy L, nd;
collection by Paul , 'hoemaker on the shell heap of th
st 'oa t, e p cially , anta
Barbara Island; collection of Lieut. G. M. toney,
. from K tz hu ,'onncl;
collection by James ' . wan, from the North acific 'oast of Am rica; coll ction
by Talcott William , from ort~ frica; col~e~tiop. h Li ut. E. H. Taunt,
:from the Kongo r gion; collection of r. W11l1am 1. Thom_ ou, { . , . ·: from Ea.~ r
Island· collection of H011. \ . P. Tiscl 11, from be Kong r gion · ,. 11 ·tion f ucien
• Tu~ r, from L brad rand orth, ound; c·oll c·tion f ('apt. J . I.'\ hooler, U.
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S. A., from southern California; collection of Capt. A. W. Whipple, U.S. A., from
South west; collection of Rouncevelle Wildman, from eastern China; collection of
the Wilkes Exploring Expedition from Polynesia to the West Coast of America.
In addition to those already named should be mentioned the various branches of
the United States executive service, the Department of State, the War Department,
the Navy Department, and the Department of the Interior.

Of the Section of Oriental Antiquities and Reiigious Ceremonials,
Dr. Cyrus Adler writes:
This section comprises a small collection, interesting not so much because of the
intrinsic value of the objects as because of the relation in which they are shown.
It may be divided, according to religions and nations, into nine sections: (1) Biblico-Judaic, (2) Christian, (3) Mohammedan, (4) Egyptian, (5) Assyro-Babylonian,
(6) Hittite, (7) Grreco-Roman, (8) Brahman, (9) Buddhist.
Of the Biblico-Judaic section, the collection of manuscripts and editions of the
Bible and its versions (forty-one in number) may be considered as the most important, having both a literary and paleograpbic interest. Next to this may be mentioned the r.ollection of objects of Jewish ceremonials, which, besides being a
complete set of the objects used by the Jews in their religious observances, is of
much artistic and historical value.
In the Egyptian section the mummy with its cases and the facsimile of the "Book
of the Dead" ranks foremost. In the Assyro-Babylonian section the most imposing
objects are the two colossal composite figures and the model of a temple tower of
Babel, the latter being unique. For purposes of the study of the mythology and
culture of Mesopotamia, the collection of seals (upwards of 300 in number) is
important.
The whole collection of Hittite casts (thirty-eight) is unique in America, and affords
a ba,s is for the study of the history and civilization of this people, who played such
an important part in the ancient history of the Orient.
In the Gneco-Roman division rank foremost the Serpent Column of Delphi and the
reliefs of the pedestal of the Obelisk, both from the Hippodrome in Constantinople.
These casts are unique.
In the Buddhist section there are some fine images of Buddha of carved wood and
bronze, models of pagodas from Japan, and a rare collection of musical instruments
as well as other religious implements from China.
A rare piece of mosaic, r epresenting a lion attacking a horse, from an ancient
temple in Carthage, also des_e rves especial mention.

The varied collections grouped together in the Department of Arts
and Industries are not readily summarized, but the fo1lowing statements of those having the most important series in charge will be of
interest:
In the section of historical collections [writes Mr. A. Howard Clark, honorary
curator] are exhibited personal relics of representative men and memorials of e,,ent
and places of historic importance. The nucleus of the collection was the Washington relics transferred from the Patent Office in 1883, and these still comprise the
choicest of the historical treasure , including, as they do, so many objects intimately
associated with General Wa ·hington during his home life, as well as military
campaigns. Furniture, porcelain, glassware, and ornamental articles from Mount
Vernon, Royal Worcester vases presented to him by Samuel Vaughan, the ~artha.
·wa-ahington china, presented by Van Braam, a beautiful Niederweiler bowl personally presented in 1792 by the Comte de Custine, and a nearly complete dinner
service of Chine e ware decorated with the in ignia of the ociety of the Cincinnati·
and besides these, the tents, camp chest, field glass, and writing ca.s used by \ 8 b-
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ington during the War of the Revolution, as also miniature portraits of the General
and Martha Washington painted on woou by the artist Trumbull.
·
Next in importance to the Washington relics are the almost priceless memorials of
General Grant-the saddle, sword, field glasses, and other objects used by him during
his military career; all his commissions in the Army, from lieutenant by brevet
during the Mexican war up through the several grades to general, and his certificate
as Preside1it of the United States; handsomely mounted swords; and the gn~at gold
medal with which he was honored by Congress for hi:;i military services ; many elegant gifts received during his tour of the world 1 including the beautiful jade vase
and ornamented bell standard given him by Prince Kung, of China.
By the side of these treasures are valuable gifts to Presidents of the United State1::1
and to statesmen, soldiers, and other representative Americans; some Moorish guns,
highly decorated with gold and coral, and a gold-mounted sword, gifts to Thomas
Jefferson from the Emperor of Morocco; jeweled and gold-scabbard swords presented by citizens of States and .cities for military bravery to General Ripley, Commodores Elliott and Biddle, Admiral Trenchard, Generals Hancock, Paul, and others.
Here, too, are exhibited the great gold medal presented by Congress to Joseph
Francis for his service to the world as inventor of life-saving appliances; the beautiful vase presented to Professor Baird by the Emperor of Germany as the grand
prize of the Berlin International Fishery Exhibition; the silver urn from the citizens of Baltimore to Commodore John Rodgers for his services in defense of that
city during the war of 1812; the gardson flag of Port Moultrie in December, 1860,
when that fort was evacuated by Anderson; the war saddle of Baron De Kalb, who
gave his life for American independence; the t1niform worn by General Jackson at
the battle of New Orleans, and many other individual objects of great historic
value . .
A most instructive historic treasure is the Copp collection of household objects
and wearing apparel, illustrating the home life of the New England colonists from
1635 to the period of the war of the Revolution, the gift of Mr. John Brenton Copp.
As a precious treasure in memory of the immortal Lincoln, there is the original
plaster life-mask. Equally interesting are the molds of the h ands made b y the
sculptor Volk, in 1860, just prior to the nomination of Lincoln for President of the
United States.
As a most conspicuous object, and a treasure as well, may be mentionecl the
original full-sized plaster model of Liberty b y Crawford, from which was cast the
bronze statu e surmounting the United States Capitol.

Of the sections of Transportation, Engineering, and Naval Architecture and Physical Apparatus, Mr. J.E. Watkins, curator, writes as
follows :
The collections in transportation, engineering, and n aval ar chitecture, although
not great in extent, are particularly valuable on account of the historical interest
of almost every object which has been collected and js now on xbilnt1on. Notable
among the objects is the cylinder of the first steam engine rected on tho Western
Continent, by Josiah Hornblower, in 1753, sixteen years befor ,James ·watt b gan
his investigations of the properti es of steam. The Mu ·eum ha al.·o be n fortnnate
in obtaining the original machinery of the 'tevens twin-screw propeller st am boat,
constructed and operated in the year 1 04, three year1:1 before Rob rt Fulton op rate l
the Clermont on the Hud on River. The original multitubnlar boil r of the t v us
locomotive of 1825, which ran in Hoboken, . J., four years before ,'~ph n _on'a
Rocket, also forms a part of this collection. A cylincl r and oth r portion of the
locomotive'' ' tourlJndg Lion," the firRt locomotive bmlt for traffic ?n he \Ve.1 rn
Ccntinent, was obtained
v ral years ago t,brough the coop ration f Horatio
Allen, wh , in Angm1t, 1 29, first ran this 1 comotiv ne~r I~ n s<~alr, J>: .. Th
series showing the dev lopm nt of It rmanen way iu Am nca, 1s umr1ue, a 18 th
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two collections of models showing the development of wheel Yehicles and machinery
of the steamboats invented by Rumsey, Fitch, Fulton, and Ericsson.
The Ramsden dividing engine, used in the last century to divide equally the circles
of quadrants and other mathematical instruments, which is the earliest machine of
this kind extant, also forms a part of the collection of apparatus. A very important
and Yaluable recent addition to this section is the seismological apparatus, displayed
at the World's Columbian Exposition in the Japanese exhibit, and since presented to
the Mtfseum by that Government.
The electrical collections contain objects of extreme importance and value.
Among these may be mentioned one of the first three large lwrseshoe electric magnets, wound and experimented with by Henry, together with the battery, first motor,
and other similar appliances constructed by Henry while _in Princeton; and the
original telegraph apparatus invented by Professor Morse. The original ielegraph
instrument from which was received the historic messn.ge, '' ,¥hat hath God wrought,"
in Baltimore, 1844, also forms part of this collection, together with objects illustrating
the beginnings and development of tLe storage battery and electric incandescent
aml arc lamps, and other electrical apparatus.
The telephone which Johann Philipp Reis, of Frankfort, invented in 1860 is another
object of much interest and value.

The collection of materia medica is probably the most complete and
most carefully labeled collection of its kind exhil>ited in any museum.
It is very full in many directions, and is especially rich in specimens of
unchona. Of the latter series Dr. J. M. Flint, U. S. N., the houorary
curator, writes:
I regard the co]]ection of cinchona products as the most important in the Materia
Medica Section. This collection embraces specimens of nearly a]l the natural cinchona barks of South America, every variety of the cultivated product from the
Government plantations in India, together with most of the cultivated sorts from
Java, Ceylo"n, Jamaica, and Mexico. The India and Jamaica collections comprise
also herbarium specimens of the leaf and :flower, and in many cases the fruit of
each variety of cinchona tree from which the bark is taken.

Of the section of Graphic Arts, Mr. S. R. Koehler writes:
,This section was definitely organized in January, 1887, although its beginning
goes back to at least the year 1884-. From a very few specimens then on hand the
collection in this section haYe increased to the nnmLer of 5,620 specimens at the
prernnt writing, but as many of the entries on the catalogue cover more than one
specimen, it will be safe to say that the total number is about 6,000.
'fhe aim of the section is to illustrate the variou processes of making pictures by
lines and masse , either black or in colors, by hand, or with the aid of machinery,
and the application of these processes in the industrial arts. To reach this aim, all
the methods of making pictures that have ever been essayed are eventually to be
illu, trated-and many of them are already illustrated-by the tools and materials
used, by the product in the various stages of progress, and by historical example
showing th development of each process, from the invention to the present time.

In addition to the collections already noticed, th Mu eum po se e,
a good eries of mu ical in trument , assembled under the immediate
direction of Dr. Goode; a collection of porcelains, bronzes, and ivory
carvings; a large and varied collection illu trating fl berie whi ·h
wa. brought together chiefly in connection with the Fi herie E.xbiuition of Berlin and London; a small forestry collection; a co11ection f
foods; a collection representing the utilization of indu trial produ t"
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derived from animals; a collection of fibers and textiles; and a series
of objects must:cating· tLe chemical composition of the human _.body.
I have already alluded to the work done by the Museum in the direction of supplying from its surplus the needs of other scientific and educational establishments.
This undertaking was inaugurated at an early date, as I have stated
on a preceding page (p. 297), and already in 1866, at the end of the
second decade _o f the Institution, 110,000 specimens from the collections
had been distributed. At the close of the fifth decade, in 1896, the
number had risen to 521,000 specimens. These included animals of
every class and many geological and mineralogical specimens and
plants.
Every State and Territory in the Union has received a share of these
collections, and numerous institutions outside the United States have
also been beneficiaries in the distribution.
The majority of these specimens were distributed without demand
for or expectation of a return; but the National Museum has received
from other institutions in exchange for the collections sent out a body
of specimens amounting in all to perhaps one-third the number distributed. Important additions have been made to the Museum in this
way, and, indeed, its surplus collections, owing to the comparatively
small amounts available for purchases, have constituted its chief capital. The system of exchanges, however, has its limitations, which are
soon felt. Few institutions carry large quantities of surplus material, and none, of course, dispose of their most precious possessions. Exchange, therefore, take8 the place of purchase only to a
limited extent.
Tbe Smithsonian Institution has carried on the distribution of surplus specimens from its own collections as a part of its regular activities
having for their object the diffusion of knowledge. The Government
has shown its acquiescence in this policy, so far as the national collections are concerned, by several enactments making a,ppropriations for
the work and in other ways.
In 1878 the Museum began tbe publication of a scientific journal,
which has become well known to the world of science under tbe name
of "Proceedings of the United States National Museum." The object
of this journal, as indicated in the "advertisement'' inserted in the volumes, is "the prompt publication of freshly acquired facts relating to
biology, anthropology, and geology; descriptions of re tricted group of
animals and plants; the settlement of particular que tion relative to the
y nonymy of pecies, and the diaries of minor expediti011 ." Eight en
volumes had been published to theclo eof189:-, containing in aU no f' wer
t h an 1,100 paper , compri ing 12,056 printed page. . All the pap r
r elate directly or indirectly to the collection of th Mu eum nd , rv
t o make th m known to spe iali ts. The vol um
in ·luue 1 a lar·ge
1

With the'' Bulletins " to be mentioned presently.
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share of the scientific publications of the curators of the Museum,
whose investigations have very naturally been based for the most part
on the collections under their care. The "Proceedings" is a great storehouse of facts relating to natural history, and especially in the field of
systematic zoloogy, but the work of every department of the Museum
is reflected in its pages .
.A few years before the establishment of the'' Proceedings," in 1875,
the Museum began the publication of a series of monographic works,
under the general title of the "Bulletin of the United States National
Museum," which in 1895 had reached 49 numbers. This series does not
differ essentially in character from the "Proceedings," but comprises
for the most part works too large to be conveniently included in the
latter journal and generally of a more comprehensive scope.
The regular series of both "Proceedings" and "Bulletin" are in
octavo, but the Museum bas also published three numbers of the latter
series, as" Special Bulletins," in quarto. Two of these contain "Life
Histories of North American Birds, with special reference to their
breeding habits and eggs,;' by Major Bendire, and the third, a treatise
on ''Oceanic Ichthyology," by Dr. Goode and Dr. Tarleton H. Bean.
The report of tlle Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution
until 1884 consisted each year of a single volume in which was included
a statement of the operations of the National Museum. The report of
1884, however, and those of subsequent years have been published in
two volumes, of which one is devoted exclusively to a statement of the
work of the Museum. In connection with the administrative reports
contained in these volumes has been published a series of illustrated
papers of a nontechnical character descriptive of various collections in
the Museum. These papers have the same interest for nonprofessional
readers that the technical papers in the '' Proceedings" have for inves- •
tigators, and tile demand for them reveals ·a widespread interest in
zoology, botany, anthropology, and those other subjects with which
the work of the Museum has been most closely connected.
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8 a, b, c, d. Mousterien scrapers (Paleolithic), obverse and reverse. Cat. No.
99896, lT.S.N.M .......................................................... 370
9. Series of Solutreen (Paleolithic) leaf.shaped blatles. Cast, Cat. No. 99747
U.S. N. M ...... _.... _... _... _....... __ ........ _...... __ ....... __ . . . . . . . . . 371
10. Notched or barbed Solutreen (Paleolithic) points. a, rutlest form; b, from
leaf.shaped; c, finest form, broken; d, finest form: restored ............... 371
11. Rock shelter of La .Madelaine, River Vezere, Dordogne, occupied by man
during the Paleolithic period ...................... -------· .............. 372
12. Perspective view and section of the rock shelter of Laugerie Basse, River
V ez re, ordogne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 373
13, 14, 15. Decorative geometric and conventional de igns of the Paleolitbi
:period in Europe ......................... _.............................. 3·77
16. Fig. 1. The Lenape stone, a slate gorget with .figure of mammoth or m~sto·
<lon engraved ther on. Found by Bernard Hansell, near
oylestown,
Bu ·k County, Pennsylvania. Paxon ollection ......................... 3 0
Fig. 2. Fulgur ·bell, with figure of mammoth or mru todon engraved th r ·
on. Found by M. arault at Hollyoak, Baltimore and Ohio ailroad,
elaware.
at. No. 14 313, U . . . M .................................... 3 0
17. a. p r . p ctive view and (b) section of th
avern of Pl:!.carcl, ( 'barent ),
ranee. c. ection of the :prehistoric c, v rn f , 'chweitz rbild, , witz r·
land. Strata bowing superposed ucces ive epo ·hs of nltnr -..... - -... 41""
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18. Fig. 1. Group of artists of the Chelleen period engaged in chipping flint ·
implements ____ . _______________ ............ _........•...... __ .. _... : . . . . 417
Fig. 2. Family of the Madelainien epoch, with representation of the rock
shelter of Laugerie Basse. From groups at Paris Exposition, 1889 ....... 417
19. Geometric decorative designs in use in western "Europe during the Neolithic
period, some of which were continued into the Bronze age ........••••••. 422
EXPLANATION OF PLATE

19.

Fig. 1. Dots slightly prolonged, arranged in horizontal parallels, with panels of
the same arranged perpendicularly. Greenwell, British Barrows, page
67, fig. 54.
2. Ornamented rim of cinerary urn, parallel lines in relief, with a single row
of indentations forming a bead or molding with panel between. Idem,
page 68, fig. 55.
3. Thumb-nail decoration in parallel horizontal lines. Idem, page 69, fig. 56.
4. Ornamentation by lines of twisted cord arranged in parallels alternately
horizontal and vertical. Idem, page 70, fig. 57.
5. Large indentations, crescents, made with the thumb nail. Idem, page
71, fig. 58.
6. Rim ·decoration of alternate bands of dots and incised lines, with scallops
in high relief. Idem, page 73, fig. 60.
7. Zigzag or herring-bone decoration, rows of parallel incised Jines. Idem,
page 74, fig. 61.
8. Ornamented band for rim of vessel, rolled in high relief, zigzag between
two moldings. Idem, page 72, fig. 59.
9. Zigzag or dogtooth decoration, imprint of cord. Idem, page 75, fig. 62.
10. Imprint of cord, in horizontal parallel lines. Idem, page 75, figs. 62,
63, 64.
11. Lines of <lots in horizontal parallels divided into chevron, dogtooth, and
square forms. Idem, page 76, fig. 65.
12. Decoration of rim of bowl by dots and marks, in parallel lines with dogtooth or Vandyke points formed of incised lines parallel to each other
and to the sides of the triangle. Idem, page 86, fig. 71.
13. Lines made by dots with bone point or hard wood, drawn in horizontal
bands divided by perpendicular column into panels forming a square
the center of which, left vacant, forms a St. Andrew's cross. Dawkins,
Early Man in Britain, page 361, fig. 127.
14. Combination of small herring-bone, dogtooth, and twisted-cord decoration for the rim, and perpendicular lines of short focisions in group of
four or five alternating, covering the body of the vase. Greenw ll,
British Barrows, page 88, fig. 73.
15. Eno-raving(intaglio) on support of dolmen of Petit-Mont.A.rzon (Morbiban).
De :Mortillct, Musce Pr historique, fig. 581.
16. Furrows (intaglio), four or five together in parallel lines, some horizontal
and continuous around the vase, others in reversed festoons. Greenwell, Briti ·h Barrows, page 89, figs. 75, 76.
17. Combination of lines, some incised, others the imprint of a cord, horizontal, perpendicular, and zigzag. Ma.ny combination . Idem, page
94, fig. 81.
18. Pottery stamped in imitation of basket work.
19. Ornamentation in combinations of inci ed lines and cord imprint
arranged in horizontal parallel zones and in lozenge form; a center
zone broken by parallel panel or bands of smooth surface. Greenwell,
British Barrows, page 101, fig. 89.
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:Fig. 20. Same specimen as No. 19, with .i ncised lines and cord iinprint in horizontal ·bands and double zigzag, filled with parallel lines at 45 degrees.
Idem, page 101, fig. 89.
21. Sm!tll clots in continuous parallel lines at an angle of 4:5 degrees both ways,
arranged in bands or zones of herring-Lone pattern. A common form
of decoration in Brittany. Vase from dolmen of Portivi, Quiberon.
Original, Museum ofVarines. De Mortillet, Musee Prehistorique, fig. 531.
22. Dots slightly prolonged, in parallel lines, forming reversed pyrarnius, and
arranged in bands around the vase. Greenwell, British Barrows, page
96, fig. 83.
23. Imprints of cord showing only three or four twists, applied in different
forms, the whole arranged in bands around the vase. Idem, page 97,
fig. 84.
Facing page.

20. Geometric decorative designs in use in western Europe during the Neolithic
period, some of which were continued into the Bronze age. ____ ... _.... _.. 422
EXPLANATION OF PLAT!<': 20.

Fig. 1. Crossed linr.s of small dots, arranged iu bands-one of the common decorations of pottery in Brittany. From a fragm~nt found at the Cromlech
of the Isle des Tisserands (Morbihan). (Original in Musee St. Germain.)
2. Scallops made by thumb and finger on rude pottery at or near the edge.
Lake dwelling of Robenhausen, Zurich, Switzerland. (Musec St. Germain.)
·
3. Incised perpendicular lines in groups of five or six, interspaced wHh
small chevrons. Denmark. After Madsen, plate xuv, page 44, fig. 11.
4. Lines of large dots arranged in zones, a;lternated with bands of small dots,
in parallels at 45 degrees. A single band, also of fine points, arran ged
in horizontal parallel lines in dogtooth or Vandyke points. Dolmen of
Er-Roh Trinite-sur-Mer (Morbihan). (Original, Museum of Vannes.)
5. Fine points arranged in bands of Vandyke points in parallel lines at 45
degrees. Museum of Vannes. Musee Prehistorique, fig. 536.
5!. Coarse pottery rudely ornamented with thumb-nail marks alternated.
(Musee St. Germain. Musee Prehistorique, fig. 534.)
6. A different ornamentation on the same specimen as fig. 3.
8. Small points arranged in bands a,nd zones, parallel, some of which are in
single lines, others wider, wherein the lines of points are p aral.lel at
angles of 45 degrees both ways. On same specimen as fig. 4.
9. Lines of points close together, horizontal and parallel. Underneath are
parallel incised lines in groups of seven or eight, arranged in festoons,
the plain surface above r epresenting Vandyke points. Monsbeim, near
Worms. (Museum of Mayence.)
10. Cup-markings, single, plain, surrounded by a circle and con nected by
a line. Covering-stone of dolmen, Baker-hill, Ross-shire, cotland.
Simpson, Arch ooic Sculpturings, plate xiv, fig. 1.
11. Bands of incised lines, horizontal ancl parallel, the two npp r ones plain,
at angle of 45 degrees both ways; lower band of horizontal incised
line., Vandyke points. Dolmen de Keria al (l\forbiban). (Original,
Museum of Vannes. Mortillet, Musee Prehistorique, fig. 5-11.)
12. Wavedlines, zigzag, parallelandin bands. Tho ein thomiddlear I rok n
at alternate intervals. (Madsen, Antiquitie of
nmark, plate .'LUI,
fig. 2. )

15. :M edium dots alternated with mall brok n inci d lines. The latt r arranged in horizontal parallels at the top an<l midcllf', indi a ting th ontline of dogtooth ornam nt b tween. Thes ar fill d with u1 ium clots
arranged in horizontal lines; a low r b nd ofthr horizonta1 parall(lls
of medium dots. (Museum f Zurich. lus Pr ·hh1 riqu , iig. 5' ·
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Fig. 16. Ornamentation on same specimen as fig. 12.
17. Spirals and concentric circles cut (intaglio) on a slab of sandstone. Eday,
Orkney, Scotland. (Original, Museum of Society of Antiquities, Edinburgh. Simpson, Arch::eic Sculpturings, plate x1x 1 fig. #.)
18. Concentric circles in pairs with interfering and joining lines. Dolmen
d' Availles-sur-Chize (Deux- Sevres). ( Original in Museum of Niort. De
Mortillet, Musfo Prehistorique, fig. 542.)
19. Vandyke point, double, arranged in perpendicular parallel lines, with
intermediate spaces. Dolmen, Island of Mmn. (Madsen, Antiquities
of Denmark, plate XVI, fig. 5.) •
21. Ornamentation of many styles, reduced thirty-three times, engraved on
one of the supports of the dolmen of Gavr 'Inis. (Mortillet, Musee Preliistorique, fig ."580.)
23. Dots and circles arranged in parallel lines surrounde<l by incised lines, and
all in closed so as t,o form a cartouch. Support of the dolmen of PierresPlates_, Lochmariaquer (Morbihan).
Facing page.

21. Nucleus or core of beeswax flint. Flake, side and edge views. Grand Pressigny, France. Ca~ Nos.136657,146062, U.S.N.M _________________________ 422
22. Nucleus and flake of beeswax flint. Grand Pressigny, France. Cat. Nos.
99889, 136651, U.S.N.M. ____________ ···-·· · ····- ______ . ... -···:· _________ _ 423
23. Poniard of flint, finely chipped. Scandinavia. (Collection of Rev. Dr. Nevin,
Rome) _.. _.. __ . _.. _. _____ .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 428
24. Poniards or daggers of flint, finely chipped. Scandinavia. Cat. Nos.
101644-45, 58485, 77, U.S.N.M ______ .... ·----- ........ .................... 428
25. Solutreen leaf-shaped implement, white flint or chalcedony, Class A, "classification of arrow and spear heads." Oaxaca, Mexico. Douglas collection ................................ _·........................ _........ 428
26. Large quartzite blade, finely chipped. Arveclson collection, Carpentersville, Illinois ............... .. ....... ... _................................ 428
27. Five large spearheads, chalcedony. Little Missouri River, Pike County,
Arkansas. Cat. No. 150176, U .S.N.M .............................. ______ 429
28. Obsidian cores and flakes from Mexico and California. Cat. Nos. (see specimens), U.S.N.M ..................................................... ____ 435
29. Twenty flint objects of curious form, none utilitarian-art for art's sake.
Cat. Nos. (see specimens), U.S.N.M _........... _......... : ..... _. __ ... - -. 437
30. Two flint hatchets. (a) Chipped to form; (b) polished. Lund, Sweden.
Cat. Nos. 101035, 100990, U.S.N.M ............. _.................. _.... -·. 442
31. Polished stone hatch et and handle comuined, worked out o:f solid ro ck. Diorite ( f ). (U. S. National Museum) ................................. - - - -- 44.5
32. Three banner-stones (two broken). Cat. Nos. 42540, 17923, and 115685,
U.S . . M .......•.................... ·-·· ................................ 449
33. Gorgets, pendants and plummets or charms. Cat. Nos. 97853, 62578, 97423,
60206, 139531, U.S.N.M .................... _; ____ ......................... 452
34. Series of European prehistoric polished jade hatchets. (U. S. National __
Museum) ...................................... _................. _....... 4.t>D
35. eries of American prehistoric polished jadeite and nephrite hatchet ,
(U. . :rational Museum) ................................................ 453
36. Serie of polished and grooved actinolite axes and hammers, from the pneblo
of New Mexico and Arizona. (U.S. National Museum) ............... -··· 455
37.

eries of poli heel nephrite axes and adzes (one pectolite hammer), from
Alaska.
fany show signs of sawing. (U. S. National Museum) ... --···· 436
38. 'eries of n ephrite bowlders and fragments thereof, Alaska, discovered by
Lieutenant Stoney, nited States avy. The center of the plate shows _
some finished implements. (U.S. National Museum) .............. -····· · 406
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39, 40. Series of polishe<l, wrought, and sawed stone objects of semiprecious
character, principally jadeite, from Central America. Obverse and reverse
views of same objects. (U.S. National Museum) ______ .. ···--- ______ ....
41. Series of objects of polished stone, principally jadeite and o,bsidian, from
Mexico and Central America. (U. S. National Museum) .. __ ... ____ ... ....
42. Patu -patu from the Pacific coast of the United S.t ates, similar to those from
New Zealand. Cat. Nos. 1300, 172565, U.S.N.M ...... ______ ...... ____ ....
43. Four statues, sandstone, rudely representing the human figure, found in 1890,
Aveyron, France. Cartailhac, l' Anthropologie, 1892, III, No. 2, page 222;
G. de Mortillet, Revue Mensuelle de l'Ecole d'Anthropologie, No. 10,
October 15, 1893, p age 316 .......... __ ... ____ .... _........................
44. Human figure, stone, 21½ inches high, 56 pounds. Found in 1888 near Stilesboro, Bartow County, Georgia . ......... ______________________________ ....

457
461
465

468
469

45. Stone statue, front and side views. Etowah mounds, Bartow County, Georgia. Original in Tennessee Historical Society collection . . Cast, Cat. No.
61257, U.S.N.M ................ __________ .... ______ ........ __________ --·· 471
46. Three stone statues. Kentucky. Originals in Louisville Public Library.
Casts, Cat. Nos. 30251-52, 61259, U.S.N.M ......... _.. ___ ... ___ . __ ....... - .. 472
47. Statue of gray sandstone, height 13 inches. Williamson County, Tennessee.
In Tennessee Historical Society collection. Thruston, Antiquities of Tennessee, page 104- ..........•........•.......... __ •..•••••...... ___. . . . . . . . . 474
48. Two head-shaped vases, Pecan Point, Arkansas. ( l) Cat.No. 94398; (2) Cast,
Cat. No. 94398a. Holmes, Fourth Ann. Rept. Bur. Ethnol., 1882-83, pages
407-409, figs. 420-423 ........ _... _.... _.... ___ . _.... . ___ ......... _~ ..... _. 475
49. Two head-shaped vases, one a death mask, the other not. (U. S. National
11use um) ... __ .. ___ ... ____ .. _. _.... __ ... ____ ... ___.. ____ .. _. __ .. ____ . _.. _ 475
5'.), 51. (Two plates.) A series of 18 effigy bottles from stone graves, Tennessee,
representing the human face. General Thruston's collection, Nashville,
Tennessee. One-third natural size . __ .. ____ . _. _.. ____ .. ____ .. __ ..... _. __ 480
52. Two rude sculp tured h eads in stone. The smaller one from Monmouth, New
Jersey (American Naturalist, page 70, 1889), Cat. No. 61474, U.S.N.M.; the
larger one from Southfield, Staten Island, Cat. No. 98133, U.S.N.M. ______ . . 4-81
53. Roman ( f) sitnla in bronze representing human head, believed to be of a
North American Indian. Louvre Museum. A. de Ceuleneer, Antiquites du
Louvre, 1890 . ____ .. ____ .. _. ___ .. ___ .. ___ .. __ . _. ___ . ____ .... ___ ___ .. ____ . 482

54. Two crouching lions, sculptured from solid rock. Pueblo region, New
Mexico. Reprodncecl from painting of E. '\V. D eming, artist. __ ._ ....... 435
55. Pottery vases of tulip form, the standard of Dolmen pottery. St. Vallier
(Alpes-Maritimes), France. Collected by M. C. Bottin ... - ... . __ - .. __ - - .. 494
56. Art forms of various pottery vases in European countries ....... - - - - ..... - . 494
EXPLANATION OF PLATE

fig. 1. From Morbihan, Fran ce.
From Vienne, ]?ranee.
F r om Morbihan, l!.,rance.
F r om Northnmherland, Eng1:10d.
From eine- ,t-Marne, France.
Fr m Terraruara of Mcrcurago, ItaJy.
From Denmark.
Prom Paris.
From Morbihau, France.
From Monsheim, near \Vorru, 1 'ermany.
11. From Denmark.
12. ~rom Robenhausen, ' witzerland.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

56.
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57. Bronze sword and dagger handles. Europe .................•.............. 499
58. Bronze knives and scabbards. Europe .................................... 499
59. Thin copper plate, repousse, human figure. Mound C, Etowah group, Georgia.
Twelfth Aun. Rept. Bur. Ethnol., 1890-91, plate XVI. Cat. No. 91117,
U.S.N.M ..... : .......................................................... 500
60. Thin copper plate, repousse, bird figure. Mound C, Etowah group, Georgia.
Twelfth Ann. Rept. Bur. Ethnol., plate xvrn. Cat. No. 91116, U.S.N.M .... 500
61. Thin copper plates representing various objects. Hopewell mound, Ross
County, Ohio. Wilson, Swastika, figs. 244-49. Originals in Field Columbian Museum .................. .. ....................................... 501
6:3. Hnman skull with copper head.dress (imitation elkhorn), Hopewell mound,
Ross County, Ohio. Wilson, Swastika, plate 13. Original, Field Colom·
bian Museum ............................. : ............................. 501
63. Copper head.dress, sprouting liorns. Hopewell mound, Ross County, Ohio.
Putnam and Willoughby, Symbolism in Ancient American Art (Proc.
Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., LXIV, 1896, page 305, fig. 4). Original in :f ield Columbian Museu m ........................................................... 502
64. Gold objects from Chiriqui, Colombia, South America. (String of bea.d s and
bells at the bottom are from Peru. ) Cat. Nos.148148 to 14 8172, U.S.N.M .. /'ilO
65. Gold objects from Quimbaya, Antioquia, Colombia, South America. Some
are casts and some originals. Cat. Nos. 147738 to 147746, U.S.N.M ........ 510
66. Gold ornaments, Costa Rica. Originals in National Museum, San Jos e.
Though some of these appear to have been made of gold wire coiled and
soldered, an investigation proved them to have been melted and cast ..... 511
67. Gold objects. Chib cas . Ruiz-Randall collection, from Bogota, Colombia,
South America ............................ .............................. 511
68. Shofars and other horns. Palestine and Syria. Adler (Report U.S. Nat. Mus.,
1892, plate XCVII) ................ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 553
69. Whistles and jew's-harps. Tibet. Rockhill (Report U. S. Nat. Mus., 1893,
plate 24 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 556
70. Medicine and dance drum. Tanned sheepskin stret ched over a wooden
frame. Totemic figure, the bear. Beaten with an ordinary stick padded
with cloth . Tlingit, Sitka, Alaska. Cat. No.127613, U.S.N.M. Collected
by Paymaster E . D. Webster, United States Navy. (Niblack, Report
U.S.Nat.Mus., 1888, fig. 302, plate LVII) .................................. 565
71. Wooden whistles and trumpets. Indians of Northwest Coast .............. 565
EXPLA.NA.TION

OF

PLATE 71.

Fig. 1. Du.nee whistle. In form of a toy balloon, with a bladder attachP,d to wooden
mouthpiece to operate the whistle. Cat. No. 89069, .. N.M. Ifaida,
Queen Charlott Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James G. wan.
( iblack, Report .S.Nat.Mus., 188 , fig . 298, plate LVII.)
2. Dance whistle. With double refld mouthpieces backed with bellows. The
cheeks of the bellows are painted, repre nting Hoorts, tlrn hear. Cat.
No.89064, . '.N.M. Haidalndians, Skidegate, Queen Charlottelsland,
British Columbia.
ollected by James G. Swan. (Idem, fig. 329 plate
I.XII.)

3. Ceremonia.l trumpet. fade in six piece (see fig. 4, this plate), which when
joined, form six chambers, in each of which a piece of fabric i tretched.
The different tones are not set to a scale.
at. o. 206 7, .. T.:lf.
T im bian, Fort Simpson, British Columb ia. Collected by James
, wan. ( iblack, Report U. . n,t. Mu ., 1 , fig. 301, plate LVH. )
4.. Wooden trumpet. Five-chambered. Compare wit~ fig. 3, thi plat ·
(Idem, fig. 319, plate LXI.)
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72. Wooden whistles and tmrnpets.

Indians of Northwest Coast .............. 565

EXPLANATION Ol!' PLATE

72.

Fig. 1. Dance whistle. Blown like a fife. Compare fig. 2, this plate. Cat. No.
~9057, U.S.N.M. Skidegate, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.
Collected by James G. Swan. (Niblack, Report U.S. Nat. Mus., 1888, fig.
299, plate LVII,)
2. Ceremonial whistle. Cat. No. 89057, U.S.N.M. Skidegate, Queen Charlotte
Islands, British Columbia. Collected by James G. Swan. (Idem, fig.
326, pla.te LXI.)
3. Ceremonial trumpet. Of wood; made in two sectfons with reed between.
Cat. No. 20689, U.S.N.M. Tsimshian, Port Simpson, British Columbia.
Collected by James G. Swan. (Idem, fig. 324, plate LXI.)
4. Ceremonial trumpet. Of wood; in section, to show the vibrating piece.
Cat. No. 20695, U.S.N.M. Tsimshian, Fort Simpson, British Columbia.
Collected by James G. Swan. (Idem, fig. 327, Plate LXI.)
Facing pa.ge.

73. Whistles, rattle, a1id drum. Hupa Indians. Collected by Gen. P.H. Ray,
U. S. V. Mason, Ray collection, Smithsonian Report, 1886, Pt. 1, plate
566
(U. S. National Museum) ........... 581
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7-1. Stone tubes-musi cal instruments ( f).
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Lartet and Christy _.. _.. _...... _. _. _.. _..... _. _... ___ ....... _. _ .. _.. _.. _ 377
22. Cave b ear engraved on a flat oval pebble of schist. Grotto of Massat, Ariege.
Origin al, M usee de Foix _.... ____ . _.... _. __ .. __ . __ . __ .. _. ___________ . _.. _ 378
23. Engraving of mammoth on a fragment of bis own tusk. ta Madelaine, Dordogne. F'ound by Lartet and Christy. Mnsenm d'Histoire Naturelle,
Paris. Cast, Cat. No. 99736, U.S.N.M __ .. _. -·-- -·-· -·-· ··---- · ·· - ··- -····- 379
24. Reindeer browsing, engraved ou reindeer antler, both sides represented.
Grotto of Thayingen, near Lake Constance, Switzerland _____ ..... __ .... _ 381
25. Reindeer (hind legs) and body of a woman, engraved on a fragment of
shoulder blade. H,everse, rude sketch of horse. F01m<l by Landesque at
Laugerie Basse, Dordogne. Collection of Jutlge E. Piette. Cast, Cat. No.
99741, U.S.N.M_ -· ..... -·· _.... ____ ·- -· ·--- ____________ -· ____ ... _.... ···- 382
26. Rei~deer with javelin in his flank, engraved on the rib bone of ox. Found
by E. Douliot, Grotto of Carnac, Dordogne. Musee St. Germain ........ 382
27. Reindeer ( f) engraved on one of their own metatarsals. La Madelaine.
Lartet and Christy. British Museum. Cast, Cat. No. 8144, U.S.N.M _. ____ 383
28. An animal of the horse species, engraved on bone. Grotto of Tlrnyiugen,
Switzerland. Collection, Piette _____ .. __ . _.. __ .. ___ .. _. __ . __ . _.. ___ .... _ 384
29. Horse engraved on bone. Cavern of Bruniquel (T;irn.et-Garonne), France.
British Museum_-····---···--·--·· __ -·····-····· ____ ···-··--····· ........ 384
30. Pony horse. From one of the Dorclogne caves_ ...... __ . _.. _. _. ___ . _....... 384
31. Baton de contmandement (a, obverse; b, reverse). A 1,hed reindeer antler,
one hole drilled, droves of horses following, three 011 one side, four on the
other. La Madelaine, Dordogne. Lartet and Christy. Mnsee St. Germain. Cast, Cat. No. 8133, U.S.N.M----··---··-·---···- -··-··--·---··-·- 385
32. Hors engraved on fragment of rein<l eer antler, with hole bored after deco·
ration ___ ... ___ ... _........ _ . _. __ .. __ . _......... _____ . _... __ .... _...... _. 3 6
33. Betton cle cornmandement, with fonr holes, bored before decoration. Made of
the shed antler of a young reindeer. La Ma tlelaine, Dordogne. Lartet
anclChristy. Cast, at. To.8135, U . . N.M--··----····--··· -·····--····· 3 7
34. Biiton de corn1nande11ient, with one hole, of reindeer horn, en graved ~ith eels
anu fi bes. Obver e and rever e. Grotto of fontgandier. Found l>y :IM.
Paignon and Gaudry. Muse d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris. __ . ___ -- . ··- -···
35 (a, b, c). B<ttons de comrnandement ( ) of reindeer born fragments, bored,
carved, and decorated with animal anu geometric design . Lan crerie
Ba s .
ollection, Mas enat. a. Cast, Cat. No. 1366-15, F . . N.~I. b. Cwt,
Cat. To. 13664.0 . . T.lf. _ -····- ·-·· -····- --···· -····· ·····- ---··- --·· 3 9
36. Bison aucl man, ngravecl on r eincleer antler. Huntincr sceof'. Ouver e and
rever e. La,werie Bas ·e, Dorclogn .
ollection, Ia ·e11at. Ca t, at.
r O, 997 40
, ' . M __ ... - ... - - ... - _. ___ . _. ___ . ___ ... ___ .. __ . _.. - .. -. -· · - - ~ 1
T .

37. Three calves' heads, on reindeer antler l>oth . ide the ame. Frarrment of
ban lle of poniard. Laucrerie Bas e.
ollecti n, :Ma senat. a t, 'at. Xo. .-.
9 -7, l T. . T.11--··-·-·--·····-··--··-··--····--····-······-·-···-·-----· 3, 38. Calve ' ( ) heaus engr:wcd on l,one. Langerie Basse, Dortlogne. 'oil ·c
tion, ~iassenat ...•••.•••••....... - .•..•.•... - •...•...••... - ... -· - -· · · • · -· 3 2
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39. Ruminant (
engraved on fragment of reindeer horn. Les Eyzies, Dordogne. Mnsee St. Germain_ ....... _......••............... ..... _.. _..... 392
40. Bovine animal, engraved on reindeer's brow antler palm. Laugerie Basse,
Dordogne. LartetandChristy. Cast, Cat. No.8141, U.S.N.M_ ............ 393
41. Harts or does, following, engraved on reindeer horn. Found by M. Brouillet, 1851, in Grotto of Chaffaud, Charente. Musee Cluny _.. _. ............ 393
42. Ibex or wild goat, engraved on reindeer's brow an tler palm. Laugerie.
Lartet and Christy. Cast, Cat. No. 8142, U.S .N.M _.. _...... _............. 394
43. Ibex or goat, engraved on fragment of reindeer's brow antler palm. Dordogne.
Cast, Cat. No. 136641, U.S.N.M ...................... ... ........... . ...... 394
44. Head and neck of ibex, engraved on reindeer's antler. Laugerie Basse,
Dor<logne: Lartet and Christy_ ................ _........•. . _. __ ....•.... 395
45. Head of saiga (antelope) on a fragment of bone. Grotto of Gourdon. Judge
Piette._ ... __ ... _.... . ..................•.. _._ ......... -:: ................. 395
46. Head of wild goat on reindeer horn. Laugeric Basse. Collection, Massenat_ 395
47. Harpoon or dart, with engraviug of outstretched skin of a fox ( f), two
flowers. La Ma<lelai ne. Lartet and Christy ............ .. . ..... .. _...... 396
48. Whale ( f) engraved on bone. Laugerie Basse. Collection, Massenat. -..... 397
49. Seal engraved on bear's tooth. Cavern of Sordes (Landes). Collection,
Chaplain-Du pare ..•.............. ~ .................... _................. 397
50. Musk-ox _...••. _......... _. . ............... __ .. _ ..... .. .. ........ _ . __ . . . . . 397
51. Fish . _.. . _............ _. _____ __ .. __ ... ___ ... _.. _. ____ .... _........ _.. . . . . . 3!:l7
52. Engraving on bone fragment of uncertain animal. Cast, Cat. No. 14870,
U.S.N.M ______ ............ ________ ___ _ ............ ______ ...... __________ 398
53. Engraving on bone fragment of uncertain animals, probably reindeer following each other. GrottoofMassat(Ariege). Collection,Cartailhac ......... 398
54. Aniwa], engraved on bone, uncertain .. _. _. _.... __ ... _.... _____ ............ 398
55. Engraving of animal, uncertain. Cast, Cat. No. 9~858, U.S.N.M_ .......... .. 399
56. Engravin g of re indeer on beam of reindeer horn. La Madelaine. Lartet
ancl Christy _......... _........ __ ....... __ ...... a _. ____ •• _. ___ • __ ••• _ • _.. 399
57. Fragment of stag horn, with portion of bole drille<l in one end, and engravingofuncertaiu ttnim al, probably stag ( Cervits elephus) . Engraving on opposite side of sketches . La Madelaine, Dor<logne. Lartet and Christy .. .. 399
58. Disc of bone, animal uncertain, resembling a cat, with geometric design-s for
for decoration. Laugerie Basse. Collection, Hardy, Dieppe, Prance_ .. _... 400
59. Figure of a man with a stick or s taff on his left shoulder en<Traved on a
frag_m ent of bilton de commandernent, of reindeer horn. Two horses and a
serpent. La Madelaine, Dordogne. Lartct and Christy. Musee St. Germain. Cast, Cat. Jo.136664, .S.N.M .................................... 4.00
60 (a) Fragment of harpoon of reindeer horn engraved with two human band s,
one on each side. La Madelaine, Dordogne. La1-tet and Christy. British
Museum ...... ____ ................. _.. _...... ___ ......................... 401
(b) Human hand engraved on a fragment of harpoon or reindeer horn.
La Madelaine, Dor<lo<Tne. Lartet and Chris ty ............ -............... 4.01
61. Human hea,d. Laugerie Basse. Masscnat_ ....................•. ---- ------ 401
62. :Fragment of schistoso slate with fiv reindeer en,,rnv tl thereon, simply
unfini bed ancl from different view points. Art trials or sketcl.ie . Laugerie
Basse. Founcl by :F'rancbet. Collectio11, Mar<Jni de Vibraye - - - - -- - - - . - - 4.02
63. Engravings on 1Jone, trial sket ches. Laug rio Basse, Dorclogne.
oll ction,
farty. Toulouse ........... _... . ... .. __ ..... _......... - ........ - ....... 4.02
64. Horses and de r, trial sketches on fra<Tm •11t of sl1011ld Pr hlacle. Grotto of
Lortet (Haute Pyrenees).
'ollection , PiPtte _............. - - - - - -- -. -- - - - 40,
65. Varion uncertain animals, engrav cl on hone, rial 1:1kekhc·s. Lang ri o
Basse. Collection, Massenat •..................................... -----· 401
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66. Sculptured poniard of reindeer horn, the handle representing the reindeer
himself. LaugerieHaute, Dordogne. Collection, Massenat. Cast, Cat. No.
8126, U.S.N.M ........................................................... 405
67. Sculptured reindeer in ivory; handle of a poniard with blade broken and
lost. The nose is thrown up and the horns laid on the back. Cavern of
BruniqU:el (Tarn·et·Garonne). Collected by Peccadea,u de l'IslA and sold
by him to the British Museum. Cast, Cat. No. 8146, U.S.N.M ............ 406
68. Mammoth sculptured on palm of reindeer horn. Handle of poniard, with
blade broken. Brn ni quel (Tarn-et-Garonne). Pcccadeau de l'Isle. British
Museum. Cast, Cat. No. 8174, U,S.N.M ............................. _.... 406
69. Ivory sculpture representing a woman (headless) . Langerie Basse. Collec·
tion, Marquis Vibraye .... . __ ........... _................................ 407
70. Human h ead rudely enµraved on a fragment of reindeer born. Grotto of
Ro chebertier (Charente). Found by Abbe Bourgeois. Museum of School
of Anthropology, Paris ................................. ~ ................ 407
71. Horses' heads sculptured from reindeer horn. Grotto Mas d' Azil (Ariege ).
Collection, Piette ...... ................ .. ................................ 408
72-77. Various specimens of Paleolithic sculpture from divers caverns of the
period in central and southern France, not requiring separate description.
Cast, Cat. Nos. 99860, 99856, U.S.N.M .................................... 409
78 Hammerstones. (a) White jaspery flint, Ohio. Cat. No. 17311, U.S.N.M.
(b) Quartzite, pitted, New York. Cat. No. 6602, U.S.N.M ................ 423
79, 80. Core of black flint, and flakes stricken from the same. ·B randon, England.
Cat. No. 139182, U.S.N.M ................................................ 426
81. Core qf black flint, with its blades as struck off arr anged in place. Brandon,
England. Evans, Ancient Stone Implements of Grea.t Britain, fig. 2 ...... 427
82. L eaf-shaped flint implement. Gilmer County, Georgia. Found by H. M.
Ellington. Cat.No. 98028, U.S.N.M . ........ . ........................... 429
83. Leaf.shaped implement of white flint, beautifully wrought. Columbia
County, Georgia. Steiner collection. Cat. No.172559, U.S.N.M ......... . 430
84. Spearhead, cherty flint. La Paz, Lower California. Cat. No. 61407, U.S.
N .M ....... . ..................................................... _... . . . . 431
85. L eaf-shaped implement, chert (nodule) . Naples, Illinois. Fine specimen
of fl.int chipping; tbe flakes ar e broad, thin, and regular. Cat. No. 43133,
.S.N.M ................................................................ 432
86. pearhead, stemmed, shouldered, and barbed, Class C. Naples, Illinois. The
.fine t piece of fl.int chipping in the Museum. Cat. No. 43133, U.S.N.M .... 433
87. Poniard or dagger of white fl.int, finely chipped. Pike County, Illin ois.
Cat. No. 32831, U.S .N.M ................................................. 43-!
88. Large hooked implement of obsidian. Length, 14¼ inches. Tepoxtlan,
Mexico. Cat. No. 98824, U.S .N.M. ____ ................................. '.. 435
89. Obsidian blade (sword ~) . Oregon. Cat. No. 30190, U.S.N.M ............... . 436
90. Spearhead, temmed, shouldered, and barbed, Class C. This beautiful specimen i of ro e quartzite, more refractory than fl.int. Cat. No.137927,
U . . N.M ....................... .....--:. ................................... 437
91. Spearhead of cbalcedonic flint.
ide and edge views . Groveport, Ohio.
Cat. o.7659, .S.N.M ..................... . ... . .. ..................... . 4
92. prarhen.d, stemmed, shouldered, and barbed, Class C. White and rose
flint.
hio. W. K. Moorehead. Cat. No.172831, U.S. N.M ............... 439
93 (a, b, c, cl). Four arrowheads of flint finely hipped, with sharp edges anu tine
points. Cat. Tos. 43060, 149373, 32 7, U . . N. '.[ .... _........................ 439
9-!. Fanciful form (lobster claw) of flint. Length, 11 inches; 4 inches wide.
Humphreys County, Tenne see. Cast, Cat. No. 98665, U .S.N.M ........... . 4-lO
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95. Hatchet of flint rudely chipped, first stage of manufacture. Cat. No. 99916,
U.S. N.M ........................................ .. ..................... 441
96. Hatchet of flint finely chipped, second stage, ready for grinding. Cat.
No. 99915, U.S.N.M ..................................................... 441
97. Grinding or polishing stone for the manufacture of hatchets. Hiawassee
River, Polk County, Tennessee. Cat. No. 65712, U.S.N.M . . .............. 442
98. Hatchet of flint, partly ground, third stage. Cat. No. 99925, D.S.N.M ....... 443
99. Polished stone hatchet, completed. Cat. No. 35164, U.S.N.M ............... 443
100. Banner stone, quartz, drilled and finely polished. Illinois. Cat. No. 30191,
U.S.N.M ...................... . ........................ ·................ 448
101. Ban'ner stone, syenite, drilled and finely polished. P:rinc.e George County,
Maryland. Cat. No. 34648, U.S.N.M ..................................... 448
102. Banner stone. Hudson City, New Jersey. (Original, New York Museum.)
Cast, Cat. No.1170, U.S.N.M ............................................. 449
103. Banner stone of banded slate. Paris, Kenosha County, Wisconsin. Cast,
Cat.No.11691,U.S.N.M ................................................. 449
10!. Banner stone, slate, curious form, broken. Norristown, Pennsylvania.
Cat. No,8024, U.S.N. M .....••...•............•.............••••.....•••• 450
105. Bird.shaped( ') object. Western New York.· Cat. No. 32298, U.S.N.M ...... 451
106. Boat.shaped object. Sterling, Connecticut. Cat. No.17903, U.S.N.M ...... 451
107. Boat shaped object ( 1) of peculiar form, slate. Indiana. Cat. No. 98059,
U.S.N.M ............................................................... 452
108. Pendant, with decoration of zigzag points. Norwich, Connecticut. Cat.
No.17905, U.S.N.M ...................................................... 453
109. Pendant, oval flattened pebble with decoration of incised lines. Tiverton,
Rhode Island. Cat.No.17596,U.S.N.M ......•••....................... 453
110. Chnnkgee stone, side and sectional views. Yellow quartz. McKenzie, Carroll County, Tennessee. Cat. No. 34513, U.S.N.M ........................ 454
111. "Crying Baby," a mask of jadeite from an Aztec (')grave. Face ancl edge
views. Mexico. Cast, Cat. No. 42652, U.S.N.M .......................... 462
112. Representation of a human skull in rock crystal. Mexico. Cat. No. 98949,
U.S.N.M ........................................... .. .................. 463
113. Representation of a human skull in h ard stone, fossilized wood. Cbicben
Itza, Yucatan. Cn.t. No.10531, U.S.N.M .................. : .............. 463
114. Block of obsidian, showing first stages of sculpturing-a human face made
by hammering or pecking. Tezcuco, Mexico. Cat. o. 98982, U.S. _ .M .. 463
115. Statuette of obsidian, smoothed and polisheu. Mexico. Cat. No. 98976,
U.S.N.M ............................................................... 464
116. Head of coyote, obsidian, smoothed aml polished, probably a charm, drilled
for suspension. Mexico. Cat. o. 98879, U . . N.M ....................... 464
117. Labret (lip ornament) of obsidian, smoothed and highly_polished. Face
and edge views. Mexico. Cat. To. 27902, U., .N.M ...................... 464
118. Ring or band with projecting rim, translucent ousidian, extremely thin
and highly polished. Mexico. Cat. o. 9 914, . , .N. :[ ........... -. . . . . 4.65
119. Figure of a polished stone hatch et with handle, engrav d on sixth up·
port of the dolmen of Gavr'inis. _..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 466
120, 121. Rud sculptures of the hnruan fonn on supports of dolmen . Marn ,
France.
arta-ilha , La Fran Prchistorique fi gs. 105 106, page 242,248. 467
1.22. Human image of r ystalline lim stone. II igbt, 20 inch s; W<'ight, 37
pounds. Cav , trawberry Plains, near Knoxvill , T nnesse . 'at. o.
64:62, . • . . ,[ -..................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 470
123. Human . tatu (front and back vi w ), sand tone. Ilf' i~l1 ,
in b s.
Franklin, Williamson ounty, Tennessee. Cat.
. 19 34, ., . . 1. ...... 471
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124-. Statue of female :figure. Height, 15 inches. Yellowish sandstone. Williamson County, Tennessee. Cat. No.19932, U.S.N.M ................... .. 471
125. Stone sculpture of hnman figure (two views). From a stone grave, Castalian Springs, Snmner County, Tennessee. Height, 3½ inches. Collected
by S. S. Bush, of Louisville, Kentucky. Prof. Cyrus Thomas, American
Anthropologist, December, 1896, page 404 ... _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 472
126. Stone statue, front and side views. Mound No~ 3, Long Islancl, Roane
County, Tennessee. · Ca,t. No. 131781, U.S.N.M. Thomas, Twelfth Ann.
Rept. Bur. Ethnol., 1890-91, page 36f, fig. 240 ............................. 473
127 (a, b). Head-soaped vase, death mask, front and side views. Thruston, Antiq.
Tenn., 2d ed., 1897, page 94-, fig. 20 ............. _.................. : . .... 477
128. Head-shaped vnse. Pecan Point, Arkansas: Cast, Cat. No. 87721, U.S.N.M.
Holmes, Fourth Ann. Rept. Bur. Et,hnol., 1882-83, page 410, fig. 424 ..... 478
129. Effigy bottle, front aud side views. Arkansail. Holmes, Fourth Ann. Rept.
B1u. Ethnol., 1882-83, page 426, :figs. 454,455 .. ___ .. ____ . _............... 479
130. Effigy bottle. Arkansas ................................................. : 4 79
131. Pottery bowl, front and si<le views. Handle representing human head.
Mound, Marshall County, Iowa. Cat. No. 173688, U .S.N.M ..... ____ .... 480
132. Clay statue. Height 12 inches. Mound, Uniou County, Illinois. T. M. Perrine. Cast, Cat. No. 30249, U.S.N.M ............ ______ .................. 481
133. Pipe representing sculpturecl human head. Ohio. Cast, Cat. No. 31750,
U.S.N.M ........................ ·---~- ................. -----· .......... 482
134. Sculptured human head, limestone. Collected by President Thomas Jefferson. Cat. o. 16816, U.S.N.M ........................................ 484
135. Dark ferruginous stone, a natural formation modified by carving of eyes,
nose, and mouth. Ohio. Cat. No. 12292, U.S.N.M ........ _........ __ ... 484
136. Profile of human face sculptured in stone and said to resemble George
·washington. St. George, Charlotte Count.)', New Brunswick, Canada.
Cast, Cat. No. 3i'i601, U.S.N.M ............. ______ ............ ··---- ·----· 485
137. 'andstone mask rudely representing a human face. Lawrenceburg, Indiana. Ca t, Cat. No.10018, .S.N.M .................................... 486
138,139. Stone mask, human face, front and profile. Belmont County, Ohio.
Cast, Cat. No. 39014, U.S.N.M ............ ___ ... _........................ 486
140. Stone mnsk. Ga111l)ier, Ohio, Cat. No. 31384-, U.S.N.M .................... 487
141. Mask of grotesriue appearance. Pots tone. Morgantown, Catawba County,
North Cnrolina. Cat. o. 35001, U.S.N.M ............................... 488
J42. tone mask. Etowah mound, Georgia. Coarse marhle. Thomas, Twelftll
Ann. Rept. Bur. Etlrnol., 1890-91, page 308, fig. 191. Cat. No. 91110,
N. :i\I .... _..................• _..•.......•...••.• ·..•• _••.• __ •..•••••• _. . . 489
143. Mask, fel. pathic stone. Mexico. Cat. No. 98989, . . .M: ...... ___ ....... 490
1J4. Hnm~m image of green mottled tone. :Mexico. Collected by Dr. Berlandier and presented through Gen. D. N. Conch. Cat. No. 54 ,
. . .)I ............. . ... __ ............................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 490
145. Human image in bard or emi-preciou tone. Northoast :M xico. Collected
by Dr. Berlandier. Cat. o. 54 6, U . . i\'.)I ............................. 490
146. " incinnati tablet." Original in Cincinnati Art :Museum, property of
)Ir. Gest. Cast, 'at. o. 72050, ., '. T.M ................... ....... ...... 491
147. ' Waverly tablet," sandstone. vVnverly, hio. Cincinnati Art Mu enm
pr pertyof)Ir.RobertClarke. Ca t,Cat.No.9 060, ., .N.M ......... . .. 4. 2
14 . , 'culptnrecl bnman footprints in san<lstone rock.
pp r )!is ouri Rh·er.
Collected by Captain Little, . ' . A. Cat. Jo. 7637, U . . N.M ....... -· 4 3
149. ' ulptnre of naked hnman footprint on a qnartzite bowlcler. Ga cona<le
County, Missouri. Collecte,1 by .John I . .Jon s.
at. To. r793, l'. ·
N.l1 ••••.•••...•••.•••.••••....•...................••....•.............. 4
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150. Human figure. Thin copper plate, reponsse. Monn<l. C, Etowah group,
Georgia. Thomas, Twelfth Ann. Rept. Bur. Ethnol., 1890-91, page 304,
fig. 186. Cat. No. 91113, U.S.N.M ....•.................................. 501
151. Bird figure. Thin copper plate, repousse. Mound, Union County, Illinois.
Thomas, Twelfth Ann. Rept. Bur. Ethnol., 1890-91, page 309, fig. 192.
Cat. No. 91507, U.S.N. M ................................................ 502
152. Human figures in grotesque attitudes. Thin copper plate, repoiisse. Union
County, Illinois. Thom as, Fifth Ann. Rept. Bnr. Ethnol., 1883-84, page
106, :fig. 49, Cat. No. 88142, U.S.N.M ...............••.. ........ ... ...... 502
153. Spool or pulley.shaped ear ornament, copper. Hopewell mound, Ross
County, Ohio. Wilson, Swastika, page 891, :fig. 250 ..................... 503
15•1. An incised carving on human femur. Hopewell mound, Ross County, Ohio.
Putnam ancl Willoughby, Sym. Aue. Amer. Art. (Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci.,
XLIV, 1896, page 302, fig. 1 ............................................. 504
155. Gold collar. Dolmen at Ploubarnel.Carnac. Original, collection Gaillard,
Plouharnel.Carnac, Morbihan, France ................................... 504
156. Gold bracelet. Dolmen near Belz, Morbihau, Franc~ ........ . ............ 505
157. Bronze bracelet of round rod, the commoner primitive form in bronze an<l.
copper throughont the world ............................................ 505
158. Bronze bracelet of thin metal with crimped edges. Standard style during the bronze age in Europe ................................. ·......... . 505
159 (a, b). Ends of heavy bracelets, armlets, torques, etc., in gold or bronze,
showing style of decoration . . Europe .................................. 506
160 (a, b, c). Gold torques, collars, ancl bracelets. Vieux-Ilourg Hinguet (Cotesdu-Nord), France ...................................................... 507
160 (d) . Gold torque. Weight, 389 grams. Rennes (Ille·et-Vilaine), France.
Musee Cluny ............................................................ 508
161. Gold bracelet, one of a series from large to small. Museum of Science and
.A.rt (Archre ology), Dublin, Ireland ..................................... 508
162. Gold torque, Gaulish. Laissegraisse (Tarn), France. · Musee Toulouse ...... 509
163. Gold bracelet. Laissegraisse (Tll,rn_), France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 509
164 (a, b, c) . Details of the ornamentation of :figs. 162, }63 ..................... 510
165 (a, b, c). Details of mode of fastening collar and bracelet, figs. 162,163 .. .... 511
166. Bone whistle, phalange of reindeer. Paleolithic period. Cavern of Lau.
gerie Basse, France. Natural size ............................. ·~ ....... 524
167. Terra.cotta whistle, bird-shaped . Bronze ao-e , Near cavern of Furfooz,
southern Belgium . ..................................................... 525
168. Bronze horn, molded. Length, 8 feet. Malt beck, Denmark. One of twenty·
three in Copenhagen Museum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 527
169. Details of fig. 168. (a) mouthpiece; (b) disk at hell mouth; (c) chain for
snspension; (d) strap and swirnl for chain ............ .. ................ 528
170. Bronze horn.
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PREHISTORIC ART; OR, THE ORIGIN OF ART AS MANIFESTED
IN THE WORKS OF PREHISTORIC MAN.
By THOMAS W'ILSON,
Curato1·, Division of Prehistoric Archmology, U. S. National MuseU'rn.

INTRODUCTION.

Art and science have, in these later tlays, come to be closely connected . Artists
of all countries and periods are conditioned by the circumstances in which their
lives are passed, and by the ideas prevalent among their :neoples·. Tlrns Art history
becomes a function of social history, and can not wis.ely be disregarded by the
student of tho history of the human race. Ancient works of art bring ns into contact with bygone peoples, and are often the only avenue whereby we can approach
far-distant civilizations lying silent on the verge of time. Thus tLe study of Art
history becomes a branch of Scientific inquiry . . It has to be pnrsued by Scientific
methods. Its results are of Scientific importance. It is a chapter, and perhaps
tho most pregnant chapter, of the Science of (Prehistoric) Anthropology, which
. eems destined in the near future to no insignificant growth. (Conway: "Art and
cienee.")

.Art is the manifestation of human emotion externally interpreted by
expressive arrangements of line, form, or color, or by a series of gestures,
ounds, or words, governed by particular rhythmical cadences.1
Art is the harmonious expression of human emotiou. 2
These definitions are general, and include all kinds of art. Emotions,
whether grave or gay, are thus manifested or interpreted; when by
color, the art is painting; when by line, drawing or engraving; when
by form, sculpture; and a combination of these may produc architecture. When the emotion· i mauife ted by ge ture or rhythmic movement it produce the dance; when by rhythmic note , music; when by
rhythmic words, poetry. The e are the exterior igns by which the
human emotions are manife ted.
Eacn art i the eculiar language of a more or 1 ' exten iv~. at gory
of idea and entiment , to which it alone i able to give atlequ te
expression.
,iO'htCertain of the art appeal to the brain hr gh th
1.Vhil c· rpainting, ul ture engraving archite tur , and tb
tain other appeal thr ugh th r an of h arin ,·-p
I'fhor.S, alon de 1 74., title I lacr ix;
W. J. Stillman, " ld om· and the

2

rem, .1E th ti· , p. 9.

·w."
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the drama. In the former group, action is arrested and the representation is confined to a single moment of time; in the latter, the action is
continuous.
But the laws governing both groups are the same. Their success
requires concord and harmouy between the external vibrations and the
nerves which convey the impressions to the nerve centers.
A. work of art is a material expression of its m~ker's delight. It
excites the nerve centers and produces the sensations of delight or
pleasure. We see or hear the artist's ideal through his work, and the
success of his effort as a work of art depends, first, upon the brilliancy
and clearness of his perception of his jdeal, and, second, on his ability
to translate and render this perception correctly. A. copy, however
accurate, even of the most beautiful scenes in nature, is not art. No
artist can hope to equal the faithfulness of the photograph in reproduction, yet this is only the art of photography. A work of art is
the ideal of the artist. It is his own thought; is a part of himself. .
Not nature as it actually is, but as he see.s it, as he idealizes and then
depicts it. It is this presentation of the ideality of artistic genius,
whether in picture, statue, poem, music, the dance, in architecture, or
what not, that stamps the work as one of art, an<l herein it differs from
ameremechanicg,l copy, however accurate. It is this ideality of artistic
genius which produces the sensation of delight.
Art is susceptible of several divisions. The commonest division is
into fine, dect:>rative, and industrial. It is not the intention of this
paper to treat of industrial art per se. Fine art deals with painting,
drawing, engraving, sculpture, architecture, music, poetry, and the
drama. A division into prehistoric fine art may be made according to
the material employed. Prehistoric decorative art explains itself.
The word" art" has different significations, according as it is used
in the singular or plural form. When used in the singular form it
relates to fine art; when in the plural, to industrial art. Tliis linguistic distinction is continued in the designation of the workman; the
one is an artist, the other an arti an. Sculpture in marble is undoubtedly a fine art, an<l the sculptor is an artist. Suppose his marble
sculpturing i used for a magnificent chimney front in one of the medirnval chateaux: of Europe, or his sculpturing in wood is used for a piece
of furniture. It may then be eitlter fiue or industrial art, the line
between them being extremely difficult to trace. The test of utility
does not atisfy the conditions. Raphael's celebrated cartoon were
de igned for tape tries; I ubens made designs for imilar purpo e ·
Many recognized artist devote their be t talents to making decoratfr
design for furniture, textiles, pottery, wan papers book cover an
binding; whil other equally well recognized find regular employmen
in illu tratiug our magazine and books; yet the ear all indu. trial art ·
o attempt will be made to maintain the di tinction betw n fin
arts and indu~trial arts, nor to determine whern the work of the arti t
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leaves off or that of the artisan begins. The work of the artisan is
often quite as difficult to perform · as that of the · artist. It affords
him as much pleasure; he takes as much pride in it, and puts as much
sentiment into it, as does the artist. Nor can the test of utility be
better applied, for some of the fine arts are highly utilitarian, while
some of the industrial arts may be the reverse. If utility is to be the
test, the lace maker, whether of point or bobbin laces, should be
classed as an artist, for her work is always ornamental in contradistinction from utilitarian. It is only by this test that the sardine fish
nets of western France are not to be- classed as lace.
The idea sought to be presented is the extreme difficulty in distinguishing fine art from industrial art, the artist from the artisan; and the
reader of the following pages is asked not to be critical in the author's
a.pplication of the word "art."
Not infrequently a piece of work begins in industrial art and ends in
fine art. The decorations in the Congressional Library building in
Washington are examples. Much of the work began with the stonecutter and w.as :finished by £he sculptor; much of the wall decoration
must have begun with the whitewasher and ended with an aggregation
of the best artist painters in the country. The mosaic work also ran
the entire gamut of art. So it may be in many of the arts mentioned
in this book. The work may have begun with the rudest mechanism,
as in flint chipping, and ended in specimens of great beauty, requiring the highest skill, representing sentiment or imagination, being
purely ornamental, without utility, and intended to satisfy an mstbetic
demand. In these the dividing line between fine art and in<l.ustrial art
i not attempted to be maintained, nor is this at all necessary. A
manifestation of a high order of industrial art by prehistoric man
comes equally within the scope of this paper as _though it were recognized :flue art.
Sir John Collier, in his '' Primer of Art," says that decorative art is
the makino· of something to please the eye, but as to what is pleasing,
that each per on mnst decide for him elf. With this definition for a
basis, about all we can a,y is that the obje ts made by the prehi toric
man plea ed him and he desireu them. All beyond i.· m re theory-at
lea tis to be referred to psychology for an answer. To an wer wliy he
de ired the e objects to be beautiful iu addition totbeir being ultilitarian
would be only pecu1ation on our part.
Profes.~or Iladdon 1 in hi work on "Evolution in .Art, ay that tbe
most ati factory method of procedure when dealing with difficult
1Jroulems i to redu ·e them to their impl t lem nt and then inve tigate the , imple elem nt b for ·tud iug their m r ·ompl x a p ct.
The author ha " pro ed tl a1ong tli lin s of thi advi ·e.
h thus
far taken not II ly a ingl p ,opl , but ba tak n b m in a, ·ingle
oC'ality an ba giv 11 all })I' cural>l
vi n ·e
ariu<>· n h ir art
'
. we
work, whether
in it material or psychologic a pect. Through this
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are now in possession of all the information at present obtainable.
Much more might be said of the man of the Paleolithic period in relation to his industry, his tech11ology, possibly his sociology; but on the
subject of bis art and art work it is believed that the present paper will
be found exhaustive. It furnishes the foundation upon which theory
and speculation may be built ad libitum, but it is believed that the
foundation is laid as broadly and as deeply as it can be in the present
condition of_ the world's knowledge. vVhat future discoveries may
bring forth no one may venture to prophesy.
It is believed that these objects come within Sir John Collier's definition. They were something to please the eye of. the man who made
them, and for this reason, and apparently only this, he made most of
them. What should have pleased him is (still quoting Sir ,John Collier)
'' what each person must decide for himself," and this man of the
Paleolithic period appears to have decided that question in favor of
these objects, and in accordance with tha.t canon of bis art he made the
objects herein to be set forth.
Other aspects of art have been studied and written about by artists
. and historians from time immemorial. Their consideration opens a field
for discussion into which we may not enter. We must content ourselves with this, which appears to be the very beginning of art.
The craving for decorative art and the desire for things beautiful are
the common heritage of mankind. Former write1 shave speculated upon
the origin of this craving and have bel-ievecl it to be contemporaneous
with the origin of art, and that they have declared to be as impossible
of discovery as the origin of the attraction of gravitation. In this they
have deceived themselves and l1ave overstated the case, for it is respectfully submitted that in the following chapters the author has shown the
beginniugs of art, its earliest specimeus, and by related specimens
from the earliest people and their descendants confined to a single
locality, given a comprehensive exhibition of the objects made, and
the style employed for their decoration; and this carries u back
practically to the origin of art. No art objects earlier than these
de cribed here are knowu to have existed in any part of the world.
Profe or Haddon 1 speaks of the needs of man which have contrained him to au arti tic effort, and which he group~ under the four
terms ot art, information, wealth, and religion. .1-Esthetic art be
defiues to be the study or practice of art for arts ake, the plea ure
of form, line, and color. Omitting color, it is believed that the illn ·
trations of prebi:toric art shown in this paper come fairly within tb i
definition. The object figured and de cribed show art work done for
art sake, to the end that the maker may obtain en uou. pl a ure
from form and line. Not only i it this but it appear to be noth ing
far a on ern,
els . All other term of the group may be omitted
the art work of thi poch. .Man did not do thi work for th
f
1

Evolution of Art, p. 4.
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religion for, so far as can be understood, he had no religion, nor did
he make these things for tbe sake of power or wealth. It does not
appear that he considered himself in any way better off by having
these objects decorated than he would if they had been plain. There
are many hundreds of them which are entirely plain, of equal value
for service, evidently utilitarian, without ornament or decoration; and
apparently serving as weapons of the chase or war equally well with
those highly decorated. Therefore these objects, beautifully designed
as they may have been, were no addition to bis wealth or his power, and
as for information he was not busying i1imself about that. He gained
information, it is true, by experience and his own effort, as he and
every other human being did and will, but this wrought his own education and was not for the purpose of educating those around him. So
this branch of the story ends where it began; he made these things
because they were pleasing to him, and he (each man) decided for himself what was pleasing. These works of art were the material expression of the delight of their maker. The man of the Paleolithic period,
savage tho~gh he was, had his ideal. The existence of these art works,
the representation of the animals which he saw, of the plants and
flowers which he must have recognized as beautiful, the existence of
these in the caverns which be in habited, and part of the possessions
fabricated by him; their mere existence pi'oves the fact of his ideality,
proves that he had a taste and a desire, and are evidence of liis grati- ·
fication thereof. What other ideals be may have had we do not know;
he has left no manifestation thereof. So far as we know man his tastes
are continually changing, but whether the man of the Paleolithic period
changed bis tastes or not is not now determinable except so far as
shown by bis works, first of flint and then of bone, and finally of
engraving and sculpture. It is only by these. that we may know what
were his tastes and what their changes.
Man does whatever art work he desires. The 011.tcome of his work
is an expr-ession of his ideal of beauty, of happiness, of goodness, of
justice, and what not. When his taste or desire changes, bis ideal
cl1anges, and with it his work. Everything that man does is done
because he wants it to be done; it is his ideal. Human life is only a
succes ion of ideals. The fashion in dres of the present day, why
doe it changei Why is the ideal of one season di carded the next~
A change of ta te is the only explanation. What produces this
change
"Aye, there's the rub." Taste may be produced and may be
chang d by study and contemplation. Man is an imitative creature;
he i gregariou, ; he loves to herd with his kind, to follow a leader, to
be relieved from the nece ity of study or contemplati n of the nee<l
of hi life; he pr £ r t follow in the foot tep of i forefath r and
the rut or r ute of civilizati n and ulture which th y have m rked
out for him. It i only o casionally, once in a generati n that ome
one being wit
n rgetic or ambi i u d ir
r a gr at r
NAT M
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harmonizing power, greater analysis, higher judgment, better intellect,
becomes a leader of those about him and out of his judgment or through
bis study or experience he discovers or develops new ideals ·and so
changes the standards of taste and beauty for bis generation. But
there seems to have been practically no change of the ideals of the
Paleolithic man in the center of France. So the flint chipping and
bone polishing, while they might have been steps of evolution in
man's progress, at last ended in the art objects presented in the first
chapters. ·
The discussion of these abstruse, unknown, psychological questions
is not here attempted, though the facts presented are pregnant with
suggestions, which can not be here considered, as to the causes which
impelled the wild hairy savage of Paleolithic times to produce these
art works. We ask ourselves which of his tastes were gratified, which
of his longings after the beautiful were satisfied, what folds of the
brain or what parts of his nervous system were set into harmonious
action, and why ~nd how did the making of these designs produce
pleasure in him as he made them, or how did they gratify him when he
possessed them~
An examination of these questions would be aside from the author's
intention and beyond his powers. He has no desire to enter into a
philosophic, metaphysic, or psychologic discussion as to the origin of
the art instinct in man or its evolution in his mind. Tbi1, paper is a
·contribution to the history of art rather than to tlle science of art, and
is intended as a record of tlle actual manifestations of art in the various
epochs of human culture in prehistoric times, showing the earliest specimens, and thus presenting the idea indicated by the title "Prehistoric
Art, or the Origin of Art as Manifested. in the Works of Prehistoric
Man."
The term "prehistoric" is used in this paper in the ordinary and usual
sense, as being prior to history, before the beginning of history, meaning of course human history. As history can be only in writing, this
mean before written hj tory. Prehi toric science does not depend on
hi torical records made contemporaneous with the happeuing of the
events recorded; it is ba ed upon the evidence of tlle object themselves. The di covery of these objects and the birth of the cience of
prebistorfo anthropology lie within the pre ent century. Prehi ' toric
anthropologi t have investigated the e objects and the variou clepo it
containing them a ' to (1) their human origin, (2) the geologic age f
the tratum in which they are found, (3) their original depo it in tb a
tratum at the time it wa formed (that is to ay, an absence of intrusion or di turbance ), (4) the a sociation and uperpo ition of the im1 I ments and object in the tratified depo it ; and by the knowl dcre and
experience thu ol>tained they ha e determined that man mad th
obj ct and, therefore he exi ted in these localiti in tim
f bi crb
antiquit .
Thi paper deals with the art of making and d corating th e
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Not infrequently theories are advanced as to certain natural artistic
manifestations of the human mind. Objections are ma<le to arguments
of contact between peoples arising from similarities of objects of art,
industry, or decoratjon.
Mr. A. R. Wallace, speaking of the supposed migrations of the
Swastika, says the cross made with two sticks, laid at right angles,
would. be the easiest, the most natural, and therefore the most likely
sjgn to have been made first by primitive man.
We hear of the cosmic circle, the solar circle, the magic square, etc.,
as the " foundations of our original conception of the infinite." The
sacred wheel of the law is spoken of as " common to all ancient cosmogonies invented for the world and all time. * * * The 1Enead
of spiritual principles, with their eternal relationships definitely· determined by the sacred wheel, have been the inspiration," etc.
The attention of these and similar theorists is cal1ed to the fact that
we have traced these art manifestations through three great epochs of
prehistoric culture; that we have seen styl'3s and designs of decoration without number, and we have to remark the absence of the cross,
the cir cle, and the wheel. The Swastika made its appearance during
the bronze age. It seems to have been the earliest known symbol 1 and
was probably relatred to the cross, but ex cept this, though the styles of
decoration were principally geometric and made of dots a nd lines, the
fundam ental geometric form s of cross, circle, and wheel are not found.
I. PALEOLITHIC PERIOD.
FLIN T C HIPPIN G. 2

The earliest manifestations of human a rt consist ed of th e chippin g
of implements of fl.in t, practically the fir st know n to h ave b een made or
u ed by man. They b elon g t o the Paleolithic p eriod of t he Stone Age.
\Vilson, The Swastik a, Rept . U . S. Nat. Mus., 1894, pp . 757-1011 .
This is sometimes called "flakiug,'' and perhaps with equal right. My pre£ rence
is for the term "chipping," if for no oth er reason t han because it is in more common
and greater use. A. uist inct ion can be made betw en the two t ermH, betwe n the
objects which are obtained and the p ro ·esses by which it is accomplished, though
usually no such distinction js made. ·webster in bis lefinition of" Flake, n.," speaks of" (1) small collection of snow, (2) a, platform of hurdl ·s, (3) a
layer or stratum," but nothing relating to the present que ·tion.
".Flake, v. t., to form into flakes .
'Flake, v. i ., to break or s parate into la,yers, t0 peel or scale oJI." \Y more
usually ,ay "to flake off."
The 'tandard Dicti nary giv s" Flake, n. 1. A. small flat fragmen t or loos ly ·oh rinrr ma . ; ,i hin pi ·
·bip of anything· scale; fie ·k."
.
According to Webster, the words "flak "or "flaking' lmvc- 110 n·f·r •11c·<· 1· 1 h r to
he thing or proce s involv din this di cu!:!si n. JI< Rays:
" hip, n. (1) pi ce of wood or th r 1mh t:w e , eparat cl fr 111 a h, ily 1 y i <·utting instrument, parti ·ula.rly by au ax . It i used als f r t pi •c · f s u H
1

2
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This period has been divided according to progress in human culture,
and divers names have been given thereto, following the taste of the
writers or discoverers. M. Lartet named the epochs after the animals
associated with the implements and called them, respectively, the
epochs of the Cave Bear, the Mammoth, and the Reindeer. M. Dupont,
of Belgium, divided it into only two, and named the epochs after the
Mammoth and the Reindeer. M. de Mortillet has divided it into five
epochs, and has named them, respectively, the Chelleen, after the station
of Cllelles, a few miles east of Paris; the Acheuleen, after St. Acheul
on the river Somme; the Mousterien, after the caverns of Moustier on
the river V ezere, Dordogne; the Solutreen, after the rock shelter of
Solutre near Macon; and the Madelainien, after the rock shelter of La
Madelaine, Dordogne.
·
In later days the tendency seems to be to divide them otherwise.
M. Cartailhac and 1\1. Reinach, following Sir John Evans, are in favor
of tLe first period being called the alluvium, and the second the cavern.
All authorities are, however, unanimous in their agreement that this
perfod and all these epochs, whatever they are to be called, belong
to the Quaternary geologic period; that they were earlier than the
rated by a chisel or other instrument in hewing. (2) A fragment or piece broken off;
a small piece.
"Chip, v. t. To cut into small pieces or chips, to diminish by cutting away a little
at a time, or in small pieces.
"Chip, v. i. To break ()r fly off in small pieces."
The tanclard Dictionary says:
'' Chip, n. 1. A small piece cut or broken off. (1) A small thin or flattish piece of
wood or stone cnt or chopped out. (2) A small fragm ent with at least one featheredge, broken off from any hard or brittle body; spall,I'
According to the author's opinion, the definitions and differences are as follows:
A flake is that object which, of flint, is struck always by a blow, from a core or
nucleus in large and usually long and thin pieces. The process by which this is
made may be called "flaking." It is, or ought to be, confined to the single blow by
which the flake is stricken off.
·
Chipping comprises all other methods of striking off pieces of flint. It may be
used for preparing th e nucleus, or for transforming the flake or other material or
object into the implement desired.
The fine hau<liwork done on many, and, indeed, most, of the flint implements
described in this paper, has been done by chipping and can not be regarded in any
proper sense as that of flaking. The infinitesimal chips by which the deep notche ,
th fine points, the serrated edges, of spear and arrow-heads, by which the herringbone handle of candinaviau dago-ers and the broad and thin leaf-shaped implem nts are and have been made, and indeed by which all finely finished and uelicat~lJ'
worked flint implements ha,ve been brought to their present condition, can not, with
a~y clegr. e of propriety, ~e called flaking, but should be called chirping.. The
piece str1keu from the e bJect by the processes to which they have been submitted
can not, without violence to the sense, be called flakes. It appears to the author
much more proper to call them hips.
He is well a war that he implement of beaver's tooth used by the Eskimo ~·
been alle<l' th flaker,' but this was onlv the determination or name giyen by it.
discov rer and ha n
ther valu than that of his opinion. The pieces pre ed oti
with thi implement ar ·hips, and not flakes.
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present geologic period, and that they came to an end before its
beginning . . The most certain, and therefore the most satisfactory,
division has been that of M. de Mortillet, named after the various
localities where the respective implements have been found in their
greatest purity. I give my preference to it, subject to the correction
incident to further discovery, if for no other reason, because it is more
convenient. The names given are for localities, and consequently are
purely arbitrary. They may not, perhaps, serve for general terms over
the world, but within their own locality they have a definite and certain
meaning; while to say the epoch of alluvium, the epoch of caverns, the epoch of the drift, or of the mammoth, bear, reindeer, etc., might have
an application in other countries which would deceive the reader. The
names Chelleen, Mousterien, etc., have no such application, and can not
be applied to other countries. They indicate and describe only one
kind of implement and one stage of culture, and, as definitions, they
are exact. If other countries have other things to be described, if
different epochs are foundJ the.n other names may have to be given; but
when we speak now of these epochs, the Chelleen, Mousterien, etc., and
the implements that belong to them, the speaker and hear~r are on a
common ground, and both use the terms in the same sense.
These epochs seem to have brought forth the earliest examples of
msthetic art. The man of this time has passed for a savage, and he
doubtless was one. He had no tribal organizations, no sociology, no
belief in a future state, no religion; be did not bury his dead, he
erected no monuments, he built no houses; he was a bunter and fisher,
he had no local habitation, dwelt in no villages except such as could
be so called from a number of people living in a cavern for the purpose
of shelter. Yet he occupied, in the Solutreen epoch, the highest rank
as a flint chipper, and in the Madelainien epoch the highest place as an
engraver on bone and ivory. His materials were the bones, horns,
and tusks of the animals he killed. Hi tools or implements were
sharply worked points or gravers of flint. Most of the specimens of
art work are found in cave which had been his habitation .
o one
bas sufficient knowledge to justify the declaration that all sp cimens
of this art work belong to we tern Europe, but certain it i that mo 't
of the known specimens have been from that country. Th y are found
chiefly in the cavern of central and outhern France, and whil about
400 specimens have been found and pre erv d, no one knows how
many have been mi sed or remain undi overed. Th p imen found
in caverns were originally thrown aside and lo tin th d '> bri , and have
been proteeted by stalagmitic or other proce e. of in ur ti n. Iu
making these excavation there i nothing t gui the ar b r t t~
places where these are likely -to be fouud.
e mu t d
nd n
e,cperience or good fortune. The sp dmen c: r u. ually en l P m
block. or , ]ab , which by infiltration and indurati u c m ht rel n d,
and must e quarried almo t like st ne.
ri ging tll
l ·k r

b:
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slabs to the surface or light many specimens are necessarily broken
and lost and many others in the interior of the block or slab are neYer
discovered. It is, of course, not known what number are lost in this,
or, indeed, in any way, but the specimens being scattered tllroughout
the mass with nothing to indicate their whereabouts, it would be
strange if such was not the case. Specimeus of these slabs or layers
can be shown which would not only explain hut demonstrate the truth
of these assertions.
Plate 1 is a representation of a portion of the indurated floor of the
cavern of Les Eyzies, and is taken from a specime·n in the United States
National Museum (Cat. No. 9106) .
.A. few specimens of the art work of the Paleolithic period are purely
decorative and without attempt to make representation of anything,
bnt for the most part the objects were the animals of the period and
locality. :Many animals now extinct were represented, and in this way
knowledge of their appearance has been preserved. The animals most
frequently engraved were the mammoth, cave bear, Irish elk, musk ox,
reindeer, chamois, mountain goat, urus or aurochs, horse, deer, and
similar animals, and :finally man. The marine animals were well
represented-the seal, sea lion, tortoise, turtle, fishes, and serpents.
Some of the objects thus treated were purely ornamental, while others
were utilitarian; batons de commandement, poniard or dagger handles,
and similar specimens were for utility, while other specimens were
apparently intended as playthings. Many of them are so broken as to
afford no clue to their· purpose. This was the art of the Paleolitllic
period. That of the succeeding periods, the Neolithic and ~ronze
ages, was of a different style. It was almost entirely decorative and
was etched or cut on pottery and bronze objects of utility. During
this period there was only the slightest attempt on the part of the artists to represent living or material objects. The decorative art of that
period consisted mostly of designs in geometric forms, as squares,
circles, lozenges, chevrons, herringbones, zigzags, and crosshatch. Dr.
Schliemann thought be found, upon some of' the objects found in the
Third City of Troy, representations of burning altars and occasional
rude repre entations of animals like the hare. The Swastika seem to
ha·r n been used throughout the latter period, and is believed to have
beeu a symbol representing good luck, good fortune, long life, _much
happiness, etc., and to have been the first and earliest symbol Ill u 0
among men.
The e periods (Neolithic and Bronze) brought an entire change i~ the
culture of man as well as in his art. He became sedentary, bavrn (Y •
local habitation and place of residence. He became an agriculturi. t
. <l ]W
a well a a hunter and fisher; had a religion-at least he burie
d ad a though in recognition of a future state. He built boo e contructed forts and fortres es; be built tumuli, mound , and clolrn. n·,
and rect <l great tone obelisks, sometimes in groups aud line wbi ·b:
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for want of a better name, are called alignments. He acquired the art
of and became an adept in chipping, grinding, polishing, and drilling
stone, especially the hard flint and tough jade, of which he left some
magnificently wrought specimens. A few whistles have been found
belonging to the Pa1eolithic period, but the greater proportion of them
belong to the Neolithic period and Bronze age. The American Indian
and his congeners, those on the West Indian Islands or Antilles, were
in the Neolithic stage of culture and their decorative art was practically the same as of that age in Europe. They excelled their European
brethren, however, in making rude drawings and pictures, principally
petroglyphs, many of them, doubtless, ideographs, telling a story by
their description. rrhey often reproduce the human figure, which the
European rarely di<l. The aborigines of Mexico, Central, and the northwestern part of South America, although still in the Stone age, reached
a higher civilization, mainly manifested by their fine sculpturing of
stone, the erection of extensive and magnificent temples, and their
ideographic language.
No theory will be propounded in this paper, the only intention being
to present facts on which arguments can be made and theories built.
The sociology of the prehistoric man will not be essayed, and no a priori
arguments will be introduced to explain the psychology of prehistoric
man, nor will any philosophic treatise be attempted, giving pretended
explanations of the causes which impelled aboriginal man to indulge in
essays at resthetic art other than the requirements of his condition or
the suggestion of his fancy. To do this would be to substitute theory
for fact.
The present paper will be devoted to Prehistoric art, and will not
deal with Prehistoric anthropology. That subject is left to other works,
a list of the principal of which is given in the author's Handbook,1
published in the Report of the United States National Museum of
1887-88.
The Paleolithic period, the earliest epoch of the Stone age, obtained
its highest known development in western Europe, ·possibly because it
bas been more profoundly studied there than elsewhere. By common
consent it has there been ubdivided into epochs according to the
degree of art manife ted. Different names have been given to these
epochs, and while there has been some di pute about detail , the main
proposition of ~ Paleolithic period earlier than the Neolithic has been
accepted by all.
.
The peculiar characteri tic of the implem n ts of the aleolithic period
i that man' cutting implements, u ually of tone, preferably fl.int,
were always made by chipping. In the later epoch of the , leolithic
period certain imp1 ment were made of one an
ground or moothed, while tho e of ton wer not.
ti not h wev r,
to be suppo ed that every chipped tone impl ment longed. t tlle
1

A. Study of Pr historic A.nthrop logy,

. -97.
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Paleolithic period, for the prehistoric man of the Neolithic period
chipped many implements of stone. · All implements of flint, whether
Paleolithic or Neolithic, were made partly or wholly by chipping.
Arrow and spear heads, knives, scrapers, drills, perforators, and such,
of whatever age, period, or epoch, when of flint, were made wholly by
chipping, while many implements of stone made by grinding or polishing were first prepared by chipping or hammering. It is, therefore,
proper that a paper on Prehistoric art should begin with flint chipping.
CHELLEEN EPOCH (ALLUVIUM).

The beginning of fliut chipping is found in the flint implements of
the Ohelleen epoch, called by some persons in Europe the Alluvial, by
others the Cave Bear period.
M. de Mortillet, in his subdivision of the Paleolithic period, names
this the Ohellcen epoch after the station of Ohelles (Plate 2), in the valley of the River MarneJ a few miles east of Paris. This station was

Fig.1.
QUATERNARY GRAVELLY DEPOSIT AT CllELLES, SECTION WHEREIN PALEOLITHIC IMPLEMENTS
ARE FOUND.
Cleuziou, Creation de !'Homme eL Jes Premiers Ages de l'IIumauiLe, p. 172, fig. gs ,

cbo en as representative because the implements were there found in
their greatest purity, tlJongh not iu their greatest number. The e
ha,ve in England been called drift implements because they have been
found principally in the river drifts or deposits. Their original po ition
indicate tbe same antiquity as the gravel deposit themselves.
There was a time when the water of the rivers filled the valleys from
hill to hill, pouring down with a ru h its irre i tible current, erodin<Y
th earth, and, if n ed be, the rock, to make for it elf an outlet.
time progre ed he water ubsided and the current be 'ame le powerful. The and and gravel which had before been carried out to th
sea beO'an to be depo ited in thi bend and on that point, until at la t
the cl po it cam to the surface of the water and formed what i n w
the higbe t terrace. This narrowed the river and the terrace becam '
new river bank. Thi proce wa. r peated again and again, uutil th
river :finally retreated to it pre ent bed and left it terrace , sometiru

Report of U . S. National Museum, 1896 .-W ilson.

PLATE

PREHISTOR IC STATION OF CHELLES SHOWING ALLUVIAL D EPOSITS, IN TH E V ALLEY OF THE
RIVER MARNE, 19 KILOMETERS E AST OF P ARIS.

leuziou, Creation de l'Homme, p. 173, fig. 101.

2.
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-three in numbet, the first being higher, deeper, and more distant from
the river than the others. These are now marks of the successive
stages in the formation of the river valleys.
The gravelly deposit of the River Marne at Ohelles forms the plain of
the river valley. It is from 22 to 26 feet in thickness (Plate 2). The
sand and gravel rests upon the original chalk and is about on a level
with the highest floods of the river in modern times. These deposits
are of different -degrees of fineness and are laid in strata or layers,
showing that they were made by the action of the water (fig. 1). The
strata are not always continuous, and they differ in thickness and position, showing the water to have had varying currents. Large, erratic
bowlders are found occasionally. The sand and gravel are sometimes
intercalated with other strata, which show a cha,n ge in the surrounding
conditions. The most frequentofthese is an irregular stratum of~alcareous cement. In other places are pockets or strata containing various
solutions of iron, the percolating water from which gives the color to the
implements described, and sometimes forms the cement itself.
There has been much discussion over the time and manner of the
formation of these river valleys and the deposit of their sand and
gravel as bearing on their antiquity. Such a discussion is unnecessary here, but all disputants are agreed that implements of human
industry are found in these river gravels in positions which indicate
their deposit at the time of the original formation and at a distance
from the river and depth below the surface · which indicate their
antiquity to be equal with the earliest deposits. Whether they were
swept do wn from the springs which formed the head waters of the
river, wer e dropped on the borders of the stream in the near neighborhood, or precisely in what manner they became involved with the sand
and gr av el in which they are now found, is not only unknown but there
bas not y et b een any entirely satisfactory theory developed.
A ser ies of these implements is presented, side and edge views, so
that t h e student may underst and the differences b et ween these and
the t hinner leaf- shaped implements and spearheads of other p eriods
and ep och , with which they are not to be confoundec1. These differ ences are vital, an d as they can not b e brought out b y a side view
alone, an edge view is deemed somet imes indispensable. Some of the
implement from Chelles are extremely crude and rough and belong to
a v ery primitive industry, yet they may not be omitted from a work on
Prehistoric art.
The Chell "en implements figured represent the standards £ r hi
epoch. They are mo tly oval, with a cutting edge at th point, contrary to tho e of the Neolit hic eriod. The body of th im 1 m nt i
thick after th hape of an almond or pe, ch t n
n 11 t th in an
fl.at, as a laur 1 leaf, lik tho e of a lat r po h. T y w r
f fr t
wh r that tone wa
tain bl ; wb r it w, . n t qu, rtz, lHl
ite seem to ave been employed. The fliut h ay r ke
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with a conchoidal fracture, and this may frequently be seen. Some
specimens were made from bowlders, and in chipping to a cutting edge
or point the crust of the pebble was often left as a grip.
Fig. 2 (Cat. No. 99440, U.S.N.
M.) is one of these. It comes
from the station of Thennes,
in the river ..Arve, an affluent
of the Somme, France. It bas
been finely chipped to a sharp
cutting edge around one end.
Fig. 3 (Cat. No. 11083, U.S.N.
M.) represents one of the-same
type from Thetford, England.
It shows the chalky crust for
a grip, while the other end is
chipped to a point, as though
for digging rather than cutting. These pebbles both belong to the chalk formation,
Fig. 2.
PALEOLITHIC CHELLEEN IMPLEMENT OF CHIPPED FLINT.
as do 1nost of the flints from
From the River .A.rve, at the prehistoric station of
these countries. Fig. 4 (Cat.
Thennes, France.
No. 35121, U.S.N.M.) repreCat. o. 99440, U.S.N.M. ½ natural size .
sents a standard type of these
implements from the valley of the Loire, central France. It is oval
or almond-shaped, with the cutting edge at the point, but has been
made of flint from a ledge, and
not from a nodule or pebble.
The entire surface, both ides
and edges, bas been worked by
chipping, though the butt or
grip is thicker and has its edges
battered so that it can be better
held in the band. The hand
may al o have been protected
against the sharp edges or corner by a bit of skin, fur, gra s,
or similar substance. It is
doubted whether any of these
implements were attache<l to a
handle. It required great care
and labor for the Paleolithic
Fig. 3.
workmen to chip them to tbi PALEOLITHIC CHil:LLEEN lMPLEMENT OF CHIPPED FL!.
harp edge all around, and when
Gra.vels of the Litt.le Ouse, Norfolk, England.
OdOneitprOdUCedan implement
Cat. o. llO 3, U . • . lll. ½natural size.
tbeform of whi h wa th most difficult to ucces fully in ertin ahandJ ·
To make a firm attacbmeut of an implement of this form, the haudl mu
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envelop it at its greatest diameter, and herein lies the first diffi.culty.
If the sharpened implement be insufficiently inserted it will drop out;

if only partially inserted a few hard blows would split the handle· if
.
.
'
it be mserted too far the same blow will drive it through.
The particular or special use of the Chelleen implement is unknown,
though it may easily be surmised. The wise men of Europe have made
many guesses and suppositions, but beyond the suggestion of a cutting
or digging implement
adapting itself to varying
daily needs of the aboriginal man, all these are
naught but speculation.
Many of the implements
bear undoubted traces of
use on their cutting edges.
Sir John Evans, in his
latest work, reverts to his
first and original opinion,
that "it is nearly useless
to speculate as to the purposes to which they were
applied." Sir John Lubbock says:
Almost as w ell might we ask

to what would they not be
applied. Infinite as are our
instruments, who would atFig.4.
tempt, even at present, to say
PALEOLITHIC CHELLF.EN IMPLEMENT OF CHIPPED F LINT.
what was the u se of a knife f
Loire Valley, central France.
Bnt the primitive savage had
Cat, No, 35121, U.S . .M. ½ naturnl size,
no su ch choice of tools. vVe
see before us, perhaps, the wh ole contents of his workshop, and with these weapons,
rude as they seem to us, he may have cut down trees, scooped tbem out into canoes,
grubbed up roots, killed animal s and enemies, cut up his food, made holes in winter
through the ice, prepared firewood, etc.

Attention is called to tbe relation of width to thickness of the specimens shown, especially in fig. 4, because this is a characteristic of
Paleolithic types, and one of the recognizable differences between
CheDeen and all other implements. This pecimen is 3[2-6 inches in
width and 1¾ inches in thickness-orthethickne sis 53 per cent of the
width. The average Solutreen and Neolithic leaf- ha1 ed implement
of this width are ab ut three-four1ID. of an inch, or 22 per cent of the
width.
The :flint of which these implements are made ha , in many pecimen ,
pa ed, ince their manufacture, through cert in chemical and by i 1
changes on the urface.
ome ho, a, certain rillian y in o
th
c 1 r ha changed to r d or yellow, an
hr n h h s · le o
chalky white. This chang , all
vu.,L.Lvl;;,u.
y c nt ·t with
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the atmosphere or the earth, or with the water which has percolated
through the earths in the neighborhood, generally those containing
iron, and these have changed the chemical combination of the flint on
its surface. This change sometimes extends deep into the stone, and
in sma11 specimens under favorable conditions may pass entirely
through it. 1 In the United States all this might be called weathering;
in France it is called patiue. The objection to the former word is that
it conveys, possibly involuntarily, some relation to the weather, while
the patine may be formed on specimens deep in the earth. Dendrites
are also formed on the specimens. These changes are evidences of antiquity of the
specimens, and to the experienced eye become testimonials of its genuineness.
Fig. 5 (Cat. No. 99457, U.S.
N.M.) represents a slightly
differ"ent form. It is longer,
narrower, thicker, and is more
pointed. I ts length is 6:t
inches, width 2-g- inches, and
thickness li inches, or 71 per
cent. It comes from the forest
of Othe, department of Aube
or Y onne, eastern central
France, and is one of the
many surface finds of France.
It has been strongly objected
to similar specimens found in
the United States that, being
found practically on the surface, they are not evidence of
Fig. 5.
a Paleolithic period,· and the
PALEOLITHIC CHELLU:EN IMPLEMENT OF CHIPPED FLINT.
From the (surface) forest of Othe, eastern central
force of this objection is adFrauce.
mittoo. However, many such
Cat. ~o. 99457, U.S.N.M. ½ natural size.
implements have been found
on the surface of the l1igh plateaus of western Europe, and they bave
always been considered as true paleoliths. This question is not to be
argued here; those interested in it are referred to the handbook 2 previou ly cited, where some of the instances are stated and· authoritie
quoted.
It has already been remarked that most of the Paleolithic impl ·
ments from western Europe are of fl.int, but all are not so. An exten1
eo. P. Merrill, A Treatise on Rocks and Rock-w athering, U. . ... ational 1Ius •um,
New York, 1 97.
2
I'age 611.
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sive workshop for the manufacture of Paleolithic implements was
found on or near the surface at Bois du Rocher not far from Dinan,
France, by MM. Micault and
Fornier, of Rennes. The material was quartzite, and chips,
flakes, hammer stones, and unfinished implements, with the
usual debris, were found, and
along with them a number of
finished implements, of which
:fig. 6 (Oat. No. 99541, U.S.N.
M.) represents one. It has the
same peculiarity of relative
thickness as other Paleolithic
implements, but is more disk6
Fig. ·
shaped than any heretofore
PALEOLITHIC CHELLEEN IMPLEMENT OF CHIPPED
shown.
QUAR'l' ZITE.
Implements corresponding
Bois Du Rocher, near Dinan, Brittany, France.
to those of th~ Uhelleen epoch
Micault ancl Fornier. Cat. No. 99541, U.S.N.M . ½ natural size.
are found practically over the world. This would indicate the expansion of that civilization and the duration of the epoch to have been
much greater thau has been supposed. Those from Great Britain are
found only iu the eastern
and southern portion from
Norfolk around to Devonshire and Lands End.
They have been found in
every quarter of France
aucl southern Belg·ium, in
al1 parts of Italy, aud in
Spaili and Portugal (fig. 7).
They have not been found
in northern England, Scotland, Wale , nor northern
Ireland; neither in northern Belgium, nor Holland,
nor in the candinavian
countri , n r that portion
of Germany bord rin
n
the Baltic no · in northern
The
Fig. 7.
p>-1,EOLITBlC C:HELLEEN IMPLRME!I/T 01!'

Catlailhac,.

HIPPED QUARTZITE .

Leiria, n ear Li !!bon , Portugal.
pain anti P,,rtugal, p. W, fil(S. 2~ and 2-1. ½ natural ai1,1• •

......... orth
a. Pal olitbic impl ments h el>
tine, in India fr m ombay to 'alcutt (flg. ,
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m Cambodia, in Japan, in .Africa (fig. 9, Cat. No. 170677, U.S.N.M.), up
the valley of the Nile, and lately in the United States.
ST • .A.CHEULEEN EPOCH (ALLUVIUM).

Some of the prehistoric archreologists of France have sought to make
. a subdivision of the culture of the Chelleen epoch and to denominate
the specimens from St. .Acheul near .Amieils on the Somme River,
France, by the name of that station. These specimens are thinner,
with smaller flakes; are :finer in their manufacture, and show an
improved art of flint chipping. Fig. 10 represents one of these specimens. It is of flint, pointed, almond-shaped, showing part of crust of
pebble left for grip, and with cutting edge at the small end.

Fig. 8.
PALEOLITHIC

CHELLEEN 11\IPLEMENT
QUARTZITE.

Fig. 9.
OF

Laterite beds near Madras, India.
Cat. o. 190, U.S. .M. ½ natural size.

CHIPPED

PALEOLITHIC CHELLEEN QUARTZITE IMPLE·
MENT.

Africa.
Cat. No. 170677, U.S.N.111.

½ natural size.

FLINT l}:IPLEMENTS IN THE UNI'l'ED S'l'.A.TES.

Implement in large number have been discovered in nearly every
State of tlle nited State , bearing great resemblance in form, appearance, aud mode of manufacture to the Paleolithic (Cbelleen and St.
.Acheul ~e11) implement from we tern Europe and the localitie ju t
mentioned. If ace pted a ucb, their presence would prove the occupation of .America by a prehi toric race of the same culture statu .
'l'be investigation concerning these implements ha. not been very profound nor ha it beens ttled to the sati faction of all prehi toric ar 11, ·
ologi ' t , perhap not even to a majority, that they are truly Pal oli hi·
implem nt . Th re have been vari us ·ontention, oncerniug tlli . n
this ubject the author ha formulated hi onclusion a follo"· :
1t i apparent on ligh iu I ectiou that th e implem nt foun 1
in the nit d tate , al bough mo tly 011 the urface ar of th
Paleolithic t peas those found in the gravel of Europe and el wh r ·
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No attempt is made to define Paleolithic civilization or culture, nor
to describe the man who made or employed these implements. These
implemeuts are not declared to be either glacial or preglacial, yet they
have been found in glacial gravels, and they are decided to be different
from the implement common to the Neolithic civilization of .America.
Thus they furnish a working hypothesis indicating a stage of Paleolithic culture in America. This conclusion is expressed under all
reserve, and subject to future discoveries. .As a ,vorking hypothesis,
it may stimulate investigators to _search in such gravels, fl.uvial or
glacial, as may be suspectedof containing them.
This might induce investigators and collectors to
gather and save them as
valuable to science, to
note all objects, and to
correctly report all possible information concerning tl.tem. In Europe, Paleolitliic man belonged to
a past geologic age called
t here the Quaternary; tlle
objects of bis iudustry
were found associated
w ith the remains of extinct animals usually fossilized, belonging to the
aforesaid geologic epoch,
aud, therefore, if we are to
1i nd Paleolithic man in
.America in times of similar antiquity, we must call
to our aid the science of
Fig. lo .
geology. If Paleolithic
PALEou1·a10 A cHEULtEN IMPLEMENT oF cmPPEo FLINT.
man occupied America,
Gravels of Llte River Somme, at St. cbeul, France.
w-bether he be the Indian
Cat. No. 137535, U .S.N .Jlf. ½ natural size.
or Iii ancestor, the implements will surely be found sometim and
somewhere; and then those who are now opposed will agree. f the
jmplement are not found, then those now favoring will
mp lled t
gi-ve it up. In any event, the inve tigation sbould be mad , and
~ ver e deci iou is ju tifiable while the uestion i p ntling.
ti not intended to make here any argurn nt f voring a al Ii hie
e ,och in merica, but only to note the imilarity i th arly pr 'hi -to i · -'·imes in tbe art of flint chippin · in hur p
n l th r l ·~ 1i i
·th the am art in America. A. ri
f im 1 m nt fr
-trY i her pre ented. ~ ig .11 an<l 1 2 re re t
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13 and 14, those from Wyoming; 15, from Mount Vernon, Virginia.
Plates 3 and 4 represent a series from the District of Columbia and
Mount Vernon, Virginia,
respectively.
.A.s examples of the earliest art products of man
throughout the world,
this series is inserted.
It has been contended
that human occupation
during the Cavern period in Europe was contemporaneous with the
Glacial period, that the
inhabitants had theretofore lived without particular habitations, and
the climate being warm
and moist, they were
without particular need
of any; but on the approach of cold, incident
Fig. ii.
to glaciers, the inhabiRunE CHIPPED FLINT IMPLEMENT OF PALEOLITHIC TYPE.
tan ts retreated to the
Side and edge views.
T exas.
Cat.

o. 211 52, U .S.N .M. · ½ natural siz e.

caverns for warmth and
Shelter,

It appears certain that there was at the beginning of this epoch a
material change in human art and industry. The Chelleen and St.
.A.cheuleen implements, so widespread, were superseded by objects now
found in the caves and rock shelters occupied by man. This statement might
be doubted if it rested on a few objects,
but its truth will be apparent when we
consider that these implements have
been found throughout western Europe
by hundreds of seekers, in thousands
of places, and to the number of tens of
thousand , but never associated with
ca e implements or objects; while on
the other hand, tens of thousands of
Fig. 12.
avern implements and obiects have RUDE CHIPPE D FLIXT i)IP !.EME~T OF PALEO·
J
LI T JIJ C T YPE .
been found in their appropriate place,
Side and edge views.
Texas.
and never a ociat d icith Ohelleen or
Cat. ·o. 1727 9, .. . ,-.)r. ¾ natnrsllli• •
t. A ·heuleen implenients. I say ne erif au · have be n thu found, he roportion i insi ni:fi.cant, n ton in
a hun redi so bat the s tatement i ubstantially true.

Report of U.S. National Museum, 1896.-Wilson.

RUDELY C H ' PPED QUARTZITE I MPLEMENTS OF PALEOLITHIC TYPE .

PLATE

3.

Report of U. S. Natio nal Museum, 1896,-Wilson .

PLATE

SER IE S O F R UDELY C HIPPE D Q UAR T ZITE I MPLEME T S OF P ALEOLITHIC T YPE.

ural lz •

4-

PLATE

Report of U.S. Nationai Museum, 1896.- Wilson .

MAP OF THE RIVE R VEZE.RE ( 00RDOGNE ) 1 FRANCE, SHOWING SETTLEMENTS IN THE
PALEOLITHIC

PERIOD.

Scale, nhu-

5.
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Hundreds of caves and rock shelters have been found throughout westernEurope bearingevidenceof their human occupation duringthis period.
Many of them are located on the River V ezere, Dordogne; Plate 5 represents a map of the River Vezere, from Les
Eyzies, where it emptiesinto the Dordogne
River, to Le Moustier,
10 kilometers above.
The principal prehistoric ca ve!.'ns in
this neighborhood are
LeMoustier, LaMadelabie, Laugerie Haute
and Basse, Gorge
d'Enfer, Cro-Magnon,
and Les Eyzies, but
there are others smallFig. 13.
er in size and less in
importance. M. E. RUDE cmPPED IMPLEMENT oF PALE0L1Tuw TYPE oF BLACK FUNT.
Riviere discovered a
Side and edge views.
new cave during the
Wyoming.
SUilliller of 1896.
.
Cat. No. 11 535, U.S.N.M. ½ natural size.
In the summer of 1884 the author visited this locality and inspected
and worked in some of these caverns. The cavern of Le Moustier has·
been excavated to the bed rock throughout, and all traces of bnman

occupation in prehistoric times removed. The principal objects of
human industry found therein
were points and scrapers, with
cores, flakes, chips, deb1-is, etc.
On the plateau at the top of the
cliff ·ome of the smalleraud:finer
specimens of the St. Acbeul 'ien
type have been found, with
chip , core , and d'ibri . Tlli
has been J:>re ented a evi lencc
of the re1ation bip twe n th
Chell ,en epoch and th 1 u ·Fig. 14.
teri n, wbi ·h u c e l i . t
RUDE CHIPPED D1PLEMb: 'T o~· PALIJ:OLITBIC TYPE,
1· rem rkabl ' l h
h 11 g cl
BROWNISH-YELLOW JASPEli.

Side and edge views.
Wyoming.
Cat. N o. 105-13,

a

ha~

.s .•·.. 1. ½ natural ahe.

t
tb

t

1

t

f

t
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period and that the two stages of culture represent .man's adapta·tion of his art to the changed environment. In tlie earlier epoch
the climate was warm, and man had apparently, or possibly, no need
for shelter or clothing, as no traces of either have been found; all bis
implements were weapons, and suitable for the chase or, jf need be, for
war. In the later epoch the weapon became a spearhead or harpoon
(more likely the latter), while a new implement, the scraper, is introduced, by which he is supposed to have utilized tbe skin of animals which he had killed by making
them into clothing or coverings. The
caverns which were his new habitations furnished him both shelter and
warmth.
MOUSTERIEN EPOCH (CAVERN
. PERIOD).

In the subdivision of tlie Cavern
period the earliest epoch has been
called Mousterien from the cavern of
Le Moustier ·(Plate 6). The peculiar
art of this epoch and that which caused
Fig. 15 . .
the
subdivision are the points (Plate 7)
RUDE CHIPPED QUARTZITE IMPLEMEN1' OF
PALEOLITHIC TYPE, MADE FROU A PEBBLE,
and scrapers (Plate 8) found in such
Side and edge views.
numbers, especially in thjg cavern.
Mount Vernon, Virginia.
These specimens may not be the highCat. N o. 1073 loao, U.S.N.M, ½ natural Fize ,
est art, yet they are interesting from
an artistic point of view no less than from an anthropological, for
they are the first improvement in fl.int chipping, the earliest art learned
by man. It is a step in th~ evolution of that art, and will be followed
by another step in the next succeeding _epoch. These points are the
earliest analogous to spearheads, made or use<l by man, and undoubtedly
the ancestor or forerunner of all arrow or spear heads.
The Mousterien scraper was the earliest implement of its kind made
by man. These, as well as the Mousterien points just described, were
made usually of fl.int, and by chipping. These specimens are a<lditionaUy interesting as the :first step taken by man in the art of tanning
and a being the oldest specialized tool or utensil known to him.
The fl.int chipping peculiar to this epoch, shown by these specimen ,
is that one side of both utensils i left mooth as when struck from the
nodule or nucleus by the blow that knocked off t,he flakes (Plate 1
and 8, fig. a ). The back ha been made shapely by smalJer flake
u ually three iu number, slruck off longitudinally ( late 7 and 8 -ficr. b).
Thi i the very beginning of thi art, and a we , ee how the opera ti n
became impro d we will wonder at the adeptness with which it am e
to be performed.

Report of U. ·s. National Museum 1896
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ENGR.A.VING, SCULPTURE, AND

P .A.INTING.

M.A.DEL.AINIEN EPOCH.

M. Lartet named this the Reindeer epoch because of the great number of remains of this animal found during his explorations in southern
France. Plate 11 is a perspective view of the station of La Madelaine.
It is a rock shelter, not being of sufficient d~pth to be
called a cave or cavern. The rock overhangs, as is
shown in the plate and as is still better shown in
plate 12, of Laugerie Basse. The base of the cliff
was eroded by the stream and the projection afforiled shelter for its human occupant. The author
spent some time in this station, and found it, contrary to the condition . of the other stations, far from
being exhausted. Its owner prohibits further . excavation by the
public, and requires everything to ,
be done under his own supervision
and with bis special permission.
The station extends many yards
along the foot of the cliff. We were
much surprised, on digging through
the earth, which appears to· have
washed in and filled up the mouth
of the shelter, to find a deposit 8 or
10 feet deep of flint flakes or blades,
more or less broken. Their principal
value was in showing the extent of
huma11 occupation, either by a great
Fig.17.
number
of people or for a long
FLINT SCRA PER WITH
RoUNDEn ENo (PA·
period of time, or perhaps both.
LEoLiTmc).
After all the excavations made by
La. Madelaine <DorLartet
in 1862-63 and by his followdogne), France.
fortetaodchristy. ½oaters in the twenty ucceeding years,
urat size.
these fl.int pieces were fOund by us
in such numbers that they rattled under the stroke of
the pick or mattock as though we had been digging
in a dump heap of broken pottery.
18
Gro-Magnon.-Uro-Magnon is on the west side of
Fig. ·
FLINT FLAKE (PALEO·
the Ri er Vezere, at the railway station of Les Eyzie , uTmc), PROBABLY A
16 miles outh of Perigueux. 'Ibe prehi tori tation sAw oR KNIFE.
occupied very nearly the site of the pre ent hou e. La Madelaine (Dor·
Tb t t·
· I
l
dogne) , France.
a Wn ha been entire Y excavate( and destroyed, Lartetnnd Christy. ~ nalere was found the celebrated human skull which
uralsize.
ha given it name to the prehi toric race of Cro-Magnon. The
caves and shelters having been the habitations of prehistoric man, th Y
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contain the broken or lost objects of his industry and specimens of his
art. (See Plate 1.)
The culture of La :Madelaine .was similar to that of Laugerie Basse
(See map, Plate 5), but Laugerie Haute had a somewhat different culture, and this caused La Madelaine to be chosen as the representative
and to have given its name to the epoch.
Laugerie Basse.-Plate 12 is a perspective view and section of the
rock shelter of Laugerie Basse. Many objects of prehistoric human
industry and art have been found in it. It was undoubtedly occupied
for a long period of time. The house shown was located on or over the
entrance to the cavern, which, however, had previously been filled with
fallen rocks and earth. The entrance for excavation of tLe cavern was
through the house and under its floor. The principal work of excavation was done by M . .Massenat, of Mailmont, near Brives (Oorreze).
The overhanging rock, projecting about 45 feet, afforded the shelter. This precipice of rock extended
with intervals for several miles up and down the river,
with many other occupied caverns and rock shelters,
which showed a dense population or long-continued
occupation , or both.
Despite the employment of horn and bone, flint continued to a large extent to be used for implements.
The scraper of the Mousterien epoch had its edge on
the side, while in the Madelainien epoch the scraping
edge had changed to the end (fig. 17), and this form
continued into historic times. Flint flakes abounded
b
a
during this epoch, some large, long, and thin, with
F ig. 19.
sharp edges, probably u sed for knives (fig. 18); others FLINTP01NTsoR n R1LLs .
small and fine, with delicat ely wrought corners L a dogn
Madelaine <Dore), Fran ce.
and points (fig. l9 a, b), probably intended_ for drills. Lartet and Chri•ty. Nnturnl
Here we leave paleolithic flint chipping, and b esize.
cause the man of this epoch turned his attention to other manifestations of ar t we h ave to follow him. The subiect will receive further
'
.J
•
attention i n the chapter on the Neolithic period.
ENGRAVINGS ON BONE, HORN, .A.ND I V ORY .

uman mind. 1
1

Se Intr

u ·ti
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sometimes of etchings or engravings on stone, bone, or horn. If on
wood, such specimens have decayed or been otherwise lost. Bone,
horn, and ivory became known during this epocJ-1, and were now first
employed by man for msthetic and decorative purposes as well as for
utility.
Judge E. Piette, one of the most ardent and persistent explorers of
the prehistoric sta'tions of France, confining his investigations largely
to the grottoes, caverns, and rock shelters belonging to the Paleolitliic
period, having spent twenty-five years in this pursuit, has made discoveries and formulated theories with regard to the arts and industries
of the early prehistoric man in that country that are entitled to serious
consideration.
He awards the fullest credit to the investigations of Lartet and
Christy, of Vibraye, Franchet, Garrigou, and others. He admits the
discovery of three types of human industry as found in the caverns of
Le Moustier, Laugerie Haute, and Madelaine, and eulogizes De Mortillet
for his creation of the .Archeo-Ethnologic science, or as De Mortillet
himself puts it, Palethnology.
Judge Piette concedes the importance of the discoveries and studies
of these leaders, and joins their followers, now comprising all the
students of the science in France and nearly all in Europe, and the rest
of the world, in the belief now universally accepted that man occupied
western Europe contemporaneously with the great mammals of tbe
prior geologic epoch, now extinct, such as the three species of elephant,
the cave bear, Irish elk, and Rhinoceros merclcii and tichorinus.
The early explorers were so elated with the discovery of the many
evidences of this early existence of man that they were apparently content to note only the differences in the objects of his art and industry
found in the different caverns. Judge Piette pushed his investigations
another step and sought to discover stratigraphic differences in every
cavern explored. In this task he has been eminently successful, and
has traced through the various strata of the different caverns the origin
of human art and industry, its evolution, apogee, transformations,
decline, and sometimes its disappearance. Out of all this he has, while
adhering generally to the classification of De Mortillet, made some
changes and given new names. He doubts if the origin of man or his
first appearance as man is accounted for iu De Mortillet's classification. So be gives to his earliest term the name of "passcige," associating man with the Elephas antiquus, E. meridionalis, E. pri11iigeniu ,
and a plioceno fauna. His ClJelleen epoch has the same fauna, with a
predominance of Elephas antiquus, and all this he declares to have been
preglacia.J.
Ili. next grand division includes the Glacial epoch with the division
of Mou terien, wherein man was associated with the Elephas pri7nigenii1, , Rhinoceros tichorhinus and Ursus spelceus. This compri, tbe
art and industry of the same epoch in de _Mortillet's classification.
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Piette's classification here differs from de Mortillet's, be inclining to
use tbe names of animals and of industries rather than of localities,
so instead of Solut,r een and Madelainien he calls them Equidian, Tarandian or Oervidian, and Hippiquian. But so far as these epochs relate
to art he denominates the entire period as" Glyptique," and divides
them, beginning with the earliest, according to their respective strata
as found by him in the caverns, as follows: (1) Sculptures in the
round; (2) sculpture in bas-relief; (3) engravings, champleve and simple,
needles, harpoons of reindeer and deer born. This closes his period
"Glyptique," and takes him into the epoch of transition at the close
of the Glacial period. In the latter part the ancient animals have
become extinct and are replaced by the modern fauna. His next subdi vision, still in the Paleolithic period, he calls "Asylien," from the
Grotte Mas d'Azil, the peculiar art product of which was the colored
pebbles to be described in the paragraph on painting. During this last
division of the period of transition the glaciers had disappeared, the climate had changed, and the reindeer and other cold-loving animals had
de-parted. The classification of Judge Piette subsequent to this, though
changed somewhat in form and name, is substantially the Neolithic or
-polished-stone age, the age of bronze, and the :first age of iron, as
now recognized by prehistodc archreologists.
Judge Piette says that the remains of Equus predominate in the
lower strata in tbe caverns, while the remains of Oervus pre<lominate in the upper strata or those next above; and for this reason he
makes two principal divisions of his period Glyptique-Equidjan and
Oervidiau. He draws from these facts the conclusion that there was a
change ill the food of man. During the earlier period he used more
horse meat, which accounts for the larger number of bones; while in
thA later period he used a greater amount of deer meat, which accounts
for the greater number of the bones of reindeer, deer, etc. From these
circumstances and those growing out of 'them he speculates upon a
change of climate. Horses, it is said, would only live in a mo<l.erately
cold climate on plains producing grass and similar food. The reindeer,
on the other hand, prefer dry and cold food, a moss and lichen , ~nd
they will thrive and increase i11 a climate where hor e · would per1 h.
Piette certifies to the fact that the Teplaciug of the hor e y th reind r
is more complete in the cavern in the monutaiu than in th e i th
valleys and on the plains. One poiu t ~ade by J u<lg
_ie t i tlu_,
much the large t number of cu1p ure, m b round (w 1 h £ rn ' ln
first division) were in ivory, wbil the gr at t num er f
and other specimens of he
ly ti u art
reindeer horn. Thi , c riou ly n
b i
animals furni bing the re. p tive m
1.
in that country-fir t the el p ant
horse and lastly the reindeer.
It is' not inteu d e d b Y th e a th r o f, 11 win hi 1 ap r
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classification. It may be more correct than any other, but that has to
do with archooology rather tlrnn with art, and so its consideration need
not be here continued. Nor is it intended, in presonting specimens of
art, to attempt any chronologic order of their appearance, nor to separate them into schools or classes. This may be done in the future, but
the science of Prehistoric Anthropology is not sufficiently advanced to
enable it. to be done now with assurance of success. The prime fact
with ~hich we have·to deal is that these specimens were made by man
at a period of high antiquity, and that they show an unwonted ability
in primitive art. We have here art for art's sake. Artists and art
critics may theorize as to its origin, but here we have the hard fact.

a,

d

b

Fig. 20.
FLINT GRAVERS.

La Madelaine (Dordogne), France.
Lartet and Christy. ¾ natural size.

The most wonderful exhibition of art in this epoch was in tbe representation of animal life. Sometimes the animals are at rest, but many
times they are in action. Hunting scenes are depicted in which the
hunter, a, man, is shown in pur 'uit of his game and in active conflict
with it. In one a man is throwing a spear; in another the erpent bite
his heel; deer are hown iu action; the reindeer with his no e high in
the air and born thrown ou his back; a reindeer brow ing and representing a veritable land. cape with perspective drawing. The engra ing and sculpture re.pre ent the mammoth, the reindeer, horse, bi on,
mu k ox birds :fi h, serpent, and other . Some of th se are ar ti
animal now found only in cold countri
other are extin t. A mammoth wa engraved on a pla uc of frory (part of hi own u k ) a,
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DECORATIVE GEOMETRIC AND CONVENTIONAL DESIGNS OF THE PALEOLITHIC PE RIOD
IN EUROPE .
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cave bear was engraved on a pebble of schist, a poniard was made of
reindeer horn, the handle being in the form of the reindeer himself.
These all came from southern France, and are evidence of the existence
of these animals in that locality, for the artist must have seen them
before he could depict
them. , They are the first
r.
known drawings from life.
Grctvers.-Fig. 20, a, b,
c, d, represents gravers of
fliut. These gravers are
not lressed to a sharp
point from all sides, but
have a Y-shaped point, as
does the graver's tool of
to-day. We have many of
the originals in the National Museum, of which
some are quite worn, while
others are sharp and could
be . now used to engrave
the bones as in prehistoric
times.
The implements and
utensils of everyday use
were decorated with an
art by no means contemptible. The ornamentation
\of harpoons, daggers, and
similar objects shows an
appreciation of decorative
art as applied to household or domestic uses not
d.
c.
b.
a.
unworthy of the nineFig. 21.
HARPOONS OF REINDEER UORN.
teenth century. These
La :Madelaine (Don1ogn ), France.
constitute the first or eleLnrtet nnd Christy.

'>., natural &11.e.
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the harpoon is straight from one end to th~ other, while the barbs are
symmetrically placed; whether opposite or alternated, their spaces are
equal, they have the same form, and point in the same direction.
Animals.-The animals of this epoch were represented in great numbers, about three hundred specimens having been discovered, comprising nearly every animal known. There are some reptiles, more fish, a
few birds, and many mammals. The reptiles are scarcely determinable.
Of the fish, the salmon, the trout, and the brochet have been recognized.
A. swan was found at Laugerie Basse. There is a fair representation of
what is probably the entire fauna of the epoch. The principal ones were
the cave bear, mammoth, reindeer, horse, ox (two species, the urus and
the aurochs), deer, mountain goat, antelope, chamois, wild boar, wolf, fox,

.l<'ig. :.all.
CA VE BEAR ENGRAVED ON .A. FLAT OVAL PEBBLE OF SCHIST.

Grotto of Massat, .A.riege.
Otigina l, Musee de Foix . Na tural siz; ,

bear, lynx, otter, seal, walrus, and rabbit. There are a few representations of animals as yet unrecognized. One is the small animal resembling a cat, engraved on both sides of the bone disk (fig. 58). To this
list of animals, of course, man must be added.
The ca e bear.-Fig. 22 i · an engraving on a flat stone or water-worn
pebble of chi t, about 6 by 4 by 1 inches, found by Dr. Garrigou in
the Grotto of Mas at (Ariege), a few miles south of Toulon e. The
original is in the prehistoric museum in Foix, where the author aw it.
The characteri tic of the animal are well represented; one can see it
prominent forebead, the irregular line of its back, immense body, hor
and heav l gs. It i identified as the Ursus spelreus, or great aY
b ar which occupied that country in number during the Quaternary
geologic period. It is extinct and has been during all bistoric tim ·
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Its existence is only known from the finding of its fossil bones (fiftysevenindividuals were found in the neighboring Grotto of l'Herm), and
from this the only pictorial representation of it ever made from life. The
engraving bears its own evidence of genuine antiquity. It shows acertain degree of art and will compare favorably in point of execution with
the average representation in outline of such an animal in our naturalhistory school-books. The
correctness of the drawing
seems to be indisputable, for
it corresponds exactly with
the fossil skeletons of the
animal. The United States [
National Museumpossesses "'"
'<
a skeleton of one of these r
animals in Anthropological ~
Hall (Oat. No. 172850).
~
Mammoth .-Fig. 23 rep- -?resents a mammoth, Ele- ._. §
phas primigenius (Blum.), c ~
engraved on a laminated ti ~
fragment of his own tusk. ~ "' ~
n ~Q
It i a thin, oblong piece ; ~ iii
"CD 0
of ivory,
convex on the
side ;~ E
z 3!
•
•
t:, > ryq
accordrng to the cylrnder of '. . _CD ~
;;i t,~ ?'
the tusk, and slightly con- ~- 8. §
cave longitudinally accord- ~ q~t:, r3~
ing to its curvature. It ~ ~ ~
was found at La Madelaine ~ ;
by l\'f. Lartet, and was de- "' ~
scribed in" Compte Rend us c: r:1
de l' .Academie des Scieu- ~ ~ces," 1865. The original is ~
in the Museum of Natural ·!
History in Paris. The lofty [
skull, the bulging and ~curved forehead, the curved
tusks and shaggy hair, identify it satisfactorily. There
have been many skel to s
of the mammoth foun in
various parts of the w rld all fi il.
Siberia found by a u iau
r h
'
down recon
tr cted, an
burg.' The k tch f th
.
it, was not bett r mad_ b 11 1
southern France. It 1
had seen tbe animal, if be

i

1:,:1

S

i

l,j

~
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This paper has nothing to do with real mammoths, when or where
existing. It deals only with artistic representation.s of the animal made
by prehistoric man. Certain engravings of the mammoth have been
found in the United States which are claimed to have been made by
1
the aborignes • The author inserts them here, so that all pictures of
this animal will be grouped together for compadson as works of art,
and not at all with the contention that they belong to the same epoch,
were made by the same people, or that they represent the same culture. The American specimens are inserted solely for convenience of
comparison.
Mammoth (Lenape stone).-Plate 16 (fig. 1) shows the celebrated Lenape stone which has been described by, and received the approval of,
Mr. Henry 0. Mercer, Curator of American and Prehistoric Archreology,
Museum of the University of Pennsylvania.
This paragraph has been submitted to Mr. Mercer with a request for
his criticism. He wrote the following:
Eleven years have passed, during which I have continually watched the subject.
I have found no reason to doubt the genuineness of the Lenape stone. The specimen
still in the possession of Col. H. D. Paxson is an i solated case that might well have
deserved prolonged study on its merits.
At a time when uncertainty prevailed as to human antiquity in North America, as
to the late survival of certain Pleistocene animals like tbe ta,pir, sloth, peccary, castoroides, mastodon, and mammoth, and as to the trne scope of Indian picture writing,
this surprising document came to light suddenly near a center of archreological
study. 1 Not marred by any patent flaw, or notoriously treacherous association, it
seemed to jnvite active investigation from the outset. But the position of those
then responsible for the welfare of archreology, who at little pains deposited an oniis
probandi on the shoulders of the witnesses for the stone and went on their way, has
been negative from the first. To say again that they have not visited the locality,
have not addressed themselves to the pros and cons, and have ignored three other
carved stones found at the same locality, is to reiterate a conviction that they have
slighted the subject.

It has been oqjected that, while t.he object itself was original, the
design or engraving thereon was modern. Mr. Mercer still believes in
the genuine aboriginal character of the engraving as well as of the
object.
No argument is here made on thi question, which belongs to archreology more than to art, but the author sees no rea on to doubt the
authenticity of the de ign or noTaving, and it is presented a an
example of aboriginal meri an art, repre entative of a mammoth or
ma todon. Mr. Mer er wrote an elaborate de cription of the stone and
it di over , entitl d "The Len ape tone, or the Indian and the Mampubli hed in 1 - and be reader who de ires to e.·amine th
and argum ut i re pectfully referred thereto. Tile ir umfar a,
n ·ern u , are that th aboriginal impJem n of
nt cl in plate 1 (fi ·. 1), of the fi rm all d gorg t r p rt bl <l.rilled nd brok n a hown, wa £ und in th

~
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PLATE

I

THE LENAPE STONE, A SLATE GORGET W iTH FIGURE OF MAMM OT H OR MASTODON
ENGRAVED THERE ON.

Found by Bernard Hansell, near Doylestown, Bucks County, Pennsylvan ia.
Paxon collection. 1\ natura l size.

FULG UR SHELL, WITH F IGURE OF MA

E

GRAVED T HEREON.

16.
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1872 and 1881, being turned up by a farmer while plowing on his farm,
4½miles east of Doylestown, Bucks County, Pennsylvania. The two
pieces were found in the same spot, but at different times, with an interval of nine years between. .
·
Mammoth (Dr. Cresson, Delaware).-Plate 16 (fig. 2) is another aboriginal drawing of a mammoth in America. It was found by Dr. H.
T. Cresson and Mr. Saurault, in the neighborhood of Holly Oak Station, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad, Delaware, on the surface
of a tilled field which had been covered for manuring purposes with
peat taken from what Dr. CreRson calls "the fallen forest layer in one
of the adjoining estu·aries of the Delaware River." The engraving
represents a mammoth resembling somewhat that found at La Madelaine (fig. 23). It was engraved in much the same manner, and might

Fig. 24.
nl!:IND.1!:ER BROWSING, ENGRAVED ON RE INDEER ANT LER, BOTH SIDES REPRESENTED.

Grotto of Thayingen, near Lake Constance, Switzerland.
~3 natural size.
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ing. This specimen is from the cavern of Thayingen, near Lake Constance, Switzerland. It is engraved upon a piece of reindeer antler
and possibly was the fragment of a baton de commandement. The piece
here represented is, taken in its entirety, probably the best art picture
yet found belonging to the
Paleolithic period. The
one view shown represents
both sides of the antler,
as though it had been unrolled. Spread out thus,
it has the appearance of a
veritable landscape with
water in the foreground,
herbage a.round it, and the
grass, etc., in the background where the reindeer
Fig.25.
is feeding. This specimen
REINDEER (HIND LEGS) AND IlODY OF A WOMAN, ENGR.A. VED ON
.A.FRA/Jl\lENT OF SHOULDER . BLADE. REVERSE, RUDE SKETCH
is engraved two-thirds natOF HoRsE.
ural size. The size and
Found by Landesque at Laugerie Basse, Dordogne.
outline of the body with
Collection of Judge E. Piette. Cast, Cat. No. 99741, U.S.N.M. ½ natural size.
development of the antlers
denote a full grown male. The peculiar the pinched form of the belly,
apparently exaggerated by the artist, is common after the rutting season. The head, horns, and body lines are true and correct. The eye
is of the proper form and is rightly placed. The attitude of the animal
indicates him to be walking slowly, browsing or grazing as he goes.
Fig. 25 is an illustration (of which otliers will be shown) of the use
of a piece of material to repeat different objects or views, sometimes
each from a different
point of view, and one
overlaying
the
other.
This is a fragment of
boulder blade. It represents a woman's form
which ha been engraved,
and over it afterwards a
reiudeer of which the two
hind l g only remain.
Fig. 26.
Thi pecimeu wa found RELNDEER WITH ,JAVELIN IN Bl FLANK, ENGRAV FD ON THE RIB
at Laugerie Bas e and l>enoNE oF ox.
Ion "S to th
olle ti n f
:Founcl by E. Donliot, Grotto of arna ·, Dordogne.
llru 'e t. Germain . ·atural size .
Judge i tt . The woman
ha a collar about her ne k and bracelet u1 n her arm . Th rear
id tor pr nt hair; but whi b ma b only he effort of th arten the round d ap1 aranc f the human form in t al of
j in profile. Th fo1 e 0 • ing
im n ar I articularly fin
r b y illu trat
th propo ·i ion empha ized and rep at
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throughout this chapter, of the natural desire of man in his original
state of savagery to enjoy and possess objects which to him were beautiful, and that he was thus prompted to make them in his chosen style
of beauty. These speciniens represent art for art's sake. In them savage man was at play with art, and apparently for the sole purpose of
gratifying his natural taste for beauty-to satisfy his natural desire
for beautiful things. .And t,he same is true of many other specimens.
There is no pretense of utility in these. They indicate the use by
aboriginal man of such materials as he had within reach to make objects
the beauty of which would give him pleasure. This was equally true
whether the objects, as harpoons, bone points, spears, batons, were for
use or were, like the foregGing, only pictures to be hung on the wall.
Fig. 26 re-presents an engraving on several fragments of the rib
of an ox or bison. These fragments were found in the Grotto of
Oorgnac, Dordogne, and being joined together, were found to fit and
to represent a reindeer with a javelin or arrow in his right flank or
hip. It was collected
by E. Douliot and is
in the Musee St. ermain. It bas the same
pinched appearance of
the belly as noticed in
tho Thayingen specimen. Although imperfect and incomplete,
it shows with a few
Fjg. 27.
strokes and in no uncer- REINDEER(?) ENGRAVED ON ONE OF THEIR OWN METATARSALS.
tain manner the characLa Madelaine. Lartet and Christy.
British Museum. Cast, Cat. No. 8144, U .S.N.M. Natural size.
teristics of the animal.
Fig. 27 is an engraving maue upon a fragment of the metatarsal of a
reindeer, showing parts only of two anima.ls. The principal one is in
view and bas been taken for a reindeer. This has been decided by the
general outline, the form of the shoulder, and the tuft of hair characteristic of the male reindeer, which appears on the brisket. In front
of the ear is an indication of antlers, a slender horn without brow antler,
which would indicate a young animal. The hatching or hair markings on different parts of the body indicate the proje ti n of ith r
bone or muscle. There are imperfections to be noted a ut t
if a reindeer was intended to be represented. Though w 11 ~ n
head is short, the angle of the lower lip, compa~ with h chm
salient, the nose is dilated as it is not in the rernd
h
jromoderately large.
The horse.-The b ne of the bor e hav
ca--verns in great profu ion, and itw ul . I>. , r h ,
enerally over we tern ur p i n al~ 1~ 11 _1 ·
{;een found which belonged t
h ,r ar1 1
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Whether they were ancestors of the horse or not, as is said by Prof.
Edward D. Cope in his celebrated "Phenacodus Primrevis," has never
been satisfactorily determined. There has been found, in the Grotto of Thayingen in Switzerland, near Lake Constance, an engraved bone (fig.
28)representing an animal
of the horse kind, but different f~orn any known
variety. Itmayhave been
a horse, the drawing of
which owes its peculiarity to the inability of the
,artist, but one can hardly
think so, for, while in
form, shape, and general
appearance this might be,
Fig. 28 .
yet he could hardly have
AN ANIMAL OF 'l'HE HORSE SPECIES, ENGRAVED ON BONE.
so misrepresented the tail.
Grotto of Thayingen, Switzerland.
It is, however' remarkable
Collection, Piette.
that in aJl those peculiarities wherein it differs from the horse it should be found to correspond
with the anoplotherium, an animal belonging to the Upper Miocene and
reported by Prof. W. Boyd Dawkins 1 as having been found in western
Europe. There is a similarity between them
which, to say the least, is remarkable. Fig. 29
represents a horse on a fragment scarcely more
than an inch long. It was found at Bruniquel,
and the original is in the British Museum. Horses
Fig. 29.
were frequently represented. They are all pecu- HoRsE ENGRAVED oN BONE.
liar, but the peculiarities are reproduced in every Cavern of Bruniquel (Tarnengraving. Their heads are large beyond the
et-Garonne), France.
British Museum. Naturnlsize.
proportions of the modem horse; they have hog
manes bristling upright; the tail is thin and small, and stands out
nearly straight. These were attributed to ~:ie peculiarities of the
artist rather than to the horse, but since the uiscovery and reco11 ' truction of the skeleton, notably that
by M. E . Clrnntre in the Zoologic ., 1
Museum in Lyons, these peculiari·
tie are found to belong to the
Fig. 30 .
animal and to justify the u<lelity
PON Y H ORSE .
of the arti t. li'ig. 30 repre •Jlt
From one of the Dordogne caves.
one of tlie prehistoric pony bor ·e
½naturalsize.
with large head, carried low bi .
muzzle, traight back, rat tail. It i on one of the eug.raved bone from
Dordogne of which we llave een o many.
Baton de comman_d ement.-The e are of tag or reindeer llorn, with
0

1

Early Ian in Britai n, p. 33.
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one or more . holes drilled through the center, transversely. On the
beam of specimen, fig. 31, a, b, is an engraving of a string of four
horses following each other. The specimen comes from La Madelaine

and wa

N.A.
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three horses have been engraved on one side, four on the other. The
horn is of such conformation as to afford a grip at the lower or heavy
end, like a pistol grip, while the hole is so placed as to permit the
insertion of the index finger. It is evident from inspection that this
hole was bored subsequent to the engraving of the horses, for it passes
through and cuts off the head of one horse on one side and of two
horses on the other. Fig. 32 is a representation of a fragment of a
similar bone with a horse engraved thereon and a hole bored, likewise
after the engraving. Fig. 33 represents the shed antlers of a young
reindeer from La Madelaine, showing the amputation of three tines,
and with four holes. The holes in this, contrary to the former and
many others, have either been bored before the decoration, or it was
designed in advance for them. The stem or beam has been cut away
laterally on each side so as to make a flat surface for the boring of the
holes. The top or concave side bears thirty-three transverse notches
or cuts, mostly equidistant, though some are arranged in pairs.
A number of these implements
have been found in the Paleolithic
caves of western Europe. Their
use is unknown and they are so
peculiar that nothing should be
omitted which will serve for their
elucidation. Various uses have:
been suggested for them, as split ting soft wood, barking trees, or
as weapons for game and for war.
Fig. 32.
HORSE ENGRA YEO ON FRAGMENT OF RE INDEER . It has been suggested that they
ANTLER, WITH HOLE BORED AFTER DECORATION.
were to be held aloft in battles
½ natural size.
in the hands of the chief like
an imperial standard, and so they have been called in French
"batons de oommandement," but none of these uses have been proved.
The last has attached itself to them as a name, but possibly only in
default of a better. Other persons have considered them as mere
weapons. M. Pigorini, director of the Kircheriano Museum in Rome,
uggests they might have been used as bits for horses' bridles.
Implements analogous and made also of reindeer horn are found
among the Eskimos and are aid to have been used principally to kill
game when near enough to be truck with it in the hand. Some travelers have given to them the name of" slave killers," from their alleged
use by the E kimo .
Lartet noticed in his early explorations that they were lacking" in
the more ancient caves or tations which were characterized by be
presence of lanceolate (leaf shaped) implements and by older fauna.
He remark 1 their ab ence in the ta ion Aurignac (Haute Garonue)
La ,bai ( barente), Des
e ( llier), and Gorge d'Enfer.
n th
contrary, in tation having the barbed b n l1arpoon , tb
bat n
1

Reliqui· ,

quitanic: ·, p. 102.
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Fig . 33.

B a,ton de commandement,

WITH FOUR HOLES, BORED BEFORE DECORATION.

llI.ADE OF THE SHED ANTLER OF A YOUNG RElNDEER.

La Madelaine, Dordogne.
Lartet and Chri 5 Ly.

Ca•l, CaL No. 8135 • U.S.N.l\I.

~4 natural size.
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were found, and he mentions the_rock shelters of Bruniquel (Tarn et
Garonne), Le Oha:ffant (Vienne), and the caverns of Massat (Ariege),
Les Eyzies (Dordogne), Mont Saleve (Geneva, Switzer]and), and
Schussenried (Wurtemburg), as having them.
Fig. 34 is an important and interesting specimen of these batons de
commandement ofreindeer horn. The
two figures represent the opposite
sides of the same piece. They are,
however, turnedendforend,and were
discovered in 1886 in the Grotto of
Montgaudier, not far from Angouleme, in the valley of the River Tardoire (Oharente), near the western
-~ coast of France, by M. Paignou, who
worked in company with M. Albert
::f.' Gaudry.
The archreologic stratum
contained auother engraved boue,
&! bone needles, polishers, an ivory
point, scrapers, and a magnificent
~ ~!
~ ;a ~ Solutreen leaf-shaped blade.
~ j
M. Gaudry, the eminent paleonz~ b.O
.!l
~" ; ] ~., tologist of the Museum of Natural
..,, ... ""' History, Paris, received this baton
~ ~ 'S ~
'
de comma.ndement and it is now dis: ~ &
. ''
r:il e -g played in the museum.
He made an
ci, ~ extended description of the obiect
~
~
J
! before the Academy of France in
i July, 1886. In November he con: tinned the account of his excavations
£ in this grotto, and reported what he
] found in the lower strata---specimens of bones of the Rhinoceros
tichorhinus, corresponding to and
contemporaneous with the Mou terien epoch. Below this baton de conimandenient, in the same stratum and
a. sociated with it, were bone points
an<l a barb d harpoon, o M. Gaudry
conclude that the stratum containing thi baton wa subsequent to the
epo ·h of Mou tier aud contemporaneou with the cavern of Ohau:ffaud, in the ame neighborhood. He
ay of thi pecimeu :

J

.

i

It i made of r ind er born and is pierced with a larg bol at the end. It i covered
with nCYra,vi ng , hich show he certainty of the artist' mind and the sentiment of
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Batons de commandement (J)

Cull ctlon, MUkoat.

u. C

OF REI. DEER HOR
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the forms which he depicts. The work is so fine that it requires the magnifying glass
to bring out all itR beauty. One face of the baton represents two seals, such as
inhabited the sea off the coasts of France. One of them is seen in its entirety with
bis four members. The hinder members, so singularly carried among these animals,
are exactly rendered, each foot having five toes. The size and extent of the tail is
plainly to be seen. The head is delicately executed. The muzzle with its mustache,
the rnouth, the eyes, the hole for the ear, all indicate a degree of artistic ability.
The other seal is not to be seen in its entirety; it is larger and has indications oflong
hair about its neck. The fore foot is exact. In front is a :fish, which is either a salmon
or a trout. Its spots a.re shown and the ventral fins are affixed to the abdomen.

On the opposite side of this baton are two anim~ls, long and slim,
the longer being 34 centimeters, or 1-3½ inches. They are not complete,
but nne shows its bead and the other its tail. M. Gaudry thinks they
rf'pr·esent eels, possibly serpents; non constat, but they may have been
sea se1pents. .All these are represented on other specimens from various
cavern~ and grottoes. Engravings of the seal have been found in the
cavern of Varier ( '), Haute Savoy, by M. Gosse, one in the Grotto
of Gourdan, by Judge Piette; the salmon, or trout, in the cavern of
Goye,, Belgium, by M. Dupont; and the eel, or serpent, in Laugerie
Haut,,, by Lartet and Christy. 1
Implements have been found which, while similar in form, are in such
fragmentary condition that one can not determine their function, but
they p :·r .- dstently represent the hole bored as herein described. Some of
these shonld be classed with sculptured rather than engraved objects,
bu cross reference should be made so that they may be studied in both
classes. Fig. 35, a, b, c, shows three of these objects, all bifurcated, and
of which a and b represent animal heads on the end of the bifurcation,
while c represents a different decoration. The relation between these
fraglllentary implements, with their respective holes, and the former
implements, batons de commandement, is as yet unknown.
The bison or ox (uriz"s or aurochs).-Fig. 36 represents a man chasing
an auroclis or bison. It is engraved on reindeer born, comes from
Laugerie Ba e, was found by M. Massenat, and belongs to bis collection. Tbe man follows the bison and is in the act of throwing a spear
or harpoon at him. Action on the part of both is shown, and the chase
i ,rnll repre ented. It is an artistic representation of a prehistoric
hun ring. cene. · The position of the arms, e pecially the right, is awkward. The man ha" a sardonic grin. The marks, possibly repre en ting hair, nearly cover hi body. Whether they were really hair or wer
intended only to how light and bade and th r uuded parts of th
b ody bas never been fully d cided. M. de Mortillet believe them to
repr ent hair and, herefore, that be man of thi e ocb wa cover d
with hair. Thi pie e furni h d the ba i for the reprodu tion of tu
man of the Cavern p riod di play din th an bropological e tion of th
ari. Expo ition of 1 89. (Plate 1 b. ) Fig. a of tbi plate repre ent
th arti t of the helleen epoch di I lay d at th same time and plac .
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Fig. 36.
BISON AND MAN, ENGRAVED ON REINDEER ANTLER.

HUNTING SCENE.

OBVERSE AND REVERSE.

Laugerie Basse, Dorclogne.
Collection, l\llassenat. Cas t , Cat. No. 9974 o, U .S.N.i\I.

i uaturnl size.
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Oalves.-Fi'g. 37 represents an engraving on reindeer antlers from
Laugerie Basse, collected by Massenat. The :figures are three caJves'
heads in a row. The reindeer horn has been :flattened by cutting or
scraping on the
sides, and the
engraving done
on the surface.
The object probably served as
Fig. 37.
the handle of a
THREE CALVES' HEADS, ON REINDEER ANTLER, BOTH SIDES THE SAME. FRAG·
MENT OF HANDLE OF PONIARD.
poniard, but the
Laugerie Basse.
blade is broken
Coll ection, Massenat. Cast, Cat. No. 99857, U.S.N.M. Natural size,
off. The top and
bottom edges of the handle have been wrought into festoons, with crescents engraved oi)posite each point of the festoons. The sculpture is
entirely ornamental, except so far as it may roughen the handle for prehensile purposes. The opposite side of the handle is similarly engraved.
Fig. 38 represents an engraved bone from Laugerie Basse. The
engravings are supposed to be
calves, as in fig. 37.
·,;:,,,. ~~~§'.~~:-::°'~ It was one of the peculiarities ~1:~~,~:.:~~~:_;.:::~ --:- ,:ii
of the art work of this epoch that
Fig. 38.
CALVES' (1) HEADS ENGRAVED ON BONE.
in such examples as we are . now
Laugerie Basse, Dordogne.
considering the animals or heads
Collection, Massenat. Natural size,
engraved followed each other in
single file. They appeared to be always uniform in size, height, age,
sex, and species.
Ruminants ( ~).-Fig. 39 is one of those uncertain animals classed by
Lartet and de Mortillet as ruminants, leaving the species undetermined.
Lartet says : 1
The size and shortness of the shoultler1 while excluding the reindeer, the stag, and
the horse, might yet serve for a bovine animal, but
the fracture a,t the attachment of the horns deprives us of the means of judging if it be of this
character. TIJe withers do not seem high enough
for the aurochs; or, at least, they would do only
for a young individual. Tho marks for hair, indicated on different parts of the body, are also
distributed with intelligence for the purpose of
Fig. 39.
making the dr11win"' more effective.
RUJlllNAl'iT ( 9) ENG RAYED ON FRAG·
MENT oF RE1.·nEER noRN.

Tb pecimen was found by Lartet and
Ohri ty in the Grotto Le Eyzies, and i in
lu-.!'e. t. C:ermalo.
Rlural lu.
the Mu ~e St. ermain. De Mortillet belie es that the mark on the left shoulder repre ents an arrow or javelin.
Fjg. 4 i an engraving on a reiud er brow antler palm, found y
Lart t in Laugerie Ba e. The fractur is old. The fragment bears
a bold ketch made by no uncertain hand, of the hind quarters and
Les l~yzie

I

Dordogne.

1 Reliquire

Aquitani w, l

criptiou of plate , p.14.
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barrel of a large bovine animal. That it is bovine is indicated by the
smallness of the tail, straightness of the hocks, advanced position of
the male organ, and the sudden rise at the withers; unfortunately the
fracture occurs where the long, shaggy mane, determinative of the
species, ought to begin; but the foregoing are all characteristic of the
bison. There is no drawing upon the
opposite side.
The specimen represented by :fig. 41
is remarkable in that it was discovered
and displayed long before any person
in Europe suspected the existence of
prehistoric man. This specimen was
found in 1824, by M. Brouillet in the
Grotto of Ohaffaud, in the valley of the
Charente. M. Brouillet was a notary
at Obarroux. He kept this specimen
in bis collection until the year 1851,
when he sent it to the Musee Oluny.
The s-pecimen remained tllere, under
the catalogue number of 2467, along
with other objects found at the same
time-bits of flint, bone points, harpoons, etc.-witl1out attracting attention to its (or their) prehistoric charac- BOVINE ANIJ\1AL, ENGRAVED ON REINDEER'S
BROW AN'l'LER PALM.
ter. It is of reindeer born and has been
Laugerio :Basse, Dordogne.
Lnrtet a nd Christy.

Cast, Ca t. N o. 8141 U.S.N .M.

½ natural size.

Fig. 41.
HARTS OR DOES, FOLLOWING, EN13RAVED ON RE INDEE R HORN .

Found b y M . :Brouillet, 1851, in Grott o of Cbaffa ucl , Ch aren te.
Musl:e Cluny . ½ natur a l •he.

men was discovered in the Musee luny by
hi son Adrien made a drawing aud a full re
men, therefore, i. evidenc in ontrov rti 1
and similar objects made Ly prehi t ric m n

1
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which he occupied of western and southern France. This was found
thirty years before anyone bad an idea of even the existence of prehistoric man- certainly
that long before it was
suggested that prehistoric man made or used
such objects or ornaments. It was deposited
in the principal museum
of Paris-still before the
discovery of prehistoric
man-where it bas remained practically until
the present time without
suspicion of its relation
to, or use by, him. It
would have remained
Fig. 42.
there
unknowu but for
IBEX O R WILD G OAT, ENGRAVED ON REINDEER'S BROW ANTLER
PALM.
the fortunate discovery
Laugerie.
of M. Mortillet.
L a rtetand Christy. Cast, Cat. No. 8142, U.S.N.M. ½ natural size.
Ibex.-Fig. 42 is the
palm of a reindeer's brow antler, found by M. Lartet at Laugerie Basse.
It bears the nearly entire engraved outline of a
horned animal. The horns point upward with a
slight backward curve; a short distance behind
the horns is an indication of ears; below the chin is
a tuft of hair or beard. The croup, tail, and fore
feet are destroyed by fractures. The hind legs are
sadly distorted in whatever positiou the animal
may be represented; even if he was engaged in
cratching himself with bis feet, it was impossible
that he should scratch his belly with both hind feet
at once. But all the characteristics mentioned
point to the possibility of an ibex or similar auimal.
Fig. 43 represents another engraving, also supposed
to be of the ibex or goat family, made on a fragment of a reindeer s brow antler palm. Figs. 44, 45,
and 46 are engraving of animals of the goat or antelope tribe. }l'ig. 45 represents the bead of a large
aiga (antelope). It was engraved on bone and
Fig. 43.
.
OR GOAT, ENGRAVED
was f oun d b y J udge l)iette
in t b e ro t to of· G our- IBEX
oN FRAGMENT of' REtsdon ( Haut arnnne). This animal has been xtinct
DEER'
»Row ANTLER
in that locality throughout hi toric time . Fig. 46
P ALM. Dordogu.
r pre ents an ibex engraved on reindeer hor11. It ..1, cat. ·o. 1~66-11, u..• -.:Y.
111
wa £ uud at Laugerie Bas e and is in the collectiou
½
"'·
M. l\Ia enat at Brives. Thi animal ha. migrated to the high alti ud s.
Flowers, lea es, etc.-De igns imit_a tiug flower , leaves, and bran hes
0 10
•
••
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were engraved on harpoon or similar points of bone, horn and ivory.
One on a reindeer antler represents flowers with eight and nine petals,
respectively/ There is a long branch with its leaves on the Mton de
commandement on reindeer horn from the cavern at. the foot of Mont
Saleve, Geneva, and the branches with their leaves
on the baton of Montgardier (fig. 34).
Fig. 47 represents a truncated harpoon or dart
from La Madelaine. In the center and lower part
are two representations of what are believed to have
been flowers, the upper one with nine petals. Nearer
the top is an animal form resembling the outstretched
Fig. 44.
skin of a carnivore with a narrow snout and thick HEAD AND NECK oF
tail like the fox or some allied animal. On the oppoSite Side (not Shown in the figure) are two horses' Laugerie Basse, Dotheads placed back to back. This figure is taken from Lartet nn:~~~:~. ½ nat"Reliquire .A.quitanicre," 2 Fig. 5 on the same plate
urai size.
represents a simila,r implement, on which a horse is carved partly
on side and partly on edge, which is unusual in these objects.
Marine animals.-Fig. 48 represents an engraving
found by M. Massenat at Laugerie Basse. It is on
bone arnl is rude and incomplete. It is supposed to
represent a whale. Fig. 49 shows a seal engraved
upon the canine of a cave bear. It is from Sordes
caveru (Landes) and belong to the collection Chaplain-Duparc. Fig. 50 represents an ovibus ( '), while
Fig.45.
fig. 51 represents a ft h.
HEAD OF SAIGA {ANTELOPE} oN A FRAGSome of the engravings found in these caverns,
MENT oF BONE.
while undoubtedly showing human intention n,nd
Grotto ofGourdon.
handiwork, are difficult of identification. If we were
JurlgePiette. J;inaturalsize.
Studying this from the View-points Of a biologi t Or a
zoologist it might be necessary to use greater precaution in the namiug
of the animals, but as they are here con, idered from
an artistic view-point, the special 11ame of the animal
isnotimportant. (Figs. 51, 52 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, and58.)
Man.-Tbe paleolithic artist wa not so ucce fol
in his representations of human kind as be wa of certain animals. The figure of a man cha ing an auro h f READ ~· WILD OOAT
(fig.3G) has been described. Fig. 59, on a beamo
o:NnE1.ni-:.rn110RN.
rei11deer born, represents man, but not in an arti ti
Laugeri nas11 ,.
11..ctlon, I · al.
manner. He i in the mid t of a line of hor
wi h
ur•I •, ,
serpent or eel at hi heels. It i the fragm
f
baton de commanrlement, wa found by Lart t < n
11
sh lter of La Mad laine, and is n w in th
the other side ar fignred t, cal e 'bea
u ual. Otber repre entatiou of buma

;;~~::.:A;:;L;;

1

1 11111.

I

lieliqui·

11Page 70,
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paragraph on sculpture (fig. 69). Fig. 60, a, b, represents a fragment
of harpoon bead of reindeer born on which has been engraved representations of human hands. The two :figures represent the obverse and
reverse of the same specimen. The four :fingers are represented, but
the thumb is omitted. Fig. 61 is a faint representation in profile of an inartistic head from Laugerie
Basse, collection Massenat.
·
E.,;camples of art pra,ctice.-These art manifestations
were intended by their makers not alone for utility,
as in the decoration of implements, weapons, and
ri
utensils, but they display a love of art for art's sake.
Many of them, as already shown, appear to have been
~
made for practice, or from a natural and innate love
~
of the beautiful. They are mere essays, in which the
Es
artist used the same piece without any attempted
...
relation of one :figure to the other. The sketch of :five
~
reindeer, Marquis de Vibraye's collection (fig. 62) , is
an example. Another is the sketch (fig. 64) of eight
:
~
animals, horses and deer, from the cavern of Lortet.
~
Each of these specimens consists of a single piece,
§
the lines of each :figure running into each other.
/11
. ~ .~
The drawings have been done on . different plaues,
, I: ~ ~ j .G so that some are upside down, some are complete,
1
, '
l ~ ~ ~ others incomplete. The ancient artist utilized llis
, ,_ ·. JI
~ ~ ] material, as does the artist of to-day when he uses
'
•11,
~ ~ the same canvas again and again. The mammoth
,._':!)~ 1,
~ ~ engraved on a lamination of bis own tusk, and the
.::,,.
~
bear on a flat pebble, are done solely for their art ;
~
while the scuipturn of tlrn mammoth and reiudeer,
~
. d
~
decoration of the handles of daggers and pomar
s,
~
are such utilization as put one in remembrance of
~
similar work done by Benevenuto Cellini.
~
Fig. 62 represents an engraving upou a fragm ent of
g schistose Rlate found at ·Laugerie Basse by Franchet,
~
and belongs to the collection of the Marquis de
::q
Vibraye. It represents :five reindeer engraved from
different points of view. Two of the animals are
shown upright, while three others are represented
upside down. One sketch is complete and i well
done. Nearly every per ' on ha seen similar sket be
in modern studios; the artist practices by makin
different sketches or fragm ents on the ame canva ·
These specimens are evidence of the art t endency of prebi toric man
at least in this locality and epoch. While the evidence point in t hat
direction and is hardly explaiuable upon any other theory, yet t h
number of these specimens has hardly been sufficient to establish the

i

Ul

1

1

I

1
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theory in every country inhabited by Paleolithic man. If a greater
number of art works had been found, or if the distribution bad been
more extensive, the general proposition would be better established.
We are to remember that in our search for the evidences of prehistoric

Fig. 48.
W H ALE ( 1} E NGRAVED ON B ONE.

Lau gerie Basse.
Collection, :Massenat.

J natural size.

man we are but groping in the dark; we have no, or but few , indications as t o the locality of the t races of his existence, and so we may
have missed those evidences greatest in number and most important
in bearing.

Fig. 49.
SE.AL ENGRAVED ON BEAR'!:! TOOTH.

Cavern of ordes (Landes.)
Collection, Chnplaln-Dupan·. Natural size ,

Fig. 63 is another specimen of artistic es ay, an engraving on bone
from Laugerie Basse, in the colJection of M . Gu tave Marty, Toulou e.
It is a fragmei1t of shoulder blade, which we have een was a favorite
material with ~be prehi toric arti t . Its, urface
is large and flat, and wa convenient for the engraver. The arti t ba made diver e says, and
ha represented tbe leg of the bor~e in various
Fig. 5o.
positions and attitude , alway in action, p isK-ox.
bly on the trot. Not being sati, fied with them
'i oalurlll l,;.
one way, he bas repre ented them in auo h r .
ay n t
men suggest evidence of the arti tic longing f hi

Er'J2~,!~ -~ v
Fig. 5L
FI H.

½ nalura I 1fae.

e
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Fig. 64 represents another series of engravings in the same tJI,bleau.
It contains specimens of
equidce and cervidce in all
postures and from different points of view. This
specimen is from the Grotto of Lortet (Haute Pyrenees) and belongs to tlrn
collection of Judge Piette.
Fig. 65 represents similar
sketches in the collection
Massenat and from Lau gerie Basse. These are all
'' art for art's sake.''
SCULPTURE.

The paleolithic artist did
not confine his efforts to
the fine arts of drawing or
Fig. 52.
engraving, but included
ENGRAVING ON BONE FRAGMENT OF UNCERTAIN ANIMAL.
sculpture, and his manual
Cast, Cat. No. 14870, U.S.N.M. ½ natural size.
.
dexterity and artistic ability were more successful in this direction than we would have s·upposed.
Fig. 66 represents a poniard made from a single piece of reindeer

Fig. 53.
ENGRAVING ON BONE FRAGMENT OF UNCERTAIN ANIMALS, PROBABLY REINDEER, FOLLOWING EACH OTHER-

Grotto of Massat {Ariege).
½ natural size.

Collection, Cartail Lac.

horn. The weapon is about 16 inches in length. The blade was first
sawed from the reindeer horn ]ougitudina.lly, then cut or scraped to a
point. It is intended for thrusting and not for
cutting. The handle is sculptured to represent
a reindeer. The blade is a prolongation of the
hind legs, the fore legs are drawn close to the
belly, !:l.nd, with the body, form the handle, which
can be held firmly, while the head of the animal
forms the pommel. The nose is thrown up,
Fi". 54.
which brings the horns on the back, to which ANIMAL ENGRAVED oN Bo,·£,
UNCERTAIN.
they are attached. While the sculpture of this
pecim u may not be o fine or delicate as some otller , or may ba
deteriorated by u. e or exposure, yet tbe general outline i corre t and
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the animal is well represented. This specimen was found in Laugerie
Basse by Lartet and Christy, and belongs to the Musee St. Germain.
Fig. 67 shows one of the most important specimens of sculpture yet
found belonging to Paleolithic man.
It is sculptured in the round and
represents a reindeer. It was the
handle of a poniard or dagger and
is quite long enough to be easily
and firmly held. The reindeer is
Fig. 55.
shown in a conventional manner and
E NGRAVING OF ANIMAL, UNCERTAIN.
in a l)Osition suitable for the purCast, Cat. No . 99858, U .S .N .M. ½ natural sixe.
pose indicated, much the same as
was the former one (fig. 66). The head is thrown back, the nose up, the
horns flat upon t.he back and brought out in relief, the fore legs drawn
to the front and the bind ]egs drawn up and to the rear. Their extension form ed the blade. The specimen is ivory, w a s found at Bruniquel

ENGRA.VING OF REINDEElt ON BEAM OF RE I NDEER HORN.

La Madelaine.
Lartet and Christy.

;:i natural size.

Fig. 57.
FRAGMENT OF

"'£AG HORN, WJTII PORTION OF HOLE DRILLED lN ONE ll:NlJ, AND EN RA VlN
TA.IN ANIMAL, P.ROBABLY STAG ( Cervus elephu1).

E ngraving on opposite side of sketches
La Madelain , Dord gne.
Lartet and Christy. Cut, Cat. No. 136625,

iards.
medi val and modern time ba
the a.me directi n, and om e of t
handle of dagg r , oniard and w r
t ure of a mammoth on tbe broad part

. · .::- .)T.

atoral lu.

OI'

CEit·
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handle of a poniard, comes from Bruniquel (Tarn-et-Garonne) and was
found by M. Peccedeau de l'Isle. This gentlemen was an indefatigable
searcher. He has made several profound and long-continued investigations. He made almost the entire excavation at the cavern of
Bruniquel, and it has been, like several others, emptied; all the earth
or debris taken out, sifted,
and examined. His collection of these prehistoric engravings and
sculptures has lately
been purchased by the
British Museum, and now
forms part of its disFig.58.
play of the arts and
DISC OF BONE • .ANIMAL ·UNCERTAIN, RESEMBLING A C.A.T, WITH
GEOMETRIC DESIGNS FOR DECORATION.
industries of paleolithic
Laugerie Basse.
man. I had no right to
Collection, Hardy, Dieppe, France. Natural size.
ask what price the British Museum paid for this collection, but when I saw it in Toulouse its
owner demanded for it 40,000 francs ($8,000), and the British Museum
must ]1ave paid nearly that amount. This specimen was the handle of
a poniard, the blade of which had been broken off. The tusks of the
mammoth are laid up by the side of the elongated muzzle and are

Fig.59.
FIGURE 0.1!' A M.A.N WITH .A. STICK OR ST.A.FF ON lllS L1£FT SHOULDER ENGRAVED ON A FRAGMENT OF

bdton de commandement, OF REINDEER HOR~.

TWO HOR ES .AND .A.

ERPENT.

La Madelaine, Dordogne.
I.arid and Ghri•ly. Mu..ie t.

ermain. Cast, Cat.

o. 136164, U• . N.M.

34

natural sire.

nted in a conventional manner. The feet are brought toge her
owin t h r 'lUirem nt f the material. The tail i repre nt a
curled up o er h back, which prove it to hav been a mamm th
rath r ban an el phant. The tail was broken by the arti ti mauufactur and in order to repair it, a hole wa drilled down hr ugh th
backbone and a new tail in erted. The r presentation of it here h w
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the tail displaced; not in its proper position, as was the original when I
saw it. Fig. 69 represents a fragment, important in its lesson on paleolithic art. It is a female figure sculptured in ivory. It is without
head or arms and almost without feet. The breast is flat, the sexual
organs exaggerated, and the hips prominent. It was found at Laugerie
Basse and belongs to the collection of Marquis de Vibraye.

a,

Fig.60.
(a) FRAGMENT OF HARPOON OF REINDEER HORN ENGRAVED WITH TWO IHIMAN HANDS, ONE ON EACH SIDE.

La Madelaine, Dordogne.
Larlet and Christy. British Museum .

~. natural size.

(b) HU1\UN HAND ENGRAVED ON A FRAGMENT OF HARPOON OR R E I NDEER HORN.

La Madelaine, Dordogne.
Larlet and Christy.

Judge Piette's persistence and success as an explorer into the prehistoric stations of the Paleolithic period in France have already been
mentioned. One of his most extensive and successful explorations was
iu the cavern of Brassempouy at Ohalosse (Landes) . The usual stratification of occupation was found, beginning with the early Paleolithic
at the bottom and progressing suceessi vely through the later epochs
toward the top. The mammoth and rhinoceros, cave bear, cave hyena,
and reindeer were found in their respective strata. Ivory was sufficientlyplentifu-1 to be dug out by the spade full. Worked
poiuts of bone and horn, flint points, scrapers, and flake ,
and similar evidence of human occupation abounded.
Engravings on bone and horn were found as in other
paleolithic caverns in th.e district. In stratum E, about
18 inches in thickness and at a depth of 11 to 12 feet,
Fig. 61.
specimens of the human form were found sculptured in
HUMAN IIEAD.
the round from ivory. The collection of Judge Piette
·
Laugeri Baese.
contains nine statuettes of the human female figure m
M
na1.
ivory, seven from BraisRempouy, one from Mas cl' zil,
a11d one from Laugerie Ba se. rrhey were divided into w
repre ented women, fleshy, gros, , with breast' p nda nt, 'and protuberent, and thighs firm and heavy. One f th
has named the Venus of Bra empony. Th
11<l g r np w r
nh r·' 11 • ·•
reverse of all this, with :figure thin and trai gh ' 1· 11 u
1
and slight repre entati~n of fl h r mu cl 11 ill mH<"l
appearanc a :fig. 69.
ne of the 1, ttet T
any other, repre ent d a female head
N.A.T MUS

96--26
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Reproduction of these figures without special license has been interdicted, but anyone can see them in the report. 1
Fig. 70 represents, in a rude and conventional manner, a human head

Fig. 62.
FRAGlllENT OF SCHTSTOSE SLATE WITH FIVE RElliDEU:R ENGRAVED THEREON, SIMPLY VNFINISHED .AND
FROl\1 DIFFERENT VIEW POINTS •

.ART '£RIALS OR SKETCHES.

Laugerie Basse.
Found by Franchet. Collection Marquis de Vibraye.

½ natural size .

sculptured from a fragment of reindeer born 2 or 3 inches long. It was
found by Abbe Bourgeois in the Grotto of Rocbbertier (Ohareute), and
is in the museum of the Ecole d' Antbropologie, Paris. It is from the
same department as the bfiton de
commandement of Montgardier
(fig. 34). Fig. 71 represents a fragment of reiudeer born of which
two tines or palms have been
sculptured in the form of hor e '
beads. It is from the Grotto Ma
d'Azil (Ariege) and belongs to
the collection of Judge Piette.
Figs. 72 to 77 repre ent other
specimens of Paleolithic ulptures from divers cavern of
the period in tbe arne general
localities as tho~ e here for
Fig. 63.
fig·ure<l.
They :bow differ nt
ENGRAVIXG ON BONE, '!RIAL SKETCHES.
Laug rie Ba se, Dordogue.
Object and do not require pa<'oll.,..tion larly. ToulouS<'.
natural size.
rate de CriptiOD ,
The engraving and culpture found in excavation of the a, rn~
f thi. p h have b en, for the mo t part but the d bri -broken aud
rej ted pi
. They have been found principalJy among tb a:JJ '
fr m th h arth and are rarel p rfe t or complete. Durrn thi ·
2

1

3

L' n hropo1ogi , VI, 1 96, plate 1-n.1 ·

II, 1 97, plate 11 p. 1 ,
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period there does not appear to have been any care or preservation
of anything for future generations, for there were no tombs, no burials,
no monuments, and, except the caverns, no habitations. There appears
to have been neither opportunity nor incentive to preserve such objects.
But in ttie fragments we can recognize the artistic feeling of the people.
It is even contended by some investigators· that different schools of art

"'

-- · . .'
-~ --~:·

Fig. 64.
HORSES AND DEER, TRIAL SKETCHES ON FRAGJ.\IEN'r OJ!' !:!JIOULDER BLADE,

Grotto of' Lortet (Haute Pyrenees).
Collection, Piette.

½ natural iJze,
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Fig. 65.
YARIOC:.· UNCERTAJ.· ANIMALS, EXGRAVED ON BONE, TRIAL

Laurrerie Basse.
Collection, :\l&Slenat.

KETCHE".
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the others who have written upon this subject have followed him in
this. These, with other introduced s-pecimens, show the innate desire
of man for things be.aut1fn.l and his natural
wish to make them so. Philosophers, psychologists, and even anthropologists have theorized
and s-peculated as to what aboriginal or natural
man ·may have thought, wished, or desired in
originating art, and they will continue to do so;
but we are, by this- work, brought face to face
with the solid and irrefutable fact of what he
did. The artifacts are our only evidence in
this regard. We are dealing with the prehistoric. There is no history, no written record,
no record at all, other than these objects. As
by them only do we know of the existence of
man at this epoch, so by them only can we discover the origin of the art by which they were
made and the thoughts, wishes, and desires of
the man who made them.
In order to justify any speculation concerning the ratiocination or psychologic ma11ifestations of primitive man in matters of ~rt or decoration, it is proper we should :first know as much
as po sible of the facts of those manifestations.
Almost the sole purpose of this memoir i · to
collate and present these fact . It· title declare this purpose. With mere speculation it
has little to do, but in the presentation of facts
concerning the origin of lrnmau art as shown
in its earliest known mauifestations it make ~serious claims.
The specimens of engraving and sculpture
may be divided as follows: (1) The e11graving
by simple lines cut in plain surfaces which corresponds t,0 the engra.ving of our own time; (2)
engraving more or less in relief, and (3) culptures in the round, representing human or animal :figures. I'jette reverses their order and
contends tl1at they occurred thus.
'lETHODS OF ENGR.A.VING .A.ND SC LPTURING.

The manner of working would eem to ha
been as follows: Wjth the aid of flint in truments, which may have been knive , flak ,
points, scraper , or what 11ot, the .·urface of th
by the removal of the out ide or rough I or i n.
preferred to that of other deer, pr bably bec;au '
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and firm. These pieces of flint or similar ones are always found associated with the engravings. The surface having been prepared,
the objects to be represented are outlined, probably, by marks with the
graver, cutting away the substance to a greater or less depth, according to the sketch desired. The knives, flakes, and gravers may have

Fig. 67.
SCULPTURED REINDEER IN IVORY; HA.."IDLE OF A PONIARD WITH BLADE BROKEN AND LOST.

THE NOSE

IS THROWN UP AND TIIE HORNS LAID ON '£HE BACK.

Cavern of Bruniquel (Tarn-et-Garonne/.
Collected by P eccedeau de !'Isle and sol<! by him to the British l\fuseum,

Cast, Cat. No. 8146, U . . N.M. Natural size.

been ins~rted in handles or operated directly by hand. No evidence
has been foulld of the actual employment of a handle. 1'he scrapers
are more likely to have been so used, for the same implement inserted
in a handle l1as been employed i11 modern times by the Eskimo.
In the sculptures the Rurface, after having ueen reduced to proper
form, seems to have been
polished bymbbi11g, and accordinglytbere is foundjust
such an implement as would
perform this service, auu no
other service tl.lan tbi, bas
ever been suggested to account for the exi. tence of
the implement. It i a, piece
of flint, called in French retouchoir, 1 rudely chipve<.l
i\lAMMOTJI C LPTURED ON PAL)f OF REI.'DEER RORN. HANinto the general form of a
DLE OF l'O:SIARD, WI'JH BL,\DE BROKE •.

man' forefinger. Th
xtr me point Of the fiDO' I' i •
mooth .and poli b d evidently the r nl t of mu •h ru bing and apparently not dou by grin din er,
f our e thi,' d . cription and the a ignmeut of the ute11 ii · i
m re or le tb ore i al, but it i not op u to tbe obj ction of mau · f
th the ri propound d by wi e men of our day, for(1) h
xi t n e of th e obj ct i certain.
.Bruniquel (Tarn- t-Garonne).

P«:cad•au de l'ble.

Brlti!lh::llUkum. Cn.,t,Cat..'o.
111
ur
""·

~Iortill t, Mu

m, U.... -.lr:

½nat.-

e Pr historique, plat

XLV,

fig!:I. 411-417.
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(2) They were made by the man of the Paleolithic period.
(3) With these tools and implements it is quite possible to do the art
work ascribed to that :period.
(4) With the engraving implements and tools herein described are
found other objects made by man, and all these are associated in sufficient numbers to establish their common use.
From these facts the conclusion is drawn that the
work was done with these implements.
M.A.TERI.A.L.

Stone, ivory, bone, horn, wood,.-There are several
engravings and sculptures in stone, but they are
comparatively few. The fragments qf two such
were found at the station of. Solutre, but it is not
well determined -what animals they were intended
to represent. The great cave bear on a waterworn
schist or scliistose :pebble, found at the Grotto of
Massat; a horse found at Les Eyzies by Lartet and
Christy; and tlle sketches on slate of five reindeer
from La Madelaine; with some small examples from
the Grotto of Ohaffaud, are the principal examples
of the use of stone:
1vory was employed principaUy for sculpture, as
witness the discoveries of Judge Piette at Brassempony and Mas d'Azil just
described. (pp. 374 and 400),
though the representation of
the mammoth on his own tusk,
found by Lartet at La Madelaine, was an engraving. The
teeth Of animals Were alSO

Fig. 69.
IVORY SCULPTURE REPRESEKTJNG A WOMAN
(nEADLEss) .

Laugerie Basse.
Collection, Marquis Vibraye.

employed. The canines of the bear have been
found with a seal engraved in feeble relief.
HUMAN HE.Ao RUDELY EN·
Shoulder blades and ribs were often utilized.
GRAVED oN A FRAGMENT
Deer horn frequently served, but the material
OF RE!~DEER HORN.
'
•
Grotto of Rochebertier (Char- does not seem to have been altogether
atisente).
factory to the prehistoric artist. Th reindeer
Found by Abbi\ Bourgeois.
of h
, d better
It wa
ID
th, }1ard,
hool of Anthropology Paris. ¼ oatOril an Wel e
•
uralsize.
'
hom-ogeneous, tough withou being fi.br ~ ' a nd
would cut or scratch in any direetion. It furni hes a out thr -f urtu
of the specimens of the art work of the peri d.
Wood may have been employed for art work
little or no proof. Reasoning by analogy, w may
so used. It was easier to work than was b n
r h rn '
. t ' 11 tb·
equally a well for many object . Th
J
:i.
of wood have been found is off et by th
all decayed.
Fig. 10.

l\11JS(:Uffi
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PAINTING.

While the art products of Paleolithic man ran principally to sculpture· and engraving, there is evidence of his acquaintauce with and
practice of the art of painting. Color has beeu used in decoration by
prehistoric man.
Judge Piette made
extensive excavations
in the Grotto l\fasd'AziJ
(Ariege), France, and
reported in teresti 11 g
discoveries relating to
prehistoric art in the
direction of painting.
He assigned this art to
a time near the close
of t,he reindeer epoch of
tlle Paleolithic period,
to which be gave the
name Asylienne. The
ell aracteristics speci ally noticeable in tue
present connection
were the hundreds of
waterworn pebbles,
flat, oval, with rounded
edges, resembling in
size the uet sinkers of
eaRtern United State ,
which bad been painted
or ('Olored in different
figure . A series wa
exhibited by Judge Piette at the Paris Exposition, 1889, where the
Fig. 71.
UOR ES' HEADS SCULPTURED FROM REINDEER HORN.
author had good opporGrotto Ma d'Azil (.A.riege) .
tunity for their in pe ·
Collt:1.'tion,Pit:tte.
tiOll. Judging frOUl
their app arance and mat rial, the pebble~ had been gathered in th
bed of the tream Ari e, wbi ·h flow through the Gr tto fa d ziJ.
They w re of quartz, quartzit , and chi t, and run from white to gray.
They w re artificially colored with iron peroxide, still found in th ca,·ern. It wa ground and l ept in shells (Pecten jacobwus) and in up
stone , , pecimeus of which were found with the pahlt till in them rad
wa:, nved with patula of bone. Th color wa red or r ddi. b ratb r
maroou, about the color of iron rus . The figures cou 'i ted f dot
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Fig . 74.

F ig . 72.

Fig. 76.
F ig.75.
Figs. 72-77 .
VARIOUS SP ECIMENS OF PALEOLITHIC SCULPTURE FR.OM DIVERS C VEn.·s OP' 'flt
.AND SOUTHERN FRANCE, NOT REQUIRINO

Cast, Cat.

os. 99!160, 99856, U.S., .M.

·gPAlt 'fl, UI
AU natur I lu.

J>£1U< t, ,.· C •

ICIP 1''• •

l1.\I,
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from one-fourth to one-11alf or :five-eighths inch in diameter, placed in
rows on the flat sides of the pebbles, from one to. eight on each pebble;
of bars or parallel bands of the same character; of zigzags, crosses, /
some circles with central dot, and others of similar designs in great
number. The painting can best be described by supposing much of
the work to have been done by light touches of the :finger. It was
Judge Piette's theory that these marks and signs bad some meaning.
They might have formed a numerical system. Still others may have
been alphabetic or ideographic signs, still others symbolic. These
pebbles were found in a particular stratum of the grotto. They were
not placed in auy order, but were scattered throughout the stratum.
The meaning of the painted designs on these pebbles has never been
decided and probably never can be; but in our present state of knowledge they represent man's earliest use of color for purposes of decoration; and, consequeutly, were the very beginning of the art -of paintiug.1 They may be more than this, but of tbis much we may feel certaiin,
that whatever was intended by their makers 1 whether they were for
ornamentation only,'' art for art's sake," or bad some special signification as numbers, signs, symbols, etc., they were surely an appeal to
the color-sense through the eye, and so represent the very beginning of
the painter's art. Tlley were an advance upon the glyptic art which
bad theretofore prevailed, and had thus-far been the only artistic mauifestation by man.
For description of the excavation of Mas d'Azil see "Etudes cl'Etbnographie Prehistorique," by Judge E. Piette,2 and for illustra.tiou of
the colored pebbles see supplement to same paper. 3
The employment of colors in the execution of savage art can be
traced to a co11sitlerable antiqnity; and their use, though continued
into modern times, does not at all depend upon the intervention of•
civilized man.
The original mineral colors were probably the red and yellow ochers,
red and yellow iron oxides, black from charcoal, and white from chalk
and lime; but vegetable colors were not difficult to obtain from leaves,
fruit , roots, stems, and seeds; for the extraction and u e of these pigments and color in the various savage decorations and adornment wa
not above the most primitive conception ". While there i. no trace of
the use of colors in Paleolithic time in Europe until the late di covery
of Judge Piette, and but little in Neolithic time of that country r t
the employment of color by prehi toric people of other countri wa
exten ive and effective. Beyoud thi , it di played con iderable power
and wa withal difficult of exe ution.
The u e of an exten ive scale or palette of colors by our .i..:r rth
1 The coloring of human bone
preparatory for secondary burial is not forgotteni
but it was ceremonial or religious and not decorative; be ides it was later.
2 L' .A.ntbropologi ,
I, 1896, pp. 274-292.
3 In quarto, 25 plates, ch.romolithograph.
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American Indians is well known. The works of Col. Garrick Mallery
on "Picture writing of the American Indians," of Dr. Washington
Matthews on the Navajos, of Dr. W. ;r. Hoffman, Dr. J. W. Fewkes,
Mr. F. H. Cushing, Col. J. J. and Mrs. Stevenson, and others, are filled
with illustrations of the use of color by these savages. One bas only
to call to mind the descriptions and representations of the early travelers, or the pictures of Catlin, whose ''Gallery of Indian portra;ts" is
in the ~ ational Museum 1 to recognize the fact. These instances, while
perhaps all historic, are representative of culture beginning before the
advent of the white man.
The Peruvians and the Mexicans were adepts in placing the colors
upon their cloths. The colors were so well fixed that they were not
even modified by the decomposition of the dead bodies, and the wrappings of mummies buried centuries ago retain their primitive colors,
even when the original fabric is decayed to shreds.
The Mexicans probably obtained the remarkably brilliant coloring of
their pictographs by somewhat analogous processes. These picto- ,
graphs in manusm·ipt, of which only a small number have reached us,
embrace the history of the country, its n a~ional traditions, the genealogies of ·its kings and nobles, the rolls of provincial tributes, the laws,
the calendar, religious festivals, aud· the education of the children-a
complete summary, in fact, of all that concerns the manners, customs,
and life of the people. They were painted in various colors on cotton
cloth, on prepared skin, or on a strong and tough p~Lper made from the
fibers of the agave. At times the art,i t depicts scenes from real life.
At other times he records facts by means of hieroglyphic, symbolic,
or other characters-conventional signs that have been handed down
for generations, and on which innovation i prohibited. Auother series
of pictures illustrates the education of children, their food and punishments. The father teaches his son to carry burdens, to steer a
canoe, or to manage the fishing tackle. The mother iustructs her
daughter in domestk duties; she weeps the house, prepares tortillas,
and weaves cloths. These picture present the di tinct outlines and
bright colors which the Americans sought most of all. Evidently we
mu t not a k them for models of decorative painting. Th ir complete
ignorance of proportions aud the laws of per pective demon trates
that thefr art was the exclusive product of their own g niu r of the
instinct of their race, and that they ha<l. not been subject to any:£ r ign
influence.
The region of piedras pintadas (painted stone ) in
extends from Guiana to Patagonia. They are foun<l
Brazil and La Plata as well as in the more civiliz l
and Chili, and they betray everywhere a r markal>l
olitudes of Para and Piauby, Brazil, ar num r
tures executed by unknown people . Tb Y 1· r
1

Report of tbe

. , ' . Tatio
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and men in various attitudes. Some of the men are tattooed; others
wear crowns of feathers; and the picture is .finished with arabesques
and scrolls. At La Sierra de Ong.a are drawings in red ocher, isofated
and in groups, without appa,rent order; and the rocks of the proviuce
of Oeara and those of Tejuco are covered with tracings not unlike those
on the rocks of Scandinavia.. Humboldt describes intaglios on the
right bank of the Orinoco representing the sun, moon, pumas, crocodiles, and serpents, ill-formed figures defined most frequently by a simple outline and manifesting slight advancement in art.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AR'I.' OF THE PALEOLITHIC PERIOD.

A few words as to the characteristics of the art of the Paleolithic
period. It has been already said there were some geometric designs.
These were by lines or dots, and, curiously enough, never or rarely iu
the form of a cross, triangle, square, or circle, concentric or otherwise.
They consisted of parallel lines, sometimes crossed, sometimes drawn
in different directions, zigzags, chevrons, and sometimes the double
chevron, giving it the appearance of the letter X. On some of the long,
straight in truments of bone appear undulating, wavy liues, and in a
few cases are rounq., slightly pointed projections-protuberances like
a mamelon.
In all t,hese combinations of figures none have been found which
seem to have any meaning or to have the form of any letter, word, or
hieroglyph. They do not corre pond to any sign, ideographic or hieroglyphic. The cro s i not fo11nd ; there is no representation of sun worship, nor of the sea, nor of any divinity, good or bad. Apparently there
bad been no thought other than that apparent upon the face of the
picture. For instance, when horses are repre'ented following each
other we can understand there is a drove. When the mammoth is repre ented, we under tand that the artist has seen the auimal. When a
man i repre ented following the bison and in the act of throwin · bi
spear, we can under tand that a hunting scene is meant. Beyond
the e and imilar views no idea seem to have been attempted. But
we are to remember tlrn paucity of the , smrce of our knowledge.
The de igns, whether of drawing, engraving, or sculpture, seem to
have be n rigiual in o far that they were neither copied from other
drawing · nor adapted from otlier school or ma ters. They do not
seem to liave been composed pieces, but drawing made direct from
nature with the original b fore the eye of the arti. t. Those repre en ting the two hor e heau and that repre enting tlrn bind leg of th
reindeer and tl1e uaked woman would appear to have been of thi kind.
There have been found in we, tern Europe about four hundred P ·imen of this engraved and culptured art work belonging to the Pale w
lithic period. Of the e, four·- fifths are repre eutation of animal .
many ketche -mere e say or attempt -have been found, the auth r
has no means of knowing. The. e are on fragments and are not ·up-
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posed to have had any utility. · Of the implements mtenuect for use
and thus decorated, tbe Mtons de commandement are in the greatest
number; then dagger points of deer and antelope horn, and the handles
of poniards. The Musee St. Germain possesses one hundred and
sixteen objects of the art of t.his epoch. Among these are twenty-nine
batons de command,ement, twenty-two daggers of antelope or deer born,
and five handles of poniards; total of these specimens · fifty-six, or
about one-half the entire art collection of that museum. The rest
are either objects of unknown use or else sketches not intended for
any use.
The United States National Museum possesses one hundred andfiftysix specimens, originals and casts, belonging principally to the Wilson
collection.
LOCALITIES.

Be it understood that only those stations or caverns in which art
objects have been found can be reported. We cau easily believe that
there are many wherein they exist but have not yet been discovered.
Industrial objects and implements are found associated with the art
objects, and consequently were made by and belonged to the same
people, and these are dis eminated throughout western Europe in
almost every locality occupied by Paleolithic man. These localities
extende<l from the Pyrenees to central England aud from the Atlantic
Ocean to northeastern · Switzerland. Divided according to departments h1 Fra11ce, cantons in Switzerland, and shires in England, the
distrihutio11, with the 11ames of the priucipal caverns containing this
art work, is as follows:
Beginning with the department of Dordogne, which has furnished
about oue-Lbird of tlrn numl>er found, the cavern are: La Madelaine,
Laugerie Basse, Laugerie Haute, Gorge d'Enfer, les Eyzie , 0ornac; Mayeune-0ave Margot; Vienne-0otte , 0baffaud; 1harente0haise, Montgau<lier, Placard; Tarn-et-Garonne-Bruniquel; LandesSordes; Haufe Pyrenees-A ure an, Lortet; Haute Garonne-Gonrdan;
Allier-Mas at, Vaclie; A.ude-Bize; Gard-Pont du Gard; Baute
Savoy- a,l eve; Schaffhausen, Switzerland-Thayingen; Arrondi s rnent de Dinant, Belgium-Goyet, trou Magrite; Derby hire, England- 'res ·well.
Di:scoverie of paleolithic art ar_e being continuou ly mad in w
Europe, thus demonstrating the porrectness of former con ·l ion a_lld
th genuinene s of former discoveries as well a th long ancl xt n, 1
bnman occupation in paleolithic times. Some f th
r I rt
in
the writiug of the foregoing chapter are that of M. J nli n. f h
1
in , teatite of a woman in the caverns of Mout n , ' m ~1 . , . 1
.
R
.
h.
1 hat
I
1v1 ·r 111
1
of t . G ermam, reported by Solomon ernac ,
·
1
grotto of ]a Mouthe, Commune de Taya , n r
wherein the art work consi ted princip} Uy f
1

L'Anthropologie, 1 98, P· 26, plat
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the rocky walls of the cavern 1 associated with objects and evidences of
Madelainien art, gravers bone points, etc.; further discoveries of M.
Riviere in the celebrated Cavern of Oro-Magnon at Les Eyzies. 2 There
not only former paleolithic objects of industry :were continued, but the
gravers and engraved bones were found, the most important being a
fragment of rib bone with the figure of a femaile engraved in profile
and at fu]l .length. Also art works similar to those in the Grotto de Ia
Mouthe found in the cavern of Pair-non-Pair, excavated by F. Daleau
(Bourg-sur-Gironde) and F. Regnault. 3
SUCCESSION OF ART PERIODS.

The nomenclature of the different art cultures heretofore described
belonging to the Paleolithic period in Europe is of small importance
compared with the facts of their superposition and succession in point
of time and their evolution in art. The fact of progression from au
earlier and ruder to a later and higher art culture seems to have been
satisfactorily established by investigation of the caverns themsel ves.
The caverns were gradually filled up, either by natural or artificial
causes, or by both. By examining the strata in their succession the
investigators have demonstrated that there are marked differences in
the art and industry between the objects found in tlie differeHt strata.
Of course, the filling up of the caverns must have been in chronologic
sequence. Superposition means succession. The distinction between
the various epochs in the Paleolithic period or the distinctions
between the Paleolithic and Neolithic periods are not to be discussed
here. The reader is l'eferred to standard works upon the subject. A
Ii t of these is given in the Handbook~ and in Primitive Industry. 5
A few salient facts may be presented showing this superposition
and con equent succession, explaining an improvement in art culture
from the bottom of the cavern toward it top. For example, at Kent's
cavern, near Torquay, Engla11d, in the caverns investigated with all
possible care during a period of twelve or thirteen year , in which as
many tliousa11d dollars were expern1ed, under the direction of a committee appoir,ted by the Briti 11 As ociation, the trata of the e early
oc upation. wer covered by layers of talagmite pread over what was
tb 11 the entir urface parati11g and .. ea1ing it hermetically from ubnder thi , in various part of the cavern were
equ 1Jt occupation.
found , p cimen,· of Ohell<~en chipped-flint iruplem nt , and beyond th e
chip ancl flake, po, ibly the hammer in ident to th ir fabrication no
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other traces of human industry was found. In the Grotto of Placard
in southwestern France (Plate 17), the same superposition was found,
which gave satisfactory evidence of this succession of human occupation and of the accompanying changes and improvements of human
culture. The strata containing Neolithic and Paleolithic objects are
distinctly marked, and are separated by a sterile stratum made up _o f
imported clay, or earth or of broken stones from the roof of the cavern,
several, sometimes many, inches in thickness. The cavern of Laugerie
Haute gives the same evidence and is even more positive, for the sterile
stfotum is about 4 feet 3 inches in thickness. In the Grotto de la Vache
the stalagmitic strat,um ·between the Paleolithic and Neolithic industries is about 18 inches. The latest indications we have was when M.
Boule, of Paris, vi:::,ited the prehistoric cavern of Schweitzerbild, near
Schaffhausen, Switzerland, in the 11eighborhood of the cavern of Tha,yingen which furnished the celebrated engraving on bo11e of the reindeer browsing (fig. 24, p. 381). M. Boule bas l)Ublisbed a report of his
investjgations 1 in which be describes the walls of the cavern with their
superposed and consequently successive occupations and corresponding
improvements in human invention and human culture. · (See Plate 17 c.)
Plate 17 1/ig. a) i::.bows a -perspective of the Grotto of Placard with a
section on. tbe right side b giving the various strata from bottom to top.
The s1_)aces marked A, ten in number, show the strata which were
barren, and were without any objects or evidences of man's industry
or occupation. They were formed of rock which had fallen from the
roof to the floor durillg periods when the cavern was not occupied by
man. The other letters represent spaces, the strata of which were the
opposite of tliis, and contained objects representing the various epochs
of human culture within the period of occupation. L contained Mousterien points; K, SoJutreen leaf- shaped points; I, upper Solutreen, with
bone points and those of flint, shouldered (pointes a cran); H, F, E,
and D, contained objects clearly Madelainien, bone points, engraved
bones, and even a baton de commandement; O, the archre.logic stratum
nearest the top, contained Neolithic objects, polished stone hatchets,
arrow points, fragments of pottery, and bones of modern animals.
Tbe same difference of indu try, showing a difference in culture by
tbe stratification in the caverns, occurs in the investigation~ Y J dge
Piette in the large number of caverns in southern and outu.we tern
li'rance, and referred to irftbis paper (p. 374). In fact, tlli tratifi ·ation
of culture i the foundation of bis classification.
At the co11clusion of the excavations and investigati
and Christy, it was the opinion of many prehistoric arch ' 1
there was a complete solution of the continui Y in tb h m
·
. tlrn human occupat·1 n f w
r bur l
industry,
as there was m
ti
. 1.
gr , 1 · r II g 1 u 11 11
the close of the Paleolithic period. Thi o m n
.·
,
•
11 .,
1le
.
I W
VlC1 11
nearly everyone became an adherent of 1t.
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animals which occupied that country during that period materially
changed their habitat. The causes of this change have never been completely determined, but it is supposed that climate was the principal one.
The fact of the change seems well established. The three species of Elephas-the last being the mammoth, the cave bear, cave lion, cave hyena,
and several others-became extinct. Others-the musk ox, blue fox,
and more than any other, the reindeer-to the number of thirteen species
of animals, all colu loving, migrated to the far north and have never
since occupied any portion of the territory in western Europe wherein
they were so plenteous during this Paleolithic period. Five other species of animals, like the chamois, also cold loving, changed their habitat by migrating to the mountains, thus making a complete change of
eighteen animals at the close of that period. What became of man!
It was believed, as has been said, that he also migrated or perished. At
all events, it has come to be the geueral belief that the evidences of his
presence, by objects of either art or industry, ceased altogether; that
there was a hiatus in the occupation of that country by man, which
was brought to a close by the migration or entry from the far east, of
Neolithic man or man with a Neolithic civilization. The differences
between these two art epochs will be treated in the next chapter.
Learned men have speculated considerably concerning the happenings
at the close of the Paleolithic period in their relation to man. This was
necessarily speculative. It was impossible to procure definite or positive testimony. The only evidence obtainable consisted of the remains
of man or of bis art or industry, while the chronologic identification of
these as sub.sequent to tbe Paleolithic period was extremely difficult, if
not impo sible. One theory is that be migrated to the uorth, as did the
animals which were his c·ontemporaries. The similarity between the art
of the Eskimo in carving on ivory and those carvings found in the caverns in southern France and <le cribed in tlJis paper :Uas furnished tbe
fouudation for thiR theory. Another theory is that man in western
Europe at the close of the Paleolithic periou perished. A third theory
i that he migrated to the far ea t, the Orient, assimilated with the
people there, became a part of the Aryans, and that bis art: taking a
new lea e of life, b gan it we tern peregrination. tbrougb Me apotamia, Chaldea, the auca u , aud culminated in Greeee, wbereit formed
another center of culture, and, spreading through Italy in the period of
it decadence, it ~t last reached we tern Europe, the p1ace of it origin
aud bir b. 1
A fourth theory i that he weut-jn t how i not explained-to the
north of frica. The fonndation or authority for thi i the uppo ed
r emblance in the anatomical and pby i al cbaract r · between ome
f th trib
longing t that country and th Pal olitbic man of
. The B rber of Africa and tbe u n he of the
and the C ri · of till th r i land m th same
1

'olomou R ina h,.La culpture en Europe· l'Anthropologie, Y, pp.19-21.
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latitude or direction are said to be of the same stock as the cave
dwellers of France.
But these are archrnological or anthropological questions, only incidentally affecting art, and therefore need no further argument or cita·
tion of authority.
THE .A.SPEC'!' OF MAN OF THE P ALEOLITHHJ PERIOD.

Of course no man of any of the epochs of the Paleolithic period has
ever been seen, and therefore he is not described by any person of
modern or historic times. No history, however ancient, will contain
any representation of him. Egyptian, Chaldean, an<l. other Oriental
civilizations may contain sculptured representations of man of high
antiquity, and possibly one can not say that these were not individuals
of prehistoric ages, but no one can say, with any certainty, that they
are. Any attempt to reproduce or represent the cave man must be
largely theoretical. We have some of his skulls and long bones. We;
have his pictorial representations as shown by the engravings of that .
antbropolo- ' ·
time and figured in this paper (fig. 36). It is said by th
gists who have investigated the subject most profoundly, that the Berbers of northern Africa and the Oaribs of the i land iu the .Atlantic
Ocean most nearly correspond with the man of Pal olithic times.
They judge this by comparison of the anatomy and from a consideration of the evidence. With this for a foundation, the anthropologists
of the Paris Exposition of 1889 reproduced group of the people of the
Paleolithic period, which were installed on the foy r of .Anthropological
Hall. Plate 18 represents two of these groups. Fig. 1 i , man and a
woman of the Obelleen epoch, represented in the' act f ·hipping fiiut
nodules and making the implements belonging to their ep h, uch as
are shown in figs. 1 to 9. Fig. 2 of plate 1 is a r pr du· i n of the
cavern of Laugerie Basse, representing a man standing, ju t returned
from the chase; while seated opposite him are two w men pr • umably
his wives,engaged in engraving the bone of the ca, rn, m
f which
have possibly been shown in this paper.
Whether the tatuettes found by Judge Piett
bis ollection were actual repre entations of the p
or who inhabited the localities is not det rmined.
that they were, and that the specimens repr eut, 1 w
of people-one fat and heavy, the other thin a,n ligh
OONCL USIONS,

Sundry modern authors have enunciat
ba ed upon the py ·chologic proposition f
thought and the imilarity of human n c..1 ·
tion of a permanence of the relation, f
foundation, they have formed th co ·l
in a given tage of culture ado t i il '
NAT M S 96--27
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technologic similarity. They assert the foregoing rule to be a natural
law and applicable to widely separated peoples, aud not at all depeuding upon any communication or correspondence between them. Others
applying this theory of similarity of human thought to the evolution of
art, principally of ornament, seek to explain every design or pattern,
whether h~storic or prehistoric, sa,-age or civilized, ancient or modern,
by declaring that they origfoallyhad some occult meanjng and that they
represented some idea (to us unknown) of the aborigines who invented
them. It is declared that if the psychological, including the anthropological, student of the present day could follow these aboriginal designs
back to their origin they would :find them based on this occult, unknown
meaning. Some of these authors, elucidating this proposition, investigate the ornaments of savage or primitive peoples, and seek to demonstrate this occult and unknown thing to have been the origin of all
ornament and design. They argue that by the various processes or'
evolution, the design changing as the idea changed, gradually, step by
step, the idea is lost, and nothing remains to represent it but the present unmeaning ornament.
The author, deprecating the tendency to lay down general rules, concedes the possibility of this genesis of ornament in some cases, but
declines to accept it as one of the rules. He belieYes his illustrations
of the earliest designs made by man, their great numbers, and tlleir
eviden_tly original invention and adoption as ornaments show that the
foregoing genesis of ornament is not the rule, whatever its application
in particular cases. He denies the correctness of the general proposition of Professor Haddon, especially in its applicability to prehistoric art,
"that those who write in the future on decorative art will have to prove
that any pattern or design is a purely arbitrary form. Tha.t assumption is no longer permissible." 1
It is always said by the reformers in the psychology of art that their
position could be sustained if we could only get back to the beginning
of the ornament or to the origin of the art. In the present chapter the
author has presented the very beginnings of art. No art can, either i,t
point of time or of civilization, be earlier than that here given. 'l'he
specime11s, in their relation to time, date to the Glacial epocb, and in
point of civilization to the Paleolithic period. Nothing that we know
of man, not even his existence, is earlier than the art works set forth
herein. There was no other beginning to art; there is _no relation
between this and any preceding period, for so far as relates to art and
ornament there was no preceding period. Art begun here; the e pecimen show the natural or original germ of art in the human miud uuin :flu need by anything beyond the neces~ary environment of life all<l th
inevitable conditions of exi tence.
o far as can be known, the impulse which moved man in tbi ar
1 A. C. Ilad.uou: Evolution in Art a · Illustrated by the Life llistories of lJ
ignsJ
p.164.
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work was bis love of beauty and his desire to gratify it. This love
was purely resthetic and without any utility so far as relates to the
engravings on bone, etc., and only partly utilitarian when employed in
the beautifying of weapons and implements.
This innate love of ornament has been pushed by some primitive
peoples to such extremes as to interfere with the utility of the
decorated object, as in the carving of the handles of Mangaian symbolic
adzes of the Hervey Islanders; but this belongs to more modern times.
We are now dealing with the earlier, the Paleolithic man, with man
in the infancy of his race, and we find his ornaments to have been
. more simple; they had not then run to excess nor interfered with the
utility of the decorated object.
These engravings and decorations during the Paleolithic period
stand as the foundation or beginning of all art, and we will see how,
through the civilization to come after them in the Neolithic and Bronze
Ages, these Paleolithic motifs were repeated again and again, how
they varied, how they grew, and yet how, down to the end of the prehistoric and the beginning of the historic period, they never got beyond
liues or dots, which combiued made the parallel lines, the chevron, the
herringbone, the zigzag, and similar simple geometric designs. They
an grew out of the same beginning and had the same origin. They had
no occult meaning; they never stood for any great divinity or power,
whether natural or supernatural; they were simply lines and dots
arranged in ornamental form to gratify mau's innate Rense of beauty
and because he wished the things he possessed to be beauteous in his
eyes.
It is nee<lless to discuss the causes of this natural and innate taste
on the part of man . . He is born with it, it is part of him, its manifestations afford him pleasure, tl1ey gratify his senses, and are to be
classed in the same category as the delights of the palate, the beauties
of color, and the sweetness of music. He bas these ta tes, he enjoys
their gratification, and be indulges them when he ba the opportuuity.
Mr. W. J. Stillma:1, in ,~old Home an<l the New," ·ays:
Tho modern conception of the arts of <lesign is that th y ar e intend 11 as tho
mirror of uature ; the ancient aud true one is that they w er e th e outcom of emotion,
aspiration , and imagination or spiritual conception of th e a rt ist.

The 'e ob ervation may find other illustration throughout tbi.· pap ·r.
They might have been postponed to another portiou, ut th Y · m
properly in thi place, and the author bas deem d wi ·
iu r th m
here at the conclu ion of this chapter, that referen · may
them in the future reading.
While there have been invention and duplic, t inv
de ign an<l reinvention of forgotten ones , Y t i i · 1J
.
author that as a rule the perpetuation f orn m O 1
fr ,m
1 11
11
· ·t·a t·10n an d t each.rng, pa smg
,·
f·rom ge 11 ·a ion
, . r, iv. a rt
um
. , . t ., 1 ·n
parent to child, and from master to servant 1 1
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forms part of human culture and civilization, and its extension and
distribution among men was accomplished in much the same manner
as Sir John Lubbock says of the geographical distribution of human
races, which, curiously enough, coincides with that of other animals.
"There can be no doubt," he says, "that he [man] crept over the earth's
surface little by little, year by year, just, for instance, as the weeds
of Europe are now gradually but surely creeping over the .surface of
Australia." 1
Out of this erroneous theory of the parallelism of human thought
has grown that other equally erroneous declaration of the absolute
uniformity in man's thoughts and actiolls, in his aims and methods
while he is in the same degree of development, without regard to the
country or epoch in which he lived. And this theory has been pushed
until it bas been said nothing but geographical environment seems to
modify the monotonous sameness of man's creations. The theory may
be applicable to certain peoples under certain conditions. But it surely
has its limitations and is not applicable to individuals. When stated
as a rule it does not take into consideration the will, energy, or reasoning powers of man. It leaves out his egoism and his desire for power,
improvem~nt, and happiness, which lie at the very foundation of human
civilization. The progress of peoples through consecutive stages of
civilization is entirely compatible with the author's theory that knowledge of specific objects, the uses of material things, the performance
of certain rites, the playing of certain games, the possession of certain
myths aud traditions, the carrying on of certain iudustries, were transmitted fr9m one generation to the next, from father to son, mother to
daughter, teacher to pupil, bo~s to apprentice, master to servant or
slave; that the future generations improved or were retarded according to their conditions an<l surrouudings, principally their needs, and
their relative intellectual faculties and powers of imitation, and that
tbi ' knowledge pa secl from one country to another chiefly by the
migration, contact, or communication between their peoples. The
knowledge of the same thing· by separated peoples, within reasonable
bound of imilarity, iucrea ed by complication of machinery and tlie
difficulty of con tructiou, ma be treated as reasonable evidence of ucll
migration, contact, or communication.
II. NE LITHIC PERIOD.
COMP RED WI'.l'II

PAL"EOLITIIIC.
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two periods; differences in climate, geography, fauna, domesticity of
animals, sociology, industry, and art.
In the later epoch of the Paleolithic period the climate wa.s cold and
dry, with extreme temperatures, while in the Neolithic period the climate was temperate and uniform.
In the Paleolithic period were living many great animals, now fossil,
like the cave bear, the giant beaver, and, most plentiful of all, the
mammoth. In the Neolithic period these and others to the number of
seventeen, became extinct. Out of forty-eight well ascertained animal
species living in France and England during the Paleolithic period,
only thirty-one continued into the Neolithic period. Eighteen species
of the animals living in the center of Europe associated with man in the
Paleolithic period were cold loving. _In the Neolithic period, thirteen
of them, such as the reindeer, antelope, ·musk ox, blue fox, and white
bear, emigrated to colder countries by latitude, while five, the chamois,
marmot, wild goat, and others, have emigrated to colder countries by
altitude, going up the mountains.
In the Paleolithic period there were no domestic animals; in the
Neolithic period they were abundant.
In the Paleolithic period the population was nomadic; they were
hunters and fishers, but not agriculturists; in the Neolithic period the
population was sedentary, and agriculture became well developed.
In -t he Paleolithic period there was practically no pottery in England
or France. There are two localities in Belgium where pottery is alleged
to have been found. In the Neolithic period pottery was everywhere
made and used.
J 11 the Paleolithic period there were no monuments or burials, apparently no respect for the dead, and therefore no evidence of any belief
in a future state.
DIFFERENCES IN .A.R'.I.' OF THE

Two PERIODS .

.Among these differences the strangest was in the :fine art . In the
Paleolithic period we have een the large number of culpture and
engra,ving , and. that even painting was attempted.; bow n arly every
animal belonging to that epoch, from man down, ha been grar hi ·ally
repre ented in the fine art of that period. On the c ntrary, in h
Neolithic period there are innumerable specimP-n f decorative
applied to indu try, while we are wholly without graphi · lin
of the animals of the period, and no attempt ap ar. t b
ma<le to r pre ent any liv:·ng thing or to mak a r
nature in any of it forms.
GEOMETRIC 0RNA:MENT.

. period
. was entirely
.
The art of this
decorat·1 v a n<1 <· n . i . t .<l f m , rl .
lines or dots, ui::11ally by incision, in g m rj .' £)l'ln
wrJ ·.-.
marks, zigzags, herring bone, chevr n , , arall 1 hn
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These decorations were principally employed in plastic a.rt, and usually
for the decoration of pottery. Graphic representation of this decoration shows it to have been similar to that of the Paleolithic period.
Yet the likeness is more apparent than real. In Paleolitliic times the
decoration was, as we have seen, principally by representations of
objects taken from nature. The geometric designs were used, and it
was therefore correct to show them. Their omission would have bee-:i
improper. But they were used on few specimens, and on these but
sparingly. Harpoons and points of bone were the principal objects of
such decoration. Turning back to plates 13, 14, and 15, we will see by
these llarpoons and points how slight was the opportunity of the paleolithic artist, arnl we know in how few instances he embraced it. His
decorations consisted principally of short ~arks arranged in parallels
and repeated so as to make' a pleasing effect.
·
Not so, however, in Neolit.hic times. The designs, still geometric,
were more complete, were larger, more extended, had greater continuity, and, as before remarked, were used a thousandfold more thau in
Paleolithic times.
Plates 19 and 20 contain representations of geometric decoration.
They are all from western Europe, were taken from actual specimens,
and can be identified with the originals. The most of these undoubtedly belong to the Neolithic age, though some may be related to tl.Je
Bronze age. This is a matter of no consequence, for the Bronze age
was but the continuation of the Neolithic age. They are both believed
to have been the same race of people throughout western Eurorl>i.Some of these decorations were used indiscriminately during both
ages.
FLINT CHIPPING. 1

This art was begun in the Paleolithic and continued throughout tbe
Neolithic period. The fundamental distinction was that in the Neolithic period, after the preparation of fl.int implements by chipping or
battering and pecking, mo t of them were .fini bed by the econdary
proce of grinding, and in many ca e, , poli. hin O', Thi.' di tin · ion
between the e two period in the art of fl.int or tone working ha.' not
b en appreciated by ome of our American anthropologist., and has
b n the foundation of gr at error,".
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 19.

Fig. 1.

DOTS SLIGHTLY PROLO:\'"GED ARRANGJ<~D IN HO'RIZONTAL PARALLELS, WITH
PANELS OF THE SAME ARRANGED PERPENDICULARLY.

Fig. 2.

0RNAMENTIW RIM OF' CINERARY URN, PARALLEL LINES IN RELIEF, WITH A
SINGLE ROW OF INDENTATIO.\"S FORMING A BEAD OR MOLDING WITH PANEL
BETWEEN.
Idem, page 68, fig. 55
THUMB-NAIL DECORATION IN PARALLEL HORIZONTAL LINES.
Idem, page 69, fig. 5G.
ORNAMENTATION BY LINES OF TWISTED CORD ARRANGED IN PARALLELS
ALTERNATELY HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL.

Grtcenwell , Briti,h Barrows, page 67, fig. 54-.

Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.

Idem, page 70, fig. 57.

}-,ig. 5.

Fig. 9.

LARGE INDENTATIONS, CRESCENTS1 - MADE WITH THE THUMB NAIL.
Idem, page 71, fig. 58.
RIM DECORATION OF ALTER:\'ATE BANDS OF DOTS AND INCISED LINES, WITH
SCALLOPS IN HIGH RELIEF.
Idem, page 73, fig. 60.
ZILiZAG OR HIERRING-BONE DE CO RATIOX, HOW OF PARALLEL INCL ED LINES.
Idem, page U , fig. 61.
ORNAMENTED BAND FOR RIM OF VES EL, ROLLim IN HIGH RELIEF, ZIGZAG
BETWEE:\' TWO MOLDINGS .
Idem, page 72, fig. 59.
ZIGZAG OR DOGTOOTH DECORATION, IMPRINT OF CORD.

Fig.10.

lMP~INT OF CORD IN HORIZONTAL PARALLEL LINE .

Fig. 6.
Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Ideru , page 75, fig . 62.
Idem, page 75, figs. 62, 63, 64.

Fig.11.

LINES OF DOTS IN HORIZONTAL PARALLELS DIVIDED INTO CHEVR ON, ,)OGTOOTH, AND SQUARE FOHMS.

Fig. 12.

DECORATION OF RIM OF BOWL BY DOTS AND MARKS, IN PARALLEL LJNES
WITH DO GTOOTH OR VANDYK E POINTS FORMED 01• INCI SED LINES PARALLEL
TO EACH OTHER AND TO THI<: SIDE S OF THE TRIANGLE .
Id em, page 86, fig. 71.
LINE S MADE RY DOTS WITH BONE POINT OR HARD WOOD, IN HORIZONTAL
BANDS, DIVIDED BY PEHPENDICIJLAR COLUMN INTO PANELS FORMING A
SQUARE, THE CENTER OF WHICH LEFT V..a.CANT 1 FORMS A ST. ANDREW'S
CRO .
Dawkins, Early 'Man in Britain, page 361, fig. 127.
COMB I NATION OF SMALL HERRING-BONE, DOGTOOTH, AND TWISTED-CORD
DECORATION FO R TI-rn Rl:\1, A r D PEHPE ' DICULAR LIN!r.S OF SHO HT INCI SIONS
I N GROUPS OF FOUR OR F I VE ALTERNATING, COVERING THE BODY OF THE
VASE.
Greenwell, British Barrows, page 88, fig. 73.
E GRAV! G (INTAGLIO) 0 T UPPORT OF DOLMEN OF PETIT-MONT, AHZON
(MORBIHAN).
De Mortill et, Musee Prehisto rique, fig. 581.
FURROW (INTAGLIO), FO ' It O lt FIVE TOGETHER IN PARALLEL LINE , OME
HORIZO TAL AND CONTINUOUS AROUND THE VA E, OTHERS lN REVER'\1£D
FE T OO' .
Green well. British Barrows. page 9, figs. 75, 76.
COMBINATION 01.<' LI TES, , O'.\IE I NC ISE D, OTHERS THE IMPRI T OF A CORD,
HORI ZONTAL, PERPENDWIJLAH, A.l.~D ZIGZAG. Many combinations.

Idem, page 76, fig. 65.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

fig.15.

Fig.16.

Fig.17.

Idem , page 94. fig. 81.
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AND CORD IMPRrnT IN
, FILLED WlTII PARALL EL LI ES

AT AN ANGLE OF 45 DEGREE
F llERJU ·G-BO~E PATTEH:--.

Va e from dolmen of Portivi,
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 20.
1. CROSSED LINES OF SMALL DOTS, ARRANGED IN BANDS-ONE OF THE COMMON

Fig.

DECORATIONS OF POTTERY IN BRITT I ~-y, From a fragment
Cromlecb of the Isle des Tisserands (Morbihan).

fonnd

at the

(Original in Musee St.Hermain .)

2. SCALLOPS MADE BY THUMB AND F1NGER ON RUDE POTTERY AT OR NEAR

Fig.

THE EDGE.

Laked welling of Rpbeuhausen, ~urich, Switzerland.

(Musee St. Germain.)

Fig.

3.

Fig.

4. LINES OF LARGE DOTS ARRANGED IN ZONES, ALTERNATED WITH BANDS OF
SMALL DOTS, IN PAR~LLELS AT 45 DEGREES. A srNGLE BAND, ALSO 01<' FINE

1NCI8Im PimPENDICULAR LINES IN GROUPS OF FIVE OR srx,. INTERSPACED
WITH SMALL CHEVHONS.
Denmark. After Madsen, plate XLIV, page 44, fig. 11.

POrNTS, ARHA.NGED IN HORIZONTAL PARALLEL LINES IN DOGTOOTH OR VANDYKE POINTS.
.

Dolmen of Er-Roh Trinite sur-Mer (Morbihan).

(Original, Museum of Vannes.)

Fig.

5. FINE POINTS ARIUNGE:D IN BANDS OF VANDYKE POINTS, IN PARALLEL LINES
AT 45 DF.GREJ,S .

Fig.

5½, COAns1,; POTTERY RUDELY ORNAMENTED WITH THUMB-NAIL MARKS ALTER-

Museum of Vann es. Musee Prehistorique, :fig. 536.
NATED.

(Musee St. Germain. Musee Prebistorique, fig. 534.)
DIFFERIINT ORNAMENTAT,ON ON THE SAiVIE SPECIMEN AS FIG, 3.
8. SMALL POI :'\TS AHRANGED IN BANDS AND ZONES, PAHALLEL, SOME OF WHICH
ARF. IX SINGLE LINES, OTHERS WIDER, WHEREIN Tfrn LINES OF POINTS
ARJ•; PAHALLEL AT ANGLES OF 45 DEGREES BOTH WAYS. On same specimen as fig. 4.
Fig. 9. LINES OF POrNTS CLOSE TOGETHER, HORIZONTAL AND PARALLEL. UNDERNJ;;ATH ARE PARALLEL INCISED LINES, IN GROUPS OF SEYEN OR EIGHT,
ARRA.\"G~:D IN FESTOONS, THE PLAIN SURFACE ABOVE REPRESENTING VANDYKE POINTS.
Fig.
Fig.

6. A

Monsheim , near Worm., .

(Museum of Mayence.)

Fig.10. CUP- MARKINGS, SIXGLE, PLAIN, SURROUNDED BY A _C IRCLE A ND CONNECTED
BY A LINE . Covering-stone of dolmen, .Baker-bill, R.oss-sbire, 8cot.land.
Simp~ou, A.rc!Jreic Sculpturiugs, plate XIV, fig. l.
Fig: 11. BANDS OF IN CI l~D LINES, HORIZONTAL AND • PARALLEL, THE TWO UPPER
O.Nl':S PLAIN, AT ANGLE OF 4:1 DEGl:EES BOTH WAYSj LOWER BAND OF HOHIZONTAL IN CISI.W u:-rns, VANDYKE POINTS.

Dolmen de' Keria1·al (Morbihan).
Prehistorique, fig. 541.)

(Original, Museum of Vannes. Mortillet, Musee

Fig.12. \VAVED LlN~; , ZIGZAG, PARALLEL AND IN RANDS.
ARE UHOKEN AT INTERVAL,' .

Madse11 ,

ntiquities of Denmark, plate

XLIII,

THOSE IN THE MIDDLE

fig. 2 ..

ALTEHNATED WITH ~:.\JALL llllOKT~N I TCJ, ED LINE .
TnE
Fig.15. MEDIU;\I DOT
LATTER ARH .\N G l~D IX IIORIZOXTAL PARALLEL AT TllE TOP A '\D ;\LIDDLE,
JNUI 'ATING THE OTJTLI.\"E OF DOGTOnTII ORNAl\lENT J.rnTWEEN. TUE E
ARE FILLED WITH l\IEDIUM DOT
ARltA:-l'GED IN HORIZONTAL LINES; A
LOWl':lt BA.\"D 01<' TUREJ.:: UORIZO.\'TAL PARALLEL OF l\IEDIU:.\I DOT ,
(Mn earn of Zurich. Musfe Prehistorique, fig. 538.)

Firr. 16.

PE L\.Il~N A FIG. 12.
' T (INTAGLIO) ON A , LAB F ,·AND TflSE.
Eda.,·. Orknt>y. ·cu1la11,l. (Original. Mu. eum of oci ty of A.ntiquitic , Echnl>nr"h .
."impsou, Ar b: •i , · ·ulpt11rin,!!' , plat xrx, tig. 4.)
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its successful operation required a manual dexterity obtainable only by
long practice. It is sufficiently difficult of performance to be ranked
among the finer arts. After the prepa-ration of the nodules of flint, so
that the blade can be made a sufficient length, with edges smooth anl
sharp, the upper or top part of the core is struck with the stone ham·
mer (figs. 78a and 78b) so exact and precise as to the proper point and
so delicately gauged as to force, that a single blow knocks off the blade
its entire length. There can be no second trial; it is success or failure
at the first stroke. Plate 2~ represents another of these cores and
flakes. The United States National Museum possesses many more of
the same kind from the same locality. Anyone who doubts flint chip-ping being a fine art has but to attempt the operation. He will soon
discover that it requires a degree of knowledge and manual dexterity
which can be obtained only after many trials. In this it can be favor-

a,

b
Fig. 78.
H AMMERSTONE$ .

· (a) White _jaspery flint, Ohio.
Cat. No. 17311, U . . N.M. ½ natural size.
(b) Quartzite, pitted, New York.
Cal. No. 6602, U.S . . M. ½ nalurnl size.
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imported is not determined; but certain ones, such as flint chipping
and geometric decoration, and possibly others, were continued into the
Neolithic perio~. These latter arts, though forming the principal motifs
of the later period, did not originate in it, but in tbe earlier period,.and
are to be credited to it.
The advauced culture of the Neolithic period was not indigenous to
western Europe. It must have been imported from some country
farther east, whence the Neolithic people immigrated when they settled
in western Europe. That unknown country may or may not have had
earlier reiations with Paleolithic culture (for we know that both' civilizations spread over that portion of the globe) and in that country the
Paleolithic peoples may have taught the Neolithic. But of this we
know nothing except what is obtained from the cultural objects themselves, found in western Europe. The art of flint chipping, for example, appears to have been continued from the earlier to the later period
·without any hiatus, and this could have been done only by teaching,
which involves contact ;nd communication between the two ages. This
contact in western Europe is denied by most prehistoric anthropologists and the theory of a hiatus between the periods in western Europe
is generally accepted, though it has been much weakened. Either the
theory of a hiatus nrnst be given up or we must admit contact between
the two ages in that unknown Eastern country prior to the migration of the Neolithic peoples to the West. It is easier to believe contact between the t·wo peoples at an earlier period than to believe in a
second origin of culture. While certain portions of the cultures of the
two peoples have such similarity as to show contact between them, certain other portions have such dissimilarity as to show that the contact
was not complete or the communication not perfect. With an the dissimilarities in their culture, it is difficult to believe that the Paleolithic
man in western Europe carried away all knowledge of the art of flint
chipping or that it was lost (to western Europe) during the hiatus, and
tllat the eolitllic man, on his occupation of that country by" migration,
reinvented or rediscovered it. The author prefers to believe, as the
mo t r a on able llypothe i, , that there had been in ome way, uuknown
though it be, , ucll on tact and communication between the two people
either fore or after beil' migration, a enabled the later peopl to
1 am fr m the arlier , om of their diffi ult a.rt
uch a the cllippiu
f fli11t · h rnakin · f ,'J arb , d harp n and
I
·am t rr ,1n e h ar f th ir
f J • h l g r nir c1
1
, bou)<l }Jc V in llt 1 llJ f
.i ·t 1 l a. d him.
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sours, or one like music and another not, or like painting, or sculpture, or
. riches, or science, or literature, or mathem::itics, or law, theology, medicine, banking, business, war, etc. All we know is tlrnt on these subjects (and many others) mankii1d has an ideal which for the time creates his standard and forms his tafl.te; in time man, through study and
contemplation, finds his old ideal fall short of his expectations and be
becomes dissatisfied with it; by study .and contemplation he conjures a
new ideal; a new ideal in art establishes a new standard of taste, and
by this he tests his new effort. The argument of condition or environment usually applicable to man's industry and sociology bas slight
application to bis art. His art is for bis pleasure, not for bis necessity;
therefore, the foregoing statement relates only to art objects and not to
those of utility. The evolution of utilitarian objects as distinguishe<l
from art objects is governed by man's needs, but be has no need, or but
little need, for art objects. They are solely for his pleasure, and their
evolution or change is only to gratify his changed ideal or standard of
taste.
The primary and principal implement required for this art work is
the hammer (fig. 78 a, b), by which the blow is strnck and the flake or chip
knocked off. Rude pieces of hard stone, usually flint, quartz, or
quartzite, were used for hammers, their sh:up corners serving to increase
the preci ion of the blow. When their corners were w•Jrn away so that
an accurate blow could not be given they were doubtless cast away or
used for other purposes. Practically tllere is no difference between the
stone hammers of different countries in the two ages of Stone.
The successful manipulation of the operation of flint chipping as performed by prehistoric man entitles it to be classed among the fine arts,
and requires a few sentences of description. As to material, flint best
answers the requirements . . It should be homogeneous iu substance and
crystalline or cryptocrystalline in formation. When properly treated
it can be struck off into long flakes or blades, producing a keen, smooth
edge much the same as slivers of broken glass. The nodules of flint
having been prepared, the art of the operation consists iii judging tbe
force of the blow and determining accurately the point of impact; then
follows the succe sful manipulation in carrying out this goo l judgment.
In justification of the claim that tbi is fine art it can l>e , ai<l that no
historic or modern individual llas ever attained the ucce acquired
by the artist of prehi. tone time .
During the progre s of tbh; paper tbe author ha
from differ nt art f th
nit d tate: giving ·urr n y to the r p rt
that it was the b lief of sci nti. t., tba+- h r of flin chippin wa.· a
lost art and that the ~ mi h.·onian In .·titu ion ha off r ~ a r , , nl r
bonus ~o anyon wb , h ul<l mak th 1i.· · ,r f ll wit ,v, . <l 11 •
This report i entir l with u £ uncl, i 11. r h ' : rt f fli11 chippit~
far a it ap li
h, .·mall flin or gl, _.,. , rr wh ' ,1..
th <'1111 so
. l
ping of tbe em t rial_., i· w ll kn , 11 and i. ,r li, _. b ·n pr, etw
Y
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many persons in the United . States . . A gentleman from 0onneGtfout
has sent us a series of small glass arrowheads made by himself. A
clergyman from Oregon makes of the mottled jasper-like obsidian
beautiful specimens of small arrowheads called jewel points, mounted
and sold for use as pins for personal decoration. He makes no pretense of secrecy nor that they are other than his own manufacture,
and he sells tbem as specimens of his art.
Several persons in various parts of the United States, whose names
as well as their work are well known, either make new ·or alter old or
broken arrowheads, and they have been known to sell them as genuine.
Thus doctored they belong to the class of arrowheads denominated
Division IV, Class I. These have been figured and described by the

Fig. 70.

Figei. 79 and 80.

Fig. 80.

CORE OF BLACK FLU.'£ AND FLAKES STRICKEN FROM THE SAME.

Brandon, England.
Cat. 'o. 1391 2,

.S.X.:'11.

2

3

natural size.

autlior 1 and the public warned against them, which warning seems to
ha e been acted upon by botb maker and purcliasers, and the indu try
in tbat part of the country ha practicalJy died out. It i continued in

1
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BR.ANDON COR.E.

Fig. 79 represents a core of flint from Bmndon, England. The
flakes (fig. 80) have been struck off, one after the other, going around
the outer edge, gauging the proper thickness for the flake, the inside
of one forming the outside of the next. With patience one can rearrange the flakes one by one against the core in the in verse order in
which they have been struck off until the nodule is reconstructed. The
core shows the conchoidal fracture made by each blow, and with the
aid of this peculiarity the flakes can be titted one to the other, as
shown in fig. 80. 'rhe same operation is performed in making the cores
and flakes ofobsidian, to beshowufurther on (Plate 26).
Oonchoidal fracture.-T be conchoidal fracture is
the evidence of' a
blow. Every blow
whi.ch pro(luces a
fracture in the fl.int
leaves such a conchoida1 figure. By
it the early discoveries of the existFig. s1.
ence of prehistoric CORE OF BLACK FLINT, WITH ITS BLADES A.S STRUCK OFF ARRANGED IN
PLACE.
man were made,
Evans, Ancient Stone Implements of Great Britain, fig. 2.
and human intervention in manufactured objects rendered certain. Fig. 81 represents
one of these Braudon flint cores with its flakes all in place, showing
how they were struck off, one after the other.
Most of the works on prehistoric arcbmology relating to the making
of arrowhead:;; refer to such stone chipping among modern avage , and
many of them contai.n descriptions by travelers and vi itor of the
different tool and method by which flint chipping was done. 1 A we
are dealing with prehi tori.c fine art rather than prehistoric arch, ology
or pr1mitlve indu, try, we need not further pursue the subject of h w
to clnp :fl.int.
BONE FL.AKERS.
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Sir Jo1m Evans 1 shows representations of these flakers. Capt. John
Smith, writing i:ri 1606 of the Indians of Virginia,, says: "His arrowhead
he maketh qnickly with a little bone, which he ever weareth at his
bracer." Sir John Evans 2 says:
No sculptor ever handled a chisel with greater precision or more carefully measnred the weight and effect of every blow than did this ingenious Indian; for even
among them arrow making was a distinct,profess!on in which few attained excellence.
SC.ANDINA VI.AN FLINT CHIPPING!

Scandinavia stands at the head of prehistoric European countries for
excellence in flint chipping during Neolithic times. The specimens
from that country stand as models of such art work.
Daggers.-Plate 23 represents a dagger or poniard of flint from
Copenhagen. Its length is 8£ inches, width of blade 2~ inches, and
thickness of blade½ inch. The implement bas been made entirely by
chipping, the blade in its finishing has been flaked always from the
edge, forming a perceptible ridge in the center. The smallness and
thinness of the flakes may be imagined from the regularity and smoothness of the edge. Plate 24 represents other specimens of flint from
Scandinavia-poniards or daggers. They are of the flint of the country, and the chipping· thereof is of the same style and exhibits the
same high degree of manual dexterity as the specimen in plate 23.
The chipping of the handle of specimen No. 191644, U.S.N.M., is to
be noted. It shows how by artistic treatment difforent effects can be
produced.
MEXICO.

Leaf-shaped, Class A.-The Solutreen leaf-sbaped implements have
already been described and figured (Plate 9). They belong to the
Paleolithic period, but tlie same kind of'object, of equally fine art and
difficulty of fabrication, was made . in the Neolithic period. 3 This
applies equally to America as to Europe. Plate 25 represents these
implements from Mexico. They are of the ame general type as the
Solutr 'en leaf-shaped implements which forms Class ..A. of the leafbaped divi ion in my "Ola :ification of Arrow and Spear Head .
They are haped like a laurel leaf, are elliptical and pointed at both
end . 'Iheir wi<le ·t place i one-third or one-tourth the distance from
the ba . Th
p ·imen on plat 25 i from Oaxaca, Mexico and
in len ·th 3i inche in width, and¾ inch in thickne .
TIIE
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FIV E LA RG_E SP EARHEADS, CHALCEDONY.

Little Missouri River, Pike County, Arkansas.
Cat. No. 150176, U.S.N.l\1. i natural size.
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refractory and difficult to chip than flint.
teristic of this implement is
that, being of this material,
it should be so large. Its
dimensions are 14i inches
long, 2¼ inches wide. Its exact thickness is not known,
but supposed to be i or½ inch.
The flakes, which are struck,
by which it was reduced to
itspresentappearance, are extremely broad, some of them
1¼ inches, many of them ¾
inch, and correspondingly
thin. They have been struck
from the edges on both sides
and approach thecenter, leav- ~
ing a slight ridge. The point ;
is sharp, the edges sharp an9- ~
symmetrical, while the base ~l.'1 I:"i:'J
finishes with a slight stem. ~ e. ;
The dexterity shown in the
chipping of this instrmnentis
~ ~
worthy of all praise. With ~ [
. 1 sueh an g
co'-1Z oo
th e proper matena
Q ~ ~
implement might be made in ~ ~ ~
a very short time if the artist E~- ~
who made it was skillful, but ~ ~
i,t undoubtedly required a 't
vast deal of practice to enable l
him to perform the work ata11. ~This specimen is a satisfactory example of the ability
of the prehistoric artist to perform any work of this kin<l,
however difficult. It shows
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of flaking, showing, as they do, the large flakes struck off by a blow,
with the conchoid of percussion, and the smaller ones without the conchoid, made_by pressure. They are of milk-white chalcedony, and are
from 11 inches in length down.
Fig. 82 represents a leaf-shaped implement 9¼ inches long, from Giln~er County, Georgia. It was found by Mr. H. M. Ellington while dig-

I•'ig. 83.
LEAB'· II.A.PED I.MPLElfENT OF WHITE FLINT, DEAUTIFGLLY WROUOIIT.

Colnmbia C.:ouuty,
0

Lt-io r Collcetioo.

eorgia.

al. •\o. li~5S9, •. . . . Ill.

·alural size.
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implements is continually to
be kept in view. 'fi1ematerial
of this specimen is not fii11t, is
light reddish rn color, comes
from a ledge and 110t from a
nodule, is coarse gTaiued and
refractory, is not homogeneous, and does not break with
a regular or conchoidal fracture. But with these disadvantages, apparently insuperable to a modern arebmologist, the ancient artist was
able by his skill to produce as
fine a ~pecimen of art work
as is here presented. But for
its material and the two sn;mll
notches in oue end it might
pass for one of the leafshaped implements of the
Solutreen period from western
Europe.
Fig. 83 represents a beautiful implement of uearly white
fl.int, covered with a lloticeable patina and wrought in
accordance with the exigencies of high art in flint chipping. It belongs to the
Steiner collection, and comes
from
Columbia
County,
Georgia. It greatly resembles and compare::; favorably
with a specimen from Casa de
Moura, Portugal, figured by
Cartailhac, 1 as a uotably beautiful specirnell of art work.
Fig. 84 represents a :flue-art
'pearliead from La Paz, Lower
California, collected by Mr.
James Vio ca, consul, sent to
the National Museum through
Mr. L. Beldiug. It is not leaf
·haped, but has a stem. It
appearance indicates that
tue maker was an arti ·t in

l<'ig. 84..
SPBAl!IH,AIJ, Cl!l·.RTY !-'LI. 'T,

Lu l'ur., Low ·r Culiforniu.
. · iural•lu.
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flint chipping. Its length is 6¾ inches, width 2½ inches, thickness f-6
inch.
Fig. 85 is from a mound near Naples, Illinois, collected by Col. J. G.
Henderi;;on. It is of the brown pyromachic flint. It is one of the
superior specimens of art in flint chipping; it is leaf shaped, though
one end is rounded while the other is pointed; is 7¼ inches in length,
2¼ inches in width, and½ inch in thickness. There are few specimens to be
seen better representing fine art in
flint chipping than does this. The
artist who made it manifests his
ability at every step. He shows t~at
he can embody any design of fantasy
or improvisation in the way of flint'
chipping which his imagination suggested. This art work is not simply
the chipping of fiint ,by which the object is reduced in its proportions to a
given standard, but the artist has
been able to accomplish that end by
chipping the flint in any way be desired. It is not in .t he making of a
~ingle flake that he shows his excellence, bnt rather that he should have
been 'a ble to repeat them with exactitude as many times as he might wish.
The flakes have been stricken from
each edge toward the center. :rllis
has made the flakes to be about an
inch long. There are about eleven of
them in 6 inches of space, making
Fig. 86.
each one slightly over half a.n inch
wide. They are extremely thin, one
mi~ht say '' as thin as pa1)er," but
N aploa, Illinois .
they are really about a thick a,' a T he finest piece of Oint chlppin~ la thu :\l u,,..um. 'nl.
hep,t of ti11. So we liave flake an
No.4al33, .S.N.M .
atural•l~•-

SPJ,:AREIEAD, ~:~:::~;:~~L:;s0~.w@im, AND

ir
long, half an inch wide, aud thin as tiu he ts, that ba.ve been
struck off consecutively, each one exactly like th other, to the uumber of forty-four, without a ingie miss-stroke or failur .
The foregoing specimen of fine art is worthy all prai ' f r it.· exc ' J_lenc~ in flint chipping, but the next (fig. G) i a n r :p ·im n f art,
mo, ~ ,lifficult to make, and worthy a high •r a<lmira i n. It <·ome!-i
from the same mound a did tbe form r an<l wa: oll · ·t d b h ' -~tm
gentleman. It is not o larg , eiog nly i- in ·11 : long 1,i , id' ancl
¼inch thick. It i of the same brown vyr m chi ~ flin a. Ii · fc rm r,
but ha a finer patina. The chipping b iug
d, it: •.· · 11 •n
NAT MUS 96--28
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will be appare11t.

Instead of the flakes being struck from each edge
toward the center, as in
almost every other specimen, all of them were
struck from one edge and
went clear across the
rounded side to the other
edge. As in the case of
the former (:fig. 85), it is
not the single flake that
excites our·admiration, but
that it should have been
repeated with precision
and exactitude from one
end of the implement to
the other and on both
sides. These flakes are
about 1¾ inches in length,
! inch in width, and about
as thick as parchment.
Fifteenoftheseflakeshave
been struck from each side
of this im plement-tbirty
in all. As in fig.· 85, the
artist has repeated these
flakes with precision, difficult as it was, througllout
the entire work. Not only
was each flake like every
other, but the group of
flake on one side of the
i_m plement correspond to
the group of :flakes ou the
other ide.

PLATE

Report of U . S. National Museum, 1896.-Wilson.
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C ORES A D FLAKES FROM MEXICO AND C ALIFORNIA.

C'at .• 'o.·. (.· •.·[)("·inwn.·), • .. .• ·.:11.

Jnatural.ize.

28 .
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Pike County, Illinois, and was found by Mr. Brainard Mitchel. Its
length is 10¼ inches.
Obsidian.-The art of chipping required such material as was homogeneous and would break with a clear fracture. All that did so broke
with a conchoid. Obsidian possessed these qualifications. It broke
with a sharp, smooth edge and a
clear fracture, and was, with flint;
a favorite with the prehistoric stonechipping artist. The United States
National Museum possesses hundreds of cores or nuclei of obsidian
and thousands of flakes which have
been struck therefrom. Tht} cores
are 6 or 7 inches in length and under. Some have had flakes struck
off all round, and others only part
way. These flakes have all been
knocked off by a blow at the top,
each blow making a flake. There
are as many as sixteen flakes which
have been struck from a single core,
and this has been repeated in lesser
numbers among many cores. The
difficulty of this work and tlle art
displayed in its performance is manifested by the fact that the artist
was able to reproduce these cores ~
and flakes in the large and indefinitenumbers suggested. Beseemed
to be able to determine the size and
weight of his hammer and mauipulate the blow with sufficient force
and accuracy to repeat the result
any number of time , producing at
bi plea ure lmndred: or thou. ·ands
of pecim ns practically a 1 i k e.
Plate 28 represents selections of
these core ' and flakes. These particular specimens are from Mexico,
but similar ones have been found
throughout the Rocky Mountain region of the nit d Stat ' and on
tbe Pacific Coast, and are not uncommon in every art of tb world
where thi material is obtainable. The i land of r te i.· nota l' for
the 1mmber of these objects, though they are all mal1.
sents a large hooked implement of obsidian from Tep
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Its length is 17-! inches, width 2½, and its thickness i inch. It maintains the same high standard of fl.int chipping as shown in most of the
other specimens. Its art work is well shown in the :figure.
Fig. 89 represents an obsidian blade of large size, whicll, for want of
a better Dame, has been called a sword. Its_length is 15 inches, width
2¾, and thickness ~ inch, aud is from a mound in
Oregon. It is an example of :fine and delicate
chipping; which does credit to its maker as an
artist of the :first-class.
Fig. 90 is a beautiful specimen of rose quartzite.
Its :fine grain alone rendered its manufacture possible. Quartzite is a refractory material, and it
would•bave been a testimonial to the ability of the
artist had be made an implement, without regard to its elegance or symmetry. However, be
bas succeeded admirably in these points, for the
iruplement is nearly perfect ill both regards. The
flakes by which it was reduced were extremely
small, and the work proceeded little by little.
Tbe artist must have used the greatest care. No
owner of this beautiful specimen would risk a
single blow upon it such as must have been
given a hundred or more times in the course of
its manufacture.
Figs. 91 and 92 are other specimens of fl.int
~~ chipping, maintaining the standard for excel u lence in this art.
Tile former is from Groveport,
Ohio, and was collected by Mr. W.R. Limpert.
The latter is also from Ohio, collected by Prof.
W. K. Moorehead.

Report of U. S. National Museum , 1896 . -Wi lson .
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because of the extreme fineneRs of the point and the thinness of the
implement. It comes from San Marcos, Texas, and was collected by Mr.
H. von Beyer. It is the yellow beeswax flint common to that country.
It bas been remarked
many times throughout
this paper that the prehistoric artist possessed
sufficient confidence in
his ability, and displayed
such control over his
tools and materials as enabled him to make anything out of flint that Lis
fancy might dictate; be
did not confine himself
to utilitarian objects, but
was an artist in the true
sense of the word; that
is to say, he dealt with
. art for art's sake, for the
sake of making something which should be
beautiful and whose only
purpose, according to the
canon of art laid down
by Sir John Collier, would
be to please his eye and
to gratify bis taste. The
prehistoric artist in flint
obtained, in some way,
we know not how, possibly by study and contem,plation, pos ibly by education, posRibly by accident, an ideal which he
reproduced in flint. Plate
29 repre ents twenty objects taken at hazard
from the interior of the
United tate , principally from the Obio and Mi sissippi valley , an f flint, in tuiot and
rare form , believed to be entirely without utility aud , 1 1y to gra ify
an artistic de ire.
one of them are 'arrow or pear h ad , and non of
them appear to have been made for any service. They ar t11 work
of a ma ter who, consciou of his ability, i playing wi h bi, ~rt. On
represents a bird, one a snake, one au outstretched b a r 81 m, w f
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tllem, by stretch of the imagination, might represent four-footed animals; the rest have no likeness to any known object. All of them are
worked from flint or some similar stone; one is of obsidian; they are
represented about natural size. This series,
with fig. 93, shows
what the prehistoric
artist in flint was able
to do in the management and control of bis
I
tools and materials in
making fauciful ob/1
jects.
H
The foregoing speciI•
I
mens are small, and,
~
consequently,might be
//1
, .__
~: : o·
considered as toys or
;: ;
playthings and of no
1
.
~ -~ @ . value to the prehistoric
__:11 1I ,..; ~ ~ ~ ~ artist, yet it would be
/~-~ °: 6 ~ 8. ! an error to predicate a
1
11
· :I\ · l ~
theory upon this, for
ril ....
there have been others
I ~- ~ rn
equally trivial and ap.\
.
eJ
parently of as little
utility which bear evidence of fine art work
and yet are of large
size. Fig. 94 represents one of a series of
these large flint implements chipped into fanciful form. Thi particuJ ar one i from
Humphrey
onn ty,
Tenues ee, and wa
collect d by Ir. <land 4~ ilwh
ju width.
of differ nt hough f
am a well a. · h r
at length.

I

~

~
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Fig. 92.
SPEARH EAD, ST EM.MED, SHOULDERED, AND nARnEn, CLASS c .

·white ancl rose flint.

Ohio.
W . K. Moorehead.

<]at. No. 172831, U.S.N.M.

Naturnl size.

a

\\
i\

.~
\\

)

cl
Fig. 93.
FOUR ARROWHEADS OF FLINT FINELY CHIPPED, WITH RifARP EDCIE~ A.-I> ~-I
Cat.

os. 43060, 149373, 32ij7 1

.S.N.M.

Natural size,

J·: l'Ol. '1'"4.
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POLISHED STONE HATCHETS.

While the chipping of stone continued throughout the Neolithic, as
it had in the Paleolithic period, there was added to it a newly discovered
art by which the implement might be made smooth and sharp. This
discovery was the grinding or polishing of stone implements and bringing out the beauty of their form and symmetry, showing with truth and
accuracy the fine liues upon which they had been wrought, and adapting
them to utilitarian objects, tools, and weapons.
The characteristic implements of the Neolithic period are the polished
stone hatchets. They are found J>ractically all over the world, showing
that the Neolithic civilization must have comprised an extensive population and endured for a long period of time. The material of which
these implements were made differed according to locality, but, notwithstanding all differences 1 their general likeness prevails throughout
the world. While an experienced prehistoric archmologist may deter-

Fig. 94.
l!'ANCIFUL FORllf (LOBSTER CLAW) OF FLINT .

Leugth, J 1 i ucl10s; wid th , 4 inches.
Il n mphreys County, T ennessee.
½ natural size.

Cnst, Cat. No. !I G65, U.S.N.M.
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pressure instead of being struck off; the edges of the implement are
made regular, the surface reduced to a level, and the entire object is
made ready for polishh1g .
.Another method, different, but similar, was employed with the nonchipable materials; that is, hammering or pecking (martelage). The
same stone hammer was used, and by repeated -strokes in the same
place the refractory substance is gradually reduced
. by abrasion to the <lesired form.
The implement having been reduced, approxi~
mately, to the <lesired form by either of the foregoing methods, the next step require'd a grinding or
polishing stone. These grinding stones are found
wherever the polished-stone culture existed. They
are numerous in France and England. The National
Museum possesses Hpecimens from Massachusetts
and from Tennessee. Fig. 97 represents one of these
grillding stones from the bank of the Hiawassee
River, 15 miles east of Charleston, Polk County,
Tennessee. It was found by·
Mr. N. G. Baxter, and presented by l1im (through Mr.
Fig. 95.
Ed war<l Palm er) to the United nATCHE'J' oF ];' LINT 1wnELY
CHIPPED , FmS'l' S'l.'AOE,
States Natioual Museum in
OF ll!ANUFACTUHE.
1882. It was reduced from a
Cat. No. 99916, U. . .M.
much larger piece, believed to
½ natural size.
have been solid, in order to be transported to the
Museum; its present surface mea urement is 22
by 14 inches. There are three groove~ shown, all
made by the grinding process. The largest and
principal of tbese is 17 inches Jong, 5 inches wide,
and 1~ inches deep, evidently made by ruubing the
flat ideofthebatchetthereon. One of the sma,11er grooves i. deeper and narrower, and ha,· doubt1<' 1~.!J(i.
er ed for tbe corners, edgeR, or ends of the
le
RATcm:'l' oF FLIN'l' FINEL Y
hatchet. This grinding stone was the principal
CIIIPPED, SECO:-iD S'f.A.GE,
nEAlJY FoR anrnnINo.
object or tool of the prehi toric workshop wlJerein
Cat. No. 999I!i, U.S.X.M.
it was found, for around it were collected 110 le .
½ natural size.
than forty chipped and pecked implement. ready
to be, or in the proce s of being, poli ·hed. The cliippc~l Hton impl m nt
(fig. 96) i. laid upon the grinding stone (fig. 97) a nd rubbed back and forth
until ground mooth. Water might be uRed with it, but it Hhoul make
it own and. Fig. 9 represents the implement partially mooth , the
ridge rubbed off, and approaching completion . Fig. D!:> r pres nt the
completed implement, it haviug been smoothed ov r it eu ir surfa · ,
save possibly ome insignificant places where the fra ·ture, of cbi1>piug
were too deep to be easily ground out.
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POLISHED S'l'ONE HA'l'C.HETS-SCANDINAVI.A.

The polished stone hatchets from Scandinavia are unique. Many of
them are difterent in form and size from those of other countries. They
are larger and smoother,. and have been found in such numbers in the
various stages of m::mufacture,. showing the' method so admirably, and
are such fine examples of art work that it would be improper to omit
them. Plate 30 represents two of these hatchets. They are of the
flint belonging to the country. Fig. ci :represents a hatchet chipped to
form, square in section·, with poll and edge indicated, and shows the
process of chipping completed as indicated by fig. 96, while fig. b shows
the process of grinding completed as indicated by figs. 98 a·n d 99.
Many of these implements are of large size, 16 inches in length not

Fig.97.
GRINDINO OR POLI HI.NG

TONE FOR THE ll[A:,;'UFAC'TURE OF IIATCIIETS.

Ilia.wassee River, Polk County, Tennessee.
Cat. No. 65712, U . . X.).J.

h n11tural size.

beingunu. ual. Their size, with their elegance and delicacy of hippin g
and o-rinding . o in rea e · the difficulty of their manufacture as to take
th m definite! into the realm of fine art.
P LI TIED , TONE HAT nIET -IIANDLED.

PLATE

eport of U. S. National Museum, 1896.-Wilson .

a,...

TWO FLINT HATCHETS.

a, Chipped to form; II polish d .
Lund,
Cat. No . . 101035 100990,

w d n.
. . . 1.

, n atural siz .

30.
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handle on the hatchet, and this method of handling has been accepted
as that employe<l in prehistoric times.
These polished stone hatchets have been made with certain art characteristics locally peculiar. In Brittany the hatchets of precious stone
have been made with pointed poll and a sharp ridge in the center
toward the poll. -Anotherpr.culiarity of the same local- ,
ity is a button on the top or poll end of the hatchet.
The same kind of a button appears on those from
Guadeloupe and other islands of the West Indies.
Those from Illinois have the edge broadened, as if in
imitation of a bronze or copper hatchet which has been
hammered to an edge and thus spread at the edges
and corners. The same broadening at the edge appears in some of the hatchets from 0hiriqui, though
not to so great an extent ·as in Illinois. A peculiarity
of some of the 0hiriqui specimens is that, instead of
being. made round, square, or oval in section, they are
Fig. 98.
hexagonal. These peculiarities are noticed on account
of their apparent· artistic feeling, and because they HATCHET OF FLTNT,
PARTLY ORO UND,
seem to have had no utilitarian origin. The differTHIRD STAGE.
ences in form have been mentioned as peculiarities, cat. No. 9002s, u.s.N.M.
½ natural size.
and so they are, for they do not apply
to all the hatchets from their lorality. They seem to
have been fairly within the definition of art, being an
attempt to decorate an object of utility, to make it more
pleasing to the eye, and to be art for art's sake. No decorative designs ever appear on these implements, no inscriptions, and no marks of ownership.
One must not forget that, despite all these varieties
of art forms of hatchets, prehistoric man continued to
make and use this general form of hatchet throughout
the prehistorJc world.
There bas been not a little scientific discussion over
the proposition that civilization travels along the line of
leas~ resistance; that man in performing sociologic,
technologic, or industrial operations, doe it, or endeavFig. 99.
ors to do it, in the easiest way, and with the lea t po siPou HED
STONE
.
HA-rc 11ET
coMble exertion or expenditure of force. Thi 1s an atPLETED.
tempted application of a law of physics to a condition
Cat. No. 35 !6-1, u . .N'.:\!.
of
ociology.
It is undoubtedly a law f pby ic that
½ na tnra l si ze.
certain, possibly all, operations of nature are conducte.d
along the line of least resistance. The boiler bur t at it weake t
spot, the chain breaks in its weakest link. All combination of matter
are made or accompli bed on the line of lea t re i tan ·e. Th exi tence of the law must be admitted, but its univer ality as to natural
things js no evidence of its application to human affair . The eondi-
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tions between these two, natural and human, are so different, and there
is so much dissimilarity, as to invoke different laws. A law of universal application to one may have little or no application to the other.
It may be quite true that in attaining certain results a man may proceed along the lines of least resistance-that is to say, he may seek to
accomplish his purpose with the least exertion or expenditure of force.
But his wishes and desires interfere many times to deflect his conduct
from this line. Free will, reason, and judgment are disturbing elements in man which, not found in nature, profoundly interfere with the
operation of this law. They control his actions and deflect his course
far from the line of the least resistance. Primitive man may have
desired a knife or point for any one of the many purposes for which
knives or points are used-to kill or skin his prey, to cut branches, or
what not. Any sharp or pointed piece of flint, a spawl, would serve
this purpose as well as the more elaborate specimens; yet we have seen
tbat hundreds, if not thousands of times primitive man has not been
content with a mere spawl, however sharp and pointed or effective it
might be. Its utility alone, however perfect, did not satisfy him.
It was argued in the early part of this paper, and ·has been demonstrated by many illustrations, that prehistoric man had an msthetic
taste or artistic .sense which controlled him equally as did utility.
The first chapter of this paper, with the arts therein elaborated, is
built on this foundation. The arts of fine fl.int chipping, of engraving
o"n bone, horn, and ivory, were all dependent on the resthetic desire
natural in man. The line of the least resistance, that is to say, the
making of a knife or point with the least expenditµre of force, would
Lave prompted man to have used any spawl of flint or point of bone
which could have been made the easiest, provided it would serve the
purpo e. We have seen that man did not pursue this course; that
be wa not contented with the rude spawl, however sharp, or the
bone fragment, however pointed. His natural desire for beauty hi
re tbetic ta. te, his arti , tic sense intervened and deflected his cour e
from the utilitarian line of least exertion or re i:tance.
It will not d to ay tliat the propo ition of the accomplishment of
re ult., with th lea. t exp n<1itnr f force a, appli d to man is dev id
f truth r that i ha no xc ptio11 . 'Ihi sw ping d claration w ul
like th winging pendulum C'arry u too fart the oppo it id an l
(]ua11y a nntrn a tb ri<rinal pr po ition. Tb truth Ii
mil w, ' l w ' •n th tw
fan in many in. tan
ek to a ·c mpli h
hi nd wi h th lca.· t 1 . :ibl xp nclitnr . fan pro· cl in mo'
hi · n i1i rian pr .i ·t · 11 h Ii11 ., f l a . t r i tan· , an l o far ~
ntilit ' ha · : id ,<1 ·i, ilizati >n th r, mi ht l>e a fi nndati n fi r tbi: la :v.
Bu ar in hi r o-ar i,· 1 pc . <l t
it fl ct civilizati n
from th Iin 11 · f 1 , . r ·i. tan · .
• ~ ; dy. 11 pr ·hi.· ri · ar worl - w
~·h m: l h , im 1 111 ·n
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POLISHED STONE HATCHET AND HANDLE COMB INED, WORKED OUT OF SOLID RocK.

U. S.National Museum. g actual size.
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lines of least resistance and contented himself with the thing which was
cheapest and easiest made, and would have served his utilitarian purpose. Nearly all work done by man for artistic purposes is in opposition to this law, for man's desire for beauty, his ffis thetic taste, his
artistic sense, induce him to expend an infinite amount of labor in the
production of an implement which would have been of equal utility
without it. The fine flint chipping and the engraving on bone have
been mentioned. The decorations, the great number of which are set
forth in plates 13, 14, 15, 19, and 20, were not utilitarian. They were,
.so far as utility was concerned, a useless expenditure of fo{,ce, without
value, and in defiance of the law iinroked.
This statement applies with equal force to many other prehistoric art
works. Pottery and br.onze objects were almost universally decorated
without regard to utility, and only to gratify the msthetic taste. The
jade implements, the polished stone hatchets, the entire list of forma
curiosa, in- fact all the "art for art's sake," and the labor expended
to gratify the resthetic taste of man and to satisfy bis innate desire for
beauty, were in defiance of this rule.
The foregoing argument can be uphe1d by many specimens, but its
truth is demonstrated by the implement shown in plate 31, and its
consideration in connection with the frontispiece.
The arrow- and spear-head were the standard primitive projectile
weapons. The ax or hatchet was the standard primjtivo cutting implement, performing its function by blows. The Paleolithic implements
cqrresponcling to these were made usually of :flb,t and solely by ('hipping. In the Neolithic period the hatchets, while chipped or pecked
into shape, were smoothed or polished by friction on a grinding or polishing stone. The various steps of the proc ss are shown in figs. 93 to
99. These or similar implements have been foun<l throughout the
world, wherever it was occupied by Neolithic man. Their method of
use is shown in the frontispiece, where the original lrnndle wa · found
with the hatchet in erted ..and ready for use. The di ·coverie · of the e
handles are rare, owing probably to the ea e of their decomposition and
de truction, but they have been found iu every country a 'Sociated with
the hatchet in such a way as to identify their u e in tlti ruann 'l'. It
has therefore be n decided that the primitive man thu u ·ed th rn, and
that practically all of the numl>erle s poli ·lied stone hatch t · found
throughout the world have each one had their handle Rimilar to hat
in the frontispiece. The specimen shown in plate · 1, whil • tlt ame
ha.·
implement a that in the fronti spie~e, differR from j in that
a 8tone handle and has been worked out of the oli<1. ;v1i li •r it We· ·
a piece of rock from a. ledge or a water-worn b wld r w ltav now 1~0
mean::; of determining for the orio-i11al nrfa · h<: b <:n r •mov <l m
the process of manuf~cture. It
bard "ton , roba l <liori <· • ~h •
material is highly refractory and cloeR 11 t ·hip r flal a,·_ do·.· ilrnt.
It could never have been reduced ev n appr xi rn t ·1y to 1 -' 1>" · ·n

!t
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form by chipping, as was frequently done with similar implements,
especially with flint, and of which plate 30 furnishes an excellent illustration. The implement (in plate 31) was reduced to shape by grinding or rubbing and not by chipping. .The grinding of an object of this
size from its original condition of bowlder or ledge rock into the
symmetrical weapon here shown must have required immense labor.
This ·work would be long, arduous, tediou·s, and difficult, and would
require of the workman great tenacity of purpose and fearlessness
of fatigue. We have no means of knowing the difference between
the amount of labor required to make the implement in plate 31 and
that shown in the frontispiece, but it may be surmised, for the purpose
of argument, that the same amount of exertion, time, and labor expended on the latter would have made hundred of the first. Yet the
implement thus laboriously made is, for all utilitarian purposes, no
better than any one of the hundred which could have been made in the
same time. Indeed, it is hardly so good, for, being of stone, it is heavier
and, as the blade can not be taken out of the handle, it is more unwieldy
and troublesome to carry. ~I.1he only reason apparent that impelled
primitive man to make this implement with an expenditure of so much
more force than would have been required for the commoner specimen,
was the gratification of his resthetic taste. In order to gratify it, he
was willing to expend this extra force. This iIµplement is, therefore, an
illustration of what is found to be true in thousands of other objectsthat their makers were willing to endure fatigue and labor long continued, in order to gratify their desire for the beautiful. And in proportion as this is true, so did 1m not proceed along the lines of least
resistance, but rather in defiance of the rule.

a
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flint chipping, he seems to have been able to toy with his art and perform it in any way he pleased. He drilled large holes and small, he
used hard drills and soft, the latter even of pine wood. He used holow drills as well as solid, and we have cores that have been drilled
from one or both sides with a straightness and evenness tha.t seems
marvelous. He was able to start his drill on the smooth and polished
surface of a hard stone, apparently without any wobbling of the drill,
leaving the edg·e of the hole as smooth and sharp as though it had
been afterwards reamed or turned. The prehistoric objects found in
the mounds of the United States are of even finer workmanship and
more artistic than is usual in Europe.
Pipes, tubes, etc.-These objects, sometimes of hard stone, a,re drilled
in a remarkable manner, which, when considered as the work of a
savage, done without metal tools, excites our wonder and admiration.
The pipes have been drilled in s·e veral directions and at different
angles.
Plate 74 (in the chapter on musical instruments) represents divers
stone tubes supposed to have been used as trumpets or horns, but
they will serve as illustTations of the art of drilling. A certain
number display this art in a high degree. The long cylindrical tubes
do not show . to the casual observer their real value as representatives of this art. Although only about 1 inch in diameter and of
length varying from 6 to 12 or 14 inches, they have been drilled their
eutire length with a hole more than one-half their diameter, and all
from one end-that is to say, the drilling of this large hole has been
begun at one end of the :finished tube and continued until nearly
through at the other end, when the drilling (of the large hole) was
s topped, the tube reversed, and drilled from the other end with a small
hole which met the large one.. The evidence of this manipulation is
abundant, and is here treated as a :fine art because of the manual dexterity required to drill accurately and continuou Jy a large hole through
so swall a cylinder for such a distance without break or change of
direction.
It is not intended to pursue the subject of drilling in this paper,
only to can attention to its existence as a fine art and to note the delicacy and difficulty in some of the operations a shown by the pecimens.
The reader who is de irous of pursuing the subject further is referred
to the paper on tbis subject by Mr. J. D. McGuire, publi bed in the
report of the United States National Museum for 1 94. Many of the
specimens de cribed by Mr. McGuire are frnm the Divi ion of Prehistoric Arcb aeology.
CEREMONIAL OBJECTS.

Many ceremonial objects show :fine execution in tbe way f tone
drilling, and the subject will be continued incid ntally during their
de criptiou.
There were a large series of objects in n ·e among th, a origin' of
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North America, the purpose of which is unknown, which, for want of
a better name and in accordance with a supposed use or function, have
been called "Ceremonial objects." Any description of or argument
concerning- their possible nse would be part of the history of the civilization of the times and belongs to
technology, or to industrial, but not
fine art. They have been pecked or
battered into general, then ground
jnto particular form, then polished,
and lastly drilled. The correctness
of th_e ir forms, their symmetry, their
smoothness of surface and perfection ·
of detail, together with the supposi-.
tiou of their ornamental and 1.10t utilitarian function, causes them to be
classed amoug objects of fine art.
Bcinnet· stones.-This name has
.l!'ig. JOO.
been given empirically and only
BANNER Sl'ONE, QUAH.'l'Z, DRILLED AND FINELY
PoLrsHED.
want of a better. Fig. 100 repreIlliuois.
sents one of these implements, half
Cat.No.30191,U.S.N.M. ½naturnlsize.
size. It was found near Dubuque,
Iowa, by Mr. H. T. Woodman, is of forruginous quartz, translucent,
reddish color passing over to white, within one or two degrees of being
as Lard as the diamond. Despite all its rounded corners and smoothed
edges it will scratch glass without difficulty. It has been hammered or
pecked, ground, _ polished and drilled, and its eutire surface made
smooth as glass. It is
symmetric viewed from
either side or edge. The
amount of skilled labor
required to reduce it to
it pre nt elegant appearauce, the difficultie
in accompli hing thi--·, all
of which wa ouly to pro-

for

.1!1g. !Ill.
•

ll .\ . ':IEll . TON E,

' YEXITE, DRll, I.BD .\XD f' IXEL\" P LI 'HEU.

Prine G •or ,o County, Marylantl.
Cnt. N o. :!-lr..t , u .. ·.s.,1. ll, ual.ura l ize.

mi t d with the am idea. I wa
)IaryJ, 11'1, a11cl wa ·011tribut l

·an y cu l th

f th . am ~en ra1 ..
fiuene · of its mauuf ·t
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TH REE BANNER STONES (T WO BROKEN).

Cai. Nos. 42540, 17923, 115685, U.S. .M. lu natural size.

PLATE

32.
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The thinness of the blade as well as of the barrel or center, with the size
of the bole, leaving the walls so thiu and frail, are all to be remarked
as evidence of the mechanical skill -and manual dexterity of the aborigines. Fig. 103 is an implement which may or may not be one of the
banner stones, but it is evidently related thereto. It might pass for a
hatchet or double-bitted ax, tl!e hole being drilled in the center as for
a handle, but this use is
negatived by the fragility and softness of the
material, which is banded slate. The entire surface is Lighly polislied
and the outlines are true
and correct. The edge
is as sharp as the material will make. The hole,
Fig. 102.
however, is quite too
BANNER STONE.
small for a handle by
Hudson City, New Jersey.
Which the implement
(Original Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist ., New York . ) Cast, Cat. o.11 70, U.S.N.M .
could be used as an ax.
½ natural size.
A single blow would destroy it, breaking both its edge and the hole.
A. ceremonial use is the only one suggeste<l. for these _and. similar implements.. Fig.10.J:was received from Peale's Museum, Philadelphia, aud
was originally from near Norristown, Pennsylvania. It is of slate, and
bas been worked up to its present perfected state by the operations
already described. The form is
peculiar
an cl
sllow8 tbe nonutili tarian ch a r acter of the implement.
The
sectional view explains the drilling. Plate 32
represent· three
of tbe:e object .
Fig. lUJ.
The first, from
BANNER 'TO~g OF BANDED SL.ATE.
Paris, Kenosha County, Wisconsin.
Tenne see,
i
C· t, (, t .• o. ll691, U .. X.~1.

½ natural size.

whole; the

eC-

ba · be n urokc11 in half an<l. drilled. as tbough for ecoudary u epo 'tiibly a· a pendant. These two specimen, are i11troduced to how
the decoration, co11 i ting of fine notches like , aw t eth cut in the
edge , and are tlJe only piece, so ma,rked in the entire eri of thc8e
objects in the nited :,t::ttes National· Mn eum. In the one obj'· th e
notches bave been cut at right augles on the edg , whil ou h o her
OllU

N.AT M S DG--2H
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they have oeen cut on only one side of the edge. The purpose of these
notches is entirely unknown; they might have been utilitarian or ornamental, but iu our present state of knowledge no one is justified in
saying which. They are submitted as possible ornamentation. The
third specimen repre~ents one of these objects in which the drilling bas .
just been completed, when tbe object ~plit longitudinally. It is presented to show t he drilling with all its interior ridges before being
smoothed, and one may see by the failure to complete the hole how the
drilling bad all
been done from
one end.
Bird-shaped objects.-Fig. 105 is
from western New
York. It is made
in the form of a
bird, which from
the number of
similar specimens
have given the
name to this class.
The eyes are represented by great
Fig. 104.
BANNER S'fONE OF SLATE, CURIOUS FORllf, BROKEN.
pro tu bera n ces
Norristown, Pennsylvania.
which must have
Cat. No. 8024, U.S.N.M. ½ natural size.
greatly iucreased
the difficulty of manufacture. It was made from a bowlder or large
piece, and while the material is hard, it is not tough but rather fragile.
It could not b.e chipped like flint nor whittled lik.e soapstone, but must
have been hammered or pecked iuto shape and afterwards ground to
itH present form, then polished until it is as smooth as glass. A consideration of the conditions demonstrates the difficulty of making this
object and the dexterity and experienced working required. The
United States National Museum possesses many of these specimens.
While they bear a greater resemblance to birds than anything else,
yet scarcely any two of them are alike, and they change in form
through the whole gamut until it is difficult to determine whether it is
a bird, a lizard, or a turtle, and finally the series ends in a straight bar
without preteuse of representing any animal.
Boat-shaped objecis.-Fig. 106 represents a boat-shaped object, so
called for the same reason that others were called bird shaped-because
it was nearer that than anything else. There is an extensive series of
the e, from those cJosely resembling a boat and elaborately and carefully made to those of the rudest form. They, like all the others, have
been brought to the general form by hammering or pecking and then
grinding and polishing. Their purpose 7 also like the others, is unknown,

<:. . . . . . :
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It has been suggested that certain of them of the plainer kind were
twine twisters, handles for carrying parcels, or for tightening cords or
lines. A Mohawk medicine woman declared them to be amulets or

Fig. 105.
BIRD-SHAPED ( 1) OBJEC'.1'.

Western New York.
¼ natural size.

Cat. No. 322~8, U.S.N.M.

charms to enable the witches to ferry themselves over streams of water,
as the broomstick serves modern witches for flight through the air.
Jf this object should be lost, it was believed that her powtr of flight or

Fig. 106.
BOAT-SHAPED OBJECT.

Sterling, Connecticut.
¼ natural size,

Cat. No. 17903, U.S.N.M.

passage was gone. Contrary to every possible usage of these objects
as boats, even as toys, they are all drilled a,nd usually with two perforations.
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The forms of this implement are varied. Fig. 107 represents one of
these objects apparently at the other end of the series, while there are
others of intermediate form. This one is flat, thin, not hollowed out,
is narrowed in the middle aud widened at the ends, and has its two
holes drilled close together. Many of these objects are of hard stone,
like syenite, greenstone, etc., while a limited numbel' are of galena.
Their general purpose seems to have been as an ornament of some
kind, which, with their symmetry, execution, finish, and the difficulty
in accomplishing all these, entitles them to be classed among objects
of fine art.

Fig. 107.
BOAT-SHAPED OBJEC'l' ( ?) OF PECULIAR FOR)f, 8LA'l'E.

Indiana.
Cat. N o. 98059, U .S.X.)T.

½ n a tural size.

Gorgets andpenda,n ts.-These were also objects of ornament and ceremony. Most of them are of slate, tLi1l, not difficult to make, nor yet
particularly beautiful when made. Others, however, either from their
material or otherwise, become more difficult and have certain ornamentation, and should not be omitted from among decorative art
object . The difference between the gorget and pendant seem8 ouly
to have been in the number and position of the boles. A gorget wight
have been fastened upon the arm as an ornament, while a penda,nt.
unle s very small, could scarcely be, tl10ugh both may l1ave been suspended from the neck and worn on the brea t.
Plate 33 repre ·ent five of these object , the, ·ixth bei11gofhernatite and
pas ing under another denomination. The firt ( o. 130531, U.S. .M.)
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GO RGE T S, PEND ANTS AND PLUMMETS OR CHARMS.

Cat. Nos. 97853, 62578, 97423, 60206, 139:'\31, U.S.N.M. l natural size.

PLATE

33.
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is introduced because of the material, which is porphyritic diabase
and comes from Miehigan.- It has two holes and may bave been worn .
either on the arm or the breast. No. 62578, U.S.N.M., is of soapstone, and from Tennessee. A third (No. 97423,
U.S.N.iVT.) is of red jasper from east Tennessee.
The other t\\o are of slate and show their respective decorations. The sixth specimen of liematite,
though classed as a pendant, the justification for
wbich is the little groove arounn the small end
· apparently intended for a stdng or cord by which
it was suspended, belongs to a class distinct from
tlle others. They are al ways round, are symmetrical, and with all their hardness are made
smooth and usually well poliRhed. They have
been classed as plummets and charms, as well as
pendants. Occasioual specimens have a hole
drilJed through the small end instead of the
groove.while others bave the lower end made
the same as the upper, also grooved or drilled.
Arcbmologists are far from being agreed as to the
use of these implement:3, the disagreement being
inrlicated by the different names given to them.
but all will agree as to the beauty of the speciFig. 108.
mens a,nd the propriety Of Classing them aS WOI'kS PEND.ANT, Wll'H DECORATION
of art.
OF ZIGZAG POINTS.
Norwich, Connecticut.

Fig.108 from Norwich, Connecticut, is of green- Cat.No.17905, U.S.N.M. ½natii,h gray trap roc}r, ,vith convex ectg~es. It has
uralsize.
one hole drilled near the end as though for suspension from the neck
and to be worn on the breast. It has been ground and smoot :ed an
OVl\r and is <lecorated on one side and aroun<l tile edge by a row of
extremely small dots with zigzags of the same.
The opposite side is plain.
The great mass of these gorgets and pendants
are plain, a few have been scratched with figures
which might be hieroglyphs or ideographs, but
they are so extremely ruue as to be of slight value
from an artistic point of vie,v, and 80 many are of
Fig. 109.
PENDANT, ovAL FLATTENED
doubtful authe11ticity tbat none are presented.
PEm3uw11·rrDEcoRA'rroN
Fig. 109 repre8ents another of these objects
oF INetoED LINEs.
which, while evidently used for Ruspension, may
Tiverton, Rhode Island.
Cat. Xo. 17596, U .S.N.l\I. ½ nalhave served in any place. It is from Tiverton,
,,ralsizP .
Newport County, Rhode Island. It is an oval
flattened pebble with incised lines as represented.
'
Ohunglcee stones.-If the civilization or sociology of the prehistoric.
man waR being presented these objects would be classed with games or
atliletics, but because of the llardness of the material and difficulty of
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manufacture, together with their use as a means of pleasure, if not
of ornament, it is not improper to assign them a pla'ce here. '.}:he
United States National Museum possesses an extensive series which,
for some unexplained reason, extends into almost every imaginable
disk form. Fig. 110 represents a side and sectional view of OHe of
these objects of yellowish brown quartzite. It is drawn half size, and is
a large aud weighty obJect. Most of the large specimeus are of quartz,
either yellow or white. They are disk form, the edges are rounded,
the center on both sides has been cut out and made cup-shaped. He
who could make this object, accomplishing all these requirements from
an irregular piece of rude, hard quartz, and produce a specimen of such
regularity of form and correctness of design must have been ~n artist
of considerable experience. For, be it understood, that in this, as well

Fig. llO.
CHUNGKEE STONE, SIDE

AND

SEC'I.' IONAL VIEWS.

YELLOW QUARTZ.

McKenzie, Carroll County, Tennessee.
Cat. No .. 3451 3, U.S.N.M. ½ naturalsize,

as rn all foregoing objects, the work was done by band, and only with
the usual tools for hammering, pecking, grinding, smoothillg, and
polisbiug. It has been suggested that these may have been made with
the lathe, but an investigation shows this not to have been so.
Beads.-Beads of jasper are not infrequently drilled, and the United
States National Museum possesses some jasper pieces of extraordinary
length-for example, 3 inches-less than¾ inch in diameter, and bole
half the thickness of the bead drilled through its entire leugtb. This
bole is put exactly through the center of the cylinder, without apparent
enlargement or smoothing, as though it bad been drilled from one end
only, but whether done thi way or drilled from both ends the deUcacy
of the work a11d the precision with which it was done, when remembered to have been the work of a, savage, i marvelous.

a
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LAPID.A.RY WORK.
JADE .A.ND HARD STONE OBJEOTS.

There are many specimens classed as polished stone hatchets, because
of the similarity of form, material, mode of manufacture, and use; and
yet, because of their rude character and rough appearanc·e, they are
not works of art. But some of these implements of hard and semiprecious stones, from purity of form, difficulty of fabrication, and their
fine and beautiful finish, may be justly classed as works of art. ·· These
are mostly polished hatchets of some of the varieties of jade. Plate
34 represents a series of these magnificent implements from various
preliistoric stations in western Europe.
J ad.e is remarkably hard and tough. The latter quality is said to be
produced by the arrangement of its fibers in small interlaced bundles.
It is and always has been regarded in China and the oriental countries
as one of the precious stones, its hardness and tlie difficulty of working
having conspired to greatly enhance its reputation. ExCiept a siug-Je
piece only partially determined, lately found , in Austria, none of tbe
raw material has ever been discovered in western Europe, yet prehistoric implements of this material have been found throughout western
Europe amounting to many thousands, Lake Uonstance, Switzerland,
a1011e having furnished 2,000 specimens. This materfal and its use in
, prehistoric times opens many abstruse questions concerning migrations
of primitive peoples and of the possible extent of their commerce.
The most of these implements found in the Swiss lake dwellings are
of jadeite, of which the component parts are: Silica, 58 to 60 per cent;
aluminum, 22 to 26 per cent; soda, 10 to 12 per cent; with a specific
gravity of 3 to 3.3. It is extremely hard, ranking 8 or 9 in the scale of
which the diamond is 10.
The same material is found manufactured into implements of the most
elaborate and difficult kind iu great profusion in Mexico and Central
America. Plate 35 shows specimens thereof. These are all in the
United States National Museum. '.£heir locality, appearance, or use
need not be described; it will he sufficient to say that they belong to
the prehistoric period in Mexico and Central America.
Fibrolite, still another variety o.f jade, is confined to southern and
western France. It is composed of: .Silica, 34 or 35 per cent; aluminum,
63 to 65 per cent; with a ·specific gravity of 3.2 to 3.3.
Actinolite, still another variety, is composed of: Silica, 0.60; . magnesia, 0.21; -lime, 0.14 per cent; with a specific gravity of from 3 to 3.1.
Its distribution is throughout the Pueblo country of Arizona aud New
Mexico. 1.'he specimens showu in plate 36 are these acti11olite grooved
axes and hammers from that locality, and belong to the National
Museum.
Nephrite is still another specimen of jade, the component parts of
which are: Silica, 56 to 58 per cent; magnesia, 20 to 22 per cent; lime,
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11 to 14 per cent; oxide of iron, 5 to 8 per cent, and aluminum, 1 to 3
per cent; with specific gravity 2.0 to 3.
A profusion of prehistoric irnple:nents, principally axes or adzes made
of nephrite, have been found from the Straits of Fuca northward along
the entire coast of British Columbia and the northern end of Alaska.
(Plate :37.)
Pectolite is composed of: Silica, 54; lime, ;13; soda, 9 per cent; witlt
a specific gravity of 2.7 to 2.9. It is found among the Eskimos and
the Indians on the northwest coast of North America. Its principal
service is as a hammer, for which use it is prepared with a withe
and lashed to a wooden handle (Plate 37), and as an evidence of the
almost universal art instinct of prehistoric man, tl.Jis hammer, which
might have been only a rough stone in every part except its face, bas,
despite its hardness and the difficulty and tediousness of the work,
been pecked or hammered into a symmetrical form and then ground or
polished to a smooth and reg·ular surface, as though this were required
for utility.
The finding of two partly worked bowlders of nephrite on the lower
part of the Fraser River, ~t Lytton and Yale, British Columbia, respectively, ·and the discovery of unfinished objects in old Indiau graves
near Lytton, make it certain that the manufacture of adzes had been
carried on there.
A series of specimens, numbering sixty-one in all, have been deposited
in tl.Je Museum of the Geological Survey, at Ottawa, arnl in the Redpath
Museum, McGill College, Montreal. These consist of both nephrite
and pectolite implements, as adzes, drills, axes, ·etc. Of the sixty one
objects found, seventeen show that tb3y have been sawed from other
pieces. A prolific source of supply of this mineral in primitive times,
now known as Jade l\fountain, is situated about 150 miles above the
mouth of the Kowak River, in Alaska. The world is indebted
the discovery of this mountain to Lieut. G. M. Stoney, United States
Navy, who has brought down, and presented to the United States
National Museum, quite a number of specimens. Plate 38 represents
sundry of the pieces, some water-worn bowlders and fractured fragments of the material, accompanied by two or three manufactured
specimens. This is the only known source of supply of this mineral
in America.
Migration.-When implements are found which, upon analysis: contain the foregoing component parts and are <letermined to be of this
mineral, it raises a fair presumption that they came from tllis source of
supply, and is presumptive evidence of prehistoric communication, if
not migration~ between the peoples. This is true only to a certain poiut,
a11d i not u ceptible of universal appl_ication. It does not follow that
all nephrite object <'ame from Jade Mountain.
Jadeite is an entirely different mineral from nephrite or auy of the
varieties of jade, and must, or at least may, have had a <l.ifferent place
of origin and come from a different direction.

for
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SERIES OF P OLISHED NEPH RITE AXES AND ADZES ( ONE PE CT OLITE HAMMER ) ,
FROM ALA SKA.

F S. National :.11useum. i'i natural size.
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Prof. F. W. Putnam presented before the American Antiquarian
Society in 1886, from the Museum at Cambridge, a series of carved and
sawed objects in jade from Mexico and Central America, and his theory
of accountiu g for them was that they bad been . brought from Asia on
the original migration of the peoples; that in after time the communications between the two countries were suspended and gradually
ceased. Thus the supply of these objects was cut oft; as none of that
mineral having been foun d in that country (either then or since).
They came to be regarded of great value as amulets or charms, and
were sawed into pieces for a more extended distribution. That such
objects belonge<l to tbese coulltries, and that they were divided or cnt
by sawin g and were susceptible of a correspondingly increased distribution is a fact that cau not be denied. The United States National
Museum possesses series of such objects in considerable numbers.
Plates 39 and 40 represent a tray of them, showing obverse and reverse.
The two plates represent opposite E,ides of the same objects. They
will be noticed further when considering lapidary work. ·
Dr. Heinrich Fischer, of Freiburg, Baden, supported the migration
theory, alleging the great similarity between the Mexican and Central
American jadeites and those in Burmah. Dr. A. B. Meyer, of Dresden,
attacked the migration theory fiercely and maintained the greater
probability of the indigenous character of the mineral. Professors
Clarke and Merrill, of the United States National Museum, published
a paper 1 on "Nephrite and Jadeite." It consisted largely of chem foal
arnl microscopical investigations and determined with great certainty
the substantial differences between the minerals. Their conclusions,
so far as relates to the migration theory, are as fo11ows:
That these substances are comparatively common constituents of metamorphic
rocks 1 and hence liable to be found anywhere where th ese rocks occur. Their presence (in any given place) is as meaningless (so far as coucerns the migration theory)
as would be the finding of a piece of graphite. Their discovery (among prehistoric
people.s) possesses no value in the work of tracing the migration or intercommunication of races.

It is not possible to determine this jade question positively or absolutely. We do not possess sufficient knowledge to solve it finally.
Whatever may be at preRent determined is subject to a reversal by a
discovery which may l>e made at any time in the future. Jf a jadeite
mountain should be found in Mexico or Central America as a nephrite
mountain has been in Alaska, it would settle the question at once, but
until a ledge or quarry of .ia,deite shall be found in Arnerfoa the question must be left in abeyance. The discovery of the place of origin of
jadeite in America may never l>e found, and consequently the question
may never l>e absolutely solved.
Various efforts have been made to discover j adeite in its natural
deposit in Mexico and Central America, but never yet with success.
1

Proc. l . .Nat.Mns., X I1 18881 pp. 115-130.
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The lat ,'t ft r was that mad b. l\Ir. . jooTen, a learned Scandinavian °·eol gi t inter te<l in pr hi t ric antbropolgy, acquainted with
the importance of tlrn "jade ue tion," and alway on the lookout for
any vidence that would bed light th reon. He re ided for a time in
Costa Rica, with full opportunity for the iuvestigation of and acquaintance with the jadeite objects in that country. During his visit there
lrn made more or le exten ive searches for the evidence of iudigenous
jade. He found a number of pebbles tlie appearance of which suggested that they might be the desired material. On bis return to his
native coulltry he stopped at Washiugton, and, visiting tlie United
States National Museum, he invoked the aid of Professor Merrill,
Curator of Geology and Mineralogy, and the author, as Curator of
Prehistoric Anthropology, who opened the cases in bis department and
produced implements from Costa Rica and the neighboring countries
for comparison with the specimens brought by Mr. Sjogren. The
result was that eight specimens of pebbles were selected as having the
greatest similarity with the material of tlie jade implements, and it was
proposed to put them to test of microscopic investigation. Professor
Merrill accordingly made thin sections of tLese for that purpose, and
has just reported the result of his investigations. He says:
Nos. 1, 3, and 8 are without doubt an altered pumiceous tuffa,, identical with No.
59899, described by Professor Clarke and myself in our paper in Proceedings of the
United States National Museum, Vol. xr, page 127.

This specimen (No. 59890, U.S.N.M.) was from San Huacas, Costa
Rica, <lark green, not mottled, soft, specific_gravity 2.28j, and its composition as follows:
Ignition ...................• u... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 39
Silica ......................... ~ ........ __ . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 70. 49
Alumina...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11. 39
Ferrous oxide........................................... 2. 39
Manganous oxide ... _...•............................... Trace.
Lime .... ... ... ... ... .. .... ...... .......... ...... .. . ... . 3. 83
Magnesia...............................................
.57
Alkalies ........................................ Undetermined.
Total ...... _ ................. __ .. ___ ... _. _ . __ . __ .. 99.06
A rui_croscopic examin~tion shows that the mineral is evidently a highly altered
volcanic tuff, but very difficult to make out. The mass of the rock is made up of a
gr enish-gray :tmphorons felt,. through which :ire scattered round bunches of a
bright-gr e_n hlorite ancl small, colorles pc,ints aud elongated crystals, which may
b fi J path1c, although they are too small to show twin strim. There are also occaional color] s. elongated and curved shrNl , which are wholly without action in
polariz •d light, and wbi h are clouh le gJa. .
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which are <loubtless silicified rem ains of fora minifera, sn ch as are not infrequent in
siliceous nodules found in limestone. Ther e is nothing in the series in the least
resemblin g true nephrite or j ad ei te.

The concluding sentence leaves ·t,he discovery of the origin of jade
material, of which the Costa Rica prehistoric implements were made,
as much an unsolved problem as ever. But negative results from the
searches of an experienced geologist made on the spot are of more
value than h as been generally admitted, a,nd tlie thanks of prehistoric
ant hropologists are d ue to Mr. Sjogren for his interest and efforts. It
is certainly remarkable that, with the thousands of prehistoric implements from Mexico and Central America, uo specimens of the natural
material has ever been found iu any of tlwse countries.
There a re other views which s~em to narrow the question of jade
migration ; if they do not elucidate it. It would appear highly improbable that any such migration of peoples could have been made by land
between t he place -of origin in Burmah and the place of its discovery
in Mexico and Central America. We can scarcely conceive of a
migration, comprised of however great or small numbers, which would
start from Burmah overland by way of Bering Straits for Mexico
and Central America, carrying with them such small · implements
aud in such great numbers. If they did, these implements would
run great risks of being lost. Arrived in Alaska, the emigrants ought
to have found some traces or specimens of the nephrite, wrouglit or
unwrougbt, of which we now find so many. One or two hypotheses
force themselves upon us: The emigrants (from Burmab) might liave
left some of their own ja,deite implements in Alaska or obtained some
of the nephrite. No traces have been found of either. Then these
emigrants would have started ou their southwestern trip, a distance of
several thousaud miles, to Mexico, without leaving anywhere any trace
of jadeite implements. Arrived at Mexico, and thence on through Central America, are to be found implements, all of jadeite, by the thousand,
but none of nephrite. If these emigrants traveled by land from
Burmah to Mexico, crossing at Bering Straits, it would involve a long
and necessarily tedious journey. In Alaska these emigrants would
enter a country where there was a mountain of this precious mineral,
the prehistoric inhabitants of which well knew how to make it into
implemeuts. No other implements qr objects, of this or similar material, h ave been found along the indicated route which would serve as
extraneous evideuce of such migration.
'fhe for egoing argument seems satisfactory to the author against a
migration of jade or jade implements by laud from Burmah to Mexico or
Central America. This leaves only the ocean as a means of migration,
and that such a journey should have been voluntarily made across such
an ocean seems almost incredible. It would appear, in view of the difficulties and obstacles to such journeys or migrations, either by land or
sea, that the only course left to deal with the jade question is to await
further developments and diSCO\'eries.
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It is not intended in this paper to pursue the question of jade from
a mineralogic or an archmolog'ic point of view. 'Anyone desiriug to do
so is referred to the works of Professors Meyer, of Dresden; Fischer,
of Freiburg; Damour, of Paris; "Nephrite and Jadeite," by Professors Clarke and Merrill; 1 "The Occurrence of Jade in British Columl>ia,"2 by Dr. Dawson, and to "Gems and Precious Stones," 3 by Mr.
George F. Kunz, it being the intention of the author to confine his
discussion to tlJ.e art side of the question; and from this side he refers
with approbation to the forthcoming edition de luxe of the volume on
jade by Mr. H. H. Bishop, of New York City.
Mr. Kunz, the gem expert with Tiffany & Co., in his work, "Gems
and Precious Stones," 4 speaks of the ancient lapidary work as follows:
The chipping of m1 arrow point, the grinding and polishing of a groove in an ax
head, the drilling of a bead or tube or an ear ornament, all are done by the applicatfon of the same lapidaria.11 methods that are practiced to-day by cntters of agates
or precious stones. The cutter of to-day, with a hammer, chips into shape the crystal or piece of agate before it is gronnd; and there is little difference between the
ancient method of drilling and that of the present. The stone bead of aucient time
was drilled from both ends, the drill holes ofteu overlappiug or not meeting as neatly
as by the modern method of drilling from one end.
The old wn,y of drilling is still practiced in the east, where the primitive bow drill
is used by lapidaries to-day precisely as it bas beP-n used by savage tribes in all
quarters of the globe, though producing at different periods different qualities of
work. Nowhere was its use better nbderstood than in ancient Greece and Rome,
where, by its means, were engraved the wonderful iutaglio and cameos which now
grace our museums, and which have never been surpassed in any period of the world's
history. For the special use of gem engraving, the bow drill bas been replaced by
a horizontal lathe, which, however, does not :illow the freedom of toncb or deftness
of feeling which artists attained by use of the bow drill. The instrument known as
the dental drill is reaJly an improvecl form of bow drill, working much more rapidly.
An S.S._ White dental engihe, provided with a suitable series of drill points, answers
every pnrpose, and bas been fonncl especially nsefnl in exposing fossils and minerals
when covered with rock, the objects being opened with great rapidity, with little
danger of injury. As shown by the author in a paper on a new method of engraving
cameos and intaglios, 5 an artist could be so trained to the use of this improved bow
drill as to attain the same softness and feeling developed by the old lapidarian
masters.
fo the ancient specimens of work, tubes from which a core bas been drilled out by
means of a ree<l and sa11d, revolvetl by tlie band, were done as neatly as anytliiug
can he done, the reason being that the object was entirely drilled from end to end.
This method of drilling is still practiced, ex:cept tllat the hollow reed is replaced
lJy tl.Je diamond or steel drill. 'When a valuable stone is being drilled, a sheet of
steel or thin iron tube is substituted for it. The polishing and grinclin~ now is
done on rapidly revolvillg disks, horizontal or lay wheels, as they are calle,1, wl1ercas
forn1c•rlJ the slow process of rubbing with the hall(l or board or leather w:is pPrlrnps
resorted to. No lapidary can do finer work than that shown by the obsidian ohjects
Proc. . . 1Tat.1Ins., 1 , p. 115.
Cauadian Record of , 'cieuce, II, To. 6, April, 1887.
3 Pages 266-277 to 284.
1
· Pag . 303-305.
5
Tran . .1. T . Y. Acad. , ci., III, p. 103, .June, 188.J; also .Jewelern' Circular, .June,
1
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from Mexico (see illustratiou), the labrets, 1 ear ornaments, and tubcs,2 which ar
even more highly polished, though no portion of the latter is thicker than on thirty-second of an inch. An obsidian coyote head 3 in the Blake collection in th
United States National Museum is a beautiful ornament, highly polished, and l>or ,l
throughout the lower part. The spear points and hoes from East St. Loni and
other parts of Missouri and Illiuois, and bea,utiful sacrificial knives-notal>ly th
ill'lmense knife,4 18 inches in length, in the Blake collection of the United tat :
National Museum, and the one in the Ethnological Museum at the Trocadero in
Paris-show the greatest skm in chipping.
Many of the aboriginal stone objects found in North America and elsewhere ar,
marvels of lapidarian skill iu chipping, drilling, grinding, and polishing. ·F ew lapidaries could duplicate the arrow point,s of obsidian from New Mexico, or those of
jasper, agate, agatized wood, and othe1~ minerals found along the Willamette River,
Oregon. No lapidary could drill a hard stone object truer than some of the banne1·
stones,5 tubes, and other objects made of quartz, greenstone, and granite that
have been found in North Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee, or make anything
more graceful in form and general outline than are some of the quartz discoidal
stones 6 found m th ese same States. These latter objecis are often 4 to 6 inches,
and occasionally 7 iuches, in diameter, ground in the center until they are of the
thinness of paper and almost trans-parent, and the great regularity of the two sides
would almost suggest that they bad been turned in tlle lathe. This may have been
accomplished by mounting a log in the side of a tTee so that it would revolve, and
cementing the stones with -pitch to the en<l of the log, as a lapidary would do to- rlay
at Oberstein, Germany, or by allowing the shaft of the lathe to protrude through
the side of the log, aml cementiug the stone to be turned on this. 'fhe Egyptian
wood turner at work in the Rue de Caire, at the ·world's Fair, Paris, 1889, might,
with his lathe, polish a large ornament of jade or jadeite, like the masks, idols, tablets, and other objects found in Mexico and Central America, or the jade knives from
Alaska, in the United States National Mnseum.

Jadeite ma,sks.-Returning to the ui:-;cnssion of lapidary art as manifested in the working of hard stone, plate 41 shows examples of different materials, form, uses, and localities, though all from Mexico or
Central America; some specimens are obsidian, and no distinction is
maintained as to the mate;rial of the others.
Fig. 111 is a mask of jadeite from an .Aztec ( !) grave in Mexioo. It
represents a crying baby. It belongs to Mr. Char Jes Storrs, of Brooklyn,
and was exhibited at the meetiug of the American Association for the .
Advancement of Science in 1879, by Mrs. Erminnie .A. Smith. It is
reported as having a specific gravity of 3.3, which, with its hardness,
determines it to be jadeite. Remarking upon its art, we first see bow it
bas been wrought by drilling and bther methods of abrasion into, not
simply a representation of the human face, but that it has its peculiar
expression. The eyes are closed, the brows are drawn down, the nose
and upper Jip are drawn up deep furrows are in tbe cbeeks under the
.
'
.
eyes and by the side of the nose, the contour is regular, the pro.file 1s correct and true, and besides all this, every portion of the face ba. been not
only smoothed, but finely polished, the deptbs and sides_of the furro_ws
and around the eyes equally well with that of the pronnnent parts like
the cheeks and forehead. Suggestions are made as to how some of th is
See fig.117.
2 See fig. 118.
1

3
4

See fig. 116.
Se o fig . 88.

ee figH.100-101.
,; See fig. 110.

0

1 96.

Fig.111.
''CRYING BABY," A MASK OF JADEITE FROl\L AN AZTEC (1) GRAVE.

Face and edge views.
Mexico
Cast, Cat. No. 42652 , U.S.N.M. Natural size,

tioned one can, without any preparation and without undue pressnre,
cut the glass in the cases which contain them with apparently as much
ease as (~oes tbe glazier with his diamond. In fact, the material stands
next in hardness after the diamond. It is 9 in the scale of which the
diamoncl is 10. These remarks in regard to hardness, drilliug, and_polishing apply to many of the specimen shown in plates 39, 40 and 41.
There are specimen of hard stones 11ot jade which show evidence of
fine lapidary art.
Oryi;;tal kuU.-Fig. 112 repre. ents a human . kull of rock crystal.
It hardnes i, w 11 known. The ,'uture are ,'l10wn, the hollow eyes
ar drill d ut, hen
with it: proc . . i. h wn, and the gl'inning
te th. A hole
be n drill l hr ucrh fr m the crown to the foramen
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magnum. Other objects in rock crystal treated in a similar manner
have been found, of which Mr. Kunz is authority for the statement
that the workmanship equals anything done by the modern lapidary.
Similar skulls are to be seen in the Trocadero Museum at Paris and in
the Douglass collection at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Central Park, New York. A unique
s11ecimen remarkable for its size, from the Boban
collection and found in Mexico, is now owned by
Mr. George B. Sissoa, of New York. It is 8-h
inches in length, 5if inches in width, and 5n
inches in lieight, and represents a human skull
similar in appearance and workmanship to fig.
112. .A description of one would stand for ~ description of the other. Another specimen (fig.
Fig, 112.
113) is a, skull similar to fig.
112, but of fossilized wood, REPRESENTATION OF A. HUMAN
KULL lN ROCK CRYS'l'AL,
from Chichen ltza, Yucatrm.
Mexico.
lat. o. 98949, U .S.N.M. NatTbe eyes are drilled with a
urn.l size.
boUow drill, the
protrudino- a. , hown in th ket ·h. 'rhe teeth are represented half rouncl r cmi ir ular, instead of being qua,r , as ill tb oth r a.
1 ig.114 js a rude
Fig. 113.
block of ob idian ,, incbe 1 n , 2f inches in diameREPREsENTA.TIONoF A HU111AN sKuLL rn HARD
ter, from Tezcuco, Me~·ico, with the rudiments of a
STONE, FOSSIL 1 ZED
huma11 fac outlined up 11 it.
wooD.
The work lrn bt'en dou
y
Chichen Itza, Yucatan.
Ca t . N o. 1053 1, U . .
Natural s ize.

. M.

necessary angles

il

. rm
nly m rn lf ,
lf th l,q i 1. ry art with ·d1i ·h th
w r
L>me of them are in
th' · rm r ·ylirnl ·1-.· i in ·h in diam t ·r, .1.. in •h .~ in length, tlie hole
lrill
an l nl. r , d until tl1e body is not more
th~ n -}..!. in •h n thin a t appear almost unable
t :n t· in it· lf.
J>atu-1>atu.-An iut~re ti11g series of jade obj ·t th mannfa ·tur of wbieh bears au intimate
r 1atiou t lapidary art aud about wbieh there lias
b u ome di •u ion is the war club with various
n me ~ accordiug to the following localities: Patupatu, or rn rai, in New Zealand; rnacana in Mexico, and slubbets ·iu Puget Sound and Alaska.
They lmve been made of various materials-hard
wood, whalebone, copper, or bronze:--but that
Fig. m.
,vhich rnos.t coucerns us here is the fact that they
STA'rUETTE
OF
OB IUIAN,
Were many times made Of SOllle Of the species Of
SMOOTHED AND POLISHED.
Mexico.
jacle or other hard stone.
Cat. No. 98916, U .S .N.M. ½ uatThe . greatest numl>er of
ural si?.e.
these implements are from
New Zealand, where they are made principally
of jade or some of its varieties or of some other
bard stone; yet similar implements, also of p.ard
Fig. 116.
stone lrnve been found in Mexico and in the HEAD OF COYOTE, OBSIDIAN,
SMOOTHED AND POLIS HED,
western United States. The United States Nationa,l Museum possesses a specimen, reported
PROBABLY AcHARM, omLL·
ED FOR SUSPENSION.
as baving been dug from a
Mexico.
mound by Capt. J, B. Al~
Cat. No. 988 i9, U.S.N.M. Natdrich in 186G. The mound
urai size.
was situated just south qf tbe Arkansas River,
nPar the thirty-eighth parallel, in Bent County,
Fig. 117.
LA.BRET (LrP onNAMENT) oF
soutbeast Colorado. Although the report as to
oBsmiAN, sM.oo'm1co AND
the finding of this specimen in Colorado was well
HIGHLY POLISHED.
authentieated, yet it seemed bardly sufficient to
Face and edge views.
overcome the supposed universal testimony tllat
Mexico.
Cat. No.21902, U .S .N .M. ½nat.these peculiar implements belonged to New Zeaural s11.e.
land. It was believed to be more like1y that an
error had been made in the report or iu the identity of the implement
than that an object common to New Zealand should have been. unearthed
in a mound in Colorado. But further examination puts a different
:phase upon the affair. Mr. James Wick rsbam, in a paper e11tit1ed
"An aboriginal war club," publi bed I in 1895, reports the discoYery of
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a number of these implements from various parts of the American continent, and an examination verifies the fact and extends the area of
their discovery over 8! much larger portion of the United States. Plate
42 represents two of these implements now in the possession of the
United States National Museum in addition to the one received from
Captain Aldrich. '.i:he best finished one 1 is of the standard shape,
size, anll appearance, and a reproduction of the Aldrich s_pecimen, as
well as many of those from the Pacific coast, from Mexico, and almost
all the finished ones from New Zealand, would be but a repetition of
this. It is therefore considered useless to duplicate the representation.
The history of the specimen (No.1300) is given by Mr. J. D. McGuire,
the present owner, as follows:
It was given to me by a gentleman who had lived long in the West. The story he
told me was, that while on a hunting trip (I think in California, though of this I am
not positive) a companion who had left camp in the morning returned with the
implement in his hand and said he hacl founcl two dead Ute Indians, ancl to the wrist
of one was attached this stone by the piece of cord yet on it .

.A specimen froin the State of Was11ington is shown on plate 42 (Cat.
No. 172565, U.S.N.M. It was founc.l by Mr. R.H. Hannah, 3 miles east
of Olympia, while clearing the ground of stumps.
The attention of the author being attracted to
the subject, he, discovered that the number of
specimens found witbin the United States similar
to those in plate 42, especially those like No.
118.
172565, U.S.~.M., has increased considerably and RING OR Fig.
BAND WITH PROtheir geographic area greatly extended. In view
JECTING RIM, TRANSLUCENT
OBSIDIAN, EXTREMELY THIN
of this, it has to be admitted that this is an impleAND HIGHLY POLISHED.
ment of th~ North American savage; whether
Mexico.
Cat. No. 98914, U.S.N.M. ½ nuthistoric or prehistoric may be left undecrned. 2
ural size.
This art work may not be manifest upon a cursory examination, but it must be considered that many or most of these
specimens are some of the varieties of jade, with a hardnesR equal to
that of glass and exceeded only by the diamond, and that they are
made straight, true, entirely symmetrical both sidewise and edgewise,
with rarely a flaw or defect, and that wh~n thus reduced to form they
are smoothed and polished as finely as a piece of jewelry intended for a
lady's wear.
SCULP~'URE.
EUROPE.

The art of sculpture in Neolithic time had an exc
In Europe it had scarcely an existence worthy th. nam_ ·
remarked, the principal ornaments employ d durmg 111
1 Loan

collection, Cat. No. 1300, . , . .M.
.
1 0 \Vi ·1u~rlihnm K papn ·
further argument upon the subj c:t r fer nc·<' 11:! ma,\ • OliU t f ~11· i '>,. UI,
to Bancroft's" ... ative Races," 1 ·, p. 560; and to Pr sc t Ii
'> 87 , 99' and 101 plates 25-30.
PP· 8 ..,,
NAT :MUS 96--30
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. ig11:
f 1i ing or real objects were
mpt ll.
nuLme11tation is shown in
' I< an l ~O. 'fh :
m :tly n l) ttery, only four being on
·t 11 an l t
·la:. •cl a , •ulp tur . Th r seem to have been two
og-r. pl\il' :n a in Pran ·, ~1,ff ,<'tino· thi kind of art, the first around
th ba ' 0 . )uiu 'l'Ol\ dcpart.m ·ut or I rl>iltan, the second in the
d partmeut of the Marne, northern central France.
Tbe four specimens referred to
are all from the first-mentioned
area. They are on plate 20, figs. lG, 21, 23, and 011 plate 19, fig. 15.
Plate 19, fig. 15, represents the
sculpturing on one of tbe supports
of the dolmen of Petit-Mont, at
.A_rzon. The principal designs or
lines are in waves and U-shaped.
The only one w11ich could have
z0
been intended to represent any
known or possible object are two
human footprints, and these do
not ap1)ear to signify anything
more than is apparent. Plate 20,
fig. 23, represents a cartouche, engraved or sculptured on a support
of the dolmen of Pierres-Plates at
Lochmarfaker, Morbihan. Plate
20, fig. 21, 1s a representation of
one of the supporting stones of
the dolmen of Gavr'lnis. The author has visited this dolmen au<l
has seen the sculptured stones in
place. They are thin sandstoue
;,c.
slabs, about 6 feet high, 4 feet
0
wide, and form the sides of both
the crypt and tbe entrance, there
being probably forty in all, similar
in many respects to that shown in
the figure, although this has been chosen as the besj; representative.
The surface is r ough ; the sculpturing lrns been done with tlle hammer
by pecking or batteriug-mcwtelage, the French call it. Plate 20, fig.
10, is a representation of the covering stone of the dolmen at Baker
Hill, Rosshire, Scotland, taken from "Archmic Sculpturings," by Mr.
J. Y . Simpson. These will be l)erceived at once to consist principally
of cup stones, some with concentric rings, others connected by a slight

11'
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groove. To go into the subject of cup stones as a branch of sculpture
would. lead us too far afield.1
Other dolmens have been found with marks made thereon, but no
meaning is ascribed to them beyond possibly that of a stone hatchet
handled, or some similar implement. Fig.119 is a representation of one
of these stone hatchets handled, eugraved on the sixth support of the
dolmen of Gavr'Inis. Various petroglyphs have been found 011 the dolmens in the immediate neighborhood-Tables-des-Marchands, MancH'roeck, Kercado, Petit-Mont, Mein-Drein, Be-er-Groah; also on the dolmens of Grosse. Perrotte (Oharente), and
Trou- aux-A.ngl ai s
(Seine-et-Oise).
M. L. Davy de Ousse .. ,
made an extensive investigation and report
upon all marks and
signs engraved or cut
on the megalithic monuments, whether dolFigs. 120, 121.
RUDE SCULPTURES O~' THE I!Ul\f.A.N FORM ON SUPPORTS OF
mens or menhirs, in
DOLMENS.
tbe department ofMorHeight 4 feet ( 1).
bihan.2
Marne, France.
Cartailhac, La France Prehistorique, figs. 105, 106, pp. 242, 243.
In none of these
sculptures has there ever been an attempted representation of living
things, except in the few cases mentioned. This statement would have
been true for all France until within a few years past, but because of
recent discoveries it requires modification. There have been found on
some of the stone supports or tables of the dolmens, rude and apparently
inchoate or malformed figures which, by assembly and comparison, are
decided by investigating archrnologists to have been representations
of the human form. Baron Joseph de Baye and M. Adrien de Morti1let
have been the most ardent and successful investigators in this regard,
though MM. Oartailbac and Reiuach should not be forgotten. Fig. 12()
represents one of these supports of a dolmen in the department of
Marne. Fig. 121 is a11other from the same department,.3
•
These are believed to have been the earliest prehistoric sculptures rn
stoue or on stone monuments in France. They were ba, -reliefs on the

iwr· "" \'"-:t;l;~i1

.
Fthnolo<TV
" Y , (U. • , •
1Reference is macle to the" Contributions to N ort .h A mencan
~
1:,-,
Geog. and Geol. Survey), entitled" Observations on cup-shi?e<l :rncl otb ·r Lapulaharles 1 an.
.h
rl·an Sculptures in the Old \Yorld and in America," hy l>r.
·
chl 1 r1>1 an
1
2Recueil des Signes Sculpt6s sur les Monuments }.16 gal"tb
Hfll
..
'
Vannes, 1865-66.
fi
105 1 . H·iron .fo 1·ph cl
3Cartailhac, La France Prcbistoriqne, pp. 242, 243, gs . R '.
1' l,' atluopol ori
1
Baye, Arch6ologio Prchistorique, 1880, 1,laLe 1; 'olonwu c·m· <: , ,.

y, p. 22, figs. 14, 15.
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izard in the valley of Petit-

ulp nr ha,
b 'n found in other parts of France,
n ' lla tl by 1\1. C" rtailhac in the work above cited,
lri •h (' llati n ha'
n ext 11d din hi description of the sculptures
•
f tll d lm n r p n ( in - t -Oise). 1
Th
llati n f cnlpture' of the human form was continued by
lorn n eina ·h.2 It i, 110t deeme<l necessary to here enlarge on
ubj t in great I detail. Those interested can follow it in the
authoriti s cited.
Pla,te 43 represent four of a series of eight discovered by Abbe
Rennet and drawn and described by M. Oartailhac. 3 The figures are
the be t of tbe series and have the nearest approach to human beings.
Some have legs and feet represented below the girdle, but shorter,
narrower, straighter, and closer together, until- it becomes an even
chance whether they may not have been intended to represent the
fringed ends of a scarf. M. Gabriel de Mortillet has reported and figured by photograph the same statues. 4
M. Solomon Reinach :figures and describes the same,5 and says: '' I
find it inexplicable that these should ever have been qualified as Neolithic. The accessories which distinguish them can respond only to an
origin in the time of metal~ probably of bronze."
_ 6
. Other sculptures near Paris are reported by M. Adrien de Mort1llet.
NORTH AMERICA.

Aboriginal sculptures in North America are quite different from those
of Europe. The Neolithic peoples of the United States, whether North
American Indians or their ancestors or predecessors, made many pieces
of sculpture in stone, wood, or pottery, representing animal as well a,s
human faces and forms. Most of these were rude, though they sometimes presented the subject in a bold and marked manner.
In stone.-The sculptures in stone exhibited a skill in art inferior to
that displayed in flint chipping, drilling, and polishing. The ordinary
decoration of objects was not, as in Europe, confined to· geometric
designs. It appears as though tbe aboriginal American artist gave his
fancy or imagination free rein, ,Yas not hampered by rules of art nor
deterred from Jhe most daring attempts by any imaginary mechanical
or technical difficulty. It is true that be made designs by sculpturing on flat surfaces, sometimes on stone, but many more times on pottery. Still, on numerous occasi011s he essayed the highest flights of
1

L'Anthropologie, 1894, V, I>P· 147-156.
La Sculpture en Europe, pp. 25-31, 172-185, and 288-305.
3 L' Antbropologie, 1892, III No. 2, p. 222.
1
~Revue ~lensuelle de l Ecole d' Anthropologie, troisieme Annce, X, 15 Octobre, 1 93,
:p. 321.
r, L'Antbropologie V, pp. 26 27 figs. 22, 23.
6
Bulletin de la 'oci ·te cl Anthropologie d1· Paris.
2
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art, and sought to represent the hnman form aR well as the face, by
sculptures done in the round.
Plate 44 represents a human :figure sculptured in stone. Its height
is 21½ inches, and its weight 56 pounds. It is complete and perfect,
without a break or damage. It was found near Stilesboro, Bartow
County, Georgia. It is seated, the legs are represented in the solid
stone as though crossed, but in an impossible manner, not being more
than one-third the length of the arms. The only indications of sex are
the mamm::e, which are small dots, indicating the male. The material
is :fine-grained sandstone, and the entire figure has beeu worked out of
the solid. It has apparently l>een done altogether by battering or pecking into form and then rubbed or scraped smooth. It is not polished.
The shape of the head and the general appearance of the features are
typical, to a degree at least, of the aboriginal art throughout the southern United States. The head rounded over the top of the skull, broad
across the middle, with projecting ears; the eyebrows are prominent
but made so by the sunken eyes. The eyes are oval, and their orbits
on the same plane. The nose is straight, without much appearance of
nostrils. The chin is short and rounded, the under jaw very small. The
most noticeab1e characteristic of this specimen, as it is of many others
from the same region, and f,hat which would ~eem more than anything
elRe a local type of human sculpture is the mouth and the mode of
treating it. The mouth is open, being represented principally by a
cavity which has been excavated to a considerable profundity. The
lips are strong and protrude greatly. They are not divided into upper
and lower lips, but are continuous around the orifice so as to form an
oval ring, the interior of which is the cavity representing the mouth.
Neither the teeth nor the tongue are shown, though a ridge in this
specimen might pass for teeth or gums. The neck is fairly well formed;
the shoulders are square, but with the arms, are considerably exaggerated in size. The body under th·e armpits is less than half the width
across the shoulders. From the armpits to the legs the bo<ly is a solid
cylindrical mass of stone, without indication of tbor:ax, waist, or
abdomen. The hands and arms, especially the former, are extremel_Y
rude, the fingers being only indicated by scratches. The head a _18
represented, was thrown well back, the chin being somewhat in th. air.
The upper part of the face .as well as the forehead, retreated cou, id ·rably; the head was short (brachycephalic), though this might 1iav .
resulted from the action oi the artist without being any iudieation of
race. The occiput was furnished with a, knot 3½ inche, in <liam<•ter < 11d
.
. might
.
. a Ith ougl1 tl 1 r iH• noth 1½ inches elevat10n.
This
re1)resent hau,
ing particular to indicate it. The statue has none of the fill t as.' 1••
. t es f rom t11e ln<·l·
of the.
' ,
called by Professor Thomas, wbicl1 commumea
head downward.
11·
r ·t ne It, i.
Fig. 122 represents a human image of cry ta rne 1m 8 0 , .
di _
more than 20 iucbes in height a11<l. weigh 37 pound:. 1L w:i:

,..

l' l,\>

l'

.. .\ '1'

\

1G mile, C'ast of Knoxville,
fa, i fairly well repref t h e •nlptures of that southor •h n l • ncl th ring-like moutb.
a l· and fr nt of a rn<.le sculpture of
wi h a,nd t on e, is from W illiaroso~
n
iiwh hig'11. Like the former specib lv, 11 l h ad ar rn<l b ino· little more than indicaterl.
,J
'
b
Th man m t 'how it to have b een intended for a
Th arms are only i ndicated on the
't n aml ar not separated from tb e body. The
fignr L:- ea,ted or kneeling, the h ands upo~ th~
kn e . The spinal column is prominently mdicated. There is the same sloping face and retreating forehead, with the ring-mouth as before
remarked.
Fig. 124: is another representation of a female
figure 15 iuches hiO"h of yellowish sandstone,
'
0
'
from the
same locality
(Wi11iamson County, Tennessee). The body is mucb. better represented
than the former, and as a work of art is mo~e
complete and better finished. The figure is
kneeling with the hands crossed and pressing
against the abdomen. The oceiput is provided
with a knot through which is a perforation, ~s
though for suspension, although its actual use is
unknown.
Prof. Cyrm1, Thomas t published an investigation
into the geographic extension in the Southern
States, of sculptures with the peculiar fillet extending from the h-ead down the back, and conHUMAN
CRYSTALc1udes that "the conventionalized form is indica1
LlNE LlMEsTo1'E.
tive of loca1 origin." . His attention in th.is regard
Heigbt, 20 inc11 es; weight,
was first arrested by the examination of a small
37 pounds.
Cave, Strawberry Plains,
Stone image found in a box-shaped ·s tone grave at
n ear Knoxville, TennesOastilian Springs, Sumner County, Tennessee,
see.
Cnl. No. 6462, U.S.N.M. }natural
sent to the Bureau of American Ethnology by
si,.e.
Mr. S.S. Bush, of Louisville, Kentucky.
Fig. 125 represents two views of a cast of tbis image (Cat. No.
175644, U.S.N.M.). It is to be remarked that this image, while it ha
tbe r~treating forehead, bas no semblance of the ring mouth heretofore
noticed. Though reported to have been macle of stone the photographs
from which these figures were made was a clay model or plaster cast,
and the eyes a11d 110 ·e differ widely from the stone images of that locality, being almo. t :r:actly like tho e made of clay and which abound on
th p ttery bowls an<l bottl va. ,'.
__

'

;:!/~~

•Amer. Authrop. , IX , J>c!c:<:mb ·-r,_1_8_!m-·,_p_._·1_04._ _ _ _ _ _~ - -
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Original in Tennessee Historical Society collection.
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Plate 45 represents two views of a, stone statue, a cast of which is fn
the United States National Musemn. The original is in the Tennessee
Historical Society collection.
TJie foll~wing description is
given of this specimen by Col.
Charles 0. Jones: 1
It was plowed up on Col one
Tnmlin's plantation (near Cartersville, Georg ia), near the base of
the large tumulns (Tnmlin's Etowah Mound) . " " " It is a fe.
male :figure in a sitting posture.
Tl10 legs, however, are rudimentary aucl unformed. Its heio-ht is
15¾ inches, and its weight 33}
pounds. Cut ont of a soft talcose
: 0 ck, originally of a grayish hue,
it has been in time so much discolored that it 110 w presents a ferruginous appearance. Below the
navel, anll enveloping the bntt~cks an cl rudimentary thighs, is a
Fig. 123.
b1-p c1ress, ornamented both on the
HUMAN STATUE {FRONT AND BACK VIEWS), SANDSTONE.
left side and behind by rectano-nHeight, 8 i11cl1es.
far, circular, aml irregular li:cs.
Franklin, Williamson County, Tennessee.
:lie ears arc pierced, and the head
Cat. No. rnn34, u.s.N.M.
JS entire1y bald. In the center of
th0 _top 0 !the head a hole has been drilled half an inch in depth, and five-tenths of
an rnch m diameter. This prob:Lbly formed the socket in which some hC'ad ornamen~ was seated. That ornament, whatever it was, hac1 fa1len ont and was lost when
th0 imago was fonncl. Springing from the back of the hea.d anu attached a.t the
other encl to the back mid way between the shoulders, is a
substantial handle by means of which this ima.ge could have
been sccnrely suspended or safely tra.nsp_ortecl from place io
place. The mammary glands are sharply defined and..maiclPnly
in their appearance. The ears, ban<l, and navel a.r rudely
formed. The impression conveyed is that of a de::ul, yonng,
flat-heacl Indian woman. Unfortunately the left arm haHhe n
broken off, bnt otherwise this i<lol j:-, in a state of rou1arlrnhlo
preservation.

Fig. 124.
STATU l'l 0~' FEJIIA.LF.
FIGURE.

Height, 15 inches.

Yellowish san<lstouc.
\Villiamson Comity,
Tennessee.

It appears, also, from Colonel Jones, that anoth r
statue in the possession of Colonel Tumlin, in 1,;; ,
had been plowed up near the i:;ame mound. ( 'o1on ·l
Jones reported that he saw it, and lie giv ·H tl 1 f. 1lowin g descri i,tion :2

lt was of coarse c1ark san<lston , an<l it was 12 indw. hiµ;h.
It cousistccl of a male fwurc
in a sitting 110 tur<·. 'l 111 • kn 8
0
were
drawn
up
almost
011 n level with th
c·hiu, h' hanil
Cat. -n. l!t!i::~, r.s .. -.J\.I.
·
.
· h l
reHtrng
upon an<l claspmg
e1t
er me . 'l'l 1c' c·l11·11 ••11ul 01 Pl11•:ul
1 11
were .L·ctrenting, tho hair gathered into a knot behind, th fa,c•c: 11 ptnn ',l anrl
eyes augnlar.
nfortunatcly this image was loHt or cloHtro ' cl clnring • llf'l'JJ1an'
march i hrongb Georgia, in 1861.

l
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F i g. 125.

S'rONE SCULPTURE OF HUMAN FIGURE, FRONT AND BACK vrnw s .

. From a stone grave,. Castalian Springs, Sumner Uounty, T ennessee.
Heigl1t, 3½ inches.

404
C.Jl\ected by S . S. Bush, of Louisville, Kentucky . Prof . Cyrus Thomas, American Anthropologist, December, 1896 , P·
•

a11d represen t ed the same peoples. They are a1ike in their general features, the shape of the head, the chin iu air, retreating forehea<l, rounc~e~
skull, the fringe of hair, the broad face, prominent ears, overbaogrn g
eyebrows, Roman nose 1 protruding lips, and ring-sl1aped moutb. '.rwo
of them are females, the third a male. They are all srtuatting, or po ·
sibly only intended to repl'esent the trunk of the human figure. All of
tlrnm al.'e flat on the bottom and able to it strnigh t aud alone. Fig.
126 represents two views of a stone statue. It is 14~ inch es hi gh and
is of compact 1im tone. It i. from a monncl on Long I land, l onn
County, Tenne ee, and wa excavat d by Mr. ,J. W. }iirnmert, under
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THREE STONE: STATUES.

Kentucky.
Orig inals in Lou isville P u blic Librar y.
2
Casts, Cat. No:,. 30:lfil - fi , (i J25!l, U.S.N.llr. J natural s ize
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Professor Thomas, of tbe Bureau of Eth nology. A report of it discovery is in the Twelfth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology,
1890-91, page 359, and it is fig. 240. ·T his statue, like the others, represents only the trunk, and is capable of sitting alone. The arms are
outlined with hands on the kn ee or lap. The peculiarities of the sloping face and receding forehead, with t he ~ead thrown back, are rna11i-

F ig. 126.
STONE STATUE, FRONT AND S IDE VIEWS.

Mound No.

1Ieigl1t, 14½ i~che . .
Roane County, Tenne8see.
1

a, Loag Isla11d

Cat. ·o. 1311811 U .S. · .1,1, Th<1111a.s, Twelfth Ann. R ept. Bur. J;;thnd ., l k90-U I , 1'· ~r, 1, fig. 2-10,
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Plat 4:7 r 1we ut a 'tatne of grny sandstone from Williamsott
County, T nn ~
. It was found by Dr. Frost, of Nashville, and
b longs to th coll ction of the Tennessee Historical Society. It repre ents a differ nt type of rna,n or a different style of art. The figure
i in a quatting or kn eling position, the left knee js brought to the
ground, and the :figure i sitting on the left foot. Tb e right leg is
brought forward, the foot being flat upon the ground, the knee in its
natural position, the right arm and body resti11g on it. All this forms
a base by means of which the sta,tue can sit alone. 'fhe face is rom1d,
moon-like, the eyes much tl.ie same, giving it a wild aud staring expression. The nose is prominent, but broad and flat, while the lips are protruding and heavy. The workmanship is crude, and it seems doubtful
if it was ever inten<led as a portrait bust or to represent a-ny particular individual or tribe. The entire statue bas been wrought out of
the solid, and apparently no part of the original surface was ever
utilized. It bas peculiarities of physiognomy, different from the ordi11ary appearance of the Indian, .aucl resembles the negro, yet the
ensemble of the statue ·bears no relation to the negro. Th e appearance
of the face resembles somewhat the Perrine statue from Union Coun ty,
I11inois, made in pottery and represented in fig. 132.
A much mutilated ~nd defaced statue of sandstone was found in a
mouml in TenneE-see and deposited in tbe United :States National
Museum by Dr. John E. Younglove, of Bowling Green, Kentucky.
The lower part is broken, and its original condition is unknow n.
Enough of it remains to show the sbape of the head, the indication
of tqe hair, the brearlth of the face, and that all these are of the
same type as tbe examples from the same locality. The ears are
well represented, and are much more elaborate than in any specimen
yet examined. This head, if taken alone, would have every appearance of being a bowlder, tbe surface of which had been sculptured as
shown, but an examination of the head, taken in connection with the
shoulders and breast, shows that it has been worked out of a larger
piece. The fracture, both of the trunk anll that by which the nose ancl
mouth was destroyed, was ancient, and the broken surface appears to
be equally as old as any of the sculptured portion. (Oat. No. 141015,
U.S."N.M.)
.
This statue is peculiar in its appearance and unlike those from the
Southern States; the only one bearing any similarity to it which has
come to the notice of the author is tbat shown by Thruston. 1
Other specimens from the region of Tennessee and Kentucky are in
private an<l State or municipal collections in the States mentioned, but
enough 11a. been shown to indicate a particular -=·tyle of sculpture or a
c rtain, amen , in it. production. Wb ther this ari e from a peculiarity of the arti. t in_ that they w re all taught one way, or had
1

"Antir1uitie · of 'fonn ·. s e,' 2d •d., p. 101, :fig. 25.
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adopted a given style, or whether tbe individual represented were
alike and had, in fact, the peculiaritie of form and £ ature depicted
by the sculptor, is unknown. A critical and extended examination
and comparison might furni h mean' for deterrniuatiou.
The localities where these sculptured peculiarities belong are principaily through the soat,heru tier vf States, extending from the Atlantic
Ocean to the Mississippi River.
Inpottery.-Itis now proposed to investigate sculpturing, or perhaps
the better term is mo<leling, in pottery. These specimens belong to
the same general localit.y as the stone statues, except that the former
seem to cross the Mississippi River and extend to the north into
Missouri and Illinois. The first to claim our attention, because of their
peculiarity and rarity, are the head-shaped vases or death masks ])rincipally from .Arkansas. (Plates 48, 49, figs. 129, 130.) Professor Holmes,1
speaking of these vases, says:
Up to the present time I have met with but ei-ght of the curious head-shaped, vases.
All vrnre obtained from the vicinity of Pecan Point, Arkansas, aml, like other vessels,

ha,e been associated with human remains in graves or mounds. It is true that in
all cases the bones of the dead have not been found, but this only indicated their
complete decay. The question as to whether or not these vases were made exclusi,·e1y for sepulchral purposes must remain nu answered; there is no source of information upon the subject. Such a purpose is, however, suggested in this case by the
semblance of death given to the faces.
2'he finest example yet found is shown in fig. 420 [ our plate 48, fig. l]. In form it is
a simple heacl 5 inches in height and 5 inches wicle from ear to ear. The aperture of
tl1e vase is in the crown, and is surrounded by a low, upright rim, slightly recurved.
The cavity is roughly :finished ancl follows pretty closely the con tour of the exterior
surface, excepting in projecting features, snch as the ears, lips, and nose. The walls
are generally from one-eighth to one-fourth of an inch in thickness, the base being
about three eighths. The bottom is flat, and takes the level of the chin and jaws.
The material does not differ from that of the other vessels of the same locality.
There is a large percentage of shell, some particles of which are quite large. The
paste is yellowish gray in color and rather coarse in texture. The vase was modeled
in the plain clay and r>ermi.tted to harden before tho devices were engraved. After
this a thick film of fine yellowish-gray clay was applied to the face, partially filling
up tho engravecl lines. The rema,inder of the surface, incluuing the lips, received a
thick coa,t of clark-refl paint. The whole surface was then highly polished.
The illustration will convey a more vivid couception of this striking head than
any description that can be given. The face can not be said to have a single feature
strongly characteristic of Indian physiognomy. We have, instead, the round foreheaa. and tho projecting mouth of the African. The nose, however, is small ancl the
nostrils are narrow. The face would seem to be that of a, youngish person, perhaps
a female. The features are well motleled, and are so decidedly individual in character that the artist must have hall in his mind a pretty definite conception of the
face, as well as of the expression appropriate to 1t, before beginning his work. It
w1ll be impossible, however, to proYe that tbe portrait of a particnlar personage
was intended. The closed eyeA, the rather sunken nose, and tho parted lips were
certamly intended to gi,·e the effect of death. The ears are lal'ge, correctly placed,
and well modelec1. They are perforatecl all along the margin, thus revealing a
1

Fourth Annual R1·port of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1882-83, pp. 4.07-410.
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style of art and the same method of representing the human race
and form.
Plates 50 and 51 are further representations of the human face and
form in these effigy bottles. They all come from Tennessee and show
the various styles of bottles and types of the pottery sculptures of the
human face. Tbe human form is not supposed in these to be accurately
represe~ted, but is highly conventionalized in order to accommodate
itself to the utilitarian purpose of the bottle. These all come from stone
graves in Tennessee, and most of them from the neighborhood of Nashville, and are represented one-third actual size.
Another style of pottery vessel belonging to the same geographic
area, though extending farther north, is the bowl with a handle representing a human or animal form. One of these (fig. 131, two views) was
dug from a mound in Marshall County, Iowa.. Although the face is
grotesque, the nose being exaggerated, yet it bears the family resem-

Fig. 131.
POTTERY BOWL, FRON'.r AND SIDE VIEWS.

HANDLE REPRESENTING HUMAN HEAD.

Mound, Marshall County, Iowa.
Ca. No, 173688, U.S.N.M.

¼.

natural size.

blance; the head is thrown back, chin in air, retreating forehead, the
high cheek bones, the eyes and mouth made in the same way as the
other pottery effigies, and generally the similarities are such as to iden·
tify them with the same style of art.
The author has avoided, so far as possibie, any reproduction from
Professor Holmes's work on .Art in Pottery, and it is not intended to
go into this subject. The foregoing bave been introduced in order to
call attention to tue peculiarities of the human face throughout this
geographic area, whether in stone or on -pottery. Many otller example
might be cited and copied if required.
DIFFERENT .A.REAS .A.ND STYLES.

We now pass to a different style of sculpture, still aboriginal, but
be.longing to a different geographic area, the center of which might be
indicated generally a ' Illinois. Fig. 132 represents a statue taken from

I
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SERIES OF EiGHTEE~ EFFIGY BOTTLES FROM STONE GRAVES, TENNESSEE,
REPRESENTING THE HUMAN F ACE .

G 1wral Thru ·ton's collection, rasb ville, T nn
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SERIES OF EIGHTEEN EFFIGY BOTTLES FR OM STONE G RAVES IN TENNESSEE,
R EPRESENTING THE HUMAN F ACE .

General Thruston's collection,

ash ville, Tenn s e.

t natw·al size.

Fi~. 133.
PIPE, REPRESENTING SCULPTURED HUMAN HEAD.

Ohio.
Cast, Cat. No. 31750, U.S.N.M.

½ natural size.

thin or pinched. The eyes are different from either of the former
groups, and the cheek bones, while high and prominent, have_a different
contour. This is largely produced by the sunken cheeks, which are not
shown in either of the former groups.
No argument is sought to be made that there were different races of
aborigines, because of the similarities of the sculptures of the same
group or the dissimilarities between the different groups. The au th0 r
has no intention to do more than note and present the various styles of
sculpture, leaving the ethnologic results and conclusions to be worked
out at a future time.
Bt·onze head (Louvre).-A curious and unique piece of bronze sc~lpture (Plate 53) having a possible relation to the North American Indl~n,
belongs to the Gallery of the Louvre Paris. But little is known of _its
18
'
. h' t ory. It formed part of the collection
of Edmund Duran d, whICh
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Lou vre Museum.
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the King, Charles X, purchased for the Louvre in 1825. Its peculiarities were first noticed by M. Adrien de Lon_g perier. 1 The same article
was reproduced in his work. 2 This bronze is classed, as No. 826, in the
catalogue of the Museum. 3 It'is thus described:
Bust of a slave whose head and face are entirely shaved. The ears are large and
hanging. The top of the skull opens by means of a hinge, which is attached to a
cover. Above the ears are placed on either side rings in which are adjusted a swinging handle, which represents a branch or twig with buds.

It is first to be remarked that the object is what was called a Roman
situla, being a bucket, jug, or kettle, which might be used as shown,
for carryiug liquids. This style of object is essentially Roman, and from
it and the general appearance of the object, its patine, etc., it wa_s the
opinion of M. de Cuele11eer, professor of the university at Ghent, by
whom my attention was first called to it, that the object belonged, or
could be assigned to, the century before the Christian era.
The author once lived in Ghent, where he was acquainted with M.
de Cueleneer, who has been twice in Washington, and during his visit
to the Natioual Museum became much interested in the Catlin Gallery
of Indian Portraits, of which the United States National Museum
published a catalogue filling the entire report of the year 1885. The
author procured a copy of this report for M. de Cueleneer, who has
used it with good effect in bis notice of the bronze situla now under
consideration .
It was bis opinion, although this bronze piece was made probably in
Italy during the first century prior to the Christian era, that it represented, or may uave represented, a red Indian from America. In support of this contention be presented about a dozen figures of Indian
heads, taken principally from the National Museum Catalogue of the
Catlin Gallery; and be called special attention to the similarity of
the anatomical and somatologic characteristics and peculiarities represented in both. He says of the bronze bead that the skull is dolichocepbalic, the forehead is retreating, the ears are large and low and the
lobes adherent, the eyebrows are strongly arched, the nose is aquiline,
the angles of the mouth are turned up and the lips large, the under jaw
is rounded, the occiput is protuberant. The discovery of this bronze
afforded M. de Longperier in a partial, and M. <le Cueleneer in a complete manner, tbe opportunity to correlate and explain certain fragments of notes by Cornelms Nepos which seemed to have always
troubled and disconcerted commentators. He speaks of the "Indian
slaves" as having been cast away by the sea on the coast of Germany.
The " e fragmentary notes of Cornelius NepoH have been preserved by
P oropomus 1Ie1a and by Pliny, the naturalist.
P,u.11. <le ]a, oc. imp. des Antiq. de France, 1859, pp. 83-85 (t. xxvr dos Memoirrs).
V olume II, pp. ,152, 453.
=~ :r otif!e <1,•s bronzes antiqueH exposes dans los galerios de Musre Imperial <1u
Louvre, ire 1,artie, 1868, p. 143.
1
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m1) niu Mela say : 1
T tnm a.ukm r i, nintnm Mete11um Cclorem at1icit, enmque ita rettulisse comm morat: ·nm Gallim proconsnle pracer-,sit, Indos quostlnm a rege Botorum douo
sibi dnto ; uncle in ens terras devenis ent reqhil'C1l(lo cognossc, vi tempestatum ex
In<licis mqnoribus abreptos, emeusosquc qum intereraut,
tarnlom in Germanim litora ex.issc.

Pliny records the same fact as follows: 2
Idem No:pos de septentrionali circuitu tradit Quinto Metello Celori L. Afrani in consulatu collegm, sed tum Gallim
proconsnli, Indos a rege Suevorum dono datos, qui ex
India commerci causa navigantes tempestatibus essent in
Germaniam abrepti.
.

The reports of these two writers agree in all
essential parts, except the word Botorum in PomFig. m.
S b" t to
scuLPTURED HUMAN HEAD,
ponius Mela-, and Suevorum in Pliny.
u Jee
LmE s Tol\m.
t,h is variation, the story of both, as reported by
Colleclerl hy President Thomas J efB t
ferson . Cat. No, 16816, U.S.N.i\I.
Cornelius N epos is that a king (of the O es
'
.
¼natural si,e.
or of the Sueves) made a pre~ent to Quintms
Metellus Oe1eri of an Indian or Indians, who, having been cast away
at sea, were stranded on the coast of Germany. M. de Cueleneer, in
his pa.p er, '' Type d'Indien <lu Nouveau Monde Hepresente sur un
Bronze Antique du Louvre" (1800), goes profoundly into this branch of
the subject, shows who Metellus was; where, and at what epoch he was
in command, and how he might have received from one of the barbarian
kings or tribes a present of slaves, which mig};lt have been Indi~n
castaways from the coast of North America. He then recites the J.1s <! 17
covery of tlie bronze situla in the Louvre, and by an
examination of its workmanship and appearance concludes it was made in Italy during the first century
before the Christian era, and from its great resemblance
to the red race of America, as represented in the Catlin
Gallery, he concludes the chances are favorable for it
having been a sculptural representation of a North
American Indian.
Fig. 1a5.
Fig. 134 represents the sculpture of a human head DARK FEarwGrNous
almost life-size cut from limestone. It is of interest irsToNE, A NA'ruRAL
FORM ATION l\IODl·
respective of any intrinsic value, on account of having
FrnD nv CARVING
8
been in the possession of President Thomas Jefferson
ow EYES, N ° E'
AND MOUTH,
while he lived at Monticello. Although much mutiOhio.
lated, it is Rtill sufficiently preserved to show creditable cat. No . 12202. u.s.rs:. 1 1.
1
~ nat"" "i'"·
aboriginal workmanship. There is no exaggeration or
deformity in any part of this head, which might be a. likeness of an
aged person with a, <leep1y wrinkled face. A conical cavity in it· base
served to k eep it in position. There is another cavity in the back of
the head. The records of the Smithsonian Institution contain no
inform ation a to the locality whence it came.
1

1
De Cborrwrnphin, 1 II, :'i, .1:; (e,1. Cl Partboy, BC'rlin , 1867).
zuiatorica} natnrali lihn·, 11, Iii,
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TWO C ROUC H ING LIONS, S CULPTURED FROM S OLID R OCK.

Pueblo region, Nevv Mexico .
Reproduced from painting of E. \Y. Dem ing, a r tir.;t, by perm ission from Klackner , photographer, New Yo rk City.
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Fig. 135, from Ohio, is a natural formation of dark ferruginous stone,
which has been modified by the carving· of eyes, nose, and a wide-open
mouth.
Fig. 136 is a cast in the United States National Museum of a sculptured stone.representing a human face and head in profile, discovered
iu 1863-64: near St. George, Cllarlotte County, New Brunswick, Ca11ada.
Tbe stone on which this sculpture was made is 21½ inches high l)y
18¼ inches wide and
2 inches thick. It is
gran ulite, distinguished from granite
proper by the ab:Sence
of mica.
Plate 54: represents
the sculptured statues of two stone lions,
crouching, carved lJy
aboriginal artists.
'l'bey are cut out of
the solid outcropping
rock, supposed to
have been done with
obsidian knives, but
this has not been verified. There are two
pairs of these lions,.
both on the high
mesa (in the country
of the Cochitanos,
west of the Rio
Grande),one near the
Fig.136.
prehistoric ruined
PROFILE Olt HUMAN FACE, SCULPTURED IN STONE.
St. George, Charlotte County, New Brunswick, Uanada.
pueblo of Potrero de
Cast, Cat. No. 35601 U.S.N.M.
las V acas, the other
pair near the same
kind of pueblo -Potrero de la Idelo. The latter pair hav-e been wrecked
by some enterprising prospector, who drilled and exploded one of them
with dynamite.
The painting 1 from which the Las Vacas plate wa taken wa mad
by Mr.KW. Demmg, artist, and was first seen by the author at Veerhoft''s, F street, Wash.ington City. An application t the arti t · cun·<l.
the foregoing de cription, with the explanation that the,·c s ·ulptnre.·
are till regarded with superstition and as haviug ,·up •matur~ l power,
in. omuch that the ol<ler Oochitano Iu<liaus believe th m to he th g 1,
1

1 It has heen photograpbecl an<l copyrighted 1,y Klac·kner, of T<'W York, to whom
the author i in<lcuted for the copy aucl the right of repro(lu ·tiou.
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ha
, nd me ke invoe tions and prayers to them preparatory to
ing n a hunt. Mr. erning ha represented such a scene.
Masks.-Not infrequently aborigi- .
nal culptures h ave been found, some
among the savages of the United
States, but iu greater numbers in
Mexico which h ave been called
masks, being made of fl at and comparatively thin st011e with human
features sculptured t hereon. Similar
masks are rnproduced on the Pacific
coast far north in wood with various
' decorations,
'
painted
and also form
part of the discovery of Mr. Cushing
on the southwest coast of Florida.
:b'ig. 137 represents a mask roughly
carved from sandstone. It is 12
inches high, 7~ inches broad at the
ears, and weighs nearly 9 pounds.
As usual, it is slightly concave at ~be
Fig. 137.
back. It was found while plowing
sANnsToNE MASK, RUDELY REPRESENTING A
near Lawrenceburg, Indiana. Figs.
HUMAN FACE.
ms .and 139 are face and profile views
Lawrenceburg, Indiana.
of a mask of sandstone found in BelCast, Cat. No. 10018, U.S.N.M.
mont County, Ohio, nearly opposite
Wheeling. Neither of these have any marks or holes in the back for
suspension or attachment. The simil~rity of tbe art work of these with
that of fig. 140 will be apparent at a glance, and it may be queried
whether the similarity of appearance
may not have some application to race,
but upon the latter proposition no
opinion is expressed.
Fig. 140 is a small stone mask from
Gambier, Ohio. It displays better
art in the working of the material
than in its. representation of the
human face. The stone is quite
bard, it can only be wrought by
pecking or battering and then rubbiu g or grinding to make it smooth.
The horns projecting from the head
Figs. 138, 139.
are for an unknown purpo e; the ears STONE MASK, IlUMAN l!'ACI~, J•'RONT AND SIDE
are too low on the side of the bead;
VIEws.
the 110 e and mouth are impo ible in
Il lmontConnty, Ohio.
tlJe human , ubject, but With an these
Cru;l, r at. '\ o. ai,11 11 , r .,;. '\. M . •., nalurnl
peculiariti , the .·tone has b n well wrought and nicely poli hed.
]ig.141 i · < ma k of grote qu appearance; it i of pot-stone from

f th
O"

'
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Morgantown, Catawba County, North Uarolina. The slab is about 2
incbes in thickness, and the back is slightly concave. The mechanical
art of the stone working is better thau the artistic representation of
the human face. The face is quite too long for its width. The features
are extremely rude, the eyes being represented by mere excavations
in the stone. The nose is a simple protuberance. · The hair is not represented, and there is but a faint representation of eyebrows, which
is made by a shallow groove running across the face from one temple

Fig. 140.
STONE MASK.

Gambier, Ohio.
Cat. No. 313&1, U.S.N .l\1.

alurnl size.

to the other. 'fbe chin is repreRented by a square figure, and ·the neck
might serve for a handle. There are many of tbe e ma k. of different materials and style. Their purpo e is unknown. A sugge tiou i
given of the possibility of use of thi
pecimen by the bole which
have been drilled along the side, and which may have H rve<l f r
attachment. Some of the mask from Mexico and eutral Am rica
have similar bole .
Fig. 142 1 represents two viewR of a bu t carv d from coar:c marhl ,
' hic11 ;va · found in one of the small mound 011 o1ou •l 'Inmli 11·.· pla<:e
1

'I ~elftb Aunual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1 90-Ul, l 1P· :,

1,

:;ox Ii '· l!ll ·
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n th ?towah River near Cartersville, Georgia. Originally carved as
a. head or bu t, the earn in the marble have opened and the face part
ha "'plit off, forming a quasi mask. The representation is of the human
fa e, which a1)pear quite natural in its proportion and features; with,
however light resemblance to the physiognomy of the North Amerimw
lndian. This has 110 signification and is not worthy of consideration,
for thi group of mounds bas furnished the copper and shell objects
not d by Prof. W. H. Holmes in the Second Annual Report of tbe
Bureau of Ethuology, quoted in my paper on "The Swastika," and
described at length in the report of Professor Thomas.1 Professor
Thomas savs that in all their leading features
these designs are suggestive of Mexican or
Central American work.
Some of the Mexican sculptures were described in the paragraphs on jade. Masks and
sculpture in stow~ from Mexico are here continued.
·
Fig. 143 represents a typical Mexican mas:{
of g·r eeuish mottled feldspathic stone, aud 1s
5½ inches long. Its back is slightly concave
and the mouth and eyes have been excavated
by drilling, as can be seen in the corners. It
is finely polished throughout · its entire surface. The lloles in the edges by which it
could be fastened are shown. Dr. Rau gave
as his opinion that these masks were used
for covering the faces of idols on certain. occasions.
Figs. 144 and 145 are specimens from Mexico
Fig. 141.
MA.SK, OF GROTESQUE APPEARrepresenting the human form.
A.NcE.
PoTsToNE.
Pipes.-The pipes used by the aborigines of
Morgantown, Catawba County,
North America were not infrequently ornaNorth Carolina.
mented with sculptured representations of men
Cat. No. 35001, U.S.N.M. ½ natural size.
and women, but a greater number were ornamented with animal forms. The books written upon the archreology of
the North American aborigines abound in representations of these
sculptures. Squier and Davis, Dr. Rau, Abbott's "Primitive Industry,:' Jones's "Antiquities of the Southern Indians," Thruston's "Antiq·
uities of Tennessee," and similar works contain these representations in
greater or less numbers. A few specimens of animal forms were not
utilized as pipes, but it is entirely m1certain whether they were not
unfinished specimens intended for pi1)e,.
Engra1Jed Tablets.-Oertain engraved or incised stones or tablets
have been found ju the United States, under circumstances which
1
Twelfth A1111nal Report of tho J3ur au of Etlrno1ogy, pp. 303-311, with plates xvu,
xvm, and fig . 1 6-192.
•e also ii". 150, Jl. 501.
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identify them beyond all doubt as aboriginal. Their use is unknown,
although it bas been suggested that they serveu as stamps for impressing colored ornamental figures upon cloths or prepared skin. A
peculiar class of these tablets of intaglio scuplturing are those represented in figs. 146 and 147. Fig. 146 represents the celebrated "Cincinnati tablet," now in the Art Museum, Cincinnati, Ohio, where it
bas been deposited by its owner, Mr. Gest. The autheuticity of this
tablet has been disputed. 1 It was found in December, 1841. Tb.e
materialis a compact, fine-grained sandstone of a light-brown color. It

a,

Fig. 142.
STONE MASK.

Etowah mound, Georgia.

Coarse marble.

Thomas, Twelfth Ann, Repl. Bur. Ethnol., 1890-91, p. 308, fig. 191. Cat. No. 91110, U.S.N.M.

½ natural sir.e.

is 5 inches in length, 3 inches in breadth, aud about½ irich in thickne s.
The figures are cut in_low relief, the lines being not more than -.}0 inch
deep. This tablet bad stood, from the time of its discovery until the
meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
at Springfield, August, 1895, without any serious attempt at explanation or translation, when this work was attempted by Professor Putnam and Mr. 0. C. Willoughby under the title "Symboiism in Ancient
American Art."
1 'lhe question is argued at length in the Transactions of the Amcrica11 E1hnological .'oc·iety, II, an<l in ,'qufrr au<l Davis's" Ancient Monuments of the MissiHsippi
T a.llt:)· ," Jl. 27-1, lig11. 19-1- aud 195.
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Fig. 15 [146] is the "Cincinnati tablet," Rhowing the serpent combined with the
human form. A careful study of this complicated design shows it to be forme tl on the
same principle as those carved on bones. Not on1yis the duplication of the right and
left sides apparent, but there is also a remarkable duplication of the different, parts
when they are reversed, the right ancl l eft and the upper and lower. This is shown
in the reduced outlines given in fig. 16, of which a shows the human figure as in fig.
15. vVe notice here the ears, cc, as straight bars on
each side of the h ead; the eyes, the two dark circles, each with two projecting- curved arms; the
nose, the lozenge-shaped.space, and the broad mouth,
the transverse white space below. The body includes the two oval :figures in the center, which are
duplicates of each other, as will be seen by folding
the upper over the lower. The arms curve outward
and the hands are shown at
dd, with the fingers pointing inward; the three middle fingers are represented
Fig. 143.
by the trefoil b etween the
l\IASK, FELSPATHlC STONE.
long curved thumb above
Mexico.
and the little finger below.
Cat. No. 98989, U.S.N.M ¼. natural size.
The l egs project from the
lower portion of the body
and arc bent upward at the knees, ff; the feet with the toes
pointing outward, ee, are duplicates of the hands. Here
the dupli cation is with the left foot and the right band
turned upward on each other and reversed; the same with
the · right foot and left hand; while the duplication is
again shown by foluing the hands and feet of one side upon
the opposite side.
·
In the reverse t of this human design
(shown in fig. 16b) the two serpent
heads are shown at the bottom of the
figure, with the slender necks extending off on each side and connecting
with the central portion of the design;
Fig.144.
j indicates the jaw of each serpent HU.MAN IMAGE, oF GREEN
head. The symbolic eye with its double
MOTTLED STONE.
arms is seen above the jaw, and the
Mexico.
four horns or plumes of the serpent, Collected by Dr. 13erlautlier "nd
presented throngh Gen. D. N.
two above and two below, curving
Couch. Cat.No.54ll4, u.s.N.M.
backward, are of the same character
½ naturalsize.
Fig.145.
as shown on many other serpent heads
.
BOMANIMAGE, IN HARD from Mexico and Cen tnil America. The don ble reversal of
OR SEJ\1HREc1ous
the several port ions of the whole design can readily be seen by
STONE.
following the lines on the opposite sides of these reversed
NortheastMexico.
outlines, a and b.
Collected l,y Dr. &rlandier.
f
cat. No. 5486, u.s.N.M.
Fig. 147 is a representation of a cast of a tablet o
aturaisize.
compact Waverly sandstone taken from. a mound
n ar Waverly, Pike County, Ohio, during the mouth of March, 1872,
by Dr. Hurst, of Piketown. It was obtained by Mr. J.P. Maclean,
who old it to Mr. Robert Clarke, of Cincinnati, who has depo ited it
1

Meaning up idc down.
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in the art museum of that city. The sculptured figures on this tablet
are in low relief, reseml>ling somewhat those on the" Cincinnati tablet."
(Fig.146.) This similarity is recognizable at a glance. The work is so
much alike that they" might have been done by the same artist, but the
:figures in outline and character are so different as to seriously affect
the theory of the symbolism and duplicate rrepres en tatiou of
man and serpent.
There is in this, apparently, neither
head, mouth, body,
nor e x tr em i t i e s ,
which have been so
elaborately and ingeniously discovered
and described in connection with the
former tablet.
Footprints.-A peculiar and as yet unexplained series of
stone sculpturings
have been found in
the territories now
forming the United
States,and which are
believed to be unique
among its aborigines.
These are sculptured
footprints, and they
have given rise to
much speculation
and discussion. The
footprints at Oarsou,
Nevada, were a source
of great wonderme11 t,
nor has their origin
Fig. 146.
been settled in a man"CJNCJNNA'£I TABLET."
ner acceptable to all.
Original in Cincinnati Art Museum, property ol'Mr. Gef!t.
Specimens of footCnst, Cat. ' o. 72050, U . . N.M. Natural s ize.
prints have been
found in the lava or volcanic mud in Nicaragua (Cat. No. 98757,U.S.N.M.)
and possibly other Central American States, yet they were the actual
footprint , and lrnd no relation to the art of sculpture. But in divers
p rtion of the uited States actual sculptured specimens have been
fouud. Fig. 148 represeuts a pair of human footprints sculptured on
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a saudstoue slab, or rock, on the Upper Missouri River. This slab, as
showu in the figure, was cut out from its original resting place. The
work was done by Oa1)tain Little, Uuited States Army, and preseuted
to the United States National Museum by him. The tracks are about
11 inches long and represent the feet as covered with moccasins.
Fig. 149 is another specimen representing the .
print of a naked human
foot with several cup
markings on the same
surface. It was cut in a
flattish quartzite bowlder,
a11d was found iu Gasconade County, Missouri,
by Mr. Jolrn P. Jones, by
whom it was sent to the
National Museum. The
length of the track is 9i
i11ches. Tlle opposite side
of the bowlt1er bears a
footprint less dis ti net
tlJau this.
Sculptures similar in
appearance to the latter,
but representing tbe human hand instead of the
foot, have been found
Fig. 147.
among the aborigines.
WA YERLY TABLET,'' SANDSTONE.
One
(Oat. No. 43126,
Waverly, Ohio.
U.S.N.M.), on a flat and
Cincinnati Art Museum, property of Mr. Robert Clarke.
Cast, Cat. ::-,/o. 98060, U.S.N.l\I. Natural size.
smooth limestone or marble slab, was found in a
mound near Naples, Illinois, aud presented to the United States N atioual
Museum by Mr. J. B. Heuderson. It represents the hand more by outline than intaglio. It is about twice tile natural size, and shows the
fingers spread widely apart.
1

'

PO'.l'TERY.

After stone, pottery came into the greateii use in prehistoric time'.
It has peculiar interest to us in that it was the material which lent
itself most readily to art purposes, and again from its great resi:--tance
to the ravages of time. The manifestation of art 011 pottery in tbe
way of decoratiou eou1d be perpetuated, not only from its euduring·
character, but when broken into fragments the decoration would not be
lo t. The greatest number of patterns and art motifs of prehistoric
time,' throughout the Eastern llemi~phere liave been perpetuated in the
fragment· of pottery.
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Neolithic.-It has been contended that pottery was not employed in
western Europe during the Paleolithic period. 'Ihe conseusus of opinion is in favor of the existence of pottery (luring this period in some
portions of Europe, while it dict. not exist in other portions. Some
of the caverns of Belgium, which have otherwise yielded no objects but
such as are identified with the Paleolithic period, still have yielded
fragments of pottery. Tbere is in the museum at Brussels, Belgium, a
vase almost entire, reconstructed from the fragments found in one of
these caves. But there is continually the question of intrusion and
subsequent occupation. It is the definite opinion of M. cle l\fortillet
that no evidence has been discovered of the use of pottery iu Fra11ce or
England during the Paleolithic period. During
tbe Neolithic period and
the Bronze age, pottery
abounded throngLout
western Europe, aml it is
now found in quantities in
nearly all localities occupied by prehistoric man
in these ages.
There is considerable
variation between the potteries of different localities; difference in material, some being coarser,
others finer, and in shape
or form, and in decoration.
The north west c o as t
Fig. 148·
SCULPTURED HUMAN FOOTPRINTS TN SANDSTONE ROCK.
of France, including the
Upper Missouri River.
ancient province of Brit- Collected by Captain Ljttle, u. s. A. Cat. No. 7637, U .S.N.M. b natural size.
tany, seems to have produced the finest pottery after that of Denmark; while that of the central and sonthern parts of France arnl of England seems to bave been
coarser and ruder. It is no purpose of this paper to describe the making of pottery, but one may say that in all this prehistoric period the pottery vases were made witbout the use of the wheel or furnace. All evidence points to the introductio11 of the latter ilito western Europe from
Greece through Etruria and Rome. It was not until the Roman conquest of France and England that these countries were affected by tbe
knowledge of the wheel and furnace, and this can be carried a Rtep
fartl1er, for within the memory of living men this knowledge bad not
been .·pread throughout tbe British h;lands. In northern Scotland and
aroong the Orkueys and Ilebrides island the rude household pott ry
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is made in the ame manner as in prehistoric times, and apparently
thi knowledge had de cencled from generation to generation unaffected
by out ide influeuces. The theory has been put forth that prehistoric
pottery· was hardened by exposure to the sun. While exposure to the
sun might harden it sufficiently to maintain its form and ·to hold · substances of little weight and no moisture, yet for the ordinary uses of
pottery the hardening by the sun is insufficient, and it is believed that
all pieces and fragments of prehistoric times were burnt.
These prehistoric vases were for tlle most part rounded at the bottom
and m,able to sit alone. The suggestion is made, by way of explanation, that they were suspended over the :fire, and anything in the way
of a bottom as a base or legs would
interfere with this, and therefore
'
the bottoms were rounded.
The form most affected throughout western Europe for pottery
vases was that called the tulip. It
was the commonest in Brittany,
where the material was the finest;
but it was also used in England, in
Hanover, Bohemia, Hungary, Sicily,
and in Portugal. Plate 55 represents two vases of the tulip form,
with characteristic ornamentation,
from southeastern France. They
were found in a dolmen in the neighborhood of the little hamlet of St.
Vallier, in the department of AlpesMaritimes, where the author spent a
Fig.149.
summerin archreological researches.
SOUL~ TURE OF NAKED HUMAN FOOTPRINT ON A
They were found by and are the
QUARTZITE BOWLDER.
property of M. Casimir Bottin.
Gasconade CounLy, ¥issouri.
Collected by John P. J ones. Cat. No. 15793, U.S.N.1\1.
Plate 56 will show the form of
i natural size.
pottery vases in various European
countries during the Neolithic period. The style of decoration bas
peen shown in plates 19 and 20, and need not be further treated here.
Bronze age.-The pottery of the Bronze age was not materially different from that of the Neolithic period. There is, to bP, sure, a certain
change of form; all specimens seem to have been smaller. There are a
great number of cups, dishes, plates, etc. The paste is finer, the walls
are _thioner, and the decoration, while of the same general style, is a
continuation of the lines, dots, and curves arranged in geometric form.
They are 1 however, made lighter and clo. er together, giving the ornamentation a finer and more arti tic air. With these exceptions, the pottery of the Bronze age was much the same as that of the Neolithic
period.
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Canon Greenwell, in his work on Briti h Barrows,1 speaking of the
prehistoric pottery found therein, says:
The most common forms of ornament are alternate series of parallel horizontal
and vertical lines (like heraldic compone, if it were engraved as of gules and azure);
now and then in a double series (as counter compone); triangles set in rows (or,
rather, what heralds call a dancette line of partition), the tl'iangulal' space formed
being filled with parallel diagonal lines, which have a different direction in each
alternate space (like alternate representations of heraldic purpure ancl vert); rows
o_f round or oval impressions encircling the urn; lines forming a reticulated pattern;
Imes placed herring bone fashion, or in a zigzag. The lines are often made by
impressions of twisted thong or cord, but sometimes are drawn on the clay with a
sharp-pointed instrument. In some rare cases raised ribs occur in the rim [fig. 59],
and one from Rosebrough, Northumberland, haR a series of figures in relief [:fig. 60].

Many of the designs on plates 19 and 20 are taken from Canon Greenwell's book, and are such as here described.
The first material change in pottery in France and England was possibly brought from Etruria. The next was by the importation of the
Samian or .A.retine ware brought by the Romans. This pottery was
thick, heavy, hard, resisting all ravages of time, and, except for breakage, the specimens now found. are as perfect as they were originally.
It was of finer paste, still not made with the wheel, but in molds. The
ornamentation was in relief, being usually on the outside, the soft
paste having been pressed into the mold. Most of these specimens
were brought to western Europe by the Romans themselves, though.it
is supposed they were made there during the long period of Roman
occupation.
Grecian, Etruscan, and Roman pottery were .all different from anything more modern. The knowledge of their manufacture has been
lost, and all these kinds of pottery bave become extinct. They are
almost prehistoric, but because of the localities wherein they have been
found, and the objects with which they were associated, they have come
to be placed under the bead of Classic, rather than Prehistoric, Archreology. The works on that subject should be consulted by any one
desirous of pursuing the study.
UNITED ST.A.TES (EXCLUDING THE PUEBLOS).

Neolithic.-Without attempting a discussion of the differences of the
culture status of the Neolithic period in the country occupied by the
North American savage, and other countries of the Pueblo , Mexico,
Central and South America, it is sufficient to say that there certainly
were great differences iu the pottery manufactured by the re pe tiv
peoples of these countries. The ·outhern potteries are, o differ nt and
so uperior to tbo, e of the peoples to the north that it would r quir a
volume to do them ju tice. All present attempts will
confin d
ort11ern eolithic peoples.
>rofessor Holmes'sdescription.-Profes, or H lme, ha g
1

Page 71.
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ougbly into the subject of tlie pottery of this country, and reference is
made to the munerous papers he bas publisbed. 1 Anyone desiring to
examine tbe subject in detail is respectfully referred thereto. This
paper deals only with art, and consequently only with form and designs
of decoration.
In bis paper on "The ancient pottery of the Mississippi Valley 2 ;' he
epitomizes the propositions, thus:
Forni. -Tbis ware exhibits a great variety of form, many of which are extremely
pleasing. In this respect it is far superior to the other prehistoric groups of the eastern United States. The sb~tpes are as varied and elegant as those of the ancient Pueblo
pottery, but are inferior to those of Mexico, Central America, arnl Peru. * * ,.
Finish.-The finish, as compared with the work of civilized na.tions, is rude. The
surface is often simply hand or trowel smoothed. Generally, however, it was more
or less carefully polished by rubbing with an implement of stone, shell, bone, or
other suitable substance, the markings of these tools being distinctly visible. Nothing resembling a glaze has Leen found on pieces known to be ancient. The surface
was sometimes washed or coated with a slip or film of fine clay, which facilitated
the polishing, and in very many cases a, coat of thick red ocher was applied.
Onrnment.-The ancient potter of the middle province has taken especial delight
in the embellishment of bis wares, and the devices used are various and interesting.
They include, first, fanciful rno<l.ifications of form; second, relief ornament; third,
intaglio figures, and fonrth, designs in color.
Modification of shape.-It can hardly be claimed that the ancient peoples of this
region bad a very refined appreciation of elegance of outline, yet the simple, essential forms of cups ·and pots were by no means satisfactory to them. There arc many
modifications of shape that indicate a taste for higher types of beauty and a constant attempt to realize them. The rosthetic sentiment was considerably developed.
Thei;e is also a decided tendency toward the grotesque. To such an extreme have
the dictates of fancy been followed in this respect, that utility , the true office of the
utensil, has often taken a secondary place, although it is never lost sight of entirely.
Bowls have been fashioned into the shapes of birds, fishes, and reptiles, and vases
and bottles into a multitude of animal and vegetable forms without apparent regard
to convenience. All of these modifications of essential forms were doubtless looked
upon as in a sense ornamental. So far as I can determine they were in no case
. intenderl to be humorous.
Relief ornament.-Decorative ideas of a purely conventional character aro often
worked out in both low and salient relief. This is generally accomplishe d by the
addition of nodes and fillets of clay to the plain surface of the vessel. Fi11ets arc
applied in various ways over the body, forming horizontal, oblique, and vertical
1

Ancient Pottery of the Mississippi Valley. (Proc. Davenport Acad. Sci., IV, 1884.)
Origin and development of Form and Ornament in Cera.mic Art. (Fourth Annual
Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1886.)
Ancient Pottery of the Mississippi Valley. (Fourth Annual Report of the Bnreau
of Ethnology, 1886.)
Pottery of the Ancient Pueblos. (Fourth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1886.)
Earthenware of Florida. (Certain Sand Mounds of the St. ,Johns River, Pt. I. By
Clarence B. Moore. 1894-.)
Ceramic Art of the Eastern Unitell States. (Report of the Bnrean of Ethnology,
not yet published.)
Caribbean In-flneuce on the Prehistoric U1·ramic Art of tl10 Houthern ta,t<'S
(Amer. Anthrop., January, 1894.)
Order of Development of the Primal, 'lutping A.rt . (Proc. A. A. A.,'., 1 94.)
2
Fourth Aunnal Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 373.
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bands or ribs. When placed abont the bai-1 or rim, ibese fill ts are often in<1entcd
with the finger or an implement in a way to imitate rudcl~, a beavy twi ted cord-a
feature evidently borrowed from ba ·ketry. Nodes are likewise attached in various
ways to the neck and body of the ve 'Sel. In ome ca s the e.ntiro surface of the
larger versel is vaned by pinching up small bit of the clay between the nails of the
.tinger and thumb. An implement is sometime u ·e<.1 to produce a imilar result.
Intaglio desig11.-The msthetic tendencies of the e potter are well shown by their
essays in engraving. They worked with points upon both plastic and tbe sun-dried
day, as well as at times upon the fire-baked surface. Figures thus produced exhibit
a wide range of artistic achievement. They illustrate an stages of progress, from the
most archaic type of ornament-the use of dots and straight lines-to the most elegant combinations of curves, and :finally to tbe delineation of forms and fanciful
conceptions.
Generally, when a blunt implement is employed, the line is produced by a movement that I shall call trailing, in contradistinction to incision, in which a sharp point
is used, and excision or excavation, -which is more easily accomplished with the end
of a hollow reed or bone. Impressed or starnped ornament is of rare occurrence, and
anything like 1·epoussee work is practically unknown. The practice of impressing
cords and fabrics was common among many of the northern tribes, and nets have
been used in the manufacture and ornamentation of vases at many points within
this province. Stamps especially prepared were in use in most of the Gulf States
and to a limited extent in northern localities.
Designs in coloi·.-The colors usecl in painting are white, red, brown, and black,
and have generally consisted of thick, opaque, clayey paste, white or colored with
ochers. Occasionally the colors used seem to have been mere stains. All were probably laid on with coarse brushes of hair, feathers, or vegetable ·fiber. The .figures
are in most cases simple, and are applied in broad, bold lines, indicative of a strong
talent for decoration. The forms are to a great extent curi'ilinear, and embrace
meanders, scrolls, circles, and combinations and groupings of curved lines in great
variety . Of rectilinear forms, lozenges, guilloches, zigzags, and checkers are best
known .
The decided prevalence of curved form is worthy of remark. With all their fertility of invention the inhabitants of this valley seem never to have achieved the
rectangular links meander, or anything more nea,rly approaching it than the current
scroll or the rectangular guilloche, while other peoples, such as the Pueblos of the
Southwest and the ancient nations of Mexico and Peru, found in it a chief resource.

Mr. C. C. Willoughby, of the Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Massachusetts, has published in the Journal of American Folk-Lore 1 "An
Analysis of the Decorations upon Pottery from the Mississippi Valley."
It consists of 12 pages, with 21 figures, and represents the different
motifs said to have been employed in the decorations upon pottery
from the locality indicated. The similarities alleged are not al ways
perceptible and the arguments based thereon are not always logical,
but great latitude is permissible in such subjects.
BRONZE AGE.

It is not the intention of the author to attempt any description of
the antiquity, origin, technology, or industry of the prehistoric people
during the Bronze age. This would carry us into the realm of archmology, while we have been confining our elve' to art. A few prelimiary words may, however, be useful.
1

. AT MUS

January to March, 1897, X, pp. 9-20,

96-32
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There appears to have been a gap or hiatus between the Paleolithic
peoples and the Neolithic peoples in their occupation of western Europe.
. There certainly were vast differences between their respective cultures,
and it has been believed there was a solution of the continuity of occupation in western Europe between these two epochs. 1
Since the discoveries of tTudge Piette 2 in sundry caverns of southern
and western France; of MM. Boule and Cartailhac 3 in the Grotto of
Reilhac (Lot), and the observations of M. Solomon Reinach 4 on the
"Femme niie," discovered in the caverns of :\1entone by M. Julien, the
hiatus between the Paleolithic and Neolithic periods has been controverted, and is not now regarded nearly so certain as formerly.
The contrary appears between the Neolithic and Bronze ages, at le~st
for western Europe, where the introduction of bronze and its subsequent use for weapons and implements seems to have occurred among
the same peoples. The advent of bronze for these purposes was by
immigration or introduction from some other country, and the peoples
(still in western Europe) who used it this year probably were the same
as used the stone implements last year. Therefore the introduction
of bronze, while it made changes in their implements and so wrought
changes in their mechanical abihty, yet had comparatively small
influence upon their art.
We have already shown the differences between the art of the Paleolithic period and that of the Neolithic period; we have also shown bow,
in the Neolithic period, the art was confined to the merest decorations
of objects, and that it consisted principally of geometric designs.
Plates 19 and 20 are again referred to as giving an extended representation of the kinds and styles of ornamentation employed.
The decoratiye art of the Bronze age was but a continuation of that of
the Neolithic period, and it is not impossible that an investigation into
the origin of some of the specimens in plates 10 and 20 would show
them to have belonged to the Bronze age; that is to say, the styles of
ornamentation of the two periods or ages were practically the same,
and the latter was but a continuation of the former, with such possible
changes or additions as .would naturally grow. The marked difference
between the two ages was the substitution of bronze for stone in the
material for cutting and piercing implements.
The question continually arises whence and how was bronze introduced into western Europe. Of course the answer is lost in antiquity,
for there are no records. There is not, and from the nature of the
case there can not be, any direct or positive testimony. We can depend only upon the evidence furnishecl by prehistoric archreology.
Many tbeorie have been propounded, none of which have proved
1

Cf' pp. 374, 401 1 415, 423.
ZL' Anthropologfr, 1895, p. 129; 1897, p. 168.
:iEtndes Etlrnographiquo ct Goolocriq1w par E. Cartailha,c et M. Bonle: I,~·on, 1 9.
1
L' .Anthropologi<', 18!J8, pp. 26-31; anc1 Desc:ription Raisonnfo Mqsre d , afnt·
Germain-on-Laye, p. 267.
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BR ONZE SWORD AND DAGGER HANDLES.
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Fig. 1. Found in the Seine River at Rouen. Museum of Rouen.
Fig. 2. From the de-posit in the basin of Penhouet, St. Nazaire, Prance. Kerviller
collection.
Fig. 3. Hungary. National Museum, Budapest.
Fig. 4. Canal of Thiele, Berne, Switzerland. Museum of Berne.
Fig. 5. Hungary. Museum of St. Germain.
Fig. 6. From the· excavations of Alise-Sainte-Reine (C6te d'Or). Museum of St.
Germain.
Fig. 7. Vandrevanges, Germany. Museum of St. Germain.
Fig. 8. Lake of Luyssel, Vaud, Switzerland. Museum of Berne.
Fig. 9. Denmark. Museum of Copeuhagen.
Fig. 10. Denmark. Museum of Copenhagen.
Fig. 11. Saint-Genoulph, Indre-et-Loir-e. Museum of Tours, France.
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BRONZE KNIVES AND SCABBARDS.
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EX_PLANATION OF PLATE 58.

1. AU\-ernier, Lake Neuch atel, Switzerland. National Museum, Berne.
2. Mreringen, Lake Bienne, Switzerland. Museum of Col. Schwab, Bienne.
3. From the Seine at Pas-de-Grigny. Museum of St. Germain.
4. Cache of Reallon, Hautes-Alpes. Museum of St. Germain.
5. Tomb of Courtevant, Aube. Morel collection.
6. La,rnaud, Jura. M.n'°'eum of St. Germain.
7. Laruanu, Jnrn. "Mnseum of St. Germaiu.
8. Bracelet, ornamented, made into a poniard. Larnand, Jura. Museum of
St. <Jermain.
Fig. 9. Pragment of scabl>ard. Sainte Anastasie near Uzcs, Gard. Museum of
Artillery, Paris.
l!'ig . 10. Praµ;meut of awl handle of deer horn, showing ornamentation. Terramare
of Cornoccio, Italy. Museum of Parma..
Fig . 11. Pommel of_sword. hauule, Sarry (Saone-et-Loire), France. Bailleau collec -
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entirely acceptable. The most general 011 L
the far East, probably from the countrie, arou1Hl the
and that it belonged to a period relatin o· to the early ryan di p r i n .
Bronze is one of the great epoch-making di cov rie , gr ater than that
of iron, and as a practical agent of prehi toric civilization, equal d only
by the bow and arrow.
The discovery of the fusion of copper and tin, both comparatively
soft metals, in the proportions of 90 and 10 per cent, making a, new
metal, harder than any other then known, capable of being ca t, and
when cast capable of being made sharp and holding a cutting edge, was
a_ great step in hu man culture, and calculated to revolutionize tlrn destmy of the human race.
STYLES OF DECORATION.

Plates 57 aud 58 represent the art work done on various weapons and
implements of bronze. Plate 57 represents sword handles, while plate
58 represents principally knives and scabbards. Articles of dress and
for personal adornment, like bracelets, :fibuhe torques or ceintures,
and similar objects, were made of bronze. These need not be displayed,
for they all bear the same general style or type of art <lecoration. These
will show that the decoration consisted principally of geometric designs,
and will demonstrate the similarity of the decoration and art work in
the Bronze age to that of the Neolithic period.
·
The Bronze age had no existence in the Western Hemisphere during
prehistoric times. All objects of bronze found among the aborigines
are believed to have come from Europe.
COPPER IN AMERICA.

Many objects of wrought copper have been found in America. The
Lake Superior. copper mines in the States of Wisconsin and Michigan
appear to have been the center of manufacture, from which the distribution took place, and thence the manufactured implements spread, in
gradually decreasingnumbe,rs, in every direction throughout the present
territory of tlle eastern United States. The modes of treating copper,
whether by smelting, melting, casti11g, or hammering, and if any or aU
of these, what amount of heating or melting was done; has never been
fully investigated nor have they been satisfactorily determ1ned. Some
of the objeets were certainly of virgin copper hammered cold, and they
were thus made into bracelets, rings, and similar objects of personal
adornment, and also into axes, knives, and spearheads. Tl1ese copper
weapons and ornaments continued to be used contemporaneously with
cutting implements of stone and of ornaments of shell all(l bone.
The author is well aware of the contention that there was in Europe
a Copper age intermedjate between the Neolithic and Bronze age and
he has vi ited and examined the national co1lection in the city of
Berne, Switzerland, which contains tlle greatest proportion of •opper

5
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t ,, an l bas furnished the principal basis for the argument of_
th re f a Copper age. No argument upon this or any 81
n i n i attempted. The ouly proposition here presented is t _
pper We u din the neighborhood of Lake Superior to make cut-ti
imp} m nt of imilar form to those of stone, and that, despite the nu.
b r
f uch implements found, copper did not change the culture
th p OJ)le · it did not establish a Copper age as bronze established
r nze age iu Europe; it was not an epoch-making discovery or inv_e
tion, and the mode of making and using stone implements by chipp I-. ~
and poli hiug, as in the purely Neolithic age, was not superseded b
the di covery of copper.
Among the many mysteries of prehistoric archreology growing out:
of mound excavation in the United States, wherein things strange autl
wonderful but of undoubted genuineness and antiquity are fouo d ,
none are more unexplained than the thin sheets of copper wrought by
repouss6 work into curious and unknown devices found in mounds and
earthworks in widely separated regions of the country.
.
Etowah plates.-The principal specimens come from the Tumlin
mounds on the Etowah River, near Cartersville, Georgia (Plates 59, 60).
1
They have been figured in the reports of the Bureau of Ethnology and
in the author's paper on "The Swastika." 2 Of these specimens the
principal comment made by Professor Thomas is in approval of that
of Professor Holmes, 3 that "in all their leading features the designs
themselves are suggestive of Mexican or Central American work." Yet
he adds thatThere are one or two features which are anomalous in Mexican or Central American designs, as, for example, where the wings are represented as rising from the back
of the shoulders. The two plates are a combination of Mexican and Central American
c1esigns, t4"' graceful limbs and the ornaments of the arms, legs, waist, and top of t~e
head are:central American, and the rest, with the exception, possibly, of what 18
carried in the right hand, are Mexican.

Professor Thomas continues:
That these plates are not wholly the work of the Indians inhabiting the southern
section of the United States, is ac1mitted; that they were not made by an aboriginal
artisan of Central America or Mexico of ante-Columbian times, I thi.nk is probable,
if not from the designs themselves, from the apparent evidence that the work was
done in part with hard metallic tools.

To the latter conclusion the author does not agree. The proposition
may be true, but there is no evidence of it.
Fig. 150 represents a figured copper plate from mound o, Etowah
group showing a human figure.
L_ater e~cavations in the Tumlin mounds, made by Dr. Rolan«
Sterner, of Grovetown, Georgia, have brought to light other copper

45, pp. 96-106), Twelfth Annual (1 90-9!,

1
Fifth Annual(1883-84-, figs. 4.2, 43, 44, and
plates xvn, xvrn, and figH. 18G-192).
i Figs. 210 and 2-11, pp. 886,887.
" ,'cience, April 11, 18 4.

Report of U. S. National Museum, 1896. -W i Ison.

THIN COPPER PLATE , REPOUSSE, HUMAN FIGURE.

Mound C, Etowah group, Georgia.
Twelfth Ann . Rept. Bur. Ethnol., 1890- 91, plate xvr.
C:at. No. 91117, U.S.N .M. ½natural size.

PLATE

59.

Report of U. S. Nati onal Museum, 18 96. - W ilson.

PLATE

THIN COPPER PL ATE , R EPOUSSE, B IRD F IGURE .

Mound C, Etowah group , Geor g ia.
Twelfth Ann. Rept. Bur. Ethnol. , plate x v11 .
Cat. No. 9111 6, U.S.N.M.

+natura l size.

60.

Report of U. S National Museum, 1896.-Wilson.

THIN COPPER PLATES

PL ATE

REPRESENTING V ARIOUS O BJECTS.

ounty, Ohio.
Hopewell mound, Ro
rigioal in Fi Id olumbian 1useum.
Wil on, Swastika, figs. 244-249.

61.

PLATE

Report of U.S. N t,onal Museum, 1896.- Wilson.

HUMAN SKULL WITH COPPER HEAD-DRESS ( IMITATION ELKHORN).

Hop well mound, Ro
rig inal in F ield
'\\.ii on,

w

County,

hio.

olumbian Mu. eum.
tika, plat 13.
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plates covered with repou~se work, though not of the same designs as
the foregoing. The author would figure them on this occasion did not
time press.
Other thinly wrought copper plates have been found in the interior
States of the United States, notably Illinois and Ohio. Fig.151 !epresents a - copper plate taken
from all Illinois mound, with
aneagleorbird upon it. Fig.
152 represents another copper plate, also from Illinois,
on which. are two naked hum an figures in grotesque a ttitudes, as though of astonishmept or fear.
Hopewell mound art.-The
Hopewell mound, near Chillicothe, Hoss County, Ohio,
was excavated by Prof. Warren K. Moorehead for the
benefit of the Department of
Ethnology at the World's
Columbian Exposition, Chicago. It was au immense construction, 530 foet long, 250
feet wide, witb au original
height of 32 feet, but wlien
opened was only 16 or 18 feet
to its original foundation.
A considerable uum ber of
elaborately wrouglit copper
objects were found at or n ar
the bottom of the mouud a,nd
in the center. Plat 61 r •presents mo t of th : .
1I
were fiat, thiu, :mo th
though JJot poli 11 cl, ,incl had
be ll cnt into Ii• varion. cl<isig-ns as r<•prc•: 11t d. < 11
of tli • object: i: tlic :wa I ika
lll'M.\, I 1111 Ill ..
I Ill.' l 'fl l'l'l•:H l'l,ATI\, lllsf'OI H. f.:.
i\1111111,! (', 1:111\1:th group, ; •orl{in.
of which ti e :JH'<'im •n. W<·rc·
Tho1n• 1w lflh Aun, H')•l. fl r. t:1111wl., I 'H ~II, f•, ,.l>f, llie. I 1;,
fou])(l; th, r . t m•rp mo. ti •
(' l, o. 1111, I~- • I. Inn tur lai2r.
ge lll tri. d •. ig11 <·nt ont of'
thin· copp r platr·. a . hown. '1 IH't'' ,,. •r, 110 c 11gTavi11,!.f.' or r pou .'(~
w rk 11 a11: of th· ,·opp 1· obj· :t. fo1111d. with h • <· c •pti 11 r 11 , a
p ol or 1 1111_\\'· ~np
1r11:i1111 rtf ." hi<;h wn ~rn111111:1 •cl nn<l Timv l
a . :hown in f1!,!. J.1.. I''" 1th I' oh.J ·,·t W«'I' fon11cl 111 : >ppPl' an l ar
prop •r to lw iutJ, Inc~ I >11 H • • 1111 of tht ii • 1 t.
lat ':3 r pr

·~1,
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a human skull with a unique head covering made principally of copper.
It consisted of a large sheet 16 or 18 inches loug, intended to be bent
over the head, from the edges of which,
about the-center on either side, sprang
a pair of imitation elk horns, as shown
in tlte plate. They were not real elk
horns, but had been carved out of wood
to rep resent elk horns. The wood of the
horns was entirely covered with thin
sheet copper neatly and artistically
placed so as to have the appearance of
solid copper, and it was not until after a,
considerable examination that their real
character was -detected. The antlers
were 22 inches high and 19 inches across
the upper points. Plate 63 represents
another object of a similar type from the
Fig. 151.
same mound; it also is a copper head
BIRD FIGURE. 'rHIN COPPER PLATE REdress with two short rounded horns
Poussft .
springing from the top as shown. They
Mound, Union County, Illinois.
were also covered, but the copper bad
Thomas, Twelfth Ann . Rept. Bur. Ethnol., 1890-91, p. 309,
fig. 192. Cat. No. 91507, U.S.N.M. ¼ natural si,c.
been broken from the top Of the tWO
horns, leaving the naked wood projecting. These latter figures are
unique, and their right to a presentation in a paper ou art lies in the excellence of the mechanical execution,
and the difficulty of performing it.
No one who has inspected these
objects, and who considers all to
have been aboriginal savagework,
but would admit them to a place
in a paper on prehistoric art.
Found in the same mound, and
associated with the foregoing objects, was a piece of human bone
(femur) which bore au engraved
design, which is here reproduced
(fig. 154) from the pamphlet of
Prof. F. W. Putnam and Mr. U. 0.
Fig-.152.
Willoughby. 1 On this they based
BUMAN FIGURES IN GRO'rESQUE ATTITUDE. 'l'lllX
an elaborate system of ymbolisrn,
coPPErt PLATE, REPouss1::.
involving an explanation of the
nion county, Illinois.
4' Cincinnati ta.b l et," previously
Thomas, Fifth Anti. Rept. Bur. Ethuol., 1 83-84, P· lilt;, fii:.-rn. C:il.
o. 88142, U.S.N.l\[. ~j natural si,e.
mentioned (fig. 146, p. 401).
The Hopewell group of mound wa, prolific in art objects and it
made large and va1uable contribution.· to American prehistoric aneh~ ~-

-----,,;:.;--------~

1
" ,'ymbolism in Ancient Ameri ·au Art, ' Prnc Amer. Assn. Adv. , 'ci.,, 'pringficld,
Ma achusetts, 1 95.

Report of U. ~ Natio nal Mus eum, 1896. -W ilso n.

COPPER HEAD-DRESS, SPROUTING HORNS.

Hopewell mound. Ross County, Ohio.
Original in Field Columbian Museum.
Putnam and Willoughby, Symbolism in Ancient American Art
(Proc. A.A.A.S., XLIV, 1896, p. 305, fig. 4).
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ology. Many aboriginal carvings and engravings on bone were fouud
during their excavation. Figs. 251-253 in "The Swastika" 1 represent
variously carved birds and animals from these mounds. Other specimens were found, mostly in fragments, of which Mr. Bennett, the
artist of the.expedition, says:
These carved traceries or engravings upon bone, even in fragmentary state, evince
anartfatic aptitude much beyoml the mineral and vegetable stain, and, by their almost
microscopic delicacy of execution and unfaltering precision of line work, show a high
degree of manual skill. Though some are undoubtedly portions of barbaric ancl
desultory design and unsystematic application of inclefinite ideas, others bespeak a
clearly conceived idea, a definite
motive and vigorous execution, not
inferior to the predom~nant motives
of early Mediterranean decorative
art.
They are clearly not of an illustrative or imitative design, either
realistic or conventional, but created design, founded on purely mechanical motive with good conception; and it is regrettable t,h at no
complete examples remain to correct
artistic valuation of the purpose of
the whole. 2

The recent excavations by
Mr. Clarence B. Moore in the
Florida sand mounds brought
to light several of these thin
copper plates with curious designis wrought upon them.~
The United States National
Museum possesses a number
from various States in the
Fig. 153.
central United States. The
designs, however, are not of SPOOL OR PULLEY-SU.APED EAR ORNAJ\IENT, COPPER.
Hopewell mouncl, Ross County, Ohio.
the same character as most of
'.ViLson, Swastika, JJ, 801, fig. 250. 'atural si1.e.
the foregoing. They <lo not
represent human or animal figures, but tend to lines, dots, concentric
rings, and designs more or less geometric.
GOLD AND SIL VER.

The world knows enough of the barbarous peoples of historic times,
whether ancient or modem, to enable it to predicate with reasouable
certainty the use of gohi and silver for personal adornment among the
,Vilson, Report U.S. r at.Mus., 1894, pp. 757-1011.
"Hopewell Gro up," ,Varren King Moorehead in The Autirptaria,n, .July, 1897,
·p. 179.
3Jonrnal of Academy of atural ,'ciences of Pbilaclelphia, X. Tlie spe<"irno ns nro
in the museum of the Academy of 'atural, ciences in Pllila.<lelphia.
1

z
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peoples of prehistoric times. Prehistoric archoooJogists have had their
attention directed to these precious metals, and accordingly have
sought for them when excavating prehistoric settlements. 1t is not intended in this paper to give
a full or even reasonably complete list or description of finds of gold or silver. Only enough wiU
be presented to show the character and style of
the art work and the capabilities of the artists.
EUROPE.

Brittany.-Tbe use of gold can be traced in
western France through the Neolithic period,
principally in the form of collars and bracelets.
Fig. 155 represents one of these co11ars. It wa.s
found in one of the dolmens of Hoc'h-Guyon or
Rondessec, at Plonharnel-Oarnac (Morbihan ).
The discoverer was M. Lebail, the keeper of tbe
hotel at PlouharneJ, where the author spent some
months at various times in prehistoric investigations, visiting this monument upon sundry occasions. The ornament is native gold, about an inch
and a half in width, and cut longitndinaIJy into a
dozen strips extending one-third the way round.
This might have been doue by a sharp flint, used
chisel and not saw fashion. There were two of
these collars, each weighing about 140 grams.
They had been intentionally deposited in a rude
pottery vase with ~uders, ashes, and charcoal,
which bad been walled up in one corner of the
cbam ber.
One of the
collars was
sold to M.
0

AN INCISED CARVING ON
HUMAN FEMUR.

Hopewell mound, Ross
County, Ohio.
Putnam and ·wm oughby, Sym . Anc.
Amer Art. (Proc. A. A.A S., X LIV,
1. Hs, r. 302, fi g. 1.

t

na tura r size.

00

St a

de

B ea ur e_

gard (Haute-Savoie )2 but the other was kept by Lebail at his hostelry a an attraction to vi itors.
Lebail wa succeeded by bi onin-la w, M. Felix Gaillard, now the
Fig. 155.
in, p ·tor of prehi toric mo1m<;o r,n COLLAR.
ment for hi nei O"b borbood, aud
Dohn n a t J>louharuel- 'arnac.
h lJa' greatly ill Cf a. d bi (•OJ - Orl~inal, c,,JJ, lion t: 11llnr1l, Pfouharn.J- ··,rnar, :\l orhlban,Fra-.
] ti n.
m 11g other . pecimen
!,-~ n,i(u ral •ize.
are tw g ld bra J t , n of wbi ·bi r pre nted in fl o·.15 fonucl in a
d lm n n ar llelz (1 Iorbihau ),, ucl a fi11g· r rin · from b d partm nt of
Ill - t-Yilain .
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While it is not a.sserted that the working of gold was carried 011
ill the Neolithic period, yet the foregoingpatterns are different from most
of those of the Bronze age. Many,
apparently belonging to the Bronze
age, am simply round rods or bars of
gold of sufficieut length to encircle
the wrist, and which have been bent
Fig. 156.
to that form (fig. 157). Others have
_ GOLD BRACELET,
been made into thin Sheets, Crimped
Dolmen near Belz, Morbiban, France.
around the edges (fig.158). Both these
ft natm·a1 sjze.
styles are identical with the bronze bracelets, and the places in wliieh
they we.re fouud and the objects
with which they were associated
concur in their assignment to the
Bronze age. 'fhere are also mauy
objects in gold-torques and bracelets-which show a different method
of working, and are supposed to
have been of later date. Some were
round, heavy, decorated, · marked
with zigzag, herringboue, chevron,
etc. (fig. 159, a, b), some of them
after the fashion of a coil of rope
(fig. 160, a, d), in others the ends
Fig. 157 were hammered squareandeularged.
BRONZE BRACELE1' OF HOUND ROD, THE COMMONER PRIMITIVE FORl\I IN BRONZE AND COPPER
(fig• 160) b' ()) •
'rRRouoHou1' wE woRLD.
Ireland.-Tbe Arcbreological Mu½ natu,a1 si,e.
seum in Dublin is probably the richest in gold objects of any in Europe. One of its attractive displays
is a series of bracelets, running
from extremely large to extremely
small. They consist of a rod of gol<l,
larger in the center, tapering gradually to the ends, but with a bead
hammered down and. spread, t1ie
ends being then brought.. more or
less together_ (fig. 161). In the
larger of these the rod would l>e
nigh half an inch thick, and from
that down. Some are large enough
to go over the band and so be worn
on the wri t, or even Oll the arm, BRONZE URA ELRT o~· TIil:,/ Jl!E'l'AL WI'rIT ('ltlMPJm
EU<rn . •
while the smaller ones in t11
ri ,
, lnmlnrd, t.ylt: during tl11· l,r,,uzt! nl,{c In J<:urop.-. i .. nnturnl iz,•.
would oot go on the little fin o- •r.
T e vident fac-t that tlJe...- . m 11 <mn: tl1011gh J)l', C"ticnlly r procl tH'tion.
of 11 larger, are quite too .·nrnl I for ~"''·' iH><',· ihl • H, ~ a: hra •pletH or
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ri11gs, and the additional fact that iu some of the countries on the we t
coast of Africa nrn11illas somewhat resembling these have been used
currency, has caused it to be said that these were not bracelets, but
were money, and the name of ring money bas been given to them. I t
is evident that these latter specimens belong to later prehistoric people ·
In Ireland these have been called Celtic; in France, Gaulish.
Laissegraisse.-Fig. 162 represents one of these Gaulish torques or
collars, while fig. 163 represents a bracelet. They are both of the same
style, and were found about 1885 in the little hamlet of Laissegraisse
department of Tarn, France, by a peasant while digging i11 bis vineyard.
The author happened at that time to be in the city of Toulouse, and
accepted the kind offer of M. Cartailhac to visit the locality and inspect
the objedR. They were found at about 18 inches beneath the surface,
just below the ordinary reach of plow or mattock, and it was only au
£

a
Fig. 159.
ENDS OF HEAVY BRACELETS, ARMLETS, TORQUES, ETC., IN GOLD OR BRONZE, SHOWJNG STYLE OJ!' DECORATION.

Europe.

i

natural size.

extraordinary and accidental stroke of the latter that showed a brilliant spot at the bottom of the hole. There were evidences of prebi toric
man in the shape of flints more or less worked, fragments of pottery
and bits of charcoal, but none had any particular relation to the gold
objects. They were not protected by box OP iuclosure in any way. It
will be ,'een from their work that they had been highly decorated.
made in repousse, and soldered together. The details of tlie ornaments (fig. 164, a, b, c) and the mode of fastening (fig. 165, a, b c) evinc ,
a fair degree of civilized mechanical skill in their execution.
Go!den ·inctures have l>een lately (1893) found at Ooutra , and ~:r
now m the l\iu ·eum of Bordeaux. They are imply twi ted · il w1th
laro-e button-Jike end,'. Indu trialJy they re ernble ti.Jo e from Lai
grai e but ar istically, th y are much inferior. They were found
ca ·lte forming part f the to ·k of a gold, mith or a mi11t work r: ·om·
pri, iug- auout four hundred pi ce: w i r,follg mgh 10,000 franc in r,oJd,
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Figs. 160 a, b, c.
OOLD TORQUF: , COLLARS AND BRACELE'l'8.

Vieux-Bourg Jiinguiit (C(,tC!i-dU·..i: onl), France.
a.

J~ 1H1.tur~t1

iz,•.

h, r, 'l 1 nut.ural

817.t: ,
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Tbe manufacture and use of .2·old ornaments continued in these t-w
countries, Ireland and France;·to a much later date.' Ah inspectio
·
of the beautiful objects of preciou
metals in the museum atDublin wi ll
sh ow the Celtic
work improving i n
mechanical s k i l I
and artistic design
until 1000 or 1200
A.D. Mr.Edmund
Johnson, an accomplished jeweler a11d
goldsmith in Dubliu, made areasona bly complete
series of reproduc,
tions
of these obFig. 160 d.
GOLD TORQUE.
jects which he disWeight, 389 grams.
p 1aye d at t J e
Rennes (Ille-et-Vilaine), France.
World'sColumbian
MuseeCluny. ½naturalsize.
Exposition, Chicago. In France the advent of the Romans changed the style of art
in precious metals. The golden patera of Rennes, with its fibula and
chain, belonging to the third century A. D., were all high Roman
art. It bas been described by the
author. 1
.AMERIO.A.

The North American Indian does
not, during prehistoric times, appear to have worked or used gold
or silver for either ornament or
utility. There have been a few
pieces of silver found within the
di trict occupied by him, but all,
either from their a ociation or
mode of manufacture, have sugge. te 1 European in.flu nee. The
pi ·e. of gold found witbiu tbi di rictar much f w rin numb rand

OOLD BHAC'!ELET,

Fig. 161.
mm OF A .·EmE..

FRO)[ J,ARr.E TO

S:\lALL.
:\J1111eum of .'rit-iwt• nnd Art (.\r,·bn-olc:r.?,·) , n11bllu, Jr b

•

;,-. ualurnl ~izt>.

m de of th for . 0 ·oi11g stat ·
·hnolo o-y, yet it tnnd: pn di-
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Fig. 162.
GOLD TORQUE, GAULISH.

Laissegrai sse ('l'am), France.
M usec Toulouse. ½ natural size.

Fig.163.

no,.u

111tAn,1,wr.

Lai!!!! ~rai11 11 (Tarn), Franc·~.
n11tural 1h:tt,
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lliexico, Genital nncl South Amerioa.-But going southward through
Mexico into
ntra,l and outh America the affair becomes changed.
We all know, fr m the Spani h hi torian and discoverers, how the
Couqui tad r , as soon as arrived on the shores of the Western Hemisphere, b g-an the mad. eareh for gold. 'rhe Spanish adventurers who
lauded within th territ ry now occupied by the United States, like

a

b

Fig. 164.
DETAILS OF THF. ORNAMEN'fATION OF FIGS.

162, 163.

Natural size.

· t·P.once d e Leon and De Soto give frequent descr1p
ions of gold and
copper; the latter appearing' in great plenty, the former much. Jes f
and the similarity of appearance being such that, in the pa~cit~:
their communicating languages they were unable to distinguish e
differences between tbe two met~ls.
N t· ua1
Plate 64 represents certain gold objects in the United States a LOti~Museum from Chiriqui, and plate 65 represents a similar set from .An

Report of U.S. Nationa l Museum, 1896. - Wilson .

PLATE

G OLD OBJECTS FROM CHtRIQUt , COLOMBIA, SOUTH AMERICA ,
BELLS AT BOTTOM ARE FRO M P E RU.

at. Tos. 14814 - 148172.

. . T.i\I.

64.

STRING OF BEADS AND

n atu ra l size.

Report of U. S. National Museum, .1896 .- W,lson

PLATE

G OLD OBJECTS FROM QUIMBAYA, ANTI OQ UIA , COLOMBIA, SOUTH AMERICA .

Som e are ca ·t. and som
ri g ioa ls.
'at. !\OS. 147n - 147746, .S.~.M. 11, natu r a l si:r. .

65.
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GOLD ORNAMENTS, FROM COSTA RICA.

Originals in National Museum, San Jose.
i natural size,

PLATE

Report of U. S. Natrona! Museum , 1896.- Wilson .

G OLD O BJECTS.

Ruiz-Randall collection, from Bogota.

hibca.
olombia, outh America. {a natural ize.

67,
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quia, both in Colombia, South America. Plate 66 .represents a chosen
collection of gold ornaments from Costa Rica, from a photograph furnished by Senor A.. A.lfaro, the objects being from the Costa Rican
Museum. The art of gold working is shown by the objects in the plates
and does not require lengthy or detailed description. Plate 67 represents a series of gold objects reported from the Chibca tribe of Indians,
Bogota, Colombia, belonging to the Ruiz-Randall collection. 1
It is not necessary to discuss the question of art any further in this
connection, especially as bas been mentioned in the introduction, it
bas been treated iu its relation to certain materials by various persons,

-··..

~

-- ~~ ~..:

~~
-.. ...
~ ,

a,

Fig. 165.
DE'fAILS 01!' MODE OF FASTENING COLLAR. AND BRACELE'l', FIGS.

]6'.l, 163.

Natural aize.

especially by Prof. W. H. Holmes, formerly of the Bureau of Ethnology,
equally renowned as an archreologist and as an artist, and by 11is familiarity with these two subjects js probably as well qualified to deal with
it as any one in the United ;::states.
Since the preparation of this paper the following volumes on aboriginal art in North America have been pnbli lied: " Decora.tive Art of the
Indians of the North Pacific Coast," by Franz Boas, in the BulletinH of
the American Museum of Natural History, Vol. IX, Article X, -pp. 12;3_
176, New York, May 24, 1897; and "The Grapl1ic .Art of tbe E,'kimoH,"
by Walter James Hoffman, M. D., in Report of tbe U.
ational
Museum, 1895, pp. 730-068.
·
1

Uentury Magazine

·to ber 1 1891, XLII~

o. 61 pp. 79- 92.
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III. PREHISTORIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. 1
Music is a dualism. It is formed of the conjunction of two elements; the one purely
musical, the other poetical; the one sensuous, the other spiritual or intellectu:il;
the one owing its origin and development to ini;;truments and based on the mere
animal delight in sound, the other owing its origin and development to langua.;e
and based on the fusion of the emotional and intellectual sides of man's nature.::."!

It has been asserted that the origin of vocal music. was coeval wi -th
that of language, and that the construction of musical instruments
dates with th~ earliest inventions suggested by human ingenui ty,
'I'hose who make these assertions do so simply upon theory, and wheIJ
pressed for their authority would be compelled to admit that actual
knowledge or information upon the subject does not exist. What can
be affirmed is that sound made by the prehistoric man of the earliest
epoch might have been rhythmic and so possessed one of the elements
of music. The other elements-melody, dynamics, and harmony-followed in the course of civilization, among some people at a faster and
among others at a slower rate.
Vocal sounds · are incapable in themselves of perpetuation. When
the vibrations made by the human voice have ceased, the incident is
c]osed and the evidence lost. It is, therefore; in the absence of any
written testimony, impossible to identify the practice, or even the existence, of vocal music in prehistoric times. We are driven to an exclusive consideration of musical instruments, and if these should fail us,
we would be without evidence.
Miss Fletcher 3 says :
As to the birth of musical instruments, I can not even touch upon the raison d'f>tre
of their invention_. but T may call attention to their controlling influence; they have
become at length master of the man who made them. There is no race or peop1e
possessing a theory of music who have not been indebted to musical instruments for
the means by which their theory has been worked out. " " " Before the in trumen t bad been evolved and man could listen objectively to his music, during the
long period when his voice was his only mode of expression, his mind was not timnlated to make observations upon th e relations of one to the other. He may be · aid
to have possessed no conscious method and to have followed no known or accepted
artificial rules of compo ition of his song.

Thi relates entirely to prebi toric times, and its author a c pt
mu ical in trument a the only means of perpetuating the ound
th y can b reproduced and tudied.
1
foch of the material descriptive of prehi toric mu ical in ·trument and th ir
cale in the, e tern Ilcmi .·pbere contained 1u tbi chapter wa prepar d by .. I~K P. Upham a ·si tant in the divi ion of Pr historic .Archaeology to whom en: 1
a joint author ·honld l, given.
·Rowbotham, Hi torr of ~Insic, I Introclnction, p. xi.
arncl ian mu ic, in Mu ·ic, June 1 1 p.1 .
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It iR the intention in this chapter to leave a ide all speculation as to
the origin, theory, practice, philo 'ophy, and poetry of music, and to
deal only with music as one of the fine arts of prehistoric times; the
study thereof to be based upon such knowledge as is obtainable from
prehistoric musical instruments.
There have been some students, even some professors, who, wiser
thall their own generation, declare music to be a manifestation of an
innate principle in mau. The author does not contradict the proposition, but he denies the knowledge and authority of these wise men who
say so.
While the proposition may be true, yet the statement is valueless,
because it, is only the assertion of these gentlemen, the truth of which
they do not know. It is, on their part, theoretical, and an assumption
which should be proved before beiug stated as a fact. It is a priori
argument, and as such is vicio1:s. Investigation bas demonstrated that
similar assumptions have been erroneous. Illustrations of this can be
shown in the life history of Paleolithic man, deduced from discovery.
No person would be justified in the assumption, without proof, that the
man who lived in caves and apparently had no more notion of civilization than the wild beasts with which he disputed the possession
thereof, who knew only to use stone implements, and these made sharp
by chipping, and who di<l not know to rnb one stone against another
to make it either smooth or sharp-no person would be justified in
assuming that this man was capable of making artistic designs representing almost the entire fauna of bis district; yet in an earlier portion
of this paper we have seen that he did this thing. It has been said or
assumed, without knowledge for foundation, that man in his earliest
condition had an appreciation of the rhythmic character of music; but,
in opposition to this, we will show that this same Paleolithic man, who
developed an artistic taste in such high degree, bad no taste for and
did not employ even the rhythmic principle of music. The most we
have found of bis ability in this direction was the simple whistle, made
from the pbalange of the reindeer (p. 524). While it is uot impossible
that this might have been used in cadence and for rhythmic representation, yet there is no known fact on which to base the belief. No
reason has been given, and I fake it no reason can be given, for these
ma11ifestations on the part of the early man in favor of one kind of art
and not of another kincl. This becomes less subject to the a priori
theory l1erein denounced when we consider that to a large extent th·
contrary appea,rs in the higher civilization of the Neolithic period, wbi h
follow. tbe Paleolithic.
The object of thi: 1_)ara 0 Taph is to protest against the a priori rnetho<l
of argum ut ,
ft 11 n. eel by the student or profe or who, HtU<lying
or knowi11g th in: in ·t.· or capabilities of modern man, argn H th 'r ~froin tbat man in ~ ,·tat of nature did the am . I is n t <1eni d
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that one people may have developed its culture in one direction a,
not in another, even retrograded in some re.spects while they advance
in others, but no person is justified in assuming that, because o
primitive people developed their civilization in a particular directio
therefore all peoples did the same. The unity of human develo
ment and civilization is a myth. We have but to look over the mo
ern world and to compare the peoples of historic times, some of the
of high civilization, to demonstrate this want of unity. It is sufficien..
as an illustration to cite the differeut families of the Aryan race, whic
originally bad a single stock of language if they dicl not have a single
stock of blood; then compare these families together and note the difference8 in their civilization, the Greeks with the Romaus, and they
with the Celts, and the Celts with the Goths, and so on to the Lets and
the Slavs, and all these with the Zends and Persians. If this comparison be somewhat difficult and not apparent at a glance, we may take
the descendants of these various peopl~s as they exist at the present
time; compare not simply the Latins with the Germanic peoples, but
the Latins with themselves; the differences between Italy and France,
and of France with Spain, or the ancient Saxon with the Anglo-Saxon
of England. These differences are almost as great as though there
never bad been any relation between them; almost as great as it is
between these Aryan peoples and the Semitic, between whom there
has never been any racial relation. These differences apply to their
fundamental civilization and ramify through every :fiber of the respective bodies politic. In sociology the distinctions in religion, marriage, government, law, inheritance, is as great between Italy, France,
anil Spain on the one hand, and Germany, Holland, and England on
the other, as it is between either or all these and the same institutions in China and Japan. He would be a poor historian who, proceeding upon the theory of tlrn similarity of human nature, and having
written a history of any one of the nations and peoples just mentioned, should assume that, therefore, he was in possession of knowledge
of the sociologic conditions of any other. It is usele s to continue thi
argument. Its only purpo e has been to enter a protest against
thi method of -reasoning when applied to the prehistoric J)eople of
whom our ouly knowledge consi ts of uch monuments, tomb re idence sites, implements, utensils, and objects a have been or may b
found on or in the earth.
Rhythm was the .fir t elemeut of mu ic. The dmm awl the rattle o
the avagegiveforthbuton tone,anclalltheirmusiccon i in tr k
or hake , r p at d at o-reat r or le intervals of time and with m r
or l ., r gularity and f rce. The ec rlie t prehi toric whi tl
bu a ino-1 not , but w re aft rwar<l in ·r ased to two and :fiv not ·
an while th y c uld in r a
th for
hey were ·ar · J abl t
mak a Ill lody e · pt f the mo ·t impl kind. Drum' and rattl
T
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might have had a different pitch and have given different notes, but
there is nothing to show that they were intentionally so. It is much
more probable that they were made to produce tones of strength, clearness, sweetness, etc. When prehistoric man understood and attempted
to make melody he bad advanced one grade in culture.
Frequent attempts have been made to give written representations
of the rude music heard among savage or barbarous nations, but these
should always be received with distrust, not so much from want of confidence in the observers as from want of accurate representation of
sounds heard. The usual practice is to try to write the sounds according to our modern musical notation, but it must be borne in mind that
this notation only corresponds with our own peculiar scale, which
bas no signs to represent other sounds. Hence, when we see the
chants of a savage tribe expressed in our notation we should not take it
for granted that they actually used the intervals of our scale. We can
only assume that the observer wrote something as nearly like what he
heard as he could :find means of expression.
·
In the music of savage tribes they used a few sounds, differing in
pitch, but in most cases there is no sufficient rea_son to believe that
these sounds correspond, as regards their gradations, with any regular musical system: To get traces of such a system we must look to
peoples more civilized, and we soon find not only a considerable advance
in the knowledge of the sounds used, but, what is of more importance,
a more accurate definition of them. This definition is aided when, as
often happens, they have introduced musical instruments with :fixed
tones.
•
There has been much speculation among philosophers and scientists
as to the origin of music. Charles Darwin, Herbert Spence·r, Letourneau, De Mortillet, and others agree that music originated with the
cry of the human voice, and that it developed from vocal noises.
Letourneau continues the simile by suggesting that the noises of nature
were the originators of musical instruments. The others treat of vocal
music, and their investigations and theories are devoted almost exclusively to an explanation of its origin. Darwin and Spencer differed as
to the particular class of vocal noises which served as the origin of
music. Darwin attributed it to tlle amatory class, that is, those sounds
which the male makes during the excitements of courtship and in order
to charm the female, and he thought that not only love music, but
music in general was the resulting combination of these sounds. Spencer disagr.eed with the latter reason and was of the opinion that music
had its germs in the sound which the voice emits under excitement, ancl
that it eventually obtained its particular character according to the
kind of excitement. Darwin, true to his development theory, believed
tbat "tbe vocal organs were primarily used and perfected in relation to
the propagation of the species." Spencer, agreeing to the excitement
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of love as a partial cause, extends it to include all other excitement
to which animal feeliugs are susceptible.
The infantile cry, which it js sa,id was the origin of music, has bee
reduced to writing- and J>laced in tLe form of notes on the staff.
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ClllLD C RYING.

Rossini, in his opera of "Semiramide," introduce<l into one of th e
choruses with great effect the cries and squeals of a party of chiklreu .
.As the human cry grew it changed to represent passion, and possibly by onomatopes it became articulate and so grew into language.
With this came modulations of the voice, and Didero, with the others,
says the cry of an animal in passion was the fundamental principle
of music. Some animals, especially birds, have the power of mus ic
without language, but it is claimed that they can express by their
music the same sentiments of passion as does ma11. It has, therefore,
been declared that music does not belong exclusively to man, and it is
certain that it exists among animals independeut of articulate Ian- guage. ~i\..n observing student of nature, Mr. A. T. Camden Pratt,1 has
reduced some of the cries of our domestic animals to form, and has
written them out in music.
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DOG BARKING FOR JOY.

DONKEY BRAYING.

GRASSHOPPER CHIRPING.

GNAT BUZZING.

Modern musical works uot infrequently reproduce the songs of birds.
"Listen to the nightingale" is an illustration which, however, only
serves to show the superiority of the bird over his brother animal, man.
Tlie lark, the blackbird., the thrush, all have their songs, which, repeated
again and again, are recognizable and known of all men, while the
canary, the mocking bird, and the catbird sing not only their natural
songs, but can be taught to sing many variations, if not to execute
entirely new melod.ies. The author has seen a piece of music set to
imitate a cackling hen aud crowiug cock, and all the world rememberR
Ole Bull's "Barnyard orchestra,". as pla.yed on his violin. Darwiu
r('ports to have heard a gibbon which modulated bis voice to the extent
of an octave, and, according to Savage, the black chimpanzee ( Troglodytes niger) gathers in troops at certain places·and gives musical concerts by striking wood of various kinds-that is to say, trees standing,
logs lying, or branches spreading-with a rod or pole, keeping time and
forming · a sort of melody or harmony of the different tones emitted
from the object struck. If this be true these would seem to be mu icianR
in the lowest scale and this to have been the most primitive mu ical
instrument.
.Musical instruments of percussion are the most simple, and the
theory has been accordingly announced that they were the fir t to
have been invented-that is, they were the earliest factors in hum~n
culture, and the first to be used among primitive people . The next m
ord.er of complexity, and accordingly iu order of invention and volution, were wind instruments. Rowbotham 1 divides them into types, of
which his representatives are the drum, the pipe, an<l. the lyre.
ll(l r
1
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the first head fall rattles, gongs, triangles, tam-tams 1 castanets, tambourines, cymbals, all instruments of percussion; under the secon..
head fall flageolets, flutes, hautboys, clarionets, bassoons, bugles, all
wind instruments; under the third head fall all stringed instruments.
He makes these types representatives of three_distinct stages of development, through which, in the order Hamed, lrn says, all prehistoric
music has passed. "As in the geologic history of the globe the chalk
is never found below the oolite, nor the oolite below the coa1, so in the
musical history of mankind is the lyre stage never found to precede
the pipe stage, nor the pipe stage to precede tlie drum stage. In keeping with this is the fact that the savages sometimes have the drums
alone, but never the pipe alone, or the lyre alone, for if they have the
pipe they have the drum too, and if they have the lyre they always
have both the pipe and drum."
Pursuing this idea, Rowbotham 1 devotes many pages to descriptions
of "savages., " who are in the respective stages of musical culture just
described, and he gives the author or book from which he bas obtaiue .1
the information:
Savages with no instrnrnents:
Veddahs of Ceylon: Tennent's History of Ceylon.
Mineopies of the Andamans: Mouat's Andaman Islands.
Inhabitants of Terra del Fuego: Narrative of the Surveying Voyages of
H. M. SS. Adventure and Beagle. II.
Savages with only the drurn:
Australians: Eyre's Discoveries in Central Am,tralia, II, pp. 228, 2, 237, 32, 331;
Grey's Journal of Two Expe<litions of Discovery in Northwest and , Vest
Australia, II, p. 305.
Eskimos: Parry's 2d· Voyage, p. 530; Crantz, Ilistory of Greenland, I, p. 171.
The Behring's nations generally: Whymper's Alaska, p. 143, particularly the
Malemutes and Kaveaks.
Samoyedes and other Siberian tribes: Richardson' s P-olar Regions, 11. 335;
Smith's Wonders of Nature and Art, London, 1803, II, pp. 277, 264, etc.
Laplanders-until within 200 years: Sche:ffer's History of Lapland, p. 58.
Savages with pipes and drurns:
Polyne ian Malays: For the Society Islan<ls, see Captain Cook's Voyages, published by John Tallis, I , p. 87. For ·the Navigator Isles, Tun1er, Nineteen
years in Polynesia, p. 211. For the Friendly Isles, Cook, I, p. 427, aud iu
the common edition, 1st Voyage, p. 397; see also Mariner's Tonga I land
II, pp. 21.J., 218. For the Marquesas, Melville's Life in the :Marque as, p. 1 "-.
For the Saudwi ·h Islands, where, however, the pip is absent, ook, II:
p. 250. :For the Iaories of New Zealand, who are the mo t advanced of all
Captain Cook, I, p~ 196, and generally Elli ' Polynesian Re earches, p. 2_:2.
Papuan : "\ illiams' Fiji and the Fijian , I, p. 163; Turner's Nineteen Years in
P lyn ia p. 9 ; .Jukes's oyage of H. M. . Fly (for the Erroob Papuan ).
II, p. 176; (for the Papuans of N ~ 'ninea), I, p. 27 J, aucl plate I p. 277:
ee RosenberCY's iew- uinea, p. 93. And for the Drum Form in th I'apuan
Archip Iago, houten's Voya,r in Purchas Hi Pilrrrime:; I, 2 100.
}>per Amazon: Bate 's .Amazon, II, p. 201; "\Yallace s TraY 1 on th Amazon.
p. 501.
io .,.egro: Wallace's Travel on the Amazon, p . .. 59.
1 Hi

-----
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Savages with pipes ancl drnrns-Continued.
Uaupes: lbicl, p. 282.
Tnpis: Bates's .Amazons, I, p. 311.
Omagnas: Southey's History of Brazil, I, pp. 89, 90.
Neighboring Tribes: Ibid, pp. 84, 95; Ore1lana, in his narrative of his expedition
down the Maranon, says, "had 3-stringed rnbecks.1'
Artaneses: Southey, I, p. 139.
Yucanas: Ibid., III, p. 720.
Itatines: Jb1d., I, p. 341.
Generally the rest of the Brazilian tribes: Ibid., I, p. 206.
The Aymara Indians of Bolivia and Peru: Forbes, On the Aymara Indians, m
Transactions of the Ethnological Society for 1869, p. 233.
The aborigines of Guiana : Brett's Indian Tribes of Guiana, PP: 154, 320 (plate).
Ruacho Indians of Peru: Stevenson's Travels in South America, I, p. 403.
Abipone of Paraguay: Dobrizhoffer's History of the A.bipones, II, pp. 70, 209,
217.
Patagonians: Narrative of the Surveying Voya,ge of H. M. SS. Ad-venture and
Beagle, II, p. 162; R. Brown's Races of Mankind, .Art. Patagonians, plate;
lVlnster's A.t Home among the Patagonians, p. 77.
rorth American Indians: Catlin's North American Indians, I, pp. 238, 243;
Schoolcraft's History of the Condition and Prospects of the Indian Tribes of
the United States, II, p. 514; Ill, p. 4.86; Catlin mentions "lutes" twice in
his book (I, pp. 38, 142).
S:wages 'With lyres have pipes and drwrns:
Dyaks of Borneo: Marryat's Borneo and the Indian Archipelago, pp. 84, 133
(plate); St. John's Life in the Forests of the Far East, I, p. 118.
The Khonds of Khondistan :· Campbell's Narrative of Thirteen Years' Service
among the Wild .Tribes of Khondistan, pp. 16, 164.
The Finns: Pinkerton, I, p. 473.
The Tartars : M:uy Holderness's Notes relating to the Manners aml Cnstoms of the
Crim Tartars; Clarke's Travels in Russia, Tartary, and Turkey, p. 316; New
Edinburgh R eview, 1822, p. 518.
·
The Cossacks: A.tkin~on's Travels on the Upper anll Lower A.moor, p. 167.
The Turcomans: Choz<lko's Popular Poetry of Persia, pp. 62, 419.
The Hindus: New Edinburgh Review, 1822, p. 525.

In continuation of his theory, Rowbotham adds instances of the
dropping out of earlier forms of musical instruments, where the more
primitive, instead of being used in conjunction with those of the higher
order, were super~eded by them.
Drums were in use in Lapland until 1600, yet in 1732 they are
reported as having entirely died out. 1
He says the same is true of tlie Bushmen in South Africa, that they
used the drum in 1800, 2 but now have only pipes an<l. horns. 3
The Muras on the Amazon have only Lorns, but they are Tupis, and
Tupis have drums. 4
In Iceland the drum and pipe dropped out about tliree hundred year
ago, and there is nothing now in use but the lyre. 5
Schefl'er's History of Lapland, p. 58; Linn reu s' Tour in Laplall(l.
Burchell's Travels in the Interior of South Africa, II, J>· 7.
3 Chapman's Travels into tl.te Interior of South Africa, I.
4 Bates's Amazons, II, p. 10; Ibid, Caishanas, p. 76.
5 Von Troil's Letters on Icelanc1, in Pinkerton, I , P· 6:,!:!.
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He says in his appendix (A), page 185:
I had prepared a catalogue of the African ·tribes with ·w hich we are acquainted , t-o
dis_ppver whether the ::tl.Jsencc of stri11gecl instruments prevailed in the center, t;he
uc:it,h, or in what uirection it might be, of the continent. * ·:+
But this tab ulation I was obliged to discard, owing to the conflicting accounts of travelers; and,
without endeavoring to trace the topogra1,hy of the instruments, let us be content
with the broad assertion that most of the tribes of Africa are in the lyre stage, and
some are prematurely in it; that is to say, they are unacquai11ted with the use of
pipes, which, in all strictness, shoulu have preceued the knowledge of strings.

And he acknowledges his perplexity:
We have found that the lyre belongs to a very high stage of hnnian development.
\Ve have found it in the hands of barbarians who were just emerging into civilization; yet in Africa we find it known to the most uegraded savages..

This statement by Rowbotham throws doubt upon the correctness of
his assumed order of development.
The collections of musical instruments in the United States National
Museum and in t.he Royal Conservatory of Music in Brussels seem to
v,;rify his statement of the prevalence of the lyre among certain tribes
of Africa where the pipe, or pipe and drum,. are auseut.
All this goes to show the difference betweeu theory and fact, and is
complimentary to Mr. Rowbotham iu recognizing it.
Wallascbek wrote 1 after Rowbotham, and assailed strongly his theory
of threefold deveJopmeut of abodginal musical instruments. He denied
the drum to have been the 0arliest or first invented, and asserted that
which is demonstrated in this paper, tbat wind instruments (whistles,
flageolets, and borns) were first invented and antedated drums. He
reversed :S,owbotham's order of simplicity and argued that the lyre or
harp of Africa, formed as it migllt have been from a bent twig or the
two branches of a tree witll a striug ::;tretched taut between the ends,
was not only more primitive and easier and quicker made, but, aR confessed by Rowbotham in his appendix, it was iu fact invented and in
u ..e among t,h e most degraded savages of the country; that it pread
over a large portion of the coutinent of Africa before the pipe or drum,
and that it was iu use among many otber tribes in connection with
pipes, but without drums. He cites tht~ fact that tlie beplierd lJoy
can with ea e and iu a hort t ime, wllile tending bis :flocks, make with
tlie aid ouly of his pocketk.Hife, a willow wbi tle, which is 11ot diffi ult
to be transformed into a flageolet of con iderable mu ical · ale· wbile
all Jrum · o far a lrnow11, among prirnitiv people ·, wheth r pr hi 'toric a ·h wn in hi paper, or modern, a a,moug primitiv or ava op opl
are ma ·biue or in.-trument of con iderable complexity r quirin"' lal> rand h ught with rn11-ch preparation in order top rf · th ru.
The log mu t b hollowe<l au<l. wrought out, and i u uall ·cl,
r 1
1 uora.t mann r (fig .... 33). 'lh
f h h p and hen of the kin, b
1

t
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consideraule thought and time and can never be made impromptu or for
au rmergency.
Wallaschek declares that, both for simplicity and ease of manufacture, the pipe and lyre are in advance of the drum, and that the cuRco·veries in antiquity and investigations in ethnography show them
to have come earliest into use among both prehistoric and primitive
peoples, and adds:
I c_an find nothing but speculative reasons and common consent for the clrum being
regarded as .t he most ancient h1strument.

He continues (p. 87) his investigations among the various tribes and
1rntions of primitive and savage peoples to demonstrate the error of
Rowbotham's proposition and to show that the use of the pipe and
lyre-that is to say, of wind and stringed instruments, without the
drum-is quite as frequent and prevalent as is the contrary.
The authors are aware of the mass of literature on the science and
practice of music, how historians and discoverers of primitive or savage
peoples have reported, in many volumes, the music they Lave heal'<l
a11d the instruments with which it was made.• These have not beeu
followed nor any of their theories adopted. The sociologic or scientific
sides of music among primitive or ancient peoples have been avoide<l.
The authors have contented themselves with a description of prehistoric instruments and of such notes or tones as could be produced by
tl1eir manipulation.
·
It was reserved for the white race to develop in times of antiquity
the tme art of music as it is understood at the present time, but the
<lifiereut nations composing this race have varied much in their notions
as to the solution of tbe problem.
The Egyptians made music which, judging by the representations left
of their musical performances .and instruments, had considerable extent
and variety. The exact nature of it can only be made out byi11geniouti
inferences, and historians are at issue about their significance. lt seems
clear, ho,vever, that they acknowledged tbe octave, and that it was
largely subdivi<led.
The music of the Obaldeans, Babylonians, and Pbenicians may be
assumed to have been of a similar character, the octave being also
traced among them. .Assyrian bas reliefs on monuments dating from
1000 B. 0. represent musical instruments which must have been older,
and possibly many centuries older, tban the monuments on which tbey
~1ppear. Carl Engel 1 shows the interval::: of the huayra-puhara 2 of the
aucient Peruvians. Instruments of this kind. of reed or tone, have
been found iu ancient tombs. One in the British Museum ha a doul>le
row of reed pipes, of which one is open below and the other -lo ed.
The Hebrews attached great importance to their music, but th re
appears no means of getting any definite information a to its tona1it.,·.
1

iusic of Most Ancient r~ations, p. 7; .lbid., pp. 13, 15, ~o. 7,
fig. 325.

z See

1118 ic.
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The music of the Arabs seems to involve extraordinary compli
tions, and has furnished endless occupation for musical historians a
theorists. The most interesting fact in regard to it is that the princip
intervals of our scale, namely, the octave and fifth, were also the m o
important intervals with them. But the resemblance ended here, D
their octave was divided into sixteen, or, according to some author
into seventeen parts, and these not aI'ways eqnal, so that their m usi
must have been very different from anything we are accustomed t o Sanscrit literature contains traces of a musical system in India some
three thousand years old, which is still cultivated there. They ba ve
also the octavo division, which is subdivided theoretically into twen t y two parts. Their practical scale consists of seven degrees, among
which the twenty-two theoretical intervals are unequally <livided. T h e
notes in the usable scale admit of many changes, forming disti nct
modes, and the system generally has many analogies with that of the
Greeks. It is worthy of remark, however, that, judging by the fre t s
on their principal stringed instruments, the subdivision of the octave
by the fifth and fourth is acknowledged.
Another Aryan braiich, the Persian, interests us because, so far a s
the early history of nations can be made out, their music seems to have
been the remote ancestor of our own. The Aryans of Persia, like thos e
of India, had originally a liking for minute intervals of sound, for they
divided the octave into twenty-four parts.
It is through the known migrations of these races westward, and
particularly into Greece, that their connection with our music is gene alogically established. It is believed that, under the name Pelasgiaus,
they settled in Asia Minor and in Greece some two thousand year s
before the Christian era, and their descendants or relatives, Lydians
and Phrygians, afterwards mixed with other colonists, such as the
Dorians, .LEolians, Ionians, and Etruscans, who exercised considerable
influence on their manners and customs.
The early history of Greek music is enveloped in obscurity. The
Greeks had a most elaborate system of meter and rhythm, but it
belonged chiefly to their poetry. The principal way iu which they
applied the idea of time to music was by making the duration of the
sound of unequal lengths correspond to the measure ' in their poetry.
o that in · inging 7 the long syllables should be sung to long note and
the bort syllable to borter notes. Thi wa natural, but th r i,
evidence that the itlea was carri d further, as igns for unequal I n"th
of note exi ·t l in music unaccompanied by poetry thu coming a littl
nearer to our modern notation. The earlie t indication of a r gul, r
y tern f mu ic are fi und in the little that i aid ftbe po t mu icia
lympu , a ela gian by origin. Ile i elieved to have liY l duri·i!!
the tw lfth entnry B. ., and i
t, in r ek , uthor and modern
du tion in
recian mu i
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ascribe it to the younger Olympus five hundred years later. A basrelief in the Albani Villa at Rome shows Pan teaching Olympus to
. play the syrinx. It is represented in Baumann's History of Music. 1
A great change is supposed to have been brought about among the
Pela~gians by the entrance of the foreign colonists before mentioned.
The influence of these people, more heroic and energetic, was to do
away with the delicate estimation of sounds and to bring about arrangements in which the intervals were larger. Hence came into vogue certain musical forms wp_ich took the names of the people to whom they
were due, and three of these, namely, the Dorian, Phrygian, and Lydian,
took at a later date a perma·n ent place in the Greek system, and gave
corresponding varieties of character to the music, the influence of which
bas been perpetuated to our own day.
About a century after Terpander came Pythagoras, whose genius as
a philosopher enabled him not only to effect great improvements in the
capabilities of music, but to establish for the art a definite and scientific basis intelligible for all time. He was, indeed, the founder of
theoretical music, for it waR be who first traced the laws which govern
the relations of sounds to each other, and by this means brought music
within the domain of natural philosophy. He established the principle
that intervals could be appreciated intellectually by the aid of numbers
instead of tts formerly, by the ear alone. "Sense," be said," is an uncertain guide; numbers can not fail." Pythagoras effected this by means
of the stretched strings us.ed for the lyre. He had acuteness enough
to perceive the fundamental fact that the length of the string might be
made to supply an exact definition of the pitch of the note it sounded.
Hence he was enabled to attach to each sound a certain numerical
value, and thus to compare it with other sounds and to establish positive and definite relations between them. The instrument which Pythagoras used in these investigations was called a canon, and appears to
have been similar to our monocbord.
The_importa,nce of this step, connecting for the first time music and
mathematics, can hardly be overrated, and as the method I ythagoras
introduced has become verified and e fablished in use by all subsequent
experience and investigation, he is fairly entitled to be called the
'' father of musical science." Out of his investigations the Diatonic
scale grew into being. Euclid (B. 0. 300), about two hundred and fifty
years after Pythagoras, describes the formula and gives the proportionate length of string corresponding to the various notes of the scale, a
mode of determination quite conclusive.
Other elements have been added but the Diatonic scale has remained
essentially unchanged. As the s~ries of notes was when Enclid described it, so it is now, and as it formed the basis of Greek m 1ocli
two thousand years ago, so it forms the basis of the music of th pre.·ent day.
______
1

Volume I, fig. 87, p. 126.
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Lartet and Christy found prehistoric whistles in the cavern of La1...--.. gerie Basse, in the Dordogne District, France. They also found whi tles of the same kind in the cavern of Aurignac. It was supposed th.a
both these caverns belonged to tlle Paleolithic period, and, therefore.,
they afforded corroborating evidence of the use of these instrnmen ts in.
that period. Later investigations rendered this certain with regard to
Laugerie Basse, but made it uncertain with regard to Aurignac. When
the first whistle was found, in 1860, in Auriguac it was reserved by these
gentlemen for this confirmation, but afterwards, wheu, as they say,
there had been many discoveries of this kind of instrument, notably
those from the Laugerie Basse, so that specimens
are not now rare in museums aud collections, they
felt themselves justified in assuming the existence
and use of this instrument in Paleolithic times. Fig.
166 represents the whistle from Laugerie Basse,
taken from Lartet and Christy's ''Reliquire Aq uitanicre," and is plate V, fig. 21. It is described as
the first digital pha]ange of the hind foot of a reindeer. A bole bas been bored in its lower surface
near the expanded upper articulation. On application of the lips to tlle hollow of this articulation;
Fig. 166.
and blowing obliquely into the hole, they got a sharp
no:NE wmsTLE, PHAsound analogous to that pr~uced by a cat call or a
key used as a whistle.
JC PERIOD.
Marquis de Nadaillac 1 figures a whistle of deer
Cavern of Lltugerie
born or reindeer phala11ge from the collection Ma Basse, France.
sen at (Bri ves, France) similar to that shown in fig. lGG
_ :tlural size.
and states that others have been found in the cavern
of Les Eyzies, Schussenried, and Ohaffaud. He c011tinues that th<'Y
have been found iu tbe Belgian cavern~, in the peat beds of Scanin,
southern Sweden, in the island of Palmaria, and at otller poiut . Ile
says that there have been found in tlrn Grotto of Ootte , tbe radii
(canon) of the reindeer and auroch treated ju the same manner nod
which might have been de tined for the same purpo <-'. H tell: of
Longperier mention of a human bone pierced with boles at rc o-ul.1.
interval , erving, by a trnnge irony of death, a a :flute with whi ·h t
barm the 1iving · al o of Judge I>i-ette, who in one of hi ' 11um rou
excavati n di c v red a flut made of two bird bou s whi h joiue 1.
would mak modulated tone . Similar l, n , w re fouud in tb · 11e ·
o b b rtier. B yond the e he know f nou . Th ,d1i tie ·
ti n a
bnt Ji
b thiI k ma,y hav been u ed in war or in h

~::~ r~:.E~:1:::

I nuID ut d s Peupl<'s l'r hi.toriqn . 1>p. 92, 93, ' o. 3 ·
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no opinion as to the probable use of the flutes. The cbief value of bis
report is in :finding the instruments. This done, with their respective
strata and associatious, they speak for themselves, and the inspector or
examiner is as well qualified to determine their function as is their
:finder. His qualification is to be determined by bis experience with
other or similar finds, and his ability .to compare them with other
instruments. It is to be remarked that, while the :first series mentioned
above by Marquis <le N adaillac are from caverns mostly or possibly
Paleolithic, the remainder are probably NeoWhic, though this would
require closer examination and greater knowledge of the locality and
strata of their origin than is now possessed by the author.
Furfooz is one of a number of prehistori_c stations, many of which
are Paleolithic, near Namur and Dinant, on the head waters of the
River Meuse. They are justly celebrated by the exmwations made
therein by M. E. Dupont, the finds from which form a large proportion
of the interesting display in tbe National Museum at Brussels. The
greater number of these stations were caverns or shelters used by Paleolithic man.
The superimposed strata in these caverns
indicate with great certainty and satisfaction
the chronological as well as the cu-ltural sequence of their occupation by man. In one
of these caverns, and in a stratum believed to
have been formed during the occupation by
Fig. 167•
Paleolithic man, was found the celebrated TERRA-COTTA WHIS'L'LE, BIRD·
pottery vase, in fragments, which has been
sHAPEn. BRoNzE AGE.
restored and is displared in the Brussels Mus- Near cavern of Furfooz, sout.hern
J
Belgium.
emn, and which has :figured so extensfrely
in the determination by prehistoric anthropologists that, while man did
not make or use pottery during the Paleolithic period in France, he
did in Belgium. In this station at Furfooz has been found, in wha.t
stratum I am not able to say, nor even do I know positively in which cavern, but quoted from the Annals of the Societe.ArchmologiqueofNamurt
as having been found "dans lcs bci'ins voisins de la fo r teresse," a whistle
of white clay, (en terre blanche) (fig. 167), in the form of a bird, the
mouthpiece of which was in the tail and the venthole in the belly, a
seen in the :figure. .Another whistle, said to have been found in the
phosphate beds at Mesvin near Mons, Belgium, and claimed to have
been paleolithic, is in the possession of M. Leon Somzee of Brus els.
The question will immediately ari e whether the e were really mu ·i al
instruments. It ha been uggested that they were for call or ignal
and may have been used, as the boat waiu does bis whistle, to direct
the movements of men at a distance. This would not be mu i ·, and if
they were alway thu u ed they would not be mu ical in trument ;
but if, on the ther hand, they were u ed to give a rhythmical ad nc
1

Volume XIX, 1892, p. 360.
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to a dance or song, or for any similar purpose, they would be musica
instruments. Any attempt to decide to which use these objects wer
put and so decide whether they were or were not musical instrument
would-be mere speculation. That they might have beeri used as such
and that hundreds of other similar instruments have been found which
were used as musical instruments, justifies this classification and their
ins-ertion in this paper.
The Grotto or Cavern of Gourdan, in Haute Garonue, France, was
explored by Judge E. Piette. The work of exploration lasted for three
years (1871-1874), and was conducted by a Frenchman whom I met
there who served as cook at DelmoniGo's for four years (1861-1864) , and
who, having thus made his fortune, returned to Gourdan and established himself as innkeeper. He did the work of excavation under
pay from Judge Piette, and it occupied h1m for three years. This was
another of the caverns in which the superimposed strata evidenced the
chronological and cultural sequence between the Paleolithic and N eolithic occupations. In a stratum of the later period, amid much cbarcoal and cinders, he found a bone flute or pipe pierced with holes and
capable of producing three notes.
.
A memoir appeared in the report of the Societe ..A.cadeinique des
Sciences, etc., of St. Quentin, France, for the year 1873-74, XII, 3d ser.,
p. 339, written M. Textor de Ravisi, wherein he argued as to the existence of musical instruments in the age of stone, and, maintaining the
affirmative, he cites the invention of M. Baudre, who had made what
he called a "Clavier de silex," that is to say, a sort of piano or xenophone, composed of twenty-eight stones, twenty-six of flint and two of
schist. They were arranged according to note and sound, whether
made so by size or shape is immaterial, and were struck with a pebble,
producing the melody. The inventor chose natural pieces of flint, and
did not chip them to size or form. He insisted that the natural piece
produced infinitely better tones than those which were chipped. While
this instrument was entirely possible in Paleolithic times, yet there i
nothiug to show that it was ever in vented or used. Indeed, there i~
nothing- in all the <lisc.:overies that have ever been made to how that
Paleolithic man ba<l auy system of mu ic applicable to thi iu trum eot
or tha be would have recognized it or the mu ic if either bad b en
pre ent cl before him. There i an in trumeut 'imilar to tbi in the
.Mu eum of cienc and .A.rt at Dublin, but the tone~ are all of ·bi
and none f flint. Tbe,'e ar no evi lence of prehi toric mu ical in trnm nt au are 011ly ing niou modern inv •ntion by wbi •h ur pr
·al ' f mu i · ar brought in.t o u .
NE LITIIIC

N

BR NZE A E

tr ti n of a ip from a. pr hi tori Q'TI l"
ar
iti r , and f whi h a a , t wa · · r1

Hi ·toir

en ral d la. .Musiqu ' .
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nished him by M. Lartet. It was rudely constructed from a stag
horn, was blown at the end like a :flageolet, and had three finger holes
equidistant.
SCANDINAVIA.

Luhrs.-The most elaborate, as well as the most b·eautiful instruments of music belonging to prehistoric times, were the bronze and gold
trumpets or horns of Scan.
dinavia. Theyareuottoys,
but are of large size, quite
as large as any horns of
modern times, being sometimes 5 and even up to 8
feet in length, with bell
mouths 6, 8, and 10 inches
in diameter. No particular
sty1e was adopted, though
a 11 specimens agree in
the requisites of the horn
or trumpet. Some are
straight and some curved,
after the fashion of t h e
modern horn; o t h e r s ,
again, are curved at one,
and still others at both
ends. The majority ~f
these instruments are of
bronze, cast in short sections with joints or shoulders, which, being fitted,
are riveted together. The
straighter on es a r e in
longer sections and, consequently, with fewer shoulders, while those more
curved have proportionately shorter sections and
more shoulders. The vaFig. 168.
BRO,\'ZE HORN, MOLDED.
riations of form and conseL ength, 8 feet.
quent change in manufacMaltbeck, D nmark.
ture will be apparent on
One of twenty-three in Copenhagen Mus um.
inspection of the figure ..
These horns are called lubr by the Dane . They are fr m outbem
Sweden and Denmark a far south as Sle wi ·k, but not fa,rther. They
are found mostly in peat bogs. Whether thi wa an int nti nal depo it
and for the purpose of th ir pre ervation bas nev r been determined.
Fig. 168 represents one of these large horns curved at uoth ends, in

•
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the shape of the letter s, found at Maltbeck. It is nearly 8 feet i
length, measuring the convex sides. It had been cast in sections, w hie
have been fitted and riveted. It bas a disk upon the larger end (similar to fig. 187 from Ireland), the decoration on which is a represeJltation..
of the daisy flower. The small end was provided with its mouthpieee, which jg rather uncommon, and, as will be seen shortly7 it was
capable of being played upon. The details of this instrument, mouthpiece, disk at bell mouth, chain, ring, and strap, are shown in accompanying figs. lGD ci, b, c, d. This spe(:imcu is reported in the guidebooks
of the Museum of .Antiquities at
Copenhagen as belonging to tbA
fourth hall or room containing
objects of the Bronze age, as No.
74, with the following label:
Twenty-three (23). trumpets of war
(luhrs) composed of sundry pieces of
bronze molded separately; found in the
peat bogs, ordinarily in pairs.

This instrument bas attracted
the attention, both of the archreological and musical world, and
sundry reproductioni:; of it have
been made-one is in the British
a.
museum, one in the Museum of
Natural History, New York city,
and one in the Musee Instrumental of the Royal Conservatory at Brussels (see No. 1156 of
its catalogue), the latter giving
the scale, from E-flat in the ba
clef to E-fl.at on tbe upper space
in the treble clef.
b
d
Fig. 169.
.A notice of a concert by the
l>ETAIL'.3 OF FIG. 168.
instruments in the Copenhagen
(a) mouthpiece; (b) disk at bell mouth ; (c) chain
for susp miion; (d) strap and s wivel for chain.
Museum was publi bed in the
Washington Evening Star February G, 1S96, from tlie San Franci co ObronicJe, which is here in erted :

a._

An enormou rowd fills th museum and neighboring square at Copenhag n e,·eQ·
rnidsnmm r clay to listc•n to a unique concert. A number of ancient, andina,i, 0
horns more tban three thon ancl · ears olcl called luren, ' arr k pt in the mn eum.
f thi oll tion fourteen are in good ondition. They have an elegant h3.pe an
the flat metal plate at tb mouthpiece how g ocl technical p rfection and a <le, 1·
peel ta t for art. Th y ar in differ nt pi c-e fitted tocr ther. They ar of'" rf
thin m ta] and gen rally 7 fc·<'t loner. A fow y ar an-o it wa found ont bf Ir.
IIammNic·h that h y c·onlcl still be hlown or pl. yed upon. Tbrir t ne r 1111JI
tho . of tlw tPnor horn, ancl th y ha, e a ·o ft but pow rfnl ouud.
om ar tnu
iu and 1: .·liarp and other in , E, or ·, au<l tho ·e tou form au a cord, but JI
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11
scala." On the balcony in the court of the palace in which is kept the Northern
Museum tvrn members of the" capella" blow tunes on two of these primeval horns
to tho <lelight of the inhabitants.

Professor Starr says of one of these concerts:
We had the good fortune to be present. The court of the museum was :filled with
bearers. Wonderful, is it not, that horns two thousand years old, buried for long
centuries in peat bogs, should, after this long silence, still be capable of giving out
clear, ringing, even sweet, tone~. 1

The age of bronze is supposed to have begun in Scandinavia about
1500 B. C. It has been divided, for convenience of description, into ·
the first and second periods, corresponding in some degree with the
same ages in continental Europe, especially France, to which M. de
l\Iortillet has given the names (1) Morgien and (2) Halstattien. These
subdivisions have been made .Principally from the inspection of the
objects themselves, their development, and their associations. It is
believed by those who have studied the subject with the greatest
attention and the most in detail that wltencesoever the bronze may
have come and howsoever the knowledge to work it came, that most or
the objects found in Scandinavia were made in the country; consequently, are of a culture and art indigenous thereto, and that this
applies to both periods. Nearly all bronze object~ were made by casting. It is not until near the close of the age of bronze that evidences
of hammering as a method of manufacture have been found. Hammering and drilling were employed after the object bad been cast, and for
the purpose of putti11g it together. Many molds in which objects were
cast have been found throughout the country, but, so far as known
to the author, none which were used for casting these trumpets or
horns. A. moment's consideration will make apparent the difficulty
in casting. Their length, the size of the piece, the thinness of wall,
the extent of core, together with the exactness required to make the
sonorous quality, not only so that they shall sound, but that they shall
make a note within a given scale-a consideration of these difficulties,
and the ability displayed by their makers in overcoming them, should
increase largely our apprecia,tion of the capacity of the workmen . One
of the most beautiful Rpecimens of bronze vases of elegant form and
.choice decoration was found in the Island of Fmrnu with the core of
clay still in it, thus enabling its discoverers to determine with certainty the method of its manufacture. The casting had failed in part
and was never completed. The many other similar vase which were
successfully made is proof of the capability of the workman. No evidences of the art of oldering durin g the bronze age have been found
in Scandinavia. Not only have no soldered pecimens been found,
bnt many objects were repaired without solder. Two methods were
employed, riveting, or by the apparently more difficultproces , de cribed
elsewhere, of pouring molten metal on the junction of the broken piec ~
1

NA'l' M

Popular , 'cience Moutbly, LX VII, p. 22, May, 1895.
::;
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until they themselves have become melted and the new and old were
fused and formed a solid mass.
Thus much for the Bronze age; but this does not account for all the
prehistoric objects in bronze belonging to that country. The prehistoric ages of iron have been divided into three epochs, covering a period
from some time anterior to the Christian era until about 1000 A. D.,
when the historic period as represented in the known languages of
Europe began. The languages used in Scandinavia prior to this time
were Runic. They were protobistoric but afterwards passed out of
use. The term" iron age," while it denotes the use of iron, was principally applied to its use for cutting implements. Bronze did not cease
to be used for many purposes, and among the rest, for the luhrs or
trumpets or horns. Therefore many of these instrum~nts of bronze
have been found which belonged to the prehistoric ages of iron. The
question of chronology can only be determined by critical examinations of almost infinitesimal details in the manufacture, form, kind,
and use of implements, and of the objects associated with them, and
even then errors are not infrequent. This should be borne in mind in
criticising the assignment of any given instrument to a certain age or
period.
In the last age of iron, when the runes had passed their :final stage
of improvement and are capable of being read, we gain much information therefrom concerning the life history 9f the people, and :find they
made war, indulged in the chase, and played games, as other people
did then and have ever done. A. social custom which prevailed among
the Scandinavians, peculiar to them and to the Celts, and possibly
other peoples, was that of minstrelsy, whereby the instruments of
music were brought into use. Mr. Montelius 1 says:
Of musical instruments, we read of the lyre, the horn, the pipe, the fiddle, and
above all the harp, one of the oldest and most prized. Snorri relates of Olaf Skotkonung, that when the meats were set upon the king's table 1 the players stepped
forth with "harps, fiddles, and other instruments." To the tones of the harp the
skalds generally sang their songs. Skalds often visited at the court of the Swedi h
kings; sometimes they came from Iceland.

Of these, the horn only seems to have been prehistoric, and it alone
has received attention in this paper.
In 1 01 eight of these large curved bronze horns were found in a
peat bog or turf bed, Brudev lte, in a :field near Liunge in the neighborhood of Fredericksborg. 'Ihe e were intact and complete, mouthpiece ancl all, are in the museum at Copenhagen, and have late] been
playe l upon, a previou ly related. The longest wa 6 fe t and , ome
inche , bile th large t di k on the b II mouth wa 11 inche iu
die met r.
ragm nt f bronze horn had before b n found througbout tha
1
Ln., 'n dr Pr hi torir1tw, p. 115; ancl 'ivilization of , ·w dou in Prchi toric Tim ~
p.177.
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country and gave rise to much speculation as to their possible origin
and use. The discovery of these complete horns identified the objects
and solved the doubts.
A.notlrnr bronze horn in the museum of Copenhagen, 5 feet in le:n.gth,
was discovered in a peat bog at Wedellsborg, Island of Funen, in the
year 1809. It had a chain attached.

Fig. 170.
BRONZE HORN.

SECOND AGE OF BRONZE.

Length, 3 feet 4 inches.
In Archreologic Museum of Lund, Scania, Sweden.

Fragments of a bronze horn have been found in a bog near Lummelov, Islaud of Falster. There are now twenty -three bronze horns iu
the museum in Copenhagen.
Fig. 170 represents a war ( ~) trumpet of bronze, ca ·t in section ,
fitted aud riveted as before described. It is said to belong to the econd age of bronz_e. ·It was found 8 feet beneath the surface in a P at
bog near the city of Lund, Scania, Sweden, and is in the Arch,· lo~ical Museum of the university of that city (No. 4372). Its I_e~ gth _i.
40 inches. It was in perfect order and is yet capable of giving 1 t
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proper sound. The :figure is taken from Antiquities Suedoises 1 by
Montelius.
Fig. 171 represents a horn belonging to the Iron age (prehistoric),
found in a peat bog in Sodermanland, Sweden. The middle portion is
an ox horn of which only enough remains to show what material it was.
The mountings are elaborate and are attached
at either end in such
way as to lengthen the
horn and increase its
power as a musical in strument. The two
mountings are attached
by a bronze chain with
long links, which has
served for suspension or
carrying. It is taken
from Montelius. 2 The
small ends of many of
these horns were destroyed when found, and
so it is undeterminable
whether they were used
for music or for drinking.
Horns similar iu all appearance to these were
in tlmt country and in
that epoch used for hoth
purposes.
Fi 6 . 172 represents a
horn, probably of the
Iron age, with bronze
0
mountings. It may have
served for music or for
drinking. It wa. ar·
ranged with a Io n g
linke<l chain. It, with
two others, was found in
a burial tumulu at ojvid in Gotlaud in ,
about .fiva0 hundred bronze bead , two po t r Ya ·
The pecim n ar ~ in th
ational
~

11z
1

war rumpet taken from "\Vor:aa·.

Vol nm I }>. 33, fig. 17 .
~ n •i •n , ·w •cli . Ji 'ivilization, p. 107 fi~. 11.:i.
a L. 'ol n1 ·a i n d · la l: n: ai · t J.e ord candinav p. 72.

i.
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without description as to size, time, or place of finding, or present
deposit. It is given bPcause of a different form from any heretofore
shown.
Gold horns.-The chefs-d'muvre of prehistoric horns were the magnificent ones found, respectively, in 1639 and 1734-, in the little village of'
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:Fig. 172.

OX HORN WITH BRONZE lllOUNTINGS, FOR ElTHER i\1USIC OR DRINKING.

Gotland, Sweden.
J\'lontelius, Antiquites Suedoises, II, p. J 14, fig. 381a.

J.i

natural size.

Gallehuus, on the western coast and in the Duchy of Sleswick, near
tl1e boundary between Denmark and Germany. These instruments
are, or were, so beautiful and valuable aud their history so well
.
'
auth ent1cated,
as to j ustify their description.
On July 20, 1639, a
young girl of poor family
named Kristine Svendatter (daughter of Svenon) left her house to go
to the little village of
Tonder. Walkin g in her
bare feet, she stubbed her
Fig. 173.
toe against w bat she
BRONZE HORN FROi\1 SCANDINAVIA.
Worsare.
thought to be a root.
She struck it a blow with
her staff, gave an imprecation upon it, and passed on. Some day, afterwards fate or luck cau ed ber to 11ass the same way, aud be trnck h r
toe against the same object, which excited her indignation i~ not h~r
wrath and she determilied to cut down or dig up tbe root wlnch lay m
tbe p~th of travelers and which on these two occasions had rverl h r
Ruch a trick. She dug it out and found it to be thi horn (fig.174) . Oe_rtain neighbors gave her tlieir opi11io11 that it was a huntsman's old tm
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· horn and not worth carrying home; but she decided to the contrary an
carried it with her, with no idea of what it really was . .Arrived at home
she washed it and concluded it to be of tin or copper, still of no valueThere were certain rings upon it which she gave the children to play
with. .After some clays she went to the market town and took with
her 011e of these rings to be examined, when it was discovered that.
the ring was not only gold, but unusually fine gold. The King of
Denmark, Uhristian IV, was then
at Gluckstadt with his son, Prince
~ Christian. The golden horn was
s
§
brought to him, he made recom~ pense to the girl, and presented
g the horn to his son, the prince.
~ ~
He had at first the idea to have the
~ ~ piece melted and made into a new0
~
~ ~ fashioned cup, but better counsels
<!l ~
prevailed, and a goldsmith was
A
l.il ....
employed to clean and put it in
~ ,g
A
.£ ~ good shape, which he did. It had
..;, w . neither cork nor mouthpiece, so no
~b.r: -ti~ A~ one was able to say whether it bad
~
g
been used as a music or a drinking
~
A w
horn. The gold worker settled the
l.il "d
A A
cl g question for the moment by pre::;J ~
paring a cork with gold trimmings,
~ :;;- and the horn was ever afterwards
µ: oo
~ -~ used as a drinking cup on state oc§ i- casions. Its capacity was 5 pints.
0
-5
About one hundred years there.::!
~
after, April 21, 1734, a poor pea .ti a11t named Lassen, or Laritzen, of
bo
§
the same village of Gallehuus, wa
H
digging for clay in the field about
25 paces from bis cabin, when bi
lJi ·k truck an object which shou
with great splendor. On digcrin<r
it out it wa found to b the gold
born indicated (fig. 175). A.Imo t
a hundred years bad pa cl in Kri tine Sven datter had tubbed her
to a ain t t]rn fir tone and, naturally, there wa difficulty in ic1enti(riwr h exact pot, ut ac ordio to tradition, the ec011d wa. found :3!
pa . t tlrn uthw t of the fir t. The J1orn was ·ar d for by a <roltl·
mi h in Ton er d t rmin cl to b fin gold, and th n })laced in th I ·
i n f ouut
t Dideri k cha k proprietor of the d maw. 1

j

;:l

;:i
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was transmitted to King Christian VI, who gave to the peasant 200
rigs<lalers.
Description of the horn found in 1639 (fig. 174): Its length was 34
inches; at the bell mouth its circumference was 12½ inches, and the
diameter 4¼ inches; at the small end, which, however, had no mouthpiece, its circumference was 4½ inches, and its diameter 1½ inches. Its
weight was 6 pounds 6½ ounces. Its manufacture was complicated,
somewhat difficult to describe in defail~ and, perhaps, unimportant from
the view point of a musical instrument. It was made of thick sheet
gold; whether hammered or cast does not appear. It was double
throughout, one sheet formjng the interior, which was solid, smooth, and
polished; whether made in a single sheet or by a succession of sheets
soldered together is not now known. The interior sheet of gold was
less pure than the exterior. '11he exterior plate was made in bands or
sections, as shown by fig. 176, thirteen regular ones and a small one at
the bell mouth. These bands graduated in size and length from the
large to the small end of the horn. The six smallest bands were

Fig.175.
GOLDEN JTORN, FRA.GMENT.

Weight, 7 pounds 5½ ouncee. Found 1734 at Gallehnus, Denmark.

soldered to the interior sheet so as to form a solid piece. The- other
seven bands were different. While the bands at the smaller end
may have been made separate a,nd afterwards soldered together, the
junction being covered by tbe solid ring, as shown in the figure, it is
certain that the se-ven larger bands were made separate, for they were
not soldered together, but inserted one into the other continuously
after the fas1Jion of a stovepipe, the junction being crimped so as to
prevent their separation, yet permitting them to be rotated one
upon the other. These junctions were then covered by, eparate gold
rings as shown in the :figure each ring fitting to its particular place.
Thes~ seven larger bands ;ere covered with figures, some of which
were cast and soldered on, while' others were made by punch mark
(pointille). The character and different kinds of these de ign are ~ot
to be described, yet will be apparent on inspection of :fig. 176, • bowrng
details.
Description of horn found in 1734 (:fi.g.175): This horn wa brok n
and probably half of it (that of the smaller end) wa.' n t fonncl. It
was heavier and larger than the first one (fig. 174). t wa mad in
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the same general method with a smooth interior surface and exterior
bands, all of which were soldered together. There were only five exterior bands in the fragment. The weight ·was, nevertheless, 7 pound
5½ ounces-15 ounces more than the first one, although that was com plete. Tbe ornaments
(fig. 177) were, like
that of tlrn first, some
cast and soldered on,
while others were made
dJ, ~ 0 i.+- ,& ~~~· ,
.,;~ GJ
with punch markspointille.
The designs upon the
two lwrns, respectively, are from their form,
manner of making, and
mechanical work generally, evidence that
they both belonged
practically to the same
epoch. Theornaments
(fig.177) upon the horn
(fig. 175) (1734) were
artistically inferior to
the other. There have
bee·u, of course, many
attempts on the part
of antiquarians to decipher or translate
these figures and discover the date of the
making of the horu .
These efforts have resulted in many theories, with 11one ofwbicb
we are particularly interested. They were
suppo ed to be calendars of antiqui r, to
FIG. 176.
repre ent the ign of
DETAILS OF FIR T GOLDEN IIOHN (fig. 174): SEVEN BANDS MOLDED
the
zodiac, to
A D CRIMPED, WITH
OME OR:-AMENT MOLDED AND SOLDERED
O~, OTHERS PC'N IIED.
of th heaven
deal with a tronom t

.i~~11,j~~.i~

.fj ~ ~l&t~t1~~_;ij
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Muller 1 and (2) Kanut Henneberg. 2 The first gentleman concludes that
both horns were the work of one and the same people, that none of tlrn
figures bad any relation to Scandinavian mythology, but have a greater
relationship with the Mongols, perhaps had been brought from Siberia,

Fig. 77.
DETAILS OF SECOND GOLDEN HORN, FIVE BANDS (fig. 175).
1 "Antiquarisk
ndersii;lse over de ved Gallehuus fnndne Gnld-liorn (nn aI't'ltH' ologic examination of the gold horns found near Gallelrnus). Copi· nb ngeo, 1< OH
qnarto, with d esig ns of the two horns e11graved by G. L. Lahcle."
2 " Hvad er Ecldaf e11er Raisonneret krit.isk Undersiigelse over de tvend v~cl
_allchuus fundn c Guld-born. (What is this bnt th e Edda; or a critical x:m 111 atw n
2
· ·
and argument as to' the two hor11s <l1smtenetl
uear r•
uallebuus · ) Aa.borg ' 1 1 '

quarto, with designs engraved by J. Flint."
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aud had probably served as ornaments in the temple of Jomale in
mah, a suggestion derived from certain Sagas of Herrand and de B
He interprets the Runic inscription as Celt-Iberian, and perh
Druidic.
The second gentleman attributes these golden horns to a differ
origin. He thinks he recognizes the gold of which they are made
from Hungary, Transylvania, or perhaps the Crimea. The :figures up
them suggest to him the usage of the Vandals who combined the -w-o ship of Odin, Thor, and Friga, with that of their national gods. I t agreed by both these gentlemen that the figures denote a barbaro
epoch so far in the past that, if they have any meaning at all, it is :no
inexplicable beyond theory or suggestion.
The last found horn (that of 1734), fig. 175, had a Runic inscriptio::n_
in the narrow band at its bell month. This inscription has been read7
reread, and guessed at, until it has received every kind of rendition..
The results of the principal attempts in this direction have been given
in extenso by Mr. C. C. Rafn. 1
W. F. Kopf, -1821, writes: "I am (both) a horn of the chase (huntsman's horn) and a drinking cup (dedicated) to the orgie (ceremony) of
Holte."
.According to Gisle Brynjulfsson, 1823: '' I, Hlevus, have made these
two horns," or "Thorfin and Leif have made both these horns."
Fin Magnusen, 1834, says: "I bring to the sacrifice the envelope of
the horn of Tovid."
N. M. Petersen, 1837, gives: '' I, Hl~vo, have made the envelope of
this horn."
According to Jacob H. Bredsdorff,1838: "I, Hleva, have made these
·horns for my gue~ts, the inhabitants of the forest (the Holsteinois)."
Jacob Grimm, 1848, writes: "Holsatis, intimis hospitibus pocula
dedi."
K. Mullenhoff, 1852, says: " I have made these horns for the Holzingen, or guardians of the forest."
C. C. Rafn himself makes the following literal rendition:
ECHLEV OG OSTIR HULTinGOR
HURNO TVO VIgI U

which he translates into Danish as follows:
Echlev ak Astir (Eyleife ok .Astyr) Hyltingar tva (tvo) igpu, which
iu English i.· "The Hol teinois, Echlev and
tyr, hav iuitiat I (or
consecrated) the e two horn ." According to hi examination f bi tory a et forth in certain of the agas, Mr. afn con Jud tba Ecrl
or i yleif wa a chief of the outhern ane in Ilol tein about the :ti h
century.
B h gold n horn were depo ite in the oyal abinet f uri u
0 dect .
thief, by the aid of fal e key , br ke into the abin t ~ f •
1

Atla

1 60.
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1802, and stole both horns.· To avoid detection, he melted them into
bars, and, being a goldsmith, he fabricated therewith chains, collars,
buckles, and other jewelry. This further excited his avarice, and be
began the falsification or adulteration of the gold in his manufactured
objects, which led to his detection and final conviction.
The foregoing descriptions were from measurements, drawings, and
casts made while the horns were in existence.
4,

IRELAND.

Bronze horns.-The ancient musical instruments of Ireland, so far
brought to the notice of arch::eologists, are the horri. or trumpet, the
harp, and the bagpipe. The two latter are more modern and are probably not prehistoric. The Museum of Science and Art at Dublin possesses several ancient harps, attractive on account of their"historic and
national interest, but they are not for us. The ·o nly prehistoric objects
found suspected of belonging to this class are the bone hairpins ( 1)
from the Strokestown Crannoge.
Fig. 178 shows a metacarpal bone of a deer. It is 8 inches long, is
hollowed artificially throughout and perforated with nine holes, each of
which is surrounded by a circular incised line, the upper hole with two
: : @,7~~@r.~~:. ~~~-- ~~~_!
Fig. 178.
BONE F LAGEOLET ( 1), FRAGMENT, MET.ACARPEL OF DEER.

Museum of Science and Art, Dublin.

lines. It is otherwise decorated with clots and lines. Sir Wilham R.
Wilde 1 was doubtful about this being a musical instrument. He says:
If it was the top member of a lute or a small rnde harp, the holes might have been
used for holding the pins to which the strings were fastened.

It is here :figured as possibly-a musical instrument.
M. Paul du Chaillu wrote his interesting work," The Viking Age," 2 to

demonstrate the proposition that the early settlers of Britain and the
British Isles were Vikings rather than Anglo-Saxons. He based his
theory upon the similarity of the many objects found, respectively, in
Britain and Denmark. While his theory lias not been accepted generally, yet it must be confessed that the similarity be points out was
remarkable. Not the least is it so with regard to the trumpets or horn,
(luhrs ). A fact in this similarity opposed to Du Chaillu' theory is that
the greater, almost the entire, number of these trumpets are found in
Ireland, while they are extremely rare in England. Sir John Evan 1
records that as early as 1713 Mr. F. Nevill described 4 eight bronze
trumpets found at Dunganon, County Tyrone, Ireland.
1

Catalogue of Antiq uities of the Royal Irish Academy, p. 344., ft.,, 22:">·
Two volumes, pp. xix, 591, ancl viii, 562; fig. 1364.
3
Ancient Bronze Implements of Great Britain and Ireland, p. 358.
4
Phil. Trans., XXVIII, p. 270.
2
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Sir W. R. Wilde 1 reports that the earliest historic notice of the
covery of these instruments was by Sir Thomas Molyneaux in
''Discourse Concerning the Danish Mounds, Forts, and Towers of
land," 1725. This author bases his opinion upon the work of O ·
Wormius's treatise of the antiquities of Denmark (1655), in which eve
thing of high antiquity found in Ireland was accredited to the Da
This was carried to such excess as to include many things exclusi~
Irish, and of which nothing like them were ever found in Denm a
These authors were followed in some degree by Du Chaillu.
In 1750 thirteen or fourteen of these curved bronze horns were d - :---.. covered near Cork. TlirPe of tbern were figured by Charles Smith in h - ,_
"History of the County of Cork," and are believed to be the same sol
to Bishop ~ocock and figured by the Society of Antiquaries in "Vest u t
Monumenta," and afterwards copied in the "Historical Memoirs of the
Irish Bards," 1786.
Three trumpets and a fragment of straight tube were discovered in
the County of Limerick in 1787, and figured in Volume II of its Transactions. In 1794 four bronze trumpets were found in a bog on the borders of Loch Nashade, near Armagh. In 1809 two joints of a large
and perfect curved bronze trumpet were found in a peat bog at Ardbrin,
County Down. In 1833 Dr. Petrie 2 described and :figured a cast bronze
horn, oue of se,veral found at Dowris and then in possession of the
Dean of St. Patrick, one of which is here represented as fig. 181. In
1835 several trumpets were discovered in a bog near Killarney. The
largest measured 15 inches and the smallest 102 inches from point to
point. They were distributed among various antiquarians in Cork. In
1847 three trumpets were discovered near Ologhoughter Castle, County
Cavan. In 1840 four trumpets were discovered in the bog of Drumbest, County Antrim.
The Royal Irish .A.cademy, recently consolidated. with the Kensington Museum under the denomination of the Museum of Science and
Art, Dubliu, pos esses sixteen specimens of these bronze trumpet ,.
Sir W.R. Wilde 3 divides them into two classes-(1) those of which tile
small end i, stopped and the mouth bole is in the side, flute fashion.
and (2) those with the small end open all(} the mouthpiece in erte I
trumpet or horn fa ·hioJJ . On none of the specimens was any mouthpiece found, but the appearance wben found aud ubsequent examiu. tion ati fies tl10 student of its e i tence and u" e. Of tho e blo ·
from the end , ome were ca t aud ome hammerecl aud riveted. Tbo
clo e<l. at the end and witl1 mouth l10Je on tlJe ide were all ca t. Fr •
b e differences he make ' :fiv varietie of prehi toric bronze trumpe
in Ireland.
The ca t, pecimen · were in one pi ce, having been mold d ·om·
1
'atalogn of .Antic1niti<' of th, 1 o_ya,l Jri ·h Academy I, Jl, H23.
~Dublin P nny Journal II.
a atalogue of Antiquities of the Hoyal Iri h Acad my, I, pp. 626,.6:?7.
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plete in a single operation, the work of cleaning, drilling, and decorating having, as in modern times, been done subsequently.
The other specimens were of thin sheet bronze, originally cast, for
l>ronzecan bernadeonlybycasti11g. Hqwthin the bronze originally was
when cast we have no knowledge, but whatever its thickuess it must
l1n,ve been hammered, probably many times, being aunealed each time
to prepare it. Reduced to the proper thickness by whatever process,
it was bent by hammering, probably repousse, into the proper fo_rm,
usually,ifnot always,in two pieces. The edges, being brought together,
are fastened by any of the various methods of riveting. Fig. 190 is a
representation of the details of the operation of riveting as employed
in fig. 189. Sometimes the strips of thin bronze were laid on the outside as well as inside and the rivets put through three instead of two
thicknesses. This was the case with fig. 187. While these workmen
must have bad knowledge of the art of soldering (shown in their gold
work by the attachment of collars, rings, etc.), yet none of these instruments are reported as having been thus made.
Several of these instruments had been broken in ancient times and
mended by the prehistoric workman. The methods of doing this show
tllat in prehistoric times, as well as early Christian times, the metal workers of Irelancl were of a high order an<l possessed of a degree of skill
greater, probably, than any in Europe at the same period. The display in
t lie Museum of Science and .Art in Dublin of gold, silver, and bronze work,
dating earlier than the eleventh century, will demonstrate the truth of
t his proposition. Reproductions in baser metal made by Mr. Edward
Johnson, au antiquarian jeweler of Dublin, were displayed in the British section at the Chicago Exposition and were admired by all who
had the good fortune to see them.
The instruments cast in molds were mended by a process called
"burning," i. e., pouring molten metal on the junction of the broken •
pieces ·u ntil they were themselves melted, when the old and the new
metal would be fused into- a solid mass and the break repaired. Occasionally this produced an enlargement, as in the case of fig. 183. In
other specimens the ends or edges of the broken pieces were brought
together and brazed. This was the usual course when mending broken
bronze swords or daggers. Yet many times these swords, with other
broken objects, were sent to the foundry for recasting. Fourteen thousand broken pieces of this or similar kinds were found together, forming
part of tl.e great prehistoric bronze foundry in Bologna, Italy. Where
the bronze had been hammered, the process of reparation was by dovetailiug or by riveting, and sometimes both. Fig. 190 represents the
details of one of these processes .
.Fig. 179 represents a curved bronze trumpet molded and ca t. foa_n<l
at Portglenone, County Derry. It measures 2-!½ inches on it •out id
curve. It bas the encl stopped and a mouth hole in the ide, flut'
fashion, ~s shown in the drawing. 1
1

Sir John Evarn;, Ancient Bronze Implements, p. 3Gl, iig. 44.4..
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Fig~ 180 represents another bronze trumpet molded entire -wit
closed end and lateral mouth hole, flute fashion.. It is from Trale
county Kerry, and was described by Mr. Robert Day. 1 It, like fig. 183
bas been broken ~cross the mo~1th hole and repaired by pouring bo
metal around the fracture until it was melted and united. The mou t;

Fig. F9.
BRONZE HORN.

County Derry, Ireland.

¼natural size.

hole is on the concave portion, while in the other two (figs.179 and 183)
the mouth holes are on the side-that is, midway between concave and
convex .
.Fig. 181 represents a bronze horn with rows of spikes at either end,
but otherwise without decoration. The ends are open, but the mouthpiece is gone. This instrument was molded and cast, and the imperfect
adjustment of the molds has produced ridges, extending from one end
to the other, on the convex and concave sides. It bas been broken
and mended in ancient times by the process of" burning in," elsewhere

Fig.180.
BUONZE H ORN, BROKEN AT 'l'IJE l\IOUTll HOLE AND REI-AIRED.

Tral e, County Kerry, Ir land.

d ri ed. It wa part of the ''
convex ide, ""½ in he in greate t diameter
at mall nd.
ir , olrn J.., au 2 r ·I rt.· a br nze trump t ca t, 1J longing t th
1

Journal of tl1e Royal Jlistoric·al :111,l Ar ·ha•ologic-al ..\.,. o ·iatiou

r., III p. 22.
- A.nci n Bronze Impl m ut · p. ·
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"Dowris :find," as broken and mended in ancient times, the operation
having been performed in a manner similar to that represented by
:fig. 184.
Some of the instruments from the "Dowris :find" are in the British
Museum. 1 They have a peculiar golden luster, attributed to the presence of lead. An analysis by Donovon 2
gave:
Copper . .. _... ____ ....... ____ .. _____ 79. 34
Tin .... . ........................ _... 10. 87
Lead ....... ··--·····-····-··· ....... 9.11
99.32

Fig. 182 represents a bronze trumpet,
molded and cast in a single piece, of

lfig. 18 1.
BRoNzE HORN, cAs'l' • .

Length, 24 inches.

dark metal and Strengthened at UOth Museum of Science and Art, Dublin. Sir Wm. R.
COnCaVe and COnVeX Sides by projecting
Wilde, Catalogue of Antiquities, Royal Irish Acad·
emy, I, pp. 627,628, fig. 11.
ridges, which emphasize those- left by
the molds. It is 22½ inches on the convex side, is 2½ inches at the
large, and ¼inch at the small, end. It is open at the small end with a
projecting dowel tube to receive the mouthpiece, which is, however,
lost, as is the case with all these instruments. There is a small, solid,
ring loop as though for chain or cord for suspension. It was found
near Cloghoughter Castle, County Cavan, associated with two others.
Still auotber of the same shape, but slightly larger, was found at
Roscrea.

Fig. 182.
BRONZE HORN.

Length, 22½ inches.
Museum of Science and Art, Dublin. Wilde, Catalogue of Antiquities, Royal Irish Academy, fig . 5:io,

o.

?• p. 629.

Fig. 183 represents a trumpet which Sir W. R. Wilde 3 says i one of
tue :finest specimens yet discovered. It was molded, cast, and i of
bright yellow bronze, preserved thus doubtless in the peat; is 3 2
inches in length on the outside and 3½ inches in its greatest diameter.
The small end is closed and decorated with a molded head 2~ inche
in diameter, :finishing with a ring and eye. There is an ther ring
Archwological Journal, XII, p. 96.
Von Bibra,, Die Bronzen und Kupferlegirungen, p. 140.
3 Catalogue of Antiquities of the Royal Irish Academy, p. 629.

1

2
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attached to the body of the instrument on the concave side and n
the small end as though for a chaiu. The mouth hole is in the side
body of the instrument, flute fashion. Fig-. 184 represents in det;a
tlie smaller end, showing th
it has been broken acros s th
mouth hole and how it was i
geniously mended by pouriu g
hot metal around the fracture
until the edges were melted
and joined.
Figs. 185 and 186 rep resent
two trumpets of sheet bronze~
hammered and not cast, from
Fig. 183.
Tralee. The mouthpieces are,
BRONZE HORN.
Derrymane, County Kerry, Ireland.
as usual, gone, and while it is
Museum of Science and Art, Dublin. , Vilde, Catalogue of Anti<Juities,
not exactly knOWll hOW the illRoyal Irish Academy, pp. 627--G29.
struments were blown, it was
not as a flute and, therefore, must have been as a horn or trumpet.
'rhere are rivet holes on the bell mouths of two of these horns, showing
tliem to have been provided with flanges similar to fig. 187. Two of
them have four protruding spikes near the bell mouth, which Mr. Day
suggests may have been to add effect
to blows in ca·s e the trumpets should be
used as weapons, bnt this theory can
scarcely be maintained, because (1)
Fig. 184.
these instruments are not strong
DETAIL OF MOUTH HOLE OF FIG. 183.
enough to withstand the crash of an
Sh owing mode of repairing fractures by
effective blow, (2) the spikes are in the
pouring on melted metal.
middle and on the small, (fig.186) as well
as on the larger end, and (3) they are on the straight tubes (fig. 191) of
tliin sheet bronze, so small as to be ineffective for any such purpo ·e.
Fig. 18G is peculiar in tliat while the outer end of the horn is curved, th e
near or small end is straight. It is made with two pieces fitted togetller:
slicling oue in the other after the
fa hion of a jointed flute, and thu ~
making it a firm and solid tube or
pipe. One of the e is traigllt and
tlie other curved. The in trument
i 50 inches long on it convex ide.
and •1 inche in diamet rat it b U
Fig. 185.
BRONZE H ORN .
mouth.
Tral e, Count y K rry, Ireland .
. ir John r-:,·a, , \ ndt"nt Un,nz. Jwplernen , p. :n!•,

Iii! , .J~J.
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(as in:fig.190a) and the two thicknesses of bronze are fastened together
by rivets seven-eighths of an inch apart. The lower part of the instrument has been patched in several places by plates and collars riveted
on. The upper part of the instrument was
joined in the same way, but apparently ruder.
The bell mouth of the instrument is finished
with the large ornamented cast boss shown in
fig. 188. The boss is 7½ incbes in diameter and
has its peculiar ornamentation. The instrument is about 6 feet in lelllgth measured on the
convex curve.
The greatest trumpet in the Dublin Museum
of Science and A.rt is shown in fig. 189. It
was found in 1809
at Ard brin, in
--=~-,_- ...
Oounty Down. It
Fig. 186.
is 8 feet 5 inches
BRONZE HORN.
long on the con'.rralee, County Kerry, Irelancl.
vex side, is 3~
Evans, Andent Bronze Implements, fi g. 440.
inches diameter
at tbe large::;t and ~ inch at the smal1est· end. It is of sheet bronze,
yellowish red, bent and fastened with rivets, as in the specimen, fig.
187, but finer and of better workmanship. Pig. 190 a, b, shows the
method of riveting adopted. The strap and rivet heads are on the

Fig. 187.
HORN OF HAMMERE D SHEET BRONZE.

Length, 6 feet.
In M useum of Science and Ar t, D ublin. Wilde, Catalogue of Antiquities, R oyal Irish .Academ y, pp. n25-627, 630, fig. 527 ,

0

•

8•

in side (a), with no strap on the outside. The edges are brought ·lo e
together, holes punched, rivets inserted and hammered down (b). 'fhe
mouthpieces of figs. 187 and 189 both were lost.
.
Fig. 191 represents a hollow tube similar in ap1)eara11ce to that 111
NAT MUS 96--35
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:fig. 186. It is 24½ jnches long, I½ inches in diameter, with four
of spikes, four spikes in each circle. Sir W. R. Wilde1 is of the opinio
that this instrument served as th
handle of a battle-ax or commander;,s
baton or staff. But Sir John Evansis of a different opinion. Both he
and Mr. Ousley class it as an instrument of music. A similar instrument, also of bronze, 24 inches in.
· length, found associated with other
bronze trumpets at Dunmanway,
0 o u n t y Cork, is in tl?.e British
Museum. 3
Among the horns belonging to the
Museum of Science and Art, Dublin,
is one of willow wood, 6 feet 4 inches
Fig. 188.
DETAIL OF ORNAMENTED CAST BOSS ON BELL
long, 3½ inches in diameter at the
111
187
ouTH oF Fm .
·
larg·e end and tapering straig·ht to
Diameter, 7½ inches.
the small end, where it is supposed
a mouthpiece was :fixed, which is, as mmal, gone. The piece of wood,
originally solid, was split, hollowed out through the center from end
to end, replaced and bound together with a strip of brass or bronze

Fig.189.
IlORN 01" Il.A.llIMERED

HEET BRONZE.

L ngtb, 8 f et 5 inches.
In Mnaeum of cience and Art, Dublin .
Wilde, Catalogue of Ant111uities, Royal IrW, Academy, pp. G~5, 631, fig. 528, Xo. ~1

atalogue of Anti qui ti s of the Royal Irish .A.cad my, I , p. 492, :fi · 360.
n ·ient Brouz Impl ment, p. 357, fig. 43 .
:i Idem,., pp. 357,358.
2
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1¼ inches in width,

wound on the outsirle spiralJy from end to end and
fastened with small brass or bronze nails. It was found in County
Mayo, 1791, in a turf bog, .about 9 feet beneath
the surface, was perfectly straight and the
wood sound, but since ,warped out of shape in
drying.
Other pieces of wooden horns were found in 1837
4
in a bog at Killyfad<ly, near Clogller, County
Tyrone. These were made in the same manner as
the foregoing, about 28 inches long, 2 inches in
·diameter, . and with dowel tubes which :fit together as a flute. (See :figs. 186-191.) \Vhen put I
together they made a single tube 9 feet Ion g and
Fiir. mo.
forming about two-thirds of a circle. Ralpll Ons- nE'l'Air.
OF JorniNG oF THE
EDGE:;; 0~' l•'I G . 189.
ley, Esq., describes the foregoing objects in the (a) intorior, showing the
Transactions of the Royal Irisll Academy, 1 where
rivet h eads; (bl exterior,
·
· 11
sho win g where riveted
.h e announce d the opimon that tlleRe, .espec1a y
clown.
the first, were "trumpets, called in Irish tales a,11(1
romances 'Benwowen or Buabbal, a military instrument used only
in emergencies, and capable of producing a most tremeudous sonnd.'m

--~
.. ~~~~~~~~~
::;l,e:
~
. ~ . ~. .-._
..
~a\E((~~·
Fig. 191.
HOLLOW BRONZE '!.'UBE.

Length, 24½ inclies ; diameter,

1½ inches; fragment, possibly a musical instrument.

Wflde, Catalogue of .Antiquities, Royal Irish Academy, p. 492, fig. 360; and Evans, Ancient Bronze Implements, p. 357, fig. 438.

SCOTLAND.

Bronze horns.-Fig. ID2 is a bronze trumpet, molded and cast, found
in Ayrshire, Scotland, in the year 1654, and is known as the Capring-

Fig.192.
'l'llE "CAI'RINGTON HORN," BRONZE, J\IOLDED :

L ength, 25 i.J1 ches.
Tarbolton, .A.yersbire, Scotland .
Proceedings Society of Antiquaries, Scotlnn,1, X IT, p. r,6!i.

Volume IV.
. .
21 1
2Sir W.R. Wilde, Catalogne of Antiquities of the Royal JnslJ Aca,lemy, 1, P·
·

1
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·ton horn. It is described in Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries
of Scotland 1 and in Sir John Evans's Ancient Bronze Implements. 2 It
is 25 inches in length, and is more curved at the large than at the small
end. Its analysis is given in the latter authority:
Copper - - - _ - - ___ - ________ ________________________ . ____ .
Tin - - - - . ____ ... _.. _ ..... __ . ________ .. _____ . ___ ..... ___ .
Loss __ . _ . __ . _____ ..... ___ .... __ .. ___ ... __ . __ .. _. . . . . . . .

90. 26
9. 61
. 13

100.00

ENGLAND.

Bronze horns.-According to Sir John Evans- 3
8nglish trumpets of bronze belonging to prehistoric times are of rare occurrence.
One found in the River Witham, Lincolnshire, has been figured in the Philosophical
Transactions;1 and is nearly straight for the greater part of its length (about 28
inches ), curving upward near the end into an irregularly-shaped expanding mouth.
It h as an ornament or crest like a mane along the exterior curve. In form it is not
unlike the carnyx, which is brandished by the hors eman on
the coins of the British prin ces Eppillus and Tasciovanus, 5
and which also appears on some Roman coins and monuments
commemorative of Gallic and British victories. The metal
on analysis gave copper 88, tin 12, and the tube was form ed
from a hammered sheet and soldered with tin. It not improb ably belongs to a period not far removed from that of the Roman invasion of this country.
Another, with two joints and a perfect mouthpiece, is said
to have been found a t Battle, Sussex, and has been engraved
by Grose. 6

Bells or rattles.-Sir John Evans 7 reproduces a bell
or rattle "formed of a hollow egg or pear-shaped
piece of bronze with a pebble or piece of metal inFig. 193.
BRoNzE BELL, MoLoEn.
side by way of clapper." Fig. 193 represents thi ~
Dowris find, Ireland.
Object. It is to be noted that this bell bears a great
l\Iuseum of Science and Art,
resemblance to the prehistoric ones found in .Mexico.
Wilde,Catal:::~:f·Ant;,JUities,
Sir John Evans continued his description, which i
Royal Irish Academy, pp.
here
given entire beCaUSe Of the frequent SUgg .
612,613, fig. 523.
tion made that the Mexican bells were of European
manufacture. The only rea on for this belief i their imilarity of
form and appearance with those mauufactured in Europe, and that
olome XII, p. 565.
Page 362, fig. 445.
3
Ancient Bronze Implements, p. 363.
4
Yolum,• LXXX I, 1796, plate ,· r; Hon , I<, r., plate xru; Arch. ,Journ. J·ynI. P·
150.
r; "van ·, ' ncient Briti h Coins," plate nr,
o. 11, ancl plate v, o. 10 tc.
r. An i nt Armour 1 plat :xur; 'o ng h'
amd n, IV, p. 231.
7
Ancient 1 ronz Implem nts, p. 36-1, fig. 446.
1,

<;!
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ancient explorers, especially those from Spain, mention hawks' bells
as objects of trade with the aborigines:
The only (similar) examples which I am able to adduce are tho~e which formed
part of the Dowris hoard (Ireland), one of which is represented in fig. 446. There
are three such in the Royal Irish Academy and four in the British Museum. ·with
the latter is a smaller plain bell of the same character and two unfinished castings.
Sfr W.R. Wilde observes that in casting, the metal appears to have been poured into
the mold by an aperture at the side, through which the core of clay that contained
the metal clapper was broken up. The mold was in two halves an<l the rings and
staples at the ends were cast together. In the perfect examples at the British
Museum the sides of the holes by which the core was extracted have been hammered
together, so as in some cases to be almost closed. In one instance there is some
appearance of the sides having been brazed together.
The sound emitted by these bells is dull and feeble. Like the modern horse bells,
a number of them may have been hung together, and not improbably employed in a
similar manner to attract the attention both of the eye and the ear.

This bell was part of the" Dowris find," Kings Oounty, Ireland (as was
the trumpet, fig. 181), described in Sir W.R. Wilde's catalogue,1 who
says that they were of great antiquity may be inferred from the character of the metal of which they are composed, as well as the circumstances under which they were found. They were believed to have
been the ecclesiastical bells used by the Druid priests, and as such have
been called "crotals," but there is not sufficient authority to state this
confidently. A number of these, and others more spherical, have been
found in Ireland. The globular ones are l¼ to 2! inches in diameter,
while the specimen represented in fig. 193 is 6½ inches long, including
the ring, and 2/0 inches in diameter. We shall later refer to specimens of great similarity found in Mexico and Oentral and South America regarding which a priori theorists have jumped at the conclusion
that because of this similarity with modern and Old vVorld forms they
were imported, or at least were white man's work. We shall also see
bow Prof. W. H. Holmes, in his paper on "Ancient art of the Province of Chiriqui," 2 denounces and upsets this theory.
GAUL.

Trumpets, or war horns.-Fig. 194 represents one of the prehistoric
Gaulish trumpets, or war horns. It belongs to France. No complete
original of this has ever been found, but from fragments a~d from a
representation upon tbe Roman triumphal arch at Orange, archreologists have been able to reconstruct and reproduce it. On that arch a
Gaulish soldier is represented as sounding his trumpet, from which it
is supposed to bave been a war trumpet. The other objects of bronze
and of gold found and identified as belonging to Gaul at and prior to
tl1e Roman conquest demonstrate the entire capability of the e people
to make such instruments, while the discovery of the fragmeuts and
partially destroyed pieces establishes affirmatively the fact of their
1

2

Page 613.
Sixth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, P· 51 et seq.
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existence. [{oman llistorians of the time of Oresar have reported a
described these irn,truments from Gaul, and Polybius 1 says thatThe parade and tumult of the army of the Ce1
terrified the Romans, for there was amongst them
in.finite number of horns and trumpets which., ~i. t
the shouts of the whole army in concert, mad e
clamor so terrible and loud that every surroun di.DJ'
echo was awakened, and all the adjacent countr
seemed to join in the horrible din.

,,l\
I

I

II

ll

Fig. 104.
BROXZE WAR 'J'RUMPJ::T (Garynx),
'AT.

led In Gaul, in th• time af C1t1"1r, A!t,,r

1

Diodorus 2 says of the Gauls that they had
barbaric trumpets of a special nature which
gave a hoarse sound well suited to the din of
battle. The use of war trumpets among the
Celtic population of western Europe has been
more than once mentioned by classic writers,
and passages from them have been cited by
Sir John Evans, Sir Augustus W. Franks,
a1id others. 3 Smith's Dintionary of Greek
and Roman Antiquities describes the lituus
as. a sort of trumpet slightly curved at the
extremities, differing lJoth from tbe tuba and
cornu, the former being straight and the latter bent into a spiral. Lytlus calls the lituus
the sacerdotal trumpet, ar.d says it was em ployed by Romulus when be proclaimed the
title of his city. Aero asserts that it was
peculiar to cavalry, while the tuba belonged
to infantry. Its tones are characterized as
harsh and shrill. The Roman lituus seems
to have been much the same shape as the
figure here given (fig. 194), which was called
the carnyx, the end of which was sometimes
made to represent the fanciful head of an
animal.
A horn, not prehistoric, but of high antiquity and well known in ancient history: is
that of Charlemagne, preserved in the tr ~ury of the catbedral of Aix-Ja-Chapelle. 1
is ivory, and wa made from a eritable el pbant tu k. A cast of it i , in the mu , um
of the Oon servatory of Mu ic in Bru el -- ·
115 ), and it cale (obtained from thi c .
i from :flat below, to F within, the h ff.

Lib r

hap. 2 .
chap . 3 .
3
LiYy, Liber , chaps. 37 and 39.
JI,

~ Liber Y,
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ETRURIA.

The only mention by Dennis of music or musical instruments a::; having· been found in Etruria is that ofA singular spear or rod with a number of movable disks which might have been
rattled together so as to keep time, and which, as it was found in connection with
armor and weapons, seems to mark it for military use and may have served as an
accompaniment to a band. A similar instrument was found in the neighborhood
which had on its top the figure of a naked man dancing. 1

This describes the tintinnabulum which was in use in different parts
of the eastern hemisphere in prehistoric times. This instrument is
:figured and: described in De Mortillet's "Musee Prehistorique" 2 and in
Wilson's "Swastika." 3 as found from India to the Swiss Lake dwellings.
There have been several specimens, the handiwork of prehistoric
man, found in his graves or stations, cited by authors on music, not
themselves archreologists, under the supposition that these were musical
instruments; but this is only a hypothesis and subject to confirmation
by future discovery. The Archreological Journal, 1864, reports the
discovery of a bone -w:hich Professor Owen pronounced to be that of ·
the Irish elk. It was found in a moat at Desmond Castle, Ireland, and
was thought to have formed part of a musical instrument, notably the
Irish lyr~. The uncertainty .of this contention is apparent when it is
noted that other persons equally, ~n<l perhaps better, qualified to judge,
gave it as their opinion that it formed part of a crossbow. Others
have reported the tusks or teeth of cave bear, <log, and other animals,
found with holes <lrill~d, one can now almost say with certainty1 for
suspension, but the musicians have tried to convert them into whistles.
This they do by saying that to stop the bole on the opposite side and
blow as in the cylinder of a key it will make a whistling sound.
Other individuals have supposed that pieces of hard stone, notably
jade, with one or more holes drilled therein, were used as musical
instruments, because when suspended and struck, they gave forth a
sonorous sound. This is not impossible, but it is improbable.
There are in the United States National Museum scores of objects of
jade which have been sawed and otherwise elaborately carved and
worked, and which have been drilled with one or two holes. (Plates
39, 40.) It also has, as does every other collection, gorgets and so-called
ceremonial objects, drilled as for suspension, all of which are, to acertain extent, sonorous and will emit a musical tone when struck; but the
same thing is equally true of any reasonably large flake or blade of
fl.int or obsidian. The large chalcedonic spearheads from Arkan as,
the flint rhyolite, and chalcedonic leaf.shaped implements will likewise emit a sonorous sound when suspended and struck. It i evident
1

Dennis, Etruria, II, p. 444.

~Fig. 1230.

a Pago 799, fig. 29.
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that none of these we:r;e ever intended for musical instrumentsJ
0
this effectually disposes of the claim that the former objects wer
_used. Almost any piece of steel, or even iroH, certainly glass, mad in
modern times, will emit a sonoro'Us sound; but when these m ateri '- 11s
are utilized in the construction of musical instruments, that intent· n
is always apparent. (Seep. 526.)
The United States National Museum possesses a large, interesting,
and valuable collection of n::iusical instruments, which . hav e been
obtained primarily through the interest of the late Dr. G. Brown Goode,
the assistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, in ch arge of
the National Museum. Very many of these are P,xtremely primi-ti v~
and might well have served in prehistoric times. Their use by s avages
and primitive peoples in the earliest stages of their history s hows an
almost certain connection with prehistoric times. It bas, the refore.,
been consid,e red proper that they should be noticed among prehistoric
instruments.
The Museum has also published various memoirs and ethnological
papers, reports of travels, descriptions and catalogues of collectious,
wherein savage and primitive musical instruments have been fi g ured.
It is deemed wise to employ this material so far as it relates to or will
elucidate the subject in hand so that it-may be brought together, and,
so far as possible, a view of prehistoric musical instruments, espec ially
those in the United States National Museum, presented.
The principal among these publications are: "The Shofar, Its Use
and Origin, " 1 by Dr. Cyrus Adler, curator of oriental an tiquities;
"Notes on the E thnology of Tibet," 2 by William Woodville R ockhill;
"The Indians of the Northwest Coast," 3 by Lieut. Albert P. N iblack,
United States Navy ; "Ethnology of Ungava District , Hudson Bay
Territory," 4 by Lucien M. Turner; "A Study of Siouan Cults," 5 by .J.
Owen Dorsey ; " The P oint Barrow Esquimo," 6 by John Murdoch.
These will be employed in connection with unpublished M useuru
material, an d the whole arran ged geographically.
P ALES TINE AND SYRIA.

Dr. Cyrus A dler, speaking of t he shofar, 7 says:
It is not onJy t he solitary m usical i nstrument actually preserved in the Mosaic
ritual , but i the oldest form of wind instrument known to be r etained inn in th
world. ( Iu ical Instrument, Histori , Rare, an d Unique, b y A. J . Hipkio Ed~~bur gh, Black, 1 8 , p , 12; and Musical Instruments, by arl Engel London, 1 ' ·
onth Kensington fuseum Art Books.) ,.
* Pro~ ssor teinthal pointed out
, . Nat. Mu ., 1 92, Ip . 437-450, plates ,· cvu - .
F . , , Na.t. Mus., 1893, p. 715, plate ,'XIV.
:i R port
. . Nat. Mu ., 1 8 , pp. 329-364, plat LVIII-LX II.
1
EleYeoth Annual R port of th Bureau of Ethn ol ogy, 1 9-9 p. r9.
" Idem, p. 455,
'~~ inth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1 7-88, pp. 3 7
Report U. . at. ~1us., 1 92, p. 437, plate xc u.
1
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SHOFARS AND OTHER HORNS.

Palestine and Syria.
Adle r , Repor t U.S. Nat. Mus., 1892, plate :xcvn.

EXPL ANATIO N OF PLATE 68 .

Fjg. 1.

MODERN SHOFAR, ORDINARY lrORM.
(Cat. No.154402, U. . N. M.)

Fig. 2.

SHOFAR, ITALI AN FOHM.
(Cat. No. 9514-2, U. '. N . M .)

Fig. 3.

AFR! AN WAR IIORN (nntelop
(Cat. No. 4960, . S. N. M.)

Fig. 4.

SnRINGA.
(Cat. No. 92709, U. . N. M. Indio..)

Fig. 5.

SIAMESE COPPER II01rn.
(Cat. No. 27293, . S. '. 1\1.)

Fig. 6.

LARGE AFRICA

).

"\¥°Alt JloH.' or,· JvonY. Frolll pltt. t •r rn'-1 111 1'., . .. ·11 tio1lnl
Mus011m. (Oricdnal in mus um of \\' •11I ) ttn l '11 1Ht 1 .', ;\liildl 1111\\ 11
onnecticut.)
(Cat. 'o. OJ 02,

.

dT,

\1.)

F ig . 7 . • .MALL Airm 'AN WAR Hon.· oF IvonY. From pin 11·1 rnHI in 1 . . "uli 11111
Mus nm. (Originn.1 iu mn. 11111 of \\ 1•1111 ~ 1111 l "nin, ity, ~liddt.•111, 11.
onne ·ticnt.)
(C.1t.

Fig. 8.
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that this was an instrunient no doubt used in prehistoric times.
Wetzstein is of the opinion that the use of the
ram's horn may have been borrowed by the Israelites, and goes back to a people who were engaged
solely in the care of sheep. By these it was used
as a signal of alarm. " " ,¥ (p. 438). There
seems to be little doubt that it has been continuously used in the Mosaic service from the time it
was established until now. "!' * * The shofar
was not the only natural horn used by the Israelites as a musical instrument, but no copies or representations of the other instruments have come
down to us.

* * * (p. 448).

The shofar is described at length by Dr.
Adler, together with the regulations as to
its use and the reference made to it in the
Bible. He says (p. 446):
From the Talmud we learn that the use of the
shofar as a note of alarm of war was transferred to
other seasons of danger and distress. Famine,
plague of locusts, and drought (Mishna Taanith,
I, 6) occasioned the blowing of the sbofar.
The shofar was employed at the public ceremony of excommunication. (Wetzstein, p. 67.)
A very curious use of the shofar in later times
was in funeral ceremonies. (Wetzstein, p. 67.) I
agree with Wetzstein that this use of the instrument is quite apart from the usual Semitic custom,
and it was probably borrowed.
As a signal instrument of war it has its various
uses, possibly according to the note that was
blown. It was the signal for going out to battle,
for the announcement of a victory, and for a recall
of the troops.
c:,
He :figures many sb ofars on plates
XCVII-C, which are fully described, and
~
to which reference is made for further information. Butin the plate first mentioned
he shows many aboriginal horns similar
to the shofar, principally from Africa.
l!.,igs. 1 and 2, plate 68, are shofars (his
plate XCVII) assigned to Palestine and
Syria. They are described as made of a
ram's horn straigh.tened and .flattened by
heat. The bore of the instrument is a
cylindrical tube of very small caliber,
which opens into a kind of bell of parabolic form.
Fig. 195 is labeled as a Naigha, David's pipe, from Palestine, a double pipe
of two parallel tubes of cane attached
by cords. Each tube has four :finger holes. The mouthpieces are
0
'1
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made separate aud inserted in the smaller ends. They are close
together and are intended to be blown both at the same time. The
instrument is of the clarionet type. Vibrating reeds are attached to
these small mouthpieces by cords wound about them at the outer end,
leaving the inner end free for vibration. The free ends of the cords by
which the parallel tubes are bound are attached to the mouthpieces to
prevent loss. The length of this instrument is 9½ inches, the diameter
of the tube is ½ inch, of the
mouthpiece ¼ inch. (Gift of
A. B. Karny.)
Fig.196 represents a pottery
drum from Syria. (Collected
by Erhard Eissinger, United
States consul.) The shell is
of red earthenware in the
shape of a longitudinal section of a bottle. It has a
parchment head stretched,
stitched, and glued in place.
The pottery is decorated with
incised zigzag lines nearly
equidistant · throughout the
length of the instrument. It
is 16~ inches in height, and its
respective diameters are 3¾
and 10~- inches.
The· musical instruments of
the Bible are not considered
in this paper other than- Dr.
Adler's reference to the shofar.
They will be well known to all
readers, and their presentation
here would only be a work of
Fig. 19G.
collation. They are of suffiPOTTERY DRUM (derbouka).
cient antiquity to be classed
Beirut, Syria.
as archrnologic, and could well
Cat. o. 95147, U .S.N.M.
have a place in any work on
the history of music; but the people who used them had an enlightened civilization, and the instruments themselves were far from being
prehistoric, although they may have been primitive.
INDIA.

Fig. 4 (Plate 68) represents the shringa, a common ox or buffalo horn
craped and polished, the tip cut off, a11d a hole made or enlarged iu the
end, h alf an inch in diameter, to serve as a mouthpiece. This enlargement is made with a hot iron,- without any attempt to spread or stretch
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the horn or to form a cup-shaped mouthpiece, as has l>een done so frequently with similar instruments, both ancient and modern. Of this
instrument Dr . .Adler says (p. 449):
In form it differs in nowise from the shofar. It is an ancient outdoor wind instrument commonly known as the Indian horn, and was the favorite instrument of the
Hindu god Siva. ·-· * * The metallic descendant from the Indian buffalo horn,
the shringa, is the rana-shringa, an outdoor instrument made of copper, formerly
used in military, and now universally in religious processions throughout India,
both by Hindus and MoharnmP.dans, the performers usual!~, being Hindus of th~
lower caste. In the villages of southern and central India the watchmen blow it at
sunset and at certain hours of the night, like the German nachtwachter. In large
cities n, horn blower is always attached to the police. There is seldom a guard or
detachment of rnttive irregular troops without one. It is employed in all processions, temple services, marriages, and other festive occasions, and at funerals. [See
Capt. Meadows 'r'aylor, Proc. Roy. Irish Acad., IX, plate I, p. 110.J Another trumpet
of the same class is the kurna, used chiefly in religious processions, or in festivals
in honor of local divinities . Only Brahmins and persons of a certain rank are permitted to nse the kurna. It is esteemed by all Brahm ins to be the most ancieut instrument of music in existence, and the sound of it to be especially pleasing to the gods
in variou~ particular ceremonies and at solemn parts of the sacrifice.

This particular specimen is black in color, 12¼ inches in length, and
2½ inches in its greatest diameter.
'l1he conch shells of India, like those of some other countries, have
the apex ground or cut off until a hole is opened, sometimes directly,
sometimes laterally, which forms a mouthpiece. The uatural cavity of
the shell forms the bore. Specimen, Oat. No. 92711 (U.S.N.M.) is a
horn called Shanka, made from a shell of the Turbenella pyrum which
has been treated in the same manner. Its length is 6 inches, diameter
3¾ inches. Specimen, Cat. No. 92712 (U.S.N.M.) is a born named
Gomukha, and made from a cassis or helmet shell. Its length is 10
inches, diameter 8¼ inches. Specimen, Cat. No. 92713 (U.S.N.M.), a
shell (Pterocera), has been treated in the same manner and made into
a horn called Barataka. Length 11½ inches, width 4½ inches.
TIBE'.l'.

The musical instruments of the Tibetans, while not pr:ehistoric, are
quite primitive. They are described by Mr. Rockhill, in his "Journey
through Mongolia and Tibet, 1 " published by the Smithsonian Institution, as drums (yang ko ku), gongs, cymbals, and tambourines (t'ai-p'ing
ku), and .figured in his "Notes on the Ethnology of Tibet,2" wherein he
describes them more at length. Those employed in religious observances or in church ceremonies are the small hand clruru (damaru), frequently ma~e of children's skulls and covered with snake skin, and the
bell (drilbu). On his plate 40, :figs. 1 and 2 are damarus, of which fig.
2 is made of two skulls attached by a wooden disk. Heads of devils
and skulls are painted on them in red and blue colors. .A small cotton
1
2

Pages 56, 57, 59, and 336.
Report U.S. Nat. Mus., 1893, pp. 715-739, plates 24, 40, 41.
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band covers the disk between the two beads and projects a few inches,
so as to be held in the hand. Fig. 1 is smaller and the skulls are not
painted, but the band is of embroidered satin, decorated with elaborately knotted Chinese silk tassels. The bell (drilbu) is of bronze and
usually about 2¾ inches in diameter. His figs. 4 and 5, plate 41, represent such bells. Fig. 4 is made in Derge, famous for its clear-toned
bells. Fig. 5 comes from the famous Lamasery of Dolonnor, eastern
Mongolia. Musical instruments belonging to Tibet, exclusive of those
used in religious worship, plate 69 (his plate 24), are (1) the whistle
(ling-bu, figs. 1-3) of bamboo or the bone of an eagle's wing, with six
or seven key boles; (2) the jew's-barp (k'a-pi, figs. 4-6), and (3) the
·banjo or guitar (piwang, kopong, or dra-uyan), with three or more
strings.· The latter ' is not figured by Mr. Rockhill. The figures of
. the former sufficiently explain themselves, but the jew's-barp is here
described because of its occurrence among distant savage peoples.
Mr. Rockhill says:
The jew's-harp is made not by the Tibetans, but by the Lissus and other non-Tibetan tribes inhabiting southeast Tibet, and is a favorite instrument in eastern Tibet,
where nearly all the women carry one suspended from their girdles. Three harps
are used simultaneously, each giving a different note; the deepest note is called p'o
ka or "male sound," the intermediate one ding ka or "midc!le sound," the sharpest
one mo ka or "female sound." They are held the one below the other in the order
abov~ given between the thumb and the index finger of the left hand, and struck
with all the fingers of the right hand, the one after the other. These k;a-pi are carried in small bamboo cases ornamented with little rings of bamboo, often dyed, and
also with geometric carvings, which are also colored. They are shown in the lower
portion of this plate.
Jew's-harps similar to those used in Tibet are found among the Ainu and in New
Guinea, but in many other countries where a bamboo harp is used, the sound is produced by jerking the harp by a string. This is the case in Assam, in parts of Sumatra, among the Yakuts, the tribes of Torres Straits, etc. (p. 715.)
EGYPT (THEBES AND CAIRO).

Fig. 197 represents a tube of cane with four finger boles (collected
by Dr. George Sampson). Its length is 5 inches, its diameter ½inch.
In the upper end of this tube another piece of cane, the outside

Fig. 197.
SINGLE REED INS'fRUMENT (zoommarah).

Thebes, Egypt.
Cat. No. 74ll00, U.~.N. 1.

diameter of which is equal to the inside diameter of the former tube,
i in ert d, projecting 1~ inches; thi forms the mouthpiece of the
in trum t. To prevent its loss the mouthpiece is attached to the tube
with a cord.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 69.
, • J). 1

Fig. 1. BAi\1BOU vVHISTLE.

a

•

•I • j _l • f

Bat'aug.

(Cat. No.167165a, U.S. N. M.)

]fig . 2. BAMBOO WHISTLE.

Bat'aug.

Strap to tie to girdle.

(Cat. No.1671651.,, D.S. N. M.)

Fig. 3.

EAGU~

BoNg WIJ..ISTU~.

Kokonor Tibetans.

(Cat. No.167166, U .S. N. M.)

Figs. 4, 5. BAMBOO JEW'S-HARP CASES.

Bat'ang.

(Cat. Nos.167168e aml 168168c, U.S. N. :hl.)

Fig. 6. Bru,rnoo Jgw'S·HARP AND CAs_g,
(Cat. Ko. lli7168u, U.S. N . M.J

Bat'ang.

Report of U . S. Nati onal Muse um , 1896.-W ilson.

PLATE

W HISTLES AND JEW'S- HA RPS.

Roclchill, Repor t

Tib t.
. · ·at. l\l lll!. 1 !13, plat

69.
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The instrument is of the reed type, as is shown by the figure. The
slip of reed is cut from tlie mouthpiece against which it lies; the outside end is tied with a thread, and the inside end is left free for vibration. The reed is shaved thin near its fastened ernl to render it more
elastic.
Specimen, Cat. No. 95198 (U.S.N.M.) is a trumpet from Muzmar el
Daraweesh, probably made from a rhinoceros horn. It is curved, is
lenticular in cross sections, and the bell mouth is bifurcated with
notched edges. It has three lugs formed on its outer curved erlge, in
which are inserted four brass rings. The bore is slightly enlarged
at the smaller end to form a cupped mouthpiece. Length, 20 inches;
width, 1 to 5 inches; thickness, ½to -! inch. It is from Cairo.
AFRICA.

Fig. 3, plate 68,1 represents an African war trumpet made from the
born of an antelope. The natural cavity of the horn forms the bore of
the instrument. The smaller end, however, bas not been cut off, but is
left pointed as in nature. About one-fourth the distance from the
pointed end a lateral opening bas been made into the original cavity
which forms a mouthpiece, and through this the instrument is blowu.
Figs. 6 to 12 in same plate represeJ)t war horns from,, different parts
of Africa. They are mostly ivory, and made of' elephant's tusks or
rhinoceros born. The natural cavity of' tbe tusk forms the bore. In
some cases the horn has been left in its natural state with a lateral
mouth hole cut in the concave side as in the shringa. Others, howe:ver, are made by cutting off the end and a direct mouth hole worked
out of the solid. The localities of these iustruments are indicated in
the legends.
Fig. 12, plate 68, represents an elephant tusk 4 feet 4 inches in
length on the convex side. It has been carved o as to reduce its size
considerably and made much more pointed tban natural. At the
distance of 33 inches from the large end a lateral opening bas been
made which forms a mouthpiece. Tlii i · ellipti al and has been
enlarged so as to be cup shaped. 1 rom t11 m ntbpi ·e to the Jarge
extremity the natural cavity of th tu k f rm th bore of the
instrl).ment.
Specimen, Cat. No. 95227 (U.S. .M.) i aw od
horn (Nanga) from
Mayumba Africa collected by Mr. arl tr ch Jm n and r ceived fr m
' C. Webster.
'
It i carv d fr m a ., 1·Hl lo k of
Mr. George
colored wood. The bore is made wi 11 a urning iron. Th mall nd
has an enlarged cup-shaped m uthpie . rt , mall t diam t r is 1
inch. It increase gradually to near t.11 Jar
u l wh r it expand
with a bell mouth to 4,} inch . lt i 2 iuc , 1 n . The ntire
exterior bas been originaJly bla k n cl , ppar ntl ' hy fir , wbil a
section of' 11 inche, at the larger nd i: d ' l'c t l
in i d line. ut
1
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in t}le burnt wood, which, by bringing out the light color of the interior, shows in circles, lozenges, zigzag, chevron, and festooned forms.
Specimen, Oat. No. 174752 (U.S.N.M.) is a whistle of pottery in the
form of a hollow cylinder with two projecting lugs from opposite sides.
The mouth hole, three-fourths of an inch in diameter, is at the upper
end. . At the opposite end js a finger bole three-sixteenths inch in
diameter. There is also a finger bole through one of the lugs. The
opposite lug is perforated for suspension. It is sounded by blowing
. across the larger hole and the different notes produced are as follows:
Length, 4¼ ' inches; diameter, 1½; width across
~·-~-~-~..-I
J .lug~, 3¼ inches. Tribe Bakorua, from Sankura,
~ •• eo 00 Africa.
Dr. W. L. Abbott describes the "Ethnological
Collections in the United States National Museum from Kilimanjaro,
East Africa." 1 The locality is thus identified:

-~_,J.-_-~-+~=-·
1

A little south of the equator and about 175 miles from the coa,;t of East Africa,
rises the splendid mountain Kilimanjaro. It covers an area as great as the Bernese
Overland and its greatest peak-Kibo-is over 20,000 feet in height, capped with
glaciers and eternal snows. The nearest port on the coast js Mondasa, now the
headquarters of the British East African Company.

Dr. Abbott's paper is illustrated by photographs of this primitive
people. The list of musical instruments, all of them from the W a
Changa tribe, Mount Kilimanjaro, East Africa, is as follows:
Rattles.-Large iron bell with two balls as sounders; worn by women during
pregnancy, on the lower part of the thigh. Length, 4¾ inches. (Cat. No. 151577,
U.S.N.M.)
Rattles.-Two sm~ll semilunar iron bells, tied to a thong; worn on the ankles.
(Cat. No.151575, U.S.N.M.)
Anlcle rattles.-Iron bells, semilunar in shape, with sounders of iron balls, fastened
jn pairs to a thong of leather and worn on the ankles in dancing. (Cat. No. 151576,
U.S.N.M.)
Dru,m..-Tnbe of wood closed at one end, with a skin head. Used to call the population to arms. It is carried under the left arm and l>eaten with right hand. Length,
4 feet 2 jnches; diameter, 4½ inches .. (Cat. No. 151584-, U.S.N.M.)
Cow .bell.-A piece of iron, wrought thin and cut in shape of a dumb-b ell, then
bent at the center so as to form a rude bell, with a clapper attached to the narrow
portion at the top. (Cat. No. 151578, U.S.N.M.)
Cow bell.-Native ironwork, similar to Cat. No. 151578. (Cat. No. 151579, U.S.N.M.)

Fig. 198 a, b, represents one of three rattles from Mayumba, Africa.
(Collected by Mr. Carl Strechelman.) Its length is 3¼ inches, width, lJ,
and thickness, li inches. It is double-that is, with rattle at each end,
intended to be held in the middle. It is of dark-colored soft wood, the
outside charred and then ornamented by incised lines in squares, parallels, chevrons, herringbones, etc. Fig. 198a represents a complete
drawing, while fig. 198b is a longitudinal section showing the interfor
construction, the formation of the double belJ, the clappers of wood,
thre in number within each be11, and their attachment by an endless
1
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cord which passes through the boles in the clappers and through the
body of the bell on each side so that it can be tied or joined. The
instrument will be better understood by an examination of the figure.
ISLANDS OF THE SOUTH P .A.CIFIC OCEAN, POLYNESIA..

Fig. 199 represents the Pandean pipes, or Pipes of Pan, from the Fiji
Islands. (Collected by Mr. J.M. Brow~r, United States cousuJ.) Four
pieces of cane of different lengths· are placed together parallel and
fastened by fine wire which has been passed around each of the four
and then drawn into several strands between each cane respectively,

, , . _ . . . . , - ~ -- .. . . . . . . . + .............. . . .... :::.:··._:;:::: :~~{~\
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Fig. 198.
WOODEN RA'l"l'LE.

a, completed drawing ;

b, longitudinal section.
Mayumba, Africa.

Cat. No. 95216, U.S.N_,l'd,

Ji natural si?.e.

thus forming a solid piece. The open ends are on a line, their orifices
charred smooth, and the lower euds are closed by being cut at a joint
of the cane. The longest cane is 4 inches in length, the shortest 3
inches, and their diameter about -Ar inch.
The Greek god Pan is represented as playing on this instrument,
blowing in the open holes as he passed them back and forth on his lips,
each pipe sounding a different note.
Specimen, Oat. No. 2827 (U.S.N.M) is a war drum, so called, from
the Fiji Islands. It is hollowed out like a trough from a log of hard
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dark-redwood. The bottom is convex like a cask or barrel. No head
of skin is used, as in all drums of modern manufacture. When used
it is placed on a coil of rope. It is from Sornu-Somu, Fiji, and was
collected by the Wilkes Exploring Expedition. It is 55 inches in length, 16 inches
in wjdth, and 18 inches in height. The native name for this instrument is lali, and the
following description is taken from the label
displayed in the United States National
Museum:
The tavola tree of Fiji (Terminalia catappa) is said
to make the best sounding lalis, although the vesi
tree (Afzelia bijuga) is also used. '' The sides are
beaten by two sticks about 18 jnches long. In clifferent ways measures or tunes are beaten on them,
the meaning of which is known by the natives and
the 'old bands' or settlers. The sound of the lali is
~
not unpleasant when beaten by a practiced hand,
'
and a good-sounding one may be beard at a distance
of 4 or 5 miles on a quiet evening."-(Horne: A Year
in Fiji, p. 114.)
Commodore Wilkes, in his Narrative of the United
States Exploring Expedition, states that this drum
was given to him by Tiu Thakau, achiefof theisland
of Somu Somn, together with a thousand yams, in
exchange for a musket-the usual price-and a
whale's tooth in token of friendship. "After the drum
had been presented to me," he continues, "I was
desirous of h earmg them beat upon it. They have
several beats or calls to give notice to the koro (or
village), one of which was for calling the people together to the feast of human bodies. They were all
Fig. 199 _
distinct and, they said, quite audible a,t a great disPANDEAN PIPES.
tancc. The Fiji drum is simila,r to that described
L evuka Island, Fiji.
at Tonga, and is made of a log hollowed out and
Cat. No. 23942, U.S.N.M. f natural size.
placed on one point. It gives out a deep, hollow
tone when strnck with the small and large sticks
with which they produce the different sounds."-(Vol. III, p. 317.)
SAMO.A..

Specimen, Cat. No. 3466 (U.S.N.M.) is a conch shell used as a war
born (Pu or Foa-foa) with mouth bole 3 inches from apex. Length of
shell, 7½ inches; width, 5 inches.
Specimen, Cat. No. 3825 (U.S.N.M.) is a war horn from Carlshoff
Island. It is made from a conch shell ( Triton trinonis Linnreus) and
is covered with a liine deposit.
·
SP.A.IN.

An extremely primitive instrument in the United States National
Mu eum (Oat. No. 95554) is marked Los Huesos, (tl1e bones) paiu,
but otherwise the record js silent. It is a rattle of eight leg bones of a
sheep, each perforated near the ends and strung on two cord , making
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the instrument like a ladder: The sound is made by the bones being
. rasped one or both ways with another bone or piece of shell. Length,
4¼ inches; width, 5 inches.
NORTH AMERIO.A..

The United States National Museum possesi-:es several primitive, if
not entirely prehistoric, musical instruments, gathered by divers persons, most of them operating in the line of ethnology or prehistoric
archreology, not a few of whom have been officers of the United States
Government who have turned over their collections to the Museum on returning to
Washington.
Pursuing a plan of description by geographic distribution, we begin at the extreme north.
.AL.A.SK.A..

Point Barrow.-Mr. John Murdoch, in his
paper on the Point Barrow Eskim.o,1 says:
The only musical instr'ument among these people
is the universal drum or tambourine (Aelyau), consisting of a membrane stretched over a hoop with a
handle on one side. It is used from Greenland to
Siberia. It is always accompanied by the voice,
singing or chanting. It produced a loud, resonant,
and somewhat musical note. There appears to be
no system of tuning these drums, the pitch of the
note depending entirely upon accident.

Fig. 200.
ESKIMO DUUM.

Point Barrow, Alaska.

Mr. Murdoch figures one of these, here
Ca t. N o. 56741, U.S.N.M . ~ natural size.
reproduced as fig. 200, which is simply a
hoop like that of a tambourine, oval, 22 by 19 inches, with a short
handle attached. The membrane is a sheet of the peritoneum of a seal
stretched over a hoop after the style of a tambourine. The United
States National Museum poosesses four of these drums, of which Mr.
Murdoch says that "every Eskimo household possesses at least one."
The expedition brought home eight handles for these drums which
exhibit but slight variations. The commonest material for the handle
is walrus ivory; only two out of twelve are of antler. Their length is
from 4.6 to 5.4 inches. Fig. 201 a.-d represents a series of these drum
handles taken from Mr. Murdoch's paper. With one exception, all
these_ handles have the large end more or less rudely carved into a
human face with the mouth open as if singing. The one exception is
fig. c, which is the butt end of a small walrus tusk carved to represent a walrus. It has small oval bits of wood inlaid for eyes. The
notches by which these handles are fitted into the rim of the tam1

Ninth .Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1887-88, p. 385.

NAT MUS
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bourine, and the holes by which it is withed fast are plainly shown in
the figures.
Captain Herendeen was interpreter for Captain Ray and accompanied
the party during the entire expedition. He is now employed in the

Fig. 201.
RANDLES l!'OR ESKll\IO DRUJllS.

Point Barrow, Alaska.
Cat. Noe. (a) 89267, (b) 89266, (c) 56514, (d) 56742, U.S • . 111.

½ natural size,

National Museum, and I have asked for his knowledge about Eskimo
musical in truments, to which he replies:
The principal machine to be called a musical instrument is the tambourine-like
drum.
These drums are carried everywhere by the Eskimo. He beats it when happy,
when sad or sick accompanies himself with his dirge-like songs, drives a.way evil
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spirits that torment his family when sick. It is a universal panacea, for all the ills
of life and a fountain of delight on festive occasions.
Many objects are strung on strings_ and tied to the belt, notably on little boys;
often a small brass bell is thus attached.

Fig. 202 represents a bunch or string of the dewclaws of the wood. land caribou, which have been trimmed at the point so as to make an
opening, and have been notched at the wide end, probably for decora-

Fig. 202.
RA'f'l'LE 01!' CARJBOU DEWCLAWS.

McKenzie River district, Fort Anderson Eskimo.
Cat. No. 7443, U.S.N.,vl.

tion. They are eighteen in number. Interspersed with them are several strings of ptarmigan beaks. This is one of the musical instruments
mentioned above b,y Captain Herendeen. The string or loop by which.
it was attached is shown in the figure. We can imagine the music
made by this instrument when attached to the belt of a running, jumping, playing boy. It serves the same purpose in music as does the
dulcimer, which, by the latest fad o.f society people, is bung upon the
door of the young ladies' boudoir, with bullets suspended from long
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strings, which, being agitated by the closing door, strike ~the wires,
making music whenever the door is moved.
Mr. Murdo~h 1 gives a better report of the musical abilities of the
Point Barrow Eskimo. He says:
·
Their music consists of monotonous chants, usually with very little perceptible
air, an<l pitched generally iu a, minor key. I could not perceive that they had any
idea of "tune," in the musical sense, bnt when several sang together each pitched
the tune to suit himself. They, however, keep excellent time. The ordinary songs
are in" common" or 4-4: time. The words are often extemporaneous, and at tolerable regular intervals comes the
refrain, "A yaiia, yana, a yafia
ya," which takes the place of the
"amna aja" of the eastern Eskimo. Sometimes, when they are
humming or singing to themselves, the words are nothing bnt
this refrain. Their voices, as a
general thing, are musical.
Like all Eskimo, t,hey are -very
fond of music, and are constantly
singing and humming t o 1bemselves, sometimes, according to
Captain Herendeen, waking up
in the night to sing. Besides
their regular festivals they often
Fig. 203.
amuse themselves in their houses
DRUili,
Nenenot-, Hudson Bay Eskimo.
by singing to the drnm. They are
U.S. National Museum.
fond of civilized IDUSiC and, having usually very quick and ~1cute
ears, readily catch the tunes, which they sing with curiously mutilated words. We
found" Shoo fly" and "Little Brown Jug" great favorites at the time of our arrival,
and one old woman from Nuwuk told us with great glee how Magwa (McGuire)
used to sing ''Tolderolderol." · Our two violins, the doctor's and the cook's, were a
constant source of delight to them.
HUDSON B..A.Y ESKIMO,

Mr. L. l\L Turner, 2 speaking of the.Hudson Bay Eskimo, says:
The only musical instrument used by tlrnse people is the clrum or tambourine of
the form sho,vn. These drums vary in diameter from 22 to 26 inches. The membrane for the drumhead is a thin r eindeer skin tanned.

Fig. 203 represents one of these drums from Nenenot.
Across the membrane is stretched a sinew cord on which are strung at right angles
to tho cord a. number of barrels, rnacle from the quills of the wiug feathers of the
willow ptarmigan. ..A.cross the underside of the membrane is stretched a. similar
cord with <Jnills.

Mr. Turner fignres and describes a imilar drum used by the Little
~bale River Indians, which drum , he says, differ greatly in con truction from tho 'e of t,be Ungava Indians.
Th

iz js rarely so great, seldom exceeding 22 inches.

These drnms have two

1
.i:Tinth Annual Report of ihe Bureau of Ethnology, 1887- 8, pp. 388, 3 9.
~Eleventh.Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1889-90, pp. 324-326.
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PLATE

MEDICINE AND DANCE DRUM. TANNED SHEEPSKIN ST RETCHED OVER A
WOODEN F RAME. TOTEMIC FIGURE, THE BEAR.

Cat.

Tlingit, Sitka, Ala ka.
(Niblack, Report U.S. Nat. Mus., 1888, fig. 302, plate LVII . )
o. 127613, U.S.N.M. Collected by Paymaster E. D. Webster, U. S.
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PLATE

3

2

4
WOODEN WH ISTL ES AND TRUMPETS.

Indianfl of Northwest Coast.

71.

EXPLANA TION OF PLAT .E 71.

~
I

__
4 __

_J

F ig. I. DANCE WHISTLE. In form of a toy balloon, with a bladder attached to
wooden mouthp:i,ece to operate the whistle.
(Cat.No. 89069, U .S. N. M. Haida, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Collected
by James G. Swan. Niblack, Report U.S. Nat. Mus., 1888, fig. 298, plate LVII.)

Fig. 2. DANCE WHISTLE. With double reed mouthpieces backed with bellow . Tia,
cheeks of the bellows are painted, representing lloorts, the bear.
(Cat. No. 89064, U.S. N. M. Haida Iudian , Skidegate, Queen Charlotte Islands, British
Columbia. Collected l>y Jame1:1 G. Swan. Idem , fig. 329, plate LXII.)

Fig. 3. CEREMOXIAL TRUMPET. Made in ix pieces (se :fio·. 4, this plate), which,
when joined, form six chaml>ers, in each of which a piece of fabric i
stretche<l. The different tone are not et to a i,cale.
(Cat.No. 20687, U.S. N. M. Tsim:3hian , Fort imp on, British- Columbia..
James G. Swan. Idem, fig. 301, plate LV!l.)

Fig. 4. WOODEN TRUMPET.

Five-chamb r d.

(Uorupare with fig. a, this plate. Idem, fig. : l!J, plate LXr.)

olle t d by

PLATE
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1

2

3
4
W OO DEN W HISTLES AND TRUMPETS.

Indians of Northw :t oa. t.

72.

EXP LAN ATION OF PLATE 72.

I

7

I

I
4_J

j_s_ __

Pig. 1.

DANCE WHISTLE. Blown like a fife. Compare fi<Y. 2, thi plate.
(Cat. No. 8!J057, U.S. N. M. Skidegate, Queen 'harlotte Islau<l1:1, British Colurnbia. Collected by James G. Swan. Niblack, Report U. . Nat. Mus ., 188 , fig. 299, pinto LVII.)

Pig. 2.

CEREMO XIAL WHISTLE .
(Cat. No. 89057, U.S. N. M. Skidegato, Queen Charlott Islands, British 'olurnbia.
lec ted by James G. Swan. Icle111, fig. 326, plate LXI.)

Col-

Pig. 3.

CERI~ MONIAL TRUMPET . Of wood; made in two eotion , wiLll r ,(l l> tw o.
(Cat. No. 20689, U.S. N. M . Tsimshian , }?ort irupso11, Britil:1h Columbia. 'oil •ct •tl by
James G. Swan. Idem, fig. 32.J, ])late LXI.)

Pig. 4.

CEREMONIAL TRUMPET. Of wood; in section, to l:lbow th Yiliratiucr pit•· •
(Cat. No. 20695, U.S. N. M . T11i1111:1hian , I•'nrt im1> ou, British 'olumliia. 'oil •ct •11 b)

James G. Swan. Idem , Jig. 327, plate

LXJ.)
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heads or membranes, fitted on the barrel and secured by a single hoop for each head.
The two hoops are then connected by tightening strings. The membranes are
invariabl y made of deerskin in the parchment condition and not of tanned skins.
The snares or thongs across the heads have pieces of wood instead · of quills as
rattlers. The drumstick, like that of the Ungavas, is of reindeer horn, or else, as
if to add to the din, a gun-cap box is pierced through from side to side and a few
pebbles or shot placed within. A stick i~ then inserted through the hole in the box,
and the whole covered with buckskin to prevent separation of the lid and box.
This makes a distracting noise.

Turner, describing the use of the drum, says:
Nothing is done, nothing contemplated, without sounding the drum. It is silent
only when the people are asleep or on a tramp from one iocality to another. If a
person is ill the drum is beaten; if a person is well the drum is beaten; if prosperous in the chase a drum is beaten, and if death has snatched a member from the
community the clrum is beaten to prevent bis spirit from returning to torment the
living. The drumbeat is often accompanied with singing, which is the most discordant of all sounds supposed. to be harmonious.
NORTHWEST COAS'.l'.

"The Indians of the Northwest Coast" is the title of a paper by
Lieut. Albert P. Niblack, U.S. N., based on collections in the United
States National Museum and on personal observation in connection
with the survey of Alaska in the seasons of 1885, 1886, and 1887. The
locality most affected was the coast and islands in southern Alaska and
northern British Columbia. The musical instruments which he found
were drums, whistles, and rattles, which are described in his paper. 1
Drums.-The usual type of drum is that shown on plate 70 (his plate
L VII), which consists of a piece of deer hide or sheepskin str~tched
across a circular wooden hoop. They are similar, though not identical,
with the drum of the Point Barrow and Hudson Bay Eskimo heretofore
described. It has the bear as a totem. It is beaten with an ordinary
bass drumstick.
Whistles.-Whistles are shown in great variety on plates 71 and 72
(his plates LXI and LXII). Some of these devices make a hideous noise,
especially such as fig.1 (plate 71), consisting of a wooden whistle and a
bladder like a toy balloon, or fig. 2 (plate 71), a whistle backe<l by a pair
of bellows to furnish the wind. The most elaborate instrument of this
kintl is hown in figs. 3 and 4 (plate 71), both being views of the same;
the former put together ready for use, the latter showing the pieces in
detail. It con ists of six pieces of wood, forming a kind of trumpet
with five openings, a continuous narrow band of silk being tretched
through the e opening . It is blown from the small end, trumpetfa hion, when each section gives forth its sound on a different pitch.
Figs. 1 and 2 (plate 72) are views of the ame kind of instrument blown
flute fashion. The other instrument are like a flageol t, some of
them havincr everal finger hole to change the not . . ~ ig. 3 (plate 72)
1

R port

u. .

a.t. Mus., 1

, pp. 331,332, plat a LVII, LXIII,
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has a reed or vibrating piece within, as shown in the sectional view
(fig. 4).
Rattles.-These are usually of cedar, generally in sections neatly
joined, elaborately carved, and painted with appropriate totem designs.
The usual form is a hollow wooden chamber with a dozen or more small
pebbles in it. The most primitive mentioned by the early voyagers is
composed of two hoops joined by a wooden crosspiece, the circumference being closely strung with the beaks of the puffin.-(His fig. 73,
plate XVIII.)
.
Lieutenant Niblack witnessed one of the great ceremonial dances of
these people at Fort Wrangell, Septeinber, 1887. Describing their
music and musical instruments,1 he says:
It consisted in raising the feet a lternately in quick succession as high as possible,
without moving the body, to the sound of a drum, chorus, and rattle.

He quotes Dawson's description of a dance:
*

Some had rattles, and added to the din by shaking these furiously at the
accentuated parts of the song. *
" The drum was beaten very regularly with
double knocks, thus-tum tum, tum tum, tnm tum-and with the sound the dancers
kept time in a sort of chant or song. * .:,. *
·)f

"

And from Laugadorff: 2
One of the dancers seems, as it were, to ]ead the rest, carrying in his hand a thick
sort of staff ornamented with the teeth of sea otters, which he struck upon the
ground to mark the measure. * * " The women sit on the ground. at a distance
of some paces from the danc.ers and sing a not inharmonious melody, which supplies
the music.
OREGON-(HUPA INDIANS).

Dritms, rattles, and whistles.-Capt. P. H. Ray made an extensive
ethno~ogical collection from the Indians in the Hupa Reservation, which
is described by Professor Mason in the Smithsonian Report for 1886.:i
Speaking of the musical instruments, he says:
Rattles employed by medicine men and in gambling are composed of many hoofs
and hooflets of the blacktail deer. Each piece is pierced through the apex and suspended on a short thread, upon which four white beads are also strung. These
pendants are then fastened to a long belt of cloth or leather and worn around the
waist or h eld in the hand. The hoofs striking together produce a sharp rattling
sound. A small, graceful lens-shaped rattl e, mounted on a stick, is h elu in the hand
of the dancer. (Fig. 114, plate 73. Hi. plate XXVI.)
The Hupa drum is a r ectangular box, covered with leather, and has little merit as
a musical instrnment. (Fig. 118, plate 73. His plate XXYI.)
The Hupa make tolerably agreeable music on a small bone whistle, made either
single or doubl . (Figs. '115-117, plate 73. His plate XXVI. )

Profe or Ma. on concludes with the statement that by the similarity
of the with the prehistoric instruments found in the ancient grave
Report U. S . .e~Lt. ins., 1888, p. 364.
Voyages, 1 05, platen, p. 114.
3
Part 1, pp. 234,235.

1
2
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PLATE

--H8.
WHISTLES, RATTLE, AND DRUM.

Hupa Indians.
Collected by Gen. P. H. Ray, U. S. V.
Mason, Ray collection, Smithsonian Report, 1886, Pt. 1, plate xxvr.

73.
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of southern On,liforuia a nd the islands of the coast the continuity of
mu ic in prehi toric time is made ont, and he wisely observes (p. 235):
It i au important principle, which archrooloo·ists sometimes overlook, that arts may
surviv and obey tho laws of tecbnic evolution even though the men through whose
instrumentality they Jive a11<1 have th ir being have no immediate blood relationship.

To which the anthor is t mpted to add that the survival of identical
arts among peopl swill ly eparated by time or space is not evidence
of independent di ·overy or 'eparate invention. The underlying idea
of Profe or Ma 011'
ta,tem nt is that thi survival of similar arts
must have been by teaching of ome ort which could only have been
accompli lied by cont, ct or ommuni ation intermediate betwe n the pe pl . While a imilarity of arts
(or of language) i not eviden e f con anguinity between different peopl , yet it i evide11c
f a high
order, ufficient in the ab en· of anything t the contrary, to carry convi ti n that t her has b
mmunication b twe n th m f ome ort.
CALIF l

[.A..

Bone whi ·tle.
a numb r of' b

Fig. 204.
HONE WlllSTLE.

:-anta 1·uz Ii;land,
'alifornia.

ph ltnm
11d, flag-

,·h wn an in
m· inl. n l. I

~

nt. Bar ra
f thi. . p ri-
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rial, as usual, b eing asphaltum, applied in a soft state, which closes perfectly the .
irregularly oval opening of the bone at th e end . Th e opposite openin g is more

Fig. 205.
BONE WHISTLE.

La Patera, Sant a
Barbara County,
California
Cal . • 'o, 62664, U.S.X.111.
; natural size.

F ig . 206.

Fig. 207.

BONE WHIS'l'LE.

BONE WlllSTLE .

Santa Cruz Island,
California.
Cal. No. I 102, .S.N.llf.
naturul size.

ti

San Miguel Island,
California.
Cnl.

o. 29657,

.S. N. ll!.

~,i natural siz~.

nearly circular, and is now without any obstruction. The two encls h ave been ut or
sawed off, and the dges are very smooth and even. The instrument, therefore, was
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never longer than at present. It is made of a portion of a leg bone of some large
mammal, and is 6½ inches in length. The lateral opening, which is nearly an inch
nearer one encl than the other, is one-half inch in di ameter. The external surface is
smooth and even somewhat polished.

Fig. 206 represents a bone whistle from
Santa Cruz Isla11d. It has been coated with
a l>lack pigment, probably aspbalturu, a11d
has been rubbed or used until it shows a
polisLed surface. It is made from the long
bone of a bird, and has the natural opening
throughout the interior. About 2 inches

Fig. 208.

Fig. 209.

BONE WHI 'l'LE.

DOUBLE BONE WTTIS'l'LE.

San Clemente Isl a11d, Californ ia.
Cat. No. 17 28-t3, U.S .N.l\T. &natural size.

Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Masaachusett.s .

San Clemente Island, California.

from one end a square hole has been cut in tbe bone, and just beneath
it is a transverse ridge of asphaltum. A note or sound js obtained by
blowing into the ei1d nearest the vent hole.
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Fig. 207 represents a bone whistle from an ancient grave on San
Miguel Island, California (Bowers collection). It is made from a tibia
of the deer ( Oariacits virginianus). The upper end has been cut off,
the cellular portion of the bone removed, and a side hole placed about
1¾ inches from the open end. Opposite this opening and extending to
the end on the inside are remains of gum or asphaltum, which formed
an air" passage on the principle of the modern :flageolet. By restoring
this with clay, I was enabled to get a sound or note on the instrument
thus:
81,a.

f~

•

There are two other whistles of like form from Santa Cruz Island
(Cat. Nos. 26273 and 26274 U.S.N.M.), but so much cracked and
weathered that no attempt was made at restoration.
Fig. 208 represents one of three instruments lately received from Mr.
J. Neale Plumb, of New York. They are from San Clemente Island,
and were obtained by Mr. Plumb during the summer of 1895 while
exploring the shell heaps and graves on the isiand. There were five of
these instruments found together in one grave. These are also made
from the tibia of a deer, but, unlike the whistle just described, the
lower or smaller end of the bone is cut away to form the mouthpiece.

Fig. 210.
BONE WHISTLE OR FLAGEOLET.

Santa Barbara County, California.
Cat. No. 20532, U.S.N.M. /r natural size.

This has been carefully worked and smoothed all around. The side or
vent hole is about an iuch from the end. Small pieces of gum forming
the air passage still adhere to the inside of the tube. There are no
finger holes, and consequently only one tone could be produced. On
the outside are traces of asphaltum, evidently used to hold in place a
wrapping of some kind, and near the larger end an ornament made from
a piece of iridescent Ilaliotis shell is held in place by the same material. The in truments found by Mr. Plumb are of unequal length ,
how no trace of a ·pbaltum on the larger end as do t4e Schumacher
specimens (fig. 209), aud they were probably intended to be used ingly.
These were de cribed by Prof. E. S. Holden. 1
In the graves on the island of Santa Catalina, Schumacher 2 found
1

Popular ci nee Monthly, Mar ·h, 189H.
R port upon . ' . Geographical 'urveys W st of the One Hundredth Meridian,
II, .A.rchmology, p. 237.
2
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eight double whistles or pipes, and on San Clemente,
one, which is here represented as fig. 209. These
were made from the tibia of a deer, joined together
and held in position by having the lower ends inserted in a mass of asphaltum and then wound with
bark, whicb in its turn was covered with asphaltum
aud extending nearly the entire length of the instrument. At the distance of an inch and a quarter
from the open end were vent holes, one in each bone,
with a mass or bridge of asphaltum placed inside
in such positions and ·of such size as to leave but a
small space for air. The open en<ls of both instruments were inserted in the mouth, and it was doubtless blown fiageolet fashion.
A bone fife or :flageolet is represented by fig. 210,
which, being without mouthpiece, is simply a bone
cylinder as represented, with four finger holes, and
was made from the femur of a bird. Contrary to the
foregoing specimen (fig. 209), it is very white and
highly polished, with a uniform thickness. It was
obtained by Mr. Schumacher from a grave on Santa
Cruz Island.
Fig. 211 represents an instrument made from the
ulna of the brown peJican. It is without mouthpiece, but has four small finger holes. It is from
San Miguel Island, California, and was collected by
Mr. W. H. Dall. 'fhe ends are so much weathered
and broken that it is impossible to say of what the
whistling apparatus consisted. There are, however,
in the Ethnological Museum coJlection bone fiageolets from Costa Rica (see fig. 273), identical in
shape with the one just mentioned and giving a
series of musical tones. In these the mouthpiece
is at the larger end, which is filled with gum or
asphaltum, leaving an air passage which connects
with a vent hole about 14 inches distant. It seems
probable that the California specimens were constructed in the same way, but they have become
fragile by age and other causes, and in only one or
two instances can any tone be produced.
The following list will give the additional instruments in the United States National Museum, the
catalogue numbers, with the kind of instrument
and the locality where found, collected principally
by Messrs. Schumacher and Bowers:
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Whistles without lateml opening.

Cat.
No.

Locality.

Num-

ber-

26280

:J.

29650

:I..
:J.

Santa Crmr, Island, California ........................ . ...... ....... ...... ............... .
San Miguel Island, California .......... ... ..................................... ........ .
·14994 ... .. do .......................................................... .... ..................... .
29667 .. •.. do ...................................... __ ......................... . ................. .

.1

Whistles with late1·al opening.
15fi21
18162

.1
1

Mare Island, California ................................. ... . ...... .................... . .. .
Santa Cruz Island, .California .............................. ............ ................. .

.:r.

18163 ..• . . do ....... .... .. ....... .. ... .. ................. ....... : ..... . ......................... .

1
1
1
1
1

181.64 ..•.. do ... ....................... ........ .... .................................. .... : ...... .
20532
21775
18201
26408
29675
18323
62664

S!tnta Barbara Island, California .............................. .......... ................ .
San Luis Obispo, California .................... . ........ .. ... .. .............. . .......... .
Santa Cruz Island, California ........ : ................................ . ................. .
San Miguel Island, California ........ ................................................... .
..... do ..... ....... .... .... .......................................................... .... ··
Santa Cruz Island, California .... . .......................... .. ... ...... . ... ............. .
La Patera, Santa Barbara County, California ................... ......... ............... .

2
5

1

Whistles or jlageolets with four finger holes.
18336

1
1
1

Santa Cruz Islnnd , California .......................................................... . .

20532a Santa Barbara Island, California .................. .......... ........................... .
14987

San Miguel Island, California ............................ ... ....... .... ................. .

Undetermined.
26272

Santa Cruz Island, California ................................................... . ....... .

26273 . .... do ................................................................................... .

1
1
1

26274 ..... do ...................................................... ............ ................. .
26275

.... do (broken) ............................................... ...... .... ... ............ · ·

26276 .••.. do (fragment) ......................... . ............................................. ·
26277 .•... do (broke11, unfinislrc<l) . ................ .. ...... .. ..... .. ........................... .
26278 ....• do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................. · · ·

I

26279 .••.. do .................................................................................... .

1
1

26281 ..•.. do ................................................................................... .
26282 ..... do (ornamented) ............................................................... ······

1

29658 San Miguel Island, California ..................................................... ·······
29657 .•... do ............ ..................................... . ................................. .

1

1

29~59 ..... do .. .......... .. ..................................... .................... ........ · · · · ·
29649 ..... <lo . ............................... ... ...................... ............. ............. .
29644 .•... do ............................................................................. ·······

Fig. 212 represents a double flute from the McCloud River Re erv, ·
tion, hasta County, alifomia (received from Livingstone ton. ,.
The tubes are of soft wood, re embling elder stalk, with bark and pitll
removed. There are four finger boles in each tube, made with a burn·
ing iron. There is no sign of the use of asphaltum, nor is th r auy
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mouthpiece. Both tubes are open from end to end, and it is suggested
that they have been blown upon not as a flageolet, but across the hole in the open end of the
tube instead of across the lateral bole in the side.
What use tlrn four finger boles were is quite undeterrniued, for, while they are not too great in
number, they are so far apart that no person can
cover them all at the same time.
Drimis and rattles.-There seems to have
been among the California aborigines, whether
ancient or modern, an almost total absence of
these instruments or any musical instruments of
percussion.
· Capt. George M. Wheeler, United States Engineer in charge of the geographical survey west
of the one hundredth meridian, and principally
ts:
g
on the coast of southern California, made, or
0
~
caused to be made, extensive archreological inp..
5!-1
vestigations into the prehistoric occupation on
the Pacific coast of southern California, especially ~
~ t:j
0
among the islands. This expedition bad the aid ~ I] g
of persons at that time the best qualified in the "' ~< ~
United States to make such investigations. The ~ Fo· ::;10 o_'~q '
z
result was published in Volume VII of the series, ~ Ul~ 0t:j ~
and is entitled "..Archreology." In the introduc- <Of-, ~ z !"'
0"'
tion (p. 26), is found the following:
0
0

CD
>-;

CD
>-;

<fl

tlj

!»

In the way of musical entertainments it is evident that
the Californians were limited to very primitive instruments, the only kinds that have been found in the graves
consisting of w bistles made of bones of animals. Some
of these, however, exhibit considerable ingenuity, and it
may be that they were played upon with skill.

!
~-

8

~

1:1

~

~
0

~
o'

a~·

This statement is verified by Mr. W. H. Dall,
verbally, whose opinion and observation is entitled to. great weight because he had, prior to
that time, made elaborate and extensive ethnologic investigations amoug the_ aborigines of
Alaska, prehistoric and modern, where he had
found such an extensive and almost universal
use of the drum.
Tbe United States National Museum possesses
neither drums nor rattles from the southern coast
of California, and as for rattles, while they are
rare, those which are found belong to modem
Indians far in the interior. They are also peculiar iu their construction and quite different from
those fom1d elsewhere among the aborigines.
Fig. 213 represents an object of pottery, possibly a rattle, from
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San Diego, California, collected by Mr. Edward Palmer. The finder
reports it as a doll and not an idol nor a rattle. The lower part is
spherical; a small orifice is shown in front; through this have bet:m
pushed two little pebbles a quarter of an inch in diameter. Whether
the insertion of these pebbles was intentional or accidental, we have
no means of knowing, nor is it known whether their insertion changed
the character of the instrument in the intention of the maker from a
doll to a musical instr'ument. The
walls of the sphere are solid and
quite thick, and not calculated t()
giveo:ffmuchsound,and, while the
rattling of the two pebbles can be
heard, yet they sound but faintly
and can be bear9- only a short distance. The more it is examined,
the less certain is the conclusion
that it was ever intended as a rattle. Another item is that the protuberances representing ears ba ve
been pierced and, though the right
ear has been pulled out and the
string lost, yet in the left ear the
hole is perfect, and contains a
string of white and green glass
beads alternated. This would
seem almost decisive in favor of
the object having been a doll and
not a rattle, though it may have
beeu used for both.
Specimen, Oat. No. 165685 ( U.S.
N.M.) from the Pomo Indians,
Mendocino Uounty, California, is
a rattle made of the scrotum of an
animal, cut open and sewed together, inclosing pebbles or hot.
Fig. 213.
POT1'ERY RATTU; ( OR DOLL 1).

San Diego, California.
Cat, ~o.19739, U .S.N.M.

~4 natur al size.

NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS, EAST
OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

Fig. 214 represents a mu ical

instrument of the :flute or fl.ageolet type. It is blown from the nd.
but is without a mouthpiece; whether always so or becau e of it. Io_
is not knowll. It is made from the humerus of a swan, is 10 inche ' Ill
length; the ound or vent hole is lateral and 2¼ incbe from the upper
end. The natural hollow of the bone form · the bore of the in trum nt.
and is nearly filled with asphaltum at the vent bole, apparently for th
J)Urpose of reducing its ize and giving the nee s ary vibration wll u
blown through the upper nd. This a phaltmn ha o far <let riorat 1
or become degraded as that the instrument will emit only an imperfi

l..Q

t-

1..Q

~
~
~

0
H

~

0
E-1
w.
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~

~

Fig.214.
BONE WHISTLE, PONCA GRAVE ( 1)

Fort Randall, South Dakota.
Cat. No. 10105, U.S.N.M. {1, natural size,

-.;>=~°':

~-==

Fig. 215.
WOODEN lfLAGEOLET.

Kiowa Indians, Indian Territory.
Cat, No. 153584, U.S.N.M. I"ifnatural size.

~~~IP{

"- ~:==-==--~~
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note or sound when blown upon.

The instrument was taken from an
Indian grave at Fort
Randall, and is marked as having been
collected by Asst.
Surg. A. J. Comfort,
U.S.A.
Arapahoes, Man. dan Sioux, Yankton
Sioux, Kiowas, Seminoles.-S p eci men,
Cat. No.153575 (U.S.
N.M.) is an Arapaho
medicine man's rattle
made of skin. Its
length is 9 inches.
Specimen, Cat. No.
7712 (U.S.N.M.) is a
rattle used by a Mandan medicine man,
Dakota Territory,
Fort Berthold, Upper
Yellowstone River,
and was collected by
Drs. Gray and Matthews. Specimen,
Cat. No. 8354 (U.S.
N.M.) is a rattle used
as a neck ornament
by the Sioux Indians.
It is a skeleton of a
tortoise whicb has
become mummified
and has head aud
claws still attached.
It was suspended
from the neck so as
to come far down on
the b re a ' t , and
around the. lower end
are bored eight sma11
holes from which are
suspended si rt eeu
Fig. 216.
littlemetal
tripsand
DA •cE RATTLE Ob' TORTOI E SHELLS.
four
diminutive
copLake Ok chobee, Florida.
per
bells,
all
of
which
Cal. No, 155-13, U.S.N.M. if natural si1.e.
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serve to make a rattling, jingling noise during the motion of the
individual, presumably while in the dance.
Specimen, Oat. No. 8845 (U.S.N.M.) is a dance rattle of the Yankton
Sioux. It is a stick covered with tanned buckskin, to which are
attached, by leather thongs, a number of hoof tips. The end of the
leather is like a sack, ornamented with bead designs and two eagle
· feathers. Its length, not including sack, is 17 inches.
Fig. 215 represents a :flageolet of the Kiowa Indians~ It is represented as having been purchased by Captain Pratt, in 1888, for the
sum of $1.65. It is of cedar, bas been made in halves so as to work out
the interior, and is then gummed, put together, and bound tightly by
ten different strands of buckskin, which serve to keep it in place.
They are each wound three or four times around ancl tied in hard
knots, except that over the vent hole, which forms a bowknot, all the
ends being allowed to hang, as shown in the figure. Its length is 18
inches; its diameter, interior -f-6 inch, exterior ll-6 inches. It has six
finger holes put about equal distances apart ancl in the same relation
to each other as in the white man's ordinary fl.ageolet. The mouth
hole is in the upper encl and has been carved out of the solid, as represented in the figure. There is little doubt that this is a modern Indian
instrument. Its scale is as follows:
Normal.
Forced .
...........................................
: .. _,,_ t::
:

~,~= -+-J--r---.r---r,-ertf4--t-z-~1
----+-~

e e e e
e
e e e e e
•••••oo••
•••o
••••ooo••
eoo
•••oooo•• e
eooo
8

O O

••00000••
••00000•0

0000
0000

The note G in the staff and the G above are a little sharp-between
G and A.I). A. series of notes obtained by cross fingering were only
duplicates of tones already given.
Fig. 216 represents a leg rattle of the -Seminole Indians. It con_sists
of fifteen shells of the box tortoise at~ached to a leather legging. The
shells are perforated with small holes and filled with black seeds about
-h inch in diameter. Its lengtll is 14 inches and width 10¼ inches.
· Dr. Daniel G. Brinton, in a paper entitled "Native American stringed
musical instruments," 1 remarks:
It is generally stated tha.t tho American Indians at the time of th discovery did
not use anywhere on the continent a stringed instrument. I have found, however,
four examples which seem to controvert this, and I give them in the hopo that the
readers in Tho Antiquarian will be able to add to their number.

He describes one as the "Apache fiddle," a small stringed instrument of one cord. The specimen·is in the Museum of the University of
Pennsylvania.
1

N.AT MUS

Am rimin Antiq na.rian, Ja.nuary, 1897.

96--37
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The resonator is a hollow reed about a foot in length, over which is str etched a
strand composed of six or eight horse hairs. The strand is, at one end, wrapped
around a movable crossbar, which allows it to be tightened at will. The cord is
sounded by means of a bow with a horsehair string. There is some doub t whether
this is a genuine aboriginal invention.

Another example is taken from Adair's History of the American
Indians (p. 175 ), who relates that in 1746 he was among the "MississippiN achee" Indians and witnessed a performance ''on .one of their old
sacred musical instruments, * * * 5 feet long and a foot wide on
the head of the board, with eight strings made out of the sinews of a
large buffalo." It was played with a bow which was managed by two
Indians, one at each end.
Another is the ,~ quijongo" of Central .America:
A monocord, made by fastening a wooden bow with a stretched cord over the
mouth of a gourd or jar, which serves as a resonator. The bow is usually a hollow
reed about 5 feet long, and the resonator is attached at one-third the distance from
one end. The string is then bent down and fastened to the mouth of the jar. The
notes are produced by striking the two sections of the string with a light stick, and
at the same time the opening of the jar is more or less closed by the palm of the
hand, thus producing a variety in the notes.

His fourth is a specimen from the Metropolitan Museum, New York,
and is described as a reed about 5 feet long, with a jar fastened at the
middle point, above which is a bridge. To this are attached four strings
of different lengths. The specimen is labeled as from the Upper Purus
River, Brazil, "Apurinan Indians." But Dr. Brinton adds:
No such tribe and no such instrument are mentioned by Martius, Markham, Ehrenreich, Von den Steinen, or Polak, so I can add nothing to the information on the
label.

Very nearly al_l interest in the foregoing as aboriginal stringed
musical inst,r uments is taken away by Dr. Brinton's last paragraph:
It is posRible that in all these cases tho instruments were borrowed with modifications from the whites or negroes; but there is sufficient probability that they were
aboriginal American inventions to make their further study desirable. The stringed
instrument sometimes found in Central America, made by stretching cords over the
concave carapace of an armadillo, or turtle, must be modern, as it has no native
name in either Maya or Nahuatl.

Professor Mason is sure that the aboriginal tribes of .America had
no stringed musical instrument whatever.
Rowbotham 1 says that the North American Indians were able to
record their music by cutting notches in sticks, and he cites Schoolcraft,
I, Chap. VI. He figures one of these sticks, declaring that the rise and
fall of the tone necessary to produce the melody is indicated by the
· position of the notches, that a rising slope indicated a raise of the tone,
this as they proceeded from left to right; and that a declivity of the
notch or stick indicated a lowering of the tone, and that the abruptness
in each case of the slope indicated the rapidity with which the rise or
fall should be made. He also cites Kohl's Wanderings .Around Lake
Superior, pages 287-290, and Tylor's History of Mankind, page 157.
1

History of Music, III, p. 198.
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MISSOURI (MOUNDS).

Whistles (limonite concretions).-Certain whistles hav~ been found,
principally in Missouri, which belong to the epqch of the Mound Builders or are surely pre-Columbian.
They are limonite concretions which have
been opened at one end, presumably where
the crust is thinnest, the clay nucleus has
been removed so as to leave a hollow interior and the opened end of the shell ground
to a beveled edge, moderately sharp and
thin, so that being blown against it produces a sound. The United States National
Museum possesses a series of four of these.

]lg. 217.
WHIS'£LE, LIMONITE CONCRETION.

Fig. 218.

Blackwater Creek, Saline County,
Missouri.

WHISTLE, LIMONI'l'E CONCRETION.

Blackwater Creek, Saline County, Missouri.

Douglas collection, Museum of Natural History,
New York. Natural size.

Douglas collection, Museum of Natura. History, New York.
N atural size.

A series of :five belongs to the collection of Mr. A. E. Douglas, Metropolitan Museum of Natural History, Central Park, New York City.
Figs. 217, 218, and 219 represent three of these. The small hole on one
side near the upper end may have served for
suspension as in some specimens it shows signs
of wear. They are ali from Blackwater Creek,
Saline County, Missouri, and their musical tones or notes
are, respectively, as
Fig. 219.
follows:

WIIISTLE, LIMONITE CONCRETION.

Blackwater Creek, Saline
County, Missouri.
Douglas collection, Museum of Natural
History, New York. Natural sl,.e .

Fig. 220.
WHISTLE, LIMONI'£E CONCRETIO ' .

Chariton County, Missouri.
Cat. No. 62037, U .S. .M. Natural size.

E

~

The specimens in the National Museum received from Mr. C. J. Turner
are identical with the foregoing, with the exception of one which is
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Its form is somewhat like a flattened globe and

represented in fig. 220.
its note is here given:

The tones emitted by the remaining specimens (not figured) are as
follows:
Specimell, Oat. No. 62034 (U.S.N.M.), Ollaritou County, Missouri.

Specimen, Oat. No. 62035 (U.S.N.M.), Chariton County, Missouri:

Specimen, Oat. No. 62036 (U.S.N.M.), Chariton County, Missouri:

Thruston 1 figures a stone whistle of more elaborate mechanism.
is here reproduced as fig. 221. His description is as follows:

It

We may feel assured, however, that the aboriginal Tennesseans were not without
musical instruments. The tube or whistle of tlark-gray steatite, 11-t inches long,
represented in :fig. 190,
never fails to respond in
ample volume to a good
pair of lungs, although
not always in harmonious
notes. The form of this
interesting tube clearly
indicates its use. It was
plowed up in a :field in
Fig. 221.
Pleasant Cove, Warren
S'fONE WHISTLE.
County (Middle TennesWarren County, middle Tennessee.
see), byMr. John Blanks,
Thruston, Antiquities of Tennessee, p. 283, fig. 190.
and presented by him to
its present owner, Dr. Thomas Black, of McMinnville, Tennessee, who kindly loaned
it to the writer. The sectional view shows its interior construction, ancl the artistic
and mechanical skill with which it is made. This finer lie appears to be unique.

-

VIRGINIA, OHIO, TENNESSEE, ETC.

Stone tubes, possible musical instru1nents.-In the National Mu eum
are a number of tone tubes of cylindrical and other forms, of different lengths. The smaller ones, often only a few inche long, have been
thought to be ornament . A variety of uses are ascribed to the
1

Antiquities of Tennessee, p. 283.

Report of U. S. National Museum, 1896.- Wifson .

STONE TUBES- M USICAL INSTR UMENTS(?).

U. S. ·atio11al 1'Iuseum. 1 natural size.

PLATE

74.

EXPLANATION

OF

PLATE 74 .

Fig. 1. From Woodstock, Verm ont .
\Cat No.10915, U.S. N. M.)

Fig. 2. From Dos Pueblos, Cali fornia.
(Cat,. No. 62J38, U.S. N . M.)

Fig. 3. From. Rockingham, Virginia.
(Cat. No. 42674, U.S. N. M.l

Fig. 4. From Virgiuia.
(Cat. No. 6088, U.S. N. M.)

Fig. 5. From Swanton, Vermont.
(Cat. No. 30033, U.S. N. M.)

Fig. 6. From Swantou, Yermont.
(Cat. No. 30034, U.S. K . M.)

Fig. 7. From Tennessee .
/Cat. Ko. 6812, U.S. N. M .)

Fig. 8. From Tennessee.
(Cat. No.12271, U.S. N. M.)

Fig. 9. From Georgia .
(Cat. Ko. 3158!°, U.S. N . M.)

Fig, 10. From Teunessee.
(Cat-. No. 34835, U.S. N. M.)

Fig.11. From Tenues;;ee.
(Cat. Ko. 27772, U.S. :N'. M.)

Fig, 12. From Etowah :Mound, Georgia.
(Cat. No. 170858, U.S. N. M.)
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General Thruston, 1 speaking of stone tubes of hourglass form, quotes
the following from Judge Haywood's History of Tennessee:
When the stone trumpet is blown through, it makes a sound that can be heard,
perhaps, 2 miles, and that probably it was used for similar purposes to those for
which the trumpets of the Israelites were used1 namely, principally to convene assemblies and to regulate the movements of
an army.

General Thruston's experience with these tubes does
not seem to have been satisfactory, for he adds:
We have exhausted our blowing powers upon two similar
"stone trumpets" in our collection without eliciting any satisfactory response in the way of musi.c or noise, and we scarcely
think it possible that these tubular objects could have been de. signed "for martial music," as stated.

No expression of opinion is here made as to the
correctness of these claims, but we have not ignored
or rejected them. To do so would be to decide the
question adversely and cut off further argument. It
is deemed wiser to insert the figures of these objects,
calling attention to their claims as musical instruments, to the possible end that
future investigators may discover
something concerning their use and
thus be enabled to settle the question. So far as the writer can discover in the published descriptions
of these objects, their use as musical instruments is rarely advanced.
CLIFF DWELLERS.
Fig. 222.
FRAGMENTS

OF

WOODEN FLUTE.

Colorado.
Norclenskiold, Cliff Dwellers
of the Mesa Verde, p. 101,
og. 64.

Mr. W. H. Holmes,2 in speaking
of the pottery of the ancient Pueblos, says:
Tht, ancient people had not devoted
their ceramic art to trivial USeS; there
are no toys, no rattles, and no grotesque
figures.

Fig. 223.
This remark would seem to apply equally as well to
BONE WHISTLE (1).
the Cliff Dwellers; but that musical instruments
Colorado.
made Of Other materials Were not Unknown tO these Nordensklold, Cliff Dwellers of
people iS evidenced by the fact that among the th8 Mesa Vef<le, description of
plate XLI.
objects mentioned by the late G. Nordenskiold as
coming from the cliff ruin of the Mesa Verde, in southwestern Colorado, are fragments of a wooden flute and a small bone pierced with
1

Antiqaities of Tennessee, p. 282.
P ottery of the Ancient Pueblos, Fourth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1882-83, p. 272.
2
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a lateral hole and possibly used as a whistle.
objects, he says: 1

Speaking of these two

Among the wooden objects, some fragments of a flute found in Spring · House
should also be mentioned. [Here reproduced as fig. 222.] The flute was made ofa
bough. Its diameter was 2.5 centimeters. The longest fragment measured 45 centimeters and was pierced with three holes. In a smaller fragment, which could not
be fitted together with the rest, was a trace of a fourth hole.
·

Of the bone object he says (description of plate XL!):
The above figure [here represented in fig. 223] shows a bone implement pierced
with a little hole, and perhaps used as a whistle.
·

Fig. 224.
DRUM.

Pueblo Indians, New Mexico.
Cat. No. 41176, U .S.N .M.

iJ natural size.

There seems to be no reason why the use ascribed to these objects
by Professor Nordenskiold should not be accepted. A people with an
art culture so highly developed in other directions might easily have
invented and used musical instruments.
PUEBLO INDI.A.NS-(.A.RIZON.A. .A.ND NEW MEXICO).

The foUowing descriptions of musical instruments from the Pueblos
are intended merely for comparison, or for showing certain reRembl3:nces of form between them and objects of the same class from other
1

The Cliff Dwellers of the Mesa V~rde, p. 101, fig. 64.
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localities. It is not claimed that they are all prehistoric, although some
of them are undoubtedly ancient. Mr. James Stevenson, in his illustrated catalogue of the collections obtained from the Pueblos, says :1

Fig.225 . .

Fig. 226.

DANCE RATTLE.

DANCE RATTLE.

Wolpi, Arizona.

W olpi, Arizona.
½ nntural si1.e.

Cat. No. 42042, U.S.N.M.
½ natural size.

Cat. No. 41862, U.S.N.M.

Quite a number of articles of this group may perhaps be properly classed as
"ancient," and were obtained more or less uninjured.

Aud also (pp. 335,336) that the
ornaments and musical instruments employed in .
dances and religious ceremonies do not differ
much among the Pueblo Indians, the principal
ones being the chum, rattles made from gourds,
notched sticks, a kind of flute, and a turtle-shell
rattle.

l)rums.-Fig. 224 represents one of
these instruments. Mr. Stevenson's description (p. 398, fig. 581) is as follows:
A flat drum made by stretching goat bide over
a wide hoop and tightened by lacing crosswise
around the edge with a cord of the sam .material.
One side is plain, the other is decorated with a
figure which is not interpreted. This specimen is
from Shiuumo, but it does not differ from tho e
used by many of the other tribes.
Fig. 227.

A large drum (Pur-pi-shulc-pi-po-ya)
Cat.
No. 128922 ( U.S.N .M.) is of more
'\Volpi, Arizona.
primitive construction from the Hopi
Cat. o. 41 55, U. . .M. ½ nnturnl si ze.
Indians of Arizona. The hell i made
from an irregular haped ection of a hollow log 15f incbe long or high
and 18 inches in large t diameter. Two rawhides are ._tretclled ov r the
end without hoops to make tlie heads, and are laced together with a
strip of the ame material.
RATTLE MADE FROM OX HOOFS.

1

econtl Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1880-81, p. 319.
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Rattles.-Fig. 225 represents a dance rattle from Wolpi, made from a
small gourd, embellished in colors of black, red, and white. The gourd
is perforated at each end, through which a stick is passed for a handle.
Swastikas are painted on two sides. 1
A primitive form of rattle (Tohi mo Mu-to-pa), Oat. No. 94006
(U.S.N.l\.f. ), is from Zuni, New Mexico. It is the shell of a scallop or
summer squash dried with the seed inside, which produce the sound.
Fig. 226 represents a painted gourd rattle from Wolpi. Arizona, used in
dances. It is perforated for the insertion of a wooden handle.

Fig.228.
DANCE RATTLE OF 'l'OR'l'OISE SHELL AND DEER HOOFS.

Silla, New Mexico.
Cat. No. 47234, U.S.N.M.

A rattle made of leather in the form of a bag, inclosing pebbles, Cat.
No. 47819 (U.S.N.M.), is from Silla, New Mexico. It is ornamented with
feathers.
Fig. 227 represents a bunch of ox hoofs or toes, used as a rattle in
dances. The objects are frequently attached to the edge of turtle
shells, thereby increasing the sound. From Wolpi, Arizona.
In fig. 228 is shown a rattle made from a tortoise shell with deer
hoofs attached by buckskin thongs. It is from Silla, New Mexico.
1

Wilson, The Swastika, p. 896, fig. 256.
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Fig. 229 represents another rattle of this class from Zuni, New Mexico. Mr. Stevenson's description (p. 373) is as follows:
Specimen of a rattle or musical instrument
made from the shell of a turtle, which is highly
esteemed by the Pueblo tribes. The flesh of the
turtle is ca~efully removed from the shell, leaving it hollow. To the edges of the breastplate
are attached the toes of goats or sheep. These
toes, coming in contact with the hollow shell,
produce a peculiar . sound, in keeping with the
sound caused by the gourd rattles used in the
same _ceremony. The rattle is fastened to the
rear of th e right leg near the knee when employed in the dances.

Fig. 230 represents a so-called musical
instrument from Ilopi, Arizona. It is a
stick 18½ inches long, with coarse notches
on one side, across
which the scapula of
Fig. 229.
a
deer or other animal
DANCE RATTLE.
is
rubbed to produce
Zuiii, New Mexico.
the sound.
Cat. No. 41853, U.S.N.M. ¼ natural size.
Wind ·i nstruments.The wind instruments from the Pueblo Indians here
mentioned are of two classes: (1) Direct flutes or
hollow tubes of wood, blown across one end; (2) instruments which have a mouthpiece, made on the
same principle as the modern flageolet.
Specimen, Cat..No. 69192 (U.S.N.M.) is one of the
first class (Le-na). It is a hollow cylinder of wood
with five finger holes, three in one group and two in
the other. One end of the tube is beveled from the
inside, making a sharp edge, against which the air is
forced when blown. From Hop1, Arizona. Length,
27¼ inches; diameter, 1¼ inches.
· A sacred flute (Shoh-Koonne), Cat. No. 69312
(U.S.N.M.), is from Zuni, New Mexico, and is blown
in the same manner as the preceding. It is made
from a slightly tapering reed, and has four finger
holes arranged in pairs widely separated. On the
Fig. 230.
lower end is attached a flaring rim madP. from a piece NOTCHED sncK cTruhof gourd, upon which are painted designs in bright
kun-pi).
Arir.ona.
colors. Length, 26 inches; diameter, ¼ inch at
Smaller end.

Cat. No. 41 9 2, U. ' • •!II.
¼natural etu.

An instrument of the second class (flageolet) is
shown in fig. 231. It is made from a hollow reed or cane, and bas four
finger holes. A piece of wood :flattened on one side for an air passage
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is inserted in the bore and forms the mouthpiece. To the lower end
is attached a flaring rim made of a piece of gourd gayly colored. The
mouthpiece is somewhat mutilated, making it
impossible to obtain the scale of the instrument. It is from Zuni, New Mexico. Length,
13 inches; diameter, 1 inch.
Fig. 232 is an instrument made of pottery,
lately received by the National Museum from
Mr. H. D. Thompson, of Moline, Illinois. Its
remarkable similarity to specimens from Central
and South America was deemed of sufficient importance to justify a description in this paper.
.According to Mr. Thompson, it was found several feet below the surface· in the Mississippi
River drift while excavating for a factory foundation. It is the only specimen of its kind found
in the eastern or central United States that has
thus far come to our notice. Its shape is that
of au animal -head (somewhat cat-like). By referring to the sketch it will be seen that the
whistling mechanism is in the mouth of the
animal and the eyes served as sound or finger
holes. Unfortunately the mouthpiece is broken
and the original scale of the instrument can
not be given. Three notes, however, were possible. Pottery whistles of bird and animal
shapes are
frequently
found in
Mexico,
Central
and South
.America,
Fig. 231.
as will be
FLAGEOLET.
seen later,
Zuni, N ew Mexico.
Cat. No. 96479, U.S.N .M.
and the
whistling
apparatus in all is identical with
the one here figured. Mr. Thompson (the owner) was somewhat
Fig. 232.
skeptical as to the antiquity of
POTTERY WHISTLE.
this instrument, but the writer
Moline, Illinois.
can only say that if it had been
Cat. No. 195269, U.S.N.M. Natural size.
received from Central .America
its genuineness would not have been questioned, so closely does it
resemble the pottery whistles from that region.
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MEXICO.

Music evidently occupied a Pr<?minent place in the arts of the ancient
Mexicans, for it is mentioned by the early ~panish writers in connection
with war, religious ceremonies, and festivals of various kinds. The
instruments described or mentioned were drums, timbals, flutes, horns,
trumpets, and rattles. According to Clavigero, 1 they had no stringed
instruments.
Of their use in war or military movements Bernal Diaz 2 relates:
We saw the enemy in th e plain in our front, advancing against us, sounding their
trumpets, horns, and drums.

Again he says (p. 297) :
Before we arrived at our quarters and while the enemy were pursuing us, we heard
their shrill timbals an d the dismal sound of the great drum from the top oftbe great
temple of the god of war, which overlooked the whole city.

Clavigero 3 also mentions the use of musical instruments in war:
They began the battle (as was usual in ancient Europe and among the Romans)
with a most terrible n oise of warlike instruments, shouting and whistling, w hich
struck terror to those not accustomed to hear it.

Of the religious music .in charge of the priests the same author says
(p. 43):
The Ometochtli was the chief composer of the hymns which were sung at festivals; * * * the Tlapixcatzin, the master of the chapel, who not only appointed
the music, but superintended the singing and corrected the singers.

Of songs and dances Don Antonio de Mendoza, in a second letter 4 to
Emperor Charles V, says:
Indians accompanying their dances and songs with flntes marked at the places
where :fingers ·are to be placed. The flutes are of different sizes. The singers beat
time as with us. They sing in accord with those playing.

Prescott, 5 in speaking of the domestic manners of the Atzecs, says:
As soon as they had finished their r epast the young people rose from the table to
close the festivities of the day with dancing. They danced gracefully to the sound
of various instruments, accompanying their movements with chants of a plea ing,
thou gh somewhat plaintive character.
1

The History of Mexico, Tra,ns. Charles Cullen, esq., Philadelphia, 1817, II, p. 207.
True History of the Conquest of Mexico, Trans. Maurice Keatinge, esq., London, 1800, p. 45.
3
The History of Mexico, p. 170.
4
Castafieda: 1540. Relation Du Voyage De Cibola, etc., Appendice, p. 295; Trans.
R. Ternan x-Compares, Paris, 1838.
"Con.quest of Mexfoo, I, p. 156.
2
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INSTRUMENTS OF PERCUSSION.

Drums (teponaztli).-There is no representative of the ancient Mexican drum in the United States National Museum, and those here shown
in fig. 233 a, b, are copied from the work of Carl Engel.1 His description is as follows:
The teponaztli of the Aztecs is generally made of a single block of very hard
wood, somewhat oblong square in shape, which they hollowed: leaving at each end
a solid piece about 3 or 4 inches in thickness, and at its upper side a kind of sound-

b.
Fig. 233.
UR MS .

Teponaztli of the Aztecs.
Car l Engel, Descriptive Cata log ue ot Musical lnsLruments in the Kensington Museum, p. 77, fig. 65.

board, about a quarter of an inch in thickness. In this sound-board, if it may b
called so, they made three incisions, J1 amely, two running parallel some clistanc
lengthwise of the drum, and a third running across from one of these to the oth r,
just in the center. ______ By this means they obtained t wo vibrating ton"'ues
of wood, which, when beaten with a stick, produced sounds as clearly <l fined as
those of our kettledrums. By ma1.ing one of the tongues thinner than the other,
1 A Descriptive Catalogue of the Musical Instruments in the Keusiugton Museum,
p. 77, fig. 65.
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they insured two different sounds, the pitch of which they were enabled to regulate
by shaving off more or less wood. The bottom of the drum they cut almost entirely
open. The traveler M. Nebel was told by arch::eologists in Mexico that these instruments al ways contained the interval of a third, but on examining several specimens
which he saw in museums, he found some in
which the two sounds stood toward each
other in the relation of a fourth, while in
others they constituted a :fifth, in others a
sixth, and in some even an octave. This is
noteworthy, inasmuch as it points to a conformity with our diatonic series of intervals,
excepting the seventh.
The t eponaztli was generally carved with
fanciful and ingenious designs. It was beaten
with two drumsticks covered at the end with
an elastic gum called ule, which was obtained
from the milky juice extracted from the Mexican ule tree. Some of these drums were so
small that they used to be carried on a string
Fig. 234.
or strap, suspended around the neck of the
POTTERY RA'l."fLE (ayacachtli).
player; others, again, measured upward of 5
Mexico.
feet in l ength, and their sound was so power..,
Cat. No. 133206, U.S.N.M. Natural size.
ful that it could be heard at a distance of 3
miles. In some rare instances a specimen of the teponaztli is still preserved by the
Indians in Mexico, especially among tribes who have been comparatively but little
affected by intercourse with their European aggressors.

Rattles (ayacachtli).-The rattle appears to have occupied an important place in the ceremonies of the ancient
Mexicans. In constmction it was similar to the
rattles commonly used by the India~s of the present day, which are ro1-md or oval in shape and
usually made of a gourd, into which is inserted
a wooden handle. A number of small pebbles
were inclosed in the hollowed gourd. 1
Rattles made of pottery were also used, and
there are in the Museum quite a number of these
ancient instruments. Fig. 234 represents one of
a series-the simplest form (Batchelor collection). It is round and the outer surface is ornamented with incised line decoration in panelFig. 235.
like designs. They are perforated with a number of boles, in most cases not placed with any DouBLE BELL oR RA-r'rLE o~·
POTTERY. TLALTELOLCO.
particular regularity. The inside is furnished
Mexico.
With Small Clay pellets, Which produce the SOUnd. Cat o. 99109, U.S. .M. ½ natural
.Another form i shown in :fig. 235, which is a
size.
double bell or rattle (Blake collection). Its shape is like two mall
gourd with the stems· twi ted together o as to form a handle. A
traight slit divides the globular bodies almost in lialf, expo ing
the clay p llets which produce the ound. The painted decoration
1

Engel, Musical Instruments, p. 79.
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is quite simple, consisting of lines and dots in black. The sound of
this rattle is clear and distinct-similar to that of metallic bells .
.A. recent addition to the Museum (Cat. No. 196675, U.S.N.M., Phillips collection), is a gourd-shaped rattle modeled in· grayish colored
clay, the neck or handle representing a grotesque human head. The
globular part containing clay pellets is divided in the same manner

Fig. 236.
HANDLE OF INCENSE BURNER WITH RATTLE • .

Hill of T epeyac, Mexico.
½ natural size,

Cat, No, 99082, U.S.N.M.

as the preceding (fig. 235), and in addition there are two small holes
placed on opposite sides of the chamber in a line transverse to the
division or slit. The clay is not well baked and the sound is rather
feeble.
Additional specimens of earthenware rattles in the United States
National Museum not figured are as follows:
Catalogue
number.
27871

Locality.

From whom received.

Valley of Mexico ....... ·-· .. ·-··.............. . . National Musonm of Mexico.

27872 ..... do·················-······ ············· ······
Do.
133216 Mexico ................... : ....... ... ·--··· ...... Wanl Batchelor.
133217 ..... do··························-················

Do.

There are a number of broken pottery instruments or objects in the
United States National Museum which at first sight were thought to
have been rattles. 1'hey are in the fol'm of a slightly tapering tube,
varying in length from 2 feet to 6 inches, and in diameter from 1-i to
1½ innbes. In some of these a serpent or reptile's head containing a
clay pellet is re.presented at one end, as shown in fig. 236. The cfay is
well tempered and the sound produced quite brilliant. Recent acces·
sions from Mexico, however, furnish evidence that the above are handles
of vessels used in religious ceremonies (incense burners i), the rattle
probably serving an accessory purpose. Among the objects recently
found by Mr. Edward Palmer in a burial cave at Dos Caminos, 25 miles
em~t of Acapulco, were twenty-nine fragments. Ten of these are the
upper part of handles with a portion of the bowl still attached, and
niueteen are the lower ends terminating in heads of reptiles. One_vessel has been sufficiently restored to indicate its character, and is here
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introduced as fig. 237. It is-in the form of an open-work bowl, the outside being ornamented with panel-like designs in low relief. A long
hollow handle projects from one side, which may have terminated with
a rattle, as showh in fig. 236. The similarity of these pieces or handles
to the ones already possessed by the :M useum was immediately recognized, and with the bowl-shaped additions lately received their identity
was established. Pictographs representing certain religious ceremonies in which are priests holding like . instruments are given by
Chavero. 1
Of the use of incense burners by the Mexican priests, Clavigero 2
says:
For incense they generally m ake use of copal, or some other aromatic gum, *
The censers were commonly made of clay, but they bad also censers of gold.

*

*

Instruments similar to the foregoing are in the museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia.
During the explorations of prehistoric ruins at Copan, Honduras,
made under the direction of the Peabody Museum of American Archre-

Fig. 237.
INCENSE BURNER OF POT'fERY.

Burial cave, Dos Caminos near Acapulco, Mexico.
Cat. No. 173071, U.S N .M. ½ natural size.

ology and Ethnology, Harvard University, 3 two vessels belonging to
this class were found. The report of the objects fouud in Tomb 6 contains the following:
A piece of pottery 13½ inch es long, in the form of a perforate<l ladle, the end of
the handle representing the bead of a serpeut, was fouud near the skeleton. This,
in all probability, is an incense burner.

And, again in Tomb 10:
A ladle-shaped piece of pottery similar to that found in Tomb 6.

On page 30 of the same volume, in describing the contents of Tomb
1, mention is make of a pottery whistle.
A primitive form of dance rattle still used by the Yaqui Indian of
Sonora, Mexico, is outlined in fig. 238. It is made of butterfly cocoon ,
which are divided into halves and ewecl together at one end with a
double cord. Each half of the cocoons contains a graiu or pebble.
-

--

- - - - - -- - -- -

havero: Mexico a tra.ves de los siglo , pp. 591-635.
Hi tory of Mexico, II, p. 44.
3
fomoirs of the P abody Mus um of Am rican Archa ology and Ethnology Jiar,arcl niversity, I, To. 1, p. 32, Prehistoric Ruin of Copau, Honduras, Preli01iuarr
I eport.
1

2
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Fig. 238.
DANCE RA1"l'LE 0~' l!U'l "l'ERICLY COCOONS.

Yaqui Iudiaua, Sonora, Mexico.
Cut. No. 9397, U.S. .M

NAT MUS 96--38
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They are attached to a long cord, which is wound around the leg of the
dancer.
·
Bells (tzilinilli).-The only instruments of metal in the Museum collection of Mexican antiquities arc the bronze bells.(¥) These appear to
have been in general use by the Mexicans before the Spanish conquest,
and they are often found :figured in the picture writings representing
the various objects which the ·Aztecs used to pay as
tribute to their sovereigns. One of these bells is
shown in fig. 239. Mr. W. H. Holmes, in "Ancient Art
in the Province of Chiriqui," 1 says:
A question as to the authenticit,y of these bells naturally
arises, and it may be difficult to show to the satisfaction of the
skeptical mind that any particular specimen is not of European.
origin or inspiration. At the same time we are · not without
strong evidences (historical and otherwise) that such bells were
in use by the Americans before the advent of the whites. " * *
The form originated, no doubt, in the rattle, at first a nutshell
or a gourd; later it was modeled in clay. With the acknowledged skill of these people in the working of metals, there is no
reason why the bells described should not have been manufacFig. 239.
tured independently of European aid an<l. influence, provided
ANCIBNT coPPER OR
the requisite metal was at hand. It should be observed that, if
BRONZE BELL.
these early American bells were copied from or based upon
Mexico.
Spanish originals, they would not vary greatly in type with the
cat. No. 99041 , u.s.N.M.
various sections from which they are recovered, but it is obNatural size.
served that marked and persistent differences do occur. The
well-known Mexican bell, all example of which is hern outlined in fig. 44 [our fig. 239],
although of bronze, _is generically distinct in form and construction.

Similar bells iu the United States National Museum not figured are
as follows:
Catalogue
No.
97782
99035
99036
99037
99038
99039
90040
99042
90043
99044
133108

Locality.
Orizaba, Mexico ........................................ .
Mexico ...... .... .... ... . ...... .... ..... . ........ ....... .
..... do . ................................................. .
.... . do .................................................. .
.... . do .... ...•..•.. .. ....... . ........ ...... ... .. . . .... ..
.••.. do ... ....•............... . . .......... ......... .......
.••.. do .. ....................... ... ............. ......... .
..... do ..•••.......•....................................•.
Guerrero, Mexico ....................................... .
Tenango del Valle, Mexico ..•....••..•..................
Mexico ..... . . .. . ...................................... - .
1

Nwnber.

7
1

Collector.

L.H. Ayme.
W.W. Blake.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
.Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
\Tard Batchelor.

Sixth Annual Report of tho Bureau of Ethnology, p. 51.
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WIND INSTRUMENTS.

Whistles or flageolets (pottery).-The ancient instruments of the class
which are here to be described form a most interesting series; not
only those from Mexico, but the similar ones from Oent~al and South
America. They show in some degree
the progress which the aborigines had
made in the arts, and that a musical
system, however crude, had been attained. The whistling mechanism in
all is identical with that of the modern :flageolet, and the only distinction
that can be made between them is by
classing the instruments which only
emit one sound or note, as whistles,
and those which have one or more
Fig. 240.
finger holes, as :flageolets. The simple
POTTERY WHISTLE, DOUBLE E.AOLE.
form may have served only as calls
Mexico.
Cat. No. 133213, U.S.N.M.
or signals. The smaller instruments
Natural size.
a.re mostly grotesque caricatures of
the human face or figure or of animals or birds. The larger instruments are more like the modern :flageolet. Fig. 240 represents one of
the smaller class. The body of this is a short tube with one end closed.
A prolongation at right
angles to tbe tube forms
the mouthpiece, and on
the upper part, where the
two are joined, is placed
a figure representing a
bird with two heads. It
is modeled in grayish-colored clay, unpainted.
Closing the euu hole will
give the lower note, when
opened the higher one, as
seen in the accompanying

s~ale:~

:Fig. 241.
POTTERY WIIISTLE, MUTILATED.

~

Mexico.
Cat.

o. 133210, U.S •• M.
Natural size.

Another in1:,trument
from the same locality is shown in fig. 241. It is identical in material
and general shape. The ornament or figure is mutilated. Its origillal
form was undoubtedly bird-like. The tones are here given:

~

f
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Professor Kollman 1 :figures and describes instruments of this and
other Mexican types in a paper entitled "Floten und Pfeifen aus AltMexiko" (in the Festschrift published by Riemer in Berlin in commemoration of the seventieth birthday of .Adolf Bastian.) These instruments form part of a series of Mexican antiquities belonging to the
ethnographic collection in Basel. They were obtained in Mexico by
Henri Lukas Vischer during the years 1828-1837. A translation, most
kindly furnished by Mr. H. von Bayer, of Professor Kollman's description of the double-headed _bird whistles, is as follows:
On the fife (fig. 4) there
is an imitation of a prairie
hen (Bonasa cupido). Another fife of our collection
shows a pair of these hens
united similar to the double e:;igle, as shown in fig. 5.
The animals are represented in a live attitude; the
wings are spread, the head
and tail held up, as if pre'
paring to rise. Regarding
the significance of these
representations, both of the
single and double bird, I
fail to find any clew for explanation. Perliaps it is intended to indicate the true
wedded life of men or of
gods, since those hens live,
as is known, monogamous,
as do many other species
of wild fowl. Perhaps
they express some motives,
which render the birds so
ll'ig. 242.
important in the minds of
PO'r'l'ERY WHISTLE, PEAR OR GOURD SHAPED.
other peoples. This I will
Valley of Mexico.
explain below.
Received from Museo Nacional, Mexico.
Fig. 5 [our fig. 240]. A
Cat. No. 27 69, U.S.N.M. ½ natural size.
double eagle on the fife
spreading the wings, with the tail raised, as if preparing for a downward :flight to
tho ea,rth, in contrast to the prairie hen ~fig. 4), which, b eyond doubt, aims to rise.
The double eagle has but one body and one pair of wings; the tail, however, is quite
broad and shows a lightly marked division. In neither of the tw o figures are the
logs platnly shown, as the former are attached to the fife by a rudely formed connection of clay. The double figure ha a sharply curved eagle-like beak. The entire
shape of the head reminds one of the ancient Mexican representations of the whit·
beaded eagle in Central and South America. Our collection posse ses ev ral of
these figures in clay. It is thereforev ry probable that the pr -Columbian Iexican
connected a certain significance with a double eagle, which also became an important symbol of power with many civilized nations.

.

j

/

Fig. 242 repre ent one of a erie of pear or gourd- hap d whi tle
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with a tapering stem or neck, which served as a mouthpiece. It is
modeled in gray-colored clay and unpainted, with the exception of the
mouthpiece, which is colored dark red, and highly polisbed. The front
portion of the instrument is ornamented in relief, and on the opposite
side is a raised loop, forming a suspension hole. It has one sound
hole near the base
of the air chamber,
and two notes are
possible:

•

0

the lower tone with
the s o u n d h o l e
closed.
The American Museum of Natural History in New York
City possesses a
number of pottery
whistles somewhat
similar to the foregoing (fig. 242). Six
Fig. 243.
of these are of tolPOTTERY WHTSTLE, ORNAMENTED.
erably fine clay with
Tl:.tltelolco, Mexico.
tbeusualred painted
Cat. No. 99108, U.S.N.M. }½ natural size.
surface, and are extremely crude representations of birds. The others, a dozen or more,
were exceedingly rough, unpainted, and nearly all spherical. None of
the instrume11ts bad more than one finger bole and consequently a
scale of only tw(> notes.
Fig. 243 represents another instrument of the class, with more elaborate omamentation. It bas but one finger hole, and with the normal
force in blowing the following tones are produced:

~r±J
•

0

By using more force the lower note can be raised a full tone, thus:

ft- i- r-1
•

0

the higher note not being affected. Specimen, Cat. No. 27870 (U.S.N.M.)
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is one of the same general description.
given:

Its musical capacity is here

The notes given by another example belonging to this series (Cat.
No.196676, U.S.N.M., Phillips collection) are indicated in the following

if

!

!

j

scale:

E,~=~I

E

~---==1-

•

0

In fig. 244 is outlined a whistle of more elongated form, but
in principle the same as those
just described. Its two notes
are as follows :

~
•

0

Another whistle not figured
(Cat. No. 133211, U.S.N.M.) belongs to the series. It is small
and without any decoration.
The t wo notes are as follows:

~r L1
-•- it

F ig . 244.
POTTERY WHISTLE, ELONGATED FORM .

Tezcu co, Mexico.

•

0

Fig. 245 represents one of the
Cat. No. 99074, U .S.N.M. Natural size.
larger specimens, in the shape
of a grotesque human fi g ure. The tapering mouthpiece is missing.
There is no finger hole, and its one note is here indicated :

This in st rument was dug up by the Mexicans in constructi ng fortifications near the site of the ancient city of Tezcuco, near the close of t he
United States an d Mexican war. Instruments of this cla s will be
found in the P oin ett collection, Museum of the Academy of Natural
Science , Philadelphia.
Fig. 2 6 repre ents a whi tle of a highly complicated de ign. A
better idea f it appearance can be gained by referring t the k tch
than i po ible from a written de cription. Part of the mouthpiec i
wanti g, but it wa probably furni h d with on , imila.r to tho e n th
whi tle heretofore descri eel, and i her indicat cl by dotte l line in
the sketch. It i the l arge t whi ·tle in he Mu eum collection from
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Mexico, and the volume of tone is in proportion to the size of the instrument. The note produced is here given:

In fig. 24 7 is shown a small whistle of unpainted black ware. It
represents a grotesque human head. The neck serves as a mouthpiece
and there is one sound hole placed under the chin. With the hole
open no distinct tone can be made;
when closed the following note is
emitted:
~-

~~

The American Museum of N atural History in New York City has
two whistles similar to the foregoing, but representing a death's head
or mask.
Fig. 248 shows another whistle
caricaturing the human face. (Received from Hugo Finck.) It is
modeled in coarse reddish clay and
not painted. The air passage is
through the neck and the venthole
is represented in the widely open
mouth. The interior of the head,
which forms the air chamber, is so
filled with earth and the specimen
otherwise so mutilated that no
sound can _b e obtained. This figure
is only inserted in order to show
the variety of forms which occur
in these instruments.
Fig. 245.
One example of a bird-shaped
POTTEHY WHISTLE.
whistle (Oat. No.196677, U.S.N.M.,
Tezcuco, Mexico.
Phillips co1lectiou) is suggestive of
Cnt. No. 10069, U.S.N.M. % natural sl,.e .
the instruments so often found in
Central and South America. It is roughly executed in dark gray-colored
clay, unpainterl. The leg and part of the hea<l. are broken-and missing.
There are four finger holes, two on each side of the body. These, being of
unequal ~izes, increase the number of sounds possible, but these differences (in size) were probably not intentional, as all the details of modeling show haste or unskilful work. The tail serves as a mouth piece, and
the notes obtained by a simple method of fingering are shown in tbe

following scale:

tft=t r &m
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Intermediate notes can be obtained by cross :fingering.
Fig. 249 represents a tubular instrument of coarse red clay with a
flageolet-like mouthpiece. On the upper part of the lower extremity
,.....,. _______ ,.,. ::--.
'{··-····,···..... -

\t

--,,
i
:

t1'

f' ,

I

'

I

I

~

,1

Fig . 246.
L AROE P OTTERY W HIST l,E,

OMPLTCATED DE SIG N.

E xcavations 11 ar Mexico by Dr. A ntonio P iiafi 1.
Cat.

o. 10.J 2, U • . . M.

1 nfttural size.

(part of which j mi , ing) i repre ent d the bead and part of the body
of a eq n -like animal, but ou account f w athering the f atur , r
not di tinguishable. There are no fing r hol , and its one note i a
follow :

n in trument f th , , m

wn in fig. 25 . I

f Ji·
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material and from the same locality as the preceding. The ornamentation, however, is different. Attached to the upper part of the tube
about mid way from each end is a disk ornamented in relief. Back of
this are two projecting wings, and a sort of tail curves over.the end of
the tube, but leaving the bore entirely open. There are no finger holes,
and the whistling apparatus is so much damaged that no musical
sound can be produced.
Tubular instruments with four finger holes and but little, if any,
added decorations are represented in the National Museum by three
specimens found by Mr. Edward Palmer while exploring a cave situated
in the Hortices district about 28 miles east of Colima, Mexico. All are
modeled in rather coarse reddish clay. The largeRt (fig. 250a) measures
13-! inches in length by :i inch iu outside diameter, the bore or inside
being -/1-6 inch. The mouthpiece is formed by closing and flattening
one end of the tube, and has the usual air passage and ventbole. The
finger holes are a little less than ¼ jnch in diameter, aud are placed½
inch apart, the lower one being 1 inch from the end of the tube.
This instrument is well preserved, but for some reason the
tones emitted are weak, and can
only be produced by blowing
softly. Thenotesareasfollows:

A smaller example (Cat. No.
197172, U.S.N.M.) is the same
in principle. The venthole is,

Fig. 247 _
SMALL POTTERY WIIJS'l' LJJ:, ORO'l'E QUE ITUMAN HEAD.

however, placed on the lower
Tlaltelolco, Mcxi ·o.
Cat. No. 99072, U .. ·.N.M. ./j natural siz •
side (directly reversed from its
position on the large instrument), and on the opposite upper surface, extending· along the tube in
a line toward the finger lloles, a serpent is represented in low relief.
The lower end is broken off, leaving only two finger J1oles. The remaining part measures 8½ inches in length; outside diameter, t½ inch, and
the bore, -ls inch. Its notes, which are round and full, are here indicated:

These are obtained by usiug ordinary force in blowing. Increased
power will produce their octave, and, with added force, the fifth above
is possible.
With the two instruments just described Mr. Palmer found a double
flute or flageolet (fig. 250b). The tubes seem to have been made eparately and then luted together. At the lower end of each are four
finger holes of the same size and distauce apart as given in fig. 250a.
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Tbe mout hpiece is broken off and missing, and whether the sound'""'
produce<l were in unison or not it is impossible to determine.
The instrument repr esented by fig. 251 is more like the modern flageolet in shape t han any in tbe series. The lower part is missing, but;
its probable outline is indicated in the sketch by the dotted li nes. It
is modeled of gray-colored c lay,
highly polished, and h as b and
decorations in red. The long, s lender mouthpiece and upper part o-f
the cylinder containing t wo finger
boles is all that remains. Entire,
it probably had four holes, the
usual number in instruments of
this shape. The notes that can be
produced now are as follows :

~t=le~

L~ ~
e

II

I

•
O

0

0

e

Q

'

This, of course, hardly gives a n
idea of the pitch and compass o f
the instrument originally. Specimen, Oat. No. 133212 (U.S.N.M. )
evidently belongs to this classnothin g remaining, however, b ut
t he mouthpiece and enough of the
cylinder to p roduce one note, thus:

I

I

(

\\,. ............ j

l.

. . ..-.- --·::::-'

Professor Kollman 1 describes
an instrument (one of twentyPOTTr:nY wmsTLE, cARICATunE oF n uMAN F ACE.
four) of this cla s from Mexico
Ra.ins near Cordova, Mexico .
deposited in the ethnographi colCat. o. 9316, U.S. .i\I. ¾ natural size.
lection in Basel. It is fig. 1 (Flot
Qoyoloctli) of the pr eviously mentioned pa per, and a tran lation of
hi de cription kindly furni hed by Mr. O. W . Shoemaker, of the
D par ment of Intern, tional E xchange , Smith onian In titntion
her follow :
Fig. 248.

ornament ed on t h outer ur£ c (fi g . 1) . The
a.ppar ntly don l>y hand. They make a neat fini h wh i ·h ho w a t a
roam nt tion nd an lvanc d t chnique i n t hew rki ng of th in it
nn r. t fol material. 'l Lt orn m u tatiou of t he bell m u h i often
] rant.
1

------clolf Ha tiau,

t. chri ft rn m - 6 J u ni 1

p p . 5. '~ 1.

ornament ar
te for r "DI r
elf om h
very rich n

ep.
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The bell mouths were painted with a white color, which now remains for the most
part only in the . deeper parts, but formerly probably covered the entire ornament.
All the bell mouths with which I am acquainted are somewhat ornamented. In the
flutes of reddish clay, the mouthpiece, almost to the wind hole, is often an intense
red, and in color reminds one somewhat of terra sigillata. Neither the red nor the
black color, however, is to be attributed to glazing, but to a coloring matter which
was burned in.
A description of the twenty-four flutes or fragme~ts of flutes would be superfluous
in this place. They all resemble one another in a high degree. The numucr of the
:finger holes, the form of the wind hole and of the mquthpiece, is alike in all. They
differ only in the color (red and black); in height, which varies from 17½ to 25t centimeters; in the decoration of the bell mouth; and in the number of the color rings,
which sometimes encircle the tuues near the :finger holes.
All the flutes which have hitherto been made known from Old Mexico are not alike
in form, according to letters of Mr. Seler; the flutes mentioned in the manuscript of
the Biblioteca Laurenziana are formed more like oboes, so far as the mouthpiece is
concerned. It is bent at an obtuse angle. These flutes have also four :finger holes,
but no bell mouth. The tube is rather cut diagonally at the end. For an ornament

TUBE-SHAPED PO'l''.L'ERY WHISTLE.

Cordova, Mexico.
¾. natural size.

Cat, No. 20037, U.S.N.M.

there is a neat red patc·h on the tube above the :finger holes, while the color of the
flute appears bright yellow. From the color it is to be assumed that the flutes pictured in the Sahagun manuscript w ere made of reed. The red mass is doubtless the
loop of rib and or a small leather strap.
In the collection of Gabriel Mas, in Munich, there is a flute which has a divine figure
on the front, probably Xipe the "Geschundeneri."

He adds in a footnote (2, p. 559):
It is not correct to designate this instrument as a flute; flageolet would be b etter.
A flute occurs in Europe under this name, ancl which is ma<le on the ame principle.
But I will not quibble about the name flute, because it already occurs in literature.

We are indebted to Mr. A. E. Douglas, of New York, for the loan
of a :flageolet (entire) from the valley of Mexico. 1 Its shape is practically the same as outlined in fig. 251. A short description and its
musical capacity are here given.
1
This specimen was purchased by Mr. Douglas from the Boban colJ0ction of Mexican antiquities sold in N cw York City, December, 1886, called in the catalogue
(No. 14) Uilacapitzli, and from the .valley of Mexico.
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TUBE-SHAPED POTTERY WHISTLE.
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Cordova, Mexico.
Cat. No. 20036, U .S.N .M.
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natural size.
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TUBE-SHAPED INSTRUMENT OF POTTERY.

a=

Colima, Mexico.
Cat. No.197171, U .S .N .~1.

!
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natural size.
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DOUBLE FLUTE OR FLAGEOLET OF POTTERY.

Colima, Mexico.
Cat, No, 101173, U.S.N.l\I,

¾n11tnrnl size,
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The body of the instrument is painted dark brown and ornamented
near the lower end with three bands
in red. The bell (or flaring end) is
not painted, but is ornamented in relief. The painted portion is highly
polished. With normal force in blowing the following tones can be made;
fingering as indicated in the accompanying scale:

~trrrtttf1
e e e O e e 0
e e e e O O 0
eeo eooo

e

O O

e

O

O 0

The notes c, b, g, can also be obtained by using the following method:
:f!::. -fl-

Lt

1
0

0

0

~~
0
•

e
•

•••
With increased force the following
notes are given:
Bva .............................. .

ft~,@ 1

l' ....
e

:

e

e

~

O

0
0

8 8 8

The note F:lf can also be made by
fingering thus:

tg: :1
~

..fl-

•

0

•• ••
It hardly seems possible that these
upper notes could or would be used
to any great extent as the force required to obtain them makes it almost
a physical impossibility.
The Poinsett collection in the Mu·
seum of the .Academy of Natural
Science , Philadelphia, contains a
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number of instruments of this class. They are oftbe finely polished red
and black ware and have four finger holes. All are more or less broken.
In the American Museum of Natural History at Central Park, N e--w
York, I saw one of these instruments with the bell mouth and decorations similar to fig. 251 just described, and also to specimens in the
South Kensington Museum figured and described by Carl Engel. 1
But there were two others, in fragments, which, instead of ending in
a bell-shaped mouth, terminated in a man·s head, face or mask of the
usual Mexican type. The face looked directly in front and was only
slightly larger in diameter than the tube. The instrument itself was
nearly a cylinder with no variations in diameter. The forehead and
sides of the face were firmly attached to and formed part of the tube.
The orifice or venthole for the expulsion of air is placed under the chin
and corresponds to the throat.
mg. 252 represents an instrument somewhat like those just described.
It was lately presented to the Museum by Mr. Newton H. Chittenden,
and is said to have been found in ancient Aztec ruins in Mexico. It is
made of grayish-colored clay and painted black. The workmanship is
rather rude and the clay not so well tempered as in some of the specimens before mentioned. The upper part is in the form of a grotesque
human head with the tongue protruding. The headdress is quite elaborate and contains the whistling apparatus. There are two pr~jection s,
one on each side of the hollow tube, which are ornamented with inci ed
lines. The expanding b~ll-shaped end is decorated in relief, and with
incised lines and dots. There are four finger boles, but so much ot·
the mouthpiece is missing that its former musical capacity can not be
ascertained.
The collection of Mrs. J. Crosby Brown, of New York, in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Central Park, contains a number of instrument
similar to the foregoing. They are figured in an interesting work
entitled Musical Instruments and their Homes. 2 Referring to the e
instruments the author says in part:
We must distil!-guish three different classes. The first consi t of tho e which
have been introduced by the European invaders, the second consist of th in trnments of native origin now in actual u e, the third class are tho e which have b n
preserved in the various mounds and pyramids of the Aztecs.

To the latter class the instrument here described undoubtedly belon er.
An in trument pre ented by Mr . J. Oro by Brown i shown ill fi_.
253. It i in the form of a reptile highly conventionalized. The b I
is a ylindri al tu e, with the opeu end projecting below the ue ·k
th reptile. At the oppo ite extremity the tube is enlarged om wha
to ac mmodat the whi tling me ha i m and a tap ring continuatio
the ail, which erv a a mouthpiec . '£here are four liner·
n he upper par or back. Th low st tone i obtained with
1
2

Insical In trument p. 62.
Brown, Mn ical Instrument and their H mes, p. 311, fig . 6-9.
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Fig. 252.

Fig. 253.

FLAGEOLET-SHAPED INSTRUMENT OF POTTERY,

FLAGEOLET IN FORM OF REP'.l.'ILE.

Aztec ruins, Mexico.
Cat.

o. 112819, U. . .M.

Mexico.

%i natural si, e.

Cat. No. 93873, U.S. .M.

/,

i natural size.
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holes closed.

Fingering from the open end toward the mouthpiece
following notes are emitted: Scale No. 1.

•

•

•

e

O O

•

t;

0

e e e O 0
e e O O 0
O 0

Reversing the process of fingeriug gives the
following: Scale No. 2.

~7-i
e
t.l

e

e

O

e

e

r
O
O

e

n~

O
O

O

• • • ·•

0

By this combination the tone F ~ is the
same with all open or one hole stopped. The
note 0# can only be made by :fingering, as
shown in scale No. 1.
Fig. 254 represents an instrument carved in
marble. The upper end is broken, but was
"'"' evidently fashioned for the insertion of a
mouthpiece similar to the modern flageolet, a
portion of the vent hole still remaining. It
has six sound holes, and the lower end is carved in imitation of an alligator's head. A l.Ja, tily constructed mouthpiece of wood (see restoration) was inserted by the writer, aud a
rather imperfect scale obtained. The antiquity of this instrument may not be very great.
The fact of its having six finger holes sugge t
European contact, as in all other specimens of
this class from the Western Hemisphere the
usual number appears to have been four ho1 ~.
Prehistoric musical instruments made o
wood are extremely rare. A material whi ·h
decays so easily can not resist the influence
of time, except under favorable couditio11
which retard it destruction. The woo<l u
object in the National Museum clas d a prhi tori were all obtained from burial plac ·
either in cav or graves.
Fig. 255 repre e t a whi tle mad from
hollow r ed or cane. It wa found in a I ·
bi toric averu near th Bay of An er I Low
alifi rnia.
11 end i
lo d with r in ar.d
form
b u
in b ti n
joint or knot in th

i

' hi h

0
0

0
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reed. .At this point the tube is scooped out, leaving the natural barrier
or division exposed. This formed a stop, which deflected the current
of air (when blown into the open end) in the same manner as does the
transverse ridge of asphaltum in the bone whistles from California
heretofore described (p. 567). The outer surface is ornamented with
incised band8 and dots, which appear to have been burnt in. The specimen is so much weathered that no definite sound is emitted. A smaller
whistle from the same cavern differs only iu having both ends open.
The lateral bole is at the joint, as in the foregoing. These instruments
are a part of a collection obtained by Mr. Edward Palmer, who made
the exploration in 1887.1
.A flageolet, obtained from the Yaqui Indians of Sonora, Mexico, is
shown in fig. 256. It is made of cane, strengthened with baud1:1 of sinew.
There are three sound holes, two on the upper surface near the lower
end, and one below (wbich does 11ot show in the drawing ), placed
between the third and fourth bands from the lower end. Length, ~1¾
illches. .A wooden plug cut away on one side so as to lea,·e an air
passage was inserted at the upper end and formed the mouthpiece.

Fig. 255.
WHISTLE MADE FROM HOLLOW REED.

Cavern, Bay of Angela, Low er California.
Cal . No. Ja0588, U.S.N.:\I. ¾ natural size.

During the progress of this paper, Mr. Wilson, profiting by his
attendance as Commissioner-General of the United State8 at the Brussels International Exposition, 1897, visited tbe extensive lVIusee Instrumental of the Oonservatory of Music of Brussels. Its curator, M.
Mahillon, himself a mu~ical-instrument maker, having devoted much
time, labor and money to its successful accomplishm011t, ha· u11ite<l the
musical instruments of all nations. He has prepared an analytic aud
descriptive catalogue of the iustruments under his charge, which
greatly increases the value of the collection. The policy of tlrn Belgian Government has been to invoke for the benefit of the .Mu ·eum the
aid of its foreign representatives in the procuratiou of local instruments, whether primitive or modern. As a result, it bas been, throngh
the good offices of M. Dorenberg, Belgian consul at Puebla, Mexico,
the fortunate recipient of a collection of Mexican instruments, all of
wliich are primitive, but quite a number prehistoric, These include tlie
l'oponaztli (Spanish Atabal) or drum, the Marimba, and tlle Ohirimia (a
sort of hantboy), and are said to be used together forming a primitive
baud. .Along with these is a series, twenty-five, more or less, of whi Oe
or flageolets similar to those heretofore represented. They figure in tlrn
Mtrneum catalogue as Nos. 819-821, 8:32-856, inclusive. Mo t of them
are apparently without holes and give but a single note which i · remark1

NAT MUS

Report U.S.
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at. Mu, ., 1888, p. 127.
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able for its high pitch, Nos. 848,849 especially so, being F, two octaves
above the staff.
No. 832 has four holes and sounds five notes,
froin G flat to C above the staff. Nos. 852, 853
have a somewhat Jarge and indefinitely oval
shape, each with four holes and sounding five
notes, the former from C to A flat, and the lat ter
from C to B sharp, both above the staff. No.
855 is a vase ornamented with relief representing the figures of men and animals. .A.round
the neck of the vase, attached to, and forming
part of the body, with the other ornamentation,
are six whistles or flageolets, the mouth hole in
each making its appearauce on tlle inner edge
of the neck. N 011e of these have .finger holes,
and each gives but a singJe note, varying !Jetween
A and B flat above the staff. No. 838 is a flageolet representing a salamander or alligator
similar to fig. 253. It bas six holes, tbe two
lower ones of which make no variation in the
pitch. The scale of the instrmneut runs from
C to G sharp within the staft:
CENTRAL' AMERICA.
SAN SALVADOR.

Wkistles.-Only a ff'w musical instruments
from Sau Salvador, Central America, are represented in tlle Museum coJJection. In fig. 257 i ,
shown
a pottery whistle of unpainted ware in
"
the shape of an animal head. There are no
sound holes, and only one note is emitted:

C)

Bva

~~

Firr. 258 represents a front and profile view
of a whistle, also unpainted, from the mne I cality. It bas a bird- haped body wit h gr te qn hnman or animal h ad. All the fi atnr
are rud Jy executed. The tail
rve a · ,
111out hpi ·ce, and there are two on 11 rl hoJ ' iL
tbe bl'ea t. It three note are a f Ho w :

'an ah ail r w •r r ·eiv d fr m

-

ap . J. I . o .
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NICARAGUA.

Whistlts or flageolets.-There are in the Museum a number of pottery whistles or flageolets from various localities in Nicaragua, collected
by Dr. J. F. Bransford and Dr. Earl
Flint, of the United States Navy,and
also others lately received from the
Nicaraguan Government. The latter
are part of the Government collection exhibited at the Columbian Historical Exposition held at Madrid in
1892.

Fig. 259 represents a grotesque
bird-shaped whistle of black ware
from Ometepe Island, Lake Nicaragua. It is part of a collection made
by Dr. J. F. Bransford in Nicaragua
and described , by him in "ArchreFig. 257.
ological R~searches in Niearap:ua." 1
POTTERY wHr::-TLE- Ar-mAL HEAD.
There are two finger holes in the
San Sa lvador.
back_ and the head Sel'Vf\S 8,S a
Cat. No. 9643, U.S.N.M. 3ri, natural •ize.
mouthpiece. A raised fillet forms a loophole for su8pension. Its
three notes are as follows:
....- -:t:.

.
~

.

~:11
']
---..o"eoo

Fig. 258.
POTTERY WBISTLE-GHOTESQUE.

Front an<l profile.
San Salvador.
Cat. No. 965, U.S • . M.

nturnlsize.

Spedmen, Cat. No. 28886 (U.S.N.M.), co11ected hy Dr. Bransford
1

Smithsonian Institution Contributions to Knowledge, XXV, p. 44.
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from the same locality, represents the head of an animal. There are
two finger boles in the top of tbe head and a long pointed nose serves
as a inouthpiece.1 The notes emitted, whicl1 nre strong and full, are
here indicated:

,~-11,,,-L
~-=+-~-t-)
•• oeoo

Specimen, Cat. No. 32768 ( U.S.N.M.), also from Ometepe Island, is
The
tail serves as a mnuthpiece, asis usual in l>irdshaped whistles, a11<.l
there are two soun d
holes, one on each side
of the breast. The
neck is pierced for sus p e n s i o n. Its tllree
notes are as follows:

a small bird-shaped whistle of gray-colored clay, unpainted.

_Q)z. .

I!,.

~-

.,__
§I

~~=!_-'-=
~ +=

~

•• oe oo
Specime11, Cat. :Yo.
POTTERY wm '!'LE-BIRD-SHAPED .
480u7 ( U.S.N.M.), from
Frout and profile.
Zapatera Island, Lake
Ometepe Island, Nicaragua.
Nicaragua, was recei \'e( l
Cat.No.23759,U.S. · .M. Naturalsize.
from Dr. Earl FJi11t. ft
iR a sma Jl bird-shaped whistle of polished black ware, with 011e ou11d
lwle in the breast. Its two note ' are as follow·:
Fig. 259.

pltere..

ri-

1
In al1 of th in trnm nt. with two onrnl hol . unl . otberwi.or not i: th .·am , no watt r which hole i topped.

tat d, th ton
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gularly and united by two fantastic animals. Received from the Government of Nicaragua.
Specimen, Oat. No. 172038 (U.S.N.lVI.) is from Nicaragua, but tlle
exact locality is not given. It fa of polished black ware in the form
of a tortoise. There are two sound boles in the back and the tail
served as a mouthpiece. The air passage is broken, and a correct tone
is impossible.

Fig. 260.
PO'l'TERY WHISTLE-CAPRICIOUS PIECE.

Moyogalpa, Nicaragua.
Received from Government of Nicaragua.
Cat. No. 172014, U • .N .M.

ti natural size.

COST.A. RIC.A..

Musical instruments of percussion are wanting in the museum ·ollection of prehistoric objects from Costa Rica, neither drnm or rattle
being represented. There js no reason to suppose, ho\\ernr, that 11011
exi ted. Their immediate neighbors to the south (O lliriqui) have furHisbe<l numerous examples of both drum and rattle. l\lr. W. H. olme ,
iu speaking of tue ancient art of Chiriqui,1 says:
o far as the art of pottery h as come within rny observation, it appears to in die-ate
a som what closer r elationship with the ancient Costa ican p eoplet:! than with tlios
of coutinental , outh America.
1

Sixth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1884-85, p. 16.
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Whistles or flageolets.-The instruments now to be described ha
the same relationship as regards form and musical capacity. Fig-. 26
represents a small l>ird-sliaped wbistle of gray-coloreJ. day, unpainte
from Acientio. There are four sound holes in the back and, as us a
in instruments of tlds class; the tail serves as a mouthpiece. Tlle following notes can be produced:
Bva ..............................

[~

~

·t---

~-

I

•• ••
•• oe
••
00

--- ~
+=~

00

eo

00
00

It will be noticed that the sound holes in the sketch are numbered
1, ~, 3, 4. The notes obtained by different combinations are here indicated:
Fjnger boles all closed - - - - - G
Nos. 1, 2, 3, or 4, open - - - - - A
Nos. 1, 2 1

I

2,3
3, 4 >Open -- - - - - . - - - - - B
4,

11

1, 3
4, 2)
Nos. 1, 2, 3, or 4, closed. - . - C
Finger boles all opeu . - - - - . C :tf

Specimen, Cat. No. 28954
(U.S.N.M), from Las Canas,
collected by Drs. Flint aud
POT'l.'ERY WHISTLE-BIRD- SHAPED.
Front and profile.
Bransford, represe11ts a fish.
Acientio, Costa Rica.
The material is dark clay,
Cat. No. 28957, U.S.N.1\1. Naturnl size.
with a coating of gray color,
slightly polished. Its eyes are protruding, and on tlie back is a group
of seven 11o<les, ix arranged ill a circle, with one in the c 11tcr. Tll ~
s·cales are imitated by marks mat1e with the fi.ng·er n,lil. The tail
erve as a mouthpiece, and there are four sound holes, two on ach
side. It ft ve notes are a follows:
Fig. 261.

Bva·-·· ····----·----·--·-

th

bigl1

t witlJ 11

m tt r wlii h

f h
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just above the wings. The head is missing, and when broken off, it
carri<'d away part of the air chamber, making it impossible to obtain a
eorrect note. The surface is slightly polished.
Fig. 2G2 representR a bird-shaped instrument from Nicoya, collected
by Drs. Flint and Bransford. It is of reddish brown clay. The decoration consists of deeply incised lines on the b~·east, back, and wiugs,

.... .. --- -· · - ··· · · - -------···.:• • ;r

Fig. 262.
POTTERY WHISTLE-BIRD·SHAPED.

Front ancl pro.file.
Nicoya, Costa Rica.
Cat. No. 28952, U.S.N.M, Natural size.

the intervening spaces being highly polished. The remaining surface
is roughly etched with zigzag lines. This work has evidently lJeeu
<lone after the hardening of the clay. There are four :finger holes on
the breast, two above and two below the line decoration. The following scale indicates its musical capacity:
Bva .••.•••. .. ... •...•.•.. ... •••.. •........ ••• .

~ , r~rtVEEJ
To make this intelligible the finger holes are numbered in the sketch
and a sy tern of fingering is here given showing the combination by
which different notes are obtained:
Pinger holes all closed . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nos. 1 or 2, open ......................•••.........................
Nos. 3 or 4, open ................. ___ ......... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nos. 1 and 2 open ....••••.......•....•••......•.••..•...•••...... .

Gb
Bb
BI:!
Cl:!
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:::: ~r::: :}~pen .... ___________ .______________ .__ ._... ___ . ....

:::: H:::

Db

{c1os~d ..... ____ · .. - __________ ...... ____ . ____________ Db

Nos. 3 aud 4, open ............ ________ .... ____________ .............
Nos. 4 or 3, closed ........ _ . ..... _. ____ . __ .. _____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nos. 1 or 2, closed ............ .. _________ . ______ ...................
Finger holes all open ...... . ............. ·.----· ...................

Dl::l
E b
EI:;

Ft:;

This scale is made possible by the unequal size of the fingm' holes,
wbicb may be due to weathering or other causes.
Fig. 263 represents a bird-shaped instrument. of dark brown clay·
It also is from Nicoya, and c;ollected by Dr. Bransford. This b one of

.·

~;·····:;.. 'f::

J6} ......

@ _.~;:-: _;:::..~......•,; -;-: : :-. : .::.--

,. . . _v [ __. . "Jr2(_;)_..
. .-

· .... ;A

- . .............V_.,.,
..........,,-···
,

Fig. 263.
POTTERY WHISTLE-BIRD-SHAPED.

:Front and profile.
Nicoya, Costa Rica.
Cat. No. 59969, U. . .M. ½ n,. ;-,e,l •1ze.

the be t
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aud mouthpiece are highly polished. A suspension hole passes through
the head. It has fonr finger boles on the back, two above and two
below tbe band. Its five notes are as follows:
Bva .•••..••••.• ..•.....•. . .•..

[j

J J

j~

;

~

I

eo oo
eo oo
.••
. ••
eo eo
oo
The lowest note is obtained with all boles closed; the succeecling intervals are the same by any combination of the remaiuing one, two, or
three holes ·opened.
The preceding description with
two exceptions applies to specimen,
Oat. No. 59970 (U.S.N.M.), from
the same locality. In this one the
lower part is more, simple in construction, having llO indication of
feet or tail, and the musical tones
are differently pitched, as will be
seen in the accompanying scale:
Bva ••••...••••.••••..••••••.••

~i:_J J
~

r r, - 1

•• eo eo oo oo
•• •• eo oe oo

Specimen, Cat. No.28953 (U.S.N.
M.) is from Nicoya, collected by
Drs. Flint and Bransford. It is
bird-shaped and belongs to the
same class as :fig. 263. The specimen is so mutilated that no sound
can be obtained.
Fig. 264 represents a whistle in
grotesque form. It bas a birdshaped hody with the bead and
Fig. 264.
fore feet of a cat-like animal. The
POTTERY . WHI STLE-GROTESQUE FORM.
body decoration consists of incised
Sardina!, Nico ya, Costa Hica.
lines and dots in geometric pat.
Cat. No. 60044, U .. N.M. Natural siz ··
terns. The tail, which served as a
mouthpiece, being lost, its musical propertie.s are unknown. It is from
Nicoya aud was collected by Dr. Bransford.
Specimen, Oat. No. 00045 (U.S.N.M.) is a pear-shaped whi tle from
the same locality as the preceding number. The material is red clay,
slightly polished. There are incised·Jine panel-like design s on two sides.
lt has four sound holes and the notes emitted are:

•• oe oe eo oo
•• •• oe oo oo
The two lower notes only are clear.
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In fig. 265 is shown an instrument from Nicoya in the form of a, gr
tesque human head. The painted decorations are in brown and red
yellow ground. The slightly protruding eyes are outlined wi th a, 1 ~ rrow stripe of brown, and the entire back of the head _is covered w ith
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(fig. 266) is larger thau the others, the result being two additional notes
that would not be obtainable were all the holes of the same size. The
following system of :fingering will serve to illustrate this:
Finger holes all closed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B ~
Nos . 1, 2, or 3, open. __________________ ________ ____________________ C:f!:
No. 4, open .. ..... ______________________ .......................... D~

~~:: ~ ::;i(
~:: !::i; !

open ..................................... : ........ _ D#

open ............................................... E\

J;ro. 4, close<l ...................... __________ ...•.............. ____ Et!
Nos. 1, 2, or 3, closed _______ ............ ____ ...................... F~
Finger holes all open .....................•......•• __ ... ___ ... __ . . :F:j:\:

-i.

01

0

0
Fig. 266.
OUTLINED BACK VIEW OF FTO,

265, SHOWING

POSlTION O.F FINOER HOLES.

Natural size.

Specimen, Ca~. No. 60042 (U.S.N.M.), al o from Nicoya and collected by Dr. Bran ford. It is a painted wlii. t1e in the form of a
grot que figure in a quattiug position, with the arm' pre ::sed again t
the body. Tl.le ground color js yellow and there are trace of decoration in dark brown. The eyes, nose, and mouth are in bigu relief.
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A prolongation of the headdress serves as a mouthpiece,
are four sound lloles ill the frout portion of the body. 1'he co
pass of the iustrumeu t is :fl ve notes:

El

Bva ._. ··-----··--·-----·

::i

-07-Q~~
-·--=

E =p:~-,,-•-

•• eo eo •o oo
•• •• eo oo oo

3.

:Fig. 267.
POTTERY WHISTLE-ANIMAL-SH.APED.

Nicoya, Costa Rica.
Cat. No. 23955, U.S.N.M .

fr natural size.

:Fig. 268.
OUTLINE OF FIG.

267, SHOWING POSITIO:N"

OF FINGER HOLES.

The J.Owest note with all the holes closed; the succeeding intervals
are the same by any combination of fingering.
Fig. 267 represents a
whistle from Nicoya iu
the form of au anim al.
Tl1e painted decoration ~
are in black ancl red
lines on yellow groun<l.
The tail of the ani mal
served as a mouthpie
and there are four fin crer
boles, two on ea ·h i<l
of tb e body where the le
are joined.
rai ·eel 1 })
on the back of then · l •'ig. 26tJ.

in the fo1lowino· ·cale:
.L

tb

~
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semitone when used open in combination.
is here given:

A system of fingeri11g

Finger holes all closed ...................... __ . _..... _.. ___ ... ____ .
Nos. 1, 2, 3, or 2, 3, 4, closed .............................. _______ . __ .
Nos. 1, 2, 3, or 4, 1, 2, closed . _........ _... ___________ . __ • _. . _____ ____
Nos. 1, 2, open ......... _..... _...... _.. _........ _.. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nos. 4, 2, or 1, 3, closed ........ _.... _._ ............. _................
Nos. 2, 3, or 3, ,1, or 4, 1, open .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nos.1, 2, 3, or 4, closed ...... ______ ...... ____________________________
Finger holes all open __________________ ...... ______ ------ ___ .......

G
A
B
C
C
C#
D
Eb

Specimen, Oat. No. 18119 (U.S.N.M.), is an auimal-shaped whistle of
paiutecl ware from a11 ancient grave in
Costa Rica. Collected by William H.
Gabb. .There are two sound holes, one on
the left shoulder, the other beneath the
body. Its three notes are shown in the
accompanying scale:

•• oe oo
The note Bl, is the same, stopped with
either hole.
Fig. 26D represents a tortoise-shaped
whistle of painted ware from Costa Rica,
collected by Drs. Flint and Bransford.
There is no mistaking the animal to be
represented, as all the features are well
executed. The pai11ted decorations in
black and red lines are much obliterated.
A hole for suspension passes through the
lower part of the neck. There are fonr fin.
ger boles on the back. Its five notes are as

ronows,

~,_:j"""f T~~
•• • o eo •o oo
•• •• • o oo oo

The lowest note with all boles closed. The
next three intervals are the ame, no matter which of the one, two, or three boles
are opened.. That is, any one of the four
boles open, the others closed, will give G;
a11ytwo opeu,A; and any three open,Bl,.
All open, the highest note, C.
Fig. 270 represents a tube-shaped instrument from Miravalle.::, collected by Capt. J. M. Dow. The upper end is h1 the form of an animal
head and contains the mouthpiece. The lower end (part of which is
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missing) is closed, forming an air chamber about 52 inches lon g.
are foui:- finger holes, two on each side of a center line on t he
surface. It i s painted light brown and slightly polished. T be s P£ •
below the finger holes is ornamented with bands of incised-1i11 e ch evr 1
designs. Its musical capacity is shown in the accorn pauyi11g scale :
Normal.

~~
.

Forced.

································
.......... .
:
.
:
8va ........... :
I
~--s---12.~-i:j!jC~~
= l2•- 9-~- S:-~~~ I
I '==
.

I -+j_-1~
. -~'-~t:::::=:::::=_
_ __.._ _ _ _ _~

A slight difference in size of tlie finger holes adds two notes to the
eompass of the instrument. The combinations for each ton e are here
giyen:
Normal.

Finger holes all closed ...... _..... . . ____ .. _.. ___ . ____ . ____ .. ____ .. _....
No.1 or 4, open ...... . ..... ·----··----- ______ ·----· .....................
Nos. 1 and 4, open. ____ . .. .... . _._ .. ~ . . ... __ . __. _ .. __ ... _.... _. __ .......
Nos.1 and 2 or 3 and 4 or 1 and 3, open .. .............................. . .
Nos. 2 and 3 or 2 and 4, open ..... . ..... __ .... . .... __ .. _...... _......... .
Nos.I, 2,3,or 4, 3, 2, op en ·· ·· ·····--····-·······---·--··················
Fing er hol es all op en . . . .. _. _... . ..... .. __ ... ____ .......... __ .. . . . . . . . . . .

Ab
Bb
B l:f
C
Db
D~
E~

Forced.

E b
E l:i
1'.,
E::i

F
Ei:;

F

The thr ee forced tones shown in the scale are all tbat can be obtai11 ed,

F ig. 271.
WIii TLINO VA E .

Co taRica.
Cal. :So. J(J7356, • ..... ;'II.

in: i<l

9 nalural alu.
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on the large brass instruments of to-day.
shrill and piercing:

Its one note is exceedingly

A description of· some of the musical instruments belonging to now
existing tribes in Costa Rica may prove interesting, as showing, by comparison, that their remote ancestors were equally if not more adva11ced
in the art of music.
Specimen, Cat. No.15413 (U.S.N.M.) is a wooden drum used by the Bri
Briand Tiribilndians, one of anumberpresented by Mr. William M. Gabb.
The shell is of dark-colored wood in the form of a tapering cylinder-or
more like one-half of an hourglass. Tbe bead is made of the skin of the
iguana lizard (Iguana tuberculata?), cemented to the top with tbc fresh
blood and held in place by a cord until dried. It is held under tbe left
arm suspended by a cord over the shoulder, and is beaten by the :fingers
of tbe right hand. Length 23 inches, diameter 6¼, tapering to 4¼ inches.
Fig. 272 represents a whistle made from the leg b011e of a small mammal. It is from the Tiribi Indians of Costa Rica, and was presented by
Mr. Gabb. The upper end bas been cut away and the cavity filled with
pitcb or gum. Through this an air passage connects with a ve11t hole
2½ inches from the end. At the lower part is a lateral opening into the
natural cavity of the bone. Leugth 10 inches, diameter 1 inch. Its
oue note is llere given:

Fig. 273 represents a primitive :flageolet, made from a slender bone,
probably from the wing of the brown pelican (Pelecanus Juscus). 1t is
al:so from tllc Tiribi Indians and was collected hy Mr. Gabl>. The Hatural
cavity at one end of the bone is partly filled with wax or gum, leaving
an air passage which con11ects with a vent bole placed ¼ inch distant.
This forms a mouthpiece. The other end is open. On the upper surface
are five small finger lloles, placed about T\- inch apart.
Considerable attention has been given to the musical possibilities of
tl1is instrument because of its striking resemblance to tbe l>one whistles
from ancient graves on the California Coast and tlin adjacent islands
(p. 571, fig. 211). What may be called its natural.scale of six 11otes i~
here shown, with the fingering for each tone·
8va ................................... .

58=3-h·=t
r orJ=1q
I=~~~ • • • • •
0

o
••
oo
oo
o•
••
• e
ooo
o
o
•
•
0000
eoeo 0000

The upper note, G, is obtained with a slightly increased force in blowing. By using greatly increased force and a different sy 'tern of finger-·
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ing, the notes shown in t
following scale are possible :

~-+=-

Bva........... .
~

+-

•
0

0
•

•
•

0

•

•

• • •
Other combinations of fingering only produce notes which
are already given. It will be
seen that, contrary to all the
instruments before described,
the lowest note is not made with
all the sound holes closed. Wl1y
this should be so I am unabl e
to explain. Perbapstbe peculiar shape of the bone may account for it.
SOUTH .A.MERICA.
CHIRIQUI, COLOMBIA..
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Drums.-Fig. 274 represents a drum of gray unpainted clay.

Accord-

ing to Mr. Holmes- 1
The shape is somewhat like that of an hourglass, the upper part, however, being
considerably forger than the base or stand. In all cases tlle principal rim is fin i81rnd
with especial reference to the attachment of the vibrating head. The example preRente<l. has a deeply scarified belt an
·
inch an<l. a quarter wide encircling the
rim, and below it is a narrow ridge,

Fig . 274.

Fig. 275.

DRUJ\I OF GRAY UNPAINTE D CLAY.

DRUJ\1 WITH PAINTED ORN A~ffiNT.

Chiriqui.
Cnt.

o. 11 5353, U .S.N.M.

Chiriqui.
J; nn Lurnl size.

U.S .

aUona l Museum.

intended, perhaps, to facilitate the lashing or cementing on of t he h ad. Two
raised bands, intended. to imitate twisted. cor<l.s, encircle the most constricted part
of the body, a single b:tn1l similarly marked encircling the base . Th surface is
gray in color and hut rudely poli8het1. The walls are about three-eighths of an
inch thick, tho lrnigbt 19½inches, and th greatest diameter 7-½ inch es. .
1

Sixth Annual Report of tbe Bureau of Ethnology, 1884-85, p. 158, fig. 236.
N.A.'l' MUS

96--40
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The following is copied from Mr. McNiel's label attached to the drn
Grave at Moritana del Rufo, Divala. This and 14 canteros, 1 stool, 5 stone hatchets, 3 "spiners," and human bones, seem to have been the outfit of a musici an.

Mr. Holmes continues (p. 159, fig. 237):
The decorated specimen illustrated in fig. 237 [our fig. 275] is imperfect, a, fe
inches of the base haviug been lost. The shape is rather more elegant than that 0
tbe otller specimen, and the surface is neatly finished and polished. The gronD d
color, or slip, is a warm yello,Y gray, and the decoration is in red and black. The
rim, or upper margin, is rather rudely finished and is painted red, and on the exterior is made sl igbtly concave and furnished with a raised
band to facilitate the att~chment of the head.

Rattles.-The instruments of this class from
Cbiriqui are gourcl-sbaped, and tl1e majority are
painted and decorated in tbe same manner as
tbe wbist]es and other
pottery objects from that

]Jg. 278.
RATTLE OF PLAIN WARE
RATTLE OF PAINTED WARE.

UR·

MOUNTED BY TWO GROTESQCE

Chiriqui.
Sixth Annual R eport of the Bureau of Ethnology, fig. 233. Cat. ·o. 10962 , U . . . M.

Fig.277.
SECTION OF RATTLE SHOWN IN

f natural size.

FIG.

locality.
and the

f th I ur

276.

FIGURES.

Chiriqui.
Cat. ·o. 132761, U •. N.M.

!0 nslural
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handle is represented as a separate piece lashed on with cords. On the
upper end of the handle are two grotesque human :figures standing
back to back.
The following

Fig. 280.
Fig. 279.

BRONZE

BRONZE BELLS, PLATED OR WASHED WITH GOLD • .

Chiriqui.
Cat. No. 74675, U.S.N.M.

BELL Wl'l'll HUMAN
FEATURES.

Chiriqui.
Natural si,.e.

Stearns Collection.

specimens are all gourd-shaped rattle~ of painted ware, similar in form
and construction to fig. 276 (Oat. Nos. 109626, 109627, 109628, 10962D,
109630, 109031, 109632, 109647,and
131436, U.S.N.M.).
METAL INSTRUMENTS.

Bronze bells.-The descriptions
and ilhrntrations h ere given of metallic objects are mostly taken from
Mr. Holmes's paper. 1
Bells seem to have been in pr tty general use by the more cultured American
races previous to the conquest. Tho form
best known is the hawk bell, or common
sleigh bell of the North. The globnlar
body is snspended l>y a loop at the top and
is slit on the under sWe, so that the tinkling of the small fr e p ellets of met.al
may be andible. 'nch bells are found in
considerable numbers in tho grn,es of
Cbiriqui, although I have no positive
assurance that any of th e examples in
my possession were actna1ly taken from
Fig. 281.
graves which contain etl typicalUhiri rptian
THlPLE BELL OR RATTLE OF GOLD.
relics of other clnsses. TlJe specimens
Chiriqui.
now in the · National Museum (fig. 41)
Stearns Collection.
[our fig. 279] are in most ca s, if not in
all, of bronze, as determined by Mr. R. B. RigCYs, of the chemical laboratory
of the United State
eological Survey. AH have b een cast in molds. In most
1,

ixth Annnal Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1884-85, pp. 49, 50, figs. 41,

42, 43.
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cases there arc traces of a plating of gold. The largest is 1¾ inches in height : 1
three-fourths of an inch in diameter. It is surmounted by the rnde fignre of ar
animal, through or beneat,h the bo<ly of which is an opening or attachmen t of
cord. Others have simple loops at the top. The small perforated one belong. • >
Mr. J.B. Stearns, of Short Hills, New Jersey. Thead<litiom
piece given in fig. 42 [our fig. 280] is uni<]ue in concepti on. It
represents a hnman head, which takes an inverted position
when the bell is suspended. The lower part of the bell f.1rru
a conical crown to the head. and the ring cf suspension is attached to the chin. Double coils of wire take tho place of the
cars, and the other features are formed by setting on bits of
. the material nsed in modeling. This specimen belongs to the
collection of Mr. Stearns. Many examples of more elaborate
-workmanship have been recovered from tho tombs and are now
to be found in the collections of America and Europe. A specimen found many years ago on the Rio Grande near Panama,
Fig. 282.
and figured in Harper's Weekly, was of gold and showed
GOLD RATTLE.
specific Yariations from tho Cbiriquian pieces. It will be
.A.ntioquia.
seen by reference to the ontline girnn in fig. 43 [onr fig. 281]
Cat. No. 148170, U.S.N.M.
that three very neatly shaped and gracefully ornamented
N atn ml size.
bells are mounted upon a circular plate to which a short
handle is attached. It was evidently not intended
for suspension, but rather to be held in the hand as
a rattle.

Fig. 282 represents a small gold rattle
from a prehistoric grave in the province of
Antioquia, Colombia., South America, received from Mr. Thomas Herran. The upper
part is globular, rind contains the metal pelJet which produces the tinkling sound. The
stem or handle is tapering and encircled by
Fig. 283.
raised fiJlets. It was evidently cast in a
vouBLE wHrsTLE.
mold. The tone is weak compared with that
Cbiriqni.
Obtained from the bells made Of bronze
U.S. Nationnl )fuseurn . Natural size.
previously mentioned, the natural propertie
of gold not being as resouaut.
WIND INSTRU~IENTS-POT'l'ERY.

Fig. 284.
ECTION OF DOCBLE WHI

FIG.

283.

Double whistles.-These are the im pl
form and need not be described epara telf.
They are all pear or gourd ·haped j ine I
above and below' and have an openin cr l, >.
tween the neck . The mouth pi ce are wh er
the stems are joined, and are • •J
t
TLE,
gether that both mu t be blown at th
time. T, o tone are prod nc cl an l
rumen . th e ar i nti al in I it ·h .
1t will be in i at · <l

f thi

in

h
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ventholes, and chambers. These are reproducea from Mr. Holmes's
paper. 1
The note produced is pitched very high and is extremely penetrating:

'rhe following list gives the catalogue number and the pitch of the
uotes obtained from the whistles of this class in the Museum collection,
which are not figured :2
Specimen, Oat. No. 109737 (U.S.N.M.), unpainted ware:

~

I

:Ct

I

_1 _1

Specimen, Oat. No. 131948 (U.S.N.M.), unpainted ware:

Specimen, Oat. No. 109719 (U.S.N.M.), unpainted ware, mutilated.
Only one side will produce a ·tone:

Specimen, Oat. No. 75550 (U.S.N.M.), paiuted. dull red. color:

Specimen, Oat. No. 109678 (U.S.N.M. ), painted d.ull red color. Only
oue side will emit a note, the venthole on the opposite ·ide being
broken:

Specimen, Oat. No. 132756 (U.S.N.M.), painted dull red:

ixth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1384-85, p. 16J, figs. 239, 240.
The notes given by these double whistles should read an ootaye higher than
indicated on the staff.
1

2
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Specimen, Cat. No. 1327271 (U.S.N.M.), painted dull red
Difference of a semitone between the two sides:

Specimen, Oat. No. 132758 1 (CT.S.N.M.)_, painted dull red color :

Specimen, Oat. No. 133465 1 (U.S.N.M.), painted dull red color:

Specimen, Oat. No. 131945 1 (CT.S.N.M.), painted dull red color:

Specimen, Oat. No. 131946 1 (U.S.N.M.), painted, decoration ill black
on red ground. Lost color ware. Difference of a tone between tlle
two sides:
-

pecimen, Cat. No. 131947 1 (U.S.N.M.), painted, decoration in bla ·k:
on red gronnd. Lost color ware:

note 2, p. 2 .
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serves for a mouthpiece, as is usual in the bird-shaped -instruments.
Three notes are possible, as follows:

The lower note is obtained with both boles closed, the upper one with
both open, and thP, mid<lle tone with either, no matter which, closed.
U u1eBs otlierwise stated, this is true of all the bird-shaped wliistles with
two finger holes.

Fig. 285.
BIRD-SHAPED WHISTLE, UNPAINTED WARE.

Chiriqui.
Cat. No, 109708, U.S.N.M.

f

natural size.

Specimeu, Cat. No.131941 (U.S.N.M.) is a smaller whistle of the same
general character. There are two finger holes in the breast, making
the compass of the instrument three notes:

i -- f

~

I

!:I

I

Specimen, Oat. No. 109662 (U.S.N.M.) is in principle the same as the
prece<ling. The difference in musical tones will be seen in the accompanying scale:

Bird-shaped whistles, colored red, without painted decorations.-The
whistles in this group need not be described individually. They are
all bird shaped, varying in size, slip-washed red and without decorations. There are two finger holes in the breast of each. Three nctes
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can be obtained from all; the lower wlleu buth souml boles are st 0
tlrn next higller with one stop, and tlie upper note with both hole ... 0
The second or middle note is the same whether stopped ou 011e i ,
the other. Fig. 286 represents one of the series. Its three note ~
as follows :
.
-• t:. ~

l~=~=1
The following list gives the catalogue number and the accompanyi_ncr
scales the notes emitted by wllistles with
two holes not figured.
Specimen, Cat. No. 109672 (U,S.N. l\l. ) :

~#...

~~

Specimen, Oat. No. 132755 (U.S.N.lVI.):
F .i g. 286.
BIRD-SHAPED WHISTLE, COLORED RED.

Cbiriqui.
Cat, No. 131938, U.S.N.M.

J natural size.

Specimen, Cat. No.
109665 (U.S.N.M.):

Specimen, Oat.

No.

109666 ( CT.S.N.M.):

SpecimeIJ, Oat. lfo.
109649 (U.S.N.M.) :

~~

Fig. 287.
BJRD-SllAPED WHISTLE, PAINTED DE CORATION,

Chiriqui.
Cat

o. 109656, U. . .llf.

Nnturnl lu.
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An example of this class is shown iu fig. 287, which is reproduced
from Mr. Holmes's paper. 1 The ground color is yellow. Tbe neck, tail,
and uuderpart of the body are painted red, aud bau<l decoratio11s in
black pass around tlle frout and upper surface. (Lost color ware.) The
following notes are emitted:
Bva •••••••

Specimen, Oat. No. 109671 (U.S.N.M.). Small whistle, dark yellow
ground with a broad stripe of red on the breast and lower part of the
body. Its tbree notes are as follows:

Specimen, Oat. No. 131939 (U.S.N.M.). Small whistle. Pale red
ground color with traces of decoration in black. Three uotes:
8va .... . .

~-#@
Specimen, Oat. No. 109661 (U.S.N.M.). Small whistle.
color with black decorati0n. Three notes as follows:

Red ground

Bva . ......

tpr=s
Specimen, Cat.No. 1334G4 (U.S.N.M. ). Small whistle. Dark yellow
ground color. Breast and lower part of body paiuted red. Three notes:
Bva.......

~Tffl

Specimen, Cat. No. 13194.0 (U.S.N.M.). Small whistle. Dark yellow
ground color, with traces of decoration in black. Three notes:

Specimen, Cat. No. 75549 (U.S.N.M.). Small whistle. Grayish yellow ground color, with red and black decoration. Three uotes, as
follOWS:

Bva .•••.• .•

~~

rr-~221
__

Specimen, Cat. No. 109674 (U.S.N.M.).
1

Small whistle.

Pale yellow

Sixth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1884-85, p. 168, fig. 253.
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Th e

ground color, with trace~ of decoration in · black or brown.
notes:

Specimen, Cat. No. 109713 (U.S.N.M.). Ground color, pale brown.
The upper part of the body is deep red, and there are line decoration
in red and black on the tail. The whole surface is polished. Its three
notes are here indicated:

Specimen, Cat. No. 106669 (U.S.N.M.). The lower part of the b ody
is painted red; tbe upper part pale yellow. Decoration in black of
conventional designs ou all surfaces. Three notes, as follows:

_II
~~
Specimen, Cat. No. 109652 (U.S.N.M.).- The head, breast, and lower
part of the body are painted red. The upper part of tbe body is p a.le ·
yellow, upon which are decorations in black. Its three notes are h ere
indicated:

~~8

~~~

Specimen, Cat. No. 109663 (U.S.N.M.). The body is painted red, t he
head aud neck grayish yellow, and there are traces of ornamentation
in black. Three notes, as foJlows:

Specimen, Cat. No.131936 (U.S.N.M.). The ground color i dark r ed.
and the decoration in black are much obliterated. It· tllree note are
indicated in tbe accompanying scale:

nt on of th large bird- haped
m fr. olm
p per,1 and hi d
] ha the b p
n<l markin rr
nd i 1 bor t ly fioi h (l In m i-"

-

m

r

c·
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Its three notes are here indicated:
Bva ...••••

Specimen, Cat. No. 109710 ( CT.S.N.M.). The decorations, which are
well preserved, are in black and red on pale yellow ground. Three
notes are emitted:

Specimen, Cat. ·No.
i31937 (U.S.N.M.). The
body is painted red, the
head andneckyellow, and
there are traces of decoration iu black. The ·two
upper notes are indistinct
on account of a fracture
in the mouthpiece.

Specimen, Cat. No.
109709 (U.S.N.M.) represents an owl. The ground
color i~ gray and the decorations· are conventional
devices in red and brown.
Three notes-:

Fig. 288.
BIRD-SHAPED WHISTLE, CONVENTION.AL DECORATION IN BLACK
.AND RED.

Chiriqui.
Cat. No. 109712, U.S.N.M. Natural size,

Specimen, Cat. No. 131935 (U.S.N.M.) represents a parrot. The
ground color is gray and the decoration quite simple, con isting of lines
and dots in red and black. Its three notes are indicated in the accompanying scale:

~·-·rJ i

Specimen, Cat. N o.1167 ( U.S.N.M. ), al o from Chiriqui, was presented
by Col. E. Jewett. It is parrot shaped, and the decoration are couventional devices in red and black on yellow ground. Its three notes
are as follows:
~
· -·· ·· ·· · ·

-

J JI
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In fig. 289 is shown a small double wl1istle representing two bird
tl.teir bodies joined together. The tails form a mouthpiece with th
passages close together, ab are the small pear-shaped whistles beret
descril>ed. The decoratio11 is simple, consisting of a few black line
the bouy and the beak or bill painted red. There are two finger ho _
one on the outside of each body. When these are closed a tone
produced a major third below that given wbe
8va.

--

8va.

,-. ~ t:.
~ -----+~

~-====I
e

I=~ e

O

0

open. The notes are in unison, extremely
shrill aud piercing.
Fig. 289·
Animal-shaped whistles.-In fig. 290 a, b~
DOUBLE WHISTLE, TWO BIRDS.
I
Chiriqui.
are shown two views of a smaII an1m a cat. No. 133462, u.s.N.1\1.
shaped w bistle of dark clay. Tllese are ref natural size.
produced from Mr. Holmes's paper,1 a nd in
describing two specimens of this class be says:
v

Two little instruments of remarkable form and unusual .powers stand quite aloue
amon g their fellows. One only is entire. It is made of dark clay, and represents a
creature not referable to any known form, so completely is ·it conventionalized. A
fair idea of i ts appearance can be gained from figs. 243 and 244 [ our figs. 290 a, b J ·

a

Fig. 290.
ANIMAL-SHAPED WHISTLE Ob' BLACKISH WARE.

Chiriqui.
Cat. No. 109732, U.S. ,]\[,

alum) size.

The fir. t gives the ide view and the second the top view. The montbpiec i
what appears to be the forehead of th creature. Th venthole i bcueath th ne
and there are fonr minute finger holes, one in th middl of four flatti ·h no I
which hav the appearance of Iara- protrnding eye . A snspen ion bole P ·
turon ha node upon th top of the head. The apa ity of tlii: in, trument j.., fi
n t • C'l ar in tone ancl hi<rh in pitch. It i notabl that tlie pifrh f a ·h t
when op u a.Ion i id utical th hole b incr xa.ctly the m iz .

•• •• e o oo oo
••
• o e o e o oo

in
k.
-.
"
-
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In playing it does not matter in what order the fingers are moved. The lower
note is made with all the holes closed, and the ascending scale is produced by opening successirnly one, two, three, and four holP.s. The fragmentary piece [Cat. No.
109741, U.S.N.M.J is much smaller and the holes are extremely small.

Specimen, Oat. No. 133463 (U.S.N.M.) is a small, monkey-shaped
whistle of painted ware. The ground color is light red, aud the decoratio11s consh;t of black and dark red lines and dots. The animal is
represented in a squatting position, with its long tail curved upward
and attached to the back of the neck. The mouthpiece is in the tail,
and there are two finger holes, one on each shoulder. Six notes can l>e
obtained-three with normal force in blowing:
Bva .•••..•••• _

~

pt ~--I t t hl
~

•• oe oo

and three by using more force, thus:
Bva, ...... .. .

~-•--fl-

Specimen, Cat. No. 109723 (U.S.N.M ) is a semihuman figure of
plain red polished ware. The egg-shaped body is supported by two
:::-hort legs, 011e of which serves as a mouthpiece. The left arm is rai ·ed
to the head; tlie right is placed akimbo. A long tail curves up the
back. The two sound boles are placed one in front and the other in
the rear of the left shoulder. Its three notes are here given:
8va .... . .

~~
Specimen, Cat. No.109655 (U.S.N.M.) represents a puma. It is of
painted ware, and the ground color is yellow. Conventional decora tions in black represent the skin markings of the animaJ. rrhere are
two finger holes, one on each fore shoulder, and the tail serve, as a
mouthpiece. Its three notes are as follows:
Bva •••••••

Fig. 291 represents a cat-shaped whistle of painted ware. Mr. Holmes,
in de ' cribing this specimen, 1 says :
The mouthpiece is in the tail, and one of the sound holes is in the l ft shoulder and
the other beneath the body. The head is turned to one sid and the face is d icledly
cn t -like in expression. The decoration is in black and red, and may be taken as a
typical ex ample of the conventional treatment of the markiuo-s of the bodies of snch
1

ixth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1884-85, p. 167, fig. 251.
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Fig.291.
C.A'l'·SBAPED WHISTLE OF l'.UNTED WARE.

Chiriqui.
Cat, No. 109657, U.S.N.M.

}<'j~,v
WBI 11.t: WITB t'O

Natural size.

2,

R O<'ELOT·LlKf. 11&.\D,.

Chiriqui.
Cal.

o. I 761,

• . f,

ral
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animals. The tips of the ears, feet, and tail are red. Rows of red strokes, alternating with black, extend in a broad stripe from the point of the nose to the base of the
neck. Red panels, inclosing rows of red dots and enframed by black lines, cross the
back. On tbe sides we have oblong spaces filled in with conventional devices so
common in other animal representations.
The legs are striped and clotted after the
usnal manner.

Its three notes are as follows:
Bva ..•••• ..

~~dA~
~ •• eo oo

\...

····•.

..........

In fig. 292 is shown a painted
whistle with four ocelot-like heads.
This is rep rod need from Mr.
HoJmes's paper (p. 168, fig. 25~),
aud bis description in part is llere
given:
The instrument consists of an oblong
bo<ly, to which fonr ocelot-like beads
are fixed, one at each eIHl ancl the others
at, the sides . 1t rests upon fonr feet, in
one of which tbe mouthpiece is placed.
The finger holes are in the si<le of the
hocly, near the legs, as seen in the cut.
The decoration, which consists of more
or less co nv eutional representations of
the skin markings of the animal, is in
black ancl reel.

~i'l
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Its notes are three, as follows:
\

f\~

c/

Fig. 293 represents an alligatorsl1aped wllistJe of painted ware.
Tl1is is the largest specimen in the collection, and Mr. Holmes, in
Rpeaking of it (p. 16G, fig. 250), says:
Tl1e air chamber is large, and the sounds emitted are full and melodious and are
lower in pitch than those of any other instrument in the collecti;n. Th e ('avity iu
1he mouth and bead is saparated from the body chamber, and, with the addition of
e:n·tben pellets, prouably served as a rattle. The mouthpiece is in the tail and the
finger holes are in tLe sides of the body.

Its three notes are shown in the accompanying scale:

~ rl
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Fig. 294 presents a back view of a crab-shaped instrument.
Holmes I says of this:
On the opposite side arc four sqiall conical legs, npon which the object res -_
does a vase upon its tripod. The mouthpiece is in the right arm, beneath
is the ventbole .
T
two finger hol es a
in the back, behi
the eyes of the ere ture, antl a s uspe?"sion bole is s een 1
the left arm.
The
painted designs are
in red and black lines
upon _a, yello wishgray gronn<l.
~r

The follow ing
scale i11dicates its
capaeity:

Srecimen, Cat.
No. 109742 (U. S.
N.M.) isan anim alsbaped whistle of
Fig. 294.
CRAB·SHaPED WHISTLE OF PAINTED WA.RE.
unpainted ware.
Chiriqui.
The monthpiece is
Cat. N o. 132752, U.S.N.M. Natural size.
mi sing; con sequently no sound ca~ be produced. There are two finger holes on tbe
back, oue on each side over the fore shoulders.
Whistles of complex form.-In this group are a number of instruments in which bird, animal, and other
forms are combined. The division is purely
arbitrary and only made for conven:ence
of descriptiou. Fig. 29.j represents one of
the erie . It i painted a dull red color,
without decoration, and the whole urface
i poli bed. The body and feet are of tlle
con e11tional bird bape, the hea<l being
omewhat cat-like. In the pla e of wing
fe t r arm , on rai ed to tile
l1er placed ba k f tbe
mon h c II l tb
Th tail whi h erv a a mouth·url d v r tbe ack and , tt, becl
l
1
h
k. Tb r
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these being larger than the other, either by accident or design, adds
one note to its scale, which is here given:

~

ff9rr4
Specimen, Cat. No. 109668 (U.S.N.M.) is a small whistle, partly
animal and partly bird in shape. It is of plain red ware with polished
surfaces. The tail serves as a mouthpiece, and there are two sound
holes in the breast. Its three
notes are as follows:
Bva . .. . .. _

r;=ri~
Specimen, Cat. :N"o. 109651
(U.S.N.M.) bas a bird-like body
with an animal head. The face,
breast, and under part of the
body is painted a dull red color.
The upper is pale yellow, upon
which are traces of a band decoration in black. There are two
sound holes in the breast, and
the notes emitted are iudicated
in the following scale:

Fig. 296.
WHISTLrn, COMPLEX FORM.

Bva .... . .

Cbiriqu.i.
Cat. No. 109650, U.S.N.M.

i

nalurul size .

Specimen, Oat. No. 131942 (U.S.N.M.) is au exceedingly grotesque
form. 'rhe body is bird-shaped with a monkey-like head and fore
feet. One of these grasps the tail and the other is held to the mouth.
The decoration is in black and red on yellow ground. There are two
finger holes, one beneath the left fore leg or arm, the other on the
back. The ~ il serves a a mouthpiece, and the notes obtained are given
in the accompanying scale:
sva ... _.

E1:~=-~-

E~- .-•

Specimen, Cat. No.133461 (U.S.N.M.) is al. ·o a combination of animal
and bird forms. The decoration is in reel and bla,ck lines aud dots on
yellow ground. There are two sound holes in the breast. Its three
notes are here given :
Bva ... _.. . . . .

~,~~it)

In fig. 296 is pre ented a curious form of whistle. The Jower part
of the in trument is bird- ·hape<.1, and standiug transversely aero
he
NAT MUS 96--41
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body is the figure of an animal (puma¥). The body of the bird i red in color, with traces of decoration in black. Upon the ani
whichispaintedgrayisb yel
are the conventional repre
tations of skin marki ng
black. There are two :fin
holes in the breast of the ir
and its tail forms a mouth pie
Its notes are given iu the a companying scale:

Fig. 297 represents an instrument having somewhat th e apFig. 297.
pearance of a small covered
WHISTLE, COMPLEX FORM.
diRh with a prolongation for a
Chiriqui.
handle, which serves as a
Cat, No. 133448, U.S.N.!IL ii' natur_a l size.
moutbpiece. Upon the top or
cover is the :figure of a bird. The ground color of the dish or air
chamber is red and that of the bird figure pale yellow. Upon both are
line decorations in black. There are two sound holes near the upper
edge opposite the mouthpiece. Its
three notes are as follows :

S p e c i m en , 0 at. No. 133449
(U.S.N.M.) The body of this instrument is similar to the one just described (fig. 297). It is painted dull
red and polished. A grotesque figure
with au animal-like head is attached
to the upper part. There are two
finger bole on th ide oppo ite the
mouth pie e. Thre note ar mitted:
Fig. 298.
WHI 'TLE, GRO'l i;:-..

'B
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ground color is pale red, and tbere are traces of line decoraition in black.
There are two sound holes, and its three notes are indicated in the following scale :

Specimen, Oat. No.109714 (CT.S.N.M.) is a small whistle of the same
class. Upon the upper pa,rt is the figure of a bird with a suspension
hole passing through the body. The color is dark red without decoration, and all surfaces are polished. There are two sound holes, and its
three notes are here given:

Whistles ·in grotesque forms.-In this series are placed a limited number of instruments from Ohiriqui, in which the human figure is represented. Mr. Holmes,1 in speaking of these objects, says:
The human figure was occasionally utilized. The treatment, however, i · extremely
rude and conventional, the features having tbe peculiar quirrel-liko character
shown in the :figurines already given. The unique piece given in fig. 256 [our fig.
298] represents a short, clumsy female figure with a squirrel faco, carrying a vessel
upon h er back by means of a head strap, which is h eld in place by the hands. The
mouthpiece of the whistle is in the right elbow and one sound hole is in the middle
of the breast and the other in the left side. The coBtume and some of the details of
anatomy are indicated by red and black lines in tho original.

I ts three notes are as follows:

Specimen, Oat. No. 109659 (U.S.N.M.) is a painted whistle representing a female. The ground color is light red, the mouth, arms,
and knees being outlined with stripes of darker color. The body is
short and broad, with stumpy legs set wide apart, and the arms are
attached to the body in relief. The hollow head contains a small clay
pellet, which produces a rattling sound. A prolongation of the left
shoulder serves as a mouthpiece. There are two finger holes beneath
the right shoulder, one on the breast and the other nearly oppo ite on
the back. Its three notes are indicated in the accompanying scale:
Bva .•.••••••

~~
An instrument similar in form to the statuettes figured. and described
1

Sixth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1884-85, p. 170, fig. 256.
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by Mr. Holmes 1 is presented in fig. 299. It represents a fem ale fl~
in a sitting posit.ion. The ground color in ye11ow and the pa ·n
designs in black and red, indicating some of the details of costume,
much obliterated. The mouthpiece is in the left shoulder, and the
are two sound holes, one above the right breast, the other near
center of the body. Its th ree not
are here given:
Bva .•..•..

- ~~~
Specimen, Oat. No. 131435
(U.S.N.M.) is a grotesque figure in
a standing position. The legs are
extremely short and the large!
triangular-shaped head is out oi
proportion to the size of the bo~y.
The left arm rests against t he side

F ig . 299.
WHISTLE REPRESENTING FEMALE FIGURE.

Chiriqui.
Cat. No, 109706, U .S. T.M.

J; untural•ize.

Fig. 300.
WHIS1'LE, r;Ron:.-.1.1t'E FORM-

u.·equeutly it

form r mu
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passing through the right band whereitis laid against the body. Its three
notes are as follo-ws:

Drum-shaped whistles.-Iu addition to the various forms which have
been described there are a number of shapes copied from other musical instruments. An interesting example is shown in·fig. 301. The cut
is reproduced from Mr. Holmes's paper, 1
and in speaking of this class of objects
he says:
A very interesting specimen, il1ustrated in

r

:fig. 247 onr fig. 301], modeled in imitation of

a drum, has not only the general shape of that
instrument,
but the skin
bead, with its
bands and
cords of attachment, is
trnthfullyrepr es en t e d. A
cnrions c oncei.tis here observed in association of the
bird-a favorite form for
tLe whistlewith the drum.
Fig. 302.
A small figure
]'ig. 301.
DRU'M-SHAPED WHISTLE OF PLAIN
of a bird ex- WARE, OROTESQUE ANIMAL FIGURE
DRUM-SHAPED WHISTLE OF PLAIN WARE,
BIRD FIGCRE ATTACHED.
t ends trans- .A.TTACHED.
Cltiriqui.
versely across
Chiri'}ui.
Cat. No. 109721, U.S.N.M. Natural size.
the body of the Cat. o. 109720, U.S.N.M. ¾natural Hize.
drum cham. ber, the back being turn ed from the observer in the cut. The tail serves for n, mouthpiece, while the finger holes are placed in the breast of the bird, the position usually
assigned them in simple bird whistles.

Its three notes are indicated in the accompanying scale:
8va ______ ___ _

~;==.=il·?A
E. . F·
Specimen, Cat. No.109718 (U.S.N.M.) is a plain drum- haped whistle
of unpainted ware. A prolongation on one side forms the mouthpiece,
and. there are two finger hole . The compass of the instrument i three
notes, as follows:

Another drum-shaped whistle belonging to the unpainted group is
shown in fig. 302. On the side opposite the mouthpiece i attached a
1

Sixth Annual Report of the Rnreau of Ethnology, 1884- 5, p. 165, fig. 247.
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grotesque animal-shaped figure. There are two sound boles,
being slightly larger than the other adds a note to the compas
instrument, as indicated in the accompanying scale:
8va. ____ _. ......... .

EF~
E

I

1

-

•• o• eo oo
Specimen, Oat. No.109673 (U.S.N.M.) is a small whistle painted ~
ish yellow. A prolongation at the upper p3irt, or drumhead, forms
mouthpiece. There are two finger holes 1 one on each side of the air ch
ber. Its three notes are as follows:
8va ........... .

zr-r-~

E~=-~=¥1
Fig. 303 represents a painted

Fig. 303.

Fig. :.!OJ.

DRUlli·SH.A.PED WHISTLE OF PAINTED WARE.

TOP·SHAPED INSTRUMENT WI'l'H THREE FINGER HOLES.

Chiriqui.
Cat.

o. 131044, U.. . .l\I.

Chiriqui.

f

natural siz<•.

Cat. No. 109682, U.S .•. JIL

atural siz .

instrument with the same general outline as the preceding. The 0 Tound
color i dark brown and there are trace, of line or band decoration in
red. A prolongation on one ide of the air chamber form,' them uthpiece, and there are two :fino-er hole on the oppo ite side.
rai ~
fill tor loop n th urface
tw n th moutbpi c and ·ouncl h
rv . for a ,'U l 11 ion hol . Th ton . mitt cl ar round a11 1
nd ar in Ii t cl in th foll wing . al :
l:Jra ••••••.••.

tw· in
lJ wu iu
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and 305. The cuts are reproduced from Mr. Holmes's paper/ and his
description is here given in full:
Of a distinct type of form, although involving no new principle of construct.ion,
are two top-like or turnip-shaped instruments, one of which is shown in :fig. 24:5
( our fig. 304:J. The form is symmetrical, the ornamentation tasteful, all(_l the surface
highly polished. The ware is of the alligator group and is decorated in red and
black :figures. A section is given of 246a [our fig. 305] arnl the top and bottom views
in b and c. lly reference to these a clear conception of the objects can be formed.

a

b

C

Fig. 305.
SECTION AND VERTICAL VIEWS OF INSTRUMEN'.r SHOWN IN FIG.

ao,.

The companion piece [Cat. No. 109681, U.S.N.M.J is identical iu size, shape, anu con,
formation, and, strange to say, in musical notes also. The tones are not fixed, as
each can be made to vary two or thre(.I degrees by changing tho forc e of the breath.
The tones prod need by a breath of average force are indicat ed as nearly as may be
in the accompanying scale:

End ope~

End clo?½w

~z~~©t=B~
~
•

e

e

•

e

O

•

O
O

0

0

0

They will be found to occur nearer the lower than the upper limit of their ranges.
It should be observed that the capacity for variation possessed by each of these
notes enables the skillecl performer to glide from one to the othe.r without interruption. This instrument is, therefore, wi thin its limited xauge as capable of adjusting it elf to any succession of intervals as is the trombone or the violin. I do not
imagine, however, that the aboriginal performer made any systematic use of this
power or that the instrument was purposely so constructed. It will be seen by
r eference to the scale that stopping the orifice in the end opposite the mouthpiece
changes the notes h alf a tone, or perhaps, if accurately measured, a li ttlo less than
that.

Specimen, Cat. No.132754: (U.S.N.M.) is a smaller whistle, somewhat
like the preceding in outline. The lower projection opposite the mouthpiece i , however, closecl, and there are but two sound boles. The following notes are emitted:
sva . .... _.. _. ..

1

Sixth nnual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1884-85, pp. 163, 164, figs. 245, 246.
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Tubittar or reed-shaped instruments.-Tbe whistling mechanI
responds to that of other forms. The chamber is tubular and the
end open. Specimen, Oat. No. 109717 ( U.S.N. M.) is a tube of pa
ware without finger holes. The ground color is yellow, aud the

]'ig. 306.
TUBULAR INSTRUMENT WITH TWO FINGER HOLES.

Chiriqui.
Cat. No. 109680, U.S.N.M. N:itural size.

bauds of red at each end ~nd one midway between. With ordinary
force in blowing, two notes nearly an octave apart are obtained-the
lower with the end closed and the higher one with the end open:

?-•-

~ = E=3
End closed, End open.

By using greater force in blowing, the following note is emitted:
Bva.

#,f_

ij~
In fig. 306 jg shown a tubular instrument with two :finger hole ·
Fig. 007 is a section of the same. The cuts are reproduced from Mr.
Holmes's paper, 1 and his description is h ere given:

l!'ig.

~mi.

, ECTIONAL \'IEW 01' Fifi. 306.
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its radical, and the others three octaves above. These notes are difficult to· produce
and hold, and w ere probably not utilized by the native performer

Specimen, Cat. No. 133467 (U.S.N.M.). This instrument is identical
with the preceding in shape, and also bas two finger holes. The body
is pa.inted yellow and there are band decorations iu red. With the end
hole opened, tbe following notes can be obtained:

-•- --- =f ftf
C1osing the end and blowing with g-reater force will give two additional tones as seen in the accompanying scale:
8va . ..••.............

E=i=•- ~
E~- '.=r•- t- t~
t.' .

e

e

e

O

O

e

0
0

The note F11 is emitted with either hole stopped or with both holes
open.
ECUADOR.

Specimen, Cat. No. 195500 (U.S.N.M.) represents an animal-shaped
whistle from La Plata Island, Ecuador. It is rudely modeled in coarse
gray-colored c1ay. The whistling device is placed at the back of the
neck, where the hollow interior is divided by a t!Jill partition. In this
arrangement the head serves as an air charnber',n,ud the body a mouth'
piece. Its one note, F#, is here given :

BRI'.l'ISH GUIANA.

·Rattles,flutes, and tru.mpets.-The mu ical instruments in the Museum
obtained from British Guiana can not properly be classed as prehi toric.
It was thought, however, that descriptions of a few primitive instruments belonging to still existing tribes might prove intere ting. It
appears that only a limited variety of instrument are known to tbese
people. Rattles and whistles or flutes made of different material seem
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to have been all that can be so classed. Fig. 308, collected by ~ •
McOiintock, represents a rattle (shak-shalc), made of thin strips of c
about one-eighth of an inch wide, and woven
plaited as in making baskets. At the lower end the
strips are drawn together
and lashed around a small
spindle of wood with a cord
of grass fiber, which forms
the handlB. The strips are
of two colors, alternating as
they are woven. The inside
is furnished with small pebbles or seeds, which produce
the rattling sound. This
sound, however, is quite
feeble, owing to the nature
of the material which forms
the chamber. A similar instrument in the Haldeman
Fig. 308.
RATTLE (shak-shak) MADE
collection, Museum of AcadoF PLAITED sTRrPs oF
emy Natural Sciences, PhilcANE.
adelphia, is labeled as from
Carib Indians, British
B · · h
Guiana.
the Carib Indians, r1t1s
Cat. No. 54186, U.S • •M.
Guiana .
. ½ naturntsi,e.
Specimen, Oat. No. 5374
(U.S.N.M.), presented by J. Varden, is a rattle
made of a round gourd. It is painted dark brown
and has four narrow slits or incisions about 4
inches long-two vertical and two horizontalon opposite sides. A number of small pebbles
inside produce the sound when shaken. A piece
of wood 29½ inches long pas es tbrough the gourd
and extend 15 inches beyond the upper part.
The lower encl or handle proper projects 11½
inch . The upp r nd i wrapp d with a piece
of 11at . innet mad of cotton c rd to loop in
whi ·hare atta b d bri o·bt- olor d f atber of th
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partly filled with resm to form the mouthpiece. It will be seen that
the edge of the bone is cut out to form a sort of venthole. There are
three finger holes ~nd its musical capacity is shown in the accompanying scale:
Bva .•••. •.• •.• ..•.•

~~~~~~- ~~~,
~

•••
e O O

e

O

O

0
U

0

This instrument is 'r atherdifficult to manipulate, and I was
unable to obtain other :i;iotes
by a different system of fingering. Gift of E. S. Brotherson.
Asimilarinstrumentwith the
same name is in the museum,
Academy Natural Sciences,
Philadelphia, from British
Guiana, with a reference to
"Brett's Indian tribes."

l f ig. 310.

Fig.311.

TRUMPET ( 1) OF POTTERY.

TRUMPET ( 1) OB' POTTERY.

British Guiana.

British Guiana.

Cnt. No. 5 603, U.S.N.l\l.

i/

natural si ze.

Cat. No. 4!J61, U. · . . M.

½ nalurnl

Ki,.e .

Fig. 310 represents one of two small instruments of pottery from
Briti h Guiana presented to the museum by Col. Philip Figyelme y. It
has a vase-shaped outline with an aperture at the mall end for a moutlipiece. The ware is soft and fragile. Upon a ground col r of silver.
gray are painted de igns in black. Attached to the larger end are six
tassels made of cotton cord which has been dyed brown. The label
attached to one of these specimens reads a follows: "Earthen pipe
u ed for blowing a noise during native dances."
Fig. 311 represents a larger instrument of the ame cla s, but with a
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difference in ou.tline, as will be seen by referring to the sketch.
Engel mentions instruments of pottery somewhat like those just
scribed, but of larger dimensions. Speaking of these, 1 !ie says :
The botuto, which Gumilla saw used by some tribes near the Orinoco (of which
engrave two examples) was evidently an ancient Indian contrivance, but appear
have fallen almost into oblivion during the last two centuries. It was ~ ad~
baked clay and was commonly from 3 to 4- feet long; but some trumpets of tb1s kin
were of enormous size. The botuto with two bellies was usually made thicker fib
that with three bellies and emitted a deeper sound, which is described as h avi been really terrific. These trumpets were used on occasions of mourning and f uner
dances. Alexander von Humboldt saw the botuto among some Indian tribes near
the River Orinoco.

The sma11 instr;uments just described may be a survival of the an c i en
botuto.
BRAZIL.

Bone whistles or flageolets.-.A.ccording to Ewbank, the aborigi nal
Brazilians had instruments of bone made on the same principle as the
bone whistles from the Pacific coast, heretofore described. Fig. 312 is

a

l<' i g . 312.
B ONE F LUTE.

BraziL
T horn

Ewbank, Li fe In ll r~z il, p. 121.

f a numb r ju th
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low and jagged, and far from inviting to delicate lips.
singularly soft and mellow.

Their tones, however, are

Referring to the drawings, he says:
a represents the largest. Each bone is 12 inches long and three-eighths of au inch
bore. They are united by twine neatly wound and worked. On the hack are :fingerholes, shown at b; these were stopped up; perhaps they were experimental additions of ·some Brazilian Pronomus. The construction of the sounding or whistle
part is seen at c, a cone of r esinous cement being secured immediately under the
orifice. The ridge of cement rises to the center of the tube. The instrument is
played by blowing through the upper end, as in a clarinet. e is a smaller :flute, to
be blown at either end. f has a swelled wooden mouthpiece, with no side opening.
Dual bone :flutes with finger holes am yet in use in the northern provinces, besides
bamboo :flutes and instruments with which the voices of wild beasts are imitated
with singular accuracy.1
PERU.

Whistling bottles.-There are in the Museum a number of pottery
bottles, obtained from ancient burial places in Peru, which are capal>le
of emitting musical sounds. Many of these vessels are double, with
an interior connection at point of contact, and those which are not
double have two projections, one being the neck or mouth proper and
the other terminating in the figure of a bird or animal which contains
the whistling apparatus. The human form is also represented. It has
been said that when pouring the water out, a sound imitating the note
or cry of the bird or animal represented is produced. 2
In experimenting with the bottles or instruments about to be
described, the author has not been able to obtain any sound by pouring the water out. If the vessels are submerged in water, leaving the
whistle above, their sounds or notes are given while the air is forced
out by the incoming water. The clearest tone, however, is emitted by
blowing, and the notes indicated in the accompanying scales were
obtained in that way, using the open neck as a mouthpiece. The
descriptions of these vessels by some writers ( Bollrert and von Tschudi)
.hardly give due credit to the aooriginal potter. The mechanism by
which the sound or note is produced is something more than a hole or
openiug through which th~ air is forced, for it is constructed on the
principle of the flageolet, as are the instruments from Mexico and Central America previously described. On some of these vessels two notes
can be produced, varying from a semitone to a major third above the
lowest tone (fig. 314). · In all cases the upper note is made by using
more force in blowing. In the specimens which are indicated as emitting but one tone, no amount of manipulation will give anything else,
as more or le s force in blowing causes the tone to break. .As a result
of these trials, I am inclined to believe that the objects here de cribed
were intended to serve a double purpose-as water bottle and also as
whi tles. Carl Engel,3 in speaking of the ancient wind instruments of
Ewbank, Life jn Brazil, p. 121.
Squier>E. G., Peru, Travel and Exploration in the Land of the In as, p. 179.
3 Musical Instruments in the 'outh Kensington Museum, pp. 70, 71.
1

2
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the South .American Indians, evidently refers to this class. HiB
description is here given :
Several of these barha.rous contrivances scarcely deserve to be classed with m ·_
cal instruments. This may, for instance, be said of certain musical jars or earthen
vessels producing sounds, which the Peruvians constructed for their amusement.
These vessels were made double, and the sounds imitated the cries ofanimalsor birds.
A similar contrivance of the Indians in Chile, preserved in the museum at Santiago,
is described by the traveler S. S. Hill as follows: u It consists of two earthen vessel.5
in the form of our india-rnbber bottles, but somewhat larger, with a flat tube from
4 to 6 inches in length uniting their necks near the the top and slightly curved
upward, and with a small hole on the upper side one-third the length of the tube
from one side of the necks. To produce the sounds the bottles were filled with water
and suspended to the bough of a tree, or to a beam, by a string attached to the
middle of the curved tube, and then
swung backward and forward in such
a manner as to cause each end to be
alternately the highest and lowest, so
that the water might pass backward
and forward from one bottle to the
other through the tube betw~en
them. By this means soothrng
sounds were produced which, it is
said, were employed to lull to repo-e
the drowsy chiefs who usually slept
away the hottest hours of the day.
In the meantime, as the bottles were
porous, the water within them diminished by evaporation, and the ound
died gradually away."

The remarks in the quotation
regarding the production o
sound, i. e., by partially :fillin u
the bottles with water an
swinging them back and forth.
Fig. 313.
WHISTLING Y ASE, P AIN'I'ED WARE, ONE CH.AMBER.
applies equally as well to th
Peru.
ve el in the mu mun coll cat. No. uas, U. . .M. g natural size.
tion. Tb.is ba been demonstrated by experiment. The mu ical notation of the e in trument.
has, however, a b for
tated, been obtained by blowing in the 01
neck. Perbap , a Eugel ay , they " carcely de erve to be la,
with mu:i al in trum ut ."
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connecting with the interior of the vessel, through which a current of
air is forced when blowing in the neck. The notes emitted are as
follows:

The half tone difference is produced by using more force in blowing.
Specimen, Cat. No. 17382 (U.S.N.M.) is a one-chambered bottle of
polished black ware from Peru, collected by Mr. J. V. Norton. The
spout or neck is joined by a curved handle to a projection represent-

Fig. 314.
DOUBLE WHIS'rLTNG VASE, .PAINTED WAHE, PARROT.

Porn.
Cat. No. 88263, U.S. .M.

g natural size.

ing a grotesque tmman :figure. The handle is enlarged to form the
whistling mechanism in the same manner as shown in fig. 313. Its two
note are as follows:

In fig. 3il4 (received from Mr. W.W. Evans) is presented a double vase
of painted ware. One portion represents a parrot, the other is bottleshaped, and the two are counected by a curved handle. The decorations
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a,r e in pale yellow and brown upon light-red ground color.
is inside the head of the parrot. Its two notes are here given:
Bva ..... .

~i~§I
In this specimen the faintest increase or strength of breath will cha
the note from Oto E, without giving, however, any intermediate sou
The result is a warbling, bird-like eftect. 1
Specimen, Cat. No. 32258 (U.S.N.M.), from Peru, received from l\Ir.
W. Evans, is a double bottle of dark-brown color without painted deco
tion, The mouth of the bottle is connected by a curved handle to the iigure of a bird upon the opposite chamber.
Thew histling apparatus is on theoutside
of the bird's head. Two notes are emitted.
as follows:

rt

~-'--¥1
Fig. 315 represents a double bottle of
painted ware. The ground color is p ale
yellow and the decorations consist o f
conventional designs in brown and r ed.
A figure of an animal is united to then e ek
of the bottle by a nearly straight handle.
The shape of this vessel differs from all
others the chambers being more like a
.
modern' :flask or cant~en. Its one note 1s
here gi ve1i:

E,_ §1

E

Fig. 315.
WHISTLING VASE, PATNTED WARE, ANIMAL

Specimen, Cat. No. 88210 (U.S.N ... f. )
W
c~,. ' o. 32259, U.S.N.M. y\ natural s ize.
from Peru, received from l\!r. w.
•
Evans, is a double bottleofpamted ware.
The ground color is Jigut red, upon which are decorations in pale yellow
and purple. One half of the vessel represents a grotesque human .figure
in a squatting position. Part of the headdress is in the form of a bir ·
and it contains the wlJistlingmechanism. A curved handle project fro
he hack of the head connecting with the neck of the bottle. The n
n te emitted i quite weak:
Bva.
FIGURE, Two cHAlllBERs.

~a

E~
:? .
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or chamber represents a human figure kneeling. The left band holds
to the mouth an instrument evidently intended to represent a syrinx or
Pan pipe. A vessel similar to tbe foregoing, but without the whistling
attachment, is described and :figured by Wiener in "Perou et Bolivie''
(p. 623). .Attached to the right hand is a gourd-shaped object, possibly

.!fig.

:no.

DOUBLI,; WllISTLlNG VASE, l'AIN'l'ED WARE, BAND ORNAMl<.!N'l'ED IN Hl<.!Lll<.!~', HUMAN l!'IOURE.

Peru.
'at.

' o. 1399, U.S.N .M. -i} natural si, e.

a rattle. The whistling apparatu is a,t the back of the head, where the
curved handle which connects with the mouth of the bottle is joined.
Its two notes are indicated in the accompanying scale:
Bva·-····

Increa sed force in blowing produces the higher tone.
Another example of this cla , hown in fig. 317, i a highly rnamented specimen of painted ware. The ground color i pale yellow and
the decoration is in red, brown, and white. There are unken panel on
oppo ite sides of each bottle, in which are delineated an animal figure
iu relief. The animal repre ented is the same in each panel. A handle
ornamented with painted geometric de ig11 joins the two neck . Unfortunately the animal figure which contained the wbi tle i mutilated and
no note can be pro(l uced.
Fig. 318 represents a, ve el from an ancient grave in Peru, pre ented
by the late secretary of the mitb onian Institution, Prof. S. F. Baird.
It is a double bottle of polished black ware. The two bodies of the
ves el are ornamented with , mall indentations or eye , which sugge t
N A.'l' MU ' Ou--42
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the idea that potatoes were intended to be represented. This doe
seem unusual, for the ancient Peruvians reproduced in clay the fig

Fig. 31'.
DOUBLE WHISTLING VASE, PAINTED WARE, ANIMAL FIGURE IN RELIEF,

Cheperi, Province of Pacasmayo, Peru.
Cat. No. 107548, U.S.N.M.

f natural size.

of men, animals, birds, :fishes, shells, fruits, and vegetables. It is also
well known that the potato was cultivated extensively in Peru at the
time of the early discoveries. 1
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The usual animal or bird shaped figure containing the whistle is missing, therefore its musical capacity is unknown.
In fig. 319 is illustrated a double bottle of polished black ware. The
figure of a bird is seated on one projection. At the back of its head is
the air passage and venthole forming the whistle. On the connecting
handle are two panel-like designs, with animals and birds represented
in relief. Its two notes are indicated in the accompanying scale:

,_,_II

Fig. 320 represents a double bottle of polished black ware. The .
upper portions of the vessel are encircled by three bands, highly ornamented in relief. . In the lower band birds are delineated, the next

F ig. lll!J.
DOUDLE WHISTLI NG VASE, POLISHED BLACK WARE, FIGURJJ: OF JHRD.

Peru, Tryon collection.
Cat.

o. 14801 5, U.S.N.M .

l

natural size.

higher fishes, and on the upper one the meander or G:reek fret. On
the connecting handle between the two projections are two panels, with
conventional designs of animals, etc., also in relief. Seated upon one
neck or projection is a monkey-like figure, with opening. in the body,
arranged in the u ual manner, to produce a whistling sound or not ,
which js here given:

Specimen, Cat. No.1405 (U.S.N.M.) was obtained in Peru by Admiral
Charles Wilkes, United States Exploring Expedition. It is a double
bottle of black ware. One portion represents an animal, with the
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whi tling ruechani m in its head. There are small openings in
ear , no tril , and month of the :figure, which allow the air to esca
but the whi tle it elf can not be seen. Two notes can be obtained.
shown in the following scale-the higher note by increased force
blowing:
8va.

f-;1£1
Specimen, Cat. No. 1347 (U.S.N.M.), from Peru, presented by
_
W. Cartwright, is a double bottle of polished black ware, with a hor zontal connecting handle between the two projections. Upon one of

Fig. 320.
UOUBLE WHISTLING VASE, BLACK WARE, MAND DECORATION IN RELIEF.

Cheperi, P r ovince of Pacasmayo, Peru
Cat. o. 107552, U . . N.M. ½ natural size.
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Bird-shaped whistles.-Fig. 321 represents the only example in the
United States National Museum from Peru of a bird-shaped whistle
identical in an respects with the Mexican and Central American instruments. It was presented by Col. J. S. Billings, surgeon, United States
Army, and forms part of a series of objects obtained by him from an
ancient grave in the mountains near Lima. It is of reddish clay,
slightly polished. The painted decoration is quite simple, the wings
only being outlined in bl~ck. There are two sound holes, one on each
side, near the middle of the body. Part of the tail, which contained
the mouthpiece, is wanting, but enough
remains to obtain the musical compass
of the instrument, which is here given:

Specimen, Oat. No. 107434 (U.S.N.M.)
a bird-shaped whistle or toy of coarse
clay, painted black and polished. The
Fig. 321.
plumage markings are indicated by inPOTTERY WH ISTLE, BIRD-SHAPED.
cisedlines alternately touched with white
Anci ent grave near Lima, Peru.
Cat. No. 140976, U.S.N.M. % natu ra l sizo.
and reel pigments. It was obtained from
an ancient grave near Ancon, ~nd preseuted by Mr. W. H. Jones. The body of the bird is hollow, and there
· . is but one hole, placed in the back. To ·produce a sound it must be
jg

Fig. 322.
FRAGMENT OF A BONE FLAGEOLET.

Ancient grave ucar Lima, P eru.
Cat.

o. 140983, U.S: .M.

~r,, natural size.

blown in the same manner as a flute. It may not have been intended
for anything but a call or signal. The following note i · emitted:

p

Bvci.

Specimen, Oat. No. 14097Q (U.S.N.M.) is a broken bird-shaped whi tle
of the same material and details of con truction as the one just
described. It was obtained by Colonel Billings from the grave near
Lima, and found with the bird-shaped instrument shown in fig. 321.
Boneflute.-An interesting object of .bone .from the same grave is
represented in fig. 322. It is part of the ulna of the Brown elican
(Pelecanus molince). The ends of the bone have been cut off and the
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cellular portion removed. · In its original condition this instrumen
was probably furnished with four finger holes, as were some of tbe
whistles or flutes from the California islands previously mentioned
(p. 570, fig. 210), and to which it bears a, remarkable resemblance. This one is unfortu1
nately broken off at the third hole. Wiener
speaking of this class of instruments, says:
The most curious objects of this kind are, without
contradiction, the flutes of the tibia or other bones of
birds, many times covered with designs (incised).

Fig. 323.
SYRINX OR PAN-PIPE (huayra-

puhura), COMPOSED OF SIX
REEDS.

Grave near the beach at .A.rica,
Peru.
Cat.

o. 136869, U. . .l\L

1 natural size.

Syrinx or Panpipes (reed and
stone).-Two interesting s p ecim e ns made of
hollow reedEl, representing the sy- .
rinx or Pan-pipes
(huayra-puhura)
are preserved in
the National Museum. They.were
obtained by Ensign W. E. Safford, U nited
StatesNavy,frorn
ancient buri a l
places near .Arica,
Peru. The reeds
are of graduated
lengths, lashed
together by
threads and h Id
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by the Peruvians before the Spanish conquest is shown by the historian Garci]asso
la Vega. 1 Of their music he says:

de

In music they arrived to a certain harmony, in which the Indians of Colla did
more particularly excel, having been the inventors of a certain pipe made of canes
glued together, every one of which having a different note of higher and lower, in
the manner of organs, made a pleasing music by the dissonancy of sounds, the treble,
tenor, and bass, exactly corresponding and
answering to each other; with th ese pipes
they often played in concert, and made
tolerable music, though they wanted the
quavers, semiquavers, airs, and many
voices which perfect the harmony among
us. They had, also, other pipes which
were flutes, with four or five stops, like
the pipes of shepherds.

Rivero and Von Tschudi2 mention
similar instruments made of reeds
of cane or stone and adorned sometimes with needlework.
Fig. 325 represents an instrument
made of stone. It is reproduced
from Engel's drawing, 3 and his description here follows:

]!'ig. 325.
SYRINX O~' STONE.

Peruvian grave.
Engel, Musical Instruments, p. 66.

Another huyara-puhura, likewise still
yielding sounds, was discovered placed over a corpse in a Peruvian tomb, and was
procured by the French general, Paroissien. This instrument is made of a greenish
stone, which is a species of talc, and contains eight pipes. In the Berlin Museum
may b e seen a good plaster cast taken from this curious relic. The height is 5¾ inches,
and its width 6¼ inches. Four of the tu bes have small lateral :finger-holes, which,
when closed, lower the pitch a semi tone. These holes are on the second, fourth, sixth,
an d seventh pipes, as shown in the engraving. When the holes are open, the tones are :

and when they are closed:

The other tubes have unalterable tones.
tones producible on the instrument:

The following notation exhibits all the

The musician is likel y to speculate what could have induced the Peruvians to adopt
so strange a series of intervals; it seems rather arbitrary than meditated.

The Peruvians tied knots in strings to record their music. 4
1
Commentaries of Peru: English translation by ir Paul Rycant, Kt., London,
1688, Book n, p. 84.
2
P eruvian Antiquities, English translation by Francis L. Hawks, D. D., LL. D.,
p. 143, et seq.
!!Musical Instruments, p. 66.
4
Rowbotham, History of Music, III, p. 198, citing de la Vega, II, p. 27.
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CONCLUSION.

Certain differences of opinion exist among historians of music a
the scale adopted by primitive peoples in their earliest efforts.
class thinks it finds in the laws of sound a relationship between no
of d~fferent pitch, which harmonize with each otller and make a conco
of sweet sounds, and demonstrates a scale natural to all men and the e
fore universal, applying as well to the savage as to the enlightene
that is to say, they believe that when the savage has become s
ciently practiced in music to employ a scale of any kind, he will u
that belonging to modern and civilized music because that scale is
natural to man. Other persons deny this, and express their belie
that primitive peoples either did not recognize this concord, or else di
not desire it.
These differences of opinion have not been adjusted. When one
party shows primitive instruments on which the modern scale can be
produced, or shows primitive music written on the modern staff, they
are met with the assertion that this is, or may be, the result of straining
the instrument to produce the given note.
Neither myself nor my associate, Mr. Upham, have taken sides in this
controversy, recognizing our role to be that of gathering facts r ather
than indulging in speculation, that our facts may be used by both parties, thus serving in some degree to elucidate these disputed question ·
Great care has been empioycd in ascertaining the tones or p itch
indicated in the staves, that they should represent the normal scale of
each instrument. They could be manipulated so as to give a tone
higher or lower than normal. Particular pains have been taken to
re}_)resent upon the staff the notes obtained, by using average force in
blowing, and to avoid the temptation to raise or lower the pitch. in
order that the intervals might be more easily represented on the taft
or more satisfying to the ear.
The fact that it is rare to find two instruments from a given locality
which produce the same tone indicates at least that their con tructiou (mu ically) was not based on any e tabli bed or recognized . c I ·
With mo t of them the iuterval and cale ap1 ear to have been pu relv
accidental. What re ult might be obtained if all prehistori · iu trum nt ould b brought t gether and ,•tudied it i impo ible t · · Y·
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NOTE.
The following work has grown from a simple catalogue into its present proportions in an endeavor to illustrate the distribution of certain
games, and by co~parison elucidate their original significance. In the
American part an attempt bas been made to describe as far as possible the implements for games of the types mentioned, in American
museums. Additions and corrections, to be incorporated in a 'ubsequent publication, will be gratefully acknowledged by the author.
STEW.A.R'l' CULIN.
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYL V .A.NIA,

Philadelphia, August, 1897.
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CHESS AND PLAYING-CARDS.
By STEWART CULIN'
Director of the Musell'ln of Archceology and Paleontology, Univm·sity of Pennsylvania.

INTRODUCTION.

The object of this collection t is to illustrate the probable origrn,
significance, and development of the games of chess and playing-cards.
Following up the suggestion made to the writer by Mr. Frank H.
Cushing, they are both regarded as derived from t,he divinatory use of
the arrow, and as representing the two principal methods of arrowdivination. Incidental to the main subject, various games and divinatory processes having a like origin, although not leading directly to
chess or cards, are exhibited, as well as specimens of each class from
various countries.
The basis of the divinatory systems from which games have arisen
is assumed to be the classification of all things according to the Four
Directions. 2 This method of classification is practically universal
'This collection, for which a diploma of honor and gold medal were awarded at
the Atlanta Exposition, was subsequently placed on exhibition in the U. S. National
Museum, where it bas since been augmented by many of the add itional games
described in thi s catalogue.-EDITOR.
·
' Some idea of the extent to which the classification of things ac('orcling to th
world quarters was carried in Eastern Asia may be obtained from the numerical
categories in the second part of Mayer's Chinese Reader's Manual, from which the
following examples are taken:
DIRECTIONS.

SE.A.SONS.

COLORS.

ELEMENTS.

PLANETS.

METALS.

North.
East.
S-onth.
West.
Middle.

Wfat.er.
Spring.
Summer.
Autumn.

Black.
Green.
Reel.
Whit.e.
Yellow.

Wat.er.
Wood,
Fire.
Metal.
Earth.

Mercury.
.Jupiter.
Mars.
Venus.
Saturn .

Iron.
Lead , tin .
Copper.
Silver.
Gold.

ORAlNS.

Pnlse.
Corn .
Millet.
Il mp.
Rice.

I append, for purpose of co:nparison, a list of some of tho corresponding categories as they exist in the pueblo of Zuui, New Mexico, kindly furnisbed me by
Mr. Cushing.
OIBECTIONS.

SEASONS.

North.
West.
outb.
East.
Upp r.
Lower.
Middle.

Winter.
pring.
Summer.
Autumn.
Day.
Night.
Year.

COLORS.

Yellow.
Blue.
Red.
White.
Many-color.
Black.
All colors.

ELEMENTS.

Air (wind or breath).
Water.
Fire.
· Earth (seeds of).
Waking or life condition.
leaping or death condition.
All elements and conditions.

It should be observed that the connotations of color and direction vary from the
above and from each other amonrr the different AmoriGan tribes, between Aztec and
Maya, and between the different Mexican ooroniclers.
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am 1w primitive peoples both in Asia and America. In order to classify
obj ct ' and events which did not in themselves reveal their proper
a signment resort was had to magic. Survivals of these magical
proces ' es constitute our present games. The identity of the games of
Asia and America may be explained upon the ground of their common
object and the identity of the mythic concepts which underlie them.
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Fig. 1.

NYOUT HPAN.

NYOUT BOARD.

Korea.
at. • "· I 569, l useum of Arch11e0logy, Unl\'tr&lty of P<nnsyl\'anla.

From Korean Games.
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to a comparatively late period jn the history of games and divination.
The almost universal object for determining number, and thence by
counting, place or direction, is three or more wooden stayes, usually
flat on one side and rounded upon the other. Numerical counts are
attributed to their several falls. A typical game in which these staves
are employed is found in No. 1-the Korean game of Nyout.
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Fig. 2.
NYOUT HPAN.

NYOUT BOARD.

Inscrib ed with Chinese ver se.
Korea.
Cat. · o. 16487, Mruieum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania. From Korean Games.

1. NYO T. Korea.
(a) Board and stave .1

- - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - - - - - -

No .16487, 16898, Mus. Arch., Univ. Penn. The board exhibited (fig. l) is painted
upon a sheet of Korean paper, 22½ by 26 inches, and was made for the author by Mr.
Pak Young Kin, secretary oftl10 Royal Korean Commission to t h World's Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, in the summer of 1893. Another (fig. 2) has Chinese charac1
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(b) Reproduction of native picture; Korean boys playing Nyout.
The national game of Korea. Two, three, or four persons play, moving object used as men around a circuit according to throws made
with four blocks of wood used as dice. The circuit (fig. 1) is marked
with twenty-nine points, twenty of which are arranged equally distant
in a circle, within which is a cross composed of nine stations. The
1
blocks ordinarily used are called pam-nyout or "chestnut nyout" (Plate ,
fig. l), white and flat on- one side and black and convex on the other.
The pieces or men, called mal (Chinese, ma), "horses," 2 inay consist of
any convenient stick or stone. The throws count as follows:
4 white sides up,
4 black sides up,
3 white sides up,
2 white sides up,
1 white side up,

nyout,

mo,
kel,
kai,

to

=
=

4

=

3

5

=2
=1

A throw of nyout or mo entitles the player to another throw, which he
makes before moving bis piece. The one who shall play first is determined by throwing the blocks, the highest leading. The players enter
their men on the mark next on the left of the large circle at the top of
the diagram, and move around against the sun. The object of the game
is to get from one to four horses around the circuit and out again at the
top. If a player throws so that one of his men falls upon ~nother of
his own be may double up the two pieces and thereafter take them
around as one pi.ece, they counting as two in the game. If a player'.s
piece falls upon au opponent's the latter is said to be '' caught," and is
sent back to the beginning, and must be started again as at first. The
captor is given another throw. Partners are permitted to move each
other's pieces. In opening the game, if a player's man falls upou the
large circle B, on the left he returns to the goal by the radii B E, E A.
If he overthrows the ma;k B he must continue on to C. At this point
he returns by the diameter O A, but if he overthrows C be must continue on to D and around the circuit to A, the going-out place.
-

ters, reading as four lines of a -verse, inscribed in the circles. Children frequently
2
play upon a circuit drawn upon the ground. In the picture of the gam (Plate )
the boys are represonted as throwing the blocks through a cuff, which on of them
has removed for the purpose. This is clone to render the result of the throws more
a matter of chance tban of skill, a,nd is a substitute for a Tin~ of straw, about
2 inches in diameter , affixed to tho encl of a Htick ahont a foot long, whieli i stuck
in_ h _center of th ring for the sam purpos . The sclC'ction of the wood for th
sti ·k_s 18 not a matter of indiviclnal caprice. They are mnrnlly mad<' of the wood of
a. thick b?shy tr<'e, like th prnnns, call d ssa-ri, u . e<l in 'hina for hows wh nee
th game 1s _callecl 11a-ri-11yout. Anothrr wood, pak- lal-na-nwii, d •fined as :L v r bard
woocl of wh1 ·h m: 11 t are mad , i sometimes u (1 but th former iH profcrrecl.
I te
1·
)
wart 1um,
K r an 'am s, l'hilacl lphia, 1 95.
2 Th_ term nui, or hor
, : ppli cl t men or pi ce. in a ga.m , is of hi"'h antiquity
in hma, and was al. o riv,·n o tb c·ountc-r
mploy<'<l 111 the da. ical ' hine e
rib cl
?amc, f _T'a_ i 11 or "pitch p t' (pit bing arrows or arrow-lot into a pot), cl
m theL1K1.

OF PLATE 1 .

EXPLANATION

-1

1

I
3

]?ig. 1. PAM:-NYOUT.

I

Length, ¾ inch.

(Cat. No. 17608, Mus . .A.rch., Univ . Penn. Korea.)

l!'ig. 2. 'fJYANG-TJAK-NYOUT.

Length, 5 inches.
(Cat. No. 17607, Mus . .A.rch., Univ. Penn. Korea.)

Fig. 3. METHOD OF HOLDING LONG NYOUT STICKS.

Report of U. S. National Museum, 1896.-C::ulin.

IMPLEMENTS USED IN PL AYING GAME OF NYOUT.

PLATE

1.

Report of U. S. National Museum, 1896.-Cu lin.

____

,___

PLATE

2.

- - - - - - - ' - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - '
K OREAN B OYS P LAYING N YOUT.

From painting by native artist. reproduced in Korean 'am s.
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Children and gamblers in the cities commonly use short blocks. In
the country, ·1ong blocks or staves, called tjyang-tjak-nyout (Plate 1,
fig. 2), are employed. These are usually about 8 inches in length.
In throwing them, one is often ·
placed across the others, which
are held lengthwise in the hand
by the thumb, with the ends
resting on the fingers (Plate 1,
fig. 3). The game is played
in the country by all classes,
but only from the ·fifteenth of
the twelfth to the fifteenth of ·
the first month.
The names applied to t,he
throws are not Korean or Chi.
nese, but are numerals which
correspond closely with the corresponding numerals of certain
Ural-Altaic stocks. 1
~eferences to games played
with staves, of the same general character as Nyout, occur
in Chinese literature, where
they are attributed to a foreign
origin.
It is customary in Korea to
use the long blocks at the fifteenth of first month for the
purpose of divination. Early
in this month a small book is
sold in the markets of Seoul to
be used in connection with
Fig. 3.
them. The players throw tl1e
FffiST PAGE OF TJYEK·SA·TJYEM.
staves three times, notin()' the
Korean handbook for div ination with staves.
number that is counted for the
Jn the nuthoT's collection. From Korean GamcH.
throw at each fall. The series
three numbers is then referred to the book upon the several page of
which are printed in Chinese character all the various permutations of
1 Dr. Daniel G. Brinton, who kindly compnrred them, tells me that th
:first three
have rath r ·lo analo(J'ies with th , Ural-Altaic, while the "four," and perhaps the
"fiv ," se m connected with the , amoyed:

K

RRA

•

1. To or la.
2. Klti or ktf.
3. Kel or kol.

4. 1 yo1it.
5. Mo.

RAL-AL'fAl .

it, le (Finnish, Lappi b).
kah
(Finnish, Lappish).
kol
(Finnish, Lappish).
tet
( ~tmoyed) .
siimula ( amoy d).
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t h e number s, tak en three a t a time, with Korean text explanatory of their
significance. A reproduction of the first section, entitled Tjyek-sa-tjyem
(Chinese, chak sz' chim) " T hrowing N yout Divination," from a little
K orean handbook, Tjik-syeng-pep (Chinese, chik sing fa t) "Correct Planet
Rule" is given in fig. 3. T h e numbers represented by the throws are
from" one'' to " four" in sixty-four permutations, from which it will be
i:leen t h at only three st aves ~re used. Nyout or "four" is the highest
throw, and an explanation is thus given of the name of the game.

Fig. 4.
THE SIXTY-FOUR HEXAGRAMS.

China.
After Legge. .

The Chinese Book of Divina,tion consi ts of sixty-four diagrams,
kwa, composed of combinations of unbroken - - - - with broken lines
- - - - , ix being taken at a tjme, and the re ulting diagram being
known a h ixty-four kwa (fig. 4). Each of the e diagram i de ignat ,d by a nam and a ·companied by a bort explanatory text.
ow
tli_c ix y-f ur bexa ram ar r gard d a an expan ion of the ei ht
ri r m (fig. 5), ·all d the pat ki <i or eight kwa, formed y combining
th a_m uubr k n an
rok .n lin , tbr eat a tim . Th unbr k n
m th
ar all <1 y ~ung, '' ma cnlin , and tu br k n
I i. appar ut that if the tw ide of h
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rean blocks be regarded as representing tbe uubroken or masculine
lines and the broken or feminine lines the trigrams will form a record
of the throws when three blocks are used, and the hexagrams when
six blocks are taken. From this I regard the divinatory use of the
. nyout blocks in counection with the handbook as illustrating the origin
of the Chinese Boole of .Divination, to which the handbook preseuts an
almost perfect parallel. 1 As it appears from the foreign names of the
stave-throws in Korea that the system is foreign and non-Chinese, confirmation is afforded of the theory of the foreign origin of the Book of
Divination advanced by Professor
Terrien de Lacouperie. A detailed acSouth
count of nyout is giveu by the writer in
his work on Korean Garnes.
The game of nyout may be regarded
as the prototype of a large class of common games, such as the Game of
Goose, Backgammon, · Pachisi, and
Chess. It is clearly divinatory in its
associations, the diagram representing
the world with its four quarters. The
number, by means of which place is deNorth
Fig. 5.
termined, is discovered by tossing the
'.l'HE PAT KW.A on E!GH'f DfAGRAMS,
blocks or staves.
ACCORDING TO FUH· Hf.
The assumption that the nyout staves
China.
were derived from arrows, suggested by
From Mayer's Chinese Reader's Handbook.
Mr. Cushing, is based upon evidence
furnished by corresponding American games; for example, in the
Kiowa game of Zohn ahl, No. 3, where three of the staves bear marks
like arrow feathering. In throwing the long nyout staves it is customary to hold three crosswise over the other (Plate 1, fig. 3 ), in somewhat
the same manner as in the Zuni game of Sh6-li-we. (Compare fig.112.)
2. GAMING ARROWS.2 Kiowa Indians. Indian Territory, United
States.

--- -

•

1 1 am informed that in the system of fortune-telling known in Japan as yeki
(No. 65 ), in which splints are ordinarily used, throe small l>locks are sometimes
tossed to determine the diagrams . In this method, known as Arai shin yeki, from
Arai, th e name of the repufod inventor, three rectangular blocks, called sangi, a.bout
3 inches in length, made of some hard wood-qherry, or, preferably, ebony-are employed. Two of the opposite long sides are plain. Tb two other opposite faces are
marked with vermilion ink in Chinese characters : On one, T'{n, "Heaven;" one, Ti,
"Earth/' and the other Yan, "Man.'' The determinations are made according to
the positions in whi ·h the marked sides fall one to anoth r, which are referred to a
special treatise. Another si milar method employed in Japan, also attributed to
Arai, is by means of three ancient "cash" or coins, which are tossed from a tortoise
shell. My inform.int, Mr. K. Wadamori, of Tokio, himself a yeki galcusha or "yelci
scholar," tells me that dots ar~ frequently employ din Japan in n oting the diagrams,
as in the Malagassy sikiddy.
2 Lent by Stewart Culin.
Reproduction made by Mr. Cushing from originals in
the United States National Museum (Cat. No.152913). Collected lJy James Mooney.
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mad of ingle pieces of maple wood, 29¼ inches in leng
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The h ea<ls ar carved and painted. According to the c?lMoon y, they are thrown with tbehand likeajaveJm.
ml th pl y r who throws farthest wins. It is a ma11's g·ame.
t i pr bable t hat these arrows were actually used in a game extr m ly · mmon among the Plains Iudians. It consists in the players
th
t ~ . . ino- arrows in turn at a mark. The object of each player after e
fir tis to throw his arrow so that it will lie across tlie arrow or arrows
1·.
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Fig. 6.
CLOTH FOR ZORN AHL.

Kiowa Indians, Indian Territory.
Cat. No. 16535, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.

that have been tossed before. 1 Mr. Cushing informs me tbat the counts
usually depend upon whether the to ·ed arrow fall~ upon the other at
its head, middle, or foresbaft.
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GAMING. ARROWS .

Length, 29¼inches.
Kiowa Indians, Indian Territory.
Oat. No. 1.59913, U.S.N.l\f,
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The incised designs, painted red, yellow, green, and blue, are in part
easily recognizable as the calumet with primer, bow and arrow, the
lightning, _and the symbols of the Four Directions on the uppermost
arrow (Plate 3), which are painted from left to right with the colors
red, green, blue, and yellow. Mr. Om,hiug identified others as the war
staff, or standard, and
shield; day or dawn
signs with turkey tracks;
day signs with stars;
~orse tra<;ks, and the

'fwi

"m an" s i g n . Mr. ~
RWr~;~-~~;~~~~~~=~~~~~~
~-i=•11
., ~
x;m
M ooney, in reply to my
inquiry, iuformed 1ne
that the Kiowa attach
Fig. 7.
no special significance to
S'l'AYES F OR ZOIIN AHL.
tbesecarved arrows, and
L ength, 10 incll es.
were unable to explain
Kiowa Indian s, Indian T erritory .
Cat. No. 16536, Museum of Archreology, U niversity of l'ennsy lva11la.
the designs.
F rom Korean Games,
These arrows, carved
and painted with cosmical emblems, are here introduced to illustrate
the use of a veritable arrow, specialized for the purpose of a game,
among ·the American Indians.
3. ZOHN AHL,1 commonly known as the ''Awl Game." Kiowa Indians,
Indian Territory, United States.
(a) A cloth, called the" awl cloth."
(b) Two awls.
( c) Flat bowlder, called the "awl stone."
(d) Four prepared staves, called ahl or " wood."
(e) Eight other sticks, to be used as counters. 2
The "awl cloth" (fig. 6) is divided into points by which the game is
counted. The curved lines upon it are called "knees," because they
are like the knees of the players.
The space between the parallel lines 1 and 1 and 20 a11d 20 is called
"the creek," and the corresponding spaces between the parallel lines
at right angles are called the "dry branches."
Three of the" ahl sticks" (fig. 7) have a red tripe running down
the middle and one has a blue stripe. They are held by the player in
one band and struck down ward, so that their ends come on the "ahl
t011e" with con iderable force, If all the sticks fall with the sides
without groove uppermo t, the play is called "white," ancl count ten.
If all thb grooved ide come uppermo t, it is called " red," and counts
five. Both of the e throw. entitle the player to another throw. f one
grooved . i<le i uppermo t, it counts one; two grooved ide , two, and
three grooved .:·ides, three. The game is played by auy even number
Zohn, "ere k; " ahl, " wood."
Nos.16535, 16536, Mus. Arch. niv. Penn. Collected hy Lieut. II. L. Scott, U. . A.,
who kindly furnished the description of the game.
1

2
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of girl or women (never by men or boys), half on one side the line NS
aud half on the other. The flat ahl stone is placed in the middle of
the cloth, and the players kneel on the edge. The two awls are stuck
in the creek at 11. The player at A makes the first throw, and the
throwing goes around the circle in the direction of the hands of a
watch, each side counting the results of each throw OH the '' awl cloth "
by sticking its awl just beyond the mark called for by the results of
the throw. The moves are made in opposite directions, as indicated by
the arrows.
If in counting any awl gets into the,, creek" at N, that side must
forfeit a counter to the other side and be set back to the ''creek" at S.
That side is then said to have fallen into the" creek," the object being
to "jump over." If in their pasE.age around the circle the two "awls"
get in the same division, the last comer is said to whip or kill the
former, who forfeits a counter, and is set back to the beginning. The
counting continues until one gets back to the "creek" at S. The one
first at S receives a counter, and if there is more than enough to take
it to the "creek," the surplus is added to the next round; that is, the
''creek" is jumped, and the" awl" put beyond it as many points as
may be over. When one side wins all the counters, it conquers. If the
game should be broken up before this event, the side which has the
greater number of counters is the victor. 1
See account of game by Mr. James Mooney on page 731.
This game was selected for exhibition from many similar games played
by different tribes in America as readily illustrating the probable
derivation of the four staves. Three of them will be seen to appear to
be marked on one face with the feathered shaftment of an arrow, while
the fourth probably represents the atlatl or "throwing stick."
In the following pages a description is given of implements for American games of the preceding type contained in various museums of the
United States, together with accounts of the methods of play, arranged
alphabetically under linguistic families and tribes. For the purpose of
comparison all games in which objects are tossed to determine number
are included. Their relations one to another, whatever they may be, will
doubtless become apparent through this and subsequent collections.
1 Lieutenant Scott further states that the Kiowa have a
ustom of wetting the
fingers and slapping them·several times on the stone before a throw, and ·alling out
"red, red," or "white, white," according to the number they desire to count; or, if
but" one" should be required to throw the opposite party into the" creek" someone put her finger into her mouth, and, drawing it carefully across th top of th e
st?ne, calls out parko, pa1·ko (" one, one"). Often before the throw the thrower
will rub the four sticks in a vertical po itiou ba kward and forward everal tim
b tween the palms of the hands, to insure good luck.
"The omanche have a imilar gam which they play with do-ht ahl ticks, and th
h~yenne and rapabo ar aid to bave a. g m which th y play with ahl sticks,
which ar 2 feet r more long." (H. L. ' .)
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ALGONQUIAN STOCK .

Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation, Indian Territory.
(Oat. Nos. 152802, 152803, U.S.N.M.)
Set of five dice of buffalo bone, n:iarked on one side with burned

. ARAPAHO.

Fig. 8.
SET OF BONE DICE.

Lengths, i and 1¾inches.
Arapaho Indians, Indian Territory.
Cat. No. 152802, U.S.N.M.

designs (fig. 8), and basket of woven grass, 9 inches in djameter at
top and 2½ inches deep (fig. 9). The rim of the basket is bound with
cotton cloth, and the inner side of the bottom is covered with the same

Fig. 9.
BASKET FOR DICE GAME.

Diameter, 9 inches.
Arapaho Indians, Indian Territory.
Cat.

o. 152 02, U . . . M.

material. The game i' plnyed by women. Col1ected l>y James Mooney,
J891.
NAT M S

96--44
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The following account of the game is given by the collect.or: 1
The dice game is called ta-u setd tina (literally, "striking" or "throwing again~t"
something) by the Arapaho, and M6nshimunh by the Cheyenne, the same name bemg
now given to the modem card games. It was practically universal among all the t~ibes
2
east and west, and, under the name of hubbub, is described by a New England wnter
as far back as 1634 almost precisely as it exists to•day among the prairie tribes.
'rhe only difference seems to have been that in the east it was played also by th e
men, and to the accompaniment of a song, such as is used in the band games of the
Western tribes. The requisites are a small wicker bowl or basket (hate china), five
dice made of bone or plum stones, and a pile of tally sticks, such as are used in the
awl game. The bowl is 6 or 8 inches in diameter and about 2 inches d.e ep, and is woven
in basket fashion of the tough fibers of.the yucca. T.µe dice may be rouud, elliptical,
or diamond-shaped, and are variously marked on one side with lines or figure~, t~e
turtle being a favorite design among the Arapaho. Two of the five must be alike ID
shape and marking. The other three are marked with another design and may also
be of another shape. Any number of women and girls may play, each throwing in
turn, and sometimes one· set of partners pla,ying against another. The partners toss
up t,he dice from the basket, letting t.hem drop again into it, and score points accor~ing to the way the dice turn up in the basket. 'rhe first throw by each player 18
made from the band instead of from the basket. One hundred points usually count
a game, and. stakes are wagered on the result as in almost every other Indian contest
of skill or clrnnce. For the purpose of' explanation we shall designate two of the
five as "rounds" and the other three as "diamonds/' it being understood that only
the marked side counts in the game, excepting when the throw happens to turn up
the three "diamonds" blank while the other t,wo show the marked side, or, as sometimes happens, when all five dice turn up blank. In every case all of one kind at
least must turn up to score a point. A successful throw entitles the player to
another throw, while a failure obliges her to pass the basket to someone else. The
formula i~ :
·
1 only of either kind
=0
=3
2 rounds
3 diamonds (both rounds with blank side up)
=3
3 diamonds blank (both rounds with marked side np) = 3
=1
4 marked side up
== 1
5 (all) .blank sides up
=8
5 (all) marked sides up
A game similar in principle, but played with six <lice instead of five, is also played
by the Arapaho women, as w ell a by those of the Comanche and probably also of
other tribes.

Indian Territory. (Cat. No. 165765, U.S.N.M.)
Set of five bone dice marked on convex side with burned design ·
(fig. 10), and much woru ba ket of woven gras 10 incbe in diameter
at top and 2 inches deep (fig. 11 ). .,ollected· by H. R. Voth .

AR.A.PARO.

Indian Territory. (Cat. No. 165765a,, U.S. .M.)
et of five wooden dice, mark d on one ide with burned de igu ·
(fig. 12), repr enting on thre a wallow or wallow hawk, and on two a
ragon-fiy. -V ith pr c diug (Cat. o. 165765).
ollect d by . R. o b.

.A RAP.A.no .

anc religi n, Fourte nth Annual Report of the Bureau of E hool gy
, u, . 1001.
<l,
w Engl· nd Pr p ·t, London, 1634.
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Mr. Cushing suggested to the writer that these blocks were probably
derived from similar gaming implements made of shards of pottery.
ARAPAHO. Darlingt011, Oklahoma.
Set of four dice; two oval bones, 1-.¼ inches in greatest diameter with

Fig. 10.
SET OF BONE DICE.

Length, l ;l to 2¼foches.
Arapaho Indians, Indian Territory.
Cat. No. 165765, U .S.N.M.

burned designs on one side, and two worked peach stones, also burned
Hinch in greatest diameter (fig. 13). Opposite sides unmarked. Also
shallow basket of woven grass, 9½ inches in diameter at top and 1¾

Fig. 11.
BASKET FOR DICE GAME.

Diameter, 10 inches.
Arapaho Indians, Indian Territory.
Cat.

o. 165765, U .S. .M.

inches deep. Collected by Mr. Abram D. Nace about 1888. They are
now in the private collection of Mr. Charles H. Stephens, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
UHEYENNE. Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation, Indian Territory.
(Cat.
. 152803, U.S.N.M.)
Set of five bone dice marked on one side with burned designs
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(fig. 14), and basket of woven grass 8½ inches in diameter at top and
2½ incbe deep (fig. 15). Both sides of the bottom are covered with
cotton cloth. Played by women. Collected by Mr.James Mooney, 1891.
Mr. George Bird
Grinnell has kindly
furnished the writer
.
with the following unpublished account of
z
the Cheyenne basket
game, which he deFig. 12.
SET OF WOODEN DICE.
scribes under the name
Length, 1¼inches.
of Mon shi mo ut.

II

Arapaho Indians, Indian Territory.

The Cheyenne seed, or
baske t game, is played
with a shallow bowl and five plum stones. The bowl (Plate 4) is from 3 to 4 inches
deep, 8 inches across at the top-flattened or not on the bottom-and woven of grass
or strips of willow twigs. It is nearly one-half an inch thick, and is strong. All
Cat. No. 165765a, U.S.N.M.

0

Fig. 13.

GAMING DISKS, BONE AND WORKED PEACH STONES.

Diameters, 1¼ and

H inches.

Arapaho, Oklahoma.
Collection of Charles I-1. Stephens.

five seeds are unmarked on one side but on the other (Plate 4) three are marked
with a figure representing the paint patterns often used by girls on their faces,
the cross being on the bridge of tbe nose, the side marks on the cheeks, ancl th e

G
Fig. 14.
SE'r OF BONE DICE.

L ngths, ¼and 1¼ in hes.
Cheyenne Indians, Indian Territory.
Cat.

o. 152803, U. ·.~. t.

The oth r two ton

th r

i ha

Report of U. S. National Mu se um, 1896. -Culin.

P LUM STONES AND B ASKET FOR G AME.

Ch yenne India ns, 1\Iootaoa.
Coll ction of < 'eorge Bird Grino 11.

PLATE

4.
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combination of the sides which lie uppermost after they have fallen, determines the
count of the throw.
The players sit .opposite one another, and, if several are playing, in two rows facing
each other. Each individual bets with the woman opposito to her. Each player is
provided with eight sticks, which represent the points which she must gain or lose
to win or lose the game. When a player has won all the sticks belonging to her
opponent she has won the game and the stake.
There are several combinations of marks and blanks which count nothing for or
against the player making the throw, except that she loses ber chance to make
another throw. Others entitle the thrower to receive one, three, or even all
eight sticks, and each throw that counts anything entitles the player to anothel'
throw. All the players on the side of the thrower, i. e., in the same row, win or
lose from those opposite to them as the t,hrower wins or loses. lf the p erson making
the first throw casts a blank, she passes the basket to the one sitting next her; if
tnis one makes a throw that counts, she has another and another, until she throws a

Fig.15.
BASKET FOR DICE GAME.

Diameter at top, 8½ inches.
Cheyenne Indians, Indian Territory.
Cat. No. 1528D3, U.S.N .M.

blank, when the basket passes on. When the basket reaches the end of the line, it
is handed across to the woman at the end of the opposite row, and in the same way
travels down the opposite line.
In making the throw the basket is raised only a little way, and the stones tossed
only a few inches high. Before they fall the basket is brought smartly down to the
ground, against which it strikes with some little noise. Some of the throws are
given below, the sides of the seeds being designated by their marks:
2 blanks, 2 bears, and 1 cross count nothing.
4 blanks and 1 bear connt nothing.
5 blanks connt 1 point; thrower takes 1 stick.
3 blanks and 2 bears count 1 point; thrower t akes 1 Atick.
1 blank, 2 bear , and 2 crosses count 1 point; thrower takes 1 stick.
2 blank and 3 cro es count 3 points; throw er takes 3 sticks.
2 bears an<l 3 crossescount8 points; throwertakes 8 sticks, and winsthegame.
The women <lo not sing at this game, but they chatter and joke continually as the
play goes on.
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Mr. Grinne11 informs me that the specimen figured cam e
HNorthern Cheyenne Agency, officially known as the Tong
Agency, in Montana, the Indians living on Rosebud and Tong
which are tributaries of the Yellowstone from the south. At
time the southern Cheyennes of Indian Territory have the same

CHIPPEWA. Lake Superior Region.
Schoolcraft 1 describes the bowl game of the Chippewa u:n
name of puggesaing.
I

1·

[j {j
S·
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. G.

G.
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~ ~ ~
Fig. 16.

DICE FOR BOWL GAME.

Chippewa Indians.
After Schoolcraft.
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The game is won by the red pieces, the arithmetical value of each of which is
fixed, and the count, as in all games of chance, is a.d vanued or retarded by the luck
of the throw. Nothing is required but a wooden bowl, which is curiously carved
and ornamented (the owner relying somewhat on magic influence), and having a
plain, smooth surface.

The author gives the count8 for sixteen different throws from one
hundred and fifty-eight down to two.
Long 1 gives the following description of the bowl game among the
Chippewa:
.Athtm·gain, or miss none but catch aU, is also a favorite amusement with them, in
which the women frequently take part. It is played with a number of hard beans,
black and white, one of which has small spots and is called king; they are put into
a shallow wooden bowl and shaken alternately by each party, who sit on the ground
opposite to one another; whoever is dexterous enough to make the spotted bean
jump out of the bowl receives of the adverse party as many beans as there are spots;
the rest of the beans do not co_u nt for anything.

The following account, given by J. G. Kohl, 2 who does not de ignate
the particular tribe, probably refers to tbe Chippewa:
The game called by the Indians pagessan, and ~ .h ich I frequently saw played, tho
Canadians call le jeu au plat (the game of the bowl). It is a game of ha,1ard, but
skill plays a considerable part in it. It is playecl with a wooden bowl and a number
of small figures bearing some resemblance to onr chessmen. They are usually carved
very neatly out of bones, wood, or plum stones, and represent various things-a fish,
a hand, a door, a man, a canoe, a half-moon, etc. They call these figures pagessanag
(carved plum stones), and the game has received its name from them. Each figure
has a foot on which it can stand upright. They are all thrown into a wooden bowl
(in Indian onagan), whence the French name is derived. The players make a hole
in the ground and thrust the bowl with the figures into it, while giving it a slight
shake. The more figures stand upright on the smooth bottom of the bowl through
this shake all the better for the player. Each figure has its vaiue, an,1 some of
them represent to a certain extent the pieces in the game of chess. There are also
other figures, which may similarly be called the pawns. The latter, carved into
small round stars, are all alike, have no pedestal, but are reel on one siclo and plain
on the other, and are counted as plus or minus according to the side uppermost.
With the pawns it is a perfect chance which side is up, but with the pie es much
depends on the skill with which the bowl is shaken. The other rules an<l mode of
calculation are said to be very complicated, and the game is played with great
attention and passion.
CREE.

In Father Lacom be's Cree dictionary 3 we findjeu de hasard,palcessewin.
ILLINOIS, Illinoi .
It would appear from a manuscript Illinois dictior1ary iu the library
of Dr. J. Hammond Trumbull 4 that this tribe was familiar with the
game of plum-stones.
J. Long, Voyages and Travels of an Indian Interpreter, London, 1791, p. 52.
Ki!ichi-Gami, Wanderings Round Lake Superior, London, 1860, p. 2.
3 Rev. P re Alb. Lacombe, Dictionnaire de la langue des Cris, Montreal, 1874.
4 Andrew McFarland Davis, Indian Games, Bulletin of the Essex Institnte, XVIII,
p.187.
1

2
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A
crru E'.l.'T, . Massachusetts.
William Wood, iu his" New England Prospect," 1 relates the following:

Th Y have two orts of games, one called puim, the other hiibbnb, not much unlike
ard and dice. Hubbub is five small bones in a small smooth tray, the ~ones be
like a dio but something flatter, black on the one side and white ou the _otber, which
they place on the ground, gainst which violently thump ing the platter, the bones
m unt hangiu<Y colors with the windy whiskin o- of their hands to and fro, which
a tion in that sport . they much use, s~iting the~selves on the breast and thighs,
crying out Hub Hub Hub. They may be heard playing this game a quarter of a
mile off. The bones lleing all black or white make a double game: if three of one
color and two of another, then they afford but a single game; four of a color a nd
on e differing is nothing. So loug as the
man wins he keeps the tray, but if h e lose
the next man takes it.

Wisconsin.
Dr. Walter J. Boffman 2 describes
the Menomiuee form of the game
under the name of d, kqa' siicok.

MENOMINEE.

It was frequ ently playeu _in. former times,
but of late is rarely seen. It is played for
Fig. t 7.
purposes of gambling, either by two i nd iGAMBLING BOWL.
viduals or bv two sets of players. A hemMenominee Indians.
ispheric bo~l (fig. 17), made out of t~e
After Hoffman.
large round nodules of a maple root, IS
cut and hollowed out. The bowl is symmetric and is very nicely finished ._', ~t ~eas ures 13 inches in diameter at the rim, and is 6 inches in depth. It measures ff- rnch
in thickness at the rim but graduallv increases in thickness toward the bottom,
which is about an inch thick. The;e are forty counters, called ma'atik, made of
twigs or trimmed sticks of pine or other wood, each about 12 inches long a nd from
¼to t inch thick. Half of these are colored red, the other half black, or perhaps
left their natural whitish color.
The dice or as lea' sianok consists of eight pieces of deer horn, abo ut ¼inch in diameter and ¼ inch thick, but thinner tow ard the edges. Sometimes plum-stone . or
even pieces of wood are taken, one side of them being colored red, the other_ s~de
remaining white or un colored. When the players sit down to play the bowl contamrng
the dice is placed ou the grounu between the opponents; bets are made ; the fir st
player begins a song in whi ch the other players as well as the spectators join. At a
certain moment the one to 1,lay first strikes the bowl a smart tap, which caus s t~e
dice to fly upward from the bottom of the bow], and as they fall and settle the r esul~ 18
watched with very keen intere t . The value represented by tbe po ition of the dice
represents the number of ·ounters wh ich the player is pcrmitfa•d to take from th
ground. 'fhe value of th e throw is as follows:
Fir t throw, 4 red dice and 4 white, a draw.
'econd throw, 5 r d dice and 3 white, count 1.
Third throw, 6 red dice ancl 2 white, counts 4.
1''ou.rth throw, 7 red dice and 1 white counts 20.
1''ifth throw, 8 red dice and O white, c~nn ts 40.
Th players trike the howl alt ruat ly until one p r on win all the ount rsboth th o. on th gr uncl and tho whi ·h he opponent may has won.
1
j

1

~

ndon 1631.

Th 1 n min
Incli· n., Fonrt · •nth Annual 1 eport of the Bur
hnology, p. 241.

u of Am ri au

Fig. 19.
BOWL FOR W~ Diameter 11 . LTES TAK\)N.
Micmac Ind· ' I mcbes.
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<l toad pth of ~tbout ¾inch in the center. This dish plays animportantJll>le
in th
ld r l er nds of the Micmacs. Filled with water and left over night, its
ppe ran n ~?b morning serves to reveal hidden knowledge of past, present, a~d
futur · It i al o said to have been used as a vessel upon an arkite trip. The di~e
18
of caribou bone ar si - in number, having fl.at faces and rounded sides. One face
th
pl:1in; th otb r l>ears a dotted cross (fig. 18). When all the marked or all
e
unmark d fa es are turned up there jg a couut of five points; if five marked faces
and one unmarked face or five unmarked faces a,nd one marked face are turned up,
one point resn1ts; if a dje falls off the dish there is no count. There are fifty-~vo1
counting sticks-fifty-one plain rounded ones about 7½ inches long, a king-pm
shap d like the fonvarcl half of an arrow, and three notched sticks, each presenting half of the rear encl of an arrow. These last four are about 8 inches long.
Three of the plain sticks form a count of one ]10int, the notched sticks have a val~e
of five points, while the king-pin varies in value, being used as fifty-secou<l plam
· stands alone
·
. the general pile;
·
· l1as, rke
the notched
1
s t 1. ck , excep t when 1t
m
then 1t,
sticks, a value of five points. Thus the possible points of the count are seventeen
th th
(one-third of fifty-one) on the plain sticks and fifteen (five times three) on e ree
notched sticks, a total of thirty-two; but by a, complex system the_ count may be
0th
extended indefinitely. In · playing the game two players sit opposite each
er,
th
their legs crossed in a characteristic manner, and the dish, or woltes, between ero
th
usually place(l on a thick piece of leather or cloth. A squaw keeps the ScOre on e

Fig. 20.
COUNTlNG STICKS FOR WOLTES TAK0N.

Length, 7¾ inches.
Micmac Indians, Nova Scotia.
Cllt. No. 18850, Muse1101 of Archroology, University of Pennsylvania.

counting-sticks, which at first lie together. The six dice aro plnced on a dish wit_h
th eir mar keel faces down; one of the players takes the dish iu both hands, raise. it
an inch or two from the ground, and brino·s it down again with considerable force,
th11 s turning the dice. If all but one of the upturned faces are marked or unmarked,
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he repeats the toss arnl continues to do so as long as one of these combinations
results. When he fails to score, the amount of his winnings is witlidrawn from tile
general pile and forms the nucleus of his private pile. His opponent repeats the

Fig. 21.

/

COUNTING STICKS FOR WOLTES T.A.KlJN.

Length, 7½ inches.
Micmac Indians, Nova Scotia.
Cat. No. 18850, Museum of Arcb mology, University of Pe nnsylvania.

dice-throwing until he also fails to score. Two successive throws of either a single
point or of five points count thrice the amount of one throw; that is, three points
or fifteen points, respectively. Three successive throws count five times as much as

Fig. 22.
COUNTING STICK~ (sangi).

L ength, 2 inches.
Japan.
Cat.

o. 18306, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.

a single throw, etc. After the pile of counting-sticks has been exhstu t d, a new
feature is introduced in the count. The player who s ores first tak s a iugl lain
stick from his pile and places it by itself, with one of its sides facing him to repre-
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ent one point, and perpendicular to this, either horizo ntally or vertically, to repre ent five point . 1
He continues to add sticks thus as he continues to score. This use of the sticks as
counters to indicate unpaid winnings is a device for deferring further settlement
until the game seems near its end and also serves to increase the count indefinitely
to meet the indefinite duration
the game, as after one player secures a token h~s
opponent, when he scores, merely reduces the former's pile by . the value of his
score. The reduction is effected by returning from the token pile to the private pile
the amount of the opponent's score; hence at any time the token pile represents th e
amount of advantage which its , owner bas obtained since the last settlemen~.
18
These settlements are made whenever either party may desire it; this, however'.
supposed to be whenever a player's token pile seems to represent a value approaclnng
the limit of his opponent's ability to pay. If his opponent should permit the settlement to be deferred until he were no longer able to pay his debts, then h e wo~ld
lose the game to the first JJlayer; whereas, if one player after the settlement_retams
fiv.e plain sticks but not more, a new feature is introduced which favors h 1m, If,
while retaining his five sticks, he can score five points before his opponent sc?res.at
all, he wins the game in spite of the much greater amount of llis oppouent_s wi~nings up to that point. If his opponent scores one point only before he obtams his
five points, he still has a chance, though a less promising one. If, after paying ?ver
the three plain sticks that represent a single point two plain sticks still remarn to
him, he is then compelled to win seven points before his opponent wins one_ or ~e
st1
forfeits the game; but if he succeeds in winning his seven points, the game is ll
hrs. However, in these last chances he is further handicappecl by the rule that he
can at no time score more points than are represented in his private pile. C?nsequently, if with only five plain sticks in bis possession be eould only score a srngle
point, even if his toss should call for :five; but with six plain sticks he could sco~e
two points; with nine sticks, three, etc. The last chances are: With only five plam
sticks, five points are necessary to win; with three sticks, six points; with two
sticks, seven points; with one stick, seven points. There are two other minor r~les:
One, that in counting five points on plain sticks four bundles of four each are given
instead of five bundles of three each, as one should expect; total, sixteen. T~e
other .rule is that to count six points we use a notched stick plus only two plam
sticks, instead of three, aR might be expected.

oi

This game may be regarded as an American analogue of the Chinese
game of Chong iin ch'au (No. 27).
Mr. Hager states that the preceding game was invented and taught
by the hero Glooscap. They also have a similar game called Wobi'inil·
runk, which, they say, was invented and owned by Mikchikch, the turtle
one of Glooscap's companions, to whose shell the dice bear some resemblance.2 The name Wobunarunk i derived from wobun, meaning dawn·
to which is added a termination signifying anything molded or worked
upon by human lia,nd .3
'.1' his system of scoring is identical with that u eel in Japan with th countinrrtick , or sangi (Chinese, siin niuk ) .
ne i in<liC'at cl by a tick arrang d vertically.
,ndfiv byastickplac dhoriwutally.
·ptofsangiinth e 11iv r i yMu eum( at.
o. 18 6) (fig. 22), con. ist of on hundred nn<l twenty- •v 11 littl, wooden block ·
1 \t in ·bes_in 1 ngtb nd, bout¼ in ·h sc1nare in e ·tion.
cmgi ar , or r th r w r
emyloy d 111 Japan in the hi rher ma.thematic., the u of the soroban or abacus not
b rn
u tomar · wi h ·cbolar .
conn of Wlib,inan,nk i from an unpubli:hecl man11 cript h' Ir. Hager.
wh1 h h ourt n 1~· vlac· 11 in my h: n<l .
h f: 1·t h:
vhi
111·11 b ,:ul (wampn rn) ar ,. n. ta,ntl: r f: rr <1 to a
t only amon' th trib of the Atlantic- ·oa t hut lll th
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The outfit for the game consists simply of six dice, made from moose
or caribou bone, though one Micmac at least is positive that the teeth
only of these animals can properly be used. In playing, these dice are
thrown from the right band upon the
ground and the points are counted according to the number of marked or unmarked
faces which fall uppermost. It is customary for a player to pass his hand
quickly over the dice, if possible, after
he has tossed them and before they rdach
the ground, in order to secure good lnck.
The shape of the dice is that of a decidedly flattened hemisphere, the curved
portion being unmarked. The base or
flat surface is about the size of a 25-cent
Fig. 23.
piece and presents ·three :figures (fig. 23).
GAJ\LLNG DISK FOR WOBUNARUNK.
Close to its edge there is a circle, touched
Diameter, 1¾ inches.
at four points by a series oflooped curves,
Micmac IndianR, Nova Scotia.
which form a kind of cross. Within each
From a drawing by St~nsbury Hager.
of the four spaces thus separated is an
equal-armed cross composed of nine dots, which, with the dot in the
center of the die, make a total of thirty-seven dots upon each piece,
or of two hundred and twenty-two dots (37 by G) used in the game. 1
. Southwest (see Cushing's account of the white sh ell bea.ds used in Sho'-li-we), the
writer is inclined to believe that the name of this same W6buna1·unlc is derived from
the use of wampum (wobun, "white," so call eel from the whito beads), as Rtakes
for which it was played. Again, it may refer to tho white disks; but, however this
may be, a peculiar significance is attached to the use of shell beads as gambling
counters or stakes. In the Chinese game of Fan t' dn the stakes are represented by
specially made white and black counters, known as wbito and black "pearls."
1
"In view of the numerical suggestiveness of clots and of the presence of that
peculiar r epetition of numbers which characterizes all triple multiples of the key
number thirty-seven, it ma.y be worthy of note that th e number of dots included in
the seven counts of the game is seven hnudred and seventy-seven. The Micmac language contains ·native words for numbers as great as a million, and, as Dr. Rand
says, is capable of indefinite numerical extension, a fact which surely appears to
involve some knowledge of the propertie of numbers. That certain numbers have
been u sed as symbols in ritual and myth is quite as un<J.n stionable among the
Micmacs as among so many tribes and peoples, primitive and otherwise. The importance of such dice games ju developing and extencling the knowledge of numbers is
self-evident. As to tho figures upon the dice, tho use of the cross from prehistoric
times as a native symbol throughout tbe length and breadth of the Americas i too
well known to justify further comment. The Micmacs painteu it upon their canoe
aud wigwams and attributed to it marvelous efficacy as a healin g power. To play
either W6ltesUi1nkwon or Wobuniirunkwith dice from which tho cross is omitted would
be certain, they believed, to bring dire misfortune upon all participants. Several
Micmars have related to m , almost word for word, the same legencl of the origin of
the cross among them that was reportecl by Pere L ecler <I at Gaspc more than two
centuries ago; and it is noticeable that tqis 1 gend contains no bristian element.
They also associated tbis symbol with the fonr <J.Uarters into which they divi l cl the
land for the purpose of collecting medicinal roots and herbs, while a circler pr sen ts to them eitb r that of thefr wio-warn or of the l1orizon. Tho fl at irnrface of the
die, therefore, with its four crosses a~d surrounding cin:le, 11Jay symboli7e the world-
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ma. ·1 d fa e fall face up, 50 points.
marl- d fa s fall face up, 5 points.
mnrk d fa
fall face up, 4 points.
marked fa s fall fa e up, 3 points.
2 marked fac s fall fa ce up, 2 points.
1 ma1·ked fac falls face up, 1 point.
6 unmarl ed faces fall face up, 5 points.
Total, 7 counts aud 70 points.

The mark on the Micmac dice are similar to those on some of th e
in cribed shell beads known as runtees, found in the State of New
York. One of these (fig. 24), (reproduced fro m Prof. W. H. Hol_mes's
Art in Shell of the Ancient Americans) 1 1s from an ancient village
Rite at Pornvey, which Rev. W. JYI. Beaudb a.mp, of Baldwinsville, ~ew
York, attributes to the seventeenth century. Mr. Beauchamp writes
me that both sides are alike, and th at
it is pierced with two holes from edge
to edge.
MICMAC. New Brunswick, Canada.
(Cat. No. 20125, Mus. Arch., Univ.
Penn.)
Set of six disks -of caribou bone
marked on the · flat side (fig. 25 ); a
platter of curly maple cut across th e
grain, 11½ inches in diameter, and fiftytwo wooden counting sticks about 8
inches in length (fig·. 26), four being
much broader than the others and of
:Fig. 24.
different shapes, as shown iu the figure.
ENGltAYED SHELL BEAD (runtee).
Pompey, New York.
Collected and deposited by Mr. George
· E. Starr, who purchased the game from
a woman named S:usan Perley, a member of a tribe calling tbemselve
the Tobique, at an Indian village balf a mile north of Andover, New
Brunswick. Three of the disks and the counting sticks were made for
the collector, wbile the platter and three of the disks shown in the upper
row (fig. 25) are old. Two of the latter are·made apparently of old bone
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buttons, there being a hole on the reverse in which the shank fitted.
The designs on the faces are not the same. The woman informed Mr.
Starr that the game· was called .Altes tagen, and that it was played by
two persons, one of whom places the counting sticks in a pile together.
Then the stones are placed at random in the plate, which is held in
both bands and struck sharply on the ground so as to make the stones
fly in the air and turn before lauding in the plate again. A player
continues as long as he scores, taking- counters from the pile of sticks
according to his throw. When the pile is exhausted, each having obtained part, tlie game is continued until one wins them all. Thre~ plain
sticks count one point. The three carve<l sti~~s each count four points,

Fig. 25.
J3ONE GAM ING DISKS.

Diameter, 1 inch.
'l'obiquo (Micmac} Indians, New Brunswick.
Cat. ' o. 20125, Museum Archreology,

niversily of Pennsylvania.

or twelve plain sticks. The snake-like stick is kept to the last, and equals
three plain sticks, and a throw that counts three is nece sary to take it.
MICMAC. New Brunswick. (Oat. No. 50 04, Peabody Mu eum.)
Set of six diee made of antler,¾ to %inch in diameter, marked on flat
side with six-rayed star; bowl of birch wood, 11 4 iucbe in diameter,
and fifty-four couuting ticks (fig. 27), con i ·ting· of fifty plain stick
an<l four larger stick . The latter comprise ou tick with tltree , errations on ide near one end, t•irn each with four erration,, and one
resembling the feathered , haftment of an arrow with three errations
on either ide.
ollected by Mr. G. M. We. t.
MICM.A o. Hampton, New Brunswick. ( at.
o. 50792, Peabody
Mu eum.)
:mve die of antler, ¾to¼ inch in diameter, marked on flat, i le with
four-rayed star; bowl of birch wood, 0-g- inches in diameter, and fifty-tw
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n i ting of forty-eight plain sticks and four larger
mprise one stick with five serrations on one side
ti ·1-.. Tb la,tt r
ll , r
n
nd tw , each with four serrations, and one resembli ng
f , th r <l arrow ' haftment with serrations on each side. The counting
ti k in thi. and the prPceding game are in part of bamboo.
.
It will b . uh ' e(]_nently shown that the greater part of the ob.1ec~s
u cd a <.lie , canes, blocks, bone:-; and beaver teeth , in the games of t_his
eries can be directly traced to cane arrows and the <itlatl or throwm g
tick. While such a conneetion can not be established for the engraved

Fig. 26.
COUN'l'ING STICKS F ,O R AL'l'ES 'l'AGEN.

Length, about 8 inches.
Micmac Indians, New Brunswick.
Cat, No. 20 125, Museum Arch reology, University of Pennsylvania.

bone disks of the Micmac, the three arrows and atlatl appear in th e
counti11g sticks (fig. 21). In ome sets (as fig. 31) the atlatl appear
replaced by a bow or erpent-like object.
.A.RR.A.GANSETT.

William ,,
the gam
rib
ha

I ubli ·.
whi ·h th y
th f 11 win.,

Rho<le I land.
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play at dice in their Tray;" Asauanash, "the painted plumb stones with
which they throw;" and .Puttuckquapuonck, ''A playing Arbour.'' He
describes the latter as made of long poles set in the earth, four square,
16 or 20 feet high, on which they hang great store of their stringed
money, having great staking, town against town, and two chosen out
of the rest by course to play the game at this kind of dice in the midst
of all their abettors, with great shouting and solemnity. He also says:
The chief gamesters among them much desire to make their gods side with them
in their games; therefore I h_a ve seen them keep as a precious stone a piece of thunderbolt, which is like unto :1 crystal, which they dig out of the ground under some
tree thunder smitten, and from this stone they have an opinion of success.

NrPISSING. Forty miles above Montreal, Oanada.
Mr. J. A. Cuoq 1 describes the plum stone game among· this tribe under
the name of .Pakesanak, which lie says is the usual name given to five
plum-stones, each marked with several dots on one side only. Four or
five women squatting around a blanket make the stones jump about
the height of their forehead, and according to their falling on one or
tbe other side the fate of the player is decided. Of late the game has
been improved by using a platter instead of a cover (blanket), which
caused the name of the "game of platter" to be given it by the whites.
The name palcesanak is the plural of pakesan, defined as noyau, jeu.
Dr. A. S. Gatschet bas kindly given me the following analysis of this
"·ord : pake = to fall, to let fall, s = diminutive, an= suffix of inanimate
llOllnS.

N 0RRIDGEW00K. Norridgewock, Maine.
In the Dictionary of Father Sebastian Rasles, 2 a number of words 3
referring to games are defined,4 from which it appears that the Norridgewock Indians played a game with a bowl and eight disks (ronds),
counting with grains. The disks were black on one side and white on
the other. If black and white turned up four and. four, or five and
Lexiq ne de la Langue Algonq uine, Montreal, 1886.
Memoirs American Academy of Science ancl Arts, new series, I, Camhridge, 1833.
3Je joue avec des ronds blancs d'un cote et noirs <le l'autre, nederaklce, v. nedaiirnlc<f,
v. neda8e' aiinar.
Les ronds, esse' 8dna1'; le8 grains, tag8ssak.
Les grains du jeu du plat, dicuntur ctiam, esse8anai·.
Lora qu'ils s'en trouve du nombre de 8, 5 blancs et 3 noirs, v. 5 noirs et 3 blancs,
11ebarharn, keb, etc. ( on ne tire rien); idem fit de 4 blan s et 4 noirs.
Lors qu'il yen a 6 d'une couleur, et 2 de l'autre, nemes8dam, (on tire 4 grains).
Lora qu'il yen a 7 d'une meme couleur, el qu'un de l'autre, nedene8i ( on en tir 10).
Lors qu'ils soot tous 8 de memo conleur, n8rihara ( on en tire 20).
Nesrikasi, je plante un bois dans terre p'r marguer les parties.
Je lui gagne une partie, je mets un bois p'r, etc., neg8dag8haraii.
Nedasahamank8, il me demarque nne partie, il Ote nn bois, etc.
Je joue au plat, n8a'iimde hama 3. 8q,1i me.
Mets les petits ronds, etc., p8ne esse8anar.
Nederakebena, je les mets.
4 Indian
ames, B1111 tin of the Essex Institute, XVIII, p. 187.
1

2
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thr , there wa no count; six and two counted four·; seven and one,
t n; and all eight of the same color twenty. Davis remarks that
" accordmg
.
to Rasles, the count was' sometimes kept by thrusting

J
_J

Fig. 27.
COUNTING S'fICKS.

Length, 8 to 8¾ inches.
Micmac Indians, New Brunswick.
Cat. No: 50804, Peabcdy Museum of American Arch roology.

sticks into the ground. This is shown by Indian words used in the
games which Rasles interprets respectively : 'I thrust a stick in. th ~
ground to mark the games;' 'I win a game from him; I place a stick~
etc.; 'He takes the mark for a game away from me; he removes
stick,' etc.; 'He takes away all my marks; he removes them all," etc.

,t

OJIBWA.

Tanner 1 describes the game as follows, under
the name of Bug-ga-sank or Beg-ga-sah:
The beg-ga-sah-nulc are small pieces of wood, bone, or
sometimes of brass, made by cutting up an old kettle. One
side they stain or color black, the other they aim to ha,,e
BONE DIE USED IN BOWL
GAME (all tes-teg- enuk).
bright. 'rhese may vary jn number, but can never be fewer
than nine. They are put together ju a large wooden ~owl
Passamaquoddy Indians,
or tray kept for the purpose. The two parties, somet~me
Maine.
AfterdrnwingbyMrs.W.W.Brown.
twenty or thirty, sit down opposite to each other or Jil a
circle. The play consists in striking tho edge of the bowl
in SUCh a manner as to throw all the beg-ga-sah-nulc jnto the air, and on the ma.nu r
in whic~ they fall into tho tray depends his gain or loss. If hjs stroke hns been to_
a. c~rtam ext_ nt fortunate, the player strikes again an.cl again, as in the gam ot
b1lhards, until he misses, when it passes to the next.
Fig. 28.

The Rev. Pet r Jone

2

says:

. In the e l>owl plays hey use plum-stones.
n side i burnt black and th other
is lef itH na ural ·olor.
even of thP e plums :ire l)la. din a wooden howl and ar
th 11 to ,l np and c u rht. If th y happ n to tnrn up all whit , or all black, th Y
many. Thi. is altog th r: ,·hance game.

----

ur
r · f th·

jiln : Indian

!i

of ,Jobn T uner,

Lon,lon, 1 ·1 p. 135.
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p ..ASSAM.A.QUODDY. Maine.
The bowl game among these Indians is de~cribed by Mrs. W. W.
Brown, 1 of Oalais, Maine, under the name of All-tes teg-enuk.

Fig. 29.
MANNER OF HOLDING DiSH IN ALL-TES-TEO-ENUK.

Passamaquoddy Indians, Maine.
After Mrs. W.W. Brown.

It is played by two persons kneeling, a folded blanket botween thorn orving as a
cushion on which to striko the shallow wooden dish, named wal-tah-ha-mo'g'n. This
dish contains six thin bone disks (fig. 28), about¾ inch in cliamet r, carved and olored on one side and plain on the other. These are tossed or turned over by holding

J
Fig. 30.
COUNTING STICKS.

Length, 6½ to G~ in ch a.
Passamaquoddy Indians, Maine.
From sketch by Mrs. W. v.·. Brown.

the dish firmly in the hamls and striking down bard on th cuRhion (fig. 2 ). For
·onnting in this game there are forty-eight small sticks, almo t 5 incbe in l n h,
named ha-g/i,-ta-rna-g'n'al; four somewhat larger, _named t'k'rn-t ay-will, aud n
notched, call ,d non-a-da-ma-wuch (fig. 30).
1 , ome Indoor and Ontdoor Games of the Wabanaki Indians, Trans. Roy. ,'o ·
auada, 'ec. II, 1888, p. 41.
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pla ed in a pile.

The disks are put in the dish without order;

ach onte taut au play while he wins, but, on his missing, the other takes the dish.
Turnin all the di k out one, the player takes three small sticks; twice in succesRion, nin sti k ; thr
times in succession, one big stick or twelve small ones.
Turning all alik on e, he takes a big stick· twice iu succession three big ones, or
two, aud lays a mall one ont to show wh~t is done; three times in succession he
st:tnds a big tick up-equal to sixteen small ones from the opponent-the notch<·<l
ou to be the last taken of the small ones, it being equal to three.
.
When all the small sticks are drawn and ther e are large ones left in the pilil,
instead of faking three from the opponent the players lay one out to show that tlle
otller owes three sticks, and so on until the large ones are won. Then, unless tlle
game is a draw, the second and more interesting stage begins, and the sticks have
different value. Turning all the disks but one, the player lays out one, equal to four
from an opponent. Turning all the disks but one, twice in succession, he lays th ree
out, equal to twelve fro~
the other-three times m
succession-stands o~e up,
equal to one large or sixteen
small ones. 'fuming all
alike, he sets up one l~rge
~
one, twice in success10n;
then three large ones or,
- - --~ -=-:--l acking these, three sillall
- - .
ones for each large one.
This would end the game
if the opponent h ad none
standing as there would he
no sticks' to pay the points.
~
But a run of three times of
- -- - one kind in succession is
unusual. When one bas not
enough sticks to pay points
won by the other, comes
th e r e a 1 test of skiU'
although the former ~ a
st i 11 sever a 1 superior
Fig. 31.
chances to win the game.
SET OF COUNTING STICKS FOR WER-LAR-DA-HAR MUN GUN.
If
he has five sticks, be ha
Penobscot Indians, Maine.
three chances; if seven or
Cat. No. 16551, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania,
nine sticks, he bas fi ve
chances-that is, he places the disks in position, all one side up, for each 0 ~ t h e
tosses; the other contestant takes his turn at playing, but can not place the di k ·
Then giving the dish a peculiar slide, which they call la luk, or "running do wn
hill like water," an d at the same time striking it down on the cushion, he may,
unless the luck is Hadly again t him, win twice out of three times trying.
_
To this day it is played with great animation, with incantations for <rood 1~c_k
and exorcising of evil spirits, hy waving of hands and crying yon-tel -eg- 1ca-wi~c ·
At a run of ill luck there are peculiar passes made over the dish ancl a routtertn~
f Mic- 71iac-squs 1'ik 11'm.e liii-ook ("I know there i a Mi •mac squaw aronncl ') .
n of tb ir l gencl tell. of a gam played by Youth a«Tain t ld Ag - Th~ ohl
man had much 1n' ta-ou-lin (magic pow r). Ile had recrained hi y outh s v ral tnn
hy inbali~g ~he br ath of
n bful oppon uts. He ha<l again grown old and ougllt
~no_tber v~c-hm. When b found on<· whom b thought suited to hi purp e ~
mv1
h1m
a ram
f U:-t B-t {I- •ntik. Th young man wa al o a 7/t ta-011-1111
an,1 fo_r :~J>•:-1''-!l"_n b d H' 1t bal-lork ( piri of th air) and, ·ons qu utly, ki~e ;~
ol luau int nttou, y t h · Ulleuted t a. gam . Tb old man 8 wiil-tah-ha-1110 Y

Ir .-~1-~-=--. --
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was a skull, and the all-tes-teg-enulc were the eyes of form er victims. The game was
a long an<l. exciting one, but at each toss off by the young man the disks were carried
a little higher by his po-he-gan until they disappeared altogether. This broke up
a game that has never been completed. The legend says that the old man still
waits and the young man still outwits him .

.Another Passamaquoddy game is described by Mrs. Brown under
the name of Wy-pen-oi;-enuk.
This game, like .All-tes-teg-enulc, has long been a gambling game. The disks are
very similar, but larger, and eight in number. The players stand opposite each
other with a blanket spread on the ground between them. The disks are held in
the palm of the band, and "chucked" on the blanket. This game is counted with
sticks, the contestants determining the number of points necessary to win before
commencing to play.

PENOBSCOT. "Oldtown Indians," Maine. (Cat. No.16551, Mus.Arch.,
Univ. Penn.)
Set of counting-sticks of unpainted white wood (fig. 31), copied at
the Chicago Exposition by a Penobscot Indian from those in a set of
gaming implements consisting of dice, counters and bowl, there ex-

Fig. 32.
LIMESTONE DISKS, POSSIBLY USED IN GAME .

a, 1 inch in diameter; b, ! inch in diameter.
Nottawasaga, Ontario, Canada.
ArchreoJog; cnl Museurn, T oronto, Cnrrndn.

hibited by the late Chief Joseph Nicolar of Oldtown. The latter furnished the writer with the following account of the gam_e under the
name of Wer-lar-da-ha,r mitn gun.
The buttons used as dice in this rra10 arc made from th e shoulder blade of a
moose; the counters of cedar wood. The latter are fifty-five in numb er, fifty-one
being rounded splints about 6 inches jn length, three fl.at spliuts of the same lengtl1,
and one made in a zigzag shape. A soft bed is made in the grourn1, or on the floor,
for the dish to strike on. Two persons having been sel ected to play the game, they
seat themselves opposite to each other. The buttons are placed in the dish and it is
tossed up and brought down hard upon its soft bed. If five of the six buttons ha ve
the sarue. ide up, the playe.r takes three round splint , but if the entire six turn tl1
t:!ame side up, it is called a double, and tlie player takes one of th fiat ones. The
game is continued until all the counters :ire drawn.

It might naturally be inferred that remains of the bone di ks u ·ed in
the bowl game would be found in our arch ological museum.·, but as
yet I have not met with any. On the other hand small disks of pottery and of tone frequently marked on one face are not uncommon,
and are u ually c]a ified as gaming implement . I am indebted to
Mr. David Boyle, curator of the .A.rchreological Mu ·eum, Toronto, for
the ketch, fig. 32 a representing a small disk of oft white lime ·tone
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from hi. collection, engraved with a cross on one side, fig. 32 b reprenting a similar disk with a cross on both sides.
(Blackfeet). Canada.
Rev. Edward F. Wilson 1 says:

IK IK.A.

Their chief amusements are horse racing and gambling. For the latter of th ese
t
they employ dice of their own constrnctiou-little cubes of wood, with signs inS e ad
of numbers marked npon them. These they shake together in a wooden dish.

Mr. J. W. Tims 2 gives lca.tsasfnni as a general term for gambliug.
Mr. George Bird Grinnell has furnished me with the following unpublished account of the stave game among the Blackfeet, which he
3
describes under the name of O nes teh, "The stick or travois game."
This is a woman's gambling game in voo-ue among the tribes of the Blackfoot
'
i:,
db tho
nation, who know nothing of the basket or seed game so generally playe
Y
more southern plains tribes.
nd
Four straight bones-made from buffalo ribs-6 qr 8 inches long, ¼inch thick, a
about ¼ inch wide, and taperino- gradually to a blunt point at either end, are used
lil playing it (Plate 5). Three ~f these bones are unmarked on one side, ~nd t_he
fourth on this side has three or five tru.nsverse grooves running about it at its mi~dle, or sometimes no grooves are cut and the bone is marked by having a bnckskin
string tied around it. On their other sides the bones are marked, two of them by
zigzag lines, running from one encl to the other; another, called the chief, has
th
thirteen equally distant holes drilled in, but not through it, from one end to e
other. The fourth, called "four," from its four uepressions or boles, has four transverse grooves close to each end and within these is divided into four equal spaces
th
by three sets of transverse gro~ves of three each . In the middle of each of ese
spaces a circular depression or hole is cnt. All the lines, grooves, and marks are
painted in red, blue, or black.
These bones ·are played with, either by two women who gamble 'againS t each
other or by a number of women who sit opposite and facing each other i_n two long
lines, each player contesting with her opposite neighbor. Twelve sticks, or counters,
are used in the game, and at first these are placed on the ground between th e two
players.
th
The player, kneeling or squatting on the ground, gra.sps the four bones in e
d
right or left hand, holding them vertically with the ends resting on the grouu .
With a slight sliding moti-:in she scatters tho bones on the ground close in front of
her, and the sides which fall uppermost express the count or tho failure to count.
Sometimes, but not always, t' .c players throw the bones to determine which shall
have the first throw iu the game.
The person making a successful tl.irow takes from tho heap of , ticks the nurulier
called for by the points of the throw--one stick for ach point.
o long a the
throw is one which connt..i the player continu s to throw, but if she fails to count
the bones arc pass cl over to the opposite player, ::m d she then throws until sh ha.
cast a. blank. Wh n the sti ·ks have all been tak n from the pil · 011 the grou nd
be we n them the sue · · ful thrower be<rins to tak • from h r oppon nt so many of
th sticks which sh has gain d a are c·alled for by her throw. As twelv P int

--

R poi: on the Bla ·kfoot trib . ,
p rt of the fif y-sevrnth m ting f riti h
A
·1a.t1on for tb A<lvan · ·m ut of ' ·ien
huch tf'r 1 7 L ncl n 1 , p. 1 2.
l - , rammar an<l J?1ct1onary of th Bla ·kf t Lan rua.g , Lon<l n, 1
.
3~
·or 1 tra,·o,,_ (tra.ppn, Fr nr·h) ha lw u varion ly .·plain d a ·omin frotn
trar~1l :me~ from tr<w1 au. I lJ ·li v1•, how •v r, :
tate<l iu 'l h
tory of th Indian
1'· 1. 1 _1 a. c·orruptio11 fr m tran,·a 01· ,, tr<Ll'ITI, 111 anincr :u-ro, and r ~ rriucr
thecro881ug Ith 1101
v·r l.i hor · orovi:r hod gs"itb r·( '.13.G.).
1
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STAVES FOR TRAVOIS GAME .

Blackfeet Indians. Blackfeet Agency, Montana.
Collection of George Bird Grinnell.

PLATE

5.
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must be made by a player before the twelve sticks can come into her possession and
the game be won, it will be seen that the contest may be long drawn out. A run of
luck is needed to finish it.
Some of the counts malle by the throws are here given:

3 blanks and chief

6 points =
6 sticks.
3 blanks and chief reversed
3 points =
3 sticks.
2 zigzag, 1, 4, and chief
· 4 points=
4 sticks.
2 blanks, 1, 4, _and chief
2 points=
2 sticks.
2 blanks, 1 zigzag, and chief
= zero point= zero sticks.
2 blanks, 1 zigzag, and chief reverses= zero point·= zero sticks.
1 zigzag, 1 blank, 1, 4, and chief
= zero point= zero sticks.
The women do not sing at this game as the men do at the gambling game of" hands."

X JJ[_y
Fig. 33.
SE'r OF BONE GAMING STAYES.

Length, 5¼ inches.
Blackfeet, South Piegan Reserve, Montana.
Cnt. No. 51693, Field Columbian Museum.

The game described was obtained by Mr. Grinnell from the Piegans
of the Blackfeet Agency in northwestern Montana, on the ea tern
flanks of the Rocky Mountains. They live on Milk River, Cut Bank,
Willow, Two Medicine Lodge, and Badger creek ; the southernmo t
tribe of the Blackfeet. It will be observed that the implem nt f r thi
game are practically identical with those collected by Dr. Matth w
from the Gro
eutres in Dakota (fig. 89). Concerning thi Mr. riunell r mark :
Th
akota-hy which arn meant, of course, the r s V otres f
tb v11lag , a. trib f ' row to ·k-are not very distant neighbors f the l31· dd1· t,
and in fact th pe plc f h old l! ort Berthold villag , the 'ro. V ·ntr s,
. aud
landau , h. v man~· cu toms, and even some traditions, whi h ·los ly r seinhl
tho e of th Bla. ·kfo •t.
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South Piegan Reserve, Montana. (Cat. No. 51693, Field
olumbian Museum, Cllicago.)
t f four bone staves, made of rib bo11es, 5¼ inches in length and
~ inch wide in the middle, tapering t.o tlle ends. The outer rounded
ides are cut with lines, which are filled with red pai11t, as shown in
fig. 3(). Two are alike, and one of the others is hauded with a narrow thong of buckskin on which are sewn twelve small blue glass
beads. The reverses, which show the texture of the bone, are alike,
and painted red.
Accompanied by twelve counting sticks (fig. 34) made of twigs, 5½
inches in length, smeared with red paint.
LA.OKFEET.

Fig. 3-!.
S~T OF COUNTING STICKS.

L en gt~, 5! jncbes ..
Blackfeet, Son th Piegan Reserve, Montana.
Cat. No. 516n3, Field Columbian Museum.

Blood Reserve, Alberta, Canada. (Cat. No. 51654, Field
Columbian Museum, Chicago.)
Three bone staves, 6ij inches in length and ~ inch in width in the
middle, tapering to the ends. The outer rounded sides are carved
as shown in fig. 35, two alike, in wllich the inci:;;ed lines are filled with
red J)aint, and one with holes 10-3 3-9 which are painted blue.
' texture of' the bone, are perfectly
The inner sides, wbich show ,the
plain.
Both of the above sets were collected by Dr. George A. Dorsey, of
the ~ield Columbian Museum, who courteou ly gives me tlle following
partwulars:
·

BLACKFEET.

1 am informed that the Bloods generally u o three instead of four hone . Tb Y
call the game Nitsitaiep -sktps pian=we play. The stick marked with hole is called
''man" and the other two "suakes." Of tho ounts I have only this much:
All marked faces up
= 4.
All unmarked fa.ce up
=4.
2 unmark d an<l "snak " np = 6.
1 unruark cl aucl 2 nak •s up
6.
1 unmark d nake an man up -0.

=
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ATHAPASCAN STOCK.

Arizona. (Oat. No. 152696, U.S.N.M.)
Set of three sticks of hazel wood, 8 inches in length, ¾inch wide,
and about i in thickness. Flat on one side, with diagoual black band
WHI'l'E MOUN'l'A.IN APA.CHE.

(I)©

® ()

©@) ~ Cl C) © @ E) © f l ) ~
-~ <Q_
- -==--=-~~

®()

-=====-====.:::

]'ig. 35.

SET 01~ BONE GAMING STAVES.

Length, 6& in ch es.
Blackfeet, Blood Reserve, Alberta, Canada.
Cat. No. 611i54, Field Colu111 1Jiun Museum.

across middle; other ronnrled and unpainted. Show marks of use.
Uollected by Mr. Edward Palmer. 1 Described as played by women

G.tUHNG

TAVES.

Length, 9~ inches.
W bite Mountain Apache, ForL A.pacllo, Arizona.
Cat.

o. I 619, Museum of Archroology, University of Penlll!ylvania.

upon a circlez of forty tones divided in four tens with a division to each
ten (fig. 37), and having a large flat rock placed in the middle. Four
1
A set of stick (fig. 36) made of a variety of the prickly ash, 9½in ches in length,
but otherwise icl nti al with the above, are contained in the Museum of Al'chi •ology
of tho Univ rsity of P DD, ylvania ( 'at. o. 1 619), collected l>y Capt. C. N. B.
Ma ·auley, . . A..
i Mr. Palmer says a square; Captain Macauley a circle.
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or six can play. Two sides are formed of equal numbers, and two sets
of sticks are used. The players kneel behind the rock square. The
first player takes the sticks in one hand, rounded sides out (fig. 38), and
slams them end first, on the rock. From this is derived the name of the
game Se tich-ch, "Hit" or "bounceon-the-rock."1
ooo
The counts are as follows:
00
=10
3 round sides up
0
=5
0

0
0
0

3 flat sides up

2 rounu sides up and one flat= 3
1 round side up and two flat = 2

0

A throw of ten gives another
throw. Each side has two sticks
which are used to mark the count.
The two sides count from opposite
directions.
NAVAJO. New Mexico. (Cat. No. ·
9557, U.S.N.M.)
Fig. 87.
Set of three sticks of root of cotcmcurr FOi{ STAVE GAME.
ton wood, 8 inches in length, about
Navajo and A..pac!te.
li in breadth and t in thickness,
one side flat and blackened; the other rounded and unpainted (fig. 39).
One stick tied near end to prevent splitting. They show marks of continued use.- Collected by Mr. Edward Palmer.
·
As observed-by the writer at the ·Columbian Exposition in Chicago,
the Navajo play upon a circle of forty stones, throwing the staves ends
down upon a flat stone placed-in the center. · Each player bas a splint
or twig to represent him upon the board, antl these are all placed
togeth.er at one of the four openings in
the circle at the commencement of the
game. The throws count as follows:
3 round sides up
3 flat

= 10

2 rounds and one ilat =
1 round and two fiat =

5

The following vocabulary of the game was
furnished me by the Navajo at Chicago:

2

d s ·rib
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a game played by Navajo women under the uame of Tse d 'i.'l or
ts'in-d, 'i'l: 1
'l'he principal implements are three sticks, which are thrown violently, ends
down, on a flat stone around which the gamblers sit. The sticks rebound so well
that they would fly far away were not a- blanket stretched overhead to throw them
back to the players. A number of small stones placed in the form of a square are
nsed as counters. These are not moved, but sticks, whose positions are changed
according to the fortunes of the game, are placed between them. The rnles of the
game have not been recorded.

Dr. Matthews 2 tells, among the early events of the fifth or present
world, that while they were waiting for the ground to dry, the women
erected four poles, on which they stretched a deerskin, and under the

SET OF STA.YES FOlt GAME .

Length, 8 iucbes.
NavaJo I.udians, New Mexico.
Cat. No. 9557, U.S.N.M.

shelter of this they played the game of three sticks, ts'i'.ndi, one of
the four games which tlley brought with them from the lower world. 3
Another game of tossed sticks described by Dr. Matthews 4 was called
taka-thad-sata,5 or the thirteen chips.
It is played with 13 thin flat pieces of wood, which are color ed red on one s ide
and left white or uncolorecl on the other. Success depends ou the number of chips
which, being thrown upward, fall with their white sides up.

=

Tsrn
wood, dt' l f
avajo Origin Legend, The tory of the Emerrreuce, II (seep. 18-).
3 The other games were: dilkon, played with two sticks, ea.ch the length of an arm;
atsa, played with forked sticks and a ring, and aspi''n.
4
avajo Legends, p. 3.
5 Taka.-thad-sata was the :firtit of four games played by the yonnrr Hasts6hogan with
the gambling god JohoHpi. Th se four gn.rnes are not the same as the four d scriued
a s brought from th under world. They comprise, in addition, nanzoz, "hoop and
pole;" tsf nbelsil, or push on the wood, m which the contestants push on a tree until
it is torn from its roots ancl falls, and tsol, or ball, tht, object in which was to hit the
ball so that it w uld fall beyond a certain line.
ompare the gambling epitio.:le
with that of 6shaiyii.nne, th , ia cnlture hero and the Magician. The four games
played u.y them were not the same (seep. 730).
1

2
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Arizona. (Oat. No. 74735, U.S.N.M.)
Set of seven biocks of cedar wood .3_4· inch in length, { 6 inch widf',
'
· 1es
and inch thick (fig. 40). Section hemispherical.
Six have flat sH
blackened and one painted red; opposite unpainted. Collected by Dr.
Washington Matthews, U.S . .A. 'rbe game was "played with counters
by women." These blocks furnish an exact parallel to the Korean
"chestnut" nyout.

NAVAJO.

SET OF BLOCKS FOR GAME.

Length, ¾inch.
Navajo Indians, Arizona.
Cat. No. 747 35, U .S.r .M.

BEOTHUKAN STOCK.

Newfoundland.
From colored drawings of ancient bone disks, attributed to the Beotbuk, and presented to the United States National Museum by Lady
Edith Blake, of Kingston Jamaica it would appear that this tribe may
'
'
baveusedgamiugdisks

BEOTHUK.

~

'+· ~

~ {&11' ~ ~
~

0

::::!~'.ngtboseofthe
CADDOAN STOCK.

· ARIKARA.

(Oat. No . .

6343, 6355, u.s.N.M. )

Set of eight plum
sto11es, plain on one
Fig. 41.
side and marks burned
SET OF PLUJ\1 STONES FOR GAME,
upon' the other, a
Diameter, : b inch.
shown iu fig. 41. Four
Arikara Indians.
have star on burned
Cat. No. 6355, . ' ,N.M.
g round· two, circular
'
,..
mark , and two are entirely burn d over. Ba ket of woven gra • '
1
irn be in diameter at top, and 2 inche deep. Collected by Dr.
a\
ncl Mr. Matthew]. t en on.
Bra ·k nridge,1 r ferring to he Arikara,, tates:
In he v niog, abou tmn<lown, the wom •n · ase from their labor and coll c int
littl · knot. aucl amn., th •ms1:lv with a gam , om thing lik ja ·kst 11 • l' i,
P b~l · ar' to. <l up in , smaU 1,a ket, with wbid1 th y o<l •avor to atch th 1ll
a •: in a th v faU.
\'i•~w of Loni iana, t,wctber with : Journal of :l ,·opl'" up
uti Riv r in 1 11, Pit burg, 1 ll.
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It seems hardly necessary to point out that he failed to comprehend,
the object of the game.
·
PAWNEE.

In reply to a letter addressed by.the writer to Mr. George Bird G:rinnell, of New York Oity,he kindly wrote thefollowing account "-of what
the Pawnee call the seed g-ame:"
I have §een this game played among the_Pawnee, Arikara, aml Cheyenne, and
, ubstantially in.the same way everywhere. The Pawnee do not use a bowl to throw
the seetls, but hold them in a fl.at wicker basket, about the size and shape of an
ordinary tea plate. Tho woman
who makes the throw holds the
basket in front of her close
to the ground; gives the stones
a sudden toss into the air, and
then moves the basket smartly
down against the gronll<l, and
the stones fall into it. They
are not thrown high, but the
movement of the basket is quick,
and it is brought down hard on
the ground so that the sound of
tho slapping is easily heard.
'.Che plum stones are always five
in number, blackened, and varionsly -marked on one side. Tho
women who are gambling sit in
Fig. 42.
line opposite to one another,
IVORY IMAGES USED .A.S DICE IN GA.ME OF 'l'[NOMIU,JANO.
and usually each woman bets
Central E!:!kimo.
With the one sitting Opposite
:From Sixth Annual Report of the Bureau of ELhuology.
her, and the points are counted
by sticks placed on the ground between them, the wager always being on the o-amo,
and not on the different throws. It hi exclusively, so fay as I know, a woman'1,1 game.

Pike 1 says:
The third game alluded to is that of la platte, described by various travelers (as
the platter or dish game); this is played by the women, children, and old men, who,
like grasshoppers, crawl out to the circus to bask in the sun, probably covered only
with an old buffalo robe.
ESKIMAUAN STOCK.

Speaking of the Central Eskimo, Dr. Franz Boas 2 ays:
A game similar to dice, called tingmiujang, i. e., images of birds, is frequently
played. A set of about fifteen figures, like those represented in fig. 42, uelong to
this game; some representing birds, others men ancl women. The players sit around
a board or a piece of leather and the figures are sha,ken in the hand and thrown
·1pwarcl. On falling, some stand upright, others li :flat on th back or on the side.
Those standing upright belong to that player whom they fa, ; sometimes th y ar
so thrown that they all b long to the one that tossoll them up. Th players
throw 1)y turns until the last figure is taken up, tho one getting the gre:ttest number of figures being the winn r.
1 Elliott
'oues, The Expedition of Zebulon Montgomery Pik , N w York, 1 9~,
p.534.
2 The
'eotral Eskimo, , 'ixth Annual Rei ort of the Bureau of Ethnology, ·washing-ton, 1888, p. 567.
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h 1 <le rjbes similar objects which be purchased at
ria, in 1881 (fig. 43). They were supposed to
eferring to the acconut given by Dr. Boas
ays:

Fig. 4J.
GAME ( 1 ) OF FOX AND CT EESE.
After Murdoch.

· th eref ore quite
·
·
· ·1 ar purp ose at Plover Bay.
It 1s
hkely
they were usecl for a s1m1
d
If this be so~ it is a remark.able point of similarity between these widely s~parate
Eskimo, for I can learn nothing of a similar custom at any intermediate pomt.

Mr. Murdoch refers to the game as mentioned by Captain Hall,2 who,
speaking of the Central Eskimo, says:
They have a variety or' games of their own.
of bits of ivory m::ule in the form of ducks.

In one of these I.hey use a uuniuer

Fig. 44.
CARVKO IVORY

w ATER 'nmo,,

AND SEAL.

St. Lawrenco I slancl, Siboria.
Cat. ·o. r,:1-1r,1,

.. ".!s.M.
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bottomed geese and other creatures used in a game, and all of bis
specimens are perforated and used as pendants on the bottom of personal ornaments aud parts of clothing.
·
Prof. Benjamin Sharp, of the Academy of Natural Science, tells me
that be saw the carved water birds used as a game, being tossed and
allowed to fall by Eskimo of St. Lawrence Bay, Siberia.
In · reply to my inquiry in reference to the use of such objects in
games by the Arctic Highlanders of Greenla-nd, Mr. Henry G. Bryant
writes me that small images of birds are rare among them, although

Fig.45.
WOODEN DLOCJ< , SAID TO BE USED IN G.Al\lE .

Length, lk inches.
Northwest Arctic Coast.
CaL. No. 7404, U.S.N.M.

representations of men, women, walrus, seal, bears, and dogs are part
of the domestic outfit of every well-regulated family. 1
I understand that tho leg hones of the arctic fox are sometimes t ied together on a
string, and at times these are thrown up and their position not d when striking the
ground .

Mr. Bryant add, :
Perhaps they attach n. significn.nce to the position of the fox bones, whi h mn.y
be analogous to tho practice of using wooden or bon dice by other tribes.

,A set of carved ivory tablets (fig . 195-200), strung upon a throug,
are d cribed a among the propertie of an E ·kimo lrnmau in
-------- -1 Mr. Bryant states that these miniature figur s, which ar
made of ivory, a.re
ewployecl to teach children the art1; of the ch:is •.
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ka. It is possible that they are used in the same manner as the
-£ ' bones.

In the United States National Museum (Oat. No; 7404) are fo~r
w oden blocks, said to be used in a game from the Northwest Arctic
"oa"' t. These blocks (fig. 45), which were c~llected by Mr. R. Kennicott.

have a rounded base marked with two transverse cuts. They are perforated as if for stringing. From the locality given they are probal>l.
Esk1mauan.
Iu conclusion, reference should be made to a game described by M~1 rdoch 1 among the Point Barrow Eskimo with twisters and marlme
spikes used for backing the bow.
Lieutenant Ray says he has seen it played with any bits of stick or bone. Acco rd ing to him the players are divided into sides, wno sit on the ground about 3 ya rd s
apn,rt, each side sticking up one of the marline spikes for a mark to throw th e
twisters at. Six of the latter, he believes, make a complete set. One side tosses
the whole set, one at a time, at the opposite stake, and the points which they make
are counted up by their opponents from the position of the twisters as they fall.
He did not learn how the points were reckoned, except that twisters with a mark ou

·-~ -~.:._:..- .

--~·
Fig. 4G.
TWISTERS USED IN GAME •.

Length, 5fr inches.
Point Barrow Eskimo.
After Murdoch.

the°: counted differently from: the plain ones, or how long the game lasted, each s~de
taking its turn of casting at the opposite stake. He, however, got the impression
~hat the winning side kept the twisters belonging to their opponents. Mr. relson
mforms me that a similar game is played with the same implements at Norton
Sound.

The present writer has repeated this account, from the general likeness of the implements (sinew twisters) ( fig. 46) to the staves to sed as
dice, rather from any clearly apparent identity of the games.
STOCK.
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both hands, slightly shaken, and then with a jerk, the beans are tossed
in the air. If all turn black, two are taken from the counters; if all
turn white, three are taken. If but one turns up white, one is taken
from the twelve. When they turn five white, one only is taken. The
game is played three or six times weekly. Whoever gets twelve beans
has the game.
DEL.A.WARE.

See account by Loskiel on page 725.
Ontario, Oanacla.
Charlevoix 1 gives the followiug account:

HURON.

As I returned tbrongh a c1uarter of the Huron village I saw a company of these
savages, who appeared very cager at pla.y. I clrew near ·and saw they wero playing
at the game of the dish (jen du plat). This is tho game of which these people are
fondest. At this they sometimes lose their rest, and in_some measure their reason.
At this game they hazard all they possess, and mauy do not ]eave off till they are
almost stripped quite naked and till they have lost all they have in their cabins.
Some have been known to stake their liberty for a time, which fully proves their
passion for this game; for there are no men in the worlcl more jealous of their liberty
than the savages.
The game of the dish, which they also call the game of tho little bones (jen cles
osselets), is only p]ayecl by two persons. Each has six or cig]it little bon s, which
at first I took for apricot-stones; they are of that shape ancl bigness. But upon
viewing them closely I perceived they had six unequal surfaceA, the two principal of
which are painted, one hbck and tho other white, inclined to yellow. They make
them jump up by striking the ground or the table with a round and hollow <lish,
which contains them and which they twirl round fil'st. When they have no dish
they throw the. bones up in the air with their hands; if in faJling they come all of
one color, he who plays wins five. Tho game is forty np, aucl they snbtract the
numbers gained by the ad verse party. E i vo bones of tho same color win lrnt one for
tbe first time, but the second time they win the game. A less number wins 11othing.
He that wins the game continues playin::r. Tho loser gives his place to another,
who is named by the markers of his side; for thoy make the parties at first, and
often the whole village is concernocl in the game. Oftentimes also one village plays
against anotl1er. Each party chooses a marker; but h o withdraws when he pleases,
which never happens but when his party loses. At every throw, esp cially if it
happens to be decisive, they make great shouts. Tho players appear like people
possessed, and the spectators are not more calm. They all mako a thousand contortions, talk to the bones, load tho spirits of the aclverse party with imprecations, and
the whole village echoes with howlings. If all this does not recoYer thoir luck, the
losers may put off the party to tho next day. It costs them only a small treat to the
company. Then 1heypreparotoreturu totheengarromont. Eachinvokeshis gouiuA,
and throws some tobacco in the firo to his honor. They ask him above all things
for lucky dreams. As soon as day appears they go again to play; bnt if th losers
fancy the goods in thoir cabins made them unlucky the fir t thing th y <lo is to
change them all. The great parties commonly last ftve or six days, and oft n continue all night. In the me:mtimo, as all the persons present, at least tho who are
concerned in the game, are in agitation that deprives them of roason, a. they <tnarrel and fight, which never happens among savages bnt on these oc asions an<l in
urunkenness, one may judge if when they have clone playing they <lo not want reAt.
1 P. cfo Charlevoix, Jonrnal cl'nn Voyage clans l'Ameriqno
1741, III, p. 25. (Juin, 1721).
~.A.'.11 MUS 96--4(;

epteutrionnalc, Paris,
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It

lrnp1) n that these parties of pfay are made by order of the physician
t of th sick. There neeus for this purpose no more than a dream of
r. This dream is always taken for the order of some spirit, aml they
pr par th ms lv s for tho game wH,h a great deal of care. They assemble for se~ral night t try ancl to ee who has the luckiest band. They consult their genn,
the fa t, the married persons observe continence, and all to obtain a favor~ble
dr am. Every morning they reln.te what dreams they have had and of all the th ~ngs
they have dreamt of which they think lucky and they make a collection of all
and put them into little l>ags which they carry about with them, and if anyon? has
the reputation of being lucky-that is, in the opinion of these people, of havrng a
familiar spirit more powerful or more inclined to do goocl-they never fail t? make
him keep near him who holds the dish. They even go a great way sometimes _to
fetch him, and if through age or any infirmity he can not walk, they will carry him
on their shoulders.
They have often pressed the missionaries to be present at these games, as th ey
believe their guardia,n genii are the most powerful.

Brebeuf 1 describes the game as follows:
The game is also in great repute as a medicine, especially if the sick has dreamed of
it. This game is a crame of chance pure and simple. The;y take six prune st0 nes,
white on one side and black on the ~ther, put them in a plat.e, and shake t~e latt~r
violently, so that the bones fall to the ground, showing one or the other side, as_ it
may happen. The game is to get either all with the black side or all with the w~ite
side up. Generally they plav village J)itted ao-ainst villaD"e. They all convene m a
•
•
0
0
'd' a
hut, and take places on benches ranged along the sides. The sick is carrie m
covel'let, and the one who is to shake the plate (there is only one player for each
side) walks after the sick, heall ·and face wrappetl in his robe. As soon as the pla!er
of the opposing party takes hold of the plate they cry aloud, .A.chine achinc, achinc,
trois, trois, frois, or rath er ioio ioio ioio desirincr that either three white or th ree
'
'
. O'
black be thrown by him. ' This ' winter
you
would0 have seen a good many re t urmn°
to their village, having lost their breec·h es at a time when there was nearly 3 f~et
of snow, as frolicsome as if they had won. What I find the most remarkable th mg
about it is the preliminary arrangements. Some of them fast several days before
the game is to take place. The evening before they convene in a hut, and by a ceremony try to find out the result of the game. The one who is chosen to hold th e
plate takes the stones, puts them in the plate, which be covers, so that nobody can
touch them. After this they sing. After the song the plate is uncovered, au d th e
stones are eitller all black or all white.
Thereupou I asked a savage whether the opposing party did not do the same, autl
whether they could not get the stones arrangeu in the same way. He answer ed
'' Yes." "Nevertheless," I said, "both can not win," which he did not knowhow t o
answer. He told me, further, two remarkable things:
l. They chooSe for holding the plate someone who had dreamed that he won or
who had a charm. Generally those who have one do not make a s er t of it, bn t
carry it about with them. They say that one person in our village rubs the st00
with a certain ointment and never fails to win.
2 · In making the trial ome of the tones disappear anu ar found after a tiw e in
the plat with th other .
1

ather

lernaut 2 relate the £ 11 wing:
C

a-

craiu

. , R lati
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who soon convened the council anu decided upon the date :mu the village which
should l,e invited for tliis purpose, aud this village was ours. A deputation was
sent thence here to make the propositiou, which was agreed upon, and then the necessary preparations were made by both parties.
This "game of platter" consists in tossing about iu a \vooden clish several wildplum pits, each being white on one siue and black on the other, from whicli follows
gain or loss, acco rding to the rules of the game.
It is beyond my power to describe properly the earnestness and activity displayed
by our Barbarians in getting ready anu in seeking all means and signs of good luck
and success in their game. They meet at night and pass part of it in shaking the
plate to see who is the most adroit, and part in spreading out their charms and
exhorting them. Toward the end they all sleep ·in the same cabin, having previously fasted anu abstained for some time from their wives, all this to have a lucky
dream, and the uext morning they tell what has happened in the night. Finally,
everything that they hav·e dreamed could bring them good luck is collected and
placed in bags for carrying. Besides this, they search everywhere for those who
have charms affecting the game, or "Ascandics" or familiar spirits to assist the one
who bolds the dish, and be uearest him when h e shakes it. If there are any old
men whose presence is recognized as efficacious in increasing the strength and value
of their charms, not content with carrying their charms, they load them on the
sl.Joul<lers of the young men in order to carry them to the place of assembly. As we
pass iu the country for powerful sorcerers, they du not fail to give us notice to pray
alld perform many ceremonies to cause them to win.
As soon as they arrive at their appointed place, each party ranges itself along one
or the other side of the cabin, filling it from top to bottom, under and above the
"'arnlichons," which are of bark and made like a b •d canopy or roof, corresponding
to that below, fastened to the ground upon whi ch they s leep at night. 'rhey place
1 li emselves upon the poles that lie and are suspcuded along the length of the cabin.
The two players are in the middle with their seconds who hold th charms. Every,
one present bets with someone else whatever be pleases, a,nd the game begins.
It is at this moment that everyone ets to pmyiIJg or muttering I know not what
words, with gestures and violeut agitations of the bands, eyes, and the entire face,
all for the purpose of attracting good fortune to themselves and exhorting their
particula.r Apirits to take courage and not let themselves 1,e wonied. Some are
appo inted to utter exe•Jrations and make contrary gestur s for the purpose of forc-ing bad luck upon the other side and frighteuing the familiar spirits of the opposing party.
This game was played several times this winter throughout all the country, but I
do not knowhow it happened. that the villages where we have missions were always
unlncky to the last degree, and a certain village lost 30 porcelain (wampum) collars
each of 1,000 beads, which is in this country, a8 if we said in France, 50,000 pearls
or pistoles. 1 But this is not all. Always hopin°· to regain what they have lost, they
bet tobacco bags, clothes, sho s, and breecheH, in a word, all they possess, o that,
if they are unlucky, a happened to these p ople, they return borne stark-naked,
having lost even their breech-clouts.

Nicolas Perrott 2 says:
The savages have also a sort of game of dice, the bo,' of which is a wood n plate,
well rounded and well poli bed on both sides. The dice are made of six small flat
1 The term pistole was used only as a money of account.
It was generally equivant to 10 liv1·eB tournois. The liwe tournois was of 20 sous, in distin ction from the
livre of Paris of 25 sous. What the actual value would b e no on can tell. It may
lJesaid that50,000 pistoles was eq ual to 500,000 livres tournois at thattim . ( ersonal
letter from Prof. Dana C. Munro.)
2 Memoire sur les Moeurs, Con tu mes et Religion des
auages de l' Amerique eptentriona.le, Leipzig et Paris, 1864, p. 50.
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pi c of bono, al)ont the size of a plum stone. They are all alike, having one of the
faces olored bl:1ck, red, green, or blue, and the other generally painted whiteorany
differ nt color from the :first-mentioned face. They throw these dice in the plate,
holding the two edges, and on lifting it they make them jump and turn therein.
After having struck tbe dish on the cloth, they strike themselves at the same time
heavy blows ou the chest and shoulders while the dice turn about, crying "Dice!
Dice! Die!" until the dice have stopped moving. When they find five or six.
showing the same color, they take the grains which have been agreed upon with the
opposite party. If the loser and his comrades have nothing more to play with, the
winner tal<:es all that is on the game. Entire villages have been seen gamblin g
away their possessions, one against the other, on this game, and ruining themselv~s
thereat. They also challenge to a decision by one throw of the ~ie, and when it
happens that a party throws six, all those of the tribe that bet on him get up
and dance in cadence to the noise of gourd rattles. All passes without dispute.
The women and girls also play this game, but they often use eight dice and do not
use a dicebox like the men. They only use a blanket, and throw them on with the
band.

Sagard Theodat 1 says:
The men are addicted not only to the game of reeds (which they call" Aefcara,"
with th1·ee or four hundred small whit,e reeds, cut equally to a length of a foot), but
also addicted to other kinds of game, as for instance, taking a large wooden platter
with five or six plum stones or small balls, somewhat flattened, about 1he size of th e
end of the little finO'er or painted black on one side and white on the other. They
squat all around in° a ~ircle and take each his turn in taking hold of the platter
with both hands, which they keep at a little distance from the floor. and bring t~e
platter down somewhat roughly, so as to mako the balls move about; they tak~ it
as in a game of dice, observing on which side the stones lie, whether it goes agai~ st
them or for them. The one who holds t,he platter says, continually while ~tn~ing it, "Tet, tet, tet," thinking that this may excite and iufluence the game m his
favor.
For the ordinary game of women and girls (at times joined by men and boys) are
used five or six stones (as those of apricots) hlack on one side and yellow on th e
.other, which they hold in their hands as.we do dice, throwing,the stones a little
upward, and after they have fallen on the skiu which serYes them as a carpet, th ey
see what the result is, and continue to play for the necklaces, ear ornaments, and
other small articles of their companions, but never for gold or silver coin, because
they do not know the use of it, so that in trade they barter one thing for another.
I must not forget to mention that in some of their villages they play, which w
call in :F rance, Portm· Zes Momons ( carry the challenge) . They send a ·ha.Henge to
other villages to come and play against tliern, winning their utensils, if they can, a nd
?1eanwhile tho feasting does not stop, because at tho least induc ment the k ttle
18 on tbe fire, specially in winter time, at which time they espe •ially feast autl
amuse themselves in order to pass agreeably the bard season.

(Wyandot).
Col. Jame, Smith 2 de crib s the Wyandot as "playing a gam
r embling <lice or hu tl -cap. They put ~~ numb r of plum- t 11
mall bowl; 011 sid of ea ·h . tone j black and the oth r white·
h Y shak or bu tle th bowl, calling hit , hit , hit , hone ·eJ/,
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honesey, rago, rago j which signifies calling for white or black, or what
they wish to turn up; then they turn the bowl and count the whites
and blacks."

Western Pennsylvania and southern New York.
Loskiel 1 gives the following account:

IROQUOIS.

The Indians are naturally given to gambling, and frequently risk their arms,
furniture, clothes, and all they possess to gratify this passion. The chief game of
tlrn Iroquois and Delawares is dice, which indeed originated with them. The dice
are made of oval and flattish plum-stones, painted black on one and yellow on the
other side. Two persons only can play at one time. They put the dice into a dish,
which is raised alternately by each gambler and struck on the table or floor with
force enough to make the dice rise and change their position; when he who has the
greater number of winning color counts five, and the first who bas the good fortune
to do this eight times wins the game. The spectators seem in great agitation during
the game, and at every chance that appears decisive cry out with great vehemence.
The gamblers distort their features, and if unsuccessful mutter their displeasure at
the dice and the evil spirits who prevent their good fortune. Sometimes whole
townships, and even whole tribes, play against each other. One of the missionaries
hap11ened to be present when two Iroquois townships, having got together a number
of goods, consisting of blankets, cloth, shirts, linen, etc., gambled for · them. The
game lasted eight days. They assembled every day, and every inhabitant of each
township tossed the dice once. This being done, a_:ncl the chance of each person
noted down, they 1>arted for the day. But each township offered a sacrifice in the
. evening to insure success to their party. This was done by a man going several
times around a fire, throwing tobacco into it, and singing a song. Afterwards the
whole company danced. When the appointed time for the game was at an end they
compared notes, and the winner bore away the spoil in triumph.

New York.
Bruyas 2 in his _radical words of the Mohawk language, written in
the latter part of the seventeenth century, gives under Atnenha,
''Noyau" (stone of a, fruit), the compounds T8atnenha8'inneton, "jouer
avec les noyaux comme sont les femmes, en les jettant la main," and
T8atenna8eron, ''Y jouer au plat."
MOH.A.WK.

New York.
Rev. W. M. Beauchamp 3 states:

ONONDAGA.

Among the Onondaga now eight bones or Aton es are nsed, hlack on one sido and
white on the other. They term the game Ta-yoii-nyun-wdt-hah or, "Finger haker,"
and from one hundred to three hundred beans form the pool, as may be agreed.
With tLem it is also a household game. In pl::tying this the pieces arc raised in tho
hand au(l scattered, the desired resnlt being indifferently white or black. Essentially the counting does not diff •r from that given l>y forgan (He p. 726). Two
white or two black will have six of one color, and tlwse connt two h ans, ·allcd
0-yu-ha, or the Bird. The player proceeds until he loses, whon bis opponent takes
his turn.
even white or black gain fonr beans, called 0-neo-salt, or Pumpkin. All
white or all black gain twenty, called 0-hen-tah, or a Field. These are all that
draw anything, and we may incliffcreutly say with the Onondagn, two white or black
1

George Henry Loskiel, Hi tory of the United Brethren, London, 1794, I, p. 106.
Rev. Jacqu s Brnyas, Radices verbornm Iro()u:corum, Tew York, 1 63. Cit d
by Andrew McFarland Davis, B111lotin of tho Essex In titnte, XVIII, p. 1
3
Iroquois games, Journal of American Folk Lore, IX, p. 269.
2
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ix: with th Senecn.. The game is pla.yecl singly or by partners,
r i no limit to the number. Usually there are three or four players.
n <' nntino· th grain there is a kind of ascending reduction; for as two birds make
n pnmpl in
ne bird can appear in the result. First come the twenties, th en
th nth' two , which can occur but once. Thus we may say for twent,y,
Jo-hrm-t6-tah, "you bave one field" or more, as the case may be. In fo1;1-rs we can
only ay Ki-yae-ne-you-salt-ka, "yon have four pumpkins." for five would make a,
field. For t,vo beans there is the simple announcement of 0-yu-ah, "bird."
The game of p ach-stones, much more commonly used and important, bas a more
public char::1, ter, although I have playoo. it in an ln(lian parlor. In early days th e
ton s of the wild plum were used bnt now six peach-stones are grouucl down
·
'
·
'I'b"is is
· the
to an elliptic
flattened form, the opposite
sides being black or white.
great game known as that of the <lish nearly three centuries ago. The wooden
bowl which I nsed was 11 inches across the top and 3 inches deep. handsomel y
carved out of a hard knot. A beautiful small bowl, which I saw elsewhere, may
th
have been used by children. The six stones are placed in the Kah-o6n-wah,
e
bowl, and thence the OnondaO'a
term
the
o·ame
Ta-yune-oo-wdh-es,
throwing
the
bowl
b
b
b .
to each other as they take it in turn. In public 11layrng two players are on t eir
knees a.t a time, holding the bowl between them. Beans are commonly used for
k' 18
· left
counters. Many rules are settled according to agreement11 but the pump 10
•
out, aud the stones usually count :five for a bird and six for a field. AU wlute
or all black is the highest throw, anrl :five or six are the only winning points. I_n
earlv davs it would seem that all white or all black alone counted. The bowl is
simply struck on the floor. Tqis ancient game is used at the New Year's or White
Dog Feast among the Onondaga yet. Clan plays against clan, the Long Honse
· t the
against the Short House, and, to foretell the harvest, the women play agams
,
men. If the men win, the ears of corn will be long like them; but if the ~omen
gain the game, they will be short basing the results on the common proportwn of
the sexes. As of old, almost all' games are yet played for the sick, but tlley. are
regarded now more as a diversion of the patient's mind than a means _of ~ealmg.
The game of the dish was once much usecl in cliviuation, each piece havrng its own
familiar spirit. But it, is more commonly a social game now.

New York.
Morgan 1 describes the Iroquois game under the name of Gus-ga-e-sa-tii,
or "deer-buttons."

SENECA.

This was s'trictly a :fireside game, although it was sometimes introduce~ as an
amusement at the season of religious councils, the people dividing into tnbes as
usual and betting upon the result. Eight buttons, a.bout an inch in diameter, were
made_of elk horn, and, having been rounded and polished, were slightly burned npon
one side to blacken them [fig. 47]. When it was made a public game it was played
by two at a time, with a change of players as el ewhere described in the Peach· tone
?ame .. At the fireside it was played by two or more, and all the players continued
rn th e1r seats until it was cl termined. A certain number of b ans (fifty perllap
wer made the capital, aml the game continuecl until one of the players bad won
tbem all. Two per on Rpread a blanket and seated themselves upon it. One of
th m shook th d er-buttons in bi hands and then threw them down. If L· turn 1
up ofibe ame color, it conut d two; if sev n it count d fonr· ancl Hall, it count cl
tw n y ' tlie wmn
·
' the general stock
'
· tr t a k'in a m ny bPa.n from
a he rna d e P 010
by th <· th ro_w. IIe al o c·ontin11 l t throw a long a h, continued to win. Wb · n
1 · 8 th nn L
am np <'itber hla.c·k or whit , it rounk<l noihin , and th
pa cl to tb th r pl ·er. In thi mamwr th gam • wa ,. ntinn cl nntil b
'ken up b · w ·11 h wo play 1 •
ft ·r that h one p: icl t tb tb r 11
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bis own winnings, the game ending as soon as the capital in the hands of either
player was exhausted. If four played, each had a partner or played independently,
as they were disposed; but when more than two pla.yed, each one was to p ay the
winner the a mount won. Thus, if four were playing independently, and after the
beans were distributed among them, in the progress of the game one of them shonld
turn the buttons up all black or all white, the other three would be obliged to pay

Fig. 47.
Gl'S·GA·E·S.A·TA, OR DEER·nUTTONS.

Seneca Indiam~, New York.
After l\lorgan.

him twenty each; but if tb e beans were still in bank, be took up bnt twenty. The
deer buttons were of th e same size. In the fi gur e [lig. 47] they are represented at
di tferent angles.
An ancient and favorite game of tho Iroquois, Gus-kii'-eh, was played with a bowl
and peach-stone1:1. It was always a bettiu g game, in wh ich tho peoplo divided by
tribes. By establishecl custom, it was introduced as the conclndin g exercise on the
last day of the Green Corn and the Harvest festivals, and also of the New Year's
jubilee. Its introdu ction among
them is ascribed to the first To-doda'-ho, who flonrished at the formation of the League. A popul ar
belief prevailed that this game
would be enjoyed by them in the
future life-in the realm of the
Great Spirit-which is perhaps bnt
an extravagant way of expressing
their admiration for the gam e. A.
dish about a foot in diameter at the
base was carvecl ont of a knot or
made of earthen .
ix peach-stones
were then ground or cut dowu into
Fig. 48.
:i n oval form, reducing them in the
GUS·KA'·EH, OR PEACJl STONE •
process about half in size, after
Seneca Indians,
w York.
which the heart of the pit was reAfte r Morgan.
moved and the stones t hemselves
were bnrned up n on sid to blacken them. The n,bove reprc entat.ion [figs. 48,
49) will exhibit both the bowl and the peach- ·ton s, the latter being drawn in
different po itions to show the degree of their ·onvexity.
It was a very simple game, d pending, in part, npon th e dexterity of tbe player,
but more upon bis good fortune. The peach-ston es were shaken in th bowl by t l1e
player, the count depending upon the number which came up of one color aJt r they
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llin n- in th dish. · It wn,s pbyecl in t he public council-house by a sue- ·
:r 1· - two a,t; a time-under t he supervision of managers appointed to
r pr u th two parti s and to conduct t h e contest.
length depended someth
what npon the numb r of b eans which m ade the bank-usually one hundred- e
ict r • b iu 0 • g ain cl by the side whi ch finally won them all.
A phtr nu was erected a few feet from the fl oor a nd spread with blankets. When
the b etting was ended,
and the articles had
been delivered into the
ci1stody of the managers, they seated them·
selves upon tbe platform in the midst of
the throng of spectators, and two persons
sat down t.o tbe game
between the two divisjons into which they
arrano-ed themselves.
The b~ans, in the first
Fig.49.
instance, were placed
GA-J IH, OR BOWL FOR GAME.
together in a b au k ·
Seneca India,ns, New York.
Five of them were
After ~forgan.
o- iv e n each player,
ion

f )1

Its

with which they commenced. Each player, by the rules of the game, was allowed
th
to keep his seat until he bad lost this outfit, after which he ~urrcndered itto a~o er
th19
play er on his own siue selected by the manao-ers of his own party. And
was
the case, nothwithstandiug any number he mi;ht have won of his adversary. Those
which he won were delivered to his party managers. The six peach-stones were
placed in the bowl and shaken by the
player; if five of them came up of one
color, either white or black it counted
one, and his aclversary paid' to him the
forfeit, which was one bean; the bean
simply representing a unit 1~ counting
the game. On the next throw, which
the player having won retained, if less
tha n five came up of the same color it
counted nothing, and he passed the bowl
to his a dversar y . The second pbyer
then shook the bowl; upon which, if they
all came up of one color, e ither white or
bla.ck, it countell five. To pay this for.-pfeit required the whole outfit of the fir t
Fi "'. 50.
p1~ye1·, after which, ha.vingnothingt.opay
PEA< ' ll ,"1'0NE UOWJ, OAME,
with, he vacated hi seat and was rm ,_
Grcaks t llinmc:ll'r of howl, 9J in he.;.
ceeded by another of hi s ownsicle, who reS 1w1·a I11diarni, Ne w ork.
ceived from the bank the s am num her oi
('.,lle,·te,I 1,~ J. rs. II. H twill.
beans th first had. Th otb r player fo1 1owetl his throw as l 11g as he continn<'<l
to_win i after ~hieh b • r pa .. d tlrn howl to hi1:1 aclver :u~·- If a p1:t~' <'l' h:uH' cl to
wm fiv and h1 . oppon,·11 had bu our 1 •ft, his wa.· all be conltl g ain. In tbi mann r
tb gam continued, with vary ing for nn , until th h an w rr ,livid cl h tw· n
th • two icl ·8 in pr portion to th ir IIC('(•~ . . Aft •r thi th crn111
on in u cl in b
wani~ r a 1, •for1), h 011tfi 1>f Ha ·h ll l' W playn h iiw 7tc1 v anc·1·cl hy th<· m auof h1 own 1,art y · hut a
\11 h •rm or ,.01111 t ' rt! w ·r n 11 w 011
r i rbt, non
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but the managers knew the state of the game with accuracy. In playing it there
were but two winning throws, one of which counted one and the other five. When
one of the parties had lost all their beans, the game was done.

The implements for a Seneca bowl game in the possession of Mr. John
N. B. Hewitt, of the Bureau of American Ethnology, obtained by him
from the Seneca Indians, Oattaraug·us Reservation, Cattaraugus
County, New York, consist of a wooden bowl (fig. 50), 9j inches in
diam.e ter, and six dice made of fruit stones. A set of bone gaming
disks from the same tribe and place, also in his possession, are represented in plate 6. As will be seen, they are eight in number, and
marked on one side, in a similar way to those of the Micmac and
Peuobscot.
·
TUSCARORA ( 1), North Carolina.
Referring to the North Carolina Indians, Mr. John Lawson 1 writes:
They have several other games, as with the kernels or stones of pcTSimmons,
which am in effect the same as our dice, because winning or losing depenu.1:1 ou
which side appears uppermost and how they happen to fall together.

Again, speaking of their gambling, he says 2 :
Thefr arithmetic was kept with a heap of Indian grain.

He does not specify this game as played by any particu]ar tribe in
North Carolina, and it was probably common to all of them.
KERESAN STOCK.

LAGUNA. New Mexico.
Uapt. George II. Pradt, of Laguna, writes as follows:
The game played with a circle of small stones is called, by tho Kores pueblos,
"Ka-wa-su-kuts." '3 The stones number forty, and ,Lre divided into tens b y openings
called doors or gates called "Si-am-ma;" the doors are placed north, south, ast,
and west.
ln the center of the circle is placed a fl.at stone, upon which arc t hrown the thr o
counters. 'l'hese arc flat pieces of wood auout 4- inches long, t inch wide, and ¼ inch
thick; painte<l. black on one side, and marked with 2, 3, and 10 marks, l'Ospectivoly.
The counters are firml y grasped with th ends down, and forcibly thrown (ends
down) on the stone in tho contor, in such a mann r that they will rebound, and
tho marks, if any arn uppermost, are f'ountod, and the player l ays his mark r (a
small stick like a pencil) between th e stones the proper distance from tlJe starting
point to record the number. The startrng point is one of tho" doors," whichever ii;
selected, and the game is played by any number that can as mublo around the circle.
A player can go a,round the circle in either direction, but if another player arrives at
the same point he "kills" the previous play •r a n<l tLat one i ouli,red to go b:10k to
the stn.rtiug point; the first one making the ci1·cuit snccessfully wins the game,
wlnch is generally played for it small sta,ke. The game is modified sometimes by
ruling that if a player falls into one of the doors h e must go uack, but in this case tLe
player is not obliged to go 1Jack if another ha,ppens to mark as many points ai; 110.
, ometimes a round stone is painted to resemble a face and bas a wr 'ath of ever1

The History of orth Carolina, London, 1719, p. 176.
Pagc 27.
3 Meaning a "punch" or 1:1ucldeJ1 ulow, the only JJam u the Lag una have for it.
2

(G. H.P.)
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placed arouncl it, and iR used as a mascot; it is placeil to one side of th~
ir l and L appealed to by the players to give them good numbers; this mascot 18
f! n ra11 • alled "Kt\.m-mushk-ko-yo,'" a traditional fairy or witch. The name
mean "th old spider woman."

New Mexico.
Mr~. Matilda Coxe Stevenson 1 describes the game as played by tbe
Sia under the name of Wash'kasi.
IA.

Forty pebbles form a square, ten pebbles on a side, with a flat stone in the c~nter
of the <J.Unire (fig. 51). Four flat blocks, painted black on one side and unpamted
on the other, a.re h'31d vertically and dropped upon the stone.
·
·

The counts are as follows:
0000000000

o

O

0
0
O

0

0
0

·o

4 painted sides up = 10
4 unpainted sides up= 6
3 painted sides up = 3
2 painted sides up ·
2
1 painted side up .

The players move in opposite directions, both starting at one of the
o corners. The game is described as
0
o the first of four games played by
0
o Po'sliaiyanne, the Sia culture hero,
0
with the tribal priest. The stake
o
O was the latter's l10use in the nor t b.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 The second of the four games is of
Fig. 51.
· 1uded
the bowl class, which 1 h ave me
.
CIRCUIT FOR SIA STAVE GAME.
in this series. The stake in this
After Stevenson.
game was the ti'am.oni, or priest's,
hom:.e in the west. It was played with six 2-inch cubes, which we:e
highly polished and painted on one side. These were tossed up m
a large bowl held with each band. ,, When three painted sides are
up, the game is won; with only two painted sides up, the game is loS t·
Six painted sides up is equivalent to a march in encbre." The games
that followed were, first, a game played wit.b four sticks with hollow
ends, under one of which a pebble was hidden. This wa played for
the priest's house in the south. Second, a game played with four litt~e
mound' of sand, in one of which a small round stone wa lddden. Th1
waR played for the prie t' houRe in tb ea t. The game were then
repeated in tbe ame orrler commencing with Wash'lca. f for the bou
in tbe zenith, the game with tbe ix block for the l10u. e in the nadir
a1Hl finally, th third in ord r, that with the four ti k, wi h boll w
nd , for all tb p pl of th trihe.
M1'. harl . 1 • Lummi. inform. me be ha.
tb ,
r loc·k,· in h foil , in puebl
hit(, L g rna 11.11 J>ito (Lagm1, '

D

0
0

1 Th

I>·

0
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KIOW AN STOCK.

Indian Territory. (Oat. No. 152908a, U.S.N.M.)
Set of four sticks of willow wood, 7 inches in length, i inch in width,
and -P-6- inch in thickness (fig. 52), nearly hemispherical in section, with
one side fl.at, and having a deep groove, the stick being doubtless a substitute for the cane, like that use<l by the Zuiii, as suggeRted by Mr.
Cushing. Three of the grooves are painted red, these sticks having
two oblique marks burned across the grooved face near each end. The
fourth stick has the groove painted black, with three lines burned across
the middle in addition to those at the ends. Its rounded reverse is
marked with a star in the center, composed of four crossed lines burned
in the wood. The rounded sides of the others are plain. The collector, Mr. James Mooney, 1 prefaces his account of the game with
the following song, employed in the Ghost
Dance:
KIOWA.

Hise' hi, hise' hi,
Ha' tine' balm' tha' na,
Hii' tine' bal;;u' tha' na,
Iliiti' ta-u' seta' na,
Hati' ta-u' seta' nr.i.
TRANSLATION.

My comrade, my comrade,
Let ns play the a,wl game,
Let ns play the awl game,
Let u s play the dice game,
Let us play the dice game.

ssiJ)

S:''

c.F ig. 52.
ET

o~·

::-TA vm; FOR GAME.

(The lowest stick sl1ows obverse of

0110

above it-)

Le11gth, 5½ inches.
Kiowa India.us, Indian Territory.

Tho woman who composed
this song tells how, on wakCat. o. 152901lb, u.. N.M.
inn· up in the spirit world~
she m •t there a party of her former girl companion ancl sat down with them to
play the two game8 universally popular with the prairie tribes.
The fir. t is called nif' balrn' tltana by the Arapaho and tsofta or "awl game" (from
tsoii., an awl) by the Kiowa, on account of a,n awl, the Indian woman's substituto for
a needle, being used to keep record of the score. The game if:I becoming obsolet in
the north, but is the everyday summer amusement of thew men among the Kiowa,
Comanche, and Apache in tho southern plains. It is very amnsing on account of tho
unforeseen "rivers" and'' whips" that are constantly turning np to disappoint the
expectant winner, and a party of women will fr quently sit arouncl the blank t for
lrn.lf a day,at a time, with a constant ripple of laughter ancl good-hnmorecl jok as
they follow the ·hances of the play. It would make a very pretty picnic game, or
could be readily adaptecl to the parlor of civilization .
Tho players sit on the ground aronnd a blanket marked in charcoal with lines and
dots and q_uadrants in tbe orners, as shown in fig. 6. In th center is a ston npou
which the sti ·ks are thrown. Each clot, oxcepting those betw en the parall 1 ,
1 The
ho. t ance R li<rion, Fomteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, Washington, 1 96, II, p. 1002.
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· un n, P int, n1aking twenty-four points for dots. Bach of the parallel lines a nd
a ·h tH1 or tho nrvecl lines at the corners also counts a point, making sixteen
point for i,he line , or forty points in all. The players start at the bottom, opposion· player, m viug· in oppo ite directions, and with eac h throw of the sticl~s th e
tlnowe. mov an awl forwaru. aud sticks it into the blanket at the dot or lme to
which her throw carries her. The parallels on each of the four sides are c~lled
' river ," and the <lots w ithin these parallels do not count in the game. The rivers
at the top a nd bottom are ''dangerous" and can not be crossed, and when _th e
player i so unlucky as to scorn a throw which brings her to the edge of the nvcr
(i. o., upon the first line of either of these. pairs of parallels) she "falls into th e
river " and must lose all she has hitherto gained: ::md begi n again at the st art.. In
the same way, when a player moving aroun<l in one direction makes a throw which

- --

....- ~ -·
-----:;d·
·-;,-;-77"
;].\
/, ,
r
1"

-b"'-0-4~~,

r\f

\/"\I
{-LU1Lt

Fig. 53.
SET Ol!' STAVES FOR GAME .

Leugth,

s;: inc h 'S.

Kiuwa J ncllans_, Indi:m Territory.
Cat.

o. 152?0 cl, U .S.N.l\l.

bring her awl to the place occupied by the awl of her opponent coming around from
the other side, the s:Licl opponent h; "wh ipp e<.1 hack" to tlrn starting point and mu t
l>egiu all over again. Thus there ii-; a constaut suC'cessiou of unforeseen accid O '
wbi h furnish encll ·::is amusement to the pfayers.
The game is played with four stic-ks1 <·ach from 6 to 10 inc·hes l D", flat on 01 '
si_<1 . a.nc: rouncl on the otlt r. One of tl1 ·.·o is th trnmp Rtick, and i mark d in a
di rnc·tty mann r in the ·ent ·r 011 lJoth sid s, all(l is also distingui bed b y bavtn
a. gr<' n lin along th Jlat hi<l•, wbil th 01lt ·rs have ca(·h u. red lin . 'lb Kiowa
·all th trump stick Bali , '"t,•en, '' on : Cl'ount of' tlw gr, 11 strip ', while th otu ' '
a.ri· alli·cl fJILarlal, "rn,1 ." Th :re ar al:o a n11mbl'r of small grc· n ti<'k , ah nt th
ofl ~,l J>PIH'il , fork ·pin,r : lly. Ea"h pl: r r in nm tak np the fonr tick
th :r lll lu~r hand anrl brows th ·m down 011 c·nd npon th ston in th
II r.
uutnh ·1 f poin clip •n 1 1pon lH' n111 11 h •r of JI: t or rouncl icl a whi h turn

°
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up. A lucky throw with n, green, or trump, stick genera.lly gives the thrower
another trial in addition. The formula is :
1 flat side up
=
1 flat side up (if sahe)
=
2 flat s ides up (with or without sahe) =
3 flat sides np
=
=
3 flat sides up (inclndiJtg sahe)
All 4 flat sides up
=
All 4 roun<l sides
=

up

1.

1 an<l another throw.
2.
3.
3 and another throw.
6 and another throw.
10 H,n<l another throw.

Indian Territory. (Cat. No. 152908b, U.S.N.M.)
Set of four sticks of a variety of alder, 5~ inches in length, ]--6 inch in
width, and-! inch in thickness. Three with groove painted red, on
flat side, and one with groove painted black. The former ~re burned
with four diagonai marks resembling the feathering of an arrow on
KIOWA.

,.....
F

,,

,f

-·~

_ _........_....JI•. ...,

"

(

.Fig. 54.

l~

., -- . - • - 111

J

.

=-·.

HT.A. VES FOR CJ.A.ME.

L ength, Bk inch es.
Kiow:L Indians, Indian T erritory .
Cnt.

o. 152008c, U.S . . M.

alternate sides of the groove near each end. The fourth stick has in
addition two parallel marks burned directly aero ' the middle. Its
rounded reverse is burned with a design in the shape of a diamond.
The reverses of the others are plain.
Indian Territory. (Cat. No. 15290 d, U.S.N.M.)
Set of four sticks of wi.llow wood or cbe ' tnut sprout, 8¾ inche in
length, ;l inch in breadth, and 156 inch in thickne, s (fig. 53). Three have
flat ides with length wi e groove painted red, with parallel oblique line
like arrow feathering burned on alternate ides of the groove at the
encl., opposite to which are similar mark, arranged iu triaugl . The
round d rever es of these stick are plain. The fourth tick ha, au
incised device painted black and resembling tw feathered arrow ,
the heads of which me t a transverse band cut aero the miudl "'·
KIOWA.

EP RT O~., NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1896.

· uu d ide has three parallel lines burned across the center, on
ide lf which i au iucisecl design resembling a serpent, and on the
r au und t rmin d figure.
.A.. Indian Territory. (Oat. No. 152908c, U.S.N.M-;)
t ff ur ti k of elm wood, 8¼ inches in length, -l16 inch in width, autl
-l's i.n h in thickness (fig. 54). Three with groove painted red and oue
with 0 T ove paint d black. Former burned with two sets of two parallel
d
marks about l¼ inches · apart across the grooved face near eacli eo .
The fourth stick has
in addition oblique
marks burued across
the center of the same

l

(1·~1z2~c;~-~~)G0Y~WB~1

,. '. ??tv.~··

('<~:(x\\ \\ \, .'<" x, n .\ \ ,, ,,1. '.!"!.
. , · · S\ ·s, '- i 1 701· , , IA I I 1, , : , JJ [t ., ~7!'ili:0J
1

side, with two pyramidal dotted desigus
in the center of the

-( M®Jt1~J&~>m%%~

;~~:i~:r~:~~::e:i:~~

(%§<½~s(;1Zz~~-~

plain.

Krow.A.. Indian Territory. ( C at · N
152909a, U.S.N.M. )
Set of four sticks, 5½
inches in length, -f6
inch ill breadth, and
_a__ inch in thickness
16
t 1. 0

°·

f

(l

f~~======a:======a=~~~~~~==~:::::=5~--~-7
]'ig. 55.

(:fig. 55).
seC _ n
ellipsoidal. One side,
above.)
slightly flatter than
Length, 5~ inches.
the other, is grooved
Kiowa Indian s, Iuclian Territory.
and marked with fine
Cat. No. 152909a, U.S.N.M.
cross liues, formiug a
lozenge pattern. Three are painted red and one dark greeu. One of
the red sticks is burned in the center, with two varallel marks obliquely
across both the grooved and opposite side. The green stick ha _an
undetermined figure burned in the center of the rouuded side, wlnch
011 the other two is plain.
SET OF STAVES FOR GAME.

(The two lower sticks represent the obverses of those directly

Indian Territory. (Cat. No.152909b, U.S.N.M.)
.
~et of four .:ticks, 3,4 inches in length, l-e inch in breadth, and inch 10
tlnckness. 1 lat ide grooved and paintecl, three red and one black.
One of the red ha au oblique incised line cut aero s the middle aud tw
parallel_ line on th oppo it , rounded ide. The black sti k ha a.
m~ll ~1a 11 gl cut leng hwi:e in the center of the r unded sid , aero ~
wb1ch 1:
ran v r:e in ·i · d liue.

KIOWA..

iuch in

Report of U. S. National Museum , 1896.-C ulin.
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Tlingit Indians, Alaska.
Cat. Kos. E !l4, 650, 1859, 650, 1557, American Museum of Tatural History, New York.
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thickness. The flat·sides are grooved and have triangular expansions of
the groove at each end. Three are paiuted red and one black. One of
the red sticks is marked like the one in the preceding, and the black
stick in the same manner.
These Kiowa stickR were all collected by Mr. James Mooney. In
each set tbere is an odd stick, regarded by t.he author as eorrespondiug
with the atlate.
KOLUSCHAN STOCK.

TLINGI'l'. Alaska. (Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., New York.)
Small ivory die (Cat. No. E. 650) (Plate 7), shaped like a chair, height

:F'i g . 5li.
L E ATH E R 'l'Al.lLE'l' ON WHI CH DI CE ARE 'J'JIROW N .

H ight, 7i inches .
'l'lingi t Indians, Alaska.
Cal. ' o. E . 606, American i\l ui., u,n of N atural H istory.

1 iucb, H inch wid at ba k, and -H} inch at ide, with vertical bole from
top to bott m filled with 1 ad. It i called ket-chii. From hakau.

mall wood n die ( at. No. E. 650) (Plate 7), like pr ceding.
ides
e ngra ed witll cro · ·e<l tin .·. Back ha four lead ]_)lug , and a bol for
similar plug. Front ha inci ·eu rectanguhtr design with three lead
plug.
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Small ivory die (Cat. No. E. 894) (Plate 7), like preceding. Height 1
i11ch, 1 ~ inch wide at back, and -/i6 inch at side. Front face bas small
plug of lead.
Small wooden die (Cat. No. E. 1557) (Plate 7), like precedin g, 1½
il1ches higb, H- inch wide at back and sides. Back and three sides
marked with incised liues.
Small wooden die (Cat. No. E. 1859) (Plate 7), like preceding, H- inch
high and /-6 inch wide at side. Perfectly plain.
From Sitka. Designated as woman's gambling die;
All the above were collected by Lieutenant Emmaus.
Dr. Boas informs me that one die is used.
The counts are: Either side up = 0; back
or front up = 1; bottom up = 2. The dice
are thrown upon a thick tablet of leather
cut with a totemic device, about 8 inches
square. One (Cat. No. E. 606, fig. 56) bas
the device of a bear's head. Another (Cat.
No. E.1057) a be::wer, a,nd still another (Oat.
No. E. 2404) an unidentified animal. Similar
dice are used by the Kwakiutl. (Seep. 716.)
LUTUAMIAN STOCK.

Oregon. (Cat. No. 24126,
U.S.N.M.)
Four woodchuck teetl1 dice (fig. 57) . Two,
Fig. 57.
both lefts, stopped at the end with red cloth,
SET OF WOODCHUCK TEETH DICE.
aud marked on the flat i::dde with chevron
Length, 1¼ to 1¾inches.
11
P attern ' and two ' somewhat sma er, one
Klamath Indians, Oregon.
right and the other left, apparently fr?m
Cat. No. 24126, U.S.N .M .
the same a11imal, marked on the same 1de
with five small holes. Collected by L. S. Dyer, fodian Agent.
The game is described by Dr. Albert S. Gatscbet, 1 under the name of
Skushash.
KL.A.MATH.

The four teeth of the beaver arc marketl for this rrarne b:v tho incision of parailel
~ines or crosses on one side, ancl a small piece of ~olcn ~r other cloth is in, rtell
mto the hollow to prcYent breaks in fnlling. Tho two long r or npper teeth of th
beaver are called th male (lakf), the pair of low er and shorter th e female t<> t_h
(g 11 lo) kulu i di trihutivo form: kukalu. Tho markecl side of the teeth win , if 1
is turn d up aft r dropping. Tb teeth of the woo<lcliuC'k (mii-i, moi) s rve for the
same pnrpose.

furth r account of th gam i. found i II th t xt tranRlat d by 1 r.
at het:
Tb Klamath Lak fi malc·a play a gam with h iwcr ' te •th, l ttin~ th Jll drop
a rubbing ton . Whc·n all th t th fall with the markNl 1;icl1· npp rmo fi, tllt>Y
wm w C'.beckR. If hotb f•mal" tt•<:th fall l'ight (marl«•cl) sid up th y win 0
c·bP. k. If ho h mal, tc· th fall fr,h
id up th y wiu 11 cb k.
Fallin.!

OJ~

°
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nneqnally, they win nothing. They quit when 011e side l1as won all the stakes.
In this game of beavers' teeth (p1iman tut) or woodchucks' teeth (1n1iyani tut) they
nse twelve check sticks to couut their gains with. The game hi played by two
persons, or by two partners on each side. Women only play tbic;; game.

The beaver teeth game may be regarded as a modification of tbe
bone game, played by the Blackfeet. Tlle four beaver teeth marked
wit11 eirdes or dots and lines arranged in chevrous clearly rt'place the
four similarly marked staves. Again the tooth tied with sinew (see
a1·count by Mr. Eells, p. 747) corresponds with the sinew wrapped. stave.
The counters, 2, agree with tllose of tlie Blackfeet.
MARI_P OSAN STOCK.

Fort Tejon and 'l'nle River, California. (Cat. No. 19095,
CT.S.N.M.)
Set of eight dice (fig. 58), made of canyon walnut Bhells split ill tlie
middle, and each half bowl filled with pitcli and pow<l.ered charcoal

YoKU'l'.

Fig. 58.
SE'l' Ob' WALXUT S H ELL DICE.

Diam ete r , l in ch.

Yoknt Indians, Califonlia.
C:al. Ko. 1%~,,

1,;,f;, '\.,I.

inlai<l with small red and white gfa. s beacb and bits of almlon ~ i-;li ell.
Collected by Stephen Powers.
The game is thus described by the collector: 1
The Yoknts haven. sort of gamb ling which pertains exclus ively to women . It is
a .s:ind of dice throwing nntl is called n-chn1-ll 8. For a (lice they take half of a Jarg
acorn or walnnt sliell, :fill it level with pitch and pounclecl charcoal, arnl inlay it
with bits of bright-color d abalone shells. For a. dice-table th y w ave a very large,
fine l,a ,]<et-tray, almost :flat, ::incl ornamented with devices woven in black or brnwo,
we tly rrnle imitation of trees and geometrical iigures. Four squaws sit aronncl it
to pla~·, ancl a, fifth keeps tally with fifteen sticks. There are eight <.lie , nud they
scoop them up ju th e ir bands allll dash tliem into the ba ket, 011nting on when two
or fh·e flat snrfa es tnrn np. The raplllity with wbich th gam roes forwar<l is
wonckrf'nl, ancl the player seem totally oulivions to all thin gs in the world beside.
After each throw tlrnt a player ma.kes 8he exclnimA, y<:t' ni ( <1uivalent to one-~·), or
wi-a- lak, or ko.1nai-eh, which arc simply n, kind of sing-song or chanting.
1,

tf'plwn Power. , Tribes of California, Contrilmt:i.ons to

nolorry, II[, p. 377, \ a ·hiugton, 1877,
N.A.1' M S 96--¾7

orth Arperican Etq-
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NATCHESAN STOCK.

NATCHEZ. Loui8iana.
Le Page du Pratz 1 says, referring to the women's game of the
Natchez:
These pieces with which they play are three 1itt1e bits of cane from 8 to 9 inches
long, sp1it in two equal parts ancl poinfo<l at tlle ends. Each piece is clistingnishcd
by the designs which are ongrave<l on the conYex side. They play three at a time
anLl each woman has her piece. To p1ay this game they llold two of these pieces of
cane on the open left haucl., and the thinl in thu right hand, the round si<le uppermost, with which they strike upon the others, taking care to only touch tbe e~d.
The three pieces fall, and when there are two of them which have the comcx ~Hle
uppermost, the player marks oue point. If there is only oue, she marks no t bmg.
After the first, the two others play in their turn.
PIMAN STOCK . .

PAP.A.GO. Pima CouHty, Arjzona. (Cat. No. 174516, U.S.N.M.) .
Set of four sticks of sehuara cactus about 91 h1cl1es in leugtll, i rnch
'
4
"d
in width and. ! inch thick (fig. 59). Section ellipsoidal. Paiuted soh

0- ··-3~11-- ------~---_---fflH
U¾b? __ -

~~---:----=.-~

~~

G-- ~ -~- ---=--====: : : : : ' - _ _ : _ _ ~ ~ ~ : : ==--:-=-..--= -; ::--=-~

b

C

d

:Fig . 59.
SET OJ;' STAVES FOR GH!NG-SKOOT.

Length , D¼ inches.
Papago Imliuns, Pima County, .Arizona.
Cat. No.'17~ 516, U.S .N.!1-1.

red ou one siue, '' which is fiat and marked with black Ji11e8 of m1meri cal
and , ex iguificance.'' Collected by l\fr. vV J McGee aud Mr. \\ miam
Diuwiddie.
The game i: deRcril>ed by the collectors under the 11ame of Ghinf/skoot. 'fh fom mark d face receive th following name :
(a) " ltl man.'
(1·) "Young man. ·1
( b) " hl womau."
(d) ' ' Youn..,. woman."

1

lli. toir • 1lP l: Loui.-iun«•, l'mi , 17G , III, p. l.
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PLAT E

PAPAGO INDIAN STRIKING STAVES IN THE AIR IN PLAYING GHING-SKOOT.

From a photograph by William Dinwiddie.
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When 2 backs and 2 fronts of any st.icks come up it eq na1s 2.
When 3 fronts and 1 back of any sticks come up it equals 3.
When 3 backs and the" Young Man" come up it connts 4.
AH fronts up count 5.1
Wl.ien 3 !Jacks antl the" Old Woman" come up it counts 6.
All backs count 10.
When 3 backs ancl tbe "Yonng \Voman" come up it counts 14.
When 3 backs and the "Old Man" come up it counts 15.
If the sticks touch or fall on one another the throw mnst be repeated.

TI.Je counts are kept upon a rectangle marked on the ground (fig. 60),
usually approximating 1~ by 8 feet, ha Ying ten holes or pockets, counti11 g the corners each time, along each side. At two alternate corners
are two quadrants called "houses'' (kee) of five boles each, not counti11g tlie corner holes, call~d "doors" (jou-ta).
PLAYER
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0 00

0

0
0

0

oo oo~
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0
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0
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0
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0
~00 000
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0
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O O 0
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0

b

rt

a

PLAYER.
Fig. 60.
C!ll{Ct'IT FOil PAI' (,O ,TAVE l,A~IE.
\ld:n! nrl flinwirl,lir.

1

A thi

llOl llf>n

ki1111i11 • him t•lf."
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dir ·ti n aft r nee starting. If "X" throw 15, moving to "a,," and
''
throws th ~tme number, enabling him tomovetothesaruepoint,
he "kill "or throws "X's" horse out of play, and he must start his
pi
ov r a 0 ·ain; and again if he sl.10uld throw 14, he accomplishes tlle
am r ult (there is no "o'ne'' in the stick co unt). However, if '' X"
should get to "c" and" W" throw 10 from ''house," and get to "d," he
doe not kill him. If on the next throw'' W" throws 14 and "X" has
not moved from "c" be kills him.
A horse must run entirely around the rectangle and back into t~e
house pockets, where he is safe from being'' killed;" but to make hun
a winning piece, the exact number to count to "a" must be thrown by
the sticks. When a horse is upon a pocket adjoining '' a," a two throw

vu__
[ZJ

c::-?1~~-,-_ _____ _ _ _

---=---~l~::e::::___"1__.!L.__ _
7

G~i

Fig. 61.

SET OF STAYES FOR GAME.

L en g th, 9 iuches.

Pima Indians, Arizona.
Cat. No. 27842, U.S.N .M .

is consi,lered out. The object of tbe game is to carry all tbe bor~es
around the pockets and out again at "a," the first player succeed mg
in this being declared the winner.
Arizona. (Cat. No. 27842, U .S.N.M.)
.
Set of four stick of willow 1 wood 9 inches in length, ¾ inch m
?re~dth, ~nd 4 inch in thickne s (fig. '61). Flat on one side, whi ·~ 1.
mci. ed with tran ver e and diagonal line. :filled in with black -pamt;
opposit , rounded and painted red.
ollected by Mrs.
tout.

PIM.A..

1

,

al'.c amy[Jd"loid,·IJ.
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Arizona. (Cat. No. 76017, U.S.N.M.)
Set of four sticks of hazel wood, 7¼ iuches in length,½ inch in breadth,

PIMA.

SZJ
Q,---_~>C~_ _l
Fig. 62.

SET OF STAVES FOR GAME .

Length, 8l inches .
Pima lnclians, Arizona.
Cat. No. 20843, U.S.N.M.

and ¾inch in thickness (fig. 63 ). Flat on one side, and marked with
incise<l li11e1, cut at angles a,cro~t:> the sticks. These lines are paiuted

--~Fig. 63.
SET OF

J

TA YES FOR G.AME.

L ength, 7¼inches.
Pima Indians, Arizona.
Cat. No. 7f,017, U ••. N.1\1.

red and th in crib d face painted black. Oppo ite, rounded side ,
plaiu .
oll cted by Mr. Edward Palmer. Described as meu' ·tick .

742
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aimer, tates:

A pac of 10 square feet is inclosed by holes made in the ground (fig. 64). At
opposite corn er on the outside are t\vo semicirrular rows of five holes each. At ibe
beginning a marking stick is put in the c~nter
A
hole A of each semicircle, and the poiut is to
play around the sqnare1 and back again to t~e
0
0
center hole. Each pair of players moves tue
00000
00000 pegs in opposit e directions, and wheuever the
0
0
count is m:1de that wou ld bring tLe stick to the
0
0
hole
occupied Ly that of the antagonist, be is
0
0
sent back to bis <'riginal starting place.
'fhe counts are as follJws :

oOo

o_

·o

4 round si<les up

4 fl.at side~ up

0
0
0
0

=
=

10.
5.

0

When onlv oue fl.at side is up, it connts whatever is marked on it; any three, counts 3, and any
two, 2.

0

PIMA.

Arizona. (Cat. No. 76018, U.S.N .M. )
Set of four sticks, 7i inches long, ½inch
in breadth , and¼ inclt in thiclrnes::;. F_lat
o·oooo
on one side and painted ulack; opposite,
00000
rounded and painted red . Col lected by
A
Fig. 64 .
Mr. Edward Palmer. Described by the
CIRCUIT FOR P I M.-\ STA VE GAME.
collector· as wome11's sticks. Two play.
With Cat, No. 76017, U .S. N.J\I. Collected by
Th e Rtiek8 are held in the right hand ,
Edward Palmer,
between the t.hnmb and forefinger, and,
with an underthrow, touch the ground sligh tly, and are let fly.
The counts are as follows:
0
0
0000. 0

4 blacks =2.
4 reds
= 1.
2 blacks = out.

TARAHUM.A.R.A.. Pueblo of Caricbic, Chihuahua, Mexico. (Cat. No.~¾,
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., New York.)
Set of four SJ>lit ree<ls, 1 6 inches in length a11d ½ inch i11 width,
marked on inner, flat side~, as shown in fig. G5. Opposite -side· plain.
Used in the game of Ro-rna-la-lca,, or Quince (Plate 9). Th ey call rbe
tick Ro-ma-la..
TEPEGU.A.N.A.. Talayote, near Nabogame, Obilrnabua, I xico. (Cat.
o. /h, Am r. )Im; . ....,. at. Ui ·t., P w York.)
et of fonr a. h-wood :tick·, 1 J inche in ]e11gth {f intlt hroa<l a 11 <l
-k illch hick, marh: d on one, icl, with inci:ed line, ·m ar d with r 1
paint (Plate 10 fig. 1) · r ver:e plain.

:u xi ·o. ( at. ...o.

TEPE .

Hi ·t.

9

i\·

m r. ::\In: ........ at.

· din o· •x
1

(' all •cl hy tl11

11a

h· • t11lmr.

p that

O>

w

~
...J

a.

-~

"3
(J

I

0
~

r

~

]
-~

z
vi

::i
0

t

0

g-

o:

TARAHUMARA INDIANS PLAYING rr QUINCE II AT THE PUEBLO OF PENASCO BLANCO.

From a photograph by Dr. Carl Lumboltz.

R epo rt of U. S. National Museum, 1896.- Culin .

.a

PLATE

b
SETS OF STAVES FOR GAME OF QUINCE.

Lengths: a, 18½inch s; b, 16¼inch s; c, 11¼to 13½inch s.
Tepeguana Indians, Chihuahua , Mexico.
Cat. No . ·,Sir, //11 , 1 !h, American Museu m of Na tmal Hi tory, New York.

10.
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[[XJ

[
~

txJI

-~X~~------J

IC..---

Fig. 65.

SET OF STAVES FOR GAME OF RO-MA-LA-KA.

Leng-th, 6 inches .
. Tarahun:::ara Indians, Pueblo of Carichic, Chihualrna, Mexico.
Cat, No./.;\, American Museum of Natural History. ,

··· 1~ll
Fig. 66.
SET OF STAVES FOR GAME.

Len gth, 6~ inch s.
Tepeiruana Indians, bil1uab11a, J xico.
Cat. ,·o.

~a

11

, Amtrltan )In

um of • auiral Ill I ry,
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Chihuahua, Mexico. (Cat. No. 1 th, Amer. Mus. Nat.
ew York.)
tick, of canyon walnut or hickory, of slightly different
11 4 to 13½ inches; H- inch wide anrl ½inch thick. One
incised <lesig·ns composed of straight and oblique lines,
the incised places being stained
red (Plate JO, fig. 3); opposite
sides roun ded and plain.

00
0
0

TEPBGUANA. Chihuahua, Mexico. (Uat. No. 1Hs-, Amer.
:o
0
Mus. Nat. Hist., New York. )
0
0
Set
of four sticks of pinon wood,
,0
0
0
0
6½ inches in length and i incl!
square. These sticks have four
instead of two faces. Two opposite sides are flat and unpainted.
One set of the other four sides are
unpainted, with incised lines filled
o
witll red paint, as shown in fig. 66.
0
o
Tbe sides opposite to these are
0
0
slightly rounded and paime~ red.
0
0
0
The top stick is marked with a
00000
o o o o o o O diagonal line acroRs tht~ 11dddle: tlle
next with two straight transverse
0
Fig . o7.
o
lines
near each end, tbe t11ir<l. is
0
CIRCUIT FOR TEPEGUANA AND TARAHl,MARA STAYE
plain and the fourth has a, single
GAME.
tra11s~erse cnt across the middle.
Dr . Carl Lumholtz.
d
The preceding Tarahumara an
Tepeg-uaua. specimens were all collected lJy Dr. Carl Lum110ltz. B~
informs me that the Tepeguana call tl.ie game In-t{i-1)i-ga,-i I z1~-li I ga-ira-ga-i, "game st rnight throw111 g." It is also genera11y know11 by tbe
Spanish 11 ame of Quince,1 or '' Fifteen.''
He states that it is played l>y all the tribes in Obibualma wbo live
in or near the Sierra, and by the Mexicans as well, but is 11ot een
south of tbe State of Durango. It is not known to th Cora or
2
Huicbole iu the tate of Jalisco~ or to tbe Tarasco of Micboacan.

0

o o· o

0 Q.

o o o o o·

1 Also jn French, Qui11ze, "a popular game with cards in which the obje ·t i
to
mal~e fi fte 11 point. ·" The name Quince does uot i1ppear' to be C'oufined amon" th6
Inchans to the game played with staves. Mr. Edwanl Palm r cl ·scribe th following game nrnl r tb uame of QuinB (quin<"n a.mong the Pima of Arizona: 'Any
numh ·r <·an play. A short, Hp lit bti ·k is fin;t tlJrown ju a slantin(J' dire ·tion au<l
each on. pitc:he. bi arrow to ee who <·an com" nParest to it. Th one who clo
o
holcl the ·tic·k up wlulc! th1· otlicrs pitd1. If the· arrow touch
h split ti k and
do·: no_ 1 ·11 1h,• thr >WPr lo e. nothiu•r. If, bow v r, the arrow remain in th
split · wk it h ,-om· th 11rop rty of th hol<ln. The game nd when on ba all
h · arrow. or 11 v tirl' on "
~Mr_ '. Y. Ilart~nn who. accompa11il'Cl Dr. L111111Joltz inform mo that Quin ce j
plnv ,l \ ilb four Ila t,,,w,l r,,,.,1 hy th,· Z:upa Incliao.
the io 1' u rt in ~ioal 3·
lb y call th,• am in lu-ir lnu ,nagi· J.J-;;u-t,·.

·a:t

:1f
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Dr. Lumholtz informs me that Quince i::;, played by throwing the four
staves against a flat stone, the counts being kept around a diagram
(fig. 67), whicl>. consists of holes pecked in the rock, about 3 by 4 feet.
PUJUNAN STOCK.

NISHIN.AM. California.

Powers 1 gives the following account:

The ha is a game of ,lice, played , by men or women, t,wo, three, or four together.
Tli e dice, four in number, consist of two acorns split lengthwise into halves, with
the ontsides scraped and painted red or bla,c·k . . They are shaken in the hands and
thrown into a wide, fl.at basket, woven in ornamental patterns, sometimes worth $25.
One paint and three whites, or vice versa,
score nothing; t,vo of each score one; fonr
alike score fonr. The thrower keeps on throwing until he makes a blank throw, when
another takes the dice. When: all the playem Lave stoot1 their tnrn, the one who has
scoretl rnost takes the stakes, which in this
game are generally small, say a "bit."
SALISHAN STOCK.

,

CL.ALLAM. Port Gamble, Washing
ton. (Cat. No. 1!1653, meld Columbian Museum, Chicago.)
Set of four beaver teeth dice, two
with straigbt lines and two with circle~. Uo11ected by Rev. Myron Ee1ls.
Mr. Eells writes:
Precisely the same kin1l are nsed by the
Twirna, Puyallup, Snohomish, Chehalis, nnd
Qneniut, iu fact by all the trib es on Pnget
Sound. I have obtained th em from the
Twana anJ. Qneniut.

To this list Mr. Eells bas added
tbe Cowlitz, Lummi, Skagit, and
Sqnaxo11 and the Soke of British
Columbia.

Fig. 68.
BEA vmi TEETH DICE.

L ength, 1i to 2 inches.
Tulalip Agency,
nobomish ( 1 ) Illdian11, Tulal ip g ucy,
Wa liington. (Cat. ~o. 130990,
Washin gton.
U.S.N.M.)
C'nt. o. 1~0990, . .N. l\l.
Set of four beaver teeth dice (fig. 6 ).
Two both left , stopped at e11<1 an<l marked on fiat side with ring
and dot , and two, rights and left , both apparently from the ame
animal with both 'ide plaiu. Twenty-eight radial bone of bird ,

SNOIIOMISH(~) 2

Contribution to North American Ethnology, Washington, 1 77, III, p. 332.
The trib es at th e Tulal ip Agency
are given in oweil's lndiau Lingnistic Families of North America as follows: noho111it1h, 443; Madison, 141; Mu kl shoot, 103; Swinomish, 227; Lummi, 295.
1

!! Jt is not po sible to det rmine the tribe xactly.
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in •li ' in I ngth (fig. GD), used as counters. Co11ected by
h ron
Designatecl by the co1lect0r as a woman's game.
EN (

ougish).

Vancouver Island, British Columbia.
Dr. Franz Boas 1
gives the followin g
accouut:

Srnetale', a game of
<lice, is played with
four beaver teeth, two
being marked on one
of their fla,t sides with
two rows of small circles. They are callecl
"women" (sta'naesmetale') . The two others
are marked on one of
Fig. 69.
the fl.at sicles with
GAME C OUNTERS. RA DIAL BONES OF BIRD.
cross lines. They are
Length. ahont ~ inches.
called "men " (suwe'
Snohomish ( 1) Indians, Tulalip Agency, Washington.
k·'a smetale'). One of
Cat . No. 130990, U.S.N.M.
them is tie<l with a
small Rtring in the micldle. It is calle<l iHlc·' ak·" iJ' sen. Thegameisplayedbytwo
persons. According to the valne of the stakes, thirt.y or forty sticks are pl_acecl
between the players. One begins to throw. When all the marked faces are either
up or <lown be wins two sticks.
If th e faces of the two "me n"
arc up, of the two "women"
clown, or rice 'Ven;a, ho wins one
stick. ·w hen the face of the iBlc·'
ale·" e' sen is up, all others down,
or -i;ioe ve,-sa, he wins fonr sticks.
Whoever w ins a stick go<'s on
playing. When one of the players bas obtained all the sticks
he wins t.he game.

Wa, hington.
Mr. George Gibbs 2 states:

NrnQUALLI.

The women have a game belonging properly to tbemsel ves.
It is playecl with fonr hea,·er
teeth, melt-la-la, liaving particular marks ou each side. They
are thrown ns ·d ice, sncc·c.· cl _
P tHliu,.,, on th :1n:a11gemcnt in
whi ·h th y fall.

SET OF REA VE Ii TEETH DTC'E,

Length , J ½rnchPH .
Thompson River Incliau:i, interior of British Columbia.
Cnt. ",o.

J1'"3 ,

Aineri<'nn l\lnseu,n of Nnlurnl HI lory.

In hi I ictionary of tli ...Ti. (Jualli tl1 nam of th ·ame i
rnf-ta la s'm '-tc -la· the hi h ,.. or four poiut of th ,lie k<7 ·.

iven a,~

, ixt i(th
(1

1 •

I.
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NSL.AKY.A.P.A.MUJC (Niakapamux).
Thompson River I11di:rns, interior of British Columbia. (Cat.No·. i 9\ ,
.Amer. Mus. of ~at. Hist., New York.)
Set of four beawr teeth dice (fig. 70); one, p·artly split, wrapped with
sinew. Marked 011 one face witli lines and <lots. Opposite sides plain.
Collected by Mr. James 'reit.
SHOOSHWAP. British Columbia.
Dr. Boas 1 states they play the game of dice with beaver teeth.
TW.A.NA. Washington.
Rev. M. Eells writes: 2
The dice are made of beavers' teeth g-enera.11,v, bnt sometimes from muskrats'
teeth . There are two pairs of them: and generally two persons play, one on each
side, but sometimes there are two or three on each s id e. The teeth are taken in one
hand and thrown after the manner of <lice. One has n, string around the 111i<ldle.
If this oue is down and all the rest are np, or up and the rest dovrn, it connts four;
if all are np or down, it co unts two; if one p air is np and the other down it Mnnts
one; if one pair is up or down and the other <lidded, nu1e. sit be as n,uove, wlien it
couuts four, then it counts nothiug; 30 is n game, but they generally play three
games, and bet more or less, money, dresses, or other things. The~~ sometimes learn
very expertly to throw the one with the string ou differently from the others, hy
arranging them in tlie hand so they can hold this one, which they know IJy foeling,
a trifle louger than the others.
SHAHAPTIAN STOCK.

KLICKI'l'.A.'r. Washington. (Cat. No. 20055, Mus. Arch., Univ. I enn.)
Three beaver teeth <lice, two marked with five cirrles with ce11tral
dot and one with chevrons on flat side. .A 11 lrnve e11ds wrapped with
sinew to preve11t splitting. One with circles and one with chevrons
wrt~pped about the middle with sinew. Collected by Mr. A. B. Averill.
SHOSHONEAN STOCK .

COM.A.NOBE. Kiowa Re ervation, Indian Territory. (Oat. No.15291la,,
.S.N.M.)
Set of Rix bone dice, having both faces convex, and bearing on 011e
fate inci~ed de igus (fig. 71) filled with red p:-1i11 t. The reverse, :-ire
plain, with the .exception of the third from the left, which has a croR
in cribed upon the back. The device on the face of tbi die wa.s
inteuded to represent the head of a. lmffalo, which i more plainly
delineate<l upon one of the Mandan dice (fig. 1). Two of th plum
tones in the Sioux game deRcribe<l by Colonel McUhe ney (p. 7(HI)
]1ave a, buffalo l1ead 011 011e i<le, oppo 'ite to which i:-; a cros . 1 01lecte<l by Mr. Jame Moouey, loUl. Described by the collector a ·
pla ed by women, and haken up in a ba, ket..
COMANCHE. Kiowa Re ervation, Indian Territory. ( 1 at . .i: o. 152911b,
U . . . M.
et of ix bone. dice with d , ign. like tho e on the precetlin o-, but
1
2

econ<l 'ene1 al J ·port on tlie Indians of British Columbia, p. 641.
Bulletin, . ·. Geological and Geographical urvey, III, o. 1, p. 89.
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painted green instead of red (fig. 72).

Collected by Mr. James Mooney,

1801."

PAI TE. South Utah. (Cat. No. 9411, Peabody Muse.um.)
Fourteen strips of cane 5~ inches long and in width, with the inner,
curved sitles painted red (fig. 7:~). Said to be used upon the dice principle, the red sides 011ly being counted. Collected by Mr. Edward
Palmer.

Fig. 71.
SET OF BONE DICE.

L engths, 1¼ to lil inches.
Comanche Indians, Indian T erritory.
Cat. No. l!i~911a, U.S.N.M.

PAIUTE. Pyramid Lake, Nevada. (Cat. No.19054, U.S.N.M.).
.
Set of twelve sticks of grease wood 1 lf ipcbes in length, -/is mch m
breadth, and½ iu ch in thickness (fig. 74). Both sides rounded, the 0 11 ter
painted red and the inner unpainted. Collected l>y Stephen Powers.
Described by the collector as women's gambling sticks.

0111
Fig. 72.

SET OF BONE DICE.

Length s, l i aud 1½ inch es.
Coiuanche Indians, Indian T erritory.
Cat. No. lfi2~llh, ! ' . ' . . M.

. .N.1\1. )

anil on.

ah

nd.

Larr ·a .lh.ri,·ana.

~

po11 of U . S. N t1onal Museum, 1896.- Culin .

BARK T ABLE TS THROWN AS DICE .

Length, 5 to 10 incll .
inknr t In<lians, 'tah.
'at .• ·o lll?J'i, • .• •.• -.)!.

PLATE

11.
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UINIURET. 1

Arizona. (Oat. No. 11217, U.S.N.M.)
Ten flat pieces of cedar bark (Plate 11), rectangular, with rounded corners, from 5 to 10 inches iu length and 1-k to 2¼ inches in width. Inner,

Fig. 73.
GAMING C'ANES.

Length , 5i in ches.
Paiute Indians, southern Utah.
Cat. No. 941 1, Peabody Museum of American Archreology.

smooth sides marked with blotches of red paint; reverse plain. Collected by Maj. J. W. Powell, who has kindly furnished me with the
following information conceruing them:
They were used as dice, but the method of counting I do not now remember. In
fact, there were peculiarities in the count which I n ever quite mastere<l, bnt I remem-

Fig. 74.
SET OF STICKS FOR GA'ME.

Length, 2i inches.
Paiute Indian s, eva da.
Cat. No. 19054, U.S.N.J\J.

---

---------------

) Mr. Freclerick ·w. Hodge informs me that the inkaret formed a division of the
Paiutf~, and in 1 73-74. lived in mountain s of the same 11a01e in Nortb rn Arizona.
' Tlleir 1>opulation at that time was only 401, and I have no clonbt they are officially
recognized a. Paiute proper. The name means 'Where the pin e grow , .' Powell is
tbe only one who l.Jas mentioned them, as be i practically the only student who 4aij
studied thi branch of the Shoshonean tribei.."

REPORT 01" NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1896.
b r that I wn sn,tisfied that every piece represented a region. Tl.ie bark car<ls were
hnfll d by to ing them in a little tray basket, or lcaichoa ts, sometimes used by the
women a ap , but having a more general use as gathP.ring baskets. They were
bak u np under the concealme11t of a blanket and tosse d upon another blanket, and
different arrangement produced different 11umbers, which were counted 111,on little
sti ks. Each party iu the game started with a definite number of these sticks, and
the final winner was the one who ~1ccnmulated all in his pile.

0

ft Fig. 75.
SET OF S'rA YES FOR GAME.

Length, 10 inches.
Shoshoni Indians, Fort Hall Agency, Idaho.
Cat. No. 22285, U.S.N.M.

SIOUAN STOCK.

Dakota. (Cat. No. 8498, U.S.N.M.)
Set of four sticks of polished hickory 15½ inches in length, ~bout_~
inch in breadth in center, tapering to ¾inch at euds, aud k rncli 111
thickness. 'rwo are burued on one side with war calumets, or toiuahawks, and with crosses (stars!) at each end, and two each with four

ASSTNABOIN.

Fig. 76.
8El' OF STAVES FOR OAME.

Len~th, 15t incht'ii.
Assiual>oin Indians, Dakota.
•at. No.

9 ,

.S.X.M.

of red paint b twe

a hin
y Mr.

rri-
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Denig, a manuscript 1 in the library of tbe Bureau of American Ethnology, there occurs tlie following accounts of the bowl and stave game
among tlle Assinaboin:
Most of the leisure time, either by night or by day, among all these nations is
devotetl to gambling in various ways, and such is their infatuation that it is the
cause of much distress and poverty in families. For this reason the name of being
a desperate gambler forlils a great obstacle in the way of a young man getting a
wife. Many quarrels arise tuuong them from this source, and we are well acquainted
with an Indian who a, few years since ki-lled another because after winning all he
had he refusetl to put np his wife to be played for. Every day and night in the soldier's lodge not occupieu by business matters presents gambling in
various wa,ys all the time; also in
ruany private lodges the song of
hantl gambling and the rattle of
the bowl dice can be heard.
Women are as much addicted to
the practice as ruen, thongl.J their
games are different, and not l>eing
4
4
4
4
in possession of much property
tbeir losses, although considerable
3
to them, are not so distressing.
3
3
3
3
The principal game pla,yed l>y men
0
0
is that of the bowl, or cosso-6,
2
2
2
2
2
which is a bowl made of wood
0 0 0 0 0
with flat uottom 1 foot iu diameJ.
l
J
l
·l
ter or less, the rim turned np about
0 0 0 0
2 inches, and highly polisl.Jeclinside
and out. A. drawing antl a description of tho arithmetical principles
Fig . 77.
of this game is now attacbe<l in
A SSINABOJN BOWL GAME.
thi ·place. The mann er of conn ting
l•rom a sketch ~y J,:Jwin T. D,· nig.
tl.J erein mentioned is tlt e manner in
which we learned it from the Inclians, bnt the value of oach of the articles composing th e dice can be an<1 is chanired
som e times in tlefanlt of so111e of them being lost, and agaiu by agreement amo11g the
players in or<ler to leugtheu or 1:,hortcn the g a me or facilitate the counting. lloweYer, the best and most experie nced han<ls play it as it is re]Jresented. It can be
playctl between two or four; that is, either one on each side or tn·o agains t two.
The game bas no limit unless it is so ngreed in the commenrement,, hut this is
seldo111 don e, it being usually noc1erstood that the 11layers continue un t il one party
is completely ruined.
The dico and their counts [fig. 77] are as follows:
One larg e crow's claw, rc<l on one side and black on the other, being the only oue
t hat will occasionally 1,tand 011 encl, in which case twenty-liv e for it i s ·onntr<l,
he: i <l cs it s Yalu · of 1ive wheu on its side.
}' our small crow't! claw , vainted th e ame as tho large one, whi ch eount five each
if the r ed sit1e turn up; if the black, nothinrr.
Ji'i ve plum s tones, black on oue side and 1-1crapeu white on the other; th e ula ·k
sides t nroecl up are valued at fonr each; ti.Jc white si<l ·s nothing.
Fi ve small ronnd pie es of blue china, t inch in diam ter, whieh ·ount tlnee •ach
for th e blue s i<le; the whit • side nothing.

0

0

0 0

0

0

"

0

0

a

1 Ki11cll y lonn ed to the writer by the librarian of the Bmeau, Mr. Frederick \V bb
Hodge.
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n , tb' <')'(' fi1ec1 off; the eye si(1e turned up ronnts two each; th e
thin1r.
.
.
t one each· the
'
f Lra~ t:ich, ; t h o conmwe 8Lde
turnmg up coun 8

e
e

F'irst Throw:
~ 3 cl claws 15 =45
Big claw on end, 30, a~fl re
'
= 0
2 burnt sides up, notluug
·-- 9
3 blue sides np, 3 each
- 0
1 eye sitle up, nothing
= 4
4 conca.ves up, ·t each

O e O 0
O •

0 •

ooo

58

0 ••

Second Throw :
2 r~d none on end, nothing by claws
3 lrn;nt sides np, 4 ench
5 blue sides up, 3 each
3 e,e sides np, 2 each
2 c~ncaves, nothing by tacks

0 9 0

=

0
=12
=15
= 6

=

0

33

•

•••••
••

0

0

C) ,

••

0

0 0

Th i?-d Th1'0W :
N. B.-This is the best throw that can b e made
and tak('s all the stakes when thu game does uot

excee<l 100 .
Big clnw on end, 30, all the re st r e<l, 20 :'.:~~
;: ;:
5 l111rut siclts 11p, 4 each
5
5 ulno silles np , 3 each
10
5 eye sicles np , 2 cnch
5 concaY o taek ·, 1 each

=
=

100

Fig. 78.
COUlS'l'.::, JN A "SINABO l:-1 HOWL (;A 1E.

From a •••u:h l,y F,dwln T.

l>ellll,(.

Tb howl i . belel l> y th tip8 of th fonr finrr r . in ·icl th rim. a.nil th tbnmh
nn11PI"n <'al h. The <lie·' 1, iug p11t in, tlwy am thrown lip :~ ~ w i u ·h 8 hy A ri kin~ the
hottmu of th be/\ l on tlw gronnil, o that .:wh conukr make
.,. ral r ,·olnt1on_.
I t 1·. alto~ thc·r : ~anw of c:han · anll no aeh·anta.~ ,·an 1,, tak<'ll hy nnyon in
111 km•~ h1, thro\\ . Th c·o1111t1•1
r ,lice: 11 ., r 11':tYi· th,· howl. hut ar !'Onllt<'cl a
th vain nm np i c·1·or11i11g o 111• plate i11 •rt !1l in thi. pl:u· cl . c:rihiu•., li ·1111 ·
n P 1:r :111 h n·i11~ h·1k 11 i an,1 Ill' amonttt of hi thrnw h:l\•in~ h II a
rtain <l,
a f 1~m ll • 1111111h •1 of mall ick 1n plac,·il t,,,fon• him, c:u.ch ·tick
uutiuff' on ·
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In this way the game is kept, but each keeps his adversary's game, not his own;
that is, he hands him a number of sticks equal to the amount of his throw, ·w hich
are laid so that all can see them. Each throws in turn unless the big claw stands
on end, in which case the person is entitled to a successive throw. By much practice
they are able to count the nnmber turned up at a glance, and the principles of the
game being stated on the drawiug we will now describe how it is carried on. It
has been observed in these pages, in references to their gambling, that it is much
fairer in its nature than the same as carried on by the whites, and ·this is worthy of
:attention, inasmuch as it shows how the loser i_s propitiate<1, so that the game may
il1ot result in quarrel or bloodshed, as is often the case. The game is mostly pla,yed
hy the soldiers and warriors, ancl each must feel equal to the other in conrage and
resolution; it is often kept up for two or three clays and nights without any intermission_. except to eat, until one of the parties is ruined.
Exarnple.-A play1,1 against B; each puts up a knife, and they throw alternately
1m1il 100 is counted by dice; say A wins. B now puts up his shirt against two
knives, which is about equal in value; say A wins again. B then stakes his powderl1orn and some arrows against the whole of A's winnings. Should B now will, the
game commences again at the beginning, as A would only have lost a knife; but,
supposing A wins, B now puts up his bow.and quiver of arrows against all A
has won. The stakes are never withdrawn but let lie in front of them. Say A again
wins. B then stakes his blanket and. leggings, which are about equal in valne to all
A has won, or, if not, it is equalized by acl<ling or subtracting some article.
upposing A again to be winner, he would then be in possession of~ knives, 1 shirt,
1 blanket, 1 powdcrhorn, 1 bow and qniver of arrows, and 1 pair leggings, the
whole of which the Indians ,•alue at 8 robes. B now stakes his gnu against all the
above of A's winnings; now if A again wins, he only retains the gun, and the whole
ot the rest of the property won by A returns to B, but he is obliged to stake it all
against his gun iu possession of A, a,nd play again. If A wins the seconu. ti111e, he
retains t,he whole, and B now pnts up his horse :1gninst n.11 of A's winnings, including
gun. If A wins, he retains only the horse, and tlie gun and everything else revert
again to B, he being obliged to stake them a.gain against the horse in A's pmisession.
If A wins this time, he keeps the whole, but if B wins he only gets back the ]1orse
and gun, and all the rest of the property goes to A. Supposing B again loses and
continues losing until all his personal property has passed into the Lands of A, then
B, as a last resort, stakes bis wife and lodge against all his property in the hands of
A. If A wins, be only keeps the woman; the horse: gnn, ancl all other property
returns again to B, with the understanding, however, that l1<::18take it all to get back
his wife. Now if B loses, he is ruined, but if A loses he givPs up only the woman
and the horse, continuing to play with the rest of th articles against the horse
until one or the other is broke.
At this stage of the game the excitement is 'l:ery great. The spectators crowd
around and intense fierceness prevails. Few words are ex:cbangerl, a11<l no r emarks
mac1c by those looking on. If the loser be completely ruined ancl a desperate m:in,
it is more than likely he will by quarrel endeavor to repossess himself of some of
his property, but they are generally well matched iu this r spect, though bloorly
s trnggles are often the consequence. We have known Indians to lose everything,
horse, dogs, cooking utensils, lodge, wife, even to his wearing apparel, and be obi iged
t o beg an ol<l skin from someone to cover himself, and seek a shelter in the lodge of
one of bis relations. It is, however, considered a mark of manliness to suffer no
di composure to b perceptible on account of the los , but in most cases we imagine
t hi s a restraint fore cl npou' the loser by the charact r 'Jf bi adversary. Suicide is
n e \·er committed on the. e occasions. His veng ance seeks some other ontlet-in war
ex peditions, or s ome way to acquire property that he may again play ancl r etrieve
his l osses. 'fh re are om who invariably lose and are poor all their Jives. A m~m
m a y with honor stop playin~ with the loss of bis gun. H has, also, a second opportunity tor tire on losing his horse, and when this is so unu.erstood at the commenceNA'l' MUS U6--·J8
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ut th ey do; but when a regular set-to takes place between two soldiers, it generally
ll<l a. a,hove de cribed.

lll

Th<' 11 ual game ,vhicli women play alone-that is without the men-is called Chunkan-cle(l, anu is performed with by four sticks marked on one side and blank 011 the
other, as described in the iuclosed plate. The
women all sit in a circle around the edge of some
skin spread upon the ground, each with her stake
before her. One of them gathers up the sticks
and throws them down forciblv on the end, which
makes them bound aud whirl a~ound. When they
fall the number of the throw is counted, as herein
stated. The implements (fig. 79) are four sticks,
12 inches Ion O' flat and rounded at the ends,
about 1 inch broad' aud ¼ thick. Two of them
, , t
have figures of snakes burned on one side and two
the figure of a bear's foot.
All the sticks are white on the opposite side .

',,

...

. 2 painted or marked sides and 2 wliite
couuts ........ .......... - - -. · · - -· · 2
All the white sides turned np counts. 10
3 burnt sides up an1l 1 white connt .. 0
·(N. B.-Tl.tree white silles up and .1
burnt counts nothing.)
4 burnt sides up couuts ......... - -··· 10

Fig. 79.

Each throws in turn against all others, and if
the whole of the marked sides or all the fair sides
of the sticks are turned up, she is entitlerl to a
From a sketch hy Edwin T. Denig.
successive throw. The game is forty, and they
count by small sticks as in the preceding. In tine
weath er many of these gambling circles can be seen ontsirle their lo<lges, spelJ(liug
th e ~~ole <l_ay ~t it, instead of attending to their household affairs .. Some me~
prohibit their w1 ves from gambling, but these take the advantage of their husbands
SE'r OF GAMING STICKS.

Length, 12 inches .
.Assinaboin Indians, Upper Missouri.

Fig. 80.
SET OF HO,'E OAMl."G

TAVE .

Lr-ng h, 8½ incbc•s.
Grc, \' ·ntrns Iudiaus, Dakota·.
('

o.

ts, ... ·.lll.
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Dakota. (Cat. No. 8425, U.S.N.M.)
Set of four lJone staves made from cores of elk horn, 81 inches in
length, H iuclt in width iu middle, aud about-i1t inch thick. The outer
GROS VEN'l'RES.

Fig. 81.
SE'l' OF BONE DICE.

Lengths, l½, li51!, and 1 inch.
Mandan Indians, Fort Berthold, North Dakota.
Cat. No. 8427, U.S.N.M.

rounded face of the bone is marked with lines and dots, filled in with
faint red paint, as shown in fig. 80, there being two pairs marked alike.
Opposite, unmarked a1Hl showing texture of bone. Ends rounded.
Collected by Dr. Washington Matthews, U. S. A. Described as

J?ig. 82.
B.A KE'r FOH DI E O.A..'\lE.

Din meter, 7½in ch •s.

ManJau Indians, Fort Berthold. North Uakota.
C:nt, ~ o. l~i, l'.S.~.,1.

womens gamblino- in. trum nt:. Ur. Matth w ·
1 tter to tll, , rit r tLat th e b 11
tave w r
reb und ut g ntly, end down on a blank t.

11

tate in a private
t thrown , a t

7
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I '
a.tlin I cle cribes a game among the Iowa under the name of Kon- thogra (" am
f Platter").
This is th fascinating game of the women 1 and exclusively their own, played
with a numb r of little blocks of wood the size of a half-crown piece, marked with
certain points for co unting the game, to be decided by throws, as they are sllaken
into a bowl an<l. turned out on a sort of pillow. The bets are made after the bowl
is turned, ancl d ec iued 1)y the number of points and colors turned.

Fort Berthold, North Dakota. (Cat. No. 8427, U.S.N.M. )
Set of five bone dice with incised designs (fig. 81) filled in with red
paint., and basket of woven grass (fig. 82) 7¼ inches in diameter at t~p
and 3 inches deep. With the dice is a small clay effigy, li iucbes m
length, with legs outspread, and with arms and head missing (fig. 83).
Collected by Dr. Washington Matthews, U. S. A.
Catlin 2 mentions the game of the platter among the Mandan.

MANDAN.

OMAHA.

Dr. J. Owen Dorsey 3 gives tlrn following account under the name of
'' Plum-stone Shooting," }la11 '-si kide: 4
Fi ve plum-stones a,re provided, three of which are marked on
one siue only with a greater or small er number of black dots or
lines and two of them are marked on both sides; th ey are, however, sometimes made of bone of a rounded or :flattened form,
somewhat like an orbicular button-mold, t h e dots in this case
being impresseu. A wide dish aDd a certain number of small
sticks by way of counters are also provided. Any number of
persons ma;r play this g ame, and agreeably to the m!mber engaged in it is the quantity of sticks or .counters. 'lbe plumFig. 83.
stones or bones are placed in a dish, aDd a throw is made by
CLAY FETICH USED
simply J oltinir tbe vessel a!!ainst the grou nd to make th e seeds or
I N DICE GAME.
~
~
f 11
bones rebound, and they are counte<l. as they lie when they a ·
Length, l¼ inches.
11th
The party plays aronnd for the first throw. Whoever gain s a
e
Mandan
Indi ans,
Fort
l{ert holcl
sticks in the course of the game wins the stake. The throws socNorth D akota. '
ceed each other with so much rapi<l.ity that we vainl y endea,or_t_o
cat. No.S-121, u .. .~.M.
observe their laws of computation, whi ch it was the sole bu. 1 ness of au assi stant to attend to. The seeds u sed in thi game are
11
called )1~ '-si ge. Their number varies. Among the Ponka and Omaha only five are
'?-sed , while the Oto play witb six. Sometimes fonr are mark ed alike, anc1 tile fifth
18
black or w hite (unmarked ). Generally three are black on one side and wllite or
nnmarkecl on 1he other, while two h :we each a star on oDe itle and a moon 0 th e
0th er. The players must a1way 1Je of the sa,me so.· and cla ; that i , men must
play men, youths w i th youth , and women with women. There mn t alway b an
v1:;n numb r of player., not more than two 011 each icl . There are about tw nty
0

°

1

'~horna. Donald on, The G org Catlin Indian UaJlery, R port of th
mithso01an In t itution, 1 5, p. 1:52.
2
L tt _rs ancl r~otPs on th ~faun n1, 'n toms, au<l 'on1litions of th
rth meri1·an Inchans Lonclou 1811, I p. 1:32.
' Jmaha •' ciolo Y Tliiril ,\nnnal I •port of th• Bur an of Ethnolo ,y ,Ya bio•rt n.
1 1,p.331.
·
~~Ii
Ali1·1·
'
Flet
bt·r
..
tJ
f
·
1• •
.
·
,.., '
nw 1c 1rn111 o th• game as gkon-tb1.
ko11 i t h e
hr.
_1i11 oftlw ;\'or<l gko11-1l1, "1>111111;" tbi nwan ,· 1'<1. 'l'h gnm i. ,lr•wrih l
hJ_ ~Ia,J. · IT. L ng (,\,·,·" 1111 of an J·,.-yw11itio11 from Pitt burg to the lo ·kY ~J unta111 I, p. 11:;) noel ·r th uaru of Krm-s -ki:-d(I.
•

~:n
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sticks used as counters. These are made of deska , or of some other grass. The
s«·eds are put in a bowl, which is hit agai11st a pillow and not on th e bare ground,
lest it should break th e bowl. When three seeds sho w blac k and two have the
moon on the upper side it is a winni11g throw, but when one is white, one black, the
t hird black (or white), the fourth showing a moon, and th e fifth a star, it is a losin g throw. The game is played for small stakes, such as rings and n ecklaces.

Fig. 84 represents a set of plum-stones from the Omaha, collected by
Miss Alice U. Fletcher. Two have a star on one side and a crescent
moon on the other, the device · being in white on a burnt ground, and
three white or plain on one side an<l black on the other. They were
accompanied by a hem ispherical bowl made of walnut, 12 inches in
diameter, of perfect form and tiuish, and about one hundred slips of
t he stalks of the blue joint grass, about 12 inches in length, used as
counters.

~

A

'WI

B
F ig. 84.
SET OF PLUM STONES FOR GAME.

(A, obverse; B, reverse.)
Diameter, ¾in ch.
Omah a I ndians.
In the possession of Miss Ali<-e C. Fletcher.

Sroux. South D akot a. (Cat. No. 153365, U .S.N.M.)
Set of seven plum-stoues, plain on one side and with marks burnt
upon the other. Collected by Dr . Z. T. D ani el,1 who describes t he game
as foll ows u nder the name of K ansu :

D A.KOT.A.

This is a ver y ancient game of t h e Sioux Indians, p layed usually by el derly women ,
although yon ug womeu an d men of all age play it . Kansu is an abbreviation of
kanta su, whi ch means p l ll m-see<l. They d rop t he ta and call the game kansu, becanse
i t is played w ith p l um-seeds. I t is used for gambling ancl am usement autl is more
like onr di ce t han any other of onr games. \VI.Jen play ino-, the s eds are thr own up
in a bask et or bowl a nd t be markin gs on th seeds that are up or <town <le ·id the
throw .
The seeds nsecl are t hose of the wild pl um of the Dakotas and indigenous throngh ou t t,benorthwestregiono f t he ( nitel l tatesgen rally. Theyarosev nin number.
On 0 11 0 s ille they are all perfectly plain and of the natnral ·olor, ex ept some fin
mark s on four to d i tinir nish them when th burnt side, aTC.l down, hnt on th rev r e
side of all ther e are hnr11 t marking ·. The markings arn maue· by a pi · e of hot
iron, snch as a n ail, th b lade of a knife, or a piece of hoop iron. B ·f re the nativ
use<l iron tb y used a hot stone.
ix of the ee<1s are in pairs of thr di~ rent
kinds, and only one is of a different markin<T from all th oth r . ( n pair is
1

Kan1Ju, a 'ioux gam , Th Am ·rican Anthropologi ,

, p . 215.
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l:lid , another pa.ir bns an nnbnrnt line abont 2 millimeters

r tUCY' tb ir lon.,.itn(linal convexity (the rernaim1er of their surfaces

0

~

thttt i(l li in•~

or(·b cl); the reurn,ining pair have one-half of one side burnt longttn(linall
tl1 otb 1· ha,1f of the 1,a,me side unburnt, but travcrseL1 by three small
quidi ta,nt about 1 millimeter wide rnnn ing across their sl.iort axes.
th
The r mnioiu(Y'
:ind onl.)r sin<rle
seed has an honro-lass
fio-ure
burnt on one side, e
,::,
O
O
0
c ntraction iu the figure corresponding to the long diameter of the seed. They are
all f the a,ru size, abont 16 millimeters lono· 12 wide, a nd 7 thick, aud are oval,
having th out1ine :nul convexity on each sid:~f a diminutive turtle sb ell. ·when
the ioux. fir t ob tained our ordinary playing cards they gave to them, as well as to
the game, th name kansu, because they were nse<l by the whites and themselves
th
for the same pnrposo as their original kansii. The men do not use the seeds or e
origi nal kansn now, but they subst itnte onr cards. The ,vornen, however, do use t~e
game at the 1iresent time. When a ration ticket was iss netl to them they gave it
r
the n ame of kansu, because it was a card; so a,lso to a p ostal card, business ca <l, or
T

Fig. 85.
BASKET FOR PLUM STONE GAME.

Diameter at top, 8 inches.
Dakota Sioux, South Dakota.
Cat, No. 10443, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.

st
anything of the description of a rarcl or ticket· a railroad, street-c-ar , milk, o:e,
or circus ticket ,·,ouhl be called a kansn · so that ~be evolution of tlJ iS term as applied
to a t icket is a little interesting.
'
The description of tbo g:une lcansu, as related by the ionx is as follow , : .Aov
number of pen,ons may I>lay, a.iul they call the game kansn kale, whicll literally
m ans_ "to shoot tho seeds ." \Vhen two p rsons play, or four tltat are partnrr ·,
only six of the se ds are usec1, the hour-<T}ass or kin<T kan1m bein r elimiuate,l. Tb
kin<T is_ used when a 1111mb r ov r two ar playiug an<l ea h one for him· If. Tut'
t bree-lme
<1. ar<' call <l "six "th one-lin<' ''fours" tho. e that ar all blai·k
' ·r they ca<·h p11t ixt
'
•
" ten · ' \Yb en t wo P Jay for a wag
n mall st1c-k
, t on ' '•
corn P a., or what not into a c·ommon pile h twc·Pn tbf'm makintT iu all birt\'-two.
Th: play h irins b • pnttincr th
1•ils into a. 1all howl or 1,:vkct anll iviD" it &
qmck npw_ar,l motion, wlti ·h ·hau~i·. th,• po. ition of th 8 <·cl, th n 1 •ttin" tb Ol
fal1 l>_: 1·k rnto h n: p :H']1•, c·ar lwing tak1•n no to I t an on fall ont. Tb
marking tba nr,• np <1<· ·i1l1} tl11 throw, pr i1:iilf'lY 011 tho principle of our <li t'. \,,
th,·~ c·onnl tlwy take from th pill· of' hirt ··t" ,, ~,·hnt tlH'Y mak ! :m<l wh nth. p1l
l1att t c\ th
n ha.vin, La,· rn;at
1111111 111 :i· win. tl~ gam . If.)] 1h whit
T
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After Schoolcraft.
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sides are np, the throw counts sixteen. The two "tens" up and. four whites count sixteen. T'il·o pairs up count six, and. the player takes another throw. Two "sixes"
down count four. If both "tens" are down, either side symmetrically, it counts
ten. If all burnt sides are up, it is sixteen. If both" fours " are down, it is six.
If two pairs are np, it conn ts two. One pair np does not count unless all tl.J e others
are 11own. When more than two play, and ea('h for himself, the "king" is introduced. If the king is up and all the others <lowu, 1he count is sixteen. If they are
all up, the count is tbe same. If two pairs are up, the count is six. If the king is
clown anil the rernain<ler up, the count is sixteen.

Sroux. South Dakota. (Cat. Nos. 10442, 10443,
.155;-12, Mus. A.rch., Univ. Penn.)
Plum-stone dice for game (eleven, apparently belonging to two sets).
BaRket in which <lice are thrown, made of woven grasR, 8 inches in
di,unetel' at top anu 2¼ inches <leep, with bottom covered with cotton
cloth (fig. 85). Set of thirty-two sticks used in counting with above
(BRULE DAKOTA)

Fig.86.
COUNTING S'rIC KS FOR PLUM STOXE GAME.

Leagth fl, 13, 12, anrl 7 inches .
Dakota Sioux, South Dakota.
Cat. No. 16552, Museum of Archa,ology, Uni,·ersily of Pennsylvnnln.

(fig. 86), conRisting of eleven rounded white sticks about 13 inches in
length, fourteen similar ulack sticks ( made of ribs of an ol<l umbrella),
about 12 inches in length, and seven iron sticks about 11 inc11es in
length (consisting of iron ribs of the umbrella). Collected by Mr.
Horatio N. Ru~t in 1873.
Comparison of the various accounts of the plum-stone game as i,1ayed
by tlie Sioux shows many variations in the markings on tbe e <ls.
This is well illn trateu in the account giv n by Schoolcraft,1 who
de cribes the game among the ])alTota trib under the namo of !Cuntah-~o, w hieii be tran late a "tlie game of the plum-. tone . ."
He figures :five. ets of stone,, each con i ting of io-ht pi c ~In set A (Plate 12), No . 1 aucl 2 r pr<'sent sparrow hawks with fork c1 tail., or tho
fork-tailed eagle, Falco furcatus. T!Jis is ibe so-ca11 cl war 1·agk.
o., 3 ancl ,1 are
1 Information concerning the History,
'on,l itio11, au,1 Prospo ·bi or tlw Inclia.n
Tribes of the United tat s, Philadelphia, 1 5 , II, l'· 72.
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h tnrtl , hi h typifie generally the earth. If 1 and 2 fall upwads, the game is
won. 1 I' bnt 01: of tile" iignr<'s fall npwards nnd at the same time 3 mid 4 are
"'P th rr:mHi i~ also won. The other numbers, 5, 6, 7, and 8 are a11 uianks. B
(1 'n t(' th r Y('r e<l sitl,·s of A, ,vhic:h are all 1lanks.
•d
,'h w liffer nt characteristics. with a siugle cliief fig nre (5), which repre·
nb; th Falco f11natus. This throw indicates half a g-ame, and entitles the tl!rower
t r P nt it. If the same figure (5) turns up, the game is won. If no snceess attentls
it by throwing np the chief figure, the throw passes to other han<ls. D 18 th e
and is a 1lauk throw.
r Y r c of
lu ·ct E, No. 5 represents a muskrat. The three dots (7) indicates two-thirus of a
thro"·, nn<l the t,hrowcr can throw again; but if he gets blank the second tim.e,_ th e
dish pn , Sf'S on to the next thrower. Set I!' is invested with different ])Owers. J\o. 1
represents a 1n-ffolo, and 2 and 3 denote chicken hawks, fluttering horizontall y in
tbe nir. 'l'he chief pieces (5, 6, and 7) have the same powers and modifications .as~To play this game, a little orifice is made in the ground and a skin pnt Ill It.
Often it is also played on a robe. The women and young men pl ay tbis game. The
bowl is li.fte<l with one hand about 3 or 4 inclrns and sudtleu]y pushed do"n to its
plnce. Tho plum-stones fly over several times. Tho stake is first put up lly all who
wish to 1ilay. A dozen can play at ouce, if it be desirable.

Dr. H. 0. Yarrow 1 rr•fcrs to the plum stone game, in his paper on In·
dia11 mortuary cnstoms, as described to him by Dr. Charles E. McCbesney, CT. S. A., amo11g the ·wahpeton and Sisseton (Dakota) Sioux.
After the fleath of a wealthy Indian the near rela.thes take charge of the effects,
and at a stated time, nsua.lly at the time of tlie first feast held over the bnnd~c con·
taining the lock of hair, they are divided into many small piles, so as to give _all
the Indians invitecl to play an opportunity to win something. One Indian is selected
to represent the ghost, n.lHl he plays against all the others, who are not required_ to
stake anything on the result, but simply invited to take part in the ceremony, wbicb
is usually helcl in the lodge of the dead person, in which is contained tlie bnotlle
containing the lock of hair. In cases where the ghost Jiimself is not ,,ealthy th e
stakes are furnishefl hy his ricl1 friends, shonld ho have any. The pla~"ers are cal~ed
in one at a time, aucl play singly against the ghost's representative, the garnbli~g
being done in recent years hy means of car<ls. If the invited player sncceeds Ill
~eatii~g ihe ghost, lie tak es one of the piles of goods and passes out, when ano th er
is rnn ted to play, etc., until all the piles of goods are won. In cases of men, only
the men play, an<l in cases of women, the wo::nen only take part in tlie ceremony.
Before wliite men came amonO' these Iu<1ians and tanO'lit them mauy of his impro\·ed
means of fignre<l pl~un seed , tbe mrn nsinO' eight
vicef;, this game wns p1ayN1
a n cl ~be women seven seeds, figurecl as follows and as shown in plat 13. Two seen.
arc siml)ly blacken cl on one side (AA), the rever. c (aa) containing nothing. Two
seeds are black on oue si<le, with a, small spot of ibe color of the eecl ldt jn tile
center (BB), the rev rse sid (bb) havinrr a black fil>Ot in tbe center the uo11v b ein!!
1 .
0
'
••
P arn. Two seeds hav a hnfTalo's hc:ul on one sicle ( ) and the revt'l' e ( c) 1mply
two no sed black lines. There is bnt ono seecl of tbi . kin<l m the fiet 11 . ed hy
woni 11 • Two se d. have the half of on sicle hlackenNl and th rest left plaiu, 0
a~ to n·prc,~ent a half moon ( D); th r vn
(dd) ha. a l,lack lonrritu<linal line
:ios :1 at right nnglc·s hy si.· small one . There are si.· throw wbc•rphy th player
<:an win, and fiv tbnt n it] ltim to anothn throw. The winnino- throw are a
follow., ac·h winnn t:ikin,.,.
a, pil of th<' gli 0 t'
1 .
0
8 ,.
'I wo plain on~
.
••
•
,
goo<' ·
.
.
up, \\ pl.un with h.ac·k spot~ up l,nffalo'. b all np and two ball
mo. n np. Will.. a pifo · Tw < P l·.
1
l·
k
'
.
'
1111
•
> ,IC'. <m . np t\\'o 1,1:u·k with natural pot up.
,
. , a P 1-1 •
' 0 1on " ndmally ro
·il O 11 · 11 P, an,
1 t 1I tran vc·r. <·1 · c·ro . •cl on up Will

\y
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PLATE

A

A

B

B

b

D

D

C

C

a

d

FIGURED PLUM $TONES FOR GAMES.

Dakota ioux.
After Yarrow.

13.
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Two plain black ones up, two black with natural spots up, two half moons up, and
the trans,·ersely cross one np wii,s a pile. Two pla in black ones, two black with
natural spot np, two llalf llloous np, and tile buffalo'H head up wins a pile. Two
plain ones up, two witll black spots np, two longitudinally crossed ones up, and the
transversely crossed one np wius a pile. Two plain ones up, two with black spots
up, buffalo's head up, and two long crossed np wius a pile.
The following auxiliary throws entitle to another chance to win:, Two plain ones
np, two witlt black spots np, one half moon up, one longitudinally crossed one up,
and buffalo's head np gives another throw, and on this throw, if the two plain one~
np :wcl two wit,h black spots with either of the half moon or bnffalo's head up,
the pla,Yer takes the pile. Two plain ones up, two with black spots up, two half
mo011s np, and the transversely crossed on e np entit,l es to another throw, when, if
all tlie black sides come np excepting one, the throw wins. One of the plain ones
np nnd all the rest with black sides np gives another throw, and the same then
tnrniug np wins. One of the plain black ones np with that side up of all the
others having the least black in them gives another throw, when th e same turning

A

~~~ita

•

-

•

.cw

B
Fig. 87
PLUM STONES FOR GAME.

(.A, obverse; B, r everse.)

Diameter, al,out ?i inch.
Yankto11 Sioux.
Cat. Nos. 2!1556 1 23557, U., .N.M.

np again wins. One half moon np with that side up of all the others li,wing the
least black on gives another throw, and if tb e tl1row ifl thrn dnplicH,tecl it winH.
The ei ghth seed, nsed by men, ha.sits place in their game whenever its fac·i11g1-, are
mentione11 ahove.

The permutations of the winning throws may he seen in the followi11g table:
aa

bb

AA
AA
AA

BB
BR
BH

aa,
aa

bb
bb

C
()

C

DD
dd
DD
DD
cld
dd

Y .A.NK'l'ON IOUX. Oat. o,. 23556, 23557 1 .S. .M.
ix plum , tone dice, part of two set of fonr aeh (fig."87) . The
de ign. are burnt, antl two, the fourth and fit th, have perforatio11 ,· n
both id, . Collect d by Mr. Pan1 Beckwith in 1 76.
Th two die to th left (fig. 7) b ar a buffalo':-; h ad on on icle and
a pip or ('alumet on th r v r~e. The die on th right ha a,11 eag'le or
thund rl>ird, witll tilt lightuiug ymbol u th r ver::; .

1 EP 1 .T

F NATIONAL MT:r~BUM, 1~96.
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Fig.RS.
Rl,Of'K,

FOR OA)IE 0~' TUOI-E l'FI<:,

Lengtl1, 5¼ ind1es.
'l'ewrL Inllians, 'anta Clara, ' w :\f Pxico.

<·at . • ·o.11,;rn1,
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by the colleetor, was kin<lly])laced in my hands hy Mr. F. Webb Hodge,
of the Bnreau of American Ethnology:
Grains of corn or pebbles are laid in the form of a square, in sectiom; of ten en.ch.
The t\Yo players sit on either side. Tl1e sl,icks, calle<l e-pfe, are thrown in tnrn on n,
stone placed in the square. The counts are a~ follows:
2 flat and notched stick notches up
3 ronll(l sides np

=

=

15
10

3 flat sides up
5
2 flat and l round sicle not notched up = 3
1 fl.at and 2 round sides not notched up = 1
The players move tlleir markers between the g~·a.ins or pebbles according to their
throw, go ing in opposite directions. Tho one first returning to the st,utin:; point
wins. This is the onlinary way. Sometimes, the markers being consi ,1ere,l a,; horse~,
a player will attempt to kill his at1versary's horses. In tllis case lie so an11ouures at
the commencement of the game, an1_l be then moves his marker in tho same direction,
and, by duplica,ting the first throw, or, if at any fnture stage of the game, always
following, he succee<ls in placing his marker where bis n.<lversary's is, hy so doing
he kills that horse (marker) and sends him ba.ck to tho place of beginnincr, The
latter may then elect to move in the same direction as l>efore, and kill and SCil(l back
his adversary, but, if be wishes, he may go in _the opposite direction, in which case
be does no killing. The game is callell 1'ugi-e-pfif, m eaning "the thrown stick"
(tiigi "to throw").

Mr. Dozier states tbat the stick with fifteen notches gives rise to the
Mexican name of Quince (fifteen), which is sometimes given its Tewa
equivalent Tad-i-pwa-no-pfe, and Juego de Pastor (Sliepherd's game).
Isl eta, New Mexico.
Mr. Charles F. Lummis 1 gives the following account of the game in
Isleta:

TEW A.

The boys gather forty smooth stones the size of tho fist, ancl arrange them in a
circle about 3 feet in diameter. Between every tenth arnl eleventh stone is a gate
of 4 or 5 inches. These gates are callecl p'ay-lilah (rivers) . In the center of the
circle, pa-t6l naht-heh-"pa-tol bon se," is pbced a largo cobblestone, smooth an<l
n,pproximately .flat on top, called hyee-oh-tee-dy. There i your pa-t6l gronml.
The pa-tol. sticks, which are the most important part of the paraphernalia, are
three in nnmber. Sometimes they nre matle by splitting from dry branches, and
sometimes l>y whittling from a solicl l>lock. Th e chit->f sential i;, that th wco,1 be
firm :rntl hard. The sticks a.re 4 to 5 inches long, ahout an inch wide, and a (]narter
of an in ·h thick, all(l mnst haYe their ides flat, so that tho three may be claHpecl
togetl1er very mncll as one holds a pen, but moro n arly perpen<licnlar, with the
thumb ancl first thTee fing n of the right band. Each stick is plain on one s ide
and marked on the other, generally with diagonal notches, as shown in fig. n.
Tho only other requisite is a kah-nid-deh (hor. e) for each player, of whom tli re
may be ns many as can seat them elves around tlte pa-fol hou se. The "hon; '
is merely a twig o r stick, used as a. marker. When the players have seakd tl1<'mselvcs, the fir t t:1kes tho pa-tol sticks tightly in his right hand , lifts th m aho11t
as high as bis chi 11, ancl, bringing them down with a smart v rtic-al thru t, a if to
harpoon the center ston e, lets go of them when they ar within some 6 incbe of it.
The three st ick s strik e thr stone as on , hitting on their en cl fi(]trnrely, ancl, roho11n<ling several inches, fall back into the circle. Tlrn manner in which th y fall
1

A New Old Game, in A New Mexico Davi<l,

w York, 1 91, p . 1 3.
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th "denomination" of the throw, and tbe different values are shown in
lthouo-h nt first flush this might seem to make it a game of chance, uoth10" c ul<l be farther from tl1e truth.
Indeed, no r eally aboriginal game is a true
gn 111 of bance; the invention of that dangerous and delusive plaything was reserved
for ci viliz d illgenuity.
.

An expert pa-tol player will throw the number he desires
with almost unfailing certainty b:v his arrangement of the
sticks in his hand and the manner and force with which he
strikes them tlown. It is a dexterity which any one may acquire
by sufficien t practice, and only thus. The five-throw is deemed
very much the hardest of all, and I have certainly found it so.
According to tLe number of his throw the player moves _his
marker an equal number of stones ahead on the circle, usm g
one of the "{·ivers" as a starting point. If the throw is five,
for instance, he lays liis '(horse" between the fourth and fift_h
i-tone~, and hands the pa-tol -sticks to the next man. If bis
throw be ten, however, as the first man's first throw is very certain to . be, it lands his horse in the second "river,'' and he has
another throw. The second man may make his starting point
the same or another "river" and mav elect to run his ((horse"
10
around the circle in the sar:ie directio;1 that the first is going or
in the opposite. If in the same direction, he will do his best to
make a throw which will bring his "horse" into tbe san:e
notch as that of the first man, in which case the first ma~ 13
"killed/' and has to take his "horse" back to the startrng
Fi11;. 89.
point to try over again when be gets another turn. In c~se the
COUNTS IN PA-TOL.
second man starts in the opposite direction-which he will not
Fro1n Lummis.
do unless an expert player-he has to calculate with a good deal
of skill for the meeting, 11 to kill" and. to avoid. being '' killed"
by No. 1. When he starts in the same direction as No. 1, be is behind, and runs no
chance of being '' killed," while be has just as good a chance to kill. But if, even
then, a high throw carries him a.head of the first man-for
"jumping" does not count either way, the only "killing"
being when two "horses" come in tiie same notch-his rear is in
danger, and he will try to run on ont of the wa,y of his pursner
as fast as po~sible. The more players the more complicated
the game, for each "horse" is threatened alike Ly foes that
chase from behind and charge from before and the most skillful
P!ayer is liable to be sent back to the ;tarting point seYeral
times before the game is :finislied which is as soon as one
"h orse " b as rua d e the complete' circuit.
Sometimes the
players, when very young or unskilled ao-ree there shall be
no "killing;" but unless there is an e~pli:it arrangem nt to
~hat effect, "killing" is understood, and it adds greatly to the
mterest of the game.

~00·

~~o,

D~~,
00~

~~~15

~~D·

~oo,

ooo,

There is also another variation of the game, a rare one, bowe,~ r. In aso tbe players agree to throw fifte ns, all the pa-tol
st1C:ks ar' made the Mill<' exc·ept that one has an extra notch
to di t~lll-,"llisb it from th otb r . Theu the throw ar a
shown m fig. flO.

In r

ly to a l
lba,t h

~~~IO
Fig. 90.
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I feel quite confident I saw it also in San Juan (Tewan), though of that l would
not be JJO::iitive. I can not remember seeing the game played in Jemez, Picuris, and
Pojoaque ('fewan); in Sia (Keresan) or any of the Mo<]ni Pueblos except Telma
(which of course is a village of migration from the Rio Grande). In Nam be (Tew an)
I never saw it, I am sure.

I

Fig. 91.
TAVE

AND ~l ARKI XG

TICKS USED IN THE GAlllE OF CA· ' E·HE·A-PA·NA.

Lengibs, 4¼ an<l 4¾ incl1eH.
Tewa Indians, Tao11, New Mexico.
at. No. ~123, lllusi:um of Archooology, University of Pennsylvania.

TEWA. Tao , .J.. ew M xico. (Cat. o. 20123, Mu . Arch., Univ. Penn.)
t of tbre ti ·k , inchei:; in length, i inch broad., and }-6 inch thick
(fig. 01.) On i<1 round with bark and the other flat. One of the 'ticks
ha eight tran ver e cut on the bark side, as hown in tl.Je figure, with

7

1 EJ
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h PP > i fla4- i e meared with red paint. Also two twigs, 4f inches
in l u ,·tb, with 'harpeneu ends, one Laving two nicks cut near one end

00

Olll

.
6

0

0
0

Fig. 02.
ClRCUrt' FOR GAME OF CA-SE-HE-A-l'A-N.A.,

T ewa Indians, Taos, New Mexico.
From a sketch by Dr. T. P. Martin.

to distinguish it. Employed in the game of Cet-se-he-a-pa-na (Spa_ni b
Pastore) : of which the collector, Dr. T. P. Martiu, of Tao~, bas furmshed
the following account:
th

A c ircle, from 2 to 3 feet in diameter (fig . 92), is markecl on a
grountl with small stones. One b umlrecl and sixty stone are
used, with larger ones tLt each qu':Lrter, clividiu(T the circl into
four quart rs of forty stones each. A line AB is marked out
as a "river," and ii-; usually 111arl{(·<l from east to we t. Tue
line CD is clesiguat cl as a ;, trail." A large stone is plac_ ·cl in
th<> <·tmte1· .
Th ro :tr, two play rs, each of whom tak
on of the littl
twigs, which are kuowu a'I "horses." A play r take,1 th<· thre
Fig. 93.
stone , holds th m togPtlrnr, all(l <lrops H1em vertically npou t~e
W 001'.;:'\ DIE;.
largt· ton · Ile count ac·cordiug to tlwir fall aod mo,· lnK,\akintl h11lian>1,
hor. ea· many plac<·. around the circnit. They throw and mo,·
Hriti"h 'olnmhia.
in turn, goiog in oppo ·it <lir C'tion., on sta.rting from I' aua
t1 Id (
1
111
tl l . ot l>er f rom M. Ir M pa,. I' point B b for K rf'ac·h . it au d
Ch
• (Ahrr - I ~ .) ,
, k'l
m,•f't l''R ho 1' anywlwr,· aro11n1l th
irC'l •, K , h r. c i aicl to
b · t 1· 1111, aud lw. to '"'
,, 0 hack
t "", ,,1n11 . tar ov ·1· a1ra111
. an<l rrct·
. r rxa. 1:\. c1JI· ,f
'
poiu
Ill tlu,
I.
n r ,r.'' •l1 p' 1J lorn
·
,
. gam
.
tlt · nth ·r pl• y •r, o ;i to kill him oo t h
1I 1f 01 U ! •111') '•
U
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The counts are as follows:
2 flat aud notched stick notches np
= 15
3 round sides up
· = 10
5
3 flat sides up
2 flat and 1 roun<l side not notched np = 1
1 flat aml 2 round sides not notched up= 1
This game is usually playeci all night ou the night of November 3d of each year.
November 3d is known as "The Day of the Dead," aml this game seems in some way
to be connected with it, or rather with its celebration, but I can not tind ont any
tradition connecting the two.

·w A KASHAN

STOCK.

Kw A.KIUTL. British Uolumbia.
Dr. Fram~ Boas 1 describes these Indians as using woodeu <lice.
(fig. 93) in a game called Eibayu. "The casts count accor<lii1g to the
1iarrowness of the sides." The dice collected by him are in the Field
Columbian Museum.

A

8

Bb:A VE R 'J'E ETH DICE.

L ength , 2 to ·21t iucb es .

Makah Indian s, Neah Bay, Wa!!hington .
Cllt . No. 23351,

.S.N.:\l.

Neah Bay, Washington. (Oat. No. 2:.1351, U . . !1\f.)
SeYen beaver teet1J, probalJly part of t.wo or more set:. Two-right
and left-apparently from tLe ame animal are" imilarly marked 011 the
flat iue with chevron pattern ( fig. 94 A.B ). Two. al ' O apparently
from the Hame animal, marked with circles anu. dot (fig. D4 OD). Two
teeth-right an<l left-are rnarke<l. with tllree chevron , aud one odd
tooth lia ten circle . Collecte<l by. l\fr. J·. G. Swan.
'l'Le following aceount of the game i giveu by the coll<>ctor:

MA.KAH.

Four t eeth are u s •d; one sicle of each has marks and th e other js pla in. Ir ,Lll
four marked sid es c·o111e 11p. or all four 1,laiu Rides, th e throwR form a <louble · if two
mark , (l and two plaiu ones co111 • up, it is a single ; un even numbers lose. t
1
ix th R eport on th<· ln<li1111 s of Hriti h olnmbia, p. 10.
!: The Indian of 'ape Flattery, with onian Contributions to Knowledge, 220,p. 44.

,·

R
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1I a 1· t n t ~ th i~ o-am is usually played by the women, and that
th h a\· ~rte
·liakeu in the hand and thrown down. 1
YUMAN STOCK .

. 76165, U.S.N.l\I.)
.
k of willuw 2 wood 8 inches long, about l k rncbes
r all , ml½ in h thick (fig. 95). :F1af on one side, which is nuifo~mly
mark 11 ngth wi e h1 the center with a band of reel paint about 1 w<·h
iu wi<l h. Oppo ite, rounded and unpainted. Collected by.Mr.E<l. wanl
t,

Palmer.

Fig.95.
SE'£ 0~, STA YES h'OR GAME.

Length, 8 incltes.

Cocopa Iodian::i.
Cat. No. 76165, U.S.N.l\I.

Arizona.
Mr. G. Wharton James has furnished the writer with the followin g
accouut:

H.A.V.A.SUPA.1.

Squatted aroun<l. a circle of small stones the circle having an opening at a certa~n
·
·
'
P o r·t·ion° f 1·ts circumference
called tlie yam-se-kyalb-ye-lca,
and a Iarge fl a t torn· rn
th e C<"ntre called tail-be-che-ka, the Havasupai play the game- called llue-ta-quec-cltt.ka. Any number of players can eno-arro in tho gamr.
.
. T~e players are chosru into sides~ 1.'he first player ucgin, tlw game by bollltn~
m lns hand tbr e pi eces of short stick white ou one i1lc a,nd r ,(l on th 0th er.
Th~se Bticks ar callecl toh-be-ya, and t~lrn the place of our dice. Th Y are tlnn~
rapiclly upon the "ntr< l stone, tail-be-che-lca, a.nu as they fa,11 conut are maile a-.
follows:
3 whites up
= 10
2 whit<·.·, 1 r~<l np - 2
2 re,l. 1 whit up :
3
3 r<·tl
5
( ' c,a t 1 or Thn·

----- -- -----:-:.
i,ll'n
in \Ya bin~tou T,·rritory •

Y •,11H' l

·p
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.Fig. !JG.
S!C'l' OF llLOCKS FOlt UA~lE.

Le11gtl1, 6~ inchef!.
Moha-ve Imlianf!, Arizona.
Cat . No . 1033-1, U.S.N.M.

Vig. 07.
!-El' CW HLOCKH FOlt OAME.

Length, 6 illclll'f!.
lloba\·r, InclianH, f!011thern California.
Cai. !so. ~~wr,, t:.8.1'. '1.
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pt b pla ino- bort sticks 1.,etween the stones, h·ue, that compose ~be
onntino- in one direction from the opening and the other keepmg
ite clir ction.

l'iz na. ( at. No.10334, U.S.N.M.)
.
£ ur locks of willow 1 wood, 6k inches in ]ength, 2 iucb_es m
wicl h, .. n l ~ in ·h in thickness. Section ellipsoidal. Oue side pau_ite,l
r d with cl' iO'u a l1owu iu fig. 96, and opposite, unpainted. Descnberl
Collected by Mr. Edward Palmer.
outlieru Oalifotnia. (Oat. No. 24166, U.S.N.M.)
.
S t f four blocks of willow I wood 6 inches in ]eugth, 11 inches rn
t
width, and~ inch in thickness. One ~ide flat and painted brown wi ll

Moll VE.

',._
,,,,
.: ...' :\
:.:.:·
...... i ,

-....
--:----_,'.,

----

........

Fig.OS.
GAMING STICKS.

Length, 5j inches.
Mohave Indians, Arizona.
Cat. No. 10090, Peabody Museum of American Archreology.

designs (fig. 97) similar to tho~e on the preceding; opposite, rouu<l 1
and unpainted. Collected l>y Mr. Ed ward Palmer.
Arizo11a, (Cat. o. 10090, Peabody Mu eurn.) ·
et of four gambliug Rtick 51. inches in length and 1¼ iu ·ll
.d
' 8
~ 1 th. ~'.larke<l 011 011 face with de igns a show11 iu fig. 9
PP
1cl, plam.
olle ·t <1 y Mr. Ed ward Palm •r .

MOHAVE.

,HAYE.
riz 11 • ( a . ... o. 1009 P abody Mu um. )
.
.' t of fonr gambli n°· ,·tfrk, 3~ to 1 in ·h : in l< 11gth and t¼ in h m
wi 1 \1.
)larl,
11 cm
fac with r d aud lack (1 .'i u ·
P 'it
v1aiu. Coll ct 1 y )Ir. }':,clward Palm r.

•I

1

1

ali.r ""'!J!J<laloiclt•a.
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ZUNIAN STOCK.

New Mexico. (Cat. No. 69~85, U.S.N.M.)
Set of three sticks of larel.1 wood, 3-i inches iu length, 1 inch in
breadth, and 3¼ inches in thickneRs (fig. 99). Sectjon rectangt~lar. One
side painted red, opposite unpai11ted.
ZUNI. New Mexico. (Cat. No. 69004, U.S.N.M.)
Set of three stieks of piiiou wood (one missing), 3f inches in length, ·
1¼inches in breadth, and -l16 ineh iu thickness. One side flat and blackened; opposite roughly rounded and unpainted. Ends cut straight
across and painted black.
ZUNI.

. Fi g .99.
SE'l' OF BLOCKS FOR GA JlE OF TA' -SIIO'·LI-WE.

Leu gth, .3l inches.
Zuni Indian s, N ew Mexico.
Ont. No. 69285, U . .N .M .

New Mexico. (Cat. No. 69355~ U.S.N.M.)
Set of three stick~ rudely shaped from piiion wood, 5½ inches in
length, ¾inch in breadth, a11d about 4 inch in tl1ickness. S ction recta ngular, with both i<les flat; one painted black, opposite plain.
zu ~r. New Mexico. (Cat. No. 6fJ352, U.S.N.M.)
Set of three tick of piiion wood, 5~ i11che. in length, 1¼ inches in
breadth, and about 4 inch jn thicknes . One ide flat and painted
black; oppo -ite round cl and painted red.
Z NI. New Mexico. ( at. No. 6!)284, U.S.N.M. )
i et
f thr
ticks of pifion wood, 5½ inches in length, i inch in
brea<ltb nd a.bout ·Ar inch in thicknes. .
]jghtly rom1ded on uoth
.· ide , on beiug pa,iuted ulack aml the other 1·ed.
ZUNI.
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zu - r.

w 1\fexico. (Cat. No. 69354, U.S.N.lVL)
t f three sticks of pii1on woo<l, G¼ inches in length, about li inches
in l>rea<ltb, and -P-13 inch in thickness. Painted black on 011e side; oppoit unpainted. Correspouding ends on oue side cut straight across,
and opposite with one corner rounded.
ZUNI.
ew Mexico. (Oat. No. 69340, U.S.N.M.)
.
Set of three sticks of pine wood, 6 inches in length, 1-frr inches_ ~n
breadth, and -b; inch in tbickuess. Section rectangular. One mde
marked. with triangles of red and black paint; opposite UH painted.

Fig.100.
SET OF BLOCKS FOR GAME OF T.A. 1-SHO'-LI-WE.

Length, 4 inches.
Zuni Indians, New Mexico.
Cat. No. 69287, U.S.N.M.

New Mexico. (Cat. No. 69287, U.S.N.M.)
Set of three stick of white pine, 4 inches in length,¾ inch in breadth
and 1\ inch in thickne , (fig.100). One face flat with triaugl paint <l
re<l and bla ·k and outlined by inci. e<l line ,. Oppo ite rouuded and
unpaint <l.

ZUNI.

1 n th, 1 inch in
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ZUNI. New: Mexieo. (Cat. No. 69003, U.S.N.M.)
Set of three sticks of basswood 1 4~ inches iu · length, 1.g. inch in
brea1lth, and -l\r inch in thick11ess (:fig.102). Flat and painted light red
on one side; opposite rounded aud painted in triangular desigm, in red
and black, the pattern being double that ou the precediug: Oat. Nos.
69340, 69287, aud 69281.

Fig.-101.
SET OF BLOCKS FOR GA111E OF TA 1-SRO'·LI·WE.

Length, 5½ inches.
Zuni, New Mexico.
C<1t, No. 692 1, U . • . I\!.

The preceding Zuiiian staves were collect d by Col. ,T ameA t venso11 . 'l'hey were all u ed, as I am informed, by Mr. Om,liiHg, for 1Jie
game of Ta/-sho'-li-we, or "wooden cane " (one of the seven i·mcre<l
gan1e~ of Zuni), which he d cribed to me a follow :
Ta' -sho'-li-we z i played according to the throws of ture wooden blocks, painted red
on 0110 id ancl black upon the other, around a circle of 1;tones placed upon the sand.
Two or four player engage, usio<T two or fonr splints as mark ers, and aclva11cing,
according to their throws around th circl ,, which is divided into forty parts by
eal boards, importf'cl into Z1111i.
Ta'-sho'-li-we wa <lesc-rtlH'll by ,John '. Owena (" 'omo ames of the Znfii ") in t lrn
Popular ci nee Monthl y fo r :May, 1891. H e gives the name of the central !:!touo as
1

2
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or fra 0 ·tu1:mt~ of pottt-ry, and bas fonr open i11gs callecl "doorways" at its
fonr nartf\r . At th e commencement of t he game four co1ored splints are arranged
a t, th s point : n,t tbe top (North) a yellow splint; nt the left (West) a blue; at
th b tt m ( uth) a red, and at the right (East) a white splint. The blocks are
to ' (l ud down on a disk of sandstone placed in the middle of the circle, and th e
ar n.s follows:

3 red id sup
=10
3 black shles up
5
2 red and one black = 3
2 black and one re<l = 2
A connt o f ten gives another throw. When four play, the straws of the Nor th a nd
West move aronntl from rirrht to left and those of the South aud East from lento
b
'
• db
right. When a player's move terminates at a division of the circle occnpie Y an

Fig. 102.
SET OF BLOCKS FOR GAM.E OF TA 1-SHO 1-LI-WE.

Leugth, 4i inches.
Zlllli, New Mexico.
Cnt. N o. G!I003, U.. . N .M .

adversary's straw, he takes it up and sends it back to the beiriuninu. It is u stom m·y to make the circuit of the stones four times, h ans or corn of <liffer nt ·olor
being used to count the numher of tiu11•s a player has go11e around. The c lor 00
the wooden blo ~ks or dice symbolize th two condition of men:
R d light or wak fuln . ;
Black, tlarkne. s r al p.
The plint h: Y(~ th followinrr yrnboli . m:
At top, y llow north ait-, Wint •r ·
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At left, blue, west, water, Spring;
At bottom, red, south, fire, Sunnrter;
At right, white, east, earth, Autumn.
The following is a vocabulary of the game:
Blocks: Ta' -sho'-li'-we; literally, "Of wood canes."
Splin ts: Ti-we.
Circle of stones: 1 te tchi na lcya a we; literally, "From one to another sncccecling."
Doorway: A. wena a te lcwi a; literally, '' Doorway, a.11 (lirections of."
Bean s used as counters: A-wi yah 1w-lcya no-we; literally, "For keeping count
ueans.'1

BLACK
SPE.CKLED
WHITE.

ALL

COLORED

BLUE
Y[LLOW

Fig.103.
SET OF BLOCKS FOR GAME OF TEM·THLA·NAH-TA'·SHO'·LI'·WE,

Length, 4 inch es.
Zuiii Indians, New Mexico.
Cat. No. 16531, Museum of Arcbruology, University of Pennsylvania.

From the name of this game, ta'-sho'-li-we1 or "wood-canes " (wood-ca ne game), its
origin may be referred to the Zuuian game of Sho'-li-1re or "cane.," the actual c·aues
or which ar replaced with wood in J'a'- sho'- li-we.

Mr. Cushing inform· me that a bn, ket game, similar to that de cribe<l
a~ exi ting among t.be Arapaho, Cheyenne: Sio9,x, etc., is al o played
in Zuni uncl r the nawe of Thathl pa-tsi-we, or '' Tablet bouuce-ba ket
game."

zu:r.

New Mexico. (Cat. .o. 16531, Mus. Arch., Univ. Penn.)
Reprodu ·tions 1 of et of three blocks, original of piiion wood, 4
inch sin length, l¼ incbe in breaclth, and-f-6 ineh in thicknes (fig. 103).
1

Made by Mr. Cushing.

7
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t, 11 o·ular in ~ •tion . One side uniformly painted white a11d opposite
with tran Y r o ha11<1s of color ~eparated l>y l>lat:k lines of paint, 111 th e
fullowin °· rd r: ~ ell ow, blue, red , variegated, white, speckled, arnl
bl ·k. 1
fr. u bing informs me that these blocks are mwl in a di vinitory
th
1
f rm of Tu'- ho'- l-i-1<,e called Tem -thlii-nah -na-ta 1 -sho -li-ive, "of all e
r gions woocl-ca11es." '
Th"
· .
. .
.
. t· t' on of an indivirlnal ,
. . . o- t he ru.uk
1s game 1s employed. m name d1v1nat10n and prognos ica 1
usn::tlly of a yonth, the colors l>eing not{'<l for the purpose of determmrn.,
anu name significant thereof of the one for whom the divination is made.
·

Fig. 104.
HIDE USED AS GAl\IlNG BOARD IN 'fEl\I-THLA·NAH-TA'- S HO '- LI -WE,

Zni'ii Incliaus, New MPxil'o.
Sketch by J\1r. Frank Hamilton Cushing.

I n this game the conn ting grains are named for:
N ortb : Thlup tsi kica, ku:e, ,: Yellow medici11e seed people.''
West : Thli ci kwci kwe, "Blue medicine seed people."
South : Shi lo ci k'wa k1ce, "Red medit-inc Reed people."
Bast: Ko ha lc1rn hve, "White medicine Reed people.'
.
Tpper region: K11 tsu a ku·ci kue, "Variegated medicin eed I opl ~:
Low r r gion: Kief nn kwn kwe "Bla,ek medicine eed p opl ' ·
:J\liddl' or all ·011taining r gio;1: 1 to ])(L nah na kwa lw e Of all
color,' m dicine .- ·t·<l peopl ."
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ZUNI. New Mexico. (Cat. No. 20031, Mus. A1~cb., Uuiv. Penu.)
Set of four sticks, 5½ inches in length, in two pairs, eacb of which
cou~ists of a length of reed split in the middle. The inner sides of the

.--. ~,i¥.-

)
L:

Fig. 105.
SET OF SACRIFICIAL CANES F OTI. SH ' ·LI-WE.

(ReYerse.)
Cat. No. 20031, Museum of Archa,ology, Unh·e rslty of P ennsylvnn!n .

reed are painted ns sliow11 h1 fig. 10:\ and the. oppo, ite roui1<le<l Rides
scratched with tram;ver~e liu es an<l bumed, ns i:;b.owH in fig-. lOG.
TI.H·se were e:rpploye<l, according to Mr. Cusbing, iu tlie game of

_ ..-tf-r~
l~ig. JOii.
SET OF

AC"lt!Fl("IAL CANES FOR HIIO '- U-W E.

(Obverse.)
Length , 5a iucb s.
Zuiii Imlia,n fl, ew Mexico.
Cat. • ·o. ~1~1:n, l\luseurn ,,f Arl'ha:ology , Univeraily of Pr•onsylvnnia.

Sho'-li-we,

r '' cane ' on

of the four games 1 which ar

acrifi

d to

1 In addition to 'lio - li-11"e th •1·e were Jfdpochiu;e, 8hnttl •coc-h · lym1lcololoma11e, hidden hall, a11'1 M6likiraw<', ki<-k '<l 8iick. All were used iu divination.
'ompar ·with
the four 'ia ~ames described on p. 730.
1

j
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th twiu war gods .Ahaiyut.a and Matsailema. These particular canes
w re not 1uade to play w ith, but for the purpose of sacrifice.

zu-r. New Mexico. (Oat. No. 69289, U.S.N.M.)
Two sets, each of fo ur st ick s, one of 7i; incl1es and the other 7 inches

-D

·~.

- -~

c

Fig. 107.
S E T OF SACRI FICAL CANES FOR SHO'·LI·WE •

.(Obverse.)
Zuni I n d ians, New Mexico.
Cat. No. 69289, U.S.N.M.

in length. Made in p a irs, like t he preceding, of split reed. The inner
sides of the reed ar e painted like the precediug. The outer sides of
the longer set are unmarked, while those of the shorter set are marke<l,
as shown in fig. 107.
·

Fig. 108.
SET OF CANES FOR GAME OF 8BO 1-L!-WE.

(Obverse.)
Length, 6~ inches.
Zuni Indians, N1:1w M xico.
Cnt. No. 69277, U. . • l\!.

,· t w re n d tog ther al o
being ofl'ere,l t \.haj uta aud

tw

nger n

ta.tu than hi twi11 hroth r, and , ll f hi
al ways w ars a short r war lu l> anu li r ter
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SHRINE OF THE WAR

Goos.

Twin Mountain, Pueblo of Zuni.
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New Mexico. (Cat. No. o\)~77, U.S.N.M.)
Set of four sticks, 6½ inches in length a11d-½ inch in width, made of
split caue. The inner sides painted like the preceding, and the rounded
sides scratched with cross marks, as shown in fig. 108. Collected by
Col. James Stevenson.
ZPNI.

New Mexico. (Oat. No. 69278, U.S.N.M.)
Set of four sticks, 6 inches in length and ½in inch width, made of
split cane. The inner sides painted like the preceding, and the rounded
sides marked with cuts, as shown in fig. 109. This set, with the one prec,·ding, was intended for actual use, and is made of heavy caue, with

ZUNI.

l

~·:rt
[ J -1

f

··-

um
~ ff

~~

€
•

,#/

Fig . 109.

SE'l' 01<' CANES J<'OR S110 1-LI·WE.

(Oliver. e.)

Length, 6 ill cbes.

Zuni Indians, New Mexico.
Cat. No. 69278, U.S.N.M.

the inside charred at the edges, and unlike the sacrificial ets, which
cous i t of common marsh reed. Mr. Cushing has kindly placed. in my
ha,n ds the following hitherto unpublished. ac~ount of &ho'-li-we: 1
The game of Sho'-li-we is certainly the most distinctive of any practi eel by the
Zufti Indians. It is not confined to them, but forms of it are found among all tl1e
Mr. Owens cle cribed Slt o'-li-we in the paper r eferred to in a preceding note
The names of the four sticks he gives as follow : The one whose concave
·ide is entirely black, quin, tho Zufli for black; the one with on e black end, pcith-toj
with two black ends, kiJ-ha-kH'aj and the one w ith a black center, ath-lu-a. He
fignre two of the r eed , ancl the manner of holding the sticks, which he describes
as thrown with the right hand against a snspernled blanket an<l allow d to fall on
another hlanket. "Two of the pieces belong to each man ancl are compa11ions. There
is a pool with twelve markers, ancl be wbo wins the markers wins tbe gam . The
winn r takes tb twclYe mark rs up into his hands and breathes on them. This is
because they ha,· b en gootl to him ancl allow d him to win. It is wholly a game
of chance, and bor e. , guns, au<lles, anu everything are staked upon the throw.
1

(p. 773).
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more ettled of the present Indians in both our owu southwest, and in northern,
w steru, and central Mexico; while variants of it and derived games may be traced
over well-nigh the whole western half of our continent.
A study of the distinctive marks of the different sticks or cane slips u::-ed in this
game by the Zu11i would seem ·to indicate that this peculiar form of it is the most
primitive. The reason for this will subsequently appear.
The name sho 1 -li-we is derived from sh6 o li "a;row ·, and ice plural ending, signify. "parts of," sh6 we being the plural of 'simple arrows.
'
'Sh6 o li, or "arrow," is.
mg
derivccl in turn from sh6 o le, "cane," the termination 7.i in the derived word being
a contraction of li a and sio-nifying "out of" "from " or "made of." Thus, tlrn
'
0
'
'
•
"
•
name of the game may be translated "cane arrows," or II cane arrow pieces or
"part:;. "
These "parts" consist of four slips of cane. From the fact that these slips ~r~ so
split and cut from the canes as to include at th eir lower ends portions of the Jomts
or septrn of the canes, and from the further fact that they are variously handed
with black or red paint, or otherwise, it may be seen that they represent the footings or shaftments of cane arrows in which the septre at the lower ends serve as
stops for the footing or nockiug-plugs. 1
A study of the bandings by which these cane slips are distinguished from o_ne
another reveals the very significant fact that they are representative of the nbbandings of cane-arrow shaftmeuts.
-I have found that sets of Zuni as well as the ancestral Cliff Dweller arrows,
were thus rib banded with black o; red paint to symbolize, in the .arrows so ~arked,
the numerical and successional values of the Four Quarters, each set, especially of
war arrows, consisting of four subsets, the shaftments of each differently marked.
th
The reasons for this, and processes of divination by which the members of
e
different 1:1ets ~mong the arrows were determined during their manufacture, I ~ave
set forth in a paper on "The Arrow," published in the Proceedings of t~e American
Association for the Advancement of Science, 1895, and also in the American An th ropologist for October of the same year.
In the second part of that paper, the publication of which was delayed by 1?Y
Florida explorations, I proceeded· to show how .these various facts indicated qmte
th
clearly that the Zuf1i game of Sho'-li-we was, as its name implied_. developed from e
use of actual arrows for divination; and I further instanced many ceremonial nsa?es
of simple or ceremonial arrows in such clivinatory processes as further demonstratmg
this claim.
It may be well for me to preface a description of the four cane slips comitituting
the principal apparatus of the game by a statement or two relative to the succes ion al
numbers of the Four Quarters as conceived in Zuui draruatography.
The Chief or "Master" region, as well as the first, is the North, designated th e
Yello~; believed to be the source of breath, wind, or the element Air, and th place
of Wmter; hence of violence or war, and therefore Masculine.
The next or seconcl region is the West, designated the Blue; believed to be th8
sou~c~ of_moistur or the element Water and the pla ·e of pring, or renewal " nd
fertiht_y; lien ·e of birth, ancl therefore Feminine.
Tlrn next, or third, iR the outb, de ignated as the R d; believed to be the our e
1 Tb
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of heat or the element Fire, and the place of Summer, of growth aml prodnctivit.y ;
hence of fostering, an<l. likewise F eminine.
·
The last, or foiirth of the earthly regions representecl in th e ordin ary sheaf of
arrows and in the game, is the East, designated the White, and b elieved to b e the
so nrce of seeds and th o element Earth, and tLe place of Autnmn, of new years, an d
hence of creation; therefore Masculine again . 1
These various regions and their numbers and m eanings are symbolized on the
arrows of the Four Quarters by differences in their ribbanclings (fig. 110).
Those of the North ,vere charn.cterized by a single medi al ribb anding around th e
i:;haftrnent, sometimes of yellow, but more usually of black, the color of death.

vfa

·~

m

s

Fig.110 .
ARROW SHAFTl\IEilo'TS OF THE FOUR DIRECTIONS, SBOWUiG RlBllANDJNG AND CU'l' COGK FEATHERS,

Zuni.
From a sketch by Frank Hamilton Cushing.

Those of the West were also singly ribl anded coextensively with the sllaftment,
lJ11t there was oft ntirues a narrow terminal band at ei ther entl of this broad band,
i:«,n1etimes of bbe or green, but usually of black.
'l hose of the outh were characterized by two bands mid way betw<' n the two
ends antl the middle, sometimes of r ed, but usually of bla k.
Those of the Ea t were characterized b y itber two narrow bands at ither end,
leaving the whole medial space of the 1:1haftment white, or more oftc•u by a s ingl
Land at the upper end of t he shaftmcnt, sometimes compot1e<l of two narrow black
fillets inelosing white, bnt usually merely black antl not doubl'}.
1 See Ontlines of Zufii
'reation Myths, Thirte •nth Annual R port of the Bur au
of Ethnology, p. 369.
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In th hiO'hly fini. he<l arrows the cock or "tail" feathers were notch ed and tnfted
t orr pond num rically and positionally with the barn.lings, for mythic reasons
mto hi hit is not n •cessary to enter here.
•' a h of the fonr cane slips was banded to correspond with the ribbandings of one
01· another of th o e sets of the arrows of the Four Quarters; but the paint bands (fig.
1 5) were alm ost invariably black and were placed in the concavity of tl1e cane slips
(fin· . 106-9), not on the periphery (which was, however, scorched, scored, or carve~
to corre pond), evi<lently to keep the paint from being worn off by handling auu
casting.
Thu the cano slip of the North was banded only at the middle, and was called
cl-thlti-a, or t h e "All Speeder," or "Sender" (.A, "all," and thl·u-ah, "to run,"
"speed," or "stand r eady ") .
The ca.ne slip of the 'Nest was.blackened its full length and was called K'wi'-nikwa, or tile ' ' Black" (medicine), from K'wi-nd, "black," and ak'-kwa, "medicine"
or "sacred."
The cane slip of the Sonth was doubly banded, as was the arrow of the South,
and was called patlil-to-a, or '' divider divided " ("bordered, inclosed"), frompathl-to,
"border," '' edge," "end," and oa, "to become," ''to do," or t•make to do."
Finally, the cane slip of the East was banded only a t one end, and was called
Ko'-ha-lcwa, th e "White," or the "White Medicine 1' (K'ha-na, "white," and alc-kwa,
"medicine ") .
In addition to the banding and scoring of these cane slips, they were, in cases of
great importance (as in sets made from the eaptured arrows of some celebrated fo~man), notched at the ends, as I have said the cock feathers were notched; but th1 s
old practice b as fallen into disuse to such extent that I have seen only one venerated set so notched. In this set, if I obser ved aright, the notches corresponded in
number as well as in place, whether at sides or in the middle of the ends, with th e
number and positions of the bandin o-s and of the tuftings on the cock feathers
of the arrows from which, probably, ~hey were made. The normal numerical value
of the cane slips agreed with the succession al values of the regions they belon~ed
to-that is, the slip of the North made one; that of the West two; that of the Sou th
three, and that of the East four. But as this gave unequal values, other values or
counts w ere a,dded, according as the slips fell concave or convex sides upperm 0st,
and e!,lpecially a ccording to the thrower.
Tha,t this may be understood, the general n ature of the game as essentially a.
sacretl tribal process of divination must be considered. :Formerly Sho'-li- 7ce was
exclusively a game of war divination, and was played only by Priests of the Bow,
members of the esoteric society of war shamans.
The 'e mem bern were, according to their totems and clans, members of the clan
groups corresponding to the several ()Uarters or sacred precincts of North, We t
Sou_th, East, pper, Low er, ancl Middle regions. But since there were only ~onr
regions concern ed in the wage of war, ·lansmen of the upper and netber rerriou
~ere relegated to the east and west, since the places of the upper ancl low r r eO'ion.
m th e acred diagram were in the , 'ortheast-between the Ea t and 'orth, and in
th e' onthwest-between the \Y •st ancl, onth; wl1ile clansmen of the mid<l.le wig-ht,
as ~ ·ter ~inrd by the ca ts of their arrow canes, 1,elon•r to anyon of tile otlter
r<'gt0i_18 , sm ·e th millmost wa~ the synt,h tic r •gio 11 , the all-containing and the allcontamecl place, eithn th fir t, tlwrefor , or tlw last. This war gam of th ril' t
of t~1 e Bow wa. playecl semiannually at tlw f ,8tivals of the Twain Gocls of \\'ar.
Ahaiyuta _ancl Matsailema, patrons of the ganw by virtue of the vanqui bmen of
th
rl'at1on: 1 Goel of amhling, Jfi -11i-11a, 1ho Ea,rrle-star
G cl, wh
~ rr it d
0
.
bead
now 11an, in the )l
.lk ) . \\r,,i). :me1 who. t· birds
,
• 1
ar the god- erYant
.m<l th · plnrn r. of th
an of wal'.
It i pl· y cl a
nrh titm• a. : rihal clivination · a for as f r war or p ,
pr . 1' ,ity or i,,h- 1 it·, an,1 i acc·o 111 11a1ii1•cl 1,y trihal h:1zarcls ancl gambliorr. Bu
a o b •r im · i i J>l 1 • •11 fm th cl t,;uniuatio11 ofpeac· or war, f th dir cti u r
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precautions to be taken in defensive or offensive operations or preparations. As thus
played, there must be four participants. Each possesses his own canes. In the
uppermost room of the Pueblo (now fallen), there was formerly a shrine of the game.
Here during terrific sand storms or at night the players gathered to divine. To
the middle of the ceiling was suspended a jical or large round bowl-basket, over
which a deerskin was stretched like a drumhead. Immediately below this, spread
over a sacred diagram of prayer meal representing the terrace or cloud b ed of the
Four Quarters, on the floor, was a buffalo robe, pelt side up, head to the east, left side
to the north, etc. (fig. 104). Upon this pelt a broken circle was traced either in
black liues or dots, and with or without grains of corn (forty for each line, the colors
corresponding to the quarters as above described), and the openings (canyons or
passageways) occurring a.t the four points opposite the four directions. (It should
be observed that a cross ( +) was sometimes painted both on the center of the skin
on the basket drum and on the hid,1 beneath, the upper symbolic of Ahaiyuta, and
the lower of Matsailema, the Twin War Gods.)
The four players chose their places according to the clan groups and directions
or quarters they represented: the player of the North between the eastern and
northern passageway; the player of the West between the northern and western
passageway, and so on. The players of the East and North represented war, a nd (in
other modes of the game) masculinity; those of the West and South, peace and
femininity.

Fig.111.
MANNER OF HOLDING CANES IN 'fOSSING IN GAME OF SHO'·LI-WE.

Zuni Indians, New Mexico.
b'rom a dra wing by Frank Hamilton Cushing.

Before taking their places they muttered prayers, or rather rituals, clasping the
playing canes lengthwise between the palms, breathing deeply, and from the close
of the prayers, repeatedly upon them, rnbbing and shuffli n g them vigorously, from
which comes the title of a skilled player or a gambler: sh6s-li, '' cane ruhber" or
"cane shuffler." As they took their seats, each placed under the edge of the buffalo
hide in front of his place the pool, consisting of sacred white shell be:Hls, or of little
tablets representative of various properties and thus forming a kind of cnrrcncy, s in ·e
these little . ymbols were redeemable in the properties they represented or ju commoclHies of equal value by agreement. Each also ]aid down at his right si<le on the edge
of the rob e over the pool two kind of counters, usually a set of conn ting straws of
broom grass, about six or seven inches long, worn by much use, and varying in nnmher accordiug to the proposed game. From ten to forty or forty-two, or from onA
hundred to one hundred and two (tbi latter divided at random into fonr hund] s ),
was selected by eaeb player. Th additional counters w re suppli d by bean
r
corn grains, each set, or the set of each player, being of bis appropriate color. Ji'onr
splints, the movin~ pieces of the game, were laid in their places by the left si<l<"s
of the pa sagew~Lys.

7
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Ea ·h l)la.~· r th n lrnffied his rane ('ar,ls back and forth in bis palms as lieforeclel.i ng-h to smooth antl heat them, a<hlressed them, especially th e stick of
narter, a (for the East)" Tchtrn-mi k6-ha-ktra ta i yathl ta tu! " "Nt'.w
:vbit on I com thou uppermost!'' Then laying the all-sender (or hi~-s~ec_rnl
n h) noros ilte two middle fingers and the other three slips npon it lll 8Hle
f' on
nother, his thumb pressing over their midst, the ends pointed outward over
t,h inde.· ling r, and th bases held down to tlle base of the palm by the bent-over
l i ttl linger (fig. 111), he quickly breathed or puffed upon them, E>houtetl at t hem, ancl
d
·a t lh m killfully against .the stretched skin of the basket , so that they reuouu ed
swiftly and foll almost unerrino-ly within the circle on the pewine or bed of buffalo
hii1e.
ow it was noted which slip lay uppermost ornr the ·others_. If th e White
man threw, and if the whit~ stick l ay uppermost over all the others, he uttered

~---=~---

t·
C:

Fig.112.
f:'ET OF CANES FOR SHO'·Ll·WE {REPRODUCTIONS),

Length, 5½ inches.
%uni.
Cat. No. 16543, Museum of Arcbreology, University of Peoosylvanla.

~

~

0
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CHESS AND PLAYING-CARDS.

came uppermost, be gained the connt of his opponent of the Sontb, if bis slip, the
slip of tbe North, fell uppermost on t.be Hed man's slips.
The latter thns forfeited alike bis double throw and his
ap-propriate 11Umber, three. The tally of these purely cosmical counts was kept with the bnndle of splints; the tally
of the cast-counts or th eir sums were kept with the grains
by counting out, ancl that of the individual by moving the
pointer of the passageway as many dots or grain-places to
the left as the cast called for. If a player of the East or
North overtook a player of the West or South, if bis pointer
fell in the same space, he maime<l. bis oppouent-sent him
back to his passageway-a11tl robbed him of his load; that
is, took or made him forfeit his counts.
The completion of the fourth circuit by any one of the
players closes the ordinary game, providing the sum of the
cosmical ·counts had been won by him, an<l. the player who,
with his partner, ba(l the largest aggregate of both lot and
cosmical counts was the winner.
There were many variants of this game as to counts.
Some of these were so complir>ated that it was absolutely
impossible for me to gain lmowleclge of them in the short
practice I had in th~ play. I h ave gi veu here, not very ,...
precisely or fully, the simple&t form I know, exceJJt that ;
of the lot and diagram, which was quite lik e tlrnt of Ta' 3
0
sho'-li-we ( or woo<l. ca.ues), which may be seen by the above
I
description to be au obvious d eriYatirn both in 1Uode and
name of the older game of "canes." It was evidently thus
divorced for purposes of exoteric play, as it is practiceLl not
only by men hut also by women.

~I

Fig. 112 represents the obverse of a set of Zuni
canes for Sho'-li-ire reproduced from memory by
Mr. Cushing for the writer iu the summer of 1893.
It will be observed that the u/-thlu-a,, the uppermost caneiu fig. 112, corresponding w1th the 11orth,
is marked on the convex side with a cross, agreeing directly in this respect with one of the sticks
i11 the rrewan game (fig. 88).
Thi_s peculiarity, in
one form or another, is repeated throngliout almo t
the eutire serie' of implemeuts described, the obve1 se of one of the stieks in many of the sets l>eing
carved or burne<.1 1 while in other8 one of tbe taves
i ' tied about the middle. In attempting to accouut for thi.' it oc('une<l. to the writer to compare
the Znfii stick bearing tlrn cross mark with au
((tlatl or tlu-owing i-;tick (fig. 113) from a UWl' d w Hing in lVIa11co Canyon, Colorado, iu the U11iverI
sity of Penn ylvauia Mu emn.
~I
l\1r. On bing ha<l. aln·a<l.y nggeste<l to me that
the a'-thlit-a, placed beneath the other,' in tbrowi11g
corre, po11decl with the atlatl. 'Ille compari:-;011
confirmed J1i:-, :-;uggp,·tion~. 'Ihe cro ::; murk i. · cleal'ly tile ·ro ·:-; wrnp.A.'1' J.\,I

8
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llincr of' th

atlatl (firr. 114) for the attachment of finger loops. In the
pinion of th writer, the ZuiH canes may be regarded as symbolic of
h atlatl au 1 t.hree arrows, such as are seen carried by the gods in

Fig.114.
BANDLE OF ATLATL SHOWING CROSSED WHAPPING FOR ATTACHMENT 01<' FINGER LOOPS.

Cliff dwelling, Mancos Can_you, Colorado
Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.

Mexican pictures. From the evidence afforded by the implements
employed, the games with tossed caues, staves, etc., I conclude th at
they rn ust all be referred to the region of ca11e arrows and the atlatl,
prolmbly Mexico and the southwestern United States.
A suwmary of the games described in the preceding pages is con·
taiued i11 tlie following tables. The games of this class I have fouutl
recorued as existing among some sixty-oue tribes, comprised in tweu tythree linguistic stoeks, described or collected by some seventy-fire
observers, extending trom the year 1634 dowu to the present, aud represeuted by some ni11ety specimeus from forty-one tribes, eigllteen
stocks, and thirty-uiue collectors iu the five priucipal American mu ' 0 ·
urns of ethnology: Washington, New York, Chicago, Cambridge, a nd
Pllifauelphia, aud the hauds of five individuals. The oluer account
of the gau 1e among the Iudiaus of Mexico are 11ot included iu tlJis
enumeration.

.A11iel'ican Indian stare and dice games.
Linguisti c stock.
1

Place.

Tribe.

A.lgonqninn . ... . ...... .. . .. .Arapaho . ········· ········· ·I Indian Territory ......

Museum.

·····1U.S.N.M

: ::::::!: ::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::: :::::::::::::::::::J:::::!: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~: :::::
: ::::::!:: :: :: :: :::::. :: ::::: :: .
:J ~~~::~~: :: :::::::::: ::::: :t:::~~-:::::··· ·· ·· ····

Museum
No.

Name.·

Played by-

152802-3 Ta·u seta tina ... .. ......... I Women.
165765
165765a,.
152803

~.~e~:n.~~ : :::::::: ::: : : : : :

M6nsbim1inb .............. .
Mon sbi mo ut. ............ .

Do.
Do.

j • • ff.;• • • .• • •.•. • •. i i[~;I//.;;;:;;;.;• [~t~~;;~:T:F•;; :;J• • •:• •;:;::•:• ;: ••;• : ;.; •.fffi;I.;• :.;.;• • ; .

0

p::

tr:

[f)
[Fl

I_

>
~
e

11 ..... do . .................... . Micmac ................. . .. . NovaScotia ..... ...... ..... l M.A..U.P ... ....... ...
18850 Woltestomkwon. _........ .
12 - · - · -do· · ·· · ············--··· ... . _do .................... . .... . do·- ·· ········ ····· · ···· ....... .... ......... ... . ········-··· ,Vobunarunk __ . ..... . - .... .

""O

~! ::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::) :::::: :::::::::~::::::::::::
:: ::: :::: ::::::: :: :::: :::::: :::!·;;~::g~.~~;~~:::::::::::: :: :.~~~:: ~~i:~~: :::::::: :: :::: :::: :~~.:::: :::: :::::::: ......~~~~~. ·~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~:: ::::::
.~~~:~~~~~-ic.~::.-:::.-.-:::: :.:.·:::.-;~~·~::::::

;~~::

r

Altestagen .. . . .. . ...... .. . .

17 . ... _do .... . ............. . ... Nipissing_ · ·-· · ······ ····· ·· Canaua ......................................................... Pakesanak -·- -······ · ··· · ··
18 . . . . . uo . ......... . .....•...... Norridgewock . ............. . .... do ....................................................................................... .

>

>-<

H

z

Do.

Q
I

0

~
~

19 . .. .. clo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ojibway (Chippewa) . . . . . . . Lake Superior region ..................•.............................

t1
vi

Do.
28 . ... . do ................. . ... . . .. .. do... . .................. Alberta, Canada ...... ..... ... . .. do .. .

~~ _~~~;:~~~~~- : ::::: :: :::::::: . ~~~::~ .(.~~~~~-~~~.t~·)· :I.~~i.::~:::: ::::::::::::::::: ~·.:~~~·: ::::::::::::

51654
152696
18619

Nitsitaiep.sktpsepian ..... .

I Se·ticb.ch . .. .

Do.
Do.

~

00
~

-J

.American Indian stave and dice games-Continued.

•• 1

I . u1in1111sl·11u

3~,

I·....

!lo

1

35 ••• ••. dv ..... .

.Museum.
No.

Museum.

New Mexico ...... ····:· ····I U.S.N.M ............. .
..... do ............... .

Navajo

:i:: ...•. tlv .. ...•.•....•.....•
:U ..... lfo

Place.

Tribe.

Lin~11i::1tio stock.

d0

:::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::I•••• •

74735

Tsfa-d1 1l ................. _..
I

•••••• : :•• : : : : : : : : : : : : · : : } : . : : : : : : : : : : : :

Played byWomen.

9557

···::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::1!:!::::, New Mexico . ... .......................... .
I

Nam e .

r

;~j~·.:sot:;,~'.h::::::::::::::::::::•

:r;···· ·

Do.
Do.
Do.

0

~

SG

Do.

3i ..... llo .........•............ /..... do
Pawnee ..................... I Oklahoma .. .
..... clo .•••••
:l!l ••..• llo

Do.

;~ i. ~~~~1~1:11'.~' :' .~::::::::: :: :::: ::.
j

Do.

u·o.

"'S

~.$.~~=~ : ::::::: :::::::::::: .~~: ~~~!:~~~~.~.~~'. ~~~~~.~:: 1:::::::: :::::::::: :::::·:i: :: :::::::::...

4:! Iro1111oinn ....... ......... ... Cherokee ................... North Carolina ............. :.... ·: .................. . . . . . . . . . . . · I .Black eye and white eye ... .
4:1 ••••• tlo ..............•..•.... 1 D elaware ..... ... ... ........ Delaware Valley ............ , ..... ....... .... .......................
........................ ·.. .
1

Ilurou . ... . . .
..... do ......... .
1
• •• •• clo
..... do
• ••••••••••••••••••••• ' • •• •• do ......................

4 ~ ... tlo •..... •..
4.i ..... do
4ti .•••• tlo
Ji ..... tlo ...
•• •• • t10

~ i::£: : : : :
52

I ..... tlo . ....

:..1 i •••• <lo ....... ..

Ontario, Canada ............ I.....•......•.....•••.•. I......•••••• :•....•.....
..... do ......... .
.... do
..... do
. .. . . do

:::' ~u,!: ;~,~~~;;, : : : ::: : : :: : :

~
t_:r:j

"ti

t-3
0

~

....~

0

z

>

t"'

a=

c:::

U2
~

Do.

d

Do.

00

~

....

(C

~

I

Iroq 1wis ..........• ..... ... · Northern Pennsyl,ama and
Southern New York.
T8atenna8eron .... ~ ........ .

~ 1'.::T: .:::/:\/.:•'.:•: :::}It/:.'.'.'.:: _ /: _\_jl /_'.\.:?:'.:\ \;:/'.///'.: //_\t~Ilt\\~?l<.: : '.:

Do.

l,o~t~: ::::: ::::.:~:~: ;~: : : : :: :::::i~:•w:: "~:~ ::::::::::::::::::~:~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: .......
E•Fr·•::·;::•;:::: •:: ••~J~>•
•:•; ;:;•;:;;•;:~•if'T•:••:;:•••: '.•'. ;:•;•;: :;::;: ; ;; : :•••:;•••1:~::::~:~~~ :•·:::::::::•
F, 1

67
68
69

70
71

72
73
7,1

75

I

Kiowan ..................... Kiowa ...... ...........•...• Indian Territory ..........•. M.A.U.P .........••..
1
..... do ... . .................... ... do .....................
do ....................... U.S.N.M..............
..... do .................... : ...... do ........................... do ........................... do ............... ·.
..... do ........................... do ................ ........... do ........................... do . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
..... llo ........................... do ........................... do ........................... do ... .•. . ... . . . . . .
..... do .........·.................. do .......................•... do ................•.......... do................
, ..... do .................. . ....•... do ..................•........ do ....... .-............•...... do.. . .............
.•••. do ........ ····· ...........•.. do ............. ········· .•... do············ ...........•... do .... : ...., ......

{

J ....

Kolnschan ....... ....... .... ! Tlingit ..................... I Sbakan, Alaska ............ ! ..A..M.N.H ... ......... .

76 ..... do ...................... 1. • . . . do ..... .
77 .... . clo

. .... do ..... .

. ..... •..... do
..... do.

79 :. ... . do ..... .

. .... do

..... •..... do

..... do ..............•....... 1..... do
..•..... do ...... .

.... . do ............... .

Sitka, Ala.ska ............... I..... do

Klamath.
Lutnnmian
... . . do
S'.! :\[nriposnn .................. Y-okut ..... .

80

········· • U.S.N.M

16535 }
Zohn ahl
16536

152908a Tsona
152908b ..... do
152908d ..... do
152908c ..... do
152909a ..... do
152909b ..... do
~52909c ..... do

E
650
E
650
E
894
E
1557
E
1859
24126

. ......... .
.
.... .
.
.. .
..
.... .

Ket cbul

., ~:I'":n:::)::~~::::::: 1J~1::,: •: : ::•••): !Sf~>:::::::::: Jtt :• :: : :
1

Die called.

t,,j

[fl

u:i

ztj>
>,;
t"'

>
,<

Do.

z

Do.

Q

6

>

~
tj

~

Do.

19695
174516

Do·

0
~

Do.

Do.

83

'4

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

H

Sbkusbash
U.S.N.M . ............ .

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Gbing.skoot.

27842
27843

-.l

oc

c:.o

-.1'

American Ind'ian stat:e and dice games-Continued.
Tribe.

Linguhitfo 11to(•k.

I

B~

1.:: ·::: :::::: ::.-.-:::::::::::

!

Museum.
No.

Museum.
U.S.N.M ..... ... . .... .

:11·;~,::.~;;~• •••••••••••••• ~~:: u ~;~~;;,~;;:~~i~:~:·1·~~!:~·· ... . . .

I

Name.

760 l 7 ' · ..
76018

65
84.6

Played by-

----------Men.
Women.

Ro.ma.}a.ka ... ... .......... .

~

hua, Mexico .

..... ,It• .................. ....

!U •••.• ,Iv •••...

910

... . . do ......... .. .......... . l .... . do .

1039

••••••••••••• 1••••• do

1'1111j111111n .••••••••• •• .

65

do . ...... ... ...... .. .. . 1. . . . . do ...................... 1 . . . . . do .

.•.. . do

92 .••.. ,lo

65
911

Tepeguana .... .... .. ... ... . Chihnahna ... . .... .... ~ ..... l•. .. .do

•• ••• 1!11 •••••••••••••••••••••• / •••••

!l-i

Place.

l'lmnn .............•........ Pima... .................... Arizona.

~i

S,

I

Nishinrun

65
65

... .. do
California . .. .............. .

1038

....

l71
~

rn.tu.vi.ga.izu.liga.i.ra.ga·i

0

~

1-::

I.·· · .do

0

I.··· .do

>zj"

!Z

I.· ·· .do ..

.
.. ,...•... ··· Ii Ha .............
.

:~ ~:lli~l~l ~~::::::::::::::::::: '. ~::1~:~:::::::::::::::::::: I ;:~:h~:~:~0:~~~~~~~~t·~~:: ·;.~.-~:::::::::::::::: ······{;~~~·:::::::::::::·················

Men.
{ Women.

;i,..

~

c:::
1:f)

Columbia.

t_,,j

d
Do.

10\l

110 .

Tnlalip Agf"ucy, Was11ing·
tu1\.

U.S.N.M .............. .

130990 \ .••••....•. · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · • ·

~

.....

QC

tO

11):! •• • •• tlo .........•........... . Puyallu1) .. .. ...... ..... .... Washington ...... '. .......................................................................... .

103 · ..... do ............. .....•... Qnenint ...................... . .. rlo ............... ....•.. .... ..• . .... .. ..... .. ....... .. .•............... . ....... : ......... .
llH .... do ...•. ..... ....... ..... Shooswap ....... . ........... Briti.shCo1umbia ......................................................................... : .. .
10:i .•.•.. do .••••..••. .••.•.. ..• •. Skagit ...................... Washington .... ............. . .................•.•............................................
l UO • •• • do ...... ............ . ... Snohomish .. ............... .. .... do ................... ... ... ...................................... .
107 .... 110 ••••••••••••••••••••• 8oko .. ...................... British Columbia .... . ......... .................................. ······
10!1
do ........... .......... '.rwnn1t . ......•.............. ,Vashingto11 . .......•••.... .. .................. · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ·

~

z
r

!Ii •... . dn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cowlitz ..................... ....... ........... . ............ .. . ...... ......... . ............................. .
!IS ••••• llo ...................... Lku'iigen .... ............... Vancouver Island, British .................................... Smetale' ....... .

:; : :;: ::: : : : ] ~!~:;~~~~.~ :: : :;;~::::~~,~:::: : ;~;~ : :: : :::<~ ~~~:~;<: ::<::::::

>
8

?

Do.

110
111

11~
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

20955
152911a
152911b
9411
19054
22285
11217
8498
153365

Shahaptiau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . K li kitat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Washington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M.A. U .P ....•... .•...
Sboshonean . ......... .. .... Uomaucbe ......... ......... Indian 1't,rritory ........... U.S.N.M .............. .
. ... . do ..... ....... ..... .... . .... . do ..... . .. ................... do . ....... ... ................ do ............... .
..... do ...................... Paiute ...................... Utah ..... ..... . ............ P.M.A.A. and E .. . . . .
.... . do ...... . ...... . ........... . clo ...................... Nevada ..................... U.S.N.M ............. .
..•.. uo .............. . .. . .... Shoshoni .. ................. Fort Hall, Idaho ................. do
. •. .. clo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Uinkaret . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Arizona ......................... do ............... .
Siouan ...... ... ...... ....... Assinaboin ................. Dakota .......................... do ............ · - ··
..... do ...........•.......... Dakota
. ................. South Dakota .................... do ............... .
1..... do ..... .
... .•..... clo ....

120 I.... . do ..... .

Sonth Dakota ...... ......... j M.A.U.P ......

Dakota (Brule)

·······I!

10442
10443
16552

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Fansu kute ................ .
Kun·tah·so ..... ... ........ .

Do.
C
~

l······ ....... ······ ··········

t:r:

00

fMen.

121 I.... . do ..... .

Dakota (Sisseton) ........... / Dakota

122 J· .... do
123 ... . . do

Dakota (Yankton) ....
do
Gros Ventres .................... t.lo

······1·....

124 1- .••. do ..................... .
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

1. .. .. do
..... do

Tanoan ...... .
..... do

I..... do ..... .
1..... do

'-,,·omen.
U.S.N.M . ............ .
... •..... do .. ............. .

;l:~:• : : : :: • :• :• •:I ~::!i:~~~• • :.:• • • ~ i~;; ::::::::::::
·1·

Isleta ........... .. ......... .
Tewa
.......... •.... . do ............ ..... ..... j Santa Clara .. .... ........... j U.S.N.M ............. .

23556
8425

176707

Do.
Do.

'"d

t'"

;.,.
~

H

ki de
Pa.to! ...... ........... ... .. .
Tu·gi·e·pte ................. .

z

}1l1ll'·Si

0

fj

~

.......::::::: :::::::::::::::::::j ~:::.l~~~~~~~~:::

20123 ca.se.he·a·pa.na ........ . .. .
M.A.U.P ............ .
Tesuque . . .... ............. . ........... .. .............................. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·
\,akashan .................. Kwakiutl. .................. British Columbia ........... F.U.M ............................ Eibayu . .......... · · · ·· ·· · ..
..... do ...................... :Makah ......... ...... .... .. Neall Bay, Washington ..... U.S.N.M........ ......
23351 .............................. /
Yuman ... .................. Cocopa ...... ................................................. . do . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
76165 .................. .. ......... .

..•.. do ............ ........... .... uo

z>

t1

Kon·tho.gra .......... . .... .
1· ...... ;;;;

if,

~

tj

......................

vi
Do.

~:: :::: :~: ::: ::: :::: :: :::::::::: !:~::.:~~~:::: :::::::: ::::::/1:i.:;0n~.:: :::::: :::::: :::::: ·;_·~_;:~:::::: :: :::::: ······~~~;~· .~~~--~?~~~--~~~--~.~:::::::::I ~::
137 ..... do ............. . ............. do ...................... Southern California ...... ....... do . . . . . . ..........

2H66 ............................. .

138

Z m11au
-.
..................... Zuui. ..............•........ X ew 1foxico ................... . . do................

69355

~~~

::::::: :::: :: :::::: :::::::J:: :: :~: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::: :: ::::: ::: ::::::::: :::::::::,::: ::~: :::: :: ::::::: :::

Ta'.sho'.Ji.we . ... . .. . . . . . . . . {Men.
vVomen

~:: ! :: :~1~ :::::: ::: ::::::::::: ::

~::

-._)

c.=>
~

-1

e>

.American Jncl-ian stave and dice games-Continued.
Trilie.

l.iuguh•tic 11tock.

Place.

Museum.

Zuiii. ............... . .. : .... 1 New Mexico ................ U.S.N.M .......... . .. .
uriio11
141
I
·..... do
..... do
14:! ·'"' ,1,,
..... do .............••.
H:I ,. .1lt1
..... do
u4 ..... ,1 .......................
do
..... do
..... do .............••.
..... do ...... .. .........••.•. 1• • • • . do
.......... ! M.A.U.P
••.• ti» ........................... do.
.... . do
HO ..... ti» ........ .................. do ..... .
.. ... ..... ,..... do ...................... ! U.S.N.M ............. .
)50 .•.•• tlo ........................... do

·I·....

::: -:: : : : ::::: :::::::::::J : ~:

1:;1 ••••. ,It• .•••...•. ............ .,.... .do
J:,~ ..... ,lo .......................... :do ...................... ;..... do ...................... U.S.N.M..............
1!>.:I , •••• du ........ .............. ;·····do ..••••..•••..••••.•••.•••.. do .............•............. do................

~~

~

Museum
No.

Xame.

69285 1 Ta'.sho'.]i.w 13 .

I Played by1fen.
{ -n•omen.

· · •••• •• .... ••

69004 ..... do ..... .................
69354. I.•••. <lo ..................... .
6934.0 I..... do ..................... .

I

Do.

Do.

69287 I..•. . do ..................... .

Do.

:~~~~ 1
::::::: :::::::::::::::::::·::1

Do.
Do.

16531

Tern.tbla.nah.na.sho'.Ji.we .. l Men.
Do.

!~~:~ I.~~~~~~·~~:::::::::::::::::::

~
t_zj
~

0

:;:o
8
0

~

z

>

~

69277 Sho'.li.we ............ : ..... .
69278 ..... do ..... .

...·. ~:i~·.:::.:::::::: :::::::::J;~·~:!: ::::::: :::::::: :::: :::\·;~~~~:a:·~~~~~~::::::::::::: :::::~~.:::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ;:~: .-:aa:~~~·~~.: .......... .

Do.
Do.

c

z

>
t""

~

d

7J)

t_zj

C

a::
I--

ex.
co
~

.A:rnerican Incl'ian stare ar1d dice games-Continued.
Implements.
For counting.

For determining nurober.

Counters.

Circnit.
Objects.

Number. I Material.

Length.
Diameter.*

I

How u sed .

Material.

Form.

Size.

I

Nnm·
be_r
?f 1 Material. . Num·
ber.
d1v1sions.

I~

2
!l

4

I

Diamoncl-shnpcll nncl rcotnngnlar l>look;i.
Dinmoncl-slinpecl blocks ...
Orn! blocks .. .. . .... .
nonncl nm!
tlinmontl.
shnped blocks.
Plum stones ..... .. . .... . .
1fowellaueons objects .... .

Bone ........ \ ¾and

Collector.

__

___ ,

1! I In basket . .. 1. . . ·-·-···-·-·- -1... .. .... -1.---·--····--· 1·-··--··1 Sticks ··1--·--··- 1James Mooney.

14 . .... do....................

:: •~:}t•n•~••:••:))

5

·-····1·--··· ....... _. ·1---· __ .···1······ .... -.-·1-.. -- .. ·1···· --· -.. .···-. -.

1

1

I

.... . - .. _... _. _clo ...... 1.......... --·- .. 1·--· ...... J. __ .. .. _...... I........ \.... do .. .
13

00

. .... do··-·· ·
1¼ I..... do
H . .R. Voth .
,Vooll- -·--··
1¼ ,.. ... do----·-··-·········---···-·-·--··--···------·-·-····-- ·-·:······ -··--···
Do·.
Bone.-- -· ···--···-- - -· __ ___ do · -· - -·- ····---······ · ···· · · ·- ·- - -···-· · ·-···-·-····-·· St10ks -· -·-····· .James}{ooney.

9 bone; 4 I. ... ...... In bowl. ... .

·------ --- ,-- -- --- ------- 1-------- 1·--··-----1·--·····

1

George Bird Grinnell.
H enry R. Schoolcraft.

~o

Plum :stl\neq .... ...... .. .
~uth•s:s
t hnn

I

0

>;:c

t,
~

*¾ tot . .. .. do-····· ................ ·····--······-··--·· ···· · -··- --·--··-···-· 48 + 4

In bowl
.:· .......... ,..... dO • • • • • • l · · • • • • • • • • • • •••• l • - • - • • • • • • l • • • · • • · - • • · • • · I • · · • · · ·
""ootl, boi,c, 1.......... 1... .. do ·-····
or brass.

9. 1

t'"

>
~

z

;~1;:l;~
.[ [•[• [[:•:••: •• •[•[ [[• •• •:[[: :[•••!::::•[•:::'~•;!i~t~~~:.bull.
',:~lo • . ...l••.• r~,::Y •• :::::::::: :• :•:::::t • :::::: :•::•::: : :::::: ::J E~;c:::~m,
Antler ......

1-tj

.....

·:•:ii~::•••;[•::.:;~:•i

5

z>t,

0

s ·····---··--·· ·····-····

I!l

~

t".l

U)

I•:[[ •[:• ;:•.::. .!

1i 1
•::~:;~;..

a

I

S. Rasles.
Peter Jones.
J olrn Tanner.

-.]

(D
~

-:J
ei

American Indian stave and dice gmnes-Continuecl.

~

Implements.
For tleternlining 1111,uber.

<Hut•t•lq.

l.li~k, ..... .
2:! ..... tit.> ., ......... ..

,23 ••••. ,Iv.................. . .

Number. I Material.

/

Length.
Diame·
ter. *

I How used.

For counting.
Circuit.

Material.

Form .

Size.

.

i

Counters.

·/

Collector.

Num·
/ Numb~r
?f / Material. ber.
dl V l·
sions.

+

. . . . , ......... . , .... .. ........ ,...... .. , Splints .. I 48 5 Mrs. W. W. Brown.
........ ,... . do ... ,....... .
Do.
Thrown on .......•........ ,......... .
8 ..... do ...... ,.
blanket.
ti ••••. do . ...
In bowl. .......................... ,.............................. do . . . 51 + 4 Joseph Nicolar.
F. II. Cu shing.
E d ward F. \Vil:,;on.
George Bird Grinnell.
ground.
..... do ..... .
5¼ I... .... .... ... ,................ ,.......... ,.
.•.••. . . , .. . . clo . ..
12 George .A.. Dorsey.
6tt ,..... . . -... .. .
3 1..... do ..... .
Do.
3 Hazel. .. ... .
8 I Struck on I Stones ...... .. I Square ..
40 , . .•..••... ,. • .. · ... Eclwarcl Palmer.
ia;'.one.
.A.sh ....... .
C. N. B. Macauley.
otlonwood.
Edward Palmn.
: : : : :·"::: :: : : 1 : : : ·~ : : : : : : :
Washington M9,tthews.
Do.
Thrown on I Stones ........ I Square ..
stone .
Do.
13 .............. \.... .••... Thrown up.
1 ward.
40 , .•••••.•.. , .. · .. • · · Stewart Culiu.
: ........ . \ Struck on Stones ........ I Circle .. .
3 I
stone.
Dr. Gray and Matthew
* H In basket ... ,.
8 1.
F. Stevenson.
IT. M. Brackenridge.
r, I. ............. !......... .' ..... do ..•..•.....

61Bono . ...... .

*¾ I In bowl.. ...

··1 ·.. .......

~

tr.J

~

C
pj

r--,
0

>'%j

: '~:-.:(: : : : : : • - -: ~:: : •:::•• ~:£.~:~: : : : : : : : ~:: : :': : : : : : : ~;; ~;: ~+;:

0

!!i •..•• 1lt1

>
t"'

!!Ii
!!!l

••• • ••

llo ...... ······ · ····••·
Stan•>! .•••.•.••....•••....

30 ..•.. du .................•..

31 .... . do .................... '
:I!! llluck,i ................ .. . .
3:1 Stnn,q
...... )
34 .... llu

35 ••••• 1111.
30 , 'P\11111 11tum111

tl7

l',ihhh•., , ••.•.••••••.••••••

~

I~'~'.':: t::::::::: ::J::::·: :;::::::::I:::::::

z

>
~

1-,

~

~

C1

U2
t_zj

C1

J~
.....

(X

~

?:>

as
39

1

!.

~'. ~'.~.~~~~.~~: :: : ::: :::::::I. ......... ,.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • ••

···1··········1··············1····· ..

··1·...... ·1

In bnsket ... , . . . . . .. .....
·1 Sticks
George.J1ird Grinnell.
In bowl..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Z. M. Pike.

IIII•: •'. '. :•~: :I~~::;: :•:~:•::: :::::;::::::::~:: : : ·

l !.;~t:::IIt::: :::;:!•••..,•; •

!••::: :•••::~·:•: •••••: ,;:

f:~~i~~!:~·l ·

46 rlnm !:ttoue!:I ............................. .... . ................... do ..................................... . ........ ········ .................. .J.Lalemant.
47 . ... . do . . . . . . .•••... .. . . . . .
6 ...•.......•...•............. do ........................................................................ Nicolas Perrc,tt.
-18 ••••• <lo . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . On blanket ................................... . ..... ·. · · · · · .... ·. ...... . . . . . . . .
Do.

~ i: ;: •: ::: ::: ::: ::::I: :

i :::::1::::>

1
::: :•:

:: ::: : : ••:• ~: ~::

::

;,,;;~•;;~~~~

:

55

Disks ............. ....... .

56

Peach stones ............. .

57

Disks ...... .

::::•::::: ::: ::::::::: : : :::: :

: :: :•• ::: :

:• :::::: : ~·h,;:n,;;;h •:: ::::::: :: : :: :: :::::•::• ::: ::•:::: ::::: ::

<: ::;::,:::::.
:

~~~:~::~M

band.

······1················1··········1··············i········i

Boneorstone 1·········· ,· ... . . do
Beans . .. 1100-300 I W.M.Beauchamp.
6 ........................ In bowl. ... .. ........................ .. ......................... do . . . ........
Do.
8 Elkhorn . ... .. .. .. ... . Tossed on ................ ..................................... do ... Ca. 50 L . H.Morgan.
8

::::::::::1.~~-

Peal'b stones
Disks ...

6~

~(~;v~:: : :I••••

l::: :::: ::::I::::::::::i:::: :~

~ ' .~.l~:~~~.~~~~~~.::: ·.·.::::::: i :: ::::::

1
~.:::::

Sta,·es

6J • .. .. do.

100

:1::::: :: ::::::: ::1::::::::::1....... ....... 1........,.......... ,....... .
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• J •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

I • • • • • • • • I • • • .. .. ,. .. • •

• I .. • • • - ......

.................... 1...................... 1---- . --- 1-.. ---- . -... 1------ --

3

I Wood ...... .

4

Struck on
stone .

...... 1. ........ .

66

lllot·k!'! ................... .

67

Stl\\"l'S ......• ••• .....•...

68 ... .. llO

........ , .... do .. .

---- •--- ----··· l· ............... .1------·· l• ....... ... .. 1---- ----

•

63 ... .. do ..
64 1••• •• <lo ...... .

·I

••••••••••.•••••••••

4

Wood..... .

-i

4

Willow .....

J·..... . . . .

Struck o n
stone.

P4
t_,,j

"(fl

w.

z>-

tr

'U
t""
P>
~

1--1

z
0
I

0

blanket.
59

Q

Do .
.J. N. B. Hewitt.
Do.

>
~

tr

rn-

Do.
Charles F. Lummis.

Do.

Pebbles . ...... ! Circle ... 1• . . • . . • • . . . . . . 1:...... .1. . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . 1 George H.Pradt.

Pebbles ....... I Square .. ,. ..... .. .... ··

...... -.~· :::::~: ::::::1~~:::net~~~J:::::::::l:::::: :::::: ::

Charl es]'. Lummis.
Mrs. M. C. Ste,enson.

40

I

40 Sticks. ·1
81H. L. Scott.
40 .... do ........... .James MoonPy.

-r
c.o

Qi:

-.)

American Indian sta1,e and dice games-Continued.
Implements.
For counting.

For determining number.

Counters.

Circuit.

Objt-cts.

Number. I Material.

til !

4

I

How used.

·Num·
Material. ·

Form.

Size.

I Willow or
chestnut.
Elm ....... .

~1 .••••. do
~., ••••• ,lo ..•....
i3 ..... do ..... .

4

!!L:::!:
::::::1
::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::,··············
I
I

,,

4

5i

••••• 1!0

75 "D fo" .

4t 1..... do ...... , ..... clo .....•..... . do .. .
1

Ivory ...... .

1·· ... do ······ l· ····do ....... . .... do .. .

1
I

io
ii
78
i!l

..... clo
.... do ...•..
.... . do
.... . do

0 , ""ocxlch11ck teeth ...... . .
$1 I Hcnver tooth ...........• ..

82
83

Stl\Vl'!\

Collector.

/ Num·

p;

ber.

t:i:j

""O

0
40 I Sticks .. /........ / .Jam es Mooney.
40 l .••. do .. . ,....... .
40 /. _. .. do
40 /... . do
40 /.... do
4U I ..• . do

... , ....... .
... ,....... .
. . . , ..... . . .
... ,... .. .. .

On leather ......................... .
tablet.

Do .

Do.
Do .
Do.
Du.
George T. Emmons.

1··········:
............
···1··········1··············1
········1··········. .........
1········.
1 .....
..... do
do ······1
. ..... ·
.....
...............
........ ...........................

Do.
Do.
l½ I.••.• do ...................•.............. ................... . ..................
Do.
Do .
H .... . do ...... ................ ,......... .
L. S. Dyer.
4 1········ ······ lltoli \······· ··· ···· · ·············· · \· ·········
........ , Sticks .. I 12 ...•. J A..S.Gatschet .
4 ... .... ................. . Drop on 1................... .. .... .
stone.
• • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • do ... \ 15 ..... \ Stepheu Powers.
* 1 I In basket ...
Le Page flu Pratz.
Split cane ..
Sto9
Struck from
Wood
.. .....
Ivory.......
,vood. . .. . ..
Ivory ..... .. ,

84 · ..... tlo

4 I Uactus ..... .

l···· ·clo

41 'W illow ...•.

85

be_r ?f / Material.
dIVI·
s ions.

: I_·:~;. _:n_I~::·_·_ : ::l~~:~-:. . . _
. . . ._

A.Ider ...... .

st11n11 ........... ......•..

i(l •••••• ch>

Length.
Diame·
ter.*

lrn,n d.
9¼ \ Struck ou \ Holes i p.
stone.
ground.

I

Rectau.
gl e.

12 by 8 feet. ! ........ \ .......... I ..•..••. 1 W .J McGee.

Mrs. G. Stout.

~

8
0

~

z

>8
~

0

z

>~
~

q

U)

t;rj

q
}::

....

00

co

?'>

86 Sta ,·es ........... .
87 ... .. do ....... .

: I:::: :: :::: :I;; ·~; ;·; .;·,; I;;;;;,;~: ·1·~~~~~~~~·~~:~,::::::::1::: :::::: :i: :::::::

41Willow .... .
4

Il:izeL ..... .

on .g,·,~
J. ... .
18! IT!:~: ]~ol:oin_'~~rr do ..... ,..... ,....... ,........
nd

71

88 ..... do.

4 ••···• ·•···•••

89 ..... do ............... .... .

4

90 ..... do ................... .
91 ..... clo .. ................. .
92 ..... do ... ................. 1
93 ..... do ......... ... .... .... '
94 Split acorns .............. I
95 j BeaYer teeth .. ........... .
96 ..... do ................... .
97 ..... do . .. ................ .
98 ..... do ............ ...... . .
99 ..... do ...... ............ . .
100 ... .. tlo ...... ..... ... .. ... .
101 ..... do ........ ..... .
102 ..... do ................. .
103 ..... do ..... . ............ . .
104 ..... do
105 ..... do ............... . .. .
106 ..... do ..... .
lOi ..... clo ......•...........•.
108 ..... do
109 ..... llo ..... .

4

····················1

110 . Discoids
.... do ...... ...... ......
111
112 ..... du .................. ·· I
113 Staves ....................
114 ... .. do .. .................. 1,

Do.
Eel ward Palmer.

4

Thmwn

1

....

..''': .

. ........

1

.

. .......

3 by 4 feet .. I.......• I....... •.• I........ I Carl Lumboltz.

l{eed ...... .

l ....

Do.
Do.
. •... do ..... .
Do.
Il.i~kory ....
to 13§
do ..... · 1· .. .. do .......
do .. ···.do · · · · ·
Do.
Stephen Powers.
------··· l ·-----···· .. ·•· l ·------- 1------ - --- 1- - - --·-- Myron Eells.
Do.
.•••••.••.•••. 1• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• • • . [ • •• • • • •••• • • • • • • ••••• • •• • . , .
Do.
·- --------- ··· --- ·------ ................. ·--------------- I --------·· ................ -------- ---------- ............ .
1
...................................................... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sticks .. 30or40 Franz Boas.
Myron Eells.
I
George Gibbs.
James Teit.
Myron Eells.
Do.
Franz Boas.
Myron Eells.
Do.
• • • • 1• • • • • • • • . • 1• • • • • • • • • • • • • • [ • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • ••• , • • • • • • • •
I
Do.
Do.
·······•····· · . ........ . ·········· .. •. , ..... . ·········· ..•.......
28 I E. C. Cherouse.
Radial
.............. I llto 2
bones of
birds.
1
.A.. B . Averill.
James Mooney.
Do.
Edward Palmer.
Steph<'n Powers.
.A.sh .•••••..

16;!

I. .... do ...... 1 . • • . . do ........ I • . . . do ... I..... do ... . .. [... . .... , .......... ,.. . .... .

I·....
·I·... ·1·
·1··· ·· · ··1·· ··:_ ·····1······ ··
4.~1.1~~~.: : : ....... ~~ ..·i~~:l~;~~~~: :::::~~.:::::::r ::~l~.::: :::::~~.:::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::
4

4
4

4

~

Ill¼

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:::::::::::::::::::::::::_:::::::::::::::::::::::::

~ ,.::::::;: ::;; i'.••••••1•••••::::••· •·••••}'.•••:;1•••••:··· '.;•;;:::····· :::;;;;: •••••••••• ··:·····
4

4

3 (.1)
6
6

14
12

Do.

ground.

L·::\~-•tbtt;: !I•;•<:;•:•1<•••:F\\•;•:; •;: •••

•;;;f

1•••••••••1•••••••

Q

~

ti::
m

U).

>

!Z
t,
>-o
~

>
~

1-4

z

Q
I

Q

>

~

tj

r,:i

-.:i
0
-.:i

.American Indian stave and dice garnes-Continued.
Implements.
For counting.

Fol' llotormining number.

Counters.

Circuit.
Number. I Material.

ObJt't'lil.

I
101

6 or 7

l'htlll l'((IUC/1 •••••••••• ••••

Cedarbark ..

10

5 to 10

How used.

Material.

I

Form.

-~

sions. 1.

·~·~~~:~··~~~ ·1:::::: :::::::: ::1::::::: :::1
:::::: :::: :: ::1::::::: :1·;~~~~~· ::1::::~:::

............. ... In basket .. .

• • • • •

i~l; ;:•. :::'. '.:'.• . . I?.:ii:/:.~\~~t: ~~#l\• • '. .' .:• • : ::•.•:• •;.• •:• • •
":

,1

5

~
t_:l:j

'"o

C

~

;:~;::~J;anilson.

~

•• 1

Plum

,tono, .......... In bow

Sticks ..

~

1. .......

~

>>-:3
H

0
32

Henry N. Schoolcraft.
Horatio N. Rust.

:::

~~~~i~~f
Stioks ......... ·\ Owen D"'"Y·

1•••••••: .••••••• :: : •••• : : \

1.. ......•....................•..•..•..•....•.

::::,o~~:: ::::~ "'~.'.: : : : : : : :

J.

~ T-~~:-~ o.u.
:I
::: I:::: ::: :::::: J·······; :::::::::::::·······;; ;;;.;~;.;.; ~~ ·~-.:,~; ·:·. :::: ; ,~; ,; ,:,: ;~;·; ;~;::: ·;;; :::::: : ::::

:J : : · .: : : : :
1

:~:~:::~:ummis.
Charles F. Lummis.
T P Madill

I

131 , •••.. (1
................ .1 ......... .
1:12 lllt-t•
1a:1 Jit-an~r tomh .•••••••..••.

>-:3

0

······ ...... ··1················1··········1············ ··1
······ ··1····_-· .....I ·······1
J.P. Kim~all.
32 Z.'I.Damel.

7

12" l'huu om ..............
:: Stu::::::::::::::::

__ __

der blanket
15½
Hickory ....
Plum stones, ......... . In bowl or .......................... 1...................... St1ck,1,
basket.
I
I
stone,
corn.

120 ,1• •••• 110 ......• .•••... •. •......... • •.. ..... do

!ti I

t_:_

Material / Num.

divi·

Size.

--:--1

s 1·····do ······\··········\In bowl. ... .

.. . tlo ... ..............•.. ,

Collector .

Num.

I

41Pine ....... .

~,,.,·.~~ ... ·····

ll9

tllr.*

I

115 ~.tn\'e~ ......... .......... · /
lahlt•h .......... .... :....
l](J

Jli
ll

Length.
Diame·

stone.

··············1········'··········1········
·····. ~ ~:: ~: ~: ::·.:: ~·r:~ ~: ~:: 1~~~
:~ ·.~ ~ ~:~:: ~ ~ ~ ·.~ ~ J::::: ~: ~ ~ :~~ ~ ~ ~ ~:

Charles F. Lum1nis.
Franz Boas.

J.a.s·wan.

~

>
t-<
~

q

if.
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h · umm r of 1896, Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, while engaged in
· pl r. t i on ' C r tbe Bureau of American Ethnology, found rnveral
:rn i 11
plit re ds marked in a similar manner to those used in the
Zufii a1 e f Bho'-li-we. Thesereeds,represei1ted in plate15, wered~g
lll
him at the Oherlou ruin near where the Cherlon Fork empties
int h
ittle Colorado, about 15 miles east of Winslow, Arizona. He
hn.Y no means of knowino- how ohl Cherlon ruin is but very olu-no white man's
•
b
'
1'""00
l>J ct w re unearthed there. There were settlements in the vicinity as late as ' ·
Thi m ay have been one, but I judge from the ruiu and legends that it was much
ltler. The ruin of Cherlon, like many on the banks of the Little Colorado, shows
re mblan es to ruins on Zuni River and no doubt has relations with them. The
Southern Hopi clans claim them, and I fancy both Zuui and Moki are rela,ted to th e
clan of akwabayu, "Blue Running Water House."

I am indebted to Mr. Wells M. Sawyer, of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, for the careful drawing (Plate 15) showing the marks on the
ree<ls. One reed is apparently without marks on the exterior, and of
the four others two have the same marks from which the writer infers
' sets. During the same
that they form part of at least two original

STAVE FOR GAME.

L ength, 7 in ch es.
Cliff dwellings of Mancos Canyon, Colorado.
l\Jusc un1 of Archreology, University of P e11nsylvania.
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tr. t h d, l s in length than a span, and upon these they have certain small
P int which give them their value or loss. When they play they throw
<1 wn a tin,.,. th m npon a small stone in order that they may rebound and
f 11 with h ir J) int at random, and he who plays wins or loses, marki~g on th e
artb tll p int which gain until the number is reached of the wager which thuse
pr nt have macle. This wager is of beads of she11s of the sea which they esteem
• ud with which they adorn themselves. Wagers are also made of bows, or arrows,
or kuive , articles they obtain; and of the same character are their wagers in th er
o-am

°

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fig. 116.
SCHE~IE OF PLATE 44, FEJERVARY CODEX.

After Cyrus Thomas.
1

El jn gc que Haman

Report of U.S. Nat ional Museum , 1896.-Culin.
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In searching for remains of the cane game in old Mexico, the writer
was deeply impressed with the many points of resemblance between the
gaming circuit as described by Mr. Cushing as used in Sho'-li-u·e, and
some of the diagrammatic paintings in the codices, leading him to the
conclusion that the purpose of the latter was identical. As an illustration, the figure from the F ejervary codex (Plate 17) may be regarded as
a diviuatory, calendrical counting circuit, the forty beans or corn of
four colors of t1Je Zuni Sho'-li-we having their counterparts in the four
colored arms of the cross-red, yellow, blue, and green-marked with
small circles. Again the entire design of the Mexican figure will be
seen to represent an animal or the hide of an animal, comp'a rable with
the buffalo bide of the Zuni game. In the center of the Mexican

Fig. 117.
SET OF ST ICKS FOR GAME.

Length s, 3¼ and 3¼ inches.
Toba Indians, Grand Chaco, South America.
Cat. No. 1799, Field Columbian Museum.

Hassl er collection.

picture is a figure of a warrior god or prie t, armed with atlatl and
dat'ts, corresponding to the cross, symbolic of the twin war god of the
Zuni circuit. 'rhe scheme of the pla,te from Prof. Cyrus Thomas'
Notes on certain Maya and Mexican Ma11u cripts 1 i added. (fig. 116) to
facilitate comparison.
From South America the following sets of implements have been
col1ected:
ToBA TRIBE, UH.A.CO INDIANS. Cat. No.1790, Field Columbian Mu eum,
Chicago. Ha ler collection.
Three sticks roughly whittled from 8ma11 twig (fig. 117). Two of
them 34 inches in length, ½inch wide, and about-kin ·h thick, lightly
rounded on one side, which i blackened, while th other is flat and
1 Third

Annual Report Bureau of Ethnology.
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J)laiu. The third stick jg about 3¼ inches in length, made of another
woo<l, and possibly belougs to another set. Collected by Dr. Emil
llassler. Dr. Has8ler informed the writer tliat they are tossed in the
air and if three round sides fall uppermost they gain. "The sticks must fall
parallel."
Refening to the Toba, Cardus 1 says:
Their principal game consists in raising a11d
letting fall to tl.ie ground some small pieces of
split reed with nrnchshouting; theobjectofthe
shoutino· on one side, that the pieces may fall
well, and on the other that they may fall badly.
The stakes are usually a horse, a cow, a slave, a
sheep·, or a poncho.

Another set of similar gambling instruments from the Indians of the Grand
Cbaco are represented in fig. 118. They
were exhibited by Dr. Hassler in his
colJection at the Col urn bian Exposition, but unfortunately can not now be
found iu the Field Columbian Museum,
to which the colJection was transferred.
Th~ two large bones are tossed, the!r
falls determining the count, wliich 1s
recorded by means of the small radial
bones that are struug upon the cord.
The men who play tliis game carry the
implements suspended from their wri t. 2
The games above described lecl the
writer
to make a particularly careful
Fig.US.
search for ob.1·ects tlrnt might have ·erved
PAIR OF BONES ANO COUNTERS FOR GAME.
Grand Chaco Indians.
for gamiug i111plements in collection ,
liield Columbian :Museum. Hassler collection.
from ancient Peru. In the collection
made by Dr. Max Uhle, at Pacbacamac, for the University of Pennsylvania,, now in it Mu 'eum, are a
number of 11arrow, tlat tablets of hard wood that might po ibly ba,-e
b _en u ed a gaming stave:-i. 'l'he same ·onjecture might be hazarded
1
'Y h reference to ,'ix, lip · of cane (Cat. No. 2 393) foun<l togeth r on a
mummy i.n the ~r:t cemetery. Tbe.:e lip , which are 4 inch in 1 n°th
by about ~ inch in width, are wound with colored thread bla k yellow.
1

La.· Mi ion · Fran •iscanas entr Joa infid IN! de Bolh-ia por el R. P. Fr. ,Jo
'arilns, Barcelona, 1 6, p. 2 >3.
21
th 0
. fiutl
" !" 1''"' i_ug ref' r<·nce to gam s of tbi. type a111ong th , 011th Amcrk:m
!1ul1a11s: • Iolma ( History of 'hil i, II, p. !J), in cl 'Scribing th gam of the Araucau1ans, Ra)·.' ' tlu ramn of q11u:h11, whic:h th , c:t e111 highly ha a. ll'I'eat affioit, t
tliat of h: c:kua,unum, l111t i11 tead of' clic:r· thn· 11,akc 11 ·, 01'.tria11ll't1lar pic•<· · of h 11
1w1rk cl vith1c·111 t
1· J1 h
·
•
''
·,
ti<'
t 'Y throw with a littl hoop or c-ir ·I 11pp rt ·rl hy 1 0
1' ' , a ra probably th /1 itillus of thu au ·i · ut l oman . '
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and red, iu bauds of vary.ing width. The arrangement of the colors
varies OH each of the six slips.
William Bollaert 1 describes a game of the .Aymara Indians under the
name of pasa. ·
It is one of great antiquity, and seems to be the only one of this sort. Pasa
means a hundred, as he wins who first gets that uuml>er. They play it with two
instruments, one a spread eagle of wood with ten holes on each side, beillg tens,
and are mar keel with pegs to denote every man's get tings; the other is a bone in the
manner of a die, cut with seven faces, one of which has a partieufar mark called.
guayaro (hnyaru). The other five tell according to the number of them, and the last
is a blank. The way of playing is to toss up the bone, and the marks on the upper
surface are so many got. But the guayro goes for ten, and the like number is lost
if the blank side appears. 2

Yon Tschudi 3 describes the following game:
Pitska, a game with small sticks which were marked wit.h stripes of clifferent
colors. It was generally played during the night of the death vrntch. Villagomnz
believes that its name is derived from l)it~ka, the 1111mber "five" been.use of the five
fast days following the night of the death watch, a view which I do not accept.
Holgnin mentions the game PiW;;a, and refers to Pitskana as a six-sided piece of
wood or srnall stick with which the game is played, only we do not know how it
was done but probably in a similar way to the game of dice. In Aymara its name
is also Pliiska..

4. TAB. Cairo, Egypt.
Board, staves,4 and men. A game played upon a boar<l. divided into
rows of squares, with pieces or men, which are moved according to the
throws with four staves (fig. 119).
The board, called a seega (fig. 120), is divided into four rows of 8quares
called beyts (houses) each about 2 inches wide, or it consists of similar
rows of lwles made iu the ground or in a flat stone. The beyts are
usua1ly seven, nine, eleven, thirteen, or fifteen in each row. In each
beyt of one exterior row is placed a little piece of stone .or dingy brick
about the size of a· walnut, and in each beyt of the other exterior row
a ;piece of l'ed brick or tile, or sometimes pieces are placed in onzy
1 Antiqnarian , Ethnological and other Researches in New Grn.nada, Eqnador, Pern,
and Chili, Lornlon, 1860, p. 168.
2 R eferring to tbe a.hove account, Dr. Brinton tells me that the exact l'orrn, vaw,
as n, numeral, c1oes not appear to prevail in AymarfL or Q11iclrna. In Aymar:L we
have:
paa or payn = 2 or twiee
1msi
=4

= 100

1>afaca

In Quichna:
pns.qac

=

pacl1a<· -

8

100

"I <10 not Ji]J(1 r111ayci1·0 or hn,11ar11 in eith<•r tongne, n,fthongh th re :ir :1 m1mhPr of
words do e to tbem ."
:i zeitrii.ge r,ur Kentn iss cles alten Peru, \Vein, 189 1, p. 217.
4 Cat. No. 16896, 11ns. Arch., ( niv. Penn.
)lade in , treets of Cairo, Colnmbian
Exposition, Chic·ago, 1 93.
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a r tain number of bey t s in those rows, as for instance in tbe first four.
The pieces of one row must be distinguished from those in the other.

~

-

Fig . 119.
CANES F OR T AB .

Length , 8 inches .

Cairo, Egypt.
Cat, No. 16896, Museum of Archreology , University of Pennsylvania.

They are called kilab or "dogs ·" in th e sin g nlar, kelb. The game is
0f
'
.
generally played by two
persons.' The fo ur sticks consist of pieces
palm branch, about 8 inches in length, one side of which, being cut flat
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a

ground or against wall, or against a stick inclined against a wall.
The throws count as follows:
1 white side up, called tab, or weled, "child"= 1.
2 white sides up
= 2.
3 white sides up
= 3.
4 white sides up
= 4.
4 black sides up
= 6.
A throw of 4 or 6 entitles the player to throw again. 1

Tile name of the board in this game, seega, appears to be an Arabacized form of tbe Indian word saj, "teak." According to native lexicographers it is applied to wood, black and heavy and made in pieces
of oblong form or squared, brought from India. In t.he sense of board
it was originally applied to the tablet made of sa} wood. The name.
giveu to the men, "dogs," is the ·same as that applied to the men in the
game of Kawade kelia (No. 37) in Ceylon. These facts would seem to

,. __.:?>
f--

- --

-- --- - _--

---

--=====:---=---.:_- ==-=--=-~ =-=====------=--=:-=--=--~--- ====Fig. 121.
CANES FOR G.AME.

Length, 8¼ incheR.
Singapore, Straits Settlements.
Cat. No. 175222, U.S.N.M.

indicate an Asiatic origin for the game of Tab. According to Dr. Hyde
it was known to the Persians under the name of Bazi kamish, that is,
the "Reed game."
The following game, No. 5, from Singapore, affords an illustration of
its wide distribution in Asia:
5. GAME STICKS. 2 Singa.pore, Straits Settlem nts.
Set of four bamboo staves about 8¼ inches in length, painted black
with Chinese ink on one side (:fi.g.121). Evidently intended for a game
like Trib.
In closing this account of the use of the tossed staves in divination
and gambling in the Old World it is fitting to mention the references
to similar customs by the cla, ~ical authors. Thus Tacitu 3 describes
the Germans as "cutting a twig from a fruit 4 tree and dividing it fato
1 For a further account of the m thod of play, con ult Edward William Lane,
Manners and Cm-toms of th Moc1ern Egyptian , II, p. 4D.
2 (Cat. No. 175222, U.S.N.M.)
Collected by Hon. Ronn evelle Wildman, . . Consul-Genera], mgapore.
a Germania, X.
• Dr. 0. Schrader, "Oak, b ech," Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan Peoples,
London, 1890, p. 279.
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pi) ·
hi ·h, distinguished by certain marks, are thrown promi ·n n l n1 11 a white garment. Then the priest of the canton, if
th
public (if private, the master· of the family), after an
·ation f the gods with his eyes lifted up to heaven, thrice takes
' they come up, interprets their signification
.
a •h pi c , and, as
rdino- t the marks fixed upon them. If the result prove unfavo~, ther i no more cousultation upon the same affair that day; if
iti ·u , a, consultation by omeus 1s still required."
lore l · ely resembling the practices described in the text is th0
1
German method of divination as related by Saxo-Grammaticus of
the 1nhabitants of the Isle of Rugen, in the Baltic Sea:
1

•

,

Throwing, by way of lots, three pieces of wood, white in one part and blacl~ in
another, into their laps, they foretold good fortune by the coming up of the white;
bad by that of the black.

Fig. 122.
BARESl\IA.

Length, 5 inches.
From drnwing of orig inals in t!H• possessiou of Prof. A. Y. "/illiams Jackson.

The reference in Herodotus 2 to divination amoug the Scy1ihians, in
which large bundles of rods "ere used, seems to refer to the class of
divinatory rites that will be treated in the second part of this paper.
Lenormand :i states that the Magi foretold tlrn future by throwing
little sticks of tamarisk wood. The autboritv which he cites 4 makes
no specific mention of any such performance, but merely says that the
"Magi and Scythians prophesy with staves (ligno); and in mauy places
prophesyiug they use twigs (·i:irgis). Dinon ~ays that tlle Median
magi also prophesy by twigs (virga)." Dinou uo doul>t referred to the
baresnia., of which mention is also made by Strabo.';
The baresma (now called barso1n) wa~ a bundle of sacred twigs which
th e P~iest held iu his hands while reciting the prayers (Plate 1 ). They
were formerly twig. of tlie pomegra,nate., <late, or tamarind tr e or any
tre~ that had 110 thorn , and were plucked with pe ·uliar c rem ni<'
wlnch alone macle them tit to be used for liturgic pnrpo.', .r;

------

Hist. l>an., XIV, p. 288.
~Yolnme IV, p, 67.
·' l'hnl,li'.an )In.,ic, Lon11on 1 77 p 'J"7
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Leuormaud declares that the bccresmc(; origfoated in a, bundle of divining wands, such as were thrown in Cl.taldea and Babylonia. lVfadam
Ragozin,1 following the same line of comparison, points out the resemblance between the ba.resnw (fig. 123) and a peculiar object (fig. 124)
wl.tich frequently recurs deposited upon the altar in Assyrian scenes of
worship and sacrifice. "The use of it, or the llature, bas never yet
been explained; but on close inspection it looks extremely like a bundle
of twigs, uueven in nurn ber, tied together
with a ribbon. Is it not likely that it may
represent the sacred divi11ing rods and be
the original of the Avestan baresrna ?"

Fig. 123.
TIARESMA (barso1n) WITH S'l'AND.

Modern J'ersia.
From <irnwing in the Story of Media, Bal>ylon and Persia.

Fig. 124.
ASSYRIAN ALTAR.

Compare Barearna with stand, fig.12!!.
From drawing in the Story of: Media, Bnhylnn :u11I
Persia.

In ancient China t]ie nobles of the highest ranks carried scepters of
jade Rtone,2 the name of wliich, ktcwi, is written with a character, which
compounded with the ra,dical for "hand," stauds for lcwt1, "to divine
with straws," No. Gi3; and again, vvith pule, "to divine," written on tho
right, for tlie 7cwl£ or divinatory diagrams formed of unbroken and
broken lines.:1 'fllese diagrams may be regardetl as representing the
permutations of two -faced staveH, three producing the trigrams (fig. 5),
I am indebted to Prof. A. V. \Villiams .Jackson, of Colnmhia University, for an opportunity to examiue a set of bci/'/'8111a, presented to him with a set of sacrificial implements by Mr. Din bah Prstanji Framji Ghadia1i. Tb<·y consist of a hnndle of fortythree l)right brass wires :i inches in length (fig.122 ). In reply to my inquiry lie
writ<'s that th<' n11mber in thiH particular specimen is evidently a matter of drn,nce,
alld lie fornishes 111n with the following reference:
JI nng'H EH8ayH on the Pa1·sis, p. 897 (third edition, by E.W. \Vest), sn.ys :
•'The /Ja1·sorn consi8ts of a nnmber of slender rods or iii,, formerly twigs of some
parti<·nlar tre s, lrnt now thin metal wires are generally usecl. The number of these
tli, <lepeu<ls upon f-hc natun· of the ceremony to be celebrated. For Ijashne (yctzislw )
alone21 lli.1 are re<1nir<'cl · for Ijaslrne, with YenclicUd and Visparad, 33 Uii; for Yasht-i
Hapitbwin 18 1111; for Darfm Biij ii !iii, or 7 when a prie. t hecomes a lirrl!ad."
1 Zc•na"iclc A. Hagozin, The .'tory of Media, Jfahy1011, and Persia,, . ' ew York, U~i:x.
l'· 149.
~The ka11 p1ti or divinations hlocks (fig. 212), were originally made of ston<'.
3 The Book of History states that in the first mouth (the time wl.Jen divination was
especially praetic(·d) the Empel'Ol' collectecl the five kind:, of 1-Jcepten;, ancl at the
expiration of the month be gavP them hack to the various chiefa.

1
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and ix the hexagrams (fig. 4). These tablets, lcwai, are :figured in the
imperial edition of the Chow Li or ''Ritual of the Chow Dynasty"
'
.
(1U2-255 B . 0.), the pictures dating from . the time of Chu Hi,1 by
whom they were added to the text in the Twelfth Century, A. D.
Among them is the itn lcwai (fig. 125 A), the sun lcwai (fig. 125 B), and
the lnmg ku:ai (fig. 125 0).
·
The first, the "pillar scepter" or tablet, was -1~6 foot in length and
carried by princes of the first rank (dukes). They were the grand

/

C

8

A

Fig. 125.
SCEPTERS (kwai) ANCIENTLY CARRIED BY CHINESE NOBLES.

From the Chow LI.

---'l'rauuit par £uoua.rd Biot, Pari , 1 -1 I P·
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figure of a man standing erect. 1 The third, ·the "bent scepter," was
also } 0 foot in length and was carried by princes of the third rank
(earls). It is explained ~s probably representing the figure of a man
bending over. 1 The Emperor himself bad a jade scepter, tai kwai
(fig. 126), '' grand tablet," so called from its size, it being 3 feet in length.

Fig. 126.
GRAND SCEPTER

(Tai kwai)

ANCI&NTLY CARRIED BY THE EMPEROR.

Cl.Jina.
From the Chow Li.

It became smaller at the top and its head is i11 the sliape of a hammer.
Tliis the Emperor wore between Lis robe and liL· girdle.2
In aduition he helu auother scepter called tlrn chan kwai or cepter
of omnipotence (fig. 127). It was 1 / 0 feet in length. The word ohan
not only signifies omnipotence, but is also the name given to the four
. protecting mountain of tlie frontiers. In the picture ad<led by Uhu
1 Le 'l'cheou li ou rit s des Tcheou.
432, n ote i 2 Idern, II, p. 522.

Traduit par Edouard Biot, Paris, 1851, I, p.
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11 i ( 1l n'. 127), one sees on the scepter of this name four masses of rock
which represent the mountains.' From the ·explanation given by the
commentator it would appear that the great scepter, Mi kwai, was
wrapped with cords of ii ve colors.
The lcwai are not to be confounded with the tablets called f{lt (Japauese, shaku),2wllich were used at audiences in former times, nor with
the scepters, ii ,f, (jii. f; Japanese, niyoi) given jn China at marriage and
3
to friends for good luck, and carried in Japan by certain priests (fig.
130) . .
Among the Ainu, in Japan the men use carved wooden staves to lift
'
• 4
their mustache i11 <l.rinkiug sake. These staves, which they call ikonit,
are commonly known from their present use as" mustache-sticks." They
are about 14 inches in length, flat on one side, and rounded upon the
other, which is more or less elaborately carved. 5
An examination of the twelve specimens in the U.S. National Museum
(Plates 19-22) showR a general resemblance to the staves which are tossed
in gaming. rr1..1e flat reverses are nearly all scratched with what were
scarcely discernible marks, represented· in plates 20 and 22. The writer
co~cludes that these "mustache-sticks" were once emblems of rank or
authority.
The only existi11g objects of remote antiquity with which I am acquainted outside of America tllat rnio·bt have been used as clivi 1iatory
b
l'
implements in the manner of the staves are a set of ivory rods, c iscovered by Prof. Flinders Petrie in Egypt, part of which are now in the
Museum of Arcbmology of the University of Pennsylvania.
They constitute a portion of the find made by Professor Petrie in 1895
1 Le Tcbeou-li ou rites des Tcheou.
Tradnit par Edouard Biot, Paris, 1851, I, PP·
431, 484.
2 Of the specimens illustrated fig. 128 represents a Chinese tablet scepter in th e
University Mnseum. It forms an accessory of a ChinC'se theatrical ('ostnnw 0 ~ a
noble of the imperial court an(l is made of wood, painted brown a,utl varnished: lllstead of ivory. This scepter is slightly uent, 20 inches in length, abont ¼ inch
thick, and tapers from 2 iuc-hes wide at tbe uase to lj inch at tl1e top. The 8 hakn
(fig. 129) is from a traeing of one in the U. S. National Musenm, beltl iu tl10 hand of
the statue of the Bal'on Li, sai<l to l1ave been one actnally used hy that illustriou

ma11.
1
' The iii, literally'' as yon wish," is of Bu<ldliistic- origin, and is Oil(\ of the
apta
ratnci or '' •'ev<·11 prC'cious things," which <·onsli t ni e the insignia of :t Tchakra.vartti.
111 Japan it is carried hy th<· clii<·f priests of the ,/,('11 tsect, and is nse<l l1y them to
a<lmiuistc·r a, hlow to the c:atec·hn11H·n wheu h !'nils to answer <'Orrec·tly. It. origin
r,resen,t. an interesting prohl!'m, itH form sng-gei-;ting that of the throwiu~-. ti~k.
I he fat or 1Jhalm are woo1len tal1lets, sai,t to have heen originally n ('(l for noting
nwmo1a11da.
M. Dixon, The Timi hikari Aino., Tr:tnfi. A. iatir .'m·., .J:1pa11, XI, Pt. 1, P· 17.
r, 11i .Japane." c·all them hi[Je-<ige, ·· lH'ar,1 rni•wr:-1.'' Tn "A Ola.ucP at Tim· ' ountri<: · (,'rmaob, T 1111ra11 Z11si-ts11 J, Tokyo, 17 :i, the antlwr l:in ,'ltiht·i, ill11 tr,ltl' a
nrn ta. ·he-.. ti,·k, whiC'lt h,~ de <:l'ih(•!J 11111ler thi ua.nw, tating that they ate n. <l hy
tb Arnn tor th p11rpo e mnutioued.
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PLATE

MUSTACHE STICKS.

Length, 12½ to 13¼ inches.
Ainu of Yezo, Japan.
Cat. Nos. 150697, 15069 , 150695, 2'2261, 150699, 150696, U . . N.M.
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PLATE

MUSTACHE STICKS.

(Reverse.)
Ainu of Yezo, Japan.

20.
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MUSTACHE STICKS.

Cat.

Length, 12 to 14 inches.
Ainu of Yezo, Japan.
os. 150696, 4833, 150699, 22261, 150695, U.S. .M.

PLATE

21.
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M USTACHE STICKS.

(Reverse.)
Ainu of Yezo, J apan.

PLAT E 22.
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SCEPTER OF mIXIPOTENCE (chan kwai) AXCIENTLY CARRIED BY THE E:llPEROR .
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Cbiua.
From the Chow Li.
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WOODEN :;cEPTER (/at) USED BY NOBLES LN CHINESE THEATER.
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L en gth , 20 inches.
l\luseum of Archreology, Unh·ers1ty of P ennsylvania.
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Fig. 129.
BATON OF AUTHORITY (shaktt) CARRIED RY NOBLES.

Length, l6fr inches.
Japan.
Cat. Xo. 168586, U.S.N.)I.
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betwe~n Ballas and Nagada, about 30
miles below Thebes, and attributed by
him to a uew race, probably LylJian, to
wliom lie assigned a date about 3000 B. C.
These rods or staves comprise part of a
series from one tomb, "possibly a game,"
of which be gives the following list:
Twelve ivory rods, fig. 131.
Five ivory rods with incised diagonal
lines, fig. 132.
Four figures of lions and one figure of
hare, fig. 133.
Seventeen blocks, of which thirteen are
bone, two limestone, and two alabaster.
Thirty balls, natural irony concretions.
The twelve ivory rods, possibly intended
for counting, are very perfect copies of
jointed canes or straws. Four of the five
rods with diagonal lines incised are in the
University Museum. 'rhey are plain on
one side, while the other is marked as
shown in fig. 132, two having lines in
diagonal bands of fours, and two a
· peculiar mark in the middle, which
may have been intended to represent a
feminine symbol. I have been unable
to learn that any representation of such a
game has been identified upon the monuments.
In Africa, Bent 1 gives the following account of the use of the four staves in divination:
From many of the huts at Inyamanda were
hanging their clollasses - wooden charm - on
which are drawn strange :figur
(Plate 23) .
Each family poss s es a set of four, tied together
by a string.
f these four one always ha a
curiou ·onventional form f a lizard carv d on
it; others bav battl -axe , diamond patt rn
tc., invariably rep atin th ms Iv s and th
purport of whi •h I wa n v r abl to a ertaiu.
They ar' common among 11 the Abantn ra ,
ancl clo, f'ly houncl np with th ir ccult l Ii f in
'' itch ·r, ft. Tb v ar chi fl made of woo,1 hut
· mr-ti111r. n •at littl
ne ofbo11 ar fonu I a e
of ,vbfrh I aft •rw:ml btain !l.
n th ,· nin..,
of th n w moon th village witch docoor will go

Report of U. S. National Museum, 1896.-Cu lin.

PLATE

W OOD!:.N AND BONE DOLLASSES (Divining tav s).
Fr m drawing in Bent's Ruined

ities of Ma honaland.

23.
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round, tossing each man a set of dollasses in the air, and by the way they turn up be
will divine the fortune of the individual for the month that is to come.1

In F. Ratzel's History of Mankind 2 a picture is given of the dice and
amulets of a Bamangwato magician in the Etbnographical Museum
at Munich (I, p. 85), and again (II, p. 355) of a Kaffir witch doctor's
apparatus (amulets, dice, etc.) similar to the preceding in the Museum
of the Berlin Mission.

::::=======~;;;=::==~~t±~IO,IF~;:=::====~~~;;;~;;;;~:=::=:r-a,J,Gil~

OJJiii~e

Fig.131.

IVORY COUNTER FOR GAME (1).

Length, 5¾ inches.
Lybian (1 ), Egypt.
Cat. No. E. S. 1119, Museum of Ar chreolo)!"y, University of Pennsylvania.

Dr. A. Donaldson Smith informs me that be saw a game played with
sta,"es throughout Somaliland and by the Sheik Hussein tribe among
the Arusa Gallas.
1
Speaking of the natives of the Zambezi, the Livingstones (David and Charles
Livingstone, NaITative of an Exp~dition to the Zambezi, London, 1865, p. 51) say:
The dice doctor or diviner is an important member of the community being,
consulted by Portuguese and natives alike. Part of bis business is that of a detective, it being his duty to discover thieves. When goods are stolen be goes and looks
at the place, casts bis dice, and waits for a few days, and then, for a consideration,
tells who is the t hief.
Referring to the Guinea negroes, Bosman (William Bosman, A New and Accurate
Description of the Coast of Guinea, translated in Pinkerton's Voyages, London, 1814,
XVI, p. 399) says:
The second way of consulting their idols is by a sort of wild nuts, which they
pretend to take up by guess and let fall again, after which they tell them, and form
their predictions from the numbers falling even or odd.
Specimens of pierced cowrie shells used in fortune-telling from the Liberian
exhibit at the Columbian Exposition are shown in fig. 134. These objects are now
in the Philadelphia Commercial Museum.
The negroes of the French Weet Indies, according to Laba~ (NouYeau Voyage aux
Isles de l' Amerique, Paris, 1724, IV, p. 153), play a game with cowries. He says: The
game wl1ich they play in their country, and which they have also carrie<l to the
islands, i a sort of game of dice. It is composed of four bouges or shells, which are
used by them as money. They have a hole purpo ·ely made in the con-,ex side, so
that they will stand as ea8ily on one side as on the other. They shake them up in
their hand as on shakes dice and throw them on a table. If all th sit! s with
boles in th m fall uppermost, or the opposite sides of two fall in the same mannc•r
and two in the opposite way, the player win ; but if th number of th hol s is odd,
be lose .
Jn the Str ets of airo at the Columbian Exposition wa a family of Bi bar eu
'oudanese, living near Assouan, on the Nile, whose head was a dervish b longing to
a local order, who practi d soothsaying with cowries (Dr. 'fa] ott "\ illiam ).. Tlii
inan threw se,·eral cowl'ie bell , and made hi pr diction from the manner in which
they fell. The cowrie shells correspond with the tav •s r ferr d t by B nt, and
are pos ibly sub titute for staves as the writ r also infers may be the ase with
.similar shells in the Hinuu game of I'aohi8i, To. 38.
<i Translated by A. J. Butler, Lond n, 1 96.

1 {)
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. Ir. J. Edward Farnum tells me tbat, amoug the natives of the Bosi
Hi 'r about 150 miles from its mouth (19o south h1titnde, East Africa),
t h ' witch doctors throw crocodile scales in fortune telliug. The oqjects
u ell are the nuchal dermosseous plates, from behind the base of the
' kull. They are smoothed down aud polis!Jed, and six or eight-always
an 'Veil uumber-are tbrowu. To obtain a reply to a question demanding an answer of "yes" or "no," the smooth side up will be considered

Fig. 132.
IVORY STA YES FOR GAl\IE ( 1 ).

Length (perfect stave), 5¾ inche11.
Lybian, Egypt.
Cat, Nos . E. S . 1129-11 32, Museum of Arahroology,_University of Pennsylvania.

as "no," and the rough side '' yes." An answer is afforded. by th e
manner in which the majority (which must be a considerable one) of ~he
bon~s fall. Tlrn questions put to the ~itch doctor, who accompa~ne~
my rnformaut, were usually about shootmg. In reference to the an~ma
to be shot, the doctor would name one side of tbe bones "masculrne '
and the other "feminine." According to the answer, a male or female

Fig. 133.
llIEN FOR GAME \ /) (LION, HAHi!:).

Len!,.iihs, 1.:17 inches, an!l 1 inch.
Lyl>ian ( 1), Egypt.
Cat. Xo · E. R. l 1-l:., 11-17 1 :\rust-11111 ,,f Arc·h,,:olo;!y, t:nin:r!',ity "f Pt:nm,yh·ania.

an imal wou1d be ·hot. Other determination . of a like hara ·ter wer •
rnacle by the po. itio11 of th bon . , on to auoth r, after falling.
II. A. Br <l ·n 1 d<>,'<-rilw.· a Bu.·hma11 divining f r o tri<'b. 'whil n
th ht:n
'mean.· of tl1r' ·urion: looking tla piece f be n . triangular 111 • luq> an 1 . c r •<l with a rnd • pattern.
~

lll' pull . tli m fro 111 th· hide trip 011 whi ·Ii th •y ar thread cl ,·hak
1, tw '"" 111
\"O I1 al m , :uu1 ,·a t th,•111 upon tlw• Parth.
,
1

Lon •rn u' ~Ia •a:d11 • UL.· .. · \"II, p. ~31.

them rapitlh·
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At the present day the Hottentot children cast lots by twigs-that is, if a thing
is lost or a theft has been committed, they throw bits of .stick and judge of the culprit, or of the direction wherein the lost property is to be found, by the arrangement
of twigs, and among the Kaffirs bundles of. sticks and ·assagais are employed by
diviners in their rites for the discovery of crime. 1

Referring to the Melanesians, Codrington 2 says:
A game which belongs to the Banks Islands and New Hebrides is tika, the Fiji
tiqua, played with reeds dashed in such a manner upon the ground that they rise in
the air and fly to a considerable distance. In some islands, as Santa Maria, a string
is used to give impetus, and in some the reed is thrown also from the foot. The
game is played by two parties, who count pigs for the farthest casts, the number of
pigs counted as gained depending on the number of knots in the winning tika.
When two villages engage in a match, they sometimes come to blows. There are
marks on the t'ika to show to whom
they belonged. It is remarkable that
in Mota a decimal set of numerals is
used in this game, distinct from the
quinary set used on every other occasion of counting.

In New Zealand, according
to Taylor, 3 the natives had a
way of divination by means of
sticks. This was ealled Niu.4
Each chief had a particular
name for his own stick; thus,
that of one chief was called T0
ata rnounu; that of auother, Te
manu, i te ra; and that of a
Fig.134.
third, Tongo hiti. The person
COWRIE SHELLS USED IN FOR'l'UN!J:-TELLING.
consulting the Niu weut out in
Liberia, Africa.
Philadelphia Commercial Musei:11,1.
the morning before it was light,
so that no one should have beeu
out before him, which would destroy the power of co11sultation, and
taking his stick, a short, thin one made of the mahoe, in hi right baud,
and another representing the enemy in his left, he went and stuck
another in the ground; this represented the tapu; and placing the two
sticks together, one across the o~her, be uttered a lcarakia, and then
threw them in front of a tllird tick, and it was according to their po ition that the cousulter a certai11ed whether anyone wa traveling ou
1 A. W. Buckland, Rhabdomancy and Belomancy, or Divination by the Rod an<l by
the Arrow, Jonr. Anthrop. Inst., V, p. 445 .
2 R.H. Codrington, The Melanesians.
, tudies in their Anthropology 'ilind J<'olk-lor ,
Oxford, 1891, p. 340.
:i Rev. Richard Taylor, Te Ika a Maui, 01· New Zealand_and its Inhabitants, London,
1855, pp. 91, 92.
~ The name ni1i is a well-known Polynesian word for cocoanut, which was spun
among the Polynesian for the purpose of divination. The New Zealanders, although
they h ave no cocoannt , retain the word as a name for other kinds of divination,
especially that performed by sticks. (Dr. E. B. Tylor, Primitive ulttu , p. 3.)
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ther they a.re friends or foes, and, if the latter, whether
onquered or not. 1
iffn nt tribe had different ways of consul ting the Niu, but .the practice was
ral thr uo-hont the land. A spirit called Korohaha 1'u was supposed to reside
in tb tick.2
0

•

ll

Thi mann r of divination finds an almost exact parallel in that
crib d by Marco Polo as being resorted to by Ohingbis Kaan. 3
o when th two g reat hosts were pitched on the plains of 'l'anduc as you baYe
heard, Chinghis Kaan one day summoned before him his astrologers, both Christians
an l aracens, and desired them to let him know which of the two hosts would gain
the battle-his own or Prester ·John's. The Saracens tried to ascertain, but were
unable to give a true answer; the Christians, however, did give a true a~swer, and
showed manifestly b efor ehan;i how the event should be. For they got a cane a nd
split it l engthwise, and laid one-half on this shle and one-half on that, allowing no
one to touch the pieces. And one piece of cane they called Chinghis Kaan and the.
other piece they called Prester John. And then they said to Ching bis: 'Now mark;
and you will see the event of the battle and who shall have the best of it; for
whose cane soeYer shall get above the oth~r, to him the victory shall be.' Th ~n th e
Christian astrologers read a Prnlm out of the Psalter, and went through other ~nca~tations. And lo! whilst all were beholding, the cane that bore the name of Cbmgbis
Kaan, without b eing touched l)y anybody, advanced to the other that bore the n ame
of Prester John and got on top of it.

Colonel Yule has collected a number of references to similar divinatory
processes, of which the following appear to belong to the same class:

•

The words -of Hosea (iv, 12), 'My people ask cou~sel at their stocks and their
staff declareth unto them,' are thus explained by Theophylactus : 'They stu ck ~1P a
couple of sticks, whilst murmuring certain charms and incanta.tious; the s~JCks
then, by the operation of devils, direct or indirect, would fall oYer, and the direction of their fall was noted,' etc. Rnbrnq_ui s seems to have witnessed nearly th e
same process that Polo describ<'s. Visiting Lady Kuktai, a Christian queen of
Mang;u Kaan, who was ill, be says: ·The Nestorians were repeating certain ,erses,
I know not what (they said it was part of a Psalm), over two twigs which were
brought into contact in the hands of two men. The monk stood during the operation. ' Petis de la Croix quotes from Th6venot's travels a similar mode of divin ation as °:1uch u sed, before a tight, among the Barbary cor airs. Two men sit_ on ~he
deck facmg on e another, and each holding two arrows by the point , and bitcbmg
th e notch es of each pair of arrows into the other pair. 'fben the ship's writer read
a cert.du Arabic formula, and it is pretended that, whil t this goes on the two' et
of arrows, of which on e represents tbe Tnrks and the oth l' t,he hristian , tru•TIT]e
toge th er in spite of the resistance of tbe holders, and :finally one ri e ov r th e
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other. P. Della Valle ( If, 865-866) describes the same process, conducted by a Mohammedan conjuror of Aleppo: 'By bis incantations he made the four points of the arrows
come together without any movement of the holders, and by the way the points
spontaneonsly placed themselves, obtained answers to interrogatories.' And Mr.
Jaeshke writes from Labaul: 'There are many different ways of divination practiced
among the Buddhists; and that also mentioned by Marco Polo is known to our Lama,
but in a slightly different way, making use of two ar1·ows, instead of a cane split up,
wherefore this kind is called da-mo (arrow divination).' Indeed, the practice is not
extinct in India, for in 1833 Mr. Vigne (I, 46) witnessed its application to <letect the
robber of a government chest at Lodiana.

It"will be observed that in three of the examples the sticks or twigs
are replaced by arrows.

Fig.135.
PEBBLES FROM MAS D'AZlL.

In concluding thi examination, reference should be. made to the sugge tion by Col. Garrick l.\I a11ery 1 that the colored pebbles found in the
grotto of Mas d' Azil, in the department of Ariege, France, were used in
gaming.
Only one face of these pebbles bears a design (fi.g.135). Colonel Mallery sa,ys:
To an observer familiar with the gambling games of the Torth American Indinn ,
in which marked plum -stone and , irnilar objects are employe<l, t-hese staiu cl llnt
pebbles at once sugge t their u e to surrge1;t value in a game b y the evernl d sign
and by the pebbles falling on the figure <l or on the unmarked ide. :i
1
2

Tenth Aunual Report of ih Bureau of Ethnology, p. 549.
Ed.Pi tte, Les galets olorirs <lu Mas-cl'azil, L' Antbropologi<>, VII, No. 3.
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'' Tl1e Game of the Promotion of Officials." Oaini e. 2 A. celebrated Chinese game, best known through
unt a '' the Game of the Promotion of Mandarins,"
r
w or more persons upon a large paper diagram, upon which
th ti les of the different officials under the Chinese Govrnm nt. ] i ur dice are thrown, and the players advance through the
Tad according to their throws.3
·
'rhi
mplicated game may be regarded as a modification of the!yotlt
ir •nit, the dice replacing the staves. Its line of descent is indicated
by the corresponding Korean game, which follows.
7. '.r.J ONG-KYENG-To.

The Game of Dignitaries. Korea.

(a,) Wooden die. 4

5

(b) Reproduction of native picture of players engaged at the game.
(Plate 24.)
The Korean form of the Chinese game of Shing ki'in t'o. A long fivesided wooden die (.fig. 136), with its edges notched with strokes fr~m
·
one to five, is employed, mj"i stead of cubical dice.
0
I regard the use of this
die as older than tuat of
cubical dice, and the die
itself to have been derived
~
from the four staves, such
Fig.136.
as are . employed in Nyout.
TjYoNG-KYENG-To.
This implement furnishes a
Length, 4 inches.
connecting link with the
Korea.
spinning die or teetotum
Cat. N o. 175660, U.S.N.M.
h" h
tched
·
(fig. 137), w 1c , no
like it, is also used in Korea in the same game.
The diagram for the game in the University Museum (Cat. No.17 6261
is written in Chinese characters upon a sheet of white Korean paper
23½by 37¼ inches. This is divided by lines into one hundred and ei~ht
(9 by 12) rectangles, in each one of which i · the title of a Korean offimal,
with the indicati,;n beneath it for the next move, accordingly as th e
th row is from one up to five. Another Korean game (Cat. No. 17699)i_n
th e same museum, played iu the same manner with the same kind of die
upon a shed of paper of the same ize i eutitled Narn-seung-to ( hine 0 : lam .shing to), or "View-winning' game.' The beet is divid~d
by Imes mto one hundred a11d forty-four quare ( by 16) witbm
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PLATE

YONG-KYENG-TO.

KOREANS PLAYIN~- T J roduced in Korean Games.
. trng
.
by native a rtist, rep
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Repo of U. S. National Muse urr., 1896.- Cu li n.
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which are written the names of places throughout Korea famous for
beauty of scenery. 1 Still another Korean game (Oat. No.17628) of this
type in the University Museum is known as the" Monk's tjyong-kyeng-to,"
and is intended for the purpose of giving instruction in
the religion of Buddhism. The sheet, which measures
about 12 inches square, is inscribed with a diagram, the
i1111er part of which is divided into one hundred and_
sixty-nine squares (13 by 13). These contain the names
of the various conditions of existence, advancing from
the lowest forms through the eighteen Brahmalokas, to
. the goal, which is Nirvana.
It is, in fact, a Buddhist game of Promotion. The
moves are made according to the throwH with three
small wooden dice (fig. 1:{8), each inscribed on its six
Fig.137.
sides with the magic formula: Nam rno o ni t'o J'<U TJYONG-KYENG-To.
(Namah Amitabha). Under each name Length • 1½ iuclies.
Korea.
is written the place of the next move, Cat. No. 17627, Museum of
according to the throw. The name
Archreology, University
at the top of the sheet is in Sanskrit of Pennsylvania.
characters, which are also written on seven of the
squares, while the remainder of the text is in Ohinese. 2
An interesting parallel to this game is . to be found
Fig. 138.
in the French Jeu Moral et Instructif;
KOREAN
mE
FOR
the goal of which is Paradise.
BUDDHI ST GAME.
This last described Korean game
Cat. No. 17629, M useum
SUggeEitS a, likely explanation Of Certain
of Archreology, UniverTibetan divination tables :figured by
sity of Pennsylvania.
Schlagintweit. 3
· One of these (Plate 25) forms part of a great roll inFig. Ia9.
scribed with other divinatory diagrams. It is divided
into squares, of which those in the upper corner·s, left DIEv1NusED
WITH mATORY DIA·
and right, bear, respectively, pictures of the BodhiGRAM.
Tibet.
sattva Manjusri, and tbe sword of wisdom, the emblem
of his knowledge. Of the remaining sixty squares one- Reproduced from description by Schlahalf are inscribed with religious emblems and the
gintweit.
others, placed immediately beneath, with Tibetan words ('at. o. 19423, Museum
of Archreology, Univtr•
wbich in greater part were illegible. Tbe a " umption
sity of P ennsy lm ln.
tbat the diagram is intend d for a divinatory gam ,
like the Korean Buddhist game above referred to, i · supported by
much ·orroborative vidence. Thus, on page 326 we find th following

z

1 For whi ·h the Koreans have a passion, making excursions for the sake of the
scenery to lebrat d 1:1ites.
2 'fhat i , Chin
e transcriptions and explanations of the an krit nam s. A
detail d a count f the game is being prepared by the writer.
3 Buddhism in Tibet.

2
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·nl fi r u ing a simliar diagra m, with the ti tle, "Directions for finding
out th due a11swers :"
1. "B gin to count the terrestrial fortress from the celestial king."
(l\1anju ri ).
3. "Couut th e water from the tiger."
4. ''Count the earth from the tiger," et c.
Here we have the rules. The die according to which
the count was made wa s doubtless the one (fig. 139)
of which the faces are represented upou the same roll.
The pictured squares con tain devices of Mrds, animals,
etc., labeled good, middling, or bad. The words beueath may indicate possibly the place of the next move,
as in the Korean gctme. ·

?

t t

8. CH'1~ Mt. Teetotum. 1 Ohina.
Prismatic die with six faces, marked so that the sum
of each of the opposite faces equals seven, the spots
beiug marked like Chinese dice, No. 19. Spun by
means of a bamboo pin passing through the middle.
Fig. 140.
This implement has its counterpart in the East fo.
TEEToTuM (wu'f'.fel)
dian chukree, which is used in a similar ga111e played
USED BY JEWISH
Th
cmLDREN AT PURIM.
on a diagram marked like six faces of a die.
e
Height, 2 inches.
chukree is said to be used 011ly at the Divali Festival,
Original in possession
which occurs in November, when gambliug is perof
Dr. Herbert
mitted.
A parallel is seen in the four-sided teetotum,
Friedenwald.
which Jewish children h1 Germany and Russia play
with during the eight days at Purim, or the Feast of Lots. This
die (fig. 140) bears upon jts sides the Hebrew letters: shin, nun, he,
gimel. They are playfully regarded as standing for the German words
stell, "put;" nichts, "nothing;" halb, "half;" ganz, ,: all." Prof. Leo
Weiner informs me that the letters are intended for the phrase: sham nes haya gadlil,
'' there wonder great has happened.'' Prof.
Weiner writes:

Fig. HI.
LONG LAW.RENCE .

Leng th , 3 inches.
Almondb ury, Eng land.
R p rodn ction from d cription hy
Mr. Gomme.
} 'rom Kor~an ,acn ·

f

ah
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9, LoNG L.AWRENCE.

Woo<leu die (fig. 141). Almondbnry, England .
.Reproduction from description given by Mrs. Gommc. 2 This die is
described in Easther's AlmonJ.bury Glossary, quoted by Mrs. Gomme,
under the name of Lang Laiorence, that is "Long Lawrence," as au
instrument marked with signs, a sort of teetotum.
1

A "Long Lawrence" is about three inches loug, something like a short ruler v.ith
eight sides; occasionally they have but four. On oue side are ten X's or crosses,
forming a kind Qf latticework; on the next
to the left, three double cuts or strokes,
passing straight across in t!Je direction of
the breaLlth; on the third a zig zag of three
strokes one way and two or three the other,
forming a "\V, with an atlditioual stroke or
. triple V; on the fourth, three single bars,
Fig. 142.
one at each end and one in the midule, as iu
LOG. IVORY DIE.
No. 2, w}lere they are doubleu; then the four
Length, 2¼ inches.
devices are repeated in the same order. The
United States.
game, formerly popular at Christmas, can
be played by auy number of persons. Each Cat. No. 7134, Museum of Archreology, University of Penn..,

sylvania.

has a bank of pins or other small matters.
A pool is formed; then in turn each rolls the "Long Lawrence." If No. 1 comes up
the player cries "flush," and takes the pool; if No. 2, he puts down two pins; if Ko.
3, he says "lave all," aud neither takes nor gives; if No. 4-, he picks up one. The
sides are considereu to bear the names "Flush,"" Put doan two," "Lave all," "Sam
up one." It has been suggested that the name "Lawrence" may have arisen from
the marks scored on the instrument, not unlike the bars of a gridiron on which the
saint p erished.

The Korean die used in Tjyong-lcyeng-to suggests the probable origin
of this instrument.
10. LoG. 3 Loug ivory die, with eight fluted sides marked with spots
from one to eight ( fig. 142). Eugland or United States.
Used by gamblers in the latter country. The specimen exhibited is
false, throwing high or low according to the direction in which it is
held when rolJed. Similar to the preceding.
11. RAMAL.A. Pis.A.. Dice for fortune-telling. 4 India.
Reproductions of two varieties, both consisting of square wooden
prisms/>about 3 inches in length. One is a single die, marked on it
fonr long sides with numerals from one to four; the other, a et of three
dice, marked in the ame manner with three, four, :five, and ·ix , pot .
The cu tom of telling fortunes with dice is curreut throughout India,
wh re it is practiced as a cieuce under the name of Ramala, 6 and ha ·
Cat. o. 1T659, U . . N.M. Gift of Stewart uHn.
The Traditional Garn· of England, Ireland, and S otland, London, 1894, I, 1>. 326.
3 Cat.
o. 7134, Mus. Arch., Univ. Penn.
4 Cat. Nos. 9051, 9052, Mu . Arch., Univ. Penn.
6 The originals are of reel andal wood.
Ii Derived from the Arabic rarnl ( and).
Geomancy i known by the Ar bs as
ilrnu-l-ranil, or the science of sand . Upon this sand (for which paper i , Lowev r,
sometimes uustituteu), they draw ruany unequal line , upon wbi ·h ar dh,po eel •
certaiu number of points, from th · combinations of which they pretend to foretell
1

2

2
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1ve literature. There a.re several differeut methods, in all of
whieh b dice are used as implements of magic to determine number,
refeienc then being had to the pages of a book numberecl to correspond.'
Th agree in general with the Chinese methods of divination with
arro - taves. (See Nos. 65, 69.)

Fig. 143.
RAlliALA P ASA.

Length, 1½ incLes.
Lucknow, India.
From Proceedings Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia, 1891.
Cat. No. 9046, Mnseum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.

12. RAM.A.LA. P .ASA. Dice for fortune-telling.2 Lucknow, India.
Two sets each of four cuqical ivory dice, marked on four sides with
two, three, and four dots (fig. 143). A rod upon ·which they revolve
passes through the center of the unmarked sides and binds them
together.
A similar die in the writer's possessi~n, obtained by Professor Hilprecht, through the courtes·y of Rev. Albert S. Long, in Constantinople,
is represented in fig. 144. The dice are strung upon an iron rod, with
brass knobs at the ends.
They are of alloy, resembling copper, and are
marked ill the same manFig. 144.
ner as the Hindu set.
DICE FOR FORTUNE-TELLING.
There are two sets, eacb
Length, 3{11 inches.
of two pairs of four each,
Constantinople, Turkey.
of similar metal dice from
In the writer's possession.
Persia in the Sommerville
collection (Oat. Nos. 283,278) in the University Mu eum. The dice at.
No. 283 are entirely of brass, while Oat. No. 27 , which are maller, comprise two brass dice with deep holes set with mall pieces of turquoi e
placed in the middle, and. two dice, ;ith incised pot , oue next to each
knob. 'at. No. 283 i accompanieu by aJJ in ·cribed bra, plac ue (fig.
145 ), 3t incll in diameter, witl1 the tw Jve ign, of the Zo(lia in tli
outer ·ucle' and th even star (sun, moon, an five planet ) in tb iun r

rtun -t llin

with
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and Oat. No. 278 with an octagonal brass placque (fig. 146), 3¼ inches in
diameter, with six concentric and thirty-two radial divisions having the
names of as many oriental cities in the outer row, of conditions of life
and fortune in the next inner, and personal° names in the third row.

13. P ASA. Long dice. 1 Lucknow, India.
Square ivory prisms, about 2 inches in length, marked with one, two,
six, and five ~1pots in concentric circles. The one and six and two and

Fig.145.
BRASS PLACQUE ACCOMPANYING DYCE FOR FORTUNE-TELLING.

Diameter, 8¼ inches.
Persia.
Cat. No. 283. Sommerville collection. Museum of Arcbreology, University of
Pennsylvania.

five are opposite, and the two and five are red. Used in tbe game of
Ohausar · (No. 40). A similar die was used in Ohaturanga or "Dice
Chess" (No. 45). 2
Cat. No. 7133, Mus. Arch., Univ. Penn.
On the Hradischt near Strndonitz in Bohemia, which is referred to La Tene
period, several hundred longish stick-dice, marked with .concentric circl s (di e
eyes), were found (fig. 14-7). Of the four longer faces, two oppo ite ones are broader
than the two others. The ends are plain, while the long sides a,re ma,rked three,
four, five, six, o that the broader faces have three, four, and the narrower ones
five, six. (Osborne in Mitteil. des Anthropol. Ges., Wien, X, p. 25-, quot d from Ethnographische Parallelen und Vergleicbe, Richard Andree, Leipzig, 1 9, II, p. 104).
In commentin g upon the above find, OH borne states that in orth erruan, Holstein,
and Danish finds these stick-d ice al o app ar. Tbes fatter are imilar to tbos of
Hrauischt, but are to be distinguished from them, however, by the markings, as
they mostly only have the spots on the three long side (with the numbers thr , four,
and six), leaving the fourth i le unmarked. He continu s that, after numerous inquiries (in Germany, Hol tein, enmark, and , witzerland), if at any ther pla,ce
entirely similar dice to those found in the Hradischt had been discov red, be received
1

2

2
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1 regar<l. these long dice as the more or less direct outcome of tbe
diviuiug staves.
14. ASTRAG.A.LI rrALI). .Knuckle bones. 1 Natural bones from the
ankle of a sheep.
Used as dice by the Greeks and Romans, and in common use at the
present day for the same purpose in the Mohammedan East and iu
Southern Europe and Spanish America.
Knuckle bones have been used as implements in games from remote
antiquity. There are several distinct ways in which they are thus
employed. One was as jackstones, described by classical authors as

Fig. 146.
BRASS FLACQUE ACCOMPANYING DICE FOR FORTUNE-TELLING.

Diameter, 3Jt inche8.
];>ersia.
Cat. No, 278, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.
collection.

Sommervil le

played principa11y by women a11d children with five bone , tbe ame
number employed iu modern time .2 .Amoug the Syrian at tbe pre eut
day they are u ed by children in gam H re embliug marble , beiua
knocked frotn a ring drawn 011 the grouud with other , which ar
tim w icrbted with 1 a<l.. 3
favorite aud almo t univ r al u'
f
1mnckl bon , in gam • wa a di • in gam , f chauc .

' ith Kuuckle-boue::1, Pro. r

Ulll.

aud Ant.

oo. of
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Greeks and Romans numerical values were attributed to the four loug
sides, the two poiuted ends not being couuted. The two broad sides,
respectively convex and concave, counted three and four, while of the
narrow sides, the flat counted one a11d the indented six. The numbers
two and five were wanting-. 1
Several names, both Greek and Latin, are recorded for each of t;he
throws.
Two persons played together at this game, using four bones, which they threw
into the air, or emptied out of a dicebox (fritill-us). The numbers ou the four sides
of the four bones admitted of thirty-five differ~nt combinations. The lowest throw
of all was four aces, but the value of a throw was not in all cases the sum of the

i\\lP

11
'

i111w1 w111

·1!\

\1@

@

\l~I
\~

\l!ll
I®I
1\ \\1'
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@
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Fig. 147.
STICK -DICE.

Bohemia (Hradis ht 11 ar Stradonitz).
After Osborne.

up·num, Dudz, "tbi f."
I'romwt, Dihua11 1 l' a nnt."
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Th. rabic name for the bones is kab (dual, lcabatain, piural, kabat),
m anmo- "ankle," referriug to their source. Two bones are now commonly u ed-one from the right and the other from the left leg of a
sh ep. 1 I regard tllem as the direct ancestors of cubical dotted dice,
the name of which in Arabic is the same as that of the bones. The dice
used in Arabic countries are made in pairs (see No. 16), and the most
popular and universal game is one with two dice, luibatain.

Fig.148.
VALUES OF THE THROWS WITH KNUCKLE HONES.

Tarabumara·Indians, Cbihuabua, Mexico.

Games with knuckle bones are a favorite amusement in SpanishAmerican countries, and it is claimed tlJat they existed among th e
Indians before the discovery. Dr. Carl Lumholtz found them an~ong
the Tarahumara 2 who attribute numerical values to tbe different sides.
Among the Papago in Arizona Mr. W J McGee found a single
knuckle bone of a bison used in playing a game called Tan-wan, of
which a specimen collect~d by him (fig. 149,) is exhibited · in the U. S.
National Museum (Cat. No.174443).
1
The favorite o-am~ among th~ Turkomans according to Vambery (Arminius Varn·
o
'
l "k
bery, Sketches of Central Asia, Philadelphia, 1868, p. 110), is the .Ashilc game (as ii '
th
the ankle bones of sheep), which is played in the manner of European dice wi ~be
four ankle bones of a sheep and with a deo-ree of passionate excitement of which
one can form no idea. The ' npper part of theo bone is ('a]]ed tara, the lower a lt cltt,• an_(l
the two side, yantarap. The player takes these four littlo hone into the palm of hi
hand, throws them up and receives half the stake, if two /a1;a or two altchi and th

whole of the stake, if all fonr tava or allch i turn np.
The ad ,·antage to be gain cl ari e entirely from dexterity in throwing. Trickery
is impossiblo, since the bones a.r<' frecpiently changed.
Dr. Karl lliruly (Die abt<,ilung cler, piele in piecrel der man cl chu- prach T onn g
Pao, VI, P· 355) gin th 11anrhunam of knuckle bon a. qaciira. Itwonldapp ar
from hi ac ·onnt that ·everal game were known corr<· po~ liner to tho e de rib cl
by th e antbor a . play <l 1,y 'yrian cbilclren. On played by hil<lr n, in which th
bone Wf'rP mployecl a-. jack ton s · ano h r in whid1 th ,. wrre th d a die and a
t bircl filliping a knuckl hon at 01:1 tbinrr or throwing at a knu kl hon · tin th '
round. Tbr- 'bin . nam of kunckl b ne i JHii shik kwat (p i i kn ).
• TbP.y ·all tlu· gam T,, r{ tui 1rn la. They play with two knnckl bone · Tb
·o~mt
r
hown in fir. H . In a,l<litiou
th
·onnt. if al on tan
ni t
pomt !l nil~ · nnt i., and on thn ml oppo it
. 1 •Ive fl _m
cm ti 11 • a ga111P. 'I h 1' c·iuwn . oll ct d by r. Lumholtz · r
in th .Atn n ·an I
.. ·atural lli tor· ( 'at. ...' . -Nr, ).

to
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The game is _played by two persons, who sit facing each other. 4 or 5
feet apart. The bone is twirled into the air out of the thumb and forefinger, the back of the hand being held upward. The position in which
it falls on the ground controls the count in the game. So long as the
player succeeds in throwing the pitted side, or "cow-hoof," as it is called,
upward, he retains possession of the bone, and with each throw wins one
bean from . a prearranged number equally
divided between the players. The sides do
not count in the play, and the thrower may
play again and again without forfeiting the
bone until he throws the flat side (opposite
the" cow-hoof") upward, when the bone goes
to his opponent to throw, with the same
Fig.149.
conditions. . 'rhe winning of the entire number of an opponent~s counters constitutes a AsTRAGALus m' BrsoN usEo As mE.
Papago Indians, Pima County,
game won.
Arizona.·
In Costa Rica, Dr. T. M. Calnek informs
Cat. No. 174443, U.S.N,M.
me that the Indians in the vicinity of San
Jose continually play with the astragalus of an ox or cow, using a
single bone. 'rhey call the game by ~he name of Ohoque suelo.
They are also used by t'he Indians in Peru. 'rheir Quichua name,
ta.v a, would appear to be derived· from the Spanish taba, but this is contrary to the opinion entertained by my informant, Dr. Bmilio Montez, 1
who exhibited a prehistoric copy of a knuckle bone in terra cotta, from
Cuzco, in his collection at the Columbian Bxposition.2

ASTRAGALUS USKD IN GAME,

Lengua Indians.
Cat, No, 1797, Fleld Columbian Museum.

Hassler collection.

There are nine a tragalus bones from the Lengua tribe, Chaco
Indians, in the Has ·ler collections from Paraguay, in tlie Field Oolumbian Museum. Prof. William H. Holmes, who courte u ly furnished
me with the accompanying drawing (fig.150), informed me that all but
one bear scratched Jiue , as represented.
Knuckle bone of variou animals, ome worked and showiug wear,
have been found a oc.:iated with Indian remains in vari u ' part of the
United tates. Mr. Olareuce B. Moore found a fo il 11 ma a tragalu
in a mound on Murphy I laind, Putnam Uounty, loricla , and a larrre
fo sil astragalus, not yet identified, in a mound n , ' bow lan ,
1 Dr. Montez tell m that of the fonr way in which a knuckl bon 1 may fall, tw
do not ·onnt, wbil one of the othel':-1 wins and on loses.
~ at. o. 340, Field 'olumhian MnsPum, bicago. Monte;,; ·oll cti n.

3
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ryan County, Georgia. Mr. William W. Adams fournl knuckle bones
in tone graves opened by him in Williamson Uounty, Tem~essee. Thirty
r t rty bones were found in perhaps a hundred graves. They were
alway found iu pots. Children's graves contained smaller pots, and
the bone was smaller, evidently from a small animal. Some were wor n
until nearly smooth ou the side, and all showed polish as though they
had been carried or used a long time. A number of specimen~ from
monuds a.re conta.ine<l in the U.S. National Museum, as Oat. No. 63047,
astra.galus of bison from a mound, Pecan Point, Mississippi County,
Arkansas, and Cat. No. 6304 7 a, astragalus of deer from same place,
both coJlected by Mr. EcJward Palmer. Three specimens (Oat. No.
61621) are from Lyons County, Kentucky; two others (Oat. No. 91~45)
catalogued from Arkansas, are respectively of deer and bison; another
(Oat. No. 169518) is from Lepanto, Poinsett County, Arkansas. Some
of these bones are squared so as to have six instead of four sides, many
are more or less cut down ~nd one is partly calcined. Mr. Cushing fou nd
a number of knuckle bo~es of ·deer, several showing high polish from
long use, in the muck deposit explored by him at Marco, Florida..
In England knuckle bones were formerly used in games. 1 A smgle
bone was tossed and the four sides received, according to Dr. H yde,
the following names: 2
Supinum, "Put in."
Pronum, "Blank."
Planum, '' Take half."
Tortuosum, "Take a11."

These terms sufficiently explain the method of play.
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15. ASTRAGALI. 1 Glass, ancient.
Copies in glass of natural knuckle bones for use in games. Of very
common occurrence among the remains of classical antiquity. Bronze
astragali are found (fig. 151), and they are also recorded to have been
made of ivory and agate.
·
16. KABATAIN. Dice. 2 Lucknow, India.
Cube$ of ivory regularly marked_:_that is, the six and one, five and
two, and four and three opposite, so that their sum is equal to seven.:i
The spots are arranged so that the two dice are each the complement of
the other. The "fours" are inscribed in red. The
spots consist of small circles with an interior dot,
the customary manner of marking Indian dice,
which agre~s in this respect with those of ancient
Rome.
·
17. KuBos. Die. 4 .Ancient Greek. Naucratis,
Egypt, about 600 B. 0.
Fig.151.
An irregular cube with rounded sides about an
BRONZE ASTRAGALUS.
inch square. The material is limestone, with drilled
Length, lfa inches.
boles for pips. Found by Prof. w. M. Flinders Cat. No. 949, Sommerville collection . Museum of Archreology,
Petrie in 1885. 5
University of Pennsylvania.
It is said that no traces of cubical dotted dice
barn been discovererl in Egypt in the purely Egyptian period, but they
occur in the Delta from the time of Psamrnetichus I (about 670 B. C.).
They are regarded by scholars as a foreign introduction.
In the British museum there are two dice of glazed baked clay
from Assyria, found with tablets of .Assurbanipal (668-623 B. C.) at
Kouyunjik .
.As the glaze of the dice is unlike that of Assyrian pottery, and from
the fact that the mounds at Ninevah were occupied by a Partbian
village about 200 B. C., Mr. Pinches concluded that the <lice probathey call it the Chaunce Bone; they playe with three or foure of those bones together;
it is either the same or very l yke to it."
·
In a note Brand state's: " Jn The Sanctuarie of Salvation, etc., translated from the
Latin of Levmus Lemnius by Henry Kinder, 8vo., Lond., pr. by H. Singleton, p.
144, we read these b ones are call cl buckle-bones or coytcs."
1
Cat. No.16488, Mu . Arch ., Univ. Penn. Chinese Games with Dice and Domi11oes,
:fig. 31, Report U. . Nat. Mus., 1893, p. 536.
2
Cat. No . 7145, Mns. Arch ., Univ.] enn. Chinc·se Games with Dice and Domino s,
fig. 27, Report U.S. at. Mns., 1893, p. 534.
3
Almo t the invariable arrangement, the principal exceptions b in the Etru can
and Korean die . The only other kuown to the writer arr the 1fil1(1 u clfoe ( Tos. ll,
12) nsed in fortune t lling, and tbe clic employ din the Bnrmcse ganw of <lominoes
( ro. 24).
4
Cat. No. 1n 9 3a, . .N .M., from original, Cat. o. 17575, Mus. of Arch. , Univ. Penn.
Chine e Games with Die and Dominoe , fig. 2 , Report U. . ' at. Mn ., 1~93, p . ~34_
6
Asomewhat similar die from 'aukrnti in the British Mnsenru has leacl n points
projectingfrom the hole, a if the cli had b en l eft 11ufini h <l. The dots forming
the thr e are arr nged . .. , in the same manner a upon th above.
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bly longed to this or a later period. I am told by Dr. Morris Jastrow
tllc t uo word for dice has yet been discovered in the cuneiform.
1 , TESSERAE. 1 Dice, Ancient Roman or Etruscan. Purchased in
Florence, Italy.
Oubes of bone,2 about a,n inch square, regularly marked, the pips
con isting of concentric circles. As is frequ ently the case with Roman
dice, these dtce are made of a hollow bone, We openings on two opposite ·
sides b eing stopped with bone plugs. Several of the Roman dice in the
University Museum are stained a greenish color with salts of copper.
Three tesserae or cubical dice were anciently employed, while four
tali or knuckle bones were used. It is recorded, however, that as early
as the time of Eustathius the modern practice of using two dice instead
•
of three had been established. 3
In order to prevent cheating, dice were cast into conical beakers
(pyrgus, turricula), the interior of which was formed of different steps.
A parallel to this is found in the Siamese backgammon, Saka, where the
dice are thrown into the lcrabolc. 4
The classical games with dice, of which accounts have come down to
us, were chiefly played in connection with a board or table (aba~'tts,
tabula, nl·veiis, alveolus), on which pieces or men were moved acco~dmg
to the throws. These pieces were round or oval stones (calculi), or
later, draftsmen ( latrunculi), just, as with us, the same men are used
for draughts and backgammon.
.
Professor La11ciani 5 states that the one hundred and more gamin gtables (tabulae lusoria) found in Rome, mostly during bis lifetime, belong_
to six different games of hazard. In some of them, the mere chance of
dice-throwing was coupled with a certain amount of skill in moving
the ~'men" or tesserae. Their outline is always the same. There are
horizontal lines at equal distance each line containing twelve sign
t~irty-six in all. The signs var; in almost every table; there are
c1rcles, squares, vertical bars, leaves, letters, monograms, cros es, ere ·cents, and im_modest symbols; the majority of these table (sixty-five
t Casts No. 168983b, U.S.N.M., from original
Cat. No. 15781, :\fos. Arch.,
Penn. Chinese Games with Dice and Dominoes, fig . 29, Report U. S. Nat.
1893, p. 535 .
.~ A ~reat variety of materials have been u ed for dice. Among eventy dice
bited in a ·a ·e in the r ·ek and Roman section of the British fnseum, the
rial are divided a. follow :

Boa,• or ivory ...
Bronz ..........
A1rnt<' ..........
Hock cry ta! . . .
On ·x .......... .

l"A cir,

' 1, 1'·d

:1

,J t . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
M •t ori1, iron. .. 1
Pyrite. . . . . . . .. . 1

~''.~,t~.. ::::·::: t

Gr en stone..... 1
Gray sto11 . . . . . . 1
Bin k ton ..... 1
Juartz.......... 1
Alai.la t r....... 1

exhimate-

Marble . .. ..... .
mb r ........ .
Baked clay .... .
Porcelaiu ...... .

• •rainecl woo<l," J> 1·iall · privet is r cord cl a. having been mployecl f r
Diction, ry of C:r • ·k an l Roman Antiqni i . Ar . Tes11era.)

( 1111th
l"ffl.

32
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5
4
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contain word~ arranged so as to ·make a full sentence with thirty-six
letters. The rules of the games played upon these tables are a,s yet
only conjectural.
The game of Duodecim scripta, "twelve lines," was substantially the
same as our backgammon. It was played upon a board with twelve
double lines, with fifteen white and fifteen black men; tlie throws were .
counted as we count .them; the "blots" might be captured; the pieces
(whether they started from home or not) bad to be brought home, and
the wiµner was he who first clea,red off his men. The principal variation from the modern game lies in three dice being employed instead
of two, agreeing in this respect with the game of Pachisi (No. 38).
According to Heroditus 1 games with dice (including also knucklebones and ball) were invented by the Lydians as a diversion during a
time of famine, that they might not feel the craving for food.
19. SHIK TSAI. 2 Dice. Ohina.
Cubes of bone, regularly marked, but differing from those of India
in having both the "ones" and "fours" marked ~11 red; the "one" spots
larger than the others, and in all the spots being Rimple round marks,
without circumscribed circles. They are not made in pairs, and are
usually sold in sets of six.
The Chinese play a great variety of dice-games, the principal one
being with two dice, and known as Ohak t' in kau, "Throwing Heav~ns
and Nines," from the names of the two highest throws. In this game
the twenty-one throws that can be made with two dice receive different
names, and are divided into two series or suites, called man, "civil,"
and mo, "military."
The eleven Man throws in the order of their rank are:
"Double six,'' called t'in, "Heaven."
"Double one," called ti, "Earth."
"Double four," called yan, "Man."
"One, three," called wo,_"Harmony."
"Double :five," called 1nui, "plum flower."
"Double three," called cheung sam, "long threes."
."Double two," called pan tang, "bench."
"Fi-ve, six," called ju t'au, "tiger's head."
"Four, six," called hung t'au shap, "r d head ten."
"One, six," called ko keuk ts'at, ''long Jeg seven."
"One, :five," called hung ch'ui Zuk, "red mallet six."

The ten Mo throws in the order of their rank are:
"Five, four," and "six, three," called lean, "nineR."
"Five, three," and "six, two," called pdt, "eights."
"Five, two," and ''four, three," called ts'at, "sevens."
"Four, two," caUed lulc, "six."
"Three, two," and ' 'four, one," called 'ng, "fives."
"One, two," called sam, "three," or sam, lcai, "three final."
1 Book 1, Chap. 94.
2cat. No.152548, U.S. .M. Gift of Stewart ulin. Chin se Games with Di ·e and
Dominoes, :fig. 1, R port . 1 • ,.at. Mus., 1893, p. 492.
NAT MUS 96-53
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The antiquity of dice in China is not k nown. They appear to have
b ~n introduced into that count r y from India. It will be observed that
a c smical significance is attached to the dice-throws, the "six" being
called '" Rea ven ," and its opposite, "one," " Earth.'' The "four"
between is designated as " Man." 1
.
Korean dice, called tjyou-sa-a, differ fro m those of China in having
the 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6 opposite. A set in the University
Museum, collected by Dr. E. B. Landis, are marked with plain black
dots, arranged like the Hindu kabatain, to form a pair. A . single
Korean die (fig. 152), in the same museum, is a rectangular prism, flat
instead of square. The arrangement of t he dots is the same, but the
"one" and the "four" is in red as well as the two middle spots of the
"six" and the middle _spot of the' "five" and of the'' three."
It is interesting to note that the arrangement of the dots on the
Korean dice is the same as that on some of
.z
the Etruscan dice. 2 A peculiar importance
is attached to the latter, from the fact that
'
it is believed by Etruscologists that the first
six numerals of the Etruscan language have
Fig. 1s2.
been recovered from a pair of dice exhumed
KOREAN nrE.
in 1848 near Toscanella. 3 These dice, now in
Cat. No. 17606, Museum of Archreology,
the Cabinet of Medals and Antiques in the
University of Pennsylvania.
. National Library, Paris, bear, instead of the
usual pips or dots, the following words in Etruscan letters: Mach,
Thu, Huth, Ki, Zal, Sa. These words have been variously interpreted
by scholars upon the assumption that they are numerals, and also that
the pips which they are supposed to replace were uniformly arranged
1 .+ 3, 2 -t-, 4, 5 + 6 (Campanari's law). Comparison of the Etruscan
dice words with the numerals used in the Korean game of Nyoitt, a
comparison suggested by the fact of the agreement of the Korean and
Etruscan dice in their dissimilarity from other dice, shows ~ curious
correspondence.

1

Korean stave-game numerals:
l. To or ta.
2. Kai or Ka.
3. Kel or Kol.
4. Nyout or ute.
5. Mo.
6.

Etruscan dice n ames :
Thu .
Ki .
Zal.

H u th.
Mach.
Sa.
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From the fact of the nyout numerals being in all probability derived
from an Ural-Altaic stock, their correspondence with the dice words
would seem to support Canon ~sanic Taylor's 1 theory of the U gric origin of
the Etruscans. It should be observed, however, that if the words stand
for numerals they are not paired 2 in either of the ways (1 + 3, 2 + 4,
5 + 6, or 1 + 2, 3 + 4, 5 + 6) in which Etruscan dice are marked. 3
The doubt as to their being numerals is reinforced by the Korean die
inscribed with t~e prayer to Buddha (p. 821).
20. S.A.1._ Dice,4 Japan. Pair of plaster dice for Sugoroku (No~28).
Japanese dice are similar to those of China, from which country they
were doubtless borrowed. The "fours" are sometimes, but not invariably,markedinred. The
most popular game is
Sugoroku (No. 28).
Before leaving the subject of dice it may be observed that cubical dotted dice do not appear
to have been known to
the American tribes before the time of the conquest. At the same time
mention should be made
Fig.153.
of a die of steatite found
ETRUSCAN TRIPLICATE DIE.
with Indian remains at
Length, 3i inches.
Kiokee Creek, Columbia
Cbiusi.
County, Georgia, in the
Museum of Archreology, University of Penosylvao!a.
collection of Dr. Roland
Steiner, in the United States National Museum (Cat. No. 172563). It
consists of a rudely cut square prism of steatite about! inch in length.
Two of the opposite longer sides are marked with six and four pits and
two with five and three. One of the ends has two and the other what is
doubtless intended for one dot. The pips are irregularly disposed. It
no doubt dates from the time of white contact.
1

Etruscan R esearches, London, 1874.
Robert
" Mach is opposite Zal, Thu is opposite Huth, and Ki is opposite Sa."
Ellis, Etruscan Numerals, London, 1876.
~sin ce the above was written the writer has acquired an Etruscan triplicate bone
die (fig. 153) found in Chiusi or its vicinity, on which the dots are arrang d diff rently from any thus far noticed by him. The 6 is here opposite the 4, and 5 opposite 3. One of the ends is marked 1 and the other 2. The spots ar mark d with
small dotted circles which retain traces of r ed paint. It has been sug •e t l bat
these triplicate dice, which are not infrequent, are unfurished and have yet to
be sawed apart. It is evident from thi specimen that such is n t the as . Th y
bear a strong general resemblance to the .Ramala p(LBa, or dice used in fortune-t lling,
among which we find three cubical dice united b y am tal bar, an<l a in, in aooth r
variety used in India, the same arrang ment of spots : 3, 4, 5, 6 n a long di . ( e
p. 824.)
4 Cat. No. 714-3 Mus. Arch., Univ. Penn.
1
2
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21. W .A.'.l.' P' AI. 1 ' ' Bone tablets " dominoes. Canton, China.
,
S t of thirty-two domino piece~ of teak wood 2-g inches by 'k inch by
inch. Natural wood, with incised spots painted white and red.
Chinese dominoes are marked in the same manner as the dice, from
which they are clearly derived. There are twenty-one distinct pieces~
repre ent.ing the permutations of two dice. Eleven of these pieces a.re
doubled, making a total of thirty-two in the set. Each piece received
a name, and in the popular game of Ta t'in kau,, or "Heavens aud
Nines," the thirty-two pieces are divided into two suites or series, called
Man, "civil," and Mo, "military."
The Man pieces are as follows:

%, called t'in,

"Heaven."
"Earth."
¼, called yan, "Man."
½, called wo, "Harmony."
%, called miH, "plum flower."
), called cheung sam, "long threes."
!, calledpdn tang, "bench. "
f, calledfu t'au, "tiger's head. "
i, called hung t'au shap, "red-head ten."
t, called ko keuk ts'at, "long-leg seven."
t, called hung ch'ui luk, "red-mallet six."

+, called ti,

Each of the above pieces is duplicated, the duplicates mating.
The Mo pieces: ·
¼and½, called chi tsiin, "supreme."
i and ! , called tsdp kau, "heterogeneous nines."
i and %, called tsap pat, "heterogeneous eights."

! and i, called tsap ts'at, "heterogeneous sevens."
¼and i, called tsap 'ng, "heterogeneous fives."
They mate as above. The two pieces called chi tsun, or '' supreme,"
when paired rank as the 'h ighest of the Mo series, but when apart, as
the lowest.
The game of Ta t'in kau is in manv respects the most interesting
Chinese domino game. It somewhat resembles the card game . of
Europe, and is of considerable antiquity in China, existing, accordmg
to Mr. Wilkinson,2 in 1120 A. D.
The invention of the game of dominoes ha been variou ly attributed
to the Jew , the Greeks, and the Chine e. It may be ju tly credited to
the latter people. No date can be a igned to it invention, and from
the cosmical a ociation ftbepiece and th iru eindivination, whi h
continu~ _in hina to the pr nt d~y, it may be r ()'arded a had~ cr
b. en _origmally u ed f r that purpo . That dominoe origiu t d m
di· _1 ~1 rly ppar nt, he hi f pr l m
fi r th
1ph · t1 n f th 1 v n pi e. .
ith th
tl1 .· t Y f
in g 11 ral, thi

5.
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in order that the dice throws might accord with the thirty-two points
that represent the Four Quarters and the intermediary divisions of the
world. They may be looked upon as having been implements of magic
for determining number and place, corresponding with playing cards,
from which they only differ in material, as Mr. Wilkinson has suggested. 1
-In addition to the long wooden dominoes, small dominoes, made of
bamboo, or bone, or wood and bone conjoined like those of Korea, are •
used in various parts of China. Sets in which the series is several
times duplicated also occur in China, as well as dominoes on which the
dots are replaced by the characters that stand for the chess pieces, and
the snit marks of certain Chinese playing-cards. 2

Fig. 154.
DOMINO CARDS.

Length, 3} inches.
China.
From W. H . Wilkinson, Chinese Origin of Playing Cards, The American Anthropologist, January, 1895.
Cat. No. 27, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania. Wilkinson collection.

22. TiM CHi P'lr. "Dotted paper tablets." Domino playing cards. 3
Hankow, Cbiua.
Set of eighty-four cards, 3§ inches by 1 inch, with rounded corners
and red backs, consistiug of the t wenty-one natural dominoes of tbe
Chi nese series, quadrupled (fig. 154).
1 The writer is inclinerl to b eli v
that iu the ass ignment of th di e asts to the
thirty-two point , th y were first practically applied to as many divinino- lips or
arrow lots, consi ting of long, narrow strips of bamboo.
nch obje ·ts o cur at th
present day in t he s0tcallecl chiup'ai, or "leapino- tablets," f which as t from Fuhchau xists in the Museum of the Long L 1a.nd Historical oci ty . Th Y con i. t of
thirty-two slip of bamboo, about Hin h sin 1 ngth, with d mino sp t mark d at
on end, containecl in a cylindrical bamb o box from whi ·h th y ar tbr wn, r a mbling the Ts'im ii ( o. 69).
2 For a. detail d account of Chines domino s, con ult Mr. Wilkin
n's :italo m in
Official atalog ue of Exhibit., World's olumbian E , p siti n, D artm nt i l. nthropologi al Buil<ling bi ago, 1 3.
acat. No. 27, Mu . Ar ·b. niv. P on. Wilkiuson ·oll •(· i n.
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The e cards are designated by the collector, Mr. W. H. Wilkinson,
a Pat t'in kau from their being used in the game of T'in kau. Several
varieties of domino cards occur in China. The evolution of playing
cards from dice through the wooden domino seems at first sight to be
clearly apparent, but the true ancestor of the playing card is doubtless
found in the arrow, as shown under Korean playing cards.
23. KOL-HP.A.I. ''Bone Tablets." Dominoes. Korea.
(a) Set of thirty-two domino pieces. 1
(b) Reproduction of native picture.
Ki-saing (singing girls) playing dominoes with a guest (Plate 26).2
Korean dominoes consist of small bone or ivory tablets, or of bone
and wood conjoined like those exhibited. The set consists of tbirtytwo pieces; identical with those of China. They receive different
names, however~ and are mated differently from the Chinese. The
names are as follows:
1-1, syo-syo (Chinese, siu siu), "smallest/'
1-2, tjoui-hko (Chinese, shil pi), "rat nose."
1-3, syo-sam (Chinese, siit sdm), "small and three."
1-4,paik sa (Chinese,pdk sz'), "white and four."
1-5,paik-i (Chinese,pdk 'ng), "white and five."
1-:6, paik-ryouk ( Chinese, pdk Zuk), "white and six."
2-2, tjoun-a (Chinese, tsun a), ''superior two."
2-3, a-sam (Chinese, a sam), "two and three."
2-4, a-sd (Chinese, a sz'), "two and four."
2-5, koan-a (Chinese, kun a), "sovereign two."
2-6, a-ryouk (Chinese, d Zuk), "two and six."
3-3, tjyang-sarn (Chinese, ch'eung sdm), "long three."
3-4, sarn-sd (Chinese, sdm sz'), "three and four."
3-5, sam-o (Chinese, sdm 'ng), "three and five."
3-6, sam-ryouk (Chinese, sdm z,u k), three and six."
· 4-4, tjoun-hong (Chinese, tsun hung)," superior red."
4-5, sa-o (Chinese, sz' 'ng), "four and five."
4--6, sa-ryoulc (Chinese, sz' l-uk), ''four and six."
5-5, tjoun-o (Chinese, tsun 'ng), "superior five."
5-6, o-ryouk (Chinese, 'ng luk), "five and six."
6-6, tjoun-ryouk (Chinese, tsun luk), "superior six."

The method of pairing is shown in fig. 155. 3 The Korean games differ
from those of China, the most popular, called Ho-hpai, "Forei~n or
Chinese Tablets," having many points of resemblance to the Chmese
system of fortune-telling in which dominoes are used ( ee Chine e
Games with Dlce and Dominoes). Korean dominoes are clearly of
Chine e rigin.
24. Do 1INOE •4
urma.
t f tw nty-£ nr pie

.

Mr C'.
an I min

ati na.1 Mu um, 1

3 are
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Burmese dominoes resemble in size and material the wooden dominoes of Southern China. They are marked with incised circles (sometimes with small brass disks) as
follows :
6-6, 1-1, 4-4, 1-3, 5-5, 3-3, and 2-2
duplicated, and one each of the following pieces: 6-3, 4-5, 6-2, 5-3, 4-3,
5-2, 2-4, 1-4, 2-3, and 1-2, the last
having two smaller spots adjoining
the "1."
They are accompanied by a, cubical
die about ¾ inch square, with two
opposite faces marked with one spot,
two opposite faces marked with two
Rpots, and two opposite faces marked
with three spots. This is used to
decide who shall play first.
Dominoes are also a common game
in Siam, where they are called 1'autem (Chinese, ta-tim), ' 4 Arranging,"
or "Connecting Spots." A set consists of twenty-four pieces, thin, rectangular tablets of ivory, marked as
follows: the pieces 6-6, 1-1, 4-4, 1-3,
5-5, 3-3, 2-2, 5-6, 4-6, 1-6, and 1-5
duplicated, and one of each of the
pieces 6-3 and 6-2. Both Burmese
and Siamese dominoes are probably
80
derived from China.
25. DOMINOES. UnitedStates. 1 Set
of twenty-eight pieces, bone,
00
with black wood backs.
00
OQ
'10
Dr. Gustav Schlegel states that
:g
the European game of dominoes was
borrowed from the Chinese, the philFig. 155.
KOL-HPAI DOMINOES,
osophic-astromonic elements being
Korea.
done away with, and only the arithCat, No.170'.M, U •. N.M.
metical retained.
From Korean Gamea.
The ga e eem t date from a recent p ri din Europe. According to Bro kbaus' Conversation -Lexikon ,
rticle " omin ' it wa introduced into
rmany through
fr
taly b ut he mi d1e of the la t entury. In ~ ngland
fro
rm Not and Qiwries, to h ve b n i trodu ed
out th 1
f the la t utury.
'

a-t.

o.1757 ', cl

• A:rch.,

niv. I nn.

Pur ·ha din W

hington, D. C.
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26. DOMINOES. 1 Eskimo. Labrador, North America.
Flat pieces of ivory, cut in irregular shapes, marked on one face with
s ot arranged in different patterns. The number of pieces in a set
varie from ixty to one hundred and forty-eight.
According to Mr. Lucien M. Turner, by whom they were collected,
the game fa played in the following manner:
Two or more p ersons, according to the number of pieces in .the set, sit down and
pile the pieces before them. One of the players mixes the pieces together in plain
view of the others. When this is done, he calls them to take the pieces. Each
person endeavors ·to obtain a half or third of the number, if .t here be two or th ree
players. The one who mixed up the pieces lays down a piece and calls his opponent
to match it with a piece having a similar design. If this can not be done by any of
the players, the first has to match it, and the game continues until one of the play~rs
· has exh austed all of the pieces taken by him. The pieces are designed in pairs, havm ~
names such as ka rniu tik (sled), kaiak (canoe), kale sak (navel), d rna zut (many), a ta,i
s"ik (1), rnd kok (2), p"ing'a sut (3), si ta rnut (4), and td li mat (5). Each of the names
above must be matched with a piece of similar kind, although the other end of t~e
piece m ay be of a different design. A. lcamutil,i may be matched with an amazut~ if
the latter has not a line or bar cut across it; if it has a bar, it must be matched w1th
an amazut.
This game is known to the people of the Ungava district, but those only who
learn it from Northerners are able to play it. The northern Eskimo stake th e
last article they possess on the issue of the game. Their wives are disposed ~f temporarily, and often are totally relinquished to the victor. I have heard of wives so
disposed of often sit down and win themselves back to their former owners.

The game appears to have been borrowed from European rather than
Asiatic sources.
Another set of Eskimo dominoes (Plate 27), differing in their marks
from the preceding, is contained in the American Museum of Nat,ural
History in New York City (Cat. No. M 7 ). It was collected by Capt.
George Comer from the Central Eskimo of Savage Islands, West Coast
of Hudson Bay, and consists of thirty- six pieces of ivory marked wi~h
dots, running irregularly from eight on one side down to blank. It is
clearly a degenerate form of the European game.
27. CHONG UN CH'.A.u.

Game of the Chief of the Literati. Canton,
China. Tallies and dice. 2
Chong iln ch'au is played with tallies, ch'au, tlrn hio-he t of which i
called chong iin, the name given the Optimu at the examinations for
t~e degr~e of Hanlin, whence I have styled it "'Ihe Game of the Uhi f
0 ~ th Lit rati.
Two or more per, on may play, u ing ix di e an(l
ixty-thre bamboo tallie . The player. throw in urn from right to
left, an after throwiu each draw.' the tally he 1 entitl d
fi r lii,
tbr w.

'hine

am s, ith J i

and
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GAME OF GOOSE (Giuoco D ll Oca).
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(No. 6), tbe titles of different officials being painted upon tallies
instead of being printed upon a diagram. The form of the tallies suggest the probability of their having been derived from arrows. An
American Indian analogue is found in the Micmac game of woltes-takun
(p. 697).
28. SuGOROKU. "Double Sixes." Japan. Board 1 and teetotum. 2
A common game with Japanese children, usually played at the New
Year. The diagram or board, which is printed in colors, is divided
into a number of divisions distinguished by pictures. One of the
most popular forms is called do chiu, or "traveling" sugoroku, and is
played upon a large sheet of paper on which are represented the various
stopping places on a journey. The moves are made according to the
throws with one or more dice, or with a teetotum (Japanese coma). The
game exhibited is entitled Nan niyo ichi dai shus-sei sugoroku or'' Boys
and girls step by step advancing su.,gorokii," and is printed in colors
upon a large sheet of paper. Another game in the museum is entitled
Kamak,ura ei-yu ·sugoroku; or "The heroes of Kamakura surgoroku," and
another, Gaklco sei-to ben kiyo. surgoroku, or "School-students studying
sugoroku." New games are published in Japan at each recurring New
Year. Like the corresponding games at the present day in Europe
and America, they frequently reflect· whatever is uppermost in the
popular mind. Thus, in 1894-95 the war with the Oliinese gave rise
to the Shina sei batsu sugoroku, or "Punishing China surgorolcu," a
specimen of which is in the University Museum (Oat. No.17687). The
name sugoroku is more correctly applied to the game of backgammon
played with two dice, but is used at the present day ju Japan to designate all games played on boards or diagrams in which the moves are
made by throwing dice.
29. JEu DE L'Orn. Game of Goose. 3 France.
Folding board imprinted with diagram 14 by 18 inches, having sixtythree numbered stations ; dice and men.
The pieces are moved accordmg to the throws. A common game in
France at the New Year.
30. Gru o c o DRLL' OcA. '' Game of Goose." Florence, Italy.
Lithographed diagram 4 with ninety numbered t ation around which
the players move their men, according to the throws. (Pla te 28.)
31. J UEGO DE LA
A. Game of Goose. 5 Mexico.
Paper diagram printe l with ixty-th ree numb red"' tati n .
imilar
im1lar Mexican game entit l
th
uego ilel
to t he pre · diug.
L auerinto, in t he niv r ity Mu um ( at. o. 1647 ) ha ix Y· hr e
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numbered stations arranged to represent a snake the direction being
'
f .rom head to tail.
32. GAME OF GoosE. 1 United States.
Board, men, and spinning arrow 2 used instead of dice. The board
has ninety-nine numbered stations.
33. SN.A.KE G.A.ME. 3 United States.
Board printed in colors with one hundred and twenty-two numbered
stations.
The first game of this type published in the United States is said to
have been '' The Mansion of Happiness," issued by Mr. S. B. Ives of
Salem, Massachusetts, about the year 1847, and said to have been
copied from an English game. Mr. Ives was the first publisher of
games as a business in this country. In 1861 Mr. Milton Bradley 9f
Springfield, .Massachusetts, published the" Checkered Game of Life."
These were the forerunners of a large number of similar games in the
United States, among which the following are included in the collection of the University of Pennsylvania: "Steeple Chase''; "Yacht
Race"; H Bicycle Race"; '' Messenger Boy"-; "Round the Wor1d,''
together with others with more or less fanciful titles invented in order
to secure the protection of copyright.
The prototype of the boards in these and the preceding games (Nos.
28 to 32) is to be found in the Korean Nyout circuit.
The following foreign games of the foregoing type are contained in
the collection of the Museum or' Archreology and Paleontology of the
University of Pennsylvania. 4
1

Cat. No. 16467, Mus. Arch., Univ. Penn.
A square of cardboard, with the numbers from 1 to 6 arranged in a circle, and a
metal arrow fastened to revolve on a pivot in the center. It and similar contrivances
are substituted on a ccount of the prejudice against the use of the dice through
their association with gambling.
3
Cat. No. 175656, U.S.N.M. Gift of Stewart Culin.
4
• The European specimens are in greater part the gift of Dr. H. Carrington Bolton.
See his paper, The Game of Goose, Journ al of American Folklore, VIII, J>. 145.
2
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Pub·
Mu·
eenm lisber's
No.- 1 No.

Name.

Place, of manufacture.

Material.

Publisher.

, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Size.1

Number
of houses
or sta·
tions.

I

Implements.

Num·
bor. 2

1---Inches .

CHINESE.

7132 1..•.••..• 1 Sbing kun

P ekin g

to.

Paper ............ · I 23 by 25

DANISH .

17513

7429 I .Alleryeste Gaasespil. .. .. .. - •. .. . ... . · I Germany

...... ,..... do

12 by 14

.Amsterdam ...... . .... I .A.mand. Lith ......... f . . . . . do ............ 1 20 by 27

ENGLISH.

17397

j····..... I The New Royal Game of Goose . ..... . i England .............. ,..... .

4

100 I..... do .......•..

2

C
~

63 l •••.. do .... '..... .

2

if,/.

63 I Teetotum ...... .

1

z>-~

t:,:j

DUTCH.

17514 I.. .. .. ... ! Jeu du cacao van Houten

409 I Dice

..... do

16 by 20

'"d
t"4

FREi.'i'CH.

17420
17421
17417
17418
15489

1....... . .
.. . ......
.........
1738
1..... ... .

17414
17422
174.19
17400
17425
17416
li415
17402
1U04

2

Jeu du conscrit ........ . .. ............ EpinaI. .............·.. Pellerin et Cie .....•....... do......... . .. 15 by 20
J ou des courses de chovaux .. .............. do ................ . .... do ......... . ........... do .... .• ...... 13 by 21
JeubistoriquedelaFrancomilitaire .. ..... do ... ... ...•....•...... do ..................... do.......... . . 14 by20
Jeudelamarine ....... . ................... do ..................... do ..................... do ............ -15by20
Jou de l'oie ... ..... .. ...................... . do ...•........... . ..... do . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Cardboard........ 14 by 18

:::: ... '.~. ~:: :.~:~:::::: : ::::::::::: : ::: ::::: :::::::::::::: : ~:,::::~"~;~::: ::::: .~~p:: ::::: ::: : :

rJJ

1~ : ; ' :

63
100
63
63
63

Dice
·· ... do
···· .do
.•... do
..... do

····. · · .. ·
· ·········
......... .
......... .

:: : : : : ::: ::: : : : : : :

481 ..... do ... . . ... . ............................ . do ........... . ... .. ... . do ..................... do . . . . . . . .. . . . 11 by 14
63 ..... do ......... .
1713 Grand jeu de l'oie ........... .. .. ..... .. . .. do ..................... do ..................... do............ 14 by 18
63 ... . . do ......... .
1711 Jen de l'oie ronouvel6 des Gr ecs ........... do ..................... do ............... ·..•... do . . . . . . . . . . .
V by 17
63 ..... d.o .•.......•
1 Jeu del'oie ....... ... . .. .. ........ ......... do ... . ............ Oliver.Pinot ............•. . do............ 14 by 18
63 ..... do ......... .
721 .. . .. do ................. ... ...... ... ... . - .... do .. . .. •. .............. do .............•....... do . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 by 15
63 ..... do· ......... .
1735 Jeu du potit voyageur ... .... ...... ....... . do . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . Pellerin et Cio ............. do ... . . . . .. . . . 14 by 20
63 ..... do ......... .
501 Jeu du soldnt .......... ... .................. do ..................... do ..................... do .•.......... · 11 by 15
63 ..... do ... ... ..•.
177 J eu clu chemin do fer ..... . .. .......... Motz ... . ............. P. Didion .................. do........... .
9 by 14
63 ..... do ......... .
398 J en de Juif·Errant ............. ... ......... do ..... ............ ... . de> ••••••.. •• ..•••.• . •.. do..... . ......
9 by 14
63 ..... do ......... .
2 This is only given when the number of dice appears in the rules.
The size of the imprint is inwcated to tho n earest inch.
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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~
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Name.

Publisher.

Place of manufacture.

FRENCH-Con tinued.
.... ...•. . J eucleJnif.Err:rnt .... .. .. . . . . .. ...... Metz
li~Ol
39i Jeu mornl et instructif.... ............ ····.do

Material.

l'.?l

I

Num.
ber.

Inches.
Dice ... .. ...... .

2

9 b y 14

63 .••.. do ......... .

2

~~~::1·: : ::::::::: : ::::::!: ···· ······ ..

15 b y 20

6'! .••.. do ......... .

2

Jou tlo l'oio renouYel6 des Grecs ....... .. .. do ................ P. Didion .................. do ........ . . . .

li-410 .............. do ...... . ........ ........ . ............ .. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. Didion . .......... .. ..... do

1,,u:1 ... ... ... : Grnntl jeu du sorcier ..... .................. do . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . Delhalt .... . ..... ........ . . do ........... .
1

Implements.

15 by 20

li-tOS ..•...•....•.. clo ............. ........................ . do ..................... do ..................... do
li390
.u 1_ •••• do .... ......... . .......... .. .. . ......... do ................ Gangel .................... do
liU'.? ..•. .. ... Jen des rois de ]'ranee ...... ....... ... ... .. do .. .... ......... . Delhalt .. .................. do ........... .

li-!38 1

Number
of houses
or sta·
tions.

P.Didion ............. , Paper ............ .
. .... do ...... . ..... .. ....... do

~;~: ::::::::: ·j~.t~~l:~· ~~~~~~~:·s·~l~·;;~;i~·::: :~ ::: :::: ::::::: :::::: ::::::: ::: .
li~03

Size.

Jen d'oie .... .. . ....................... Weissenburg ......... C. Burckardt . ...... . ...... do

63

63 .••. • do ......... .

2

pj

11 by 16
15 by 20
14 by 20
15 by 20
15 by 20
15 by 20

63 .••. . do ......... .

2

8

14 by 19
15 by 22

63 .••.. do ......... .

2

63 ..... do ...... . .. .

2

r:rj

63 .•..• do ... .. .... .

2

63 ....• do ......... .

z

2

63 · .•... do ...... .. . .

2

63 .. ... do ..... .. .. .

2
2
2

l 7429 . . . . . . . . . 1 Grnndjen de l'amour. ..... ............ Paris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A. Repos .................. do ........ ... .
li516 . • • . . • • • . Grnnd jeu du pigeon Yoyageur ....... .. .... do . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . (imp.) Lehoucq ...... . ..... do ........... .

14 by 16
25 by 31

87 .••.. do ......... .

16253 .••...•. ·1Le Yoyage ft. P6kin .......... .. ............. do ..... ........ ... Watillau:x ....... ... .. Folding board ... .
174'.?8 r ... ..... Grancljeu frnnco.russe.......... . .... . Pont-a.Mousson . . . . . . Marcel Vague . . . . . . . . Paper ............ .
174'.?i .
269 Jon de l'oio ........... .. .......... . .... .... . do ..................... do ..... .. .. . .. ......... do

19 by 19

. . . Teetotum ...... .
1
63 Dice ....... .... .
2
03 ..•. do ......... .
2
63 .•... do ..........
2
63 ..•.. do ................ .
63 ..... clo ................ .
46 .••.. do ............ : . .. .
74 ..•.• do..........
2

171'.?6
17517

I

3221 .•.. . clo . ............................ .... , ... . . do
2069 ..... do ........................ .. ..... . .. ...... .

17519 ..... . .. . ..•. -do.
1751
10475

.... . do ................ , ..... do
..... do ........... .
Folding board ... .
Paper ............ .
... do ........... .

15 by 20
14 by 18
10 by 15

9 b y 12
18 b y 22
11 by 13
18 by 21

2

OER:\IAN.

17433
1743·1
17431

Eiaenbnhn.Spiel .
'Post. noel Reise.Spiel .... . .
2 I RoblMOD·S11iol ...... .

Mainz
..... do
. ........ do

1
Jos. Scholz . ... .. . . ... · \· . ... do

:::::!: ~:::::::::::::::c::~: ··········-·

0

14 by 20

52 ..•.. do ......... .
40 .••.• do ........ . .

1i !30 ......... Grnndjeu du pont terrible ... ... ...... Nancy ......... ....... E. Ferry . .. .. . ............. do ....... ... . .

~

[_:tJ
~

11 by 15

10 by 15
13 by 14

561 ..... do ......... .
56 ..... do ......... .
30 ..• .. do ......... .

2
2

2

0

>

t--3
H
0

z

>
~

ts:

q

00

trj

q

-ts:

....

(X)

<O

?"

174" 1

li494
17,!91
17403

"'" I
17495

6

8871
8798
5835
5808
7583

·· ·~ ······i

~::~:~::::;~~~.i~i:::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::::J::::::: :::::::::::::::: ::::::: ············
DieReiseumdieWeltzuWasserund ..... do ................

! .... do

zu Lande.
JDas neue A.tfensp1el

17,!82

663

17473
17474
17475
17,!65
17470

8455
8800
8020
8021
3067

li475
17476
17'!52
17469
17472
17453
17471
17462
174GS
17454
17-167
17-158
17-164
17478

6139
7445
0045
7063
7086
8017
2015
2703
6306
8019
9064
00-16
8025
8994

17477

7544
904"

117,18()

Bel11gerungs.Spiel... ........ ....... . . .•.. do ... ......••.... · \· .... do .............••...... do
Das Gansespiel ........... ..... ....... Neu.Ruppin
GustavKiihn ..........•... do
D as neue Giinsespiel. ................ .. .... do ..................... do ...... . .............. do

Rem· /..... do
- - .. ........... 1• • • • • do ............... . Oehrnigke
schneider.
..... do
..... do
lons neue Ga~sesp~el. ................. , . .... do
..... do
Das neue Affen·Spiel. .................... .. do
Das neueste .A.ffenspiel . .............
do ..........
do ..•...•... ····· ·1
· ·· .. do
Neues deutsohes Flaggen·Spiel. ........... do ..................... do ..................... do
Eisenbnhn·Spiel ............ . .............. do ..............•...... do ........ .'............ do ..•..•.......
..... do
Nenes Eisenbahn· und Dampfschiff...... do ................ /..... do
fahrts-Spiel.
D as neue Giinsespiel. ....... ...... ......... do
D as neue Giinse·Spiel. ..................... do
Neues Gansespiel. ...................... ... do
Allerneuestes Ganse-Spiel ..............•.. do
. . . . . do ..... . ................ .. ............. do
Neues Gliioks·Spiel. ....................... do
Das Hasen·Spiel ............ ......••........ do
Neuestes Jagdspiel .• ...................... do
Das Kaiser.Spiel. .......................... do
Kriegs·Spiel .................•............. do
Allerneuestes Kriegs·Spiel .......•.•....... do
Allerneuestes Lotterie.Spiel ............... do

······1·....

..................... do .........•........... do
............ . ........ do ..... '. ............... do············
..................... do . ............•....... do
..................... do ..................... do
....... ........ .... . . do ..................... do
.................... . do ...•••............•.. do, . ......... ··
..••................ . do ..... .. ............... do
..................... do ..•.................. do
..............•...... do ...........•......... do
..................•.. do .•.•••...•••......... do
.. .. ... ..•.........·.. do ...••••...•...•...... do
............. • • . ..•.. do ..•..........••...... do
.••.. do
..... do
Das Mntrosen·Spiel.
. .... do
..•.. do
Miiller u. Schornsteinfegergeselle auf I..... do
der Wandersohaft .
..... do
..... do
Nenestes Post- u. Reise.Spiel ........
do
..... do
..... do
Neues Reisespiel mit K.indernissen ........ do
IRound; diameter.

·I·....

29 ..... do
54 .•••. do
100 ..... do
41 ..•.. do
32 •.•.. do
41 .••.. do

......... .
......... .
......... .
......... .
..•..•••••
......... .

-······· ..... do
&

·1·....

12 by 13
11 by 14
12 by 14
11 by 11
10 by 12
1 12
7 by 9

7 by 9
12 by 12
12 by 13
12 by 15
12 by 15
10 by 15

10 by 13
10 by 13
11 by 11
12 by 15
12 by 14
12 by 13
12 by_12
11 by 14
10 by 14
12 by 15
10 by 14
12 by 15
12 by 14
12 by 15
11 by 14
10 by 14

54 l .•••• do .. '. ...... .

56
63
100
100
70
36

.••.. do
..•.. do
..•.. do
••••. do
..•.. do
.•• .. do

.•.••• ·... .
.... ..... .
..•.......
......... .
.......•..
......... .

56 1.....

do ....•.....
56 .••.. do ......... .
65 .••.. do ......... .

2
2

2

a

2

t_:l:j
00

2

2
2 .
2
2
2

~

rJ2

z>tj
~

~

~
z

I-<

63 1..... do ......... .

2

- 100 .••.. do ......... .
100 •••.. do .. ....... .

2

0

1

C

63 1..... do .......... ,

2

33 ..... do ................ .
30 ..•.. do
70 . •... do
45 .••.. do
55 .••.. do
40 .••.. do
42 ..... do

......... .
...•.•.••.
....•.....
........•.
.....•.••.
..••••...•.

44, •••. do ......... .
70 .••.• do ..••••.••.

I

>
~

tj

~

1
2
2

1
2

2
1

00

~

00
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l!n· · Pnb·
t'lllll

Jh1bcr'a

No.

No.

Name.

Place of manufacture. ,

-=-aterial.l

Publisher.

I - - - - - - -- - - - ---1- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I

17-401
17457
1H8J
17463
17481
17445
174-H
17.£43
17450
17439
17436

1512

018
6043

7"48
0!?3
34g

1073
lOil

34a

34/
29
1

17440
17442

34c
1072

17451

30

17447

1074
1070
34b
1069
1

17448
17444
17503
1760
17505

I

6

7

17506

8

1760

44,

&

Rem .

Paper •..••••......

···1·....

..... do
.••.• do ..•••..•••••
..... do

.Afrika.
Neuos Wetrennen.Spiel. ................... do ..................... do ..•.................. do
.Allerneuestes Wetrenn.Spiel .............. do ..................... do .............••...... do
.Atren·Spiel. ...... . .................... Weissenburg .... ..... C. Burckardt .............. do
Neuestes .Affen.Spiel. ...................... do ..................•.. do ..................... do
Neues Bank.Spiel. ......................... do ..................... do ......... , .. ......... do
Blumen·Spiel .............................. do ..................... do ..................... do
Eisenbnhn·Spiel ..... ....... ·............... do ..................... do ................... . . do
Giinse-Spiel ....... ... ...................... do .............. . ...... do ..................... do
..... do ..................... ·................. do ...........•......... do ..................... do
..... do
..... do
Neues Giinsespiel. ....................... . . do
Neues H~seu.~piel. ........... , ............ do
..... do
... ... do
Ha.nswurst·Spiel. .......................... do
..... do
..... do
Neues Hint:,; und Peter.Spiel .............. do
.•... do ..................... do
Neues sohwarzer Peter.Spiel .............. do
.... . do ..................... do
Volker Spiel .............................. . do
. ... . do ............. · ~· ..... do ........... .
Neues Wettrenn-Spiel ..................... do
..... do ...................... do
Pferdebahn.Spiel
..... do
.... . do
W ettenn
..... do
Regnttnspiol
..... do
Rittorturnier ..... .
TouriRto11.Spiel
...• . .... do

I

Implements.

ber.

lnchea.
11 by 12

31 I Teetotum ....... , •..•..•
~
t,zj

schneider .

Wer will Schwarzer Peter werden7
do ..••..•..••..•.. ·•·· .do
Der Seefnhrer . .. .......................•..• do .............•....... do
Sobnlz,nmd:Miiller's Wettreise durch ..... do ..................... do

"055

174:15

17446

I Das Robinson-Spiel. ...•.............. / N eu.Ruppin • · · • • · · · · · Oehmigke

Num·
~ i z e . ~:I/Fsl
t10ns.

- - - -1 - - - - - - - l

OER.'1,\N-OOntinued.
1U70

~

~

12 by 12

l..... ··········1

1 12

70 .••.. do
do ..••.........•...2
25

11 by J5

48 .••.. do .••....••.•...•..

10 by 15
by 15
by 13
by 13
by 12
by 13
10 by 15
12 by 15
14 by 19
13 by 13
12 by 12
2 15
12 by 13
12 by 12
13 by 13
12 by 13
12 by 15
12 by 15
12 by 15
12 by 15
12 by 15

12
12
12
12
13

33 .•... do ......... .

2

100 .••.. do .•••...••. .
1
63 .•••. do ......... .
63 .••.• do ......... .
100 ..... do ......... .
29 ..•.. do ......... .
36 .•• • . do ......... .
63 ..•. . <lo .•••.•••••
63 .••.. do ... ·. . .. . . .
100 .••.. do ......... .
73 .••.. do ........•.
32 .•... do ......... .
85 ..•.• do ..•.......
70 .••.• do ....... , ..
25 ..... do ......... .
61 .••.. do .....•....
36 .•... do ......... .
36 .••.. do ....... , .,
36 .••.. do ...... .' .. ;
fr
36 .••.. do ...... ,,. ,.
36 .••.. do·····~··,·

1
2
2
2

2
2

2
2

~

0

~

~

0

t'1j

~

....~
0
z
>

tot

a::

q

'(/J

2

t,zj

2

-~....

1
2
2

1
2

2
2
2

2
2

00

c:.o

:»

I

17507
17508
17496
17511
1 17497
17498
17499
17500
17501
17602

••• •

dO

46 .Jagd·Spiel
47 L nstballon ·Spiel . . . •.• . • .. . ... . .... .. .
34 Das neu e unterh al ten de Giin se.Speil .. ,.
6944 Die Sonntags ..Jiiger
1 Fuchs· und Giinse·Spiel
2
3 Lustballon ·Spiel
4 Pferdel>ahn·Spiel
5 Reise duroh E uropa
6 Regatta.-Spiel

17390
17373
17370
16504
17386
15502
17389
17385
17387
17388
17392
17381
17391
17372
17371
17380
17381
1737

Il nuovo giuoco dell 'oca. . ... • .. . ... . ... 1 Ferrar a ....... . ....... Fratelli M elli & D.
Finzi.

I••••. do

c~~:::::::::::::: ::::·.::

:::::: :::/:::~.~:::::::::::::: ::: :::i.

~.l~.r; : ~~ : ::::: :: ::: ::: . ~---~;0
.... . do ........••.•....•••• . do . . ......•.•. .. ...•. .. do
..... do .... . ...............• do

···1

Giuooo dell' amore e d ell' imeneo ...... I M ilan . ..... . ...... .
Gio. Gussoni. ...••.•.. · .... do ··· · ·· ······
L a battaglia d ell 48 ....... ..... . . . . .. I.... .do ................ Fratelli T ensi .... .. ...
do
..... do
..... do ... ... ........ . . 1• •• • . do
II giro del mondo

I..... .... j Giuoco nuovo della lauter na magica o
del disinganno ... . . . .... . .. .. .. . . . . _ .. .. . d o . . . .... . ... . ....
...... . .. Giuoco dell' oca . . . •. .. .... ...... ... ... .. .. . do .. . ... . .• .. .....
..•.•.• . . Giuooo dell tramway .•.... .. . . .. . .. . ... .. .. do . ... • .... . .•....
.• • .• . •.. Viaggio circolare in Italia .... . . . . . ...... . . do ... .. . .. . . . .....
....... . . Dilettevole giuoco dell' oca ..... . .... . Venice . .. .. . . ... . . . ...
.•••..•.. Giuocodell'oca ..• .. •.. . ... ...... .......... ... . .. .. .... . ..... .
..•..••....... do... . . . ... ...

1 Ronnd;

3 The

1.. . .. do
..... do
... . . do
.••.. do

... . ..... .
.••..•••..
.....•..•..
.....•... .

2
2

50
36 .....
.•... do •..••.... . •••••••2
36 . ••.• do..........
2
63 . .•.. do...... . ...
2
2
361 ..... do ......... .
2
36 . • •.. do •.•.••....

13 b y 17

90 l .•••• do . .......••

13 by 18
12 by 16
12 by 16
12 b y 16
15 by 20
17 by 25
16 b y 2-!

76
63
63
63
80

..... do
. . ..• do
.••.. do
.••.. do
.. .. . do
do
80 ..•.. do

.....•.. • • . .• • ••.•
. ....•...... . ..••
..... • ... . .. . .•..
. • •.••. . .....••••
. ..... . .. .
2
2
•••••••...
2
......••..

19 h y 20
11 by 15
17 by 22
20 by 25
11 b y 15
16 b J 20
16 by 20
16 b y 20

73
63
63
69
63
90
90
90
90
90
90

. . . ..... • .
....•.•••
. ..•••. • ..
.... •. .•• .
. ... . .. . . .
. . .. ..... .
. ••... .. . .
.. . •• •....
.•.... • •..
. ........ .
••••••••..

2

1

··········1

C

Ill

ITALIAN.

17382

36
35
63
63

12 by 15
12 by 15
12 b y 16
11 by 14
10 by 13
10 by 13
10 by 13
10 by 13
10 by 13
10 by 13

!.....

2

I:?=.:!
(D

Ul

481 .....

~
I:,
"ti
t:-1

~
.,.;

zc;:i
I

.An tonio Vallar di .. .. . ... . . do
Orrigoni, Bianchi e Ci. ..... do .. . .. . · ·· · ··
F r atelli T en si. .. . .... . ..... do ..•... · ·····
Orrigoni, Bian chi e Ci. . .. . . do
..... . . ......... . ..... .. ..•.. do
...... . . •.. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. . . do
-- · - - - ·· · · ···· ······ · ... .. do . . . ..... . .. .
.... . do
•••••• • ••• • do ......... .• . 1 12 by 16
1
. .. .. do..... . .... . . 12 by 16
17 by 22

. . ... do
. •• .. do
. • • . . do
.... . do
..•. . do
... . . d o
. .... do
.•. .. do
. . . .. do
.. . . . do
.... . do

diameter.
2 L en g th, :figure of a man .
names and rules of this and the :five following gam es ar e printed in four languages-German, French, Eng lish, and Dutch.
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Place of manufacture.

Name.

u~lwr·s

Material.

Size.

Paper .........•••.
....• do
.•... do ........... .
..... do ....•.......
..... do............
..... do....... . ....

11 by 15
12 by 16
11 by 16
12 by 17
11 by 15
11 by 15

Cesare·Pacifici.
do............
Manuscript ................ do ....... _....

14 by 18
18 by 27

T sunejiro Shimizuya ...... do
Jingoro W akasaya .. .. .· .. . do
Kichibe Tsutsumi. ........ do
H akubunkan Com· ..... do .....•......
pany .

17
13
13
28

Manuscript .. ......... !••• •.do

23 by 37

Publisher.

t\'o.

1"v.

-

Nuwber
of houses
or stations.

~

00
Num·
ber.

Implements.

Inches.

17378
1737-l
17Ji5

173ill
li3i0

lW~'O

······1· ....

'\"('ro giuoro ,lell' oca .......... ....... .
Oen Frnnoeso ... . ... .... .

liJtl!I
15~1

63 Dice ............
63 .•.. . do ...•......

2
2

63 .•... do ..........

2

63 ..•.. do ......••..

2

0

63 ..... do ...•••.••.

2
2

i-3

63 ..•.. do ..........

----···
-·-····

63 ..... do ..... .. ...

12 .••.. do .... . .....

JAPANESE.

Xnn niyo ichi uni shus.sei sugoroku ..
Knmnkum ei.yu sugoroku .......... ..
Gnkko sei·to benkiyo sugoroku ..... ..
Shina sei.batsu sugoroku ........... _.

7130
15$31
15633

17667

Tokyo
..... do
Tokyo (1884) .. .••.• •• .
Tokyo (1894) .•• . .••.•.

by 20
by 17
by 18
by 39

24
28
22
33

1
------------·----·------ ----------- ------ 1
--·-------------·.......................... -------

KOREAN.

17626

!········· I Tjyong.kyeng-t

17699 1••• . . •••. , Nam.seung-to ...... .
171>28 . •••••••.

.. . .. do

..... do ...... ······\ 22 bv 36
..... do ... . .. .... .. 10½ by 10½

108 r • •g-notoh od
wooden die,or
120 I teetotum.
Wooden dice . ...

l

1
1
3

17192

12 by 15
10 by 14

63+1 \Dice ............
63 ..... do .• ••• ..••.

3

...... , Neu Ruppin .......... \ Gustav Kuhn . .... ... . \..... do .. ..... ..... \ 12 by 14

100 \..... do ... - ... - ..

2

J nego del l aberin to .... ............... · 1 Mexico
Juego de la oca .............. . ... _...... - ... do

18263

l

Lit. Debray Sues.···· \· .... do
Lit. Debray . .. . ..... . ... .. do

2
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34. TiwuLAH. Backgammon. Damascus, Syria.
Folding board inlaid with mother-of-pearl and silver wire, dice, and
men. 1 The game is played in the same manner as the common English
game. The game of backgammon belongs to what I have designated,
for convenience, as the Nyout series. Dr. Hyde has remarked that the
six points upon each quarter of the backgammon board were devised
to correspond with the six points of the cubical die.
35. T.A.nAL. Backgammon. · Johore, Malay Peninsula. Board. 2
The name of this game, tabal, is doubtless from the Portugese tabola
or Spanish tabla.

Fig. 156.
MEN FOR KOREAN BACKGAMMON GAME.

Height, 5i1 inches.
Cat. No. 17601, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.

The game of Backgammon, played upon a board of twenty-four stations similar to the boards in common use in Spain at the present day,
exists along the entire eastern coast of Asja, from Korea to the Malay
Peninsula.
36. SS.A.NG-RYOUK. Backgammon . . Korea.
Reproduction of native picture of players engaged at the game. 3
This game is described at length in Chine e Games with Di.ce and
Dominoes. It is played with :fifteen men, according to the throw with
two dice, in the ame manner as the Engli ·h game of backgammon.
The board consist of an unpainted box, 11 by 2 ½inche , with inclo. ing ides 3! inches high. The men-called mal, "hor e ,' a fo the
yout game-are delicate wooden pins 21 inch s high, with a hemi phcrical ba e (:fi.g.1,..6). Tho eon one ide are paiuted gre n, with r d
'hinese

N T MUS

06--54

ameB with Di e, fig. 10,
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tips, and those on the other red with green tips, agreeing in this
' game of Pachisi, which sometimes
.
respect with the pieces in the Hindu
have the green pieces tipped with red and the red with green in the
same manner, as in the Burmese game (No. 41). An interesting pecul-

J

Fig. 157.
COWRIE OAME (Kawade Kelia) .

Board, 12 by 24½ inches.
ylon.
Cat. • ·o. 16471, Mu ,um <>f Arch -<>logy,

nlveralty o[ Penraylvanlll,

fa
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hi-

n
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described hy Dr. Hyde under the name of Coan ki (Tsun k'i), or the
''Bottle Game." 1
37. KAW.A.DE KELIA. Cowrie game. Ceylon. Board and cowries. 2
The board, 12 by 24½ inches, is marked with a design cut in the wood
(fig.157). It is elevated by two strips of wood nailed transversely across
the bottom, and bears a nearly obliterated diagram for the same game
in blue paint. From the exhibit of the Government of Ceylon at the
Columbian Exposition, Chicago. Two or four persons play. In the
latter case, two play a~ partners. Cowries of different kinds are used
as men, each player having three. These are called bala, "dogs" (singular, balo). The moves are made,
------------,,,---,
according to the throws, with six
)'
cowrie shells. The counts are as t_
~1----&.----l'--_..,.,-----,1-----1
follows:
1

!

6 mouths up = 6
5 mouths up= 5
4 mouths up= 4
3 mouths up= 3
2 mouths up= 2
1 mouth up=l

A

B

The players stand at opposite sides
of the bottom of the board and finish
Fig, 158.
at the end of the interior diagram,
BOARD FOR " COWRIE PLAY" (Gavalata).
making the circuit in opposite direcSouthern India,
tions. A player may take and set
back an opponent's piece, unless it be upon one of the squares crossed
by diagonals, called cattya. A similar game is played in southern India
under the name of Gavalata, or" cowrie play," upon a square checkered
board having an odd number of squares upon a side (fig. 158). Two or
four persons play, each using one or two cowries as men, which they
move according to the throws with four or five cowries.3
When two play, one starts at A and the other at B, moving in the direction of the arrows. The object is to traverse all the squares to the center.
A player kills and sends back an opponent's piece when his own falls
upon tbe same square, unless it rests in a protected square or "castle."'
These games are clearly related to the fo1lowiug game, Pachisi. The
cowries used in it, as in Pachisi, may be regarded as a convenient substitute for staves.
38. P .A.CHISI. The Game of "Twenty-five." India. Cloth, cowri ,
and men. 5
"The implements for the game of Pachisi, a mo t p pular game in
1

e Ludis Orientalibu , Oxford, 1694, p. 65.
at. o. 16471, Mus. Arch., niv. enn.
3 .A. similar Hindu game is figured. and described by Mr.
d ward Fa.lken r ( Jam s,
Ancient and riental, p. 265) und r the name of .Ash ta-kasltte.
4
hildren and. others who can not afford cowries play with tamarind eds rnbb d
smooth n one side.
6 Cat.
o.153344, . . N.M.
2
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India, consist of a cloth or board, sixteen wooden or ivory pieces or
men, and seven cowrie shells. The board consists of four rectangles,
with their narrow sides so placed as to form a square in the center
(fig. 159). Each rectangle is divided into twenty-four small squares,
consisting of three rows of eight squares each. The game is usually
played by four persons, each of whom is furnished with four ivory or
wooden cones called gote of a peculiar color for distinction, and takes
his station opposite one of the rectangles. His pieces, gate, start one
by one from the middle row of bis own rectangle, beginning at the

IX

·1x lX
.
[X
I

lX

[>s

rx

[X

IX ~
-

l><
Fig. 159.
PACHlSl CLOTH.
From Korean Games.
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motion is determiued by throwing six or seven 1 cowrie shells as dice,
which count according as the apertures fall uppermost or not. The
counts are as follows:
1 aperture n p = 10
2 apertures up= 2
3 apertures up = 3
4 apertures up = 4
5 apertures up= 25
6 apertures up = 30
7 apertures up = 12
No apertures up= 6

A throw of twenty-five or thirty gives an additional move of one. At
the last step the throw must amount to exactly one ·more than the number of squares left to enable the piece to go into the central space, i. e.,
off the board. If it happens to stop on the last square, it can not get off

a
Fig. 160.
MEN FOR P.ACHJSL GAME.

a, Maldives; wood, painted.

b, Burma; wood, p:.dnted. c, Lucknow, India; ivory.
Height, 1¾ inches, ½and H inch.

Cat. Nos. 16477, 18612, 7133, Museum of .Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.

until twenty-five or thirty is thrown. The players throw in turns, and
each goes on until be throws a two, three, or four, when be loses the
lead. If the same number be thrown thrice ucces ively, it doe::; not
count. The game is generally played with six cowries, making the
highest throw twenty-five (the six aperture up then couutiug twelv ) ;
hence it fa terme<l. Pachisi (from pachis, twenty-fiv ). The board u ed
is a carpet or some other fabric, ornamented and mark d with cloth f
different color ewed u on it. It i' , om tim play d y tw per on ,
each taking the oppo ite rectangl with eight pie
and playing th rn
all from the rectangle next to him. The game c ntiu
till thr e f
the player g tout. They never play for money." 2
The gam of Pachi i may b 1· garded a n expan ion
tion of the type f gam repr ented by the
1 The number of shells u
cl s di e in Pachisi and allied games varies from four up
to as many a i ' teen.
!2 Herklot ,
anoon-e-Islam, Lonuon, 1 32.
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and divinatory in its origin. The board itself represents the Four
Quarters of the World. Its four arms, each with eight squares, may
be regarded as the four arms of the internal cross of the nyout circuit,
each of three points extended by the four arcs, each of :five points.
The position of the "castles" or squares marked with a cross on the
arms is not always the same,1 but commonly, as on the cloth from the
Maldives (No. 43), they agree with the large circles a,t the four quarters
of the nyout circuit.
The colors of the men agree with those assigned to the seasons of
the year and the four quarters of the world to which they correspond,
in Asia. When four persons play, the red and green, and black and
yellow play partners. This relation is indicated on the men used in
the Burmese game (No. 42), which are painted with the complementary
colors, the red men having green tips, and vice versa. This corresponds
with the relation assumed to exist between the seasons and the world
quarters and their corresponding colors. As each quarter of the world
has four quarters, each player in turn has four men. As the men or
pieces may be regarded in the cosmical game as actually representing
men, they appear as such in the Maldivian game (No. 43) like the men
of the Noah's Ark. The name of the pieces, gote (singular, got) ,2 also
applied to the pawns in chess, is derived from the Sanskrit ghota1ca, a
horse. This agrees with the Korean name of the men in Nyout: mal,
''horse," or "horsemen."
The two faces of the Korean staves, black and white, may be regarded
as signifying, as will appear in the following pages, the dual principles
of nature, masculine and feminine. A feminine significance is widely
attributed to the aperture of the cowrie shell. Its convex side would
naturally be regarded as mnisculine; hence its substitution for the staves
would seem to have been an easy transition.
The distribution of the game of Pach-isi in .Asia, as illustrated by
specimens in the U.S. National Museum and the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, is from Syria to the Philippines.
39. P .A.TOLL!. A game like Pachisi. Ancient Mexico.
Reproduction of native picture, from copy of ixteenth century
Hi pano-Mexican manuscript, with kind permi ion of Mrs. Zelia
Nuttall: 3
Mr · Zelia uttall ha kindly furnished me with the following translati n f th Spani h text accompanying the picture:
Thi i a. gam that th Indians had and namedpatole. It is like a ga
f die ,
and (play d) up n a. paint cl mat. In the following pi ture, and all who were ma ·
n the fifth, vary-

Report of U . S. National M useum, J 896.-C uiin.

PLATE

TH E GAME OF PATOLLI.

From Atlas of Duran's Historia de las Indias de Tueva Espana y i las de tierra firme,
l\1exico, 1 , II.

29.
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ters of their games, invocat ed a demon which t hey name Macuilsucitl, which means
Five Roses (:flowers). They invocate him, so that he should give them luck in
w inning. 1

An especial interest is attached to the game of Patolli from the fact
of its resemblance to the Hindu Pachisi being regarded as one of the
strongest evidences of the Asiatic origin of the old Mexican culture.
Attention was first called to this resemblance by Dr. R B. Tylor. in a
paper before the Anthropological Institute, entitled "The game of
patolli jn ancient Mexico and its probable Asiatic origin." 2
In plate 29 may be seen a picture of Patolli from Duran's Atlas, the.
original being in colors.
An excellent resume of the accounts of Patolli, as related by the
chroniclers, is given by Prof. E. B. Tylor in the Journal of the Anthropological Institute, 3 and republished in the Internationales Archiv fi.ir
Ethnograpbie. 4
40. OHAUSAR, or P ASA. Set of three ivory dice.5 Lucknow, India.
Ohausar is played upon the same board as Pachisi, with the substi. tution of three dice marked with spots counting one, two, five, and six.6
Either long dice (No.13) or short ones pointed at the ends, like those
here exhibited, are used.
The shorter dice are said to be used as cheaper in price. The two
uscript dating from the sixteenth century, consisting of 145 pages of illustrations
and descriptive text, preserved at the Biblioteca Nazionale Central e, Floren~e (Cod.
Magl. Class. 111. Pal., II, Cod. 3). Published in colored facsimile with E n glish
Translation, Commentary, and Notes b y Zelia Nuttall.
1
Another picture in the same manuscript, reproduced by Mrs. Nuttall, described
as the rna11ta de cinco rosas (Mantl e of the Pive Roses), suggests the attributes of this
god. It consists of a parallelogram, at the four corners of whic~ are four circles,
each of the color attributed among the Mexicans to the Four Directions.
"Xochipilli, lord of flowers, otherwise named Macuilxochitl, :five :flowers (the
name of a small odorous plant), was the deity who gave and protected all fl owering
plants. As one of the g ods of fertility a nd production, he wa~ associated w ith
Tlaloc, god of fains ." Brinton, Rig Veda Americanus, p. 40.
2 Journal of the Anthropological Institute, VIII, 1878.
The first writer to discuss
the res mblauces of th e games of the American Indians with those of the Ohl World,
as an argument iu favor of t.he Asiatic origin of the American race, was P. Lafitau
in his Moeurs des Sauvages Ameriquains Coroparees aux Moeurs des Premiers Temps,
Paris, 1724.
ncler Des Jeux (II, p. 338) he describes and illustrates the plum stone
game played upon a mat, and the bowl game, comparing th m with the similar custom
of throwing cowrie shells, practiced by t h e negroes of Africa (s e p . 815), and with
knuckle bones of ·las ical antiquity . He then compares the game of straw , pailleB,
with ards, and concludes with a parallel between the Indian ball games and those
of t h e Gr k ancl Romans.
~ nth
ame of Patolli in Ancient Times and its probably Asiatic rigin 1 7 .
4 0n
merican Lot-Garo s as Evidence of Asiatic Intercourse befor the Tim f
lumbus, 1 9 .
6
at.
. 7144, Mus. Arch ., niv. Penn. Chin e ames with Dice and ominoes,
:fig. 25, eport
at. Mus., 1 93, p. 532.
1 Th
variati n in the game alled hansar, played w ith dice, from that of Pachisi
with cowri , are given by Mr. Ed ward F alkener. Games Auci nt and riental,
London, 1892.
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kinds find a parallel in the long and short blocks used in the Nyout
game and in the similar staves used in games by certain American
tribes. In the case of the latter a ceremonial distinction is said to
sometimes.exist, one kind being used exclusively by women, who are not
permitted to play with the others.
41. P ASIT (Pachisi). Burma. Cloth, cowries, and men..1
Cloth with fotir arms, each with three rows of eight squares consisting of silk cloth of different colors.
A detailed account of Pasit is given by Shay Yoe. 2 The game is
also called chu.a y pyit-thee and ansah pyit-thee. He describes six cowries (chuay) being used, the throws with which count as follows:
1 mouth up = 10, t'se.
2 mouths up= 2, pah.
3 mouths up= 3, thohn.
4 mouths up= 4, lay.
5 mouths up =25, taseht.
6 mouths up== 12, bahyah.
Nomouths up= 6, choulc.

The~e, it will be seen, closely agree with those described on page 853,
as do the rules in general. The "castles," called poh or lcyah, are colored
red or green. The game is also played with three dice, identical with
those described under Ohausar (No. 40).
42. DHOLA(Pachisi). Maldive Islands. Cloth, men, and cowrie shells,
weighted with lead, used as dice 3 (Plate 30).
The cloth is made of blue cotton with the squares embroidered in
white thread, with the date in the middle, A. H. 1301 (1883 A. D.).
Five cowries are used. In Ceylon the men receive the name of ito.
43. PACH'.IS (Pa,chisi). Persia.
Wooden board,4 composed of four pieces wuich fit together in the
middle to form a cross (Plate 31). The face is gilded aud painted in
colors. There are three rows of eight squares in each arm, with
pictures of women, covered with mica, at each of the four end · It
will be observed that the game i known in Per ia by it Hindu name.
The method of play, if it differs from that in ludia, i unknown to tlie
writ.er. 5
1
Cat. Nos. l 592, 1 593, 18.591, Mus. Arch., 1 uiv. Penn.
<.2 Jame George ·ott, The Burman, llis Life au<l 'otions, London, 1 2 II P· 3.
:i 'at. Tos.16-1-76, 16477, 161 2, Mn ·. Ar h.,
niv. Penn. From the xhibit ot th 'ov'rnment of 'eylou at the 'olnmhian l~xposition, Chicacro.
4 'at.
.1 264, lus. Arch., nfr. J'e11n.
" ' n. · liontum , c:bindln, of T herau, in r ply to a, letter of inquiry, writ a
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Cat. No. 16476, Museum 9f Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.
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Report of U . S. N ational Museu m, -1896.--Cul in.

BOARD FOR PACHIS (Pachisi) .

L ngth, 20½ inch .
Pr ia.
at. 'o. 1 · 64, :\1u · um of Archreology,

niv rsity of P onsylvania.
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44. EDRIS A JIN. Edris of the Genii, a game like Pachisi. Druses
of Lebanon, Syria. Cloth and cowrie she1ls used as dice
and men. 1
The board is much more compli_cated than the preceding, consisting
of a large square cotton cloth marked with a parti-colored diagram
with four arms each having four rows of eight squares, each connected
at the ends by a diagonal row of eight squares, the whole forming an
octagonal figure. · The inner square, composed of sixteen small squares,
is called the serai. The moves are made according to the throws with
four cowries. Each player has three men, other shells, one of which
is called the "chief," and the others "soldiers." .The former are filled
with red sealing wax, to which colored paper is pasted, distinguishing
them as red, green, yellow, and black. The name oft.he game, Edris,
which is applied in Syria to simple games played with men upon
boards, among which is Merrels, is the same as that of Enoch,2 the
prophet of the Druses.
·
In · this game, which, from its terminology, is possibly of Persian
origin, the pieces are differentiated. It appears to be a step in the
direction of the game of chess, although not in the direct line.
45. CH.A.'l'URANGA. Dice chess. Ancient India. Board, men 3 (reproductions) and die.
The game of Ohaturanga, now apparently extinct, is described in
detail in the Bha,vishya Purana, of which translations have been given
by several writers. It was played upon an ordinary chessboard of
sixty-four squares by four players, each of whom had eight men, distinguished by the colors red, green, yellow, and black. The men consisted ·o f four foot-soldiers or pawns, and a Rajah, Elephant, Horse, and
Ship, which are placed in tp.e order of Ship, Horse, Elephant, and Rajah,
beginning from the left corner, with the four foot soldiers in front. The
partners' pieces occupy the opposite diagonals. The R~jah, Elephant,
and Horse move as the King, Rook, or Castle and Knight in modern
chess; the Ship always two squares diagonally, hopping over an intermediate piece if necessary; the foot soldier like the pawn in our own
game. The players play alternately in the order of the sun. The
moves were made according to the throws with a die marked 2, 3, 4, 5.
On throwing 5, the Rajah or a foot soldier was mo ed; if 4 was
thrown, the Blephaut; 3, the Hor e, and 2, the Ship. It i not certain from ·the account referred to that the die was employed after the
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any other piece. He might, if expedient, be captured by his partner's
men, who thus placed himself in command of both armies.
The name of t)l.e game, Ohaturanga or "four angas," is that of the
four angas or members of an army, a term which is applied to real
armies by the epic poets of India.1
The relation of the game of Ohaturanga to the game of Pachisi is
very evident. The board is the square of the arm of the Pachisi cross,
and even the castles of the latter appear to be perpetuated in the
camps, similarly marked with diagonals, on the Chinese chessboard
(No. 51). 2 The arrangement of the men at the corners of the board ·
survives in the Burmese game of Uhess (No. 46). The four-sided die is
similar to that used in Ohausar (No. 40). The pieces or men are of the
same colors as in Pachisi, and consist of the four sets of men or pawns
of the Pachisi game, with the addition
of the four distinctive chess pieces, the
origin and significance of which remain
to be accounted for. By analogy, it
may be assumed that the board, if not
indeed all boards upon which games
are played, stands for the world and
its four quarters (or the year and its
four seasons), and that the game itself
was originally divinatory.
The theory that modern chess had
its origin in Ohaturanga, suggested by
Capt. Hiram Cox in l 799~ and upheld
3
Fig. 161.
and developed by Prof. Duncan Forbes
PERSIAN CHESS BOARD.
has not been accepted by students of
After Hyde.
the game generally. T'he antiquity of
the Purana in which it is described, has been questioned, and the game
asserted to be a comparatively modern adaptation of the primal Hindu
game. Apart from this discussion the relation of Ches to an earlier
dice game, such as Pcwhisi, appear to be evident. The comparative
study of games leads to the belief that practically all games as chess,
played upon board·s, were preceded by games in which the pieces were
animated by dice, cowrie or knuckle bone , or by t aves, as in the
Kor an Nyout, the Egyptian Tab, and many aboriginal American game ·

Report of U . S. Nation al Museum, 1896.- Culin.
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46. CHr.r-TH.A.REEN. Chess. Burma. Board and Men. 1 (Plate 32.)
The board is very large and stands high for the convenience of the
pla.yers, who sit upon the ground. The men are made of wood of different colors, or of ivory painted red and green on opposite sides, and
carved to represent the objects they stand for.
The pieces on each side are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Meng, 2 King or General (1)
Chekoy, Lieutenant-General (1)
Ratha, War Chariots (2)
Chein, Elephants (2)
Mhee, Cavalry (2)
Yein, Foot-soldiers (8)

= King.
= Queen.
= Rooks.
= Bishops.
= Knights.
= Pawns.

Fig. 162.
BURMESE CHESS BOARD.
From drawing in The Burman, II, p. 72.

The King, Ratha or Rooks, Mhee or Knights, and Yein or Pawns
move in the same manner as the corre ponding pieces in our own
game. The Ohelcoy moves diagonally only, but one quare at a time.
The Ohein move one square diagonally, but are a le to move, but not
t take, one quare forward. The piece are ordinarily arranged a
hown u the board (fig.162); but either party may ad pt another line
of battle. 3
1 at.
o.1 53 , . . . 1. Coll ct d byMr. .
onsular .Agent.
2 lr. , cott ( hway Y
) give tbe f llowiog trun. litffati n
pi c : .Mfo, si'k , yittah, sin, myin, n . (Th
u1ma.u, His Life ancl Totio0t:1, London,
1 , II, p. 72.)
· Fora more ompl te ac onnt of l1f" S!:111,e. c·on1mlt am s An i n and Ori nt 1.
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the oriental games of Chess. .Professor Forbes has pointed out that in
the four-handed game of Chess it was of the utmost importance with
each of the players to get possession of his ally's throne, a step which
thenceforth secured to him the individual command of the allied forces.

Fig. 163.
INDI.AN CHES8MEN OF WOOD,
After Hyde.

It must therefore have often happened that, after some twenty or
thirty moves, the contest remained to be decided between two players

Fig. 164..
INDIAN CHESE::MEN OF SOLID IVORY.
After H yde.

only. He points out, too, that in the two-handed game one of the
allied kings becomes a subordinate piece, called by the Persians and
Arabs, Farzin or Wazir,the Queen of our European game.

Fiir.165.
INDIAN CHESSME~ 0~' HOLLOW IVORY.
After H yde.

47. CHE s.

Maldive Islands. Board 1 and men.2 (The men original
the board sub titution.)
Identical with he iudu game, which i played in the ame maun r
a th E gli b. The piece in thP Indian gamer ceive the followin cr
nam
Padsltah (1)
Wa zir r finist r ( 1)
Phil r El pbant (2J
sp, u7 ora (2)
Rukh, b uj (2)
Piadal ( )

= King.
= u n.
= Bishops.
= Kni •hts.

= 'a tl .
= Pa ·ns.

nn.
DD.
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It may be observed that the forms of the chessmen in countries under
Mohammedan influence are not usually those of men or animals, as
such representations are forbidden by Mohammedan law. 1
Probably the oldest chessmen known to exist are an almost complete
set which is preserved in the East Indian Museum, London. They
were excavated about thirty years ago on the site of the city of Brahmunabad in Sind, which was destroyed by an earthquake in the eightb

.Jl ca-.ct.-~ hl'
i iVrr
Fig. 166.

TURKISH AND GREEK CHESSMEN.
After Hyde.

century. They are black and white, made of ivory and ebony; turned,
and plain in character, without ornament. The kings and queens are
about 3 inches high, the pawns 1 inch, and the other pieces of intermediate heights. Fragments of a chessboard of the same materials were
found with them.2

Fig. 167.
KURDISH CHESSMEN.

H eight, 1 to 1¾ inches .
Cat. No. 19683, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.

48. CH.A.TOR. Chess. Jobore, Malay Peninsula. Board and men. 3
Identical with the Indian game. The pieces on each side receive the
following names:
Rajah, (1)
= King.
Munt,rie, Vozir (1)
= ueen.
= Rook.
1eh, Chariot (2)
Gejah, • lephant (2)
= Bishop.
Kuda, Horse (2)
= Knight.
Bidak, Foot-soldi r ( ) = a,wn.

Th y ar ma e f woou of two kind . f tb natural color .
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49. CHESSBOARD. 1 Morocco. Nineteenth century.
The alternate squares are made of eight-pointed stars carved in relief
and painted red with a conventional flower in yellow. The depr-essed
squares are painted yellow.
50. CHESS. England. Board and men. 2
The time of the introduction of chess into Europe has not been
definitely fixed upon, but is believed to be in or before the Eleventh
century. The source of the European game is Arabic, which is evident

Fig.168.
ENGLISH CHESSMEN.

Time of Caxton.
After Hyde.

from the words " check" and "mate," which are from Shah rnat, the
Shah or King is dead. Nothing is really known as to how chess was
introduced into western and central Europe. 3
1 Cat. No. 15498, Mus. A.rch., Univ. Penn.
Purchased by the writer in Gibraltar,
Spain, 1893.
A similar board was procured by Dr. Talcott WHliams in Morocco in 1897. He
informed the writer that he was unable to obtain the native men, foreign chessmen
being used.
2 Cat. No. 7091, Mus. A.rch., Univ. Penn.
3 In reply to a letter of inquiry, in r eference to the best modern works in Engli h
and German on the practice and history of chess, Mr. John G. White, of Cleveland,
Ohio, has kindly furnished the writer witb the followin g particulars:
The best books in English as to the practical part of the game I think to be:
E. Freeborough, Chess Openings, A.ncient and Modern, 3d ed., 1896, supplemented byE. Freeborough, Chess Endings, London, 1891.
W. Cook, ynopsis of Chess Opening ; with A.meri an inv ntions in Che s Opening. and fre h analysis ince 1882, by J. W. Miller, incinnati, 1884.
In erman:
Bilgu r Handbuch, 7th ed., Leipzig, 1 91.
. ordel, Fuhrn durch d • ha hth or , erlin, 1 8.
r. Eug n V. hmidt, , yst ma isch Anordnnng d r chach roffnt.n(T n, Leipzi

5.

A. to th hi tori study of he g, m , there i nothin(T in the Engli Ii lan
wor hy of mention.
orb ' Hi t ry i. antiqnated. II did not ev n mak rr du e
of hem
rial known to him.
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The oldest European chessmen in existence appear to be six ivory
pieces, long preserved in the abbey of St. Dennis and now in the
National Library at Paris, where they were transferred at the Revolution. .According to tradition, they were a gift to the abbey from
Charlemagne. The dress and ornaments of these pieces are in keeping with the Greek costume of the ninth century.1
51. TSEUNG K'i. Chess. Canton, China. Board 2 and n;ien.
The board, commonly made of paper, has sixty-four squares, which
are separated into two parts in the middle by a blank space, the width
of one square, called the "River." Four squares in the middle of each
side of the board in the first and second rows nearest the edge are
crossed with two diagonal intersecting lines, marking an inclosure,
which is called the "Palace." The pieces on each side, which are
placed at the intersections of the lines instead of on the squares, and
consist of disks of wood inscribed on both sides with the Chinese character for the name, distinguished by the colors red and blue, are as
follows:
Tseung, "General" (1)
Sz', ,''Councillors" (2)
Tseung, "Elephants" (2).

Ma, "Horses" (2)
Ch'e, "Chariots" (2)

King.
Bishops.

=
=

Knights.
Castles.

P'au, "Cannons" (2).
Ping and Tsut (on opposite sides), "Foot soldiers" (5)

=

Pawns.

The "Generals" are placed in the middle of each outer row with the
"Councillors" on either side. Next without them are the two
"Horses" with the "Chariots" in the corners. The" Cannons" occupy
the first points of intersection from the edges of each of the second
rows, while, the "Footsoldiers" are placed in the third row with one
intervening point between each of. them.
The "General" is not permitted to move outside of his "Palace" and
only along the perpendicular and horizontal liue . The'' Chancellors,"

I <li val, L nd n, 1 75,

. 77.
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which move along the diagonal lines, also never quit the "Palace,"
although other pieces may enter or pass through it. The" Elephants"
move two squares diagonally, but can not jump over an intermediate
piece uor cross the" River." The "Horse" has the move of our Knight,
but may not jump over ·au intermediate piece. It may cross the
"River," the "River" forming one-half of its move. The "Chariot"

Fig. 169.
CHINESE CUE S.

l•rom Korean Garnes.

CRESS AND PLAYING-CARDS.

· On reachi11g the opposite e11d they can move and take only laterally.
The 4 'Generals" may not face each other wjthout intervening pieces.
The object of tlle game is to checkmate the ·' General." L
·
The uame of the Chiuese game of Chess, Tseung lc'i, . signifies the
General's Game. It is regarded by them as having been invented by
Wu Wang, B. C. 1169-1116, the founder of the Chow dynasty.
·· The name le',[, which· ls applied by the Chinese to a great variety of
games played with men or pieces upon boards, appears to refer especially to the counters. "The relations of the Chinese game to tbe
Indian game are· obscure. It was probably introduced at- a comparatively early time from India. The manner of plaeing the men, at the
.intersections of the lines instead of upon the squares, constitutes one
of the principal points of difference." 2
Himly, in discussing the origin of Chinese Chess, expresses the
opi.nion that while the game of chess bad forerunners the real game
originated in India as au effigy of war, and spread from India in the
sixth or seventh century to · the west to Persia, aud to the east to
Uambodia, where, as well as in Persia, the name is evidently derived
from the Sanskrit Ohaturanga (the four army divisions). In the Chinese
game the names of neither the board, the game, nor tbe men point to a
foreig·n origin, nor does ·tradition say anything about it. Himly states
that the first sure trace of chess in China occurs in the Yew kwae luh,3
1
For a more detailed aecount, consnlt Games, Ancient and Oriental; and for examples of games, W . H. Wilkinson, A Manuel of Chinese Chess, Shanghai, 1893.
Additional bibliography:
·
K. Himly, The Chinese Game of Chess as Compared with That Practiced by
Western Nations, jour. N. C. Branch; R. A. S., for 1869 and 1870, No. VI.
- - , Streifztige in das Gebiet der Geschichte des Schachspieles. Zeitschrift d.
deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellscha.ft, XXIll, p. 121.
- - , Das Schacbspiel der Chinesen. Zeitschrift d. deutschen morgenliindischen
Gesells<"haft, XXIV, p. 172.
- - , Anmerknngen in Bezichung anf das Schach-und andere Brettspiele. Zeitschrift d . <leutschen morgenlandiscben Gesellsch<ift, XLI, p. 461.
- - , Morgenli:indisch oder abendltiudisch ~ Zeitscbrift d. dentschen morgenliinclischen Gesellscbaft, XLIII, XLIV.
- - , Die Abteilung der Spiele int Spiegel cler Manclschu-S1>rache. T' oung Pao.
H. G. Hollingsworth, A Slrnrt Sketch of the Chinese Game of Chess, call'Z,d Kh'e.
Al o called eang Kh'e, to distin gu ish it from Wei-Kli'e, another game played by the
C'hinese, Jour. N. C. Branch, R. A. S., N. S., III, December, 1866.
rhomas Hyde, Bistoria hahilndii, Oxford, 1695, p. 158.
Anton ius Van der Liude 1 Geschicbte und Literatur des Schachspiels, Berlin, 1874,
I, pp. 85-94.
Z. Volpic m, hine e Chess, Jour. N. C. Branch, R. A. ., XXIII, No. 3.
0. 011 Mollendorff, ·hachspiel der Chinesen, Mittbeilnngen der deutsclrnn GeseJlscbaft fiir Natm und Viilkerknn<lc Ostasiens, II, ii.
Das scbacbiibnlicbe Brcttspiel de1' Chinesen, Deutsche , 'cbacl1zeitung, Leipzig,
l~!Jl, )1iirz-Jnli.
- \ · H. \Yilkini;on, A )I. nnal of C'hinrse Chess, hangbai, 1893.
:i A. \V)·lie, ·oti-s on ('hine.-e Literature,, bangbai, 1867, p.155.
N 'I' r ,' Bti--55
0
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a book containing fairy tales by New Tsang-joo, written near the end
of the eighth century.
52. TJYANG-KEUI. Chess. Korea.
(a) Board and men. 1
(b) Reproduction of native picture of the game. 2
Korean chess is admittedly a variant of the Chinese. The design of
the board is the same, but in the Korean game the files are carried
across the '' River," which is, in fact, ignored. The pieces, which are

l----+-----4

~ ------

Fig. 170.
KOREAN CHESS.

From Korean Games

not ircular as in China, but octagonal, and vary in ize according to
heir value, re eive the:£ 11 wing name :
Tjyang, " 'eneral'' (1)
a, " oun illors" (2)
• yanu, "El pbant ' (2) .
Ma, "Hors<' " (2)
T, ha " bario
'(2)
Hpo, ' ann n '(2).
l'yf ll!J and tjol, "F t

= King.
=B ishop.

= Knights.
= astles.
'oil

t db

ll'"ll

tiu Heard.
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For a detailed account of the game see W. H. Wilkinson in Korean
Games. 1
53. SHOGI. Chess. Japan.
( a.) Board 2 and men. 3
(b) Photograph of chess players.
The Japanese chessboard consists either of a small table, on four
feet, or a paper diagram. It is a square of nine or eighty-one squares,
which are slightly oblong in form. The pieces are placed int.he squares,
not on the intersections as in China. They consist of -punt-shaped
pieces of wood of difterent sizes, lying flat upon the board, not upright,
and slightly inclined toward the front; the directions of the point
determining to whom the piece belongs. Unlike all other games of

F i g . 171.
CHESS PLAYERS.

Jap an .
After native drawing by Boku-sen, reproduced In Kor ean Games.

chess, the men are all of one color, and thus the same pieces serve for
the player and his adversary. Another peculiarity is that any piece
t aken up may be entered by the adversary in an y vacant place he
chooses, and at any time be thinks desirable to enter it, such entry
constit uting his move. Th e names of the pieces on each side are as
follows :
0 sho, "General" (1)
=
Kin sho, ''Gold Generals" (2) .
Gin sho, " ilver Generals" (2).
Hisha, "Flying Wagon " ( 1)
=
Kakko, "Angle going" (1)
=
Keima, 4 (2)
=
J(yosha, "Fragrant 'bariots" (2) .
Jlohei, "Foot soldier " (9)
=

King.

Castl e.
Bishop.
Knights.
Pawns.

1 Bibliography: W. H. Wilkinson,
hese in Korea, Pall Mall
cember 27,
1 Dl; ldMn, The Korean pository.
: 'at. o. 9321 , .. N.M.
eposit d by the otcoran Art 'al1er y .
:i
a.t. To. 70 , Ius. Arch., niv. Penn.
~ Written with the ,hinese characters kwei ma, which may b transl ated "honor
. ahl ho r ."
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rrhe O Sho, or '' Geueral," stands in tbe center of tbe first row. Be
moves one square in any direction and loses .the game when checkmated. The "Gold Generals" stand on either side of t,he King and
move one square in any direction, except tbe two back diagonals.
The "Silver Generals" stand on each side next to the '' Gold Generals'' and move one square in any direction, except sideways and
backward. The Keirna stand next to tLe "Silver Generals" and have
our Knight's move, but only forward. The Kyosha occupy the extreme
ends and move any number of squares, perpendicularly only. The
Risha stands in front of the right-hand Keima and has the move of
our Castle. The Kakko stands in front of the left-hand Keirna and has
the move of our Bishop. The '' Foot soldiers," or Pawns, occupy the
third row, and move and take one square forward only.
The three rows nearest each side constitute the opposing camps.
The "King" and "Gold Generals" retain their rank unchanged
throughout. the game, but .the fo1lowing prnces are .promoted immediately upon entering the enemy's camp, when they are turned over,
their new names being written on their reverse sides :
The Risha bPcomes Ryo-wo, "Dragon King," and has the privilege,
jn addition to its former power, of moving one square diagonally like
the Kakko. The Kakko becomes Ryo-rna, "Dragon Horse," and bas
the additional power of moving one square forward, sideways, or backward, like the Hisha. The "Silver Generals," Keirna, Kyosha, and
Hohei, or Pawns, can _all att.ain the rank of '' Gold Generals." 1
54. P .A.-'.l'OK. Pebble Game. Korea.
(a) Board and men. 2
(b) Reproduction of native picture of the game. 3
The Korean game of Pa-tok is identical vdth the famous Chinese
game of Wai k'i, or "Game of Iuclosing" (wai, "to inclose"), which is
popular in Japan under the name of Go 4 (No. 5o).
It is played by two players upon a board special to the game, with
two sets of men of different colors (fig. 172). The board i divided into
squares of uniform color, 18 by 18, numbering therefore three hundred
and twenty-four. The piece ' are played ou the inter ection of the boriAncient and Oriental from

nliindi

h •n

cleut, hen ; ·ell cbaft f .
.' ha. b pi 1 I PP· 9-1UH

·

•

11 ·11 T<J11io, antl th hoor,l on which i i. played To11iko ( Himly ) .
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zontal and vettical lines, and as there are nineteen lines m eitber direction, tbe number of places on which the men can be played is 19 by 19=
three hundred and sixty-011e.
The Korean uoard is made in the form of a small hollow table, differing from the Japanese board, which consists of a ·solid block of wood.
In China the boards are printed on paper. The men used in Korea
are small, polished, black pebbles and irregular pieces of white shell.
The players place their men alternately on auy of the points of intersection of the horizontal and vertical lines not already occupied, the
object of the game being to occupy as much of tbe board as nossible,

---·-_ ---:==-·=-_
Fig. 172.
BO.A.HD FOR PA·'l'OK.

Height, 11 inche!I; 16½ incbeR s<1u ar e.
Korea.
Cat.

o. 16431, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.
From Korean Games.

victory being decided in favor of tbe player who bas command of tl10
most gpots. Space can be occupied in two way : by placing men on
the different points, and by forming an inc1o 'Ure with oneis men, the
space thus contaiued being reckoned a one's· territory. The latt r
gives the Chiiie e name to the game. 1
The invention of the game of Wai k'i, of which , ome of the mo t iutere, ting characteri tics are exemplified in the Kor an Pa-tole, i attributed
by tb
hine e to the Emperor Yao (B. C. 2356), or, accordino- to other
1 For an account of Wai k'i, see Z. Volpicelli, Journal of the
hina Brnnch of be
Royal A iatic ociety, XX.VI, p. O, bangbai, 1 94; al o:
Her1 er
. il , Wei h'i; or the bines Gam of War, T 111pl Bar, XLIX, p.
194.
epriut din Ili toric hina ancl ther ketcbe , London, 1 2, p. 330.
K. Himly, i Abteilungen cl r piel im pieg 1 cl 1· Mand clrnspracb , T'oung
Pao, VII, p. 135.
Thomas Hyde, e Ludus rientalibus, Oxford, 1694, p. 195.
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ace unts, to the Emperor Slmn (B. O. 2255). It is reputed as the first
of games in China, Korea, and Japan, and one of the few which receive
the approbation of the educated classes in those countries. Simple as
the game appears, it embodies certain complex elements based upon
primitive notions of the universe, which, although they may in part be
secondary and late additions, are of the highest interest. Thus the
pieces, black and white, are regarded as representing the night and
the day; the four ''angles" the four seasons, and the three hundred
and sixty-one points of intersection on the board (360 + 1) the number
of days in the year. Nine stations at the intersections, which are

J:
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~
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~
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Fig.173.
WAI K'i BOARD, SIIOWING NAMES APPLIED TO FOUR QUARTER •
(After Volpicelli.)

ai t
ud th
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Fig. 174.
BOARD FOR CHUKI.

Height, 6¼ inches; _l6 inches square.
J ohore, Straits Settlements.
Cat. No. 16622, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania,

Fig. 175.
ARRANGEMENT OF llIBN ON CIIUKI BO.ARD.
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In each of these four sections a place is generally marked out at a
distance of four steps along the principal diagonal counted from the
outer angle. Each spot is therefore equally distant from the two
external sides of the section. 'rhese four points (fig. 173) are called
kan, sun, kw'an, and k'in. The latter terms are the names given to·the
diagrams.in _the magic symbol of the universe, called the Pat kwa, or
"Eight Diagrams," which stand for the directions Northeast, Southeast, Southwest, and Northwest. Like the Nyout circuit, this game
boar_d has a cosmical significance and represents the world. As if to
more fully embody and express the relation supposed to exist between
the seasons, the .world quarters-all things in the universe even to the
tones of the voice that distinguish the meaning of words-as well as
the notes of the musical scale, two copper wires are strung within the
resonant chamber: of the Korean board and emit a musical note when
a piece is play~d. In accordance with the theory I have advanced as
to the origin of games played upon boards without the intervention
of ·dice, we may expect to find intirn.a tions of their use in earlier stages
of this game. Such an earlier stage may be represented in the Malayan
game of Ohuki (No. 55).
55. CHUKI. Board. 1 ~Johore, Malay Peninsula. (Fig. 174.)
Ohuki is a game played upon a board (papan chitki) in the form of a
small table, marked with squares, ten on a side. The four squares iu
1 Cat. No. 16622, Mus. Arch., Univ. Pe.n n.
From the collection of His Highness the
late Sultan of Johore at the Columbian Exposition.
The writer is indebted to the Hon. Dato Meldrum, of Johore, Str aHs Settlements,
for the rules of the game and a drawing of the board as set for a game reproduced
in fig. 175. Mr. Charles P. G. Scott has courteously fnrmshed t he writer with the
following references to the game in Malay an(l Javanese dictionaries.
Malay chfiki:
"Chuke, name of a game r esembling draughts; v. Juki . Jnki, name of a game
r esembling draughts; v. Chuke." 1852; Crawford, MahLy and Eng. Diet., PP· 39, 62,

"Xulci [ = chiilci], sorte de jeu d' echecs. Papan xii ki anias biiah fia perniiita, un echiquier
en or dont les pieces etaient f aites cle pierres prl'cieuses ( S[ ejii.rat J Mal [ iiy ti J [ Chroniques
rnalaises, imprimces a Sincapour] 109)." 1875, Favre, Diet. rualais-fran9ai , 1: 491.
"Tjceki [ chulci], soort van verkee-i·s1Jel, rnet £ cloubelsteenen en 52 steentjes van -itl'ee
verschillende kleuren aan wee1·slcante11, clie meest van chinee11ch porpelein z~jn [i.e. a ort of

=

=

backgammon, with two dice and fifty-two pieecs of two different colors on oppo ite
sides, which aren ·ually of Cliine c porcelain]." 1 0, Von de Wall and an der Tuuk
faleisch-N ederlancl cit woorclen l>oe k, 2 : 46.
"Tjoeki, damspel; papan tjoeki, damuorll." 1893, Klinkert, 1 nw 1alei, ch- d rlands h woordenhoek, p . 277.
Javane e cl111ki:
." 1'jol'ki [ - ·huki], soo rt an cla11viprl, 111c-t hondrrcl twinti[J ruitcn, ;:;estig zwarte en ;:;cslig
kind of cb ·k •r.· with oue hundred and tw nt · ·mall rpiar
ixt
1 •1a<·k and sixty whit pi• r·].' 1 :-, I oorrla ,·an Ey in"a, Alg m 0 ,Javaan· h n
. . erl•rcluit ·h rnord ·nho ·k, p. 622.
·~ .,/ 11 k·, • [!loko] H[ra11 a] [i . . 1 n~ ~" vn1"nir
langag
r mooi l] (me sort
l ;e11cleda11,.,). 1 7:;, 1·. n• l>i1· .jav.-fr n~·ai, p. 7.
Ir. c
' I hav 111,
1~:irrb ii for th worrl ont. icl of be :\Inlay. n l, n•u g • · If I · r to
· · 011 tl11 . c·anty r . rd lH'fore 111 I hou ld
pr, an 0111111011
r·itt stuHen [i. . a

0
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the center of the board are in part occupied with a small raised square
(tempatmangkok, "place ofbowl"), leavingonehundredan<l twenty points
of intersection exposed, on which sixty white and sixty black men (batu,
"stones") are arranged. Two persons play alternately, lettiil.g three
dice fall in a bowl, which is set on tbe raised square in the middle, and
taking off tbe board the pieces of the thrower, according to the casts. 1

Fig. 177.
JUROKCJ MUSASHI.

Fig. 176.

10 by 14 inches.

GO PLAYERS (PRIEST AND WRESTLER) .

.Tapan.

.Tapan.

Cat. No. 7090, Museum of Arcbn,ology,
University of Pennsylvania.

After native drawing by Boku-sen, reproduced in Korean Games.

The Japanese play a similar game upon the Go board, covering the
squares, and taking off the pieces, but without the use of dice.
56. Go. Japan. Board and men. 2
Tbe game of Go is regarded by the Japanese as having been intro• say that the word and the thing are of foreign origin, very likely Chinese or CochinChinese." In a subsequent communication, after comparison with tho Chinese lc'i,
a generic name for games played with pieces or men, tseung 7,;'£, "chess," and the
Cantonese chuk lc'i, "to play chess," be concln<les that these resemblances indicate
that the Malay and Javanese ch·uki, which is almo-;t certainly of extraneous origin,
is ultimately from the Chiuese.
And later he ends the following entry ju which the word js associated with a
Chinese form in the Amoy dialect.
"Tjuki, 'a kind of dran°·hts played with white and black beans' (Pijnappcl, p.
cit. [:\-Ialeisch-Hollandsch woordenbo k 2° druk] I, 116); probably = hill o tioh k'i
'to play at dranghts or chess' (Dougla , Op. cit. [Diet. of tho Amoy vernacular]
p. 210. Compare Tjifki.'' 1890, G. CIILEGEL, Chinese loanwords in he Malay buguage, p.14. (Extrait <lu, · · · T'onngpao, Archives pour servir ft '<~tu cle l'hi toire,
des lano-ue, cle la gfographie et de l'ethnographi de l'Asie oriontale).
"Tjeki 'a kind of Chine e hazard gam ' (Pijnapp 1, p. cit., I, 112) Comp.
Tjuki." 1 90, '. , · IILE EL, Op. cit., p. 13.
1 It will be ob erved that in thi gam the numb r of points are (60 by 2)
1 = one
hundred and twenty-one, while on the Pa-tok boanl there are (60 by 6)
1 = thr e
huodr d and sixty-one squar .
2
at. o. . 93220, 93221, U, .N.M. D positetl by the 'orcoran Art allery, Washington.

+
+
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duced into that country from China. The exact date is not known, but
it is usually attrilmted to the eighth century A. D. It is a, great favorite at the present day in Japan,
especially among military men,
being regarded as furnishing
1
instruction in the art of war.
57. JUR OKU MUSASHI. ''Six-

Fig. 178.
JuRoKu M.usAsH1.

.Japan.
From the Wa kan san sai dzu e, reproduced in Korean Games.

teen Soldiers." The J apanese Game of Fox and
Geese. Japan.
2
(a) Board and men.
(b) Japanese picture of '
players. 3
The board has 8 by 8 squares,
each of which is divided into two
parts by a diagonal line (fig.
177 ). In the games now cur-

rent in Japan there is a triangle at the top of the board two squa~es
wide, with its apex resting upon the middle of the upper side: Sixteen men (musashi, "soldiers") are arranged at the sixteen pomts of
intersection at the sides of the square
with the Taisho, or General, in t,h e center. Two play, the "General" striving
to capture the" Soldiers," and the latter to block him.
The board and men appear to be an
expression of the same cosmical ideas
as are found in the game of Nyout, there
being four men associated with each
side of the square. The traditions of
the game still more closely identify it
with the Korean Nyout.
A Chinese form of the game is figured and de cribed by Dr. Karl Himly 4
under the name of Shap luk lwn tseung
Fig. 179.
kwan, or "The ixteeu Pur ue the
om antler ' (fig. 179).
SHAP LUK KON T EUNG KWAN,
The oard, he ay , i een in the
China.
where th play r -lab r r ,
After Hlmly,

+

a.tur.

Brett pi le, Z it cbrif
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children, etc.-scratch it on the ground and use potsherds, etc., for
pieces. The triangle bears the somewhat irreverent name of mau ts'z
(privy).
A variant of thfs game is figured by Hyde 1 (fig. 180), played upon a
board with 5 by 9 rows, with twenty-eight pieces, one of which, the
tseung kwan, or "Commander," is placed in the
cen ter. The name he has transcribed in Obines e characters as yeung lulc sz' lcon tseung lcwan.

I

/i\

\

r.":\

\.: ~

11

Fig.181.
Fig. 180.

TIGER GAME,

LUDUS DE SUBJUGANDI REBELLES.

Board, 12 by 20 inches.
Johore, Straits Settlements.

China.
After Hyde.

Cat. No. 16385, Museum of Archreology,
Unlverslty of Penn.sy lvania.

Board for "Tiger Game," 2 the Malayan Game of
Fox and Geese.
Unpainted board, 12 by 20 inches, inscribed with diagram (fig. 181).
The lines are incised in the wood and the board raised by two strips of
wood nailecl transversely across the bottom.
·
Identical with the Hindu game, described by Herk1ots, 3 under the
name of Mogol Putt'han 4 (Mogul Pathan), that i , Mogul against
Pathan.

58.

DAM HARIMAN.

De ludo subj ngandi rebelles, De Ludis Orientalibu , p. 215.
Cat. ro. 1638-, Mus. Arch., Univ. I nn. From the collection of Ilis Highnc s the
late Sultan of J ohor e at the Columbian Exposition.
3 Qanoon-e-islam, Appendix, LIII.
4 .Another common Hindu game, said to be known throughout India, is called
Pulijudam or "tiger game." Three" tigers" are placed on the board ( fig.1 2) at the
points indicated by black spots. The other player has fifteen "lamhs," which be lays
down at the points of int rs ction, one by one, alternating with tbe mov of a tiger.
The tiger endeavor to jump over and kill the lambs, and tile latter to pen in the
tigers.
1

2
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In Peru a similar game is played on a board (fig. 183) und~rthe name
1
of Solitario. In Mexico a corresponding game (fi g. 184:) is called Goyote.
In Siam we find the game of Sua ghin gnua, or ''Tiger and Oxeu"
(fig. 185), anu in Burma, Lay gwet kyah.
There are three big tigers and eleven or sometimes twelve little ones. The object is for the
big tigers to hunt down on a draft board and eat
tpe little on es. If, however, the cubs can corner
the big ones and prevent them from t aking a leap,
the latter have to succnml>. 2

Fig. 182.

Fig. 183.

TIGER GAME (Pulijudam).

SOLITARIO.

India.

Peru.

The Samoan men at the Columbian Exposition at Chicago described
a native game to the writer under the name of Moo. It was played
with pebbles upon the squares of a, mat by two persons. One had a

L...._

Fig. 184.
OYOTE.

ico.

___;L-._

___._ __._. __ _

Fig.185 .
S A OIJIN GNUA.

"'i~m.
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J arves speaks of Konane, '' an intricate game of <lraugbts played with
colored stones upon a flat stone ruled with·a large number of squares." 1
In Madagascar, Sibree 2 describes a game
resembling draughts as a very common
pastime. It is played with pebbles or
beans on a board or piece of smooth stone
or earth having thirty-two divisions or
holes, much in the same way as the game
of Fox and Geese.

59. Fox .AND GEESE. United States,1876.
Paper diagram. 3 (Fig.186.)
60. A-WI-THLAK-NA.-KWE. "Stone WarFig. 186.
riors." Zuiii Indians. New Mexico.
F ox AND a EE sE.
Diagram of board and set of rnen. 4
U nited Stat es.
Played by two or four persons upon a square board divided into one
hundred and forty-four squares, each intersected by diagonal lines. At

Fig. 187.
GAME OF

TONE WARRIORS .

Zuiii Indians, N w Mexico.
Drawing furnished by Mr. Frank llamllton Cushing

H. Carrj ngton Bolton, ome Hawaiian Pastimes, Jour. Am. J< olk-lore, IV, p. 22.
J ames Sibree, jr., Madagascar and It People, p . 352.
3 Cat. No.17577, Mus. Ar ch., Univ. Penn .
4 Cat. No. 16550, Mus. Arch.,
niv. Penn. Reproductions mad by Mr. F . H.
Cushing, wh o furnished the account of the game.
1

2

7
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t11e opening of the game each player places six men in the center of
the si quares at his side of the board. The latter usually consists of
a slab of stone pecked with the diagram (fig.187)~ The men consist of
disks of pottery about 1 inch in diameter, made from broken vessels,
those upon one side being distinguished by being perforated with a
small hole, while those of the other side are plain. The object of the
game is to cross over and take the opponent's place, capturing as many
men as possible by the way. The moves are made one square at a time
along the diagonal lines, the pieces being placed at the points of intersection. When a player gets one of his opponent's pieces between two
of his own it may be taken, aud the first piece thus captured may
be replaced by a seventh man, called the "Priest of the Bow," which

Fig. 188.
POT'fERY DISKS USED AS MEN IN GAMES .

Diameters, 1¼, 1, and l i inch es.
Cliff dwellings, Mancos Canyon, Colorado.
Cat. Nos. 23556--23559, Museum of Archreology, Univer&ity of Pennsylvania.

may move both on the diagonal lines and on those at right angle · A
piece may not be moved backward. When four person play, tho eon
the North and West play against those on the South and East.
VOCABULARY.

Th boarcl, Ate a Zan e, "ston plain."
Thr traight line , a kwi 1 c, " anyons," or "ar,-oyas."
Th!' diagonal lineR, na we, "trails."
Tb ordinar · m o, Aw thlak na kwe.
h ·venth pi· , Pi-tltlan shi-wani (i1f6s6na), "Prir t f the Bow.'

a
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found among the ruins. Its antiquity is attested by the presence of
such disks among the remains in the cliff houses. Four such disks
from Mancos Canyon, in the University Museum, are shown in :fi.g.188.1

Fig.189.
THE GAME OF TO·TO-L6S-PI.

Moki Indians, New Mexico.
After an unpublished drawing by Dr. J. Walter Fewkes.

Dr. J. Walter Fewkes 2 has described a somewhat similar game as
existing among the Moki Indians of New Mexico under the nam of
To-to-l6s-pi. It can be played by two or more parties. .A. rectangular
1 Disks roughly shaped from fragments of earthenware vessels were found by Mr.
Clarence B. Moore in mounds of the Georgia Coast (Jour. Academy of Natural
Sciences, Phila., XI), of which specimens contributed by him are contained in th
Museum of Archreology of the niversity of Pennsylvania (Cat. Nos. 20160-20162).
They vary from 1½ to 2 inches in diameter. Similar pottery disks, some perforated,
are found in many localities in the United States. Mr. . E. Laidlaw writes that
large numbers of disks of stone and pottery are found in the ash beds of ancient
village sites in Ontario, Canada, east and northeast of Lake imcoe. They ar seldom bored, and the pottery disks, which range from 1 inch to 2 inches in diameter,
are made from shards, and have the original curve of th pot. Th y bear no markings, and in a great majority of cases the edges are not ground smooth. He sugg t
their probable use in games. Pottery disks, all made from shards, some with central
perforations, are found in Peru, Bolivia, and Argentina, and doubtless other outh
American site .
2
Journal of American Ethnology and Archreology, II, p. 159.
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:figure (fig. 189), divided into a large number of squares, is drawn upon
the rock, either by scratching or by using a different colored stoue as a
crayon. A diagonal line, tuh-ki-o-ta, is drawn across the rectangle from
northwest to southeast and tbe players station themselves at each end
of this line. When two parties play, a single person acts as player
and the other members of the party act as advisers. The first play is
won by tossing a leaf or corn husk with one side blackened. The pieces
which are used are beau or corn kernels, stont•s and wood, or small
fragments of any substance of marked color. The players were stationed at each end of the diagoual line, tuh-lci-o-ta,. They move their
pieces upon this line, but never across it. (On this line the game is
fought.) The moves which are made are intricate, and the player may
move one or more pieces successively. Certain positions entitle him to
this privilege. He may capture, or, as he terms it, kill one or more of
his opponents at one play. Iu this respect the game is not unlike
checkers, and to capture the · pieces of the opponent seems to be tlrn
main object of the game. The checkers, however, must be concentrated
and always moved toward the southeast coruer. 1
This game is now rarely played on the East Mesa, but is still used at
Oraibi. It is said to have been played in ancient times by tlrn sun and
moon or by other mythical personages. Figures of this game formerl y
existed on the rocks near the village of "\Valpi, and may be the same
referr~d to by Bourke.
Games resembling the above seem to have existed widely among the
American tribes. Mrs. W. W. Brown 2 gives the following account of
a game of the Wabanaki Indians:
Ko-ko-nag'n has a resemblance to the game of Checkers, but, although nearly all
nd
are more or less proficient at the latter game, there are only a few who understa
ko-ko-nag'n. This, unlike any other game, may be played by male and female o~ponents. It is the least n9isj' , tlie skillful play requiring deliberation and nndlvided
attention. A smooth surface is marked off into different-sized spaces, and pieces of
wooL1, round and square, marked to qualify value, are generally u ed, though sometimes carve<l. bone is substituted.

This may be the game referred to by Rasle among the Nol'ridgewok
Indian , where he ay , : ' Un antre }eu ou l'on place des grains itr cle
espece de lozanges entrelassees ( clicitur) ma,hmadoaiiga'ii."
1 1t woul(l app ar from
r. F wk<' 's ketch of th board that only on player
moved toward the i,outh ast and that his opponent " ·ent in the oppo ite direction.
~•'om Indoor au<l
ntdoor Games of th \Vabanaki Indian:, Tran . 1 o. · 0 •
'ana<la, s c·. 11, 1 · , l>· 41.
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The other principal class of arrow-derived gamt•s is that in which a
number of staves, splints, or other substituted objects are shakeu or
divided at random, originally to determine place directly, or to discover
the number and thence the place. Like the preceding class, it is widely
distributed throughout the world. The divinatory associations of these
games are more clearly manifest to the writer than those in whicll the
tossed staves or their substitutes are used, and the derivation of the
implements from arrows more easily demonstrable.
An examination of the arrows used by savage people shows· that tbe
custom of marking them in such manner that each individual might
distinguish bis own was very general. From this, both in the Old and
the New World, the arrow came to stand as the token and symbol of a
man, 1 and as such, amoug many other symbolic uses, was employed in
divi.natory games. It appears that the marks of the arrows of the
American Indians, which are placed upon the shaftments, refer not, it
would seem, to the personal names of their owners, but to their owners'
place in the system of classification according to the directions in tbe
circuit of the clans. At a later period of development we find these
cosmical marks replaced by the written name of the owner, as in Eastern Asia,. Traces still survive, even here, as on the practice arrows of
Korea (No. 78) of the earlier system.
The method of marking in America is by means of colored bands
(ribbons) painted upon the shaftments. It may be asimmed that a
quiver made up of the different arrows of the individuals of a tribe
would represent the Four Quarters and the intermediary points. It is
such perfect quivers and their conventionalized representatives that
constitute the implements of magic employed in the games which follow.
In connection with these there are exhibited several set'ies of arrow ,
together with a variety of objects regar<l.e<l by the writer as having· been
derived from the employmeut of arrows as symuols of per ·omtlity.
61. TONG-K.A.1. Korea.
(a) Quiver of Oeremonfal Arrows. 2 Worn a au emblem of rank l>y
Korean officials in military court-dress.
1 The symbolism of the arrow was discn
eel hy Mr. Cn hiug in bis vice-pre. i<lential
address before Section .II of the American Association for the Advanccm nt of, cience, pringfield, 1895. A cording to him, '' owner's mark s, on arrows, w re not
designed primarily a signs of mere po ses ion. They were indicatiY , rath r, of
the place in the co,·mically arrangecl circuit of the tribe, of the man who made and
posses ed the arrow . It is probable that such marks w ro at first p]ac cl on :irrows
to serve as prote ·tive and <lireetive potencies. By impartin<r Hom what of th<' man's
per. onality to th arrows, their special aid to him was in 11recl and at the sanie time
their :flight was endow d with tlie breath or wind of th quarter to which he and
th y alike helongecl. It naturally followed that, mnch as bis face was re ·ogui,mble
as belonging to him, so were these arrows recognizabl as e s ntially of his place
and of him-so much so, that ceremonially they often stood for the mun llimself
even mor intimately than do our si<rnatnres stand for us." But these oncl pa.rt of
this hiCJ'h]y important paper, in which this was embodiecl, remains unpublished.
2 Cat. To. 151147, 1 . . .M.
'ollcct cl by Ilon. W.W. Rockhill.

NA'I MU '
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(b) Reproduction of native picture of Korean officials in military
court-dress wearing quiver with arrows. 1
The quiver exhibited bas ten arrows, while in the native picture five
arrows re represented as being worn. These are regarded by the
writer as corresponding with the Five Directions, and as symbols of
regnal or universal autbority. 2 They are worn by the King himself, as
well as officers who receive orders from him. The actual arrows are 26
inches in length, made of lacquered bamboo with white feathering and
no points. The quiver is of Japanese leather ornamented with silver
disks and sewed along the edges with colored silk. 3
Chinese generals wear (or wore) a set of six arrows as an insignia of
rank. A set of such arrows (Cat. No.17686) in the Museum of the Umversity, picked up in August, 1894, on the field of A-San in Korea, three
days after the battle, by Dr. E. B. Landis, are six in number (fig. 190).
The shafts are of white wood, 37 inches in length, feathered with two

Fig. 190.
CEREMONIAL ARROW.

Insignia of Chinese general.
One of set of six, inscribed with names of twelve" branches."
Length, 42 inches.
Cat. No. 17686, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.

featbers and painted with a red ribbon on the shaftment and at the
nock. The points are of iron, leaf-shaped and painted black, and are
fastened in the shaftment with a wrapping of cherry-bark. They
are painted in red with the twelve characters which stand as names for
the Twelve Branches or Duodenary Cycle. 4 These ign are used to
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indicate the tweive points of the Chinese compass, tsz' corresponding
to the North, mau to the East, ng' to the South, and yau to the West.
From this peculiarity it is not improbable that these arrows were
originally intended for divinatory purposes.
62. P'AI TS'iM. "Notice Tally." 1 (Fig. 191.) Chinese in the United
States.
Tally used to assemble members of the Chinese gamblers and shopkeepers' guild in Philadelphia. In common use for similar purposes
in China, where bamboo instead of varnished
wood is used. . This tally bears on one side the
name of the gamblers' guild, and on _the other
the name of one of its members, with a blank for
the insertion ·of the hour of the meeting, as
occai-don requires. The tallies are kept by a
member of the guild, who summons the members
by sendiug each his tally. This constitutes the
credentials of the person bringing it to the
meeting.
These tallies are direct descendants of the
arrows used iu more primitive conditions for the
same purpose Their name, ts'im, is almost identical with the Chinese name for arrow, and their
form still retains a suggestion of their origin.
Compare with the tallies used in the game of
Chong iin ch'au (No. 27).
63. NiN KAN. New Year Cards. Chinese in the
United States and China.
Fig.19t.
Rectangular strips of red paper, 4½ by 9 inches,
NO'.l'ICE 'rALLY (P'ai ts'im).
twice fol<led, aud bearing personal name and
Length, 8½ inches.
uames of shop companies. Widely exchanged
Chinese in United States.
at the New Year season, When they are un- From Ko rean Games. Cat. o. 15815,
.
b
h
Museum of Archreology, University
folded and pasted ill a rOW ln t e S Op Or
of Pennsylvania.
dwelling, where they are kept during the year.
These cards may be regarded a. belonging to the same family as the
message tally, or arrow, with the name of a man. Like it they ceremonially tand for the individual whose name tbey l>ear, and a such are
preserved a ple<lge and tokens, given each other by members of tbe
ame clan ~tnd their friends, for the year. Tlle 11am lean mean primarily a slip of bamboo ''formerly used for making notes on."
Comparaule with the "y •ar cards" are the ho-hpai (Chine e, ho p'ai) or "name
tablets," which all the male inhabitants of Korea are required by law to carry.
influence, according to th attributes ascribed to each, over the hour, day, or year
to which, through th dnodenary cycle of ymbols th y respectively, appertain.
The usage iH admitt dly of foreign origin and is trac •<l to int rcourse with Tartar
nations. 1Iay1•r's hinese R ad rs' Manual, Pt. 2, pp. 296, 302.
tCat. No.15 15, Mu . Arch., Univ. Penn.
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When a free-born Korean boy reaches the age of 15, he has a small wooden label cut,
whi ch he carries with him. This label is made of pear wood or mahogany, and is
about 2 inches in length by t inch broad. It is inscri bed in Chinese characters.
Across t,h e top is the name of the Pou (Chinese pu) or ward to which the boy belongs.
Then in a line below the designation han-1·yang, "leisure fellow," that is, not in government service, a nd the boy 1s name with the date of -his birth. The date on which
the label is made is out on the reverse. This label must be sealed by an official of
the treasury, who brands it with a hot iron and registers the boy's name and other
particulars. When a boy enters the Tjin-sa (Chinese, tsun sz' ), he has another ta~let
cut, this time of boxwood, with his proper title instead of han-ryang. V pon pass mg
th e military or civil examinations, the label is cut from black horn, and upon obtaining the first grade an ivory label is permitted. Since writing the above account,
which was dictated by Mr. Pak Yonng Kiu, Kornan Charge d'A:ffaires at Washing~
ton, I have received from Dr. E. B. Landis, at Chemulpo, two specimens of h&-hpai
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Fig. 193.

NAME TABLET (Ho-hpai).

NAME TABLET (Ho -hpai).

Length, Bi inches.
Korea.

Length, 3} inches.
Korea.

Cal , Xo.1 9845, Museum of Arclueology, University
of P ennsylvania.

Cat. N o. 19846, Museum of Arcbreology,
Uni versity of P ennsylvania.

Report of U. S. National Mu seum, 1896 .-Culi n.

PLATE

IDENTIFICATION TAB LETS ( Yo- hpai ).

Kor a.
at Xo . 20009, 200!) , ?IIu eum of A r b reology,

ni v rs ity o r P nnsylvan ia.

33.

Report ot U , S. National Museum, 1896,- Culin .

P.o\!ZAH OF THE M ONGOLS.

LPngth 6 inch ..

Fr m a.. ~ imeo founcl in Eal"t iberia.
From tb1- Boc,k or . · r )Ia.re P lo by 'ol. H nry Yul , . B.

PLATE

34.

Report oi U . S. National Museum , 1896. -Culin .

PLATE

.-

BAMBOO MONEY .

. , .•·atiooal Museum. Glov r

11 ctioo.

35.

PLATE.

Repor. of U. S. National Muse um, 1896.-Culin .

OBVERSE. OF JADE AUDIENCE. RING.

Diam ter, 4 inch · .
An i n

hina.

•at.~ . 1:3066:? U . . •·.~1.

36,

•
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Analogous to these Korean objects are the tablets of authority carried by the Mongol princes, which are described by Marco Polo (Plate 34). These were of silver,
silver gilt, and of gold, and were inscribed with a legend commanding respect in
the name of the Kaan. To this was ad<led the figure of a lion, and below the sun and
moon, while the highest lords received a tablet with gerfalcons. I have been led to
refer to these Pdiizah, which are so fully described and illustrated by Colonel Yule
(Marco Polo, Book II, C. VII, Note 2), through their suggesting in connection with other objects a theory of the
origin of the so-called "cash" or current money of China
(fig. 194). These coins, which uniformly bear the name of
the regnal period, by which the sovereign is known to the
world, may be regarded as having been, like the Pd)izah,
emblems of authority emanating from the sovereign. Specimens of Chinese bamboo money (Plate 35), similar in
appearance to the Korean ho-hpai, occur in the Glover collection in the United States National Museum.
In ancient China, accordFig. 194.
ing to the Book of 1-Iistory OBVERSE OF CHINESE COIN
(Shu King, Sec. II), the
('l's'in).
China.
nobles are described as having five kinds of scepters
made of precious stones. Of these, the two lowest
classes were round with a hole iu t,he center and
about 5 inches in diameter. A specimen in the United
States National Museum (Cat. No. 130662, gift of
Chang Yen Hoon, His Imperial Chinese Majesty's
envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary)
(Plate 36) is made of jade, and is of the kind designated as lculc pile, or "grain-besprinkled slab."
We have in these scepters an ancient emblem of
authority corresponding in form to the coin. When
w e examine the name of the latter, we find it to be
ts'in, a word differing but slightly from twin, "arrow,"
from which I regard both the coin and tablet as
having in all probability been derived. The character for ts'in is written with the radical for " spear"
doubled, with the radical for "metal" on the left. It
differs in the substitution of metal for p' in, a "leaf"
or "slip," from the character tsin u ed in writing the
name of the Korean playing cards, htou-fjyen (Chinese,
tau tsin) (No. 77 ).
Analogous to the Korean ho -7,pai are the amulet
bags (rnamori bnlcnro, protection ha,g), which Japanese
Fig.195.
childr n used to wear outside th ir dre ses with a
'fLINUIT TABLET.
ticket ontaining th ir nam sand re iclenc s attached.
Length. Oi inches.
"At a lat r period th y are cone al cl; bnt all ·las es
.Alaska.
wea,r th m durinrr their nat.nral lifetime. , ome of
Cat, o. lfi8372a, U . . ,l\f,
them contain , anskrit cb:mwt rH, others piC'tur<'s or
names of hinto divinities or Bucldhi t saints, while all ontain th navel orcl of
th wearer with the dateofbis hirth inscribed." 1
Th Tlingit mak and ·arrysmall flat hon ancl frorytabl I •
nmnbPr ·oll ct cl
by Lieut. ' org T. Emruont;,
. N., in the nited tat . ' ational Ins um ( 'at.
o. 1 372) ar repre nt din ft . 19:--.., 0.

translat<'u l>y

uclovi

rclwin; Tb

hry ~nth mnm,
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The designs are incised and filled in with red paint. Thes6 the writer is disposed
to class with the Korean ho-hpai as personal emblems .. One of them (fig.195)is in the

J
Fig.196.
TLINGIT TABLETS.

L ength, 4¼ to 4i inches .
.Alaska.
Cat. No. 168372b, c, d, U.S .N.M.

form and is marked like the feathered shaftment of an arrow. It bears at the upper
end on one side the word VOCASA inscribeu in Roman letters. Another somewhat

Fi •.197.
TLrn'OIT TABl,ETS.

Len •th, 4 to 4i iu ·h
('al.

·o.J

,\la ka.
a,,f,11,

1 .. · •.• 1.

imil rt. 1,1 i~ tbf'l rniv r i y • In. nm ( 'at. To. 1531!1) i r pr nt cl in fig. - 1.
I i u t imp ill• tha t.hi
tring of hon<' colfoctc·d h , Li ut nant Ennn n. and
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stated by him to be part of the paraphernalia of a Shaman are analogous to string
of leg bones of the Arctic fox, which Mr. Bryant found in use among the Arctic
Highlanders. (Seep. 719.)
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Fig.198.
TLINGIT TABLETS.

Lengths, 2½, 3¼, and 4¾inches.
Cat. No. 1683721,, i, k, U.S.N.M.

64. TA.NZA.KU. A narrow strip of thick cardboard, 2i by 14~ inches,
used for writing verses on. J a.pan.
The usual size of the tanzalcu is about 2¼ by 14¼ inches. They are
frequently made of a thin strip of wood. The name is a Japaue8e
transcription of the Ubinese
tiin ch'alc " a short list or
memoranda," 1 and the object
itself may be regarded as a
survival from the time when
books were engraved on similar strips of barn boo, like
existing Buddhist scriptures
in Siam. The temple lots,
mikuji (No. 68), and the
Korean cards (No. 77) correspond with a bundle of
tanzalcu, which are till represented on and give name
Fig.109.
to certain card-piec in the
TLINGJT TABLET .
J apanese pa k (No. 1).
Length, 8½ to 3i in ·h s.
Cat. o. 16 3721, ,,., U. ·. . M.
The ance try of the book
in Eastern A i may be
traced, not only to the engraved , trip of bamboo ( hinese ch'alc), but,
1 H pburn.
of bamboo.

A. more obviou explanation would be found in tdn ch'ak, a single slip
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in tbe opm10n of the writer, to the bundle of engraved or painted
arrow-derived slips used in divination. Indeed the Korean name for
the pack of cards, ~jil, is defined by the Chinese tit, applied m Korea
to a complete set of volumes of the same work.

Fig. 200.
TLINGIT TABLETS.

L engths,

3tt-, 3H, and 2i inches.

Cat. No. 168372n, o, p, U.S.N.M .

The folding fan of China and Japan is not unlikely to bave orig·inated from these tanzaku or writing slips, whicll the nobles carried in
order to make memoranda when in the presence of the sovereign. Tl.le
fan is constantly used for writiug
TIM/ ~ upo11, oue side originally being left
Ll--6,, . .MY~
bla.nk for the purpose. In Japan
a folding fan, ogi (fig. ~02), formed
au essential part of the ceremonial
co, tume of a gentleman, and wa
carried in front in the belt. ReferFi!f. 201.
rin g to the folding fan, Mr. Giles
ALASKA INDIAN TABLET.
says:

~\ Hl~

]l_W

Length , 4 inches.
Alaska.
Cal. No. 15319, M11.1eom of Arch ·ology 1 Univeulty of Pennaylvania.

L nclon 1

Report of U. S. National Mu seum , 1896.-Cu lin.

PLATE

TANZAKU .

Length, 14½inches.
Japan.
Io the author's collection .

37.
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65. YEKI. Divination. Japan.
Fifty splints of bamboo,
zeiuhaku, and six wooden prisms,
sctngi. 1
The sticks may vary in length
from 2 to 14 inches, tbe set exhibited being 14 inches in length.
The wooden prisms, which are
usually made of shitan, or red
sandalwood, have two contiguous sides plain and two marked
with a transverse cµt about 1
inch wide, which is painted red
(fig. 203). These blocks, called
scmgi, or '' calcu:lating sticks,"
are placed before the fortuneteller, parallel to each <;>ther and
with their plain faces uppermost.
The fortune teller takes the
bundle of splints in bis right
band and raises them reverentially to bis forehead. .He then
places the ends iu the palm of
bis left, haud ai1d shuffles them

Fig. 202.
FOLD!N'1 FAN

(hak shin, "black fan") .

L ngtb, 11:l inchef!.
anton, Ubinn.
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times as possible there will remain less than eight sticks. This relllainder indicates the complement of the destined diagram according
to the arrangement shown in fig. 206.
The trigram indicated is then recorded by means of the sangi, the
faces of the three nearest the fortune-teller being turned to correspond
with the broken or unbroken lines of the trigram. The zeichaku are
then again manipulated and the three remaining sangi turned in the
same manner to agree with the trigram designated by the count. The
indication obtained from these two operations is then referred to the
corresponding diagram in the Yik King or "Divination Classic," and
the fortune teller draws his conclusions from the text which explains
it, aided by traditional interpretations.
In this system of divination we have an illustration of the use of
arrow-derived splints divided at random to determine the number,
place being ascertained by counting around a diagram, the Pat kwa,
symbolic of the World Quarters. It is also practised at the present

Fig.203.
CALCULATING BLOCKS (sangi) FOR YEKI,

Length, 4-½ inches.
Japan.
Cat. No. 175655, U.S.N.M.

day in Korea and in China, having doubtless been derived both in
Japan and Korea from China. It is described minutely in one of the
appendices to the "Divination Clas ic." 1 According to the Chine e
record, the stalks of a plant, the Ptarmica Siberica were used, tho e
which grew on the grave of Confuciu being mo t highly e te med.
The a umptiou that th zeichaku (Chine e, hai chuk) 2 were originally
arrows is ba ed upon analogy, the arrow d rivation of many similar
obj cts employed in divinati n b ing clearly apparent. The ang·
( hine e, siin 1n1.ik), or ' cal ·ulating tick " may be regarded a ur-

ffica iou i from th
tionar ..

gr ~ of
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v1vrng from or suggested by the two-faced staves, from which the
diagrams originated.
The above-described method of divination has a counterpart in the
Chinese game of Fan t'an, or "repeatedly spreading out," which is
played in the gambling houses established by the immigrants from
China in many American cities. Fan t'an
is played with a quantity of Chinese brass
"cash," for which buttons and other small
objects are sometimes substituted. These
•take the place of the splints or zeichalcu.
The dealer covers a handful of these cash,
taken at random from the pile, with a brass
cup. 1 The players lay their wagers on the
four sides of a square, numbered '' one,"
H two," "three," and "four."
The dealer
then divides off the "cash" u11der the cup
by fours, using for the purpose a tapering
rod 2 of teak wood, about 18 inches in
length. When all the fours are counted
off, the winner is determined by the number remaining.3 In these operations we
have the random partition of "cash"
substituted for that of splints, and the
square with its four numbered sides (corresponding with the Four Quarters) for the
Put lcwa or "Eight Trigrams" around
which the splints are counted .
.Analogous also to the Chinese and J apanese method of divination with splints
is the Malagassy Silcidy, a system of
Fig. 204.
fortune-telling in common use in MadaMl, THon OF SRU!fB"LING ZEICII.AKU.
gascar, in which beans, rice, or otber small
.Japan.
objects that can be easily counted or
From Korean Games.
divided, are employed. A quantitY, of
beans are placed in a heap, and from these a handful is taken at random. From this handful the diviner withdraws fir t two, then two
more, and so on succe sively until two only are left, or, it may be, the
odd. number, one. The proce s i repeated and the remainder , on or
two, are marked in table of S()_uares, from which the determination
are afterward made.
The method of marking down, by means of one or two dot i. id ntical with that frequently mployed in diviniug with tbe , plint . Th
proces is repeated four time , one of ixt en c mbination b inO'
T'dn k'oi or "spr ading out cover."
T'wn pong, "spreading-out rod."
3 , 'tewart
nliu, The 'ambling Games of the Chinese in Am rira, Phila<l lplJia,
1 91; also, The Origin of F'an t'an, Overland Monthly, August, 1 96.
1

:2
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formed, which are given, with their Malagassy names, in the following
table:
9

Adikizy.

Taraika.

10

Alezany.

3

Aditsimay.

11

Ale-mora.

4

Alokola.

12

Adibidjady.

5

As01·avany.

]3

Kizo.

6

..d.soralahy.

14

Adikiasajy.

7

Molahidy.

15

Saka.

8

,Mikiarija.

16

Vonfsil'a.

1

Jama.

2

In order to explain the Malagassy names, which in part at least are
Arabic, M. Steinschneider 1 gives a table, compiled from a Hebrew
lot book in Munich, with the Arabic, Hebrew, Latin, and Berber designations of these combinations of dots. The figures, he state , are
supposed to represent the astrological "houses" connected with the
planets. They are distinguished as male and female-a di tinction
which we may assume exists in the single and double dots, as in tbe
unbroken and broken lines. Steinschneider assumes that thi upposed Arabic cience was transplanted by scholars like Abraham ibn
Es a and Jebuda al-Chari i, who traveled from Spain in Europe and
the Orient in the twelfth and thirteenth centurie , through o-called
lot book into Hebrew.
Sibree r~lat that in a imple form of ilcidy an indefinite 1Jumb r f
gra s talk are ount d ff in two , until nly one or tw ( re left.i
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A method of fortune telling, based upon the sixteen combinations of
single and double dots, taken four at a time, worked by means of a
table not unlike that employed in sikidy, is to be found in a popular
handbook entitled, "The Gypsy Dream Book and Fortune Teller,"
M. J. Ivers & Co., New York, under tbe title of ''The Oraculum; or,
Napoleon Buonaparte's Book of Fate.''
The diagrams or dot combinations:
etc., are discovered by
making four rows of dots at random
and afterwards counting them, even yielding .. and odd .
Reviewing the references in the Greek and Roman class1cs to clivinatory practices with rods resembling those above <lescribed, there is to
be found in .Ammianus Marcellinus 1 the following
account of the custom of the Alani:
They predict the future in a marvelous wa,y. They take
straight rods of osier, and, separating them with certain
secret charms at a fixed time, they know clearly what is
meant. 2

Herodotus relates:
Scythia has an abundance of soothsayers, who foretell the
future by means of a number of willow wands. A large
bundle of these wands is brought and laid on the ground.
The soothsayer unties the bundle and places each wand by
itself,3 at the same time uttering bis prophecy. Then, while
he is still speaking, he gathers the rods together again, and
makes them up once more into a bundle. This mode of
divination is of home growth in Scythia. 4

The latter account does not agree except so far as
concerns the bundle of rods, but almost exact parallels to the zeichalcu, both in number and method.
Fig. 205.
of manipulation, are· to be found among many abo- oNE Tl K PLACED BErigina} tribes in America. .A resmne of the de ·crip'rWEEN LITTLE FINGER
tions given by the early writers is furnished in that
AND TmnD FINGER.
admirable paper on'' India11 Garnes" by Mr. Andrew
From Kort:an Gnmes.
McFarland Davis, published in the Bulletin of the Essex Institute, 5
Volume XXXI, p. 2.
omewhat comparable is the custom of the Guinea negroes described by Bo man
(William Bosman, A New and. Accurate Description of the Coast of uinea; transl ated in Pinkerton' Voyages, London, 1814, XVI, p. 399): "If th pri st is inclined
to oblige the quen•nt the que tions are :put to the iclo] in bis pr sen e, and g ncrally in one of the two following methods: The first way is by a lmndl of al.lout
tweuty small bit. of leather, in the middle of which they bind som trash of the
same nature with that they fill th mentioned pipe; some of th e ingr di nts promise good success and others threat n the ·ontrary. 'J his buucll the pri st s11uflles
too-ether everal tim s, and if those whi ch presa(Te a good i sue h appen to come frequently togeth r h answers the querent that his nud rtaking shall encl well."
3 0. Scbra<ler, "
ne heuind anotl1er "Prehi toric Antiquitie., transla.1 d by Prauk
Byron Jevon, London, 1 . 0, p. 279.
4
Book IV, 67, awlinson,
w York, 1893, III, p. 46.
6
olume XVII, o . 7-9, 1 5 ; XVIII, Nos.10-12, 18 6.
1

2
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under the caption of "Straw or Indian Cards," from which I have
extracted the following:
To play the game a number of straws or reeds uniform in size and of equal length
were required. They were generally from 6 to 10 inches long. The number used in
the game was arbitrary. Lawson puts it at fifty-one, Charlevoix at two hundred and
one. The only essential points were that the numbers should be odd and that there
should be enough of them so that when the pile was divided into two pa,rts, a glance
would not reveal which of the two divisions contained the odd number of straws.
In its simplest form the game consisted in separating the heap of straws into two
parts, one of which each player took, and he whose pile contained the odd number
of straws was the winner. Before the division was made the straws were subjected
to a manipulation, somewhat after
the manner of shuffling cards. They
3
were then placed upon the deerskin
Sollt:h..
or upon wba t ever other article was
selected as a surface on which to play.
The player who was to make the division into twp heaps, with many contortions of the body and throwing
about of the arms, and with constant
2 utterances to propitiate bis good luck,
would make a division of the straws
with a pointed bone or some similar
instrument, 1 himself taking one of the
divisions while his adversary took the
other. They would then rapidly separate the straws into parcels numbering ten each, and determine from the
Nott"h.
fractional remainders who had the
6
Fig. 206.
odd n(Jmber. The speed with which
EIGHT DIAGRAM8 (Pat kwa).
the process of counting was carried
Numerical compliments indicated by numerals.
on was al ways a source of wonder to
the lookerson, and the fact that the
counting was done by tens is almost invariably mentioned. Between two people
betting simply on the odd number no further rules were necessary. To determme
which had the heap containing the odd number, there was no need to foot up the
total number of tens. It was to be settled by what was left over after the last pile
of complete tens was set aside. The number itself might be either one, three, five,
seven, or nine. In the more complicated forms of tlle games this led to giving different values to these numbers, the nine b eing always supreme and the one on which
the highest Lets were wagered. It wa generally understood that the holder of this
number swept the board, taking all bets on other nnmber.., ag well as those on nine.
It was easy to bet beads against h eads ancl skins again , t skin , in a imple game of
odd or even, but when the element of different values for uifferent <·ombinati n, wa
introduced some medium of exchanO'e was needed to relieve the complication ·
O'ame of ja ck-

•parat d hy m an
m ho,t of 11 ing th

· th •w
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Stones of fruit were employed, just as chips or counters are usBd in modern gamuling
games, and a regular bank was practically instituted. Each player took a certain
number of these counters as the equivalent of the value of the merchandise which he
proposed to hazard on the game, whether it was a gun, a blanket, or some other
article. Here we have all.the machinery of a regular gambling game at cards, but
the resemblance does not stop
here. The players put up
their bets precisely as they
now do in a game of faro, selecting their favorite number
and fixing the amount, measured in the standard of the
game, which they wish to hazard. '' By the side of the
straws, which are on the
ground, are found the (grains)
counters," says Perrot,
"which the players have bet
on the game." In another
place the method of indicating the bets is stated as follows: "He (meaning the one
who has bet) is also obliged to
make two other lieaps. In
one he will place five, in the
other seven straws, with as
many (grains) counters as he
pleases. * * * C omplicated rules determined when
the players won or lost, when
Fig. 207.
the bets were to be doubled,
.JAPANESE FORTUNE·TELLER WITH ZEICHAKU.
and when they were to abide After native drawing in Our Neighborhood, by T. A. Purcell, reproduced in Korean
the chance of another count.
Games.
The loser at the game, even
after all he had with him was gone, was sometimes permitted to continue the game
on his promise to pay. If ill luck still pursued him the winner could refnse him
credit and decline to play for stakes that he could not see. The game often fasted
several days, one after another relieving his comrades at the play until oue of the
into tbe air, and .catch them on the palm. If the player succeeds in grasping them
all he l ays one splint aside and tries again.
The antiquity of the game of jackstraw in India appears to be illustrated by a
pas a::re in the Tevigga utta (The Mago-hi ma Silam, 4; The acred Book of the East,
XI, Oxford, 18 1, p. 193) in a list of games detrimental to the proo-ress of virtue.
"That is to say, with a board of ixty-four squares, or one hundred squares; tos ing
up; r ernoving substances from a heap without shaking the remaincler ."
In Canton, China, children use splints from burnt punk sticks (he1mg k'eulc, litera1ly, "incense £ et"), one hundred being held in a bunch ancl allowed to fall, the
players endeavoring to remove them one at a time from th pile with ut disturbing
the others, using another stick bent over at the encl for th purp . They can the
game t'iu heung lc'eulc. The Chinese at Canton make carved Jackstraw , but 1 am
informed by Chin e mer ·hants that they are sold only for
port. A s t in th
niversity Mu eum ( at. o. 16221) (Plates 3 , 39) ·onsists of f rty-two pi ce ,
twenty small pointed sti ks, twenty miniature weapons an impl ments, and two
hooks for r moving the splints. They are made of sandal wood, 4½ inch in 1 ngth,
and their name is given by the v nd rs as heunu t'o pdlpo.
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two sides had lost everything. * * * The game of straw," says Perrot,' from
whose account we have made the foregoing digest, "is ordinarily held in the cabins
of the chiefs, which are large, and are, so to speak, the Academy of the Savages."

Lawson 2 describes it, but in slightly modified_form, as follows:
"Indian Cards.-Their chiefest game is a sort of Arithmetick, which is managed
by a parcel of small split reeds, the thickness of a small Bent. These are made very
nicely, so that they part, and are tractable in their hands. They are fifty -one in
number, their length about 7 inches. vVhen they play, they throw part of them to
their antagonist. The art is to discover, upon sight, how many you have, and what
y o u throw to him that plays with you. Some are so expert at their numbers that
they will tell ten times together what they throw out of their hands. Although the
whole play is carried on with the quickest motion it is possible to use, yet some are
so expert at this game as to win great Indian Estates by this Play. A good set of
these reeds fit to play withal are valued and sold for a dressed doe-skin."
Th e first game described by Roger Williams 3 in his Chapter on Gaming is" a game
like unto the English Cards, yet instead of Cards they play with strong Rushes."
In his vocabulary he gives" Akesuog: they are at cards, or telling Rushes; Pissinne-

Fig. 208.
ROD AND COVER USED IN FAN T'AN.

Length of rod , 17½ inches ; diameter of cup, 3½ inches.
Canton , China.
Cat, Nos. 7159, 7160, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania.

ganash : their playing Rushes; Ntakesemin: I am a telling or counting; for their
play is a kind of Arithmatick." Strachey found this game among the Indians in Virginia. He describes it as follows: "Dice play, or car<les, or lotts, they know not,
bow be it they use a game upon. rushes much like primero, wherein they card and
discaru and lay a stake or two, and so win or lose."
5
Mr. Davis cites other r eferences to the game by Fathers Brebenf, 4 Boncher,
Lafitau, 6 Charlevoix,7 anll Beverly ,8 none of which throw any additionallight upon it.
1 Nicholas Perrot, M .moire snr les Murnr , Coustnmes et Relligion d s
auvage de
l' A.mcrique 'eptentrionale, Leipzig and Pari , 1 67.
2 ,John Law on, History of North
arolina, London, 171 , p. 176. Thetril> s who e
cu toms are describe<l by him are Catawba, Tuskeruro (T n ·arora), Pamp icongh,
and Woccon. He do •s not tipecify that the game wa played by any one of th
tri1 e in particular.
:Ro er \ illiam8, A Key to Langnage of America, et ., toO'etb r with bri fob ervation of the u:tome · Ianner, etc., Providence in
w England, London 1 3,
hap. L''\: III.
4
R lation d
Pari 1
3.

Rol rt B \'Crly, Hi. tory of rlrgiui~, 17 ;-,
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About :fifteen years ago the late Rev. J. Owen Dorsey gave the fol. lowing account of a corresponding game among the Omaha: 1
Jan-<~awa, Stick-counting, is played by any number of persons with sticks made of
deska or siduhi. These sticks are all placed in a heap, and then the players, in
succession, take up some of them in their bands. The sticks are not counted until
they have been taken up, and then be who has the lowest odd number always wins.
'l'h~s, if one player had five, another three, and a thircl only one, the last must be
the victor. The highest number that anyone can have is nine. If ten or more
sticks have been taken those above nine do not count. 2

Light is thrown upon the origin and significance of these games in
America by the account of the Tiyotipi of the Dakota, by Stephen R.
Riggs. 3 1 ' The exponent of the Phratry was the 'Tiyotipi,' or 'Soldiers'
Lodge/ Its meaning is the ~ Lodge of Lodges.' There were placed
the bundles of black and red sticks of the soldiers. There the soldiers
gathered to talk and smoke and feast. There the laws of the encampmeut were enacted." Describing the lodge, he says:
A' good fire is blazing inside, and we may just lift up the skin-door and crawl in.
Toward the rear of the tent, but near enough for convenient use, is a large pipe
placed by the symbols of power. There are two bundles of shaved sticks about 6
inches long. ,The sticks in one bundle are painted black and in the other red. The
black bundle represents the real men of the camp-those who have made their mark
on the warpath. The red bundle represents the boys and such men as wear no eagle
featheni.

Again he says:
Then of all the round-shaved sticks, some of which were painted black and some
µainted red, four are especially marked. They are t·h e four chiefs of the Tiyotipi
that were matle. And these men are not selected at random for this place; but men
who have kille¢ many enemies and are most able are chosen.

In conclusion, Mr. Riggs adds:
The special making of the sticks is done on the line of personal hiAtory. Whatever is indicated by the kind of eagle feathers a man is entitled to wear in his head,
an<l by the notches in them, this is all hieroglyphed on bis stick in the Tiyotipi.
Then these bundles of sticks are used for gambling. The question is, "Odd or
even~" The forfeits are paid in meat for the Tiyotipi.

This highly suggestive account reveals the splints or straws of the
American games as derived from the ceremonial emblems of the warriors of the tribe. The identity of the splints with the Haida gamblmgsticki:; (No. 76), both in number and method of use, is clearly apparent.
1

maha Sociology, Third Annual Report Bureau of Ethnology, Washington, 1884, ·
p. 338.
~Mr. Francis Le Fleche mentioned an Omaha game to the writer under the name
of Zane kidde, as played with sticks or straws, fifty-two in all. '' It is pretty much
like card-playing." Miss Alice C. Flecher writes me that "the true name of the game
is zthon-ni-glci-de. This is an old word, and not a descriptive name, whereas the
name given by Mr. Dorsey is a descriptive name and only sometimes U1:1ed to designate thif:1 game. The name given by Mr. Dorsey, zhon-dha-wa, is composed of zohn,
'' wood," and dha-wa, "to count."
:i tephen Return Riggs, Dakota Grammar, Texts, and Ethnogmphy, edited by
James Owen Dorsey, U.S. Geographical and Geological Survey of the RMky MJuntain Region, Contributions to North American Ethnology, IX, pp. Hl5, 2UO.
NA.'l' MUS
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The latter I have shown to be direct substitutes for arrow-sbaftments,
hence the derivation of the splints from similar shaftments may be
regarded as assured.
66. CHINESE FORTUNE-TELLER'S SIGN. Cotton cloth painted 1 with
the Pat kwa or "Eight Diagrams." Johore, Malay Peninsula.
67. Kwi ~rs' fM. Divining-splints. 2 China and Chinese in the United
States.
Thirty-two or sixty-four splints of bamboo, about fi inches in length,
tipped with red (fig. 209). One-fourth of the Rpli11ts are marked with one
dot and called tan, "single;" one-fourth with two dots, chit, ''broken;"
one- fourth with a circle,
ch'ung, "duplicated," and the
remainder with a cross, kau,
"united." They are regarded, respectively, as yeung,
"masculine;" yam, "feminine;" shii't yeung and shiu
yam, yam meaning '' assist-1:.t ant." The inquirer draws a
'"'J""r splint at random from a vase
in whicl1 the entire bundle is
~- 1>laced, and the fortune-teller
/-ll-,
notes its mark upon a piece
,
of paper. Another splint is
0
then drawn, and the result
written down just above the
former mark, and tb_is reFig. 209.
peated until six marks in a
DIVINlNG-SPLIN'l'S (kwa t8'im).
line, one above the other, are
Length, 5 incbea.
obtained. The combination
China.
i
interpreted with the aid of
Cat. o. 175657, U.S.N.M. From Korean Game.,.
tlie "Book of Divination,'
by reference to the corresponding diagram, a in Yeki (No. 65). In this
method of fortune-telling the diagram indicating place i ' det rmined by
the repeated selecti n of the chance-arrow ' .
6 • MIKUJI. Divining-stick ,3 with box mikuji balw, from which they
are thrown. Japan.
Sixty bambo lot , ab ut 9 inch
fr m n to ixty (fig. 210). Kept in
in pan.
1 t i hak u from a ox
kin wbi ·h
1 t ar u
v n num
eun.

n

From the c Uection •n b • H1
itiou bi ·ago.
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unlucky, with the exception of No. 1, which is v ery lucky, and No.100,
which is very unlucky.
69. Ts'fM u. "Lot-answers" 1 in box, ts'im t'ung, from which they are
shaken. China a11d Chinese in the United St ates.
One hundred bamboo lots, about 10 inches in length (fig. 211), u sed in
Chi11ese temples and shrines in the same mann er a s t he preceding.

Fi g . 210.

wmc rr
Length of stic;k s, Oinch es.
Japan.

DIVINING -STICKS (mikuj i ) Wl'J'Il BOX (/iako), ]<' ROM

( "at.

'l'II E Y ARE THROWN .

o. 18307, l\lu8"u111 of Archreology, t:nlve rsity of Peonsy lvanla.

The' lot , ill m~trnt the probable origin of the preceding lot , th
,J;ipane e rnil ilgi, i11 tl1 e quiver of arrows, the red-tipp d , arrow-p iutecl
Iott-- ts'fm, being clea,rly derived from arrow·, tsin, wbilo th box, t'ung
repre ·entR the bamboo quiver.2
o. 9 48, ifns. r h., niv. Penn.
Amon er t he ' hine in th
nit cl , ' taks the Goel of \ ar is invnriabl app •, lecl
to in u ·,ing 1b
lot "' . Tlwy ar plac <lupon tb•Jittll' J Ilg , or altar b •for his
sbrin (Plat 10) which is maintain cl practically for tl, ,• pnrpos of fi n ·h cli vi nati n.
With the splint. ar inv ariably two llipti al piec s of wood knn pit" ( fi g-. 2 12),
rounc1e<l on on ., sid • ancl flat 011 th1· o hor, 118 11:tll,v m a cl1• f th r
8 ,wk of th
bamhoo . Th inquir r, ftrr making th •1 mm a l sa c·ri fi · a, thro w. th bl c·k t
2
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These instruments. taken in connection with a set of arrows worn by
a Chinese general, d~scribed on page 882, serve to make clear the reference in Ezekiel xxi, 21, where Nebuch adnezzar, at the parting of two
way~, uses divination with arrows to decide whether he shall proceed
against Jerusalem or Rabbah. 1

Fig. 211.
ROW-LOTS (ts'111n il) IN BOX

(quiver).

Length of stickB, 10 mches.

Canton, China.
Cal.

o. ~ , l\IUJ!eum of Archreology, Unlversily of Pennsylvania.

Ana1ogon to the ts'irn ii wa the Meisir game of the heathen

rab, ·

a certain whether tho tim, j propitious for divination with the ts ini ii. In to in"
th blo ·k , if both fall with their curve<l sides upp rmo. t the indi ation is a negativ'
one, n ith r goo
r vil; if hoth fa]l with th fbt sicl npp rmo t the indication
i nnfavorabl · if ne fall with tlw cluv<·d ide uppermo t and the tb r th r " 1
the indi ·ation i g
. It i ·n tomary to throw th hlo ks until they fall thr
alike in uc
a
tllf·

lH'l'OI

of w

s to and fro he con ult d th ter phi.In,
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in which marked arrows_were shaken from a quiver. Ten or eleven
arrows were used, of which seven were marked. They were made of
the wood of a particular tree, and were of a yellow color. The seven
marked arrows which had distinguishing notches on the shaftment
were each designated by a name.
A very complete account of the game is given by Dr~ Anton Hiiber, 1
of which an extract is to be fouIHL in Korean Games, XXXIII.

Fig. 212
DIVINING -BLOCKS

(kau pui).

L en gt h, 6½inches .
Chin a .
Cat. No, 9047, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvania,

lt Rhould be observed that the t erm al maisar (rneisir) is now understood to include all games of chance or h azar d. 2 The heathen Arabs
were accustomed to divine b y m(?ans of arrows in a manner similar to
the Meisir, of which an account is fo un<l ju the 1 reliminary Discour ·e
to Sale's Koran. 3
U b er das Meisir gen ann t e Spiel <ler hei dnischen Arab er , Leipzig, 1883.
Hugh es' Dict ionary of I s1am.
:i Another practice of th e i dolat r ous Arabs, forbidden also in one of the abovementioned passage. (Kornn, 'hap . V ;, was t hat of divining hy arrows. Th ar rows
used b y them for t h is purpose wer e li k t hose wHh which th y c·ast l ots, being withont heads or feathe r , and were kept in the temple of some idol, in whose pr s n ·e
they were consulted.
even such nr rows wer kept at th temple of Mecca, but
generally in divination they made use of tbre(I only, on on of which was writt n,
"My Lord h ath command eel me;" 0 11 an oth er, "My Lord hath forbidden m ," and the
third was hlank. If tb former was drawn, they look cl upon it as n approb tion
of t h e enterprise; if these ·ond, they mad a contrary conclusion; hut if th third
happen d to b drawn, th y mixed th<>m and drew them v r a in. Th
divining
arrows wer generally consulted b fore anything of moment wa. nudertuk n, as
wh n a man wa about to marry, or a hout to g on a j urn y. (Th Pr liminary
Dis ·our se, ec. \'.)
1

2
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While the Chinese lots at the present day are iuscribed simply with
a number referriug to the c0rresponding pages of a bllok (as No. 70),
in which is to be fouud both the oracle and its explanation, it is not
unlikely that the oracle was originally engraved or written upon the
lot itself, such lots being the natural outcome from tl1e engraved or
painted arrow shaftment, from which I assume they were derived. An
explanation of the origin of the sortes of the Romans is naturally suggested. The sortes were little tablets or counters of wood, or other
materials, upon each of which some rough verse or poverb was written. After they had l>een mixed together a boy would draw one at
random, which was then taken as an omen. 1 Cicero 2 describes the
Sortes at Prreneste as beiug engraved in ancient characters on oak,
and kept in a chest of olive wood.
70. KWAN TAI LING Ts'fM. 3

"God of War Divining Lots:''
China.
Book of lots, to which the numbered lots are referred.

Canton,

71. PAK KOP P'Iu TS'fM u.4 Lots cast by gamblers. Canton, China.
Eighty bamboo lots, id1•ntical with No. (i9, except that they are numbered from one to eighty. Cast by gambler~ before playing in the lottery called the Pak kop p'iu (N,o. 72) to determine the numbers they
should play. Kept in Chinese shrines of the God of War in China and
the United States for the convenience of gamblers.
Tbtese lots, which are used ceremonially to divi11e the lucky numbers,
are doubtless survivals from the time when such lots were actual1y
used in the drawings. In Korea, lotteries called San-htong, appear to
be a distinct outcome from the kyei, or money-lending clubs. In the
latter a hundred men each contribute a certain s,,m monthly, the draw,
ings being made with numbered wooden balls, which are shaken from
a globular wooden box, san-htong. 5 The lotteries are drawn in the
same manner, and it should be observed that the name of the box,
san-htong, is the Chinese ts'-ini t'ung, applied to the lot-arrows in their
quiver. The globular box and numbered ball are analogous to the
Italian lottery, in which numbered balls (No. 74) are shaken from a
bottle- haped ba ket.
k and Roman Antiquities, art.

ortes.

i

lot
veral
DC

tl
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72. PAK KOP ·p' ru. "White Pigeon Ticket." Tickets used by players 1
(fig. 213). A. lottery. China and Chinese in the United States.
Carried on by organized companies among the Chinese in China and
in their settlements in the United States. The tickets are marked with
eighty numbers, which are represented by the first eighty characters
. of the "Thousand Character Classic.'' The players bet on ten or more
numbers, marking the characters selected on the tickets. The draw-

!l ~ 7* i•J ~ ~ M ~ @1 ~
j~ ~i\ it J;t 1- Ji~
.>] ~
1k ioJ ~ e £· .tt & ::1- ~ ~
il ~ Ml ~ if) I: i½ ~ ~

*

·*·

*

it ~ ~ si .A ~ 1f. ft 't
-·~ ~t! -i ~ mM! g ~ 1a 1i
~

;]~ Jf--~

ti~!)!]~ ptj

*

.t ~i I~ JHiJ .~ 1% ~~I
Fig. 213.
(pak kop p 'iu).

LOTTERY '!'ICK..1£1'

Impression, 8jj- inches square.
Chinese in United States.
Cat. No. 1693'l7, U.S.N.M . From Korean Games.

ing ar e conducted by means of eighty piece of paper, ach having
on e of the eighty chara ter written upon it. Tweuty character ate
urawn at random at each drawing, and the player win in proporti n
to the number they gues .2 The name of the lottery, pale kop, "White
Pigeon," i pr bably a lang phrase for pale hop m aning " ne hundr .d
united," a name whi ·hi qui-te int lligibl in th light f 11 K r an
money-lending lub .
1

Cat.
' ambling O m e f the 'hi11 . in
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73. Tsz' Fi. "Word-Blossoming." A lottery. Canton, China, and
Chinese in the United States. Chart and Enigmas. 1
.A. lottery similar to the preceding. The lots are the names of thirtysix persons, and appear upon the chart (fig. 214) arranged in nine
categories:

Fig. 214.
CHART FOR WORD-BLOSSOllllNG LOTTERY

(tsz' fa t'o).

Impression, 8 by 9 incbc!I.
China, and Chinese in nited , 'tates.
Cat. 'o. 169328, U . • • :M. From Kortan lJunu·•·

1. The four Chong iin. 2

2.
~4.
5.
6.
7.

The even n e. ful mer bants.
The four Budclhi t priests.
The five beggar .
The fiv g neraL .
The four 11
Th
vo 'I aoi.

pri t . .

1

' t. ~~o. H; 32 , U., .• ·.d:.
ift of t wart 'nlin.
Th 11, m
iv n t tho. e who ta.kr th hi rbc. t ilpirr " a th
llunlin.

I'

iunina ti1111 for th
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One name is selected as the winning one before each drawing, and
the players who guess it receive thirty times the amount of their bet.
Below each of the p~oper names on the chart are the names of various animals, common occupations, of noted characters in the popular
romances and histories, and of miscellaneous objects, such as "jade,"
"a corpse," and the ''Tutelary Spirit." This heterogeneous collection,
w11ich somewhat resembles the list of objects in the dream books sold
iu our shops for the use of "policy" players,
is employed by gamblers for a similar purpose. The picture of a man, marked with
thirty-six -names at various parts of his
body, forms part of the same scheme. This
employment is secondary to another purpoi:,e. Before drawing the lottery, the manager distributes among the players copies
of an enigma (fig. 215), which must contain
some demonstrable reference to the name
written under the proper name selected for
the day, or to the part of the body upon
which that name is written. These enigmas are written in metrical form, and are
composed as required by the writer of the
lottery. He endeavors to mislead the players, but is obliged to give a satisfactory
explanation of the connection between his
verses and the name displayed. 1
For an explanation of the symbolism of the
thirty-six names and of the T'ung yan; or
"composite man," as the picture of the man
is called, we need but to refer to the concept
of totality which underlies the arrow-quiver
Fig. 215.
with its symbols of all the quarter .

fa t'ai) USED IN WORD.
BLO ' SOMING LO'l.VfERY.

'ENIGMA (tsz'

74. NUMBERED B.ALLS,2 u ed in lottery.

Chinese in Unitecl Stat.es.
Madrid, Spain.
From Korean Games.
The e balls (fig. 216) made of boxwood,
are numbered from oue to ninety. Their probable origin i suggest d
by the Korean san-htong, as described on page 90~. The re emblance
of the~e , trung ball. to a ro ary ha' ugge ted to the writ r that
that object may have had a ,"imilar origin and ·o mi ·al ymb Ji m.

RROW •3

Mc loucl I iver Indian , McOloud
Feathered end>' ma,rk d with ring or rib
fr
paint.

75.

, 1!,or ad tailed account see tewa,rt ulin, Ts z'
Mouthl ·, 'eptember, 1 94.
z 'at. o. 16247, Mus. rch. l niv. Penn.
3 Cat. No.126518, U .. N.M.

Ji'a, or Word- lossoming, v r1and
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Intended to illustrate method of marking arrows referred to on
page 881.
76. GAMBLING-STICKS. Alaska Indians.
(a) A. set of sixty-two sticks, 5 inches in length and }-0 inch in diameter, in leather pouch. 1 Marked with stripes or ribbons of red and
black paint, of various widths, and variously placed. Collected by
Dr. A. H. Hoff, U. S. A..
(b) Plaster cast of stick, showing carved figure of beaver. Copy of
one of set in the United States National Museum 2 (Plate 41), Haida
Indians, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia.
Mr. James G. Swan 3
gives the following account of the method of
play:
The Haida use sticks or
pieces of wood 4 or 5 inches
long and beautifully polished.
They are· made of yew, and
each stick has some d esignating mark npon it. There is
one stick entirely colored and
one entirely plain. Eacll
player will have a bunch of
forty or :fifty of these sticks,
and each will select either of
the plain sticks as his favorite,
just as in backgammon or
checkers the players se lect
the black or white pieces. The
Fig. 216.
Indian about to play takes up
STRING OF NINE'l'Y LOTTERY BALLS.
a handful of these sticks, and,
Madrid, Spain.
putting them under a quantity
Cat. No. 16247, Museum of Archmology, University of Pennsylvania.
of finely separated cedar bark,
which is as fine as tow and kept constantly near him, he 11ivi1les the pins into two
parcels, which he wraps up in the bark, and pa se them rapidly from band to hand
under the tow, and :finally move them rournl on the ground or mat on which the
players are always seated, still wrapped in the fine bark, bnt not covered by the
tow. His opponent watches every mov that is made from the very first with th
eagerness of a cat, and finally, by a motion of his finger, indicates_ which oftb parcels the winning stick is iu. The player, upon such indication, shake the sticks out
of the bark, and, with much di play and skill, throws them one by on into tbe
space between the play r till the piece want d is rea hed, or 1 e, if it is not ther
to show that the ame is his. The wiuner take one or more sticks fr m hi oppon nt' pil , and the gam i decided when one win all the tick of th other.

1

r. Fr nz B a ,4 in hi,
ort of the orthw t rn Tri e f anada,
iv
the foll wing a · unt of tll m hod f pl y am n th

-.

i kka (Chim me

n):
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game is to guess m which of the two bundles of sticks, which are wrapped in cedar
bark, the trump is hi1lden. Each player uses one trump only.

Another apparently similar game he describes as followR:
Matsqa'n.-About thirty small maple sticks are divided into four or five lots of
uneqnal numbers. After a first glance one of the players is blindfolded, the othere
change the order of the lots, and the first player must guess how many sticks are
now in each 1ot. When he guesses right in three, four, or five guesses out of tenaccording to the agreement of the players-he has won.

The sets of sticks are almost uniformly contained in a leather pouch,
with a broad. flap, to which a long thong is attached, passing several
times around the pouch and having a pointed strip of bone, horn, or
ivory at the eud. The latter is slipped under the thong as a fastening.
These sticks, which are used by several of the tribes of the northwest
coast of America, are probably simply conventionalized shaftments of
arrows, a8 will be seen by comparing them with the arrows of the
McCloud River Jndians (No. 75). ·Fig.217 represents the cut shaftment
of an actual arrow, still bearing bands of red paint, found among the
debris of a cliff dwelling in Mancos Canyon, which Mr. Cm::;bing regards
as having bee11 intended for a game in the manner of the sticks.

Fig. 217.
CUT ARROW SHAFTMENT.

Length, 6 inches.
Cliff dwelling in Mancos Canyon, Colorado.
J\1useum of Arch,eology, University of P ennsylvania.

From the account of the sticks used among the Dakota (p. 897), to
which the N orth~est Coast sticks are analogous, it seems probable that
each stick in a set stands, or originally stood, for a warrior of the
tribe. It will be seen from the ~ticks collected by Lieutenant Emmons
that they are designated by what appear to be the names of the gentes.
Comparison of the sticks h(:'rein de. cribed show that 110 two At~ are
exactly alike, 1 a variation which, under tbe circumstances, would be
natural. Throug h t1rn courtesy of Dr. Franz Boa , of the .American ·
Museum of Natural History, New York City, I am able to give the following list of two set of tick 2 in that museum, coll cted and labeled
by Lieut. George T. Emmon , . S. N., which are of the llighe t importance in their study. By r ference to Gibb' Vocabularies, it app ar
they were obtained from the Taku tribe of the Koluscban family ccupying Taku In1 t, la ka.~ They are catalogued under th uame of
A lh-li ar, from itka.
1 There is a genera,! agreement in the red anc1 black ribbon , bnt the nnmber and
arrangement of these varies on the sticks in ea,ch set. 'ev ral sti ks mark d alik
frequently o cur, as in the named sets ollectecl by Li utenant Emmon . All f th
painted sets contain sticks like tho e in the e two set .
'l My att ntion was al1 d to th e sticks by my friend Mr. '11 hintr, who kin ly
placed his drawings of them at my disp sal.
:s nitc<l
tates
o!!raphical an<l G ologi ·al , ' nrvey f thll Roc·k ~lounti in
gion. Contribut.ion to ortb A1111·ric·:L11 E hoology, I, p. 121.
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Set of fifty-seven polished maple gaming-sticks. (Cat. No. oh), 4H
inches in length, in leather pouch. · All marked with red and black ribbons, and arranged in fifteen groups, as follows:
Eight designated as Kite, " blackfish."
One as Tieesh sakh', "starfish."
Four as Kah, "duck."
Ten as Late-la-ta, "sea gull."
Four as Nork, '' sunfish."
Four as Shuuko, "robin."
Four as Heon, "fly."
Three as Kar-shish-shvw, "like a dragon-fly."
Three as Tseeke, "black bear."
Three as Gowh, "surf duck."
Four as Larkar.
'rhree as Yah-ah-un-a, "South Southerlee (sic)."
Three as Ihk-ok-kohm, "cross-pieces of canoe."
Two as Kea-thlu, "dragon-fly."
One as Tis, "moon."

Set of sixty-six polished wooden gaming-sticks. (Oat. No. -rio), 4H
ind1es in length, in leather pouch. Twenty-seven of these sticks are
marked with red and black ribbons, and arranged in nine groups, a~
follows (Plates 42, 43):
Four desiguated as Kite, "blackfisb ." (Plate 42A.)
Three as Lar-ish, "four-pronged starfish." (Plate 42B.)
Three as Kok-khatete, "loon." (Plate 42C.)
Three as Tuk-kut-ke-yar, "humming-bird." (Plate 42D.)
Three as Karle," duck" (golden eye). (Plate 42E.)
Three as Dulth, a bird like a heron without topknot. (Plate 42F.)
Three as Kau-kon, ,:.sun." (Plate 42G.)
Three as Ars, "stick-tree." (Plate 42H.)
Two as Ta-thar-ta, "sea gull." (Plate 42J. )

The remaining thirty-eight sticks are plain, but.some show old baucl ,
obliterated, but not removed, while two are inlaid with a small, ret;·
tangular piece of black horn (Plate 42 K ), and one with a small ring of
copper wire.
The following additional set of sticks are contained in the Ameri can Museum of atural History, New York City:
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carved with head of a man. Ends ovate. Tlingit; Sitka, Alaska.
Collected by Lieut. George T. Emmons.
Set of sixty-seven maple gambling-sticks (Cat. No.~), 4i-6- inches
in length and 15 6 inch in diameter, in leather pouc11. All marked with
red and black ribbons. Ends ovate. Tlingit; Sitka, Alaska. Collected
by Lieut. George T. Emmons.
Set of forty-three wood gambling-sticks (Cat. No. -ri-s), 4½~ inches in
length and -h inch in diameter, in leather pouch. Twenty-two painted
with red and black ribbons; others plain. Ends have small raised
flat disk. Collected by Lieut. George T. Emmons.
Sixteen maple gambling-sticks (Oat. No. r!n-), 4-h inches in length
and 156 inch in diameter, marked with red and black ribbons, and six
with burnt totemic designs. Ends ovate. With the above are ten
odd sticks belonging to six or seven different sets. Chilkat. Collected by Lieut. George T. Emmons.
Set of fifty-three wood gambling-sticks (Oat. No. 1 -A-s), 4-H- inches in
length and f-6 inch in diameter, in leather pouch. All marked with red
and black ribbons, and having each end incised with three crescentshaped marks suggesting a human face. In part inlaid with small
pieces of abalone shell and small rings of copper wire. Ends fl.at.
Stahkin. Collected by Lieut. George T. Emmons.
Set of forty-nine wood gambling-sticks (Oat. No.~), 3f6 inches in
length and -f-6 inch in diameter, in leather pouch. All painted with red
and black ribbons. Ten inlaid with small pieces of abalone shell,
copper, and boru. Ends fiat. Tlingit; Fort Wrangell. Collected by
Lieut. George T. Emmons.
Set of sixty maple gambling-sticks (Oat. No. 6¼¼), 5/6 inches in
length and -{1--6 inch in diameter, in leather pouch. All marked with
red and black ribbons. Haida. Collected by Dr. J. W. Powell.
Set of eighty-eight wood gambling-sticks (Oat. No. -s1863 ), 5 inches in
length and ;:6 inch in diameter, in leather pouch. AH painted with red
and black ribbons. Two ::;ticks carved at one end with human beads,
one having right arm a11d leg of human figure below and the other
their complement. Ends fiat. Single-pointed paint~'tick in pouch.
Haida. Collected by Dr. J. W. Powell.
Set of fifty-four light-colored wood gambling-stick (Cat. o. ,rl4 ),
about 4H- inches in length and -{i-6 inch in diameter. Leno-th lightly
irregular. In I ather pouch. A.11 marked with r cl and black ribbon .
End, fiat. Double-vointed paint-stick ·, one nd r d, oth r la k in
po 1ch.
llab lla. (Waka ban.) Uolle ted b y r. J. W .
well.
et of venty-two wood gambling- tick ( 'at.
. ·74, ,1 ), 5y46 in be in
length and f-6 inch in diam t r , in leath r p ucll .
rl ed witll
red and black ribb n and burnt t t mi l ign . hnd h llow l.
B llab lla. "oll ct d by J r. ,J.
well.
gambling- tick (Ca . ,.o. l H
' ,), .3,r in •b . in
iam t r , in l th r p uc·h. Thr plain; h r
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painted with red and black ribbons. Four inlaid with small disks and
rectangles of abalone shell. Ends nipple-shaped and inset with disks
of abalone shell. 'rsimshian. Collected by Dr. Franz Boas.
Set of sixteen willow gambling-sticks (Oat. No. fh), 5f6 inches in
length and -,f6 inch in diameter, in small fringed buckskin pouch,
stitched with an ornamental figure in red and green silk. All marked
with ribbons of red paint. N slakyapamuk (Thompson River Indians
Salishan) Interior of British Columbia. Collected by l\Ir. James Teit.
The following sets of sticks are in the Museum of Archreology of the
University of Pennsylvania:
Set of forty alder wood gambling-sticks (Oat. No. 15322), 4-H-- inches in
length and -P--6 inch in diameter, in leather pouch. In part marked
with red and black ribbons, in part with obliterated ribbons, and in
part plain. Ends hollow, showillg pith. Originally filled ~ith some
white substance. Northern Alaska. Collected by Lieut. Miles C.
Gorgas, U. S. N.
Set of forty-four polished maple gambling-sticks (Oat. No. 15491),
4H inches in length and -l'Ir inch in diameter, in leather pouch. All
marked with red and black ribbons. Ends flat.
Set of forty-seven alder wood gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 15492), 5/6
inches in length and --h inch in diameter, in leather pouch. Thirty-two
are marked with red and black ribbons and fifteen are plain. End '
inset with shell beads. Two banded sticks from another set are also
contained in the pouch.
Set of sixty-three polisbed birch or larch wood gambling-- ·ticks
(Cat. No. 18372), 5-i¾-- inches in length and l--u inch in diameter, in
leather pouch. All marked with red and black ribbons. Bnds fl.at.
The following sets of sticks are in the Field Columbian Mu eum,
Chicago. 1
Set of fifty-five wood gambling sticks (Oat. No. 1 349), 4¾ inche., in
length, in leather pouch. Variously figured. End rounded. Bella
coola; British Columbia. Collected by Dr. r;ranz Boa .
Set of twenty-four wood gambling-- ticks ( at. No. 1834 ), 4½ inche
in length, iu ieather pouch. Twenty-one painted in variou way and
three carv d or pre ·ent human figure. B Uacoola; British Columbia.
ollected by r. Franz Boa .
et of £ r y--tw w od gam ling-- ti k ( at.
lengtb, in 1 · th r
uch.
ari u.'ly marked
1
nd r un
11
la; riti h ol mbia.

o Prof. Willi aw IL II 1m
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Set of sixty-one wood gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 14396), 4:i inches in
length, in leather pouch. Variously marked with colored ribbons.
Ends flat. No tribe; no locality. Ayer collection.
Set of fifty-seven wood gambling-sticks (Uat. No. 14395), 5 inches in
length, in leather pouch. Five inlaid with abalone shell, one with two
small round pieces near middle, one with a single piece near the middle,
and three with a single piece near the end. Ends flat. Alaska. Ayer
collection.
Set of forty-three wood gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 14397), 4¾ inches in
length 1 in leather pouch. Variously figured in color. No tribe; no
locality. Ayer collection.
The following · sets of sticks are in the United States National
Museum:
Set of thirty-one alder-wood gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 9939), 5 inches
in length and -f6 inch iu diameter, in leather pouch. Sixteen marked
with red and black ribbons and twelve unpainted. Three of the latter
are inlaid with a piece of abalone shell. Ends hollow. Sitka, Alaska.
Collectell by Captain Henriques.
Set of forty-five white wood gambling-sticks (Cat.No. 10311 ), 4! inches
in length and -it inch in diameter. With one exception marked with
fine and deep lines cut in the wood-in part with r6d and black painted
ribbons, and eighteen with a threefold oblique-spiral ribbon lightly
burned around the st.ick. Enus flat. British Columbia (Nisse River).
Collected by Lieut. F. W. King, U . S. A.
Set of forty-four polished wood gambling-sticks (Cat. No.11389), 5-f-6
inches in length and --.{16 inch in diameter, in leather pouch. Sixteen
marked with red and black ribbons and the remainder plain. Ends
slightly pointed. Sitka, Alaska. Colleeted by Mr. Vincent Colyer.
Thirty-four wood gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 46487), parts of three sets.
Ten 4¾ inches, :fifteen 5-fis inches, and nine 5~ inches in length. All
marked with black and red ribbons. Chilkat. Collected by Commander
L.A. Beard lee, U. S. N.
Set of fifty-eight wood gambling- ticks (Cat. No. 45974), 5 inche in
length and -/i-6 inch in diamet r, in pouch of woven gra s. .All painted
with red and black ribbons, in part obliterated. End hollo'f.
itka,
.Alaska. Collected by Mr. John J. McLean.
Set of forty -seven edar and spruce gambling- tick ( at. No. 6 223),
5 i26 inches in length and "ts inch in <liameter, in leath r po b. 1 rtyfive marked with red and black ribbon ; in part o lit r at 1, r main er
plain.
nd ov t . .Ala ka.
lle ·t d y Mr.
et f ixty-nine poli b d wo cl gam lin - tick (
inch in len tb and -1 6 in ·h in i met r, in 1 tb r
marked wit h r d and la k rib
ud thir
al
nt
d ti ·k fr
' t.
hilkat;
11
d hy
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Set of fifty-five cedar gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 74258), 5 inches in
length and ·{-e; in diameter, in leather pouch. Thirty marked . with red
and black ribbons and twenty-five plain. Ends flat. .A laska. C--1 •
lected by Mr. John J. McLean.
Set of thirty-three spruce gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 75422), 5-h
inches in length and H inch in diameter, in leather pouch. Thirtythree marked with red and black ribbons, and all, with three exceptions, inlaid with from one to nine 1 strips of abalone shell of a variety of
patterns-round, oval, rectangular, crescent, leaf.shaped, and triangular. Three have nearly obliterated outline paintings of animal designs,
and two are deeply carved, one with a human head, painted red, near
both ends, and the other with a single head, similarly painted, and
having a, flat labret of abalone shell inserted. Ends nipple-shaped.
The inuer side of the flap of the pouch is painted in green, red, a1!d
black, with a conventional animal. Sitka, Alaska. Collected by Mr.
John J. McLean.
Set of sixty-eight wood gambling-sticks (Oat. No. 75423), 4i inches in
· length and 15 6 inch in diameter, in leather pouch. All marked with red
and black ribbons. Ends flat, inset with small disks of abalone sllell.
Sitka, Alaska. Collected by Mr. John J. McLean.
Set of fifty-seven bone gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 67909a), 4H inclles
in length and -f-6 in0h in diameter, with hole drilled near one end ~or
stringing. All engraved with flue encircling lines. One is inset with_
rectangular strip of abalone shell and one with rectangular piece of
ivory, and has\another bole, similarly shaped, from which the ivory bf~s
been removed. Six others have deep square and triangular holes or
the insertion o slips of ivory or shell, and twelve are e11graved with
conventional animal desigqs, of which five have holes for the insertion
of ivory eyes. Ends flat. Chilkat; Alaska. Collected by Mr. J obn J.
McLean.
Set of thirty-niiie bone gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 67909b), 4fs incbes in
length and -l6 inch in diameter, with hole drilled near one end for
stringing. All engraved with fine encircling lines. One has two deep
rectangular holes for the in 'ertion of abalone shell, which ba be n
removed. One has row of three dot and thr e dotted circle . Four
are engraved with conventional animal de ign . Chilkat; Ala, ka.
Collected by fr. John J. McL an.
et of forty-two bone gambling- ticks (Cat. o. 75421), 4fu incbe in
1 ngtb and -fa inch in diam ter.
11 ngra ed with fin en ir ·ling
hii · .
ne ha d p bole with a lip of abal ne h 11 in erted an l fonr
bav ,·imilar h l
fr m whi h b 11 h
b n r m v d. 1 iv f tb
ti k ·
11tary, and th tip of many p r 11 ly b w th
r. ,J hn .
an.
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Set of sixty-six 1 curly-grained cedar-wood gambling-sticks (Cat. No.
J.8908), 5-h inches in length and / 6 inch in diameter, in leather pouch.
All, with one exception, marked with red and black ribbons. Ends
ovate. Sitka, Alaska. Collected by Mr. J. G. Swan.
Set of thirty polished wood gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 18936), 5 inches
in length and ·:l\r inch in diameter, in leather pouch. Fifteen painted
with red and black ribbons and fifteen plain. Ends fl.at. Sitka, Alaska.
Collected by Mr. J. G. Swan.
Set of thirty-four swamp or spotted beech or hazel gambling-sticks
(Oat. No. 20789), 4H- inches in length, ~l--6 inch in diameter, in leather
pouch. All marked with red and black ribbons and five inlaid with from
one to three strips of abalone shell, rectangular, round, crescent, and
triangular. Ten of the sticks not having s};lell inserted have lengthwise
cracks filled with metallic iron. Ends niµple-shaped. Sitka, Alaska.
Collected by Mr. J. G. Swan.
Set of fifty-one polished wood gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 20790), 4H
iuches in length and -A,; inch in diameter, in leather pouch. Nineteen
marked. with red and black ribbon and thirty-two plain. Ends flat.
Sitka, Alaska. Collected by Mr. J. G. Swan.
Set of forty-six polished wood gambling-sticks (Oat. No. 89074), 5-A
inches in length and -l16 inch in diameter, in leather pouch. Forty-three
marked with red and black ribbons and three plain. .Ends have small
flat annular projection. Queen Charlotte Islands, British Oolum bia.
Collected by Mr. J. G. Swan.
Set of fifty maple gambling-sticks (Oat. No. 89180), 5 inches in length
and -1- \ inch in diameter, in leather pouch. All painted with red and
black ribbons. Ends flat. Skidgate, British Columbia. Collected by
Mr. J. G. Swan.
Set of sixty-four redwood cedar gambling-sticks (Oat. No. 20646), 5
inches in length and i inch ju diameter, in leather pouch, the inside of
which h, painted with figure of an animal. All painted with red and
black ribbons. Bellabella; British Columbia. Collected by Mr. J. G.
Swan.
·
Set of fifty-six maple gambling-sticks (Oat. No. 20647), 5½ incbe iu
length and½ inch in uiameter, in leather pouch. All painted with r d
and black ribbon , and nineteen 2 in et with abalone shell in de. ign of
circle , crescent ·, triangles, and rectangles. Ends flat. 1 ort imp on,
British Columbia. Collected by Mr. J. G. Swan.
Set of fifty-three ·urly-maple gambling-stick (Cat.
), ¼
inche 1 ng and -l-6 inch in diameter, in leather ou h. All paiut d with
red and black ribbons. One inlaid with n and noth r with tw
small re tao 1e of abalon h 11.
ue n
Columbia. 'olle te by Mr. J. , . wan.
pi

(' .
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Set of thirty-two polished birch-wood e;ambling-sticks (Cat, No. 73522),
4¾ inches in length and -f6 inch in diameter, in leather pouch, beautifully
carved with desig-ns in intaglio. Ends flat. Haida Mission, Jackson,
Alaska. Collected by Mr. J. Loomis Gould in 1884.
Set of twenty-seven wood gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 6556), 4~ inches
in length and Hinch in diameter, in leather pouch. Carved with incised
designs similar to, but not identical with, preceding. Sitka, Alaska.
Uollected by Mr. T. T. Minor.
The following sets are in the Peabody Museum of American Archreology and Ethnology, Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Set of forty-two wooden gambling-s.ticks (Cat. No. 203), 4½ inches in
length and }--6 inch in diameter, in leather pouch. Pamted with -red
and black ribbons. Ends flat. Northwest Coast.
Thirty-seven wooden gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 203a), 4! inches in
length and -ls inch in diameter. Painted with red and black ribbons.
Ends flat. Northwest Coast.
Seventeen wooden gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 203b), 4½ inches in length
and ~h inch in diameter. Painted with red- and black ribbons. En<ls
nipple-shaped. Northwest Coast.
Set of fifty-three wooden gambling-sticks (Cat. No.1717), 4g inches in
length and i inch in diameter, in buckskin bag. Painted with red and
black ribbons. Ends slightly rounded. Said to be Kolushan. Sitka,
Alaska. Collected by Mr. E. G. Fast.
Set of forty-three w·ooden gambling sticks (Cat. No.1718), 5~ inc~es ~n
length and i inch in diameter, in a buckskin bag. Twelve are mlaid
with haliotis shell and the majority of the sticks are painted and burnerl.
Ends rounded. Said to be Kolushan. Sitka, Alaska. Collected by Mr.
E.G. Fast.
Set of fifty-one wooden gambling-sticks (Cat. No. 48395), 5¼ inches in
length and -¼ inch in diameter. Painted with red and black ribbons.
Ends rounded. Collected by Mr. E.G. Fa~t.

Indian gambling-sticks in Uni ted S tates Na tional Muse urn.
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Indian gambling-sticks in Museurn of .1frchreology and Paleontology, University of Pennsylvania.
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Indian garnbling-sticks in Field Colu11ibian Museum, Chicago.
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Indian gambling-sticks in .Ame1·ican Miiseum of Natural Histo1·y.
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The carved gambling-sticks furnish a suggestion as to the probable
origin of -the seal-cylinder such as was used in ancient Babylonia.
Cylindrical stamps of unglazed pottery, piereed with a hole like the
seal-cylinder of Asia, are found in various parts of America. Such a
stamp from Ecuador, bearing a highly conventionalized device of a bird
(Plate 41, fig. 3), might readily have been derived from a carved arrowshaftment, and it is reasonable to believe that the Babylonian seal,
often bearing devices of animals, and the carved gambling-stick, the
1
emblem and symbol of a man, Rhould have had a similar origin.
The set of American Indian gambling-sticks may be regarded llS the
antitype of the pack of playing-cards, .to which, as will appear from
the Korean htoii-tjyen (No. 77), they directly lead.
77. HTOU-TJYEN. Playing-Oards. 2 Korea.
(a) Pack of eighty cards.
3
(b) Reproduction of n!},tive pictures; gamblers playing Htou-ijyen.
(Plate 44.)
.
The cards consist of strips of oiled paper 8 inches long by ¼inch
wide. The backs are uniformly marked ,,itb. the scroll as represented
on fig. 218. The cards are divided. into eight suits as follows (fig. 2l9):
Sa-ram (Chinese, yan), '' man."
Moul-ko-ki (Chinese, ii), "fish."
Ka-ma-koui (Chinese, 1Z), " crow. "
Kkoueng (Chinese, chi), "pheasan t."
No-1·0 (Chinese, cheung), "antelope."
Pyel (Chinese, sing), ''star."
Htok-lci (Chinese, t'6), "rabbit."
Mal (Chinese, ma), "horse." 4

The cards of each suit are distinguished by numerals from 1 to 9
(fig. 220), the teuth card being desiguatecl as tjyang, "General." ( Plate
44.) A variety of games are played with the cards in Korea, the game ·
in general resembling those played with cards in China. At tbe pre ent
clay a pack usually consist of forty to sixty cards of four or six uit
in tead of eight, and the suit mark are not repre ented upon tL.e
numeral-cards, a cards of all suits have precisfly tbe ame value iu
the commone t game.
-- ----

-

-

Korean Games, p. xxxii. I tis gratifying to the writer that his tbrory of th _oril!i
of the s al-cylinder hould ha,ve r c·ei ved nch r n.dy aceevtanc and ·onfirma.tion b_
bis collr~crue, Prof. II rm:m V. IIilprecht, of the niv r ity of P nn y lvania.. In hild Babylonian In:crip ion. (I, t. 2, Philacl lphia, 1 96 p. 36), he write : It be om ~
now very evid n that the Bal yloniau sc·:tl- ·ylincl r, with its pe nliar hape a.~,l n
h <lcvelopecl ont of th hollow sh ft of an arrow markoil with ymh l ancl hinr
arnl i but a ontinm tion and •laboration in, m r arti tic form of an aoci ntprimitivn id a."
; 'at .... ' . 77017 1· . .- .... • .• 1.
'oll tt cl by Lint ..J.B.Hernadon U ..... •.
3 l!r m Kor an 'am . .
4 Th
c nit mark may b r arll d a tlw s ·mbol of h
ight l irectio11
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The origin and significance of Korean playing-cards are revealed
both by their · designs and by their name. The latter, htou-tjyen, is the Chinese tau tsin, meaning" fighting tablets," tsin being a narrow slip intended to
write on. Examining the reverse of the cards (fig.
218) the device is seen to represent the feather of
an arrow. Comparison of the eighty cards with the
eighty arrow-derived lots shows their praetical identity, and we may conclude that the cards are highly
conventionalized shaftments of arrows, retaining in
their suit marks the same symbolism as that of the
quiver of arrows from which they were derived. The .
Japanese niilcuji, or "temple-lots" (No. 68), no doubt
illustrate, both iri form and material, an earlier
stage of the preHent paper cardH. Mr. Wilkinson
informed me that the Koreans say that the ''tens"
or ''General" cards once bore pictures, more or less
carefully drawn, of the various emblems portrayed,
of which the present scrawls are declared to be corruptions. This would seem to carry back, directly,
the cards toward the type represeuted by the carved
garn bling-stick (No. 76 b).
Of the Korean games with cards, which are described in detail in '' Korean Games," the most common one is similar to the American l ndian game of
Straw (p. i-;94). Its name is Yet-pang-mang-i. 1
The cards are shuffled, as is customary, by the
dealer, who divides the pack into two parts. These
be holds at the top in each hand, drawing the ends
of the cards, which lay side by side, through each
other; or, the cards are drawn out near the bottom
and put upon the top.
One pack is u~ed in this game and any number may
play. The gamekeeper, Moul-tjyou,2 deals a card
face down to each player, including himself, alway:
drawing the card from the bottom instead of from
Fig. 2 ts.
the top. The players have all put down their wag r , Rl<:VErtsE oF KOREAN
PLAYING-CARD H Wwbicb have been covered by corre. ponding am unt
ING ARROW ~'t-:ATmm.
by the ,1fouHjyou. The object of ~he game i to
Length, 7J inc·h !\.
g t two or thr e arls upon whi •h th
m f th

----------------

bin

e, 1nat chii, " biogs rul r ."
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numerals is nine, called kap-o, or nineteen, the tens not counting, and
ouly th_e units being significant. In default of achieviug nine, the

...

Fig. 219.
SUIT MARKS ON KOREAN CARDS.

From Korean Games.

lower units eount, eight being considered good. Each player then
draws one or two cards from the bottom of the pack.
·If the Moul-tjyou has an excess over any player, taking the sum of

F1 , . 220.
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each wins an amount equal to their stakes from him. When both count
alike, neither wins. Three cards having the same number count higher
than ni_n e. It will be observed that in this game the suit-marks do not
appear to be regarded, and it is to be inferred that the packs of forty
and sixty cards, without suit-marks, are used for it.
7~. PR.A.O'l'ICE ARROWS. 1 Korea. Three from a set of five.
The arrows used at the present day in archery (Plate 46). They are
called you-yep-tjyen (Chinese, lau ip tsin), "willow-leaf arrows," and are
made of bamboo, 34 inches in length. The point is of iron, nail-shaped,
with a stop which fits agamst the fore-shaft. The latter is usually made
of cherry wood, with or without the bark on, and is about 1¼ inches in
length . . The footing, also of cherry wood, has a cylindrical nock with
a U-shaped notch . . The feathers, three in number, are carefully and
uniformly trimmed and are fastened with glue; on some, in a straight
line, and on others, at a slight angle to the shaft. These arrows usually
bear the personal name of the owner, written in Chinese characters,
between the feathers. All of these arrows are numbered with Chinese
characters, from one to five belo,Y the shaftment. 2
These arrows are shown to illustrate the probable source of the
Korean playing-cards, which, however, doubtless originated long before
the art of writing was perfected. It will be obRerved that the arrows
are numbered in sets of five, while the cards are in suits of tens. In the
tong-kai, or ceremonial quiver (No. 61), there are ten arrows, however,
and the feathers on these arrows have black tips, which seem to be perpetuated in the feather-like marks on the backs of the cards.
79. PL.A.YlNG-0.A.RDS. 3 Kiu Kiang, China.
Nine cards of the suit of man, or "myriads" (Plate 47), from a set
consisting of four packets of thirty cards each, and five jokers : the Five
Blessings, Fulc, Luk, Shau, Hi, Ts'oi, "Happiness, Promotion, Long life,
Posterity, and Wealth." The four packets are like those of the succeeding cards (No. 80).
It is probable that Chinese playing-card , of which there are everal
kinds, take their form from the 11arrow Korean cards. The cards with
money- ymbols seem to be in the direct line of descent, if 11ot from
cards of which the Korean are survivals, at lea t from card of the
ame character and origin. These particular cards are hown (Plate 47)
to illustrate the index-marks on the ends (of common occurrence on the
card of thi type), which may be urvival of the numeral on th
or an card (fig. 220). Mr. ushing regard the e numeral a likely
to have been derived from the cut c ck-feather f th original nrrow .
r. Wilkin on, n the o her hand, cou id r them t b modification
of bin e num ral .
1

U.,. Natio~al Mus um.
an ames, p. xxi.
3
Cat. o. 6, Wilkinson <"oll ction.
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0. TsEUNG-KWAN P'AI. -P laying-Oards. 1 Kwan gtung, China.
S .t of one hundred aud twenty cards, comprising four packs of thirty
cards, ea h containing nine cards, from one to nine, of the suits of
ping sok and kun (H cakes." "strings" and "myriads"), and three
' Pak
' fa, Hung- fa, and' Lo ts'in (" 'White Flower," "Red Flower,"
jokers:
and '' Old Thousand").

Fig. 221.
HINDU PLAYING -CARD (FISH AVATAR).
Cat. No. 19135, Museum of Archreology, University of Pennsylvanln.

81. HA.NA-GA.RUTA. "Flower Cards." Playing-Card ,2 Japan.
Forty-eight cards with plain black back , and faces bearin · pictn:e"
of flowers in colors. Divided into twelve uits, which corre pond w1th
tbe twelve months aud receive the following name · 3
1. Matsu, ine.
2. me, Plum.
3. akura, herry.

CHE
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4. Fugi, Wi teria.
5. Ayarne, Sweet Flacr.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Botan, Peony.
Hagi, Lespedeza (Bush Clover).
Susuki, Eularia.
Kiku, Chrysantnemnm.
Morniji, Maple.
Arne, Ram.
Kfri, Paullownia.

The game is played by three persons, one of whom deals s_even cards to
each player and seven face up on the table. The dealer then plays out a
card, with which a.e endeavors to match one of those on the table. If

Fig. 222.
HINDU PLAYING-CARD (TORTOT, E .AVA7AR).
Cat. No. 19135, Museum of Archa,ology, Univ r•lty o l' ·nu yl-.anl

11 ·ht ft pi 11 rl ·r .Jap , ... .-. Pt. J • t

•111t,,·1rtl

11nw(111l
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h name pp lied to cards, caruta, is certainly the Spanish carta, ~ut
•ard, app 'ar to be distinctly Japanese, and to contain a suggest~o?
of the primitive modes of thought under which they doubtless origiuat d.
r

th

82. G.A.NJIF.A.. Playing-Cards. 1 Lucknow, India.
Set of ninety-six circular cards. Thin disks of lacquered card, 1½
inches in diameter. Backs plain red. Faces bear suit marks on

HINDU PLAYING-CARD (Pdr(J,fU-Rdmd).
Cat. No. 19185, Museum of Archreology, University of PennsylvRnfa.

ground . of differ nt color . There are eight uitR (rang, "colors') of
twelve card each, con i ting of ten numeral and two
urt card,',
1

Tatnr- un<l

yin .
i dru .
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Wazir and Shah. The suits, -which are divided into "superior" and
"inferior," beshbur and kumbur, are as follows:
SUPERIOR,

INFERIOR,

Taj, "crown."
Soofed, "white."
Shumsher, "saber."
Gholam, 1 'slave."

Chung, "harp."
Soorlch, "red."
Burat, "diploma."
Quim,ash, "merchandise."

The colors of the grounds in the same order are yellow, black, red,
yellow, green, red, brown. Four additional packs of these cards in the
University Museum agree with the above in number and design, varying

at.

o. I'll:\~, "" um

or At

lul,ol"I()',

2
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typ
uch i not the case with the following packs in the University
Mu um, whi h bear Hindu emblems representing the ten avatars of
Vi buu, from which they are known as the dasavatara m11,lu, or the
Garn of the Ten Incarnations.
One pack (Cat. No. 19135) consists of one hundred and twenty lacquered disks of cardboard, 4¼ inches in diameter, with plain red backs,
and faces painted with suit-marks on grounds of different colors. There
are ten suits of twelve cards each, consisting of ten numerals and two
court-cards. The court-cards bear representations of the ten avatars
of Vishnu, one of the two of each suit having a single figure, and th e
other the same figure in a kind of temple, with two attendants (figs.
221- 224). The marks of the numerals are as follows:
Matsya, the fish. Fish, black.
Ku1·ma, the tortoise. Tortoise, brown.
Va1·ah, the boar. Conch, dark green.
Nara-Simha, the man-lion. Flower, 1 blue.
Vamana, the dwarf. Lota, 2 blue.
.Paray11,-Rama. Axe, white.
Ram.a-Chandra. Arrow, red.
8. Krishna. Pestle, green.
9. Buddha. Lotus flower, yellow.
10. Kalkina. the "white horse." Sword, red.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Another pack (Cat. No. 19156) in the same museum, 3¼ inches ill
diameter, corresponds in number, the emblems also referring to till'
ten avatars. The colors and suit marks vary somewhat in order from
the preceding.
·
Matsya. Fish, red.
Kurma. Tortoise, r ed.
Varah. Boar, yellow.
Na,ra-Simha. Lion, green.
5. V amana. Lota, green.
6 . .Para9u-Rama. Ax, brown.
7. Rama-Chandra. Bow and arrow, yellow.
8. Krishna. Disk, 3 brown.
9. Buddha. Conch, black.
10. Kalkina. Sword, black.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Another pack (Cat. o. 16585/), 3 incbe in diam ter, incomplete
agree with the preceding.
An ther pack (Oat. o. 16585b), 3 inche in diameter, al o incom·
pl te, apparently ha eight uit , of which tb fir t third, fifth ixtb.
eighth, and ninth
ree with the pr cedino-. In additi n th re 1
green uit on which th m rk, are mall yell w rect gl b arin · th
l

sr[ga.

o i1l1•n if · tbi

·mlil m, a

11 wi h di k

i h .,
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Another pack (Oat. No. 16585c), 3ia: inches in diameter, incomplete,
has six suits: first, third, fifth, seventh, eighth, and ninth, agreeing
with Cat. No. 19156.
Two other packs (Cat. 'No. 16585a), 2£ inches, and (Cat. No. 16585d),
31\ inches in diameter, both incomplete, each has four suits with the
following marks:
Ax, red.
Trident, yellow.
Rectangle, 1 green.
Mace, black.

The court cards are missing.
From the comparison of. these packs it would appear that a in tbe
Ganjifa variations occur in the colors associated with certaiu suit mark ,

CaL.

1

ln n 1' ·
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from tho e of Europe. The writer believes that it i~ more likely that
th .ir origin re ts directly upon older Asiatic traditions. 1
83. G.A.NJiFEH. Playing-Oards. 2 Persia.
~ ifty- seven cards of a set of sixty. Oard-pieces about 2½ by 1i
inches, consisting of thick lacquered cardboard with black backs.
The faces bP.ar pictures painted in colors upon g·old-foil, the grounds
being of five different colors. These are as follow s:
Black: Lion devouring serpent; lion devouring ox; . lions and serpent.
Three varieties.
Green: Youth (King) seated. Three varieties.
.
18
Yellow: Woman (Queen) . Five varieties, in four of which the woman
accompanied by a child.
Gold: Youth; hunter Three varieties.
Red: Dancing-girls. Three varieties.

A pack of Persian playing-cards in the possession of Mrs._ C. _o.
Curtis, of Albion, New York, are identical with the preceding m SIZe
and material, but bear somewhat different designs. They number
twenty cards, of five different colors, black, yellow (white), red, g~l d,
and green, four of each. There are two cards of each kind, makmg
ten different cards.
Black: Two lions devouring two serpents; lion devouring antelope (Plate
48a, b.)
Yellow: King on throne; mother (Madonnaf) with child. (Plate 48c, d.)
Red: Lady with child; girl with wineglass and bottle. (Plate 49a, b )
Gold: Two soldiers; lad with dog. (Plate 49c, d.)
Green: Dancing-girls; queen on throne. (Plate 50a, b.)

The first-mentioned cards of each pair agree. with those described
below by General Schindler. It will be observed that the uniform of
the soldiers, that of the English East India 0Qmpany, precludes the
3
•
possibility of any high antiquity for these particular cards.
Gen. A.. Houtum Schindler, of Teheran, in reply to a letter of inqu~ry
addressed by the writer, has forwarded the following account of PerSian
cards:
The olc.l Persian name for these cards was ganjifell-a word, I think «lerived from
the hinese (chi-p'ai-literally, paper-cards, the modern ('hinese for playiug-<'ar,~ ?
with the Persian word ganj = ''treasure" prefixed. It lllay hav al o been or_~•TJnally Kan-chu-p'ai = cards from Kanchu, in the Kan u provinc . Th word r,an;ifcl&
iB in P rsian now only employ d for Enropean playiug-car<l8 (four ·nit , a.<' 1' to ten;
three picture cards each snit), whi ·h, however, ~tr al o <'alle<l val'ak, wbilt' th old
P r ia.n playing-cards are known as r<irak i r1s-rarak i r111ant1s-or, imply /i11, frow th
gamf' r1s r r111anl1s, which i played with them. }t rom tr:w ler in P rsia in th 8 \'·

figur <l by Mr . .J. K. Yao I,.
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enteenth century we know that a set of ganfi,feh consisted of ninety or ninety-six
cards in eight suits or colors. At present a set consists of twenty cards in five
colors or values. These values are:

1. Shi1· va Khu1·shid or as: Lion and Sun, or Ace.
·2. Shah or Pddishd: King.

3. Bibi : Lady ( or Queen).
4. Sarbdz: Soldier ( or Knave).
5. Lakat (meaning something of little value): generally a dancing-girl.
The backs of the cards art' always black or of a d ark color, hut their faces have
grounds of different colors, viz: The Lion and Sun, a black ground; the King, a white
gro_u nd; the Lady, red; the soldier, gold; the Lakat, green. The pictures on the
cards show much variety al!d are often obscene, particularly those on the card of
the lowest value. The ordinary types as now made.are: Ace, a Lion and Sun, as in
the Persian arms; a King sitting on a throne; a European lady in a quaint costume;
a Persian soldier shouldering his rifle; a Persian dancmg-girl. The word garijifeh I
have explained. .tis is no doubt our word '' ace, 'probably introduced into India
t~rough the· Portuguese Neither of the words is found in Persian dictionaries.
·The game of As is exactly :iike Poker, but without any flushes or sequences. There
are four players, and each player gets five cards, c1ea1t to the right. The dealer puts
down a stake. The first player then looks at his cards. If he "goes," he says
didam (I have seen), and covers the stake or r aises it. If he does not wish to play,
he says nadidam (I have not seen) and throws his cards. He may also "go" without
looking at his cards-that is, in poker parlance, "straddle"-and he says nadid
didam (not seeing, I have seen) . The second player, if be wishes to play, must cover
the stakes, and can also raise. T.he third player and the dealer then act in the same
way just as in poker, and when the stakes of all players are equal and no one raises
any more the cards are turned up and the player holding the best hand wins the
stakes.
·The hands in the order of their value are as follows:
Seh va just, i e., three and a pair; a "full."
Sehta, i.e., threes, aces, kings, etc.
Do just, i.e., two pairs; aces highest.
Just, i.e., one pair; aces highest.
When two players have the same pair or pairs, the oth er carcls decide; for instance,
a pair of kings, ace, soldier, and .lalcat , '
''Bluffing" is a feature of the game and is called tup zadan; literally, "fire off a
gun.'' A bluff is tup.

84. PL.A.YINGtC..A.RDS.1 Siam. Nineteenth century.
Pack of eighty ca-rds, painted in colors on black cardboard, 1½ by
2½ inche . One suit of ten cards eight times repeated, compri ing
numeral-card with conventional flower a uit-mark ; from tw to
eight cards with picture of :ti ; eight card with picture of man in
native dre , and io·ht with grot
ue I ictur of man with w rd.
5.

TAR OOHI.
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('ard' ar designated as Re, Regina,, Cava,llo, and Fante.
uumbered and bear the following names:
I. 11 Bao·attella.
II. La Papessn,.
III L' Imperatrice.
IV. L' Imperatore.
V. Il Papa.
VI. Gli Aman ti.
VII. Il Carro.
VIII. La Giustizia.

IX.
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.

L' Eremi ta.
Rout. Dellafor.
La Forza..
L' Appeso.
La Temperan.
Il Diavolo.
La Torre.

XVII.
XVIII.
XIX.
XX.
XXI.

The attuti are
Le Stelle.
La Luna.
11 Sole.
Il Giudizio.
Il Mondo
11 Matto

The thirteenth car<l with the picture of "death" bears n9 name,1 and.
the niatto is not numbered. ·
The origin of European playing-cards is extremely obscure. They
are variously regarded as having been invented in Europe, and to have
been introduced from the East. Wilishire 2 favors the former view, and
assigns the earliest European cards to Italy. while others believe them
to have b~en derived from China, or to have been introduced by the
Arabs or Gypsies.::,
There are two principal kinds of European cards; one consisting of
from thirty-two to fifty-six cards, comprised in four suits, each composed of a series of numeral cards and court or coate-cards, or honours; and another, called Tarots (France) or :.Carocchi (Italy), in which
the precedi~g· pack is supplemented with twenty-two or more cards
called atouts (France) or atittti (Italy), bearing emblematic devices of
a mythological or historic character, The earliest, or what are believed
to be the earliest, Italian cards are of the latter kind.
Tb ere are three varieties of Italian :Tarots, according to Willshire:
the Ta.rots of Venice or Lombardy, regarded by him as the parent
game; tlle Minchiate of Florence, and the Tarocchino of Bologna.
The source of the allegorical designs ou the car<ls of the emblematic
sequence has been referred to a series of early Italian prints bearing
full-length figures illustrating the various conditions of life-the Mu es,
Arts, Sciences, etc.-which are regarded as having been intended for
purposes of instruction rather than for play. These print , known as
the Tarocchi di Mantegna or the Carte di Baldini, exi t in everal
European collection , and are fifty in number, arrano· din five serie ,
consecutively numbered ( o. 86). Mr. W. H. Wilkin. on, in a paper
on the Chine e Origin of Playing-Cards, 4 in which he re 'eut
trong
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argument in favor of the Chinese origjn of European cards, regards
the Italian Tarot pack as a suggestive compound of the two national
card games of China; Kon played with Kwanp'ai (No. 80), and T'-in
lcau, played with dominoes (No. 21), or domino-cards (No. 22). In the
light thrown by the study of Korean cards upon the origin of playingcards in Asia, the present writer believes that while it is more than
probable European playing-cards bad an identical origin with those of
China, it is not yet apparent that there ~as any actual transference of
cards or card-games. In his opinion it may be concluded that the four
suits of European cards were originally the em l>lems of the Four
Directions.

u,

86. TAROCCHI DI MAN'.1.'EGNA. Misero (I); Marte (Mars) (XLV).
Reproductions 1 of originals in the British Museum. From Willshire.
The first is regarded by some as the source of the design on the
Matto or Fou of the Tarot series, and the second that of Il Carro (VII).
The resemblance between the emblems testifies either to.a descent of
both compositions from an antecedent or common type, or that the piece
No. 7 of the old Venetian Tarots is simply a modification of No. 45 of
the Italian sequence (Willshire).
87. MINCHIATE. Playiug-Oards. 2 Florence, Italy. Nineteenth century.
Pack of ninety-seven cards, comprising :fifty-Bix numeral-cards and
forty-one litutti. The former are similar to those of the preceding
pack (No. 85). The atutti from I to XXV are numbered.
Willshire describes the characteristics of the Florentine Minchiate
as follows:
In place of the twenty-two atutti of the old Venetian sequence there are fortyone tarots proper, i.e., nineteen of the older series, or what are equivalent to them,
and twenty-two additional tarots, including the Matto or Fou. The chief modifications of the old Venetian sequence are: the figure of Le Pape (No. V) is withdrawn; La
Papesse (No. II) l>ecomes Le Grand Due; L'Imperatrise (No. III) and L'Ernpereur (No.
IV) represent the "Emperor of the West" and the "Emperor of the East" respectively; L'llermite (No. IX) b comes an old man upon crutches (Le Sablier No. XI),
having behind him a star and above his shoulder an hourglass transfixed by an arrow;
while La Maison Dien ou la Foudre (No. XVI) is uiscarded, or is perhaps metamorphosed into L' Erife1· ( Jo. XV), L' Etoile (No. XVII'J, La Lune (.1: o. XVIII), Le Soleil
(No. XIX), and Le Moncle (No. XXI) are retained. To this slight modification of
the old Venetian Tarots are added the three theological virtues, Faith (No. XVIII),
Hope (No. XVI), and Charity (No. XIX). Other additional pieces are: One of the
four cardinal virtues, Prudence (No. XVII); the four el men ts of the ancient philo op her , a Fire (No. XX), Water (No. XXI), Earth (No. X II), Air (No. XXIII); the
tw elve igns of the Zodiac (Nos. XXIV to XXXV); the remainder of the series concluclin,. with the tar, the Moon, the Sun, the World, and La Benommee.

Will hire st te that there i a tradition that Minchiate wa invented.
by Michael ngelo to teach children arithmetic.
1 Lent
2

by St wart Culin.
Cat.No. 1564-1, Mus. Arch., Univ. Penn.
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88. 'rAROCCHINO.
Playing-Cards. I Bologna, 2 Italy. Nineteenth
century.
Pack of sixty-six cards, comprising forty numeral-cards and twentytwo atutti. The numeral-cards are like those of tlle preceding packs,
except that they are double-beaded, instead of having full-length
figures, and in that the twos, threes, fours, and fives are suppressed, tbe
latter being the chief characteristic of the .Tarocchino. The atutti bear
designs copied from a Florentine Minchiate set.
According to Wil1sbire, this modification of the Tarot game was
invented at Bologna, early in the fifteenth century, by Francesco
Fibbia (Prince of Pisa), an exile in that city, dying there in 1419. The
word tarocchino is a diminutive of taroccki, a name early applied to any·
game with Tarots.
89. TAROTS. Playing-Cards. 3 French.4 Claude Burdel, 1751.
· Pack of combined Tarots; that is, twenty-two atouts and fifty-six
numerals. The suits of the numeral series have the old marks:
Coupes, Deniers, Bastons, and Epies-" Cups," "Money," "Clubs," and
"Swords.'' The court-cards are designated as Roy, Reyne, Cavalier,
and Valet. The atouts are numbered and bear the following names:
I. Le Batelevr.
II. La Papesse.
III. L'Imperatrise.
IV. L'Emperevr.
V. Le Pape.
VI. L'amovrevx.
VII. Lecharior.
VIII. Justice.

IY. Lermite.
X. La Rove de Fortvne.
XI. La Force.
XII. Le Pend v.

XIII.
XIV. Tenperance.
XV. Le Diable.
XVI. La Maison Diev.

XVII.
XVIII
XIX.
XX.
XXI.

Lestoille.
La Lvne.
Le Soleil.
Le Ivgement.
Le Monde.
Le Mat.

The thirteenth card with the picture of death bears 110 na,me, and
the twenty-second, the mat, is not numbered. It will be observed tllat
the suit-marks are similar to those of Italy, this being almost uniformly
the case with Tarot packs.
5
90. TAROK-KA.RTEN. 5 Playing-Cards. Tarots. Frankfurt-am-Main.
Germany. Nineteenth century.
Pack of seventy-eight car<ls, comprising fifty-six numerals and
twenty-two atouts. The numerals bear .F rench suit-mark , and the
court-cards picture of historical personages. The King of Diamond
i harle I; the ue n, Ehzabeth; the Knight, Marlborough, and' the
Knave, Shake peare. The Hearts bear French portrait ; the Spade~
Ru ian, and the Club , German. The atouts are numbere fr m I to
X
and are rn m nted with picture. referring to tbe four n" ti n · :
ngla d, i f n e,
T

,

d

·imilar p, rk of French Tarots in th Univer it,
,Ja ·c1uo .Uurdel Cartier a. Fribou.rg en niss

ch., Univ. Penn.
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German Tarot packs, called Tarok, vary greatly in their ornamental
and symbolic designs from the Italian cards from which they are manifestly copied.
91. JEu DES . 78 TAROTS EGYPTIENS. 1 Paris, 2 France. Nineteenth
century.
Set of seventy-eight numbered cards, intended for fortune-telling,
with designs copied from the Tarot pack. Accompanied by a handbook, entitled Art de Tirer les Cartes.
The use of cards for the purpose of fortune-telling is well known.
Indeed, it is the opinion of some authorities that cards were introduced
into Europe for the purpose of divination and fortune-telling, by the
Gypsies, some time between 1275 and 13:25. There is evidence that
cards were used for this purpose early in the sixteenth century.
According to Willshire, recourse to cards for divinatory purposes
gradually declined among the upper classes until the middle of the
eighteenth century, though it prevailed, no doubt, among the lowest
grades of society frequenting fairs and the caravans of mountebanks.
In 1750, divination with cards again became popular, and at this period,
in 1753, a perruquier, named Alliette, who reversed the letters of his
name, and called himself Etteilla, superseded the ordinary practice
of employing the cards of the pack singly, and substituted the art of
readil1g the mysteries they might unfold when the whole sequence was
arranged upon a table.
The emb1ematic figures of the Tarot pack have been the object of
much speculation, and their origin is said to extend back to the ancient
Egyptians, from whom they have descended to us as a book or series of
subjects of deep symbolic meaning. The discover-y and explication
of this supposed source and bidden meaning of the Tarots employed
in modern times was claimed by M. Court de Gebe1in in 1781. He
asserts that the series of seventy-eight Venetian Tarots has an unquestionable claim to be regarded as an Egyptian book, and that it is based
upon the sacred Egyptian number seven. Alliette applied the theories
of M. d~ Gebelin to the use of cards in fortune-telling, and numerous
packs are made even at the present day to be used in accordance with
the system which be formulated.
92. O.A.RTE D.A. Gruoc.A.RE. Playfag-Cards. 3 Bologna, 4 Italy. Nineteenth century.
Forty cards of four suits: Ooppe, Danari, Spade, and Bastoni; the
court cards, Re, Regina, and Fante; the numerals, ace to even, the
eight , nine , and tens being uppre ed, agreeing with the pack u ed
in the Spani h game of El Hombre.
·
The above may e regarded a a characteri tic Italian pack.
di tin tiv cbar· ter f the mark of the numeral in the smt of Spa.de
1

Cat. o. 9010, Mus. Arch., Univ. Penn.
J. Lismon.
3
Cat. To. 1-5941 Mus . .A.r h., Univ. Penn.
4
Pietro Barigazzi.

2
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aud Ba toni i the mode in which they are interlaced or connr~tNl
to 0 ·etber in place of standing separately or apart. The curved form:-1,
too, of the Spade, or swords, are specially Italian in design. Tile
designs on cards vary in d1fferent parts of Italy. Thus in the · south,
cards with Spanish marks ·are used, while the Florentirie pack bears
French suit-marks. Cards are made at the preRent day in many of
tbe Italian cities. Each maker supplies not only those of the local
type, but usually those of other cities. Stencils are still used for some
of the cheaper cards. 1
93. CAR'l'E DA Gruoc.A.RE. Playing-Cards. 2 Naples,3 Italy.
Forty caroo of four suits like the preceding, except that the suitmarks are similar to those on Spanish cards.
9-!. CARTE DA G1uoc.A.RE. Playing-Cards. 4 Florence," Italy.
Forty cards of four suits like the preceding, except that the cards bear
French suit-marks. Designated as Carte Romane.
95. TRA.PPOLA. CA.RDS. 6 Austria. Nineteenth century.
Thirty-six cards of four suits, agreeing with the Italian, except that
the danari are replaced with conventional flowers. 'l'he three, four,
five, and six of numerals are suppresRed. The court-cards are
Cavallo, and Fa,nte. These cards are temarkable for theil' leugth, bemg
5f6 by 2-h inches.
According to Willshire, there are no marks special to Trappola,, it
being played with a series of numerals of which the three, four, five,
'
.
and six of each suit are suppressed, and as long as this is done 1t may
be pfayed with cards showing 110 matter what markR of suits. From
the circumstances of its being a, Venetian game, the original· marks ot
the suits were naturally tbe Italian ones. 7
96., HISPA.NO-AMERIC.A.N CA.RDS. Repro<luctions 8 of originals in the
Archives of the Indies. Seville, Spain.
(a) Facsimile in color of an uncut sheet, 11 by 17 inclies, with woodblock. impression of twenty-four card::; colored in red, blue: and black,
2 by 3½ incbe . rrbey represent the court cards of the suits of Copa.·,
Oros, Espadas, and Bastos, a.Jl(l ten numeral or pip-cards of the uit of
word . There are but thT e court-card for ach ~ uit instead of four

!le,

1 Th
following lif,t of Italian c·arcl games is given b y Mr. W.W. tor (Roha di
Roma, I, p.160): BriBcolla, Tre11elle, Cal<ibre11clla, Banco-Fallito, RoBBa e .L era cara coccia, copa, ;pizzica, Faraone., Zer·chi11elfo, Jft•1'canlc ill Pirra, f,ci Ha::::il'a R11ba-Jfo 11 t
omo- T'e1·0. and La Paura. D criptiou follow of Zecchinettu, .Bruscola. 1't·eBette, and
Calo br Bella.
niv. P nn.

iv.

nn.

on J

t
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as in the present Spanish pack. The marks of the numeral suit consist
of crossed swords instead of being arranged as on the current Spanish
cards. The back of this sheet bears an inscription in pen and ink:
Nueva Espana, 1583. Archivo de Indias, No. 117. Dibujo.
(b) Photograph of uncut sheetofthe same size, imprinted with designs
for the backs of eighteen cards. The devices are all different, and
embrace a mixture of Mexican and European subjects, including the
Emperor Montezuma (fig. 226), his successor, Quahtemotzin, native
priests performing various
rites, and grotesque figures,
apparently of the school of
Albert Diirer. 1
c Playing-cards, early introduced by the conquerors, were
known to the ancient Mexicans under the amapa,tolli. 2
Playing-Cards. 3
Cadiz, Spain.
Nineteenth Century.
Forty-eight cards of four
suits, Copas, Oros, Espada,s,
and Bastos: "Cups," "Money,"
"Swords," and "Clubs~" The
court cards are Rey, Oaballo,
and Sota: '' King," "Knight,"
and "Knave." This is the
legitimate Spanish pack, the
tens, as is customary, being
suppressed.
According to Willshire, no
F ig . 226.
remains of very old Spanish
REVERSE OF' J!ISPA ' O-Allll~IUCAN PLAYING-CARD .
cards have reached our time.
(Th e Emperor Montezuma.)
The Hispano-American cards
Impression, 2~ by 4 inches.
in the Archives of the Indies
Mcxi 0 , 1583 .
at Seville (No. 96) are probably From photograph of orig'nnl In Arch've.s of tl,c !no, •ff, evllle, Spain.
the oldest Spanish cards in existence. Spanish cards are cbairacterized by certain pecularitie evinced
b y a.ctual example and historical allusioni:i. Spani h Tarot are unknown, and it i doubtful if uch ever exi 'ted. All pani h pack are
f the numeral kind. In a legitimate Spani, h pack there are only
for y- ight card in tead of fifty-two. There iR no ueen among the

97.

NAIPES.

1 Tb
arly publi ation of tbcs card-sb eta with explanatory notes i. intend d
by tl1 writer.
2
ompoun<1P<l of anwtl, " pap er ," with palolli, a gen eral woT'(l for a, g:imo of :1ny
kind, c1 c•ri vecl f'rom J)(lloa , "to play n. game" (D. G. Brinton ). Ag:tin we have quanh
11alolli, "woocl g-n m •"
c·bcHR.
:i 'at.
o.167571, .,'.X .M. Uift of' Vr. 0. Hrow11 ' oo<l .
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honors, her place being snpplied by a Caballero or Oaballo. -T-be marks
are similar to those of Italy, but the Spanish designs differ from the
former, as do the figures on the coat-cards. While the Italian kings
a.re seated, the Spanish kings are erect, and their vast mantles are
surcharged with large ornaments, as in the case of the French kings.
The swords are straight, double-edged rapiers; the batons, knotty
branches of trees, and these knotty branches are placed sometimes
horizontally, someti\nes vertically, close to each other, but always so
arranged th~t they· are never interlaced in the manner common to the
numeral-cards of the Italian Ta.rots.
98. N AIPES
Playing-Cards. 1 Cadiz, Spain. Nineteenth Century.
Purchased in Peru.
Pack of_ forty cards similar to preceding, except that eights, nines,
and tens are suppressed. Such a pack was used for the Spanish game
of El Hombre or Ombre.
99. PLA YING-CARDS. 2 Apache Indians. United States.
Pack of forty cards painted with native colors upon tanned bide.
Four suits of ten cards each, directly copied from the Spanish cards,
No. 98, but with the designs of the suit-marks and court-cards modified
to accord with native ideas.
Capt. John G. Bourke informed me that the Apache have borrowed
many of the words relating to playing-cards, as well as the cards themselves, from the Mexicans. The four suits they call Copas, Escudos,
Espadas., and Bastones or Pa-los. The names of Rey and Sota are the
same as in Spanish, but the Oaballo is Jliv or" Horse." The Ace they
call As, but for the other numerals native names are used: N aqui, 2;
Taqui, 3; Tingui, 4; Irosh klay, 5; Custan, 6; Cusetti, 7. ''Shuffle"
is .ili-ka-shi-ache. Captain Bourke says: "I think this means ' I take
or hunt for 'the horse Caballo:' Jli or jliv =horse; lea, abbreviation for
daka =card; shi = I, and achi = wish 1 take, hm1t.'' Out is da-na, and
cards, daka (carta). Their game they call Con-quien, "with whom;
It i also known by the native name of Daka-cunitsnun =" Card ten.'
The Rey or King is also called Injit or ln8hu ="Good."
100. PLAYING-CA.RDS. Oelebes. 3 Nineteenth century.
Pack of forty card painted in red, yellow, gr~en, and black on whit
cardboard, with red back . Four uit of ten card:, with the num r al. ight, nrne~ and t n suppre sed.
eg n rate Enr p au c rd
rre onding with th
pani h p ck, .1.: o. n , fr01 which they app ar t
ha e e n d ri d.
1. .A.RTE • .l .J
Pi u pack.
ari

0111' ·t ·cl hy _I1., ii-t r Jann ·,

nit cl

ta.t
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The kings bear the name8 of C:=.es~r, Charles, David, and Alexander;
the queens, Rachel, Judith, Pallas, aud Argine; and the knaves, Lahhe,
-Hector, Hogier, and Lancelot.
, The earliest French cards known are said to be those in the Carpen.
tier collection. These cards are fourteen in number, painted by hand
about the commencement of the fifteenth century. They bear the same
suit-marks as the French cards of the present day. These marks w~re
so persistently maintained · and Introduced on cards exported to all
countries that a regular type or class of cards became known as French
cards, as opposed to Italian cards on the one hand and t~ German cards
on the other.
At first the figure-cards or honors were without names on them, but
about the last quart~r of the sixteenth century ·names were attached.
French playing-cards having on them the suit-marks, Omurs, Varreaux,
Trefles, aud Piques, are often termed Piquet packs. The game of Piquet
is one in which, up to the beginning of the eighteenth century, the pack
consisted of thirty-six cards, the two, three, four, and five of each suit
being suppressed, as in Trappola and the Tarocchino of Bologna. From
the date mentioned the six of each suit bas been omitted, so'the Piquet
pack has now but thirty-two cards.
102. SPIEL-KAR'l'EN. Playing-Cards.1 Frankfort-on-the-Main, 2 Germany. Nineteenth century.
Pack of thirty-six cards of four suits: Herzen, Laub, Eicheln, and Schellen, or "Hearts," "Leaves," "Acorns," and "Bells." The numerals are
ace, six, seven, eight, nine, and ten, the suppressiou of the two, three,
four, and five being a peculiarity of the true German pack. ·The courtcards are the Konig, "King," and ·the Obermann and Untermann, superior and inferior valets.
Willshire states that, according to trustworthy authorities, allusion
is made to playi11g-cards in the Pflichtbucher of Ni.irnberg for 1384, and
there is extant an ordinance of the town council of Ulm for the year
1397 prohibiting their employment. "It is probable," he says, "that
the Germans very soon altered for themselves the Italian marks of the
suits, making use of figures of animals for differentiating the latter."
The earliest German cards known have dogs, falcons, stags, and ducks
for suit-marks. These "animated" cards were, however·, oon followed
by a eries having the more national sign of Roth or Herzen, Laub or
Griin, Eicheln, and Schellen, or Hearts, Leave , Acorn , and
11 .
103. SPIEL-K.A.RTEN.
laying-Cards. 3 Leipsic, Germany. "La Belle
Alliance."
Pack of thirty-. ix card, with German suit-marks, like the preceding.
um .ral
ar c lor d pictures of the battle of Leip ic, 1813; the King ,
por rait of the alli d , overeign , and the other court-cards, general .
1
2

3

at. :ro. 15712, Mus. Arch., niv. Penn.
ondorf.
•
at. o.17 26, Mus. r h., niv. Penn. Collected by Col. Joseph G. Ro engarten.
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104-. SPIEL-K.A..RTEN. Playfog-Cards. 1 Vienna,"? Austria.
Pack of thirty-two cards with German suit-marks. Court-cards bear
pictures of the heroes of the story of William 'fell; tlle Aces emblematic pictures of tbe four seasons. Designated as Schweizer Deutsche.

lOG. SPIEL-KA.RTEN. Playing-Cards.:3 "Swiss cards." Schaffbam;en,
Switzerland. Nineteenth century.
.
Pack of thirty-six cards bearing as suit-marks, Bells(schellen), Flowers
(blume), Shields (s<Jhildchen), and Acorm; (eicheln). The numerals comvrise the Ace, Two, Six, Seven, Eight, and Nine; the court-cards,
Konig, Ober, and Unter.
Willshire states that the old cards of Switzerland were evidently
derived from Germany. The numeral cards of Schaffhausen are as
above, while they run from 1 to 9 in tliose of Soleur.
lOG. SPIEL-KARTEN. Playing-Cards. 4 Swiss views and costumes.
Scha:ffhausen,5 Switzerland. Nineteenth century.
Whist pack of fifty-two cards with French suit-marks. The backs
of the cards and the Aces bear pictures of Swiss scenery, and tlJC courtcards Swiss peasants in the costume of different Cantons.
107. SPILLE-KORT. Playing-Cards.a Denmark. 7 Nineteenth cel}tury.
Whist pack of :fifty-two cards with French suit-marks.
108. KILLE-KoiT. Playing-Oards. 8 Swedish.~ Nineteenth century.
Pack of forty-two cards, printed in black on lavender-colored cardboar~, comprising two each of a numerical series from one to twelve,
marked with fleur-de-lis, and two each of the following picture cards:
Bliiren, fool.
Arelquin, harlequin.
Pottan, flower pot.
Krans, wreath.
Warclshus, inn.
Husii, boar.
Cavall, knight (horseman) .
Husa1·, hussar.
Cucii, cuckoo.

The name of the game, Kille, is applied to the harl quin. Accordincr
to the work cited below, this game i~ known in Sweden by the name
of Oarnbio, " exchange.'i
corre ponding mod rn
alled Gnav.:pil, 10 in the

nu.

'hie, go

on b wrapp r
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Umversity Museum,1 consists of forty-two carrls lithographed in colors,
comprising two each of a numerical series, from zero to twelve, and
two each of the following picture-cards:
Narreri, fool.
Uglen, owl.
Potten, vase.
Huset, honse.
Katten, cat..
Hesten, horse.
Dragonen, dragoon.
Gjegen, cnckoo.

109. Cucu O.A.RDS. 2 Bari, 3 Italy.
Pack of forty cards, printed in colors, comprrnmg two each of a
numerical $eries from one to ten, in black, and two each of the following picture-cards:
00.
000.
0000,
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.
XV.

Matto, fool
Mascherone, gorgon.
Secchia, bucket.
Nullo,, nothing.
Tai,e1·na, inn.
Gnaf, rat.

Salto, horse.
Tuffo, bravo.
Cuen, cnckoo.

and .a card with a rampant Uon holding a shield in$Cribed rlilettevole
giuoco dell chuchii.
A corresponding modern Oucu pack from Bologna,4 in the same
Museum," is printed in colors, but with older and ruder designs, and is
similar to the preceding, except that the numbered cards have Homan
numerals and bear rude colored pictures of Italian cities, among which
Pisa may be recognized by its leaning tower.
l lO. HEXEN-K.A.RTEN (" Witch Cards "). 6 Germany.
Pack of thirty-two, printed in color , comprising twelve cards, with
Roman numerals from I to XII, printed in red, and two each of the
following picture-cards:
LEGEND.

!>RV.ICE.

Nar,
Fool.
H ex,
·w itch.
Glass,
Glass.
Diiller,
Plat .
Wiirst,
ausao-e.
Eink rt (come in), (
.Auszahll (pay up), f Inn.
Miau,
C~tt.
Jiott,
Ilorse.
Werda,
ntry.
Pfeift,
P arrot.
I
2

3

at. 0. HJ157.
at. o. ]5:-2 , 1na. Arch.,
' uglielmo forari.

4

niv. enn .

6

6

Pietro Marcbesini.
at. No. 15751.
Cat. No. 1573-, Im:1. Arch., Univ. Penn.
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The pictures on each pair of cards diffoc in details from each other.
A. similar pack of Hexen-lca,rten in the University Museurn, 1 probably
made in Niirnberg in the seventeenth or early in the eighteenth century, consists of thirty-two cards printed ju colors, comprising twelve
cards with Roman numerals, printed iu black , from I to XII, and two
each of the following cards:
LEGEND .

DEV ICE .

l{a1·1·,
Fool.
H ex (hexe) ,
W itch.
Glass,
Glass.
Doller,
Plate.
W'iirst,
Sa.usage.
Einkert (come in), (
Ausalt (pay up), 5 Inn.
Miau,
Cat.
Hott,
Horse.
W erda,
Sentry .
I'feift,
Parrot.

The numeral cards are inscribed at the top n'l1mero, and below the
number are pictures of cities, which, upou comparison; prove to be
highly conventionalized copies of the pictures of Italian cities on the
cards from Bologna. A. very complete a ccou nt of this game is given
by K. A. Bierdimpfl,2 who states that in Germ any the game has different names, that of Hex en or "witch" cards being the local name in old
Bavaria. The game exists in France un der th e n ame of Coucou.
The following table illustrates th e interrelation of the preceding
Italian, German, Swedish, and Danish packs :
Italy.
00
000
0000

Denrnark.

Sweden.

Germany.

Cucu.

HEXEN-KARTE.

KILLE KORT.

G NAVSPJL.

.lfa tto.
Mascherone.
Secchia.
Nulla.

]{arr .
H ex.
Glass.
T eller .

Bli:iren.
Arlequin.
Pottan.
J(raus.

Nar ren .
Tlglen.
Potten.

I
II
IU

I
II
III

lIII

mr

V
YI
V II

V
VI
VII
VIII
IX

vnr
VIIII
X

XI Ta.rem.a.

]1

12

XII

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

X
XI
XII

0

I
II
III
IIII
V
VI
VII
III
IX
X
XI

1

10

Wur,t.
Eirlkert.

Wa rdRhu,.

Huaet.

A10,zahlt.
Miau .

Ilu111.

Jrauen.

Jiott.

C'avaU.

Ileaten.

Tl',rd(I.
I'ff>ift.

J/11 , ,,r.

Dra9011en.

011<"11.

Oje9en.

hai ri ·h ·11 • Tatio11al11111.

lllll

~rno,·h n. 1
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111. lGRALNYE KARTY. Playing-Cards. 1 Russia. Nineteenth Century.
Whist pack of fifty-two cards, French suit-marks, and court-cards
similar to those of France.
The manufacture of playing-cards in Russia is a State monopoly, of
which the revenue is applied to the support of the charitable establishment known as the" Institutions of the Empress l\farie.-''
112. PLAYING-CARDS. 2 England. 3 Nineteenth century.
Whist pack of fifty two cards. Suits: Diamonds, Hearts, Spades,
and Clubs .
.According to Willshire, it is probable that cards made their way into
· England through France. The date of their introduction is not known,
but it is believed they were not in use until after the reign of Henry
IV (1405), and they were certainly employed previous to 1463. .A.bout
1484 they formed a common English Christmas pastime. England
appears to have at once adopted the French suit-marks. The English
names of the suits, however, are in part of Spanish descent.
113. PLAYING-0.A.RDS. 4 Philadelphia, 5 United States. About 1860.
"Club House" (Philadelphia Club).
Whist pack of fifty-two cards, ordinary suits; court-cards bear fulllength figures instead of being douqle-headed.
Similar cards are still made for use in certain games.
114. PLAYING-0.A.RDS. 6 "Union." New York,7 United Sta,tes. 1862.
Whist pack of fifty-two cards and a joker. The suit-marks are stars,
flag of the United State~, shield with national emblems, and national
arms (eagle with shield). The Kings bear a picture of an infantry
officer in full dress; the Queens, the Godde s of Liberty; and the
Knaves, au artillery commissioned officer in full dress. 8
115. PLAYING-CARDS. 9 "Picture Playing-Cards" (American Generals).
Ne.w York, 10 United States. 1863.
Whist pack of fifty-two cards. Conventional suits. Each card bears
the portrait of a General of the Uuion Army, the denomination of tlJe
card being displayed on a miniature card in the left-hand corner.
Cat. No. 16572, Mus. Arch., Univ. Penn.
Cat. No. 15452, Mus. Arch ., niv. Penn.
3 De La Ru
& Co., Loudon.
4 Cat.
o. 7603, Ius. Arch., niv. Penn .
" amuel Hart & Co.
,; at. o. 1542 9, . .N.M. Gift of tewart Cu1in.
1 Amen can Card Company.
8 Mr. A. Howard Clark, to whom I am indebted for tbe identification of the
uniformA, stat s that the rnnk of the infantry officer representing the King is not
shown on paulettes, "probably Colon 1 or Ljeutenant Colonel; if a G n raJ, the
buttons on oat would b arranged in g_roups. The rank of the artillery officer is
not hown on sboulcler straps."
0
a.t. ~ o. 71 O, Mus. Arch., Univ. Penn.
10 11,
elson.
1

2
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116. PL.A.YING- ARDS.1 England. About 1863.·
Whi.:t pack of fifty-two cards with reo-ular suit-marks. Backs bear
Conf <lerate flags and seal with leg:nd, "Confederate States of
America."
117. PLAYING-CARDS. 2 Harlequin. New York,3 United. States. 1s79•
Whist pack of fifty-two cards with conventional suit-marks incorporated into comic pictures.
118. PLAYING-CARDS. 4 ' ' Political Euchre." Philadelphia,5 United
States. 1888.
Pack of fifty-two cards and two jokers, with portraits of opposing
candidates, the governors and number of electoral vgtes cast by each
State.
119. PL.A.YING-CARDS. 6 Political Comic. New York,7 United States,
1888.
Whist pack of fifty-two cards with joker and key to the face -cal'tls.
The suit-marks are conventional. The eourt,-cards bear caricature portraits of the politicians of the time.
120. PLAYING-CARDS. 8 World's Fair Souvenir. Chicago. 1893.
Whist pack of fif'ty-two cards and a joker (Uncle Sam). Views _of
Columbian Exposition, with denominations marked with suits, di~ti.uguished by letters and numerals, in corners. Kings bear portrait
of Director-General Davis; Queens, Mrs. Potter Palmer; aud Jacks,
Columbus.
Cat. No. 126106, U.S.N.M. Preseuted by Mr. Pau l Beckwith.
Cat. No. 7601, Mus . Arch., Univ. Penn.
3 Tiffan y & Co.
4 Cat. No. 7766, Mus. Arch., Univ. Penn.
6 Lum Smith.
6 Cat. No. 7101, Mus . .A.rcb., Univ. Penn.
7
.A.. H. Caffee.
8 Cat. No. 16501 Mus. Arch., Univ. Penn.

1
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BIBLICAL ANTIQUITIES.
A DESCRIPTION OF THE EXHIBIT AT THE COTTON STATES
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, ATLANTA, 1895
By CYRUS ADLER, Ph. D.,
Oustodian, Section of Historic Religious Ceremonials, U. S. National Museum,
and
I. M. CASANOWICZ, Ph. D .
.Aid, Division of Historic ..Archwology, U. S. National Museum.

INTRODUCTION.

The Section of Oriental Antiquities in the U.S. National Museum
was established in 1887, and in 1889 there was added to the Museum
a Section of Religious Ceremonial Institutions. Although not at all
identical in scope, it was found best for practical reasons that the
exhibit of these two sections in the Atlanta Exposition should be
united in the form of a collection which, for want of a better name, may
be called Biblical Antiquities. The space allowed was an alcove 20 by 20
feet. All of the subdivisions of tllis subject were represented, so that
there was no pos ' ibi]ity of completeness in any direction. Nevertheless, the exhibit had an educational value, as being the :first collection
put together at an exposition which attempted to show in outline all of
the po sibilities of study in this most important :field.
It haE1., therefore, e.emed proper that a record be made of this collection as it wa actually . bown at Atlanta, in the order iu which it was
shown, and without any attempt to :fill out the deficiencie which are
know11 to have exi ted.
ucb a description will, it i hoped, be of
rvice to teacher"' and tudent , and may pos ibly furni h a ugge tion t ho. e who are interesterl in the e tabli bment of small collection which touch the intere t of so many per:on , who, without being
pccial tudeut and inve t igators, ar y t deeply concern d iu anythin that ret te t the arcb~eology and hi tory, the etbn logy, and
th art of that portion of the ea t rn w rld ar und th Mediterran an,
to wbi h he cul ur and ·ivilization of lat r Eur pe and even of
mod rn m ri a ·an in a grea,t d gr e be traced.
111 limitati n f pace ·au ed Rome appar nt inc ngruitie ; n verh 1 . , it can b
aid t hat nothing wa bown which did not bear
upon 1 ibJi ·al ]d ·tory an 1 a,nti uitie .
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THE LAND OF THE BIBLE.

M.A.P OF P .A.LES'l'INE.-lt is not possible to understand the geology,
the flora, and fauna of a country, tbe habits and customs of the people,
nor their history, without an idea of the physical features of the country studied. TbP, first object shown, therefore, was a relief map of
Palestine. This map is the result of geographical and geologic.al survey work, carried on for more than ten years by experts in the service
of tbe Palestine Exploration Fund. It is 7 feet 9 inches by 4 feet 1 inch
in size and made -on the scale of 11r8l 9uo, or three-eighths of an inch to
the mile. It embraces the whole of western Palestine, from Baalbec
in the north to Kadesh Barn ea iu the south, and shows nearly all that is
known of the country east of the Jordan. The natural features of the
country stand out prominently, being reinforced by appropriate colors.
The mountains and plains are shaded a creamy white. The seas, lakes,
marshes; and perennial streams are shown in blue. The Old and New
Testament sites are marked in red. The map thus furnishes a most
important aid for the understanding of the Bible narrative.1
GEOLOGY.

No attempt was made to present in systematic form the geology of
the country nor to show in any way the features of the soil. Tbe following specimens, which possess a sentimental interest merely, were
placed in the collectiou.
DUST FROM JERUSA.LEM.-Dust from the Ho]y Land is witb many
Jews a much-cherished possession, perhaps suggested by Psalms cii,
14: "For thy servants take pleasure in her stones, and have pity upon
her dust." . It is sometimes placed in the graves, and is co11sidered as
a substitute for actual burial in the Holy Land, which is one of the
,pious aspirations of the orthodox Jew.
w .A.TER FROM THE J ORD.A.N.-Tlle Jordan j one of the point of
attraction for pilgrim ' to Palestine. .A. early as the time of Con tantine (306 to 337) bapti min the Jordan wa deemed a pecial privilege
ou account of it a ocia ion with J olm th BaptL t and the ba.pti m of
Chri t; 2 even now be riental Chri, tian, attach great importanc to
the bath in th J rd an a, be termination of a pilgrimag .3
Tb pilg-rirn u u lly fill jar from th river to b u . <l fi r bapti m
at horn .
1.A.LL HELL (,Jrinth ·na fr ail'.· ) Fl .r TYRI~.-r yre w . in , n ·i n
· h w ltbi -' , n l mo · ma,rnific· n of 11 ni ·ian ·i i • . It wa
11 an an l
on ·i.· d of tw park J ala yrn
n b ~1 cli
1l
. ru · on h i.'lancl. I ,v .' f~ mou. f r b

11

pilgri,11

, • . in: i a11cl I': l •

in,·, hy I> an
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precious purple dye, which was extensively prepared from the shellfish Murex. Tyre is often mentioned in tbe Bible under tbe name of
Qor. 1 The modern yur, on its site, is an unimportant town of about
5,000 inhabitants.
GRANITE FROM JEBEL MusA.-Jebel Musa (mountain of Moses) is
one of the peaks in the southeast of the Siuaitic Monntain range. It
rises about 7,000 feet above the sea: level, and tradition assigns to it tbe
giving of the Law to Moses. The Si.naitic Mountain chain is formed
of granite and porphyry. The quarries and mineral deposits of the
Sinaitic Peninsula were worked as early as 3,000 B. O·.
FLORA.

The flora, like the geology of the country, was but inadequately represented, the following specimens being the only ones shown:
SEED PODS OF 'l'HE CAROB TREE.-The carob or locust tree ( Oeratonia siliqua) is common in Galilee, in the plain of Sharon, and in the
countries around the Mediterranean Sea in general. The island of
Cyprus alone produces at present about 30,000 tons of carobs, almost
the whole of which is exported to England and France, and ''this
quantity is 11roduced by hardly a third of the carob trees growing in
the island, because perhaps the other two-thirds of these trees are
110t yet grafted." 2 Its fruit is a brown pod, from 6 to 12 inches 1011g,
abont an inch broad, having a fleshy or mealy pulp, of an agreeable
taste, which is not only ground up for cattle and swine, but also extensively used as food by the Arabs, Moors, and Italians. Large quantities
of carob are used, especially in France, for disti1lation, and also for
producing a sort of molasse::, 3 The English name is borrowed from
the Oriental, probably coming from the Arabic 4 Harrub through
Spanish; it occurs in the Talmud in the form Harub. It is generally
assumed that the carob beans represent the '' husks," in the Revised
Version "po<ls of the carob tree," (in the Greek original 1apanov,
keration) in the parable of the Prodigal Son. 5 Through a confusion
between the pods of the carob tree (also r.alled loeust) with the locust
(insects, Greek ~upioc~, akrides) which John the Bapti t ate,6 it was
thought that the pods formed the food of J oho the Baptist, and they
are till commonly called "St. John's bread."
Y .AMORE FR MP .ALE TINE.-The ycamore tree (F-icus sycomoru, ),
ebrew shiqmah, i repre ented in I Ktngs x, 27, as having been
abuu<lantin l ale tine in the reign of Solomon : "The king ma<le, ilv r
to be in J ern ·alem a tone , and cedars made he to be a the sycamore
tr e that are in the lowland for abuudanc ," and imilarly we read in

-------

Ezeki I xxvi-xxvii i, etc.
~ . . Gennaclin , J eport on the Agri ·ult11r of yp rn. , t. 1, p.17.
:l fdem. , pp.1 , 19.
4
It also o curs in Fren ·b.
e R mar<Jues snr les rnoLa fran~·ais dfrivl" de l 'arabe,
par Henri ._'omm ns,, . .J. n,,yrontb, 1 90, p.1 .
'• Luk xv, 16.
UMat hew iii, 4.
1
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Isaiah ix, 9, 10, "the sycamores are cut down, but we will change them
into cedars." The sycamore of the Bible has no natural alliance with
the maple sycamores of Europe and North America. In :flowers and
foliage it closely resembles the common fig, but grows to a greater size,
sometimes reaching a height of 30 or 40 feet and a diameter of 20 feet.
It bears at least two crops annually, but they are small and insipid
compared with those of the common fig tree (Ficiis carica,). Still they
are gathered and used as food by the poorer classes. The prophet
1
. A.mos describes himself as a '' dresser of sycamore trees." In the
Egyptian cult the sycamore was symbolical of the tree of life, being
dedicated to Hathor.
APPLRS OF SonoM.-The apples of Sodom are considered by some
to repre.sent the nightshade (Solanum sanctum) which grow8 in bushes
and thickets in warm regions and especially in the Jordan Valley. It
is a shrubby plant, 3 or. 4 feet high. Its blossoms resemble in color and
form those of the potato, and the fruits are oval-shaped, first of yellow, but when ripe of a beautiful red color. The fruit is said to be
turned into d1:1-st by the sting of an insect, leaving only the skin intact.
Robinson identifies the fruit of the Asclepias gigantea with the apples
of -Sodom. This fruit resembles a large yellow apple. Externally of
fair appearance, it bursts when pressed like a bubble filled with air,
leaving only the shreds of a thin skin in the baud. The Orientals
describe the Asclepias gigantea as a plant containing an astringent milky
juice. (Arabic, Yatu<. Syriac, Yetua sebe'a helba. 2 )
UNRIPE POMEGRANATE FROM PALES'l'INE.-The pomegranate (Punica granaturn; Hebrew, Rimm6n) is enumerated among the plants characteristic of the promised laud,3 though it was not native there; it was
and continues to be extensively cultivated in Palestine, and its failure
is represented as a special punishment of God. 4 It grows wild in
Persia, Afghanistan, and neighboring countries, and bas been culti·
vated from time immemorial along the north and south coasts of tl1e
Mediterranean.5
It i till common in Tunis and Algiers, where it i called by tb
Arab riman, corre ponding exactly to the ancient ebrew name.
t
i a b autiful hru , with dark and .'hiniu cr leav
and bell- haped
:flower . In tue autumn it yi 1 8 a ruddy fruit about th
ize f an
range, u ually of r ddi:h tin fill d , ith c d li ·iou
ulp in wbi ·h
6
1 i r n
ar nt ·
Ii in r w . It w , ppr ciatecl .f r it fruit
ancl it win
ma l fr m th ferm nt <l jui .
t · fruit au
fl w r.
, nd h rin for t
1 , th r.
h

.·1n ~a.
11 or<·hur1l of po111 ~1: note• \\ith pr ·ion frnit.
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Moon, from Africa into Spain, especially into Cordova, and the leather
wa::-:; hence called "Cordovan." It is still used iu Moroeco, the leather
of which country retains its superiority, e;:;pecially for bookbinding.
The flowers and fruit of the pomegranate entered into the religious rites
and symbolism of the Phenicians and ancient Romans, as well as of
the ancient Israelites. The robe of the High Priest had an embroidery
of "pomegranates of blue and of purple and of scarlet round about
the skirt thereof," L while the pomegranate also formed a decorative
symbol in the columns of the Temple. 2 Hehn 3 says: '' Religions intercourse in ancient times also brought the glorious pomegranate tree to
Europe. Its purple blossoms in brilliant foliage aud red-cheeked fruit
rich iu kernels must have from the beginning excited the imagination
of the peoples of Western Asia, whose mode of thinking was symbolical. In the Odyssey, among the fruits in the garden of the king of the
Pheaks, and among those that torment by their sight, the Phrygian
Tantalus are also the pomegranates 15ozoi (rhoisi) , which name in itself
bears decisive testimony to the origin of the plant in Semitic language
aud culture." '' The name of the pomgranate fruit among the Portuguese is to the present day t,he Arabic roma, romeira." 4
CONE OF THE CED.AR OF LEBA.NON.-The cedar of Lebanon (Cedrus
libani, Hebrew Erez) has its chief habitat in the r anges of the Taurus and Lebanon, the latter being its southernmost limit. The Old
Testament abounds in references to the cedar of Lebanon. It was
considered as the prince of trees, the emblem of all that is grand,
magnificent, and durable: "The glory of Lebanon; 5 the trees of the
Lord are satisfied; the cedars of Lebanon, which He hath planted; " 6
"the righteous shall flourish like the palm tree; he shall grow like a
cedar in Lebanon." 7 Frequent references are also made to the economic uses of the cedar. It supplied the chief material for the woodwork of the temple of Solomon and the royal palace ,8 the second
temple of Zerubbabel,9 and according to Josephus 10 was also used in the
rebuilding of the temple by Herod. From the As yrian inscription it
is learn ed that the A yrian king procured the costly woods for their
building from the Lebanon. Oedar timber was also used in the great
Per iau difice at Per epoli ·, in the fir t temple of Diana at Ephe u ,
and that of Apollo at Utica, where the age of the c dar timber wa
computed at two thou and year . At prese11 t the fore t of L banou
Exodus xxviii, 33, 34-.
I Kings vii, 1 -20.
3 Knlturpfianz n nnd lfan tbiere in ihrem {°bngang an A ien nach Griechenlan<l
und Itali n sowie iu das iibrige Europa. Historis ·h-lingui tische kizz n, B rlin,
1870, p. 155.
4
noted by Loew, p. 362.
" Isaiah xxxv, 2.
i; Psalm
iv, 1 .
1

\!

7

Jcl ,n X ii, 12.

I Kings vi and vii.
11 Ezra. Hi, 7.
10 Jewi h War, v, 5, 2.
11
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"is shorn of it8 glory," aud only betweeu 400 and 500 cedar trees are
fouml iu small groups iu various parts of the mouutaiu rauge, most of
them in tbe valley of Kadi8ha, nearly 7,000 feet above the sea. 'fhe
ttee is still called by the Arabs Ar~, identical with the ancient Hebrew
name. 1
CoNR OJ? A LEBANON FIR.~The Hebrew word 2 Berosh, wbicb is
rendered by the English version "fir," probably comprises the otber
coniferous trees of Palestiue, including junipers, pines, and the funeral
cypress. Of the pine there are four species iu Palestine. The most
common is the Aleppo piue (Pinus halepensis), tllen the pinaster (P.
pinasier), the stone (P. pinea), a11d the Pyrenean (P. pyrenaica). The
Jiiniperus excelsa is very common, and the Oypressus sempervirens is the
common species of western Asia and southern Europe. "Fir trees" are
frequently referred to in tlle Old Testament in associatiou with cedars
of Lebanon, though_ the former were deemed inferior: "Howl, 0 fir
tree, for the cedar is fallen." 3 "Fir" timber was used for the floors
6
of tbe temple, 4 _for ships' planks, 5 and for musical instrument~- • The
fruit-is but once mentioned: "I am like a green fir tree; from me is tlly
fruit found." 7
FAUNA.

Though for obvious reasous no attempt was made at a compete collection of the fauna of the Bible, a sufficient number of specimens was
shown from each class to make the · exhibit of this division of tlle
natural history of the Bible in some measure representative.
MAMMALS.

The mammals were illustrated by the following specimens:
THE A.PE 8 (Hanumanmonkey, Se1nnopithecus entellus; Hebrew, Qof).Tbe ape was not native in Palestine. It is mentioned in the Bible
9
among the commodities brought to Solomon by the ship, of Tar bisll.
The Hebrew name for ape i, cognate with that in the Tamil laugnage
(Kapi), and it i therefore a ' surned that the ape ' were urongbt frulll
Ceylon or South India, wlier the genus Senmopithec1.l i. e p fall fr ·
queut. The ape ha al o IJ n identified among the aniwal · <l pict d
on the
Trrn
bat i
f
In

·p1 .- i11 the mar rin.

1 ,1 •

h11

·ban

•1•11.

•

Jonk y, th mor g n ral
i ,:H.
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Isaiah ii, 20, 21, bats ar~alluded to in company with moleR as rnhabitiug
holes and cavities about ruins; "In tllat day a mah shall cast away bis
idols of silver, and his idols of gold which they made for him to worship, to the moles and to the bats to go into the caverns of the rocks,
and into the clefts of the ragged rocks." Bats are still very numerous
in Palestine, about twenty species being- known. One of the most common is Oynonycteris cegyptiaca 1 a specimen of which was sliow11.
"OoNEY"-R0CK-B.A.DGER (Procavia syriacci, or Hyrax syriacus;
Hebrew 1 Shafan).-ln the English versions of the Bible the Hebrew
Sltafan is rendered "coney," wl1ich formerly was the common name for
rabbit, although that usage is now obsolete. It is well known that tlie
introduction of the rabbit into the East is of recent date, and that no
rabbit was known to the ancient inhabitauts of Bible lands. 1 Besides,
while the rabbit has its dwelling place in saud or clay, the Shafan is
enumerated in the Bible2 among the "_four things little upou eartll,
but exceeding wise, being but a feeble folk, yet they make their houses
fo the rock," and their attachment to rocks is also referred to iu Psalms
civ, 18: "The rocks are refuge for the shefanim." The animal mentioned in these passages can not, therefore, have been a rabbit, audit is
now assumed by all writers to be the Procavia or Hyrax t;yriacus, which
belongs to au isolated group of hoofed mammals whose dentition manifests considerable similarity to the teeth of the rhinoceros. The hyrax
is not as common in Palestine as formerly, but it is still found in some
places, as in the gorge of the Kedrou, on the west side of the Dead Sea,
while at the summit of Jebel Musa, on Mount Sinai, a whole colony is
in existence. The Arabs call the hyrax wabr, and describe it as tlle
'' little animal of the children of Israel" (janamn bani lsrail). 3 Iu
Abyssinia the hyrax is called gehejat, and its flesh is there used a food
by the Moliamrnedans. 4 The Israelites counted it a,mong the uuclean
auimals.5
YOUNG CAMEL ( Gamelu8 dromedarius, IIel>rew Gamal ).-The camel
was, and i still, one of the most mleful bea t · in Pale tine. It is referred to in the Bible as being used for riding,U as a ueast of bnrden,7 aud
of draft. 8 It was also u ed in war. 9 Among Jacob's gifts to Bsau were
tliirty milch camel (literally, ''camels giving uck " ) witll th ir colt .10
The :fie h f the camel was forbidden as food.11 It iH eaten uow when
better food can not ue had in most part· of the Ea ·t; but the m~at i
W. Rongliton, leanin •s from the atural History of the n ieuts, pp. 139, 1 1.
Proverbs x xx 24 and 26.
1 Fritz Hommel, Die
am en cler ii,ugethiere bei den , ' iic1 emitis ·h u Volkern,
p. 322.
4 Dr. B. Longmv 1 in Zoologiscl.Je Jabrbnech er, Ill, 1>, 336.
6 Leviticus x i, 5; D uteronomy xiv, 7.
6 ' n
is x.· iv, 64.
1 1£l ' nt xxxvii, 25; I King1:1 x, 2, etc.
~ Isaiah xx i, 7.
"l amu 1 x xx, 17.
JO
ue is .-xxii, 15.
JJ L ·viticu xi, 4; Deuteronomy xiv, 7.
1
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be very coars a11d dry. The meat of a very young camel, bowv r, i. e te m d by tbe Arabs as a, great luxury. The camel bad many
u' ' in the arts. Camel's hair was used for weaving into cloth. John
the Baptist·" had his raiment of camel's hair." 1 Tents, shields, harness,
saddle", and even trunks are made of camel's skin. Two species, tile
one-humped camel ( Oameliis drornedar·ius) aud the Bactrian two-bumped
camel ( Oamclits bactrianus), were known in Palestine, the former beiug
more frequent. The camel was the subject of many proverbial expressions, two of which are by Jesus, Matthew xix, 24: ''ltis ea~ier fora
camel to go through a needle's eye tlian for a rich man to enter into th e
Kingdom of God," and xxiii, 24: "Strain out the gnat and swallow_ th e
camel." The word for camel is practically the same in most anci~ut
and modern languages.
·
GAZELLE ( Gazella dorcas; Hebrew, 9ebi).-The gazelle (in the Aut~orized Version "roebuck," also translated "roe" in the Revised Version)3
was allowed as food. 2 It was provided for the royal table of Solomon.
The characteristics of swiftness and gentleness of these animals are
often referred to 4 "as light of foot as a wild roe;" 5 "as swift as the roes
upon the mountains· " 6 ,, The voice of my beloved· behold be come th
'
'
d. 8
leaping upon the mountains, skipping upon the hills. My belove :
like a roe or a young bart." 7 The feminine form, in Hebrew 9ebiaJi, m
Aramean Ta.bitha., was often used as a proper name; 8 for example,
'• Now there was at Joppa a certain disciple named Tabitha, which by
interpretation is called Dorcas." The Arabs call the gazelle tabi a nd
employ it frequently in their love poetry as the image of feminine lo~eliness. More than twenty species of gazelle inhabit Africa, Arabia,
Persia, India, and central Asia. Tlie gazelle of Syria, Egypt, aiid
Arabia is the Gazella dorcas. It is very common in Palestine, e. pecially in the J udean wilderness and the Arabab.
MousE (Hebrew, Alcbar).-The mouse is enumerated among tbe
unclean "creeping things," 9 "eatino- swine's flesh and the abomina.
0
'
.
t10n, and the mouse." Mice were sent as a plague upon the Phili ~tine
for having carried off the Ark of the Oovenant. 111 No le s than tw nt.
species have been fou11<1 in Pale 'ti11e. The Mus bactrian1.t,· wbi ·11 i '
e P cially plentiful an l familiar, wa given a an illu, tration.
BII
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denial of Jesm~, when Jesus said to Peter, "The cock shall not crow
this day until thou shalt thrice. deny that thou knowest me." 1 It is
said that in remembrance of the crowing of the cock, which brought
Peter to a sense of his guilt, the practice began of placing weathercocks upon towers and steeples. 2
There is independent testimony from the Mishna that the cock had
become common in Palestine. The Mislma was collected about 200 of
the Christian era, but as many portions of it go back to at least three
centuries earlier it is in some portions contemporary with and even
earli,e r than the New Testament. According to the Misbna 3 the Jews
were prohibited .from selling a white cock to the heathens. This prohibition was compromised by the permission to sell if the toe were cut
off, because "they do not sacrifice anything defective." The word for
cock is "Tarnegol," Syriac Tarnagla. There is 110 Biblical Hebrew
word for cock. In addition to the above the Talmud uses the word
Geber, which means simply" male." The crowing of the cock is referred
to a number of times iu the Talmud, cock crow being a recog·nized tirne. 4
There are three that are strong (unyielding), says the Talmud, "Israel
among the peoples; the dog among the beasts, and the cock among
the birds." (Be9a 5b.)
On Babyl011ian gems the cock appears as tlle herald of dawn, the
heavenly guardian of light, who by bis crowing driws away the demons
of the night. The native country of tlie domestic cock is Rupposed to
be In<lia, and the migration of domestic fowl to western .A.sia and
Europe probably took place with the Medo-Persian conquerors. As
the Persians spread their dominions, the cock, tLe "Persian bird"
went with them.
TUR'l'LEDOVE (Turtur risorius; Hebrew, Tor).-The turtledove and
the dove or pigeon (Hebrew, Yonah) are very frequently mentioned in
the Bible. They were the only birds permitted as sacrifices. 5 Noah
sent forth a dove three times from the ark. On its econd flight it
returned wjtb an olive leaf,6 which bas since been regarded as the
emblem of pe,Lce. Nnmerou allusions are made in the Scriptures to
the simplicity, innocence, gentleuess, and fidelity of the dove: 7 "Ephraim
is like a, illy dove without uuderstanding." 8 '' Be ye therefore wise as
serpent , a11d harmles.· a doves." The turtledove is noted for tbe regularity of its migration: 9 "And the turtle and the wallow and tlie ·raue
ob erve the time of their coming," compare Canticle._ ii, 11, 12. At
pre nt there ar four pecies of dove and three pecie of turtledove
in habitin O' al tine in large numbers.
G LDEN E GLE (Aquila chrysaiJtos; Hebrew, Nesher).-Tbe ITebrew
1Luke xx ii, 31; John ·iii, 38.

Laynrcl, in veh and Babylon, p. 458.
:i Ahoda Zara Ic1 latry, I, 5.
2

~ Misbna Yoma, J, .
" L vitiC'll H i, 14; v 7· x ii, 8;. Luke ii, 2-1.

NA'£ ~I S

6--(H

Genrsis viii, - 11.
Hosea vii, 11.
s Matthew x, 16.
!I Jer miah viii, 7.
i;
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term Nesher, which in the English Bible is invariably rendered "eagle,"
comprises large birds of prey in general, and perhaps part.icularly the
griffon vulture. The golden eagle is quite common in Palestine. At
least seven other distinct kinds have been observed. Numerous references are found in the Bible to the characteristics of the eagle: Its
high soaring in the air; 1 its molting, as a symbol of the renewing of5
strength; 2 its strength; 3 its predatory habits; 4 its power of vision i
its care for its young, in comparison with God's sheltering care over
his people. 6 The eagle, as emblematic of the divine attributes, is o~e
of the four living creatures in the vision of Ezekiel (i, 10) and m
the Apocalypse of John (iv, 7). It is also the emblem of John th e
Evangelist.
Hoo POE ( Upupa epops; Hebrew, Dukijath ).-It is probable that the
Hebrew name dukifath, occurring in the list of unclean birds,7 denotes
. "
the hoopoe, as the Revised Version translates it, and not the " l apwmg,
as rendered by the Authorized Version. The hoopoe feeds on insects
in dunghills and marshy places, and is therefore considered a very
filthy bird. It is very common in Egypt, where it is found throughout
· the winter. In Palestine it is a summer visitor. The Egyptians considered the hoopoe as symbolical of gratitude, because it repays th e
early kindness of its parents in their old age by trimming their wing
and bringing -them food when they are acquiring new plumage.. ~be
Arabs call it the "doctor," believing it to possess marvelous medicrnal
qualities, and they use its head in charms and incantations.
OWL.-Various Hebrew names are a~signed by the English Version
to different species of ow 1-YanshuJ; Leviticus xi, 17; Deuteronomy
8
xiv, 16, "great owl;" Kos, in the same passage, "little owl.
~he owl belonged to the unclean birds, and is enumerated among th e
ammals inhabiting deserted and dismal places. 9 The Egyptian eagle
owl (Bubo a.scalaphus) and the little owl (Athene glaux) are the mo. t
common species in Palestine. The latter known by the name of Boome!t

~
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among the Arabs, is also called the '' mother of ruins," as no ruin or
tomb of pretension will readily be found without one. This species is
a great favorite with the Arabs, being regarded as lucky and friendly
to man.
PARTRIDGE ( Oaccabis chucar, Hebrew Qore).-Reference is made to
the partridge in Samuel xxvi, 20, "as when one doth hunt a partridge
in the mountains," and in ,Jeremiah xvii, 11, as the partridge (margin
of Revised Version "sitteth on eggs which she hath not laid,") '' gathereth young which she hath not brought forth," alluding to the ancient
belief that the partridge_was in the habit of stealing eggs and hatching
them. Besides the chucar partridge, Hey's sand partridge (Amnoperdix
heyi) is abundant in Palestine and in Sinai.
PE.A.COCK (Pavo cristatus; Hebrew, Tulckiyim).-The peacock is mentioned among the animals brought by Solomon's ships from Tarshish. 1
It is an Indian bird, and the Hebrew name can be traced to the Tamil
tokei Malabar togai, toghai, "the crested bird." In some parts of fodia
it is very abundant and almost domesticated. It is venerated by the
Hindus, and large flocks are kept at their temples. It made its appearance in Greece in the middle of 't he fifth century B. 0., and was adopted
atSamos as the sacred bird of Hera (Juno) at the temple of that goddess,
the Herreum.
PELICAN (Pelecanus onocrotalus; I!-"ebrew, Qa'ath).-The pelican is one
of the unclean birds,2 being regarded as an emblem of desolation and
ruin. 3 From the habit of this bird o:f storing quantities of food in the
large pouch attached to its lower mandible, for the purpose of feeding
its young, which it does by pressing its beak against its breast, the
fable arose that the pelican opened its breast with its beak and fed its
young with its own blood, which seemed to derive support from the red
tips at the end of the bill. Besides the common white pelican another
species, the Dalmatian pelican (Pelecanus crispus), is found, but less
commonly, on the coast of Syria.
Qu.A.IL ( Coturnix communis; Hebrew, Selav).-Quails are mentioned
in the Bible only in connection with the miraculous supply of food which
they formed for the Israelites upon two occa ion , in the wilderness of
Sin 4 and at Ki broth Hataavah. 5 They are the smalle t representatives
of the partridge family and breed in number in Pale tine. They
arrive in vast flock · by night in March and a few remain throughout
the winter. Their fle his considered a delicacy.
RA VEN ( Corvus corax; Hebrew, Oreb).-The raven is t he :first bird
mentioned by name iu the Bible: 6 "And he sent forth a raven, and it
'I Kings x, 22; II hronicles ix, 21.
Leviticu xi, 1 ; Deuteronomy xiv, 17.
3 lsaiah xxxiv, 11: "But the pelican and porcupine shall possess it;" Zephaniah ii,
14: "Both th pelican and the porcnpine shall lodge in the chapters thereof."
4 Exodus xvi, 13.
0
umbers xi, 31-3_,; compare Psalms lx.xviii, 27, and cv, 40.
" 'en sis viii, 7.
2
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went forth to aud fro, until the waters were dried up from off the earth."
It was forbidden for food. 1 In several passages the raven is referred
2
to as illustrating the care with which God watches over his creatures.
3
"He giveth to the beast his food, and to the young ravens which cry."
"Who provideth for the raven his food, when bis young ones cry uuto
God, and wander for lack of meat." 4 "Consider the ravens, that they
sow not, neither reap; which have no store cbam ber nor barn; and God
feedeth them; of how much more value are ye than the birds." The
custom of the ravens of attacking the eyes of young or sickly animals
is alluded to in Proverbs xxx 17: ,, The eye that mocketh at his father
and despiseth ~o obey his mother, the ravens of the valley shall pick it
out, and the young eagles shall eat it." The raven and allied species
are ab)].ndant in Palestine.
SPARROW (Passer dom.esticus; Hebrew, yippor).-The Hebrew word
9ippor denotes birds in general, being used especially, however, of sm~ll
birds. In the following passages it appears to refer to the sparrow m
particular: Psalm lxxxiv. 3: "The sparrow hath found her an house,
and the swallow a nest for, herself, where she may lay her young; " an d
Psalms cii, 7: "I watch, and become like a sparrow that is alone upon
the- house top." Jesus refers to the sparrow in illustration of God's
benignant care of his creatures: 5 ' ' Are not two sparrows sold for a
farthing1 and not one of them sp.all fall to the ground without your
l!'ather. But the very hairs of your head are all nurn bered. Fear ~ot
therefore, ye are of more value than many sparrows." 6 Several specie
of the sparrow occur in great abundance in Palestine, especially on the
Plain of Gennesareth.
BLACK STORK ( Oiconia nigra; Hebrew, Hasidah ).-The stork wa
accounted an unclean bird.7 It is a migrant, 8 "Yea, the stork in the
heavens knoweth her appointed times,'' and built its nest in "the fir
trees." 9 The Hebrew na:ne Hasidah means the kind, the piou on
(Latin, pia avis), owing to the filial piety and devotion which wa
attributed by the ancient to this bird.
The pa sage in Job xxxix, 13: "The wing of the ostrich rejoicetb
but her pinions and feathers are kindly (Hebrew, hasidah)" i · thought
t~ contain an alln ion to the tork, who e treatment of the young i 0
different fr m that of the hard-brea. ted o tricb. 10
Owi g to thi beli f aud to it feeding on noxiou reptile and in ect
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the stork is a protected bird, aud in parts of Europe and the East there
is a heavy fine for molesting either the storks or their nests. Both the
black and the white stork (Oiconia alba) occur in Palestine, the latter
chiefly in winter; the former a migrant, passing to the north.
SWALLOW . (Ohelidon rustica; Hebrew, Sis, Sus, and Deror).-The
swallow is referred to in Jeremiah vjii, 7, as one of the birds which
"observe the time of their coming." "As the sparrow in her wandering, as the swallow in her flying, so the curse that is causeless
lighteth not." 1 · Psalms, lxxxiv, 3: '' Yea, the sparrow hath found her
an house and the swallow a nest for herself." There are about half a
dozen species of the swallow, and the closely allied martin, in Palestiue.
The common swallow abounds in the Mosque of Omar.
GRIFFON VULTURE ( Gyps f'ttlvus).-As was stated above under eagle,
the Hebrew Nesher, which is rendered in the English Bible ''eagle" ·
comprises large predatory birds in general. Thus.in Jeremiah xlix, 16,
and ,Job xxxix, 27-30, the "eagle" is referred to as making its nest in
tbe highest cliffs. "0, thou that dwell est in the clefts of the rock,
that boldest the height of tbe bill; though thou shouldest make thy nest
as high as the eagle, I will bring thee down from thence, saith tbe
Lord": "Doth the eagle mom1t.up at thy command, and make her nest
on high~ . She d welleth on tbe rock, and hath her lodging there, upon
the crag of the rock, and the strong hold." This is especially characteristic of the griffon vulture. The passage in Micah i, 16; "Make thee
bald * * * enlarge thy baldness as the eagle" can only refer to the
vulture, which is devoid of true feathers on the head and neck. The
griffon vulture is most abundant in Palestine. It breeds in colonie of
aeries, the most notable of which are at Wady Kelt near Jericho,
Mount Nebo,in the gorges of the Jabbok and the Litauy River, at Mount
Carmel, and in the valleys leading into the Plain of Genessareth.
REPTILES.

But four specimens of the reptiles of the Bible were exhibited.
FROG (Hebrew, yefarde.a).-The frog is only meutioued in tlle 01<1
Te ' tament as the second plague inflicted on Egypt. 2 In Revelation
xvi, 13, unclean pirits ar spoken of as beiug in the likenes of frog ,
which come out of the mouth of the dragon. The edible frog (Rana
esculenta) i the only pecie which at present occur in Egypt. In
Pale tine are found the green toad (Bufo viridis), and I ss commonly
the frican t ad (Bufo regularis). The little tree frog (Ilyla arborea)
i al o common in Sin i and Palestine.
LIZARD.-Leviticu' xi, O, mention the name of a number of animals
which are included among the creeping thing that creep upon the earth.
Th Leta'ah (Lacerta viridis and L. agilis) i the only one traditionally
r ndered y lizard; but the pre ent opinion i that th oth r names
1
2

roverbs xxvi, 2; compare Isaiah xx.xviii, 14.
Exodus viii, 2-14; compare Psalms lxx:vii, 45; cv, 30.
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are also kinds of lizards-the Revised Version fur11ishes this statement in the margin and translates great li'zard, lizard, sand lizard, etc.
The best lexicographical authority agrees with this view. Nor are we
to be surprised at this number of words in Hebrew for lizard, since
they are very abundant in Palestine, about forty species having be~u
enumerated. Among tl.ie most common is the green lizard and its
varieties.
VIPER ( Vipera aspis; Hebrew, Ef eh).-The generic name in Hebre~
of any serpent is N aha,sh. The serpent h; first mentioned in Genesis
iii, 1, 13, where it is said to be more subtle than all the beasts of th e
field. Jesus alludes to the wisdom of the serpent,1 "Be ye therefore
wise as serpents and harmless as doves." The different species are
referred to by various names-pethen, shejifon, 'akshub, and 9if oni,
usually rendered by adder. The viper is mentioned in Isaiah·xxx, ~;
lix, 5; Job xx, 16: HThe viper's tongue shall slay him," and often m
the New Testament. 2 It is assumed that the viper that fastened on
the hand of the Apostle Paul3 was the Vipera aspis. Upward of thirty
species have been found in Palestine.
INSECTS.

Six specimens of the insects of the Bible concluded the illustration
of the Biblical fauna.
.
HORSEFLY (Hippobosca equina; Hebrew, .A.rob).-It is probable ~ba~
the horsefly is meant by arob (English versions, '' swarms of :fli~s,
"divers sorts of flies"), sent as a plague upon Egypt.4 The rendermg
'•swarms of flies," as indicating a mixture of various insects, is very
old, being found in the Talmud and in Jerome. The horsefly in Egypt
settles on the human body, sucks blood, and produces festering sores.
It is also tbe means of spreading ophthalmia.
BREEZE FLIES (Hrematopotaplurialis and Ohrysops-coecutiens, Heb~ew
Zebub).-The name Zebub occurs but twice in the Old T tament, I aiah
vii, 18, a a figure of warming and troublesome armies coming from
Egyp~, '''.rhe Lorcl ha11 bi for the fly that is in the uttermo t pa~t 0
the nvers of Egypt aud for the bee that i in the land of A yria · '
a~d Ecclesia t x 1 a corrupting ointment, "Deal fli cau e th
_mtmeut of the perfum r t "end for h a tin king avor; o d th
httl £ Uy utweigh wi , om and h nor.' A pecie · f Taba11/u. or
br z fly i · mm n in the valley , of th J rdan and the ile , nd i
5
juri : t nimal · it a tack: both man au
h ni ian inv k
ag in t th fiie
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SACRED SCARABAEUS (Ateuchus sacer).--The Ateuchus was worshiped by the ancient Egyptians, and often represented by hieroglyphics and on monuments. Models of them in the most precious
materials were worn as charms and buried with mummies. The insects
themselves have also been found in coffins. It may be that the worship
of the scarabaeus in Egypt was in some way connected with that of
Baalzebub, the lord of flies, in Ekron. 1
HORNET ( Vespa orientalis; Hebrew, yirrah).-Hornets are spoken of
in the Bible as an instrument in God's bands for the punishment and
expulsion of the _O anaanites. 2 "I will send the hornet before thee,
which shall drive out the Hivite, the Canaanite, and the Hittite from
before thee." 3 It is assumed by some that they are used figuratively
for panic or terror. Hornets are abundant in Palestine, and were so
in former times, as is perhaps indicated from the name of the city in
Judah, Qore'ab, "place of hornets." There are at present four species
in Palestine; the most common is Vespa orientalis.
LocusT (Acridium peregrinitm; Hebrew, Arbeh).-Of all the "creeping creatures" the locust is most frequently mentioned in the Bible. It
occurs under nine different names (hagab, hargol, sotam, gazam, yeleq,
hasil, geb or gob, <)ela<)<Xl), which probably denote different species.
Locusts were one of the ten plagues inflicted on Egypt. 4 They were
permitted as food,5 and were the chief food of John the Baptist. 6
Among the Moorish Arabs they are held in high esteem as a stimulant,
and 1n Central Arabia they are regarded as a dainty. Their appearance,
habits, ravages, etc., are often referred to figuratively in the Scriptures
as destructive armies, Nahum iii, 15-17: "Make thyself many as the
locusts. * * * Thy crowned. are as the locusts and thy marshals
as the swarms of grasshoppers, whicb camp in the hedges in the cold
day, but when the sun ariseth they flee away, and their place is not
known where they are:" 7 ''And the shapes of the locusts were like
unto horses prepared for war * * *,"etc. In Proverbs xxx, 27, they
are enumerated among the "four thiugs whicb are little upon the earth,
but they are exceeding wise." "The locusts have no king, yet they go
forth all of them by bands."
MOTH (Hebrew, .Ash, Sas).-The destructiveness of the moth and its
own extreme frailty are often referred to in the Bible as an illu tration
of the perishable nature of temporal things. 8 "Behold they all shall
wax old as a garment; the moth shall eat them up." 9 "Lay not up for

II Kings i, 2.
Exodus xxiii, 29; e .. teronomy vii, 20; Joshua xxiv, 12.
3 Compare Deuteronomy vii, 20; Joshua xxiv, 12.
1 Exodus x.
,; Leviticus xi, 20-22.
6 Matthew iii, 4; Marki, 6.
Compare above under "Pods of the carob tree."
7 Proverhs ,'xx, 2; Revelation ix, 7.
11 J aiab i, 9.
''Matthew vi, 19, 20.
1

'2
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your l ves tr asures upou eartll, wllere moth and rust doth consume
* * * ." 1 ' ' Yom riches are corrupted, and your garments are
motheaten." 2 "Whose foundation is in the dust, which are crushed
3
before the moth," and "He buildeth his houRe as the moth." It is
quite plain that at least in most of the passages the Tineidae, or clothes
moths, are referred .to.
PALESTINIAN ANTIQUITIES.
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the Israelites, mentioning Medeba, 1 Atarotb, 2 and Nebo,:1 where be slew
7,000 people and captured Jahaz, which had bt'eu lmilt by the King of
Israel. At the conclusion be also mentions a battle against Horonaim,
which is generally interpreted as referring to a successful war with the
Edomites who might have invaded the country from the south. It will
thus be seen that the contents of this comparatively brief historical
document add considerably to our knowledge of the happenings in the
ancieut world in the ninth century B. 0. The dialect of the inscription differs but slightly from Hebrew, and the characters employed are
those of ancient Hebrew, the so-called Samaritan or Phenician. Aside
from its historical . interest just mentioned, the Moabite stone is the
most important surviving relic of the Moabite civilization. It is the
oldest monument bearing a Semitic inscription, and its discovery was
of great importance for the history of the development of the alphabet,
proving, as it does, that the Greeks added nothing to the alphabet
which they received from the East. 4
CAST OF 'l'HE SILOAM lNSCRIP'l'lON.-rrhe pool or fountain of Siloam,
Hebrew, Shiioah, i.e., "sendingt iR mentioned in Isaiah viii, 6; "the
waters of Shiloah that go softly" 5 where Jesus sends a blind man to
wash in the pool "and he came seeing." It is at the southeast end of
Jerusalem and w:::i,s fed. by the waters of a spring of the Gibon, the
modern fountain of the Virgin, with which it is connected. by a winding
tunnel, cut for a distance of 1,708 feet through the solid rock.
The Siloam inscription was accidentally discovered in June, 1880, by
a schoolboy, who, while playing with other boys uear the pool of
Siloam and wading up a channel cut in the rock which leads into the
pool, slipped and fell into the water. On rising to the surface he
noticed what looked like letters on the wall of the channel; this fact he
reported to Mr. Schick, the well-known architect and archmologist of
Jerusalem. Mr. Schick announced the discovery to the German Palestine Exploration Society (Deutf-ch er Palaestina Verein), an<l. with much
labor made copies during the winter of 1880-81, which were sent to Europe. Owing, however, to the fact that the characterR had become filled
with a deposit of lime these copie. · were practici:!1ly uninte11igible. 0
nmbers xxi, 30; Johna xiii, 9, etc.
Numbersxxx ii, 34; Joshua xvi, 2, etc.
3 Numher xxxii, 3; Isaiah xv, 2, et c.
·
4
The ins riptiou has been translated by Noeldeke, Ginsburg, Gannean, Schlottmau11, W. Hayes Ward, Wright, , mend, a.nu ocin, Die Inschrift de Koenigs Me a
vou Ioab, Freiburg, 1886, an<l Canon Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Book
of, amuel, with an Introduction on Hebrew Paleograp hy, and th Ancient Versions
a11<l Facsimile. of Inscriptions, Oxford and New York, 1890, pp. lxxx i v-xd v; compare
also A. JI. ayce, :F resh Light from the Ancient Monuments, p. 91.
6
Neh miah iii, 15, and ,John ix, 7.
HA curious coutrover y h as arisen as to the redit for the work of lowering the
level of the water in the chaun 1 to r ender tbe inscrip tion ace ·ssible. Dr. Guthe,
in the Z it clll'ift der Deut chen MorgenHindischeu Grsrllschaft, XXXVI, p. 726,
claims that it was don at the exp ens of the 'ernrn.n Palesti oe Explorat,ion , ociety;
wbiJe the same ·]aim is made for th e Loudon Palestine Exploration Fund. Quart rly Statement, 1 81, p. 142; 1 2. p. 1.
1

2
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Th fir t legible opieH were made by Prof. A. H. Sayce, who came
J eru alem in February, 1881. He spent three afternoons in the
unnel, itting in water 4 to 6 inches deep, the conduit being dimly
lighted by a candle held by his companion, Mr. Slater.t Another copy
wa ' independently made by the Rev. W. T. Pilter.
In March, 1881, Dr. Guthe, head of the German Palestine Explo_ration Society, went to Jerusalem, and after making as exact a drawm_g
as possible of the inscription as it stood he removed the lime deposit
th
by the application of 'hydrochloric acid: This rendered feasible e
d
taking of an adequate impression of the inscription. Squeeze~ au
plaster impressions were subsequently made by Dr. Guthe, Lieuts.
Claude R. Conder and Mantel. 2
In 1891 the Siloam inscription was cut out of its place in the tunnel
and carried away. It was found in the house of a Greek living ~~ar
Jerusalem on the Hebron road, and the fact reported to the authonti~s
at Constantinople. The Turkish law makes all monuments pul>~ic
property, and the minister of public instruction. ordered the inscription sent to Constantinople. So important, however, was the matter
deemed that it was considered at a council of ministers, and a peremp·
tory telegram was sent by the Grand Vizier to the Pasha of Jerusalem
nd
to use all means to secure possession of this priceless monument ~
forward it with dispatch to the capital.:i This action had the <Jesir~d
result and the Siloam inscription is now preserved at the Imperial
Museum in Constantinople.
The contentR of the inscription which consists of six lines, are as
follows: '' Behold the excavation And this was the manner of t~e
excavation, while [the excavators] were lifting up the pick, each to Ins
n eighbor, and while 3 cubits [of rock remained] the voice of one called
·
· ut
to his fellow-workman, for there was a fissure in the rock on the fl~
hand. * * * And on the day [or, to the west] of the e:cava:io~
the excavators struck, each so as to meet his fellow, pick against pick.
th
and there flowed the water from the source to the pool throuO'h e
~pace of 1,000 cubit, , and * * * cubit wa the height of the ro k
over the head of the excavation."
Tl.le in c:ription would eem to how that the work f ex •avation "'
undertaken imultaneou ly from both end by two gang of workm n
aud that for , a11 of ngineering ,· kill the boring ov rlapp d.
. .
udgin
y th f rm f th lett r he in: ripti n mu t ha
l'l"'l ·
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the kings of Assyria come and :find much water," and "This same
Hezekiah also stopped the upper springs of the waters of Gihon, and
brought them straight down on the west side of the City of David."
It is certainly one of the oldest known Hebrew inscriptions. 1
CAST OF THE LACHISH TABLET.-Lachisb was one of the capitals
of the Canaanites, situated southeast of Jerusalem, between Gaza and
Eleutheropolis. It was conquered by J oshua.2 The Assyrian King
Sennacherib besieged it during his invasion of Judah, 701 B. C., 3 and,
according to the Assyrian inscriptions, captured it. An interesting
Assyrian relief represents Sennacherib seated on a throne receiving
the tribute of bis captives and vassals, accompanied by an inscription
containing the statement that the decree was enacted at Lachish.
Later on it succumbed to :Nebuchadnezzar. The ruins of ancient Lacbish, now called Tell el-Hesy, have been explored during the last few
years by the Palestine Exploration Fund, and in 1892 Dr. F. Jones
Bliss, an American archrnologist in charge of the work, discovered
there a small clay tablet, inscribed with cuneiform characters, and in a
Semitic dialect akin to the Aramaic. The inscription dates before the
conquest of Palestine by the Israelites, and contains a letter from the
chief of the territory adjoining Lachish, probably to the governor of
Lachish, complaining that marauders from the neighboring region are
besetting Atim, which is probably identical with Etam, iu the south of
Judah, mentioned in I Chronicles iv, 32 1 and Samhi or Sam'a, now
probably represented by the large ruin of Sam'ah, 5 miles to the south of
Etam. The original is now in possession of the Turkish Government. 4
CAST OF THE SEAL OF HAGGAI, SON OF SHEBANIAH.-The original seal of black stone wa found in 1857 by Sir Charles Warren, near
the Haram-esh-Sherif, the mosque of Omar on the site of the temple ,
at Jerusalem. 5 'rhe names Haggai and Sllebaniah, which the seal
bears, have not been identified. They are possibly connected with the
rebuilding of the temple after the exile.
The use of seals or signet rings is already mentioned in tne Pa,triarchal epoch. 6 The seal was either hung on a string around the neck
1 E . .J. Pilcher, in the Proce dings of the Biblical Archreology
ociety, XIX, pp. 165182, would place th e iloam inscription as lata as the time of Herod I (47-4 B. C.);
compare, how •ver, the argument8 for the usual date of abont 700 B. . by Lieut. Col.
C.R. Conder in the Palestine Bxploration Quarterly Statement, l 97, pp. 204-20 .
Compare Idern, 1 1, pp. 141-157, 282-297; 1894, pp. 269-277; anon river, otes on

the Hebrew 'l'ext of th Books of Samuel, etc., pp. xiv. The "Higher Criticism" and
the Verdict of the Monuments by A.H. ayce, 2d. ed., London, 1894, p. 376.
2 Joshua x, 3, 31 and 32.
3 Il Kings xviii and xix; Isaiah xxxvi and xxxvii.
~ A. R.
ayce, Pale tine Exploration Fund, Quarterly tatement, 1 93, pp. 25-30,
and C. R. Conder, The Tell Amarna Tablets, pp. 131-131.
5 ,'ee the Recovery of Jerusalem, by
aptain \Vil on, R. E., Captain \Varren, . E.,
with an introduction by Arthur Penryhn tauley, edited by Walter Iorrison, New
York, 1871, pp. 95,385.
6 en sis ,·xxviii, 18.
E. J. Pilcher in the Proceedings of the ociety of Biblical
Archa•ology, xix, p. 172, attribute.a the s al to the time of IIerod I (37-4 B. C.), because
it was found at the base of th temp] wall.
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or woru in rmg ou the finger ;1 "though Ooniah, the son of J ehoiakim,
King of J udab, were the signet upou my right hand, yet I would pluck
2
thee hence." The seal was used for signing letters and documents.
"So she wrote letters in Ahab's name and sealed them with his seal;"
for sealiu g purses. 3 ' ' My transgression is sealed up in a bag," doors
and the like. 4 H So they went and made the sepulchre sure, sealing th e
stone." The custom of ma.king an impression with the . seal u~on th ~
forehead of a person i~ alluded to in the Epistle t,o the Galatian~ vi,
17: "I bear branded on my body the marks of Jesus," a.n d Revelations
vii, 3 and 4: "Hurt not the earth neither the sea, nor the trees, till we
shall have sealed the servants of 'our God on their foreheads. "
BIBLICAL WEIGH'l'S.-The weights (like the measures) of th e
Hebrews are usually traced to the Babylonian system, which is con. sidered the parent of other oriental systems . . The unit of the 1:ebrew
weig~t.s was the shekel; the other w.eights were either its multiples 0 ~
fractions. The weights mentioned in the Bible are as follows: Tale~t
(kikkar), equals 60 minas or 3 600 shekels equal to about 674,000 grams
.
Troy; mina 6 (mnneh), equals ' 60 shekels,' equal to about 11,000 grams
Troy; shekel (sheqel), equal to about 220 grains, one-twentieth (gerah)
of a shekel, 7 or about 11 grains. 8 Scales, mo'znayim, consisted of a
beam resting at its central point on a standard, and having suspended
from its two ends two scales or basins in which the weights and th e
substances to be weighed were placed r espectively. 9 Alongside of t110
moznayim there is also mentioned peles 10 which is assumed to answer to
the modern steelyard, also called Ro~an balance or beam, consiSt ing
of a lever in the form of a slender iron bar with one arm very short,
the other divided by equidistant notches, having a small cross piece a
a folcrum to which a bearing for suspension is attached, usually a hook
at the short end, and a weight moving upon the long arm . The weight
themselves were called in the Hebrew " stones " rendered "weight ·'
. the English versions.
'
m
CAST OF A N ANCIEN'.r HEBREW WEIGH1'.-The original, which i of
he~atite, was obtai11ed by Dr. Th. Chaplin, in amaria. 'Ihe weicrht i
pmdle shaped, omewhat flattened on one ·ide a11d weio-h ab :ut 4
. '. It lla ou th ide a Ile rew 1 gen<l, whicll
'
gram
i · int rpret to
mean '~ u~rter f a quarter f ueyeg," which m y ha e b en a t ndard w 1ght m al ;tiu 11

'

' mp1u :.\Iatth w .·viii, - I.
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CAST OF .A BEAD.-The original, a reddish perforated yellow stone,
was obtained by Prof. T. F. Wright, in Jerusalem. It weighs 134
grains, and is inscribed with the word nec;eg in the same characters as
those of the Siloam inscription. It was probably used as a weight,
and the inscription may mean" standard weight." 1
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

As of great general interest for the history of culture there was
shown a collection of musical instruments mentioned in the Bible, supplemented by photographs and casts of representatioHs of musical
instruments on ancient monuments. Scarcely any authentic information is preserved concerning the shape or the manner of playing on
. the musical instruments named in the Bible. The instruments exhibited
were such as are now in use in the Oriental countries. But it may be
assumed that the musical instruments of the Hebrews resembled those
of the nations with which they came in contact, and that, considering
the stability and conservatism of the East, the instruments still used
in Palestine, Syria, and Egypt differ but little, if at all, from those
employed in ancient times.
It is well known that music occupies an important place in the Bible.
Its invention is recorded in the opening chapters of the Scriptures,
where Jubal is named as the ''father (i.e., founder) of all such as handle
the harp and pipe.m From the earliest times music was of high importance among the Israelites, accompanying all the great national events
aud adorning the festal occasions. The hymn of thanksgiving after the
deliverance from the bondage of Egypt and the passing through the
Red Sea 3 was accompanied by the sound of timbrels and by dances of
a choir of women led by the prophetess Miriam. 4 The solemnity of the
giving of the law on Sinai was erihauced by the sound of the horn or
shofar, 5 and the same instrument is mentioned at tlie capture of Jericho,
the first conquest made in the Promised Lan<l. 6 The sound of trumpets
and of the horn announced and inaugurated the great festivals and the
year of ''Jubilee." 7
But music also permeated tbe common daily life in Israel, and the
absence of the "mirth of tabrets" and the "joy of the harp " was one of
the signs of a national calamity. 8 It was the pa time of the sheph rd; 9
it formed the principal attraction of the social gatherings of youth at
the city gate ; ?n it heightened the mirth at the festival of the harve t
Palestine Exploration Fund, Quarterly Statement, 1893, pp. 32, 257,
Hebrew, Kinnor and' Ugab, Genesis iv, 21.
3 Exodus xv.
4"\ er 20.
6 Exo lu
·ix, 1 , 19.
6Joshua vi, 5.
7
umbers x, 10; xxix, 1; LeviticuR xxv, 8, 9.
8 Isaiah xxiv,
; Lamentation v, 14 .
0I
amuel xvi, 1 .
10Lamentation v, 14.
1

2
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and vintage; 1 it contributed to the pleasure and festivity of the banquet;
the victors in battle were received on their return w1tl.t "singing, dancing, and timbrels." 3 In short, music ·seems to have been the indispen-4
sable accompaniment of every public occasion, whether joyous or sad.
But it was .in religious worship that music attained its higbeS t
development in Israel, audit is to the time of David that the extensive
use of music in religious service both vocal and instrumental, was
ascribed. From the 38,000 Levit~s 4,000 were elected and organize_d
under 288 leaders into a chorus and orchestra to provide for the music
of the sanctuary. The 288 classes were separated into 42 divisions
th
under the sons of Asaph, Jeduthun, and Heman, as masters, and e
entire chorus and orchestra was under the direction of A.saph,
Jeduthun, and Heman/> These sanctuary musicians also officiated at
the dedication of the temple by Solomon. 6 Under the later idolatrous
kings it may be assumed that the music like the worship of the temple,
was often neglected. It is, on the other hand, especially mentioned
that the pious kings Hezekiah and Josiah gave much attention to tbe
'
'
. 0f
musical services of the temple. 7 It was employed at the restorat10? 8
the temple and the walls of Jerusalem after the return from the exile;
and from post-biblical writings, e3pecially Jo~ephus, it is known that it
continued to form a prominent fe}l,ture of Jewish wor~hip.
The musical instruments mentioned in the Bible may be divided ,
after the usual classifications, into the following groups:
(1) Instruments of percussion, which were beaten or shaken to pr~duce sound for the purpose of regulating the rhythmic element Ill
music. These instruments were presumably the first used, and are
still common ·among the less cultivated peoples.
(2) Wind instruments.
(3) String instruments, which were always played with the finger, or
with the plectrum, and not, like the modern violiu, with a bow.
Of the instruments mentioned in the Bible two-the ram's born aotl
9
the trumpet-are commanded to be u ed for 'sacred purpo e . The
two in truments are also the only one concerning whose shape th r
is absolute certainty.
Of tbe trumpet there i a repre ntation extant on th
rch of Titu
at R m , while th r L no donbt that th rams h rn whi hi
ill u '
in th ynagogue ha.· on erv cl it,· antique form. 10

fattb w ix, 3 · J remi h

in d n Tl •ili ., n • ·brift n 'I

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1.
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Fig.

1. CASTANETS .

Fig.

2. CYMBALS (meciltayim).

Fig.

3.

ROl, ND TABRET (tof).

Fig.

4.

FOUR-SIDED TABRET.

Fig.

5.

KETTLE-DRUM.

(Cat. No. 95174, U.S. N. M.

Beirut, Syria. Collected by Erhard Bessinger, U. 5. Consul.)

(Cat. No. 95173, U.S. N. M . Cairo, Egypt. Collected by Louis B. Grant, U.S. Vice-C'onsul.)
(Cat. No. 95151, U.S. N. M.
(Cat. No. 95779, U.S. N . M.

Beirut, Syria.

Collected by Erp.ard Bissinger, U. · Consul.)

Morocco, .Africa.

Collected by Dr. Talcott Williams.)

(Cat. No. 95175, U.S. N. M . Cairo, Egypt. Collected by LouisB. Grant, U . ·. Vice-Consnl.)
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The instruments exhibited, of which illustrations are given here,
were as follows:
!.-INSTRUMENTS OF PERC USSION.

(1) ROUND TA.BRET, HAND-DRUM (Hebrew, Tof).-From Beirut,
Syria, wllere it is called rilck. (See plate 1, fig. 3.) The Arabic name
di~ff agrees with the Hebrew, and is the p~rent of the Spanish aduffa.
The tabret or timbrel is mentioned in Genesis xxxi, 27. Its use survived from the earliest time to the present <lay in Asia., Greece, and
Italy. Oil old Grecian monuments the tabret is seen in the bandR
of Bacchantes and priests of Cybele. On the Egyptian sculptures two
forms of the tabret are represented, the round and the four-sided.
The use of the striker seems not to have been known in antiquity.
The tabret was beaten with the hand and was suspended from the
neck by a ribbon. Later modifications of the tabret l'esemble our
drum and the kettle-drum .. Tlle use of the tabret was confined to joyous occasions. It served with other in strumen ts of song 1 to accentuate
the rhythm of the dance. 2 It was played mostly by women, accompanying the harp and lute, at joyous feasts,3 at the reception of victorious
generals, 4 at banquets/ an<l at weddings. 6 In solemn processions it was
also played by men. 7 The tabret is not mentioned among the in struments used in the rehgious services of the tabernacle or temple.
(2) FouR-SIDED TABRE1', Morocco, Africa. (See plat0 1, fig. 4.)
(3) KETTLEDRUM (Arabic, Naggarah), Cairo, Egypt. (See plate 1,
fig. 5.)-Tbe kettledrum is made either of wood or copper, one side
being rounded, the other fl.at, ori which the skin (of a goat or gazelle) 1s
stretched. It is now used in military bands, orchestras, and short solo
passages. It is also employed by the dervishe8 to produce excitement
in their devotions. Tbe kettledrum is sounded with blows from a softheaded, elastic mallet, stick, or a leather thong.
(4:) CYMBALS (Hebrew, Me9iltayim, ()el9el£m). (See plate 1, fig. 2.)
These two Hebrew words, which are ri ually considered identical, are
plainly onomatopoeic. Though it is hardly likely that they indicated
the same instrument, we have at present no certain method of differentiating them . Me9iltayim i ' almost invariably in the <lual form,
which indicates two similar part , and in oue pa sage 8 the material of
which they were made, copper or bra s, js named. Cymbals are
mentioned only in co rmectioi:i wjth religious ceremonie .9
Genesis xxxi, 27; Psalms lxxxi, 2.
Exodu xv, 20; Judges x i, 31; I , 'amnel xviii, 6; Jeremiah xxxi, 4; Psalm cl, 4.
3 I aiah xxiv,
; xxx, 32; Job xxi, 12.
4
Judg sxi, 34; I amuel xviii, 6.
6 Itiaiah v, 12.
6 1 Maceabce ix, 39.
7
II amo 1 vi, 5, and I 'hronicles x iii, 8.
Kl 'hroniclcs v,ln.
0 II , amnel ,,i, 5 ; I
hro!)icles xiii, ; xv, 16, l!J, 2 ; xvi, f>, 42; xxv, 1, 6; JI Chro11 icl s v, 12, 13; xx.ix, 25; E.m1. iti, 10; Nehemiah xii, 27; l 'salms cl, 5.
1

2
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The ·ymbal now used in the Orient are much like those depicted
n the Egyptian and Assyrian monum ents. They consisted of two
large plates of metal with wide :flat rims and were played by being
'
'
. I or
trapped. to the bands and clashed
together.
Others were comca,
cup-like; with thin edges, and were played by bringing down tbe oue
sharply on the other, while held stationary, eliciti11g a bigr.-pitcbe,l
note. Cymbals were made of brass, audit is probable that they were
the first among musical instrumeuts made of metal. They were represented by a specimen froru Cairo, Egypt, called by the Arabs Ka's.
(5) C.A.ST.A.NETS.-(See plate 1, fig. 1.) Some scholars apply th e
~eb~ew names for cymbals, Qel9elirn and Me<;iltayim, which denote a
Jmglmg sound, also to castanets; others think these are meant by th e
,. QU9ele-sterna (R. Y. "Loud cymbals") Psalms cl, 5. But this is by no
means certain.
II.-WIND INSTRUMENTS.

(1) RAM'S HORN (Hebrew, Shofar). (See plate 2, fig. 2.)-The Shofar,
in the Euglisll versions u~ually inaccurately translated trumpet, or
even more inaccurately cornet is first mentioned in the Bible m connection with the giving of the Jaw on Sinai. 1 Its use is ordered in th ~
Pentateuch for the anuouncement of the new moon and solemn fea t
and the proclamation of the year of release. 3 New Year's Day (tile
first of the seventh month, or Tishri) is called a "memorial day ~f
blowing." 4 The Shofar also served in religious processions,5 and 1
mentioned., along with other musical instruments as a proper accompaniment of psalmody: "Praise Him with the blowing of the shofar,
praise Him with the psaltery and harp." 6 But tl1e most ancient and _mo t
frequent use of the shofar was for military purposes, to give the ignal
for the rallying of the people and for attacking and pur uing th e
7
enemy. Animal horns were similarly used in tlrn Roman army. !he
shofar is not only the sole instrumeut of those mentioned in the Bible
which is still employed by the Jew in their religious ervic of th e
synagogue during the penitential month of Elul (July- n u t · 1 0
~ew Year's Day, or Rosh ha- 1hanah the fir t of Tishri ( ugn t- l·
tem~er), and on Atonement Day, or 'Yom J[ipp'll'r tlrn tenth of Ti ·/11 ••
but 1 al o a ·cording t autuoriti on mu ·i a] in trum nt, th 11
form of wiu in trumen known t 1J retain cl in n e. It i u u, 11
ma
fa ram' b ru h u h th goa · born i,· al
mplo 1.8

nnnr
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Fig. 1.

REEDS OR PAN PIPES.

Fig . 2.

RAM'S HORN

Fig. 3.

DOUBLE FLUTE.

(Cat. No. 95705, U. S. N. M.
(Cat. No. 95142, U.S. N. M.
<Cat. No. !)5654, U .S. N. M.
Fig.

L

FLUTE

Cairo, Egypt.

Collected by Dr. G. Brown Goodt>.)

(shofar) .
Deposited by Dr. Cyrus Adler.)
Bethlehem, Palestin e.

Collected hy J)r. G-. Brown Goode.)

(halil).

(Cat. No. 9569f>,

. S.

T.

M.

Damas ·us, yria.

Collected l>y ])r. G. Hrown Goode.)
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(2) TRUMPET (Hebrew, Ha909erah), Morocco, where it is called n'feer.
(See plate 3. )....:.....Tbe trumpet was expressly designed in the Pentateuch
for sacred uses, two being ordered to be made of silver, 1 while Solomon
increased their number to one hundred and twenty. 2 It was almost
exclusively a priestly instrument. 3 Its primary use was for giving signals for the people to assemble. 4 Later it was appropriated to religious '
serviees 5 and fostive occasions.u According to the representation on
tlie Arch of Titus, the trumpet was narrow and straight, with a ball-like
protuberance at the bottom. It was represented byits modern survival,
the ·n'jeer of Morocco. The instrument itself was supplemented by a
photograph of the Arch of Titus. (See plate 5.)
(3) FLU'l'E OR PIPE (Hebrew, Halil; Revised Version, flute.) Damascus, Syria. (See plate 2, fig. 4.) The pipe or flute, now called in
Syria Shubab, was a favorite instrument of the ancients. In its simplest
form it was a reed or variety of wood in the shape of a reed, about 18
iuehes in length, bored throughout evenly, and pierced with holes in
the sides for notes. Later, even ivory was employed. A variety of
flutes are exhibited in the representations of Egyptian, Oriental, and
Grecian musical instruments. They may be divided into simple flutes,
which were either direct or transverse double flutes with even or uneven
.
tubes, and those with several tubes.
The invention of the simple flute is ascribed by the Greeks to the
Egyptians; 7 tbat of tbe transverse flute likewise to the Egyptians, 8
or to the Lybia11s.O The double flute is seen on Egyptian and Assyrian
monuments. Among the Greeks and Romans the flute was played by
the Bacchants, at funerals, and also at festive banquets. The Lacedaemonians, Cretans, and Lybians used it also for military purposes. In
the Bible the flute is not mentioned among the musical instruments of
the Temple; but it was employed on various festal occasions-at the
accession of Solomon to the throne 10 and other festivities,1 1 as well as at
funerals.12 According to post-Biblical sources of information, flutes
were used in the ·daily service of the second temple.13
(4) DOUBLE FL 'rE, Bethlehem, Palestine. (See plate 2, :fig. 3.)
This instrument is as urned
some to represent the Sumponiah (sym-

oy

1Numbers x, 1-10.
2
II hronicles v, 12.
3 Numbers x, 2-10; xxxi, 6; II Cllronides xiii, 12, 14.
~ ee Numb rs x, 5, 6, where the manner of blowing is spedfi d, so as to indi ·ate t he
different signals intended.
6
ll Kings xii, 13; II Chroni ·les xiii, 12, 14-.
6
Psalm xcvi ii, 6; Ezra, iii, 10; II Kings x i, 14; II 'hronicles xx.i ii, 13.
7
Athenreu IV, p. 175.
8 Idem, p. 1 5.
9 Pollux, I , 84.
10 I Kings i, 40.
11
I am u 1 x, 5; Isaiah x,·x, 29; R velation xviii, 22.
l'l fattbew ix, 23.
11
Talmnd Erachin, lOa; T::icitw:1, Uistori · ,, v, 5.
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phony) in Daniel Hi, 5, 10, 15. The Authorized and Revised Versions
give dulcimer, though the margin of the latter gives bagpipe. Engel1
~ays that the Italian peasantry still call a bagpipe Zampogna, and
according to the last edition of Gesenius Sambonjo and Zampogna have
also persisted in .Asia Minor. Sumponiah is supposed by some to be a
translation of the Hebrew r ugab, though the latter possibly represents
pan pipes.
(5) REEDS OR PAN PIPES, Cairo, Egypt. (See plate 2, fig. 1.)C The
b2
reeds now called in Egypt safafir are probably the Hebrew uga ·
They were known to tbe Greeks under the name of syrinx (Latin fistula). There was shown in addition to the Egyptian instrument an
.Assyrian bas-relief representing a flute player. (See plate 3.)
.
(6) BAG_PIPE, represented by an instrument frqm Tunis, Afric~,
where it is called zaida, possibly Aramaic Sumponiah mentioned m
nd
Daniel iii, 5, 10. (See plate 6.) The bagpipe originated in the East, a
was known to -the Greeks and Romans. 3 It was popular throughout
the middle ages and is still used in many eastern countries and amon g
the country people of Poland, Italy, the south of France, and in Scotland and Ireland.
UL-STRINGED' INSTRUMENTS.

(1) H.A.RP.-The Hebrew word Kinnor which is adopted for harp,
occurs in the opening chapters of the Bible. 4 It was the especial
instrument of David/> Later it was one of the important instrument
of the Temple orchestra, 6 being one of the instruments most freqnen~l y
mentioned in the Bible. 7 To judge from representations on Egyptian
monuments and Jewish coins of the second century B. C., the Kinnor
resembled the Greek Kithara more than the modern trigonal liarp, a
theory corroborated by the fact that tbe Hebrew Kinnor is u ually
rendered Kithara (uzfJapa) by t,h e Septuagint, the oldest Greek ver ion
of the Old Testament. Jewisb coins show lyres with three, five, au d
six strings .
.A similar instrument was also in use among the As yrian . In it
smaller form it could ea ily be carried about in proce sions, a the r P·
re entations on the monument both Egyptian and A yrian bow.
(A photograph of a relief of ad Assyrian harp player was exbibite l.
See p1at 7.)
( ..:.,)
'ALTERY OR UL 'IMER (TI brew,
t tb harp (kinnor) and m ly in ·011jun

i, 12.

Report of U. S. National Museum, 1896.-A d ler and Casanowicz.

TRUMPET.

Morocco, Africa.
oil c d by Dr. Talcott Williams.
Cat. No. 952e~, U .. N.M.
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A SSYRIAN BAS-R ELIEF REPRESENTING A FLUTE PLAYER.

riginal in Royal Museum, B rlin.
at. No. 130213, . . .M.

Report of U.S. National Museum, 1896.-Adler and Casanow,cz .
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8 .6.GPIPE.

Tuni ·, Africa.

at. ,·o. fl51 1,

..... ·.:u.
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by r. yrus Ad i r.
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most frequently mentioned in the Bible. It is likely that the psaltery
resembled what is now known in the East as the tamboora or guitar,
an instrument which also :figures largely on the Egyptian and Assyrian
monuments. In its present shape the psaltery is thus described: '' In
its most complete and perfect form this instrument is 3 feet 9 inches
long, bas ten strings of fine wire and forty-seven stops. It is played
with a plectrum, and is often inlaid with mother-of-pearl and valuable
woods. It is oftener, lwwever, of smaller size and less costly materials."1 Others assume that the nebel resembled the harp-shaped instruments seen on Assyrian monuments. In Psalms xxxiii, 2, nebel asor, the
"nebel of ten," probably ten strings, is mentioned. This would curiously
agree in detail with the instrument described above. Engel 2 assumes
that there is an independent instrument called the asor, which is supported by Psalms xcii, 3, '' with an instrument of 1en strings, and with
the psaltery." 3
PRECIOUS STONES OF THE BIBLE.

The use of precious stones for ornament, as well as with engraving for signets and the like, was well known to all of the Mediterranean
peoples, and quite a goodly number of them are mentioned in the Bible.
The engraving of signets upon hard stones was practiced at an early
period. The Israelites may have acquired tbe art from the Egyptians,
who are known to have made use of the lapidary's wheel and emery
powder, and are supposed to have been acquainted with the diamond
and the method of engraving other stones by means of it. The
Assyrians and Babylonians were very skillful in engraving on gems,
many of which have been found in the ruins of their palaces and cities.
The sources for the names of gems in the Bible are three almost
identical lists:
I. The description of the High Priest's .''breastplate of judgment"
(hoshen ha-mishpat), in which were placed, in gold setting, four rows of
precious stones, three in each row, engraved with the names of the
twelve tribes of Israel. 4
II. The description of the ornaments of the King of Tyre. 5
III. The descrjption of the foundation of the Heavenly Oity.6
In many instance the exact equivalent of the biblical na.m s of
preciou stones is uncertain in the nomenclature of modern mineralogy.
In the following table are given, alongside of the original and the
Septuagint, the meaning adopted by mo t authoritie , tb r ndering
an Lennep, Bible Land , p. 612.
Instruments, p.19.
:i 'ompa.re on the subject of music of the ancient Hebrews tho excellent appendix
to the Psalms in Prof. Paul Haupt's Polychrome Edition of the Bible, pp. 217- 2:-J I .
236,237.
4
Bxodns xxvili, 17-20.
6 Ezeki 1 xxviii, 13.
6 Revelations xxi, 19, 20.
1
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both in the text and margin, being added in

tone enumerated in these lists, there are probably
menti ned, first, diamoud Hebrew shamir for which the following pas' Jeremiah xvii,
' 1: " The sin of Judah is.
ao·e
r ea illustrations:
written with a pen of iron and with the point of ,a diamond;" Ezekiel
iii, 9: "As an adamant ha~der than flint have I made thy forehead;"
Zechariah vii, 12: "Yea, they made their hearts as an adamant stone,
lest they should hear the law ·" second amber (margin of Revised Version, following the Septuagint'and Vulg~te, electrum), Hebrew, hashrnal,
Ezekiel i, 4, which however, may represent some metallic compou_nd ,
possibly the mixture of gold and silver, now called electrum; and, th ~rd '
crystal, H~brew qerah and gabish, properly ice, ac~ordiug to t~e view
of th~ ancients, that crystal was ice hardened by mtense cold.
The three lists of p1·ecious stones in the Bible.
I. EXODUS XXVIII, 17-20.
l. Odem ( sardion ),

carnelian

(sardius, ruby).

2. Pitdah (topazion), topaz or

peridot.

3. Bareketh (smaragdo 8), smaragd or emerald (carbuncle
emerald) .

4. Nofek (anthrax ), carbuncle,

probabl y the Indian ruby
(emerald, carbuncle).
7. Leshem* (ligyrion), jacintb,
others, sapphire (jacinth, amber) .
10. Tarshi8h ( chrys o lithos),
chrysolite, others, topaz,
(beryl, chalcedony).

5. Sappir (sapfeiros), sapphire

sardonyx).
8. Shebo (achates), agate.

9. A.chlamah* (amethysto1 ),

· amethyst.
11. Shoham (beryllion), beryl

12. Tashpeh (on1;chion), jasper.

(onyx, beryl) .

xxv.rn, 13.
3. Yahalom.
6. Yashpeh .
9. Bareketh.

2. Pitdah.
5. Shoham.
8. Nofek.

III. REVEL.A.TIO
1. Ia8pu, ja p r.

kincl of chalcedon (diamond

or lapis lazuli (sapphire/.

II. EZEKIEL
J. Odem.
4. Tarshuh.
7. 'a,ppir.

6. Yahalom (iaspis), onyx, a

T

XXI, 19, 20.

2. • 'apfeiroa, sapphire or lapi

3. Ohalk d01l , <·hal

ony.

I zuli.
4. • ,, ragdo,,
altl).
7

m1nag,l ( m •r-

5. • 'ardo11yx, arllonyx.

6.

ardio,, 11.rdiu .

0. Topazio,1 1 topaz.
1::. 1lmethy1to1, am

by t.
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Fig. 9. TETRADRACHM OF SIDON.
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.Fig.11. Corn OF ASKELON.
Fig. 12. DENARII.
Figs. 13, 14. TETRADRACHMS OF TYRE.
Fig. 15. TETRADRACHM OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT,
Fig. 16. TETRADRACllM OF BABYLON.
Fig. 17. TETRADRACHM OF ELEUC
I NICATOR.
Fig. 18. STATER Oll' TARSU
Fig. 19. COIN OF DEMETRI
SoTirn.
Fig. 20. Corn OF
Fig. 21. E
Fig.22.

Fig.23.
Fig. 24 .
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The precious stones exhibited were as follows:
RUBY, a variety of corundum (five specimens).-Ruby is given on the
margin of the Revised Version for the Hebrew odem, which is also,
however, rendered carnelian by some authorities. The Hebrew name
indicates reddish stone. 1
ToPAZ.-Topaz is the probable rendering of Hebrew pitdah, mentioned in the book of Job (xxviii, 19) as coming from Ethiopia.
vARNE'r CARBUNCLE (seven specimens).-Oarbuncle is given on the
margin of the Revised Version for the Hebrew nofelc and in the text
for the Revised Version for bareqeth. 2
EMERALD.-Given in the text of the Revised Version for the Hebrew
nofelc, and in the margin for Hebrew bareqeth and Greek srnaragdos.
SAPPHIRE, a variety of corundum (four specimens).-Hebrew sappir
and Greek sapfeiros are identical with the English name, which is the
same as that in all modern languages. Some, however, assume that
these names in the Bible signify lapis lazuli.
SARDONYX, a variety of quartz (two specimens).-Sardonyx is given
on the margin of the Revised Version for Hebrew yahalmn. 2
DIAMOND (one specimen).-The Hebrew yahalom in the High Priest's
breastplate, Exodus xxviii. 18, is rendered ''diamond" in the English
version and by Luther. But the diamond conld not have been used in
the breastplate, because the Hebrews knew of no means of engraving
a name upon it. In all probability, however, the diamond is understood by Hebrew shamir, Jeremiah xvii, 1; Ezekiel iii, 9; Zecbar'iah
vii, 12, where it is spoken of as an object used for engraving, and of
extreme hardness.
WHI'.l'E SAPPHIRE ADAMAN'.l', a variety of corundum (two specimens).
JACIN1'H (three specimens).-Jacinth is assumed by some to be the
Hebrew leshem.
AGATE, a variety of quartz (three specimens).-.A.gate is agreed to
be the Hebrew shebo. ·
.
AMETHYST, a variety of quartz (three specimens).-.A.methyst renders
the Hebrew ahlamah. It is so called iu Greek because it was thought
to be a charm against drunkennes . rrhe Hebrew popularly derived
it from halam, to dream, and uppo ed that it brought plea ant dreams.
Other etymologie have, however, been propo ed.
BERYL (two pecimen ).-Beryl is given for the Ilebrew tarshish,
Revi ed Ver ion text, and shoham, Revi ed Version margin.
HALCED0NY, a variety of quartz ( ix pecimen ).-On of the
· t ne enum rated in the de cription of the founda,tion of th
eavenly
'ity ( v lati
xxi, 19).
ome a um that tarshish in the Iligh
ri t
r a tpl t (Ex du xxviii, 2 ), mean chalced ny. ( o the
R vi d
r i nm rgin.) T paz i al o given:£ r thi tone.
1
\Yher n r f r n
ar giv n to th
nam s, it may be as 111uetl that th y occur
in th pa • ., in Exoduij, Ez ki l, and Revelations mentioned above.
12E:-i:.odus x~viii, 1 .
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NY_,,. , a vari ty of q uartz.-Giveu in the Revised Version of tbe
Ilebr w shoham.
Y/whanis set iu gold were put on each of the two
8houlder trap~ ot' the ephod of the High P riest, and the t wo together
had engraved the names of the tribes of I srael (Exodus xxviii, 12 ),
It is mentioned in Genesis ii 12 in the account of the Garden of Eden.
' (two
'
J A.SPER, a variety of quartz
specimens).-This is the accepted
meaning of the Hebrew name 'l1ashrr1eh the words being probably
'.J:
'
identical in origin.
.
OA.RNELIA.N, a variety of quartz (three specimens).-Possibly
Hebrew oderri of the High Priest's breastplate (Exodus xxviii, 17 ), aua
tbe sardius in Revelation iv, 3; xxi, 20.
·
. i
OHRYSOLITE (two specimens).-Possibly Hebrew tarshish.
AMBER (two specimens).-Probably the Hebrew hashmal (Ezekiel '
4). Some suppose that amber is understood by Hebrew leshem.
CHRYSOPRA.SE, a variety of quartz (four specimens).~Enumera~ed
in the description of the foundation of the Heavenly City (Revelation
xxi, 20).
.
LA.PIS LA.ZULI (Persia).-Some authorities suppose that by sappir
not sapphire but lapis lazuli is meant.
th
PEA.RL.-It is supposed by some that the pearl is meant by e
Hebrew peninirn, which is often employed in the Old Testament as a
figure of something valuable and precious. 1
In addition to the gems there was also exhibited a silver brea tplate, used as an ornament for the manuscript copy of the Pentateuch
(Torah) employed in the synagogue, which represented the ~welve
2
th
stones which were set in the breastplate of the High Priest with e
names of the twelve tribes of Israel underneath them.
V

A SELECTION OF THE COINS OF BIBLE LANDS.

(Plate 9.)

Coined money did not circulate among the I , raelite previou to
th~ir r tum from the Babylonian captivity, and indeed there i _no
evid nee that it did then. It is unque tioned, however, that pecifi ·
weight of gold and ilv r w re w 11 r cognized in comm r ial t ran 'tion fr m c very e, rly period. 3 Thi::; wa principally i1 er in th
f rm f b r -ing t -tran 1 t din the authorized a nd r vi ·ed r. i n
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''wedge" (in the original "tongue," Joshua vii, 21 ),1 disks (kikkar), or
rings (often represented on Egyptian monuments), which undoubtedly
had a fixed valuation and weight. Generally the metal was weighed
on scales to determine its value. Thus the name of the piece of money
most frequently occurring in the Bible, shekel, properly denotes
'' weight" (from shaqal, "to weigh''), and to this day it is usual in the
East to examine and test 'carefully by weight all coins received.
After the exile we find mentioned ada,rlwn and darkemon, 2 apparently as weights for money, which are usually identified in name with
. the Persian gold daric. Upon the overthrow of the Persian monarchy
Greek coins of the denominations of talents and drachms probably
began to circulate in Palestiue.
While some attribute the first coinage of tl;ie shekel to Ezra, the
earliest native Jewish coins known are shekels and balf shekels of
silver, and one-sixth skekel of bronze, struck by Simon Maccab:::eus 3
about 146 B. C. The succeeding Maccab:::ea,n or Hasmon:::ean princes.
down to 37 B. 0. struck small bronze coins with Hebrew or Hebrew
and Greek inscriptions. The ldumrean or Herodian princes coined
bronze money bearing their names in Greek characters. At the same
time the Roman procurators of Jud:::ea (from 6 B. 0.) also struck coins
with Greek inscriptions. The last coins struck by the Jews were those
during the revolt under Bar-Cochba (132 A. D.). Greek and Roman
money was current in Palestiue in addition to the native Hebrew
coins, as seen from the New Testament. 4
Money mentioned in the Bible.
I. HEBREW MONEY.
Talent

Mina

Shekel.

One-half 1:1hekel

3, 000 =
50 =
1=

6,000 =
100 =
2=
1=

(beka).

(kikkar). (rnaneh).

1=

60 =
1=

One-fourth
ehekel (reba).

One-twentieth
shokol (gerah).

12, 000 =
200 =
4=
2=
1=

60, 000=
l , 000 =
20 =
10 =
5=
1=

Unitecl States
currency,
about$1,920.00
32. 00
. 64
.32

.16

. 03½

II. PERSIAN MONEY.
Gold daric, weighing 130 grains
(adarkon, darkemonJ.

l=

ilver daric,
about10 =
1=

nited States curr ncy,
about$5. 50

. 52

1 Dr.
chliemann discovered in the seconu layer of Troy (the mo<lnn Hi
six more or less tongue-shaped silver placiues, which are now pre rv cl in th
Museum of Berlin and which are assumed to have served as mon Y· c mpar
r.
A. Gotze, Die Trojanischen Silber barren der Schliemann- ammlung, in 'lobus,.L XI,
"o.14.
2 Ezra viii, 27; Nehemiah vii, 72.
:ir Maccabees xv, 0.
1
ompare William C. Prime, Money of the Bible, in the , uncla.y 'ch ol Tim ·:
1898, Nos. 15, 17.
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Money 111enlio11ell in the Bible-Continued.
HI. GREEK AND ROM.AN :MONEY.

::-\tnt r.
1

D narius
(" penc ").
l =

'1' tra.tlracbm.

hekel.

Didracl.nn.

l =

1=

2=
1=

Assarion
(As, "farthing").

Quadrant
("farthing") .

10 =

40 =

1=

4=
1=

Drachm
(''piece of
silver").
4=

United Slates
currency,
about-$0.6!
.32
.16

2=
1=

Lepton
("widow's mite").

United States
currency,
about$0.16
.01

80=
' 8=

. 00~

.oo,

2=
l=

the ancient
t.
Tb e following specimens were shown as represen mg
coinage of places mentioned in the Bible:
SHEICEL.-Made of Rilver and attributed to Simon Maccabae~s
(141-136 B. C.) to whom Antiochus VII Sidetes "gave leave to com
...
,
.
.
Ob . a cup repremoney
own stamp."_L
verse, . 1 Year
. .tor thy country with thme
·
sentmg the pot of manna 2 with the legend: '· Shekel of lSrne ·
two;" reverse, the buddi~g rod of Aaron..3 with the legend:1 ·,,Jer~sa
Un1tet1lem the Roly." (See plate 9, fig. 1.) The value of the sheke m . b
States currency was about 64 cents. The average shekel weig
between 200 and 220 grains Troy weight.
.
r.rwo COINS OF JORN RY~CA.NUS ( 136-106 B. 0. ).-Original of coppei.
Obverse, "Jochanan High Priest and Prince of the Jewish Oonfedenl·
3
tion;" reverse, two ~ornucopias and a poppy bead. (See plate !:l, fig; ·
Wrnow's MITE.-Uoin of Alexander Jannaens (105-78 B. 0.).-Uopper (facsimile). Obverse, ''Jonathan the High Priest and the Conf~deration of the Jews " within a wreath of olive· reverse, two cornucopia ·
'
'
t tb 1·s or ·
a~ d . a poppy head. (See plate 9, fig. 4.) It is assumed tha
..
9
similar coin is referred to by the term '' widow's mite" in Mark xn,1 01
~It is true. that in the origina.l it bears the Greek name lepton 'A.E1t0th •
Latiu miniitum, but a. J e.wi h coin must be a sume<l. here, none
er
b eing permitted within the temple precincts. The mite was tbe n1c Ile t current Jewi h coin in the times of J u ·, and wa al 'O the rualle-temple contribution 1 gally a<lmi ible. Its valu in the nited tat
·urrency wa: bout ne-eighth of a · ut.
'or, OF ER0DA TIPA,'.-Br uze.
bv r e(in re k haract r, ·
r d r1 r r ·h :, with a, palm hrancb · r
r
'' Tib ria ' withii
th ·
pl t · n fiN'. (;. ) Herod 11tip . , T trar h f
alil
4

· 1-3.l: i oft 11 m 11tioned in th•
, T tam nt.
. l _ h acl •cl ,J ,hn th• Bapti t and t him vra: ,
1 11 • by Pil ~ 1 . ~
• • 111 •11
In ho11or of th Emp r
Ji • •1 y f ' I i I, ri a
h . \' • t •I II h I' ) f h
·h r • h •
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Corn OF HEROD PHILIP II (died A. D. 34).-Struck at Cresarea
Philippi in honor of the Eighth Roman Leg-ion. Copper. Obverse,
"Herod Philip," with his portrait; reverse, the standards of the Legion.
(See plate 9, fig. 7.) Herod Philip is mentioned 1 as Tetrarch of Itnrea;
Oresarea Philippi was often visited by J esus. 2 It is now a small village
·
called Banijas, near Mount Hermon.
COIN OF AGRIPPA II (last Jewish King).-Bronze. Obverse, name
and head of the Emperor; reverse, "Money of Agrippa, struck at
Neronias" (Cresarea Philippi). (See plate 9, fig. 2.) Herod Agrippa II
waH the last Jewish King, 48-100 A. D. 3
His long reign was coincident with that of the Roman emperors
Claudius, Nero, Galba, Otho, Vitelius, Vespasian, Titus, Domitan, N erva,
Trajan, and his coins are therefore found beari11g the effigies of several
emperors. He is mentioned 4• as having an interview with the Apostle
Paul in the presence of the Roman Governor Festus at Cresarea.
DEN.A.RIUS, OR ROMAN TRIBU'l'E PENNY.-Silver (two specimens).
Obverse, "Tiberius Cresar," so11 of deified. Agustus (Emperor 14--37
A. D.); reverse, "Pontifex Ma xim us" (Chief Priest). It contained 60
grains Troy of silver, and its value was about 16 cents. (See plate 9,
fi.g.12.) The denarius was the tribute money tbat the Jews Lad to pay
to the Romans, and it is very likely that a variety of this coin was
shown Jesu s with the question "Is it lawful to give tribute unto Oresar
or not~" 5 The denarius seems to have been the ordinary <.lay's wages
of the Palestinian peasantry.ti It is mentioned eleven times in the
Gospels 7 and once in the Revelation (vi, 6). The translation in the
English versions, peuny, is misleading.
S1 .A.TER.-Antioch. Silver (facsimile, two specimens). Obverse,
"(Money) · of Ore ar Augustus" (first Roman Emperor, 29 B. C. to 14
A. D.), with head oftlle Emperor; reverse, Tyclle, as genius of the city
of Autiocli, with her foot 011 the river god Orontes, and the words,
''Thirtieth year of the victory" (i. e., Actium). (See plate 9, fig. 5.)
The stater, about equal in value to the shekel, is mentioned (Revised
Version," shekel"; margin," stater") as the coin which would be found
by Peter in the mouth of the fish, sufficient to pay the Temple tribute,
which was balf a shekel, for Je us and himself. 8
Corn OF O.JES.A.REA.-Bronze. Obverse, head of gn tu C ar.
(See plate 9, fig. 8.) OIBsarea, founded by Herod I, i frequently mentioned in the Act . It was the cene of the conversion of th centuri n
1

Luke iii, 1.
Matthew xvi, 13; Mark viii, 27.
3 Graetz, History of the Jews, pp. 50-93.
1
• Acts xxvi, 2, 28.
h Matth w xxii, 17.
6 Jdem, xx, 2.
1 Idern, xviii, 28; xx, 2, 9, 10, 13; xxii, 17; Mark vi, 37; xii, 15; xiv 5; Luk vii, 111;
x, 3- ; xx, 24; J obn vi, 7; xii, 5.
8
ldeni, xvii, 27.
1

2

6
. m_
nupn
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(.' );
hilip preached the Gospel here (xxi, 8); faul w~
tl her two years before h e was sent to Rome (xxiv-xxvi).
It a ~ the r idence of the Roman governors, and here the Jewish war
• g in t Rome broke out.
TE'.rRA RACHM OF SrnoN.-Silver. . Obverse, head of the city;
reverse, "(Money of the Sidonians) Holy and inviolable," with the figure of Astarte. (See plate 9, fig. 9.) The value of a tetradrach~ was
about the same aR of the shekel, or 64 cents. Sidon, the oldest city of
Phenicia, is often mentioned in the Bible. It is at present represented
by the town of Saida, with about 15,000 inhabitants.
TE'.rRADRACHMS OF TYRE.-Silver. Obverse; Head of Hercules as
Baal (Lord) of the city. (See plate 9, figs. 13, 14.) Tyre, next to
Sidon the oldest and most important city of Phenicia, is often re~erred
to in the ~ible. During the period of David and Solomon fn~utlly
t
relations were entertained between Tyre and Israel. 1 The coaS ~f Ty:e
was visited by Jesus 2 and Paul landed at Tyre on one of his mi ·
·
'
'
·
·thabout
s10nary voyages. 3 The modern 9ur is an unimportant town, Wl
5,000 inhabitants.
Corn OF .A.SHKELON.-Bronze. Struck by order of Emperor Alexander Severus, about A. D. 228. (See plate 9, figs.11.)
. . t.
Ascalon, or Ashkelon was one of the five cities of the PhihS me0:
.
'
. f
30 miles southwest of Jerusalem.· 4 it was the center of the worship
e1)re'
··
D erceto, the supposed female counterpart of Dagon. It 1s now r
sented by the village of Askalan.
Corns OF THE CITY OF DAMAscus.-Oopper (two specimens) .. (Se
plate 9, fig. 10.) Damascus, the ancient capital of Syria, is men~oned
as early as in the times of Abrabam. 5 Later, it frequently came m con-·
tact with Israel. 6 In the New Testament it is e·specially known from
the history of the Apostle Paul. 7
TE'rRADRACHM OF THE CITY OF BABYLON.-Silver. Struck ],~
Mazaios, governor under Alexander the Great, 331-328 B. C. (
plate 9, fig. 16.)
TETRADRACHM OF ALEXANDER TIIE GREAT (336-323 B. C. ).-Silver.
th
Obverse, head of the king; rever e, Zeus (Jupiter) seated h lding
eagle. ( ee plate 9, fig.15.)
lexander King of Mac doni and the famou con ueror i m
ti O d Y nam in I Maccabee vi ..,. It i
1 o a umecl that h i
t~pifi. cl. n r the emblem of th , he-go t in
" n l th
hi 1 1~. i · m nt by th
fourth m nar ·hy
, ni •l ii.
11

TH

7 ,.,, f.

X

i, , tc.
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(See plate 9, fig. 17.) The city of Seleucia, the principal port of Antioch,
from which Paul and Barnabas set out for Cyprus, 1 was named after
Seleucus I.
·
COIN OF DEMETRIUS SoTER,_:_Obverse, head of Demetrius; reverse,
"King Demetrius Soter," with seated female figure. (See plate 9,
fig. 19.) Demetrius Soter, King of Syria 162-lq0 B. C., waged war
against the Maccabees and is often mentioned in the books of the
Maccabees.2
ST.A.'l'ER OF T.A.Rsus.-Silver. 380-360 B. 0. Obverse, Baal
enthroned within a circle of turrets; reverse, Satrap Tarcamos seated,
holding one arrow. {See plate 9, fig. 18.) Tarsus, the ancient capital
of Cilicia, Asia Minor, was the home of the Apostle Paul. 3 It is still a
city of about 10,000 inhabitants. It is now accessible from Alexandretta by rail.
_
COIN OF CYPRUS.-Bronze. Struck under Emperor Claudius (A. D.
41-54) and the Proconsul Sergius Paulus. (See plate 9, fig. 20.) Cyprus,
one of the largest islands in the Mediterranean; was the birthplace of
Barnabas, 4 and often visited by Paul while Sergius was its proconsul. 5
In the Old Testament it is referred to by the name of Kittim, which
name is, however 1 also used in some passages in a wider sense for the
Greek coasts and islands of the Mediterranean.
rrE'l'RADR.A.CHMS OF EPHESUS.-Silver. Struck 140 B. C. (two specimens). (See plate 9, fig. 25.) Ephesus, in ancient time one of the most
important cities in Asia Minor, was especially celebrated for its Temple
of Diana. 6 It was the place of residence of Paul,7 of Timothy,8 a11d of
the Apostle John, who probably died there. Ephesu was one of the
seven churches referred to in the Apocalypse. 9 It was also the seat of
the third General Council (A. D. 431) and of the "Robber Synod" (A. D.
449). Numerous ruins are still to be seen there.
HEMIDR.A.CHMS OF EPHEsus.~Silver. Struck 200 B. C. Obverse,
Bee; rever e, Deer (two specimens). (See plate 9, fig. 26.)
AES (=.As) OF THESS.A.LONIC.A.).-Copper. Struck 88 B. C. Obverse,
bead of Janu ; reverse, Dio curi. (See plate 9, fig. 21.) The a8 or
assarius, in the Greek New Te . .!tament Jr5oapzov (assarion), in the
Engli h version "farthing," wa the original Roman coin, and wa at
one time the unit in Roman numeration both of weight and urrency.
The Greeks adopted the name of the coin and u ed it upon th ir
autonomous coins. The as of the New Testament wa of tbe value f
ne- ixteenth of a denarius and nearly the ize f an ~ gli h halfpenny. It is mentioned in Matthew x, 29 an
: '' re n t tw P rrow sold for a farthing, and one of them hall n t fall n th ground
Act xiii, 4-.
I Maccabec viii, 31; x, 1, etc.
3 A ·ts ix, 11, 30; xi, 25; xxii, 3.
4 Jdern, iv, 36.
l oIdem, xiii, 4.
1

2

.A.cts -i , 3 .
s Idem,, xix .
1 I 'I'imotby i 3.
9 .A.po alyp e ii, 4-.
6

8
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with ut ) our Fath r; but tbe very hairs of your bead are all nu~h •r d." 1 In Matthew v, 26, the last "farthiug" is referred to, and m
Mark xii, 42, we read '' two mites which make a farthing." The Greek
'
.
word i 1-wo pavn7r; (Kodrantes, Latin quadrans), which was one-four th
of an as. Thessalonica, formerly the capital of Macedonia, where th e
coin was struck, is the modern Salonica. Two Epistles of Paul are
addressed to the Christians of this place.
Corn o'F THESS.A.LONIC.A..-Copper. Struck 158 B. C. Obverse, head
of City of Nymph; reverse, Galley. (See plate 9, fig. 22.)
TE'l'R.A.DR.A.CHM OF M.A.CEDONI.A..-Silver. Struck between 156 aD d
146 B. C. Obverse, head of Minerva upon a Macedonian shield; re~erse,
Club of Hercules. (See plate 9, fig. 27.) Macedonia is often mentioned
in the New Testament. Paul visited this province on his secoo d a~d
thud missionary voyages and founded congregations in several of its
cities. 2
DIDR.A.CHMS OF ATHENS.-Silver (two specimens) (470 to 230 B. C.).
Ohverse, head of Athene (Minerva)· reverse, Owl. (See plate 9, fig. 24 -)
Athens, the former capital of Attida and the modern capital of Greece,3
was visited by Paul, where he delivered the discourse on the Areopagus.
TETR.A.DR.A.CHMS OF ATHENs.-Silver (470 to 230 B. C.). Ob_v erse,
head of Athene (Minerva); reverse, Owl (the bird sacred to A th ene)
(two specimens). (See plate~, fig. 23.)
·
.
CHILD'S BANK.-Pottery. Excavated at Ostia (seaport of ancient
Rome), 1886, by Dr. Thomas Wilson. (See plate 9, fig. 28.)
When found the bank consisted of a single piece of pottery. In_ th e
top was a slit through which the money was dropped. It contamed
145 silver coins of the Roman Consular or Familia series. A th e e
~oins were issued from 200 to 19 B. C., and none of a later date ~ere
m the find, it is to be presumed that the bank was buried a short time
before the Christian era. The silver denarii in the bank are part of th e
original lot found with the bank.
DRESS, ORNAMENTS, AND HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS.
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Prophet Elijah 1 was probably the skin of a sht>ep or some animal with
the hair left on, wherefore he is called the "hairy man.m It was characteristic of the prophet's office. 3 ' ' Beware of false prophets, which
come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly are ravening wolves."
"And it shall come to pass in that day that the prophets shall be
ashamed every one of his vision when he prophesieth; neither shall
they wear a hairy mantle to deceive." "The prophet's (Elijah's) dress
proclaimed the mountaineer of the Arabian border exactly the same as
is worn to-day; the undergarment bound with a broad leather belt, and .
over it a loose, coarse cloak of sheepskin, with the wool outside, its
uark-brown folds :floating in the wind as he hurriedly strode along
with beard bare and long black locks covering his neck, for he was a
Nazarite. The Moslem prophet-dervish, as different from the mollah
or dervish of the towns as El~jah from a Levite of Jerusalem, exactly
copies this dress and habit." 4
MALE COSTUME OF BAGDAD, MESOPOTAMIA.-The general characteristics of Oriental dress have been much the same in an ages. The
representations on monuments correspond in general to the raiment in
present use. They are the same loose, flowing robes, which can easily
be adapted to various purposes. The garments mentioned in the Bible
as generally used are the Ketoneth (Greek, xzrwv, ohiton j English versi-ons, "coat"), a kind of shirt worn next to the skin, correspo11ding to
the modern qamis. It reached to tlie knees or ankle, and was either
s1eeve1e or provided only with short leeve . A person wearing the
Ketoneth alone is described as naked. 5 Over the shirt there was worn
during the day the mlil (English ver.: ious, "cloak"), which had loose
sleeves and wa longer than the, hirt, answering to the modern Kaftan.
It was thrown off when the wearer engaged in manual labor. It was
fastened by a girdle and the fold thus formed were u ed as pockets.
It was and is sometimes woven in one piece. 6 The e garmentR are
referred to by Jesus in Matthew v, 40: '' nd if any man woulc'l go to
law with thee and take away thy coat (Greek xzrwv, ohiton), let him
have thy cloak ( {µanov, himation) al o." Over the e wa worn an
outer garment, referred to by the term simlah, beged, lcesuth, and
lebush. It consi ted of a rectangular piece of woolen cloth, , omething
ia
like a cotch plaid, and an. wered to the modern lungi in Central
or the ab'eih in Egypt, and varied in size and quality with the m n
of ithe wearer. There i llO p cial allusion t head lr
( cept a an
ornamental appendage in the de cription of the dr
f th
ri :t ).
The ordinary headdres of the Bedouin on, i t of th JJ 'U.{fi.yeh, a ,
handkerchief, generally of red and y 11 w c tt n, r · t n an
I KingR x ix , 13, 19; II King H, 13.
II I ino- i, .
3 11-fatthew vii, 15; Z chariah xiii, 4..
~ H. . Tristram, Ea tern nat m iu Bible Land p. 1 ,.
6I
a.muel xix, 24; Isaiab xx, 2; .J hn, ·x i, 7.
6 John xix, 23.
Compare Tristraru, Ea tern us om in l il 1 L: 1111 , P· 1r: ·.
1

2

0
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o that three of the corners hang down over the neck and
r , leaving the face exposed · and bound round the head by a
c rd, and it i probable that in anci~nt time the head was protected in
a imilar manner. For the protection of the feet sandals were ~orn,
con isting of leather soles fastened to the foot by means of thongs.
1
hoe eem to have been worn by women for ornamental purposes,
WOMAN'S COSTUME OF B.A.GDAD MESOPOTAMIA.-The costume of
women was essentially similar to th~t of men. There was sufficient dif. ference, however, to mark the sex, and it was strictly forbidden to a
woman to wear "that which pertaineth unto a man" and to a man "to
put on a woman's garment" sirnlah. 2 The difference, probably, con-3
sisted chiefly in the outer garment. 'rhat of woman is called Mitpaha th'
rna'atajah, 4 both designating a, kind of wrapper or shawl. There ~re
mentioned besides 9a~if, 5 probably a garment of light, gauzy material,
radid, 6 a similar robe,-pethigil/ explained to denote a wrap of some sort
or a girdle.
SYRIAN COA"r.-Oalled in Syriac ·Abba. It consists of red cloth
embroidered in white and is worn as an outer garment.
SILVER NECKLACE (Hebrew .Anaq). (See plate 11, :fig.1.) Necklaces
like many other ornaments, w~re worn by both sexes. 8 They cons~st6~
of a single band or chain or of a series of ornaments, as pearls or piece
of corals, strung togethe;, 9 The custom of wearing a necklace is figuratively referred to in Proverbs i, 9: "For they shall be a chaplet of g:ace
unto thy head and chains about thy neck." Animals ridden by kmg~
were decorated with collars of precious metals 10 and it is still the cuS t Om
. the East to decorate riding beasts in· this way.
'
m
SILVER ANKLETS (Hebrew, .Alcasim). (See platell,.tig.4.) Ankle worn by women as ornaments are mentioned in Isaiah iii, 16, 18. From
th ese passages it would seem that the tinkling produced by knocki n
th e anklets against each other was their chief attraction. To incre
th e '"'ound, pebbles were sometimes inclosed in them. Tbe_y were 1
worn by the ancient Egyptians Greeks and Roman and are till oe
eral iri. India and in Africa. They we;e sometime 'conne ted by
"anklet hain ' 11 (Ilebrew, Oe'adah), which compelled tho e who
th m to tak sh rt, min -ing tep .
L ~RIG( ebr w,Nezerri). ( eeplate 1,fig.. ) Th II

---

'omp, r ,J uclith .-, 1; xvi, 9.

·, 21,.
inh iii,~.
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Fig. 1.

NECKLACE (anaq ) .
(Cat. No. 151727, U.S. N . M.

Bagdad, Turkey.

Fig. 2.

JEWISH WEDDING RING.
(Ca1 · No. 154435, U . S. N. M.

Philadelphia, P a. Deposited by Mayer Sulzberger. )

Pig. 3.

NOSE RING (nezem).
(Cat. No. 151728, U.S. N. M .

Bagdad, Turkey. Collected by R v. Dr. John P. Pet

:Figs. 4, 5.

A NKLETS ( akasim).

Figs. 6-8.

KOHL.

(Cat. No. 151726,

. S. N. M.

Collected by Rev. Dr. John P. P eter. .)

Bagdad, Turkey. Collected by Rev. Dr. John P. P ete

(Cat. No. 151729, U . . N. M. B agdad, Turkey . Collect ed by I ev. Dr. John P. Pet
IMPLEMENTS FOR PAINTING THE EYES .
(Cat. Nos . 74562, 74563, . . N. M. E gypt.
ollected by Georg \\T.

Fig. 9.

SYRIAN

(Cat.

I

KHOR

o. 74618,

amson.)

T .

. . N. M.

r,. .)

Palestin e.

Collected by

eorge W ., am on. )
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word nezern denotes both an earring and a nose ring. 1 In modern times
tlie rings are often of extraordinary size and frequently reach to the
mouth, so that they must be r~moved in eating. Sometimes the nose
and ears are connected by a series of rings interlinked with one another.
KOHL .A.ND ANCIENT AND MODERN IMPLEMENTS USED IN P .A.INTING

(Hebrew, Pitek; Aramean, Kuhala). (See plate 11, figs. 6, 8.)
The practice of applying pigments to the eyelids and eyebrows in order
to enhance the brilliancy of the eyes was common in Bible times,Zand
is still in everyday practice in the East. 'f'he pigment, which is a
preparation of antimony, is applied to the eyelids by means of a small
blunt piece of wood or ivory, which is moistened, dipped in the mixture,
and then drawn carefully along the edges of the eye. From the Arabic
name kohl comes the term " alcohol," the fineness of the powder sugges-tiug the idea of highly rectified spirits.
MILLSTONES (Hebrew, Rehairn) (see plate 12, figs. lJ 2), and a modern
photograph showing women grinding corn. (See plate 13.) Millstones
are often referred to in the Bible, and they are still used in grinding
corn in the same form as in ancient times. They consist of two cylindrical stones. The lower one is firmly planted on the ground and provided with a convex upper surface, on wllich the concave under surface
of the other stone revolves. The upper stone, which is called relceb or
"rider," has a hole through its center, into which the grain is dropped,
and through which runs a shaft to hold the stone iu place. A handle
attacheu to the '' rider" enables a person sitting near to turn it around
and grind the grain, which is fed with the hand that is free.
Layard 3 describes tlrn grinding of corn by the modern Arabs as follows: '' The wandering Arab bave no other mean~ of grinding their
corn than by hand mms, which they carry with them wherever they go.
They are always worked by the women, for it is considered unworthy
of a man to engage in any domestic occupation. * * * The grain
is passed throug,h the hole of the pivot, and the flour i collected in a
cloth spread under the mill. It is then mixed with water, kneaded in
a wooden bowl, and pressed by the hand into rouud balls ready for
baking. During the e proces es the women are u nally seated on the
ground. Hence in I aiah xlvii, 1, 2, the daughter f Babylon i told
to sit in the du t and on the ground aud "to t ake the mill tone to
-grind meal." It was forbidden to take the mill or ev nth up r t ne
in pledge, a taking "the life" (that is the mean, of u t inin lifi ). 4
A ach day so much grain wa ground a was ne ed, th "v i of
the mill became proverbial. 5
THE EYES

ne~isxxiv, 47; Isaiah iii, 21, anclProverb xi, 32.
i .Jor miah iv, 30: "Thou h tbon enlarg t thin
y with p in , in vain d
thou mak tl1ys lf fair: thy 1 v r clei pi
th , bPy s k thy lif . ' ( ' mpar
• zekiel xx.iii, 40; Prov rl
i, 25.)
aLayard, Tineveh ancl ab lon, ahri<lg d diti n, p. 127.
4
ut ronomy xxiv, ·
"Jeremiah v, 10.
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Go.A.'l'SKIN W.A.'l'ERBAG (Hebrew, Nod an d Hemeth). (See plate 12,
fig. 3.) Skin bottles were commonly used. 1 Jesus employs them in
a comparisou: "Neither do men put new wine into old wine-skins"
(margin, "skins used as bottles"). 2 Such bottles are made from the
whole skins of animals, generally the goat. After tbe animal is killed
and its feet and head removed the rest of the body is drawn out entire
without opening the belly, and after the skin has been tanned the
places where the legs were cut off are sewn up and when filled it is tied
about the neck. These skin bottles were also used to contain mil k,
and in them the milk was churned. To the corners of the skin bottle
filled with, milk cords are tied and tlie skin is thus suspended from
three sticks, which are inclined so as to meet at a point above. A girl
sits beneath and moves the suspended bottle to a,nd fro. 3 Skin bottles
are also iu use in Spain, in the City of Mexico, and by the Eskimos.
BIRD TRAP (Hebrew, Pah).
(See plate 14, fig. 1.) The most usu al
method of catching birds was by the trap, which consisted of two
parts, a net strained over a frame and a stick or spring (Hebrew
moqesh) to support it, but so placed that it should give way to the
slightest touch. The bird trap is frequently used in comparisons for
the ensnaring of the heedless and the weak. 4 " Can a bird fall in a
snare upon the earth where no gin is set for him¥ Shall a snare spring
up from the ground and have taken nothing at all¥" "Our soul 1 ·
escaped as a bird out of the snare of the fowlers." "He goeth after
her straightway * * * as a bird hasteth to the snare, and knoweth
not that it is for his life." "A gin shall take him by the heel and a
snare shall lay hold on him." "As the birds that are caught in the
snare, even so are the sons of men snared in an evil time, when it
falleth suddenly ~pon them."
SLING (Hebrew, Qelar). (See plate 14, fig. 2.) The ling a a
weapon of war is first mentioned in the Book of Judge (xx, 16r
David killed Goliath with a stone tbrowu from a ling. 5 The I ra 1·
itish army was provided witb companies of slinger .6 The ling wa~
also employed in the wars of the Roman again t the Jews. 7 Accordin °·
to the monuments the ,·ling wa both an Egyptiau and an A yrian
weapon. It con ·i te of a strip of 1 ather or woven material, wide in
the middle to receive the mi. i1 , and narrowing at both en
int •
rope.
t only were , moo th ton .- u ,11 for hurlinO', but ball m e
f urnt clay of l ad, and vari n: oth r hard ,· ub t n e . I i till
u el by , h pb r l
drive aw~ y wild animal fr m their h rd ,
tb ime f
·

vii, 2!3· Job xviii,

I

ii, t, l • iv, ) 1 :3,

ix 12.
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Figs. 1, 2.

MILLSTONES.

_(Cat. .K o.151827, U. S. N. M.

Fig. 3.

I
I

GOATSKIN

Bagdal1, Tnrkey.

Collected by Rev. Dr. ,John P. Peters.)

Vif ATERBAG.

(Cat. No. 74627, U. S. N . M.

Palestine. Collected by George W. Sam s011 .)
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Fig. 1. Brno TRAP (pah).
(Cat. No. 151842, U.S. N. M.

Fig.

Bagdacl, Tm-key.

Collected by Rev. Dr. John P. Peters.)

2. SLING (gela) .

(Cat. No. i fi8249, U.S. N. M.

Figs. 3, 4.

Damascus, Syrin . Collected by Dr. G. Brown Goode.)

DOOR LOCK AND KEY.

(Cat. No.151840, U.S. N. M.

Bagclacl, Turkey.

Collected by Rev. Dr. John P. Peters.I
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WOODEN DOOR LOCK AND KEY. (See plate 14, fig. 3.) The doors of
Eastern houses, which are usually small and low, seem early to have
been provided with hinges turning in sockets, and with locks and keys,1
in whose construction no little ingenuity was displayed. Formerly, as
now, it is likely that. locks · and keys were made both of iron and of
wood, according to circumstances. The wooden key now quite generally in use consists of a piece of wood about a foot in length provided
at one end witp. a series of pegs. It is thrust into a little opening at
the side of the door and applied to the bolt. This has a corresponding
series of holes into which the pegs of the key fit, displacing thereby
another set of pegs l>y which the bolt is held in its place. 2
SYRIAN INKHORN (Hebrew, Qeseth ha sofer). (See plate 11, :tig. 9.)
The most common writing material among th~ Hebrews was probably
papyrus or dressed skins. This at least must 'have been the case in
the time of Jeremiah, as the expression ''roll of a book" 3 points to
some pliant material. Ink (Hebrew, deyo), which was made of soot, is
mentioned in Jeremiah xxxvi, 18. The pen used for writing on papyrus
or parchment was no doubt the reed pen still common · in the Orient
and until recently in southern Europe. 4 The inkhorn is mentioued in
Ezekiel ix, 2, as being carried "by the side;" that is, fastened to the
girdle of the scribe. It is still carried in this fashion in the Orient.
The inkhorn consists of a tube containing reed peus and a receptacle
for ink.
JEWISH RELIGIOUS CEREMONIAL.

The next collection was one of objects of Jewish religious ceremonial,
which bad their origin in and are based upon Bil>lical ordinances.
The following specimens were shown:
MANUSCRIP'l' COPY OF THE PENTA'l'EUCH, OR FIVE BOOICS OF
MosEs IN HEBREW, Sefer Torah.-The Pentateuch or law (Hebrew,
1'ora.h) is considered by the J ews the mo t important part of the Bible.
A~ ection of it is read every Sabbath in the ynagogue in the morning
service, and shorter portions in the afternoon ervice, on holidays,
fast , and on Monday and Thur day morning. of every week. Thi·
latter u age goe back to the day of the al'ly . ynagoo-ue wh 11 Monday and Thur day were court and market day , a11d the p a:ant
co min to town to di po e of their produce would attend wor. ·b i p.
manu cript copy i employed, printed opie not bei~g u , d. Wh n
n tin u th roll i cover.eel with a cloak and placed upright it1 an ark
r che t.
0INTER ( ebrew, Yad, properly "ban l" ).-Th p inter i u. din
the ·ervi e f the ynagogue during th l'eadin of h law t pr \'ent
Judge iii, 23 25; Canticl s v, 5; ~'elwmiah iii, 3.
Bi el, Biblical Antiquiti s, p. 23.
3 .J remiab xxxvi, 2.
4 Compar ,Jer miah viii,
· Palms. lv, 2; III .J hn, 1
1

2
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the reader from lo ing the place. It is usually made in the shape of a
hand, hence its Hebrew name.
SIL VER BREASTPLATE OF THE ToRAH. -On tbe top are the two
tablets engraved with the Ten Commandments, surmounted by the
"crown of the law" upheld by two lions, the symbol of the tribe of
Judah. Inside the tablets are engraved, on a sliding plate, the name
of the various festivals. (See plate 15.) The manuscript copy of t~e
Pentateuch, or the Sefer Torah, being the most preci~us object used m
Jewish ceremonies, is, when not in use, covered with a mantle of coSt ly
matei:ial, sometimes adorned with a breastplate, bells, or crown, autl
put upright in the '' holy ark'' (a,ron ha-kodesh).
.
VEIL OF THE HoL y ARK (Parocheth ).-Made in Consta~tmopl~
Turkey. - (See plate 16.) The border of green velvet is embroidered m
gold and silver with flowers. The center, of red velvet, has in the f~ur
1
comers, in Hebrew, the names of the four archangels, Raphael, G~br e!
Uriel, and Michael. On the top are the words, ''But the Lord ism Hi
1
holy temple; let all the earth keep silence before Him," and" I h~ve
set the Lord always before me." 2 Below is a burning lamp han~rn g
down by chains, symbolizing the light which emanates from the law of
God. On the sides are the words, " This is the gate of the Lord; the
righteous shall enter into it." 3 In the Holy Ark (aron ha-lcoclesh ) are
kept the scrolls of the law, or the Pentateuch, written on parc1iment
for use in the service of the synagogue. The "Holy Ark" is, therefore
the most important part of the synagogue, and is richly adorned.
Whenever it is opened the congregation rises in reverence for the Law
of God it contains.
SABB.A.TH LAMP.-Used by the German Jews in their hou e · It
was manufactured in the eighteenth ceutury in Fellheim, Germany.
(See plate 17, fig. 1.) The celebration of the Sabbath i ushered in on
its eve (Friday evening) by the hou ewife lighting candle , r citiu!!
the words, "Blessed art Thou Lord our God King of the World wbo
' light
' of the 'Sabbath.' Aft r tllat uo
hath eommanded us to light the
fire may be handled until the following evening.
KIDD srr CL0TH.-Silk. Containing in bead work th tabl t, of the
· decalogue in Hebrew, upported by lion . Above are th w rd ·
'' R member the abbath day, to k ep it h ly. 4 B fore th priu ·ip. l
meal of the
th and oth r fea t ay, th Jew have , • I ·i. l
rV r th wiue and br c d, wbi hi kn Wll
I _1 dn ·h, r ' ,· nctifi tio11. Tb head f be family b
in fr n
1nm < pt te c·< tainiiw tw 1 ave of br ad , v red
· a 1 th.
~ c_,i · f } yin (J' bl in b for , in / r ferr d t in
1
1x 1-, • I n
1 l1 1- orI· "tn
· 111
· th fa ·t tha a pu li m 1 f • 1
m 11 · pr · 1 1 y , ·· ·riti · .
kin
h
1 in(J'r.
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BREASTPLATE OF THE TORAH .

Cat.

on taotioopl
o. 154990, U .. N.M.
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VEIL OF THE HOLY ARK (Paro h th).

on tantinopl .

Cat. No. 154758, U.S.N.M. Coll c d by Dr. yru Adi r.

PLATE

16.

E~PLANATION OF PLATE 17.

Fig. 1.

SABBATH LAMP.

Fig. 2.

HANUKK AH LAMP.

(Cat.No. 130294, U.S. N. M.

Germany.)

(Cat. No.130295, U . S. N. M. Germany.)

Figs. 3, 4.

SLAUGHTERING KNIFE AND SCABBARD.

(Cat. N o.154619, U.S. N. M.

Germany.)
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B fore thi ceremony took place the harvestin g of grain was forbidden :1
''And ye shaU eat neither bread, nor parclled com, nor fresh ears, until
thi elfsame day, uutil ye have brought the oblation of your God."
From that day seven weeks, or forty-nine days, were counted,2 to the
feast of Pentecost; hence its Hebrew name Hag ha-Shabuoth "feast
of weeks," and the usual ~nglish name '' Pentecost," which is the
rrcvn711.oo-rr; pentelwste, meaning the fiftietll day. It is also called
"feast of harvest," 3 because the grain harvest then approached it
close, and "day of first fruits," 4 because two loaves of bread from the
new wheat were offered on that feast/> With the destruction of tbe
Temple the ceremony of waving the sheaf in the Sanctuary necessarily
fell away, but the counting is still observed and the prayers contained
in the tablet form part of the ritual during the time from Passover to
Pentecost.
LULAB AND ETHROG.-The Lulab and Ethrog, bound up with myrtle
and willow branches, are used by the Jews at the feast of Tabernacle ,
in pursuance of the command in Leviticus xxiii, 40 : 1 '.A.ntl ye hall
take you on the first day, the fruit of goodly trees, branches of palm
trees, and boughs of thick trees and willows of the brook, and ye hall
rejoice before the Lord your God seven days." Each day of the £ a t
a circuit (haqqafah) is made duriug the service with the Lulab in t~e
right band and Ethrog in the left, while reciting the prayers; begmning and closing with the invocation "Hosanna." Ou the seventh day
seven such processions take place and willow branches are beaten
on the benches, and this day is therefore called Hosannah Babbah, the
day of the great Hosannci.
MANUSCRIPT COPY OF THE BOOK OF ES':l'HER, written OU parcbm nt
with hand-painted views illustrating the events narrated in tl10 book.The Book of Esther is usually called l\fegilla (roll), or more fu1ly Jlegillath Esther (roll of Esther). It is read in the Synagogue on the fea t
of Purim, on the 15th of Adar (March-April), establi bed to ouunemorate the deliverance of the Jews from the machinations of aman
related in this book. It i one of the" five roll "(haniesh m.,egilloth )
, which are read on variou occasion, in the ynao·ogue, the otb rs b in~
the oug of Solomon or Canticle Ruth Eccl ia 'te and Lam nt. tion .
'
'
'
L MP SED AT THE FEA., 'T OF DEDlCA.'l'ION (Ifanukkah ). (
1 l~ t
17 , fig . .3.) Th Fea t of D di ·ation i.· c J bra c.l in omm m n ti u
f th pnrgiug of th t rnpl and re ·toratiou of th altar aft r n 1.
a <· ba·u bad lriv u u th .,yrian. in
. "'. It in titutio
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recorded in I Maccabees iv, 47-59. According to Josephus,1 it was
called "lights" ( cpcirrn,phota). In the New Testiment 2 it is mentioned
under the name of iyuazvfa (enkainia). In the Talmud we "4ave the
legend that when the Jews entered the temple after driving out the
Syrians, they found only one bottle of oil which bad not been polluted,
and that this was miraculously increased so as to feed the lamps of the
sanctuary for eight days. The festival is held eight days, beginuing
with the 25th of Kislev (December-January). The principal feature of
· its celebration is the lighting of lights, beginning with one light on the
first night and increasing the number by on~ light on each of the succeeding nights. The specimen is probably of Dutch make and exhibits
an interesting survival of the ancient Roman lamps.
KNIFE .A.ND CUP USED .A.'l' CIRCUMCISION. (See plate 18, fig. 1.)
The rite of circumcision (rnilah) is practiced in pursuance of Genesis
xvii, 10-12: "This is 1\'Iy covenant, which ye shall keep, between Me and
you and thy seed after thee; every male among you shall be circumcised. And ye shall be circumcised in the tlesh of your foreskin; and
it shall be a token of a covenant betwixt me and you. Aud he that is
eight days old shall be circumcised among you, every male throughout
your generations." In early times circumcision was performed with
stone knives. 3 r.rhe later Jews used iron or steel knives. With the
performance of the rite of circumcision was corn bined the naming of
the child. 4 Circumcision was common in Egypt as early as the fourth
dynasty. 5 At the present day it prevails among the Kaffirs and some
negro tribes of Africa, in parts of Australia, iu many of the South
Sea Islands, and it is said to be practiced by the Abyssinian Christians
as a national custom. Early Spanish trayelers found it to be prevalent
in the West Indies, Mexico, and among tribes in South America. It is
a common rite among Mohammeda11s everywhere.
GARMENT OF FRINGES (Arbac Kanjoth).-This garment i worn by
men in pursuance of the command 6 ''Thou shalt make thee fri11ges
upon the four border of thy vesture, wherewith thou covere ' t tby elf."
It is usually made of wool, with fringes attached to the four corner ,
and is worn over the shoulders, underneath the ordinary out r garm nt.
Pn L.A.CTERIE · (tefillin) . ( ee plate 21.)- · ed by Jewi h rnal •
after they attain the -age of 1:3 year and a day at m rning pray r
except on :1aturclay and other feast day . Th
obje ·t · ar emplo d
in the J wi h ritual in pur ua11ce of th comman 1 tlrnt the w rdH of
(10d ,·hould be "a ,·ign upon your hand, and f r fr ntl<:t.· h w e11
yo r eye . ' 7 '.I:hey con i t of parchment ·a e: · ntainin h
An1iquiti a x ii, 7, 7.
Jobn x, 22.
3 'ompar Exoclns iv, 216 (" flint" ) ; J
hua v, 2 ( 'kni,·1• of llin '').
4 Lnk i, :;o; ii, 21.
6 'om par II ro,1 tu ii, 3 >, 37, 10! · \\ ilkiuson
nci nt E~ ·pt, ·h. ·v.
s umher xv, 37 1, and D<'nt ronom · x ii, 1~.
7Exollu ·iii,' -1 , u.ntl eut •r uomy ·i, 1 .
1

2
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Deuteronomy vi, 4-9, and xi, 13-21, written on slips of parchment,
attached to leather straps for binding on the forehead and left arm.
In the cas~ for the head the passages are written on four separate strip·,
and in the case for the band on one piece of parchment, and put into a
square case. They are called tejillin in the Talmud, a word derived from
tejillah (prayer). The New Testament refers to their ostentatious u ·e.'
SILK PR.AYER SHAWL ( Tallith).-The tallith is a kind of prayer shawl
made of silk, wool, or linen, with 9i<;ith or fringes fastened to the four
corners, worn by men at the morning services. It is usually adomed
with horizontal stripes of blue or purple; the Jews in the Orient sub!-.titute for these stripes a blue ribband worked in the coruers. The wearing of a garment with fringes is commanded. 2 In ancient times thi
garment, it seems, was worn as an outer robe. 3 At present the ,Jews
wear, besides _the ta11ith, a kind of vest with fringes under the upper
garments, which is called the "small tallith" (tallith lea ton), or the" four
corners" (arba' kanfoth ).
GOLD WEDDING RING. (See plate 11, fig. 2.) The ,Jewish marriage
is made valid by the Kiddushin, i. e., by the bridegroom putting a ring
on the hand of the bride while saying the words : "Behold, tbon art
wedded to me by this ring according to the law of Mo 'es and L rael.'
MARRIAGE CONTRACT (kethubah), written on parchment and illuminated. (See plate 22.) In the lcethubah, or marriage contract, are
recorded the obligations of the husband and the amount of the dowr.r
allowed the bride. There is an e tabli bed form of the keth111)(lh u ·ually
beginning with the words: "Under good auspice', and with good luck
to bridegroom and bride. 'Who o fi.ndeth a wife find th a go d thing
and obtaineth favor of the Lord.' " 4 Tlle hu band pl clges him If t
love and honor hi· wife and to provide for her b corniugly. The minimum of the dowry i, fixecl by th law to be 200 hckle (ab n · ,30}
for a virgin and 100 (about . ·~.,) for a, widow or divor • d woman. To
this i u:ually add d what the brid ha. r • iv d from h r pc r nt: and
what the hu. band , ttl , u b r volnnt, rily, all of which h ~ r in
ca.·e of the d ath of the hu.-hand, r f div re•. Th coutra ·t i clat I
home in h y ar f er •ation :;:;"" (1 lG). ' h , contr,H·ti11g partit• ar
I•-'li.i, h •'aki ncl Ma. al-'rob (F rt Il •) of a tlC'llll \'O. 'rh witn
t > b · ntra ·t ar ,Jo: u (,. r:on :h Ip 11a:d a11d Mi ·ha I h ,jm
C

M ~nla.
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~nd welcome to those nigh and far." Below, to ~be · right, is a female
:figure holding two burning hearts linked together by a chain, with the
adage, ''A well-mated couple is chosen by God" (marriages are made
in heaven); to the left another female figure holding a tambourine and
a flower, with a quotation from Isaiah xxxii, 8. The representation at
the bottom, of Elijah ascending to heaven in a fiery chariot, his mantle
falling on his disciple and successor Elisha, 1 was probably suggested by
the name of the bridegroom.
·
M1zRACH (the east).-Mizrach means east, literally the place of the
risiug sun. There is hung in Jewish houses a tablet on the eastern
wall to indicate the direction of the face when at prayer. It contains
the Ten Commandments and various quotations from Scripture in
Hebrew. The idea which dictates this direction is that the face shall
be turned toward Jerusalem. -v,., est of Jermmlem the opposite direction would be chosen. In the temple itself the direction of prayer was
toward the west,, the entra1ice being from the east. Ancient nations
that worshiped the sun turned when in prayer toward the east, the
place of the rising sun. This fact is alluded to in Ezekiel viii, 16: "At
the door of the temple of the Lord, between the porch and the altar, _
were about five and twenty men with their backs toward the temple of
the Lord and their faces toward the east; and they worshiped the
sun toward the east.''
KNIFE WI'l'H ITS SHEA 'I'll; used for the slaughtering of animals. (See
plate 17, fig . 3.) The killing of animals for food is performed by a
person especially trained aud authorized, called shochet. The throat is
cut with a long knife (halaf) and the internal orga,n s are examined for
traces of disea. e. The act of killing is called shechitaj that of searching-, bedika. During both acts short prayers are recited. If there be
a uotcb (pegima) in the knife, or if any trace of disease be found, the
animal is unfit (terefa) to be eaten.
ANTIQUITIES.

Next to the L raelite , with whom the Scriptures originated, the
antic1nitie of those nations with whom Israel came in close contact,
and who to a grea,t extent influenced the cour e and development of the
hL·tory narrnt d in the Bible, claim the int r ~ t of the Bible ,· tndeut.
The xhibit. in thi departm nt consi t d of obje t repre uting
liigypt, A yria, Ba yl 11i and th Ilittite .
kin g

r mg. p.

1
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n1 p itjon are that the land of Goshen in which
when they migrated to Egypt 1 is also called the
au 1 that oue of the cities which the Israelites built
n<1n
named Ramses. 2 As Ramses I reigned only for
h r tim it i a: urned that these names are connected with RamII ' hos r i()'u e.'tended over sixty-six years in the thirteenth
ur I . '. (134 '-1~81 B. 0.); and who was not only the most warbnt ahi th greatest builder among the Egyptian kings. The
111 · Pith m and Ram es which the Hebrews built for Pharaoh are
thouo·ht to have been situated in the modern Wadi Tumilat. Pitllom
wa identified in 1883 with Tell el-Maskutab in the east of this Wadi
at the railroad station Ramses. Besides the building of these two
cities and numerous temples Ramses II seems also to have undertaken
the continuation of the can~l of the Wadi Tumilat to the Bitter Lakes,
and the cutting through of the rising ground between them and tlle
Red Sea, which connection between the Nile and the Red Sea was
the true precursor of the Suez Oanal. 3 The bust, which is taken from
a sitting statue, represents him beardless with a helmet ou his b~~d.
The original, of black granite, is in the Museum of Egyptian .Antiquities
in Turin, Italy.
.
CAST OF A RELIEF OF RAMSES IL-Photographs of the mummy of
Ramses II. The mummy was discovered iu July, 1881. The phot?·
graphs were taken immediately after the unwinding of the mummy rn
June, 1886. 4
1

Genesis xlvii, 6.
Exodus i, 11.
3
Compare Adolf Erman, Life i:ri Ancient Egypt, p. 27 .
4
• Century Magazine, May, 1887.
This mummy is in many ways the fine st ever
~iscovered ~ncl is of surpassing interest. Professor Maspero descri hes it as f? 110":s:
The bead 18 long, and small in proportion to the bo<ly. The top of the skull is qu~te
ba~e. On the temples there are a few sparse hairs, but at the poll the hair is qmte
t~rnk, forming smooth straight locks about 5 centimeters in l ength. White at th e
time of death, they have been dyed a light yellow by the spices used in embalmment.
The f oreh ea d 18
· low and narrow· the brow rido-e prominent·
· the e,ebrowsare tl.J°ic k
a nd white; the eyes are small a~d close togeth~r · the nose i~ long" thin, arched like
th e noses of the Bourbons, and 1:,lightly crushed at ~be tip by the pre~sure of bandage ·
The temples are s unken; the cheek bones very prominent· the ears round, ta nd in rr
;~r 0 ~1 t from the head, and pitlrced like those of a woman f~r the wearing of earrinrr'.
1
~e ,JM_vbone is massive ancl strong; the chin very prominent· the mouth mall bu
tlnck-h~ped and foll of some kind of hlack paste. This pa te being partly cut
away '~ 1th th e scissors disclosed some mu ·h worn an(l brittle t etb whi b m reo,er.
~re white aucl we11 pre. erved. The m11stach a11d beard are thin'. They
mell to
k~ve b:-en kept shaven clnring life, hnt were probably allowed to grow dnriu~ ibe
8
~line .. ·, or th Y may have grown aftr·r d atb~ The h, ir ar white like tho
~ tel~ wa 1 autl Y hrow , hut are bar. h and bri tly a.nd from 2 to 3 millimet r in
•ng 1. Thn kin I of , tl1 11
"rl
l1 f- .
·
ear :-' row11, 11pottecl with bla.rk . Final] it mar b · 1
.
. .
.
f', · .· ,
• r o tho1m1mmygiv
· ll
~
n ,lit H1 ,,of th fac fth J1v10gkmg. Tb xpr
.
ID
, unl r,..rll'lp
JirrJ 1t]
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ru what grot 11u d, .. _
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· The typical physiognomy of the native Egyptian, as exhibited on the
numerous monuments, shows a head often too large in provortion to
the body, a square and somewhat low forehead, a short and round nose,
eyes large and ,wide open, the cheeks filled out, the lips thick, but not
reversed, and the mouth somewhat wide. Contrasting the features
of Ramses II with these, some scholars have assumed that he was of
Semitic descent or at least had Semitic blood in bis veins.
CAST OF THE HEAD OF SE'l'I I.-The original is at the Museum of
Egyptian Antiquities at Cairo, Egypt. Seti I was the second king
of the nineteenth dynasty and father of Ramses II, the Pharaoh
of the oppression. He reigned for about twent,y-seven years in the
thirteenth century B. 0.
OAS'l' OF A RELIEF OF SETI !.-Photograph of the mummy of Seti I.
Taken under the direction of Prof. G. Maspero at the Museum of .
Egyptian Antiquities, Cairo, Egypt.
CAST OF THE HEAD OF TIRHAKAH.-Original of granite in the
Museum of Antiquities at Cairo. King of Egypt and Ethiopia, 698-672
B. U. According to the Biblical account,1 Tirbakah, "King of Ethiopia" (in Egyptian Taharqa), encountered Senacherib, King of Assyria,
while the latter was on his expedition against Judah. From the Cuneiform inscriptions we learn that Tirhakah entered into an alliance with
Baal, King of Tyre, against Assyria. Hezekiab, King of Judah, also
joine<l the league. Esarhaddon marched into Egypt, and putting Tirhakah to flight be placed the rule of the whole country under twenty
vassals loyal to Assyria. On the death of Esarbaddon, Tirbakah
returned to Egypt, drove out the Assyrians that were there, and took
possession of Memphis. Assurbanipal, the son and successor of Esarhaddon (668-626 B. 0.), at once went to Egypt and defeated him at
Karbanit. Tirhakah was again obliged to flee to Thebes aud thence to
Nubia. The twenty vassal kings were restored and Necho (Nilcu),
'' King of Sais and Memphis" put at their head. Soon after this Necho
beaded a rebellion against the Assyrian rule, but the plot was suppres ed by the A, syrian garrison of Egypt and N echo sent in chains
to Nineveh. But when Assurbanipal heard of the new successes of
Tirhakah in Egypt, he sent N echo back to rule over all .Egypt u11der
the direction of .A.:syria. Tirhakah :oon afterward died. Manetho,
who calls him Tar7cos ( Taralws), ay be wa th la,'t king of th
twenty-fifth dyna. ty.
trabo (xvi, I, G) tall him Tearkon, and d •rib ·
him a one of the greate t conqueror, of the anci 11t w rld.
M M::.\1Y.-Lengtb, 5 feet o inche . Found nt Lluor Eg-ypt i11 11 , 6.
( e plate 2:3 ancl 24.)
hi roglyphic · r in cripti 11.· •.·i.·~ itber on
th mummy or out r ca, . The fac and 11 c d a.r ·ovc•r •tl w1 h ~ m~ _k
of gr n ·em nt, the bo<ly d li ·atel pr por i 11 cl. On th· ·h<··: h ,
f ur ,mall tabl t: about h . iz of p]a ing cnrcl.-, ach on· hav111g- c
mummi d figur
f Osiri.- in : . tancling po:i ion. 'l wo hi Id-. hap
1

II Kin ,a ·i. ·, !J, allll le: iah

x vii, !J.

Report of U. S. National Museum, 1896.- Adler and Casanowicz.
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destroying the rest by the infusion of caustic drugs. An incision was
then made in t110 side with a sharp Ethiopian stone and the intestines
removed. The abdomen was rinsed with palm wine and sprinkled
with powdered perfumes. It was then filled with pure myrrh pounded,
ca·s sia, and other aromatics, frankincense excepted, and sewn up
again. The body was then steeped in natron (subcarbonate of soda)
for seventy days, afterwards washed and swathed in strips of linen and
smeared with gum. The second mode of embalming cost about 20
minae-about $300. In this case cedar oil was injected into the ·apdomen. The oil was prevented from escaping, and the body steeped in
natron for the prescribed time. On the last day the cedar oil was let
out from the abdoU?en, carrying with it the intestines in a state of dissolution·, while the flesh was consumed by the natron, so that nothing
was left but the skin and bones. The third method, which was used
for tlle poorer classes, consisted in rinsing the abdomen with syrmaea,
an infusion of senna and cassia, and steeping the body for the usual
period in natron. Examinations of Egyptian mummies have proven
the accounts of Herodotus and Diodorus to be in the main correct.
For mummies, both with and without ventral incisions, are found, and
some are preserved by means of balsams and gums, and others by
bitumen and natrum, and the hundreds of skulls of mummies which
are found at Thebes contain absolutely nothing, while other skulls are
found to be filled with bitumen, linen rags, and resin. The term
"mummy" is derived from the Arabic muniiya, "bitumen" and the
Arabic word for mummy is mumiyya "bitumenized thing." The native
Egyptian word for mummy is sahu. 1 In the Bible, instances of embalming are only met with in connection with the Egyptians, the bodies of
Jacob and Joseph, who died. in Egypt, being thus treated.2
l\foDEL OF .A. MUMMY. (See plate 25.) Small wooden figure in
mummy case. They perhaps represent the servants who accompanied
their master in tbe realm of the departed in order to wait on him there,
and were termed by the Egyptians "answerers" (usheb_te), i. e., tho e
who would a,uswer for the departed and perform the work for him. 3
FR.A.G:\-IENTS OF MUMMIED DOG, CAT, CROCODILE, AND OTIIER
ANDULS. ( See plate 25.) The Egyptian believed that their everal

divinities as urned the forms of variou animals; so, for instance,
Ptah appears as the Apis-bull, Amon a a ram, ebek i repre euted a.
a crocodile-headed man, Ba. tis as a cat-h aded woman etc. Th e
animal. · are ther fore venerated a th manife, tation or symbol· f the
re pe ·tive divinitie., aud. the willful killing of one of them wa.
apit, I
offon. e. Th e, a ·r d animal, were embalmed , nd bnri
in gra,v · .
Thu. , at u a ti , the · nt•r f th wor hip f the godde ,' at
1 E. A."\ alliR H11dg", Tb Mummy, 1 !)3, p. 173.
i L, 2- '.!6.

'l (' DP.
3

A'1olf Erm: u, Lit• in

pp .

211-:ns.

uci u Egypt, p . 317, ao<l. E. A. \V. Bnd' , 'fh Mummy,
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m t ry for cats, which was recently identified at the modern
zig.
io l rus Siculus says 1 that when a cat died all the inmates
h h tv shaved their eyebrows as a sign of mourning. 2
1- OF TIIE DEAD.-A series of original fragments and a facsimile
an 11.io·yptian papyrus at the British Museum in London. The
· o-call d Egyptian "Books of the Dead" are collections of' religious
t ·t", hymlls, invocations, prayers to the gods, etc., intended for the use
and protection of the dead in the world beyond the grave. The original
of the one referred to was found in the tomb of Ani, ''Royal Scribe',
and Rcribe of the Sacre(l Revenue of all the gods of Thebes, "who is
accompanied on his way through the divers parts of the realm of the
dead by his wife, Tutu. The hieroglyphic text is accompanied by
colored viguettes, which depict the various scenes through which the
deceased has to pass in the nether world, as bis appearance before
Osiris, the Supreme Judge of the dead, the weighing of the lleart of :he
departed against the goddess of Truth, etc. The prayers and magical
formulrn were written out on a roll of papyrus and bound up inside the
bandages of the mummy.
Two ScARABAEr.-The Scara.bmus Aegyptiorum, or Ateiwhus Sacer,
that is, the great cockchafer found in tropical countries, was regarded
in Egypt as the symliol of the god Kheper, who was termed by ~be
Egyptians "the father of the gods," and who was later identified with
the rising sun. .As the sun by bis daily revolution and reappearan~e
typified the return of the soul to the body, the scarabreus, which is 10
Egyptian likewise called Kheper was the emblem of the revivication of
the body and the immortality of' the soul. Models of Scarabrei, made
0 ~ various kinds of materials, usually inscribed with names of god ,
kings, and other persous, and with magical legends and devices, were
buried with the rnummies (placed on the heart or the finger oftbe dead)
and were also worn · by the living, principally as charms. The ill sect
themselves have also been found in coffins.
EGYPTIAN BRICK.-Sun-baked brick from an early tomb, Tbel>e ·
Egypt. The u ual dimensions of an Egyptian brick wa from 20 or 17
to. 14½ inches in length, i to 6½ inclle in width, and 7 to 4z inches
tlnck. It co11 istH of ordinary oil mixed with chopped , traw and unlrnlrnd. '.rhi.· method of making bri •k i alluded to in Exodu Y, 1 ·
wh r th oppr ed I raelit ar tolcl '' ther hall no , traw e given
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sary amount of straw or stubble by treading it down in a shallow pit.
The prepared clay was carried in bods upon the shoulders and shaped
inio bricks of various sizes. 1
MODERN EGYPTIAN BRICK FROM THEBES.-Of the same general
make and character as the ancient specimen.
EG YPTIA.N Co'l.'TON.-Ootton of a very fine grade is now grown in
Egypt. The question as to whether it was known or extensively used
in that country, or in other lands bordering on the Mediterranean, is
one that has given rise to much discussion. Authorities on the cotton
plant have dednitely asserted that it was well known in Egypt from
early times; thus M. Jardin2 states that it is certain that the cotton
plant existed in Upper Egypt, Nubia, and Abyssinia in the wild state;
that it was known to the ancient Egyptians, and that the proof of its
existence is the finding of some seeds of Gossypium AruoreU1n, by
Rosellini, in the ·coffin of a mummy. He further holds the opinion that
linen and cotton were simultaneously employed in Egypt, but that the
former was more costly than the latter and was reserved for purposes
relating to the cult. In the valuable work on the Cotton Plant issued
by the United States Department of .A.griculture,3 Mr. R. B. Handy,
the author of a chapter ou the Ancient History of Cotton, holds practically the same view. 4 On the other band, it bas been claimed by
some authors that cotton was quite unknown in Egypt, a fact largely
based upon the conclusions arrived at by James Thomson iu an article
on the '"Mummy Cloths of Egypt." 5 Mr. Thomson, after twelve years'
study of the subject, reached the opinion that the bandages of the
mummy were universally made of linen. It would appear that cotton
was not well known to the ancient Israelites, for we find it mentioned
but once in the Bible, in the Book of Esther, 6 which, of course, has a
Persian background anu contains a description of a Persian palace.
The passage reads: "In the court of the garden of the King's Palace
there were hangings of white and violet-colored cotton cloths fastened
with cords of fine linen and purple to silver rings and pillars of marble." The Hebrew word translated " cotton" is " karpas," derived
from the Sanskrit '' karpasa."
Between the extremes of opinion, the truth seems to be tliat cotton
wa indigenous in India and that jt product made their way gradually:
througb commerce, to the Mediterranean countries and that tl1e plant
it, elf followed gradually itller through commerce or by way f Persia.
It iH plain that tlte cott u plant exi ·ted h1 E 0 ·ypt in the time of Pliny
1
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·entury of the Christian era), and it also seems likely that
much a~ there is no representation whatsoever on any Egyptian
monuments thus far found, or on any monuments found in Western
A. ia, of a cotton plant, that it was not known in that country in early
days. It is difficult to conclude that so striking an object would not
have been depicted on the monuments, when the ancient artists fouud
it possible to figure so many of the various plants known to them.
ASSYRIA AND BABYLONIA.

Illustrating these countries the following specimens were shown:
CAS1' OF THE SO-CALLED OVAL OF SARGON.-Tbe original i' a
3
small egg-shaped piece of veined marble, pierced lengthwise. It "
discovered by M:r. Hormuzd Rassam at Abu-Habba, Babylonian Sippi'.r
(in -the Bible Sepharvairn), a city from which the King of Assyna
transported colonists to Samaria. The inscription reads: "I, Sargon,
the king of the city, King of Agade, have dedicated this to tl1e Sun-god
(Samas) of Sippar." This king is supposed to bave reigned about
3,800 B. C., and the object is no doubt a contemporary docnm_eut.
The date is derived from a statement on the cylinuer of Nabomdu~
found at the same place. N abonidus, the ]ast King of Ba~y~o
(555-538 B. C.), the father of Belshazzar, records that when rebmhlrn
the Temple of the Sun-god he found the original foundation stone
Naram-Sin , Sargon's son, which none of bis predecessors had seen£ r
3200 years. Agade, mentioned on the Oval of Sargon, is .Akkad, eu~merated in the genealogical tablet 1 as one of the four cities of Nimrotl
th
empire. Akkad was also the name of the entire district of ~.,.0r
Babylonia. 2
MODEL OF A. TEMPLE 1.'0WER OF BA.BYLON.-The model is pla t '
painted, and was made after tbe descriptions of the Temple Tower
2
Borsippa, on the 8Cale of one-fourth inch to tbe foot. (See plate ·
From the most ancient times tLe principal cities of ~le opotamia, ha
0
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t ioned in Genesis was conceived on the same plan. The Temple of
B orsippa was reconstructed with great splendor by Nebuchadnezzar
(604-561 B. C. ), but he made no changes in t he general character and
p lan. According to the ·description of H erodotus,1 who mistakes it for
t h e Temple of Bel, and the report of Sir Henry Rawlinson, who carefully examined the mound of Birs-Nimrud, the Tower of Bors1ppa
appears to have been constructed on the plan of a step-shaped or terraced pyramid. Such stepped p yramids have not only survived in
Egypt, in the Great Pyramid of Sakkarah , but ar e also found in Mexico
(a t Cholula, City of Mexico, etc.), where th ey are called Teocallis-i. e.,
" hous.e s of god "-consisting of terraced st ructures, fl veto seven stories
h ig h, and surmounted by a chamber or cell, which is the temple itself.
It is assumed that these temple towers were t he prototype of the later
Egyptian pyramids, the stories disappearing in the latter by filling up
the pla tforms of the different stages, which produced an uninterrupted
slope on all sides. The Temple Tower of Nebo, at Borsippa, was built
in seven stages, whence it is sometimes called in the inscriptions
"Temple of th~ seven spheres of h eaven and earth." Upon au artificial t errace of burut brick s r ose t h e first stage, 272 feet square; on
this the second, 230 feet squ are ; t hen t he third, 188 feet square, each
of these three lower st ages bein g 26 feet high. The height of each of
the four upper stor ies was 15 feet, while their width wa 14u, 104, 02,
and 20 fee t, .r espectively~so that t he whole edifice, not including tlie
artificial t errace, h a d a height of about 140 feet. The several stages
were faced with enameled brick in the color attributed to th e differ-

1
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arrativ of the Deluge closely accords both in matter and language
with tb biblical account as contained in Genesis vi-viii. · Xisutbrus
or
asisadra, the hero of the Babylonian account, corresponding to
the Biblical N oah, is informed by a god of the coming flood and ordered
to build a ship" to preserve himself, his family, and friends, and various
animal . After he had sent out divers birds (a dove, swallow, and
raven) he landed on the mountain Nizir, in Armenia, and offers a sacrifice to the gods, after which he is transferred to live with the gods.
The orfg in al s were found during the British excavations in the Valley
of the Euphrates and Tigris, and are now preserved iu the British
Museum, in London. There was also exhibited a cast of some of the
origmal fragments now preserved in the British Museum.
CAST OF A COLOSSAL HUMAN-HEADED WINGED LION, 11 by 9 feet;
original of yellow limestone in the British Museum. It was found by
Sir Austen H. Layard in 1846 at Kuyunjik on tbe site of ancient Nineveh, and is supposed to belong to the period of Asurnazirpal, who
reigned 884-860 B. C. Figures of composite animals of stoue or metal,
sometimes of colossal size, were placed by the Assyrians. at tlle entrances
to the temples of the gods and the palaceR of the kings. They were
considered as emblems of divine power or genii (Assyrian, shedii), and
believed to "exclude all evil." Lions' were also placed '' beside the
stays" and on either side of the steps of the gilded ivory throne of
Solomon. 1 Some Assyriologists connect tbe Assyrian winged and composite beings with those seen by the prophet Ezekiel in his vision of
the "chariot," as desc{·ibed in the first chapter of bis prophecie , autl
the cherubim guarding the entrance to the Garden of Eden 2 and tbo ·e
carved on the Ark of the Covenant. 3 Parallels are also found in the
re.~igious figures of other peoples, as the sphinx of the Egyptian aotl
Persians, the chimera of the Greeks, and the griffin of northea tern
~ythology. It would seem that the compo. ite creature form wa
mtended to symbolize either the attributes of divine essence or the va t
powers of nature as transcending that of individual creature .
T~e winged lion, called. ''Nergal," was al o acred to .Anati and to
Belt1s, the god de , of war.
CA 'T OF TIIE BLACK OBELL K OF SHA.L~fANESER II, Kin
of
A syria_ 60-824 . C. The original of black ba.·alt which i n w pr ·erved m the Briti ·h Mu ·eum, wa accidentally di ·cov red by ir
Au ·t n II nry Layar
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reign. The upper part is occupied by five compartments of bas-reliefs
running in horizontal bands ·around the four sides, and representing
processions of tribute bearers from five nations. Narrow.bands between
the compartments contain short legends descriptive of the scenes represented. The Black Obelisk and the other monuments of Shalmaneser II
supplement the Biblical narrative We learn from them that he was
the first Assyrian king, so far as is yet known, to come into relations
with Israel. Among the tribute bearers represented on the obelisk are
Israelites, and in the second row is a legend reading, "Tribute of Ya'ua,
son of Humri: silver, gold, vials of gold, cups of gold, pans of gold,
vessels of gold, of lead, scepters for the King's hand, axes I received." 1
In the record of the sixth year of his reign (854 B. 0.) Shalmanes.er
relates liis victorious campaign against Benbadad, King of Damascus
(in the inscription Dadidri), Ishiluna of Hamat, and their confederate
kings. From another inscription engraved by_Sbalmaneser in the rocks
of Armenia it is learned that one of the allies of this great coalition
led by Benhadad against Assyria was Ahab, King of Israel (in the
Assyrian inscription Ahabbu Sirlai), who had furnished 2,000 chariots
and 10,000 soldiers. Neither of these facts-the participation of Ahab
in the Syrian league and the payment of tribute to Shalmaneser by
Jehu-is recorded in the Bible. This King is not to be confounded
with Sbalmaneser IV (n7-722 B. 0.), who is mentioned in II Kings
xviii, 9, in connection with the conq_uest of Samaria. 2
0A.S'.l.' OF A BELL, the original of which is in tbe Royal Museum of
Berlin. The bell is decorated in bas-relief with the figure of Ea, tbe
Assyro-Babylonian divinity of the ocean, also called the "Lord of Profound Wisdom," and hence considered as the god of science and culture.
He is represented in human form covered over by a fish. Re is probably identical with the Oannes, described by the Chaldean priest Berosus as tbe founder of civilizatioll. Through a mistaken etymology of
Dagon from Hebrew dag, fish, tlie Philistine diviuity of that name, mentioned in I Samuel v, was thought to have been a fish god and identified
with tbe water god Ea. Dagon was also a divinity of the AssyroBabylonians, known bythe name of Dagan, but had no connection with
the water. He wa considered by the Phenician and, therefore, preumably, by the Phili ' tin s al o, as the gocl of aigricultnre. 3 BesWes
tb r re entation of Ea, there are also ou the bell figures of several
demon. · and a, prie t.
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THE HITTITES.

The Ilittites (Hebrew Hittim) are derived in· the Bible from Heth, son
of Canaan, the son of Ham.L They are depicted as an importaut tribe
settled in the region of Hebron on the hill,2 and are often me11tioned as
oue of the seven principal Canaanitish tribes, and sometimes as comprising the whole Oanaanitish population. 3
From Abraham to Solomon the Hittites came more or less in contact
with Israel. Numbers of them remained with the Jews even as la,t e as
the time of Ezra and Nehemiah. 4 Hittite kings are mentioned as settled north of Palestine, 5 and some scholars distinguish tlie latter as
Syrian Hittites from the Oanaanite tribe. Recently the Hittites have
been identified with the Cheta of the Egyptian and Ghatti of the
Assyrian monuments.
From the notices on these monuments it is gathered that this people
at an early period constituted a mighty power, dominating, for a time,
the territory from ·the Euphrates to the JEgean, and standing forth as
rivals of Egypt and Assyria. As early as the seventeenth c~n~ury
B. 0., a struggle began for .supremacy between Egypt and the Hittites,
which lasted for five hundred years, when Ramses II def'ecited the
Hittites at Kadesh, ou the Orontes . . He did not conquer them, llowever, but was compelled to make an alliance. From the twelfth to the
eighth century B. 0. the Hittites were in conflict with .Assyria, until
the Assyrian King, Sargon, put an end to the Hittite <l.ominion in 7~ 7
B. 0., when the inhabitants of Oarcbemish, the Hittite capital in ymt
(the modern Jerablus on the Euphrates), were deported to Assyria, and
the city was repeopled with Assyrian colonists.
Of late there have been added to the Biblical, Egyptian, and A · Y·
rian sources numerous monuments which were discovered throughout
Asia Minor and Northern Syria, and which are by some cbolar
attributed to the Hittites. The beginning was ma<l.e by two Americau
Mr. J. Augu'tus Johnson, of the United States consular service, and
Rev. S. J e sup, who in 1870 found Hittite in criptions at H~ma, in
Sy~ia. Later discoveries :were made, e. pecially by llumann and Puch·
stern, under the au pice. of the German Government ( 1 72), and by
Ram ay an<l. Boo-arth (1 90). rrhe monument', mo tly of black a:alt.
co 1_1t_ain repr :·entation in ba -relief of r ligion obj •t:, win ff d fi g ure ·
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tions have not yet been deciphered, and the race affinity of the
Hittites and the place of their language among linguistic families are
stiU disputed questions. Thus, J. Halevy 1 considers the origin_ators of
these monuments as Semites; P. Jen sen 2 would designate them as
Aryans (Cilicians), while the Italian, Cesare de Cara 3 identifies them
with the Pelasgians, the ancient prehistoric inhabitants of the Grecian
couutries.
The pictorial representatious of the Hittites, on the Egyptian as well
as on their own monuments, show that they were a short, stout race,
· with yellow skin, reeeding foreheads, oblique eyes, black hair, and
chin, as a rule, be_ardless. They wore conical caps and boots with
upturned tips. These characteristics would seem to suggest that they
were neither of Semitic nor Aryan origin, but belouged to the Mongolian or Turanian famil_,·, and this is as yet the more prevalent opinion. 4
The followiug casts of Hittite sculptures were ::;hown:
CAST OF A COLOSSAL STA'rUE OF 'l'HE GOD HADAD, inscribed in
the old Aramean uialect. (See plate 27.) The original of dolorite,
now preserved in the Royal Museum of Berlin, was discovered by von
Lnschan and Humann at Gertcbin, near Se11jirh, which is about 70 miles
to the northeast of Antioch in northern Syria. The excavations in this
region were carried on by these seholars between 1888 a11d 1891 under
the auspices of the German Oriental committee constituted for that
purpose. The most important finds made during these excavations,
besides the tatue of Hadad, were the stele of Esarhaddon, King of
Asyria, 681-668 B. O., bearing an inscription in Assyrian cuneiform
writing, and a statue erected by Bar-Rekub to t he memory of his father
Panarnmu, Ki11g of Samaal, the ancient Semitic name of the region of
Senjirli, iuscribed, like the statue of Hadad, in the old Aramean· dialect. Both these Aramean in. cription are cut in high relief, hke the
hieroglyphic in. criptions on the Ilittite monuments. The character of
the writing resemble tbat of the Moabite stoue an.d the langua,ge bears
a closer re. embla11ce t o Ilebrew than the .Aramaic of the later period.
The tatue of Hadad was erected by Panammu, on of Karul, King of
Ja'di, in northern Syria, in the eighth century B. 0., to the gods El,
Reshef, Ra,kubel, Sheme h, and above all to adad. Hadad was the
name of the supreme :1yrian deity, the Baal, or Sun god, whose worship
extended from Carchemi h, the ancient Hittite capital iu Syria, to Edom
and I al tine.
Many Edomite and yrian kings bore the name of the deity as a
title/' In Zachariah xii, 1 t, there is mention d a place iu the valley of
utschen MorgenHindischen e C'll h ft XLVIII, P· 235.
Ii Hethei-P 1 gi.
~ 'ompn.re A. H. , 'aye , Th Hittite. : the story of a forgott n Empire, Lonclon,
1
; ampb 11, Th Hittites, th ir in cripti ns ancl th ir hi t ry, London, 1891;
W. \ right, Empir of tbe Uittit s, 1 L
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Megiddo nam<· d after tbe two Syrian divinities "Hadad-Rimmon."
Coins bea r the name of Abd-Hadad "servant of Hadad," who reigned
. tbe fourth century B. O., at Hieropolis,
'
m
the later successor of Carchemisb, and iu the Assyrian inscriptions there occurs the abbreviated
form of "Dada, god of Aleppo." Of the four other divinities named,
El became the generic term for deity among Hebrews and Assyrian s.
Sbemesh is the Sun gou (Assyrian Shamash). Reshef appears to be a
Hittite divinity, while Rekubel is met with here for the first time. The
inscription contains thirty-four lines. The first part (lines 1 to 15)
contains the dedication of Panammu to the gods to whom the monument
was erected, wbo conferred on him tbe governme·n t over Ja'cli, aud
granted the land plenty and abundance. 'rhe secon d part (li11es 13 to
24) relates the injunction of Karul to his son Panammu, that he erect
a statue to Hadad and honor him with sacrifices. The third part (lines
24 to 34) contains the usu.al curses against tlrnse who should destroy,
deface, or carry off the rnonument. 1
HITTI'l'E DIVINITY, with trident and li arnmer. (See plate 28.) Ca,· t
from original of dolerite at the Royal Museum, Berliu, Germauy.
Found at Senjirli, Asia Minor.
Hrr'l'ITE WINGED DIVINI'l'Y with bead of g-riffon. (See plate 29.)
'
....
Cast from original of dolerite at the Royal Museum, Berlin, Germauy.
Found at Senjirli, Asia Minor.
HITTITE GoD oF THE CHASE, holding bares. (See plate 30.) Ca t
from original of dolerite at the Royal Museum, Berlin, Germany.
Found at Senjirli, Asia Minor.
lil'l'TITE FIGURE, surmounted by winged sun disk. Cast from original of calcareous rock at Bogbazkeui, Asia l\1i11or. (See plate 31.)
The winged solar disk was the emblem of the supreme divinity among
the Hittites, Egyptians, and Assyrians.
HIT'l'I'l'E WINGED SPHINX, with human head. (See plate 32.) Ca t
from original, of dt>lerite, at the Royal Museum, Berlin, German y.
Found at Seujirli, Asia. Minor. It is asBumed that tlle Hittite, not the
Egyptian, form of the sphinx was the prototype of the sphinx as r pre ented by the reek .
IlIT'l'lTE WINGED SPIH x, with <louble hea<l of man and lion.
]?late 3.)
a t from original, of dolerite, at th Royal :Mu. eum, B rlin
rmany.
ound at.' u_jirli \.:ia Minor.
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HITTITE LUTE PLAYER.-Cast from original, of dolerite, at the Royal
Museum, Berlin, Germany. Found at Senjirli, Asia Minor. (See
plate 8.)
HITTITE LION CH.A.SE. (See plate 36.) This relief, which probably
served to decorate the gate of a temple or palace, plainly exhibits
Assyrian influence. As on Assyrian hunting scenes, the lion is chased
from a chariot occupied by the charioteer and the archer. In front of
the chariot and its spirited horse the lion is attacked by two men, who
drive spears in tbe fore and hind parts of its body. The whole scene
combines archaism with vivid and powerful naturalism. The original, of
granite, was found at Saktschegozu and is now in the Royal Museum
of Berlin, Germany.
·HITTITBJ WARRIOR, with ax and sword. (See plate 37.) Cast from
original, of dolerite, at the Royal Museum, Berlin, Germany. Foulld at
Senjirli, Asia Minor. The relief probably served to decorate the gate
of a temple or palace.
COLLECTION OF BIBLES.

The last section of the exhibit consisted of a small collection of
bible;:;, arranged so as to show the originals and the versions. It
included manuscripts and old and rare editions of the original texts,
. . . swell as copies of the most important ancient and modern translat~ons of the scriptures. This part of the exhibit was not only of
intere t to biblical tudents, but also served to illustrate the study
of palreography.
THE OLD TEST.AMENT.-The Old Testament is mainly written in the
Hebrew la11guage, which was the Semitic dialect spokeu in Canaan.
It i cognate to A . yrian, Arabic, Ethiopic, and Aramean, and most
closely allied to Phenician a11d Moabite. Daniel ii, 4, to vii, 28, and
Ezra iv, , to vi, 18, and vii, 12-26, are written in Arameau; also a few
words in G nesis and J eremiab.
The canon of the Old Te ·tament is divided by the Jew into three
portion. -the law, the prophet~, and the writing -and ubdivided into
twenty-four book.·. Jo ephu counts twenty-two l>ook , which wa. followed by Origen. The fixing of the canon goes back by tradition to
Ezra and them n of the >Teat synagogue; ome, how v r, arc of the
opinion that the ca110uicity of the prophet and writing ( r el· llagiographa, or . acr d writing') wa settled much lat r. According t th
pre. e11t actual count the Old Te tament c ntaiu.- thirty-~in . ok .
~l'hi fwwev r, do not argue a differ ut content fr m u •1 nt 1111 ' imply a forth r ·u divi 'ion of bo k .
Before the xil th book. were written in h , n ·i nt
cbaract r which app 'ar in ome an ·ient beui •ian in ·rip i n , n h
Ioabit ·tone, on s m coi11 of the a ·a
, a in th ~'· marit:m
ntat ucb. In the p rio l foll wing b Exil an 1 h r • t re tion f
Ezra th q are lett r , al ·o ·alled "
crip ," whi ·11 r r •pre-
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. nt d in the printed editions of the Old Testament, had gradually been
rntr du etl.
Ori 0 'inally tho Hebrew text was written without divisions into chapter and verses, and earlier still, no doubt, witho ut divisions into words.
r at care, however, was observed to transmit the text correctly.
Josephu asserts that "no one bas been so bold as either to add anything to them, take anything from them, or to make any change in
them" (the books of the Bible). Philo Judams asserts that "the J ews
have never altered one word of what was written by Moses," and in tbe
Talmud a scribe is exhurteci as follows: "My son, take care how tllou
doest thy work (for thy work is a divine one), lest thou drop or add a
letter."
Nevertheless, it seems likely that errors crept into the text. Accordingly, a body of Jewish scholars known as the Massorites labored for
eight centuries (the second to the tenth of the Christian era) to fix the
text. They added a number of marginal readings where the text was
obscure or faulty, introduced a system of punctuation and accents, and
made divisions into chapters, paragraphs, and verses. They counted
and recorded the number of sections, verses, words, and even letter
contained in the different books. The work of the Massorites on th e
original text of the Old Testament closes with the schools of Aaron
ben Asher in Palestine and Moses be11 N aptbali in Babylonia, and
it is generally admitted that the text has been banded down to u in
a comparatively pure and trustworthy form. The oldest complete
manuscript of the Old Testament which is known dates from the
year 1009 A. D.
THE NEW TES'l'.A.MENT.-The New Testament wa written in Greek
in its Hellenistic idiom. The original hand work of the authors perished early. The oldest manuscripts known date from the fourth
century. The canon of the :New Testament as it uow stands and i
accepted by all the churches was fixed by the council of Hippo (393
and Carthage (397) under the influence of St. Augustine. The pre~ent
division of chapters in the New Te tament was originated by Cardinal
Hugo of t. 'aro in tlle thirteenth eeuturv · that of the ver e wa
rua~e in imitation of the Old Te tame 11 t, -~ud i • fir t found in th
Latin tran:latiou f the Ynlgat , and only a lat a 1 :-51 was it plac d
by Rouert I t phanu: 11 th, margin of the Greek text.
The fi llowing p •eim II w •re ,hown:
. ~BREW BIULE. I•, ·. imil of Al •ppo
cl x. l
plate 3 .)
ri. urnl ~mum c·ript i pr- . 1·vcd in h, :yiiacr irn at 1 •ppo yric.
~ 1·· a · 1~ 11 11 to \' rem h ·11 A ·h r (b •gi1111i11g· >f th t n h eutur. ),
,Hul · m Hl ·r l ~ · <m' of tlu~ h ·. t anthoriti : for h · t xt f b
1l
'I t, 11 11 • hu i. 1,rc,l . bly of omnwhat lat r origi11.1
l t • 1
l I •
Ul l''l 01 'I IIE I I EBREW J IBLE. (
plat
ntury. ' 011tai11i11 .- a portion f the I ·alm
J

•

nt ation of the l'ro u Book of the

ld Te truneu;.-
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(cxxix to cxxxii, 14) and Deuteronomy v, 1-6. These were no doubt
from the Genizah, since made famous by the great manuscript finds
of Dr. S. Schechter, of Cambridge, England.
PRINTED EDITIONS OF THE HEBREW BIBLE.-Soon after the invPntion of the art of printing parts of the Old Testament were published. '
Thus the Psalter with Karrichis Commentary appeared in 1477 (place
u11known); the P entateuch with the Targum and the Commentary of
Raslii in 1482 at Bologua, Italy. The first complete Hebrew Bible was
printed at Soncino, Italy, in 1488. The second edition has neither date
nor place. The third was published at Brescia, Italy, in 1494. It was
the one used by Luther for bis German translation. The present copy
shown was a reprint, with slight alteratious, of the Bible printed by
Daniel Romberg at Venice in 1517. In this edition the first effort was
made to give some of tbe Massoretic apparatus. It contains, besides
the Hebrew origiual, sernral of th e Chaldean Targums and commentaries. The editor was Felix Pratensis.
HEBREW BIBLE, without vowel points, Antwerp, 1573-74.-This
Bible was pri11ted by the famous printer, Christopher Plantin (born
1514, died 1589).
HEBREW BIBLE, edited by Elias Rutter (three volumes), Hamburg,
J587.-llutter was J)rofessor of Hebrew at Leipsic. The peculiarity of
this Bible cousists in the fact thctt the roots are printed. in solid black
letters, whereas the prefixes, suffixes, and formative letters (called servile letters in Hebrew grammar) are shaded.
TnE HEBREW BIBLE, first American edition (see plate 41), published by Thomas Dobson, Philadelphia, 1814 (two volumes), printed by
William Fry.-In 1812 Mr. Horwitz had propm:,ed the publication of
this edition of the Hebrew Bible, the first proposal of this kind iu the
United States. Early in 1813 he transferred his right and list of subscripers to Mr. Thomas Dobson. The work was advertised as follows
in" Poulson's American Daily Advertiser," Monday, May 30, 1814:
Hebrew Bible
'fbis clay is pnblisbed,
By Thomas Dobson,
No. 41, , onth Second ·treet
The First American Eclitiou of
•
The llehrew Bible,
Without the Points.
Elegantly printed by \Vi11iam Fry, with a new fount of Hehr w Types, cast on pnrpo e for the work by Binney & Ronaldsou, on the best supertine wove paper,
two large volumes octavo.
Price in boards, Fifteen Dollars.
,' uh cribers will rec eive their copies at Snbscription Price by applying to Thoma~
obson a abo,· . This arcluons undert:iking the fir t of the kind attempt <l i11 the
nited tatn~ is now happily a<'complishecl. The work is con i,ler d as on or the
finest specimens of Hebrew l'rintinv ever executell: and it is hoped will ue generally
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encouraged by the Reverend Clergy of different denominations, and by other lover
of the acre<.1 Scriptures iu the Hebrew Language.

POLYCHROME EDITION OF THE OLD TEST.A.MEN'l', edited by Prof.
Paul Haupt, since 1893.-Sorne modern scholars are of the opinion tbat
some of the books of the Old Testament .as they now stand in the
received text of the Massorites are composed of several sources . .A company of these scholars uuder the editorial supervision of Prof. Paul
Haupt is preparing an ed1tion, representing by various colors the component parts as well as ·the portions which they consider as later
additions.
LEICESTER OODEX OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. Facsimile. Original preserved in the archives of the borough of Leicester, England.It is written in cursive script (i. e . , in a continuous running hand), and
is usually ascribed to the eleventb century. In the opinion of Prof. J.
Rendel Harris the manuscript is of Italian origin, an<l. no earlier than
the fourteenth or even the fifteeenth century.
GREEK .A.ND LA.TIN NEW TES'f.A.MENT OF ERASMUS. (See plate 42,)
Editio princeps. Printed by Frobenius in Basel, 1516.-The first complete book produced by the printing pres~ was a Latin Bible in 1456.
The Greek New Testament was first printed in the Uomplutensian Polyglot (so called from the Latin name of Alcala, Spain, where it wa
printed) of Cardinal Ximenes in 1514, but it was not issued until 15 20,
The edition of the Greek New Testament, by Erasmus, was, therefore,
the first ever published, and became, with a few modification , the
received text printed by Elzevir in Leiden. Luther's translation was
based upon it. To the Greek original Erasmus added a corrected Latin
version with notes.
GREEK TESTAMENT. (See plate 43.) Fir t American edition.
Printed by Isaiah Thomas, 1800, Worcester, Massachu etts.
GREEK TESTAMENT. The secoud issued in America. Priuted at
Philadelphia ·by S. F. Bradford., 1806.
ANCIENT VERSIONS OF THE BIBLE.
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population. As time went on the Jews lost command of the Hebrew ·
la nguage and required a translation of their sacred books into Greek.
The men who met this want differed very much in know edge and
skill, were of an indeterminate number, and of different periods,
beginning th~ work at the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus and ending it
about 150 B. 0. The Pentateuch is much · more carefully translated
than the rest of the Bible. Books now considered apocryphal were
included in the canon. The Septuagint was used by the Jews until
the second century of the Christian era, wben they reverted to the
Hebrew. It was also, no doubt, used by the Apostles and by the
Church Fathers, who refer to it under the name of "Vulgata."
T.A.RGUM OR AR.A.MEAN TRANSLATION OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
Parallel edition of the Pentateuch with the Hebrew text and various
Hebrew commentaries, Vienna, 1859.-Targum, which means translation, is a name specifically given to tlle Aramean versions. They are
suppo.sed to owe their origin to the disuse of the Hebrew tongue by
exiles iu Babylon. They were at first oral, and arose from the custom
of having the law read in Hebrew and then rendered by the official
translator pietnrgeman, English dragoruan) into Aramean. The best
Targum is that which passes under the name of Onkelos, who lived
about 70 A. D. It is, however, generally assumed that, in its present
shape at least, it was produced in the third century A. D. in Babylonia.
That ascribed to Jon a than ben Uziel, which originated in the fourth
oentury A. D. in Babylon and is only extant on the Prophets, is more
in the nature of an homiletic paraphrase, while the so-called Jerusalem
Targum ("Pseudo-Jonathan") was probably not completed till the
seventh century.
FACSIMILE OF MANUSCRIPTS OF 1'HE SEPTUAGINT, ascribed to 300
A. D.-The original is an Egyptian papyrus now at Vienna. It consists of sixteen sheets written on both sides, aud contains the greater
part of Zechariah from the fourth chapter and parts of Malachi. It is
written fo uncial characters (capitals) and contains no divisions between
the words.
FACSIMILE OF TIIE CODEX V .A.1'IC.A.NUS, containiiig the Old and
New Testarn nt, in six volumes. Rome, 1868-1 81.-The 'od xVaticanus. so call d from the fact that it i pre:ervecl fa th ' Vatican at
l orne; i the best aud olcl st Biblical manu,·cript now known. It is
written in Gr ek, in u11cial d1arader., and wa probably the work of
two or three ·crib sin ho-ypt durin°· tbe fourth · ntnry. Th ori 0 'inal
i probably th mo. t Yalnal>le tr a ·ure of tb Vati ·an Li rary. It wa
brought t I om hy
pe Ni ·bola
in lJ-.1 . The mann · ·dpt i · not
quite compl te; th re ar a, few gap, iu the Old Te.-t. rn nt, and th
New T ·t ment e11<1 with Hebrew. ix, 1 .
0DEX IN ITI'U,'. I•ac:imil editi 11 ~ t.
t r:burg. iQUI'V 1um
1< 62.-Th C,ocl ,.. i11niti ·11.· wa.· di:rov r din l< :;n h,v '011: antin Ti· ·heuforfiu
011v •JJt of 't.
atlrnriuc at th f ot f i\louut
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tl'an ferred to Cairo, then to Leipsic, and later to St.

nr · where it is preserved in the Imperial Library. His text

, print d in Leipsic from types especially cast in imitation of the
original and published at St. Petersburg at the expe~se of Czar
Alexander II. The original is on parchment, written in uncial characters, four co]umus to a page, and forty-eight lines on a page. It
elates from tue middle of the fourth century. It contains the greater
part of the Old Testament and the whole of tbe New Testament. Four
different scribes were employed in its writing.
CODEX ALEXA.NDRINUS. Printed in type to represent the original
manuscript. London, 1816.--Tbis facsimile version of the Alexandrian
or Egyptian text of the Bible a,ppeared in 1816 in four volumes, Volumes I-Ill containing the Old Testament and Volume IV the New Testament. It contains the whole Bible, with the exception of a few parts.
The original manuscript was presented to King Charles I by Sir Thomas
Roe, from Cyril Lucar Patriarch of Constantinople. It was transferred
to the British Museum in 1753. ' It is written on parchment in uncial ,
without division of chapters, verses, or words. Tradition places the
writing of thi:-; manuscript in the fourth century, but it is now generally
assumed to date from the fifth century.
THE VULGA.TE OR LA.TIN BIBLE.-The Vulgate goes back to a
Latin transhltion made from the Septuagint, in North Africa, in the
· or" Ulcl L atm.
. " A
second century, and known as the Vetus Latina
revised form of this translation was current in Italy toward the end
of the fourth century, an(l was known as the Ita.la or ''Italic." The
present version, however, is due to St. Jerome (Hieronymus), and wa
made by him in Bethlehem between 3t,3 and 404 A. D. It was for
a long time the Bible of the Western Church and of a large part
of the Eastern Ohurch. St. Jerome began the revision of the Old
Testament with the book of Psalms of which he produced three
copies known as the Roman Galliea~ and Ilebrew P alter . But
'
'
of. the rest of the Old Testament
be made
a new tran lation from the
?riginal Hebrew, with whieh be was well ac<]_uainted. The tran lation
is commonly called tbe Vulgate, a name which wa. originally given to
th e 'ep_tuagint. It i till in u e by the Roman Catholic Church. It
~a · prmted hy huteuher<r b ,tw en 1-150 , 11d 1J,15, l>eing th fir t
1mporh nt .·p dm n of I rinting with movable type,.
'YIUA
LI TE."t ~n,.:1 . I•.. lit ,1 by . L e, nd printed at L ndon
1 2 : ·-:--Th '_<>l<l · 'nia · Y ' t'.·ion of th Libl i.· the P • hitta ( · rr cf
r .. ,., mp1 · ) h mo. :- c· ·Ul'at of th anci •nt tr, n ·lati 11 • I i
r f !rt ·d to ii h · Olnm 11 ari •: of hpliraim h, •riau in th -£ urtll
rn · air ·acl · a tl1, tirn an ,lcl book.
. r. r_i.1~ ti m ~·: m. •k from th~ II ·br w, bnt
r . u tl1 n t· ·nd
h•
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COPTIC NEW TEST.A.MENT.-Manuscript of the seventeenth century,
Cairo, Egypt. Coptic was the language of the Egyptian Christians.
It is a development from the ancient hieroglyphic language, with an
admixture of Greek words, and continues to the present day to be used
in tLe services of the Christian Church in Egypt. There were differences in tlie dialects spoken in different parts of the country, and so
there are three Eg,·ptian translations of the Bible-the Thebaie or
Saliidic, the Memphitic or Babiric, commonly called tLe Goptic, and
the Bashmuric. They all probably date from the second century and
are made after tbe Septuagint. The present manuscript contains
St.. Mark in the Ba,h iric dialect.
E'rHIOPIC VERSION OF 'l'HE BIBLE.-Photograph of original Bible,
preserved in the United States National Museum. This copy was
obtained. from King Theodore, of .A..byssiuia, by Lord Napier, and by
him presented to General Grant. The Ethiopic version was made
from the Septuagint in the fourth century~ probably by Frnmentius,
the apostle of Ethiopia. It has forty-six books in all, coutaining, in
addition to the Canon, a large number of Apocryphal books.
AR.A.BIO VERSION OF SA.A.DI.A. G.A.ON.-ln Hebrew characters. The
Pentateuch, edited by J. Derenbourg, Paris, 1893. Saadia Gaon was
born at Fayum, A. D. 892, and died in 942. His translation of the
Bible is rather a paraphrase, and has a high exegetical value.
ARABIC BrnLE.-Manuscript. (See plate 44.) Complete Old Testame11t, neatly written and well preserved. Dated. by scribe 1560, A. D.
Cairo, Egypt.
AR.A.IlIC NEW TESTA.MEN'r.-Oontains the Epistles and Acts, the
last iive verses of the Acts wanting. Sixteenth century, Cairo, Egypt.
MODERN TRANSLATIONS OF THE BIBLE.

\
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is ued in 1.525. It was the first, English translation made from the
Greek, and it became the basis of all subsequent ones. It was also the
first part of the Scriptures printed in the English language. In 1530
the translation of the Pentateuch was issued. His English style was ·
very good and wa~ largely retained in the Authorized version. His
translation was condemned by the English bishops, and was ordered to
be burned. Tyndale was strangled for heresy at Antwerp in 1536, and
his body b11rned.
THE GOTHIC AND ANGLO-SAXON GOSPELS, with the versions of
Wycliffe and Tyndale. Arranged by Rev. Joseph Bosworth, London,
1865.-The Gothic version was made in the fourth century by Bishop
Ulfilas, born 318 A. D., died about 381. It is said to have been a complete version, with the exception of the Book of Kings. It was probably completed about 360 A. D. Only fragments are preserve(l in th~
so-called Codex Argenteus, or "Silver Bookt in the library of the Umversity of Upsala, Sweden. The Anglo-Saxon version was begun by
King Alfred, who translated the Psalms in the ninth century. The
translation now extant dates to the tenth century. 1
CovERDALE's BIBLE. Repriut by Baxter, 1838.-Miles Coverdale
was born at Coverham in the North Riding of Yorkshire, 1488. Be
'
.
died at Geneva in 1569. His Bible was issued October 4, 1535, bemg
the first complete Bible printed in the English language. It was uot
translated from the original tongues, but was based chiefly on the Latin
version and on Luther's Bible. It was undertaken at the wish of Thoma
Cromwell, Earl of Essex, and dedicated to Henry VIII.
THE GENEVAN VERSION. Folio edition, printed at London, 1597.This translation was made by English exiles during tbe reign of Mary,
who took up their residence at Geneva. William ·w hittingba,m acted
as editor, and his assistants were Thomas Cole, Chri topher G-oodman,
Antho11y Gilby, Thomas Sampson, a11d Bi bop Coverdale.
ome add
John Knox, ,Tohn Bodleigh, and John Pu1lain, and tate that tbe tran ·
lator con ulted Calviu and Beza. TlJe fir t edition was printed at
Geneva in 13u0. It wa printed at tbe expense of J ohu Bodl y, father
of the founder of the Boclleian Library iu Oxford. It wa the mo t popular Bible until super. ed cl by th
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16 and 18, 1604. In that year King James I issued a commission to
fifty-four emine11t divines to undertake the work. It was not begun,
however, until 1607, when seven of the original number bad died. The
forty-seven snrvivois were divided into six committees, two sitting at
Oxford, two at Cambridge, and two at Westminster. In 1610 their
work was·completed, and then revised by a committee of six. Although
universally known as the Authorized version, no record, either ecclesiastical or civil, has ever been found of such authorization. The :first
edition was printed by Robert Barker in 1611.
THE REVISED VERSION.-The increased knowledge concerning the
original texts of the Scriptures, especially of the Greek New Testament,
which resulted from the discovery of old manuscripts led to the desire
for a revision of the Authorized version which was based upon the
received text of Erasmus a11d Stephanus and exhibited many discrepancies from the emended original text. Such a revision was early advocated by men like Bishop Ellicott, Archbishop Trench, and Dean Alford.
Efforts were also made from time to time in the Rouse of Commons to
have ·a royal commission cyppointed. In 1870 the upper house of the
Canterbury Convocation, on the motion of Bisho1J Wilberforce, took the
subject in .band and instituted the proceedings which :finally secured
tlie accomplishment of the work. In 1871 an American committee of
cooperation was organized. The New Testament was completed in 1881
and the Old Testament in 1885.
PAtU.LLEL NEW TES'l'.A.MENT. Revised version and Authorized
version. (Seaside Library.) The Revised version of the New Testament avpeared in England May 17, 1881, and in America May 20, 1881.
The :first half of the parallel Testament appeared in New York May 21
and tlie seco11d lialf May 23.
THE NEW TES'l'AMENT, translated by Constantine Tischendorf,
Leipzig, 18G9. Volume 1000, Tauchnitz serie~.-1'h1s translation wa
ba, ed on the labor of Tischendorf in .r cvi 'ing the Greek text, larg ly
<lue to bis diHcovery of the Sinaitic Codex., It points out many error.
in the Authorized ver ion, and undoubtedly paved the way for the
Revi ·ed ver ·ion.
L 'l'IIER s BIBLE.

iti n f thi trau
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of the sixteeuth century. It bears the title" The Bible in the Spanish
language, translated word for wo1d from the Hebrew, examined by the
Inquisition, with the privilegium of the Duke of Ferrara." It is therefore generally known as the Ferrara Bible. The copies of this translation are divided into two classes-one appropriate for th~ use of the
Jews, the other suited to the purposes of the Christians. The translation is extremely literal, and the translator has indicated with an
asterisk the words which are in Hebrew equivocal, or capable of different meanings.
ELIOT'S INDIAN BIBLE. (See plate 45.) Facsimile reprint. Washington, D.C., 1890.-John Eliot, ''the apostle of the Indians," was born in
England in 1604 and received his education at Cambridge. In 163l he
removed to America and settled at Roxbury, Massachusetts, as minister,
where he :remained until his death, in 1690. He became interested in tbe
conversion of the Indians of New England, whom he believed to be the
descendants of the lost t ribes of Israel, and determin~d to give them
the Scriptures in their tribal tongue, which was the Natick dialect.
He completed the translation of the New Testament in 1661 and that
of the entire Bible in 1663. It was printed in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
bg Samuel Green and Marmaduke Johnson, "ordered to be pri11ted by
the Commissioners of . the United Colonies in New England, At the
Charge, and with the Consent of the Corporation iu England For the
Propagation of the Gospel amongst the Indians in New England."
Eliot's Indian Bible was the first ever printed in America, and tb.e
entire translation is stated to have been written with one pen. Eliot
also published an Indian grammar and a number of other work ,
mostly relating to bis missionary labors. The Natick dialect., in which
the translation of the Bible was made, is now extinct.
MINIATURE B IBLE.-rrhe smallest complete edition printed from
type. Version of 1611.
OR01\1WELL's SOLDIER'S PocrrnT BIBLE. Faesimile reprint. Compiled by Edmund Oalamy aud i sued for the use of the army of the
Commonwealth, London, 1G43.-It has frequently been tated that
every soldier in Cromwell's army wa provided with a pocket Bibl
and it wa uppo ed that an e. pecially mall copy wa. u ed. In 1 -4
the lat Ge rg Livermore, of ambridO'eport, Ma a ·bu ett di co r d that th~ Bib1e which romw 11 s ol<lier arri d wa not the whole
Bibl , but the oldier · l cket ible, whi ·h wa gen rally butt n d
b tw en b · at aud the w i. t oat, n ·t to the heart. It con i t: f
r f u tation from the ,.-en an v r ·ion (all but two fr m the
b m ) which er
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HIEROGLYPHIC BIBLE. (See plate 46.) Published by Joseph A very,
Plymouth; printed by George Clark & Co., Charleston, 1820.-A number of hieroglyphic Bibles have been printed in America, ·the first being
that of Isaiah Thomas, at Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1788. Words
in each verse are represented by ·p ictures, the whole being _designed
"to familiarize tender age in a pleasing and diverting manner with
early ideas of the Holy Scriptur~s." 1
BISHOP ASBURY'S TES'rAMENT, with hundreds of the texts for bis
sermons marked in his own handwriting.-Francis Asbary, born in
Staffordshire 1745, died in Virginia 1816, was the first bishop of the
Methodist Uhur<?h ordained in America. He was sent as a missionary
by John Wesley in 1771, and in person organized the work of his
_denomination in the entire eastern portion of the United States, performed the first ordination in the Mississippi Valley, and in 1784
founded the first Methodist college.
THOMAS JEFFERSON'S BIBLE, consisting of texts from the Evangelists, historically arranged.-This book bears the title, "The life aud
morals of Jesus of Nazareth, extracted textually from the gospels, in
Greek, Latin, French, and English." Four versions were employed.
The passages were cut ·out of printed copies and pasted in the book.
A concordance of the texts is given in the front and the sources of
the verses in the margins. The section of the Roman law under which
J efierson supposed Christ to have been tried is also cited. All of these
annotation., as well as the title page and concordance, are in Jefferson's
own handwriting. Two maps, one of Palestine and another. of the
ancient world, are pa t ed in the front. Jefferson long had the preparation of this book iu mind. On January 29, 1804, he wrote from
Wasllington to Dr. Priestley: "I had sent to Philadelpllia to get two
Te~tame11ts (Greek) of tlle same edition, and two English, with a
design to cut out the rnor. els of morality and paste them on the leaves
of book." Nearly ten yeal'S later (October 13, 1813), in .writiug to John
Adams, he stated that he had for his own use cut up the gospels "verse
by verse" out of the printed book, arraugiug the matter which is
evidently His (Christ's). In the ame letter he describe · the book as
"the mo t sublime and benevolent code of morals which has ever been
offered to man."
1 The American editions are not described in \V. L. Clonsion's spl •11<1icl work on
Hieroglyphic Bibles.
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THE LAMP OF THE ESKIMO.
By WALTER HouGI-I, Ph.D.,
Assi.stant Cumto1·, Division of Ethnology, U.S. Natiorwl Museum.

The completeness of the collection of Eskimo lamps in the National
Museum, showing as it does examples from nearly every tribe from
Labrador to the Aleutian Islands, renders it possible to treat them
monographically.
Thts paper is one of a s;eries in course of preparation under tbe general subject of beating and illumination from tlie standpoint of tbe
ethnologist.
It is scarcely necessary to remark upon the inhospitable surroundings of the Eskimo or the rigor of the climate reflected in their cavelike houses. One is forced to recognize that in this region the need for
warmth and light is only second to the prime need for food. This fact
a1>pears in the diet and cJothing of the natives, in the nonconducti.ng
structure of the house, in the plan of the burrow-like entrance and in
the height of the sleeping benches around tile hut, which designedly
or from instinct are so placed as to take ad vantage of the heated air
collected under the ceiling. Thus Schwatka says that the" NetschilJik
Innuit, who inhabit the mainland opposite King William's Land, have
the warme t igloos in the Arctic, as they are very low. The heat of the
lamp aud of the body keeps them very warm." 1
At the ame time there is a question whether the bodily temperature
of the E kimo i higher than that of the Europeau . Ob ervatioll
made at North Bluff on the ll udson Strait how that the mean temperature of the party in December and July wa 9 .1 ° and 97.7°, whil
that of the E kimo fi r the corre ponding date wa 100.~ 0 and 08.4°.2
Tbe ob ervation of Dr. Green, of the Thetis, wbi ·h pro e that th
nmmer temperature of the E kimo differ , littl from th normal (!l . 0 ),
Jead him t the conclu ion that the latitude mak inappr cialile ifl' rence in animal beat and that the natur of' the f otl upply of tbe
E kimo i. · ufficient to counteract tbe fl'ect f natur I for· .,_:, 'I

ews, l'hila<.lclpbia, .. L VII,
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r nd r the observations complete, however, the winter temperature of
th se ~ kimo hould be had for comparison.
Though the Eskimo live at a temperature of zero Fahrenheit, traveler have noticed their idiosyncrasy with regard to cold. ''rhe clothing
i designedly left open at intervals around the waist and the bare skin
exposed to the cold air. .As a rule the Eskimo strip when in the bou e
and sleep naked. Another indication of their feverishness is the onsumption of great quantities of ice-cold water.
No explorer has failed to notice the Eskimo lamp, around which the
whole domestic life of this people seems to focus. Far ·rnore remarkabh.. than being the unique possessors of the lamp in the West~rn
Hemisphere, the Eskimo presents the spectacle of a people depen~rn_g
for their very existence upon this household belonging. Indeed, it is
a startling conclusion that the lamp has determined the occupancy of
an otherwise uninhabitable region by the Eskimo, or, in other words,
the distribution of a race. 1
The extent to which the lamp has entered into Eskimo life as a social
factor is very great. It is essentially the care and possession -of _t,~e
women, peculiarly a sign of the social unit, and tho~gh several famihe
may inhabit the same igloo each maternal bead must have her own
lamp. "A woman without a lamp" is an expression which betok~n
of all beings, the most wretched among the Eskimo. Dr. Bessels likewise remarks that the lamp is necessary for the existence of the female
2
hJad of the family. The lamp is placed in the woman's grave.
Dr. Bessels maintains that in spite of Christianity and civilization,
'
.
the Eskimo is not willing to part with the lamp; but as long as he 1 •
in possession of it he will be Eskimo in each one of his puh;e beat , for
where this lamp exists cleanliness i impossible. 2 Nansen ail o remark.
upon the persistence of the lamp, even in houses in larger s ttlement
where Danish stoves are found. The soapstone cooltiug pot', how ,·er,
have been superseded by iron l)Ots. 3
The high death rate among the Eskimo i.· attributed by Dr. J •
to the <-arbon -parti ·le· ent off by the lamp, which peuetrat th
·11~ of the luugs.2
Th
· of arb n dioxide and th O"eneral bad air of
ry d • riment l t be, 1th. In the :pring wh n the
h t.· are alm · uninh bitabl , hut tlte p ople ar
b m : i i: t<J arly total t the t n t ·. 'rhi i: h tim
• i ~kn .-. Hall r lat · that ., v ute n p r:on, 1 p in ,
1 f · • i diam
'In the m rning
n th l1 ur
a qn, u i y of d, •rm a , ·m k 1 au l c o-ai
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went to sleep. At 5 the whole party were aroused to · find that the
lamp smoke during the night had covered them with soot." Hall
waked with a severe headache from the "excess of carbonic acid gas
generated by three fire lights and seventeen persons." 1
Not the least value of the lamp to the Eskimo is the light which it
affords. Simpson remarks that the Eskimo never -seem to think of fire
as a means of impartiug warmth ,2 and Kane observes that their lamps
are used for cookiug, for light, for melting snow, and for drying clothes,
rather than to warm the air. 3 Nevertheless, the lamp does afford considerable warmth, as Simpson admits in another place. Light, however,
is highly necessary during the long darkness of winter and the darkness of the Eskimo dwelling. Nansen has seveI'al times remarked that
the Eskimo do not sleep in the dark like other people. 4 Perhaps the
inconvenience of rubbing out fire witli the fire drill to relight the lamp
is one reason. Likewise the feeling of companionship, security, or
sociability given by light is appreciated by the Eskimo in common with
all other human beings. These instinctive feeliugs determined in no
small degree man's first overtures to his fire ally.
The lamp is not the sole fire of the Eskimo, for in a very few localities
where fuel can be obtained fires are made in the open air or in the
middle of the tent for cooking in summer.· The fuel used is peat or
guano furnished by gulls in East Greenland, or tbe Arctic willow, driftwood, or grass in other sections. In some places, though fuel can l>e
obtained, it is not burned. However, the open fire is only _an incident,
and the whole 5 Bskimo race depend on the large lamps or oil burners
made of stone which form part of the furniture of every hut. 6
Kumlein descrfoes a curious oven used at Oumbel'laud Gulf. "In
sammer especialJy, when on hunting excursion , they very often 'fry'
meat l>y making a little fireplace of stones a11d laying a flat piece of stone
on top. The opening to receive the fuel supply is to wind ward. For
fnel, at such time , they use Oassiope tetra,,qona and Ledu,n palustrej tbe e
shrub make a quick and very hot fire. It would be comparatively a,n
ea, ·y ta. k for the e :people to gather enough Oassiope tetragona during the
summer to burn during the colde. ·t weatlJer, and not rely wholly 011 blubber." 7 The E.,kimo hut may ue likened to an iuhal>ited oven with the
lamp a. it internal heat. The utilization of the heati a. com pl t as in
tbe am var. The lamp i placed upon it upport, a ve it ha,ng. the
0

1
• 1". Hall, Narrativ oftbe
concl Arctic Expedition, Wa hington 1 7 , p.135.
- John, imp on iscov ri sin orth America, p. 346.
3 E. T . Kane Arctic Exp1oratiom~, II, p. 202.
4 F . • -an · ·n Tho :r irst C'ro. ing of Gr e11laud I, p. 3J 1 · II, p. 2 3.
1
" F. an· n, fclem , II p. 293; W. E. P:irry , e 011<1 oyag , London 1 2J p. J53; .J.
Inrdoc·h, n , om<' P pnlar Error. in Re rard to the Elikimo, Arn rican ·aturali t
Jauuary 1 , p. 13.
6 T .• 'imp on Arctic P, p rs Roy. ' og., oc., 1 7i5, p. 2:ifi.
1
7 L. I nmlein.
011 trihntio11s to th
atural History of Arctic: Alllcrica, Wa hington, 1 79, , ' mith onian Institution, p. 20.
1
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hu · p t an l ab ve this, suspended from the ceiling, the frame of
1at , 11 twork of thongs, or pegs, on wliich are placed articles to dry in
th' i'.
ndino- warm air. Thus the lamp, which has a single function
in oth r part f the world, has added among the Eskimo that of the firepla e and cookiug stove. The Eskimo lamp is classifically the homolo~ne of the fireplace-in tbe center of the houses among the majority of
tribe in .America, and .Asia.
Hans Egede gives the following description of the lamps of the Greenland communal houses: "Though ten or twenty train-lamps burn at
once in the houses of the Greenlanders one does not perceive the steam
or smoke thereof to fill these cottages. Tiley take care in trimming the
lamp, taking dry moss rdbbed very small, which they lay on onesideof
the lamp, which, being lighted, burns very softly and does not c~use
any smoke if it is not laid-on too thick or in lumps. This fire gives
such a heat that it not only serves to boil their victuals, but also heats
their rooms to that degree that it is as hot as a bagnio. But to those
1
who are not used to this way of firing the smell is very disagreeable:"
Parry, in his Second Voyage, presents a view of an Eskimo int.erwr
which shows in an interesting way the lamp and its appurtenances.
(See plate 4.) It is described as follows:

<·
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The Eskimo stone pots for cooking are calleu oot !coo seeks. They are made in similar proportion, though of various sizes, corresponding with the dimensions of the
. lamp that burns under it. Suspended by a line of sinew at each end to the framework over the fire, smoke and oil blackens the stone. Cracked and mended with
sinew or rivets of copper, iron, or lead make it quite water-tight. 1

There is, however, another side to this picture. Lieutenant Schwatka
relates that'' the Kennepetoo Inuuits (around Chesterfield Inlet, especially north of it) use few or no lamps to warm their snow huts, and
despite the high beds and low roofs, they are cold, cheerless, and
uncomfortable beyond measure. These Innuits are essentially reindeer
killers anu eaters and lay in an insignificant stock of seal oil to burn
in their lamps. Walrus killing is unknown to them. For light they
use a piece of reindeer suet laid beside a piece of lighted moss, all
being on a large flat stone. The light of the stone lamp in all igloos
where it is used is sufficient for all purposes of sewing and repairing.
It is certainly equal to the light from three or four kerosene lamps,
and with the white snow walls gives ample illumination." 2 The same
authority writes that the U-quei-sik Salik Innuit arouud the mouth of
Blacks River, who are salmon eaters, are another tribe that dispense
with warming their snow houses for want of oil, but they use lamps
for light. 3
The Eskimo lamp has always been regarded a fixture of the house,
subject only to the removals of the family. There are, however, small
lamps which are carried by travelers or bunters on journeys whose use
is primarily for light, but not less important as a means for lightiug
the indispensable pipe. This is probably the intent of all the small
lamps in collections, except the quite small models, which are children's
toys or those buried with the dead.
The Eskimo lamp is usually a shallow, elliptical vessel of stone, and
infr('quently of earthenware, clay, bone, or wood. This is perhaps
determined by the prevalence of the proper material, and it will be
seen later that pottery or clay lamps are found only on the low tundra
of the Yukon Delta or St. Lawrence Island. Whenever soap tone can
be had the lamp is invariably of that material, according to an old custom. Soapstone i.' easily carved, free from flaws, absorbs auu retains
heat, giving it up to melt the fat, to keep the oil fluid, aud to supply
the wick. Extraordinarily lon g journeys are made to se ·ure s ap. stone. Dr. Boas I record that the Central E kimo made journey
ometime la ting ,'everal year in quest of o~p ton , which i £ und in
a few places, and rarely in 1 iece large euough for th manufa ·ture of
lamps or pot . Th . ame i true of localitie in Ala ka.
a1), t ue
was thu · on of t be mo t prominent feature:; of the traue and inter• E. I arry,, N·oncl Voyage, London, 1 22, pp. 501, r:02.
1!'. , 'chwaika, Tb Igloo of th Innuit, cien ·c, No. 31, p. 30-.
:i I elem, p. 30,1.
4
r. Fra11r. Bon , Th o Central Eskimo,, 'ixth Annual Report of tho Dur au of Ethnology, 1 1-85, p. -169.
1,
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tbe Eskimo tribes. The southern Eskimo of Alaska,
adiak and the Peninsula, made their lamps of very hard
dioritic rock.
.
It i quite probable tbat the ancient lamps were fashioned with stone
tools at the quarry, in order to save weight iu transport. The Kadiak
lamps mentioned above show plainly the marks of the stone hammer
used in reducing them to shape by pecking. Substitutes for the lamp
and cooking pot are sometimes made by Eskimo women from slalJs of
stone, which they cement together with a composition of sears blood,
r.lay, and dog's hair applied warm, the vessel being beld at the same
time over the flame of a lamp, which dries the cement to the hardness
of stone. 1 In fact, a slab of stone, a piece of fat, and some moss for a
wick form an extempore lamp on occasions. 2 In this view the r~de
Aleut lamps figured on plate 22 are such makeshifts. In connection
with this;Nansen tells of an Eskimo who, being detained overnightou a
journey, made a saucer ~~rve as a lamp. 3 Frequently the lamp follows
the outline of the orig~nal piece of soapstone, where the greateSt
possible reservoir capacity is required in the given slab.
N ecessa,rily the lamp and cooking vessels are sometimes broken.
Tb.eir repair is a good example of Eskimo ingenuity, effected by a cement
of blood, clay, and hair, or a strong sewing of sinew. Several lamps an_d
pots in the United States National Museum have been repaired by thi
method.
Seal oil is preferred for burning in the lamp, though any animal fat
may be used. Capt. E. P. Herendeen informs the author that the
Ootkiahviemute carry for trading, seal oil put up in pokes of the kin
of the animal itself, prepared for the purpose. These skins so made up
contain about 25 gallons of oil. The interior natives and river tribe
are dependent upon the coast people for oil to burn in their lamp , a
the small amount of fat which the reindeer yields is in ufficient for the
long arctic nights.
·
The lamp eats like a native; succes ful hunting mean cheer and com·
fort in the hut of these ociable people dnring the wjnter. Tlle economy
of oil i, often forced upon the 1 kimo for tarvation and darkne i a
frequ nt and near-by exig ncy.
chwatka ay, that be ha known
d
ca e wl1 r h E kimo wer xtremely anxi n to economiz il n
t m lt i · for drinking w t r, in whi ·h .·ix or , ven .w 11 w re lug
hr ngli tlii ·k ic 1 f r th y g v
p h a t mpt r w re u ce ' ful. 4

n tably at

•.,v r • I , r i ·1
f fa i
v
h w n ,n .· 'l'al
• l kin

princ:ipl .
, ith ~
. op
f h • l· mp.:. 'Ih re i
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vision for saving the oil which may drop from the lip of the lamp. To
keep the floor c1ean to prevent the lamp sinking into the snow, thus getting out the level and also conducting away the heat of the stone, a
support is placed under it. This may consist of pegs of wood or pieces
of bone stuck in the snow, a wooden block hollowed to catch the oil, or
a block with three legs forming a stool. The forms will be figured later
in the detailed description of the lamps by localities. No especial
device for tipping the lamp in order to increase the supply of oil to the
wick has been noticed. This is accomplished in a rude way by altering
the position of the lamp on the supports, or by raising the rear support.
:Many lamps from their form incline toward the wick at a low angle.
(See plate 17.) 1
The oil is placed in the shallow reservoir and the supply is sometimes kept up by suspending a piece of blubber near the flame. The
fat nearly always needs some preparation before being put into the
lamp. This is effected among the Central Eskimo by beating the blubber to break up the fat globules, allowing the oil to come dht as soon
as it is me1ted. In summer the blubber is _c hewed and ejected into the
lamp. 2
The woman's knife or ulu and the fat scrapers which have beeu 'the
subjects of two va1uable papers by Dr. 0. T. Mason, are closely associated with the feeding ·of the lamp.
The ulu is employed for cutting or mincing the blubber and the scoop
or scraper for removing the fat from the inner surface of the skins.
It is also used to tran fer the fat to the lamp. The oil jg allowed to
stan d level with the lower edge of the wick. The latter is made by
ro1ling compact dried sphaguum moss, willow cat kins, or peat between
the palms with a small quantity of fat. Women often carry little bags
of the prepared moss. 3 The line of wick is applied in an even ridge
· along the traigbt edge of the lamp, which varie in length from 2 tq
30 inches in different 1ocalities. This may be seen by contra ting the
wide lamp of the far north with those of the outb at Kadiak and the
middle region, which have a very narrow lip. Thi eems to be due to
the ma1ler need for light in the outb, wher the arctic night is not so
long. Howev r, A iatic or otheL' iufluence to the w t may be th
cau.·e. Sometime tl1e wick is laid for only a portion of th l ngth
when only a mall :flame i r quired. Lamp with partition adju ted
and fa ten d in with
ment are found at oint Barrow.
ometime
a larg lamp i re<ln ed t five con a,viti . by low ptum in rder to
i11 ·r a e the len th of the wick edg when extra flame i · n cl d. Th
care of the lamp i uite au acquirem nt. Th wi ·k mu t l> 1 n e r
1
piece of kin is oft •n placed uncler th lamp a a " atch all.' !any lampti
from various · nntries are ma,le clouhle for this purpo <'.
~Dr. } ranz Hoa The C ntral !<..skim , , 'ixth .Annnal I p rt of th Bnr au f
thnolog ·, 18 1- 5, p . f>15.
3 The C'reenla1Hl E. kimo ns d a wick of ash . tn
thn for ta,lli11' th mod rn
inde tructibl wick. W. E . Parry, , e ·ond Voya, ·, London, 1 22, p. 51.
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lamp , ill m k , and it must be kept in order by means of a trimm r, which i a mall piece of bone, stone, or wood. The trimmer
di1) ed in il form a torch on occasion. 1
r. Bes els ays tlJat the wick is ignited at one end and the flame
skillfully guided with the trimmer across the whole length of the edge.
If the quickly charring wick extends too far iuto the flame, too much
heat is taken away from it aud it burns with a deep, red light and its
external edge is not hot enough to consume the carbon particles which
spread themselves as sooty clouds in the hut.2
Lamp trimming only reaches perfection in the old women of the tribe,
who can prepare a lamp so that it will give a good, steady flame for
several hours, while usually half an hour is the best that can be
expected. 3 In an Eskimo tradition 4 a woman takes down some eagle's
feathers from a nail in the wall and stirs up the smoking lamp, so as to
make it burn brightly.
.
While, as a rule, the Eskimo lamp has a shallow, plain, reservoir,
simply for holding oil, there are modifications of the reserYoir of considerable interest. Some lamps of Cumberland Gulf, of East Greenland, of W e·s t Greenland, and Point Barro~ have a raised portion or
st~p at the rear of the reservoir; probably blubber to be melted gradually is placed upon it. Other lamps have a low ridge just front of the
wick edge and parallel with it. This ridge either breaks down at the
extremities, allowing the oil to flow around to the wick, or it is perforated or divided by deep cuts into two 0r three sections for the same
purpose. The office of this ridge is to regulate the flow of oil to the
wick and to prevent any sudden wash of oil carrying away the wick
line. It is a,pparent that the lamps from St,. Lawrence Island ( ee
plate 14) could readily be carried about in the hand if 11ecessn,ry.
The lamp founu by Gen. A.. W. Greely in the high north ha the
ridge. Curiously enough it reappears in St. Lawrence Island, in Bering
Strait, aud among the 0hukchis. A trace of the ridge is found in Ba t
Greenland and in Kadiak Island. These permanent ridge may ha
ome connection with the eptums fitted in the lamp of Point Barrow·.
There is no evidence, however, that they have been u ed a extra wi k
edge , a. in th ca e of th Barrow lamp .
Th au· r-, hap d pott ry 1 mp f the ukon tundra, have 110 pr i.·i n £ r th wick ar nnd the dge.
, pecim<'Jt app art b Y
l n light
n th
. . Ir.
'Ur . th writ r that thi.
0

h l i foll w
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1 to 2 inches high, very clear and steady. The oil and fat of the northern animal furnish illuminants of the best quality. In the snow houses
of the east tlle white walls reflect the light, adding to its power.
The administration of lighting for public use is very uncommon
among the Eskimo, as it was among civilized peoples nutil recently.
Occasionally there is a demand for an increase of light for the mumination of places of assembly where shamanistic or other practices are
being carried on.
In an ivory model of skillful" workmanship from Nushagak, southern
Alaska, exhibited in the United States National Museum, representing
a wrestling match in a
summer tent, there is
a curious chandelier,
consisting of two dish
lamps placed on the
ends of a crossbar and
secured by strings to
another parallel bar
some distance above,
the whole being suspended from the framework of the tent by
cords. The lamps have
each a tube·, which being painted red at the
end seem to represent
a single wick. 'rhis
chandelier is unique
(fig. 1).

Another
Fig.1.
JlANOINO LAMP.

Nushagak, Ala11ka.
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tain food cooking for the family, and it is the woman's business to
keep it going. On ordinary occasions the Eski mo prefers cooked food,
for his dige tive tract does not differ from that of other members of
the human family. Improper eating produces similar effects upon him
as upon more civilized people. When food is plenty it is true there is
great feasting, and it would seem in the absence of intoxicants tlle
torpor produced by gorging is the only method the Eskimo bas of
reaching the Nirvana of the civilized. It has been observed that the
drinking of pure oil iR not practiced wrth irnpunity by the Eskimo,
who as a rule only take it as medicine.
Kumlein 1 is sufficient authority for the statement that "when the
Eskimo have been simmering meat, especially s~al, in their boiling
pots, they pour . off the liquor a?d
mix it with about an equal quantity
of blood; this makes a thick and
rather greasy soup tbat must be
quite nourishing; the children _are
very fond of it. It seems possible
that from this dish has originated
the popular error that these people
Fig.2.
drink oil, a notion that is simply
SNOW MEL'rER.
preposterous.
..
.A.natoak.
The Eskimo drink great quant1tie
(After Kane.)
of water. lt is curious tlrnt with
its world of congealed water the Arctic should be a ver-itable Sahara.
Water is usually supplied by melted i;now or ice and tbe lamp is brought
into requisition for the purpose, though sometimes the warmth of the
hut is sufficient, especially if the vessel containing snow is placed near
- the flame. Dr. Kane figures a snow melter of considerable ingenuity
which is reproduced here ( tig. 2). Sometimes travelers carry watertight pouches containing snow, which they put under the clothilw to be
melted by the heat of tbe body.2 Mr. A ·trup thus de cribe a method
of melting ice for drinki11g water: "At the ide of the lump of meat
stood al. o a block of ic a ·l ar a,. a cry, tal, whence th com mu Hy
obtained wat r a.· in the · nter of it a cavity had be n ·ut at the
bott m f which a tone wa placed about the , ize of a man fl t on
itb a
ocl ft m a, pi · of mo .· int r ·t cl with
whi h th r burne
1, lnbb r and,. th i · m lt d at t,h .-id ., of th •avi y the wat r
· >ll c:t •
th hott rn in a. mall ·l<·ar pool wlt nc it wa: ·011 nm
r
h th m, 11 ' P r · <l rn nth. 1 y .·u ·king i up thr n(J'h l1ollow r in
rn rr w 1 11 · _: :1
• 111ith onia11 In. titution 1 -
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The lamp and its accompanying pot usual1y agree as to size, the rule
being that the length of the pot shall be equal to the length of the
wick edge. The drying frame is larger, m~ing to the size of the
articles to be ]aid upon it, and also because the warm air above tbe
lamp spreads out.
·
In the huts of hunting parties out on the tundra a skin is hung
around the lamp and frame, to better focus the heat for the very
necessary drying of the wet garments. 1
The rack or net hung over the lamp points out another very important
feature of the Eskimo domestic economy. Mittens, boots, and other
articles to be dried are put on the rack preparatory to their manipulation and softening by the women. The rack is often made by lashing
slats of wood together, or, where wood is scarce, a hoop of wood .or
bone, crossed by netting, is found. The rack is supported from the
ceiling or from the side of the hut, and from it the pot is usually suspended. The rack, however, is not found south of the .Arctic circle
among the western Eskimo where sticks are driven into the wans,
taJdng the place of the rack.
The value of the lamps in the arts is very great. First in importance is the bending of the wood for snowshoes, boxes~ etc., which is
accomplished by dipping the wood in water and steaming it o.ver the
lamp. Superior work of this kind is done, as the snow8hoes and wooden
vessels in the United States National Museum bear witness. Ivory,
antler, and bone are also bent over the lamp, after a preliminary soaking in urine. 2 Skins are dried in tanning over the lamp by the Eskimo
of Cumberland Gulf. The hardening of the peculiar Eskimo cement
has been mentioned. Tllere are doubtless many other applications by
which the lamp enters into the arts.
It is not remarkable tbat the lamp enters also into the religion and
folklore of this simple people; there i , however, very little recorded ou
the subject. i ranz Boas has collected the most information on this
point, which i pre ented in hiR valuable work on the Central Bskimo. 3
In burial, th man's hunting implements are placed by his , ide; the
pot.· , 1arnp , knives, etc., by th~ ide of the woman, and by the child,
it playthfog .4 Ilall ob 'erved on a grave a small kettle hung over a
lamp.
mod 1 of a lamp from a grave in Cumb rhml rulf i figured
by r. Boa and the nited States ational Mu. enm 1>0 e,,. c
v ral
fr m grave, in Greenland. Tl.ii · cu tom ha· be n ob , rvecl in th0r
1 ·:1li i . . Th mall oblong , ton which". 're~ und by th 1, t Bar n
or en kjold i n r hwe t Gr enlaud grav . and which w r lamp
Point Barrow r gion.
uppliecl by 'apt. E. P. IT •rcndccn.
is th proc
in southeru Ala. ka., th<' writer js informed by II nr.v lliott.
fr.
Ison mak s the same s tat ment for th vjJlag . f. rtb r n rtb.
:i
r. Fri1'nz Boa , The 'antral E kimo, ix th Annual I cport of th Bureau of
Ethnology, 1
4 T b E:kimo bricl always brings with her a knit, olo ancl lL 1:1tou lamp.
Rinl,
Tal and Traditil,n. of the E kimo, London, 1 75.
1

~ This
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trimmer
r rath r ordinary torches, may l>e viewed in this light.
A nd ne<l lamp may be due to the superstition which renders useless
tlle articles j 11 a hut rendered taboo by a death. The low burning lamp
i al o an adjunct of the wizard's incantations.
In the United States National Museum. there is a dance mask of
wood in the shape of a human face, surmounted by a rude carving
intended to represent the spirit of the Sandhill crane ( Grus canadensis).
In the head of the crane is a small cavity made to receive a stone oil
lamp, the light from which produces a weird effect during the dance.
The spirit is visible only to the shaman or sorcerer. The mask is from
Rasboinsky, Alaska (Lower Yukon.) 1
The constellation of the Great Bear iR called by the East Greenland~rs pisildlat, lamp foot or stool upon which the lamp is placed.
The typical lamp is that whoRe form is the result of an attempt to
devise a vessel with a long, nearly straight wick edge combined with a
reservoir. This necessarily throws the vessel into the clam-shell sh~pe
or ellipsoidal shape. Lamps of this character appertRiin to tbe ?igh
and rigorous north, where the maximum of heat and light are reqmred.
No doubt, also, the lamp is modified by the abundance or scarcity of
the food supply and the prevalence of driftwood. This form range
from Labrador to Norton Sound, Alaska. The other genera.1 form of
lamp, which is circular or ovate, having a na,rrow wick edge, range
south from Norton Sound. They are circular and of baked clay on t~e
tundra formed by the alluvial deposits of the Yukon and Kuskokwu:31
river systems. They become oval and of stone in the metamorpluc
and igneous country to the 1.-outheast and southwest through the
Alaskan Peninsula and Aleutian Chain. There is a connection of form
suggested between the stone. lamps spoken of and the stone ve 1 of
the northwest coast of Alaska and British Columbia and the we"t coat
of North Americn, but there is no connection by use. The B ·kimo are
unique iu the We tern Hemisphere in the po se~ ion of a lamp.
The clay-saucer lamp of the Yukon tundra is inter sting from the
fact that it eem an intrn ion. It may be true that the alluvial onntry furni ·he n ,'ton , and hence clay is ub tituted, whi h will
ac ount for th material. The h ·kimo will go a long di tauc , a ha·
been
int
ut, f r material which he ne <ls and ha, b en {l l ·
t m cl t u . 'fh lamp of t. Lawr n ·e Island, though f pottery
an<l au rr, n in ~ rm pr ·er th loll'" wiuk lin f th
r •ti<- h mr.
h 11 P f th ... nk n YI , th ab.· 11<: of a cletinit wi k lge r lip
< ncl tl1
m th 1 of hnrniug hr a wi :l· hr ught up a th id r lat
b l m ~ f ·a t rn .-i, , >r th .-irnpl <li:h lamp:< f <li •r · CY and
P_ ~,l
I nw 11 1 ak r a <li ·h lamp wi h th wicl fl , ting in tb
1 in l
hm
h · r >r~ k:. '11m <1uotatio11 may pr v in r tin"':
111
• f,, J" '
.
.
II ltl ~llllPr, ldom re 11g •
V :! ".>
·.·1 ur to nc;h a <l •N'r
f 11 w u1 l

!
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at least very disagreeable the Koraks construct around the inner circumference of the tents small, nearly air-tight apartments, called
'pologs,' which are separated one from another l>y skin curtains and
combine the advantages of exclusiveness with the desirable luxury of
greater warmth. These 'pologs' are about 4 feet in height and 6 or
8 feet in width or length. They are made of the heaviest furs sewed
carefully together to exclude the air, and are warmed and ligµted by a
burning fragment of moss :floating in a wooden bowl of seal oil." 1
The typical forms of Eskimo lamps are shown on plate 24. Thrown
together in this way they furnish at a view the
gradation of forms throughout the whole Eskimo
area.
The range of the lamp southward from the
Aleutian Islands is limited. The only information that a lamp of any description was in use
among the Northwest Coast Indians was given
the author by Captain Chase, who visited Cape
Flattery and Vancouver Islanrl in 1850. Captain
Chase says that these Indians used a lamp made
from the clam shell, and burned whale blubber
or porpoise oil in them, with a bark wick.
Dr. Franz Boas informs the writer that the
Indians of Vancouver often throw oil on the fire
from a bottle wheJ?, they desire more light. Mr.
Lucien M. Turner also states that when the
.Aleuts require more heat they place the bowlder
Figs. 3,4.
lamp on the ground and lay a piece of cloth or
shreds of grass in the oil aud light it, getting a OLD STONE LAMP (crusie) j
STONE MATRIX IN WHICH
larger flame.
JltON WAS II..UUIERED TO
]'ORM crusiea.
The lamps of northern. Europe and Asia, exScotland.
amined with a view of ascertaining the affiliaFrom Trallll, Roy . Scottish Soc. ArL~,
tion of the lamps of the Eskimo, give little data
XII,Pt.J.
for conclu ions. There were medireval stonegrea e lamp in u e in northern Europe above the oil line, o named
by Dr. Taylor. The only xample known l>y tbe writer i from Scotland and wa figured by D. Bruce Peeble .2 Thi lamp (fig. :3) i · curiou ly lik tho e of the Alaskan Penin ula. In the pre ent ta,te of the
inquiry it eem the i skimo lamp forms a homo gen ous group differing
in aumini 'tration from any other lamp in the world, the peculiar lieritage of thi people and nee . ary to their welfar .
Tb · n lu ion. reach dare that tlle E kimo b for he migrated f1~m
hi · pri ·an h me had he lamp, thi uten ill> iug a pr requi i t migrai n int high latitude; that one of th mo t im por au fm ·ti 11 f h
lamp i.· £ rm !ting now and ice for rinking wat r; that h lamp i
2

orge Kenna11, T nt Life in, 'ib ri:i, T w York, 1 1, p. 175.
Trans. Royal , ' ·ottish , 'ociety f Arts, : II, Pt. 1.
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mp1 y d for lighting, warming, cooking, melting snow, drying clothes,
and in th art , thus combining iu itself several functions which have
been differentia,ted a,mong civilized peoples.
That the architecture of the house is related to the use of the lamp.
The house is made nonconducting and low iu order to utilize the heated
air.
That the lamp is a social factor, peculiarly the sign of the fami1y
unit, each head of the family (the woman) having her lamp.
That the invention of the lamp took place on some seacoast, where
fat of aquatic mammals of high fuel value was abundant, rather tl.lan
in the interior, where the fat of land animals is of low fuel value.
That the typical form of the lamp arises from an attempt to devise a
vessel with a straight wick edge combined with a reservoir giving the
vessel an obovate or ellipsoidal shape.
Finally, from observation of lamps from numerous localities around
the Eskimo shore line it is concluded that lamps· in low latitude, below
the circle of illuminaiion are less specialized than those of higher latitudes. For instance, th;, lamps of southern Alaska have a wick edge
of 2 inches, while those of Point Barrow and northern Greenland have
a wick edge of from 17 to 36 inches in width.
It becomes possible, then, to say with some certainty the degre~ of
north latitude to which a lamp appertaius, light and temperature bemg
the modifying causes. Driftwood, the fuel supply, and the presence or
absence of material from which to construct the lamp must also be
considered. The cause of the large lamp coming down so far in latitude on the east is on account of the dipping of the isotherms. The
lamps of Labrador are the case in point.
DISTRIBUTION AND FORM

OF THE. ESKIMO LAMP.

EXPLANATION OF PLA TE 1 .
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4
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LAMPS OF LABRADOR.

Fig. 1. Outline, section and front view.
(Cat. No.110167, U.S.N.M. Ungava.

Collected by L. M. Turner.)

Fig. 2. Lamp in rest with accompanying cooking pot and drying frame.
·

(Cat. Nos. 90013, 90257, 90235, U.S.N.M. Ungava.

Collected by L. M. '.turner.)

Fig. 3. Outline section and front view.
(Cat. No. 90256, U.S.N.M. Ungava. Collected by L. M. Turner.)

l<'ig. 4. Large house lamp in forked support.
(Cat. No. 90251, U .S.N.M. Ungava. Collected by L. M . Turner.)

Fig. 5. Same in support of four pegs.

Report of U.S. National Museum, 1896.--Ho ugh.

LA PS OF LABRADOR.
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and region north of Bristol Bay, the Alaskan Peuin ufa and 1 ndial
Island, and the Aleutian Chaiu . The typical outlines from the -variou
regions are presented on plate 24.
THE LAMPS OF LABRADOR.

The lamps of Labrador are invariably of soapstone, which is secured
by long journeys into the interior. There are two types, one long and
narrow, the other broader; the bnck is bowed, the ends truncated, tl.ie
bottom deep, forming a ridge, the section an obtuse angle formed by .t he
junction of two planes; the edges and ends are squared and the wickedge is straight.
Some of the house lamps are very large. They are never balanced,
depending upon supports for adjustrnen.t as to position. Smaller lamps
for personal use are often balanced.
The drying frames are semilnnar, consisting usually of a bowed hoop
joined at the ends to a bar and the intervening space netted or crossed
with thongs, as in a tennis racket. The frame takes this shape on
account of its being supported by pegs driven into the wall of the
circular house.
The cooking pots are oblong and heavy, with flat bottom, the walls
slanting inward. Grummets for the suspending cords are fastened
through holes drilled at the corners.
The Labrador lamps in the United States National Museum were all
.collected by Mr. L. M. Turner, who visited the country in 1883-84. His
account, edited by Mr. John Murdoch, may be found in the eleventh
annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology, where excellent figures may
be examined in connection with this monograph.
Toy LAMP. Soapstone, n eatly made, forming a model of the broader type. Length,
2¼ inches ; width, 1 inch. Eskimo of Ungava, Labrador. Collected by L. M.
Turner.

3523.
Soapston e, rudely cut out. Length, l t in ches ; width, 1 inch. Eskimo
of Ungava; Labrador. Collected by L. M. Tnrner. 63909.
SMALL LAMP. Made of soapstone, elliptic in shape, truncate<l at the ends, foJlowing the Labrador form. This lamp haA seen service, ancl it is withont doubt a
p r fio nal l amp n secl by travelers aucl hunters . Length, 3} inches ; width, 2
inches ; height, 1 inch. Eskimo of Ung:wa, Labrador. Collected by L. M.
Turner. 90167 . Plate 1, fig. 1.
TOY LAMP . , oapstonc; of the usual form of the broacl type. Length, 3~ in ·hos;
width, 2 in •hes . Eskimo of Ungava,, Labrador. Collected by L. )I. Turner.
H0013. Plate 1, fig. 2.
MALL T y LAMP. 1 oapston , skillfnJly cnt out. Lc1wtb, 1 ~ i11d1 s; wi,lth, 11 in!'sixt nths of an inch. E kimo of ngava, Lnhrador.
lied IL hy L. 1. Turn r.
!.J02:iJ.
TOY r, )II' .
ap ton · fin Jy fini h <1; Jong, Aubtriangnlar form with ~rnn~nt
lllls. Wall at l>a<·k · traiirht wick ('(l_g ; r1•. rvoir with c11rd11~ mc<lian linr.
L ngth, 3! inc-11 · width, li iu h . . Esl imu of 1·ngava, L:ihrador. Coll rl«·<l
hy L. 1. ni-n1· t . !.J r ,. Plat· 1, fig. :3.
A:\IP .
fsoap.-tonf', A •mih1nar; 1111ifor111 011tlin with trnn nfr«l ·r~il. · 'l'h_t· r«· rv oir i . smooth} , work<·<l out, th , ic·k ,•<lg 11 •arly traight. l'l11s lamp 1 n ·cm-

Toy

LAMP.
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rately barnnced on a very small rounded base area, stan<ling, when placed on a
plane , urface, in position for burning with a reservoir full of oil. Hence a stand
for this lamp is not necessary . This · adjustment of the center of gravity bas
been observed in a numb er of Eskimo lamps. Length, 17¼ inches; width, 7¼
inches; height at back, 4 inches; front, 3¾ inches. Eskimo of Ungava, Labrador.
Collected by L. M. Turner. 90014.
STONE LAMP, ko-thlik. Large lamp of soapstone·; crescentic outline with truncated
horns. The bottom takes the. form of the reservoir, which slopes shar11ly down
from the straight wick edge to the lowest point and then at a low slant to t~e
curved back, not exhibiting the sharp angle demarking the two planes shown m
the small lamps. The wick edge curves very slightly. Around the back and ends
a squared edge is worked out. This lamp, which may be taken as the type,
must, of necessity, be set in a support of such figure as to incline it forward in
order to supply oil to the wick. This is done by placing the lamp on an excavated block of wood or notched sticks. No attempt has been made to smoothly
finish this lamp. Length, 20¼ inches; width, 9¼ inches; height, 4 inches. Eskimo
of Ungava, Labrador. Collected by L. M. 'l'urner. 90251. Plate 1, figs. 4, 5.
COOKING POT. Large, heavy, oblong vessel of soapstone, rather crudely made. The
slanting walls are thick and bulged; the bottom is flat. At each of tho upper
d
corners blind holes are drilled to meet each other .in the thicker walls of the eo
of the pot, forming an eyelet for the thongs used in suspension of the vessel.
Length, 13 inches; width, 8-i inehes; height, 4.g- inches. Eskimo of Ungava,
Labrador. Collected by L. M. Turner. 90257. Plate 1, fi.g. 2.
.
COOKING POT. Oblong pot, skillfully made of soapstone. Th e sides are thick,
slightly convex, and slant toward the opening; the bottom is fl.at. At eacl_1 of
the four upper corners a slanting hole is drill ed, coming through on the Slde.
Whalebone strips for suspending the pot are passed through the holes ancl a
knot made in the end to secure it. Length, 11½ inches; breadth, 5½ inches ·
height, 4 inches. · Eskimo of Ungava, Labrador. Collected by L. M. Turner.
90015.

MODEL OF DRYING FRAMES. The drying fr ame (90235, Plate 1, fig. 2) consists of a
strip of dressed pine wood bent into semilunar shape and mortised at tbe· ends
into a cross bar. The interspace is crossed with horizontal and vertical trips
of rawhide passing through holes in the frame. The support upon which the
drying frame rests is formed of two sharpened stakes lashed together at right
angles at the larger ends. This support is fixed in the wall of the snow hon e.
The frame, 90236 not figured, is made of a ronnd stfrk b ent into semilunar hape
ancl crossed with netting of string. Length, 7i inches; width, ,lt inches.
Eskimo of ngava, Lal)rador.
'ollected by L. M. Turner. 90235, 90236.

The lamp upport b.own in tlrn lower figure on plat 1 are copi of
pecimen.· in tlt Toronto Univer ity Museum, from Ea. t Mahl La r, lor. Tb Y con i:t of two notched, ticks, we<lcre- haped at th
en<l' f r driving into the round, or of four ti ·k: cut dia · nall
t l ,·c pl ·eel . o for1 an quival nt to the notch.
' h · 11 P rt in fig. ~ n 1 lat• 1 i.· of w d hollow cl ut L r' · iY
h 1 m1 .
'l lU, LA 11•.·

F
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 2.

LAMPS OF CUMBERLAND GL'LF.

Fig.

i.

Pencil drawing by Eskimo of lamp and accompaniments.
(Cumberland Gulf. Collected by L. Kumlein.)

Fig. 2. Front view, outline and section of a small lamp with pocket.
(Cat. Ko. 29968, U.S.N.M.
U.S. N .)
-

Cumberland Gulf.

.

Collected by Lieut. W. A. Mrntzer .

Report of U. S. National Mu seu m, 1896.- Hough.
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Upon the authority of Capt. J. O. Spicer, of Groton, the cla s of summer lamps for this locality bas been designated. The e are small
lamps for summer use to furnish light for tbe pipe and to ~tart fir
The small lamp figured on plate 2, fig. 2, is interesting. It may be compared with the GreenlaIHl specimen on plate 7.
The cooking pots are like those of Labrador. No drying frame exists
in the United States National Museum from Cumberland Gulf.
DRAWING rn PENCIL. Lamp, pot, dish, woman's knife for cutting- fat, wick trimmer,
and a :filament of sphagnum moss for the wick; drawn by an Eskimo of Cumberland Gulf. Collected by L. Kumlein. This drawing is very interestiug, as
showing adjuncts to the lamp, which usually escape the collector. There is, for
instance, no wick-trimmer in the large lamp collection of the United States
National Museum and the use of the knife and fat scraper in the care of the
lamp was not known until it was noticed by Professor Mason in his paper on
"Skin dressing/' See Plate 2, fig. 1.
SMALL STONE LAMP, WITH POCKET. Excavated from soapstone, crescentic in outline.
~tis balanced on a rounded base, tipping with ease from front to back, but not
from side to side. The reservoir is deep, ancl at the rear a pocket is formed, .
demarked by a curving wall. The wick edge slants rather sharply down to the
floor of the reservoir. The intent of the pocket at the rear is not known; in
this specimen it forms a convenient place for insertion of the thumb in removing or carrying the lamp. The specimen is VP.ry neatly finished. In the popular account of Dr. Kane's explorations a lamp of this variety is figured .
Length, 3¾inches; width, it inches; height,{/;- inch. Eskimo, Cumherland Gulf,
Canada. Collected by Lieut . W. A . Mintzer, U.S. N. 29968. Plate 2, fig. 2.
SUMMER LAMP. Of soapstone, semilunar in outline. The shape of the reservoir is
triangular, being formed by the meeting of the planes of the back and wick edge
at th e middle like those of Ungava Bay, Labrador. The bottom is rounded as
are all edges. The balance of the lamp is remarkable, the center of gravity
causing it to assume the position required for supplying oil to the wick, although
resting npon a snrn,11, ronnded uase when moved. Laterally tho lamp is stable,
antero-postcriorly it moves freely for tipping. The balance jg intentional, and
this feature js found in several other localities. The n:,i,mo snmrner lamp denotes
its use in summer, when the large honse lamp is not necessary and tho small
lamp supplies light for the pipe, etc. Length, 7} inches; width, 3i0 inches;
height at back, 3¼ inches; at front,¾ inch. Eskimo, Cumberland Gulf~ Canada.
Collected by Capt. J. 0. picer. 168994. Pfate 3, fig. 1.
TONE LAMP.
Roughly hollowed out from amphibolite, el~iptic in shape with
rounded encls. The hottom follows the cnrves of the reservoir, which shows a
JJJC'<lian rroovo formed by ti.Jc junction of the planes of the wick portion and
rear portion of the lamp. The lamp is not self balan ·ing and hence must have
a snpport. The wick edge is consi<l.eral>ly cnrved. Length, 20 inches; widtlJ,
!) inche ; height, when Jovel, 3¼ inches. Eskimo, ()umberlancl Gulf, Canada.
'oll ct d hy Lient. W. A. 1intzer, U., . . 29961. Plate 3, fig. 2.
'To~·1,: LA:.rP. Lar"' , llipti lamp, n atly xcavat cl from soap tone. It is very
d ply hollowed out, the wick e1lge nearly straight ancl flmoothly work('(l.
~ot
beirw b:~lanc· cl, tho I. mp re'}nir•s support. At th c•111l1; of tho lamp h low are
light prnj tiou , prob, bly for th r ccption of fork<·d 11pport8 Jike tho " i o
u · at ?a.-t Main.. ThL fin la111p haH ·en long <·rvic , h ill" sa.turatc·d a.nd
glazc•1l with oil. L ugfh, 2;3 in ·b Hj width, t inclH·s; h i <rbt wh u Jov 1, r:.
in ·h . . E. kirnn ('nrnhurlaucl c;ulf, 'anu.da.
oll ·t <l hy Li ut.' , A. ~liutzer,
JAM I'.

ilat.

,'

~
~~.
Plat 3, fi~. 3.
•mil11nar lamp of nap to1w: n• ('l"\'oir ill' ·p, wn1JR ahrnpt, hot 111 n nrly
'l'h wi ·k ·<lg• ha a 'l'lltl <·11n· . Th Im ·k of h lamp, wluch rn
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highor than the wick edge, has been broken away, and the specimen _shows
m::i.rks of loner usage. The bottom is flat and irregular. From tho height of the
wick ecln-e tho lamp must have required to be strongly tipped toward the front
when in use. Length, 121 inches; width 6 inches; height, 1¾ inches. Eskimo,
Cumb rlancl Gnlf, Canada. Collected by Lieut. vV. A. Mintzer, U.S. N. 29966.
Si\IALL LAMP. Made of soapstone, crescentic in outline, with truncated horns. Tho
reservoir is nea,tly hollowed out, the rear wall forming a low rim. The lip or
wick edge slants rather abruptly to meet the plane of the :floor, forming an angle
near the front of the lamp (see section) as in the lamps of Labrador. Tho bottom of the lamp is rounded, and has irregular cavities clue to foreign substances
iu the soapstone. This lamp, from its small size, is probably one 11sed by travelers
or in summer. It is not balanced, and hence requires a rest or foot. Length,
7½inch es; width, 4 inches; height, Jl inches. Eskimo, Cumberland Gulf, Canada. Collected by Lieutenant Mintzer, U. S. N. 29967. Plate 3, fig. 4.
SOAPSTONE POT. Oblong in shape, cut out of soapstone. It is pierced at the c_orners for suspension. The bottom is fl.at; the sides incline inward, thus rnakmg
the opening smaller at the top. This cooking pot in every respect resembles
those collected by Mr. L. M. Turner in Labrador. The specimen has been broken
and mended with cem~n t and sinew by the natives. Length, 12½ inches; width,
7 inches; height, -31 inches. Eskimo, Mantilik, Cumberla nd Gulf, Canada.
Collected by Lient. W. A. Mintzer, U. S. N. 29969. Plate 3, fig. 5.
.
STONE POT. Similar in form to No. 29969. The specimen has been mended with
whalebone strips. Eskimo, Cumberland Gulf, Canada. Collected by Lieut. W.
A.. Mintzer, U. S. N.
THE LA.MPS OF GREENLAND.

The lamps of Greenland are made of soapstone and other harder
rocks. They are usually elliptic in outline or having the outli11e of the
gibbous moon. The bottom is nearly alwayl3 :flat or slightly curYed,
as they are praced on stools; -sometimes, however, they are set up on
pegs. There is little relation in form between the Greenland lamps
and those of Labrador or Cumberland Gulf (Baffin Land). Tl.le relation is rather between Greenland both east and west and northwestern
Ala ka. The type of shell-shaped Tamps of North Greenland, bown
on plate 7, have the same relationship and pa s over to Eastern , iberia
by way of Saint Lawrence I land. (See plates 4 to 9.)
The cooking pot ha walls inclining outward, in rever et tho e of
the outb. Pe1·bap the fine t specimen of oapstone work of the kind
in exi te.nce i the cooking pot brought from Smith Sound by Dr.
Haye . ( e p1at O fig. 3.)
The drying fram f a. t reenland i hung over tbe lamp a i
fram u, lin tnt~tfo<rlfil
h r localiti

EXPLANATION OF - PLATE 3.

LAMPS OF CUMBERLAND GULF.

Fig. 1. Outline, section, and front view of summer lamp .
(Cat. No.168994., U .S.N.M.

Cumberland. Gulf.

Collected by Capt. J · O. Spicer.)

l<""'ig. 2. Outline, section, and front view of house lamp.

(Cat. No. 29964 , U.S .N.M. Cumberland Gulf. Collected byLieut.W. A. Mintzer,

Fig. 3. Typical honse lamp.
(Cat. No. 29965, U.S.N .M. Same locality and collector.)

Fig. 4. Small lamp.
(Cat. No. 29967, U.S.N .M. Same locality and collector.)

Fig. 5. Cooking pot.
(Cat. No. 29969, U .S.N .M. Same locality and collector.)

Report of U. S. National Muse um , 1896.- Hough.
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with its accessories. It also emphasizes the strait cau ·ed by th
total lack of wood, bones, antlers, etc., being employ d in
snowshoe apparently is made to do duty as a drying fra,rue.
tiou is called to the drip-catcher under the lamp, and the fat ~ u
by a thong over the beat of the flame. (See plate 4.)
LAMP. Of soapstone; very large and worked out very neatly, the result being a
lamp of elegant shape. The bottom is flat ancl the sides nearly vertical. The
reservoir is nearly flat and slopes gradually up to the wick ed ge, while the r ar
wall is high. The wick edge curves more than is usual in Eskimo l amps. The
lamp has been broken and repaired neatly with sinew and cement. Length, 26½
inches; width, 13½ inches; height at front, 2¼ inches; at back, 3½ inches.
Eskimo, Repulse Bay. Collected by Capt. C. F. Hall. 10439. Plate 5, fig. 1.
STONE LAMP. Excavated from soapstone, the wick edge slightly curved, the back
bowed, forming a shell-shaped dish. The lamp seems to show traces of having
been worked with stone tools. The rear wall is nearly vertical; the reservoir
neatly hollowed out, being deepest in the mi<ldle, gently sloping up to the lip
and to the rear. A shallow groove has been cut along the inner margin of the
lip, for convenience in installing the wick. The stone is worked thin and resembles pottery. 'l'he lamp is probably one used in summer or in traveling. It is
wider than the Cumberland Gulf type. Length, 7 inches; width, 4t inches;
height, t inch. Esldmo, Smith Sound. Collected by Dr. I. I. Hayes. 176064.
Plate 5, fig. 2.
LAMP. Of hard stone, smoothly worked out, the corners and edges rounded. The
wick edge is curved at the ends; the intervening portion nearly straight. The
bottom is rounded and the lamp inclines toward the wick edge. In outline it ·
has the shape of the gibbous moon. This specimen seems to hav e been taken from
an old village site. Length, 8,t iuches; width, 5¼ inches; height at rear, 2½
inches; at front, 2¼ inches. South Greenland. From the Royal Museum of
Northern Antiquities, Copenhagen. 45845. Plate 5, fig. 3.
SMALL STONE LAMP. Ont from soapstone ; ronghly elliptic in outline; the bottom
flat, heavily scored by the cutting implemeut. The sides slant upward and outward; the rnscrvoir is deep, the bottom flat, the walls slauting outward. The
wick edge is strongly curved, hence the wick seems to have been suppJied with
oil, only at the middle portion. This is probably a snmmcr or traveling lamp from
, outh Greenland. Length, 6 inches; width, 31 inches; height at front, 1½ inches;
at rear, 2 inches. Eskimo, 'outh Greenln,nd. From the Royal Mnse111n of
Northern Antiquities, Copenba,gcn. 458a. Plate 5, fig. 4.
MODEL 01'' LAMP AND COOK! c; l'OT. Ma<le by Mik-sang-wah, native of the village
of Karn ab, 77° 20' N. 70° \V. These nai i veA are called tho most northern J..skimo.
Inglefi ld Gulf, Orcenlan<l. Peary Auxiliary Expedition, 1894 . Henry G. Bryant. 17570-. l'lato 6, fig. 1.
LA:'IIP. Large ]:imp of oap tone w ll fini h d. It js elliptic in outline, the hott_om
and floor of th r s rvoir flat, the wick clgc t!Ji •k aucl Jow r than the slopmg
back. L wrth, 17 inch •s· width, 7 inc·h s; height aL l>acl,, 2 inch ; at front,
1½ inche . B kirno of Itah, , 'mitb ound, ~r ·enlancl.
'ollPctecl hy Dr. l~mil
Be· . . c•l . l~ 71:;. J>J: t• , lig 2.
,'To.·1~ LA:\II>.
ud Jy .· c:n·at :cl from .·and. tone•, probahl,,· from n. concrotion . Tb
clg arc• hrok II nn<l worn down, 1111· hott.0111 i. nnuul< ti hn t th lamp hnl:uw,·1-1.
,·1111th (,rr nJn111l typ 'th i·liaral'I •r null hardof thn 1111 tninl 111111 it t ,·i1l1•11t :we hnv1 111c11 ltfiPil it :'PP n_i: 1111 '"· Li·n~tlJ,
01 7 inc·hf: · wi,lth ;; itll'l11· · lwi •ht, nlmut :! i11d1,. · h ktmo, (,r ·11 111111 1.
l cct l hy Jr. J.1. f1 · p . !i I. 1'l111 i fig.L
.\JJ•.
f 0 , p tou , n atl · ,·orkPd out, nme , ~int in
havin" tb ontliu of nn ohtn t I qnilnt il trmu •I ·
In" II ral bap1• i follow. th

n
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in a. slanting position and readily tips forward. The walh1 are thin, the reservoir deepl y hollowed out and crossed near the front third by a high bridge
pierce(l near the mHldle at the floor of the reservoir. The large cavity at the
rear of the lamp cut off by the bridge is for the reception of blubber to be
melted by the heat of the lamp, and the oil supply to the wick passes through
the orifice in the bridge. Length, 8¼ inches; width (front to back), 7¾ inches,
height at front, 1~ inches; at back, 4 inches. Eskimo of South Greenland.
From the Royal Museum of Northern Antiquities, Copenhagen. 45846. Plate
7, fig. 2. .
LAMP. Large lamp made from coarse cystalline rock, triangular in outline, th e
bottom flat, the sides rnunded, the back much higlier than the wick edge. The
reservoir is flat and is crossed by a bridge, which breaks down at the end_~,
allowing the passage of the oil to the wick. The wick edge is curved and is
rnugh from age and use. This l amp is evidently very old. It was probably
taken from a village site in a high latitude -as it resembles closely the lamp
found by General Greely in latitude 82 degrees north. (See Plate 7, fig. 3.)
Length, 14½ inches; width, 12½ inches; height, at front, 2 inches; at rear, _5¼
inches. Eskimo, North Greenland. From the Royal Museum of Northern Antiquities, Copenhagen. 45847. Plate 7, fig. 4.
LAMP (FROM _GRAVE). Small la.mp, rudely cut from soapstone upon Greenland
model. It has been in actual use and it is probable that it is a personal l amp,
which has been buried with its owner in or on the grave where it was fona d .
(For East Greenland mortuary lamps, see Plate 8, fig. 1.) Length, 3¼ inches;
width, q inches; height, i inch. Eskimo, South Greenland. Collcctecl by Governor Pencker. 63908.
SMALL LAMP (MODEL). Made of soapstone for Dr. Hayes. South Greenland. Collected by Dr. I. I. Hayes. 176065. Plate 8, fig. 2.
LAMP. Of soapstone, ovate in outlin e; reservoir slants regularly from wick edge to
the bottom of low back wall; the convex wick edge has a ridge running aron_ucl
it between the outer edge and the reservoir, forming £L groove in which the_wick
was installed. The lamp rests upon a flat bottom and stands level, the nm of
the back wall being of the same height as the wick edge. Length, 8 inch s ;
widtb, 5 inches; height, 2¼ inches. Eskimo, East Greenland. Collecte<l by
Capt. Gustav Holm. From the Royal Musenm of Northern Antiquities, Copenhagen . 168942. Plate 8, fig. 3 .
SOAPSTONE POT. With rounded endB and flat uottom; oblong. The wall flare outward from the base, and in the fonr corners holes are driHecl through which are
pas ed the ends of seal-skin cords secur d by knots. Th so loops are for su P ns10n of the pot ov r the lamp 16 942. The pot is neatly fini bed ancl the side
tolerably thin. Length, inches; width, 4¾ inch s; heio-ht, 41 \; incbe. . E kimo
of Ea t ' r · nland.
'oll ctccl lJy Capt. ustav Holm. From the Royal 1u um
of 'orth rn Anttquiti _., op nhagen. 16 913. Plate 8, fig. 3.
I o · F R WICK.
en ·e ma of mo , spltagnunt p. from which the wick f r th
lamp i pr par •cl. ' h mo._. i ru ually prc•pa,r cl hy rubbing b tw<•e11 t11 p, lm
ftli_b n<l ,ttl1 same 1m,i11•orporatlllga,littlooil. Thi powtl redmo. i
k:p rn a. hag or otb r n·r· pt:u·I for ubsrc1nc11t u I'. Eskimo, Ea. t r nlancl.
,~1.1 ,. ·fl by ;, P · ·u. tav II lm. Fr in tho Poyal Mn um of orth ru Antiq111 H· , 'op nba 1·11 .
l · !111.
h]
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Fig. 1. Outline, section, and front view of large lamp.
(Cat. No. 10439, U.S.N.M.

Repulse Bay.

Collected by Capt. C. F. Hall.)

Fig. 2. Small l~mp.
(Cat. No. 176064, U.S.N.M.

Smith Sound. Collected by Dr. I. I. Hays .)

Fig. 3. Lamp of hard stone.
(Cat . No. 458.J.5, U.S.N.M.

South Greenland. Royal Museum, Copenhagen.)

Fig. 4. Small lamp.
(Cat. No. 45844, U.S.N.M.

South Greenland. Royal Museum, Copenhagen.)

Report of U. S. National Museum , 1896. -- Hough.
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LAMPS OF GREENLAND.

Fig. 1. Model of lamp and cooking pot with sections.
(Cat. N o.1757O5, U.S. N. M. Inglefield Gulf.
of Peary Relief Expedition.)

Collected by Henry G. Bryant, command0 r

Fig. 2. Outline, section, and front view of large lamp.
(Cat,. No. 126745, U. S. N. M.

Smith Sound.

·

Collected by Dr. Emil Bessels. l

Re port of U. S Nation al Museum, 1896.-Hough.
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THE LAMP 01? THE E Knt
LAMP COMPLETE. With stool and pot (moclel). Mad for r. I. I. Hay
1!. kim
South Greenland. Collected by Dr I. I. Haye . 176 u6.
, i 0 ·• 4.
DRYING FRAME. Rack hung over the fire in l in t 11t. It i. mn<l
lashed to crossbars at the end. Leuo·th 3 * inches· width, 1 inch . •' kimo,
N
o
,
~
'
orth Greenland. Collected by H. G. Bryant, commander of tho P :iry r li •f
expedition. 169043. Plate 9, fig. 1.
ROUND COOKING POT. Small pot cut from soapstone. Holes are bor cl through the
~dge for suspension. This is probably one of the small objects fonu<l in grnv
in South Greenland. Diameter, 2g- inches; height, 1¼ inche . Eskimo, outh
Greenland. From the Royal Museum of Northern Antiquities, Copenhagen.
45848. Plate 9, fig. 2.
COOKING POT. Of soapstone; the walls thin and strongly bnlged at the ·i<1e, the
nd
e s only slightly so. The sides slant outward in r everse of those of U ngava,
Labrador. Length, 13i inches; width, 8 inches ; hei g ht, 4¾inches. Itah Eskimo,
Port Foulke, West Greenland. Collected Ly Dr. I. I. Hayes. 563. Pl:.tto 9, Jig. 3.
CooIUNG POT. Oblong-oval pot cut from soapstone. At the four corners Leckets
have been cut out in the edge of the pot; these are pierced for paRsage of the
suspending·cords. This pot belono's with lamp No. 45846, -plate 7, fig. 2. Length,
8
½inches; width, 6¼ inches ; height, 3 inches. Eskimo, Green laud. From the
Royal Museum of Northern Antiquities, Copenhagen. 45850. Plate 9, fig. 4.
CooIUNG POT. Boat-shaped pot cut out of soapstone with iron tools. There is a
small, flat, elliptic area on the bottom upon which the pot r ests. There are no
holes on the edge for suspension, the interior of the vessel is rough, and though
called a '' cooking vessel " there is no evidence of such use. It is also of unusual
shape and manifestly is not intended for use with the lamp. Probably tlie ves-_
sel is intended to set on an open fire. Length, 11! in ches; width, 7 inches;
height, 3¾ inch es. Eskimo, Greenland. From the Royal Museum of Northern
Antiquities, Copenhag en. 45851.
·
COOKING POT. Small oblong vessel cut from soapstone to represent tl.i e cooking pot.
Buriecl with tlie dead. Length, 2¼ inches; width l/0 inches; height¾ inch.
Eskimo, South Greenland. Collected by Governor Fencker. 63910.
THE LAMPS OF THE MACKENZIE RIVER.

The two lamps in the United States National Museum from tbe Mackenzie River were collected many years ago by Robert; MacFarlane.
They are small and ha ve a divided bridge, relating them to _the lamps
of St. L awreuce Island and eastern Siberia. No information whatever
is available relating to the use of the lamp by the Mackenzie River
Eskimo.
LAMP. Of soapstone, crescentic in shape, bottom ne_arly :flat,
sides vertical. The re. ervoir is shallow and is divided iuto two portions b~ a
bri<lge. The bridge i8 divided into two vortions b y a ca11al cut nc~oss th~ midclle and tho wall of tho re ervoir is continued around th ends, formmg a ll,Lrrow
1·ada1 at the ud of the lni<lg . The wick edge i1:1 slightly cnrvcd, as i1:1 th < r_nle
. all E ·kimo la.mps. This
. . mall lamp, w 111C·
· h.18 c·tll•d
''·i• w in ter· 1r:iv. llllg
rn
•
.
lamp," i u eful only for giving a. tPmpor a.ry light, and wa prohahly ca.i_·ru:<1 111
•
1.
• ltli
tlw inter .· t of the 11111ker.. L •ngth, .,~ 111<·.u
• WH
• -,, indw · J1c1g-ht at•
.
• .
. . R'n . 1. 'anadn •
'oll1•dt•r 1 1,~
front ½inch· nt hack, . llll'h.
hskuno,
~ I u ·k 1·n,:io
R. Iad'arh n . :l0-1. Plat, 10 !ig. 1. .
.
.
' . l111tt11111 tint,
lf!Au. T.,\MJ•.
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carried on the person by travelers. Small as the lamp is it seems to show traces
which jndicate that it has been burned. Length, 3t inches; width, H· inches.
Eskimo, Mackenzie River, Canada. Collected by R . MacFarlane. 1109. Plate
10, fig. 2.
THE LAMPS O:F POINT BARROW.

The lamps from Point Barrow in the United States National Museum
have been ably described by Mr. John Murdoch 1 in bis paper on the
"Ray Collection." It is ouly necessary, therefore, to point out the relation of the Point Barrow type lamp to those of Smith Sound. The
coo1fa1g pot is also like that of the same locality in Greenland.
No drying frames were procured from Point Barrow or are mentioned
iri Mr. Murdoch's paper. It is quite likely that the drying frame exists
at Point Barrow. In fact, Captain Herendeen assures the writer that
they are used there.
There is a lamp of pottery in the Nathan Joseph collection, Golden
Gate Park Museum, San Francisco, from Alaska, which from its form
appertains to Point Barrow, where l)Ottery was formerly made.
LAMP. This lamp is elliptic in outline and is very well worked from soapstone.
The r eservoir is deep, and at the rear is a semilunar terrace standing tbre~fourths inch above th e floor with slanting side. The rear wall of the i·eservoir
is nearly vertical, while th e wick side slopes down to the floor of the lamp.
The bottom of the lamp is flat and the si<les incline inward. The wick line has
a curve of about 2 feet radius. The lamp h as been broken and mended wit b
sinew and cement. The resemblance of this l amp to those of Greenland
(Bessels) is striking. The terrace may, however, correspond to the cavity in tL
similar position in the' Cumberland Gulf lamp (see Plate 11, fig. 2) and for a,
similar use, the placing of unmelted blubber. Length, 17 inches ; width, 8
inches; h eight, 2¼ inches. Eskimo, Point Barrow, Alaska. Collected by Lieut.
P.H. Ray, U. S. A. 89879. Plate 11, fig. 1.
LAMP. Large semi.lunar l amp of sili ceous sandstone. It is roughly worked out,
but i's quite a feat to do so w ell with this material. The cavity is rather deep,
and its floor is high at the back and slopes to the middle liue, where it meets tho
slope from the wick edge. The latter is straight. The bottom and corners
rounded. The l amp slopes toward the wick clge, as the section show . Len<rth,
12½ inches; width, 8 inches; height in front, 2§- inches; at back, 3 inches.
Eskimo, Point Barrow, Ala ka. Collected by Lieut. P. H. Ray, U . . A..
9 O.
LA.M P .
hallow, rud emilnnar lamp of iliceous ro ·k of small size. It v.~as probably worked from a slab of tone, and ruu t be tipped for ward when in u e.
The re ervoir is shallow aud bow ·cl-that is, forrn d uy two slanting planes
whic·h mee at a. middle line ·orr . pondin r to the terrace in th rear of the typ
lamp. Thi. lamp i. a rnd approximation to the h tt,r form <l lamps f apat~nP. I ~a , h wev r,
•u s rvic . Length, ¼ inclie ; width, 4¼ inch i
111:,gbt, 1 JD ·b . E k1mo, Point Barrow, A.la. ka.
'oll ·t cl by Li ut. P . lI.
lay, ~-.".A..
9 1.

l· l 1101 •y, I , pp . 1 5-10
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. LAMPS OF GREENLAND.

Fig. 1. Outline, section, and front view.
(Cat.. No. 504, U.S.N.M.

Greenland.

Collected by Dr. I. I. Hayes.)

Fig. 2. Same of lamp with bridge.
(Cat. No. 45846, U.S.N.M.

Greenl and.

Royal Museum, Copenhagen.)

Fig. 3. Lamp with l>ridge found by Gen. A. W. Greely a t Cape Baird.
of International Polar Meteorological Observations.
Fig. 4. Lamp with bridge.
(Cat. No.45847, U.S .N.M.

Greenland.

Royal Museum, Copenhagen.)

From Report
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Report of U. S. National Museum, 1896.-Hough.
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LAMPS OF GREENLAXD,

Fig. 1. Small mortuary lamps.
(Cape Bismarck, East Greenland.)

Fig. 2. Outline and section.
(Cat. No. 176065, TI .S.N.M.

South Greenland.

Collected by Dr. J. I. Hayes.)

Fig. 3. Drying frame, cooking pot, lamp, and stooL
((;at. Nos.168941-:J, U.S.N .M.

East, Greenland.

Fig. 4. Cooking pot, lamp, and stool (model ) .

Collected by Capt. Gustav Holm.)

South Greenland.

(Cats.No.176066, U.S.N .M . Colle cteu by Dr. I. I. Hayes.)

Fig. 5. Drying frame, cooking pot, and spoon, lamp, lamp trimmer, ancl stool.
Greenland.
(After Holm and V. Garde.)

East

Report of U.S. National Mu seum, 1896.-Hough.
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DRYING FRAl\IE AND COOKING POTS OF GREENLAND.

Fig. 1. Drying frame foi: tent.
(Cat. No. 169043, U.S.N.M.
Relief Expedition.)

North Greenland.

Collee;ted by Henry G. Bryant, Peary

Fig. 2. Round cooking pot.
(Cat. No. 45848, U .S.N .M. South Greenland. Royal Museum, Copenhagen.)

Fig. 3. Outline, section, and side view of cooking pot.
(Cat. :tfo. 563, Port Foulke, West Greenland. Collected by Dr. I. I . Hayes.)

Fig. 4. Cooking pot.
(Cat. No. 4.5850, U.S.N.M.

·
Greenland. Royal Museum, Copenhagen.)

P LATE

Report of U S. N~ional Museum, 1896.-Hough.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 10.

LAMPS OF THE MACKENZrn RIVER.

Fig. 1. Section, outline, and front view of small lamp with bifid bridge.
(Cat. No. 2071, U.S.N.M. Mackenzie River, Canada.

Collected by R. MacFarlaue.)

Fig. 2. Outline, section, and front view of small famp.
(Cat. No.1109, U.S.N.M. Ma-0kenzie River, Canada. Collected by R. MacFarlane.)

R ep ort of U

S. National Museum , 1896 .- H ough
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LAMPS OF POINT BARROW.

F ig. 1. Soapstone lamp.
(Cat. No. 89879, U.S.N .M.

Collected by L ieut. P.H. Ray, U.S. A.)

Fig. 2. Soapstone lamp.
'

·

(Cat. No. 56673, U.S.N.M.

Collected by Lieut. P.H. Ray, U.S . .A..)

Fig. 3. Soapstone lamp, rude.
(Cat. No. 89882, U.S.N .M . Collected by Lieut. P.H. Ray, U.S . .A..)

Reoort of U. S. National Museum, 1896.-Hough.

LAMPS OF P OI T B ARROW.

P LATE 11.

THE LA f P OF TH

KI f

Rude lamp of soapstone, whi how
of stone from which it wa excn,vn,ted.
height, lt inches. Eskimo, Point B:irrow,
Ray, U. S. A. 89882. Plate 11, fig. 3.

LAMP.

THE LAMPS OF K TZE

The description of the lamps from Kotz bu
upon two small specimens in the Unit d Stat
ad nal
T?ese famps have the shape of a clam shell, havitw th l ll th an
width uearly equal, exactly so in one specimen. A lam 1 fr m tll
Nathan Joseph collection in the Golden Gate Park Mu
Francisco is of this type, and is undoubtedly from the K z u r gi 11 •
(See plate 12, fig. 3.) The length is 10:i inches and the width, 9 in •h
The material is clay slate. 1 One of the lamps in the Field Columbian
Museum is made of wood.2
Of soapstone; ovate ·triangular in outline, all corners l> ing
rou~dec: for comfort in carrying. Bottom and floor of reservoir flat. Lamp does
not mclme. Walls of side slanting to reservoir floor. Wick edge bowed more
th
an usual{ Leng-th, 6¼ inches; width, 5 inches; height, If foches. Hotham
~nlet, Kotzebue Sound, Alaska. Collected by E. W. Nelson. 64223. Plate 12,
fig. 1.

TRAVELING LAMP.

LAM:· Small model in soapstone of the typical semilunar shape of the Eskimo lamp
fr~m Greenland to Norton Bay. Length, If inches; width, 2-½ inches; height,
lllch. Eskimo, Cape Darby, Norton Bay, Alaska. Collected by E.W. Nelson.
48138. Plate 12, fig. 2.

t

THE LAMPS OF NORTON SOUND.

The lamps from the northern shore of Norton Souud are of the Kotzebu~ type, flat and with the outliue of the clam shell.
The lamp from St. Michaels on the south shore seems to anticipate the
sa<liron lamp of the AlasJ{au Peninsula. It must be borne in mind
· that St. Michael s js the great emporium of this region, and specimens
drift in there from many different localities.
Shallo w lamp of &andstoue of the shape of the small lamp 44338, well made
and evidently havinO' seen long service. The wick edge is n early straight; the
corners ronndecl by n se. This lamp is the Kotzebue type, which is ext_rernely
simple. L ngtb of w ick edge
inc·bes · width, 6½ inches; heigh th, l i mcbes.
'
'
Eskimo, Norton onnd, Ala ka.
ollected
by E. W. Nelson. 49110 · Plate
13, llO', 1.

LA..'\.tP.

1050

REPORT OF NA'TIONAL MUSEUM, 1896.

"\Vorkecl from tnfaceons rock; very much disintegrated. Shape that
of a sad iron; bottom flat, r~mnding toward vertical sides. The reservoir 1s
oval ancl shallow; the si<les rise to uniform height all around it. The point
where the wick has been 1aid is not specially worked for the purpose. This
lamp bears no resemblance to those collected by E.W. Nelson in Norton Sound.
In general appearance it more nearly resembles some varieties of the Kodiak
lamp, and th e narrow lip increases the resemblance. There are two lamps in
the United States National Museum from the peninsula lying between Norton
and Kotzebue sounds for comparison, which show that its affiliations are with
those of Kodiak and the Alaskan Peninsula. Length, 11¾inches; greatest width,
6½ inches; height, 2 inches. Eskimo, St. Michaels, Norton Sound, Alaska.
Collected by L. M. Turner. 30761. Plate 13, fig. 3.
SMALL LAMP. Formed of concretion of gray, shaly rock, of natural shape,. not
worked in any way. It is oval in shape and on one side there is evidence of th e
charring of the wick. This lamp was probably carried by hunters. Leng th '
3½ inches; width, 2½ inches; height, ¾ inch. Eskimo, St. Michaels, Norton
Sound, Alaska. Collected by E.W. Nelson. 43470. Plate 13, fig. 4. ·

STONl~ LAMP.

THE LAMPS OF ST. LAWRENCE ISLAND.

These lamps are of pottery, skillfully made and baked. The lamps
with two wick edges are unique, and altogether the utensil in this locality and has assumed several curious forms. The bridged lamp of North
Greenland is here repeated, but with various modifications, and are
connected with Asia by the Siberian example. (See plate 17.)
The pottery lamp rests and drip catchers are unique. One of the
rests in the collection is a whale's vertebra, with the spinous processes
backed off.
The drying frame does not exist. Its place is taken by pegs driven
in the earth walls of the house.
The shape of the St. Lawrence Island lamp seems to have followed
that of the wooden platters.

L

ha1, . 'I hi lamp ha ·ontin11 11. hridg
pi r ·•I, 1111 op n 1Ho11111l th •ir u<l for th
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LAMPS OF KOTZEBUE SOUND.

Fig. 1. Traveling lamp.

Soapstone.

(Cat. No. 64223, U.S.N.M. Collected by E.W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. Small toy lamp . Although this l amp is from Cape DaTby, it is nearer to the
Kotzebue type than to that of Norton Sound.
Fig. 3. Outline of Kotzebue lamp in the Golden Gate Park Museum, Sau Francisco,
California.
Fig. 4. Outline of Kotzebue lamp.
(Cat. ~o. 75508, U.S.N.M.

Collected by Lieut. Geo. M. Stoney, U.S.N.)

Report of U. S. National Museum , 1896.-Hough.
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LAMPS OF NORTON SOUND.

Fig. 1. Sandstone lamp.
(Cat. No. 49110, U.S.N.M.

Norton Bay.

Collected b y E.W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. Small lamp.
·

(Cat. No. 44338, U.S.N.M.

Norton Sound.

Collected by E.W. Nelson.)

Fig. 3. Sandstone lamp.
(Cat. No. 30761, U.S.N.M.

St. Michaels, Norton Sound.

Collected by L. M. Turner.)

St. Michaels, Norton Sound.

Collected by E . W. Nelson.)

Fig. 4. Lamp of concretion.
(Cat.No. 43470, U .S.N .M.

P LATE
Report of U . S. National Museunc, 1896 .- Hough.
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THE LAMP OF THE E KI I •
flow of the oil. -Length, 13} inches; width 10¼ in ·li
Eskimo, St. Lawrence Island, Alaska.
olle t cl by .K \ .
15, fig. 2.

1

1

in ·lH' ..
I lat

Made of clay with large a1lmixture of quartz frngru
burnt and completely soaked with oil. In shape it i :t larg
l>lono- pla t r
having concave side with a step at either end above the l>ott m of th re ' l'
At either side the step is raised into crescentic ridges, each pi re <l with
holes slanting down to the reservoir with ti.le angle of the id . Throno-h
th ese orifices the wick is fed. The wick is laid along the edo-e of eith r ide of
th e lamp. This is the only example of a double Eskimo lamp, and from it
capacity it must have been used where oil was plenty. The lamp bears a like~ess to the wooden dishes of this region. Length, 15½ inche ; width, 12¼
inches i height, 2} inches Eskimo, St. Lawrence Island, Bering Strait, Alaska.
L
Coll~ct~d by E: W. Nelson. 49196. Plate 15, fig._3.
AMP.
fh1s lamp 1s made of clay burning yellow, with coarse temper of ubangular quartz fragments. It is oblong, with truncated corners r esembling in shape
th e wooden dishes of the Norton Sound region, and is rath er deep. The clay was
probably formecl in a wooden dish. The upper edge is flat, except on the side
where the wick is placed, which is rounded off. At 2 inches from the lip and
parallel with it there is a bridge 4t inches lo:ng, standing lf inches above the
bottom of the lamp at the rear and five-eighths of an inch in relief in front of
the lip, thus forming a shelf. The office of the bridge may be to prevent particles of moss falling into the oil, to prevent. floating masses of unmelted blubber
from interfering with the wick, or it may be nsed as a secondary wick surface
when the oil i8 low. The deposits on the ridge seems to point to the latter use.
By the flattening of the base the lamp leans forward toward the wick edge at a
low angle, as is observed in the Chukchis lamp (Plate 17, fig.1) and in common
with the latter it possesses a ridge. This lamp is set on a vessel which com~ines the functions of rest and drip catcher. Length, 8¼ inches; width, 6i
inches; height, at rear, 2¼ inches; at front, 2 inches. Eskimo, St. Lawrence
Island, Alaska. Collected by E.W. Nelson. 63544. Plate 15, fig. 4.
OBLONG COOKING POT. Made of coarse earthernware. At the upper corners the
clay has been pinched up and pierced for the attachment of cords for suspending
the pot. The vessel is rudely made and is much blackened with lamp smoke.
Length, 6 inches; width, 4¾ inches ; height, 2t inches. Eskimo, St. Lawrence
Island, Alaska. Collected by E. W. Nelson. 63546. Plate 16, fig. 1.
OBLONG COOKING POT. Small oblong pot of coarse pottery, blackened and covered
on the bottom with deposit from the lamp. Each corner is pierced with two
orifices through which pass whalebone strips for suspending the pot. The vessel
w ould seem too small for cooking food, but it has evidently been used over the
lamp. Length, 4f inches; witlth, 3¼ inches; h eight, li inches. Eskimo, St.
Lawrence I sland, Alaska.
'ollected by E. \,V. Nelson. 63548. Plate 16, fig. 2.
BLONG COOKIXG POT. , mall oblong pot of very coarse earthenware, without lugs;
probably a. foo,l v s el, as it is not smok<,d hy the lamp. Length, 4f inches;
width, 3} incheH; height li inc·he . Eskimo, ~t. Lawrence Islanc.l, Alaska.
'ollect cl by KW. ! Telso11. G35J.7. Platc· rn, fig. 3.
Dmp 'ATCHER. Long, narrow, shallow v sel of c·oarRe burnt cfay, rounded at th e
ends ancl sliirhtlv cun·ed. Thi v
el i ·atalo rn cl aH n la.mp. Its edges are
n t found for th; wi ·k which i an infallible t t for a Ia.mp. It was p~obauly
· of~' lamp to ·atch droppwg
·
·1 L.' 0 gth , :+0 iuolies '· width, 2a
plac· cl under th lip
01 •
.
.
.
.
1n ·b
· hl·1ght
1 111clH'!!.
Esk11110,
, . t. Lawronc I s 1an tl , Ala1:1ka. Collected by
.E. W. elson. 63545. Plate 16, fig. 4.
DOUBLE LAMP.

c-1~
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LAMPS OF

ST .

LAWREN CJ~ ISLAND.

Fig. 1. Section and outline of pottery lamp.
(Cat. No. 03543, U.S.N.M. _Collected by E.W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. Side view of same.
Fig. 3. Same lamp in woouen rest or dish carved out to accommodate tbe lamp. The
rest is No.1270181 of the Museum catalogue and was collected by E. '\Y.
Nelson.

P LATE
Rep ort of U , S. National Museum , 1896. -Hough.
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Fig. 1. Double earthenware lamp, with divide<l bridges.
(Cat. No. 63570, U.S.N.M .

Collecte<l. by E.W. Nelson.)

:Fig. 2. Double earthenware lamp, with continuous bridges.
(Cat. No. 63569, U.8.N.M. Collected by E.W. Nelsor: .)

Fig. 3. Large double earthenware lamp, with pierced bridges.
(Cat. No. 49196, U.S.N .M.

Collected lJy E.W. Nelson.)

J!~ig. 4. B'alancell earthenware lamp, with single bridge. Iu the upper drawing rbe
lamp is sho,vn set upon the pot.tery rest and. drip catcher.
(Cat. No. 03544, U.S.N.M.

Collected by E.W. Nelson.)

Report of U. S. National Muse um, 1896.- Hough.
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COOKING POTS OF

ST.

16.

-

LAWRENCE ISLAND.

Fig. 1. Earthen ware. Rt. Lawrence Islantl is the southe rn limit uf cookin g pots
hun g over the lamp. The jar-shaped cooking pots from Norton Sound ao d
sou th wartl arc set on a fire of driftwood.
(Cat. No. G:l5J6, U .S.N.M.

Collected by E.W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. Earthenware.
(Cai.. No. 63548, U.S.N.M.

Fig. 3. Earthenware.

Probal>ly

(Cat. No. Ci3547, U.S.N.M.

Fig. 4. Earthe nwa.i-e.

Collected by E . W. Nelson.)
a,

food vessel.

Collected by E.W. Nelson.)

Probal>ly a drip catcher.

(Cat. :ro. 63545, U.S.N.ll . Collected by E. "\V. Nelson.)

I
Re.port of U · S . National Museum, 1896.-Hough.
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LAMPS OF EASTERN SIBERIA.

Outline, section, and front view of balanced soapstone lamp with bridge.
(Cat. No. 6!222, U.S.N.M.

Collected by E.W. Nelson.)

Fig. 2. Outline and section show in()' method of installation of Chukchii:! lamp.
the "Voyage of the Veg:."

.From

Report of U, S, National Mu seu m, 1896.-Hough,
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THE LAMP OF THE
L AMP.

Old pottery lamp of th ordinary Bri
and the l nmp is soa ked ,vith oil. l iam
nches. Eskimo, Brist ol Bay, Ala lrn. C Ile t d b
Plate 18 fig 3

?f charring
1

L

'

..

Saucer-shaped lamp of pottery, soak d with oil. Thi Jami
a V~ry shallow depression on the interior ju, t b lo,v th
th
e rim. Diameter, 5¼ inches; height, It i n ch
E kim
J . W. J ohnson. 127660b. Plat 1 >, /1 0'. 1.
B
LAMP ay,SAlaska. Collected bv
•
·
aucer shaped l amp of p ottery, u eatly made, soaked with
a re decorated with h orizontal par a llel shallow g r oov
crntch d in th
The exterior of the b eveled r im is d ecorat ed in the same w:ty. In th
of th e vessel is an ou tlined circle, froru which r adiate at ri o-ht anO'] four ar111 ,
~orm ed of grooves scr atched in t h e paste, w hi ch Mr. N el, on infor m th writ r
Is a personal mark. D iameter, 4¾ inch es; heig h t, l t inch es . Eskiruo, B ig Lak ,
L Alaska. Collected b y E . W. Nelson. 38077. P late 19, fig. 1.
A~P. Of pottery, soaked with oil; saucer-shap ed. In t h e bot tom is a square c·ro s
in a circular field bounded b y th e lowest of the four g rooves a round the s ide.
The outside of the rilll h as three OO'roo ves · the botto111 is quite s moo t h a nd e ven
in
. out}'me. Traces of m oss a re found in the' groov es. The function of the g r oove.",
If th ey are more tha n d ecora tive, is not known. The l a mp m ny have been
~urned by means of a piece of moss placed in the center or floating in th e oil,
hke those of the Novaks.1 Diameter, 3fr inches ; height, lt inches. Eskimo of
L
Lower Yukon, Alaska. Collected by E. W. Nelson, 38078. Plate 19, :fig. 2.
AM P .. Pottery lamp w ith horizontal grooves around the inside of'the walls a nd
:nth beveled edge. The lamp is welJ-shaped and is shallower than 56022. It is
rncrusted with grease. Diameter, 8t inches; height, 2¾ in ches. Eskimo, Bristol Bay, Alaska. Collected. by C. L. McKay. 56021. Plate 19, :fig. 3.
LA~P . H eavy, clumsily ma<le, sau cer-shaped, dish of unbaked clay without temper.
I'he object h as n ev er b een used. Diameter, 5 inches; height, 2 inches. Eskimo,
U g ashik, Bristol Bay, Alaska. Collected by J. W. Johnson. 127660a.
L AMP. Evenly-shaped bo wl lamp of pottery, with numerous horizontal ridges on
th e inside . Along a portion of the rim there is a charred crust, as though the
lamp had been tilted a nd burned with a moss wick as in other lamps. The base
is somewh at flatt en ed. Diameter, 7 inches; height, 3¾ inches. Eskimo, Bristol
B ay, Alaska. Collect ed by C. L. McKa .v . 56022.
L AMP. Made of fine h omogeneous clay ; burned. It is the largest circular pottery
l amp i n the Uni ted St ates National Muse um. The edge is beveled and grooved.
The gr ooves ins ide a r e s hallow, and in the floor of the lamp is a circle with
r adiating arms, form ing a cross. F rom the incrustation a ronnd t~,e edg e it_ would
seelll that a 1n-)ss w ick was nsecl. Di a met er, 10½ inches ; h eight, 3¾ m ches.
E kimo, Bristol Bay, Alask a . Collec tecl by C. L. Mc Kay. 5~020.
.
LA~1P. I1eavy sau ·er-shap ed la mp of p otter y ; soakr d with 011 from u se. This
lamp is plain, and has evidnitly een lon g ser vice. There . is 11 0 well-mnrk~d
wi<·k e clge, and it is p r obab le th at the wick fl oat cl in th e o tl o~ was plac :d 10
tb ' · n t r. This la m p wa 11.cd iu the h o11A . D ia meter, H½ m c· h · ; lw ,g h t,
2f iu h s. Eskimo, l'ga hik, Bri tol Bay, Alaska. Co ll <'ct cl hy ,J. \\'. ,Jobn Hou.
1276 c.
A~ll· . Thi . ], mp i of hnr<l cry tnllin~ ror.k.
It hns h •n work cl '.Lppnrently from
. , 'lli Jo,,· r 11,,rtion hi• round d w1th1111t flatt,•11Nl
a l1 a.,· h p Ill
, , " 1>Y p r k Ill#{
•
p ort ion fo r :i ha - of upport; the lnmp, JioWl'\"l•r, i
tahlt: aml Im 11 11 rht
in clination nw·trd th wick NI, ; nr111111d th1• aid n \ irl1• gnm,·1• hn_ lu 11 ~,·ork'. II,
l ·
'lh r l' n ·oiri h llu w nnclp•tlt tl • · ov1l1111111tl111
nth
. f
ma k 111•
, nm.
r
"'
, ti ·
·,1 I
1,,. 11 ·orl.addo, ·n n ton · I'
ofth o,· 11 l111or111 11 rro
,l
'
., 1~
" 1111 I I
I
'I h I Ill I i
lip for t h
·i<-k. ·1 h ' t?r, oir r11 l d • h • 111 t n rnhl, ii m ol ,.
J
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im n of st n working. It is like the Kadiak lamps in the lip,
but th o-eo ral ni1)pen,ranre is that of -the pottery l amps of the Bristol Bay
r giou. l imcn ion , 5-½ in hes by 4½ inches; height, 2¾ inches. Eskimo, Bristol
Bay, Ala ka..
ollected by C. L. McKay. 56024. Plate 20, fig. 3.

n. v ry flne p

THE LAMPS OF KADIAK.

There is a full series of lamps from Kadiak in the United States
Nationa,l Museum. They are of ba;rd dioritic rock and areusuallycarefu1ly workeu and finished. It would be difficult to mention better
specimens of stone working. Some of the h1mps are very large, one in
tbe collection weighing 67 pounds. They are oval in outline, with a
shallow reservoir, low walls with flat top, the sides are often grooved,
the bottom convex. The wick edge is a small groove cut through the
wall at the apex of the· oval ·1eading to it.
There is no information concerning the installation of these lamps,
the specimens, like those of the Aleuts, having been taken from old
village sites.
An oval lamp of the type exists in the collection of the Alaska Commercial Company, Golden Gate Park Museum at San Francisco, California. It is curious, having the channel for the wick deeper tban the
bottom of the lamp and two conical projections rising from the floor of
the reservoir near the back of the lamp. The material is d.iorite.
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LAMPS OF BRISTOL BAY.

Fig. 1. Earthenware lamp.
(Cat. No. 153703,U.S.N.M.

Cape Vancouver.

Collected by J'. H. Tnrn er.)

Cape Vancouver.

Collected by J'. Il. Turner.)

Fig. 2. Earthenware lamp.
(Cat. No. 153702,U .S.N.M.

Fig. 3. Earthenware lamp.
(Cat. Xo . 56020a, U.S.N.M.

Bristol Bay.

Collected by C. L. McKay.)

Fig. 4. EaTthenwar e la,mp.
(Cat. No. 1276:.iOb , U.S.N.M. Ugashik, Bristol Bay.

Collecteu by J'. W . J'ohnsun. )

LATE
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LAMPS OF BRISTOL BAY.

Fig. 1. Earthenware lamp with personal mark.
(Cat. No. 380,7, U.S.N.M.

Big Lake. Collected hy E.W. Nelson.)

Fit;. 2. Earthenware lamp with personal mark.
(Cat. No. 38078, U.S.N.M.

Lower Yukon.

Collected by E.W. Nelson.)

Fig. 3. Earthenware lamp.
(Cat. Ko . 56021, "G .S.~.M.

Bristol Bay.

Collected by E .W. Nelson.)

Report of U. S. Nat iona l Mu se um, 1896.-Hough.
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F TIU,
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·
th e
. reservo1_r, and a small portion f t b JI, t dg
. mo 8 s, T~e side, edge, and r servoir ar p l i L l. L n •r1 b,
7
t1 1ches; height, 2¼ inches. 11.. skimo, K tmai h lik ff
LA...MS:, \ ,. Collected by W. J. Fisher. 90476. J>J:tt · l fin". .
·
ery fine:ry worked from 0o-reen m tnmorphi
t 111 •
~qua· d d
R
Ie . e ges J:l,Dd rounded bottom, on whi<"h th Jnmp :1 ·nr:1
eseTvou deep, uniformly concave · upp r ,10' Jiat· Ji}) n, rrow ·nt in fht fl"
at th
·
·
'
e pomt of th e oval. The edg
and r
r oir bav l> n J) li. h ,l · b
botto~ shows marks of hammer stone in workin •Y th 1 mp
Thi i. ,
8 1 nd
id specimen of stone working. Th lamp approximat
bt r uncl. lrn1
~ ~
th
?f
e Yukon Delta lamps. LenO'th 11 inches · width 10 in b . · h<"i 1rbt 4
inche
E 8 k'
o '
'
'
LA
s.
Imo of Afognak Island, Al aska. Colle ted by W. J. F ish r. 717.., .
Oval lamp of fine-grained. bard stone, nicely worked out. Tho lamp i ,
r~e oval, with a wick area at the smaller apex. The side of tbelamp i w rkcd
th
w~ a broad, sh allow groove, and the bottom is rounded. Le1JO"tb 6¾ in b . ;
th
:;d , 4¾ inches; height, If inches. Eskimo, Ugashik, Alaskan Peuin nla,
L
aska. Collected by W . .J. J?isher. 90-i-72:
.A.MP. Of hard, gray rock from the beach· orio-inal surface showing on portions of
the 1
'd
.
'
e,
•
.
ower 81 e. Sad-iron shape; upper edge slightly conca ve ; r eservoir shallow;
l~p narrow. The bottom is rounded; the sides plain, nearly vertical. The lamp
sits nearly _horizontal-that is, the rear only ¾ inch higher than the point.
Leng~h, 9£- mches; width, 7-½ inches; height, 2¾ inches. Eskimo, Afognak Island
L
(Kadiak Group), Alaska. Collected by W. J. Fishel'. 90473.
AMP.
~o~ked from a beach pebble of greenish-gray volcanic rock, of which
th e ongmal surface shows in two places beneath. The cavity is shallow, uniformly concave, and is ovate in outline. There is no lip specially worked out
for the wick, though the lamp inclines toward the apex of the oval. It resembles
th e _Bristol Bay type. Length, 6 inche~; width, 5½ inches; height, 21- inches.
Eskimo, Lesnova, Kadiak Island, Alaska. Collected by W. J. Fisher. 90481.
Plate 20, fig. 1.
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LAMP. Natural shell of volcanic rock, which, from its shape, has been found suitable for a lamp. Length, 5¼ inches; width, 4¾ inches. Aleuts, Bay of Islands,
. Alaska. Collected by W. H. Dall. 13017. Plate 22, fig. 2.
LAMP. Made from volcanic breccia; nearly circular in outline. The reservoir is
shallow; the front portion has been broken away. L ength~ 5¾ inches ; width,
4¼ inches; height, 2¼ inches. Aleuts, Constantine Harbor., Alaska. Collected
by W. H. Dall. 13020.
LAMP. Somewhat water-worn fragment of metamorphic rock, with a natural concavity and slant, which have been taken advantage of by the Aleuts for us~ as
a lamp . The stone is absolutely unmodified, but it serves the purpose as well
as though designed by art. The wick edge is irregular, and it must have been
possible to lay the wick along a line of about three inches. The edge shows
traces of charred moss and the action of fire. This lamp is the most p rimitive
which has come to my knowledge, and it might well b egin the entire developmental series of lamps if there were not a question whether or 10t it is a
makeshift. The Aleuts of the peninsula, at least, did work their lamps from
stone with some degree of finish. Length, 9¼ inches; width, 6 inches; height
at rear, 3 inches. Aleuts, Unalaska, Alaska. Collected by W. H. Dall. 14891.
Plate 22, fig. 3.
LAMP. Worked from an oval beach pebble; the reservoir is shallow and oval
in outline; there is no definite lip worked out. The bottom of the lamp is irregnlar; when in use, the lamp must be propped up. Length, 4½ inches; width, 3¼
inches; height, 2 inches. Aleuts, Alaska. Collected by W. H. Dall. 14896.
Plate 22, fig. 4.
LAMP. Oblong beach pebble with cavity worked in it. It is probably a toy, if ever
designed for a lamp. Length, 3 inches; width, l f inches. Aleuts, Unalaska,
Alaska. Collected by W . H. Dall. 1606 \. Plate 22, fig. 5.
LAMP. Oval, worked from coarse volca,nic breccia. The reservoir is shallow, with
the bottom flat . This specimen has seen long use and the remains of charrecl
wick indicate that the lamp was lighted around the entire edge. There is, however, a lip worked out on the edge, as in Kadiak lamps. Length, 6! inches;
width, 6¼ inches; height at front, 2 inches; at back, 2¾ inches. Aleuts, Alaska.
Collected by W. H. Dall. 14897. Plate 20, fig. 4.
LA.MP. Oblong-oval lamp excavated in a gray volcanic beach pebble, having a tendency to split into layers. The bottom has cracked off. The reservoir is elliptic
in outlin e and shows markedly the effect of the oil and burning. Length, 6
inches; width, 3t inches ; height, lt inches. Aleuts, A]a~ka. Collected by W. II.
D all. 14899. Plate 23, fig. 1.
LA.MP.
m all oval lamp of yellow volcanic rock, h aving an oval cavity worked out
apparently with a. sharp -ed gecl tool. There i s no defined lip, the wick being
applied at the narrower l)Oint of the oval. This l amp wa taken from a monnd
or village site. Length, 4¼ inche ; width, 3¼ inch s; height, 1-½ inche . Aleut ,
atka, la ka Peuio ula.
'olle ·tec1 by W. H. Dall. 14911.
LA:IP.
mall oval lamp workecl from a heach pebble of gray volcanic rock. The
c, vi y has be n rucl ly ex ·avat d and is oval in outline. L,mgth, 4 inch
wi 1th, 3 in h · ; h i ht, 1! incbe . Al uts, Ala. kan Peninsula, Alaska.
'ol1
'1 by\ . H. fall. 11 9 . Phit 23, fi. ,. 2.
L
b, 11 w r
rv ir work
ont in th
f ,
vol ani · 1· c:k. Tb outlin of th r
fini h !d . L n, b, 5 in 11 · wiclth P, in ·h
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LAMPS OF KADIAK AND THE

P 11; NINSULA.

Fig. 1. Stone lamp.
(Cat. No. 90-1 81, U.S.N.M.

Kadiak fal and.

Collected by W . J. Fisher.)

( Pe p.105n.)

Fig. 2. Stone lamp.
(Cat. No. ]40961, U.S.N.M.
(See p.1057 .)

Oukivok fala11cl.

Collected by the U . S . .Fish Commission .)

Fig. 3. Stone lamp.
(Cat. No. 56024, IT.S .N.M . Southern shore of Bri stol Bay.
lected by C. L. McKay.) ( ee p. 10:'i-l .)

Fig. 4. Stone lamp .

(A.laskau P eninsuln.)

Col-

.

(Cat. No. ]4897 , U.S.N.M . .Alasl,au Pen insula. Collected by Dr. W. H. Dall. ( cep.1050.)

Report of U· S. N•tioool M,se,m, 1896 -Hoogh.
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LAMPS OF KADIAK I SLAND .

Fig. 1. Stone lamp.
(Cat ..No. 42321, U.S .N.M.

Collected by Commander L.A.. B eardRlee, U.S. N.)

Fig. 2. Stone lamp.
(Cat. No. 74724. U.S.N.M..

Collected b y W . J. Fisher.)

Fig. 3. Stone lamp.
(Cat. No.131237, U .S.:K.M.

Collected by Dr. Tarleton II. Bean.)

Fig. 4. Stone lamp.
(Cat. No. 90483, U.S.N.M..

Collectel1 by W. J. Fisher.)

Fig. 5. Stone lamp.
(Cat. No. 90-176, U .S.N.M..
Fisher.)

Alaskan Peninsula,opposite Kadiak.

Collected by W. J.

P LATE

Report of U. S. National Mu seu m, 1896 -Hough .
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LA.MPS OF THE ALEUTIA.N ISLA.NDS,

Fig. 1. Rude lamp.
(Cat. No.14894, U.S.N.M.

Unalaska Island.

Collected by W. l{. Dall.)

Fig. 2. Rude lamp.
(Cat. No.13017, U.S.N.M.

Bay of Islands. Same collector.)

Fig. 3. Rude l amp.
(Cat. No.14891, U.S.N.M.

Unalaska I sland.

Same collector.)

Fig. 4. Rude l amp .
(Cat. No. 14896, U.S.N.M.

Aleuts. Same collector.)

Fig. 5. Rude l amp.
(Cat. No.16061, U.S.N.M.

Unalaska.

Same collector.)

Repor
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LAMPS OF THE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS,

Fig. 1. Rude stone lamp .
(Cat. No. 14899, U.S.N.M.

A.leuts. Collected by W. H. Dall.)

Fig. 2. Rude lamp.
(Cat. No. 14898, U .S.N.M.

A.leuts.

Same collector.)

Fig. 3. Rude lamp.
(Uat. No. 14900, U.S.N.M. A.leuts. Same collector.)

Fig. 4. Rude lamp.
(Cat. No.16395, U.S.N.M. Unalaska Island. Same collector.)

Fig. 5. Rude lamp ..
(Cat. No. lti396,

.S.N.M. Unalaska Island. Same collector.)
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TYPI CAL OUTLINES OF ESKIMO LAMPS.

1, Labrador; 2, Cumberland Gulf; 3, mith Sound; 4, Repulse Bay; 5, North
Greenlancl; 6, East Greenland; 7, Mackenzie River; 8, Point Barrow; 91 Kotzebue
onnd; 10, St. Lawrence Island; 11, Eastern Siberia; 12, Bristol Bay; 13, Kadiak,
and 14, Aleutian I sland .
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Oval ]amp of stone, the wick lip l)eing- at the narrower point. This ]amp
has seen constant use, the stone having spalled off from heat. Length, 6¾ iucbes;
width, 4¾ inches; height, 1¾ inches. Eski1110, Unalaska, Alaska. Collected by
W. H. Dall. 16369. Plate 23, fig. 5.
LAMP. Small circular lamp smoothly worked from stone; this has a groove worked
around the outside and a lip is worked in the edge; the reservoir is cup-shaped.
Apparenply at times the wick bas been installed around the edge, probably to
secure a greater light than the width of the wick edge or lip wonld admit.
While identical in form with the lamps from Bristol Bay the lip cut in the edge
relates it to the Kadiak region. Length, 4¼ inches; width, 4½ inches; height, 2¼
inches. Aleuts, Oukivok lsla.11d, Alaska. Collected by United States Fish Comm1ss1011. 140961. Plate 20, fig. 2.
LA.MP. Subova], with rounded bottom, vertical sides, and rounded edge. The walls
of the reservoir are nearly vertical aucl the l,ottom nearly flat. A large chip has
been knocked off the edge, apparently with desigu, in order to place a moss wick,
the remains of which are found ou tlrn broken snrface. This lamp seems to be a
connecting type between those of Kacliak and the pottery lamps of Bristol Bay.
It was taken from a burial place. Length, 4£- iucht>s; ,vidth, 4J inches; height,
21\ inches. Aleuts, Cheranoffsky, Unalaskalslaud, Alaska. eolleete<l. by Marcus
Baker. 46203.

LAMP.
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